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PREFACE .

.

1

A preface, it is believed , is seldom written, till the book to which it is

prefixed is finished. It then affords to the author a gratifying opportunity

of saying some things, which he could not so properly say in any other part

of his work : and the gratification would be mingled with far less alloy than it

is, if he did not know that the preface is commonly that part of every work ,

which has the least chance of being read and regarded .

On the completion of the second volume of the Christian Advocate, the

editor gratefully acknowledges an addition of patronage in the past year,

considerably greater than previous discouragement had permitted him to '

expect. He now anticipates with a degree of confidence, the permanent

establishment of a religious miscellany in the Presbyterian church , in which

the doctrines of that church shall be taught and defended , information, im

portant to its members, seasonably communicated, practical piety cherished ,

religious error exposed and corrected , the cause of evangelical truth advo

cated , and measures and efforts for extending the gospel announced and
inculcated . The hope of being instrumental in establishing such a miscel

lany - long a desideratum in the church to which he belongs - was the edi

tor's chief inducement to engage in the arduous undertaking, which bas oc

cupied the most of his time and thoughts for two years past; and he views

the prospect of ultimate success with no ordinary degree of pleasure.

It is not however to be understood , that the patronage of the Christian

Advocate at present, is such as to afford much pecuniary remuneration for

the labour and expense of conducting it ; or to accomplish very extensively

its main design , in the advancement of knowledge, truth and piety. The

steady, but very gradual increase of subscribers, through the closing year,

has been sufficient, and only sufficient, to authorize the expectation that ob

jects but very partially attained as yet, will eventually be more fully com

passed. Not a fourth part of the number of subscribers has hitherto been

obtained , which it is believed might reasonably be expected from the Pres

byterian church alone :-expected for the support and diffusion of the only

publication in our country, in which the transactions of the supreme judica

ture of that church are fully detailed , her just pretensions asserted, her cha

racter and institutions defended , and the profits of the work itself tythed

for the benefit of her charities. Ought not the clergy, and other influential

friends of this church, to use some exertions, to extend the circulation of

such a publication ?

The rapid increase of papers of every form and size , professedly of a re

ligious character, but the chief effect of which is to foster in their readers the

Athenian disposition, to “ spend their time in nothing else but to tell or to

hear some new thing," has become a very serious evil in the United States .

Its tendency is truly alarming. These publications prevent both the pa

tronage and the reading of works, from which doctrinal truth ought to be

imbibed , false notions of religion corrected and prevented, right principles

radicated in the mind , and right affections cherished in the heart. If the

progress of this evil is not arrested , it may reasonably be feared that the next

generation, whatever may be its zeal , will abound in religioussmarterers and
sciolists, fitted unhappily for the reception of every specious delusion and

every soul destroying error. It is surely not too much to say, that those

who take these lighter publications, ought to take one which aims to teach

and inculcate " sound doctrine ;" and which , at the same time, communi

cates as much religious intelligence, as is sufficient for all useful purposes:

and that , if this one cannot be taken without relinquishing news-telling pa

pers, they ought to be relinquished .

The editor will say nothing of the ability with which his work has been

conducted . Self praise is worse than useloss ; and that of partial and inte
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rested friends is but little better. Every miscellany ought to stand or fall,

solely by the possession or the want of intrinsick excellence. When , in

deed, a literary enterprise is first announced, it is fair and useful to produce
any presumptive evidence, that it will be ably conducted . But when the

publick has already the means of forming its own judgment, self-celebra

tion should be avoided , if not from better motives, froin those of policy itself.

-It is commonly an indication that the merit of a work which seeks this

assistance, is not waxing but waning. The editor, therefore, will only say ,

that while the Great Bestower of life and health shall enable him to do it,

he hopes to labour faithfully, as he thinks he has hitherto done, to increase

the value of the Christian Advocate .

A tribute of hearty thanks is due, and is cheerfully rendered, to those

obliging correspondents, who have kindly furnished a number of very estima

ble articles in the following volume. Scarcity enhances the value of what

ever is valuable in itself; and the editor feels himself the more indebted to

his friendly coadjutors, because their number has been sınall . May he

not hope that it will be much enlarged in the coming year? A miscellany

ought to possess a variety, which cannot be fully furnished but by produc

tions of literary talent much diversified in kind and character, yet each

possessing its appropriate excellence. No individual can supply this va

riety. The sameness of Johnson's Rambler, as its author knew and acknow

ledged , was its great defect.

The Christian ADVOCATE, although a Presbyterian is not a sectarian

work. The editor refers with confidence to the two volumes now completed ,

for proof that the pledge which he gave on this point in his prospectus, has

been fully redeemed . What denomination , holding the doctrines of the

protestant reformation, has been attacked , or named with disrespect? What

writer, of whom mention has been made, bas received censure, or dimi

nished praise, because he was not a Presbyterian ? What comparisons have

been made, tending to the disparagement of other sects? With infidels , and

errors of every name and their name is legion "—the editor has indeed

shown a readiness to contend, ia the best manner he could ; and nothing,

God assisting, shall ever make him cease, or shrink fromthis contest. But

he regards as brethren all who appear to love our Lord Jesus Christ in sin

cerity, and to hold fast the greatand essential truths of his precious gospel ;

however they may differ from himself in name,and in the forms of religion.

He unfeignedly rejoices in the success of their efforts to do good ; and be

lieves that he shall never offend them , unless offence shall be taken for re

pelling attacks on the denomination to which he belongs.

A deep responsibility is felt by the editor, for the manner in which he

conducts the work committed to his charge. He has ever dreaded a useless

life ; and bis sphere of usefulness is now much confined to the good he may

do through the medium of this miscellany. But if the miscellany shall be

properly conducted, and suitably encouraged ; and if, above all , it shall be

attended by the Divine blessing - he persuades himself that his usefulness

will not be less in the evening of life , than when , in its earlier periods, he

performed more active services in the vineyard of the Lord . He therefore

earnestly requests that the prayers of his Christian readers may be united

with his own, that he inay be faithful to his trust, and that the blessing of

God may rest on the labour of his hands”-“ Brethren, pray for us;" and

let us all remember that “ the time is short.” Another year has fled , and has

borne its report to heaven. Let it adınonish us “ to work while the day

lasts,” remembering " that the night cometh, in which no man canwork.”

Let us look well , that whenever it may come, the work may be finished

which “ the Master” hath given us to do ; and that “ our loins may be girded

about,and our lights burning, and we ourselves like unto men that wait for

their Lord . ”
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keligious Communications.

the representation given is calcu

lated to enforce, and to urge us im

mediately to perform -- " It remain
1 Cor. vii. 29, 30, 31 . eth that both they that have wives be

* But this I say, brethren, the time is as though they had none ; and they

short. It remaineth , that both they that that weep, as though they wept not ;

have wives, be as though they had none;
and they that rejoice, as though they

and they that weep, asthough they wept
not; and they that rejoice, asthough rejoiced not; and they thatbuy, as

they rejoiced not; and they that buy, as though they possessed not ; and they

though they possessed not ; and they that that use this world as not abusing it.”

use this world, as not abusing it : for the 1. We are to consider that life

fashion of this world passeth away .” — with all its connexions, interests,

This passage, as it stands in the and pursuits, is represented in the
sacred text, is part of a discussion, text as short and transient- " This

in which the Apostle Paul instructed I say , brethren, the time is short

the Christians of his own day, in l'e- the fashion of this world passeth

gard to certain points of duty and away." Unquestionably, in this repre

convenience, which their exposure to sentation there is nothing novel , and

persecution rendered at once pecu- nothing that needs a word of argu

liarly doubtfuland highly important, ment. But is there not much that

and on which they had asked his ad. is important, and which , though im

vice . The words before us, however, portant, is forgotten and disregard

as they evidently contain important ed ? To give practical efficiency to

matter by themselves, so they are, undeniable and admitted truths, to

in fact, disconnected from the body fasten on the heart and conscience

of the apostle's discourse, by form- considerations which are obvious and

ing a distinct and serious reflection plain-these are some of the chief

on the topics of which he had been purposes, and often the only neces

speaking. In this separate view sary purpose, of religious discourse

they appear to furnish a subject pe- and admonition . Hence we find the

culiarly suited to the present occa- inspired penmen frequently calling

sion , to the commencement of a into view the same truth ; hence we see

new year. Viewing them in this them careful to exhibit it under all

light , let us consider those various aspects which may be

1. That they represent life , with likely to seize the attention, and af

all its connexions, interests, and pur- fect the hearts of different persons ;

suits, as short and transient— " This hence the apostle, in the words of

I say, brethren, the time is short- the text, connects a reflection on

the fashion of this world passeth the vanity of all earthly things, with

away.”
a discussion on the tenderest of

II. The detail of duties which all its connexions ; and hence we

VOL. II. Ch . Adv. A
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past.

should be ready to take up his re- greatly prolonging the period already

flection, and ponder it most seriously fulfilled. Look back then on the
and closely. What a trifle does it seem !

“ This I say, brethren, thetime is Think that you may not, or that you
short - the fashion of this world pass- cannot double it—that you may not,

eth away. " Short, indeed , is the or cannot add much to it and what

time allotted to man upon earth . a mere speck of existence does life
Sometimes he but opens his eyes, as appear. The beginning and the

it were,on the lightof life, and then end seem to be separated by a dis

closes them suddenly in the sleep of tance, scarcely more than sufficient

death . A large proportion of the to determine that they are not the

human race seem only born to die. sanie. Truly “there is but a step

-They expire in infancy. They de- between us and death . – Our days on

part before any of their intellectual earth are as a shadow, and there is

faculties attain their vigour, and al- none abiding; they are swifter than
most before they begin their opera- a post , they fly away ; they are pass

tions. It would seem as if they only ed away as the swift ships, and ås

came into this world that they might the eagle that hasteth to the prey.
possess immortal souls, and then Man's days are as grass, as a flower
were called away to people another. of the field so he Aourisheth. For

Short, emphatically, is the time of the wind passeth over it, and it is
these. gone, and the place thereof shall

Others die in the bloom of life. know it no more. Our life is even a

When the mental powers have just vapour, that appeareth for a little

begun to expand ; when the endow. time and then vanisheth away. The

ments of nature, or the fruits of edu- days of our years are threescore

cation are but making their appear- years and ten ; and if by reason of

ance ; when the indications of future strength they be fourscore years,

character are beginning to display yet is their strength labour and sor

themselves — their race is cut short; row, for it is soon cutoff, and we fly

it is abruptly indeed ; and they "go away."

the wayby which they shall not re- If then our time be so short, with

turn." How narrow the space as- what singular propriety are all the

signed to these. Their days are but concernswhich fill it up, denomi

as a hand's breadth ." nated , as they are in the text, a

Another class leave the world in fashion.- " The fashion of this world

the midst of its busiest scenes . passeth away." -- All that life contains,

While they are engrossed with its just makes a transient show, which

cares, pressed with its demands, per- engages attention or admiration for
plexed with its anxieties, devoted to a little, anda little, and then it is gone ; it is out

its pleasures, or eager after its pos- of date - By those who succeed on

sessions and honours, the hand of the stage of life, it is neglected , dis
death arrests them ; and man, “ at regarded, and perhaps forgotten .The

his best estate, is seen to be altoge- fashions of a preceding generation

ther vanity." are usually consideredas obsolete ;

Or if you consider the period al- often they are viewed as stupid , bar

lotted to those who reach the utmost barous, or ridiculous.

boundary of human life, still it is There is a meaning and a beauty,

short. To how many do I speak, in the original term ,* which is ren

who cannot reasonably expect to add dered fashion, which, perhaps, can

to their lives a longer space than not be communicated in any single
that which they have already past? word of our language. It signifies

To how many who cannot, without

presumption , reckon on as much ?
opa.See Doddridge's paraphrase

And there is not one, let it be re
and note, and Parkhurst and Schleusner

membered, who has any assurance of on theword .
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the passing and specious appearance else is left for us to do,if we would act

of a thing which is not, in reality, as wisdom and duty dictate, but im

what it seems to be. It intimates mediately to consider and treat this

that it is not so much the substance, vain and passing world according to

as the form, or show of things of its true character; and that this will be

joy and sorrow, pleasure and pain , done when those who are connected

riches or poverty -- which we experi- with it by strong and tender ties, or
ence here : that the world , in regard to deeply engaged in its concerns and

these things, even for the short time pursuits, loosen their affections from

that they continue, is changing its the objects which enthral them , and

countenance, and that we shall very become, in a certain sense, as much

speedily be done with them forever: disengaged as if those objects did

that joy is often turnedinto sorrow , not exist.- You will carefully ob

and that sorrow frequently brightens serve, my brethren , the qualification

into joy ; that pleasure terminates with which this statement is closed.

in pain, and that pain may be pro- It is only in a certain sense that we
ductive of pleasure; that riches are are to sit loose to the connexions

frequently exchanged for poverty, and employments of this life. In
and poverty for riches ; and that the come respects, and those too of a re

whole of these changes are soon run ligious kind, it is not proper that

over and finished : that it is therefore they who have wives be as though

not so much a world, as the appear- they had none ; or that they that

ance of a world , which we inhabit ; for weep be as though they wept not ; or

that all is fluctuating and fleeting,and that they that buy, beas though they
will soon be irretrievably past and possessed not. We are not only per

gone. All our connexions, all our mitted, but absolutely bound, by our

sorrows, all our joys, and all those religious obligations, to perform all

schemes and occupations which now therelative duties of our condition

engage our thoughts and employ our in life, and to fill every station which

time, will presently interest us no God in bis providence has assigned

more than if they had never existed. us, with active usefulness; and in

In a future state, where each of us every lawful undertaking to acquit
will speedily find himself, none of ourselves with diligence and fidelity.

these things will have any place ; It will be proper, therefore, in this
and our situation there will be no place , to explain distinctly, and to

otherwise affected by them , than as request you to keep constantly in

they shall be found to have been view, the qualified meaning of the
concerned in promoting the welfare apostolick injunction. That mean

or the injury of our immortal souls. ing will I think be rendered obvious,

Well did the psalmist say— “ Surely by the two following remarks.
man walketh in a vain show ." Let 1. Those who sustain tender rela

us now consider, tions, or are otherwise peculiarly

II. The duties which are here de- circumstanced , are to be as though

tailed, and which the view we have they were not thus circumstanced,

taken of human life is specially cal- in regard to their habitual meetness,

culated to enforce, and to urge us or preparedness, to leave the world .

immediately to perform-“ It re- No considerations whatever, of a

maineth , that both they that have worldly kind , are to be made the cc

wives, be as though they had none ; casion or the excuse, for not pos

and they that weep as though they sessing the temper and dispositionof

wept not ; and they that rejoice, as inind necessary to a comfortable de

though they rejoiced not ; and they parture, at any momentwhen we may

thatbuy as though they possessed be called out of life. No connexion ,

not ; and they that use this world, as no engagements, no attachinents to

not abusing it. " the dearest relatives, should render

" It remaineth ," that is nothing us either unfit or unwilling to be
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separated from them , at the call of of affection, by putting them in the

God. This remark contains the place of God , and seeking that hap

principal idea necessary to be men- piness from them which is to be

tioned. And it is , you will observe, found in Him alone. They admonish

the very idea of the apostle himself; us to recollect continually, that they

for the whole scope of the discourse, are the subjects of the same mortali

of which the text isa part, is direct. ty with ourselves; and to cherish no

ed to this very point. more than that temperate and well

2. The other remark, which is in- regulated affection for them , wbich

deed only illustrative of the former, shall render a separation supportable.

and descriptive of the manner in They admonish us, in a word, to

which the duty it specifies may be view them in the light of temporary

carried into practice, is, that we and transient relations, which when

should so sensibly and constantly they shall have answered the pur

keep in mind the shortness and the pose of their institution -- of which

uncertain continuance of every rela. God the institutor is to be the judge

tion , attachment, or pursuit which must be dissolved; and all who are

affects us, as to have the bands of it interested in them , enter on a new,

broken , as it were, beforehand , and a higher, and a more important mode

we be standing in habitual disen- of existence.

gagedness to obey .w7r summons from Such is the import of the phrase

the world . we consider. And before I proceed

Let us now, very cursorily go over farther, I will meet an objection,
the several members of that portion which, I am aware, is made to

of the text which we here consider, this statement of duty, and which,

subject to the qualifications just ex- with little variety, affects all the sub

plained. sequent particulars. It is said that

1. “ It remaineth, that they that this demand of religion, the temper

have wives, be as though they had here recommended , in regard to the
none." The drift of the apostle's nearest and tenderest relations of life

discourse in the context, led him to -must destroy that natural affec

speak only of the conjugal relation ; tion which is at once so useful and

but it is too evident to need proof, amiable in our present state and cir

that what he says is equally applica- cumstances ; and that if it were tho

ble to all relations; whether they be roughly realized , it would convert

those of husband and wife, parent us into stoicks and into drones. To

and child , brother and sister, or such this objection, one would suppose

as subsist by strong attachments, be- that it was a sufficient answer to

tween parties not naturally connect- say, thật religion , in this respect,

ed with each other. On all who sus- only requires us to consider things

tain these relations it is incumbent, as they are, and to treat them ac

in the sense and for the reason as- cordingly. What I have represent

signedin the text and already ex- ed as the doctrine of the apostle ,

plained , to be as though they had and all that can be urged in the same
none . The shortness of life, and the strain, is just a plain and rational

uncertain duration of these tender deduction from acknowledged facts

ties, admonish us to this. They ad. that life is short, and that its con

monish us not to have our hearts so nexions and interests are changeable

bound up in them , as to forget that and uncertain. Admit the facts

they must be sundered , or so as to and who can deny it-and then all

render this thought intolerable. They that is asked , is to cultivate the

admonish us not to let an excessive temper, and pursue the conductwhich

devotion to them prevent an atten- they dictate. Is not this the demand

tion to the concerns of our souls - to of reason ? More than this religion

the one thing needful.” They ad- does not require.

monishus not to idolize these objects But the charge in question needs

He

01
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not the answer we have given it . We Such exactly is the tendencyof the

deny the justice of the charge to- Christian duty which the apostle in

tally and directly.-- Nay, we main- culcates. He who considers theworld

tain that the very contrary effects itself as a pilgrimage, and contem

from what it supposes, may be shown plates a speedy and final absence

to be those which naturally and ac- from it, will act in this very manner.

tually result from obedience to the It will put perpetual order into his

requisition of the text. An habitual affairs; it will put double tenderness

and impressive sense of the vanity into his heart; and at the sametime,

and uncertainty of worldly good , it will prepare him to relinquish all .

tends, we affirın, to make its posses. How often do yousee all this corro

sor more careful than all other men, borated by fact? How often do you

in the performance of every duty. see those who have been careless

Impressed constantly with his lia- or unkind, rendered active and as

bleness to be called hence, he will siduous, by the approach of death ?

manifestly be most powerfully urged The apprehension of approaching

to have every thing in readiness for dissolution, makes the dissipated

his departure. Keeping in perpetual father, if he retains any portion of

view the dissolution of those tender natural affection, anxious to arrange

bonds which connect him with his his affairs, with all the little order,

earthly relatives, he will, as the natu- which his time and their derange

ral consequence, be peculiarly careful ment will admit. Death at hand,

to do nothing which shall because of softens the resentments of those who

regretwhen they are dissolved. Take had cherished long unkindness - it

a familiar illustration of this import- is considered as the period for con

ant truth . You have it in the case cession and forgiveness. The Chris

of a man who is preparing for a long, tian then, who, from a sense of duty,

and for aught he knows, a final ab- always brings death near to him

sence from his family. How will be self, has all this for his habitual tem

act ? --- How will he feel toward the per ; and he has it too without the

partner of his life, and the pledges keen remorse which arises from the

of their mutual affection ? Will he sense of past neglect -- yea, he has a

not be more than ordinarily indus- holy and sublime pleasure, in culti

trious and careful to have all his vating habitually towards both ene

worldly concerns adjusted, and mies and friends, the very temper

placed in the most perfect order and and feelings with which he would

the most advantageous train ? Will wish to go to the tribunal of his final

not the prospect of his journey Judge.

brighten all his affections, en kindle 2. “ It remaineth that they who

all his sensibilities, and increase all weep be as though they wept not , and

his attentions, towards the objects of they who rejoice as though they re

his love, fromwhom he is so speedily joiced not.” The shortness and vani

to part ? Will it not, likewise, pro- ty of life, are surely a powerful reason

duce the same effect in them ? Will why we should not give excessive

there not be an unusual care to avoid indulgence either to sorrow or to joy.

every thing which can produce the It has already been remarked, that
smallest alienation of the heart, or they often produce each other ; and

wound of the feelings? Will there let me now remind you , that there can

not be an amiable contest of ten- be no sufficient cause in earthly things

derness and kindness, in all the for a high degree of either. The

parties who are to be affected by things themselves, fading as they

the separation ? Yet the mind, are, do not merit it ; and the temper

though cherishing these habits, will, which we ought to possess does not

by familiarizing the parting scene , permit it . It is both unreasonable

meet it, at length, with much less in itself and unsuitable for our pre

pain than if it had come by surprise. sent state. Christians, can you as
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you have "

sign a sufficient reason why any life. Sport not yourselves into eter

earthly occurrence should overwhelm nity. Remember that a state of end

you with grief ? If you are Christians less joy or of endless wo, is within a

in character and temper, as well as little, it may be a very little distance ;

in name, remember that the cause of and listen to the call which they

your grief is a blessing in disguise. both send you, in what I am now

" For we know that all things work uttering, to inquire towards which

together for good to them that love you are tending.

God -- and that these light afflictions, 3. “ It remaineth that those thatbuy,

which are but for a moment, work : be as though they possessed not."

out for us a far more exceeding and That they do notpermit their hearts

eternal weight of glory." Repine to be so set on their possessions as to

not then at the faithfulness of God, forget that they are soon to leave

though it be manifested in this try- them : that they do not reckon on

ing form . Is it the loss of worldly them as permanent, or seek their

substance which affects you so deep. happiness supremely in them : that

ly ? Recollect that “ God will pro- they rather consider them as a trust

vide”—and especially recollect that put into their handsas the stewards

a better and an enduring of God, who will shortly make in

substance,” and that short is the pe. quisition how his talents have been

riod ere you go to its possession. Or employed : that, in a worl, they do

is it the death of kindred or friends not suffer the world to absorb their

that touches you so keenly ? Over souls so as to act in it as if they were
the

grave of a friend " Jesus wept." to live here forever. On the contra

We may do what he has done. 'To ry, let them keep constantly in mind

nature and to friendship we are not that none of their worldly posses

required to refuse our tears. But sions can either satisfy the soul at

they ought to be speedily wiped present, or secure a moment's con

away, or turned into tears of joy, tinuance here,when God its Maker
while we recollect what Jesus said shall command it hence. Let them

when he wept— " I am the resurrec- be careful therefore not to have their

tion and the life; he that believeth principal possessions that which

in me, though hewere dead yet shall they chiefly regard -- in this world :

he live ; and whosoever liveth and but weaning their affections from

believeth in me, shall never die. Be- earth, let them have their heart and

lievest thou this ?” — If you believe it, their treasure in heaven, “where nei

look by faith to Jesus, and consider ther moth nor rust doth corrupt, and

that he is to raise the dead - consi- where thieves do not break through

der that if vitally united to him , you nor steal .”

and those whom you lament, will, in 4. Finally, " It remaineth that they

a very little space, meet in his pre- who use this world ,'in whateverway,

sence- meet with holy rapture,where be careful not to abuse it. '” . They

sorrow and sighing shall flee away " abuse it who prostitute it to the gra
forever. tification of their passions ; who la

And still less does the vanity of vish a large quantity of it to pamper

present things afford cause for in- their sensual appetites, or to feed

temperate joy. The business of life their vanity. They abuse it who

though short, is serious. It is seri- consider it as their greatest good,

ous because it will so soon be over, and who seek their only portion in

and because, transient as it is, eter- it . They abuse it, who prize the

nal consequences depend upon it. honours which it bestows more than

How foolish , how infatuated then , to those which come from God only.

turn it into a mere sportive scene. They abuse it who do not consider

Children of pleasure ! ye whom the and treat it as valuable, only from its

world, with thekeenest irony, thus de connexion with another.

nominates, trifle not away that trifle Think , ye abusers of the world , on
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the folly of an immortal spirit cen- of its business done. With you , the

tering all its views and expectations radical part of that temper and those

on such a worthless, such a fugitive views which the text enjoins, is yet

possession. Loose your souls from to be acquired. You have not yet

so low and vile an attachment. Rise been transformed by the renewing

to higher and nobler objects. Soar of your minds ; you have not yet been

into eternity and look at its posses- brought into the dust of humility

sions. Placed in imagination there , for your sins ; you have not yet felt

where you will soon be placed in yourselves shut up to the faith of the

reality, look back and view the gospel; you have not yet received

course of life which you have been Christ Jesus on his own free and

pursuing. All guilt apart, does it gracious offer ; you have not yet

not appear like tbe play of child had the temper of Christ formed

hood ? Do you not feel a mingled within you. When, my friends,

emotion of wonder and shame that shall the year arrive that will find

such little unimportant things should you with this business done ? Till it

have engaged and agitated you so be done , till in a spiritual sense you

much ? Know then, that it is the dic- have “passed from death unto life ,"

tate of wisdom to act in time with no year will ever be happy to you.

the views of eternity. Begin there. It cannot be, and it ought not to be

fore, without a moment's delay, to happy. It will find you exposed to

live for eternity. Make your peace an unhappy eternity ; and while this

with God , by embracing his offered is yourstate, you ought to be disturb

mercy in the dear Redeemer. Seek ed. It is the greatest kindness to dis

first the kingdom of God and his turb you . Now, then , look to God

righteousness, and all necessary for his gracious aid , and begin the

things shall be added unto you. work. Let this yearsee it perform

Our duty, brethren, is before us . ed . Let this New Year's day-let

The proper views and treatment of this very hour, see it begun. Then

the world have been delineated . will you be happy. Then, through

The reflection is melancholy, that the all eternity, yon will look back, and

living examples of such views and date the happiness of your intermi

treatment are extremely rare. But nable existence from this day - from

however great may be the number this hour.

whom the truth affects, yet a truth it “Holy brethren , partakers of the

is , that all who are contemplating or heavenly calling”-how are the most

treating the world ina different man- of us reproved by this subject, and

ner, are not answering the purpose by this occasion ; and how power

for which they were sent into it. fully are we urged to act more wor

Those who have never entertained thily of our profession and of our

these views of life, have never yet high expectations! Has not the re
begun to live. In faithfulness and turn of another year still found us

affection let me address them - Men very imperfectly weaned from the

and brethren , how long shall your in- world ; very unduly engrossed by its

fatuation last. The time is short. business ; very improperly attached

Another year of your fleeting exist- to its possessions; and "chargeable
ence has fied forever. Its report is with much idolatry in our feelings

registered in heaven, and itself is toward our dearest relatives ? Alas!

engulphed in the eternity which is in all this we have consulted neither

past. The year on which you are our happiness nor our duty. It is

entering may launch your souls into when we view all that we have as lent

the eternity which is to come. Be- us by our covenant God, and stand

think yourselves seriously, I en- ready tosurrender it on hisdemand,

treat you. Surely it is time to be and ready to depart ourselves and
think yourselves , when so much of “ be with Christ,which is far better,”

life has been squandered and none -oh it is then that we live most hap
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pily ; it is then that we bring down a the Lord.” Indeed there has been a

portion of heaven to earth . It is then , great deal of cowardice displayed ,

too, that wetreatall our relatives with in the defence of Christianity, by

the truest kindness, seek their hap- many of its advocates. They have

piness most sincerely, and promote been ashamed of the Bible, and afraid

their best interests most effectually. to answer its enemies in its own lan

It is then , likewise, that we discharge guage; and have therefore resorted

every personal and every social duty to philosophical reasoning:, as though

most conscientiously , most faithfully, God's word needed an apology. And

and most advantageously. Grant us, in many cases these defenders of the

Father ofmercies! more of that faith faith have endeavoured to bring it

" which is the substance of things down to a level with the unsanctified

hoped for and the evidence of things reason of its adversaries. It is un

not seen ;" that we may live more to questionably a fact, that nearly all

thy glory, more usefully to our fel- the books which have been written

low men, more ornamentally to reli- in the defence of Christianity, against

gion , more like our blessed Saviour , infidel objections, are themselves

and more in meetness to rise and tinctured with a deistical spirit ; are

dwell in his blissful presence, when- formed on the principle, that human

ever he shall dissolve our connexion reasoning is sufficient to turn infidels

with this vain , and sinful, and en- into Christians — that the understand

sharing world . Amen . ing of man is not darkened by sin.

And never did infidelity increase

more rapidly in Britain , than when

the ablest philosophical vindications

of Christianity were constantly com

The New Testament writers, in ing forth , from the press and from the

all their sacreil discussions, appeal pulpit . Certain it is, that ministers

to the scripture for their proof-ap- who have maintained the truth , by

peal to it with confidence - appeal to the plentiful use of scriptural lan

it as being divinely inspired - appeal guage, have been more instrumental
to it as that whose authority is, or in convincing and converting gain

should be , as readily admitted by sayers, than those preachers who

others as by themselves. Happy have laboured to support the doc

would it be for the Christian church trines of the gospel chiefly by phi

to imitate the example, far more faith- losophical discussion. The latter

fully than she has hitherto done. As- kind of preaching is evidently calcu

suredly ministers of the gospel and lated to make a man's faith stand in

private Christians would do more the wisdom of men , and not in the

good , in defending divine truth power ofGod: a consequence which

against infidels and hereticks, by Paul laboured most industriously to

bringing them directly up to the prevent, and which every minister of

Bible, than by any thing like what sanctified common sense would fer

may be termed philosophical argu- vently deprecate. " A bishop must

ment. It is true that every part of hold fast the faithful word as he hath

God's revelation can be most trium- been taught, that he may be able by

phantly maintained , on what may be sound doctrine, both to exhort andto

called rational principles ; as the op- convince the gainsayers." Here the

ponents of this revelation have found apostle intimates that the only way

to their confusion. But,as his testimo- of vindicating the truth against its

ny is infinitely higher evidence than enemies, to their benefit, is by pro

human reasonings can present, these claiming God's own word-called
should never be allowed the honour “ the faithful word,” because true in

which ought to be spontaneously, so- itself, and to be received by men as

lemnly, and perpetually paid to the the ground of their faith. 'I knowa

all-commanding words-- " Thus saith minister of the gospel, in a large vil
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lage, in a neighbouring state, who, at which I send you herewith, and

the time of his settlement, and for which, by the editors of that work ,

yearsafter, was surrounded with an is said to have been taken from “ John

organized and desperate band of in- Smith's Lectures." The admoni

fidels, some of whom were men of tion itcontains to men in the sa

considerable shrewdness and infor- cred office, (as I believe the author

mation. But instead of meeting their himself was,) is in the highest degree

cavils by general and philosophical important, and conveyed in a pecu

reasonings, the minister to whom I liar and impressive manner.

refer, has continued from the begin- think half as favourably of it as I do,

ning to support his propositions by I am sure you will be willing to give

the free quotation of scriptural texts: it a place in the Christian Advocate.

and the consequence has been, that, AMICUS,

under his preaching, infidel after in

fidel has beenchanged into an hum

ble follower of Jesus Christ. Many

other facts of the same nature might “Theodorus had the pastoral care

be produced, to show that God's own of theVale ofOrmay. The tenor of his

word is infinitely more powerful life was smooth, like the stream which

than human argument. It is one stole through his valley. The path

thing to shut up an adversary's which he trod was always clean ; no

mouth, and another thing altogether body could say, Behold the black spot
to subdue and melt his heart. on thelinen ephod of Theodorus. His

flock listened with attention to his

How often the grossest ignorance voice; for his voice was pleasant.

of divine truth betrays itself, under His speech dropped from his lips as

the appearance of paying compli- honey from the summer oak ; his

ments to religion ! How frequently words were as the dew on the rose

too is the emptiness of the profes- of Ormay. The spirit of Theodorus
sion revealed , by the immediate ut- was also meek, and his heart appear

terance of profane, obscene, or scep- ed to be tender. But if it was in

tical language; while the previous some degree tender, it was in a

show of friendship to Christianity, higher degree timid. If his soft whis

seems to have been exhibited as an per could not awaken the sleeping

equivalent for the subsequent im- lamb, he had not the spirit to lift up

piety ! And yet irreligious men gene- his voice and disturb it ; no,not even

rally know what is offensive to the if the lion and the bear should be

Christian ear, notwithstanding their nigh it. If a thoughtless sheep wan

ignorance; but will very seldom sup- dered too near the precipice or the
press their unsanctified breath, in brook , Theodorus would warn it

order to avoid giving the offence. gently to return. But rather than

The saint who enters the company terrify, alarm , or use any exertion,

of ungodly men , under the impres- he would leave it to its fate, and suf

sion that their good manners will fer it quietly to tumble over. The
spare his feelings, shall generally danger of precipices and brooks in

find himself most wofully mistaken. general, Theodorus often sung on

The less reliance a Christian places his melodious reed ; but this or that

upon the politeness of unholy men , brook he could scarce venture to

the better. A. mention, lest such of his flock as

were near them might consider them

selves as reproved,and so be offend

ed. He could say in general, Be

Mr. Editor , -- In reading " The ware of the lion and the bear ; but

London Christian Instructor," for could not tell a poor wandering

February 1820, I met with the paper sheep, Thou art particularly in dan
Vol. II.-Ch. Adv. BВ

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .
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ger; nor could he say , Insuch and sound on the harp of Ormay, when

such paths the enemy lies in wait to the daughters of music touch it.

devour thee. , Theodorus bowed his head to the

“ The voice of history should be ground, and observed a respectful

the voice of truth ; and when the silence; for the angel had spoken

motives of actions are doubtful, they peace to him , and , therefore, though

should be interpreted with candour. filled with awe, he was not afraid.

Let, therefore, the conduct of Theo- Look down to the valley of Ormay,

dorus be allowed to proceed , not so said the angel, and attend to what

much from indifference, as from a thou seest. Theodorus turned his

love of ease and a false fear of of- eye downwards. A light, clearer

fending. His flock, because he did than the beanıs of mid -day,shore on

not disturb them , believed that be the banks of Ormay. In its beams

loved them , and they loved him in he beheld a building, far surpassing

return . They were, indeed , for the in magnificence the temple of Solo

most part, a tractable and harmless mon, or the palace of Tadmorin the

herd. And though the service of desert. Ten thousand times ten

Theodorus had not much zeal , it thousand hands were conspiring to

was not altogether without success. rear it ; and while he yet beheld, it

Therefore, without considering that seemed to be already finished. All

he might, if zealous, do much more , the rubbish was ordered away: a

he was satisfied with having, without deep pit had been prepared to re

zeal, done so much. He blessed God ceive it. The scaffoldsused in rear

that his labourwas so useful, without ing the edifice still remained ; and

any remorse for its not being more the master builder was consulted

so, as it well might, if zealhad given how they should be disposed of.

aid to his lazy morals. All around Take, said he, the best of them to be

satisfied with Theodorus. made pillars within the palace, where

Theodorus, on comparing himself they shall remain for ever ; but for

with all around , was secretly satis. the rest I have no further use, and

fied with himself, and concluded they are indeed good for no other

that God was also pleased . purpose than that which they have

“ So dreamed Theodorus his life already served ; throw them where

away, and hoped he should open his the rest of the rubbish has been cast,

eyes in heaven when that dream on and there, as they are of a grosser

earth should be ended . Full of these and more hardened quality, let them

complacent thoughts, he ascended , on be consumed with the fiercest of the

a vernal eve, the eastern brow of his fire.

vale, to see the calın sun setting in “ The order was instantly obeyed .

the west. How happy, said he, is Piece after piece was taken down,

the man who departs, like that beam, and laid to this or the other hand,

in
peace ; and who, like that too, sets either for the palace or the pit. As

but to rise again, with more resplen- they touched a certain piece, and

dent brightness in another world ! seemed to think it meet for the pit,

So may I set when my evening Theodorus felt all his frame con

comes ; and so, on the resurrection vulsed , as if a thousand demons

morn, may I with joy arise ! moved him ; and, in the anguish of

“ As he uttered these words, he his soul , he cried, ' Spare me, O my

heard , as it were, the breath of the God ! Spare me, if it be not now too

evening, rustling in the leaves behind late to pray for mercy and pardon .'

him. He turned his eyes, and be- “ If it were altogether so, said the

held a being whose aspect was angel, I had not been sent to thee

brighter and milder than the beam now, as the minister of instruction.

he had been just now beholding. His A few moments of grace still re

robe was like the æther of heaven, main ; improve them with care, and

and his voice was soft as the dying show that at length thou art wise.

were
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LETTER I.

· Ah, my Lord ! what do these people who compose the charge of a

things mean ? I have indeed per- worthy clergyman, to give him all

ceived their import ; but o that I the aid and encouragement in their

might also hear it ! power; and to perform to him all the

The building which thou hast duties for which the relation in which

seen, said the angel, is the church of they stand renders them sacredly re

God, and its ministers are those in- sponsible.

struments which were employed to If curiosity should be awakened

rear it. Many of them , having to know to whom these letters were
served that purpose, though not as first addressed , we can afford it no

they ought, and being fit for no other farther gratification than to say , that

use, are at length condemned. I saw every young minister is at perfect

the danger that hung over thee , and liberty to suppose, that under the

trembled for thy fate . For negative name of the Apostle Paul's " own

virtues and dull morals, without die son in the faith , each of the letters

ligence and zeal , can be of no avail is immediately addressed to himself.

to save a minister. Have I not pull

ed thee as a brand from the fire ?

Depart in peace-think ofihydanger;

be diligent - be zealous,and be saved . My dear Timothy, – It is with no

" As these words were uttered , surprise that I receive the informa

the vision in the valley of Ormay va tion which your last letter commu

nished, and the angel shook his sil- nicates, that you are anxious and op
ver wings, as he flew on the wind to- pressed in looking forward to the

wards heaven. The rustling of his duties which lie before you in the

wings was like the rushing of the work of the gospel ministry, to which

stream of Lora, where it falls be- you have just been ordained . It will

tween rocks in the gulf of Amur."
be necessary to guard yourselfagainst

being overwhelmed by contemplating

the importance, the responsibility,

and the difficulties of the office with

which you have been invested . You

have no cause for discouragement or

OF THE GOSPEL TO HIS SON, IMME despondence. Remember it is the

ORDINATION divine appointment, that the “ trea

sure" of the gospel should be com
NISTRY ; ON THE VARIOUS DUTIES

mitted to " earthen vessels, that the

OF THE SACRED OFFICE,PARTICU- excellency of the power may be of

God and not of us." There is, in

many views, an evident wisdom in

Webegin in our present number the order, that the messages of

the publication of a series of letters, salvation should not be delivered by

the character and import of which angels, but by men . - By men who

are indicated in the foregoing title. know from their own experience the

We think that these letters may be weakness and infirmities ofhuman
particularly useful, and we hope they nature, feel the remainders of its na

will be equally acceptable, to the tive corruption, and who are thus

younger clergy. Nor ought it to be prepared to sympathize with their

without advantage to the laity, to fellow sioners,whom they beseech to
sée in what manner their faithful be reconciled to God ; while the ma .

pastors view the duties incumbent nifest inherent insufficiency of the

on them --the arduous labour's they instruments employed, to produce

perform , and the serious difficulties the effect which is witnessed in the

they have to encounter. Nothing, work of conversion, secures the en

we should suppose, could be better tire gloryand praise to Him , to whom

calculated than this, to engage the it rightfully belongs. " Let a man ,"

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

LETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER

DIATELY AFTER HIS

TO THE WORK OF THE GOSPEL MI

LARLY THOSE OF THE PASTORAL

CARE,
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says the Apostle Paul , " so account which you are placed, is not unlike

of us, as of the ministers of Christ, that of a young military officer, who

and stewards of the mysteries of knows that he is to meet with great

God . Moreover it is required in and numerous hardships, frequent

stewards that a man be found faith- and arduous conflicts, many and im

ful.” You perceive by this, that it minent dangers; but who confides in

is not perfection but fidelity, which the goodness of his cause, and the skill

is required in the ministerial office . and prowess of his commander, that

We are not to expect the foriner, he shall at last conquerand triumph ;

but ought to be very careful to make and therefore goes forward with ala

good our claim to the latter: and this crity and resolution. In one import

we maywith humble confidence hope ant respect you have the advantage

to do, if we often plead, and truly of every military officer ; for if you

trust, the gracious and condescend- are valiant and persevering, you are
ing promise of the Master whom we sure both of conquest and a crown.

serve-" Lo I am with you always " Be thou faithful unto death and I
even to the end of the world .” will give thee a crown of life, ” is the

But although a minister of the unfailing promise of the great “ Cap

gospel has no reason to yield to des- tain of our salvation ,” to every one

pondence, he certainly has good rea- who contends in his cause.

son to be deeply solicitous, in an- You request me to give you the

ticipating the duties he will have best counsel, and all the assistance,

to discharge, and the solemn account which my experience may enable me

he will have to render for the souls to inpart. With this request I rea

committed to his care. There is dily and cheerfully comply; and I

surely something in a high degree so- do it,deeply sensible how important

lemn and awfulinhaving the charge it is that I should mark out for you

of souls, -in thinking that their eter- a safe and advantageouscourse : for

nal happiness ormisery is to be con- to give improper directions to one

nected with fidelity, or the want of who is himself to be the counsellor

it, in him who ministers to them in and guide of others in their eternal

holy things , and that if they perish concerns, might give rise to a succes

through his unfaithfulness, their sion of deplorable errors, of which

"blood” will be " required at his no mortal could calculate the amount

hands.” It was in view of this, that or tell the fatal consequences. Letme,

one of the fathers of the Christian therefore, have yourearnest prayers,

church, speaking of the ministerial that in the whole series of letters

office, called it " Onus humeris an- which I am beginning to write, I may

gelorum formidandum .** I hesitate be enlightenedby “ thatwisdom which

not to say, that no man is fit for this cometh down from above from the

office, who can assume it without a Father of lights," and which , in this

deep sense ofhis insufficiency, ofhim- important undertaking, will be em

self to perform the duties which it phatically " profitable to direct."

involves; without an humble, sensi- The first and most interesting con

ble dependence on the gracious and cern of a gospel minister is with his

promised aid of that Saviour, own heart. if I had not hoped that

" through whose strengthening he you were experimentally acquainted

can do all things;" and without the with the renewing grace of God, I

most serious and deliberate purpose certainly would never have counte

to call forth all his energies and ex. nanced your undertaking the minis

ertions, to make “full proof of his try of his word ; and if the members

ministry." of the church judicature that licensed .
You see then that the situation in and ordained you , had not been sa

tisfied in this particular, they , of

* A burden which angels might shud- course, would not have given you the

der to take upon them . standing which you now occupy. But

1
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all this, I beg you to remember, state of perpetual doubt and uncer

ought not to content you in this mo- tainty ; or that it is safest and best,
mentous concern. You ought by no never absolutely to conclude that we

means to think, because you have sa- are in friendship with God, and en

tisfied others, who could not know titled to indulge in the full and joy

your heart, and who were bound to ful anticipation of the heavenly rest.

judge as favourably as they might, On the contrary, it is my deliberate

that therefore you may give yourself conviction that what is called in

little farther concern in this matter, scripture " the ' full assurance of

but take it for granted that your own hope,” is an attainment at which not

state toward God is safe and right only every gospel minister, but every

On thecontrary, the favourable opi- professing Christian, ought constant

nion of others ought to make you ly to aim ; although I readily admit

doubly jealous of yourself. For what that there are some, both ministers

thought çan be more awful than that and other professors,who seem never

of being " cast away yourself,” after to make this attainment, and yet

preaching the gospel of salvation to leave in the minds of others no

others - of being condemned by your ground to question their piety. But

final Judge, when all who loved you there is surely nothing which will

most, expected to witness for you animate a minister of the gospel so

hisapproving sentence. much, render him so abundant in la

It has been well remarked by an bours, so sweeten all his toils, so sup

able divine, that the very fami- port him under all his trials, and

liarity which gospel ministers have give such a sacred unction to all his

with sacred things, may lead them public addresses, as a well founded

to self -deceptionin regard to their and rightly exercised confidence of

own spiritual state. He supposes his own adoption into the family of

that they may mistake their theolo- God, and that he is shortly to par

gical investigations, and pulpit dis. take of the ineffable glories of the

cussions, and pastoral advices, and heavenly world. It is to obtain this

devotional performances, for the evi- confidence, on good and solid

dences of personal piety ; whereas grounds, and to prevent its being

all these exercises and occupations, lost or shaken , that I exhort you to

it is evident, may be mere intellectual that close and frequent scrutiny into

employments and official engage- your spiritual state, of which I have

ments, which may leave the heart spoken .

wholly unsanctified and really es- But beside all that relates to your

tranged from God. Let me there- own safety or happiness, your use

fore advise and entreat you, often fulness and success in your ministry

and closely to examine yourself by are deeply concerned , both in the rea

the tests of the divine word - which lity and the eminence of your person

to you I need not specify - whether al 'piety. This I have cursorily in

you have been born and taught of timated already, but it is too import

God ; whether you are living as be- ant to be passed without a distinct

comes a genuine disciple of Christ, notice. Allmy observation, my
dear

and may therefore look forward with son , through a pretty long life, and

humble confidence to the glorious all my reading, go to confirm the

reward which he will bestow on his opinion which I have heretofore ex

faithful followers. pressed to you , that the reason why

From what I have just said, you wehave notmoreeminent preachers,

will understand that, although I ad- and why preaching is not more suc

vise you to frequent and rigorous cessful, is, that the hearts and lives

self-examination, I by no means re. of the ministers of the gospel are not

commend what some appear to have more holy. In stating this I shall

mistaken for a duty, namely, that be acquitted of slandering or depre

this matter ought to be held in a ciating my brethren , when I say
that
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I do not mean to intimate, that the of these genuine ambassadors of
clergy of the present day are not Christ ; and which make their hear

generally men of real piety; orthat ers feel that their minister is verily

they are not as pious as they have pleading with God in their behalf;

commonly been, since the apostolick and which often brings an awe over

age; and that,withoutany affected hu- the spiritseven of the careless and

mility, I say that I have known many, profane. From the same cause, like

and now know many, who I am per- wise, is derived that weighty and

suaded havebeen far better acquaint- abiding sense of the worth of souls,

ed with the life and power of godli- whichmakes him who feels it, will

ness than I have ever been myself. ing to “ spend and be spent," for

But history, and biography, and what their salvation ; and which leads him

I have seen in my own day,all con- to intercede in secret, with that holy

spire to fix me in the opinion, that importunity for the salvation of those

take gospel ministers of equal ta- committed to his charge - with that

lents, furniture, and favourable op- “ travailing in birth till Christ be

portunities for usefulness — for with- formed in them the hope of glory"

out a regard to all these there can which, as I believe, has more to do

be no fair comparison - and their with a minister's success, than any

success has , nearly always, been in thing else that he does, or can

proportion to what has appeared to ever do. This, too , it is, which al

be the measure of their personal ways prompts him to use his whole

sanctification. It is moreover my influence to engage the prayers of

firm belief, that before the millennial all the pious part of his flock, in be

age shall arrive, and as a principal half of the same great object; and to

instrumental cause of its introduc- encourage, and as far as he can to

tion, the ministersof the gospel will, attend, meetings and associations for

generally, have a far larger measure this important purpose. In fine,

a double portion," of the Spirit from this same source proceeds that

of grace, and supplication, and sanc- meek and humble carriage, that kind

tification, poured out upon them . In and benevolent treatment of all with

the mean time, it is a greater portion whom he has intercourse, that active

than is usually enjoyed of this same devotedness to doing good in every

Spirit, which now enables those who way inwhich his agency can have

possess it, to choose, instinctively any effect, and that confessedly

as it were , the most proper subjects amiable character, and exemplary

to discuss in the pulpit, and which deportment in all circumstances,

leads them to exactly the right treat- which give him naturally and al

ment of those subjects; and which most necessarily, such an influence

sheds through all their discourses as he could never otherwise possess :

such a glowing and natural warmth and which impart such a sanction to

of evangelical piety, as can proceed all that he says and does, as could
from no other cause. It is this be derived from nothing else, and

which gives these holy men such an which , as the result of all, render him

unaffected earnestness or tender- useful, to an extent which men who

ness of address, as can never be have less sanctity of heart and life

counterfeited, which is felt by all seldom if ever attain .

to proceed from the heart, and Let me, then , my dear Timothy,

which, although it is often different most affectionately and solemnly

from what is called eloquence, few counselyou, to consider eminent per

can hear without being in some mea- sonal piety as the first and most im

sure affected by, it. It is from this portant qualification for the work of

inward spring of holy sensibility, the gospel ministry, both with refer

that the peculiar fervour, and sim- ence to your own happiness and to

plicity, and appropriateness, flow the service which you may hope to

forth , which mark the public prayers render to the church of Christ.

66
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en

“ Grow in grace, and in the know . some good - And if my partiality

ledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus does not deceive me, you have those
Christ. ” Growth in grace

will talents and acquirements, which

sure to you the guidance of the great when they are deeply sanctified and

Teacher, and thus enable you, in unreservedly consecrated to God , he

most cases, to judge for yourself usually renders the instruments of

how you ought to think and act. extensively promoting his cause in

Without it, all other directions will the world , of building up his church,

be of little use, and with it, many and of “bringing many sons and

will be superseded ; and such as are daughters unto glory."

proper and needful will be rightly With my best wishes and earnest

improved. If you really grow in prayers for your happiness and use

grace, you will certainly adorn your fulness, I am your affectionate father,

profession ; you will certainly do

Miscellaneous.

66

In our number for September last, illustrious reformer; the part which

we gave a short reviewof Macken- he confessedly took in the punish

ZIE'S Memoirs of the Life and ment of Servetus.

Writings of Calvin.” We then re- “ The history of Servetus, so often

ferred to what is said in this work referred to, and so little understood ,

of the slanders which that great Re- merits the minute attention of all

former had suffered , and which are who are sufficiently impartial to

still industriously repeated , for the weigh the opposing interests and cir

part he took in putting to death the cumstances whichmark this tragical

unhappy Servetus. We have de transaction. The blemishes , real or

termined to give,in the present and pretended , of the reformer, having

subsequent number of the Advocate, been maliciouslyemployed to discre

the whole of Mackenzie's chapter dit the Reformation itself, it becomes

relative to this transaction. The of no small importance to elucidate

book from which we take it is not this point of history, and to clear
generally read, and the story is one Calvin from the injurious imputa

of much interest. We hope it will tions which have been falsely throwa

be read with care, and remembered upon him .

with fidelity. The account is mani- " It has been confidently pretend

festly candid and impartial , and the ed, and boldly asserted , that Calvin

original documents are quoted . Let had, through life, nourished an im

Calvin have whatever blame he has placable hatred against Servetus, and
merited and it will be seen that our that the Genevese theologian had

author admits he was not blameless. employed all his efforts to satiate it

But let not the error of his age, sanc. in the blood of the unhappy Spa

tioned by the concurrent opinion of niard ; that he denounced him to the

all with whom he was connected, be magistrates of Vienne, and occasion

imputed to hiin alone . He only did ed him to be arrested on the day af

what any of the reformers would ter his arrival at Geneva. Things

have done.
advanced with an air of confidence

The chapter is entitled : are readily believed , and it is scarce

« An Examination of the Reform- Bolzec,however,the mortal enemyof
ly suspected that they may be false.

er's Conduct in the affair of Ser . Calvin, who wrote the life of that il

vetus."
lustrious man merely to blast his

“ We are now arrived at a most memory, and who was contemporary

delicate part of the history of this with the facts which he relates ; and
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Maimbourg, equallyknown by his par- ing injurious expressions of the

tialities and his falsehoods,have never grossest kind. It is certain that he

dared to advance those things which had rendered himself odious to all

modern historians have not been who knew him, and that the ideas of

ashamed to risk. Bolzec says, that most persons agreed with those of

Servetus quitted Lyons to establish Calvin on the punishment which he

himself atCharlieu, becausehis pride, merited . It is evident, from the let

his insolence, and the danger of his ters of Farel and of Viret, that they

projects, made him equally feared and did not blame the conduct of Cal.

hated. He adds, that.Servetus re- vin in this affair. Bucer was not

turned to Lyons; that he entered ashamed to write that ' Servetus de

into a correspondence with Calvin ; served something worse than death.'

that he communicated to him his The excellent, the gentle Melanc

ideas; that Calvin combated them thon, approved the punishment of

with force, and that Servetus per- Servetus. Writing to Calvin , he

sisted in them with obstinacy ; that remarks: ' In my opinion , your ma

he sent him his work entitled Resti- gistrates have acted justly, in put

tutio Christianismi, which he print- ting to death a blasphemer,convict

ed at that time ; and that Calvin, ed by due process of law. The opi

indignant, declined all acquaintance nion of Melancthon on this subject
with him .' * is farther expressed in a letter to

“ It is evident that Calvin did not Bullinger: - I have read your state

betray the secret of Servetus, and ment respecting the blasphemy of

that he did not occasion his arrest Servetus, and praise your piety and

at Vienne, since he wrote to Viret judgment; and am persuaded that

and to Farel, that, if that heretic the Council of Geneva has done right

came to Geneva, he would take care in putting to death this obstinate

that he should be capitally punished. man, who would never have ceased

“ The ideas of Calvin included in his blasphemies. I am astonished

this revolting sentence , were the that any one can be found to disap

ideas of all persons and of all sects: prove of this proceeding; but I have

they constituted the spirit of the transmitted you a few papers which

laws, and of the public administration will sufficiently explain our senti

of the times. ments. * Farel expressly says, that

“ Disputes are frequently the ' Servetus deserved a capital punish

source of intolerance ; we easily ment. And Beza defended the sen

learn to hate those who try to con- tence. All these celebrated men en

vince us that we are wrong: this was tertained the same opinion on the
pot, however, the case with Calvin ; subject; and as no personal hatred

he bore with Servetus as long as of Servetus can be imputed to them ,

there was any hope of reclaiming it is at least as unjust to accuse Cal

him. Servetus began with employ- vin of it.

* « • Restitutio Christianismi, hoc est
" But Calvin , it is said , abused the

totius ecclesiæ apostolicæ ad sua limina confidence of Servetus; he sent to

vocatio: in integrum restitutâ cognitione Vienne the letters which he had re

Dei, fidei Christianæ, justificationis nos. ceived from him , to which he added

træ , Regenerationis, Baptismi, et Cænæ his work entitled Restitutio Chris

Domini manducationis; restituto denique tianismi, of whichServetus hadmade

nobis regno cælesti, Babylonis impiâ cap: him a present. This accusation is
vitate soluto , et anti-christo cum suis

penitus destructo .'-- This book is ex. mysterious: is it to be believed that

tremely scarce ; all the copies were burn- Calvin, whose name was execrated

ed at Ýienne and Frankfort:it has been in all Catholick countries, could ex
longdoubted whether there were any re- pect from their magistrates any at
maining; but it appears certain that Doc

tor Mead possessed a copy, which found

its way into the library of the Duke de la * " Life of Melancthon, by F. A. Cox,

Valiere ." A. M. 2d edit.

ko
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tentions to his complaints, or any where theymadeuse of it according to

regard to his letters? their fancy. I don'tdispute, however,

“ The extreme improbability of the whether it was by deliberate malice

correspondence here alluded to, may he had forged such lies to bring the

be inferred from the character of the hatred of many upon me, or whether

individual to whom Calvin is said to fear made him suspicious : only I de

have applied. All historians agree mand how it could happen, that since

in representing Cardinal Tournon to the time I discovered hiin , he has

us as the scourge of heresy. He lived three years in the sight of his
caused the severest edicts to be pub- enemies, without being disquieted,

lished against the innovators. He or speaking one word about it to

established at Paris a fiery court him ; certainly either those who com

( Chambre Ardente), which was pro- plain of me must confess, that it has

perly an inquisition, and ordered all been falsely invented, or that their

the tribunals of the kingdom to pro- martyr, Servetus, has had more fa
secute the new error's as crimes vour from the papists than I : if this

against the state. The fury of his had been objected to me with justice,

zeal transported him so far, that he and that I had published it in order

caused all the hereticks to be burned to have him punished by any person

who hadthe misfortune to fall into whatsoever, I would not have denied

his hands. Behold the man they it, and I don't think it could have

want to make a correspondent of turned to my dishonour.' This I

Calvin by letters! Whatever wick- am confident is sufficient to satisfy

edness they would load him with, reasonable men : above all, if we add
they must suppose him a perfect to it, what Calvin had said immedi

blockhead to attempt such a corres- ately before the passage I have cited:

pondence , by a criminalaccusation of -A report flies about that I had
his enemy; as it would appear by endeavoured to have had Servetus

the loud fits of laughter they make apprehended in a popish country,

the cardinal fall into, upon receiving viz. at Vienne ; upon which a great
this letter. many say, that I have not behaved

But, supposing thatthis reformer discreetly in exposing him to the
had been capable of such extravagant mortal enemies of the faith, as if I

folly, how can we imagine that the had thrown him in the jaws of
cardinal, this scourge of heresy,' wolves ; but I pray you, from whence
would have satisfied himself with so suddenly this private dealing with

laughing at this affair? That he made the Pope's satellites? It is very cre

himselfmerry with the accuser,needs ditable, indeed , that we should cor

not surprise us ; but that he neglected respond together by letters, and that

to prosecute such a heretick as Serve- those who agree with me, as well as

tus, we cannot so easily be persuaded Pelial agrees with Jesus Christ,

of. Thus Calvin himself gives no should enter into a plot with such a

other reason in answer to the calum- mortal enemy, as with their own

ny we are refuting, as we shall see by companion .'

his own words, than that the calumny " But, supposing Calvin could have

came originally from Servetus ; and been capable of such an absurdity, is

that Bolzec knew nothing of the it to be imagined that he could have

matter, but from uncertain reports. kept silence during seven years; that

* I have no occasion ,' says Calvin , he would not have persecuted him
to insist longer to answer such a sooner ; that he would not have sent

frivolous calumny, which falls to the to the places where Servetus resided ,

ground, when I shall have said , in the letters which he had received ,

one word , that there is nothing in it and the work which he possessed ? It
It is four years since Servetus forged is evident, however, that Calvin bad

this fableupon me,and made the re- corresponded with Servetus seven

port travel from Venice to Padua, years; and the famous letter of Cal
VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. C
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vin, which Uttembogaert saw in the contained ; a single perusal evinced

library of the King of France, shows it. It would have been absurd in

that Calvin was then perfectlyac. Calvin to send them a copy of the

quainted with his character, and that work, since it had been printed in

he had seen his famous work :-- Ser- France, under their own eyes ; so

vetus lately wrote to me, and accom- that it is difficult to imagine the pos

panied his letter with a large volume sibility of the conduct of Calvin in

ofhis extravagantopinions,with a bec- this affair being what bis enemies

toring boast, that I should see extra- have represented it.

ordinary and unheard of things, if I Farther; the sentence pronounced

were willing that he would come hith- at Vienne against Servetus, takes no

er : but I was unwilling to give my notice of any interposition on the

promise; for if he should come, I shall part of Calvin: it condemns Serve

use my authority in such a manner tus for his printed work, on the re

as not to suffer him to depart alive. * port of the Doctors in Theology con

This letter is dated in February, sulted on the occasion ; on the ground

1546 ; Calvin evidently refers to the of the errors contained in that work ;

work entitled Restitutio Christian- and , finally, on the confessions of

ismi : he plainly discovers his judg- that unhappy man. It is true that

ment of it, and of the punishment the magistrates of Vienne, having

which he thought its author deserved ; learned that Servetus corresponded

but it is equally evident that he was with Calvin , demanded his letters

very far from engaging him to come withall writings relating to him ; but

to Geneva , and that he had forewarn- the demand was made to the Coun

ed him of what he might expect to cil of Geneva, who complied with

meet with, if he should have the te- their request. From these circum

inerity to appear in that city: It is, stances it appears that Calvin had

therefore, evident, that if Calvin en- no share in sending the letters of

deavoured to keep . Servetus from Servetus, and that they had no in
Geneva to induce him to avoid the fluence upon the decision of Vienne,

punishment with which he threaten- as nomention is made of them .

ed him , he could not possibly think " Happily, those persons who take

of inflicting it upon him elsewhere, pleasure in calumniating others, sel
which would have been attended dom consider all the circumstances

with considerable difficulty, if not of the facts which they wish to im

absolutely impossible . pose, but discover the imposture by

" But what end could Calvin's let. the impossibility of harmonizing

ters to the magistrates of Vienne what they invent, with what is real.

have answered ? Calvin was assured Thus the report that Calvin, instruct

that Servetus was known to be the ed of the escape of Servetus from
authorof the work entitled Restitu- the prison of Vienne, caused him to

tio Christianismi, since it bore the be arrested two or three days after

name of Villanovanus. Servetus was his arrival at Geneva, stands self

well known by this name : it was, corrected ; as it is certain that he left

therefore, useless for Calvin to send Vienne before the execution of the

them intelligence which was publick : sentence which condemned him to

neither was it more necessary for be burnt in effigy on the 17th of
him to inform them what that book June : supposing him to have been a

fortnight in reaching Geneva, he

* " Servetus nuper ad me scripsit, et must have arrived there in the be

litteris adjunxit magnum volumen suorum ginning of July, at the latest:hewas

stupenda ac inaudita visurum , si mihi not, however, arrested until the13th

placeat, huc se venturum recipit; sed nolo
of August. It is absurd to say that

fidem meam interponere; nam si venerit, he concealed himself in other places;

modò valeat mea autoritas, vivum exire for to what other places could he

nunquam patiar." " have gone ? His safety required him
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to quit those in which the Romish lished in 1552 ; from his book Resti

religion was established , lest the cla- tutio Christianismi; and from a let

mours of Vienne should have reach- ter which he had written to Abel

ed them ; and Geneva was the Paupin, a minister of Geneva. *

first place in which he could hope “ The enemies of Calvin exulted

for an asylum . It is therefore evi. in this affair, and , for once, with the

dent that Servetus, far from having appearance of reason : but their ef.

been arrested upon his arrival at Ge- forts injured the cause of Servetus;

neva, must haveresided there at least they endeavoured to bring him before

six weeks.

“ The laws of Geneva requiring * “ A copy of thesentence pronounced

that the accuser and the accused against Servetus will not be uninteresting

should enter the prison together, Cal- all criminal causes in thiscity, having
We Syndics, judges of

vin directed the process to be made witnessed the process madeandinstituted

by Nicolas de la Fontaine, his secre- against you, on the part of ourlieutenant

tary, and a student in theology. Cal. in the aforesaid causes, instituted against

vin confesses that this was done with you, Michael de Villeneuve, in the king

his knowledge. De la Fontainemade dom of Arragon,in Spain, inwhich your
voluntary confessions in our hands, made

himself a prisoner, requiring the de- and often reiterated,and tlvebooks before

tention of Servetus, and produced us produced, plainly show that you, Ser.

forty articles upon which hedemand . vetus, have published false and heretical

ed that Servetus should be examin- doctrines; and also despising all remon

ed. Servetus was shortly
afterwards strances and corrections, have , with a

found guilty. The lieutenant-crimi- them in a book published against Godthe

perverse inclination , sown and divulged

nal undertook the process at the in- Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit; in

stance of the procureur-general, and sum , against all the true foundations of

the student was liberated .
the Christian religion, and have thereby

“The principal accusations exhi- tried to introduce schism into the Church

of God, by which many souls may have

bited against Servetus were, First, been ruined and lost, things horrible,

his havingasserted in his Ptolémée, frightful, scandalous, and infectious, and
that the Bible celebrated improperly have not been ashamed to set yourself in

thefertility of the land of Canaan, array against the Divine Majesty and the

whilst it was unfruitful and barren.
Holy Trinity; but rather have obstinately

employed yourself in infecting the world

with your heresies, and stinking heretical

in three persons a Cerberus, a three- poison ; a case and crime of heresy grievous

headed monster: Thirdly, his hav- and detestable, and deserving of corporal

ing taught that God was all , and punishment. For these and other just

that allwas God. Servetus did not reasons moving us, andbeing desirous to

deny the truth of the principal action,and to cut off from it so rotten a

purge the church of God fro such infec

cusations, but whilst in prison called member, having had good participation

the Trinity a Cerberus, a three-head- of counsel with our citizens, and having

ed monster; he also grossly insulted invoked the name of God that we may

Calvin , and was so fearful that death make a right judgment, sitting uponthe

would be the punishment of heresy and the Holy Scriptures before our eyes,
tribunal of our predecessors, having God

at Geneva, as well as at other places, saying in thename of the Father, of the
that he presented a petition on the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, by that defi.

22d of August, in which he defended nitive sentence, which we here give by

the cause of ignorance, and urged this writing, youMichael Servetus, are

the necessity of toleration: the pro- pel, and there fastened to a stakeand

condemned tobe bound and led to Cham

cureur-general replied to him in burned alive with your bookwrittenwith

about eight days, and no doubt did your hand,and printed, until your body
it very ill. Servetus was condemn. shall be reduced to ashes, and your days

ed upon extracts from his books, De thus finished as an example to otherswho

Trinitatis Erroribus, and InPtole. might commit the same things; and we

Secondly, his having called one God

command

mæum Commentarius ; from the edi
you our lieutenantto put this

our sentence into execution. Read by the

tion of the Bible which he had pub- seigneur syndic D'Arlord .”
9
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

OF HABIT,

the Council of Two Hundred, in

which, however, they did not . suc- Mr. Editor, With your leave, a

ceed.
constant reader of your miscellany

« The Council of Vienne claimed wishes to offer for publication in that

Servetus, who, being left at liberty work a few thoughts
to return to his ancient judges, pre
ferred the chance of a more favour- ON THE INFLUENCE AND IMPORTANCE

able judgment at Geneva, to the

certainty of suffering the capital Man in his maturity has been said

punishment pronounced against him to be " a bundle of habits ." W be

at Vienne, where he had been con- gin to form them at the hour o ! our

demned to be burned . birth , and they are seldom changed

" To the Council of Geneva jus- after the age of forty. Before twen

tice ought to be done with respect to ty, very many of them are fixed for

this transaction, though we may life. Their influence and import

blame the principles of its jurispru- ance are unspeakable; and the man

dence : they neglected nothing to ner in which they are contracted and

discover the truth; they multiplied exercised is not easily explained.

their interrogatories; they employed We wonder when we see a man

all possible means to make Servetus walking a rope, or a wire, suspended

retract; and , as they experienced the twenty feet from the ground : but

inutility of these measures, they we forget, or do not know, that eve

wrote to the reformed Swiss cantons ry one of us walks on the ground it

for their advice. Is it credible ? they self, by the very same art of balanc

were unanimous in exhorting the ing the body which strikes us as so

council to punish the wicked man, singular an attainment in the rope

and to put it out of his power to in- dancer; and that we learned to do

crease heresy. If Calvinmay be sup- this at a period beyond the reach of

posed to have influenced the Coun- our memory. Look at an infant of

cil of Geneva , shall he domineer at a year old , when he is beginning to

his pleasure over four councils of four walk , and you will see himpractising

different states,andall the persons in precisely the same way with him

who were consulted by them in form- who is taking his first lessons on the

ing their judgments ? Shall the fury slack wire.

imputed to him render so many ma- The speed, as well as facility, with

gistrates cruel , whom hehad never which we perform voluntary actions

known ? It must be confessed, that by the power of habit, is truly won

the intolerant spirit of the age dic- derful. Every motion or direction

tated the sentence of Servetus at of the pen with which I now write

Geneva ; but, it is not equally evi- and I write very fast - requires a dis

dent that Calvin was the author of tinct volition . This, however, is no

that atrocity, and that he laboured thing to what takes place in playing

with ardour to accomplish it. a rapid and complex tune on the

" On the 27th of October, Serve. Piano, or in swift running, or in

tus was condemned to be burnt speaking with eloquence , or singing

alive ; and the sentence was exe- with melody. In none of these ope

cuted on the same day. rations is there a motion , or a modifi

“ Some general observations on the cation of a muscle, which does not

conduct of the council, and that of require an act of the will to make it

Calvin , may serve to silence those what it is. Every muscular move

persons who are disposed to fancy ment, in the cases specified, and in

themselves considerable, because all of a similar nature, is clearly vo

they have calumniated a state, and luntary; since it ceases, or is changed ,

a great man ." exactly as the will directs. Yet the

( To be concluded in our next.) volitions concerned in these opera
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tions take place so rapidly, that we most proper and right in itself, it is

do not notice them , and perhaps can plain that it must be even easier

hardly be said to be conscious of in the observance than a bad one.

them. We perform them by habit. He who has become habituated

We say that habit has rendered them to the graceful use of his limbs, is

easy and natural, and this is une certainly much more at ease in his

doubtedly true . Yet we know that own feelings, while he pleases all

when we began to acquire the habit- who observe him , than the awkward

as in learning to write, or to play on fellow whose attitudes and behaviour

a musical instrument- we did use are altogether ungainly and disgust

our wills, and with their best and ing.

most distinct efforts too, in order to It is difficult to correct or change

effect every motion , which we af- a habit of long standing, because na

terwards practise so readily, rapidly, ture — for habit is not only a second

and almost insensibly. nature, but often much stronger than

But I shall not at present examine the first - has taken a very powerful

farther the theory, or philosophy of set in a particular direction, which

habits. My principal object in writ- of course is very hard to be altered.

ing is to show the importance of Habit has taught nature to make de

taking care of our habits while they mands, not originally necessary, but

are forming, and of correcting them which it is now very painful to re

speedily and resolutely when they fuse. Hence fixed habits are so sel

are wrong. As we acquire many of dom changed . Let it, however, be

them too early in life to know at the remembered, after all, that they are

time whether they are good or bad , not unchangeable. The change may

I wish, if possible, to impress on the and will require a very unpleasant

minds of parents, that it is of infinite effort, but he who has virtue enough

moment to watch the habits which to make and to continue it, will al

their children are contracting, to ways be successful. It is only be

point out the evil consequences of cause such virtue is not often found,

those which are pernicious or un- tnat bad habits are so rarely relin

seemly, and to inculcate on their off- quished. The relinquishment, it

spring, as soon as they can under- should be recollected , must not, in

stand what is meant, the deep inter- most cases, be attempted gradually,

est which they have in guarding but all at once - by a decisive reso

theinselves against bad habits - in lution , entirely, inmediately, and

forming good ones , and in correcting immutably to abandon and avoid

what is wrong before it becomes in what is wrong. When was there

veterate. It is surprising how soon ever an instance of a drunkard who

many habits attain their full force was reformed gradually ? Of such an

and influence. At ten or twelve instance I have never heard. But I

years of age, children have frequent. have known a good many instances

ly acquired habits which they never where reformationwas complete and

relinquish, although their injurious permanent, when all intoxicating li

effects are seen and acknowledged. quors were totally, and immediately,

On the other hand , to the same early and for ever renounced. If this page

period, old men may sometimes should ever catch the eye of a drunk

trace back many of the most useful ard , let him remember what is here

habits of their whole lives: and they said .

ought always to do it withgratitude There may perhaps be some cases-

toGod , and to their good parents, although that of intemperance is cer

that they were so early taught what tainlynot one-in whicha bad habit

was right, and made to practise it cannot prudently be laid aside at

till it was easy and delightful. It must, I think , have been

As a good habit always consists by a gradual amendment, that the

in doing a thing in a manner the celebrated Mr. Howard changed his

once.
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early habits. That distinguished phi- Doctor Johnson has somewhere

lanthropist said of himself, that " at made a remark of this import, “ that

the ageof twenty-five he was a per- some men throw away one half of

fect whimpster."He was so delicate life in doing wrong, and the other
and frail in his health, or thought half in despair of amendment." Let

himself so, that whenever he made every man who has contracted bad

a short journey - and he then never habits, especially such as are ruin

made a long one - he always sent ous, or disgraceful, or injurious to
forward a servant to the ind where his usefulness, look earnestly to

he was to lodge, to make sure of a God for his gracious help, and deter

room well warmed , andof a bed most mine solemnly and firmlyon refor
carefully prepared for his accommo- mation ; then let him make a few

dation. Yet this man so changedhis resoluteefforts, and he will find that

habits, that he at length preferred to success is practicable. Let him con

sleep in wet sheets rather than in tinue the same efforts, and his vic

dry ones ; walked through the hard- tory will be complete and perma
est showers of rain without an um- nent. Religious principle is not al .

brella - observing that a smart shower ways the cause of reformation ,when
was the best brush that could ever be bad habits are corrected ; but it will

put upon broadcloth. In pursuing always be found a most powerful

his errands of benevolence, he out. auxiliary, and in most cases it is that
travelled all the posts of Europe ; which first operates, and at last tri

not getting out of his carriage, on umphs.-- In another paper I am de

one of his journeys, for fifteen suc- sirous to say a little more on this

cessive days and nights, longer than very important subject.

while the horses were changing at MENTOR.

the post-houses. The case of Co

NARO, an Italian nobleman , is still

more remarkable. At the age of From the London Evangelical Magazine
thirty-five, be had indulged in what for September ,1823.

he calls " sensual brutality ," till his Infidelity . It is well known that

constitution was so completely shat- Mr. "Hume himself was never

tered, that without a change, he was much puzzled as when peremptorily

confident he could not live five asked by a lady at Bath, to declare

years longer. He then madea total upon his honour, as a gentleman,
alteration in his habits, and in con- whether he would choose his own

sequence lived beyond his hundredth confidential domestics from such as

year. At the age of ninety -five he held his own principles, or from those

wrote thus of himself-— " All the fa- who conscientiously believed in the

culties of my mind are in the great- truths of revelation . He frankly

est perfection ; my understanding decided in favour of the latter.

clear and bright as ever ; my judg
ment sound ; iny inemory tenacious; A Word to Students . - “ Rest not,

my spirits good : and my voice, the for the Lord's sake, and for your
first thing that fails others, still so own soul's sake, in the bare fruits

strong and sonorous,thatevery morn- of your own study ; but seek to be

ingand evening, with any dear grand taught of God , thatyou may atonce

children around me, I can addressmy grow in grace, and in the knowledge
prayers to the Almighty's gracious of God. Beware of curiosities and

throne,and chaunt the praises of his novelties in religion ." - Life of the

redeeming love." Religion was plain- pious Halyburton.
ly, in this instance,either the cause

or consequence ofreformation ; which A Word to Preachers.- " How of

it appears was not effected by slow ten shall a plain sermon , (wherein

advances, but was nearly completed the preacher aims not to be seen,

by a single and decisive effort. but rather to show his Lord ,) be

SO
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of

blessed to the conversion, establish- see them ; and yet, there is not one

ment and happiness of immortal of you , who will think of disputing
souls ; while pompous orations and or denying the being of these men .

laboured performances shall evapo . I go further; I affirm that you see

rate in sound, er produce no spiri- the very souls of these men in see

tual good ; or, if they are remember. ing this book ; and you feel your
ed for a while, they are remembered selves obliged to allow that they had

not for God's glory, but for the praise skill , contrivance, design, memory,
of those dying creatures who made fancy, reason, and so on. In the

them . Apooremployment this, to same manner, if you see a picture,

speak and write for the breath of you judge there was a painter. If

worms, which is at first corrupt in you see a house, you judge there was
itself, and soon vanishes into no- à builder of it ; and if you see one

thing." - Serle's Horæ Solitariæ , vol . room contrived for this purpose
and

ii. p . 431. another for that, a door to enter, a

window to admit light, a chimney to

Learned Trifling . - Theophilus hold fire -- you conclude that the

Raynaud was born in the county of builder was a person of skill and

Nice in Italy, and admitted into the forecast, who formed the house with

society of the Jesuits at eighteen a view to the accommodation of its

years age, in 1602. He wrote a inhabitants. In this manner exa

prodigiousnumber of books, which mine the world , and pity the man,

have been printed in twenty vo- who, when he sees the sign of the

lumes, folio. The titles of several of wheat-sheaf, hath sense enough to

his books are very odd. He wrote a know that there is somewhere a

treatise concerning the Seven An- joiner and a painter; butwho, when

themsbeginning with an 0 , that are he sees the wheat-sheaf itself, is so

sung before Christmas ; and made stupid as not to say to himself, . This

Seven Discourses upon 0, consider had a wise and good Creator !-R.

ed under these seven heads : 1. As Robinson's Vill. Disc. ïi.

a Letter of the Alphabet ; 2. As a

Noun ; 3. As a Cipher ; 4. As a An Important Discovery.— " Re

Verb ; 5. As an Adverb ; 6. As an turning from the village of Kenton,"

Interjection; 7. Asa symbol of se- says a clergyman , " where I hadbeen

veral things. He took great pains to assisting the Sunday-school, and ad

adapt all these significations and dressing the children, teachers, and

symbols to Jesus Christ! parents, I passed a man, who very

Another of his treatises is entitled, courteously accosted me ; the com

Calvinismus Bestiarum Religio ; pliment was returned, and I went
“ Calvinism is the Religion of on. Soon after, I heard a person be

Beasts !" - Memoirs of Literature, hind me quickening his steps. I

2d edit. vol. 3. p . 30. A Jesuit who therefore walked a little slower,sup

could make the letter 0 both a verb posing that he might have something

and an adverb ,was no doubtcapable to communicate ; he soon came up
of making any thing of any subject. with me, and I found him to be the

What an admirable model this for same individual whom I had recent

allegorical expositors ! ly passed . Upon entering into con

versation , he observed , You have,

On theExistence of God .- " See sir, been speaking on the necessity

here , I hold a Bible in my hand, and of parents setting their children good

you see the cover, the leaves, the let. examples. I am sure it is of great

ters, and the words ; but you do not consequence ; for I can tell you that

see the writers, nor the printers, the when I went to the ale-house on

letter-founder, the ink -maker, the Sundays, my lads used always to go

paper-maker, nor the binder. You with me; and now, when I go to

never did see them, you never will worship God, they go with me there
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also. Ah ! sir, ( said he,) what pains The next Sunday another of my boys

are now taking to what there used got lamed, and so I determined to

to be when I was a lad ! Do you send them to a Sunday -school, to be

know, sir, I was thirty years of age out of the way. I took them to the
before I knew I had a soul: and , sir, Orphan -House Sunday -school, and

I'll tell you how I knew it. One.of it was there, sir, that I learned that

our lads was out one Sunday to I had a soul.” - Sund. School Glean
play, and he was brought home with ings, p. 97.

one of his ankle bones out of joint.

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

HARP OF DAVID,

Harp of David ! peal thy thunders,

Harp of Israel! pour thy dread

On the heart so hard to break,

On the soul so hard to wake,

Though the vengeance of a God ,

All the terrors of his rod,

All the gathering storm of wrath

Darkeno'er the downward path ,

And Sina's awful fires flash round the guilty head !

Wake thee, sinner ! canst thou slumber

When the tempest is so nigh ?

When the LORD that made thee

When the Hand that stayed thee,

Brandishes the burning spear,

Bares the red right arm of fear,

Beckons Ruin to prepare

Cells of horror and despair

For thee, sin -hardened soul! — Wake ! wake! why wilt thou die ?

Hope of Israel, holy Jesus !

Hope of sinners when they grieve,

Send thy quickening Spirit down;

Lay aside the Judge's frown,

And assume the Saviour's smile ;

Pour thy grace's healing oil

On the sinner's broken heart ;

Bid his fear and grief depart ;

Unfold thy love immense, and bid the sinner live .

Light of Israel, holy Jesus !

Hope and safety of the lost !
If on earth - and if in heaven,

They, who greatly are forgiven,

Love thee much ;-0 then must I

Soar with seraph -wing on high,

And of all, who harp and crown

Cast aside, and bending down,

Adore before thy throne,-my soul must love thee most

Harp of David ! how I love thee !

How I joy thy notes to hear !

When the theme is Love Divine

Love to this poor soul of mine,

Then could I hear forever

Then would I wearynever,

Though the song of love should last

Till the heavensaway have past,

And old eternity grow gray in his career! B.
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1

Keviews.

PLY. ”

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE. “ That these men ( the Evangelists),

No. II.
without any particular inspiration, wrote

according to the best of their knowledge

A REVIEW OF THREE PAMPHLETS, EN of the facts of which they were the pro

TITLED, AN ABSTRACT OF UNITA- per witnesses; yet like other men sub.

RIAN BELIEF, REV. JOHN EMORY'S jectto prejudice, might be liable to adopt

a hasty, ill grounded opinion, concerning
REPLY,” AND REMARKS ON THE RE

things which did not come within the

compass of their knowledge."-- Emory's

“ Unitarians believe, that the scriptures
Reply .

of the Old and New Testaments contain That the author of the Abstract

authentick records of the dispensations of adopts Dr. Priestley's opinions on

God, and of his dispensations* to men.

Several Unitarian writers of celebrity
these points, is rendered more than

have written, expressly, in their vindica- probable from his silence, in his Re

tion and defence." - Abstract, page 2. marks on the Reply. To develop

Mr. Emory's Reply silences the find themdisplayed in theAbstract,
his real opinions more fully than we

writerof the Abstract, on the sub- Itake the liberty of offering some

ject of making the books commonly quotations from Dr. Priestley.
called scripture, the foundation of Speaking of the four gospels he says :

Unitarian belief. In his Remarks,

that author makes not so much as an “ That the books were generally re

allusion tothe following paragraphs ceived,and not immediately rejected,by
is

of the Reply proof that the history they contained is

“ I knew a Unitarian preacher and au
in the main authentick, but by no means

thor, whopublished this same profession,
proves that every minute circumstance in

andyetafterwards attempted, publickly,
them is true," -- History of Corruptions, Val.

to invalidate, as spurious, several chap
3, page 369 .

ters of the New Testament. And why ?
Whilst we feel assured that, in

Because they support the doctrine of the

miraculous conception of Christ, a doc
every thing ofimportance the Evan

trine which he did not believe. That gelists in writing their gospels were

the scriptures contain authentick records"records Directed by the unerring Spirit of
will be readily admitted by some, who, if God, an error in some very minute

brought out, will notwithstanding con.
circumstance, may probably have

tend , that the commonly received scrip

tures contain records also which are not
very little effect upon our reliance

authentick . Whether there was any such on their writings, as a part of Divine

mental reservation on the part of the au- revelation . But Dr. Priestley has

thor of the Abstract, I do not pretend to left us no ground of assurance for the

infallibility of these writers, in the
** But if severalUnitarian writersof most important, more than in themi

great celebrity have written in vindica

tion and defence of the scriptures, it is nutest circumstances, of their history.

equally certain that others have written Hear his own language

against such parts as oppose their system .
“ I have frequently avowed myself, not

Dr. Priestley , one ofthe Unitarian writers
to be a believer in the inspiration of the

of great celebrity, went still further, and
Evangelists and Apostles as writers.-- I

not only deniedthe authenticity of those therefore hold this subject of the miracu
chapters in Matthewand Luke , which es.

tablish the miraculous conception of which Any person is fully at liberty, to
lous conception to be one, with respect to

Christ, but maintained that even admit.
think as the evidence shall appear to him,

ting their authenticity,thegospelhistory

is like anyother credible history, depend.
without any impeachment of his faith or

character as à Christian ." - Letters to

ing on testimony. "
Horsley, page 132.

Revelations, we should suppose to be
This places the gospels in point of

theproper word here. historical verity, upon a level with

Vol. II.-Ch. Adr. D

say ."

*
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now

Xenophon, Josephus, or any other their lurking places. Is it a saying

honestbut falliblehistorian. Now who of Christ you quote ! The reply is

would venture to assert, that in the ready— “ The Evangelist may have

pages of the most faithful uninspired been himself mistaken, and have

historian of antiquity, there may not given a representation contrary to
be some very important circum- truth.” Is it a text from the epistles

stances misrepresented, that the of Paul ? The answer is, “ Paul wrote

account given is absolutely false ? -- without any particular inspiration,"
Who would venture to affirm posi- and sometimes “reasons inconclu

tively, that in the last speech of Cy- sively." -- Here they will lurk , until

rus, as recorded by Xenophon, (sup- you are leaving them ; and then they
posing it to be true that on his death will triumphantly pursue you , quot

bed he made a speech at all , ) we ing scripture, and proclaiming in the

have the very language, or even the language of the Abstract, that " the

general import ofwhat was deliver- Bible is their creed ! ”

ed by that monarchi , on that occasion ? But whatever professions of at

But if Dr. Priestley's principles are tachment they may make to the

adopted, there is just as much rea- scripture, it is certain they have

son to suspect, thatmany important adopted what they are pleased to
circumstances of Christ's life, and call' "an improved version of the

many of his words, are totally mis- New Testament,” which rejects, as

represented , through the inattention, spurious, important parts, found in

ignorance,and prejudice of the Evan- our common Testaments. Yet with

gelists. And if so , who can out giving his readers any intimation

distinguish between what Christ of this, our author tells us, that Uni

truly did ,said , and taught, and what tarians believe that the scriptures

the Evangelists erroneously repre- contain authentick records of God's

sent as his doings, sayings, and in- dispensations and of his revelations,
structions ? and that Unitarians have written in

Again he says their defence.

“ I think I have shown that the Apostle
In reading that article of the Ab

Paul often reasons inconclusively, and stract, in which these professions are

therefore thathe wrote as any other per expressed, a discriminating cautious
son of his turn ofmind and thinking, in theologian, possessing a high regard

his situation, would have written, without for every jot and tittle of the Bible,

any particular inspiration . ” — Hist. Cor. 3, would probably suppose that a creed

which, in a guarded and rather ambi

If this be a true exhibition of guous manner, recognises the Old

Paul's character as a writer of scrip- and New Testaments merely as con

ture, we are , of course, not to take taining authentick records of the dis

his epistles as our guide, any farther pensations of God and of his revela
than we find that he reasons, in our tions to men, paid these sacred books

view , conclusively - And just as much rather a cold compliment. He would
may be said for Plato, Mohamed, or not even be satisfied with the addi.

Franklin .
tional consideration, that somemen

Hence the extreme difficulty of of celebrity who adopt such a creed,

reasoning with Unitarians on Theo- have written in their defence. Yet,

logical subjects. Quote a text op- judging from what our author here

posed to their religious opinions, and says, even some theologians and most

they will, probably, first attempt to othermen but moderately acquainted
show that it is not found in some with theological language and unfur

ancient manuscript, or that it is a nished with other means of knowing

mere figureof speech. If you beat Unitarian peculiarities, would in all

them out of these holds, their der. probability suppose that Unitarians

nier retreat is to the fallibility of take, without exception ,all the parts

the scripture writers - Xere they take of the Old and New Testament as

page 370.
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the ground of their faith , and the This kind of artful accommodation,

rule of their practice. But this would has the sanction of the most suc

be an impression very different from cessful conductors of both ancient

what we have shown to be the true and modern warfare. That by this

state of the fact. means Unitarians may, for a time at

If a man points me to a ship and least, be successful in swelling their
cargo that he desires me to buy, and, ranks and elevating their standard,

after having examined the state of the cannot be doubted . For persons

vessel and the bills of the articles early taught to reverence the Bible

she contains, I make the purchase, as the word of God , even though

I should then be very much disap- they be not pious, would generally

pointed and chagrined , were I in- reject or receive with great caution,

formed that of this cargo here is a the instruction of those religionists

box of watches belonging to one man, who, in whole or in part, deny its

and there a cask ofguineas the pro- authenticity, or call in question its

perty of another. Similar effects I divine authority. But by insinuating
have found to be produced onsome their own belief in the scriptures as

honest minds, by reading certain ex- generally received , Unitarians evade

hibitions of Unitarian creeds. I have all opposition from habits of educa

known inquiry to be made of some tion, and introduce themselves, at

candid unsuspecting persons, how once, into the confidence of those

they were pleased with a particular whom they would proselyte .

Unitarian pamphlet; and the reply And after this difficulty is thus

to have been, “ very much indeed, artfully avoided , it must be admitted

because, just as we have been always that, among many classes of men,

taught, it speaks well of the scrip- Unitarianism ,beyond most other sys

tures." And when told that Unita- tems of religion, has many advan

rians usually reject considerable por- tages for making proselytes.- She

tions of the sacred volume, they ap- has nothing rigid either to be prac .

peared quite surprised, and replied , tised or believed . It is true she does

* You must certainly be mistakeri , not appear with advantage in the ho

sir, for this pamphlet not only speaks vels of wretchedness,nor in the house

well of the Bible, but also quotes of sickness, mourning, or death. It is

largely from its contents .” And true that the weary and heavy laden

when it was proved to them that the pilgrim who would find rest for his

fact was certainly so, they appeared soul, chills at her breath and shrinks

quite mortified and vexed at the de- from her touch; yet, divested ofmany

ception practised upon them. of the strict requirements of most

There is something in the conduct other systems, she is far less offen

of Unitarians which renders it at least sive than they are, to the vicious, the

probable that, devoted to the cause of conceited, the proud , and to most of

proselyting, they, like the Jesuits , the prosperous and the wealthy. To

when first introducing themselves as these classes of men, who from their

teachers of religion among people pursuits of business and pleasure have

whose habits of education are op- but little time, and less inclination

posed to their success — by keeping for examining what the scriptures

concealed those of their dogmas that teach of Godand the way of salva

would render them less acceptable-- tion , and who therefore draw their

cunningly accommodate themselves conclusions on those all important

to their circumstances.
subjects, not from divine revelation ,

It is admitted that, according to but from their own notions of analo

the notions entertained in military gy derived from worldly objects, and

establishments, to hold out false from what is still worse, their own
signs, so as to deceive and mislead depraved feelings -- it is not wonder

the enemy, is a kind of cunning, not ful thatthe doctrine of the Trinity,

only admissible but praiseworthy. and the manifestation of God in the
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flesh, should appear absurd ; and that express commands of Christ to worship

they should prefer a system more
the Father only .” — Abstract, pages 4th

and 5th .

accommodated to their carnal tem

pers, and their notions of worldly “ Unitarians believe one of the

things : especially when such a sys- great doctrines taught in the scrip

temexcludes from its requirements tures, to be the unity and supremacy

the orthodox notions of regeneration, of God .” So do we-- and also, that

faith and repentance, which are al- as there is but one God, who made

ways humbling and painful to the the heaven, the earth and the sea, so

haughty, unsubdued feelings of an the scripture teaches, that he alone is

unsanctified heart. to be worshipped. But then we be

Now , though we are willing to ad- lieve of Christ, “ the Word who was

mit the merits of the writer in his made flesh and dwelt among us,"

exhibition of this article of his creed, that " all things were made by him ,

if merely its adaptation to proselyt. and without him was not any thing

ing can confer merit, or if it is to be made that was made - that by him

judged by the same standard with were all things created, that are in

which the manœuvres of a Hannibal heaven, and that are in earth, visible

and a Bonaparte are to be deter- and invisible , whether they be thrones,

mined, yet the case is materially al- or dominions , or principalities, or

tered when we consider him as a powers-- all things were created by

minister of religion , solemnly pro- him and for him." We believe also ,

fessing to give us an exhibition of that “ he that built all things is God ,"
theological truth. But even here we and we cannot resist the conclusion

will not try him by the strictest from such premises, that Christ is

standard ; for, though we would ap- God , and therefore to be worshipped.

peal from a military tribunal, yet we With regard to our Saviour, it is

need not arraign him before the not to be supposed that he would

throne of religion , but only ask at worship himself; but that he did per

the judgment seat of common ho- mit himself to be worshipped by

nesty, whether, a man who rejects a others, in numerous instances, is a

part of the scriptures, ought so to fact which defies contradiction . And

present his creed to the world , as to if he urged, by his commands, that
induce men to think that he believes the Father is the only proper object

the whole - If the scriptures be true, of worship exclusive of himself, he

“ there is death in this pot.” himself countenanced a violation of

“ Unitarians believe one of the great
his own commands. But he did not

truths taught in the scriptures, tobethe teach this. The text proves no such

unity and supremacy ofGod . As there thing. This will be particularly clear,

is but one God, whomadethe heaven, the if we advert to a few other texts,

earth, and the sea, and all that in them is, which candour requires an exhibition

so the scripture teaches that He alone is
to be worshipped . That the Father is of, in connexion with those contain

the only proper object of worship, is a
ed in the Abstract.

truth which is urged upon us, both by the “Whatsoever ye ask , in my name, that

commands and example of our Saviour. will I do .'- John xiv. 13. ' If ye ask any

. Then said Jesus unto him , get thee hence thing in my name, I will do it'-14.

Satan , for it is written, thou shalt worship “ That all men should honour the Son

the Lord thy God, and him only shalt even as they honour the Father.'— John

thou serve .' • After this manner , there- v. 23. We agree, that it is a religious

fore, pray ye - our Father which art in hea obligation of the utmost importance, to

ven, hallowed be thy name,' &c . * But render homage to no other being than the

the hour cometh and now is, when the supremeGod . Who, then, is he whom all

true worshippers shall worship theFather, the angels of God are commandedto wor

in spirit and in truth .' And in that day ship ?" - Emory's Reply.

ye shall ask me nothing, Verily , verily, I « Now , we still maintain, that if these

say unto you, whatsoever ye shall ask the texts mean any thing, they prove the

Father in myname, he shall give it you .' Father to be the only object of worship,

In these texts of scripture we have the notwithstanding Mr. Emory says they
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prove no such thing . He hasbeen care. preme Being - Jehovah, God, the Tri

ful, however, not to tell us whatthey do nity. Thisarises from the fact, that
prove . "—Remarks on Emory's Reply .

the triune God , is the author and

As Mr. Emory wrote on the spur preserver of men. In other instances,

of the occasion, and appears, inten- when the first person is to be dis

tionally, to have confined his re- tinguished from the second, it is ap

marks to very narrow bounds, he plied to the first.* (See Stockius

has contented " himself with showing and Schleusner's Lexicons on the

by a comparison of other texts, that original word.)

the interpretation of these passages Our Father which art in heaven ,"

given by the writer of the Abstract on Trinitarian principles, may be

is erroneous,without entering into as explained to be equivalent to, “ Our
minute an examination as we could God which art in heaven ;" and " your

have wished, and as, perhaps, in Father which seeth in secret, to
other circumstances, he would have “ your God which seeth in secret."

done. The preface to the Lord's prayer

But it appears very much like a then, would simply teach, that prayer

wholesale way of arguing, on the is to be addressed to God.

part of the Remarker, to refute Mr. Again, John iv. 22.- " But the hour

E. by roundly asserting, that if these cometh and now is, when the true

texts mean any thing, they prove the worshippers shall worship the Father

Father to be the only object of wor- in spirit and in truth .” The Sama
ship ! ritans, indeed , attended to some

If I am not very much mistaken, forms of religion, and worshipped

some of these texts prove that something; but they knew not what.

Christ, no less than the Father, is to But the Saviour informed the wo

be worshipped - a doctrine just the man, that the time was come in

reverse of what they are so confi- which they were not thus ignorantly
dently adduced to support. to worship, but that they should

" Then saith Jesus unto him , Get serve God in spirit and in truth .

thee hence, Satan, for it is written, That the Father means God here,

thou shalt worship the Lord thý appears from the next verse, which

God, and him only shalt thou serve.” seems to be partly exegetical of the

Matt. iv . 10. This textis a reply to one now under consideration; and
the devil , who endeavoured to in- hence it commences, “ God is a spi

duce the Saviour to fall down and rit,” & c. Then, the sense of the

worship him . The question , then, is verse is - But the hour cometh

not whether God is to be worshipped and now is, when the true worship

in the person of the Father only, but pers shall worship God in spirit and

whether God only, or God and the in truth.
devil too, are to be worshipped . These passages prove that God is

Christ's answer is, God only, not God to be worshipped. But if the three
and the devil too. The text then persons, Father,Son , and Holy Spi

proves, that the true God is to be rit, subsisting in one undivided es

worshipped , and consequently, if sence, make the true God, then these

Christ be one person of the trueGod , texts, so far from teaching that wor

it proves thathe is to be worshipped.
“ Our Father which art in heaven, * It is worthy of remark , that Father is

hallowed be thy name," & c.Matt. never applied tothe person of the Son .

vi. 9. According to Trinitarian no- opinion, is a passage in the 6th verse of
appears oppose this

tions of interpretation, the word the ninth chapterof Isaiah, where he is

Father in application to God, is called “ the everlasting Father.” But

used in two different senses. In every Hebrew scholar knows that this is

those cases in which men address a Hebrew phrase, expressive either of the

God by the appellation of Father, it Father, that is, the Possessor, ofthe com
eternity of his existence, or of his being the

is applied to the unity of the Su- ing age-the gospel dispensation.

1

to
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ship is due to the Father only, prove text, let two preliminaries be ob

that the Spirit and the Son are also served .

to be worshipped . 1. The occasion on which the text

The arguinent here employed was uttered - Christ is here giving

against the divinity of the Son isde- bis disciples directions, preparatory

fective in two essential points. In the to his leaving them . While they

first place , it begs the question ; and enjoyed his blessed society, they had

in the next place, reasons in a circle. received instruction from his own

Upon the supposition that the doc- lips. About to leave them , he in

trine of theSaviour's divinity be true, forms them that for all necessary in

we have shown that these passages struction, in preparing for the great

prove him to be a proper object of work of the ministry , in whichthey

worship. They must, therefore, have were shortly to be engaged, they

been adduced on the supposition that must at that appointed time ask the

it is false . But this is producing Father.

evidence to prove it is false, upon 2. In the impartation of the ex

the supposition that it is false! If traordinary gifts to be bestowed upon

carried out the reasoning runs thus : the apostles and disciples, each of

The Son is not God, because he is the persons of the Trinity had his

not worshipped. But how do you appropriate work. In accomplishing

provethat he is not worshipped ? it, Christ must leave the world.

Ans. These texts prove that none • Nevertheless I tell you the truth ;

but God is to be worshipped . Ques , it is expedient for you , that I

But how does it appear, that Christ away : for if I go not away, the Com

is not God ? Here the answer comes forter will not comeunto you, but if

back to the old ground - These texts I depart I will send him unto you .”

prove that none but God is to be John xvi. 7. And interceding with
worshipped . the Father, he must takea part with

As to John xvi. 23— " And in that him in sending the Holy Ghost. John

day ye shall ask me nothing, verily, xiv. 16. And I will pray the Father

verily, I say unto you, whatsoever ye and he will give you another Com

shall ask the Father in my name, he forter, & c. It was the work of the

will give it you ," if I am not mis- Holy Ghost “ to teach the disciples

taken, it implies something not very all things” necessary for them to

favourable to the Unitarian hypothe- know, and “ to bring all Christ's in

sis. Mark the words with which it structions to their remernbrance."

is introduced— “ And in that day ye And the Father's part, as we see

shall ask me nothing." Strongly im. from the last text quoted (John xiv.

plying, that the disciples had been 16.), was to regard the prayers of the

in the habit of asking Christ, pre- Son, and to unite with him in send

cisely in the sense that on that day ing the Holy Spirit.

they should ask the Father. For if From the general strain of these

our author will have asking in the chapters, taken in connexion , the

latter case to mean prayer , it must subjects evidently alluded to are, the

equally mean so in the former. And Saviour's ascension, and the descent

if they had not been accustomed to of the Holy Spirit. And as Christ

asking Christ, what necessity could is the only Mediator between God

there have been for this direction and man, it was only through his

If Christ had taught them that he name, the Holy Spirit, or any other

was notGod, and had in their know- good gift, could be imparted to sin
ledge always prevented men from ful unworthy men. Hence the di

worshipping him , what probability rection to ask in his name.

could therehave been that they would Infinite wisdom had so ordained,

ask or worship him , when he was that it was not until Christ shonld

taken entirely away from them ? obtain victory over death and the

In showing the meaning of the grave, and ascending on high should
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lead captivity captive, and plead the have hitherto done.- We shall en

cause of his people in the court of deavour to give a short notice of the

heaven ; and not then , until the dis- most of those which we peruse, and

ciples should pray the Father in the of which we shall think that our read

Mediator's naine, on the dayof Pen- ers would be willing to know the pur

tecost, that the Holy Ghost would port, and our opinion of their merit

descend , to impart miraculous gifts or demerit.

for the successful promulgation of The text of the discourse before

the gospel on earth . us is taken from JUDE 3.

The inference plainly is, that the
Beloved , when I gave all diligence to

asking in this text is confined to write unto you of the common salvation,

that day - the day of Pentecost- it was needful for me to write unto you,

when the Comforter was to be sent, and exhort youthat ye should earnestly

and thereforefurnishes no ground to contend for the faith , which was once de

conclude, that Christ is not the pro
livered to the saints .”

per object of worship. Nor are we It will be seen how Dr. Beecher

to conclude that on that day, less introduces his subject, states his de

than on any other,was he the object sign , and lays down the doctrines

of worship ; but only, that the Father which in his opinion should be speci.

was to be exclusively asked for that fied as belonging to the evangelical

specified gift. system , by the following quotation :
To prove that Christ is to be wor

shipped, it is sufficient for us to be " By the faith once delivered to

able to adduce the example of the the saints, is to be understood the
martyr Stephen- " And they stoned doctrines of the gospel . These were

Stephen calling upon God, and
delivered to the saints by holy men,

say

ing , Lord Jesus, receive my spirit. who spakeas they were moved by

And he kneeled down, and cried, the Holy Ghost. The saints to whom

with a loud voice, Lord , lay not this they were delivered, werethose who

sin to their charge, and when he had constituted the church under the old

said this, he fell asleep." - Acts vii. dispensation , and the new.

59, 60 . TRINITARIAN.
“ The exhortation to contend for

them earnestly, supposes that they

would be powerfully assailed ; and,

yet, that they might be known and

defended .
THE FAITH ONCE DELIVERED TO THE

SAINTS.- A Sermondelivered at to give an epitome of whatissup
" It is proposed, in this discourse,

Worcester, Mass. Oct. 15 , 1823, at
the Ordinationof the Rev.Loam- posed to be the faith delivered to

miIves Hoadly, to the Pastoral
the saints ; -- to state the reasons for

Office over the Calvinistick Church believing it such ;—andtopoint out

and Society in that Place. By churches of our Lord to contend for
the manner, in which it becomes the

Lyman Beecher, D.D.
it .

As this is no ordinary sermon , we “ The faith once delivered to the

shall allow it a space in our review , saints included , it is believed, among

which we can very seldom afford to other doctrines, the following:

compositions of the class to which it “ That men are free agents ; in

belongs. We take this opportunity, the possession of such faculties, and

however, to say, that although it will placed in such circumstances, as ren

be impracticable to insert in our scan- der it practicable for them to do

ty pages a review of the whole, or whatever God requires; reasonable
perhaps the half, of the occasional that he should require it; and fit that

sermons which now proceed from the he should inflict, literally, the entire

American press ; yet it is our inten- penalty of disobedience - such abili

tion to do more in this way than we ty is here intended, as lays a perfect
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foundation for government by law, to make to the mind of man such an

and for rewards and punishments exhibition of the truth, as shall un

according to deeds. failingly convince him of sin , render

" That the law of God requires him willing to obey the gospel, and

love to God with all the beart, and actually and joyfully obedient.

impartial love for men ; together " That this special influence of the

with certain overt duties to God and Holy Spirit is given according to the

men, by which this love is to be ex- supreme discretion or good pleasure

pressed ; and that this law is sup- of God ; and yet, ordinarily, is so in

ported by the sanctions of eternal separably associated with the use of

life and eternal death, means by the sinner, -as to create

“ That the ancestors of our race ample encouragementto attend upon

violated this law ; that, in some way, them , and to render all hopes of con

as a consequence of their apostacy, version while neglecting or rejecting

all men, as soon as they become ca- the truth, or while living in open sin ,

pable of accountable action, do, of erpinently presumptuous.

their own accord, most freely, and “That believers are justified by

most wickedly, withhold from God the merits of Christ through faith ;

the supreme love and from man the and are received into a covenant

impartial love which the law re- with God , which secures their con

quires, beside violating many of its tinuance inholiness forever :-while
practical precepts: and that the obe- those, who die in their sins, will con

dience of the heart, which the law tinue to sin wilfully, and to be pun

requires, has ceased entirely from ished justly for ever.
the whole race of man . “ That God exereises a providen

" That,according to the principles tial government; which extends to

of moral government, obedience, all events in such a manner, as to

either antecedent to transgression lay a just foundation for resignation

or subsequent, cannot avert the pe- to him in afflictions brought upon us

nalty of the law ; and that pardon, by the wickedness of men , and for

upon condition of repentance mere. gratitude in the reception of good in

ly, would destroy the efficacy of mo- all the various modes of human in

ral government. strumentality—that all events shall

“ That an atonement has been illustrate his glory and be made sub

made for sin by Jesus Christ; with servient to the good of his kingdom

reference to which God can main--and that this government is ad

tain the influence of his law and for- ministered , in accordance with a

give sin , upon condition of repent- purpose or plan, known and ap

ance towards God and faith in our proved of by him from the beginning.
Lord Jesus Christ :—that all men “Finally, that the God of the uni

are invited sincerely, in this way to
verse has revealed himself to us as

return to God, with an assurance of existing in three persons, the Father,

pardon and eternal life if they com . the Son, and the Holy Ghost; pos

ply. sessing distinct and equal attributes,

“ That a compliance with these and in some unrevealed manner só

conditions, is practicable, in the re
united as to constitute one God.

gular exercise of the powers and fa- “These are the doctrines, which,

calties given to man as an account. it is believed, were delivered to the

able creature; and is prevented saints, and which have been held

only bythe exercise of a voluntary, substantially ,though with someva

criminal aversion to God so inflexi- riety of modification, by the true

bly obstinate, that by motives merely, churchof God in all ages. To pre

men are never persuaded to repent vent circumlocution, I shall, in this

and believe. discourse, call them the Evangelical

“That God is able, by his Spirit, System , and for the same reason, I
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shall call the opposite the Liberal at all. Nay, it is on the truth as

System .* held by all who appear to " be re

“ It has been common to support newed in the spirit of their mind ,"

these doctrines by the quotation of that Dr. B. groundsalmost the whole

proof texts. But to these a differ- of his weighty arguments and pow.

ent exposition is given more reason- erful appeals. In a few instances

able, it is said, and carrying with it only he brings forward some of his

a higher probability of truth; which favourite peculiarities, which he cer

leads to critical exposition, and tainly introduces with great address ,

opens a wide field for evasion and and presses with much point and in

creates perplexity and indecision. genuity. But we have made the

“ My design at present is to avail foregoing remarks because we think

myself of collateral evidence only, it important- highlyimportant— that

with the view of attempting to de- it should be kept distinctly in view,

cide in this way which is the correct that the forcible, and as it seems to

exposition of the proof texts, the us conclusive reasoning of this dis

evangelical or the liberal exposition. course , does notdepend on holding

“For the sake of argument, we as articles of faith all that enters into

shall suppose the evidence from ex. Dr. B.'s statement. This indeed he

position to be on each side exactly suggests in the above quotation , and

balanced, and proceed to lay into the at page 40 of his sermon, he admits it

scale of evangelical exposition those explicitly . In a word , the whole force

arguments which seem to furnish evi- of his argument, or nearly the whole, is
dence of its correctness.” drawn from the sentiments and prac

On the statement here given of the tice ofall those who hold the doctrines

chief articles of what Dr. B.denomi- of the Trinity, the natural and deep

nates the evangelical system we re- depravity of man , the consequent ne

mark, that although it will doubtless cessity of regeneration by the Spirit

be considered as a Calvinistick state- and grace of God , justification by
ment, it is , nevertheless, one to which the righteousness of Christ, a holy

some who are Calvinists, in the and exemplary life, and a state of

strictest and most proper sense of future and endless rewards and pun

the term, would not unreservedly ishments.

subscribe. To one or two articles We shall now give an analysis, or

they would certainly except. The epitome, of the remainder of the dis

peculiar sentiments of the class of course, advertising the reader that

Calvinists to which Dr. B. belongs, what is marked as quotations is in

are also apparentin some other parts the words of the author, and that

of this discourse. Yet he claims, and what appears without such marks, is

justly, as belonging to those who our own summary exhibition of what

substantially hold the evangelical we take to be his meaning. In " lay

system , not only all Calvinists of ing into the scale of evangelical ex

whatever description, but a great position those arguments which seem

many who would by no means con- to furnish evidence of its correct

sent to be denominated Calvinists ness,” Dr. B. says, “ I observe then

that

* “ I choose to call these doctrines the I. “ The doctrines of the evangeli

evangelicalsystem , not only because Ibe cal system are in accordance with

no man , or denomination,has heldthem the most direct and obvious meaning

so exclusively, as to render it proper to of the sacred text. By obvious mean

designate them by the name of an indivi- ing, I intend that which is actually

dual or asect. It isa select system ,which suggested, without note or comment,
some of almost everydenomination hold, to the minds of honest and unletter

and some reject; and which ought to be
ed men,

characterized
by some general term indi

That the proof texts teach

cative of the system asheld in all agesand the doctrines of the evangelical sys

among all denominations of Christians. " tem in this manner , is alleged by

VOL. II.--- Ch, Adv. E
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learned infidels as a reason for re- the former is repulsive to the " plea

jecting the inspiration of the Bible ; sure-loving and licentious communi

by Unitarian commentators and wri- ty of the world ?” And will it not

ters, as a reason for restraining, mo- also be found , that the majority of

difying, and turning aside the text; those that are truly pious, (if there is

and by critics, who translate,or ex. such a thing in the world as piety

pound without reference to theologi- manifested bythe course of life,) are

cal opinions.” — “ All versions, and all decidedly in favour of the evangeli

expositions according to the obvious cal system ? With which system are

meaning, of whatever country or age, the gay, and the fashionable,generally
do substantially agree in the evan- the most pleased ? Is it notundenia

gelical system ; and agree with the bly with the opposite of the evangeli

understanding of mankind at large , cal system ? If so, is it not fairly, and

who read the Bible. The Bible, for reasonably, and scripturally deduci

the most part, was written also by ble, that the evangelical system is

men who understood language only the true system ?
according to its obvious meaning; 3. "The evangelical system pro

and for the use of men , to whom it duces the same effects universally,
must have been a sealed book , upon as were produced by the faith deli

any other principle of interpreta- vered to the saints."

tion." The doctor, arguing from the mo

“ Now if the obvious meaning of ral axiom , that “ identity of moral

the proof texts be not the trueone, effect proves identity of moral cause,”

the common people have no Bible.” contrasts, on this ground, the evan

They have a book to whose real gelical system with the liberal , to

meaning they have no access. This the evident disadvantage of the lat

would " implicate the character of ter. He shows that the very same

God , as having practised on his sub- objections are advanced against the

jects a most deplorable deception ," evangelical doctrines, that were ad

-requiring them to believe and vanced against the doctrines deli

obey what they cannot learn from vered to the saints. The same ob

the language in which it is commu- jections are now made to the evan

nicated. It may well be said that gelical doctrines of the sovereignty

such an imputation would be a libel and decrees of God, human depravi
on the divine character. ty,the necessity of regeneration, jus

2. “ It is the uniform testimony of tification by faith, & c. And it is now

the Bible that the righteous love the also objected that the evangelical

truth, and that the wicked are op- system is embraced by the poor and

posed to it . " the illiterate, rather than by the rich

The author argues from this da- and the learned, and the great.

tum, that the system which “ persons It would lengthen this article un

of confirmed vicious habits , the pro- duly, to dwell particularly upon the

fane, liars, drunkards, thieves, adul- coincidence between the primitive

terers, and allthe impure ," hate , and faith ," and the evangelical system ,

ridicule, and forsake, has, from that which the author instances in the

very circumstance, very considerable features of both , apparent in strict
claims to be reckoned " the faith morality, revivals of religion, “ deep

once delivered to the saints.” And convictions of sin, sudden joy in be

that the system which is more ac- lieving, followed by reformation and

ceptable to such men, cannot be just- a holy life," the spirit of missions, " a

ly considered as the system delivered piety of great solemnity, ardour, and

to men by the God of holiness . Let decision ," the generally calm , fre

the evangelical and liberal systems quently happy, and sometimes trium

be compared on this ground, and phant death , and the most unwaver

will it not be found that, generally, ing confidence in the truth believed .
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On all these points the doctor's -lea- “ Beside, if Christians enter deep

soning is remarkably clear and con- ly into political disputes, they will
vincing. be divided , and one denomination

4. We know what was the faith arrayed against another, in their
delivered to the saints from the prayers and efforts; and one Chris

councils of the early centuries of the tian against another, in the same
Christian era. We find this faith church . A spirit of party zeal cre

defended in those councils ; and those ates also a powerful diversion of in

very opinions, which are called “ li- terest and effort from the cause of

beral," considered as heretical no- Christ - creates prejudices in Chris

velties, and consequently rejected. tians one againstanother; and inthe

5. The Apostle John saw in vision , community against the cause itself

under the altar, the souls of them annihilates a spirit of prayer, and

that were slain for the word of God, efforts for revivals of religion, and

and for the testimony which they renders Christians the mere dupes

held ( Rev. vi. 9.), and which in ano- and tools of unprincipled, ambitious

ther place is called the testimony of men. No sight is more grievous or

Jesus Christ, (Rev. xii . 17.) These humiliating, than to see Christians

are the martyrs under pagan Rome. continually agitated by all the great

Again it is said , with reference to and little political disputes of the

those who were to suffer under what nation, the state, the city, and town,

the doctor calls, and correctly too, and village; toiling in the drudgery

papal Rome, “ Here is the pa- of ambition, and flowing hither and

tience of the saints ; here are they thither like waves which have no

that keep the commandments of rest, and cast up only mire and dirt.

God, and the faith of Jesus,” (Rev. I ain persuaded there has been ut

xiv. 12.) Now we know certainly terly a fault among Christians in this

from authentick history, what was thing; and there is no one particular

the faith of the martyrs under papal in which it is more important that

Rome; and we know also, that it was there should be a reformation .”

the same essentially with the evan. The length of this article, already

gelical system . too great, will not allow us to notice

The remarks contained in the last in any detail, the very judicious ob

part of the discourse, relative to the servations of the author, respecting

manner in which Christians ought to the importance of catechetical in

contend for the faith delivered to the struction, institutions of learning,

saints, are of the utmost importance. faithful enunciation of thesanctions

The author very justly maintains, of the gospel, and written discussions

that Christians ought not to meddle in contending for “ the faith deliver

with the ordinary detail of politicks. ed to the saints." We pass, there

“ In questions involving national re. fore, to the last particular. It is “

sponsibility, such as a declaration of careful maintainance of the aposto

war, suppression of slavery, & c., it lick tenureof membership in the vi

becomes them to raise their voice, sible church ," — that is " a credible

and exert their united influence." But profession of repentance towards

generally it would be more for the God, and faith in the Lord Jesus

interest of religion , if Christians Christ.” This indeed was maintain

would exert simply the influence of ed' for some time by the fathers of

an independent and well directed the New England churches ; but

suffrage - not attaching themselves there was, for a considerable time

exclusively to any party, but choos- before Edwards, a most ruinous re

ing for themselves, as far as is pos- laxation in this respect. The history

sible, the best qualified men for of- of the New England churches speaks

fice. We cannot forbear presenting a language which every pastor ought

to the reader the following highly in- to hear and feel. By their receiving

teresting paragraph. multitudes of persons who gave

a

no
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good evidence of piety, they soon corps, on which his attack has been

had to sacrifice the pungent preach- made, and with which he is surround

ing of the divine word. The majo- ed, will attempt a defence ; or whe

rity of the people soon began to de- ther they will attempt any defence.

sire “ smooth words” from their We hope,as this sermon is published

preachers ; and this was the fruitful under a copy -right, that the printer

source of Socinianism .
who holds that right, will send a

The discourse concludes with a good supply of copies into the south

warm, close and powerful address and west; where they are scarcely

“ to the hearts and consciences" of less needed than at the head - quarters

the hearers to decide fairly, and con- of liberality itself, which , as every

scientiously, and in view of all con- body knows, are established in the

sequences, on the point which had east.

been discussed , whether the evan

gelical system be not manifestly

* the faith once delivered to the A Sermon, delivered in the Second

saints." Presbyterian Church, in the city

We exceedingly regret, that not of Pittsburgh, on the occasion of

withstanding the length ofthis article, the Organization of the Mission

we have been obliged in giving an Family latelysent by the Board of
analysis of Dr. Beecher's discourse,

Trust of the Western Missionary

to reduce it nearly to a meagre ske Society, to the Ottoway Tribe of
leton . The spirit ,and force, and hap

Indians. By the Rev. Obadiah

py illustrations of the author, and the Jennings, A.M.
strong points of view in which he

Zech. iv. 6, 7 , - “ This is the word of
places the truth ,are almostwholly lost.

But we stillhopethatwhat hasbeen might norby power, but by my Spirit,
the Lord unto Zerubbabel, saying, not by

said , will so indicate the train of saith the Lord of Hosts. Who art thou,

reasoning, as to be useful in itself, O great mountain ? Before Zerubbabei

and to induce many to give the thou shalt become a plain: and he shall

whole sermon a careful perusal: and bring forth the head stone thereof with

it is not for us to understand how shouting, crying grace, grace unto it.”

this can be done, with a fair and In the introduction of this dis

honest mind , without producing a course the preacher shows " that Ze

conviction that what is called the rubbabel was but a type of the Lord

liberal system , possesses no Jesus Christ, ” who hath laid in Zion

discriminating feature of " the faith “ a stone, a tried stone, a precious

once delivered to the saints,” that it corner stone, a sure foundation .”

is consequently false in itself, and He therefore infers, “ that the words

must be fatal to all who build on it of the text have a special reference

their hopes for eternity. to that spiritual temple, or house of

The style and manner of Dr. B. God, which this same mighty Re

appear to us admirably adapted to deemer, through many ages,has been

his subject and purpose. His lan- building thereupon. He is that great
guage is not in all cases minutely Zerubbabel, whose hands have laid

accurate, but it is clear, copious, the foundation of this house, and his

manly, free, and spirited . It is the hands shall also finish it. "
language of one who is familiar with The preacher proceeds to show ,

good writers, and practised in com- 1. “ That this work has ever been

position ; but who in writing is in- carried on, and will eventually be

tent on things rather than on words. completed , not by human might or

Such compositions are always pleas. authority, but by the Spirit of the

ing; andfor pulpit addresses are living God.” In discussing this point,

perhaps the best of all. As a dis. ajudicious and clear distinction is

putant Dr. B. has few equals. We shown betweenthe use ofmeans,and

are curious to see how the Socinian their inherent efficiency. That means

one
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are ordinarily employed, and that it missionary enterprises; and refers

is our indispensable duty to use them , to the speech of - we know not whom,

but that it is God alone who crowns except that he was a member of con

them with success. That it is by the gress, “ against the missionary cause,
mighty power of his Spirit, and by and the command of the Lord Jesus

his iinmediate operation ,that,in every Christ." An inquiry is instituted ,

instance in which it takes place, the in this part of the sermon, into the

human heart is renewed and sancti- true cause of this opposition ; and it

fied. That the providence of God, is traced to a real cordial hatred of

moreover, orders or overrules all the cause itself, and of the effects

events, and with a reference ulti- intended to be produced.

mately to the extension of his king- In the 3d division of the subject,

dom in the world . From these prin- the preacher proposes to show , " that

ciples, the speaker urges the diligent no opposition which can be made,

and activeuse of all proper means will prevent the progress and final

for extending the gospel, and the completion of this spiritual temple.”

duty of looking to God , and trusting “ Who art thou , O great mountain ?

in Him, to render them effectual. before Zerubbabel thou shalt become

In the 2d division of the subject, a plain.” “ What ! could not they

Mr. Jennings shows “ that we are not who thus opposed the rebuilding of

to expect that this work will be ac- the temple, supported by the might

complished without opposition.” He and power of the Persian empire,

remarks, that “ in no period of the prevent a small and apparently in

history of fallen man , was there ever significant remnant of a people, that

commenced a work of genuine bene. had been scattered and peeled, from

volence, or indeed any undertaking carrying on and completing a work,

in pursuance ofthe will of Gud , that which , in the view of their opponents,

did not excite the hostility, and meet was so execrable ? And why ? The

the decided opposition of the world ." Lord ofHosts was with them . The

This opposition was made to the mighty God ofJacob was their refuge.

building of the temple, to which the In the Lord Jehovah , in whom they

text refers, " although the enterprise trusted , is everlasting strength .

was begun according to the wordof Hence then , we are led to the cer

God, and in pursuance of the edict tain and cheering conclusion , that

of the most powerful monarch then no opposition which can be made to

upon earth . - So it is now , and ever the erection of that spiritual temple,

will be,till the great Master builder which is now arising in Heathen

of the temple shall bring forth the lands, will avail to interrupt its pro

head stone thereof with shoutings, gress, much less to prevent its final

crying, grace, grace, unto it.” He completion.” The speaker, after

then very pertinently illustrates this shortly illustrating and confirming

point, “ by the opposition that is now this pleasing truth, concludes with

making to the several missionary an animating address to the mission

societies in our country, who are ary family, and to the society by

endeavouring, through the opera- whom they were employed.

tion of the churches,to send the in- The discourse is , in all respects,

estimable blessings of the gospel , creditable to its author. It is ap

together with the blessings of civili. propriate throughout. It is well rea

zation, to the benighted inhabitants soned . The strain of it is eminently

of foreign lands, and especially to serious and evangelical . And we

the heathen tribes on our own bor- rejoice to find that our western

ders. On the subject of this part brethren are pursuing the great ob

of his discourse, the author refers to ject of evangelizing the heathen,with

an extended note inserted at the a zeal, and an understanding of the

close, in which he combats powerful subject, and an ability to confound,

ly the objections which are made to if not to convince gainsayers, which
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promises well ; and which we hope After this follows a short exposi

is the presage of success to their tion of the parable from which the
most benevolent and praiseworthy text is taken ; and it is concluded

undertaking. with affirming that “the Gentiles are
meant in reference to whom the di

rection contained in the text is

given - Go out into the highways and

Sermon delivered in the Presby- hedges, and compel them to come

terian Church, Washington, Pa. in . " The nature of the compulsion

September 2, 1823, on the occa. mentioned in the text is then ex

sion of the Designation of the plained. In speaking of this, Mr.

Rev. Ludovicus Robbins, to the W. says~" None surely can under

work of a Missionary to the Hea- stand the application of physical

then, and to the Office of Superin- force. Nor can it mean those tor

tendent of the Mission among the tures which superstition and bigotry

Ottawa Indians. By the Rev. have sometimes employed, to enforce

Andrew Wylie, A.M. President compliance with their arbitrary dic

of Washington College. To which · tates. It is altogether of the moral

is appended the Address and In- kind.Sowespeak of cogent argu
structions of the Board of the ments, and of a person's being con

Western Missionary Society de- strained by a sense of duty. " The
livered to him on that occasion. author remarks that this language,

Luke xiv. 23.— “ And the Lord said there is opposition to be overcome.
however, is never used except when

unto the servant, Go out into the high

ways and hedges,and compel them to Hethen showsfrom scripture, that
come in, that my house may be filled.” such an opposition exists naturally

It appears that in somethingless ofthe gospel; and that to overcome
in every human heart to the demands

than ayear after the sending outof this opposition, " appears to be the

the missionfamily, at whose organi- precise object of the compulsion

zation the discourse reviewed above spoken of in the text. It isimpor

wasdelivered, “ the Board of Trust tant, therefore, to inquire what are

of the Western Missionary Society" theelements which enter into the

were prepared to ordain and appoint composition of this compulsion, or

tohis office, a superintendentoftheir moralforce, which we must bring to

interesting Indian establishment. It bear on the minds of the heathen, in

was on this occasion that the presi- order to compel them to come into

dent of Washington College deliver the church of God. The chief of

edthis able and excellent discourse. them are sincerity, authority, exam

“ The Christian religion, ” remarks the ple, and kindness. Truth supported
preacher at the outset, “ is distinguished by these auxiliaries is irresistible . ”

by the magnitude and extent of its requi. The preacher argues in a manner at

sitions, as well as of its blessings. It

claims the control of our whole persons; this last position ; but we cannot folonce close and popular, in favour of

the disposal of all our time; and the use

of all our possessions. The interests low him farther than to say that he
which it discloses are such as completely derives his arguments from experi

to engross the attention, and to put allence and from scripture ; from the

our powers into themost vigorousopera. constitution of the church ; from the
tion . It demands the government of our

social,as well as of our private principles, effects of a proper religious educa
and presenting before us a sphere be- tion ; from that order ofmeans which

nevolence large as the world and lasting the Great Head of the church has

as eternity, it impels us to action, with an appointed for her edification, as well

urgency that admits of no delay, and a as for the conviction and conversion
devotedness that forbids every reserva

of sinners; from the requisite quali
tion . Its Author, if acknowledged at all,

must be acknowledged as absolute and fications for the gospel ministry ;
supreme, our Lord and Master.' ' from the character and teachings of

1
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ner .

the Saviour himself; from the man- the heathen .” We could wish that

ner in which the apostles taught and our limits permitted us to give ex

acted ; and from the principle on tracts from this part of the subject,

which the injunction is grounded— which is handled in a very able man
" Let your light so shine before men But we can do no more than

that others seeing your good works, mention the topicks from which Mr.

may glorify your father who is in W. derives his arguments and ap

heaven ." Here Mr. W. meets and peals. ( 1 ) “ We must show to the

combats the foolish notion, that the heathen that we ourselves, do sin

compulsion of which he had been cerely believe in the doctrines of that

speaking, " interferes with that free- religion which we would offer to

dom of opinion which shouldbe al- them ." (2) " It is not enough that

lowed to all in matters of religion." we take measures to send a preacher

He shows that this notion really goes or preachers of the gospel among the

to forbid the use of all means what, heathen : we must take measures to

ever, in communicating religious in- send the gospel itself to their hearts,

struction. He next answers the ob- seconded and urgedby practical de

jection , " that to ascribe so much to monstrations of its influence on our

these elements of instruction is to own." This we think is only an ex

make religious belief a mere matter tension of the former particular, and

of sympathy.” He admits that “ this would better not have been numeri

is, in part, true," and then shows, in cally separated from it. But there is

a very striking manner, that it is the here a very powerful presentment of

law of our nature that we should be interesting and important truth . “ Fi

influenced by sympathy ; that when nally -- in all our efforts in the mis

rightly directed, it is and ought to sionary cause, we must unite the in

be a powerful agent in favour of mo- fluence of love, with that of sincerity,

rals and piety ; that it is from sanc- authority, and example.”

tified sentiment, or what they have Mr. W. next shows that a mis.

experienced of the power of divine sionary spirit has a powerful reac

truth on their own hearts, that un- tion on those who cherish it, so

learned pious people derive the evi- that “the vigorous prosecution of

dence , and the best of all evidence, measures for extending the blessings

that the scriptures are the word of of the gospel abroad,has been the
God . He then remarks that it most effectual means of multiplying

must be observed, that all he has hi- its trophies at home.” “ The hypo

therto said , relates to "instruments crisy and self -deception,” of those

and means-not that the happy re- who oppose missions, is made in this

sult is to be considered as the pro- part of the sermon to stand out in

per effect of any power belonging to such bold relief, and is so exposed

means and instruments, exclusive of in all its nakedness, as really to ex

theagency of the Holy Spirit in , and citeboth indignation and pity. Some

with them :" but that's while we are of the most plausible objections to

putting into full and vigorous opera- missions are afterwards stated and

tion all that power which belongs to replied to in detail-Such as that

the means that God hath directed “the time for the conversion of the

for the conversion of the heathen , heathen has not yet come ; that mis

we are then warranted to look for sionary operations cannot be pro

Whilewe compel them to secuted to advantage, till the differ

come in, they will be brought ; and ences ofopinion which prevail in the

when'many shall run to and fro church are doneaway ; and thatthere
knowledge shall be increased . » is a great want of success in the mis

In the II. division of the discourse, sionary operations of the present

the speaker proposes “ to inquire day." Each of these objections is

how we are to bring the efficacy of most triumphantly repelled; and the

this moral compulsion to bear upon discourse is then closed with some

success.
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remarks which we have not else- then and previously sentout on the

where met with , and a short exhorta- mission.” This address it appears

tion to the suitable discharge of the was " prepared and delivered in the

duty which had been explained and name and on the order of the Board

recommended. The remarks to which of Trust of the Western Missionary

we have referred, are in substance Society, by the secretary." The
these -- that in every age of the nameof the secretary is not men

Christian church , there has been tioned , but we know that the office

something peculiar to" try the sin- is held by the Rev. Elijah P. Swift,

cerity ofthe professed followers of and that he has been second to no

Christ. For many ages it was per- one in zeal and activity, in all the

secution. In the present age it is concerns of this important mission .

the pressing demand for missionary We have not room to give even an

labours and contributions. Here lies analysis, or epitome, of the address.

our trial. Here is that which will We can only say that, unlike some

put our sincerity to the test.” addresses on such occasions, it does

On the whole, we have to say, that not rest in vague and general direc

after all the missionary sermons we tions, and pathetick exhortations. It

have read, and they have not been a descends to particulars, details the

few, we have read this with pleasure, missionary duties with precision, and

and think that it classes among the points out plainly the path to be pur

best we have seen . It is not decla- sued in almost every circumstance

matory. It is made up of argument, in which the missionaries can be

and yet it is warm, and in some in- placed , and on the occurrence of dif

stances vehement. It exhibits evi- ficulties which they may have to en
dence that the author has attended counter. At the same time, it is emi

far more to the operations, or to nently both affectionate and pious.

what some would call the philosophy We have learned with lively plea

of the human mind, than is apparent sure, that there is a flattering prog

in most discourses of a similar kind . pect of success in this mission ; but

Yet there is nothing abstruse , or very that, like most others, it is in great

abstract; and all is made to bear on need of funds. We hope that the

the point discussed naturally and friends of missions will not suffer it

happily. In characterizing the style to languish for the want of support.

ofthis sermon, we should say that it The members of the society by which

is simple, perspicuous, and nervous. it has been organized , are considera

The sermon is accompanied with bly advanced toward the frontier ;

an "ADDRESS AND INSTRUCTIONS to and may reasonably expect aid from
the Rev. MR. ROBBINS and other their brethren in the more central

members of the missionary family, and wealthy districts of our country.

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence.

A New Era in Chronometry .- Mr. Har. and chronomical parts are no less peculiar ;

rison G. Dyar, late a member of Middle- the hammer which is balanced and turns
bury College, Vt, now a resident in this on a pivot, strikes the internal limb of the

city, has invented a Clock, the principles bell, and is so easily put in motion, that

andmovements of which are entirelydif- eight ounces of power is sufficient for

ferent from those of Chronometers now in that purpose . The machinery of the

use , and are not to be found in any trea- whole is surprisingly simple ; it requiring

tise on Mechanics extant. Thependulum but two wheels tocontinue the operation

moves in a cycloidal arch , and performs eight days without arenewal of the pow

long and short vibrations in equal times ; er three will do this a year, andfour

while that of our common Clock swings in will perpetuate its motion a century. Ease ,

the arch of a circle, and makes unequal strength , and uniformity are striking cha

vibrations in unequal times. The striking racteristics in all its movements. Two
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Clocks, as above described, are now in published in 1809 in the Political Essay

operation at Messrs. Sawin and Dyar's on Mexico. Then the inhabited parts

Clock Manufactory, in this city , which I alone had been calculated , without in

understand the Inventor intends shortly cluding the desert regions, over which

to exhibit before an enlightened and dis- the independent tribes of the indigenous

cerning public ; when I hope a more mi- inhabitants wander. Now the whole ex

nute description will be given of this truly tent of each country, to its furthest li

ingenious piece of mechanism . mits, has been measured.

The House of Bourbon , it is calculated,
The population of the different parts of

reigns at this time over forty- seven mil . Spanish America is very uncertain, never

lionsofpeople in Europe, viz :-Naples theless,each portion has been calculated

10,500,000;Tuscany, 300,000; and France, to be considered in thesame light as all

and Sicily ,(new census) 5,422,889;Spain, according to the latest data which have

reached me. The present estimate ought

above 30,000,000.

my other works on America ; they are no
To give some idea of the diversityof other than essays, in which every thing

languages and idioms employed by the will have to be done over again. Statis
various nationswho inhabit the vast em.

tical calculations can only be rendered

pire of Russia,it will be sufficient tomen- perfectby degrees, in likemanner as the

tion that the Bible Societies have already elements of meteorological and astrono

caused the Bible to be translated into mical tables.

twenty -nine languages or dialects, for the
use of that empire.

Comparison .- .Spain contains 16,094

square leagues- Europe contains 304,719

Two English gentlemen have penetra. square leagues ,andthe whole of South
ted, in New South Wales, nearly sixty ern America, 581,891 square leagues.
milesbeyond Lake George, to the latitude (Signed ) HUMBOLDT.

of 36° south. They passed over a great

extent of fine grazing country, thinly
North Carolina Gold.We were shown,

timbered forests, and open downs,abound
a few days since, by Benj. G. Barker, Esq.

inginlimestone,richsoil,andherbage, which weighied nearly four hundredpen
a lump of virgin gold, in its natural state,

and fine water. From their last station

they could see with the aidof a glass, to nyweights . Itwas procured in Cabartus,

within twenty miles of the coast, over a
andis,probably, onaccount of its purity,

countryapparently rich,andthinlywood brilliancy, and shape,the handsomestspé

ed . The natives whoaccompanied them cimen of NorthCarolina gold that has yet

said, the salt water was only one day's it with him to New
York, that the incre

been found . Mr. Barker intends to take

journey further. About twenty miles
from Lake George, they passed a beau. dulousin thatcity may have ocular proof,

tiful and very considerable river, which, that pure gold in masses is actually found

astheyconjectured, must discharge its in this state. - Fayetteville Observer.

waters into the ocean .
The prize of one hundred dollars, of

Extent and Population of America.- fered by the ladies of New York for the

The following estimate of the extent, best essay on the materials composingthe

in square leagues, and population , of the Grecian Wreath, has been awarded to

continent of America in 1822, was lately Professor Anthon, of Columbia College,

transmitted by Baron de Humboldt from who contended for the Olive.

Paris, to President Bolivar, with the ac.

companying letter :
The Chesapeake and Delaware Canal

Board returned to this city a short time
Square Leagues. Population. since.

Mexico, or New Spain 6,800,000

Guatamala 1,600,000 We understand that they have been

800,000 zealously occupied with the Engineers in
33,600

New Grenada 1,800,000 the investigation of the ground over which

42,240 1,400,000 the various proposed lines of Canal must
14,240

Buenos Ayres 1,100,000 pass - and as the professional gentlemen
126,770 2,000,000

are now engagedin the examination of

Total formerly Spanish 372,110 16,400,000 the necessary details, previously to their

125,440 10,200,000 final report, we have every reason to ex
256,990

The above surfaces have been calcu. pect that some decision will be made at

lated with great care, on maps rectified by
an early period.

astronomical observations. The calcula. Captain Parry's Journal of his Second

tions have been several times repeated by Voyage for the Discovery of a North

M. Mathieu, Member of the Board of West Passage, was to be published in

Longitude and of the Institute, as well as London in December last, with Maps and

by myself. The results differ from those Plates.

VOL. II .Ch. Adv. F

75,330

16,740

4,430Cuba and Puerto Rico

Colombia Venezuela 900,000

58,250
Peru

Chili

United States

Brazil
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A manufactory of flour, or meal from Steam Boat Improvement. It is men

leguminous fruits, has been established in tioned in a late Montreal paper, that a
France, and the benefits of it have been new steam boat had been built there for

fully recognised. The flavour of the dif- the purpose of towing vessels on the St.
ferent fruits and roots is said to be com- Lawrence, which on her first trip went

pletely preserved, and it is believed that 45 miles in 4 hours and 20 minutes; sail

in thestate of meal, their farina is more ing against the most rapid part of the cur

digestible and wholesome than when rent with ease, and whereno vessel had

dressed in the usual way . A few mi- ever been able to pass, without the as

nutes only, are sufficient to convert this sistance of a strong wind.

flour into soups and pottage. Hence an
economy of time and fuel. We are informed, that Benjamin Jour

The Spectator, published at Edwards. dan, of Putnam county, Geo. has recently

ville, Illinois, states that twenty miles to
invented an instrument for taking the

the eastward of Carlyle, in that state,there sun'smeridian altitude, for accuracy and

is a well, of the water of which is made simplicity perhaps superior to any thing

salt, equalin qualityand effect to thatof of the kind in use. Its great accuracy has

Epsomin England. The well iscapable been ascertained in measuring the sun.
of affording, daily, one hundred gallons of We give this information as we received

water, which, being evaporated, will yield it. - Georgia Jour.

at least fifty pounds of pure salt. A very useful substance has lately been

Improved Method ofTanning:-Dr. Hay- invented in France, for the preservation
den, of Baltimore, is stated to have dis- of various articles from injury by damp

covered a very important improvement in ness and wet. It is known by the name

the art of converting raw hides into lea- of “ Hydrofuge,” and is of such a nature

ther, bymeans of a pyroligneous prepa. that it penetrates paper, wood, plaster, &c.

ration , the use of which he has secured and renders them quite impervious to wa.
by letters patent, under the seal of the ter . Common pasteboard may thus, if
United States. By this method, it is said, made in the form of a vessel , contain a

raw hides, of any description, after the liquid for almost any length of time . The
usual process of hairing and baiting, are Hydrofuge preparation of Messieurs Pros

converted into excellent leather in less per is applied effectually to the walls,
than thirty -six hours . floors, and roofs of houses, to furniture

Newly constructed Masts.- An English and to linen clothes. Busts and statues
paper says, “ the Genoa, 74, Captain Sir in plaster may thus be preserved, and

Thomas Livingston, is ordered to sea im
even rendered almost as hard as stone.

mediately, to try the newly constructed This substance, it is hoped, may soon be

mast, which consists of a much greater introduced into this country, for it is like.
number of pieces than heretofore. A ly to become extensively useful, as a space

considerable saving is contemplated by
six feet square may be covered with it for

this, not only in the original purchase of
a little more than a dollar.

the timber, but in the event of the mast Portable Gas. A late London paper

sustaining injury, the sound parts will be
notices the starting of one of the regular

easily convertible.”
coaches at 8 o'clock at night, brilliantly

A dreadful explosion took place in a illuminated with portable gas, amidst the

colliery at Whitehaven , England, by acclamations of a large concourseof peo

which 32 persons were killed, viz . 14 ple . The experiment, it is said, has suc

men, 16 boys and 2 girls; 17 horses were ceeded beyond the most sanguine expec.

alsokilled . ' The explosion was occasion- tations of the projectors.

ed by an accumulation of fire damp.

Religious Intelligence.

The publications made at present in termined to epitomise what shall appear

this country, under the general title of most important, to publish at length ori.

Religious Intelligence are so numerous ginal communications, and to give other

and extensive, that no individual, who details only when they shall be found pe.

has any other stated occupation could, we culiarly important and interesting; and

verily believe, read the whole, if he should even among these there must be a selec

devote to it all his leisure hours. What tion . This plan, although it will increase

is to be done ? For ourselves we have de- our own labour, will enable us to convey
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BIBLE SOCIETIES.

WITH AN APPENDIX CONTAINING EXTRACTS

to our readers, that general information interesting communications relative to the

in regard to the state of religion, and the Bible and Bible societies, from almost

progress of missions, and a few animating every part ofthe civilized world.

narratives, which every real friend to the The report contains 82octavo pages,

cause of Christ must desire, and ought to and the appendix 165. The receipts of

possess. To something like this the great the society during the last year, were

mass of the religious publick must of ne. £ 97,062 ils 9d sterling, and the expen.
cessity be confined . ditures £ 77,076 0d 10s. The society is

pledged for £ 66,025 98 4d to be paid in
the coming year.

“ THE NINETEENTH REPORT OF THE BRI. “ SEVENTH REPORT OF THE AMERICAN

TISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE Society, 1823, BIBLE SOCIETY, PRESENTED MAY 8th, 1823,

WITH AN APPENDIX,” is, we think, not less

interesting than any one previously sent OF CORRESPONDENCE
, &c. & c.-- We consi.

forth by that WONDERFUL INSTITUTION ; der the American Bible Society as an ho.

which the whole Christian world ought nour, and an ornament, and a safeguard

to contemplate with gratitude to God, of our beloved country; and we exceed

that in the order of his providence, he ingly rejoice to find by this report (which ,
has brought it into existence, and given with the appendix, extends to 192 pages

it so wide and so salutary an influence. in large octavo ,) that its concerns are in a

It begins with stating the operations of prosperous andpromising state. The re

the several Bible Societies with which it ceipts into the treasury, and the sales of

communicates in EUROPE, Asia, AFRICA, Bibles and Testaments, have been fully

and AMERICA. All these are represented maintained during the past year — they in
as ina prosperous andprogressive state- deed a little exceed that of anyformer

in different degrees, of course, but all in year. Themanagers have erected a con

a good and encouraging degree. We venient building as a DEPOSITORY. It is
were particularly gratified to find that “ 50 feet in front upon Nassau -street, and

notwithstanding the hostility of the Pope, extends back 30 feet,when it is contract

the Bible is gradually obtaining an in- ed to the breadth of 30 feet, and runs

creased circulation, and a favourable re. about 70 feet with that width to 'Theatre

ception, among the Roman Catholicks in alley.” In this building all the concerns
various places. The report, in narrating of the society are provided for, and here

domestick occurrences, first pays a tribute they are now conveniently and advan
of respect to their late excellent and la. tageously transacted. This building ,

mented secretary, the Rev. John Owen . which cost $22,500, is to be paid forout of

It then adverts to the death of WILLIAM a separate fund. Between 8000 and 9000

Blair, Esq. “ a most active and useful dollars have been obtainedfor the purpose,

member of their body for many years, " and the board solicit additional contribu.

and who a little before his death made a tions for the samepurpose.Fromthe 30th

donation to the society , “ of nearly the ofApril, 1822,to the 1st ofMay, 1823, there

whole of his most costly and extensive were issued from the depository 28,448

collection of Bibles and biblical works in Bibles, and 26,357 Testaments ; and of

various languages.” The successor of Mr. these, 12,923 were distributed gratui

Owen in the secretaryship of the society, tously. Since its commencement, the so

is “the Rev. ANDREW BRANDRAM, A. M. ciety has printed, or otherwise obtained

curate of Beckinham in Kent, and late of for circulation, “ three hundred and eight

Oriel College, Oxford,” whose qualifica- thousand six hundred and twenty -three Bi

tions for the office are represented as un- bles and Testaments, or parts of the lat

questionable . It is stated that “ the num- ter.” From stereotype plates, belonging

ber of copies of the scriptures issued to the society in the state of Kentucky,

fromthe depository, duringthe year end. 2000 Bibles have been printed during the

ing March 31st, 1823, has been 123,127 last year, besides 2000 mentioned in a

Bibles; 136,723 Testaments. ” Since the former report. An edition of7000 copies

commencement of the society, and at its of the Spanish New Testament has been

expense, either at home or abroad, have printed the last year, and 500 copies of

been printed, " three millions eight hun- the Spanish Bible have been received for

dred and seventy -five thousand four hun . distribution fromthe British and Foreign

dred and seventy-four copies of the whole Bible Society. Eleven hundred German

scriptures. The society continuesto make Bibles have been purchased. It appears

liberal grants to all Bible associations that there is a greatdemand for copies of

which need them , in every quarter of the the Spanish New Testament, and that

globe, bothfor the translation and print- there is a prospect of their being exten ,

ing of the holy scriptures. The Appen. sively introduced in South America, and

dix, as usual, contains a variety of very other places where the Spanish language
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is spoken. Seasonabledonations have tice. This was the first Bible society in .

been made to infant Bible associations, stituted in the United States, and the ad

and other auxiliaries needing assistance. dress which was published on the occa

During theyear, one thousand dollars have sion , gave that impulse to the publick

been granted to Dr. Carey and his asso . mind, which has resulted in our noble na

ciates at Serampore, who are translating tional institution and its 300 auxiliaries.

the scriptures into the various languages We learn from this report that there are

of India ; and five hundred dollars to the about one hundred Bible societies in our

American Board of Commissioners for Fo. country, which are not auxiliary to the na

reign Missions in the Island of Ceylon, tional institution. But it appears that per

to assist in translating the scriptures into fect good will, and a desire to co-operate

the l'amul language . Auxiliary societies cordially in the common cause, exists

have continued to increase through the among them all. From the report under

last year, and the number now amounts to review , we learn that the number of Bi.

three hundred and sixty . Agents are sent bles and New Testaments given away , or

out to form and visit auxiliary societies- sold at reduced prices, by the Philadel.

a measure which has been found highly phia Bible Society , in the past year, is

beneficial. Auxiliaries are earnestly re- 7,293, “exclusive of4000 portions of the

quested to be scrupulously exact in mak- scriptures, provided for and furnished gra

ing their reports seasonably and fully. A tuitously to Sunday schools;” and that
few who have been negligent in duty are the whole number distributed since the

very gently reproved, andmany are warm. formation of the society, is 71,699. Seven

ly commended for their zeal and activity. Bible associations exist in the city and li
It is recommended to auxiliaries rather to berties of Philadelphia, of which two are

sell Bibles at reduced prices, where it can of females. A set of stereotype plates has

be done, than to make their distributions been procured in the last year, of a larger

entirely gratuitous. The biblical library letter than one before possessed ; an

increases, but not as rapidly asis wished agent has been successfully employedto
and was hoped ; donations to it are re- obtain subscribers. The British and Fo,

quested. The managers bid “ God speed" reign Bible Society has given to this so

to all the Bible societies in our country ciety within the past year, 445 Spanish

not auxiliary to the national institution. Bibles, 25 Hebrew do .and 50 Hebrew

The want of Bibles,and of funds to furnish New Testaments. 2,270 copies of the

them , is still represented as great, and reports of the British and Foreign Bible

the Christian public is urged to provide Society, embracing the proceedings of

the means for a supply. “A summary of several years, and also reports of the Ne.

the operations of Bible societies in foreign therland Bible Society, and of the Bible

lands,” is given, which it is impracticable Society of Paris, have been presented to

for us to epitomise ; and we think the this society . 1050 German Bibles which

omission is not important. All our read. hadbeen contracted for, had arrived, and
ers know that there are Bible societies in 1500 more had been ordered . The num.

every part of Protestant Christendom . ber of Bibles and New Testaments dis.

Thewhole receipts for the year amount tributed this year ,exceeds the distribution

to $ 62,911 90cts., and the expenditures of the last year, about one-third. A state .
to $ 53,360 64cts ., of which, however, ment in detail is made at the close of the

$ 13,100 are on loan. The appendix com- report, of the number of copies of the

mences with an excellent address to the sacred scriptures distributed in each

publick, subscribed by M. CLARKSON, Vice month of the year. This is followed by

president of the society , and S. S. Wood- the treasurer's account, and a short ap :

HULL , one of the Secretaries. To this suc- pendix, containing some interesting ex-*

ceeds an aldress to the society at the tracts of letters.

annual meeting, from its venerable presi.

dent, the Hon . John Jar, “whose ad

vanced age and infirmity, "did not per

mit him to attend personally. This ad. Tract SOCIETIES claim notice, next in

dress was read at the opening of the so- order to Bible societies ; for next to the

ciety by the Rev. Dr. JAMES Milnor. We holy scriptures, the reading of religious
regret that our limits forbid us to do more tracts appears to have been blessed to

than mention these addresses. The re- the conversion of sinners from the error

mainder of theappendix consists, as usual, of their ways. Indeed it is often by the

of the reports of auxiliary societies, ex. impression first made from reading a tract,

tracts from letters, statement of contribu . that the Bible issought for, and its sacred

tions, subscribers, &c. contents carefully perused ; and eventu

THE FIFTEENTH REPORT OF THE BIBLE ally under the influence of that HolySpi

SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA, read before the rit by whom revealed truth was indited ,

Society May 7th , 1823, claims a short no. the reading is blessed to the salvation of

TRACT SOCIETIES .
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EDUCATION SOCIETIES .

the soul. * THĘ LONDON RELIGIOUS TRACT ciety has auxiliaries in various parts of

SOCIETY was, we believe, the first that was our country, in which we sincerely re

instituted, in the year 1799. It appears joice, and cordially wish them success.
from a statement before us, that this so- But in our opinion there ought to be in

ciety, for several years past, has issued dependent tract societies in all our great

FIVE MILLIONS OF TRACTS annually, and in cities and towns ; and we have the satis

all has published more than FIFTEEN MIL- faction to know that in many they already

LIONS. Its receipts are said to be $ 40,000 exist. We have had great pleasure in

per annum ; ofwhich $ 10,000 are dona- finding tracts in our steam boats, andwe

tions, and the remainder the avails of the hope some edification also in reading

sale of tracts. These tracts, like winged them for an hour or two, which otherwise

messengers, go forth into all the world , we think would not have been so well

and the good they have done is incalcu- employed. We know some benevolent
lable. A volumewould not suffice to re- and pious persons, who take no journey,

cord the conversions they have been in- and scarcely a short ride, without tracts

strumental in effecting, and very fre . to throw out on the road , to leave at

quently from among the most proiligate taverns, or to give to individuals with

and abandoned sinners. Beside the great whom they meet. This practice ought

good they do in all Christianized coun- to be as generally adopted as pos

tries where they are dispersed, it is by sible. Can there be a more gratifying.

their instrumentality thatmissions are pro- thought a benevolent and pious mind

moted in the most effectual manner. The thanthat a soul may be saved by any

East India missionaries, especially, at- tract that is distributed ? This is not chi.

tempt, and often with success, to make merical - it has often been realized.

their first impression on the heathen na

tives by distributing tracis among them.

We do earnestly recommend the estab ,

lishing of tract societies in every part of EDUCATION SOCIETIES are certainly

our country, and rejoice that there is rea . among the institutions which claim , parti

son to hope that this will ere long becularly in our own country, a high degree

realized . We have in our hands the ofregard from all those who prize theminis.

NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AMERICAN try ofthe gospel ofChrist, or who wish well

TRACT SOCIETY, which was read at the tothe missionary cause, or who feel for the

meeting in Boston, May 28th , 1823. It destitute millions that are perishing for

is stated in this report, " that the whole lack of knowledge. These societies ove

number of tracts published the last year, their origin to the deep conviction, felt

is 470,000. These tracts will average by someof the best and wisest men in

about 10pages each , making4,700,000 the Christian community of the United

pages. The whole numberof tracts in States, that some vigorous and extraordi

the series, now amounts to 157. No. 154 nary exertions were called for to increase
closes the 7th volume. Of several of the number of faithful ministers of the

these tracts, there have been 7 editions gospel; a conviction derived from the

of6,000 copies each in 9 years.". Five palpable fact, that ourpopulation was in

volumes of the tracts have been bound, creasing a great deal faster than the in
and sell for 50 cents a volume -- the vo- crease of those whose sacred office it

lume consisting of 300 pages. The so- should be to preach the gospel to them

to say nothing of missions both on our

own frontiers and in foreign lands. The

* From what we have been told , we AMERICAN EDUCATION Society, founded

believe that the great influence which in Massachusetts, has the honour of hav .

tracts are calculated to have on the popu- ing taken the lead in the important en

larmind, was first perceived and appre- terprise of selecting and educating gra .
ciated by the enemies of religion. If we tuitously for the gospel ministry, pious

are correctly informed , tracts were first youth of all Protestant denominations,

printed and distributed, both in France whose want of funds do not permit them

and Britain, for the purposes of propagat- to obtain an education for themselves.

ing infidel sentiments, and opinions hos- The eighth annual report of this society,

tile to the government of those countries. made at a meeting in Boston, in October

Fas est ab hoste doceri.- The friends of last, is now before us ; and the reading of

piety and order determined to combat it has not only interested but affected us.

the enemy with his own weapon. And The directors say that they present their

truly this has been done with effect. The report “ in grateful and humble acknow

adversary of souls has lost thousands of ledgment of the forbearance and good.
his subjects, by a measure which his emis. ness of God - and with mingled emotions

saries hoped would be very effectual in of sorrow, solicitude, and encouragement."

extending his kingdom . The causes of these several emotions are
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specified, and we regret that our limits do tinsburg $ 7.17 , Winchester

not permit us to state them. We hope, Presbytery, for the Contingent

however, in our next number to resume Fund $12 50

this subject; and to continue to prosecute OfRev. Robert Steel, Abington,

the plan which we have announcedat the for do. 10 00

beginning ofthis article, till we shall have ofRev. Mr. Dickey, Oxford,

made our readers acquainted with the Chester County, Penn, for do. 10 30

nature and leading operations of all the Of Rev. Dr. Daniel Dana, a dona

principal associations with which we are tion from Deacon James Pink

acquainted, whose objects are to promote erton , West Parish, London

the gospel of Christ, and the amelioration derry, N, H. to be considered

of the moral and intellectual state of the as the contribution from that

world . congregation, for do. 10 00

SUMMARY VIEW OF REVIVALS OF RE Amount received for the 2
42 80

Contingent Fund,LIGION.

From the Boston Recorder .
Of Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell for

During the last year, Boston, New the Professorship to be endow
York , and Charleston ; thirty -six Congre- ed by the Synod of New York

gational and Presbyterian churches in and New Jersey, viz . from th
Massachusetts; nineteen in Connecticut; First Church , Newark , collect

forty -five in New York ; twenty in New ed by Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell,

Jersey; thirty in Pennsylvania; twenty- $ 476.50, from the Second

two in Virginia, are reported as having Church,Newark, collected by

been favoured with revivals of religion. Rev. Gideon N. Judd, $154 630 50

During the same time, twenty -eight con Of Rev. Jacob Kirkpatrick, per

gregations, in the Presbyterian church ; Mr. Jos . Bishop, for do . 33 00

one hundred and seven, in the Baptist ; Of Robert M'Neely, Esq. Tren
one hundred and thirty -nine, in the Con- ton Church, for do. 56 00

gregational; fifty -five, in the Methodist ; Of Rev. Benjamin Ogden, per

and eight in the Dutch Reformed ; in all Captain Mariner, from Lewes,

the different denominations, 407 congre- Cool Spring, and Indian River,

gations, are reported as having shared in Delaware, for the Scholarship

the same gracious and Divine influences. to be endowed by the Senior

The number of hopeful converts, in these Class of 1821 43 40

revivals, is estimated at more than twenty Of Thomas H. Mills, Esq. six

six thousand. months' interest in advance for

the WoodhullScholarship 37 50

Of Mrs. Jane Keith , Treasurer of
The Treasurer ofthe Trustees of the Gene .

the Female Association of

ral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
Charleston, S. C. their gene

acknowledges the receiptof the following rous donation for necessitous

sums for their Theological Seminary at
students 100 00

Princeton, N. J. during the month of

December last, viz .
Total $ 943 20

Of Rev. Charles Cummins, from

Falling Water $5.33, and Mar.

View of Publick Affairs.

Spain .--We remember that during the enormities of the French revolution it was

said by the eloquent Edmund Burke " in casting my eyes over the map of Europe,

I see a chasm, which once was France." Change France for Spain, and the pointed

sentence may now be uttered with greater truth than it could ever be pronounced by
its author, The French revolutionists acted indeed like raging maniacs, but they

always maintained the independence of their country.- Nay, they made the

neighbouring nations tremble. But what is Spain ? Hispania fuit. She has be

come, in effect, a province of France. French arms have placed her king on his

throne, and probably must keep him there as long as he shall continue to hold it. In

a word, French dictation governs Spain as completely as ever an independent state

governed its provinces far more so than Great Britain ever governed what are now

Mhe United States. Perhaps indeed in the present state of Spain this is not to be re
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gretted . The French are bad enough, but the degenerate Spaniards are still worse,

It appears that the French commander at Cadiz favoured the escape of Quiroga and

the members of the Cortes generally, whom King Ferdinand and his myrmidonswould

willingly have sacrificed. Mina, too, has obtained by capitulation a safe retreat from

his country. Yet the French are chargeable, at least as partakers in crime, with the

cruel and infamous murder of the brave and patriotick Riego. Theycertainly could

have saved him if they would ; and their refusal to do it, and especially the employ

ment of their troops in Riego’s execution, renders them responsible for an act of low

minded, cowardlyvengeance, which, on the page of history, will brand them with a

stigma to the end of time. The letter of Riego's wife, addressed to the court of

France, which has been seen in all the publick papers, and which appears to have

been penned by the patriot's exiled brother,is one of the most manly ,eloquent, and

affecting compositions, we have ever read. We hope the same pen will be employed

to give to Europe, and the world, a statement of this abominable transaction, which

shall excite in every mind not lost to virtue and sensibility, the deep abhorrence which

itmerits. We are not conscious of violating by what we have just said, any dictate of

Christian charity. The repetition of such acts, with all the guilt and misery which

they involve, is to be prevented by stirring up against them a universal indignation.

Enlightened Christian charityis never in such manner kind to vice, as to be destructive

of virtue. - It appears that the King of Spain, or Vice Roy of France, returned to

Madrid about the middle of November last, and the most recent accounts represent

him as undoing , his former undoing, of what he did before he left Cadiz . — That is, he

has published another proclamation of amnesty. But who will trust such a man ?-It

seems like trilling to take notice of any thing that he does or says.- Wretched Spain !

Thou art humbled and degraded to the very dust ; and still thy cup of misery and

wretchedness seems not yet full. A weak and faithless prince, acorrupt and supersti

tious priesthood, the prevalence of every vice offensive to God and destructive of

socialhappiness, the exclusion from thy territory of all the most enlightened and virtu

ous of thy children,confusion, and misrule, and contention, with the prospect of worse

to come,if worse can be — these are the calamities which mark the frown of heaven

upon thee._ " Thou art righteous, O Lord, which wast, and art, and shall be, because

thou hast judged thus ; for they have shed the blood of saints andprophets, and thou

hast given them blood to drink ; for they are worthy . " Rev. xvi . 6.

PORTUGAL.-Of what is doing in Portugal we have heard nothing of consequence in

the past month . We doubt not, however, that measures are concerting with Spain
and France, to regain possession of the Brazils .

FRANCE. — The friends and advocates of despotick power seem to be completely

triumphant in France. Manuel, the deputy who was expelled from one of the legis

lative chambers for opposing the war with Spain, has been refused permission to stand
as godfather for a child in baptism . Thus it appears that to displease the king is to
ensure the highest censures of the church . To what extent this system of combined

regal and ecclesiastical tyranny will be carried in France, remains to be seen.-- A few

steps farther will place her where she was in the fifteenth century. The Duke D'An.

gouleme is returning to Paris to receive the honours of a splendid triumph for what he

has achieved in Spain . No doubt remains that France will do all that she can to over
throw the republicks of South America, and to make them again provinces of Spain,
or rather ofherself. Equipments for the purpose are preparing : France will seek in
America a full indemnity for the expense of the Spanish war. But we cannot yet be

lieve that Britain is so blind to herown interest, as to permit these measures to take

effect ; especially since the spirited declaration of the President of the United States,
that an attempt to execute such measures will be considered as hostile to the interests

and institutions of this country; Humanly speaking, Britain and the United States,
acting in concert, may protectthe whole of the new world against all the force, and
machinations, and despotism of the old — and we hope they will.

Russia . - The EmperorALEXANDER, it appears, has for the present finally settled his

controversy with the Turks. He seems to be desirous of more congresses and con

ferences with his brethren of the holy alliance than is agreeable to them . It will be

wonderful if they do not quarrel among themselves, assoon as they think they are

free from the common danger of insurrections in favour of freedom .

GREAT BRITAIN . — The British parliament is farther prorogued to the3d of February .

It is manifestly the policy of thepresent British ministry to preserve the peace of the
nation, that it may not only be preserved from new burdens, but that the pressure of
the old may be lightened, if not removed . This is certainly a wise and commendable

policy, if not pushed to an extreme. But would not a naval equipment, accompanied
with a frank and spirited, and yet temperate declaration , that Britain would not see
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France extending her power and influence in America with indifference and would

not endure to see states, independent in fact, reduced to be provinces of the great

powers of Europe- would not this probablyprevent actual war, and save much blood

shed and misery in both hemispheres? Or if it did not preventwar, would it not bring

it to a speedy termination ? So it seems to us.And Britain would certainly gain far

more than an equivalent for a naval armament, by a free trade to South America.

GREEKS.-The Greek cause has always been dear to us, and we have never failed

to plead it zealously, whenever an opportunity has offered ; and of coursethe interest

which our country isnow taking in behalf of this cause affords us peculiar gratifica.
tion. We hope that the contributions which are making in every quarter will be

liberal. If by giving, were it only a cent, every individual of our country, male
and female, oldand young, could be made a donor to the noble spirited and oppressed

Greeks, we think it would be useful not only to them, but to ourselves. It would
serve to cherish those sentiments of humanity, and that love of freedom , which are

friendly to all the best interests of the human family. We do not wish that our coun.

try should engage in war in their behalf; and we have no belief that there is danger

of this. To this, Mr. Webster, who in a manner worthy of himself has submitted a
resolution in their favour to the consideration of Congress, declares explicitly that his

views are not directed. But we have to say farther, as Christian advocates, that while,
in common with allthe friends of freedom , we are desirous to see the Greeks become

a free and independent people, we are still more solicitous to see Christianity restored
in its purity, to a regionwhere it was planted by the Apostle Paul . We are not un.

acquainted with the superstitions and corruptions of the Greek church. But the holy

scriptures have recently been translated into their language, and missionaries both
from Britain and the United States have been in their neighbourhood, and onlywait a

favourable opportunity to traverse their country: Were they therefore delivered
from Turkish domination and tyranny, and especially if they should regard Britons

and Americans as the friends who helped them in the day of their distress, there

wouldbe a favourableprospect of re -establishing churches among them ,-gradually it

might be,-in which “ the truth , as it is in Jesus,” should again be embraced and prac

tised. It is our hope and prayer that to this issue events are now tending, under the
providential guidance of Him “ who is given to be the head over all things to the church."

SOUTHERN AMERICA .-Don Pedro 1. Emperor of the Brazils, following the example

of his father (with whom we suspect he isacting in concert) has made use of his mer

cenary soldiers to disperse the congress, convened by himself to form a constitution ;

because he found that something was likely to be adopted, or at least was under dis

cussion, contrary to his royal good pleasure. Like his father, too , it is said that he

has promised to give his people a better constitution than their representatives would

have formed thatis, your constitutionshall be my sovereign will. The republick of

COLOMBIA appears to be nearly consolidated, and its affairs to be in a prosperous

train . Buenos AYRES, likewise, is in a better state than perhaps ever before. In

Mexico, we fear there are too many like the Spaniards of the mother country. On

the western side of South America, the liberator, Bolivar, is for the present trium

phant, and Peru it is likely will soon be free from Spanish influence, if it shall not

be reinforced by troops from Europe. But as present appearances seem to indi.

cate ,, a large French force shall be sent to South America, confusion and carnage will

reign and rage throughout that whole region, probably in more dreadful form than at

any former period.

UNITED STATES.– Our Congress is busily employed on a variety of national con .

cerns; and the legislatures of almost all the individual states are now , or haverecent

ly been, in session . Our readers need no information of their proceedings-- they are

detailed in the public prints which circulate in all directions: and we yet perceive

nothing on which a Christian Advocate is particularly called to remark; except it be

to inculcate the duty of fervent prayer, both in private and in publick, that our na

tional councils may be conducted inthe fear of God, enlightened by his wisdom , and

crowned with his blessing.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

CYPRIAN, MARITUS,FUGITIVE THOUGHTS, and if practical, TRINITARIAN

No. III. shall appear in our next. A Presbyterian of the Old School will ,

probably, before long, find something in the Advocate to satisfy him on the

subject on which he hasaddressed us.

Åfter a careful, and we think candid examination, of the paper bearing

the signature U. we are of the opinion that the cause of truth would not

be served by its publication.
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LECTURE V.

As the answer before us was in

tended to specify the plan or me

thod of the following part of the ca

techism , and as this has just been

stated , it would seem that we had

nothing more to do, but to proceed

We now proceed to discuss the inmediately to the next question.

third answer of our catechism . It But in reality, as the authors of the

is stated thus " The scriptures catechism intended it to be as com

principally teach what man isto be- pendious as possible, so they appear

lieve concerning God ,and what duty to have designed that their very ar

God requires of man . " rangement should have a significant

You ought to be distinctly ap- import; and on considering it, I find

prized, my young friends, that our that some points of much importance,

shorter catechism was intended to con- especially to young persons, must be

tain only a compendious and connect- introduced here, or not find so suita

ed system of revealed truth - That ble a place in any other part of our

is, it was not intended either to go course. I shall proceed , then, to no

into long explanations, or to take in tice these points; and shall show ,

all the subordinate parts of the sys- as I proceed, how they arise out of

tem , but only those things which are this answer.

of leading importance. Neither was My first remark shall be on the

it intended to consider any point of word principally .— “ The scriptures

what has been called natural reli- principally teach" certain truths, or

gion, in any other view than as it is doctrines. It is here intimated that

found stated in the Bible. Hence, the sacred writings teach some things

after having explained what is the beside what we are to believe in re

chief end or design of man, and re- gard to God , and what we are to
cognised the holy scriptures as the consider as our duty to him . The

only rule of direction in religious Bible contains a good deal of biogra

duty, the answer before us makes a phy, and history,and many genealo
distribution , or lays down the me- gies; and all that it contains is un

thod , of the following treatise. The mixed verity, and none of it is with
distribution or method is very short out its use. But the word we con

and summary, and yetvery expressive sider intimates, and the fact is un

and complete. It is — I. What we questionably so, that some parts of the

are to believe. II. What we areto scripture are much more important

do. - Or, as it would be technically than others. The most important,

termed, the credenda and agenda of that is, the principal parts, are those

the revealed system . which teach us faith and duty. If

Vol. II . Ch. Adv. G
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men were uninformed in regard to dishonoured and injured those to
some of the other parts of scripture, whom his plausible behaviour had so

they might still understand the re- strongly recommended him . Do you

vealed plan of salvation : and when notestimate thisman's character en .
real Christians differ,as they often do, tirely by his motives, and not by his

about other things, the difference is visible conduct ? Do you not detest

about the unessentials of religion. him for baving acted so fairly, when

Butfaith and duty - what we are to his motives were so base, even more

believe, and what we are to do - con- than you would have done if he had,

stitute the very substance, the prin . without disguise, appeared the selfish

cipal part of true religion, or of di- being that he really was ? Think,

vine revelation. Correctness here, then , that the motives of every hu

at least to a certain extent, is essen- man action are, at the time it takes

tial to salvation . place, perfectly known to God ; and

This leads me to another remark acknowledge that his proceeding is

of importance. The answer under most equitable, in making motive,

consideration, you may observe, and not action, the test by which he

places what we are to believe, before will try and treat us. It is from some

what we are to do. This wasnot selfish motive ,and not from any love,

without design . It was intended to or any regard to God whatever, that
intimate, that if what we do be not a large part of mankind show all the

grounded on right principles, and do respect which they do show , to his
not proceed from right motives, it is laws and commandments. “ God is

nothing worth in the sight of God. not in all their thoughts." The

This is a most interesting truth, and Deity, therefore, would practically

a great part of all the false religion deny his own omniscience, or violate

in the world springs from not regard- his own justice and equity, ifhe ac

ing it. Recollect,I beseech you, my cepted theoutward acts of such men,

young friends ,that inreligion we asa part of the service which he re

have to do with the all seeing and quires. This he will never do ; and
heart searching God. Nothing is hence thejust complaint made against

right in his sight, no outward action his ancient professing people, which
is acceptable, unless it proceed from was quoted by our Saviour when he

a good and proper motive. Nor is charged the scribes and Pharisees

this, in any respect, a rigorous pro- with hypocrisy—“ This people draw

cedure. You will find, if you exa- eth nigh unto me with their mouth

mine attentively, that you act upon and honoureth me with their lips ;

the same principle yourselves,as far . but their heart is far from me."

as your knowledge will permit you We see, then, that right inward

to do it. How often hasit happened principles and motives are, and must

that a man has acquired esteem for be, indispensable to the acceptable

his civility, perhaps for kindhearted service of God . Now, a right faith

ness and benevolence, because he is among these inwardprinciples. It

has appeared to take a very friend- is necessary to the views and mo

ly interest in every thing that related tives by which we must be guided

to the character or accommodation and influenced, and to the acts

of those with whom he had inter- which we must put forth, in doing

course : And yet it has afterwards that which is well pleasing to our
been discovered, that this man was Maker. We cannot indeed make

unquestionably one of the most sel. the first approach to God, without

fish of his race ; that in all his appa- some measure of a right faith . “ For

rent benevolence he was only seek- he that cometh to God must believe

ing to serve himself; that it was in thathe is, and that he is a rewarder

pursuit of this object that all his of them that diligently seek him."

courtesy and seeming kindness was Our Saviour, in the days of his flesh ,

manifested ; and that he has really declared to those whom he address
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case .

ed, that there was a point of faith produces no practical effect, which

which was essential to their salva- may not be produced on those who

tion.— " If ye believe not that I am want it. He who has faith - I re

hes ye shalldie in your sins." peat - rests for salvation on the only

It is agreat error to suppose and and the all sufficient Saviour: he who

represent, as some appear to do, that has not faith , must rest on some

faith is required by a mere arbitrary sandy foundation, which will certain

act of God ; without our being able ly be sweptaway in the hour of his ,

to discern how believing will make utmost necessity.

us the better, or disbelieving make The connexion between truth and

us the worse. No verily - Faith is duty is made the subject of a section ,

always required on account of the in a summary given of the funda
benefits which accompany, or the use mental principles of our church , in

that is to be made of it. Suppose the introduction to the Form ofGo

you were ill of a mortal disease, and vernment. It stands thus : “ Truth

that there was one, and but one, re- is in order to goodness ;and the great

medy in the world ,which would pre- touchstone oftruth, is its tendency

serve your life. Suppose you had to promote holiness ; according to

heard of this remedy,but from utter- our Saviour's rule, “ By their fruits

ly discrediting its efficacy, you abso- ye shall know them .' ' And no opi.

lutely refused to take it. You would nion can be either more pernicious,

die, and your death would be justly or more absurd, than that which

attributed to your want of faith in brings truth and falsehood upon a

the remedy. The faith was essen- level, and represents it as of no con

tially necessary to that act which sequence what a man's opinions are.

would have saved your life - neces. On the contrary , we are persuaded,

sary from the very nature of the that there is an inseparable connex

It is exactly the same in the ion between faith and practice, truth
gospel system of salvation. The and duty. Otherwise, it would be

whole human race are infected with of no consequence either to discover

a moralmalady, which, if left to it- truth, or to embrace it.”

self, will inevitably prove fatal. This section was intended direct,

There is one, and but one, remedy ly to counteract a loose and danger

in the world , which will certainly ous noţion, which is very prevalent

save the soul . “ He that believeth in the world, and is recommended

and is baptized shall be saved , and by the guise of liberality or enlarged

he that believeth not shall be damn- charity which it assumes, and of

ed ." Faith is the resting of the soul whichit always boasts. The notion

on Christ alone for salvation. With- to which I refer is commonly ex

out this faith, it is impossible that pressed in these words -- " It is no

the act by whichwe are to be saved matter what a man believes, if his

can be performed, and as there “ is life be right.” Mr. Pope, who was

no other name given under heaven infinitely a better poet, than he was
among men whereby we must be a divine or casuist,and who is known

saved " but the name of Christ alone, to have borrowed the leading princi

it he be discredited and rejected, we ples of his moral system from the in

* perish of course. You perceive, then, fidel Bolingbroke, has lent his sanc

that faith is not amerespeculative, tion to this absurd and pernicious

inoperative reception of a fact; but notion . He says

that it is required and is essential ,
on account of the use that is to be

“For modes of faith let graceless bigots

made of it - the influence that it is
fight,

to have practically on its possessor.
His can't be wrong whose life is in the

right.”

Men may quarrel if they will with

this appointment of their Creator ; It is highly probable that the sen

but it is utterly false to say that faith timent I combat has derived not a
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little of its currency from this very these motives be all wrong , and yet

couplet. Let us then examine it care- the outward conduct be right? To

fully. For graceless bigots, who fight affirmthis, seems to me almost too

for religion, we have no apologyto absurd for argument. We indeed

make. "Let them receive all the re- readily and gladly make the admis

prehension and all the ridicule with sion, that from the force and influ

which any one may be disposed to ence of early education in establish

treat them . Fighting for religion, ing right feelings, or from not seeing

either with military arms, or with the legitimate tendency of their own

words dictated by angry and malevo- principles, or from the predominancy

lent passions, is contrary to the whole of conmon sense and the strong per

scope and spirit of the gospel . “ The ception of moral obligation, men
weapons of this warfare are not car- sometimes act much better than we

nal,” but spiritual ; although they are should expect them to do, from the

"mighty through God to the pulling sentiments which they avow. In

down of the strong holds” of error. every such casewe are wont to say,

But is it true, that “ a man's faith and with great propriety, that the

cannot be wrong, if his life is in the man's heart is better than his head.

rightp» Let us try to ascertain clear. Even here, you observe, the heart is

ly, if we can, what is meant by this supposed to be right the intellect

assertion. In a certain sense a man's only is perverted. But is such a man

life comprises all his thoughts,words to be held up as an example, or as

and actions; and of course, if these exhibiting the general effect of in

be all right, his faith will be right. ward principle on outward conduct ?

But Mr.Pope certainly did not mean No assuredly. He acts rightly only

to express such a baldtruism as this. because he acts inconsistently. And

He doubtless meant to express pre- there is always danger that he will

cisely the notion already stated in discover his inconsistency, and on

other words— “ that if a man's exter. doing so, that he will change his good

nal conduct be right, it is no matter conduct, rather than his bad prin

what is his faith , or what he believes.” ciples.

Now , in regard to this I remark, that I confess that I hardly know how

a supposition is here made of what to reason with a man who would

does not take place in fact, exceptin maintain that my faith and opinions

a few rare instances, and they of have not a natural and almost neces

such a character as to be unworthy sary influence on my outward con

of approbation or imitation : and duct. Such an influence they must

therefore I deny the truth and jus- have, if I do not play the hypocrite,

tice of the proposition altogether, or act irrationally. An honest, rea

and maintain that it promulges a sonable, and consistent man, always

most dangerous practical error. It acts agreeably to the principles which

is calculated , and was really intend- he has imbibed, and the opinions

ed to teach , that a man may lead a which he maintains. It is this which

good life, let his faith be whatit may; gives himthe character he sustains.

and consequently that belief orinward To act otherwise, is ever considered

principle is of little or no account ; as proceeding from weakness, from

that, at least, it is not commonly and cowardice, or from dissimulation. I
necessarily so. It has alreadybeen know of no dictate of common sense,

shown, and I hope satisfactorily, that or any self evident truth, more clear,

the heart searching God judges of our than that a rational being, so far as

character entirely by what is within he acts rationally and honestly, must

us- Outward conduct is nothing in act agreeably to what he believes to be

his sight, further than as it is the fair right: which is only saying, in other

expression of the temper of our words, that his faith must have a na

hearts, and the nature of our mo- tural influence on his practice.

tives. And can this temper and Those who deny the connexion be
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tween truth and duty, faith and respects erroneous, and yet hope

practice, must surely set some that he holds all essential truth

bounds to their system . If not, That, agreeably to the scripture re

what, I ask, is the use, in any case, presentation, he has beenbuilding

of endeavouring to discover moral with much "wood, hay and stub

truth ? If truth and falsehood are ble,” which will be burned , and he

exactly on a footing, as to a good suffer loss ; and still that he may

influence on the mind and on prac- be saved , " yet so as by fire."

tice, there is surely little reason to Be reminded, however, and re

be inquisitive or zealous in regard member it carefully, that when you

to truth . Yet these very men are make allowance for the errors of

earnest contenders for what they others, this is not to admit that they

affirm to be truth. But further are not errors. Think not that

will they maintain that a man may these errors will consist with inno

be an atheist, be free from all fear cence, or even with safety, in your

of a judgment to come, believe that selves. They may not be incon

there is no such thing as moral ob- patible with salvation in another,

ligation, and that he is the wisest and yet they may be so in you .

man who takes the largest share of Your light and information may

present sensual gratification ; and give you a responsibility which
yet be as good a man, and as good a others have not ; and no error is too

member of society, as a truly pious small to be avoided. Never yield
Christian ? Is not the whole expe- to the idle talk, which you will

pro

rience of the world arrayed against bably often hear, " that all religions

such doctrine ? Does not that expe- are equally good .” Alas! the world

rience demonstrate, that so far as abounds with religions which are

the atheistical and other corrupt ruinously bad. You may believe,

sentiments I have mentioned are too, that salvation may be possible

known to be embraced by an indi- in a particular religion, without al

vidual, they render him , in generallowing it to be as good, or half as

estimation , a moral monster ; and good, as another; just as I may ad

that so far as they prevail in a com- mit that a certainvehicle may pos

munity, they are destructive of all sibly carry an individual to the

order, peace,safety, and happiness, place of his destination in safety,

in society - overturning it from its without admitting that this vehicle

very foundations? And yet to all is at all to be compared with ano

this length will the system I oppose ther- Another may besafer, easier,

if carried to its full extent. It swifter, and in all respects incom

is therefore false and pernicious, parably better.

and that in the highest degree. My dear youth-it is a prevalent

Having now shown that there is and lamentable evil of this age
and

an indissoluble connexion between place, that a large proportion of the

truth and duty, faith and practice, people have no consistent or di

inward principle and outward con- gested system of religious senti

duct, I think it proper and impor- ments and principles. They have

tant to observe, that it belongs not picked up one opinion here, and

to us to determine the exact degree another there : these opinions they

of erroneous faith , which may con- bave never closely examined ; they

sist with holding what is essential have never compared them care

to salvation . This is known only fully with the scriptures, the stan

to God. And here we find the pro- dard of truth : they live along

per and ample ground of true Chris- uncomfortably enough -- and they

tian charity; so far as it has a bear- often die more uncomfortably than

. ing on this subject. Wemay be they have lived . A principal object

lieve that an individaal is in many which I have in view in this course
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of lectures is, to endeavour to And even without this, his own re

ground you fully and correctly in flections, especially in those hours

the very faith of the gospel " the of seriousness which occur in the

faith which was once delivered to lives of all , will have a constant

the saints ” —that you may have the tendency to work his reformation .

advantage and the comfort of it, Hence we see, in fact, that those

both in life and in death . who have been early and well in

You are, however, by no means doctrinated in religion, do so often

to suppose, that in any thing you become practically pious ;-some

have heard at this time, it has been times even in those mournful in

my design , to deny or undervalue stances, in which, for a season, they

the practical part of religion, or the have broken restraining bonds asun

performanceof Christian duties. der, and been dissolute and profane.

No verily - İ have only aimed to The Spirit of all grace, operating on

lay a solid foundation for practical an enlightened understanding and

duty. There is an error here, I the remaining sensibility of natural

admit, which is quite as bad as that conscience, brings them to serious

which I have exposed. There is a consideration, to deep repentance,

description of people who value to an earnest application to the

themselves on their orthodox, sys- atoning blood of the Redeemer, and

tematick knowledge ofreligion, who, to a new and holy life. Of such

notwithstanding, never practise re- momentous importance is it, that

ligion . It would seem as if they the mind have clear and consist

supposed that a correct creed would ent views of revealedtruth, and be

save their souls : whereas, the fact rooted and grounded in it.

is, that if “ they hold the truth in From what you have now heard

unrighteousness” -if " they know on this answer in the catechism, I

their Lord's will , and do it not, - shall make, in concluding the lec

they will be beaten with many ture, a few inferences of a practical

stripes :" They will perish with a kind.

more aggravated condemnation than 1. You may perceive, from what

the ignorant or deluded. Hence it has been said, that holding fast the

has sometimes been said , that a bad truth as it is in Jesus, and even con

life is the worst heresy : and if such tending earnestly for it, is not in

a life be persisted in to the last, by consistent with genuine Christian

those who have been taught the charity. This, indeed, we know
truth as it is in Jesus, their doom must be the fact : because as firm

will no doubtbe peculiarly awful. ness in the faith, and Christian cha

This notwithstanding, it is of the rity, are both important obliga

utmost importance that the mind tory in themselves, and every duty

should be fixed in just pripíciples of must be consistent with every other,

religion, even before practical piety the two duties in question can never

takes place ;-because, as already be discordant. But we bere per

shown, just principles naturally ceive how the agreement takes

lead to a right practice. Corrupt place, and what is the ground of it.

principles lay the conscience to There are certain things, both in

sleep. He who holds them is wrong faith and practice, which are essen

upon system, and you cannot dis- tial to religion. For those who un

turb him until you have broken up derstandingly deny and rejectthese

his system . Buthewho transgresses things, weare notbound to exercise

practically, while his principles are charity -- if by charity we under

sound, must contend with con- stand the regardingofsuch persons

science. You canaddress him with as being in a state of safety and sal

arguments and admonitions drawn vation. We are, indeed, to cherish

from what he admits to be right toward them the most kind and be
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nevolent feelings, and to seek to do volume. On the contrary, I would

them all the goodin our power, and earnestly recommend , as a matter

especially to bring them to the of greatimportance, that the Bible

knowledge of the truth , that they be read throughout, and in regular

may be saved. But we must either order and that frequently. If

renounce our adherence to the fun- there be any young person now

damentals of religion ourselves, or hearing me, that has reached fifteen

regard them as in a state not only years of age, without having read

dangerous but ruinous . We can- the Bible carefully through , Iwould

notdo the former, and must there. say that such an individual, male
fore, however reluctantly, do the or female , has neglected an impor

latter. Yet genuine charity will tant duty - an important duty which

make all due allowance for the pre- he or she ought immediately to be

judices of education, for the want gin to perform .

of correct information , and for nu- There is a great advantage in

merous other causes, which produce knowingwhat is contained in every

error, confusion and indistinctness, part of this holy book ;-for almost

in regard to some important doc- every part has some connexion with

trines of religion . Charity will another part. It is, however, per

also lead us to hope, when the es- fectly consistent with this to say,

sentials of religion are not openly that some parts should be read far

and avowedly rejected, that they more frequently than others. The
may be held, though it be with a whole ofthe New Testament should,

mixture of much error, in such man- I think, be read more frequently and

ner as to consist with a measure of studiously than the Old; and the de

vital piety : And real fervent cha- votional, didactick , and historical

rity will always incline its possessor parts of the whole Bible more fre

to embrace, in cordial Christian af- quently than the rest. The book of

fection, all who appear to love the Psalms, and the book of Proverbs,

Saviour in sincerity, by whatever should bevery familiar . The pro

name they may be called, or to phecies of Isaiah and Daniel, are

whatever sect, or church, or deno- more plain than the most of the

minationof Christians theymay be- others. What relates to the Mo

long. I have never read of an un- saick ritual,though certainly not to

inspired man who appeared to me be neglected, will not claim as fre

to have a more diffusive genuine quent a perusal as the other parts

charity than Dr. Owen ; and yet I of scripture. I recommend an abun

know of none who has ever more dant reading of the sacred text,

zealously, laboriously, and success- without note or comment. Yet com

fully, contended for all the impor- mentators are useful, and their la

tant doctrines of the Bible.
bours ought not to be undervalued.

2. You may perceive, from what The prophecies, and some other

you have heard, on the answer in parts of scripture, cannot be under

the catechism discussed at this stood fully , without their aid ;-and

time, that there are some parts of their practical remarks are often

the scripture which should be read highly excellent. For popular read

more frequently, and more stu- ing, the commentaries of Henry,

diously than others. This follows Scott, Guise, Doddridge, Burkit
certainly, from the distinction made and Horne, are, in my opinion, the

between what the scriptures prin- best in our language .

cipally teach, and what they teach 3. You may learn from the state

incidentally and subordinately. It ment you have heard, to guard

is, however, by no means the design against the evil of separating, in

of this remark, to recommend the religion, what God hath joined to

omission of any part of the sacred gether. This is an evil of very ex
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tensive, and very pernicious influ- ciple and practice, may lead on to

ence. I have shown you that truth another, till every extreme of im

is in order to goodness ;-- and that piety is reached. But when the

truth and duty cannot be separated. heart is renewed and sanctified , this

In the same manner, it is impossi. dreadful bias of corrupt nature is

ble to separate faith and good works; corrected and changed. The love

genuine morality and true religion ; of holiness is implanted, which is

or the use of means and the bless- always connected with a supreme

ing that comes from God alone. love of truth and duty . And above

These things are often separated all , the soul is committed, for its

in practice ; or rather the attempt safe keeping, to Him who will as

is made to separate them , for a real suredly " keep that which is com
separation is impossible . They are mitted to him .” Here, therefore, is

indissolubly united by the Divine the only absolute safety, against

appointment. Never, therefore ,at . those errors that destroythe soul .

tempt to disunite them . Let it be Seek, therefore, with the utmost en

your object to avoid error, not only gagedness, the renewing grace of

that your speculations may be cor- God; and give yourselves nocon

rect, but that knowing the truth, tentment, till you have obtained

you may reduce it to practice. Let this " pearl of great price. ”

a lively faith in Christ,as the ground

of your justification , be evinced to

be sincere by every good word and

work that can adorn religion, ho

nour God, or do good to mankind.

Never imagine that there can be

any religion that will save the soul , Christians love God . He is the

without good morals ; nor that good object of their sincere and supreme

morals without unfeigned piety will affection. Upon him they fix their

render you awhit safer. Use all highest admiration. Toward him

the means of God's appointment their warmest desires go forth. In

diligently and faithfully, and yet him they place their greatest de

look to him , and depend onhim, at light. Such are the predomindnt

every step, for his grace and bless- moral feelings of all the saints .

ing to render them effectual. Here But, while these feelings dwell

is the true gospel system ; and every and prevail in every sanctified

thing contrary to it, is unquestion- heart, they are not equally strong
bly erroneous and delusive. and lively in all Christianbosoms;

4. Finally From the whole that nor in the same one at all times.

you have heard on this subject, let Some believers are very sensible

me earnestly inculcate the impor- they love Jehovah , and feel the sa

tance of practical piety. After all cred flame so ardent within them ,

that can be said , or taught, there is that they entertain not the least

no full security against running doubt on the subject. Others scarce
into the most ruinous errors, ex- ly realize their affection for him

cept in real, experimental, heart re- and, feeling so little of the celestial

ligion. The human heart is de- fire within them ,are afraid to say
praved throughout, in its natural more than this - that they desire to

state; it is “ deceitful above all love him. To -day the Christian

things, and desperately wicked.” spirit, glowing with most intense

It is, therefore, in natural alliance affection, dartsupward to the skies,

with all those principles which will treads the wide expanse ofglory,

admit of sinful indulgence ; and is and feeds on " angels' food .” To
hostile to those which forbid that morrow it sinks into “ a horrible

indulgence: And one error in prin- pit, " and struggles in the “ miry

;
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clay.” Yet, as the rose in winter be, on every occasion , to display

retains its essence, though not its their stock of information ; yet,

bloom ; so the believer's heart, cold without love to God , all their reli

and desolate as it is in the season gious intelligence is a mere bubble

of spiritual dejection, contains the - a thing of no solidity nor value .

warm and vital principle of love to Mere knowledge, transcendent as

God. it may be, shall never carry a per

Now there are two seasons in into heaven-otherwise the

particular, in which Christians are devil would very soon stand high

generally very conscious of their and glorious among the hosts of

affection for him . The one is when Paradise. Truly, if ever we enter

they commence their religious pil- the realms of bliss, we must be

grimage ; the other is its closing borne up thither on the wings of

period. As in the land of Pales. love. Why then is this greatest of

tine, the former rain descended all moral virtues so much under

just after the husbandman had sow- rated and despised in the Christian

ed his fields, and as , in virtue of community ? Ignorance, no doubt,

this moisture , the green shoots im- causes many in the church to mis

mediately displayed themselves take the relative value of religious

fair and vigorous; so the love of acquirements ; and stubborn preju

God, is usually shed abroad in the dice will not allow the removal of

heart of a saint, directly after the the mistake, by having the igno

spiritual principle has been im- rance cured . Vanity, however, is

planted, and thus a powerful spring perhaps the more prevalent cause

is instantly given to the Christian of this common error : for men are

graces. And as the latter rain very apt to magnify the lesser at

came down shortly before the har- tainments which they have made,

vest, in order to ripen the fruits of and underrate the greater attain

the earth ; so, when the believer is ments which they have not made ;

about to be gathered into the hea- lest they be thought inferior to their

venly granary, the love of God is neighbours. And some there are

often made to abound within him , who seem to think that this love,

and thus he is matured for glory, which the scriptures represent as

and enters into his eternal joy, the pre -eminent characteristick of

“ like as a shock of corn cometh in , the Christian, is a sort of effeminate

in its season .” The hearts both of virtue; and that men manifest great

young and of aged saints are com- weakness in cherishing it to any

monly very soft and tender : and , considerable degree . But, let the

doubtless, it is chiefly this peculiar votaries of the world and mere pro

correspondence of feeling between fessors of religion , imagine what

juvenile and old believers, which they please on the subject, all ge

makes both desire each other's con- nuine saints love God supremely.

versation , in preference to that of

middle aged Christians. There are two extremes into

It is this love which forms the which men run on the subject of

mosteminent trait in the truly pious religion . The one is , to embrace ,

character. So says the apostle Paul. withoutexamination for themselves,

“ Now abide faith, hope, charity ~ every thing received by their an

these three ; but the greatest of cestors; and thus rest their faith.

these is charity ." Oh that men upon the basis of mere education
would take this matter into their and custom . The other is , to re

serious consideration ! Be their ject every thing connected with the

knowledge of doctrinal and contro- religion of their forefathers, and of

versial theology ever so great, and the age and place in which them

however able and ready they may selves live ; because, in the pleni
VOL. II.-- Ch. Adı. H
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tude of their sagacity, they have make good the loss occasioned by

found outthat all religion is a cheat, his father's premature decease.

and pious men are either knaves or , In a few years after engaging in

fools. Aye, indeed, business, having prospered exceed

“ The moles and batsin full assembly find, ingly, he married. In formingthis

On special search,the keen -eyed eagle connexion, he was governed less by

blind .” the dictates of sound wisdom and

A. prudence, than by those of passion
He pleased his fancy; and he ask

ed few questions, and made few

calculations as to other points. The

lady whom he sought and obtained,
ON DIFFERENCES OF RELIGIOUS DE.

was genteel, accomplished, amiable,

and generally much respected . She

Mr. Editor- The following little belonged to an Episcopal family in

narrative, if you think it worthy of the neighbourhood of his residence ;

insertion in your excellent miscel- a family which had been long noted

lany, is at your service . It is for its wealth , and still more for its

founded in fact. My only doubt, high -toned and inflexible attach

however, whether you will think it ment to the Episcopal church. Al

deserving of a place , arises from the though not pious, she had a vene.

apprehension, that similar facts are ration for religion in general, and
so common, that few , perhaps , will partook largely of the feelings che

consider them as entitled to atten- rished in her family, in regard to
tion. But I commit the article to all churches but the Episcopal.

your candour. It is not judged ne- These feelings, however, duringthe
cessary to subjoin any reflectionson period of courtship, had never been

the facts narrated, as those which offensively manifested to Mr. M.
are most important will probably Mutual affection banished all

occur to the mind of every reader. thoughts of such subjects; and not

Yours, &c . MARITUS. even the most distant suspicion

Lancaster County , Penn. seemed to be entertained byeither
Dec. 1823.

party, that any difficulty could pos

sibly arise afterwards from thedif

Mr. W. M. was bred aPresbyte- ferences of feeling which existed

rian . His father, and all his near between them on the subject of re

relatives, for several generations, ligion . Whether, among their ne

had belonged to that church ; and gotiations which preceded marriage,

were considered as highly impor- any explanations or adjustments

tant and very respectable members were ever made in reference to this

of ecclesiastical as well as civil so- point, is unknown. One thing, how

ciety. He had been early taughtto ever, is certain, that they were no

respect religion ; and although his sooner married, than it became ap

education, in many respects, had parent to all their acquaintances,

not been of the strictest sort, yet that they meant to continue to wor

he was a constant attendant on ship in different charches, as here

publick worship ; was remarkably tofore. At this time the writer of

grave and decorous in his whole de- the present narrative lived next

portment; was excelled by none in door to them , in the city of

his neighbourhood in the prompt- the place of their residence. And

ness , liberality, and zeal with which he was often struck with seeing,

he contributed his proportion, and what was to him not a little revolt

more thanhis proportion, for the ing - a young couplewho, as every

supportof Christian ordinances;and body believed, really loved one ano

onthe whole, more than promised to ther - when Sunday came, instead
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ofgoing to the house ofGod in com- to church, still further light began

pany, and there making their com- to be shed on the unhappy charac

mon confessions, and imploring a ter of this plan. They began to

common blessing ---turning their act upon theprinciple that the boys

backs on each other at their door, werealways to accompany their fa

and going offin different directions ther, and the girls their mother, to

to worship God . It sometimes, of the house of God ; and each ap

course, happened that they went to peared disposed to be pretty tena

church in stormy weather. When cious on this point. It soon became
this occurred , instead of being to- apparent, however, that this wasa

gether, to aid and protect each very inconvenient system. Chil

other against the rage of the ele- dren from three or four to seven or

ments, they abandoned each other eight years of age , ought certainly

to struggle with the beating storm to be taken out topublick worship ;

alone. Yet it was observed, that in but, at the same time, at this ten

bad weather they both more fre- der age they continuallyneed a mo

quently staid at home on the Sab- ther's eye, and a mother's care . A

bath, than they probably would have thousand circumstances relating to

done, if they could have beenmore their dress, their petulant humours,

completely companions in religion and their little wants, can be ma

as well as in other things. Thus naged by no one so quietly and pro

early and insidiously did a consi- perly, especially in the house of

deration, which , in the beginning, God, as by a delicate and tender

they in a great measure disregard- mother. This was soon found to be

ed, commence a baneful influence the case. Mr. M. took his two

on their habits and character. eldest sons with him to church very

Things, however, went on pretty punctually , for two or three Sun

well until they became parents. days. But finding that he could

Their first twochildren were daugh- not manage them comfortably, either

ters. These, by a kind of common to himself or to them , he became

law in such cases, the mother had tired of his undertaking, and left
baptized by her own clergyman ; them at home. At least this was

and they were thenceforward con- the plan for a number of weeks,

sidered as pledged to the Episcopal after he abandoned the practice of

church . The third child was a son , taking them with him . At length

whom the father, according to the a painful accident, which proved

ordinary prescription of the same injurious for life, and had like to

law, claimed as his ecclesiastical have been fatal to one of the little

property, and had baptized by the boys, happening to him on Sunday,

pastor of his church . “ After these, while the parents had gone to

they had , successively, three sons church , through the carelessness of

and four daughters , all of whom a profligate servant, with whom he

were disposed of, in regard to their was unhappily left, they never af

dedicationto God in infancy, on the terwards consented , in good wea
same principle withthose which have ther, to leave at home those who

been already mentioned. Still the were old enough to accompany

parents, though each perceived that them . The boys, thenceforward ,

the state and course of things as to until they became ten or twelve

this point, were different from what yearsof age, uniformly accompa.

could be wished, were not, as yet, nied their mother to the Episcopal

at all apprehensive ofany material church.

evil , as likely to arise from the plan Though neither of the parents

which they were pursuing. became members in full commu

When the children became old nion of the churches to which they

enough to accompany their parents respectively attached themselves .
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yet they fully recognised the obli- distracted and divided by different

gation they were under to teach catechisms, and different modes of

their children the catechisms and worship, that they seemed hardly

the prayers, usually taught in the to be satisfied what they ought to

Presbyterian and the Episcopal believe or do. All that docile, im

churches. Mr. M. put into the hands plicit confidence on the part of chil

of his sons theWestminster Shorter dren toward their parents, which is

Catechism, which he had himself so desirable, and productive of so

learned in childhood, and which was many advantages, especially so far

early consecrated in his memory as religion is concerned, seemed to

and feelings. Mrs. M., in pursu- be banished from the minds of these

ance of the same system, directed younger boys. They saw their pa

her daughters to commit to memo- rents constantly going to different

ry, and to recite to her once a week places of worship ,and believing and

at least, and sometimes daily, the teaching very different doctrines ;

catechism commonly used in the and which to consider as entitled

Protestant Episcopal church . Mr. to their preference, they seemed

M., in his theological creed, was an scarcely able to decide .

orthodox Calvinist, and wished his Dialogues sometimes occurred

sons to be instructed in that sys- between the parents and their chil

tem ; though he by no means laid dren, and between the children

to heart the practical importance of themselves, of no very equivocal

the subject, in such a manner as to character, and which but too plain

induce him to submit to the patient ly showed that the minds of the

labour of instilling into their minds children, and especially of the

the principles which he believed. younger of them, were by nomeans

His wife, on the other hand, had in the most desirable state. “ Mam

been always accustomed to Armi- ma,” said one of the little girls one

nian preaching, and entertained day, “ Mamma, why do you and

very strong prejudices against Cal- Papa go to different churches ? Do

vinism . The consequence was,that you worship differentGods?” “No,

she took no small pains to inculcate my dear," said Mrs. M., “ we wor

on her daughters the doctrines ship the same God ; we have only

which she had imbibed . She some- different formsof worship .” “ Well,

times, indeed , heard her sons recite mamma,” said the little girl again,

the Shorter Catechism : but this " which is the best church, yours or

seldom occurred ; and when it did , papa's?” “ Why, my dear,” re

the remarks on he part which ac- plied Mrs. M., “ 1, of course, think

companied the recitation,were ge- mine the best, the same that I take

nerally calculated to fill them with you to ; but they are both very ..
prejudices against the little formu. good.” “ But, mamma, you go

la which their father had instructed every where else with papa, and

them to commit to memory. This, why not go with him ,when he goes

of course, rendered the task of learn- to love and serve God ? I'm afraid ,

ing their catechism less pleasant , mamma, that papa is not as good as

and led eventually to a frequent re- you are, because he does not go to

mission of that task, particularly as good a church . Are you not

with the two younger sons. The afraid that God will be angry with

eldest,who was peculiarly attached papa, and not love him ? ”

to his father, after arriving at the These dialogues corresponded in

age of ten or eleven years, insisted their character with others which

on accompanying him to the Pres- now and then occurred between the

byterian church,and uniformly con- children themselves. Take the fol

tinued this practice. His younger lowing as a small specimen. When

brothers appeared to be so much the younger boys and girls were
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He was

talking among themselves, one Sa- feelings was peculiarly distressing

turday afternoon, respecting the to him, yielded to her wishes, and

comparative excellence of their re- the interment took place accord

spective catechisms, one of the boys ingly.
said , “ Ah , miss , my catechism is About eighteen months after this,

better than yours. Dr. said their youngest son died .

last Sunday in the pulpit, that the a charming boy, ofmorethan usual

Shorter Catechism was the best in promise, and peculiarly dear to both

the world. Now I am sure it is his parents. They were bowed

better than yours.” His sister re- down under this dispensation of

plied , “I say it is not better than Providence, and almost overwhelm

mine. It's not half as good . Your ed. The question as to the place

catechism says wicked things: it of interment again arose. It might

says that God has foreordained have been supposed that, on the

whatsoever comes to pass. I heard same principles with those on which

mamma say the other day that that the question had been before der

was a bad doctrine, and against the cided, it would now be deemed

Bible. I am sorry Pa makes you proper to acquiesce in the former
commit to memory such wicked wish of the father, and make choice

things.” Their mother,hearing this of the burying ground attached to

conversation from an adjoining the church in which the dear little

room , very wisely came in, and put deceased had been baptized . But

a stop to it. a host of feelings -- and certainly

When the second daughter of not very unnatural or unreasonable

this couple was about five years of ones-- arose against this measure

age, she was removed by death. in the mind ofMrs.M. She could

When the question arose in what not bear the thought, that the re

burying ground her remains should maius of her beloved son should be

be interred, it gave rise to not a separated from those of her equally

little painful discussion. Mr. M. beloved daughter. She, therefore ,

wished them to be deposited in the gave her husband no rest until she

cemetery which was attached to had carried her point a second time.

the church in which he usually wor- He acquiesced ; but the whole af

shipped, and where he expected fair evidently left him in a state of

that all that was mortal of himself feeling by no means calculated to

would finally be laid . But his wife promote conjugal affection or do

opposed this with a degree of ur- mestick harmony.

gency, and ardour of feeling, which Another circumstance gave rise

surprised all who witnessed it, ex- to some uneasiness between this

cepting two or three of her more amiable and otherwise happy cou

immediate relatives. She insisted ple. Mr. M. had, a short tiine be

on her daughter being buried in the fore his inarriage, purchased a pew

ground adjacent to her own church; in his paternal church, at a very

alleging that as she had been bap- high price . And, as the support of

tized by a minister of that church , the clergyman fell upon a few indi

and usually attended worship in it, viduals, the pew - rent for which he

there seemed to be a propriety in nnually called upon was also

that being the place of her inter- high. As his pecuniary circum

ment. She urged this with so much stances, though comfortable, were

decision and perseverance,and with not affluent, he never felt himself

so many tears, that her husband, able to make a similar purchase ,

partly that he might not seem un- and to pay a similar rent in another

willing to gratify his wife, and church. He therefore never bought

partly to get rid of a controversy a pew for his wife in the Episcopal

which , in the existing state of his church . He saw that she was well

was ann
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of age,

accommodated in the pewoccupied have happened. Buttheywere an

by her father's family, and thought example of a “ house divided against

nothing further necessary. This, itself;" and the consequences were

however, was not satisfactory to more injurious, both to themselves

Mrs. M. The situation of that pew and their children , than they were

was not such as to gratify her fond- now willing to admit ; though after

ness for splendour and fashion ; she wards they saw and acknowledged

wished for one of her own in a more it in all the bitterness of grief. This
conspicuous part of the church , and son went on from bad to worse, un

never felt satisfied that her wishes til , at the age of twenty, impatient

had not been more fully consulted of all control, he insisted on going

on this point. Indeed her mortifi- to sea, and was never heard of

cation on the subject was so fre- more.

quently expressed, as to disclose Two of their daughters suffered

that it formed a matter of no small by the unhappy division in the fa

cuneasiness between herself and her mily, in a manner nearly similar.

husband. They had been uniformly in the

The character of the second son practice, as was before hinted, of
became early very unpromising. attending their mother's church.

He was idle, fond of low company, When one of them was about se

and constantly on the watch to es- venteen years and the other

cape from the eyes of his parents. about nineteen, they became pecu
From the age of twelve tosixteen , liarly intimate with the young

la

he had been in the habit of accom- dies of a family, which was accus

panying his fatherevery Sabbath to tomed to worship in the same Pres

publickworship. This placed him , byterian churchwhich their father

for at least a part of every Sabbath, frequented. These young ladies,

under parental inspection and con- though genteel and reputable, were

trol. But about the time that he gay, volatile, and inordinately fond

reached the latter age, histurn for ofpublick amusements. Thedaugh

vulgar, degrading dissipation, be- ters of Mr. and Mrs. M. often be

came still more apparentand morti- sought their parents to let them go

fying. He adopted every contriv. to church with these ladies, and to

ancethat he could think of, to avoid sit in their pew, as there was no fe

going to church at all. He at first male in their father's seat. This

excused himself to his father, from permission was seldom refused.

time to time, under the pretence of They went accordingly. And there,

accompanying his mother to church; removed from the observation of

but generally slipped away from both their parents, they gradually

her at the church door, and spent fell into habits, which,though not

the season of publick worship in at first grossly offensive, were yet

some improper place. When this regretted by the enlightened and

course had been for some time ac. reflecting friends of their parents.

quiesced in, or at least connived at, In their connexion with that family,

he then professed to alter his mind, and in the liberties which they took,

and to be desirous of again return- more particularly in going to church

ing to his father's church; but only with them , they were insensibly be

with the view of practising a simí- trayed into follies, and formed as

lar system of evasion . Each of his sociations, which led to conse

parents would have been more un- quences over which it were to be

easy at this conduct, if each had wished a veil could be forever

not supposed, at least frequently, drawn. Suffice it to say , that the

that he was with the other. If they wounds which had been before in

had both been together at thesame flicted on their parents'hearts, by

place of worship, this could not the conduct of a profligate song
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were now opened again , and conti- ' to form the marriage relation with

nued to bleed as long as they lived , a person of another religious per

on account of these daughters. suasion ; because there certainly are

The latter part of the lives of this some instances of such marriages

respectable couple was by no means , which have proved most happy to

to be envied . They had less and all the parties concerned. It is,

less comfort, both in one another, notwithstanding, believed that such
and in their children - Their eldest marriages are not generally expe

son alone realized their hopes con- dient ; that they are always in a

cerning him. Neither of them ever high degree hazardous, when there

became united in full communion has not been a distinct understand

with the church : both of them , in- ing on the subject before marriage,

deed, and more particularly Mr. M. as to the course to be afterwards

had seasons of much seriousness pursued ; and that inconvenience

and anxiety on the subject of reli- always, and often worse conse

gion , and more than once expressed quences, will follow , when from in

a wish to make a publick profession consideration , false delicacy, or blind

of attachment to the Saviour. But passion, nothing has been agreed on

their want of union in this great between the parties, in regard to

concern, always presented obsta- this momentous concern.

cles to their going forward. Each It follows as the result of the

appeared reluctant to take a step whole, and as the practical use to

in which the other could not unite. be made of this monitory narrative,

Thus they continued to the end of that it is ordinarily far best for

life , divided and comfortless. They men and women to form the mar

died , as they had lived, without any riage relation, in that religious de

decisive religious character. And nomination in which they have se

even in " the house appointed for verally been educated— That when

all living," they were not united. it is about to be otherwise formed ,

Their remains were committed to an explicit agreement should be

the dust in different cemeteries: made in regard to the system of

And their surviving children are conduct to be pursued after mar

monuments of the unhappiness of riage ; and that a part of that sys

different religious denominations in tem , with very few , if any excep

families. tions, should be, that the parties

will worship together, and bring up

[ The author of the preceding their children in the same Christian

narrative has not chosen to accom- denomination :-if this cannot be

pany it with any remarks, and the done conscientiously , the marriage

Editor will addbut a few , and those connexion , it is probable, would bet

expressed in a very summary man- ter not be formed-That, in fine,

He chooses however to say, those who have married without a

that he considers the narrative as due consideration of this subject,

calculated to exhibit to persons of should , as soon as theybeginto ex

all religious denominations, and perience the evils exhibited by the

equally to all, the lamentable evils narrative, come to a solemn pause

which may ensue,because they have at once ; and if practicable, imme

actually ensued, from a thoughtless diately unite in the same mode of

or incautious contraction of mar- worship, and the same system of

riage, with those of a different de religious instruction for their off

nomination from that in which the spring.

parties severally have themselves We remember once to have read

been educated. It is not, however, a book , entitled " Religious Court

believed thatit is always wrong , or ship,” - a title by theway, which

inexpedient, for a man,or a woman, would have suited very well for

ner.
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Mrs. Hannah More's “ Celebs in cation in the Spirit, and watching

Search of a Wife. " * If any of our thereunto with all perseverance ,

correspondents will furnish us with and supplication for all saints . ”

a good paper on this subject, it shall The spirit and fervency of prayer,

have a ready insertion in the Chris . , which is the vital part of the duty,
tian Advocate.] may perhaps be best cherished by

different persons in different ways.

Some may find it best to prolong

the season of devotion whenever it

is commenced, and others to have

the seasons frequent, and not of

1.ETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER OF long continuance. A regular and

THE GOSPEL TO HIS SON, ON THE determinate method, however, of

DUTIES OF THE PASTORAL OFFICE. daily secret prayer , should be deli

berately adopted by all , and ob

letter I dwelt at some length onthe ter of thegospel ought to be on his

My dear Timothy—In my former served with care and strictness.As

a general rule, I think that a minis

importance of personal piety in a knees in his closet, not less than

gospel minister ; both as it respects three times a day. Nor ought he

his individual comfort and his pub

lick usefulness. These two things, Maker, without a few moments, at
ever to attempt to address his

as I have already had occasion to least, previously spent in solemn

show , are inseparably, connected. recollection of the nature of the

What I propose therefore to make
act he is about to perform . It is

the subject of this letter, may be

considered as bearing equally on
worse than mere formality, it is

both these points , Ishall endea- dress the Deity without a reverend
nothing short of profaneness, to ad

vour to specify the principal means
sense of his presence and of his

by which the personal piety of a mi
nisterof the gospelmaybe cherish : glorious majesty. Ineedscarcely

ed , and by which, at the same time, oftener, in the twenty-four hours,
mention to you, that once, if not

his usefulness will certainly be in

creased.These meansmay, Ithink, panied withpraise,or the use of
secret prayer ought to be accom

be all comprehended in prayer, so sacred

lemn meditation with self -examina- reading of a portion of the word of
song, as well as with the

tion, and the devout reading of the God.

scriptures and the best treatises of But beside the stated daily sea

practical piety. On each of these
sons of private devotion, he who

topicks I must of necessity be brief :
“ walks with God,” as every Chris

and indeed , as I am writing to one

who is supposed not to need per- his mind occasionally in a frame,
tian minister oughtto do, will find

suasion to perform his duty, but which will strongly prompt him to
only to have it ciearly indicated, it

wouldbe out of place to say much let him hasten to his retirement,or
pour out his soul in prayer. Then

in the way of argument or exhor
“ shut to the door ” of his study, if

tation.

1. Prayer. Every minister of the feelings and einotionsof his heart,

1. Prayer. Every minister of the he is in it , and indulge the devout

gospel ought unquestionably to be which may now enable him to
eminently “ a'“ a devout man-praying “ draw NIGH unto God.” ! Account

always, with all prayer and suppli- these, myson, as happy moments,

in which “ the fervent effectual
- The Christian Observer," in re .

viewing this work,said-“ We object prayer of the righteous man , which
first and vehemently to the title of these availeth much," seldom fails to be

volumes.” Vol. viii. p . 120 . offered . Improve them, therefore ,

等*
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whenever they occur — and the of- Year's day, should be regularlyob

tener they occur the better.
served in the same manner. The

Ejaculatory prayer ought to be appropriate exercises for these days

much practised by Christians in ge- you will consider for yourself.

neral , and especially by ministers On special occurrences-- of afflic

of the gospel." It would be imprac- tion , of doubt in regard to duty ,of

ticable to mention all the occasions important and difficult duties to be
that may call for this silent address performed, ofdangers to be encoun

of the soul to the Father of spirits. tered, or of critical or discouraging

The occasions, indeed , may be as circumstances among the people of

numerous as the incidents of life; your charge, observe a day of fast

and when there is no special oc- ing and prayer.

currence that calls to this duty, .it In all your prayers, both in your

is a sweet and delightful exercise closet and your family, especially

for the soul to go forth unto “ God the former, let not the intercessory

its exceeding joy.” It was, I sup- part be short or formal. Pray par

pose, chiefly in this form of prayer ticularly for your family, relations,

that the Psalmist remembered and friends, enemies, and the indivi

communed with his God upon his duals who have requested your re

bed .- But I must endeavour to be membrance ; as well as for thedear

more compendious in what remains; people of your charge, for revivals

for a good deal yet remains to be of religion, for the success of mis

hinted at, on this topick. sions, and for the spread of the gos

You ought never to choose a text pel through the world.

for a sermon, without asking to be In reading the life of the late ex

heaven -directed in the choice ; and cellent Dr. Thomas Scott, I was

never to compose a sermon , without pleased , and I hope edified, to find

praying for divine assistance in the that he had been particularly atten

composition. tive to this part of duty,and thought

Immediately before leaving your it was that in which he had been the

study for the pulpit , always pray least deficient. Intercessory prayer,

for help from God in all the exer- and the giving of thanksfor mercies

cises before you , and for his special received, are in general less attend

blessing on the whole service: and ed to than they should be :

always on your return to your house, On the whole, remember the

after the solemnities of the sanc- maxim , " Bene orâsse, est bene stu

tuary, again and immediately pray duisse ; * and be assured, that ex

for a blessing on the services per- perience will increase your confi

formed, and give thanks for theas. dence both in its truth and impor

sistance experienced. tance .

Whenever you go out to visit 2. Serious meditation with self

your people, especially the sick , at examination , are means happily

least lift up your heart to God to adapted to cherish personal piety

go with you, and to render your andpromote ministerial usefulness.

visit profitable to the family , or to “ My meditation of thee shall be

the individual that is the object of sweet, I will rejoice in the Lord,"

the višit. If you have before you a said the royal Psalmist : and it is

difficult duty , such as the giving of worthy of particular notice, that se

advice, or the administering of re- veral of his psalms begin with

proof, be more particular in asking meditation and end with prayer ;

aid , direction, and a happy issue. and that others begin with prayer

In ordinary circumstances, I and terminate in devout reflec

would advise you to set apart a day, tions. Is not this very instructive ?
once a month, for special prayer ;

and that your birth day, and New * To pray well is to study well .

VOL. II . - Ch , Adv. I
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It strikes me as exceedingly natu- I have connected self-examina

ral ; and I believe that the expe- tion with meditation , because the
rience of eminent Christians would , connexion seems to me natural.

if known, bear witness that their For example - You think over se

minds have, in this particular, been riously thetransactions of the day.
often exercised likethe mind of Da- This is meditation . You mark what

vid . Serious meditation is, in every you have done, spoken, or felt, that

view, a most profitableexercise. It was wrong or right, in matter or in
makes a man wise and discerning, manner- This is self-examination.

as well as good. Yet I suspect it And so in regard to preaching, vi

is less generally and systematically siting your people, reading proper

practised, than almost any other books,diligent employment of time,

secret duty. The subjects of me- right improvement of opportunities
ditation are innumerable. Some of to do good, what you thought or

the chiefare — the being and perfec- said or did ,properly or improperly,
tions of God ; his various and won- in secret or in company, or in any

derful works; his worship ; his pro- publick business.
vidential dispensations,—towards Always condemn yourselfhonest

ourselves especially; the astonish- ly and freely for what you perceive

ing wisdom of the plan of redemp- to have been amiss, ask forgiveness
tion — the parties concerned in it, of God, and in his strength resolve

its effects in the world , our own in- on watchfulness and amendment.

terest in it, and the glory it will --Here it is obvious how personal

bring to God ; more particularly duty and publick usefulness will
the incarnation, labours, sufferings, be promoted by the same means.
death, resurrection and glorifica- On the examination of yourself in

tion of Christ ; the wretched state regard to the reality of your reli

of the world ; the pitiable state of gion and growth in grace, I have

impenitent sinners ; the nature of spoken in my former letter; and
a work of grace on the heart ; a re- shall only add here, that this will

view of our own lives asto mercies be a proper part of the employment
and chastisements; the future state of Sabbath evenings , prayer days,

ofhappinessand misery - But I can- and sacramental seasons ; and yet

not proceed. There are many other that it should by no means be con

topicks of nearly the same interest fined to those occasions.

and importance as those I have 3. Reading the scriptures devout

named. Baxter, in his “ Saints' ly, with the best treatises of prac

Rest,” ( in which there is a medita- tical piety, will greatly tend to pro

tion onthe employments and exer- fit both yourselfand your people.
cises of heaven, which is one of the As the study of the Bible is, or

mostwonderful compositions in the ought to be,a principal part of the

English language) earnestly recom- professional business ofa clergyman
mends the observance of a stated in his study, there is danger that he

season for this duty, and mentions will insensibly make the reading of

the twilight of the evening as fa- the scriptures, and the discovery of

vourable to it. The Lord's day their true import,a mere intellectual

evening, and your days of special employment. The danger of this is

prayer,
will also be favourable sea- indeed considerable. Be sure then ,

sons. But a miņd disposed to pro- at least once a day, to read a chap

fitable and pious meditation, will ter devoutly. Lay aside all criti

not choose to be confined to any re- cism. Thinkthat the Divine Spirit

gular period, for its indulgence is now speaking to you in the pas

- Any unoccupied time may be plea- sage read ; and let it instruct you,

santly and profitably employed in warn you , reproveyou , direct you,
this exercise. comfort you . Be familiar with the
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.

promises of God, and act faith on man that needeth not to be ashamed ,

them continually. Read the epis- righcly dividing the word of truth .”

tles to Timothy and Titus very fre- And above all, it will ensure the

quently, and meditate on every sen- Divine blessing on your labours,

tence, and almost on every word without which you know that they

that they contain . will never be effectual; but with

To systematick theology and all which, it is equally certain , that

that is connected with it, as well your success will be greatand your

as to Biblical criticism, you know reward be infinite.

that I am no enemy. But I am On reviewing what I have now

persuaded, that the ministers of the written, I clearly perceive that

gospel do notgenerally read enough the course I have marked out,

of the best books of practical piety. if made known to formalists,

More of such reading would not whether among the clergy or the

only warm theirown hearts, and laity, would be condemned as a

quicken their diligence in their course of monkish austerity, or at

work, but would really afford them least as one which recommends an

some of their best aids, both for pul- attempt to be “ righteous over

pit preparation and for private con- much.” But - I was going to say,

versation. Always, therefore, have that this is as it should be. I will

some book of this kind in reading. rather say, that this is as it always

I shall not name particular authors, was, and always will be. Those

but only say, that youmust go back who know not the pleasures of a

a century and more, for many of holy life by experience, always re
the best in our language. volt at any thing like a just de

Such, then , my dear son, are the scription or recommendation of it.

means to be ed,and the course to Their censure, therefore, may be

be pursued , to cherish personal pie. considered at least as a presump
ty ; and, as equally adapted to the tion , in favour of the course I have

purpose ,toextend your usefulnessin delineated. I am perfectly satis

thechurch. The use of these means fied, that every faithful minister of

will unquestionably quicken your the gospel does in fact lament that

zeal and diligence , and increase his practice has not been more

your readiness for every good word fully eonformed than it actually

and work. But this is not all. They hasbeen, to a system , such in sub

will render you really better quali- stance as that which Ihave here re

fied and furnished than you would commended ; and would testify that

otherwise be, for all your ministe- he has lived most pleasantly and

rial duties. You will understand done most good, when he has ap

them better, you will enter into proximated it the most nearly. May

them more skilfully, more fully, it be yours, my son, to reduce it to
and more expertly ; so that it will practice more exactly and uniform

be seen , and felt, and acknowledg- ly thanhas ever been done, I un

ed , by those to whom you minister, feignedly regret to say, by your af

both that your heart is in your fectionate father,
work , and that you are a work

MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF CALVIN.

miscellaneous

was approved by the majority of ce
lebrated ecclesiastics amongst the

( Concluded from p. 20.)
reformed of those times ; and that

“ In the first place, let it be re- those who are not mentioned , did

membered that the fate of Servetus not think of blaming it : it was also
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sanctioned by the churches of Swit- pears that Servetus might have re
zerland , whoeven recommended it. tracted ; that Calvin wished him to

Let it be farther remarked, that do it ; that he was grieved that the

Castalio, the avowed enemy of Cal- retraction was not made : it is also

vin, was the only person who had evidentthat the Council furnished

the
courage

to
espouse

the cause of him with occasions of so doing ; that

Servetus, and of the heretics, in a they descended to theological con

Dissertation, in which it is consi- versations, in which they endea

dered , “ By what right, or with what voured to instructhim ; but he per

advantage, heretics may be re- sisted in defending his opinions in

strained, or capitally punished .' a blasphemous manner; so that if
And let it be observed, he was Servetus was condemned , it was be

afraid to put hisname to it, though cause he was not afraid of exposing
he resided at Basil, and therefore himself to it, since he was acquaint
took the name of Bellius. From ed with the existence of the laws

this circumstance it is evident, that which threatened him , and, inde

the doctrine which he so properly pendently of those laws, could not

defendedwas generally condemned have been brought to trial; but, as

by the publick tribunals,and that it the Council could not violate them

exposed its defenders to severe pe- to absolve him , neither could they
nalties. change them to mitigate his punish

“ It had long been the custom atment; these laws equally opposed

Geneva, to proceed with violence the desire of the Council to com
against heretics. In the year 1536, mute the punishment into banish

several persons were deprived of ment, and the efforts of Calvin to

their freedom who did not embrace render it less cruel .

the received doctrine : from the year « The civil and ecclesiastical ju

1541 , the Consistory possessed the risprudence of the tribunals with

right of forcing the magistrates and respect to heresy, was undoubtedly
the people to continue faithful to grossly inconsistent with the spirit

the holy doctrine, and to observe of Christianity,and the principles
good morals. In 1558, Gentilis es- of equity. But if we could transport

caped death only by retraction, ourselves into that age, and contem

though it was knownto be feigned; plate the circumstances in which
and Calvin, in a letter which he Calvin was placed, divesting our

wrote at that time , observed, “ Ser- minds of prejudice, we should no

vetus, by a recantation, might have doubt perceive that the sentence
averted his punishment: I would was that of the civil judges, and

have it attested that my hostility that they strictly followed the ordi

was not so deadly ; but that by hu- nary course of the law ; that Calvin

mility alone, bad he not been de- followed thejudgment of allthe ec

prived of his senses, he might have clesiastics ofhistime, and complied
saved his life ; but I know not how with the sanguinary laws of every

to account for his conduct without country in Europe against heretics.

supposing him to have been seized “ It cannot, however, be denied,

with a fatal insanity, and to have that in this instance Calvin acted

plunged himself headlong into contrary to the benignant spirit of

From this fragment it ap- the gospel. It is better to drop a

tearover the inconsistency of hu
* « Mutando mentem pænas à se aver- man nature, and to bewail those in

tere potuisset Servetus : hoc testatum volo firmities which cannot be justified.
me non ità capitaliter infestum quin lici. He declares that he acted conscien

tum fuerit vel solâ modestiâ, nisi mente tiously,and publicklyjustified the
privatus foret, vitam redimere; sed nescio

quod dicam , nisi fatali vesaniâ fuisse cor.
act. Cranmer acted the same part

reptum , et se precipitem jaceret." towards the poor Anabaptists in the

ruin . 3*

?
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reign of Edward VI. This doctrine of Francis David, superintendant

they hadlearnt at Rome, and it is of the Unitarian Churches in Tran

certain, that, with a very few excep- sylvania. David had disputed with

tions, it was at this time the opinion Socinus on the invocation of Christ,

of all parties.* The apostles John and died in prison in consequence

and James would have called down of his opinion , and some offence

fire from heaven ; Calvin and Cran- taken at his supposed indiscreet

mer kindled it on earth. This, how- propagation of it from the pulpit.

ever,isthe only fault alleged against I wish I could say,' adds Mr.

Calvin ; but, 'Let him that is with- Lindsay, that Socinus, or his

out sin cast the first stone.' friend Blandrata, had done all in

« « It ought, however,' says a sen- their power to prevent his commit

sible writer, to be acknowledged, ment, or procure his release after

that persecution for religious prin- wards.? The difference between

ciples was not atthattimepeculiar Socinus and David was very slight.

to any party of Christians, but com- They both held Christ to be a mere

mon to all, whenever they were in- man . The former, however, was for

vested with civil power. It was a praying to him ; which the latter,

detestable error ; but it was the with much greater consistency, dis

error of the age. They looked upon approved . Considering this, the

heresy in thesame light as we look persecution to which Socinus was

upon those crimes which are inimi- accessary was as great as that of

cal to the peace of civil society ; Calvin ; and there is no reason to

and, accordingly ,proceeded topun- think, but that if David had differed

ish heretics by the sword of the as much from Socinus as Servetus

civil magistrate. If Socinians did did from Calvin , and if the civil

not persecute their adversaries so magistrates had been for burning

much as Trinitarians, it was be- him, Socinus would have concurred

cause they were not equally invest- with them . To this it might be

ed with the power of doing so. added, that the conduct of Socinus

Mr. Lindsay acknowledges, that was marked with disingenuity : in

Faustus Socinus himself was not that he considered the opinion of

free from persecution in the case David in no very heinous point of

light ; but was afraid of increasing
* “ The author of the Memoirs of Li. the odium under which he and his

terature says, “ If the religion of Protes
tants depended on the doctrine and con. party already lay, among other
duct of theReformers, he should take care Christian churches.

how he published his account of Servetus; “ It was the opinion , that erro
butas theProtestant Religion is entirely neous religious principles are pun

founded on Holy Scripture, so thedefaults ishable by the civil magistrate,that
of the Reformers ought not to have any
influence on the Reformation. The doc. did the mischief, whether at Gene

trine of non-toleration , which obtained in va,in Transylvania , or in Britain ;

the sixteenth century, among some Pro- and to this, rather than to Trinita

testants, was that perniciouserror which rianism , or toUnitarianism , it ought
they hadimbibed in the Church of Rome;

and, I believe I can say, without doing anyan to be imputed ." *

injury to that church, that she is, in a

great measure, answerable for the execu

tion of Servetus. If the Roman Catholics

had neverput any person to death for the

sake of religion, I dare say that Servetus

had never been condemned to die in any

Protestant city. Let us remember, that Johnson's definition of a mis

Calvin, and all themagistrates of Geneva sionary is, “ One sent to propagate

in the year 1553, were born and bred up

in the Church of Rome: this is the best * “ See Calvinistic and Socinian Sys

apology that can be made for them ,'- tems examined and compared, by Andrew

Biographia Evangelica, vol, ii. p. 42,” Fuller, 2d edit. p . 146."

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

THE MISSIONARY.
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the gospel.” Hederives the word since had any legitimate successors

from the French Missionaire. But in office and in ecclesiastical autho

its original derivation is manifestly rity. Still, in being sent forth to

from the Latin missio, and this evangelize the world, they were

from the verb mitto, to send . Lately missionaries ; and in all worthy

we have seen some pertinent obser- missionaries, from their days to our

vations on the resemblance between own, they have had such successors

the apostolick and missionary cha- as were intended by the great Head
racters. But we wish to remark of the church when he said , « Lo I

further, that the very terms Apostle am with you alway, even to the end

and Missionary, abstractly consi- of the world ." In a word, the real

dered, signify exactly the same difference between the primitive

thing ; the former being derived apostles and pious modern mission

from the Greek verb aporteadw, to aries, is this only — the former were

send, and the latter from the Latin sent forth to propagate the gospel

verb, already mentioned, of the with extraordinary, the latter with

same import. Had therefore the ordinary powers and endowments.

original ofthe New Testament been We have no doubt that every

Latin, instead ofGreek, we should duly authorized and faithful minis

probably have had the word missus, terof the gospel,holds his commis

missionary, instead of anotondos, sion under his Saviour's warrant;

apostle, in every place where the and on this ground may freely plead

latter word appears; for in the best the gracious promise to which we

Lexicons, and Latin translations of have referred . But that a faithful

Greek writers, the first and most missionary, who goes to the desti

exact signification of otraw, and its tute, or tothe heathen, possesses

compound atootew, will be found the most distinguished ministerial

" to be mitto. An apostle and a mis- character, both in the eye of God

sionary then, in the original signi- and of men who judge according to

fication of the terms, have not mere- the divineoracles, we have as little

ly a resemblance, but an entire iden- doubt. Entertaining these senti

tity of character. ments, we were truly and highly

The term Apostle has, we know, gratified to findthem possessed and

come by use to denote almost ex- avowed, more than a century ago,

clusively* one of those who were by a primate of the English church.

immediatelycommissioned and sent ArchbishopWAKE, in a letter to the

forth by Christ, and invested with ficat Christian missionaries in the

miraculous powers; and it is also East Indies,which is dated* « From

true, that this order of men, as we our Palace at Lambeth, January ,

believe, were peculiar to the first A. D. 1719," has the following in

age of the church, and have never teresting paragraphs.

* This confined meaning of the word
“ Let others indulge in a ministry, if not

AROTTodos, apostle, to denote one of the idle, certainly less laborious, among Chris

twelve, is not derived from the usage of tians at home. Let them enjoyinthe bo

the New Testament in the original.Many som of the Church, titles andhonours, ob

othersbesidethe twelveare there express. Your praise it will be(apraise ofendless
tained without labour and without danger.

ly denominated OTOPTodos, apostles. Thus duration on earth, andfollowed by a just

Acts xiv. 14, Barnabas, as well as Paul, is

called an apostle, in thecommontransla- in the vineyard which yourselves have
recompense in heaven) to have laboured

tion . And 2 Cor. viii . 23 , “ the messen .

gers of the churches” are, in the original, Christ,where itwasnot known before :
planted; to have declared the name of

ATOCTOdol, “apostles of the churches,” and through much peril and difficulty to
And Phil. ii . 25, “ Epaphroditus -- your have converted to the faith those, among

messenger," is in the Greek , anorTodoy, whom ye afterwards fulfilled your minis.

your apostle: and so in several other pas.

sages. * See Christian Observer, vol. vi. p . 609 .
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try. Your province, therefore, Brethren, tice of this translation rests, he may

your office, I placebefore all dignities in find it by consulting Dr. Campbell's
the church . Let others be Pontiffs, Pa

triarchs, or Popes; let them glitter in
note on the passage. But, in truth,

pur

ple, in scarlet, or in gold ; let themseek the common English version , which

the admiration of the wondering multi- is exceedingly faithful, is equally

tude, and receive obeisance on the bend- adapted to thisend, if itsmanifest

than they, and a more sacred fame. And purport be carefully considered . It

when that day shall arrive when the chief
was the authoritative sending of the

Shepherd shall give to every man accord. twelve favourite disciples of our

ing to his work,a greater reward shall be blessed Lord, which constituted

adjudged to you. Admitted into the glo- them his apostles ; and in the last
rious society ofthe Prophets,Evangelists, quoted passage, he distinctly

repreand Apostles, ye, with them shall shine,
like the sun among the lesser stars, in the sents himself as being sent into the

kingdom of your Father, for ever. world by the Father, in the very

“ Since then so great honour is now giv. same manner in which they were
en unto you by all competent judges on

earth , and since so great a rewaru is laid thou hast sent me into the world,
sent into the world by himself. “ As

up for you in heaven ; go forth with ala

crity to that work, to the which theHoly even so have I also sent them into

Ghost hath called you." the world .” It appears then - and

“ Oh, happy men! who, standing be- with what wonder, admiration, gra
fore the tribunal of Christ, shall exhibit so

titude and praise should we con- .
many nations converted to his faith by
your preaching ; happymen ! to whom it template the astonishing fact!
shall be given to say before the assembly that Christ Jesus, the eternal Son

of the whole human race, ' Behold us, ó of God, was the first and pre- emi

Lord, and the children whom thou hast nent apostle, or missionary. He
given us;' happy men ! who being justi. was sent, and cheerfully camera
fied by the Saviour, shall receive in that
day the reward of your labours, and also missionary from Heaven toearth ;

shall hear that glorious encomium ,Well from the bosom of the Father, to our

done,goodand faithful servants, enter miserable, guilty and ruined world.
ye into the joy of your Lord.' ” He came to proclaim “ peace on

Having seen that the apostolick earth and good will toward men ,” or

and missionary character is in sub- to preach the gospel, the good news

stance the same,we now add, that of salvation, which is ofprecisely

a greater than Perer or Paul, is the same import. He was occupied

here. The Lord Jesus Christ him . with his mission for more than thir

self, is expressly called an apostle, ty years ; and in several of the last

or missionary ,Heb.iii . 1 : “ Where- years of its continuance, he travel

fore, holy brethren, partakers of the led several times, on foot, through

heavenly calling, consider the apos- the whole land of Israel , labouring

tle and high priest of our profession, by day and by night, and often “not
.Christ Jesus." And CAMPBELL knowing whereto lay his head .”

translates John X. 36 : “ Do ye He performed the most astonishing

charge him with blasphemy, whom acts of kindness and benevolence

the Father hath consecrated his wherever he went, and always pro

apostle to the world :" And John claimed the good news which he

xvii. 3 , “ Now this is life eternal to came to publish . He endeavoured

know thee, the only true God , and to persuade all descriptions of the

Jesus the Messiah, thy apostle :" people,high and low , rich and poor,

And the 18th verse of the same learned and ignorant, moraland

chapter, “ As thou hast made me immoral, to avail themselves of the

thy apostle to the world, I have benefits and blessings ofthe gospel .

made them my apostles to the At length he finished his mission,

world .” If the reader would see by laying down his life “ a ransom

the strong ground on which the jus- for many" -making a complete
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atonement for the sins of his people the people of his charge : that set

to the end of the world.
tled pastors are bound to supply

It also appears that the Redeemer places destitute of the gospel by

chose a certain number of his disci- their personal labours, to the ut

ples to bestatedly with him ,during most of their power ; and bound to

the three last years of his mission, advocate and aid missions to the

that they might be instructed and Heathen , Mahometans, and Jews,

prepared for the work to which he with all their exertions, influence,

had destined them ; and that the and means of whatever kind .

very night in which he was betrayed 2. That no one ought to devote

to be crucified , and in his last inter- his life to the missionary vocation,

cessory prayer to his heavenly Fa- without a diligent, careful, and com

ther, he declared that he had con- petent preparation for that voca

stituted them apostles, or missiona- tion . The apostles were thús pre

ries, in the same manner ashe had ' pared by Christ; Timothy was thus

been constituted himself . He re- prepared by the apostle Paul;and
newed and ratified this constitution was commanded to see that his suc

after his resurrection from the dead, cessors were thus prepared.

in the formal commission and com- 3. That a well qualified and

mand , “ Go ye therefore, and teach faithful missionary to “ the dark

all nations, baptizing them in the places of the earth ,” is the most

name of the Father,and of the Son , eminent and distinguished of the

and of the Holy Ghost ; teaching ambassadors or ministers of Christ.

them to observeall things whatso- He is primus inter pares.* He pos

ever I have commanded you." It sesses the highest and most honour

further appears, that by a gracious able station in the church militant.

promise, which accompanied and He needs, of course, a high degree
closed the commission to those who of grace, and especially of the grace

were originally appointed , it was of humility and self-denial ; not

their Lord's intention that there only that he may “ not be exalted

should be a succession of missiona- above measure” by his office , but

ries “ to the end of the world :” that he may bear patiently all the

that, accordingly, they did appoint trials, and performall the laborious

and commission holy and faithful duties and humbling services, which

men to be their successors, when he must perform if he is faithful to

they should be called away by death ; his trust. Accordingly, it has been

and that one of them, under the ever found, that faithful and suc

guidance of inspiration , left an in- cessful missionaries have been men

junction to a favourite missionary, of eminent piety, and of great hu

whom he had himself ordained , in mility and self -denial.

these words, “ The things which 4. That every professing Chris

thou hast heard of me, among many tian ought to regard missionary en

witnesses, commit thou to faithful terprises as the most important
men, who shall be able to teach concerns on earth . It was, as we

others also .” have seen , on such an enterprise,

It is believed that the following and to organize a system of such

inferences follow legitimately from enterprises, extending to the end of
the statement now made. the world , that the Son of God came

1. That every minister of the from heaven, and spent among ene

gospel should consider himself as mies and persecutors, a life of la

sent of Christ, to render missionary bour, humiliation , and self -denial,

services: that these services are to and at last died a death of infamy

be performed, by a settled pastor,

chiefly, but not exclusively, among * First among equals.
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .extreme, and of agony inconceiva

ble. There is no other imaginable “ Te Regem Dominumque canam , dum

object, however benevolent in it- lucida volvet

self, for which the Son ofGod would
Lucidus astra polus,

havedone this, or for which it would Luce canam te, nocte canam te ; nulla
Et unicum colam Deum .

have been necessary that he should carebit

do it. From his throne in heaven , Laudibus hora tuis,

he could have given the command, Rerum Creator et salus. ” _ BUCHANAN .

as he now gives it , and empires The whole universe, material as

would have risen or fallen, nations well as spiritual, was called into ex

have been emancipated , slaves have istence for the purpose of manifest

become freemen , wise laws have ing and declaring the glory of God.

been enacted, and social happiness, This grand object is attained in dif

in every form , have been effectual- ferent methods, according to the
ly advanced. But to redeem and different nature of various beings.

evangelize a world, it behoved him The irrational part of thevast crea

to come in person into that world ; tion praises the Most High by af.

and to labour and suffer and die. fording indications of his power and

This, therefore, is the most import- glory, and thus conducting more

ant concern or cause in theworld exalted beings up to thegreat First

-the greatest in its design , the no- Cause. But intellectual creatures

blest in its nature , and the happiest have a higher office ; it is their pro

in its effects. Every real Christian vince not only to perceive the ex

is solemnly enlisted to support this istence of God , but to adore and

cause, and to endeavour its exten- praise him. They are endowed

sion , by the exertion of all his pow. with faculties by which they may

ers and the employment of all his see in some measure the character
means. If he refuse to do this, of their Maker, and with powers for

he acts beneath his character, he proclaiming his praise, and magni

dishonours his profession , he diso- fying his glorious name.
beys his Saviour, he violates his Such, however, is the degraded

covenant vows. He is not to state of that race of intelligences

consider this as a by -business, but to which we belong, that this great

the main concern of life. He is, end of their being is generally for

therefore, not to content himself gotten and disregarded - every
with giving it a cold good wish, other object is preferred before it.

and apittance of his property. He . An agonizing struggle isrequired
is to be more anxious for its suc- to unlink the inind from the massy

cess than for the success of any fetters that chain it to earth, and
other cause or business. He is to no inherent power can give it suffi

pray for it when he lies down and cient buoyancy to make it mount,

when he rises up ; he is to counte- in acts of worship,towards the seat

nance and recommend it by the of the Almighty. Its fatses are

whole weight of his character and vitiated, so that sin seems sweet,

influence ; he is to plead for it with and the soul closes its eyes upon
all the eloquence he possesses ; he God, and will not be persuaded

is to defend it with all his ener- that he is infinitely lovely, but pet
gies , and in opposition to all the tinaciously continues to fasten its

scorn and hostility of its enemies ; longing regards and warmest af

and he is to contribute to it liberal- fections upon the objects which
ly, and cheerfully,and joyously - of gratify that host of unrighteous de
his abundance, if he possess abun- sires which gained access at the

dance, and if poverty be his lot, fall.

every mite that of his poverty he can But thanks be rendered to our

save and spare. EVANGELIST. God , that all the natives of our

Vol. II.-- Ch. Adv. K
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world are not left in this state of “ Speak ye who best can tell, ye sons of

degradation and ruin . There is a light,

scattered and despised people even
Angels; for ye behold him, and with

songs,
on this globe (which we would fain

And choral symphonies, day without

hope is the only province of our night,

King's dominions which has for- Circle his throne rejoicing ; ye in heaven;

saken its allegiance) , even her
On earth join all ye creatures to extol

Him first, bim last, him midst, and with- .
there is a race whom God has

out end ." - MILTON . "

chosen as the heralds of his charac

ter and attributes ; whom he has Or in the words of the Royal

called by his name, and permitted Saint whom the Christian poet has

to commune with himself. The in these lines imitated, " Praiseye

adopted child of grace is sometimes him , sun and moon ; praise ye him,
enabled to see things as they really all his hosts. Praise him ye hea

exist, and to estimate justly the ven of heavens.- Praise him in the

pleasures which are the idols of heights. Praise ye him, all his

the ungodly ; to perceive their emp- angels; praise ye him , all his

tiness, their inadequacy to render hosts !" _ And as he rises in the

happy a soul born from heaven , work of praise, faith adds new pi

and to catch a transient but enrap- nions to his spirit, till he loses

turing glimpse of the divine loveli- sight of allthings below, and seems

ness. The sight is transforming, to inhale that etherial atmosphere

and the soul seems to beam forth , in which the spirits of the just re

as if by reflection, some faint re- side.

semblance of the brightness of Je- This subject is one which from

hovah , and to be changed into the the nature of the Eternal , stretches

same image. At such a moment, to infinity, and cannot be fully un

the world ,as it regards his percep- folded by a mortal. The act of

tions, is annihilated ; or rather he which we speak , is the highest con

is dead to all carnal impressions, ceivable employment that a crea

and is alive to nothing but that ture can attempt. Who can de

flood of bliss poured out upon him scribe the glories of the unsearcha

by the blessed 'Spirit. ble God ? It would be impiety in
It is then that the Christian is the most transcendently glorious

prompted to cry out, as did David , seraph to pretend to determine how

Iwillextol thee,my God, O King ; much praise God deserves. It
and I will bless thy name forever would exceed the abilities of Ga

and ever. Praise ye the Lord. briel to inform us of the bliss ex

Praise the Lord,O my soul. While perienced inthe work of celestial

I live I will praise the Lord : I will adoration. How low then must be

sing praises unto my God while I our conceptions of its nature ! What

have any being ! " can we know , creatures of yester

Words are insufficient to express day, blinded by sin - hemmed in by

the amount of praise which he de- the obstructions of this world of
sires to send forth towards his sense.

Lord ; and the little tribute of af . To adore God in a perfect man

fectionate adoration which he is ner, a proper view of his character

able to embody in the barren lan- is necessary. Alas, how then in
guage of earth, seems so insignifi- this life can we ever do more than

cant, so disproportioned to the ob- lisp his praise ? His image reaches
ject praised, that he invokes all us faint and distorted , as a ray

created things to join in his an- transmitted from one to another of

them , and implores the assistance a thousand imperfect mirrors. Not

of sinless beings. that he is left without a witness,
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for the heaven, and the earth, and succeeding, the portion of scripture

all nature whisper something of his for the day was read to him. It

glories ; and revelation pourtrays was taken out of Bogatsky's Golden

his character with truth , as far as is Treasury: “ By the grace of God,

necessary, for our present uses. I am what I am . ” Itwas the pious

But the loveliest scene is gazed man's custom on these occasions,

upon in vain at midnight. Unless to make a short familiar exposition

the Spirit of God supply us with on the passage read. After the

light, all the picture is to us a reading of this text, he paused for

blank. And even when through free some moments, and then uttered

acts of favour this heavenly book the following affecting soliloquy:

is rendered luminous, our minds “ I am not what I ought to be! Ah !

see obscurely and in part, like a how imperfect and deficient !-I am

diseased eye, to which the most en- not what I wish to be ! I abhor

chanting prospect is tinged with what is evil ,' and I would cleave to

false hues, and enveloped in delu- what is good !' - I am not what I

sive mists, hope to be Soon, soon , I shall

If exalted exercises of praise to put off mortality ; and with morta

God be then so difficult of attain- lity all sin and imperfection ! Yet,

ment, and so little known, and yet though I am not what I ought to be,

so important and delightful, let us nor what I wish to be, nor what I

strive to acquire deeper impres- hope to be, I can truly say, I am

sions of our defects in this divine not what I once was- a slave to sin

science ; let us wrestle with the and Satan ; and I can heartily join

Angel ofthe Covenant for heaven- withthe apostle, andacknowledge ;

ly aid. Let us employ ourselves By the grace of God, I am what I

in humble efforts to praise God am ! Let us pray !”

aright, according to the measure of

ourpresent powers and knowledge, TO MISS HANNAH MORE,

and let us look forward with brighter By the Rev. John Newton, written in her

and more longing anticipations to Album, (at Cowslip Green , her resi

that state of purity and happiness , dence,) when asked to insert his name,

where they rest not day nor night
previous to seeing her, as was the cus

saying." Holy,holy, holý Lord God
Almighty ! which was,andis, and why should youwish a name like mine

Within your book to stand,
is to come. ” CYPRIAN. Withthose who shone and those who shine

As worthies of our land ?

What will the future age have gained,

When my poor name is seen,

From knowing I was entertained

By you at Cowslip Green ?

The followinganecdotes of the Rather let me record a name
iate Rev. JohnNewton, have re

That shall adorn your page,

cently beenpublished in Britain. Which, like thesun, is still thesame,
And shines from age to age :

We believe they are not to be found

in any
of the printed collections of Jesus,who found mewhen I stray'd

his works.
In Afric's dreary wild,

Who for my soul a ransom paid ,
And made his foe a child.

Two or three
years

before the He taught my wild blasphemous tongue

death of this eminent servant of To aim at pray'r and praise,

Christ, whenhis sight was become To makebis gracemythemeand song,

And guided all my ways.

so dim, that hewas no longer able
to read , an aged friend andbrother A pattern nowof mercy's power,

Where'er I stand is seen,

in the ministry, now living, called Such asI think wasneer before

on him to breakfast. Family prayer Beheld at Cowslip Green .

tom.

ANECDOTES OF NEWTON.
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TRANSLATION.

LATIN HYMN OF FRANCIS XAVIER.
Non ut in cælo salves me,

Aut ne æternum damnes me,

This justly celebrated hymn has Aut præmii ulliusspe;

often been republished ; but as we
Sed sicut tu amasti me,

think it well have a place in
Sic amo, et amabo te ;

may Solum quia rexmeus es,,

every religious miscellany,wein- Et solum quia Deus es.
sert it in ours - with the best trans

lation we have been able to select,

out of several which we have seen,

But no translation we have ever My God , my Saviour, thee I love,

seen, comes near to the simplici- Not for the hope ofjoys above,

ty and tenderness of the original.
Not for the fears of pains below

What love from fear or hope can flow ?

O Deus ! ego amo te,

Nec amo te ut salves me,
Thou on the cross didst me embrace ,

Aut quia non amantes te
While bloody sweats bedewed thy face :

Æterno punis igne.
For me, O God, thoudeign'st to bear

Tu, tu, mi Jesu ! totum me
The shameful cross, the nails, the spear.

Amplexus es in cruce ; Thy precious blood for me did flow ,

Tulisti clavos, lanceam , For me thou drank'st the cup of wo,

Multamque ignominiam , Died'st on the ignominious tree
Innumeros dolores, For me, poor sinner, all for me.

Sudores, et angores,

Ac mortem ; et hæc propter me, And can I then ungrateful prove ,

Et pro me peccatore.
And not return thee love for love ?

Cur igitur non amem te, Let heaven or hell my portion be,

O Jesu amantissime! Still, Jesus, still I must love thee .

Aeviews.
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PP. 48.

NATURE OF THE ATONEMENT. A Dis- learn, by the advertisement pre

course delivered Aug.17, 1823,in fixed, that it consisted chiefly of

the Chapel of the TheologicalSe- theological students ; anditappears

minary, Andover. By JamesMur. thatit was published at theirre

dock , D.D.,Brown Professorof quest,and was designed to aid

Sac. Rhet. and Eccles. Hist. in the them in forming their opinionson

Seminary. Publishedby the Stu- The subject likewise which the
the important subject discussed .”

dents of the Institution . Andover,
Flagg & Gould , Printers. 8vo: preacher undertakes to treat, the

nature of the atonement, is one than

which , none in the whole range of

This is a sermon of one of the theology is more interesting . In

professors of the oldest of our theo- addition to all , we are in a degree
logical institutions, and certainly directly concerned in the religious

oneof the most respectable and im- sentiments taught and imbibed in

portant, whether we take into view the Andover institution . Its pụ

its ample endowments, the learning pils are freely invited to preach ,

of its professors, orthe number of and often become settled pastors,

its pupils. Every thing proceeding in the Presbyterian churches. For

from such a quarter, comes with these reasons wenot only think it

peculiar force, and possesses an in- a matter of propriety to give to our

terest which does not belong to readers a careful review of this ser

common productions. Thecharac. mon, but we feel ourselves bound in

ter of the audience to which this duty to examine it closely ; and if

discourse was delivered seems also we find it erroneous, to bear a very

to increase the interest ; for we explicit testimony againstits errors.
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course.

The text of this discourse is but we cannot say that we have be

taken from Rom . iii . 25, 26. fore observed it, in those who have

“ Whom God hath set forth to be a
recently favoured the world with

propitiation, through faith in his blood, to their writings.

declare his righteousness for the remis- Perhaps we shall appear fasti

sion of sins that are past, through the for- dious when we object to the dis
bearance ofGod ; to declare, 1 say, atthis play of literature , and especially

just, and the justifier of him whichbe of German literature, in thisdis

lieveth in Jesus." We cannot but be of opi

nion that there is more parade of

No production of Dr. Murdock's authors in the margin than the oc

pen has before fallen under our no- casion required . What need was

tice. But although he has hitherto there to send us to Germany for

been less known to the publick, authorities to establish such a sen

than his learned and respectable timent as this " An offended God
colleagues ; yet, we are of opinion , will make his own terms, and who

that as far as learning and talents can tell what they will until he

are concerned, this discourse will reveals them ? We are at a loss

detract nothing from the literary to conjecture what new light these

reputation of that important semi- learned men can cast on this plain

nary. The style is bold , free, and proposition ; which we think might

forcible ; and if here and there very safely have been left to the

some carelessness is observable, it good sense of Dr. M.'s hearers.

creates no disgust in our minds. But the truth is that we would not
We are even pleased to see a have noticed this circumstance, if

preacher so absorbed with themag- it had not appeared to us to mani

nitude of his subject, as to forget festa disposition, which we ex

the nice collocation of words, and ceedingly regret to observe is be
studied embellishments of diction ; coming prevalent - a disposition to

and although manifest imperfec- defer too much to German criticks,

tions of this kind are usually cor- and German theologians. That the

rected when pulpit compositions most distinguished writers and pro

are committed to the press, yet if fessors in that country, are not at

an author, whose matter is excel- present safe guides in matters of

lent, chooses to letthem remain, he faith, seems to be admitted by the
shall do it without offence to us. most liberal among us ; yet it ap

We think, that the candid and ju- pears to be taken for granted, that
dicious reader will not refuse to we may make the lexicons, scholia,

Dr. Murdock some talent for pro- and commentaries of these men

found and discriminating investi- our standard books, without any
gation ; and his disposition to trace danger. But if deists and Soci-

every opinion as far as possible, to nians are permitted to compose our

its first principles, and to bring lexicons of the original tongues,
every doctrine, however venerable and our critical commentaries on

for antiquity, to the test of rigid the text of sacred scripture, they

inquiry, is laudable. We feel con- need not be concerned about our

strained , however, to qualify this creeds and symbols of doctrine

commendation by remarking, that undermine the foundation and the

Dr. M. is too dogmatical for our superstructure must fall. The fact

taste: by which we mean, that he really is , that some of the German

often asserts peremptorily, where commentators, whose works are in

he ought to prove conclusively. highest repute in this country, are
Professors, who are accustomed to as openly deists as Hume or Gib

dictate ex cathedra , are , perhaps, bon . They are not afraid to say,

in danger of contracting this habit; that the early history of the Jews,

1
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recorded in the Bible, is fabulous; the opinion, that these books must

that the Mosaic account of the crea- be possessed , cost what they may,

tion is repugnant to true philoso- and let theprice come from whence

phy ; and that inspiration never it may. We admit that it is alto
existed. Is it really come to that gether proper, that such works

pass, that we must be dependent should be in the hands of profes

on such men to inform us what sors, and such as are called upon

is the true meaning of scripture to refute their errors ; and we make

Is there no danger that they may no objection to students reading

insidiously obscure or pervert the such works, where they enjoy the

word of God ? And after all , what best aid to enable them to detect

do these boasted works contain the infidelity which insidiously
which cannot be found in other au- lurks in them . But this will not

thors ? It is a fact that the Scholia suffice. By some meansGerman

of Rosenmüller the younger , are theology is in vogue, and there is a

principally made up of scraps from pride in referring to a long list of

other books, and often in the very German authors; the natural in

words of the authors, with no other ference would be, that Germany

acknowledgment than the general was the land of sound theology;

mention made of their names at the but how far this is from beingthe

beginning of the work. And yet, fact, we have already hinted. We

according to the rising fashion , if wish to indulge in no undue seve

the authority of a commentator is rity, nor to deny to any set of men

needed,weare referred to this in- the praise which they have merited.

fidel. We do not speak at ran- Weare ready to acknowledge that

dom, when we call him an infidel ; in biblical criticism the Germans

the charge can be made out com- have laboured much, and as far as

pletely from his own works, so relates to the mere letter of the sa

highly prized by manyin ourcoun- cred text,notunsuccessfully ; but

try. And, in our opinion, there is let us beware, cautiously beware,

no vehicle of thepoison of error of the leaven of infidelity with which

and infidelity so effectual as a cri- many of their books abound.
tical exposition of the Bible. Here In the beginning of the 7th page

the unwary student, while he feels of the discourse before us, Dr. M.

as if he were drawing from the contracts the fundamentals of

fountain of life, is in reality im- Christianity within very narrow

bibing the streams of death . The limits. « For the attainment of

deleterious potion indeed is not salvation ," says he, " it may be suf

prepared in large draughts, but drop ficient that we know and believe

by drop is instilled into the unsus- firmly the simple fact, that there is

pecting mind. forgiveness with God, for the peni

Wedesire to ask , what sort of a tent believer, on account of some

system of theology that would be, thing which Christ has done or suf

which should be formed in exact fered .” This is certainly liberal

conformity with one of these com- enough ; for we cannot recollect
mentaries? Would it contain one that we ever saw or heard of any

fundamental article of revealed re- person bearing the Christian name,

ligion ? We think not. Yet these who would refuse his assent to this

are the authors who are honour. proposition . But perhaps there is

ed by a constant reference to their more implied than appears - per

writings, while our old standard haps the preacher would so explain
commentators are treated as un- his words as to include some cor

worthy of regard. And what is rect view of the character of Christ;
most to be deplored, young tyros otherwise we must think , that he

in theology are somehow led into has gone much too far in his libe
를
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sors .

rality. We shall be able to judge most entirely obscured in the dark

of this in the sequel . ages: And we were startled at hear

In thesamepage the learned pro- ing of the success of the adversa

fessor of Ecclesiastical History has ries of the doctrines of grace in de

given a brief sketch of the history tecting the errors of the reformers,

of the atonement from the earliest for wehad thought that these cham

ages to the present time, which, as pions of truth had been triumphant
a curiosity in this department of li- in all controversies on this subject.

terature, we shall present to the But no part of this statement of

reader, entire. facts surprised us more, than the ac

“ On few points in theology, has the count of the advancement of know

Christian church made greater progress in ledge within the last fifty years . It

knowledge. From the days of the earliest was as if some strange thing had
fathers to Martin Luther, there was a gra- come to our ears. We asked our

dual though not very rapid advance. selves, where this great light had
The reformers cast much light on the sub
ject. From that time, the adversaries of appeared ? What importantworks

the doctrinesof grace have, with eagle had been written on the atonement,

eyes, detected errors and mistakes in the in Europe or America, within that

writings of the reformers and their succes. period ? We knew, indeed , that in
Within thelast fifty years, thesub- the Unitarian controversy some

ject has undergone a niore full discussion
than ever ; and the advance in knowledge men had written ably in defence of

has, I conceive, been answerable to the a vicarious atonement, but we were

efforts made. One fact is noticeable, and not aware that they had disclosed
demands our gratitude to the Author of

all light: the believers in gratuitous justi. It wasalso within our knowledge,

any new views of this doctrine.

fication, both in Europe and America,

seem to be gradually coming to nearly that some pamphlets and smali

the same conclusions." books in this country, had been

written on this subject ; but we

It would seem from this sketch , were not prepared to hear, that in

that the darkest age of the church these, there was a more thorough

was that which immediately suc- and clear discussion of the nature

ceeded the apostles ; at least as it of the atonement than was ever be
relates to a knowledge of the atone. fore made. We were pleased to

ment - That knowledge was steadi- find here a reference to a note in

ly, though not rapidly, advancing the Appendix, and that the reader
through all the dark ages of Gothic may have a fair opportunity of judg

barbarity and Popish superstition ; ing how far ecclesiastical history
thattheadversaries of the doctrines willsupport her professor in hisas

of grace have detected errors and sertions, we will'insert a part of it .
mistakes in the writings of the re

formers and their successors ; and “ The death of Christ, they often con

finally that the subject of the atone- sidered in the light of a sacrifice forsin ;
menthas been more fully discussed, and often too, in that of a ransom paid for

and had more light cast upon it, dered allmen as having resigned them
the redemption of captives. They consi

within the last fifty years than ever selves up willing slaves of the god of this

before. Now all this was new to world ; who therefore had over them the

us ; for we had been accustomed to rights of a conqueror over captives . To

think, that in the earliest
rescue them from this captivity, Christ

the
ages, paid his own life a ransom . Thus Justin ,

fundamental truths of the gospel Trenæus, Clemens Alex . Tertullian, Origen,

were best understood, as being re- Basil, &c., who maintained that the ran

ceived immediately from the apos- som was paid to the devil . Indeed this

tles, or from men instructed by the was the general opinion in the earlier

apostles ; that soon the church be- ages. But Gregory Naz. Algustine, Atha.

nasius, and Ambrose, held that the ransom

gan to degenerate, and continued was paid to God; --a sentiment which was

declining until the gospel was al- generallyheld among the schoolmen.”
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That the opinion here ascribed ment to all sins, and not merely to

to the primitive church and earlier sins committed before baptism .

fathers, is correct, ought to have been But the theory of Anselm adopted

shown by undoubtedauthorities ; or by the reformers, weare next told,

at least thepassages in the Fathers, is incumbered with difficulties ; and

on which the opinion is founded, Grotius is mentioned as one, who

ought to have been so referred to, has exhibited a new scheme, which

that wemight have the opportunity it is said is now generally em

of judging for ourselves. As the braced by Protestants, and has

matterstands, we have it not in our nearly supplanted the scheme of

power to determine by any evi- Anselm.

dence furnished by Dr. M., how The only remark which we shall

much or how little truth there may make on this statement is, that we

be in this serious allegation against have good reason to believe, that

the earlier fathers, and the whole the reformers borrowed their ideas

primitive church . But we believe of the atonement directly from the

the true state of the case to be, that word of God ; and that when they

some unguarded expressions, seem- 'availed themselves of human helps,

ing to have the import " that the they did not go to the schoolmen,

ransom of Christ was paid to the and to the dark ages, but to such

devil ," may be culled from the wri- men as Augustine, and others of the

tings of some of the earlier fathers; Fathers.

but that it was the general opinion As this new theory is doubtless

in the earlier ages,or that it was the one which ourauthor attempts

held by all the venerable men whose to explain and defend in this ser

names are mentioned in the note, mon ,we shall have opportunity of

we utterly disbelieve .
judging of its consistency before

And here let it be remembered , we are done.

that the real opinion of a writer The preacher commences his ex

..must not be determined from some position of the text, by a critical

one or two detached expressions examination of the principal words

which he may have inadvertently and phrases of which it consists.

used , but from an impartial analy . This is proceeding in a scholar-like

sis of all that he has written on manner ; for there is no sure me

the subject. We are much mis- thod of ascertaining the meaning of

taken , if Dr. M.would not find it any book, or any sentence in a

the most difficult task he everat- book, but by learning the true im

tempted, to sustain the allegation port of the words, phrases, and

which he has made, so dishonoura- figures which the author employs.

ble to many of the Fathers,and to the Nor does the sacred volume form

earlier ages of the church. At any any exception from this rule ; for

rate, as he hasproduced no evidence if God condescends to speak to us

whatever of his assertion (except in the language of men, he expects
a reference to another list of learn. us to understand him according to

ed authors), we shall indulge our- the true meaning of the words used ;

selves in incredulity on this point, otherwise a revelation would be

until the proofshall appear. useless, or rather no revelation to

But although Dr. M. allows that us. But whilewe approve Dr. M.'s

“ the reformers cast much light on method of arriving at the sense of

this subject,” yet it appears from the text, we cannot say that we

this note, that they adopted the think his interpretation altogether

opinions of Anselm, who lived in satisfactory. He takes not the

the eleventh century ; and that least notice of a clause of the 25th

their chief merit consisted in ex- verse, which by some learned com

tending the efficacy of the atone- mentators is thought to have a very
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or

important bearing on the meaning places where it occurs in this epis

of the whole context: we refer to tle ; and this is but one of a thou

these words, for the remission of sand instances to show , that this

sins that are past, through the for- admired lexicographer is an unsafe

bearance of God. It may be, that Dr. guide in the interpretation of the

M.did not think it necessary to his New Testament.

main design to explain this clause ; The other interpretation which

but certainly it behoved him to Dr. M. endeavours to set aside, is

give its general meaning; and that that which understands this phrase

his own interpretation might stand, to mean, that justifying righteous.
it was necessary to prove, that the ness which God has revealed and

sense put on these words by Coc- will accept; but let the preacher

ceius, Macknight, and others, is not here speak for himself.

correct. Butour chief objection is

to his method of disposing of the “Some suppose the righteousness of

phrase ans d'exacomuns avrov, which attributes,but that righteousness which
God to denote here, not one of the divine

he explains to mean, “ the perfect God accepts and makes theground of a

holiness and uprightness of God's sinner's justification; or what had just

character as a moral governor,'» before beendenominated the righteous

“ the rectitude of his views . ness of God without the law ,' and the

and proceedings as moral governor Jesus Christ.:* But this would besup
righteousness of God which is by faith in

of the universe. " The method posing the righteousness of God to be

which he pursues to support this nothing different from the propitiation it

interpretation is, by endeavouring self ; between which two things, thetext

to set asideother interpretations; the means employed , and the effectpro

but according to this method of duced . The propitiation was intended

exegesis, it was incumbent on hin for an exhibition, or,it was an exhibition,
to show the incorrectness of all of the righteousnessofGod. That which

other interpretations which have is employed solely as the means of exhi

been given by learned men. But biting something else which wewish to

this he has not attempted ; he has played. To bear themeaning contended
display, cannot be the very thing dis

only considered two, and therefore for, the text should read: Whom God

if it be granted that he has suc- hath set forth as a propitiation, that is,

ceeded in setting these aside, it hath caused to become his righteousness."

does not follow that his own must Our first remark on this passage

stand.
is, that the objection here made ap

That interpretation of the text
which Dr. M.takes most pains to pears to us very feeble. The difficul
overthrow, is the one which makes tystarted is certainly not very tan

dixavorumn to mean goodness, besible to get hold of it. But so far as
gible, so that we find it scarcely pos

nignity, or compassion ; and we are
we can give it body and shape, it

of opinion that the reasons offered
amountsto this, that according to

to show that it is incorrect, are
this view of the text, propitiation

sufficient; for the word is never
and righteousness are the same

used in this sense by the writers of

the New Testament. But this not- first to be the meansand the last
thing, but the text represents the

withstanding, we think, thatthe the effect. But when the effect

phrase, thus interpreted , makes a
produced is the manifestation of

more consistent sense, than that
some truth , and the means some im

adopted by the preacher ; and if a
portant fact or transaction , the two

long list of German authorities can

establish any thing, they might rea
things are not properly distinct.

dily be producedin favour of this
* “ See IVhitby, in loc , and Discourse

interpretation. Schleusner gives on Imputation , in his Com . on N. T. vol.
this meaning to the phrase in most II. p. 228.

Vol. II. - Ch . Adr. L
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For example, the execution of the explain what that gospel contained .

penalty of thelaw on an offender “ For therein ,” says he," the right

is the means of exhibiting thejus- ousness of God is revealed from
tice of government; and how futile faith to faith : as it is written , the

would be the objection, that this just shall live by faith .” Is it not

was justice itself, and therefore most evident that by the righteous.
could not be the means of exhibit- ness of God,he means, themethod

ing justice? But secondly we re- of obtaining life by faith in Christ?
mark , that propitiation and justi. Certainly , he cannot mean , that the

fying righteousness are not pre- rectitude or justice of God was re

cisely the same, in the view of those vealed to faith : this would be no

who give this interpretation: the ' gospel; and his proof from the Old
latterincludes more than the for- Testament would have no meaning,

mer, and therefore the objection is Here let it be distinctly noticed,

not well founded ; and we see no that when Paul would announce in

absurdity or inconsistency in say, a summary mannerthe substance

ing, that Christ was set forth to be of the gospel, he selects this very

a propitiation in order that such a phrase to express it . But before
justifying righteousness might be he could with propriety proceed in

declared, or exhibited, as God explaining thismethod of salvation ,

would accept. But although we he must prove that all men were

believe that the interpretation here sinners and under condemnation ,

attempted to be set aside is sub- and consequently needed this gos

stantially correct , yet we are of pel method of justification. There

opinion, that it does not give the fore he turns aside to establish this

precise and full import of the truth, both in relation to the Gen

phrase ons doxa soruinsautou. This is tiles and Jews, and having com
themost important phrase in Paul's pleted his demonstration, and

Epistle to the Romans, and the drawn the inevitable conclusion,

right understanding of it will be a that by the deeds of the law no flesh

sort of key to the whole epistle ; should be justified ,he returns to the

and a mistake in regard to it tends consideration of the gospel, and

to spread confusionthrough all his uses the identical phrase which he

reasoning. Now we lay it down as had employed in the commence

a sound rule of interpretation, that ment: But now the righteousness

when an author in a discourse, con- of God , without the law is mani

sistingof a chain of close reason- fested, being witnessed by the law

ing, selects some words or phrases and the prophets. Can there exist
toexpress his most important ideas, a doubt that these words have the

these wordsor phrases should be same sense here as in the 17th

understood in une uniform sense, verse of the first chapter ?-If there

unless there be some clear indica- could , the apostle ' has provided

tion, that the writer has in some in- against it, in the following verse.
stances employed them in a differ . Even the righteousness ofGod,
ent sense. which is by faith of Jesus Christ,

Let this rule be applied to the unto all and upon all that believe.

case before us, and whatever other Thus far all is plain, and Dr. M.

effect it may have, it will com- seems to admit, that in the pas- ,

pletely overthrow that interpreta- sages just quoted, there is refer

tion which has been adopted by Dr. ence to a justifying righteousness.

Murdock. The phrasen doxanoouve The apostle goes on to say,by way.

Tov Jeov first occurs in chap.i. verse of further explanation - For all

17, where the apostle, having de- have sinned and come short of the

clared that he was not ashamed of gloryof God : being justified freely

the gospel of Christ, proceeds to by his grace through the redemption
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that is in Christ Jesus ; whom God had said , this justification is by

hath set forth to be a propitiation , grace through the redemption of
through faith in his blood, to de- Christ ; but this redemptionis ef

clare his righteousness for the re- fected by setting forth Christ as a

mission of sins that are past through propitiation, which becomes effec

the forbearance of God ; to des tual through faith in his blood ; and
clare, I say, at this time his right thus a foundation is laid for declar

eousness ; that hemightbe just,and ing, or exhibiting the method ofjus
the justifier of him which believeth tification which God hath appoint
in Jesus.

ed , by whichpast sins are forgiven .

Here let it be remembered, that And the exhibition of this method of

we have ascertained the general justification is necessary to show that

meaning of the phrase in question, God is just in the justification of a

as hitherto employed — that the believing sinner ; for if this method

same phrase is used both in the of justification did not include a

25th and 26th verses - for n doxalo- propitiation for sin, then it would
FUVA autov, is precisely the same as not be just to justify the sinner,

z dixclorurn tov Seov, except that the even if he did believe. This, we
pronoun is used for the noun . And are persuaded , is the true import

it should be carefully observed, of the apostle's reasoning, and it

that the subject is so far from be- will be confirmed by considering
ing changed, that the connexion is the other passages where this

of the closest possible kind , so that phrase occurs.

the sentence is not completed until We do not think it necessary to

after the words of the text are in- inquire into the different senses, in

troduced and then we would ap- which the word dixclocuin is used in

peal to any one, whether in the this epistle, when found in connex
same breath, in the same sentence, ion with other words : our opinion

in explaining the same subject, the is that dixaloruin tov Srov is a phrase

same phrase distinctly mentioned, of definite and uniform import, and

and emphatically reiterated, can be that through the whole epistle, the

supposed, without the greatest ne- apostle never loses sight of the
cessity, to have an entirely differ- sense in which he used it when he

ent meaning ? and a meaning too commenced. And this will appear

not authorizedby the usage of the more evidently, if we attend to the

Apostle Paul in this epistle, or in only other passage (except one,

any of his writings ? If so, then we which shall be presently noticed ),

shall despair of ever being certain where it is used . In the beginning

of his meaning, when he uses the of the tenthchapter,Paul expresses
plainest language. his ardent desire and prayer to God

But what necessity is there in for his unbelieving countrymen,
this case, for supposing any change that they might be saved. He al

in the use of this phrase ? The lows that they had a zeal for God,

scope of the apostle is to explain but not according to knowledge.
that way of life, or method of jus- Then in the third verse, he points

tification, which is revealed in the out the great error into which they

gospel. He had called it over and had fallen, in regard to the way of
over again, the righteousness of salvation. “ For they being igno
God. În the 24th verse, he ex- rant of God's righteousness, and

presses his meaning most clearly : going about to establish their own

Being justified freely by his grace, righteousness, have not submitted

through the redemption thatis in themselves unto the righteousness of

Christ Jesus. Then follow the God." Here we have precisely the

words of the text, whom God hath same form ofexpression as was re

set forth, &c. It is as though he peatedly used before ; and we sup
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THE MORAL DIGNITY OF THE MIS

pose that scarcely a man could be conjecture ; for if his object had

found, who would not agree that been to select one the most adverse

the apostle by God's righteousness, to his own interpretation, he could

means the gospel method ofjustifi- not have succeeded better.

cation, in opposition to that which We have not paid so much at

was by the law. But if a doubt tention to the exposition of the

could remain on any mind, it must text, because we think that Dr.

be removed by the explanation M.'s theory of the atonement can

which he subjoins. “ For," says he, derive much advantage from his

“ Christ is the end of the law for own interpretation, as will be shown

righteousness to every one that be- presently; but because we consi

lieveth. For Moses describeth the dered it important to give, whatwe

righteousness which is of the law , believe to be, the true import of this

that the man which doeth those interesting part of scripture.

things shall live by them . But the ( To be continued .)

righteousness which is of faith
speaketh on this wise," & c. Here

the righteousness of God is first set

in opposition to that righteousness SIONARY ENTERPRISE. A Sermon

which the unbelieving Jews went
about to establish , andwhich is de

delivered before the Boston Bap

nominated their own righteousness ;
tist Foreign Mission Society , on

the evening of Oct. 26, and before
next, this righteousness of God is

the Salem Bible Translation So
described to be that which is con

stituted by Christ becoming the end
ciety, on the evening of Nov. 4,

of the law ; and finally, it is con
1823. By F. Wayland,jun.Pas

trasted with the righteousness de
torof the First Baptist Church

in Boston. Published by request.
scribed by Moses, the substance of

Boston , James Loring, 1824. pp .
which was, the man that doeth these

39.

things shall live by them, and is

called the righteousness which is of So manymissionary sermons have

faith. been preached and published within

We have omitted to notice one the last thirty years,the last thirty years, that any thing

passage, in which this phrase is novel in such addresses, cannot

found , chap. iii. v. 5, where it is often be expected . The subject,

used incidentally, in stating the ob- however, is exceedingly. copious, as

jection of certain cavillers to the well as highly interesting, and of
doctrine preached by Paul. And such a subject genius will seldom

although we admit, that at first fail to find somenew and striking
view, it seems to refer to the attri- method of illustration A method

bute of God's justice, yet we are of this description has, we think,

persuaded that an impartial exami- been happily hit upon by the author
nation of the context will result in of this discourse, whose talents are

the opinion , that even here, the certainly ofno ordinary kind . The

apostle has not departed in the least text of the sermon is Matt. xii. 38 :

from that sense which he at first « The field is the world ." In an in

gave the words. In regard to this troduction of nine pages, he treats

point, however, we can do no more on the emotions which are produced

than refer to thejudicious commen- by what critics have denominated
tary of Dr. Whitby on the place : the subLIME. He speaks of the
and let him also be consulted on sublime in natural objects, in the

the other passages in which this energies of intellect, in the great
phrase occurs. Why Dr. M. has ness of moral purpose and enter

referred us to the opinion of this prise- in patriotism and in philan

commentator on his text, we cannot thropy in the characters and con
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ductof WASHINGTON, and HOWARD, too , of the equally pertinent and

and Clarkson. He remarks, " that powerful reasonings,and exemplifi

to that enterprise alone has been cations, and appeals, which are

awarded the meed of sublimity, of found in maintaining the positions

which the conception was vast, the which he undertook to establish .

execution arduous, and the means He concludes with showing that the

to be employed simple but effi- great cause which he advocates is

cient. ” After having shown that one “ in which every one of us is

the dignity of human nature is ap- permitted to do something."-1 .
parent in our capacity for sublime “ You may assist by your prayersam

sentiments, he says " Whilst the 2. by your personal exertions

general assertion is true, that he 3. by your pecuniary contribu

(man ] is awake to all that is sub- tions."

Time in nature, and much that is Mr. WAYLAND is wholly unknown

sublime in morals, there is reason to us- -We never indeed heard of

to believe that there is a single class him till this sermon was put into

of objects, whose contemplation our hands. But wehope that both

thrills all heaven with rapture, at we and the publick at large will

which he can gaze unmelted and hear of him often in time to come.

unmoved. The pen of inspiration Talents like his , consecrated as

has recorded , that the cross of they appear to be, to the best of

Christ, whose mysteries the angels causes, ought not to be confined in

desire to look into, was to the taste- their exertions to a narrow circle.

ful and erudite Greeks, foolishness . The style of this discourse is mani.

And we fear that cases analogous festly elaborate. There is a selec

to this may be witnessed at the pre- tion of language and a terseness in

sent day. But why, my hearers, the periods, not often met with in

should it be so ? Why should so pulpit publications -- Quite as much

vast a dissimilarity of moral taste perhaps as is desirable. We did

exist between seraphs who bow be- indeed fear, while we were reading

fore the throne, and men who wor- the introduction , that we should find

ship from the footstool ?” After in the sequel some sacrifice of truth

something more in this strain, the to literature and taste that the

preacher avows it to be his design former at least would be made tri

to show , " that this very missionary butary to the latter,and not the lat

cause combines within itself the ter, as they always oughtto be, only

elements of all that is sublime in handmaids to the former. But we

human purpose, nay, combines them were very agreeably disappointed .

in a loftier perfection than any In the progress of the discussion,

other enterprise, which was ever every thing is made to bear direct
linked with the destinies of man .” ly and powerfully on the great con

In prosecuting this design , he says, cern of evangelical missions. The

“ We shall direct your attention to glow of piety which manifests itself

the grandeur of the object ; the ar- as he lays down his method, in

duousness of its execution ; and the creases in ardour to the close of his

nature of the means on which we discourse. We rejoice to see such

rely for success.” We wish we an employment of sanctified talent;

could follow the eloquent preacher and we consider the numerous and

through his argument and illustra- increasing instances of such em
tionsunder these several heads of ployment, both in the sacred desk

discourse, and give extracts from and by secular men in every rank
each. Forbidden to do this by the of life, as one among many strong

limits to which we are confined, we indications, that the glorious things

can only express our approbation , " spoken of Zion the city of our

and we will add, our admiration God , ” are speedily to be realized.
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AN ADDRESS FOR THE BENEFIT OF

THE GREEKS.

in a country town, four hundred

Delivered in Tri
dollars were immediately collected

from the audience, for the benefit

nity Church, Newark , on Tues
of the Greeks.

day evening , January 13, 1824,
But we know not, after all, that

by William W. Miller, Esquire,

Counsellor at Law . Newark, N. of this eloquentaddress in the
we should have introduced a notice

J. Printedby W. Tuttle & Co. of the Christian Advocate,if Mr.pages

1824. pp. 22.
M. had not shown that he is himself

This publication , it appears, was such an advocate. But when we

made at the request of “ The com- see a young lawyer of distinguished

mittee appointed to carry into ef- talents, stand forth as the avowed

fect the arrangements connected friend of religion - of asylums, of

with the publick address forthe be missions, of all benevolent Chris

nefit of the Greeks,” in the town of tian efforts — we must be restrained

Newark, N.J.; and the committee by no ordinary hindrances, if he do

express a hope that by the publica- not receive the humble meed of our

tion, the author would “ further yet prompt and marked attention. We

more, the interest of those to whose shall therefore quote the following

benefit he had so greatly contri . appeal to his audience as Christians;

buted . ” Mr. M., in his short and although it will compel us to delay

modest reply, says- " I send you a till the coming month a short re

copyof my address in behalf of the view of a sermon, which we much

Greeks. I would simply remark , wished to insert in our present

that it was intended rather for the number. The extract is not select

ear , than the eye — it is an oration , ed as the best specimen of the

not an essay.7. Having carefully, speaker's eloquence, although we

and indeed eagerly, perused this think it a good one, but because it

address, we are prepared to say that best suits the nature of our work.

the pleasure of the audience must
“ As Christians, you profess obedience

have been great in hearing it,if to the mandates of the Saviour of men .

their ears were more gratified by At his advent be demolished the wall

what the speaker said, than our ofpartition'whichprejudice had reared
eyes have been by what he has between the nations ofthe earth, and

taughtwith God -like energy andpathos
written and printed . Yet his re- that all mankind are brethren . Hepro

mark was correctly just. The com- claimed, as thesum and substance ofthat

positionwas manifestly intended for law which has itsseat in the bosom of

oral delivery ; and if that circum- God ,and whose voice is the harmony of

stancewerenot considered, a part that others should do unto you, do yethe world'this simple rule- As ye would

of it, particularly the introduction, even so unto them . That yeare not un

would be exceptionable. Neither mindful of his precepts is evident, from

do we question that the whole, when those stupendouseffects ofyour benevo

enforced by an impressive elocu- lence which sogloriously distinguish the
tion, suchas we understandthat those stately asylumswhich your charity

modern from the ancient world ; from

Mr. M. possesses, and which we has erected for the alleviation of human

doubt not was tasked for its best wo; from those mighty efforts of good

efforts on this occasion, must have will which have despatched the Christian

had a much more powerful effect missionary with the glad tidings ofgreat

than the simple perception, from Will you turn aside from Greece ?The
joy to every nation in every clime.

the printed page, of the interesting Greeks are not only sufferingmen, but

truths and facts which are thus suffering Christians. They are contend .

communicated. All this however ing as well for religious as civil liberty .

may be recollected,and was by us, conscience ? Your fathers did . They purDo ye not know the value of liberty of

in thereading ; and we closed the sued it through blood and slaughter.To

oration with no surprise that, even find it, they fearlessly demolished the
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fabric of the British empire, and sought it false prophet; come and help us to res

eagerly among its ruins. Disappointed cue the Cross from reproach and con

in the search, they tempted the seas, and tempt; and when the storm of war is over

here here they found it; and underneath - when the heathen mosque becomes the

the oaks of a howling wilderness, they fell Christian temple ,the first act of regene

upon their knees and thanked their God rated Greece shall be, to kneel around the

for the blessing. The Greeks are fight- altars of the Redeemer, and present your

ing for the same inestimable blessing. alms as a memorial before God.” Let

They have their Bibles ; but as they open me not hear the narrow objection, that

the sacred page the light of the Crescent the Greek church differs in some parti

glares upon it, and the anthem of praise culars, from those to whichwe are at

to the Lamb that was slain , is interrupted tached . - So objected the Levite , and

by the discordant shout God is God and eternal truth haswritten against him shame

Mahomet is his prophet.' Christians of and reproach . So objected not, so acted

America, ye who worship God under your not, the good Samaritan .-- His portrait

own vines and fig trees, to you your breth- has been delineated by the hand of an

ren of Corinth and Mars-Hill appeal : yea unerring artist, in the ever during colours

the Macedonian cry " come over and help of Heaven , and handed down for our ad .

us,' is literally reiterated . Comeover and miration ; and while we gaze on the love.

help us to redeem the early abodes of ly picture, the divine monition is felt in

Christianity from the domination of the the soul, ' go thou and do likewise.""

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

The weather . The following extracts the wearer to exert his strength to the

give a pretty correct idea of the remark- best advantage as long as he retains any;

able weather we haveexperienced during it would stilitend to support him if total

the last month ; in addition to them we ly exhausted .

may state, that some of our early plants The tides. - M . de la Place, on Tues

have been in blossom , the gardens in day week, read to the French Academy

this city . of Sciences a memoir of greatimportance

Nerv York, Jan. 16. on the flux and reflux of the lides . Ever

We yesterday had the novel and pleas- since 1806, at the request of this profound

ing sight of beholding vessels descending mathematician, uninterrupted observa
the Hudson from Albany and Troy. We tions have been made at the port of Brest

understand that a similar circumstance on these phenomena. M. de la Place has

has not occurred since the year 1757. succeeded, by a rigorous appreciation of

Baltimore, Jan. 14.
the influence of the Sun and Moon, and

Susquehannah Trade. owing to the local circumstances, in resolving the most

long continuance of unusually mild wea
difficult problem respecting the causes of

the tides.
ther, seven arks, laden with the rich pro

duce of the Susquehannah, have descend- It is stated in the Missouri Republican,

ed the river to Port Deposit, within the that the number of emigrants to that state

last week , and others are on their way the past season, has been greater than in

down. A part of the produce arrived any year since 1819, and is supposed by
here yesterday. We note the descent of some to be equal to the aggregate of

produce by the Susquehannah at this those who have arrived in the three in .

time, from the remarkable circumstance of tervening years. They have generally

its having taken place in the month of proceeded up the Missouri, and towards

January Salt River .

Swimming .---From experiments made Improved Ship’s Compass .-- Lieutenant

at Portsmouth, by Lieutenant C. Morton, Littlewort has contrived a method, by

R. N. it appears that, by artificially aug ; which the ordinary hanging compass may

menting the surfaces of the hands and be converted intoan azimuth compass,so
feet, the art of swimming is susceptible that the masters of merchant vessels may
of being very much facilitated. The ap- have the benefit ofthislast instrument, with

paratuswhich Lieut. Morton has lately which they areseldom supplied. The han.
employed, and which, from its use, and dle by which the compass is suspended to

facility and similarity of application, he the roof of the cabin, is capable of being
denominates “ Marine propelling Gloves inverted, and of supporting the compass,

and Slippers,” possesses considerable by sliding in a groovemadein a box,which

buoyancy, and therefore, while it enables box is capable of motion on a centralpin
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fixed in the board on which the box about 500 in number, were nearly all de

stands; moveable sights and a stop are prived of their housesand of the means

also annexed , to enable it to act, when of subsistence , at a distance of several

required, as an azimuth compass. . A thousand miles from the nearest settle .

drawing and description of this compass, ment of their brethren , among the wild

will be found in the Transactions of the steppes of the Wolga.

Society of Arts, vol. xi. p . 70.
The cultivation ofthe grape vine has

The Church of the United Brethren , been prosecuted with considerable suc

(Moravians) has metwith a severe loss in
cess at Vevay, Indiana, this season . Six

the destruction of the settlement of Sa. persons alone manufactured 5,500 gal.

repta , by fire, on the 9th of August last.
lons.

This settlement is situated on the river A Literary and Historical Society , has

Wolga, 300 miles from Astracan . The been lately established at Quebec, under

church was saved, but nearly all the dwell- the patronage of the Earl of Dalhousie,

ing houses, with the manufactories, and governor in chief of LowerCanada, which

shops, and property to a great amount, promises to be of great utility, particular

estimated at 40,0001. sterling, became a ly in collecting and preserving the mate

prey to the flames, and the inhabitants, rials for the history of that province.

Heligious Intelligence.

In pursuance of the plan an- very recent date, we propose to

nounced in our last number, and fill the whole space of this de

the execution of which was then partment of our present number,

commenced, we shall continue to with a continuation ofwhat we have

give a summary exhibition of the begun, relative to Education Sucie

state, and operations, and prospects, ties. The subject is mostimportant.

of the various associations whose The report upon it to the last Gene

object is the promotion of Christian ral Assembly ought to have appear

piety, or the exercise of Christian ed in our pages beforenow .It may be

benevolence. We did hope to be of use to some Presbyteries thathave

able to observe a kind ofchronolo- not received the pamphlet of printed

gical order in the execution of our extracts . We earnestly recommend

plan; but from a number of causes, its perusalto all our readers.

which we shall not consume time in We have already taken some no

stating, we find that the observance tice of THE AMERICAN EDUCATION

of such an order is scarcely practi- SOCIETY, formed in 1815. We have

cable ; and if practicable ,would not remarked that it has the honour

be expedient. Nor do we think , on of having taken the lead in the im

reflection , that method in this busi- portant enterprise of selecting and

ness is in any view of much impor- educating gratuitously for the Gos

tance. The index of each volume, pel ministry, pious youth ofall Pro

when complete, will always direct testant denominations, whose want

to the page in which information of funds does not permit them to

that is needed may be found ; and obtain an education for themselves.”

while a volume is in progress, it This we believe is a correct state

will not be difficult to recollect, ment of fact. Yet it ought in jus

within a few pages, where it has tice to be remarked , that not only

been inserted. were there three Education Socie .

ties of a prior dateto this in the
EDUCATION SOCIETIES.

states of Maine and Massachusetts,

We began to give a view of these that is, two of Congregationalists or

institutions last month ; and as Independents, and one of Baptists,

there are no details of particular in- but that what is now done by edu

terest in regard to missions , of a cation societies has been done, to a
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certain extent, in the Presbyterian now in the Presbyterian church ,

church for near a century past, and owe their education to these funds.

perhaps in other churches also. " In But in the year 1806 , the General
the Presbyterian church indeed , Assembly took up this subject for

gratuitous aid in obtaining an edu- mally, (having in the previous year

cation for the Gospel ministry, has submitted it to the consideration of
been afforded , in numerous in- all their Presbyteries) and by an act

stances, almost from the first esta- for the purpose, rendered every

blishment of that church in Ameri. Presbytery under their care , re
ca. After the great revival of reli- sponsible for an annual report on

gion which took place in this coun- the subject of selecting and edu

try, chiefly through the instrumen- cating youth for the Christian mi .

tality of the celebrated GEORGE nistry — This act is still in force ;

WHITEFIELD, a considerable num- and it did virtually, although not in

ber of young men , who had become terms nor in form , constitute every
pious in that revival , were educated , Presbytery an education society

mostly on charity, for the ministry We have thought it proper to place

of the Gospel in the Presbyterian these facts distinctly before our
church. It was among the most in- readers, that they may not suppose

fluential motives of those who found that what is now doing by educa

ed the College ofNew Jersey to pro- tion societies is a novel measure. It

vide facilities for the education of is only an attempt to extend and
such men . In the year 1753, the perfect a system , so far as the Pres

Rev. GILBERT Tennent, and the byterian church is concerned, near

Rev. SAMUEL Davies, men whose lý if not quite coeval with the exist
memory ought for ever to be pre- ence of that church in America.

cious, went on a mission to Great The American Education Soci

Britain, to solicit donations, not ety was the first that took up the

only for the erection of the College business without reference to any

edifice now called Nassau Hall, particular denomination of Chris

but to obtain funds for the gratui- tians; and in this respect, as well

tous education of youth for the Gos- as in organizing a regular plan of

pel ministry. Such funds they did operations under an association

obtain, to a considerable amount ; formed for the sole purpose of edu

which were placed under the care cation, deserves well of the whole

of the Synod of New York, and religious community in the United

faithfullyapplied tothe purpose for States. Theexample has had an in

which they were given . Å small fluence of the most salutary kind ;

remnant of these funds ( the most of and the reports of this society, with

them having been sunk by the de- the facts and reasonings, and ap
preciation of paper money dur- peals, with which they have been

ing the American revolution) still accompanied, have been highly use

remains, and is annually appropri- ful to all the associations of a simi

atedby a joint committee of the Ge- lar nature in our country. So far as

neral Assembly, and of the trustees we know, this is still the only edu

of the college. But by the liberal cation society which is not confined
bequests of Mr. HUGA HODGE, of to a single religious sect. There is

Philadelphia, and Mr.James Les- not, indeed , any express article in
LIE, of New York, the funds of that its constitution which declares that

institution , for the purpose we have it is open to all protestant denomi
specified , have been so enlarged , nations ; but such we believe is un .

that from 9 to 12 youth have,for derstood to be the fact, and it is a

many years past, been constantly known fact that members of three

educated upon them . Some of the or four denominations are among
its

ablest and most useful ministers, officers, and we think also among

VOL. II.-- Ch. Adv. M
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its beneficiaries. It has been more ing talents, who wish to devote them

efficient in its operations than any
selves to the ministry of reconciliation.

other, having, since its commence
Itis with unfeigned gratitude to the Head

of the church , that we remember what

ment, afforded aid to 414 beneficia- has been donesince the firstoverture

ries. (written by our venerable father, the

At present the Presbyterians, Rev. Dr. Green ) was sent downtothe
Episcopalians, Congregationalists, Presbyteries in 1805, butstillwe realize

that much more remains to be done ; and

and Baptists, bave education socie
our prayer to God is, that every portion

ties, exclusively for youth of their of thePresbyterianChurch mayawaketo

several denominations ; and all are the noble enterprize of supplying the

making laudable efforts to extend world with able and faithful preachers of
the truth as it is in Jesus.

the salutary influence of their seve

ral associations - Their auxiliaries if all our Presbyteries were carefulto
We should view it as an omen for good,

and details we cannot insert. Nei- obey the injunctionsof the General As

ther our knowledge nor space will sembly to report annually, in writing,
permit it. what they have done in this business ,

The Presbyterian Education So- what funds they have raised, how many

ciety was formed in 1818, and has nels their beneficence has flowed, or , if
they have assisted, through what chan

been the most active and success- that should be the case , why they have

ful, of any in this denomination, in done nothing.

the education of youth .
This year no reportshave been receiv.

The Philadelphia Education So- ed from the Presbyteries of Northum

berland, Grand River, West Lexington,
ciety was also formed in 1818.

Transylvania, Muhlenburgh, Athens,

In the year 1819, the General As. Richland, Union, West Tennessee, Shi

sembly of the Presbyterian church loh, Missouri, Fayetteville, Concord , Ala
Theformed A BOARD OF EDUCATION, bama, Harmony and Hopewell.

Presbyteries which have reported are

consisting of 36 members, and re
commended to the several Presby

the following, viz :

teries to form themselves into edu- under its care, and has expended last
1. Gennessee, which has one young man

cation societies auxiliary to this year19 dollars.

board. That this has been done to 2. Rochester, which supports three be.

à considerable extent will be seen neficiaries.

by the following 3. Geneva, which has twoyouths under

its care, and co -operates with the West

Report of the Board of Education , esta . ern Education Society.

blished by the General Assembly ; for 4. Bath, which has one beneficiary,

May, 1823.
raised last year 26 dollars 34 cents, and

Since the organization of this Board, in expended 25 dollars.

May 1819, it has received a donation of 5. Oneida, which has nine beneficiaries.

Fifty dollars fromthe Philadelphia Educa- 6. Onondaga, which aidsfive young men

tion Society ; and of eleven dollars eighteen in board and clothing.

cents from theEducation Society of South Otsego, which assists four beneficia

Salem , West Chester county , New York , ries.

These small sums constitute the whole 8. St. Lawrence, which raised the last
fund which has ever been at the disposal year 24 dollars 32 cents.

of the Board ; so that it has been hitherto 9. Ogdensburgh, which has one benefi

impossible to assist any Presbyteries or ciary, and expended last year 40dollars.

Auxiliary Societies in any other way than · 10. Ontario, which raised 150 dollars.

by the publication of an ADDRESS to the 11. Champlain, which has done some

Presbyterian Church, which was widely thing ,without enabling us to make any

diffused in 1819, and has contributed , as specifications.

we trust, in some degree, to produce the 12. Londonderry, which co -operates

general excitement now experienced on with the American Education Society,

this subject. and has raised between three and four

It is with pleasure that we reflect, that hundred dollars.

the General Assembly was the first eccle- 13. Albany, which assists fourteen young

siastical body in this country which paid men, and raised last year 1200 dollars .

any efficient attention to the important 14. Niagara, which aids two beneficia

duty of educating, at the expense of the ries, and expended last year 97 dollars 41

church, poor and piousyouth of promis . ' cents.
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15. Troy, which hasfour beneficiaries, 42. Ebenezer, which has four benefi

and raised345 dollars 62 cents. ciaries, and has collected last year about

16. Columbia , which has seven benefi- 75 dollars.

ciaries. 43. Louisville, which aids one benefi

17. North River, which makes annual ciary.

collections in their churches, and has one 44. Lancaster, which aids one benefi

beneficiary. ciary, and expended last year 56 dollars.

18. Hudson , which makes annual col- 45. Chilicothe, which has three benefi

lections, and has one beneficiary . ciaries, and raised last year 172 dollars.

19. Long Island , which has three bene- 46. Miami, which aids two young men .

ficiaries, and raised last year 164 dollars. 47. Columbus, which has raised some

20. New York, which co-operates with money for this object,

the Presbyterian Education Society, and 48.Abingdon, which has done some
makes annual collections. thing in this business, but what we cannot

21. Second Presbytery of New York , say .

which has one beneficiary. 49. Mississippi, which has done some

22.Jersey, which hasfour beneficiaries, thing, not definitely reported to us.

raised last year, 273 dollars 66 cents, and 50. Orange, which bas three beneficia.

expended 410 dollars 39 cents. ries, and raised last year 168 dollars 78

23. Newton, which has one beneficiary, cents .

and raised last year 126 dollars 28 cents. 51. South Carolina, which reports that

24. New Brunswick, which has three it has not commenced educational opera

beneficiaries. tions.

25. Susquehannah, which is making pro- 52. Georgia, which supports one bene

vision for the supportof one. ficiary.

26. Philadelphia, which has had three 53. Cincinnati, which aids two benefi

beneficiaries whom they supported by ciaries.

annual contributions, besides co -operating 54. Cayuga, which has five beneficia

with the Philadelphia Education Society. ries, and raised last year 100 dollars.
27. New Castle, which has six benefi- The whole number of beneficiaries re .

ciaries,and raised lastyear 400 dollars. ported by these fifty- four Presbyteries is

28. Baltimore, which has one beneficia . one hundred and thirty -two ; the sum stat

ry , and raised 198 dollars 48 cents. ed to have been raised by them last year,

29. Carlisle, which hasfour beneficia. is 5777 dollars 25 cents, and the sum spe

ries, makes annual collections, and raised cified as expended, is 719 dollars 5 cents.

last year 49 dollars 18 cents. No doubt exists, however, but that more

30. Huntingdon , which has one benefic than 7000 dollars have been both raised

ciary, and has collected last year between and expended in our Presbyteries during
20 and 30 dollars . the last year on promising, pious, indi

31. Redstone, which has two beneficia . gent youth, who will hereafter become
ries, and raised 103 dollars. blessings to the church of God.

32. Ohio, which has four beneficiaries, TheBoard of Education has the plea

and raised 192 dollars 50 cents. sure of announcing the names of two

33. Washington, which has one benefic powerful AuxilIARIES;the one of which
ciary , and expended last year 70 dollars is styled the Philadelphia, and the other

85 cents, raised by the congregation at the Presbyterian Education Society. Each

Wheeling. of these embraces a number of auxiliaries

34. Steubenville, which aids one benefi- to itself, all engaged in the same good

ciary at Jefferson college. work .

35. Erie, which co -operates with the THE PHILADELPHIA EDUCATION Socie

Presbyterian Education Society, and as- TY, auxiliary to this Board, report, that

sists several beneficiaries. since their organization in December

36. Alleghany, which supports one be- 1818, they haveassisted forty- four bene

neficiary. ficiaries . Several of these have been

37. Hartford, which hasone beneficia wholly dependent from the commence
ry , and raised last year 300 dollars . ment of their academical studies, and

38. Portage, which has five beneficia have been furnished with clothing, board

ries, raised last year 34 dollars, and has and tuition while preparing for college,

obtained subscriptions for this object to while in college, and while engaged in
the amount of 1966 dollars. theological researches,but the greater

39. Winchester, which has three bene. part of them have, by their friends' and

ficiaries, and raised last year 363 dollars their own exertions, been carried through
52 cents. the largest portion of their course . Per

40. Lexington, which has two benefi- sons of this last description the managers

ciaries, and raised last year 383 dollars 57 design specially to regard in future, be
cents . cause it seems reasonable to help those

41. Hanover, which has eight benefi- who have made all proper effortsto help

ciaries, and raised 1000 dollars. themselves, and because it is more safe
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to calculate on the future usefulness of the Second Presbyterian Church in Wil
these studerts, than on any young men, mington, Delaware, which, with some

however promising for piety and talents, collections from the charity boxes in that

whose powers of acquiring knowledge, church, has paid $ 500. President, Mrs.
and whose Christian experience have not Lydia M. Gilbert ; Vice Presidents, Mrs.

been so well tested . This society feels Martha Cochran, and Mrs. Jane B. Wil.

especially desirous of aiding theological son ; Recording Secretary, Miss Catherine

students, who have already obtained a M. Black ; Corresponding Secretary, Mrs.

good classical education, and who, in a A. M. M.Mullan ; Treasurer, Miss Mary

few years, may be expected, by their ac- Bush .

tive labours, to bring much gain to the 6. Female Education Society of Lan
benevolent associations of our day, and to caster, Pennsylvania, which has paid $ 80,

the church , in her need. Several of this and now supports one beneficiary. Presi

description in the Assembly's Seminary dent, Mrs. Elizabeth Kirkpatrick ; Vice

at Princeton, who must desert their pro- President, Mrs. Everetta Moore; Secre

perstudies for a time to earn food and tary and Treasurer, Miss Charlotte H.

clothing, or receive assistance from pious Moderwell.

donations, are well known to the mana- 7. Female Education Society of Pen

gers, and they would most gladly take cador, in New Castle county, Delaware,

them under their patronageif their funds which has paid $75 50. Officers unknown.

were adequate. They refer it to the 8. The Female Education Society of

Christian publick to decide, whether, in St. George's and Forrest Congregations,

future, they may cherish hopes of more Delaware, which has paid $ 109 20 .

extended usefulness, or must withhold 9. The Female Education Societies of

assistance from such promising youth . Springfield , Ashton and Rockland, in the

The beneficiaries of the Philadelphia congregations under the care of theRev.

Education Society have been selected John Smith, which have paid $ 64 54.

from New England and Kentucky,New 10. The Female Education Society of

Jersey, Pennsylvania and the Carolinas; Neshaminy, Pennsylvania , which has paid

in short, from the north and south , from $20 25.

the east and west, without any predilec. 11. The Female Education Society of

tion for one part of our country above Abington, Pennsylvania, which has paid

another : they have been educated in $ 10 .

different academies and colleges, as was 12. The Female Education Society of

most convenient to the pupils and their Frankford, Pennsylvania, which has paid

relatives, and the managershope, there- $34 26.

fore, that their resources will not be con- 13. The Female Education Society of

fined to one small circle, to the vicinity Norristown, Pennsylvania, which has paid

ofPhiladelphia
$ 48 75 .

Auxiliary to the Philadelphia Educa- 14. A Female Society in Harrisburgh,

tion Society are recorded , which has paid $ 300.
1. The Female Education Society of 15. The Presbyterian Congregation of

the First Presbyterian Church in Phila- Middletown, Pennsylvania, which has paid

delphia, which has paid to the parent In- $20 13.

stitution $ 272 12. President, Mrs. Jack- 16. The Presbyterian Congregation at

Cape May, New Jersey, which in connex
2. The Female Education Society of ion with its pastor, the Rev. Mr. Ogden ,

the Second Presbyterian Church in Phila- has paid $3740 .

delphia, which has paid $ 474 49. Presi
17. The Presbytery of Northumberdent, Mrs. Martha G. Janeway; Treasurer, land, which has paid $30.

Mrs. Hannah Shute ; Secretary, Miss Sa- 18. The Union Society of young men
rah Cox.

in Philadelphia , which has paid $ 9.
3. The Female Education Society of 19. The Union Education Society of

theThird Presbyterian Church in Phila- Salem , S. C. which has paid $ 167 50.

delphia, which has paid $ 417 11. Presi- 20. The Female Education Society of

dent, Mrs. MaryAnn Ely ; Vice President, Kensington, which has paid $25.

Mrs. Maria M'Clure ; Recording Secretary, The Philadelphia Society has received

Miss Catharine A. Stuart ; Corresponding a donation and legacy from Mrs. Sarah

Secretary, Miss Sarah M‘Mullin ; Treasur. Hollinshead, amounting to $55 ; a legacy

er , Miss Maria Duffield, jun . from Mrs. Esther Abernathy of $20 ; a
4. The Female Education Society in donation from a young merchant in Phila

the Sixth Presbyterian Church in Phila- delphia, just commencing business, of

delphia, which has paid $ 225 00. Presi- $ 50 ; and by collections at four annual
dent, Mrs. Frances Neill;VicePresident, meetings $ 465 92.
Mrs. Allen ; Treasurer, Miss Mary Dun

5. The Female Education Society in
(To be concluded in our next.)

son .

can .
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The Treasurer ofthe Trustees of the Gene. York and New Jersey Profes.

ral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church sorship 42 50

acknowledges the receipt of the following Westfield, collected by Rev.

sums for their Theological Seminary at David Magie, for do.
78 00

Princeton, N. J. during the month of And Perth Amboy, collected

January last, viz : by Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell 115 00

OfRev. Wm. R. De Witt,from a

Of P. Boyd, Esq. from the First Society in Harrisburg to aid the

Presbyterian Church in Alba. Theological Seminary, for Sy

ny, for the Contingent Fund $70 83 nod of Philadelphia Professor.

Of Rev. John W. Scott, one quar ship
27 00

ter's rent for do. 87 50 Of Rev. Reuben Post, his first

half of the second year's sub

Amount received for the scription for the Oriental and

Fund Biblical Literature Professor

ship 25 00

Of Marcus Wilbur, Esq. collect . Of Rev. Dr. Samuel Miller, from

ed in New York, for the Per. Deacon John Ashley, of West

manent Fund
292 96 Springfield , Mass. his gene

Of Timothy Caldwell, Esq. in
rous donation for the Students'

full of his subscription for do. 50 00 Fund 100 Om

OfRev. Dr. John M.Dowell, from

Springfield, collected by Rev. Total $888 79

Wm. Barton, for Synod ofNew

-

Diew of Publick affairs.

EUROPE . - During the last month there has been a great dearth of news from Eu .

rope. We have had several arrivals, but it appears that there is not much of import

ance to communicate. Since the subjugation of Spain , a solemn stillness seems to

have succeeded among all the great powers. Whether this is, or is not, the fore

runner of an earthquake, time only can disclose . We believe that the allied sove

reigns are in deep deliberation , what course they will pursue in regard to the

Greeks, and the late colonies of Spain. Nor is it at all improbable, that theUnited

States share in their special attention. Each of these three objects hasto them an

ominous, spectre-like aspect, and we probably, are the most terrifick of the three.

The spirit of freedom which is abroad in the world, and which they regard as an

evil spirit, was raised in this country ; and nothing we suspect would content them
so well as to lay it here, in such manner, that it should rise no more. But we be

lieve that what alarmsthem , is indeed a good spirit, most friendly and benignant to

all the best interests of the human race, and that under the protection ofheaven it

will continue, and that although temporarily repressed, it will increase in influence,

in spite of all the efforts to banish it, of all the evil spirits on earth , and under the
earth . — Russia has sent to congratulate the noble Ferdinand on his restoration to ab

solute power. We perceive that it is a subject of speculation amongthe London

politicians, whether a certain expression relative to “ the dominions of Spain," in

the speech of the Russian ambassador to Ferdinand, did, or did not, referto South

America. Probably the expression was intended to be ambiguous; but there is no

reason to doubt, that the emperor Alexander would be willing to give employment

to a partof his eight hundred thousand bayonets, in the southern portion of our

continent, and that the king of France would be ready to join him in the enterprise,
if Britain and the United States would consent to be tame spectators of the specta

cle. But they will not ; and whether it will be attempted in opposition to their

wishes and counteraction, is yet in doubt. Britain has sent accredited agents to the

former Spanish colonies, and has thereby virtually, though not formally, recognised

their independence. A rumour is abroad that the court of St. James has made a

distinct overture to our government, to unite in measures to prevent the interfer

ence of any European power, not naturally a party, in the quarrel of Spain and Por

tugal with their former colonies. If there is truth in this rumour, we think that no

interference will take place. The British fieet, with our aid, or without it, can,

humanly speaking, easily control the whole adverse naval powerof Europe. Spain and

Portugal are in a most embarrassed and wretched situation. Every thing, especially
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in Spain , is in confusion and disorder, and no mortal can predict, what another year

or another monthwill bring forth.

In the survey of Europe, nothing interests us like the noble struggle in which

the Greeks are engaged, for all that is dear and valuable in human existence. We

have been slow to believe, but do now fully believe, that the utter refusal of all the

powers of European Christendom - a refusal which will be recorded to their eternal

infamy — to afford any assistance in the cause of the Greeks, or even to prevent or

mitigate the sanguinary rage of their infidel oppressors, has been a matter of cool,

calculating, systematick policy, on the part of all concerned - of the Holy Alliance,

that they might not encourage subjects, however insulted and trodden to the dust,

to think of resisting their tyrants; and on the part of Britain , that she might not

weaken the Ottoman power, or her influence with it, and thus impair the balance of

political power in Europe, to her own disadvantage . What are we to think, in this

view of the subject, of the vaunted moral principles, and avowed regard to religion,

of the politicians and princes, whohave been parties to this system ? Scenes too horri

ble to be described, miseries and a waste of human life which sicken the soul to

think on, shall pass under their eyes, and take their course undisturbed , when one

resolute measure might prevent the whole-lest that measure should, peradventure,

in its consequences,operate unfavourably to personal or national domination ! From

all such principles, and all such religion — we speak it deliberately, and we hope

reverently --may God in his mercy forever preserve us and our country. Our pre

sent fears for the Greeks, are really far greater from the Holy Alliance, than from

the Turks. Thelatter we believe have done their very worst; and if not aided or

encouraged by Christian princes, will hardly make any very formidable efforts to

regain the dominion they have lost. Weknow that they can be bribed toany thing,

and if necessary the Greeks may even bribe them to a peace. But what will be done

bythe parties to the impious Holy Alliance, remains to be seen ; and their past cruel

and crooked policy, may well fill the mind with unpleasant anticipations, Our hope,
however, is in God. His providence has hitherto, in the most marked and signal

manner, favoured the Grecian cause ; and if it be among the designs of his providence,

as we hope it is, that the cause shall be triumphant, to makeway for more signal

blessings to be hereafter conferred on that distinguished race of men, in vain will all

the powers in the world, plot or combine for its destruction . In ways unthought of

by us, he can blast their measures and defeat their attempts. Nor will this, if it take

place, be any new or strange thing in the earth .

SOUTHERN AMERICA. - The last advices from Mexico are, that official proclamations

had been issued, of the date of the 16th and 17th of December last, declaring that the

sovereign constituent Mexican congress, had accepted the 5th article of the draftof

the constitution reported by a committee, viz :- The Mexican nation approves, for

its government, the form of a representative, popular, federal republick ." Other ac

counts,which also seem to be authentick, state that the executive power is to be

vested in an individual, and not in a tripartite head, as has hitherto been the case,

since the deposition of Iturbide. All this looks well, and we most sincerely wish

that theresult may prove that the Mexicans are capable ofa free republican govern

But from what we have seen, both in the publick papers and in private com

munications, we very much fear, that although there may be wise and enlightened

men in the congress, the people at large are too superstitious and ignorant to support

a free government. Indeedwe know not what ideas can be entertained offreedom ,

when in the most important of all concerns, those of conscienceand the worship of

God, nothing is to be tolerated, or permitted, but the religion of the state. We do

not believe that the best and wisest men in Mexico are in favour of this measure ;

but the very circumstance that it is necessary to satisfy the populace, shows that they

are wretchedly ignorant and degraded, andwe fear incapable of freedom . At the

same time, venality and corruption are represented as dreadfully prevalent. But the

experiment ofa free government is , it seems, about tobe tried, and we repeat, that

We cordially wish it success. The Colombian republick we hope is likely to pros

per.- In the Brazils the last accounts represent that great dissatisfaction exists, in re

gard to the dispersion of thecortes or congress, by the emperor Don Pedro I. We

think it far more likely that Portugal will eventuallyrecal the Brazils to a temporary

allegiance to the mother country, than that Spain will regain any of her colonies.

Buenos Ayres, it appears, is very seriously menaced by a powerful invasion of the

Indian natives; and that in the mean time civil dissention is not extinct, and that

there is a great want of publick confidence in those who hold the reins of govern

ment.--On the western sideof this part of our continent, the representation is, that

the royal cause is declining in Peru and Chili. In Peru, the liberator Bolivar is in .

vested with something like the powers of a Roman dictator. A general battle was

ment .
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expected soon to take place, between the royalists and republicans. If victory should

declare for the republicans, itwas supposedthat the royal cause would immediately

be given up as desperate: if the republicans should lose the battle, itwas believed

that a long continued and sanguinary warfare was likely to succeed. It seems unde

niable that without aid from Old Spain, her agents and armies in SouthAmerica never

can re -establish her authority ; and therefore that it is perfectly lawful and right to

treat with the new republicsas with independent states.

UNITED STATES.-A variety of the most important measures are before our national

legislature at thepresent time- propositions for altering the constitution, in regard

to the election of a president, and relative to his eligibility after serving two terms;

the plan of a new Tariff, with a view to favour domestic manufactures; and the

question, whether congress will authorize the president by an appropriation of mo
ney for the purpose, to send an agent to Greece ; or if not, whether there shall be

a declaration ofcongress, responding to the sentiments contained in the president's

message, relative to the cause of the Greeks. Mr. Clay has also given notice of a

resolution intended to be submitted byhim , in regard tothe interference of hostile

European powers in the affairs of South America . Mr. Webster's resolution in re.

gard to the Greeks, has been discussed ; and it called forth from him and from

others, a display of eloquence seldom equalled, and perhaps never rivalled, in parlia .

mentary debate. In the ardour of thisdebate, personal asperities of a very irritat

ing kind, were exchanged between the speaker of the house, and a new member

from New Hampshire . We were going to call this an unhappy event ; and so it

certainly was in its own nature and tendency. But it has terminated so happily, and

in a way that we trust, will operate so beneficially as an example, that we can

scarcely regret the occurrence. To the high and lasting honour of the parties im

mediately concerned, and to the honourof the friends who acted as mediators, and

to the honour, we will add, of our whole country, the gentlemen who had beenat

variance, without any sacrifice or compromise of personal dignity on either side,

have been cordially reconciled ; and this has, by a common friend, been publickly

and formally announced on the floor of the house of representatives. A Christian

Advocate ought not to be silent on such an occasion ; for every Christian heart in

the community will be gladdened byit. How infinitely preferable this — how infi
nitely more worthy of a nationallegislature, and of all who are concerned in sustain

ing its dignity - than if recourse had been had to the common, murderous, unuttera

bly detestable practice of duelling? What different feelings now exist, from those

which would have been experienced, if one of the parties, or both, had been killed,

or maimed for life ! We do hope that this is an omen for good ; and we congratu

late our country on this triumph , in so conspicuous a place,of reason and true manly

spirit, to say notbing of Christian principle, over a usage of barbarous, Gothic origin,

and of ferocious, savage character.

No decision has been had on Mr. Webster's resolutions, neither in committee of

the whole , nor in the house. The discussion was suspended, we think discreetly, as

the warmth which had been excited was too great to admit of a proper decision at

tbat time. We know not whether it will be resumed, or indefinitely postponed.

Much that is plausible has been said, both in favour of the resolution, and against it .

Wemay be permitted to remark, that in our humble opinion, the single question

ought to be,would the adoption of this resolution be, by the law and usages of na
tions, or on the principles of real equity, a just cause ofwar. If it would , we hope

that it may never be adopted. If not, we hope it may . We confidently believe, that

the best way to avoid war, is to show that we abhor doing wrong, and are never
afraid to do right. Timidity and selfish policy , are calculated to invite, and not to

prevent aggression ; and there has been so much criminal selfishness seen among the

nations of Europe,in regard to the magnanimous Grecks, that we ardently hope
our country will exhibit a better example.

Congress, by a unanimous vote, have authorized the president of the United

States, to send a ship of the line to France, tobring over to this country the Marquis

De La Fayette, who, it is understood, intends us a visit. In this we sincerelyre

joice . The expression of national gratitude is both a duty and a benefit. It at once

exercises, and rewards, and increases virtue and patriotism . The recollection of the

Marquis, as he was popularly called in theAmerican revolution, disposes us vehe .

mently to garrulity, and let us be a little indulged ..About three and forty yearsago

-and the impression on ourmind ismorevividstill than of theevents of yesterday

—we saw him on horseback by the side of the illustrious Washington. He looked

like a boy, and we could hardly believe that he was a major general. From that time

till the present, we have felt a deep interest in all thathe has done, and in all that

has befallen him . We hope never to forget his benevolence and kindness, in taking
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to France, and educating at his own expense, a son of the Rev. Mr. Caldwell, of

Elizabethtown, New Jersey. The mother of this youth , sitting on a bed surrounded

by her children, was shot by a British soldier- whether accidentally or intentionally,

has been ardently controverted, butwe hope the former at the village ofConnecticut

Farms, where a conflict took place between a British corps, and some companies of

Jersey militia, “ quorum pars parva fui.” We indeed were not in the action in the

village, but in marching up, we remember that Mr.Caldwell, then ignorant that his

wife was a corpse, barangued our company, and told us that ourcomradeshad fought

as bravely as the troops of the Duke of Marlborough, Mr. Caldwell himself, not

long after, was shot by an American soldier, who was executed publickly for the

murderous act. When the Marquis became acquainted with these circumstances,

he promptly made himself responsible for the education of the eldest son ; and he

did more than he promised - And hereby too “hangs a tale,” whichperhaps we may
one day tell , in which his amiable wife would appear in all the loveliness of her

character. When this illustrious man was immured in the prison of Olmutz, a most

valued friend, long since deceased, wrote some beautiful verses on the occasion,

which we heard sung by his wife, and the laststanza of which, the national honours

now decreed to the Marquis has strongly recalled. It almost seemsas if this stanza

had been prophetick - it will somewhat compensate our readers for this old man's
ramble

Courage, child of Washington,

Though thy fate disastrous seems,

We have seen the setting sun

Rise and shine with brighter beams.

The small poxhas been prevalent in Philadelphia, during the present winter, and

we perceive by the publickpapers, that it is extending all along our sea-board . We

think it probable that it will pervade the United States. It has assailed even those

who supposed themselves effectually guarded against it by vaccination , or by having

had the small pox in the natural way, or by inoculation. None of these guards have

proved effectual; yet they have all greatly abated the violence of the disease, which

in such cases has been denominated varioloid; and vaccination is represented by

the best authorities,as proving the best guard of all . We have heard of no death

where the vaccine disease had preceded varioloid ; but deaths we are assured have

occurred in varioloid, preceded both by the natural and inoculated small pox ." It

seems to us, that all who have influence on publick opinion, ought to feel them

selves called on by every dictate of humanity, to do all they can to promote vaccina.

tion, in every part ofour country. If legislative influence can be properly interposed

in this concern , we think it ought not to be withheld. We hope that the clergy, as

well as physicians, will not be wanting to the cause of humanity on this occa

sion. We are truly afraid , that it will extend to the Indian tribes, and prove among

them, as it always has proved, a desolating pestilence . We earnestly urge that vac

cine matter be immediately sent to all the missionary stations ; and that the mis

sionaries be instructed to use all their influence and efforts, to extend the vaccine

disease as much as possible, among the aborigines of our country. This will be a

truly benevolent and Christian service , andmay preserve the lives of thousands,

who may hereafter become converts to the Christian faith : and it may serve to re .

commend the missionaries themselves to the esteem and gratitude of the natives.

TO CORRESPONDENTS .

Basil, and The Deacon No. III. are received. TRINITARIAN No. III.,

as well as some other Reviews , are necessarily delayed .

ERRATA IN OUR LAST No.

Page 2, line 26from bottom , for indeed read ended.

4, line 8 from bottom , for it read them .

45, line 12 from bottom, for do read does.
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LECTURES ON THE SHORTER CATE- did, indeed , form and express some
noble and just notions of the Supreme

SEMBLY OF DIVINES—ADDRESSED Being; yet in other particulars they

were,inregard to the Deity, grossly

ignorant or erroneous: and whatever

was their knowledge, it was pretty
The fourth answer ofourcatechism much confined to themselves and to

is thus expressed — " God is a Spirit,

infinite , eternal and unchangeable, in dom knew not God ."
a few disciples—" The world by wis

bis being, wisdom, power, holiness,
But notwithstanding the catechism

justice, goodness and truth ."
is silent on this subject, I have thought

We haveseen that our catechism it right to give you a short and sum
was intended to be merely a summa

ry ofrevealed truth, and no farther of the beingof God, as it is stated
mary view of the evidence or proof

to notice subjects of natural religion in the systems of natural religion.

thanastheyare referred to inscrip. In doingthissome of the divine at
ture. Had not their plan been thus tributes willof course be mentioned ;

limited , the authors of thecatechism but we shall not dwell upon them

would no doubt havemade the sub- tillwe come toconsider them asmade

ject of the answer before us the first known byrevelation, as well as by

in the system ; since the being and

perfections of God must manifestly

lie at the foundation of all religion. rests ultimately on this principle,
The proof of the being of God

But as a revelation from God necessarilyimplieshisexistence, so that that therecanbe no effect withouta

That every effect must have

existence is taken for granted , not
an adequate cause, must be taken as

only in this catechismbut in the
an axiom ; that is, a principle so ob

scriptures themselves. There is no
vious that it does not admit of proof.

elaborate argument in the Bible to Without axioms , or self -evident prin

prove the being of a God,although ciples, we can never reason conclu
wethere find areference incidentally sively at all; because all sound rea
to the very best evidence by which
his existence is evinced; and itis soning,must begin or terminate in

what is self-evident. Mr. Hume,
fromrevelation alone that we obtain whoseemed to delight in trying to

a correct and just knowledge of the makethe human understandingcon

divine perfections. It is an undeni- found or subvert itself, has endea

able fact, that although the belief of youred to weaken our belief in the

a great first cause has beennearly connexion between cause and effect;*
universal in the world , through all

ages, yet without revelation men have
* The late Dr. THOMAS Brown, of Edin

never had consistent and adequate burgh,in his “ Inquiry into the Relation of

conceptions of the divine character. Cause and Effect,” maintains with Mr.

A few of the heathen philosophers Hume, that what we denominate causes
VOL. II..Ch . Adv. N

cause.
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but his sophistry has been exposed effectmust have an adequate cause .

and confuted, in the most satisfactory The first of these trains of reason

manner. ing is called the method a priori ;

It is usual to state two methods of the second the method a posteriori.

proving the being of a God from rea- The method a priori is a processº

son ; both of which, however, rest of reasoning from yourself to your

equally on the principle that every Creator. By consciousness you es
tablish your own existence. That

and effects, are only series of antecedents existence must have a cause. Where

and sequences, having no other connexion do you find it? Did you create your
than that the former have always been fol.

self? Nothing can be more absurd
lowed by the latter. He is however so

far from agreeing with Mr.Hume in the than self-creation - it implies action

sceptical and infidel consequences derived before the existence of that which

from thisdoctrine, that he most complete. acts. You derived your being from
ly subverts the whole sceptical system, others. Your parents must say the

and even exposes it to ridicule, on the very
same : and carry it on as many gene

principles from which Mr. Hume derived
it. We mean not, however, to express rations as you choose,the last must

our belief in Dr. Brown's philosophical say the same as the first. In this

theory . We very seriously doubtwhether process you must at length arrive at
it will stand the test of a full and fair ex. a great first cause of all, which we

amination, when time shall have been af. call God : for an eternal succession

forded to scrutinize it thoroughly, to ob
serve its consequences, and toweigh the of dependent causes will be found

objections of its opposers. an absurdity .-- It is only an attempt

Dr. Beattie's method of disposing of Mr. to remove the first cause out of sight.

Hume's sophistry seems to be entirely sa. Suppose — to use the illustration ofa
tisfactory. It may be seen in his own lan- celebrated writer - suppose a chain
guage, atthe beginning of the 5th section

of his “ Essay on Truth.” We shall make
was seen hanging from the heavens,

use of his leading ideas, and accommodate and extending upward beyond your

them to our purpose thus - I leave my sight. Would it be satisfactory to

study for an hour, and on my return I find say that the first link of this chain
on my table a book, which I know was hung on the second, the second on
not therewhen I went out, and ofwhich I the third , and so on ad infinitum ?

have never heard before Imake every Would you not ask what holds up
possible investigation and inquiry, with a
view to discover how the book cametobe the whole ? A chain of ten links would

where I found it. All is fruitless — I had require a certain power to uphold it,
locked the door and taken the key with

a chain of twenty links double that
me, and afaithful servant assures me thathe has had his eye on my study door the power, and an infinitechain an infi

nite

whole time of my absence. The chimney,
power. In a word , if the parts

andwindow, and walls, have been examin- taken separately cannot support

ed,and it is manifest that noone has entered themselves, the whole, which is only
ordeparted by them . The whole affair is the parts taken collectively, cannot
mysterious and unaccountable , and I am support itself. And the longer you

occur tome that the book cametobein make the chain, the greater must be
the place where I found it without any the power by which it is upheld
cause ? Suppose this to be suggested, can an infinite chain will require infinite

1, by anypossible effort of my mind, be- power - a power not in the chain , but
lieve it? No, assuredly. — The belief that out of it. It is exactly the same with
every effect has an adequate cause is an

the several generations, or,
intuitive or self-evident truth , which in

if
you

every sanemind,isinvincible. It is always will,links of the human race. They
taken for granted - We believe that infi- must be traced to a great first cause
delity itself never thought that the sacred out of themselves, on which they all
writer needed to prove any premises when depend . - That cause is God. He

he said " every house is builded bysome
man”—but this is in no respect clearer

must be considered as self-existent,

than what immediatelyfollows,and yethas and perfect, or infinite, in allhisat

often been denied he that builtall tributes. “ That”-says Dr. Dod

things is God . " dridge-" is said to be a self -existent
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ness.

or necessarily existent being, which istence of what wecannot fully com

does not owe its existence to any prehend ;-we doit continually, and

other being whatsoever, either as its must do it, in a thousand instances.

cause or its support; but would exist On the whole then, by believing that

and be what it is, were there no other the universe is the work of an infi

being in the whole compass of nature nitely perfect being, we have a ra

but itself.” tional account of its existence ; while

It seems proper that I should every other account is completely ir

briefly mention here, that there have rational and absurd .

been some speculative men in every In what has last been said I have

age, and that among these we are to considerably anticipated the second

reckon ( if Iunderstand their system ) method of proving the existence of

the most, if not all , of the professed God, which is denominated a poste
atheists that have appeared in our riori. This is properly and profess

own day, who have maintained that edly a philosophicalinduction from

the universe, as we now find it, is the visible universe . You look around

eternal ; and that we ought not to you, and on every hand you see the

believe that there is any such being undeniable proofsof Almighty power,

as is usually called God. In regard infinite wisdom , and perfect good

to this system of atheism let it be You ask for the author and

remarked and remembered, that in origin of these. You are unable to

much the same way in which it has find them in the things themselves

been shown that a chain of infinite all say they are not in us. You must

links cannot support itself, it may be therefore, and you do, refer them to

conclusively shown that any thing an infinitely powerful,wise and good
else made up of parts, dependent on first cause and this cause is God .

each other, and in their nature muta- There seems not to be any real

ble and imperfect, cannot be eternal . ground of distinction between these

But the universe is unquestionably two methods of proof, except it be,
made up of parts, all of which are that the former is more abstract,

dependent, mutable and imperfect, and the latter more plain and popu
and therefore it cannot be eternal. lar. Yet the distinction has long

Let it farther be remarked, that the been made, and till of late generally

indirect method of proof, or that considered as just ; and I therefore

which is called reductio ad absur- thought it proper to state both me

dum , is held, even in mathematical thods, and to show how, in each, the

demonstrations, tobe as conclusive reasoning process is carried on . But

and satisfactory as direct proof. Now if you examine the subject closely

it is apparent, that everysupposition you will perceive, not only that both

of the origin and existence of the depend, as already intimated, on a

universe may be reduced to a perfect common principle or axiom, but that

absurdity, that alone excepted which both also begin and proceed in the

represents it as the production of a same train. The first, indeed, sets

self-existent perfect being - infinite out with establishing our own exis
in all his attributes. ' The belief tence from consciousness, and the

therefore of such a being—such a second by establishing the existence

first cause of all other beings - is of the material world by the external

demonstrably rational and incumbent senses . But both reason immediately

on us.--For, we repeat, other beings from the creature to the Creator .
must have a cause of existence out Of these two methods of proof, or

of themselves, and here alone we two ways rather of adducing the

find it. We readily admit that the proof of the being of a God, I deci

eternity, and self -existence, and per- sively prefer the latter, and recom

fection of God, entirely exceed the mend that you always adopt it, in

grasp of thehuman mind. But there thinking and reasoning on this sub

is no absurdity in believing the ex . ject. It is really accompanied with
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no difficulty or obscurity whatever. men have died martyrs to Atheism .

We can scarcely open our eyes on Still it has been seriously doubted,

the material world, without being whether, among them all there has

struck at once, with the ineffable been any real conviction of the un
wisdom, power and benignity, which derstanding in favour of atheism ; or

are every where apparent in the any thing more than the love of sin

works of creation and Providence ; gularity, a desire to set aside moral
and of perceiving that they point us obligation, or a proud obstinacy in

to the Great Creator as the source defending and abiding by opinions,

from which they all proceed. Ac- taken up without examination and

cordingly we find that to these ob- hastily promulged. But when we
jects the sacred scriptures direct our read in scripture of some who " are

attention, and represent the visible given over tostrong delusions to be

universe as proclaiming a God, in lieve a lie," it will not appear incre
language which the whole human dible, that there may be some specu

race may understand. “ The heavens lative atheists ; and that they will

declare the glory of God, and the quite as probably be found among

firmament sheweth his handy work. men of science, who have grossly

Day unto day uttereth speech, and abused the advantages of intellect

night unto night sheweth knowledge. and knowledge with which God had
There is no speech or language favoured them , as among any other
where their voice is not heard . Their class of men. Still it is true, that

line is gone out through all the earth, such men are always, and justly,

and their words to the end of the considered as moral monsters; and

world.” Truly, my young friends, really seem as if they were affected

wherever we turn oureyes, whether by that species of insanity which

to the heavens, to the earth, or to completely perverts intellect in re

ourselves, we see so many striking gard to one particular subject, while

proofs of the being and perfections the powers of the mind remain unim

of God, that we may well wonder paired, perhaps uncommonly vigor

that the human being should ever ous, in regard to almost every thing

have existed who denied his Maker's beside.

existence. Some, indeed , have ques- On this part of our subject I shall

tioned whether there ever was really only further remark, that it has often

and truly a speculative Atheist - İ been mentioned as an evidence of the

say a speculative atheist, because being of God , that all nations in all

there can be no question that the parts of the world have been im

number is great indeed of those who pressed with the belief of some great

“ live without God in the world ;" first cause of all things ; and that our

who, with the fool mentioned by the larger catechism teaches that " the

Psalmist, " say in their heart, there very light of nature in man, and the
is no God ,” that is, wish there were works of God declare plainly that

none ; and live with as little regard there is a God .” Mr. Locke, how

to his laws and his displeasure, as if ever, in combating the doctrine of in

they deliberately disbelieved his ex- nate ideas, contends pretty strenu

istence. But these practicalatheists, ously, but to my apprehension not

seldom reason or think on this sub- successfully, that we have sufficient

ject at all ; and indeed are common- reason to believe that there have been

ly among the most thoughtless of some portions of the human family,

men,in regard to all moral subjects. among which no impression, or con

Yet there have been a few in almost ception whatever, of a Supreme Be

every age, and perhaps in none more ing was to be found. But granting
than in ourown, especially in France, thefact to be exactly as he states it,

who have avowed themselves atheists still it is to be observed that he ad.

upon conviction - We are even told mits these people to have been among

of two or three instances in which the most ignorant and debased of hu

/
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man beings; and certainlytheywere ral, because they do not necessarily;

a very inconsiderable portion of our or in themselves, imply any moral

species. Now it is not easy to say quality. It would indeed beimpious

how far the mental powers may be to suppose that these attributes could

oppressed and obstructed in their possibly exist in the Supreme Being,

natural operations by ignorance and unconnected with others which are

privation - Probably it may be to moral. Yet in these, taken separate

such a degree that man, while he ly, the moral character of any being
continues in this unusually degraded does not consist: and in inferior be

state, may not be able to developeings we often see great intellectual

powers which he really possesses, energy without correspondent good

but remain, as it were, in a state of ness, and high moral excellence, with

perpetual infancy. On the whole, out an equal degree of powerful in
there seemsto be no rational way of tellect.

accounting for the universal belief of The moral attributes of the Deity

aSupreme Being, or great first cause are holiness, justice, goodness and

of all things, but by saying thatit is truth.

either an instinctive principleof our The communicable attributes of

nature, or that it is so easily derived God are being, wisdom , power, holi

from the visible universe that all ac- ness, justice, goodness and truth.

quire it ; or else that it has been pro. They are called communicable, be

duced by an early tradition, which cause some resemblance of them is
has been as extensive as our race . found among the creatures, especial

We come now to speak of the at- ly in angels and men. Yet in the

tributes of God ; by which we under- creatures, when compared with the

stand those perfections of his nature Creator, they are but as twinkling

by which hemanifests himself to his rays in comparison with the sun .
intelligent creatures, and by which Ofincommunicableattributes,some

he is distinguished from them . We divines reckon five. Independence or

are not toconceive of these attri- self -existence, simplicity or unity of

butes, or perfections, as really sepa- essence, immutability, eternity and

rable from each other, or from the immensity. Others reckon only three

Deity himself. They are distinguish- -infinity, eternity and unchangea

ed from each other, only as to their bleness. This difference is scarcely

objects, their effects,and the method morethan nominal ; as those who

of our conceiving of them ; and al- specify the latter number include

though essence and attributes are some of the former in those which

distinguishable, yet we can know no- they mention. These are called in

thing of the Deity but by his attri- communicable attributes, because no

butes. resemblance of them whatever is

The Divine perfections have been found among creatures ; nor does it

divided or classed in a variety of belong to the nature of a creature to

ways, which I shall not even specify. possess any one of them . They be

Indeed some of these divisions ap- long, and can belong, only to God,

pear to me not only useless, but the infinite fountain of all being and

rather improper. There are two me- excellence.

thods of classification , however, But although I have noticed these

which I think it may be useful to distinctions between the natural and

mention, and very briefly explain- moral, and between the communica

The first is the division of the per- ble and incommunicable attributes

fections of God into natural and mo- of the Deity, because they seem to

ral — the second , into communicable be well founded, and serve to give
and incommunicable. us just conceptions of the Supreme

Thenatural attributes oftheDeity Being, and must occasionally be call

are spirituality,immensity , wisdom , ed into view , yet it is not my pur

and power. They are called natu- pose to prosecute the discussion with
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any direct reference to these classi- of my own, which probably would be

fications. If you look at the answer in norespect better than those of my

in the catechism which we are now neighbours. My present business is
considering, you will perceive that it to tell you, that I wish you would

enumerates all the divine attributes give us more extracts from the old

that have been named, only in some- writers, and to say that if you will,

what of a different order. I shall I will engage to furnish some myself,

therefore, in the remainder of the dis. for my reading lies much among

cussion, follow the enumeration and them - and to make the experiment
the order which the answer exhibits. of sending you oneherewith, which,

On some of the divine perfections I if you publish , I shall take it for an

shall dilate more than upon others ; intimation that you are willing to re

but on all I must be short and sum- ceivemore . Of one thing I am pretty

mary - Each of them is more than certain, which is , that such publica

sufficient to furnish the subject of a tions as I recommend, would please

long discourse. at least most of your old readers, as

( To be continued .) well as myself.

The extract I send is taken from

a treatise of Bishop Reynolds, enti

tled “ The Life of Christ.” Of this

To the Editor of the Christian
excellent bishop - oh that we had

Advocate.
many such in the Presbyterian

Sir - Nothing haspleased me more church, as well as the Episcopal-

in the Christian Advocate, which I Neal in his History of the Puritans,

constantly read , than the few ex- when speaking of those bishops who

tracts Iwish they had beenmore- in the time of Charles the Second of

which I have found in it, from our England "resided in their dioceses,

old standard writers. I remember a and did not concern themselves with

French proverb which says, that the court,” says- Amongthesewe

thing is so ugly that it ishandsome; may reckon Dr. Edward Reynolds,

andI am sure you might give us bisliop ofNorwich ,born in Southamp

many extracts so old thatthey would ton , 1599, and educated in Merton

be new. Beside, to say the truth, I College, Oxford ; he was preacher to

am heartily sick of the novelties in the society of Lincoln's Inn, and

religion which are constantly ob- reckoned one of the most eloquent

truded upon us. Many of them con- pulpit menof his age. In the time

tain abominable, and I fear soul de- of the civil wars he took part with

stroying errors. And of those which the parliament, and was one of the

are not materially erroneous, nay Assembly of Divines. In the year

good and commendable on the whole, 1646 , he was appointed one of the

there are scarcely any, as it seems preachers to the University of Ox

to me, that have half the substance, ford, and afterwards a visitor. Upon

and pith, and savoury relish of piety, the reform of the university, he

that we meet with in the old writers, was made dean of Christ Church ,

who lived at the time of the reforma- and vicechancellor. After the king's

tion and within a century and a half death he lost his deanery for refusing

afterwards. Perhaps indeed a num- the engagement, but complied with

ber of flimsy writers of those periods all the other changes till the king's

have long since gone intothatobli- restoration, when he appeared with

vion , to which it is my belief that a the Presbyterians, but was prevailed

great part of the religious publica- with to accept a bishoprick on the

tions of our day will very soon be terms of the king's declaration, which

consigned; so that in fact what we never took place. He was a person

get from the olden time, was the best of singular affability, meekness, and

of that time as well as of this. But humility, and a frequent preacher,

I did not sit down to write an essay though he had but a hoarse voice .
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He was a constant resident in his able riches, a fountain full of com

diocese, and a good old Puritan , who forts and refreshments, a sun of

never concerned himself with the po- righteousness,a captain and prince

liticks of the court. He died at Nor- of life and salvation ; yet till he is

wich, Jan. 16, 1676. Ætatis seventy- made ours, till there be some bond
six . ” SENEX. and communion between him and

us, we remain as poor and misera

ble, as if this fountain had never been
EXTRACT.

opened , nor this mine discovered .

“ Faith is the most precious grace “ Now this union to and commu

in regard of the offices of it. Though nion with Christ, is on our part the

in its inherent and habitual qualific work of faith , which is as it were the

cation it be nomore noble than other spiritual joint and ligament by which

graces, yet in the offices which it ex- Christ and a Christian are coupled.

ecuteth , it is far more excellent than In one place we are said to live by

any. Two pieces of parchment and Christ. Because I live (saith he) you

wax are in themselves of little or no shall live also. John xiv. 19. In ano .

difference in value ; but in their of- ther, by faith . The just shall live by

fices which they bear as instruments faith . Heb. 8. 38. How by both ?

or patents, onemay as far exceed the By Christ, as the fountain : by faith ,

other as a man's life exceeds his as the pipe conveying water to us

lands: for one may be a pardon of from the fountain : by Christ, as the

life, the other a lease of a cottage. foundation : by faith, as the cement

One man in a city may in his per- knitting us to the foundation: by

sonal estate be much inferior to ano- Christ, as the treasure: by faith, as

ther, yet as an officer in the city he the clue which directs ; as the key

may have a great precedence and which opens and lets us into that

distance above him . Compare a piece treasure. This the Apostle explains

of gold with a seal of silver or brass, in the former place, where he shows

and it may have far more worth in by what means faith makes us live ;

itself; yet the seal hath an office or namely, by giving us an entrance

relative power to ratify covenants of and approach to Christ : for he op

far more worth than the piece of poseth faith to drawing back, verse

gold : So is it between faith and other 19, 30. Noting that the proper work

graces. Consider faith in its inhe- of faith is to carryus unto Christ, as

rent properties, so it is not more no- our Saviour himself expoundeth Be

ble than the rest ; but consider it as lieving inhim by coming unto him.
an instrument , by God appointed for John vi. 64, 65. Therefore the Apos

the most noble offices, so it is the tle puts both together ; Not I, but

most superlative and excellent grace. Christ liveth in me; and the life

These offices which are to it pecu- which I live, I live by the faithof
liar, I take it, are principally these the Son of God. Gal. ii. 20. Faith ,

three. The first to unite to Christ, is compared to sating and drinking:

and give possession of him . The John vi. And we know there is no
Apostle prays for the Ephesians, sense requires such an intimate and

That Christ may dwell in their secret union to its object, as that of

hearts by faith. Eph. iii. 17. Wealth tasting ; no sense that is the instru

in the mine doth no good at all , till ment of so near a union as that. So

it be severed and appropriated to then, as the motion of the mouth in

persons and uses. Water in the eating is not in the nature of a mo

fountain is of no service untome, till tion any whit more excellent than

it be conveyed thence to mine own the motion of the eye or foot, or of

cistern . The light of the sun brings itself in speaking ; yet in the instru

no comfort to him who hathno eyes mental office of life and nourishment,

to enjoy it. So though Christ be a it is far more necessary: So though
minefull of excellent and unsearch- faith in the substance of it, as it is
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an inherent quality, hath no singular in Christ; and till a man be a mem

excellency above other graces; yet ber of his body, a part of his fulness,

as it is an instrument ofconveying he cannot appear in God's presence.

Christ our spiritual bread unto our This was the reason why Christ

souls, and so ofassimilating and in- would havenone of his bones broken,

corporating us into him, which no or taken off from the communion of

other grace can do, no more than the his natural body. John xix. 36. To

motion of the eye or foot can nourish note the indissoluble union which

the body; so it is the most precious was to bebetween him and his mys

and useful of all others. It may be tical members. So that now as in a

objected, Do not other graces join a natural body, the member is certain

man unto Christ, as well as faith ? ly fast to the whole, so long as the

Union is the proper effect of love ; bones are firm and sound ; so in the

therefore we are one with Christ, as mystical, where the body is, there

well by loving him, as by believing must every member be too, because

in him. the bones must not be broken asun

“ To this I answer , That love der. If then Christgo to heaven, if

makes onlya moral union in affec- he stand unblameable before God's

tions, but faith makes a mystical justice, we all shall appear in him so

union, a more close and intimate fel- too ; because his bones cannot be

lowship in nature between us and broken. That which thus puts us

Christ: Besides, faith is the imme- into the unity of Christ, must needs

diate tie between Christ and a Chris- justify our persons, and set us right

tian, but love a secondary union fol- in the presence of God ; and this is

Jowing upon, and grounded on the our faith. The apostle gives two ex

former. By nature we are all'ene- cellent reasons why our justification

mies to Christ and his kingdom ; of should be of faith, rather than of any

the Jews' mind , We willnot have other grace: The first on God's part,

this man to reign over us : Therefore that it mightbe of grace ; the second

till by faith we are thoroughly per- on the part of the promise, That the

suaded of Christ's love to us, we can promise might be sure to all the seed .

never repay love to him again . Rom . iv. 16 .

Herein is love (saith the Apostle), “ First, Justification that is by faith

not that we loved God, but that he isof mere grace and favour, no way

loved us, and sent his Son . 1 John iv. of work or merit: for the act where

10. Now between God's love and by faith justifies, is an act of humi

ours, comes faith to make us onewith lity and self -dereliction, a holy de

Christ; We haveknown and believed spair of any thing in ourselves, and a

the love that God hath to us. ver. 16. going to Christ, a receiving, a look

And hence it follows, that because ing towards him and his all-sufficien

by faith as he is, so are we in this cy ; so that as Mary said of herself,

world ; therefore, Our love to him is so we may say of faith , The Lord

made perfect; and so we love him , hath respect unto the lowliness of his

because he first loved us. verse 19. grace ; which is so far from looking

So that we see the union we have inward for matter of justification,

with Christ by love, presupposeth the that itself as it is a work of the heart,

unity we have in him by faith ; so To credere, doth not justify, but-only

faith still hath the pre -eminence. as it is an apprehension or taking

“The second office wherein consists hold of Christ. For as the hand in

the excellency of faith , is a conse- the very receiving ofa thing, must

quent of theformer; namely, to jus- needs firstmake itselfempty, (ifit

tify aman : for there is no man righ- be full before, it must let all that go,

teous in the sight of God,any further ere it can take hold on any other

than he is taken into the unity of thing ,) so faith being a receiving of

Christ, and into the fellowship of his Christ ( John i . 12.), must needs sup

merits. God is alone well pleased pose an emptiness in the soul before.
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" Faith hath two properties (as a terwards did arise between the work

hand), to work and to receive : When and the reward. Now this is the

faith purifies the heart, supports the plain difference between our doc

drpoping spirits, worketh bylove, car- trine and the doctrine of our adver

ries a man through afflictions, and the saries, in the point of justification :

like ; these are the works of faith : They say we are justified by grace,

When faith accepts of righteousness and yet by works,because grace ena

in Christ, and receives him as the bles us to work : We say we are jus

gift of his Father's love, when it em- tified freely, not by tħe works of

braceth the promises afar off (Heb. grace, but by the grace which be

xi. 13 ,), and lays hold on eternal life stows our justification, and therewith

( 1 Tim . vi . 12,), this is the receiving our strength of working unto us. For

act of faith . Now faith justifies not surelyGod's free grace is more mago

by working (lest the effect should not nified in giving us undeservedly both

be wholly of grace, but partly of righteousness and works, than in giv

grace and partly of work, Ephes. ii . ing us works to deserve our righte

8, 9,) but by bare receiving and ac- ousness.”

cepting, or yielding consent to that

righteousness, which in regard of [ The request of SENEX shall be
working, was the righteousness of complied with to a reasonable ex
Christ ( Rom . v . 18,), and in regard tent; but he will be good enough to

of disposing, imputing, appropriating remember, that our work is a miscel

unto us, was the righteousness of lany ; that it must bave variety ; that

Gud. Rom . iii. 21. 1 Cor. i. 50. Phil
. the benefit of the young mustbe a

iii. 9. Tomake the point of justifi- principal object of our regard ; and

cation, by the receiving, and not the that we can hardly hope to benefit

working of faith plain; let us con- those whom we do not in some mea

sider it by a familiar similitude.
sure please. Yet we will gladly re

•Suppose a chirurgeon should per- ceive from any of our readers selec

fectly cure the hand of a poor man tions from the old authors, of pas

from somedesperatewound,which ut- sages whichexhibittruth or incul

terly disabled him for anywork : when cate duty in a clear and forcible

he hath so done, should at one time manner,-and with such passages

freely bestow some good alms upon those authors do certainly abound .]

the man, to the receiving whereof he

was enabled by the former cure ; and

at another time should set the man

about some work, unto the which' LETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER OF

likewise the former cure had enabled THE GOSPEL TO HIS SON, ON THE

him ; and the work being done, should

give him a reward proportionable to

his labour. I demand which of these

two gifts are arguments of greater My dear Timothy - Having given

grace in the man, either the recom- you my thoughts on the importance

pensing of that labour which was of personal piety, themeansby which

wrought by the strength he restored , it is to be preserved and increased,

or the free bestowing of an equal and the influence which it will al

gift, unto the receiving whereof like- ways have on the individual comfort

wise he himself gave ability ? Any and publick usefulness of a gospel

man will easily answer, That the gift minister, I propose in this letter to

was a work of more free grace than direct your attention to the improve

the reward, though unto both, way ment of time. There is scarcely a

was made by his own merciful cure ; common-place topick on whichmoře

for all the mercy which was shewed has been said than on the value of

in the cure, was not able to nullify time ; and yet there are very few

the intrinsical proportion which af- who value it as they ought. I think

Vol II.Ch. Adv. 0
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it probable, indeed , that there is no precious, the inquiry returns - in

one sin which may be so justly and what manner may it be most exten

generally charged upon professing sively redeemed and most profitably

Christians, and of which at the same, employed ? The general answer to

time they think so little , as that this is easy - Lose no time that can

which consists in the waste or the be saved , and employ every part in

abuse of time. And time, you should the most advantageous manner. But

remember,although precious in every let us come at once to particulars

period of life, is most of all precious Consame not too much time in

in youth. Every portion then, which sleep, in meals, and in recreation .

is rightly employed, is like a sum of I am satisfied, on careful observa

money putout to interest for the re- tion, that some persons really require

mainder of life , and every portion more sleep than others; and therefore

which is then wasted, is also a sum, that no general and absolute rule can

with all its interest, irretrievably lost. properly be given in regard to this

My own life, you know, has not been point - farther than to say, thatevery

generally past in idleness or inacti- individual should carefully and con

vity; but now that it is drawing to a scientiously consider what his own

close, I do assure you that on look- experience has taught him is the

ing back I greatly lament the loss of smallest quantity necessary to health

much, very much time, which might and activity, and firmly resolve to

at least have been employed to bet. take that quantity and no more

ter account than it actually was. En- Less, I am persuaded, is necessary,

deavour then , my dear son, deeply to in most instances, than is commonly

impress your mind with a sense of supposed. But it is too manifest to

the value of time, as a talent entrust- be dwelt upon, that he who takes

ed to you byGod, and for every por- either more sleep, or less, than that

tion of which you are to render a which will enable him to perform the

strict account at his tribunal. This greatest numberof active duties, and

is a truth which all ought to recollect, to the most effect, in the course of

but it is peculiarly worthy of the con- twenty -four hours, is not the best

stant recollection of a gospelminis- economist of time. It is among the

ter. He is, or ought to be, a devoted humiliating circumstances of our pre

man -- devoted to the immediate ser- sent state , that a considerable por

vice of God and the good of immor- tion of our existence mustbe passed
tal souls ; the most important busi- in a kind of death : And it is one of

ness certainly on earth, and in regard the excellencies of the heavenly state,

to which , therefore, the loss of any that “ there isno nightthere, " and that

portion of time by which , either di- the blessed inhabitants never weary in

rectly or indirectly, it might have the service and praise of God . But

been promoted , implies a far higher while we are in the body, we should

degree of criminality than if he were view itas a duty to endeavour to be

engaged in a secular calling, of little lost in forgetfulness, as long as is ne
importance perhaps to any but him- cessary to enable us to do the most

self. I will only add further, in a good while we are awake and not a

general view of this subject, that if I moment longer.

were required to mention some one As to meals—no man ought to

trait of character, in a young man of spend much time at table; and to do

tolerable talents, which more than so is peculiarly improper for a clergy

any other should indicate thathe was man. He, of all men, should be most

destined to distinction, usefulness, careful to show that he does not

and respectability in future life, it " live to eat, but eat to live." Table

would be, that he was remarkably talk may sometimes be profitable,

sènsible of the value of time. and such you should endeavour to

Since time then is so inestimably render it, both in your family and in
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some.

company; and when it is so, a little they require to be vigorously and
more time than would otherwise be systematically pursued . The human

proper may be spent at table. mind thus employed will lose its

Circumstanced as you are, you elasticity, activity, andserenity, if it
will need to guard carefully against be not frequently unbent and re

acquiring a fondness for dining in created. Yet a clergyman's recrea
company. This has proved injurious tions must all be unexceptionably

to many clergymen, and ruinous to innocent. Theatres, and dances,and

It invariably leads to a cri- cards, and horse races -- the sources

minal waste of time. As a matter of of innumerable evils to all who fre

choice, I would very seldom take a quent them he can have no concern

meal out of my own family; and with, if he would retain any reputa

when I did, it should be with a friend tion with the wise and pious. Visit

or a parishioner. Large and promis. ing among his people and friends,

cuous companies I would avoid , as literary associations, attending on

far as I could do it without giving meetings and societies for benevo

offence; and there are some convi- lent purposes, gardening, walking

vial entertainments that I would po- and riding, are the proper recreations

sitively decline, even if a civil refu- for a clergyman, when the weather

sal should prove offensive. But on will permit him to go abroad. When

all occasions, whether private or pub- it will not, and often for a short time

lick, abhor and avoid the practice of when it will , he may profitably amuse

sitting long over the bottle - a prac- himself with his children, or other in

tice which, beside the time that it mates, so as both to recruit his own

wastes, has, to my certain know . spirits and endear himself to his do

ledge, led to an excess in drinking, mestick circle-Do not think I have

which has eventually blasted forever forgotten my subject. What I have

the character and usefulness of seve- just been saying is perfectly in point,

ralyoung clergymen, who had given when speaking against the loss of

high promise of serving and adorn- time. No time is lost, but much is

ing the church ofChrist. I must not redeemed , by all the relaxation which

pass from this topick without re- is necessary to prevent languor, de

marking, that you cannot be too vi- bility and exhaustion of spirits. One

gilant in avoiding the commencement hour of vigorous thought and study,

of a habit which will make spirituous is worthmore than a day, when the

or vinous liquors, beyond a very small mind is jaded with application. Be

quantity, the object even of desire. side,when health is lost, as it soon

It is truly surprisinghow insidiously willbe without recreation and bodily

and insensibly a habit, leading direct- exercise , active usefulness is wholly

ly to gross intemperance, is often lost - sometimes for months together,

forined : and one cannot think with- and sometimes for the remainder of

out grief, and shame, and horror, on life. No part of your time, therefore,

the number of our order, who have will be more economically and profita

fallen victims to the reproachful and bly spent, than that which isemployed

ruinous vice of inebriation . Shun in taking as much bodily exercise
then, as you would shun a pestilence, daily as is necessary to preserveyour

every thing which has a tendency to health. Do you ask how much is ne

this awful issue. The temperance of cessary ? I will give you an explicit

a gospel minister should never be answer, because I think it important.

questionable. His known and esta- I say then that as much at least is
blished habits should render him , in every day necessary, as is equivalent

this respect, notonly free from guilt, to walking four miles on foot two

but above suspicion. before dinner, and two toward even

Recreation is necessary to no man ing. Do not omit going out on ac

more than to a clergyman . His stu- count of the weather, unless it is un

dies are of the most serious kind, and usually bad ; because you will often
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me .

be obliged to go out in bad weather in almost every congregation --- some
to perform publick and official duties, who seemed to think that their mi

and if you are not in the habit of nister's house was the most proper
doing so, you will almost certainly place to get rid of the idle hours

suffer ; but if accustomed to it, you which hung heavily on their hapds.

will usually sustain no inconvenience. These saunterers and loungers would

What I have said under this particu- sometimes rob me of half a day, or a
lar is predicated on the supposition whole evening at a time . An hour

that your life is to be spent as it has was thought by them a short visit.

commenced , with the habits of a They often came directly into my
student, and your whole time de- study, and there was no alternative

voted to professional duties. If you but to bear with them , or to tell them

should remove to a situation, like to depart. The latter I never did

that in which many of your brethren But at length I fell upon an expe
find themselves, whereyou would be dient, with which I believe you are

compelled to provide for your own acquainted . I directed that no body

support by an attention to some ac. should be shown into my study but

tive employment, for a considerable by myself; and that I should not be

part of the week ; or if you should sent for to see any one who did not

be engaged in missionary services ; expressly state that he wished to see

you will , of course, have bodily exer- When I was sent for, as for a

cise enough, without seeking it. Your while I often was, I went to my par

objectthen will be to redeem asmuch lour with my pen in my hand and

time for study as you can. But even did nottakea seat, butinquired of
then, study should never be continued the visiter whatwas his business. If

toolong at a time-We are always I found that he had business, I took
in danger of extremes. The danger him immediately to my study, and

of an extreme attention to study, is attended to it carefully. But if - as

that to which I know you are most was the case more than nine times
prone, and therefore I have said so outof ten - I found that hehad really

much to guard you against it. But no business, I talked sociably and ci

the extreme of studying too little , is villywith him for a few minutes, still

still more blameable, and more re keeping on my feet, and then begged

proachful. The minister of the gos- to be excused, on account of my en
pel , who has any tolerable command gagements in my study. This sys

of his time, and yet spends little of tem never gave offence that I heard

it in preparing beaten oil for the of, in more than a single instance,
sanctuary," butloiters away his hours, and that not of a serious or lasting

or even employs them in some active kind . Your good mother, however,

services, because they are more agree- helped me out with my plan very

able to him than close study, is much, or I suspect it would not have

chargeable with guilt in the sight of succeeded as well as it did. I have

God ,and ought to feel a very uneasy read of an excellent clergyman ,

conscience, till he is brought to act who placed in large letters over
more like a faithful servant of the his mantle, where it would meet

great Lord of the gospel vineyard. the eye of every one who entered

But of all the moths which con- his study, this pithy admonition
sumed my time, in the earlier part of BE SHORT. In some way or other,

life, the most destructive and vexa- you must contrive to have your time

tious was unprofitable company. At much to yourself, in the early part

first I was drawn into some parties, of your ministry. It is essential to

which met in different places, but I your improvement, and much both of

soon got rid of these. My chief per- your present and future usefulness

plexity was from the visits and calls will depend upon it. I find thatit is

of my own people. There were getting to be the practice with some

among them as I believe there are of our brethren, to let it be known
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publickly, that they do not see com- it is before you, and when you are

pany at all, during certain hours of exhausted cease altogether, and take

the day. This is, I think, by no exercise or recreation.

means unreasonable in itself; and After guarding against the loss of

yet it is attended with some real in- time, the next thing is to take care

convenience. A stranger, whom you to spend it to the greatest advantage.

may much wish to see, may be sent You ought to have a well digested

away, and you never see him . Or plan for the filling up of every por

an important concern, demanding tion of your time, that none of it

immediate attention, may be unduly may be lost in thinking what you are

postponed, and perhaps the opportu- to do next, or because you feel as if

nity ofattending to it be entirely lost. you had nothing to do; and thatno
Onthewhole, Iwould rather choose part of your duty may be neglected,

to see those who call, and when ne- but every part receive, and that sea

cessary, to tell them frankly that my sonably, a just proportion ofyour at

engagements in my study forbid me tention. I am well aware, that now

to spend more time in conversation when you have a family and a con

than is necessary to the most sum- gregation to look after and provide

mary attention to the subject of the for, you cannot be asmethodical and

call. I have practised pretty much regular in the distribution and em

on this plan for someyearspast, and ploymentof your time, as when you

I do not know that it has offended were a student of college, or of the

any one. Neither a physician nor a Theological Seminary. Still a plan ,

lawyer, hesitates to make a profes- and a fixed one, is indispensable, if

sional engagement the avowed rea- you would use your time to the most

son for leaving any company what. advantage. When interruptions

ever; and why should not the same break in on your arrangement, let

privilege be granted to a clergymani them displace the business of the

I think thaton some suitable occa- hours at which they happen, and let

sion you should publickly explain the rest proceed as usual; unless

this subject to your people, and then that which has been displaced cannot

steadily act on the plan which you be delayed , and then let it take the

shall have announced to them . I place, for once, of something that

have said so much on this point, be- will not suffer by delay. Havestated

cause your settlement in a large hours for the whole routine of your

*countryvillage will, I know, render family concerns, and observe them

it one of the most difficult points to strictly - for rising and going to bed ,

manage. Our brethren who live in a for meals and for family devotion .
sparsely settled country, where but Assign your most important stu

few calls are made upon them, have dies , especially your preparations for

difficulties enough of another kind , the pulpit, to thoseportions of your
but in escapingthis they have one time which will be least liable to in

considerable advantage. terruption , especially if these will

One other way in which time may coincide with those which experience

be lost I shall barely mention : it is has taught you will commonly find

the consuming of a portion of it in a your mind most active and vigorous.

musing mood , on something that is Firmly resolve to read no entertain

useless or impracticable. Guarding books at such times ; but to give

against a habit of this kind - it grows all your attention and all your facul

by indulgence. Go immediately and ties to your proper business. Some

resolutely to your proper business, study best in the morning, and some

whatever it may be; and when it is in the evening - A part of both is, I

i despatched, turn without delay to think,generally to be preferred. But

something else. Apply all your consult your own experience; only

powers to what you are about while abide steadfastly by your arrange
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ment, after you have formed it. therefore to be avoided, both as a

Newspapers, and works of mere en- matter of prudence and of duty.
tertainment, should never occupy. the Doubtless there must be some occa

hours of serious business. Let them sional violations of this, as of other

be assigned to some remnants of rules; but let them always be the

time that can best be spared, or which fruit of unavoidable necessity, and

could not otherwise be more usefully never of voluntary choice- never let

employed. them become a habit. Keep con

I shall only add to this long letter, stantly in mind that your time,

a caution against late hours of study. health, and all yourpowers, are sa

By late hours, I mean allthat follow credly devoted to the most impor

ten or eleven o'clock in the evening. tant service in which a human being

Nothing is at last gained , but much can be engaged, and try to use,and

lost, by night studies. They may preserve, and manage them all , in

seem to be advantageous for a while, such manner as shall most promote
but eventually they injure and some- the glory of God and the good of

times destroy eyesight, and indeed mankind - The Lord direct and bless

impair the general health . They are you. Farewell.

Miscellaneous

To the Editor of the Christian considered as objectionable in the

Advocate. plan itself, but because, for the pre

Sir - In reading the last number sent, it was thought by the commit
Sir - In reading the last number tee not to afford the aid believed to

of" Israel's Advocate," I find inthe be indispensable. What I have now

report of a committee appointedto stated , sir, has given rise, in my

devise aplan for a settlementin this mind, to a number ofinquiries, which

country of Jewish converts, the fol- I do not feel myself competent to

lowingsentence: “Abandoning, there answer;andmy present communi

fore, allidea of recommending to the cation isdesigned to suggestthem ,

Board anyplan which contemplates in hope that I mayobtain satisfac

the purchase of so much land , your tion from thosewho are better in

committee next turned their atten- structed than myself: and from no

tion tothe plan of amalgamation ; one should I morecheerfully receive

or of inducing the converts to mingle instruction, thanfrom the eminent
indiscriminately with our fellow citi- and excellent man , from whom the

zens and fellow Christians, both in

church and state.” The committee ceivedthe recommendation of the
committee state that they have re

add , that “ this has been recommend.
plan which they announce. My in

ed to the Board, and referred to your
quiries are such as these - Does the

committee in a valuable communica

tion from one of our distinguished commended, mean that the Jewish
amalgamation contemplated and re

vice -presidents,* addressed to our ve
converts shouldbe encouraged to in

nerable president." It doesnotap- termarry,as well as in other respects

pear that the plan of amalgama- to mingle with their fellow citizens

tion," as it is called, has been recom
and fellow Christians;" so that in a

mended by the committee ; and yet generation or two their distinctive
such a recommendation seems to

national character as Jews shall no

have beenforborn, not from any thing longer exist,but becompletelyab

* The Rev. Dr. Livingston, Professor of sorbed and lost in the promiscuous

the Theological Seminary of the Reformed population of the country? If so, and

Dutch Church in North America. if this measure were general in Chris
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tian countries — as it ought to be if Obituary of the Rev. William Ward,

advisable here-is it not manifest one of the Serampore Missiona

that the Jews, on their conversion to ries.

Christianity, can never return as a From the Monthly Friend of India, for

people to the land of their fathers ? April, 1823.

Or is there to be no such return ? Or We are now.called to mourn over

if there is, are we to look for it be one of the most afflictive dispensa- ,

fore the Jews are generally convert- tions with which we have ever been

ed to the Christian faith ; so that exercised . Our dear brother Ward ,

their conversion generally is to take whose help and Christian society we

place after their return ? Have we have enjoyed for nearly twenty-four

reason to believethat as soon as the years, hasbeen removed by death al

Jews are converted to Christianity, most without any warning. Since

it will be incumbent on them to lay his return from Europe bis health had

aside all their rites, and all their na- been in generalpretty good ; but lat

tional character, and be completely terly the complaint with which he

amalgamated with the mass of man- was so much afflicted before his de

kind ? Or will therebe some national parture for Europe, indigestion at

distinction still kept up ; and if so, tended with distressing flatulency in

in what, probably, will it consist? If the stomach, appeared to be return

the Jews are to be speciallyinstru. ing upon him inso great a degree, as

mental in bringing in the fulness of to compel him to abstain from rice in
the Gentiles," must they not in some every form , from nearly all vegeta

way preserve their national charac- bles, from beer and every kind of

ter ? Is it, or is it not, probable that wine , and from most kinds of meat.

they are to be a separate people till By strictly observing this course,
the end of timne ?

however, and taking abundant exer

In proposing these queries, be as- cise on horseback, his health seemed

sured , sir, I am not influenced by a so much restored, as to give us hope

cavilling spirit, but by one of serious that he might be spared to us for

and conscientious inquiry. I am en- years tocome. On the Sabbath
pre

gaged with others, and that most cor- ceding his death, he was at Calcutta,

dially, in measures for meliorating and preached in the evening there

the condition of the Jews, and gain- from “ Lead us not into temptation,"

ing them to the Christian faith. And in so searching a manner , as to at

it does seem to me, that the inquiries tract particular notice . He also at

I have stated havea close connexion tended the Monthly prayer-meeting

with the propriety ofadopting or re- held on Monday evening at the Lall

jecting the plan which has been pro- Bazar Chapel, afterhaving spent the

posed to the committee and is yet in day in visiting, for the last time, the

contemplation . QUÆRENS. flock he so much loved.

On Tuesday morning, March 4th,

he returned to Serampore in the boat

with Mrs. Marshman : and on the
way

Weare persuaded that the follow - up read to her a number of extracts

ing Obituary will gratify, and we from Brainerd , making such remarks

hope edify, many of our readers. We occasionally as sufficiently evidenced

personally knew, and greatly loved the state of his own mind. He ap
and esteemed the subject of it. He peared quite well the wholeof that

will be remembered with gratitude, day, as well as the next, Wednesday

and often referred to, by the friends the 5th , in the evening of which he

of missions, for a long time to come. Preached in the Mission Chapel at

We therefore determine to preserve Serampore the weekly lecture, in

this memorial of him in the pages of tended chiefly for the youth there for

the Christian Advocate. education, from Mark xvi. 16. “ He
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that believeth and is baptized shall the kingdom of God around them.

be saved , and he that believeth not He entered so much into discourse

shall be damned. ". No one suspect of this nature that morning, that no

ed that this was the last message he one suspected him to be atall ill , be

had to deliver in his Great Master's yond his having a slight bowel com

name ; but the close and poignant plaint, with him not uncommon. He

manner in which he addressed them, went into the printing -office as usual

seemed to excite unusual attention about ten, and among various letters

It was particularly recollected, that on business, he wrote to the Brethren

in the course of his sermon , while he Peggs and Bampton at Cuttack in

was exhibiting Christ as the only Sa- the course of the forenoon - the fol

viour, he repeated the following verse: lowing extract from which was sent

to his afflicted family in an affection

The best obedience of my hands, ate letter from Mrs. Peggs, datedthe

Dares not appear before thy throne ;

But faith can answer thy demands,
14th March, the day after they had

By pleading what my Lord has done received from Dr. Marshman the

melancholy tidings of his removal -

and to impress it the more firmly on " In his last noteto as dated March

his audience, he repeated the verse a the 6th, he says, ' Howdo you feel

second time. The earnest affection in your desires after the Holy Spirit ?

with which he prayed for the salva- We can have no hope of success but

tion of his own children in his last as we are brought to a believing de

prayer, was particularly remarked. pendence uponhis influences, and an

He retired to bed about ten quite earnest solicitude to obtain them.

in as good health as usual; but about Oh how I should like to be among

five in the morning of Thursday, the you , though only for one hour, to

6th, he felt himself affected with a sing a hymn with my dear sisters and

bowel complaint, and instead of tak- brethren Peggs and Båmpton. What

inghis morning ride as usual , he re- hymn should we choose, Jesus with

turned to bed for an hour. At the all thy saints above?--or ' Jesus I

weekly meeting for prayer, however, love thy charming namepo» Mrs.

which he and his colleagues esta- Peggs properly adds, “ We see by

blished more than twenty -two years this note whata happy frame of mind

ago, and which, amidst every dis- he was in just before he was taken
couragementand affliction , has not, ill." He had indeed been really ill

we believe, been omitted for three in the Cholera many hours before he

weeks in the course of these twenty- wrote this note, although he was

two years, he united with his bre- scarcely aware of it, and continued

thren and sisters as usual . Thus af- so assiduously pursuing that work of
ter more thantwenty -three years' la- his dear Redeemer to which he had

bour in promoting this object in the for so many years devoted everymo

most assiduous and intense manner ment of his life, not spent in sleep

perhaps ever known, he closed his or refreshment. About eleven Dr.

public life by uniting in prayer with Marshman going into the office and

his brethren for the continuance of thinking he looked very ill, earnestly

the Divine blessing on the work. questioned him on thesubject. Our

After the prayer-meeting, which beloved brother then told him , that

from the beginning has been held at he had been quite ill in the morning

seven in themorning, he breakfasted with a bowel complaint, and imputed

with his brethren and sisters at Dr. it to his having taken a little cold

Marshman's, where it has been for during the night. Dr. M. then beg

many years the custom for all, with ged him not to neglect this com
any friend occasionally at the Mis- plaint, but to have instant recourse

sion -house, to breakfast together af- to medicine. Dr. M. however bad

terwards, and converse on the things not the least idea of its being the

which relate to the advancement of Cholera , as he had not then heard of
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his having thrown up any thing, told him there was no reason to think

which is one of the symptoms usu- so, and said he would send him some
ally accompanying this disease. The medicine . Just before the Doctor

day after his death however, he came, I went and told my Mother

learned with unspeakable pain , that that I feared my dear Father was se

he had thrown up much bile even riously ill. She was alarmed, and
before breakfast. asked him how he felt; to which he

Our lamented brother continued replied “ not well,” as not appearing

to goon doing business in the print- toapprehend any danger. It being

ing -office till past twelve, in which dinner time, and my father being

interval he wrote the letter to bro- asleep, we thought it best to leave

ther Peggs and Bampton from which him, as he seemed anxious to remain

the quotation is taken which so fully quiet. As soon as dinner was over,

discovers the happy state of his I came into the room wherewe had

mind. After this he begun a letter left him asleep ; but not finding him

to the Rotterdam Bible Society ; there, I went into the next room .

which was found unfinished his Some minutes after I heard him make

desk after his death , from which it a noise as if calling some one . I ap

appeared that before he had finished proached him and asked what he

the second line, he was constrained wanted ; to which he replied , “ No

to desist, and retire to his own room. thing child , only I feel very ill ." I

Respecting his state then , the fol- immediately ran to my mother, beg

lowing particulars have been kindly ging her to come to my Father. She

given us by his eldest daughter: came, and learning from him that he

“When my dear Father came had the cramp and feeling his hands

from the office and reclined on the cold , she burst into tears and kindly

sopha , I was sitting in the same remonstrated with him for having
room writing a letter, and my Mo- concealed his state so long. He beg

ther was busily engaged in another ged her to make herself easy, add

I supposed he was fatigued , ing, “ Call brother Carey and bro

and said nothing about his lying ther Marshman.” I ran instantlyto
down. When on the sopha he in his do this, and in a few minutes the
usual affectionate way asked me, aların spread through the premises

what I was doing ; to which I replied and brought the brethrenand sisters

" writing a letter.” He was cheerful, from every side. Dr. Mundt had

and said something which occasioned come again , and seeing the disorder

us both to smile. Some time after, gain ground, prescribed and applied

Mr. Solomon came in and informed what it seemed immediately to re
him that his child was just dead of quire."

the Cholera : my beloved Father as- While Dr. Carey, and the sisters

suredhim of his sympathy and gave were occupied about our brother, Dr.
directions to another native brother Marshman took the boat and crossed

to see that a coffin was made for the the river to Barrackpore, to bring

child, adding " I fear I have some more medical aid. Meeting with Dr.
thing of the cholera myself.” This Grierson at home, who has succeeded

startled me ; for this was the first in- Dr. Chalmers there, and who kindly

timation I had of his being ill . I ask- attended Dr. Carey about three

ed him to let me send for the Doc- months before, he brought him over
tor. He replied , “ No child ; 'tis no- with him . Dr. Grierson coincided

thing of consequence.” Happily how- with Dr.Mundt respecting its being
ever I did not wait for his leave ; but the Cholera, and among other things

wrote to theDoctor,begging hewould they prescribed a hot bath . This he
call immediately to see my Father. took about six in the evening, and

He came and my Father again re- seemed greatly refreshed ; but felt

peated his fears that he had a slight exceedingly inclined to sleep or at
attack ofthe Cholera. The Doctor least to doze. The medical gentle
VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. Р

room.
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men then intreated that he might be taken during the night, had produced

left to himself, in the hope of bis get- no effect. It was hoped that this

ting a little sleep, adding, that this would have relieved him greatly; and

would do more for him than any me- that as he had for so many hours

dicine they could give. In conse- been free from pain, he would imme- '

quence of this, Mrs. Ward and all diately have felt better. Dr. Grier

his brethren and sisters refrained son indeed said , that he thought

from conversation with him on the there was no cause for alarm respect

state of his mind ; and remained ing his case; and to Mrs.Ward's in

waiting the issue, in a state of sus . quiry, our dear brother himself said ,

pense which words cannot easily de- that he felt better. The injection

scribe . however produced no effect; but he

About nine in the evening he told still continued quiet and easy. Ano

Mrs. Ward that he felt himself sen- ther injection was then prescribed ;

sibly better, and was not in any kind but by the time it was ready, he ap

of pain. This excited great hope peared so weak that his medical at

that he would be able to obtain sleep tendants forbore to administer it.

during the night. Four or five there. He was still perfectly free from pain

fore remaining with him , among whom however ; and as late as ten in the

was our young brother, Mr. Bruns- morning, we had hopes of hisrecove

don, who watched with him during ry . Butabout eleven, Mrs. Ward of

the whole of hisillness as a son over fering him something directed to be

father, and Mr. Williamson , who given, he gently put it away with his

being acquainted with medicine him- hand, and with a sigh said, “ Oh

self, assisted with the two medical dear;" which were the last words

gentlemen in consultations respect- he was heard to utter, though he

ing him , and remained with him con- continued perfectly quiet and appa

tinually to see their prescriptions ad. rently free from pain. About twelve

ministered--the rest retired . Our de- bis pulse declined so much as to take

ceased brother remained quiet and away all hope ; and about five in the

free from pain , apparently sleeping, afternoon , he ceased to breathe, in so

till about ten atnight, when he com- imperceptible a manner, however,

plained of a pain in the right side, that we for some moments were

particularly when he turned himself. scarcely aware that his happy spirit

Mr. Williamson immediately went had left its tenement of clay. Dia

to Dr. Mundt to consult him . He ad- Carey had returned about an hour
vised a fomentation of the side, if previously. His step-son , Mr. John

the pain should continue. This was Fountain, to whom hehad everbeen

tried , and gave immediate relief. the father, and Mr. B. W. Marsh

With this exception hewas free from man , had arrived from Calcutta to

pain and perfectly quiet during the see him , six or seven hours before his

night , appearing in a dozing state and departure; but he was too far gone

saying nothing-Mrs. Ward and his fully to recognise them.

brethren , from the fear of preventing Thus, in the fifty -fourth year of his

his obtaining sleep, still forbearing to age and the twenty-fourth of his
converse with him . Missionary labours at Serampore, de

As in the morning there appeared parted one of the most faithful, dis

very considerable hope of his reco- interested , and arduous labourers in

very, Dr. Carey went to Calcutta in the vineyard of his Glorious Re

the course of his college duty as usu- deemer, that India has ever seen . To

al ; and Dr. Marshman again went enlarge on his character here would
over the river for Dr. Grierson that be quite superfluous ; it is too well

he might assist in consulting relative known to those who enjoyed the hap

to his case. On Dr. G.'s arrival, the piness of his acquaintance, for words
medical gentlemen recommended an to add any thing to the impression it

injection , as the calomel he had has left on the mind. The next day,
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the news of his departure having this declaration of the Apostle's as

been sent early to Calcutta, the Rev. expressing the language of our de

Messrs. E. Carey, James Hill,Adam , ceased brother's inmost soul ; “ By

Schmid, and Jetter arrived from the grace of God I am what I am ."

thence , to pay the last testimony of At the request of the Rev. James

respect to his memory, together with Hill, Dr. Marshman, on the next

Messrs . Penney, Lindeman, Pearce, Lord's-day, March 23d, preached a

Kerr, Ricketts, and various other funeral sermon for him from the same

friends. At five the corpse was con- text to a congregation of perhaps six

veyed to the Mission burying ground hundred , at the Union Chapel , the

in a hearse----the body together with pulpit and desk of which were hung

the coffin being so heavy, that it was with black as a testimony of esteem .

feared our native brethren and the In this discourse a few particulars

friends around , would not have been were given respecting our deceased

able to convey it, as the distance was brother ; with whom and Mrs. Ward,

nearly a mile. All of them attended the preacher andMrs.Marshman had

the funeral however, with the ser- come from England in the summer

vants of the printing -office, the paper- of 1799, and whom he had therefore

inill, & c . to all of whom our deceased known in the most intimate manner

brother was like a father. The va- for nearly twenty-four years. As the

rious gentlemen in Serampore and its Rev.Mr.Hilland others have strong

neighbourhood were also present, and ly requested it, should the pressure

a number from Barrackpore on the of business admit of its being pre

opposite side of the river. Previ- pared for the press , the sermon with

ously to moving the corpse from the these particulars, may possibly ap

house, the Rev. E.Carey engaged in pear in the course of two or three

prayer; at the grave the Rev.James months.

Hili gave out the 84th Hymn in the In reviewing this sudden and af

Selection, “ Jesus, thy blood and fictive providence various reflections

righteousness ;" after which Dr. Ca- crowd on the mind. The first are ,

rey addressed the congregation on those of almost indescribable distress

this afflicting and awful providence at the loss sustained-not only by the

both in English and Bengalee, and denomination to which our brother

Dr. Marshman concluded in prayer. belonged , butby the church and the

The next Lord's -day week , the cause of God at large, particularly as

16th March, Dr. Carey preached a far as relates to India; for although

funeral sermon for our deceased bro- his family and his immediate col

ther at the Lall -Bazar Chapel in Cal- leagues in the work of God, feel the

cutta, from Prov . x.7. " The memory sense of their loss increased by all

of the just is blessed ,” to the largest that recollection of his worth as a

congregation ever seen at the chapel- man , a Christian , a husband , a father,

many friends of religion , and multi- a colleague and brother, which the
tudes drawn by personal esteem , space of nearly twenty -four years,

taking this opportunity of testifying spent in perhaps the greatest degree

their respect for his memory. On of social happiness capable of being

Wednesday evening, the 19th , Dr. enjoyed on earth, must continually

Marshman preached a funeral ser- furnish ; our brother was not a man

mon for our beloved brother in the who confined his regard for the cause

Mission Chapel , Serampore, at which of God to one denomination . He

were present the Governor , his Ex- loved all who loved the Redeemer,

cellency Col. Krefting, and nearly and sought to promote bis cause.
every European inhabitant of Seran- Hence his death is a public loss to

pore, both Danish and English, with religion : and those particularly

a number from Ishera and Barrack- whose spiritual good he laboured to

pore. As he had fixed on no pas- promote and whose hands he labour

sage of scripture himself, Dr. M. tooked to strengthen by his preaching,
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his prayers, and his extensive corres- before them for so many years ;—and

pondence , whether they be in India, his promise was, that in thus doing

Europe, or America, cannot but feel he would be with them , cause them

this bereavement. to overcome their enemies, and pos

But while we thus mourn the loss sess the promised land .

of our beloved brother and cherish In the beginning of the gospel also,

the most tender affection for his me. when Stephen was prematurely re

mory, it becomes us to beware of sin- moved in the midst of his high ca.

ning against God under this dispen- reer of usefulness , a man “full of

sation. It becomes us to recollect faith and of the Holy Ghost," who

that every thing which rendered him so preached the gospel thatits fiercest

so dear to us and such a blessing to adversaries were not able to resist

the cause of God, arose wholly from " the wisdom and the spirit by which

the grace ofGod so richly manifest- he spake," how deeply mustthe loss

ed in him . This grace still remains, of such a man have been feltby all

an inexhaustible fountain . While we who loved the cause of God, then so

mourņ his loss in the deepest man- much in its infancy. We do not

ner, therefore, to suffer our heartsto find however, that while they so feel

sink in despondency, as though the ingly " made great lamentation over

Great Redeemer did not still live to him ,” the disciples and brethren had

carry on his own work , who is the the least idea of lying down in de

Sovereign Head of his Church , and spondency. On the contrary they

from whom come not only every gift took courage and “ went every where

intended for the use of his cause , and preaching the gospel;” and respect

all that diligence and love which may ing some of them , it is expressly re

enable a man possessing such to labour corded , no doubt for our encourage
even more abundantly than others, ment, that “ the hand of the Lord

but the blessing which must render was with them and a great number

these gifts and this labour effectual, believed and turned to the Lord.”

and without which even a Paul might (See Acts xi. 21.) - And when, a

plant, and an Apollos water wholly year or two after this, James, oneof

in vain, would be, to sin against the three disciples so eminently dis

God , and to act contrary to the ex- tinguished by our Lord during his

amples left us on divine record. life, and so justly esteemed one of
When Saul and above all Jonathan , the “ pillars ” of the infant apostolic

was removed, by whom the Lord had church, was prematurely cut off by

done such great things for Israel, the sword , Peter also being seized

David, in the midst of grief perhaps and put in prison - we do not find

never exceeded, “badethem teach that this hadany other effect on the

the children of Judah the use of the minds of the other brethren than that

bow ,” to prepare them for future ac- of causing them to make prayer to

tion , and exhorted themen of Jabesh God without ceasing for Peter, and

Gilead, who had already distinguish- no doubt for the cause ofGod in ge
ed themselves by their activity and neral, that it might not suffer by these

energy, to strengthen their hands, afflictions. And by far the greatest

and be valiant, because of the afflic. extension of the gospel was granted

tion which had then overwhelmed after this period . Unworthy as we

Israel. When Hur, and Aaron , are , we are still engaged in the same

and even Moses were called to rest cause , and every degree of blessing
from their labours, the command of must flow from the same source ; and

God himself to Israel was, to go for- seeing we serve him who is " Jesus

ward in their way, to be " strong and Christ, the same yesterday, to-day ,

very, courageous" amidst the over- and for ever," we ought to renew our

whelming grief which must have fill- trust in his mercy and his Almighty

ed their minds, atbeing thus deprived power, and to abound more and more

of all those who had gone in and out in prayer, and in the work of the
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Lord, knowing that he will never and the most active, was indeed

fail nor forsake those who trust in overwhelming,had we looked mere
him. ly to human aid . Yet nearly all that

The brethren at Serampore in- has been done in this part of India ,

deed have been thus called to re- has been the fruit of the Divine

new their trust in God, while wading blessing since experienced, on hum

through the depths of affliction, even ble and persevering effort, accom

from the beginning of their course. panied with constant prayer. Sure

We do not here allude merely to ly then in every affliction and be

the fire at Serampore eleven years reavement, we ought to look directly

ago, in which our dear brother now and wholly to Him , with whom is

deceased was himself almost mi- the residue of the Spirit, who can

raculously preserved , and which not be unmindful of his cause or of

threatened to overwhelm us ; but his promise, and who has declared

which through the Divine mercy, that all nations shall be blessed in

was succeeded by the Divine bless. the Redeemer,—and that He, Jeho

ing, to a greater extent than had vah , will accomplish this glorious

ever been experienced at Seram- work in his own time.

pore before. We rather allude to The human mind, however, which

the repeated afflictions we were is continually prone to run to the

called to sustain twenty -two years extremes either of presumption or

ago, when so many of our missiona- despondency, is ever apt to misin

ry brethren were in succession car- terpret the dealings of God with his

ried to the grave, in the very infan- church. Thus when any of the ser

cy of the cause here. Within eigh- vants of God are taken away, pe

teen days after our landing at Ser- culiarly fitted for some particular

ampore, Mr. Grant was carried off work in their day and generation,

in a fever, the four brethren and sis- we are ready to sink in despondency,

ters having arrived on the 13th of and to exclaim, “ such and such an

October, 1799, and he being re- eminent servant of God is taken

moved on the 31st. The succeed- away, andhow can the loss be repair

ing July, Mr. Fountain was removed ed? how can the cause ofGod now go

by a bowel complaint, within four forward?" We forget that these ser

years after his arrival in the coun- vants of God thus peculiarly gifted,

try, and just as he had become rea- were raised up to do a certain work ;

dy in the language. The next July and that if they are now called to

beheld Mr. Brunsdon carried off rest, the precise work no more re

in a liver complaint, scarcely twen- mains to be done for which Divine

ty-six years of age, and the most wisdom thus raised them up and en

forward in the language, as well as dued them with peculiar talents.

the ablest English preacher among Thus Divine wisdom has suffered

all the four brethren who came out no disappointment; for these have

together.- And to complete the fulfilled the work they were intend

measure of affliction , the next Oc- ed to accomplish, and have now en

tober, Mr. Thomas himself, who had tered into the joy of their Lord,

laid the foundation of the Mission leaving to otherswhom Divine grace

in Bengal, and had come out with may raise up, that work which is

brother Carey seven years before, suited to their capacity and intend

was taken away, at an age two years ed for them to fulfil. Therefore

below that ofour now deceased bro- while we so heavily mourn those

ther. At that critical period , that removed, whoare necessarily dear

four of the only seven missionaries to us for their work's sake, we

then in this part of India should be should consider that Divine wisdom

removed, and among them both the has removed them , only because

youngest and the oldest, the ablest their peculiar work in the church
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militant below, was fully accom- tions of the Scriptures overcome,

plished ; for had it not, their Sa- the way is now made easy : Second

viour, who has the keys of death and succeeding editions with the

and of the unseen world and who— same types , involve so little diffi

“ shutteth and no man openeth ,” culty, that the various native Chris

would surely have detained them tian brethren and others trained up

longer below. by our beloved brother for so many

Thus respecting our beloved bro- years, can go on with the work un

ther, while he was so endeared to der common European superinten

us in every capacity, that had our dence .

feelings been consulted we should Seeing then that infinite wisdom

never have suffered him to enter and lovethus guide all things how

into rest, but with ourselves ; the ever mysterious, and that these are

work for which God pre -eminently ever the same, what remains but

raised himup was evidently that of that we all , whohave seen so many

Printing the Scriptures in India ; of the servants of God around us re

and we believ that to him was move in the past year, adore in

shown herein grace and favour humble silence what we are unable

granted before to very few men in to comprehend, take new courage

that particular line. To the lan- and go forward in the work of Him

guage of the apostle , which the bro- who will cause his church to in

ther who came out with him well crease, till , like the stone cut out

recollects seeing in his diary in the without hands, it shall have filled

course of his voyage, thus applied the whole earth .- And to animate

with reference to his own circum- us thus to abound in the work of the

stances, “ unto me who am less than Lord and do our own peculiar work

the least of all saints is this grace in our day and generation,whatcan

given , that I should print among the tend more than the example and the

heathen the unsearchable riches of end of our beloved brother ; whose

Christ ,” — could he have foreseen life, at least for the last twenty -four

the Divine goodness to him, he years, amidstall the difficulties and

might have added— “ in twenty of trials he had to share with his bre

their languages ;” for the twentieth thren , was one uniform course of

version of the New Testament in high usefulness and happiness of

the languages of India , printed un- mind ; and who, after so long a

der his eye, had advanced to the course of bodily and mental labour

book of Revelation at the time of and spirituality of soul , was in hea

our beloved brother's removal ; and ven adoring before the Throne of

we believe it has been granted to the Lamb, within forty -eight hours

few men in the church of God, ever after he had delivered his last mes

to print the New Testament of our sage for his glorious Redeemer be

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ in low! Let us then lift up the hands

twenty languages, spoken among the which hang down and confirm the

heathen . But for the preparation feeble knees, and looking to Jesus,

of all those founts of types which be steadfast, unmoveable, always

they required , and most of which abounding in the work of the Lord ,

had never before been seen in In- forasmuch as we know , that however

dia, was his thorough knowledge of prematurely, as to aneye of sense,

the art, his nice discernment, his we may seem to be called aaway , our

assiduity, his indefatigable dili- labour, worthless as it may be, shall

gence, his love for the cause of his not be in vain in the Lord.

Redeemer and the souls of the hea

then , peculiarly suited . Yet all The name of John THORNTON, of

these founts prepared, and the dif- London, is, we know, associated in

ficulties attending these First Edi- the minds of many of our readers
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with almost every thing that cha- Yes, little prophet, thus my name shall

racterizes fervent piety, and dis
stand,

A mournful record on some friendly hand:

tinguishes Christian liberality. He
My name ?-tis here,-the characters

was not however distinguished as a
agree,

writer ; and we did not know that And every faithful letter speaks to me !

he had ever attempted poetry, till Bidsmeprepare tomeetmy nature's foe,

we cast oureyes on the following Without a sigh to quit the toils of time,
lines in the Evangelical Magazine Secureofglory in a happier clime:

for December last, which are there Then mount the skies-- forsakę my old

said to have been “ written by that abode,

great Christian philanthropist, John And gain the plaudit of a smiling God ;

Thornton , Esq. of Clapham , upon Receive, Lord Jesus, body, soul and spi

his receivinga mourning ring from Beholdmyplea -- thy sufferings and thy

a cousin of his own name, lately merit."

deceased .

The writer of these lines died in
“ Welcome, thou presage of my certain

doom ! the Lord 1790, aged 71 .

I too must sink into the darksome tomb ;

rit ;

Heviews.

no

NATURE OF THE ATONEMENT . A Dis- is only one way in which the in
course delivered Aug. 17, 1823 , rinsic evil of sin is manifested.

by James Murdock , D.D. This reason is not, therefore, pro

( Continued from p. 84.)
perly distinct from the first ; and

as to the third , it is still the evil

Dr. Murdock, having finished his which is in sin, that requires that

exposition of the text, proposes it should be punished even in the

these two questions for discussion : children of God. But we should not

1. Why was an atonement neces- have found
any

fault with these rea

sary ? 2. And how did the media sons, if we had not perceived thaton

tion of Christ answer the purpose ? these distinctions the author builds

But before he enters on the discus. his whole system of the nature of

sion of these points, he undertakes the atonement. With the first of

to answer, as a preliminary, the fol- these reasons, according to him , the

lowing question : " What are the atonement has nothing to do : “

reasons which either induce or re- thing that a Mediator could do

quire God , to inflict any punish . would remove it.” But an extract

ment whatever on transgressors ? ” from the sermon will best convey

For this he assigns three reasons ; the professor's meaning.

first, the intrinsic evil of sin ; se

condly, the good order and happi- “ Of the three grounds of punishment

ness of his kingdom ; and thirdly, just enumerated, the first is, in the na

ture of things, removeable in no other
the personal benefit of the indivi

way

duals who transgress. All these, in God or in the sinning creature .No
than by a change of character, either

however, might be included in one. thing that a Mediator could do would re
The only reason for which God move it. The holy and unchangeable God

can never cease to abhor sin . He must

punishes sin is its evil . If it were
forever feel differently, and be inclined

not evil in its own nature, it never
to conduct differently, towards the righ

could interfere with the good order teous and the wicked . Nothing can ever

and happiness of his kingdom . This bring the infinite mind, which is purity
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itself, into harmony with the polluted penting sinner, the atonement must give

souls of sinning creatures. They must be. thesame support to law , or must display

come holy; this, and this only, can re- as impressively the perfect holinessand

move the first groundof punishment.- justice of God, as the execution of the

And this certainly will remove it; be. law on transgressors would . It must be
cause when creatures cease to be sinners, something different from the execution

they must cease to be odious in the sight of the law itself; because it is to be a

of God . Their new and holy characters substitute for it, something which will

render them now lovely in his view ; and render it safe and proper to suspend the

he can therefore feel no repugnance, so regular course of distributive justice .-If

far as their present characters are con- such an expedient can be found, then an

cerned, to embracing them as his dear adequate atonement is possible ; other

children .-Sucha change in the sinner's wise it is not.*

character, will likewise remove the third “ Now such an expedient,the text re

ground of punishment, which was the re. presents the sacrifice of Christ to be . It
formation of the sinner himself. Because is “a declaration of the righteousness of

this object is already obtained, by the God ; so that he might be just,” - might

change supposed . secure the objects of distributive justice,

Only the second ground of punish- as it becomes a righteous moral governor
ment then remains be removed ; and to do ; _ " and yet might justify,” or ac

to remove this, and this only, is the pro- quit and exemptfrom punishment, bim
per business of an atonement." that believeth in Jesus. It was in the na

ture of it, an exhibition or proof - ordelgis
Here we have the true founda

-of the righteousness of God. It did

tion of Dr. M.'s theory. Though not consist in an execution of the law on

sin might be punished in the trans- any being whatever; for it was a substi
gressor, on account of its intrinsic tute for an execution of it.-It did not

evil or ill desert, yet the sufferings or cause them to be either really or ap
annihilate the guilt of the transgressors,'

of a Mediator have no respect to parently innocent; for this was impossi

this ;they can haveno effect upon ble : it rather proclaimed the atrocity of

it. This is only to be removed by their guilt .- Itdid not fulfil the law , or

making the sinner holy, which , we
satisfy its demands on transgressors ; for

then their acquittal would have been an
are told, is all that is necessary. As

act of justice ,not of grace ; and the atone

these radical principles are all im- ment would have been but another mode
portant in this subject, we might of executing thelaw itself, not a substi

tute for it. Its immediate influence was

have expectedsomething in the way
not on the characters and relations of

of proof; but the preacher has con men as transgressors, nor on the claims

tented himself with a string of as- of the law upon them . Its direct opera

sertions, to which it would be easy tion was on the feelings and the appre

to opposeas many negations. But hensions of the beingsat large, who are

our object now is to exhibit to the under the moral government of God.”

reader, a just view of Dr. M.'s theo- howthis exhibition was a display of the
“ The only difficulty is to understand

ry ; our remarks upon it shall be righteousness ofGod .To solve it, some

made in due time. We shall there- have resorted to the supposition that the

fore extract a number of passages Son of God became our sponsor,and satis

from the discourse, that it may be fied the demandsof the law on us,bysuf

clearly seen that we do no injustice
fering in our stead . But to thishypothe

to the learned professor, in the re.

presentations which we make of his * See F. G. Süskind, über die Möglich

system. keit der Straffen -Aufhebung oder der

Sünden -Vergebung, in Flatt's Mag . für

“ Thus far we have been examining christ. Dogm . St. Ī. S. 1–68. and C. G.

and attempting to ascertain , precisely, Brettschneider's Handbuch der Dogm .

the nature of the difficulty which it was § . 158. Band II. S. 248–278. Also Dr. J.

the business of the atonement to remove . Edwards, Three Serm . in Selectt. on

The difficulty, it appears, consisted whol. Atonement, pp . 330—337 . Dr. Maxcy's

ly in the second ground ofpunishment; discourse, ibid . pp. 206—208. Dr. Small

that is, in the necessity of distributive ey's Sermon, ibid . pp . 112-114. Dr.

justice to the well being ofthe universe. Griffin, on the Extent of the Atonement,

“ To remove this difficulty, and to en- pp. 22–27 . Mr. Burge, Essay on the

able God righteously to pardon the re- script. doctr. of Atonement, pp. 39-66 .
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sis there are strong objections. To sup- ther from the circumstances and occasion

pose that Christ was really and truly our of it, or from the explanation that ac

sponsor, and that he suffered in this cha- companies it . Hence all that either rea

racter ; would involve such a transfer of son or revelation teaches, respecting the

legal obligationsand liabilities and merits, object ofChrist's visit to our world,may

as is inadmissible : and to suppose any properly be applied to the explanation of

thing short of this, will not explain the this significant transaction. - Does any ob

difficulty. For if, while we call bim a ject, that viewed in this light , it is an ob

sponsor, we deny that he was legally hol. scure and unnatural symbol ? I might

den or responsible for us, and liable in ask the objector to shew the natural fit

equity to suffer in our stead ; we assign ness of other symbols both human and

no intelligible reason, why his sufferings divine, to express the import which is as

should avail any thing for our benefit, or cribed to them. Words, for instance, are

display at all the righteousness of God.- symbols of human thoughts and emotions.

Besides, this hypothesis,-like all the But what is there in the nature of articu

others, which suppose the Son of God to late sounds, to make them significant of

have first entered into a close, legal con- the thoughts and emotions of the soul ?

nexion with sinful men, and afterwardsto or to make each word significant of one

have redeemed them,—would make the particular thought, rather than another !

atonement to be a legal satisfaction for The only answer here, is that men have

sin ; and then the acquittal of the sinner agreed to use certain sounds as symbols

would be no pardon at all, but would fol- of certain thoughts ; and thence it is, they

low in the regular course of law.-We have acquired a meaning.".

must, therefore, resort to some other so- “ According to the view we have taken

lution . And what is more simple, and at of the nature and design of the atone

the same time satisfactory, than that ment, the justification of believers is not

which is suggested by the text ? The a justification founded on the principles

atonement was an exhibition or display. of law and distributive justice. It is an

That is, it was a symbolical transaction . It absolute pardon, an act of mere grace ; and

was a transaction, in which God and his of grace on the part of God the Father,

Son were the actors ; and they acted in as well as on that of God the Son . For

perfect harmony, though performing dif. the operation of Christ's sacrifice, it ap.

ferent parts in the august drama. The pears, was not on the regular course of

Son in particular, passed voluntarily distributive justice in regard to individu

through various scenes of humiliation and al transgressors. Its influence was on the

sorrow and suffering ; while the Father public feeling respecting the character

looked on with all that tenderness and of God . And it only enabled God , with

deep concern , which he — and none but honour to himself and safety to his king

he - could feel. The object of both , in dom, to gratifythe desires of his beart

this affecting tragedy, was to make an by the pardon of repenting sinners . Jus

impression on the minds of rational be- tification , therefore, is a real departure

ings every where, and to the end of time. from the regular course of justice ; and

And the impression to be made, was, that such a departure from it, as leaves the

God is a holy and righteous God ; that claims of the law on the persons justified,

while inclined to mercy, he cannot for- forever unsatisfied. This is a legitimate

get the demands of justice, and the dan . inference from theprinciples which have

ger to his kingdom from the pardon of been advanced. And it is confirmed by

the guilty ; that he must shew his feel the following considerations."

ings on this subject; and shew them so “ If the atonement causes transgres

clearly and fully, that all his rational sors to be justified on the principles of

creatures shall feel that he honours his law and distributive justice, either it

law while suspending its operation, as must change the principles of the law it

much as he would by the execution of it . self, or it must divest the transgressor of

“ But how, it may be asked, are these guilt and ill desert, or it must legally and
things expressed or represented bythis fully satisfy the demands of the violated

transaction. The answer is --- symbolical- law upon him . - But the first is impossi
ly. The Son of God came down to our ble . The law of God is founded on the

world , to do and to suffer what he did ; eternal and immutable principles of dis

not merely for the sake of doing those tributive justice . It renders to every

acts and enduring those sorrows, but for man according to his deserts. Till the

the sake of theimpression to be made on distinction between right and wrong shall
the minds of all beholders, by his labour- cease to exist, or the Omniscient cease

ing and suffering in this manner. In this to discern it and regard it ; the princi

sense, it was a symbolical transaction . ples of the divine law must remain un

And the import or meaning of it , as of altered . The atonement then did not

every other symbol, is to be learned ei. change the law .--Neither did it divest

Vol. II.-Ch. Adv. Q
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the transgressor of his guiltand ill desert. cution of the law. It did not cancel any

It could neither recall the deeds he had of the claims of the law on us. And

committed, nor change their moral cha- hence, after the atonement was made,

racter, nor separate from him the guilt God was under no legal obligations to ex.

of them. It therefore could not make empt any man frompunishment. If he

the transgressor to become really inno. had never pardoned a single transgres

cent . Nor did it cover over his sins, sor, neither thelaw nor distributive jus

or conceal them and cause them to be tice ould have been contravened . And

overlooked and forgotten. For, the par. if he pardons at all, it is mere grace. Or

doned sinner not only remains, in fact, to state it otherwise, the atonement was

the same guilty creature he was before; not of such a nature as to require God to

but he is viewed and treated by his pardon us, but it enables him to do it

Maker, as personally guilty ; and he must with credit to himself and safety to his

feel himself to be so, and ingenuously con. kingdom .

fess and mourn over his transgressions, “The atonement was not a legal or a

in order to obtain forgiveness; and if re- forensic transaction . It was altogether

ceived to mercy , he must forever adore extrajudicial, or out oftheordinary course

and praise the abounding grace of God of legal procedure . It was an expedient

in bis salvation. The atonement then , for avoiding a legal procedure in regard

did not divest the transgressor of his to believers. It wasin its nature, simply

guilt or ill desert. a display or exhibition, intended to im

“ Neither did it satisfy the demands of press on all creatures a deep sense of

the violated law upon him . For, what the righteousness of God' as a moral

were the demands of the violated law ? governor.”

Not, that some transferable good should

be surrendered and paid over to God or The attentive peruser of these

to the law, as being forfeited by the extracts will be at no loss to under

transgressor. The law did notordain, stand the theory which is proposed
that, in case wesinned, certain privi anddefended in thissermon; but

leges or valuable possessions held by us,

should be forfeited into the hands of ano. in order that it may be clearly ex

ther or to the public, who might sue for hibited to the most cursory reader,

them and recover them. Had this been

she case, the Mediator might, perhaps, scheme, still employing, as far as
we will present an outline of the

have been able to pay the forfeiture, or

something equivalenttoit ; and thushave practicable, the language of the

virtually satisfied the law. But the law preacher.

ordained no such thing. When trans- The radical principle, and we

gressed, it requires nopayment, notrans- think the rewrov brevdos, of the whole

fer of any thing whatever, to another.
What then does it demand ?' That the sin system is, that the atonement has

ner himself suffer the punishment, which no respect to the evil nature of sin,

it denounces. The violated law holds consideredin itself — This is a pro

him personally guilty, and it requires that per ground of the punishment of

due punishment fall on his head, and on

his only. For the law of God, as already
the transgressor, but cannot be re

observed, is founded on the principles of moved by anything that a Media

distributive justice, which renders to
tor can do. The atonement can

every one according to his deserts. It only effect the removal of that
therefore, carefully discriminates between ground of punishment which arises
the innocent and the guilty ; and it never

suffers the distinction to be overlooked from the tendency of sin to disturb

or forgotten. When once a creature be the good orderand happiness of the

comes a transgressor of its commands or
universe. It is not the execution

prohibitions, it never is satisfied ,and of the law on any being, but must
never can be, with anything short of the besomething different from this, as
full execution of the threatened penalty it is a substitute for it. The atone.
on the transgressor himself.”

“ And thus also the bloody sacrifice of ment therefore does not fulfil or sa

the Mediator,was not what the law of tisfy the demands of the law against

God demanded, or could accept, as a le. transgressors; its immediateinflu

gal satisfaction for our sins . All that it

could do,was, to display the feelings of relations of men as transgressors,
ence was not on the characters and

God in regard to his law ; and to secure,

by the impression it made, the public ob. nor did it alter the claims of the

jects which would be gained by an exe law
upon them . In this transaction

*
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Christ did not become our Sponsor been induced to form this summary,

to satisfy the demands of the law almost entirely from the author's

in our stead : this would be to make own language : for we are certain

the atonement a legal satisfaction . that many intelligent Christians, in

But the atonement was an exhibi- this part of the country, will scarce

tion or display of the righteousness ly believe thatany one , who is not

of God. It was a symbolical trans- professedly a Socinian , would make

action, the object of which was to such declarations as are contained
make an impression on the minds in this discourse . But our plan is

of rational beings-- a method of not to attempt to render opinions

showing clearly and fully, that God odious by referring them to some

honours his law while suspending heretical system . If we cannot

its operation, as much as he would show them to be erroneous by a fair
by the execution of it. It is there- appeal to reason and scripture, we

fore merely a symbolical transac- shall not make the effort to beat

tion , themeaning of which must be them down with other weapons.
learned froin the circumstances or Whatever opinion cannot stand the

explanation accompanying it. In test of thorough discussion , how .

this respect it resembles words, ever long it may have been cherish .

which are symbols of thought ; or ed , and however important it may

sacramental signs, which signify be esteemed , let it be abandoned.

spiritual blessings. This symbol, Evidence is always arrayed on the

however, has a natural fitness to side of truth , though her voice is not

express its object; but its object always heard ;we are, therefore, not

was not so much to enlighten the afraid of the free discussion ofany

understanding, as to impress the doctrines, for if they are untrue

feelings of creatures not to exhibit they ought to be discarded, and if

the intellectual conceptions of the they are sound, they will be more

Divine mind,but the determinate firmly established by a full and fair

purposes and holy feelings of God. investigation.

This being the nature of the We shall now proceed to make

atonement, it follows, that the jus- some remarks on Professor Mur

tification of believers is not founded dock's theory, and if they should

on the principles of law and distri- run out to a length which may
be

butive justice. Justification is a inconvenient to some readers, we
real departure from the regular hope for indulgence, when it is con

course of justice; and such a depar- sidered that the subject is of infinite

ture from it as leaves the claims of importance.
the law on the persons justified, for- i . Our first remark is, that this

ever unsatisfied ; therefore, the par- theory is wholly unsupported by the
doned sinner not only remains in testiinony of God,in his word. We

fact the same guilty creature he know , indeed, that Dr.M.has taken
was before, but he is viewed and some pains to show that the text,

treated by his Maker as personally which he has placed at the begin

guilty ; the atonement did not di- ning of his sermon, favours his ideas

vest the transgressor of his guilt of the nature of the atonement; but

Here we have Dr. M.'s theory of supposing his interpretation to be

the atonement ; and, certainly, no correct , it still goes but a very little

one can complain that heis not suf- way towards making out this theo

ficiently explicit. Whatever may ry. It merely declares that the

be thought of his opinions, he is hó- atonement is an exhibition of the

nest and open in disclosing them to righteousness of God : this is one

our view. From an utter abhor- end which it accomplishes ; but it

rence of all misrepresentation of does not follow , that it is the only

the opinions of others, we have end . Besides, it may exhibit the
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righteousness of God by being the with as little advantage to the

execution of the penalty of the law world , as the fanciful systems of
upon the sinner's surety: indeed, natural philosophy, before that sci

this is the only way in which it can ence was reduced within its proper

have this effect, according to our limits and placed on its true foun

ideas. Most commentators, that dation . In our times, every man ,

we have consulted , take this view who has ingenuity enough to spin

of the text. But is it not very re- out a fine theory, immediately falls

markable, that Dr. M. has not re- in love with it, and dreams that

sorted to the Bible at all for evi- great improvements are making in

dence of the truth of his opinions ? the sublime science of theology.

When he leaves the discussion of But certainly, if theologians would

his text, he seemsto take leave of study their Bible more, and theo
the scriptures . Now, to us , this rize less , the prospect of advance

looksvery suspicious. Do we know ment would be much more flatter

any thing—can we know any thing ing.

of the atonement, but from the sa- But Dr. M.'s theory is not mere

cred scriptures ? And are they not ly naked of scriptural support ; it

very full on this subject ? Do they appears to us in direct hostility

not present the subject under a va- with scripture. Some of his strong

riety of aspects ? Why then did assertions have a good deal the ap

not Dr.M. found his system upon pearance of setting scripture autho

plain and repeated declarations of rity at defiance. We know that

the word of God ? A theory in re- was not his intention, but men in

vealed theology , not founded on ex- his station ought to regard even ap

plicit declarations of the inspired pearances. The holy scriptures

volume, is no better than a hypo- teach that “ Christ hath redeemed

thesis in philosophy, supported by us from the law , being made a curse

no experiment. If God has declared for us that he bare our sins in his

the nature and end of the atone- own body on the tree that he gave

ment in bis word, we should receive himself the justfor the unjust - was

his testimony submissively and cor- wounded for our transgressions, and

dially ; if he has not condescended bruised for our iniquities — when we
to declare what it is, we shall never were without strength, died for us

be able to find it out by our subtle that he was made sin for us— is

speculations and distinctions . Is it our propitiation - gave his life a

not then an unaccountable thing, ransom for all - an offering and a

that Dr. M. has not even compared sacrifice to God, and some hundred

his theory with the numerous decla- other passages,of like import. But

rations of sacred scripture on this Dr.M.,without even troubling himn

subject? We shall for ever protest self to explain any of these texts,

against this method of constructing goes boldly forward, and declares

theological systems without the aid that the idea of Christ being a spon

of the Bible. It is the very bane of sor is incorrect that he never sa

sound theology. Until men (and tisfied the law, nor suffered the ex

above all men, professors in theolo- ecution of its penalty, nor removed

gical seminaries,), shall consent to the believer's guilt-- that the atone
come to the word of God, and re- ment is a symbol, an exhibition , a

ceive its doctrines simply as they display, a means of expressing the

are revealed , and not strive to be feelings of God, merely intended ,

wise above what is written, we shall not to inform the intellect, but

make no real progress in divine make an impression on the feelings

knowledge. We shall be overrun of rational creatures.Howincom
with refined theories, which will prehensible must be the language of

supplant each other as rapidly, and scripture, if it means whatDr. M.
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we did

teaches respecting the atonement! this attribute ; " an exhibition of

But by what methods does he esta- the righteousness of God ." . But

blish these opinions, which appear Dr. M. has not informed us how it

to be so strange to the sacred ora- can produce this effect. He has,

cles ? By the help of a few distinc- indeed, told us that it is a symboli

tions, and a goodly number of bold cal transaction, and is calculated

assertions. We have, after all our to make a very deep impression on

search , found no other support for rational creatures ; but he has no

these new doctrines. where explained the way in which

We have not been able to find the sufferings of Christ can, accord

that the learned Professor has re- ing to his scheme, havethe effect of

sorted to the Bible for a single aux- displaying the rectitude of God as

iliary text, in support of his theory. moral governor of the universe .

He boldly asserts that so it is , and When he speaks of the atonement

so it must be ; but why it must be as a symbol, he seems to insinuate

so, he has not condescended to in- that there is nothing in the nature

form us. If all the things which he of the transaction itself which has

has asserted without proof are self any connexion with the end ; but

evident to him , his powers of intui- that like other symbols, it derives

tion reach far beyond ours. But its signification from divine insti

suppose, that it was incum- tution ; just as words derive their

bent on him to show that his views meaning from agreement and use ;

do not militate with the plain de- or as religious ceremonies, which

clarations of scripture. This, how- are symbols, derive their import

ever, he has not attempted ; and from the appointment ofGod. We

unless he has some method of ac- have only to remark on this view of

complishing it, of which we have no the subject, that in order to know

conception, we believe it was pru- what meaning God has annexed

dent in him to keep the declara- to this transaction, we must have

tions of scripture as much out of recourse to the scriptures; there is

view as possible. He might, in- no other possible method of learn

deed , have said that the texts of ing what the will of God is in such

scripture, which seem to teach the cases; but as we have seen , no at

doctrine of vicarious satisfaction, tempt has been made by the learn

are all figurative ; but the Socinian ed professor to show that his views

can use, and has long ago used, this are supported by the general tenor

subterfuge, with as much plausibi- of the word of God . He has not

lity as Ďr. M. possibly could do. even attempted to prove that his

For our own parts, we have esta- theory can be reconciled with the

blished it as a principle, to pay no plain declarations of scripture.

regard to any theological theories, But our remark is not founded on

which are not fairly founded on a a mere defect of evidence in sup

just interpretation of the word of port of the theory ; we maintain,

God ; and therefore this want of that according to the view of the

scriptural support would have led atonement taken by Dr. M. no

us to reject Dr. Murdock's views thing can be conceived more mani

at once, if the system had contain- festly inconsistent with justice.

ed no other marks of reprobation The fact to be accounted for is ,

upon its face . that Christ the Son of God, by the

2. Our second remark on this the- determinate counsel of God, en

oryof the nature of the atonement dured sufferings unspeakably great.

is, that it is wholy incompatible According to the theory under con

with the justice of God. It is true, sideration, no sin was charged to

indeed, that it makes the only end his account. He suffered not in

of the atonement to be a display of the place of any body. The law
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was not executed upon him. The ment to the guilty. How God can

transaction then was simply this : be just while he departs from the

Themost glorious and innocent per- regular course of justice, is what

son in the universe, who was capa- Dr. M. has yet to explain ; and how

ble of suffering, was punished in that departure can be an exhibition

the most grievous manner, having of his righteousness or justice, is a

no sins to answer for, either his problem still more difficult to be

own, or those of others. Is there solved . The Ruler of the universe,

any need of argument or illustra- in the atonement, departs from the

tion on a point so plain ? Is there regular course of justice, in the

any thing conceivable moreincom- punishment of the innocent, and in

patible with righteousness than the the release of the guilty ; and yet

punishment of an innocent person this transaction is to exhibit his

And it will not change the nature righteousness ; that he might be

of the transaction to say, that just, and the justifier of him who
Christ consented to endure this believeth in Jesus !

exceeding weight of misery. For . We have no doubt that the learn

any one to consent to be dealt with ed professor has thought muchon

unjustly cannot make it just: if a this subject; and yet it is manifest

man consent that another should to us, that he would have done well

kill him , or deprive him of his li- to extend his views still farther

berty, the consent cannot make it than he has done. His scheme

right. How then could it be just needs much addition to render it in

in God to afflict with pains so in- any degree consistent.

conceivably great, his own Son ? 3. Our third remark is, that ac

If he were considered in the light cording to this theory the death of

of a sponsor, or substitute, then in- Christ has in it nothing of the na

deed the case would be changed. ture of atonement. An atonement

We shall not now discuss the ques. is a satisfaction made to an offend

tion , whether a substitute for sin- ed person in behalf of the offender.

ners is admissible ; but supposing It is a means of appeasing the an

that Christ did become a substi- ger of the person injured. An

tute , then he could be punished atonement for the sins of men must

consistently with justice ; but if we contain in it a satisfaction to God
consider him as an innocent per- on account of their sins. It is an

son , subjected to the penalty of no expiation, or propitiation for sin .

law , and having no demands of jus. But according to this scheme, it is

tice to satisfy, then there can a mere symbolical transaction, in

scarcely be expressed a more self- tended to make the impression that

evident proposition, than that his God is righteous. But this is no

death and sufferings are irreconci- atonement. Suppose God had fix

lable with justice. Dr. M. admits , ed upon something else as the sym

that the regular course of distribu- bol of this truth - suppose he had

tive justice is suspended . “Justi- annexed to the vivid lightning, this

fication is a real departure from the meaning, would there be any pro

regular course of justice; " but this priety in calling this an atone
departure from justice does not re- ment? Take away all idea of the

late to the sufferings of Christ, but death of Christ being a satisfaction

to the remission of the penalty of to law and justice in behalf of sin

the law, incurred by transgressors. ners, and you destroy the very na

Thereis thereforea twofold injus- ture of atonement. The namemay

tice necessary to be supposed, ac- be retained , but the thing is gone as

cording to this theory : the one in completely, as in any system of So

the sufferings of the innocent; the cinianismwhatever. And vicarious

other in the remission of punish- sufferings are excluded from this
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system by the express and repeated principles laid down in this dis
declarations of the author ; there- course, that an effectual atonement

fore all inquiries and disputes re- is impossible, because the principal

specting the persons for whom the ground of punishing transgressors

atonement was made, are pro- cannot be removed by any atone

nounced to be improper, and to ment. The author admits that sin

arise from not understanding the deserves to be punished on account

nature of the atonement. That the of its intrinsic evil ; but he asserts,

author does reject the idea of vica- aswe have seen , that nothing that

rious satisfaction from the atone- a Mediator can do, will have any

ment, is manifest from the whole effect to remove this reason of pun

tenor of the discourse, but it is ex. ishment. Then it must remain in

plicitly stated in his third infer- full force, or must be removed in

ence, when he says " These con- some other way. What that way

troversies (about the extent of the is, the preacher has undertaken to

atonement) arise from the supposi- inform us, p. 16, 17. “ They (sin

tion, that the atonement draws af- ning creatures) must become holy ;

ter it by necessary consequence, this, and this only, can remove the

the salvation, or at least the par- first ground of punishment-- and

don , of all that believe. And they this certainly will remove it."

have given no little trouble to those Now, however strange this doctrine
who hold the doctrine of vicarious may appear to some persons, we

satisfaction .” Now we contend ought not to be surprised at the

that this destroys the very nature earnestness and confidence with

of atonement, and that the word which it is asserted ; for if this po

ought not to be retained . Suppose sition cannot be maintained , the

that we were informed, that a num- whole theory is perfectly nugatory.

ber of soldiers had disobeyed or- There is no doubt that the princi

ders, and incurred thereby a heavy ple here assumed, whether true or

penalty , butthat'an atonement had false, is a corner stone in this fa

been offered and accepted , is it brick. Let us see then what has

possible to separate from it the been brought to support it. The

idea of the persons for whom it was whole is included in the latter

made ? If an atonement has been clause of a sentence already quoted .

made, in whatever it consists, the “ When creatures cease to be sin

inquiry will ever be proper; forners, they cease to be odious in the

whom was it made ? For every sight of God ." The author seems,

thing which partakes in any de- however, to have felt some misgiv

gree of the nature of atonement, ing about this matter; for, in the

must have relation to offences, and next septence, the idea is repeated

these suppose persons who are with some addition : • Their new

chargeable with them. And an and holy characters,” says he, " ren

atonement which has no relation to der them now lovely in his view ;

offences committed, is an absurdi- and he can thereforefeel no repug-

ty ; if the word be applied to things nance, so far as their present cha

of this kind , it is an abuse of lan- racters are concerned , to embracing

guage . All that is said in this them as his dear children .” What

third inference, the conclusion does he mean by “ present charac

of the sermon , furnishes conclusive ters?” If no more than that a holy

evidence, that according to the God must be pleased with the pre

theory of the author, the true na- sent holy exercises of a holy soul,

ture of atonement is completely it is true, but nothing at all to the

destroyed . purpose. Does God,in viewing the

4. Moreover, it will appear by characters of his creatures, extend

an impartial consideration of the his attention to nothing but the pre
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sent exercises ? Do not all the ac- if he had never offended, because

tions ever performed go into the es- he has now become holy. He must

timate ? Let us suppose two crea- for ever contemplate the man as

tures of similar faculties and ad- one who has been guilty of heinous

vantages, one of whom departs offences, and as He acts agreeably

from the way of rectitude, and to his own views of truth , He must

lives for many years in the com- deal with such an one according to
mission of the most enormous his character. We speak now in

crimes, while the other retains his relation to the theory of Dr. M., for

innocence and never offends ; but we believe that by a Mediator, the

at the end of this period , the first greatest sinner can be so recon

returns (no matter how ) to hisori- ciled to God, that he can be re

ginal state of purity ; must God, ceived as if he had never offended :

from the holiness of his nature, but this can never be the case upon

view them with the same approba- the plan here proposed . A mere

tion ? Does the ceasing to perform change of character can never re

evil acts immediately obliterate move this ground of punishment.

them , so that they can have no ef- Indeed, to suppose that it could , is

fect on the Divine mind ? It is to suppose that guilt contracted by
wonderful that the sagacious au- a series of evil acts, can be oblite

thor did not feel the force of his rated by the performance of holy

own sound reasoning in the next acts, afterwards. This is the iden

paragraph . “ He has committed tical error of those, who think that

deeds which cannot be recalled. repentance will certainly wash

He isa trangressor of the law , and away all former sins. But if the

must forever stand guilty. Whatis intrinsic evil of sin be a just ground

done can never be undone. All he of punishment, as Dr. M. fully ad

can do will be to repent of the past, mits ; and if a creature by trans

and cease to do evil for the future.” gression has incurred this punish

Now , these are incontrovertible ment, then his performing his duty

truths ; and Dr. M. will do us a afterwards can have no effect on

great favour, if he will show why his former guilt. His good conduct

they do not apply as perfectly to for the present will secure him

the first ground of punishment laid from incurring more guilt, but the

down by him, as to the second . old charges stand in full force

When men form an estimate of the against him . If then this ground

characters of one another, do they of punishment cannot be removed

not comprehend in their view the by making the creature holy, and

whole conduct of every person , 'as if,as Dr. M. asserts, “ nothing that

far as they can ascertain it. If it a Mediator can do will remove it , "

were not so, a man whohad re- what is the condition of every sin
formed need not beashamed of hav- ner ? Is not salvation impossible ?

ing perpetrated the most abominable For, when by the atonement, the

crimes. God views things as they second ground of punishment is
are , and in their just connexions. removed, the first standing in full

All the actions of a man belong to force, all the sufferings and work

him , and go to form his character; of the Mediator must be utterly

those performed long ago are as ineffectual. Dr. M. should have

much his own, and as truly apper- examined this ground more tho

tain to his character, as those roughly, before he ventured to trust

which he is performing at the pre- his whole structure upon it. He

sent moment. It cannot be, there . has certainly brought himself into

fore, that God can look upon one a dilemma : either reformation must

who is stained with the guilt of have the efficacy of cancelling con

enormous sins, in the same light as tracted guilt, or the salvation of
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any sinner is impossible ; for here stitute that can be found . Indeed,

is a punishment incurred which no we think it better than any thing

atonement can remove. that could, in the same compass,

We have not a doubt that this be expressed in our language- La

single thing is sufficient to demo- tin being far more favourable than
Jish Dr. M.'s whole theory. The English,to the forming of a sum

foundation is unsound - his main mary at onceperspicuous and com

principle is perfectly untenable ; plete. Wethereforeearnestly re

and when this is removed , the su- commend this valuable manual to

perstructure must fall - unless we every theological student, and to
can be reconciled to a scheme every young clergyman in the Unit

which would plunge every sinner ed States, who may read our mis
into utter despair. cellany. In this work, justly styled

( To be concluded in our next.) Medulla , he may see,in the narrow

compass of 334 duodecimo pages,

a fair exhibition of all the impor

tant points of theology, the princi

pal passages of scripture, by which

the doctrines laid down by the au

thor are, in his opinion, supported,
ELENCTICA, EX MAJORI OPERE, SE

and the chief objections of Papists,
EJUS CAPITA, ET PARA

Prelatists, Arminians, Socinians
GRAPHOS,

and Infidels, stated and answered.

Editio prima Americana, accu
The author, it is well known, was

rate emendata, et post expressos
a stanch Calvinist, of the old school.

scripturæ textus. Indice duplici, But we should suppose that such a
Gulielmo ab Irhoven auctore,tum work would have attractions, not

rerum , tum S. scripturæ ,quæoba only for those who think with the

jectionum materiam vulgofaciunt, writer, but for those who differ

explicatorum aucta . Philadel
from him toto coelo : for if it be na

phiæ : typis et impensis J. Ander- tural, that the former should be de.

son, 13 N. Seventh -street, 1824. sirous to see the best arguments by

12mo. pp.
which their faith may be defended,

334 .

the latter, we should think , must

No republication of an old book be curious to observe in what man

in our country could, we think, ner an able adversary notices and

have given us more pleasure than replies to their objections.

that which is here announced. We We have compared this Ameri

are pleased, not only because can edition , cursorily, with four

MARCK's Medulla is a theological European editions, and pretty care

work of prime excellence, copies fully with the copy from which the

of which could not easily be ob- reprint has been made. The Ame

tained , but because we hope this rican edition , so far as relates to

republication furnishes a presump- paper and typography, is decidedly

tion that the taste and demand for superior to any of the others. Its

such works are increasing among editor also, has corrected a multi

tude of minor errors in the lan

We certainly do need, and that guage. The few which remain, are
egregiously, in the English lan- mostly to be found in the first 80

guage, a good system of didactick pages, and in the quotation of texts

theology, in which a short, clear from the Greek New Testament,

and satisfactory notice should be with which the work abounds. But

taken of the many points of con. there is not an error, we think, of

troversy. Wanting this, the book such a nature as to occasion any

before us is perhaps the best sub- difficulty to the reader, even with
Vol II.Ch. Adv. R

US.
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out a reference, which might easily in which, no doubt, the text of our

be made, to the passage from which author is found as he left it.

the quotation is taken. Having mentioned the commen

The double index which accom- tary of de Moor, we cannot forbear

panies the American edition , and to express our high estimation of

which is found in oneonly of the its merits, and to add that a vene

foreign editions which we have rable professor of Theology, whose

seen , is a most valuable appendage. opinion on such a subject we regard

It enables the reader to turn imme- as second to none in our country,

diately to any topick discussed , or considers it, we know, as instar

to any text of scripture which the omnium , among works of systema

author has explained or alleged. tick Theology We avow , never

In a few instances, the American theless, that our own favourite sys

editor has changed a little the ex- tematick writer is Pictet. His

pressions of the author. These three quarto volumes in French,

changes we have examined, and in and a fourth, containing his Chris

our judgment they are all clearly

for the better ; and the editor has viveret amplexus est. Tum ut quadan

had the fairness tospecify them all tenus responderem voto, quo, paucis ante

at the beginning of the book. Still obitummensibus, Vir mihi desideratissi

we should have been better pleas- demici annum in Trajectinâtransacturus
mus, quum postremum tirocinii mei Aca .

ed, if the text of the author had palæstrâ hinc abirem , ultimummihi dixit

been permitted to stand exactly as vale; se sperare indicans, laborem à me

he framed it, with the proposed al . susceptum iri, ubi ipse desineret : quan .
terations inserted at the bottom of quam non nisi eminus tantum Virum sequi

mihi datum sit ; & passibus æquiscum ipso

the page. There are, it is true, incedere longè majorem ingenii sagacis
,

some variations in the readings of eruditionis vastæ , judicii subacti, memo

the European copies ; but wherever riæ tenacissimæ, facilitatis promtissimæ &
these occurred ,ſecourse might have incredibilis , posceret copiam , quamvel
been had to the larger work of the mihi vel plurimis per benignam Dei Pro

videntiam nancisci contigit. Ideo insuper

author,from which the Medullahas mihi exponendum arrisit hoc Theologiæ

been extracted — his Compendium Compendium , quia cummultos in cæteris

Theologic Christiance, which forms scriptis superaverit Eruditos alios, inhoc

a quarto volume. Or if this was Systemate conscribendo semet ipsum su

not accessible, as we are told that perassevideatur Vir clarissimus : adeo,

juxta idoneos & æquos rerum harum ar

it is scarcely to be found in our bitros & judices, præ plurimis aliis Theo

country, it would certainly not logiæ Compendiis, & ordine concinno, &
have been difficult to consult the verborum aptâ brevitate, & rerum soli.

dissimarum copiâ immensâ verissimè emi.
commentary of the author's pupil

and friend BERNHARDIN DE Moor,* magis distinctam hujusCompendii Acade
net. Sed hoc ipsum quoque explicationem

micæ Juventuti tanto magisreddit neces.

* De Moor, in the preface to his com. sariam atque exoptatam . Verè enim

mentary, gives the reasons why hehad scripsit Auctor noster in Præfatione operi
chosen to build his system on the Com- huic præmissâ : Stylus contractus à me

pend of Marck asa foundation; and he adhibitus est, non ut studiosè veritates ob
quotes from the Compend, the reasons scurarem , aut quod clariùs cogitata vasto

assignedby itsauthor for not making it volumine exprimere non passem ,
more diffuse. They are worthy of the at- ut pro ratione Compendii paucis verbis

tention of all who may peruse the Me multa complecterer, ac judicium & indus

dulla, to which they are still more appli- triam auditorum meorum acuerem &c. En ,

cable than to the Compend. The whole Juvenes optimi, est hoc Compendium

passage is as follows tale, ut laborem à vobis exigat indefessum ;

“ Theologiæ hoc Compendium præ aliis absque quo per ejus lectionem levem non
elucubrandum sumsi varias ob causas. proficietis.- Lectio subsequi debet, cum

Tum ut gratum probarem animum pro in- attentionead verba singula,ex quibushaud
stitutione solidâ , quam ex tanti Præcepto. facilè multa admodumfrustrà posita repe

ris ore scriptisquehaurire mihi licuit; pro- rietis; eaque repetita potiùs, quam nimium

quebenevolentiâu singulari, quâ me dum festinans aut protensa .

; sed

>
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causes.

tian morals, please us more than discoveries, and from several such

any other work of a similar kind But the great and com

with which we are acquainted. The manding featuresof Theological

late erudite and pious Doctor Wi- truthmust forever remain the same.

therspoon used to say , that theolo- They are derivedfrom the reveal

gical students would be well repaid ed'will of God, which is perfect and
for learning French, were it only unchangeable ; which was intended

for the sake of reading the sound for the benefit of the church and

Calvinistick Theology which is to the salvation of sinners in all ages ;
be found in that language, and es- and which we believe was never so

pecially in the system of Pictet. well understood as ' by the apostles

The Latin abridgment, however, of and their immediate successors. In

this distinguished writer, in a duo- later periods, the real scope and

decimo volume, although not with- spirit of the sacred volume were,

out merit, is we think not to be in our opinion, far better perceived

compared with Marck's Medulla — and exhibited bythe protestant re
indeed we know of nothing so com- formers, and by their successors for

pendious that can be compared with something more than a century after

it. Yet we mean not, by saying their decease, than by most of the
this, or by any thing we have said, writers of our own time. The im

to intimate that we approve of provements made since the period
every word or sentence in this ex- we have mentioned, have been chief

cellent work. It was first publish- ly in verbal criticism , and in the

ed in 1690, and in the lapse of al . knowledge of ancient manners and
most a century and a half , it would customs. But in a correct whole

be wonderful if the progress of view of the gospel system , we are

knowledge had not tended to show persuaded that our fathers general

that there are some flaws in this ly had a clearer and stronger vision
or in any system of science, con- than their children ; and that we

structed at that time. Still , the shall do well to go to them for in

imperfections of Marck's work struction , instead of making a

are no more than flaws, and they boast, as seems to be the present

of a very unimportant kind. Built fashion, of the wonderful improve

" the foundation of the prophets ments and discoveries — in Theolo

and apostles," a system of Theo- gical, as well as in other knowledge

logy which was once very good,must of this enlightened age.
It is

be alwaysvery good. There will not the best evidence of improve

doubtless, be some advantage for ment in any age , or in any science,

theological investigations, derived or in any individual, to be vain and

from the increase of Philological boastful of progress made, of ex

knowledge, from historical research- cellence achieved, and of ancestors

es , from travels, from geographical surpassed.

on

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

Sparta, ( Tenn.) Jan. 24. rested, by seeing corruscations of light

A River on Fire !-- On Saturday even- quivering on the edge of the horizon,

ing last we witnessed a very novel and which was illumined with an unsteady

interesting spectacle, at the Salt Wells, flickering glare . Arrived at the spot, a

belonging to Mr. Denton, on the Calf scene presented itself which almost beg

Killer River,about three miles above this gars description. A column of fire near
village. ly 40 feet in height, ascended from near

Aswe approachedwithin two miles of the middle of the river, here about fifty

the Wells, our attention was suddenly ar yards wide, illuminating surrounding ob .
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jects within the distance of two hundred Fire.-- Creep or crawl with your face near

yards. the ground, and though the room befull

We are informed by Mr. Denton, that, of smoke to suffocation, yet near the floor

in boring for Salt Water the preceding the air is pure, and may be breathed with

day, they had suddenly struck upon a safety: Thebest escape from upper win

vein of gas, which, in ascending, found dows isa notted rope, but if a leap is un.

another vent than the tube, through a avoidable, then the bed should bethrown

rock in the bed of the river, forcing a out first, or beds prepared for the pur.

passage through the surrounding waters, pose.

which boiled with considerable violence

round the place of its escape. A torch Lower Canada is 427,465 .* The Catho
The grand total of the population of

was then cautiously applied, which quick . lics are in number 364,411. The clergy

ly communicated to the gas, and a blaze and nuns in Quebec, 217 ; in Montreal,

inconceivably grand burst upwards to the 180.

height mentioned, apparently from the

very bed of the river. The cloud above
St. Augustine, (E. F.) Jan. 17.

the blaze exhibited a mixture of colours
The Season . - Our winter, with one or

beautiful beyond description , and a rud- two exceptions, has exhibited all the gen .

dy dismal light gave to various objects tleness of a northern summer ; andfor

the hues of green and red, yellow and some days past we have had before our

blue .
eyes trees bearing on their branches ripe

The Copley Medal was given, on the Thegroves generally are budding, andin

oranges, green oranges, and blossoms.

1st December, by the Royal Society in

London, to Mr. Pond, the Astronomer
a fewdays we may expect, if frost should

not interpose, to see them in full blossom .
Royal. The particular merit for which it

was adjudged to this eminent person , the
Medical Premiums.-- The Medical So

president ( Sir Humphrey Davy) stated cietyofthe state of NewYork,has offer

to be his laborious and most accurate ob- ed a premium of fifty dollars for the best

servations, with aviewto decide thelong dissertation on “ the History, Causes, and

agitated question of the parallax ofthe Treatment oftheHoopingCough ;"and

fixed stars. He remarked, thatMr. Pond's the like sum of fifty dollars,forthe best

observations were calculated to disprove dissertation on the Remote and Exist

the existence of such parallax, contrary to ing Causes of Phthisis Pulmonalis;" the

the opinion of Dr. Brinkley, of Dublin; dissertations to be forwardedtothe secre

and that though the point cannotyetbe tary at Albany, (postpaid) on or before

esteemed by any means decided,itwas the 1st of January, 1825.

brought somewhat nearer to a conclusion ; It has been decided, that Captain Parry

awaiting, however, the ulterior remarks is to takethe commandof an expedition

and observations of astronomers who hold to Regent's Inlet ; that Captain Lyon is to

the contrary opinion. He noticed also proceed with the Griper to Repulse Bay,

Mr. Pond's discovery of the southern mo- from thence overland to Hearne's or Cop

tion of the fixed stars. per Mine River, lately visited by Captain

Increaseof Manufactures - TheLegis. Franklin ; and thatthe latter officer is to

lature of Massachusetts,have passed bills explore the coast of the Arctic Sea, from

to incorporate the South BostonCrown Mackenzie's River to Icy Cape, byland .

Glass Company; the Boston and Ipswich By the returns made to the Health Of.

Lace Company; the New England Crown fice, it appears, that from the 1st of Jan.

Glass Company; the New England Mu., 1823, to the 1st of Jan. 1824, there were

seum , additional; the Saxon Factory; the 5813 births in the city and liberties of

Middlesex Iron Founding Company, in Philadelphia. During the same period,

Boston and Cambridge ; and to incorpo- the interments amount to 4600.

rate the Norfolk Manufacturing Company.
Deafand Dumb.By the census of the

Free School Society of New York.- The State of Ohio it appears, that there are ,

Free School Society commenced in 1806, in that state, 428 deaf and dumb.
with 50 scholars, and has been increasing

until it now numbersnine schools,under and Mangles lately brought from Arabia
New Species of Wheat.- Captains Irby

as many teachers, and five large commo.

dious brick schoolhouses, the property of havecalledHeshbon wheat, from Mount
a peculiar species of wheat, which they

the public, and which mustalways beap- Heshbon (mentioned in scripture ), where

propriated to the noble objectforwhich they obtained it. The ears are twice as

they were erected . Upwardsof eighteen large as those of ordinary wheat, of a
thousand scholars have received instruc

tionin those schools, and 4,217now belong weight of one ear was foundtobe 103
more tapering shape, and bearded . The

to them .
grains troy - the number of grains in the

1o Escape from , or go into a House on ear 84--and the length ofthe stalk 5 feet
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1 inch . The weight of an ear of com . Mr. Coleridge has succeeded Mr. Gif

mon English wheat was found to be 42 ford , as editor of the Quarterly Review ,

grains— the length of the stalk 4 feet 2 with a salary of 10001, sterling perannum .

inches the number of grainsin the ear 41 .

Religious Intelligence..

EDUCATION SOCIETIES. ler, Eliphalet W. Gilbert, Del .; Thomas

J. Biggs, Samuel B. How , N.J .; Samuel

( Concluded from page 92.) Bell, Del.; David Dennie, Stephen Boy

The following persons have become er , William R. De Witt, Amos A. M'Gin

members for life of this Society, viz : Ro- ley, George W. Janvier, N.J.; John E.

bert Ralston, Esq. of Philadelphia , and Latta, Del.; R. W. James, S. C. ; William

Roswell L, Colt, Esq. of Baltimore, by Kerr, JonathanFreeman , N.J.; Elkanah

paying each $100 ; Alexander Henry and K. Dare, James Patterson, James Arbuckle,

John Stille, Esqrs. by paying each 50 ; A. K. Russell, and Drs. Janeway and Ely.

Mr.Solomon Allen, by paying40 ;Mr. Jo- From the foregoing, and all other

seph Montgomery , by paying 30 ; Mr. sources of revenue, this Society has re

Abraham Kearns, Bedford ,Pa. by paying ceived $ 8560 ; and has invested $1050 of

24 ; and each ofthe following persons by the monies obtained by life subscriptions

paying 20 ; to wit, Rev. Ashbel Green, in the six per cent. stock of the United

D.D.LL.D.; Rev. Samuel Miller, D.D.; States, to constitute a permanent fund.

Rev. Archibald Alexander, D.D.; Rev. The residue, except a small balance now in

Messrs. Colin M'Iver, N.C.; Francis Cum- the treasury , has already been expended.

mins, Geo.; Thomas Charlton Henry, s. The officers and other managers ofthis

C .; John F.Grier, Reading, Pa.; the Hon. Society are the following, viz :President,

Elias Boudinot, LL.D .; Hon. Walter Robert Ralston, Esq.; Vice Presidents,

Lowrie, Pa.; Elias B. Caldwell, Esq. Rev. Ashbel Green, D.D.LL.D. Elias Bou

Washington ; Rev. Jacob J. Janeway, D. dinot Caldwell, Esq. Rev. John Woodhull,

D.; Matthew C. Ralston , William L. D.D. Rev. Eliphalet Nott, D.D. and Rev.

Hodge, John Maybin, Thomas Latimer, William Neill, D.D .; Recording Secretary,

JohnS. Henry, Daniel Jaudon, Benjamin Rev. W. M. Engles ; Corresponding Se.

Ives Gilman, Jr., John C. Smith , John cretary , Rev. E. S. Ely, D.D.; Treasurer,

Strawbridge, William Hart, Mrs. Sarah Jno.Stille , Esq.; Managers, Rev. Drs. Jane
Henry , Miss Ann Maria Henry, Miss Sa- way, Alexander and Miller, Rev. Messrs.

rah Matilda Henry,SamuelRichards, Rev. George C. Potts, James Patterson, John

E. S. Ely, D.D.; Gen. John Steele, Sa. E. Latta, S. B. How, E. W. Gilbert, T. J.

muel Carswell, Paul Cox, Joseph Boyd, Biggs, andR. Steel, Messrs. Alexander

Jacob Frick , Robert Mercer, James C. Henry, William Kirkpatrick , Divie Be.

Thompson, Arthur Harper, Mrs. Elizabeth thune, Joseph Montgomery, John M‘Mul

Harper, Mrs. Eliza Ann Jackson, Mrs. lin, James Stuart, Jacob Mitchell, James

Mary Ann Ely, Mrs. Sophia Isaacs, Wil. Kerr, William Nassau, Branch Green, John

liam Nassau, John W. Scott, John Lisle, Poole, Samuel Morrow , and John R. B.

James Kerr, John M‘Mullin, Robert S. Rodgers, M.D.

Clark , Conrad Hanse, William Brown, THE PRESBYTERIAN EDUCATION SOCIE

George Latimer, Mrs. Rebecca Ord, Miss Ty, auxiliaryto this Board, holds its annual

Henrietta Ord, Mrs. Ann Hill, Mrs. Mar- meetings in New York, on the first Thurs:

garet Hall, Mrs. Sarah Hollinshead, Tho- day in May. The officers and otherman

mas Montgomery, Charles M'Alester, Si- agers of this society at present are thefol

lasE. Weir, Rev. William M. Engles, lowing, viz : President, Hon. Jonas Platt,

William Kirkpatrick , Esq. Lancaster ; Di- Vice Presidents, Rev. Drs. Nott, of Union

vie Bethune, N.Y.; John Poole, N.J.; College; Davis, of Hamilton College ;

John M‘Kissick, Harrisburgh ; Samuel Coffin, of Greenville College ; Griffin , of

Bayard , Esq.N.J.; Michael Allen , Esq. William's College ; James P. Wilson, of

Pittsburgh ; George W.Coe, Esq. Geor- Philadelphia ; the Rev. Messrs . Timothy

gia, Mrs. Susannah Möllhenny, Georgia, Alden, ofMeadville College, and J. Linds.

and Mrs. Margaret Carswell. ley, of Athens College; the Hon. De Witt

The following clergymen have been clinton, Chancellor Kent, Aaron Ogden,

constituted members for life, by donations LL.D. and Jonathan Little, George Hun

of $ 20 for each, from some members of tington, Richard Varick, Thomas Cum.

their respective congregations, viz. Rev. ming, of Georgia ; and Jacob Burnet, of

Messrs. George C. Potts, George Chand- Ohio , Esquires; Corresponding Secretary,
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surer .

Rev. James Richards, D.D.; Recording banon, Chatham , Spencertown, Green

Secretary, P. M. Whelpley ; Treasurer, River and Canaan. This Committee as

Daniel Boardman, Esq .; Managers,Rev. sisted last year three young men.
Drs. Asa Hillyar, David Porter, M. L. R. 5. The Executive Committee of the

Perrine, GardinerSpring, Thomas M'Au- Northern Associated Presbytery,of which

ley, Rev. Messrs. Gideon N. Judd, Elihu the Rev. Mr. Hotchkin is Chairman, and

W. Baldwin , Willian Patton, Ward Staf. Rev. Stephen Fenn, Secretary. They as

ford, Samuel H. Coxe, Philip C. Hay, Sa- sisted last year six beneficiaries, and re

muel Fisher, D. C. Lansing, Thomas H. ceived $266 99. They are aided by As.

Skinner, Messrs. IsraelCrane, John Dodd, sociations in Granville, Jefferson, Harpers

PeterHawes, Horace Holden, Peter Ludo field, Meredith , Walton, Deposit, Bain.

low, Stephen Lockwood, John R.Murray, bridge,Schoharie, Lexington, New Dur

Joel Post, Jesse Scofield, Arthur Tappan, ham , West Durham , Franklin , Unadilla,

John Adams, Knowles Taylor, Renssalaer Columbia, Masonville, Westford, Rensse

Havens, 2. Lewis, EleazarLord, and Theo. laerville and Windham .

Frelinghuysen, Joseph C. Hornblower, 6. The Executive Committee ofCayuga,

and William Wallace, Esquires. ofwhich the Rev. D. C. Lansing is Chair.

AUXILIARY to the Presbyterian Educa . man , Mr. Richard Steele, Treasurer, and

tion Society are enumerated Rev. William M.Adams, Secretary. They

1. The Executive Committee of New are aided by two Associations in Ludlow

York , of which the Rev. Gardiner Spring, ville, two at Genoa, one at each of the

D.D.is Chairman, Rev. P. M. Whelpley, following places, viz . Cayuga Bridge, Au

Secretary , and Mr. Eleazar Lord, Trea- burn, Ithaca, Danby, Aurora, Milan ,Union,

They have received last year Groton, Berkshire, Sempronius, Elbridge,

$ 280 71, and assisted thirteen young men. Brutus, Scipio , and Owasco Flatts.

A FemaleAssociation of the Brick Church 7. The Executive Committee of Onon

has been formed in aid of this Committee, daga, of which the Rev. John Brown is

which has contributed $50. Chairman, Rev. Truman Baldwin, Trea

2. The Executive Committee of Phila . surer, and James H. Mills, Secretary. They

delphia, of which the Rev. Thomas H. have assisted , during the last year, five

Skinner is Chairman, Mr. Oliver Smith, young men, and are aided by two Asso

Secretary, and Mr. Joseph Montgomery, ciations in OnondagaHollow , two in Pre

Treasurer. They have two young men ble, two inSmithfield, two in Otisco, one

under their care, and have received last at Jamesville, and one at Manlius Square.

year $50 from the parent Institution, and 8. The Executive Committee of Gene.

$ 145 from the Philadelphia Society va, of which the Rev. Henry Axtell is

auxiliary to the Committee, of which Chairman, and Rev. John Evans, Trea

Mrs. Elizabeth Darrach is Directress, Miss surer and Secretary. They have aided

Jane Phillips, Secretary, and Miss Marga. three young men ; and are supportedby

ret Smith, Treasurer. Associations of Gorham , Gorham and Mid .

3. The Executive Committee for the dlesex, Putneyville and Poplar Ridge,

counties of Morris and Essex, N.J. ofwhich Geneva, Canandaigua, Lyons, Palmyra,

the Rev. Jas. Richards, D.D. is Chairman, Philips, Romulus, Sodus and Ovid .

Mr. William Tuttle, Treasurer , and Rev. 9. The Executive Committee of Bath,

Amzi Armstrong , D.D. Secretary. They ofwhich the Rev. David Higgins is Chair
have received during the last year

$ 262 62, and have assisted six young 10, The Executive Committee ofGenes

men . This Committee is aided by a male see, of which the Rev. Hugh Wallace is

and a female Association in Newark ; a Chairman.

male and a female Association of Bloom- 11. The Executive Committee of Onta .

field ; a male and a female Association of rio, of which the Rev. Ebenezer Fitch ,

Westfield ; two Associations in the first D.D. is Chairman , and the Rev. Warren

and second churches of Woodbridge ; the Day, Secretary and Treasurer. This com

Associations of Mendham, Orange, Con- mittee has received fromEast Bloomfield

necticut Farms, New Providence, Han- Association of males and females, $ 80 ;

over, Rockaway, North Hardiston ; and from the congregation ofWest Bloom .

the Newark Ladies' Clothing Society, of field $ 50 , and from the Parent Society

which Mrs. J. Richards is President, Mrs. $ 120. “The operations of the year have

A. Beach , Treasurer, and Miss M. Forman, left them in debt aboutfifty dollars. The

Secretary. This Society has contributed case of this committee is one of peculiar
clothing to the amount of $130 81. interest. Providence has thrownin their

*

4. The Executive Committee of Colum- way a number of promising young men,

bia, of which the Rev. Joel Benedict, is who have an ardent desire to become

Chairman, Mr. Aaron Pratt, Treasurer, preachers of the gospel, and who are will.

and Rev. Azariah Clark, Secretary. They ing to submit to anycourse, however self

are aided by Associations, at New Lé. denying, to accomplish their object. But

man.
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the committee with all theirexertions, are 18. The Education Society at Catskill,

unable to meet the necessities of these which has given aid to five young men,

youth . At best,they can do but little for " and has in its treasury , notesof benefi

them , hardly enough to keep them from ciaries to the amount of $ 300.”

sinking into utter despondency .” 19. The Western Education Society, of

12. The Executive Committee of East which the Hon. Thomas R. Gold , is Pre

Tennessee, of which the Rev. Andrew sident, Walter King, Esq. Recording Clerk ,

Morrison is Chairman , the Rev. Isaac An- Rev. John Troup, Corresponding Secre

derson, Treasurer, and the Rev. Charles tary, John Bradish, Esq. Treasurer, and

Coffin, D.D. Secretary ; they have assist- Erastus Clark , Esq. Auditor. This Society

ed last year twelve beneficiaries, and re- has been in operation about five years, and

ceived $ 475, including $ 100 from the become auxiliary in December last. "Four

Parent Society. of its beneficiaries have already commenc

13. The Executive Committee of Wested preaching the gospel, or are well nigh

Tennessee, of which the Rev. Duncan prepared for this service - nine have com

Brown is Chairman, and the Rev. Gideon pleted their collegiate course, and have

Blackburn, D.D. Secretary. They have either entered, or willsoon enter on the

had six young men under their carethe study of theology ; and twenty are still de

past year, have received $770 including pendent on its funds, and pursuing their

$ 100 paid by the Parent Society, and ex- studies in College." Their receipts and

pendedabout $ 800, besides “ several ar- expenditures amounted last year

ticles of clothing furnished to their bene- $ 819 75.

ficiaries by the charity of individuals." 20. The Rochester Education Society,

They are aided by Female Associations in of which Josiah Bissel, jun . is President,

Huntsville, Clarksville, and Charlotte ; Frederick F.Backus, Vice President, Rev.

and “ a few persons in that section of the J. F. Penny, Corresponding Secretary, J.

country, have agreed and set apart an acre A. Cathcart, Treasurer, andMosesChapin ,

of land each, to be cultivated for the sole Recording Secretary. “During the year

purpose of helping forward this sacred past the female contributors to this so

charity .' ciety have formed themselves into an auxi

14. The Executive Committee ofLong liary Branch . Their cashfunds amount to

Island,of which the Rev.Zechariah Green $35," and it is expected that they willpro
is Chairman , Rev. Ezra King, Secre- provide future beneficiaries with neces

tary, and Mr. Stephen Rose, Treasurer . sary articles ofclothing and bedding.

They have had three young men under 21. The Education Society of Grand

their care ; and received from five Asso River, of which Ephraim T , Woodruff is

ciations $82 25. They have two Asso- President ; and Joseph Curtis, Secretary.

ciations in Babylon, two in Southampton, 22. The Education Society of theBrick

two on Shelter Island, two in Sag-Har- Church, N.Y. which has supported two

bour, one called Union ,and one in each of beneficiaries the last year.

the following places, viz . Easthampton, The Presbyterian Education Society

Bridgehampton , Cutchogue, Southold, has purchased the Academy at Bloomfield,

Aquebang, Smithtown,Brookfield, Fresh- N.J. which is occupied by the Rev. Dr.

pond, Fireplace, and Westhampton. Armstrong, and in which there are usually
15. The Executive Committee of Or. ten or twelve pious young men, in a course

ange County, of which the Rev. James A. of preparation for the gospel ministry.

Thomas is Chairman, Dr. Townsend See- For the rent of this Academy the Society

ly, Secretary, and Mr. John Smith , Trea- received last year $400, and from other

surer. They have assisted one beneficiary, resources $551 27. It is estimated that

and received last year contributions the Society and its branches has received

amounting to $131 , of which $35 was andexpendedlast year notless than$ 5000 .

from thecongregation of Chester, and Of this society the following persons

$35 from the Bethlehem Association. have become members for life , viz . Wil

16. The Executive Committee of Che. liam Wallace, Esq. by-paying $ 100 ; Hon .

nango, which has aided one young man. Elias Boudinot, Col. Richard Varick and

17. The Executive CommitteeofCraw . M. Allen, Esq . by paying each $50 : Rev.

ford County, Pennsylvania, of whichthe ThomasH.Skinner, Messrs. Tho. Fitch ,

Rev. Timothy Alden is President, Rev. H. Dullas, Joseph Montgomery,

John Van Liew , Secretary, and Capt. John John Hanson , Nicodemus Lloyd, Tho

Gibson, Treasurer. They are to be aided mas B. Darrach , Jonathan Little, Hon . B.

by a “Gentlemen and Ladies' Society, a Livingston, and Mrs. Mary Ann Bunce, by

Young Ladies' Society, aYoung Gentle paying each $30 ; Miss Julia Lynch by
men's Society, a Young Masters' Society, paying $25 ; and eachof the following
and aYoungMisses' Society in Meadville," persons by paying 820,-to wit, Hon .

and by the Associations of Wayne, Har. Elisha Boudinot, Theodore Frelinghuy
mansburgh,Woodcock,West Sugar Creek, sen , Esq. Rev. Dr. Griffin, Rev. Cyrus
Konneyaut, and Fairfield . Gildersleeve, Rev. Burr Baldwin, Messrs.

رو
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John Adams, Joseph Congar, James Bre. labourers together withhimself in the re

ner, William Tuttle, Moses Smith,Rensse. generation of the world, have begun to

laer Havens, RobertOliver , Alexander employ, in dependence on the Spirit of

Fridge ,John Milles, Najah Taylor, Jesse all grace, suchmeans aswill, ifpersevered

Scofield , Benjamin Strong, Zechariah in, render the faithful preaching ofthe

Lewis, Peter Hawes , Anson G. Phelps, gospel, and the influence of evangelical

Joel Post, Samuel Baldwin, John Morri- religion, universal. We hail all pious in

son, Arthur Tappan, Rev. Thomas Jack . dividuals, who by their personal exertions

son, Mrs. Burr Baldwin , Mrs. Abigail Con. are bringing forward candidates as our

dit , Miss E. Ivers, Miss Boquet Ivers, friends; andwe rejoice to know, that the

Mrs. Jane B. Patten, Miss Mary Patten , American Education Society, established

MissFrances Davenport,and Rev. Jacob in New England, has excelled us byaiding
Tuttle. The Rev. Dr. Richards was con about one hundred more beneficiaries

stituted a member for life by the ladies of than ourselves.* Still greater exertions

the First Presbyterian church in Newark ; must be made by them and ourselves, or

the Rev. Dr. Griffin, by the ladies of the else vacant congregations within the

Second Presbyterian church in Newark ; bounds of the United States will multiply

the Rev. William M‘Dowell by two ladies faster than well educated and pious

of Morristown ; the Rev.Aaron Condit by preachers of the risen Saviour. But let

the Association of Hanover ; the Rev. Zion awake to a full sense and a faithful

Alexander G. Frazer by the Association discharge of her duty on this subject, and

of Westfield ; the Rev. Stephen Thomp. it will not be long before the knowledge

son by the Female Charitable Society of of the Lord shall fill the earth , and the

Connecticut Farms; and the Rev.Philip salvation of our God be experienced by

M. Whelpley,by four ladies of Wall street all people.
church, N.Y.

In concluding theirreport theManagers
Thus have wegiven a very gene

of the Presbyterian Education Societyre- ral view our limits would admit

mark;“ that the present aspect ofthisin- of nothing more-of the state of
stitution is, in a high degree, encouraging. education societies in the United

Scarcely five years have elapsed since the States. The whole number of stu

Society commenced its operations - and

yet, such has been itsincreasing prospe.
dents who have received patronage

rity, that notwithstanding the depressed from these various institutions, so

state ofthe country, and embarrassments far as could be ascertained when the

arising fromothercauses, it has seen un- last report of the American Educa
der its patronage the last year, onehun- tion Society was published, amount
dred young men, in different grades of
improvement, pressing forward in their ed to 721. But this we believe is

preparations for the work of the gospel considerably below the number em

ministry." This is indeed an animating braced by all denominations. We
sight, and the Board hope that many will think that number cannot be less
bearoused to activity in thegood work of
training up labourers for Christ, by find than a thousand ; probably it is
ing so many of their fellow Christians con- more.

spiring to promote the grand design of In taking leave of this subject for

furnishing every town and village on earth the present, we remark that what is

auxiliaries, and their co-operating associa : doing by these societiesis, inour

tions, thousands ofPresbyterians are now apprehension, of vital importance

uniting their hearts and hands, as well as
to the success of the efforts which

their voices, that the kingdom of the Re- are now making to spread the gos

deemer maycome. We shall notbe inti- pel, both in ourown and in distant
midated by thefalse accusations, and scur: lands. The preaching of the gospel
rilous pamphlets, of those who would
make the world believe, that in educating ever hasbeen, and ever will be, the

pious youth, who desire to be heralds of principal means of evangelizing the

the cross,weare fitting men, from world. world, and of winning souls to the
ly motives, for “the trade of preaching, Saviour. Among all the charities
and that we disregard, or deem unessen
tial, a scriptural call to the ministry, by the therefore, whichare now preferring

Holy Ghost. Norhave we fellowship with their claims to the patronage of the

any who deem ignorance, stupidity, and religious publick, none, we verily
fanaticism the best qualifications fora pub- believe, deserve a more liberal sup

lic teacher. We discern without the spirit

of prophecy, that those whom God calls * They have assisted 354 beneficiaries.
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port, than those which go to the good health, become a subscriber to the
support of education societies. fund, on paying , as admission money, if

above the age of twenty -eight years, the

amount of his annual rate, considered as

an annuity in arrear for a number of years,

Weinsert in our presentnumber equal to half the excess of his age above

the followingstatement of the trea- twenty-eight years, computedat six per
surer of the Corporation for the Re- cent.per annum , simple interest.

lief of the Widows and Children of 1-3 , 8, 10 2-3, 13 1-3, 16, 18 2-3, 21 1-3,
2. The annual rates or paymentsare5

Presbyterian Ministers, that it may or 24 dollars, at the option of the sub

reach our clerical subscribers in scriber ; which , if in good health, he may

time, for such of them as choose, to at any future time increase within the

make arrangements for availing such increase , considered as an annuity

themselves of the benefit of the in arrear for a numberof years, equal to

fund of this corporation, at the next halfthetimeelapsed since his first sub

meeting of the General Assembly. scription, interest computed as above. ·
The editor of the Christian Advo. The rates to be paid in advance, on the

cate wishes to assure hisbrethren 22d of May, annually, during the sub
scriber's life. On his second, and every

in the gospel ministry, that after subsequent marriage, he must also pay

the most intimate acquaintance one additional rate .

with the state of this fund and all 3. In lieu ofthe annual rate , a sum may

the transactions relative to it for at any time be deposited in the fund

thirty years past, he is deliberately puted at six per cent. which deposit will
equal to the principal of such rate, com

of the opinion that no Presbyterian be returnedto the family ofthe sub

clergyman who isnot far advanced scriber,withinone year after his death.

in life, can so easily, safely and ad- Or a summaybe paid intothe fund,not

vantageously, provide for his family, of the annual rate, considered as an an

with a sum of money equal to any nuity to continue for a number of years,

of the proposed rates, as by placing equal to halfthe difference between the

such sum in the fund of this cor- subscriber's age and eighty -six years, com

poration. It has long been to him puted at five per cent. per annum , com
the subject equally of wonder and pound interest.

regret, that any young clergyman theological seminary, or incorporated
4. Any Presbyterian congregation, or

of the Presbyterian church, should college, or seminary of learning, in the

neglect to secure to his family the United States, may make a permanent

benefit of this fund. Those who deposit into the fund, of a sum equal to

manage it have no personal interest the principalofany of the above annual

whatever in increasing the number shall entitle the families of its ministers,
rates, computed at six per cent . which

of subscribers; but they cannot but or principal professors, for ever, to the

lament that more do not partake of same benefits with those of individual
the advantageswhich this most be- subscribers: provided such minister or

nevolent institution
professor be of the Presbyterian denomi

proffers to nation, and conform in all other respects
them .

to the conditions and regulations appli

The Conditions on which Subscriptionswill
cable to individual subscribers.

bereceived totheFundestablishedby logical seminary, as above, maymake a
5. Any congregation, college, or theo .

Charter, in the City ofPhiladelphia, deposit in favour of each of its co - pastors

" for the relief of poor and distressed

Presbyterian Ministers, and of the poor
orprincipal professors.

anddistressedWidows and Childrenof ing to a congregation or seminarywhich
6. If any minister or professor, belong

Presbyterian Ministers ,” are in sub- has made a deposit, be, at the time of
stance as follows :

his first connexion with said congregation

1. Any Minister of the gospel, or pro- or seminary, on account of his declining

fessor in any University or College inthe state of health, or otherwise, inadmissi

United States, being of the Presbyterian bleto the ordinarybenefits of the fund

denomination ; or any layman of thesame in favour of his family ; then, he shall re.

denomination (until the number shall ceive from the fund the annual interest

amount to seventy) may, at any age, if in of such deposit during his incumbency.

VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. S
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8112 00

354 67

261 33

32 00

354 67

130 67

638 62

493 33

1,821 33

3,072 00

2,520 00

2,370 67

fund .

7. If the connexion between any de- Amount of receipts Amount ofannuitiespaid
from contributors .

positing congregation or seminary and
their respective families,

83,658 61

its minister or professor shall be dissoly. 2,146 00

ed by deposition, removal, or otherwise,

he shall not be deprived of the benefits

of the deposit to his family, provided he

shall payannually into the fund, during
4,555 08

2,426 58 - still onthe

his life, the interest of said deposit, or an

equivalent in one payment. it should be asked, “ How the cor

8. If any subscriber, whether an indi- poration is enabled to pay so much more

vidual, or in virtue of a permanent de to annuitants than it receives from con

posit, shall die before the fund shall have tributors ?” it may be answered, that the
received from him, or on his account, a funds were originally created, in a great

sum , without including interest,equal to degree, from voluntary donations and le
fifteen annual rates ; or shall die in ar- gacies ; and have occasionally been since
rear to the fund : then the balance shall augmented by the samemeans. But the

be deducted from the annuities payable unemployed balances of the fund being
to his family. invested in productive property, the in

9. The fund will pay to the widows terest arising therefrom is now the prin

and children of deceased subscribers, an cipal source of the prosperous state of

annuity equal to five times their respec- the institution .

tive annual rates . It is strongly recommended , both to

10. If the deceased subscriber shall those who now are , and to those who

have made no distribution of the annuity may hereafter becomesubscribers to the

to his family , then the trustees of the fund , to avail themselves of the advan
fund shall make such distribution thereof tages held out in the above conditions,

as they shall judge most for their bene. bymaking deposits for life, in lieu of ar

fit; the widow not receiving less than nual payments, as in the case of individu
any of the children. al subscribers; or permanent deposits,

11. The whole annuity will be payable as in that of congregations or seminaries

to the widow and children for thirteen . of learning, even should necessity require

years, after the decease ofthe subscriber ; these deposits to be obtained on loan.

to the widow alone after the expiration R. PATTERSON , Treasurer.

of this term , during her widowhood : and May, 1823.

if sheshall marry, then half annuities from

the time of her marriage during her life.

12. The annuities will be paid by the During the present month , we

treasurer of the fund, to the annuitants, have received three numbers of the

or theirorders, as they shall become due. London Evangelical Magazine — for

13. No forfeiture can be incurred by December, 1823, the supplement to

any neglect in making the regular annu.
that

al payments to the fund ; as the treasurer
and the number for Janu .

year,

may at any timesue for and recover any ary, 1824. In this last number, the

arrears that shall become due. directors of the London Missionary

14.Assoon as the fund shall bemore Society assert the entire innocence

nuities, with allnecessary charges, then of their missionaries in regard to

the surplusage, or partof it, shall be di- the insurrection of the negroes in

vided among the annuitants, and distress the Island of Demerara, whichhas

ed ministers,and their widows and fami- made so much noise, and brought
lies, in such a manneras the trustees may so much odium on the missionaries.

think proper: particular regard being Weregret that our spacedoesnot

of deceased subscribers, in proportion to permit us to give theirentire state

the amount of their respective payments ment. They say— “ The letters of
into the fund.

Mr. Elliot assert the innocence of
Remarks. From the books of the cor

the missionaries ofall participation
poration, it has been ascertained, that,
onan average, the amount ofannuities whatever in thecrime of the insur

paid to the families of deceased contri. rection ; and the directors enter

butors has been very nearly, five times tain no apprehension of advancing

that received from contributors . In many that which they shall have to re

instances, the proportion has been con

siderably greater than the above
tract, in saying, they give full cre

average.

See the following examples,towhich dit to the declaration.” Speaking
many others might have been added : of the quotations which they make
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from the communications received , mournful to think, that amongst

they say—“ The statement, brief men who value themselves on be

as it is, will be sufficient to show ing called Christians and freemen ,

the falsehood of the almost innume- there are a number - and, alas ! it is

rable reports which have been in- not a small number — who are not

dustriously circulated through the contentwith subjecting the unhap

kingdom, and indeed through the py Africans to the most abject

world !" It appears that not one of slavery for thewhole of "the life
the negroes under Mr. Elliot's in- which now is,” but who likewise

struction, was implicated in the insist, that they shall receive no in
rebellion . Yet he was taken into struction which is calculated and

custody — but released after a con- intended to prepare them for “ a

finement of ten days. The weight better life to come”—the hope of

of the accusation" fell chiefly on which might solace their minds and
the other missionary, Mr. Smith ; alleviate all their present sufferings.

although he exerted all his influ- We wish that the desire and en
ence to arrest the insurrection, as deavour to preclude the negroes

soon as it appeared on the planta- from all religious instruction , were

tion where he resided, and conti- confined to the West Indies. But

nued to do so , “ till he himself was the same system exists in the

driven with violence, and with a United States : and we are per

weapon held to his body, from the suaded that its tendency is to pro
estate ." Yet he was taken into duce the very effects which it pro

custody, and all his papers seized. fesses to deprecate. While the

He has been tried byacourt mar- negroes retain the savage notions

tial , the decision of which is not and vindictive principles and pas.

yet known, and is kept a prison- sions which they bring with them

er in the colony house . Violent from Africa, and propagate from

publick prejudice existsagainst him , one generation to another, they are

and it is feared that he may suffer prepared for every enormity which

from the assertions of some of the they can be persuaded to believe

unhappy negroes, whom the hope of they may perpetrate with impunity.

favour towards themselves may But let them once receive Christian

have led to “ bring against him things instruction , and be brought under

which he knew not.” In the mean the benign and renovating influ

time, his health is much impaired ; ence of the gospel, and they will ne

and the directors, in the event of ver be concerned in theft, and insur

his acquittal , think a return to Eng: rection, and massacre. They will

land , onaccount of his health , will see and feel that it is a sacred duty

be expedient. A third missionary, to submit patiently to that condi
Mr. Davies, who had been absent at tion of life in which they find them

the time of the insurrection , on his selves placed, in the providence of

return found, " that not one of the God. They will become compara ,

negroes who attend his ministry, tively happy themselves, and will

took any part in the insurrection .”' promotethehappiness of all around
He speaks of the kindness with them . This is not speculation

which the governor received him , merely. The justice of our state

and states that he was allowed to ment has been evinced by the most

preach as before. decisive experiments, both in the

We have now little doubt, and West Indies and in the United

never, indeed , had we much, that States. In the former, the govern

the whole outcry which has been ment, in the island of Antigua, has

raised against the missionaries in afforded liberal patronage and en

Demerara, has proceeded from ig- couragement to the Moravian mis

norance or malignity. It is truly sions, from a full conviction that
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cause.

the slaves were rendered in all re- the well authenticated accounts of

spects better by religious instruc- the missionaries, of the wonderful

tion. In our own country, the in. changes which have recently taken

fluence of the late excellent presi- place among the pagans of these

dent Davies, in the time of a islands, lately the prey of the most

French war, when an insurrection degrading and destructive vices,

of the slaves in Virginia was dread- and not ascribe these changes to

ed ,had more effectin keeping them “the mighty power of God, and

quiet, than probably any other rejoice in them, as favourable to all

The descendants ofhis ne- the most precious interests of their

gro converts, we are assured , do to fellow men, must possess a scepti

this day hold his memory in the cism and a hard -heartedness, of the

greatest veneration. Weknow too most stubborn and deplorable cha

that of late years in that State, the racter. Never since the prophet

influence of religion among the Isaiah put his astonishing predic

black population, has been most sa- tion in the questionary form

lutary. We admit the propriety of “ shall a nation be born at once,"*

guarding against sending ignorant has there, we think, been such a

and indiscreet men to be religious fulfilment of it as has been witness

teachers of the blacks. But we do ed within a few years past, and con .

most solemnly protest against the tinues to be witnessed still, inthe

impious, and aswe believe, equally Society and Friendly Islands We

mistaken policy, of keeping thou- shall give as much of the recent ac
sands, and tens of thousands of im- counts as our space will permit.

mortalbeings, in total ignorance of
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS .

the only Saviour and the only ra

tional hope of eternallife,lestin- Bennethaslately been received, written
letter from Messrs. Tyerman and

struction should render the slaves at the Island of Borabora,March13, 1823.

impatient of their bondage. Let This lettercontainsmuch pleasing infor

whoever may be concerned in this mationof the rapid progress, both in re
policy or practice, or in speaking ligion and civilization, made by the na

tives of Borabora, Tahaa, and Raiatea .
of it as a measure at present ne

RAIATEA.cessary and therefore not to be

condemned, we will never cease,
Of the mission in this island the Depu

while we retain the
tation speakin the highest terms of ap .of mov

power
probation. They say,

ing a tongue or a pen, to denounce greatly to have blessed the labours of

itas utterly unchristian, inhuman , our brethren, ( Threlkeld and Williams),
and abominable. and they appear happy and satisfied in

their work,labouring with much assidui.

TheMissionary Chronicle,which
ty to promote both the temporal and eter

nal welfare of these interesting people.”

accompanies the EvangelicalMaga- When the brethren came to the island ,

zine, contains some most interest- the beautiful spot in which their settle

ing details ofthe continuedsuccess
ment is fixed was one vast mass of brush

of thegospel in theSociety Islands. wood,timber,and fruit-trees,with scarce
The island of Raiatea has followed ly a singlehabitation ; butnow it is a

beautiful town, extending along the mar

closely,it would appear, the exam- ginof a finebay, having several bridges
ple of Otaheite. Indeed it seems over fine streams offresh water from the

that all the islandsforming the nu mountains, which fall into the bay. The

merous and extensive group, which large andhandsome houses of the mis

is contained between the 5th and
sionaries, and the very spacious chapelt

25th degree of south latitude, and Isaiah lxvi. 8.

the 135th and 160th degree of west + Sometimes called Ulietea . It is 30

longitude, are ready to embrace the
miles from Huaheine. It is about 50

miles in circumference, and has many fine

gospel, almost assoon as it is pro- harbours.

posed to them . Whoever can road
* The chapelis 156 feet long,by 44 wide.

“ God appears
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and judgment-hall, occupy the centre of Christian brethren in England could have

the settlement; while respectable, well- partaken of our happiness.
plastered houses for the chiefs and peo

ple extend perhaps for a mile each way, Thushappily is this island evangelized .

producing a pleasingeffect. It was formerly not only the source of all

From the centre of the settlement has political authority to the surrounding is.

been carried out a substantial stone pier, lands, but the chief seat ofidolatry. Hu
extending 390 feet into the bay, with a man sacrifices were brought hither from

landing place for boats, &c. at the end, all the neighbouring islands, and offered
48 feet square. to Oro, the god ofwar, at Opoa, a place

The premises of the missionaries are which the Deputation visited with no

neatly formed, and well stocked. From common interest. Here the now Chris

their gardens we have frequently eaten tian and amiable prince, Tamatoa, was

carrots, cabbages, french beans, parsley, once actually prayed to as a deity, who

mint, &c. besides various native vegeta- united in himselfall the civil and eccle.

ble productions. siastical power, so that the alteration

Thenatives also have a great number which has taken place is almost miracu

of well-fenced enclosures for sugar -cane lous. “Not a vestige of idolatry ( say the

and maias, but especially for tobacco. Deputation ) now remains; we search for

Our missionary brethren have appropriate it, but find it not . ” This triumph of the

places for the natives, in which to manu- crossmust be regarded as one of the most

facture their tobacco - to boil their sugar signal ever achieved since the world be

-to make salt- to manufacture smith's gan. Gloryto God in the highest. It is

work, and for making chairs, bedsteads, truly marvellous in our eyes.

and sofas ; all which they may be said to

dowell : and of the extent to which they Remarkable Means of the Introduction of

have carried the manufacture of sofas, the Gospel into Ruiatea.

with neatly turned legs, youmay judge The circumstances leading to the in

by the following fact. At a feast of the troduction ofthe gospel in Raiatea are

baptized persons, which was held while very remarkable. In theyear 1816, a

wewere there, on a large Patu (or stone ship got upon the reef at Eimeo,and was

platform ) formed in the sea, intended to in danger of being wrecked . Pomare,
be the fou dation of the king's house, we happened then to be at that island,

counted two hundred and fifty sofas, large togetherwithMr. Wilson the missionary,

andwell made after the English model. wenton board to assist in getting her off,

Tamatoa, the present king, who is a in which they succeeded . A violent storm

very respectable intelligent person, and came on as soon as the ship got clear of

regarded by our brethren as sincerely at- the reef, which drove her down to Raia .

tached to the truth , has more than once tea , where Pomare and Mr. Wilson , una

or twice remarked, that when he reflects ble to quit the island, were obliged to

how often he has allowed his people to wait for some time. Mr. Wilsonwisely

offer sacrifice to himself, and to worship . embraced the opportunity of preaching

him as a god, he is covered with shame, the gospel to the natives, whilePomare

and can scarcely believe that God can employed all his influence to induce the
pardon him ; only, he adds, as he was natives to abandon their idols and em.

then ignorant of Jehovah and Jesus brace the truth . Success attended their

Christ, he hopes that God has forgiven united efforts, and the king, with his

him for the sakeof his dear Son ; and chiefs and people, avowed themselves
that, by his Holy Spirit, the word will so Christians.

grow in his heart, that he shall not return For a time, however, they knew little

any more to sin . more of the gospel than its name; but

Our meetings for public worship have they desisted immediately from offering

been extremely gratifying, both by the human sacrifices, from idolatrous worship

great numbers who haveattended, the andinfanticide; they alsó built places for

quiet, orderly, and attentive manner of Christian worship ; yet they continued in

their behaviour, and by the edifying the indulgence of every evil desire, until,

truths which were faithfully and affec- in the year 1818, the gracious provi.

tionately set before them. It was with dence of God directed Mr. Threlkeld and

much satisfaction we witnessed the bap- Mr. Williams to visit and settle among

tism of 150persons onone day ,making them , and God has crowned their labour's

up the number of baptized about 1,600, with wonderful success.

leaving a remainder of persons in the

island, unbaptized , about 200. With the

church , which consists of about 150mem

bers, we had twice the pleasure of com
By a late arrival from Canton,

municating at the Lord's table , and we we are able to communicate some

could not but wish that many of our information from Dr. MORRISON,
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relative to the missionary concerns have now before us a communica

of which, since the death of the tion from Betsey Stockton , some of

lamented Doctor Milne, the super- whose letters we have heretofore

intendance has devolved chiefly on published, written at Lahaina, Aug.

himself. The following letter was 30 , from which we have not room to

communicated to us by an obliging make extracts_further than to say,

friend, who has also put into our that Mr. Stewart had beensick, for

hands two pamphlets, which ac- four weeks after his arrival , but

companied this letter, and of which was, at the time the letter was writ.

we shall endeavour to give some ten, restored to perfect health.
account in our next number.

Canton , China, Oct. 21, 1823 .
The Treasurer oy the Trustees of the Gene

My dear Sir— With this I send you
ral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church

some account of the Anglo-Chinese Col
acknowledges the receipt of the following

lege, and ourmission at Malacca. During
sums for their Theological Seminary at

six months last summer I was in the

Princeton, N. J. during the month of
Straits, and was well satisfied with the

February last, viz.

Malacca establishment, founded and rear

ed by our late fellow servant, Dr. Milne ;
Of Rev. Charles Hodge, from

whom it pleased God to remove hence in
Rev. Joseph Smith , Cook's

the midst of usefulness - But good is the Creek , and Harrisonburg, viz .

will of the Lord . for the Contingent Fund $10 00

Havingfor seventeen years past spent OfMessrs. S. & j. Nevins & Co.

all my time in writing , I begin to feel
on loan at 5 per cent. per ann , 2000 00

symptoms of disease, arising from seden.

taryhabits, and I have therefore proposed
Amount received for the

2010 00

tovisitEngland, via Capeof Good Hope. Of Benjamin Strong,Esq.,col.
Contingent Fund

I intend, with Divine permission, to em

bark for England in the Waterloo, captain
lected for the Professorship to

Alsager, in December next. And in De
be endowed by the Synod of

555 00New York andNew Jersey

cember, 1824, I purpose to leave Eng;
land for China again, via Bengal and OfRev. Dr. John M‘Dowell, for

Straits of Malacca . I hope my own spirit
do, viz .

will be refreshed ; and I may be useful to Second Church, Woodbridge,

the Ultra-Ganges missions, by interesting
collected by Rev. David

our Christian friends in their behalf. May
Magie 41 81

the Lord in mercy lead me and guide me,
And Woodbridge, collected by

and own me as his servant, notwithstand
Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell 83 75

ing all my sins and follies.
Of Rev. David Comfort, per Rev.

Farewell! May grace and peace be with
Charles Hodge, his second in

stalment for do . 10 00
Yours, sincerely,you.

R. MORRISON. OfRev. Dr. A. Alexander, his

first do . for do. 10 00

Of Rev. Alexander Williamson ,

his first payment for the Orien

tal and Biblical Literature Pro

fessorship 15 00

It will afford pleasure to the Of Rev. John Joyce, per Messrs.

friends of missions, and relieve Chaloner & Henry, on account

some anxiety, to be informed that of his subscription for the

the missionary reinforcement for
Southern Professorship 85 13

these islands, which departed from Total $2810 69

thiscountry in Nov. 1822, has reach

ed the place of its destination in
The Treasurer has also the pleasure to

safety. The Boston Recorder, to acknowledge the receipt ofa Draft on
the Treasurer of Yale College, for $250,

which the publick is often indebted payable on the 1st of January, 1825, and

for the most recent intelligence on when payment is received, it is to be
the subject of missions, contains a credited to the Professorship which the

letter from one of the missionaries, Synod of New York and New Jersey have

who went out in the Thames, dated donation of William W. Woolsey, Esq. of
resolved to endow, being the generous

at Oahu, Aug. 29, 1823. We also New York,

SANDWICH ISLANDS.



View of Publick Affairs.

luable cargoes.

The information received from EUROPE during the last month, relative to political

concerns, is notof a decisive character, and consequently not of great interest. We
shall therefore chronicle it in the most summary manner, and with very little com

ment. - SPAIN continues, and seems likely long to continue, in a most wretched and
unsettled state . A government, as to its various departments, isnot yet even or

ganized . Another proclamation of amnesty is talked of - but who will trust it ? Some
thing called a decree has actually been published ; the objects of which appear to be,

to make known the glorious deliverance which the French have effected for Fer

dinand, and to abolish in the Spanish colonies the order of things established by the
late constitution - FRANCE, it appears,has, for some time past, been as silently aspos.

sible, but yetveryactively, fitting out a squadron at Brest, supposed to be destined
to attack the Island of Hayti, or the rebellious provinces of Spain in South America,

-Probably both objects are in view . The British ambassador, it is said, has de
manded explanations in regard to this armament, and has received assurances of the
most pacifick intentions. These assurances, however, appear not to be believed in
Britain ; yet we are not informed of any measures taken there to counteract the sus

pected designs of the French, who are believed to have employed spies both in St.

Domingo and in Mexico . - SWEDENis reported to be threatened by the Holy Alliance

with the deposition of her king, the ci-devant Bernadotte, because heis not a legi

timate monarch . - Russia is represented as bent on enforcing her prohibition of any
vessels coming within the region of her claims, on the north -west coast ofour coun

try ; and to have stationed a frigate and two sloops of war on certain points of that
coast, to drive away American intruders. What if commodore Stuart or commodore

Hull should go there ? Would they consent to be driven away by a frigate and two
sloops? - The GREEKS are still successful . Corinth has fallen into their hands, the

siege of Missolonghi is raised, Patras is besieged ,the Turkish fleet has returned to
Constantinople in a very bad state, the Greeks have commenced the blockade of all
the ports on the coast of Asia Minor, and have already taken some vessels with va

From SOUTHERN AMERICA we have heard nothing of importance, since our last
statement.

UNITED STATES. Our national legislature has been chiefly occupied, for some time

past, with discussions on a new tariff, calculated to favourand promote domestick

manufactures. This is a subject on which the opinions of ourfellow citizens are

much divided ; but into which we are neither called nor disposed to enter.

Itappears that there are not less than five or six candidates for the presidency of

the United States, after the office shall have been vacated by Mr. Monroe; and that

each candidate has zealous partisans, actively engaged to promote his election. This

state of things is supposed and represented by some tobe peculiarly inauspicious to

our country. We are entirely of a different opinion, although we readily admit that

if the country were unanimous, or nearly so, in favour of one eminently qualified

man, our political state, in regard to this interesting concern, would apparently be

more fortunate than it is . But if theremust be a discordance of opinion, as there

always has been and probably always will be, since the time of Washington , we are

decidedly of the mind, that it is better to have as many candidates as are now pre

sented to the publick choice, than to have but two or three ; especially if all the

candidates, as seems to be admitted in the present instance, are tried andcompetent

Our great danger in the election of a president is from party violence and

intrigue. Now it is evident to us, that both violence and intrigue are likely to be

better kept in check , or at least to befar less mischievous, whenthereare six candi

dates, than when there arebuttwo. It is the power of a party which rendersit danger

ous ; and of course the more the power is divided, the more the danger is diminished.

Small parties also, for an obvious reason, are always less violent, in using thepower

they possess, than large ones. In like manner, intrigue is rendered more difficult,

when it must be carried on against five parties, than when it is directed against one.

The truth is, and we witnessit already, that a guarded conduct, and a degree of for.

bearance and courtesy , are rendered indispensable, when parties have each a num

ber ofcompetitors. In such circumstances, the party which is forward and overbear

ing, is almost sure to be defeated, by the combination against it ofseveral of its rivals ;

and it not unfrequently happens in these conflicts, that the election eventually falls

to him who has made the least noise -- because he has provoked the least hostility.

Nor should we be surprised if such should be the issue of the present competition .

As to the event so much deprecated by some, that the choice of apresident may be

ultimately thrown on the House of Representatives, it causes no apprehension in us ;

as we believe the very same principles would operate there, which we have shown

do and must operate ,on the country at large.

men .
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men.

We have fully determined that no party politicks shall ever find their way into

our work ; and we thinkwe are in little danger of violating our resolution, as , if we

know ourselves, we cordially dislike every thing of the kind, from whatever quarter
it may come. At the same time, we believe it is proper for a Christian Advocate

to suggest, in a general way, whatever he thinks may be advantageous to his fellow

citizens; and that it is his special duty to plead the cause of religion against every

thing hostile toit, howeverit may be clothed with authority or dignified by station.

Nor in discharging this duty shallwe experience any disappointment if the enemies

of religion, or those who, if not avowed enemies, are still willing to subordinateit to
party politicks, shall charge us with what influences themselves, but which we have

professed to renounce. Such a charge is one of their well known artifices to muz

zle the friends of truth and piety.

We havemade the foregoing remarks as introductory to a few suggestions which we

feel constrained to submit at thistime, tothose who have a real regard to religion

no matter to what sect or denomination they belong — in relation to the approaching

choice of achief magistrate for our country. The example and influence ofthe head ofa

nation on its moral and religious state and character, is unquestionably great; and in

an elective government, where every freeman may vote, and where every vote is of

equal avail, it seems too evident fordenial, that every Christian who gives a vote, in

curs a degree of responsibility to his God, hiscountry, and his conscience, for using
his portion of power to put into the most influential station in the land, one who is

either friendly or hostile to the best, the eternal interests, of himself and his fellow

Has this been duly considered by Christians in the United States ? Have they

not too often been the dupes of mere politicians-- men of the world, who care for none

of these things? Have they not frequently formed such an attachment to a political

party, as to follow that party in all its measures, and to vote for party men, whatever

were their moral and religious character ? Has not this been witnessed - perhaps

equally witnessed in each of the great parties which once divided our country, and

which someendeavour still to maintain ? It has long been our opinion, that there has

been a very grievousfault in the Christian community of our country, in this very

thing. Its baneful influence we know has beenvery extensive . It has arrayed the
professed friends ofthe Redeemer against each other, and often filled their minds with

bitter hostility. It has thus dishonoured religion , prevented union for important reli

gious purposes, and tended to confirm infidelity in its contempt of all religion. It has

also made Christians the mere tools of those who had nothing in view but party and

personal ascendency. How long is this tocontinue ? Is not the present a proper time

to put an end to italtogether Christianity is either the most important reality on

earth, or the vilest deception. Christians believe it to be a reality ; and therefore are

solemnly bound to do nothing to injure it, however solicited to do so, or whatever

may bethe sacrifice which their refusal may require. Let them , then , at this time,

bethink themselves, act as Christians, and act in concert. Let them lend themselves

to no party violence, or party intrigue whatever. Let them be concerned in no in

flammatory measures. Let them be accessary to no slander or misrepresentation .

But let them “ be wise as serpents,” as well as “ harmless as doves.” Of men well

qualified to rule over them for assuredly weought not to vote for aman merely be

cause he is pious — but among men well qualifiedinpoint of knowledge and talents,

let them resolve to vote for that man, who they believe will use his influence most

favourably to the cause of genuine piety and sound morals. Let them coolly and

determinately reserve their suffrages,unembarrassed by any pledge, till they are sa

tisfied whomthey oughtto vote for, onthe principle here laid down. It seems to be

admitted on all hands, that every candidate for the presidency of the United States,

at the approaching election, is well qualified for that high station, so far as talents and

capacity for state affairs, constitutea qualification. Here then is a fair opportunity for

the Christian communityto apply the principle recommended ; and we earnestly wish

they may apply it faithfully. We declare unequivocally, that our own mind is not yet

made up for the object of our choice ; so that if wewere now called on to vote, we
know not for which of the candidates our vote would be given. But weare making

diligent, and we hope candid and impartial inquiries ; that we may at last act with

perfect clearness. We counsel othersto do thesame. It is high time, in our judg

ment, that the religious influence of this community should be morefelt than it lately

has been - Not the influence of any one sect or denomination, more than another; but

an influence which all who have any serious regard to religion must and do wish ,should

becomemore effective and be more regarded. At the same time, it must not be for

gotten that, as republicans, we are bound to submit promptly and cordially,to a ma

jority of our fellow citizens; and that as Christians, we are bound to obey cheerfully

those that may be set over us in authority, to pray earnestly and constantly for them ,
and to show on every occasion, that we are disposed to “ lead a quiet and peaceable

life in all godliness and honesty. "
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Beligious Commuuications.

then it is plain you know nothing

besides its attributes, except that

it exists. Now you may perceive

at once, that you know exactly

as much as this of spirit and we

( Concluded from page 102.) admit that you can know no more.

The answer before us begins with You are every whit as certain that

stating that “ God is a spirit.” you think, choose, and refuse, as

There have been some who have you are that the stone is hard,

denied that we can form any dis- extended, and coloured. Thinking,
tinct and rational idea of a spirit ; choosing, and refusing are not, in

and some young persons, I know , deed, spirit itself, but the acts or

have been sadlyperplexed and be attributes of spirit. We grant too,

wildered , from not understanding that we cannot tell what spirit is,

how to conduct their thoughts and separately from these acts or attri
inquiries in regard to this subject. butes - further than that there must

I will therefore endeavour very be something, an immaterial sub-,

briefly to explain it ; making use of stance, it is often called , to which

the general reasoning ofMr. Locke, all these belong. But of this imma
without adopting his method or terial substance we affirm that we

using his language. are not more ignorant, than of the

You will observe and remember material substance called matter.

then , that we form our idea of spirit, Our ignorance, and our knowledge

in the very same manner in which of both , are exactly similar and

we form our idea of matter . We equal. We can define neither mat

know nothing of either, but by their ter nor spirit, except by their several

properties or attributes ; and by attributes ; and by these we can de

these we know as much of spirit as fine and conceive of both equally
we do of matter. To illustrate this well. If any body will tellmewhat

I take a stone ; and my senses in- matter is , exclusively of its being
form me that it is hard , and ex- hard , extended and coloured, I will

tended, and coloured. Buthardness, tell him what spirit is, exclusively

extension , and colour, are not mat- of its thinking, choosing and re

ter, but merely, as the terms im- fusing. If he cannot do the former,

port, the properties or attributes of he ought not to require me to do the
matter. Neither can you show latter ; and if hebelieves in the ex

me, nor tell me, what the matter istence of matter, when it is known

of the stone is, separately from its only by its attributes, he ought to

properties or attributes — further believe in spirit which is known pre
than that there must be something, cisely in the same way. Yes, my

a substratum , philosophers call it to young friends, we have as much

which all these belong. Of matter knowledge of mind as we have of

Vol. II. Ch . Adv. T
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matter -- we are no more ignorant Psalm— Whither shall I go from

of a spiritual than of a material thy Spirit ? or whither shall I flee

substance. Spirit is that which from thy presence ? If I ascend up

thinks,which reasons, which judges , into heaven thou art there ; if I

which deliberately approves or dis- make my bed in hell , behold thou

approves . These certainly are not art there ; if I take the wings of the

among the known properties of mat- morning and dwell in the uttermost

ter, let materialists reason as they parts of the sea ; even there shall

may; but they are the known and thy hand lead me, and thy right

acknowledged properties of what hand shall hold me. If I say, surely
we denominate mind or spirit. ' the darkness shall cover me ; even

Now, in regard to our Creator - in the night shall be light about me :

speaking of whom we ought ever to yea, the darkness hideth not from

be filled with the profoundest re- thee ; but the night shineth as the

verence-when we say that he is a day : the darknessand the light are

Spirit, we do not presume to say that both alike to thee."

his essence is of the same nature The Deity being thus every where

with that of our own minds, or even present, not only surrounding and

with that of angelick minds. It may embracing, but most intimately

be greatly different from that of any pervading every created being,

created spirit ; as we know that he perfectly knowsall things - His om

is in all respects infinitely superior niscience, as it relates to a know

to the highest orders of his crea- ledge of all that passes in the uni

tures. Still we do say, and are verse , is , as already intimated,

warranted by his revelation to say, closely connected with his immen

that “God is a spirit.” He is in- sity or ubiquity. No occurrence, no

finitely intelligent, as well as the change, can possibly take place in

source of all intelligence to every creation unperceived by him . Nay,

creature possessing the powers of not only all visible events, but all the

intellect -- God is notmatter but the most secret thoughts and designs

purest of spirits. of his intelligent creatures, whether

You will observe that the answer good or bad, the moment they are

under consideration, after teaching formed, are more perfectly known

us that God is a Spirit, goes on to to him than to the creatures who
state, that both in his being and in form them . “ The Lord searcheth

all the attributes afterwards enu- all hearts , and understandeth all the

merated, he is infinite, eternal and imaginations of the thoughts — I am

unchangeable - these terms are to be that searcheth the reins and
be connected with each of the hearts ."

words which follows them in the an- The omnipresence or infinite

being of God, is also connected

2. God is infinite in his Being with his preservation, providential
The infinitude of the being of God care , and perfect control and go

is often called his omnipresence, and vernment, of all the works of his

sometimes his immensity, and it is hands. As they all exist in him,

closely connected with his omnis- and are upheld by him , they cannot
cience. He is present in every act but by his permission . Hic li

part ofhis wide dominions ; sothat mits and bounds all their actions ;

no point can be assumed or ima- he directs and orders all things ac

gined in unlimited space, of which cording to his good pleasure; and
it can be said that God is not there. “ he openeth his hand and satisfieth

He is there in the strictest sense ; the desires of every living thing."

there by his essential presence, as The incomprehensibility of God

well as by his perfect knowledge of by his creatures, follows necessarily
whatever' else is there. This is in- from bis infinity . He is fully known

imitably described in the 139th only to Himself. A finite being

swer.
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cannot comprehend that which is that the existence of the Supreme
infinite . “Who by searching can Being is one eternal now . We

find out God , who can find out conceive of Him as having existed an

the Almighty to perfection ? -- Such endless duration , before the point

knowledge is too wonderful for me, was assumed from which the inch

it is high, I cannot attain unto it.” of time begins. Through this whole

The most enlarged capacity of men duration he existed without crea

or of angels, will never be able fully tures - perfectly happy in himself

to understand the being or the per- alone. Men and angels will exist

fections of God. Hence their ca- through an endless duration , repre

pacities may be, and it seems pro- sented by the line which goes for

bable to me that they will be, for- ward from the termination of the

ever enlarging, and rendering them measured inch: that is, their future

more noble, and such of them as are existence, awful thought! will be

holy, more happy ; and yet, although commensurate with the existence of

this be so, there will forever remain "God . But you will be careful to

an infinite distance between them observe , that this eternalfuture ex

and their Creator. istence of intelligent creatures is

3. God is eternal. He exists from not a necessary existence, like that

eternity to eternity. There is an of the Creator-It depends entirely

eternity which is past, and an eter- on his will and appointment . He

nity which is to come- an eternity could terminate it in a moment, if

before time began , and an eternity such were his pleasure ; but it will

when time shall be no more . Time continue eternally, because it is his

is measured by a constant suc- unchanging determination that it

cession of its parts or portions ; and shall so continue. But his existence,

every momentas it passes is taken from eternity to eternity, is from

from the eternity to come, and add- his very nature-It is a necessary
ed to the eternity which is passed. indestructible existence.

Suppose a line strictly infinite, that Here, again , my dear youth , we

is , without beginning or end. This have another view of the incompre
may represent the whole ofeternity. hensible nature of God . I have en

Suppose a point taken in this line , deavoured to give your thoughts a

and moved forward a very small right direction for meditating on

distance, say an inch , and there ter- the subject, and to illustrate it a lit

minated . This small distance on tle. But eternal duration is a sub

the infinite line , may represent time. ject that soon swallows up all
The Divine existence is commensu- our thoughts — Sometimes when we

rate with the whole line. But all speak of the distinctions or per

the events of time, from the forma- sons in the Godhead , we are told

tion to the dissolution of the uni- that we speak of what is incompre

verse, lie within the measured inch : hensible. We admit it fully ; but
and as there is no proportion be- we remark that there is nothing

tween this inch and the whole line, which relates to the Deity that is

inasmuch as there can be no pro- notincomprehensible: andfor iny

portion between that which is finite self, I know of nothing in theology

and that which is infinite, so there that is more mysterious,nothing that

is no proportion whatever between more immediately baffles and over

time and eternity. In the Divine whelms all our powers of compre

existence, represented by the whole hension and distinct conception,

line, there is no succession or pro- than this very first principle, which

gression of parts ; for the supposi- all but atheists adinit, that God is

tion is that it is complete at once, eternal . An eternal uncaused ex

and without beginning or end. istence, bewilders and absorbs the

Hence it has been said with truth , mind, the moment the attempt is
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made to grasp it, or closely to inves- learning and his piety—that he

tigate it. Yet this is themost indis- never mentioned the name of his

putable and fundamental truth inall Maker, without a sensible pause,

theology, natural or revealed . Ve- both before and after he pronounced

rily, when the being and attributes the word. I do not notice this as

of God are the subject of our investi- an example to be exactly imitated ;

gations, our feeble beam of intellect but I am well assured , that just in

can guide us but a little distance. proportion as any man advances in

We must soon exchange reasoning holiness or true piety, in that pro

for humble and adoring admiration. portion will there bedeep solemni

4. God is unchangeable. This ty upon his spirit, whenever his

we mustbelieve,if we hold the per- thoughts turn on God ; whenever

fection of theDeity; because change he addresses him in prayer ; or

necessarily impliesimperfection , whenever he speaks ofhis Maker

as all change must be either for the to others. How inexpressibly shock

better, or the worse, and perfec-' ing is it, then , to hear that great

tion excludes both . Having a per. and glorious name, which angels

fect foresight of all events, possi- and seraphs repeat with profoundest

ble as welĩ as actual, and the ar- veneration, taken lightly and irre

rangement and ordering of all se- verently - nay in the profanest

condary causes and agents from forms of expression imaginable

first to last, we cannot conceive of on the lips of thoughtless wretched
any reason why there should be a mortals. My dear youth , never

change, in any of the purposes of repeat your Maker's name with
the Deity. When God, in some lightness, in common discourse.

passages of scripture , is said “ to Never use it but with sensible re

repent,” it is always to be under- verence. Dread also to treat any

stood as spoken in accommodation thing that is connected with the

to human perceptions ; that is , the divine Majesty with disrespect, or

visible procedure in the divine dis- with levity. " I am satisfied that

pensations is such as when men re- real reverence for the Deity - his

pent, and change one course for name, his word , his worship, his

another. But such expressions are day, his house, his institutions ,

not intended to intimate that there is most closely and intimately con

is anychange in the purpose, mind nected with every thing that leads

or will of God : the scripture as- to true piety, with every thing that

sures us of the contrary - that “ he is hopefulin regard to the salvation

is of one mind , and none can turn of the soul .

him ," and that “ with him there is 2. Is God every where present ?

no variableness, neither shadow of Are we continually surrounded,

turning." embraced and pervaded by the

The remainder of this answer of Deity ? Are all the actions of our
the catechism must be reserved for lives, all the words of our lips, all

a future lecture . Let us endeavour the thoughts, and feelings, and se

to derive, from what has now been crets of our souls, naked before

said , a few practical and useful in- his eye ? How solemn is the

ferences. thought ! The wicked are often

1. We should learn always to afraid and ashamed that men should

speak of that great and glorious witness their vileness. But what

Being, of whom I have been dis- are worms of the dust, in compari
coursing, with holy awe ; and al- son with the infinite God, who is

ways to treat whatever relates to
always the witness of what they

him with the deepest reverence . It think, and do, and say - however

is told of the celebrated Mr. Boyle concealed in darkness; however

-equally distinguished by his kept from human knowledge ?
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you . — Rob

Yes — and he will , at last, bring tisfy; and they are fleeting at the

the whole into judgment, and dis- best. Soon you must leave them ,or

close it to the assembled universe. they be taken from you. But inthe

Oh let us ever remember the pre- friendship, and favour, and enjoy

sence of God, and our responsibi- ment, of the almighty and eternal

lity to him ! This will prove the God, there is a pleasure, a holy, a

most powerful and effectual guard serene, and sometimes an ecstatick

that we can place, not only on all joy, that satisfies every desire of

that we do or say, but on all that the soul of which accidents can

we imagine, or wish , or think. He not deprive you, of which death it

who is duly sensible that his soul is self cannot rob you ,
did

continually open to hisMaker's in- I say ?-Death will only shake off
spection, will be careful of all his those incumbrances of flesh and

thoughts, and all his desires -- of sense, which hinder and debase, and

all that passes in his bosom, as well circumscribe this heavenly delight;

as of all that meets the observa- and will render it pure, perfect and
tion of the world .

eternal , in the bosom of our God

But the omnipresence and omnis- and Saviour. It is to this that true

cience of the Deity are, to the religion seeks to lead you . Will

truly pious and devout mind, a sub- you not listen to her voice ? Will

ject of the most pleasing contem- you not yield to her solicitations?

plation, and the source of high and Will you prefer the dust and dross

holy pleasure and delight to the of time before this heavenly trea

friend, the child of God, what can sure ? Say, in the strength of God,

be more gratifying than to recol- that you will not. Say that from

lect that hisheavenly Father, the this hour, let others do as they will,

Almighty God, is ever with him ; you will seek, till you find the

to protect him in danger ; to com- pearl of great price — the good

fort him in affliction ; to support part which shall not be taken away

him in distress ; to enlighten him from you .” Father of mercies ! -

in doubtand darkness ; to be a very may this be the resolution ofevery

present help in every time of trou- hearer ; and may thine own blessed

ble ; to be communed with in the Spirit render the resolve effective.

closet, or on the bed, as well as in We ask it in the name and for the

every act of social worship ; to sake of Christ our Saviour - Amen.

witness every sigh , and every groan,

and every tear; to hear the very

desires of the soul; to listen to

every prayer or petition, which is

ejaculated from the heart when no

words are uttered ; to support and

comfort in the hour of death , and
WRITINGS OF DR. BARROW, WITH

to receive the departing spirit to

the mansions of eternal peace and DR. Isaac BARROW was born in

rest and joy — to aknowledge and London , October, 1630. “ His first

an enjoyment of Himself, of which schooling, ( says his biographer,)

on earth we can form no adequate was at the Charter -house for two or

conception. My dear children! three years, when his greatest re

make God your friend. There is creation was in such sports as
a happiness in having him for your brought on fighting among the boys ;

friend and father, that cannot be 'in his after -time a very great cou -

described . It fills, and was intend- rage remained, whereof many in

ed to fill, the whole soul. It is not stances might be set down ; yet he

to be compared with any earthly had perfectly subdued all inclina

enjoyinents. They never fully sa- tion to quarrelling ; but a negli

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

A BRIEF VIEW OF THE LIFE AND

EXTRACTS FROM HIS SERMONS.

$
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gence of his clothes did always fellowships of the English Univer

continue with him . For his book sities have long been,and are still ,

he minded it not, and his father the nurseries of those men of ge
had little hope of success in the , nius who, in every department of

profession of a scholar, to which science, mainly contribute to raise

he had designed him . Nay, there that nation to an unrivalled emi
was then so little appearance of -nence of intellectual distinction .

that comfort which his father after Barrow first studied physick, as

received from him , that he often the state of the times was unfa

solemnly wished , that if it pleased vourable to his entering the Church ,

God to take away any of his chil . according to his views of proprie

dren, it might be his son Isaac ; so ty. But he afterwards thought that

vain a thing is man's judgment, and this profession was not consistent

our providence unfit to guide our with his fellow's oath , which, it

own affairs." This strange wish of seems, obliged him “ to make divi
Dr. Barrow's father, deserved, sure- nity the end of his studies.” He

ly, a far severer censure than is therefore never practised medicine,

here passed upon it. But we have but devoted himself to the study

in this record a most encouraging of Theology. In literature he soon

example, to show that Christian took rank among the first men of

parents ought not entirely to des- his age. He was familiarly versed

pair of the reformation , nor even in the ancient mathematicians, and

of the eminence, of children who translated Euclid from the Greek ,

are idle and profligate in their early “ in a less form and clearer method

years. The next school at which than any onehad done before him.

young Barrow was placed , which At the end of his demonstration of

was in the country, witnessed his Apollonius, he has writ, • April

diligence ; and such a rapid pro- 14th - May 16th, Intra hæc tem
gress in learning " and all things poris intervella peractum hocope ?

praiseworthy, that his master ap- He was a candidate for the chait of
cuted bim a little tutor to the Greek professor ; but though re

Lord Viscount Fairfax ." commended by his predecessor, he

At about the age of fifteen, he at this time lost it , " being thought

entered Trinity college, in the inclined to Arminianism ."

University of Cambridge. Here, He now determined to travel.

on account of the poverty of his To provide for his voyage he sold

father , who lost most of his property his books ; and went first to France,

by adhering to the royal cause, he visited Paris,gave his college an ac

wassupported by thecharity of the count ofhis voyage, and thenwent to
celebrated Dr. Hammond ; and he Italy. He made some stay at Flo

now became eminently distinguish- rence, “ perusing many booksin the

ed for diligence,learning, and pie- Great Duke's library,and ten thou

ty. Barrow continued a stedfast, sand of hismedals."

but moderate royalist, and would vented from visiting Rome, by the

never take the covenant. Some of prevalence of the plague in that

the fellows of the collegewere pro- city. He took ship for Smyrna.

voked to move for his expulsion ; “ In this voyage they were attack

“ but the Master silenced them ed by a pirate ; and though he had

with this, Barrow is a better man never seen any thing like a sea

than any of us.” He now read with fight, he stood to the gun appoint

great care, the works of Lord ed him with great courage, for he

Verulam, Des Cartes, and Galileo ; was not so much afraid of death as

and by sheer merit, in opposition to of slavery." After some stay at

party prejudice,obtained, in 1649, Smyrna, he went to Constantinople.

à fellowship in his college. The Here , " at the See of St. Chrysostom ,

He was pre
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nemo,

he read over all the works of that England . ” After what has been

father, whom he much preferred said of Charles II., it ought not to

before any others, and remained in be omitted , that the biographer

Turkey above a year.” He then of Dr. Barrow states, that his ad

returned home, by the way of Ve- vancement " was the King's own
nice, Germany and Holland. act, though his desert made those

He now received episcopal ordi- of the greatest power forward to

nation from Bishop Brownrig, contribute to it-and the senior fel

“ notwithstanding the times were lows so well understood and es

then very unsettled .” When teemed him , that with good will

Charles the Second obtained his and joy they received a master

throne, the friends of Barrow ex- much younger than any of them

pected he would be highly reward - selves." He was afterwards vice

ed for his loyalty. But Charles chancellor. This truly great man
cared less for either friends or foes; enjoyed his elevation but five years ;

than for the indulgence of his pro- he died the 4th of May, 1677, in

pensity to licentious pleasures. the 47th year of his age, and was

Barrow was a poet, as well as a laid in Westminster Abbey, “ with

mathematician and an eloquent a monument erected by the contri

writer of prose ; ånd in a Latin bution of his friends. The estate

poení, which his biographer says he left was books.”

has not been published, were these His sermons were prepared with

lines great study and painsm " herein he

Pe magis optavit rediturum, Carole, was so exact as to write some of

them four or five times over ; his

Et nemo sensit te rediisse minus,
sermons were all large, and finish

He was, however, in 1660, chosen ed , and fairly written ." What will

to the Greek professorship in Cam- be said to this by those clergymen

bridge, without a competitor : and who boast how easily and rapidly

in 1662, he was elected “ to the they can write serions? An elderly

Geometry lecture at Gresham col . clergyman once said in the hearing

lege” —these two appointments not of thewriter, that a young preacher

being deemed inconsistent. Not should receive and remember it as

long after, he was chosen the first a certainty, that every sermon de

lecturer, in a lectureship of ma- livered by him would cost pain

thematicks, founded in Cambridge, somewhere.- If it did not cost him

by a Mr.Lucas. It was in Greek pain to make it, it would cost his

and in mathematical learning that audience pain to hear it ; and that it

Dr. Barrow , as a scholar, most ex- was his duty to take the pain from

celled . In his Apollonius, he wrote his hearers to himself.

an address to the Deity , thus in- Doctor Barrow's English works,

scribed — 060s YempleTGEL - The ad- as first published, are contained in

dress is in Latin , very curious, but three volumes folio.* They were

truly devout. “ 'Thelast kindness first arranged and published by Dr.

and honour he did to his mathema- Tillotson, afterwards Archbishop

tick chair, was to resign it (1669) of Canterbury. The excellence of

to so worthy a friend and learned Tillotson as a writer, needs not be

successor as Mr. Isaac Newton ,

- fixing his resolution to apply him * Barrow's other works are the follow

self entirely to divinity ." ing - Euclidis Elementa, Euclidis Data,

In 1672 , Dr. Barrow was made Lectionis Opticiæ 8, Lectiones Geome

master, or president, of his college. tricæ , Archimedis Opera, Apollonii Co

“ When the King advanced him to tio de Spæra et Cylindro, Lctiones Ma
nicorum Lib. 4 , Theodosii Spærica, Lec

this dignity, he was pleased to say, thematica, Opuscula Theologica, Poe

he hadgiven it to the best scholar in matia, Orationes.
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told . But he is not so much of an godliness.” — More may be furnish

original thinker, as bysome he has ed hereafter. G. A.

been represented. Whoever is fa

miliar with the works of both Bar- Extract from Dr. Barrow's Sermonon 6 the

Profitableness of Godliness . ”
row and Tillotson , will see that the

“ This is the difference between a
latter borrowed from the former- pious, andanimpiousman. Is the pious

not language but thought - in a man in need ? he hath then an invisible

manner truly remarkable. Both refuge to fly to, an invisible store to fur
these eminent men were avowed nish him ; he hath somewhat beyond all

Arminians. Buťtheir works ought present things to hope in,to comfort
himself with: whereas the impious per

to be read by every Calvinist who son hath nothing beside present appear.

can have access tothem . They con- ances to support or solace himself by ;

tain a mine of rich thought'; the thewhich failing, downhe sinketh into

piety of their authors willnot easi- dejection and despair. Is the good man

ly be questioned, after reading in
in affliction ? he knoweth that it cometh

not on him without God's wise appoint

them , by any candid mind ; and ment, not without good intention to,

everyCalvinist ought to know what ward' him , probation, exercise and

is said, and how theological doc- improvement of his virtues, or for whole

trines are held, by Arminian wri
some correction of his bad dispositions ;

ters of the first class. If Whitby him , which shall have a comfortable isthat it is only physick and discipline to

be added to Barrow and Tillotson , sue ; thatit shall last no longer than it is

the view of Arminian principles, of expedient for him that it should : where

the old school, will be nearly com- fore he patiently submitteth to it, and

plete. Of this system , a very mind wherewith a patient swalloweth
undergoeth it cheerfully, with the same

sagacious and learned Calvinist down an unsavory potion, which he pre

once said , “ it is a very good sys- sumeth willconduce tohis health. Never,

tem, turned the wrong end fore- indeed, hath anyman enjoyed more real
most.” The later Arminians too - content, or hath been more truly satisfi

often approximate in their senti- ed, than goodmen have been in aseem
ing depth of adversity. What men ever

ments to some of the mostobjec- upon earth have been moresorely afflict

tionable tenets of Arians and Soci- ed, have underwent greater losses, dis.

nians. Perhaps there is considera- graces, labours, troubles, distresses in
ble evidence that such is the natu- any kird, than did the Holy Apostles ?

ral tendency of the system , inthe yet did they most heartily rejoice ,exalt

and triumph in them all . Such a won
last works, or opinions rather, of drous virtue hath Piety to change all

Whitby, and in the known peculi- things into matter of consolation and joy .
arities of Dr. Samuel Clark . No condition in effect can be evil or sad

Barrow is evidently a most elo. to a pious man : his very sorrows are
pleasant, his infirmities are wholesome,

quent writer, notwithstanding some his wants enrich him, his disgraces adorn
peculiarities of language. The ce- him , his burthens ease him;his duties

lebrated Lord Chatham , is report- are privileges, his falls are the grounds

ed to have read his sermons re of advancement, his very sins (as breed

peatedly, for the expresspurpose and vigilance ) do better and profit him :
ing contrition , humility , circumspection

of improving in eloquence. Bar- whereas Impiety doth spoileverycondi

rów exhausts every subject that he tion, doth corrupt and debase all good

handles . An acquaintance of the things, doth embitter allthe conveniences
writer, when praised for an excel- and comforts of life.”

lent charity sermon, said frankly ~ Extract from the Sermon on the Duty and ·
“ I took all the thoughts from Bar- Reward of Bounty to the Poor."

row's sermon on 'bountyto the poor, Shewing bounty and mercy are the

and I left enough for three sermons most properand the principalexpressions

more.” From this sermon, a short of our gratitude unto God ; so that in

extract is subjoined, and another omitting them , we are notonlyvery un
just, but highly ungrateful. Innumera

from that on the “ profitableness of ble are the benefits, favoursand mercies,

ܪ
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LETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER OF

THE

LETTER IV.

(Hoth common and private ) which God following it ; ) we receive far more than

hath bestowed on us, and doth continually we return in giving ; for which therefore

bestow : He incessantly showers down it is fit that we should return our gratia

blessings on our heads ; he daily loadeth tude, and consequently that we should

us withhis benefits ; he perpetually crown- perform these duties. For indeed without

eth us with loving kindness and tendermer- this practice, no other expression of gra

cies : All that we are, all that we have, all titude can be true in itself, or can be ac

that we can hope for of good, is alone ceptable to God. We may seem abun

from his free bounty : Our beings and dantly to thank him in words; but a spa

lives, with all the conveniences and com- ring hand gives the lie to the fullest mouth :

forts of them, we entirely owe to him as We mayspare our breath, if we keep back

to our maker, ourpreserver, our constant our substance : For all our praising God

benefactor : All the excellent privileges for his goodness,and blessing him with

we enjoy, and all the glorious hopeswe our lips, if we will do nothing for him, if

have as Christians, we also stand indebted we will not part with any thing for his

for purely to his undeserved mercy and sake, appears mere compliment, is in
grace. And, What shall we render unto truth plain mockery, and vile hypocrisy . "

the Lord for all his benefits toward us ?

Shall we render him nothing ? Shall we

refuse him any thing ? Shallwe boggle at

making returns so inconsiderable , in re
gard to what he hath done for us ? What GOSPEL TO HIS SON, ON THE

isa little gold, or silver, or brass perhaps, DUTIES OF THE PASTORAL OFFICE,

which ourpoor neighbour craveth of us,

in comparison to our life, our health , our

reason ; to all accommodations of ourbody, My dear Timothy-In my pre

and all endowments of our mind ? What sentletter I shall enter on the con

are all the goods in the world to the love

and favour of God, to the pardon of our
sideration of the several parts of

sins, to the gifts of God's spirit, to the dig publick worship-taking first in or

nity of being the children of God , and der those which arepurely devotion

heirsof salvation ; to the being freed al. I will begin with Psalmody,
from extreme miseries,and made capable

of eternal felicity ? And doth not this un This , when properly conducted,

expressible goodness,do not all these in. is both a most delightful and a very

estimable benefits require some corres- profitable part of the service of the

pondent thankfulness ? Are we not oblig- sanctuary . Ifthe secretexercises
ed, shallwe not be willing to exhibit some

and feelings of practical Christians
real testimony thereof ? And what other
can we exbibitbeside this ? Wecannot in the house of God were to be dis

directly or immediately requite God , for closed , I suspect it would not un

he cannot so receive any thing fromus; frequently be found that a psalm,
he is not capable of being himself enrich . or a hymn , had proved the sweetest

ed or exalted, of being any. wise,plear and most impressive part of the
sured or bettered by us, who is in himself
infinitely sufficient, glorious, joyful and whole service. How much care

happy: Our goodness extends not to him ; then ought to be taken to prevent

A man cannot be profitable to his Maker. every thing which is calculated to
All that we can do in this kind , is thus mar this sacred pleasure, and how
indirectly, in the persons of his poor relations, to gratify him ,imparting at his de ready should webe to do all in our

sire, and for his sake, somewhat of what power to promote and increase it.

he hath bestowed on us, upon them . Such One of the means to be used with

a thankful return we owe unto God, not this view is , to make a right selec

only for what he hath given us, but even tion of the psalms and hymns which
for the capacity of giving to others; forthat we are in thenumber of those who you are to give out, in every publick
can afford lief, and who need not to de service you perform . I shall not

mand it . Our very wealth and prosper. dwell on this,because I believe it is

ous state should not seem to us so con- a point which generally receives
temptible things, that we should be un- attention. I will, however, remark,

willingto render somewhat back in grater cursorily, that good impressionsare

giving is itself no mean benefit ; (having always the most deeply made,when

somuch of honour in it, so much of plea- every part of publickworship con

sure going with it, so much of reward spires, as it were, to produce one
VOL, II.---Ch. Adv. U
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undivided effect. If several affec- to time, allowed the versions of

tions or impressions, however right Rouse, of Watts, and of Watts as

in themselves, are produced in our altered and added to by Barlow and

minds in quick succession , they, in Dwight, and of the selection of

a measure, supplant and destroy hymns made by Dwight - allowed

each other, and none of them is these several systems of Psalmody

likely to be deep and lasting. Hence to be used in our churches - it

it is of real importance in publick would seem to follow , that they sup

worship, that the singing, praying, posed such an allowance necessary
and preaching, should, as far as to any system , before it could with

practicable, allgo to thesame point, propriety be introduced in the con

be all concentrated to one effect ; gregations under their care. And

which thus may be produced in all this truly is my own opinion as to

its strength and fulness. the point of propriety. I would say,

Happily you do not live at a time let individuals, families, and pri

when there is that keen controversy vate and occasional associations of

and bitter altercation about differ Christians, use freely any religious

ent systems of psalmody, which is compositions in verse which suit

fully within my recollection. If their taste , and conduce, as they

you did , I should earnestly advise think, to their spiritual benefit. But

you notto attempt a sudden change whenwe go to the regular publick

in any congregation ; but leave it to worship of God in his house, let us

be effected, as I have frequently be assured that the psalms and

seen it take place, by such slow and hymns we shall meet with there,

gradual advances as to produce no sħall be no otherthan those which

convulsion , and but little dissatis- have received the sanction of the

faction among any of the worship- highest judicature of our church, in

pers. And as circumstances now regard to their orthodoxy, piety and

are, whenever you are called to per- tendency to edification. Perhaps

form occasional services out of your in no way are loose and heretical

own congregation, I advise you not doctrines more likely to make their

even to suggest an innovation on the first entrance into a church, than in

system of psalmody which you find the form of poetry adapted to church

in use, nor to make any difficulty musick. Yet by a minute of our

whatever on the subject. Take the General Assembly in 1806, as giv

version of the psalms which you en in “ the Digest,” it is declared

find has been there adopted , whe- " that the General Assembly of the

ther it be that of Rouse, or of Watts, year 1802, in their resolution on

or of Dwight, and use it promptly this subject, did not intend that the

and cordially. I certainly do not churches under their care should

mean to intimate, for it is impossible use no other psalms and hymns than

for me to think , that the versions those specified in the resolution ."

I have mentioned are equally good . It is afterwards added , “ that when

Yet I am satisfied it is far better to any families, or congregations, in

use any one of them , than to quar- their religious worship , make use

rel about a change ; and that no of hymns containing erroneous doc

change in a congregation ought to trine, or trivial matter, it becomes

be attempted by an occasional the duty of church sessions and

preacher. presbyteries, to inquire into the

It appears to me that we need matter, and act as the case may re

some order in the Presbyterian quire." Here the whole subject

church, more definite than any seems to be left at the discretion of

which now exists, on the subject of congregations and families seve

Psalmody. As the highest judica- rally, subjectto a responsibility for
ture in our church has, from time introducing any thing that may

be
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improper. This is not the place to I avoid thinking that the spiritu

urge the justice of the old maxim , ality of this part of worship is not

that it is better to prevent evil than helped, but greatly hindered, by the

to punish or correct it : nor to ask use of instrumental musick. I

how sessions and presbyteries are would not express or indulge un

to know what takes place in private charitable sentiments, in regard to

families, or even in particular con- the use of the organ in churches

gregations, till mischief, in many where it has had long prescription
cases, shall have become invete or usage in its favour. But I cer

rate. On the whole, I would advise tainly would not consent to its in

you to keep strictly to the rule, in troduction in a church of which I

your own congregation, of using in was the pastor, andI do earnestly

publick worship no other system of wish that it may never be intro

psalmody than that which has been duced into another place of wor
explicitly approved or allowed by ship in our denomination . The true

the General Assembly - I would system is for our clergy to use in

not object to some departure from fluence and industry to promote the

this rule in more private meetings. cultivation of vocal musick, of a

Yet for myself, I do assure you, that right kind , among thepeople of their

whether in the closet, the family, several charges ; and this I know

or the church, or whether I consult is in most cases perfectly practica
taste, or seek for pious sentiment ble. There is scarcelyany congre

calculated to warm my heart and gation in which there is not a con
lift my

soul to God and heaven, I siderable number of persons, both

want nothing which I do not find male and female, especially among

in our approved system ; and that the youth , who are fond of musick,

though I am not insensible to the and ready and desirous to cultivate

excellence of other compositions of it ; and its cultivation is advantage

the same class, yet to my apprehen- ous on many accounts. It has

sion the most of them are exceed- tendency, when rightly directed , to

ingly deficient in the solidity, sim- soften the mind and manners, to

plicity, and unction of piety which cherish good feelings, and even to

characterize the psalms and hymns dispose to serious reflection. It

of Dr. Watts. yields a pleasure innocent in itself,

Singing is wretchedly performed and which may prevent the love

in many of our congregations. It and pursuit of pleasures not inno

has been this chiefly,I believe, cent. Above all, it prepares those

which in a few instances has led to who cultivate it to take part, with

the introduction ofthe organ-a re- advantage to themselves and to

medy which I think generally in- others, in an important portion of

creases the disease , and which in the publick worship of God . It is

my judginent is worse than the dis- therefore an object well worthy of

ease itself. The use of the organ, the particular attention of every

or ofany instruinental musick, is, I parochial clergyman ; and his tak

believe,almost always followed by ing a forward and active part in

the effect of confining the singing promoting it will , if he acts with

very much to the choir, and to å prudence, be highly pleasing to his

few individuals particularly skilful people, especially to the young.

in, or fond of musick; whereas this They will , naturally and of choice ,

isa portion of the service in which look to himto take the lead in the

all who are not grossly deficient in business. This will give him an

voice ought actively to unite. Our opportunity to cherish a just and

Directory says explicitly that “ the correct taste in church music, which

whole congregation ought to join in is very important. No complex

this part ofworship. ” Nor can pieces of musick are fit for a pro
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miscuous Christian assembly , and so far as devotion is concerned , to

the light and fantastick airs which that which can be made by the best

we sometimes hear are really dis- organ that was ever introduced into

gusting, and even profane. For the a church .

most part, they are as much in vio- Those who are fond of musick are

lation ofa good musical taste, as too apt to consider the psalm which

they are inconsistent with the spirit they use , merely as a vehicle, like

of devotion. Tunes which are grave the notes in their musick books,

and simple may be , and often are, for the tune which they are to sing:

far richer in real harmony and in It will not be a subject unfit for the

strong melodious chords, than those pulpit to correct this error - to

of an opposite character . Such teach and endeavour to inculcate

tunes only are fit for the service of effectually on all your people, that

the sanctuary on ordinary occasions. the musick of the sanctuary is not

Of these a suitable variety should intended merely to gratify the ear,

be selected and kept in constant but through that organ to make a

use , that the whole congregation deep impression of pious sentiment

may learn them by the ear,and join on the heart of every worshipper;
in the service whenever they are and to dispose and enable him to

sung. A new tune ofthe right kind praise and glorify God, with his spi .

should be introduced about once a rit and his voice in happy union .

year, and not much oftener. The It will likewise be proper to warn

clerk of the congregation ought to your people generally against the
have skill enough to adapt the tune neglect of this part of worship by

to the general strain of sentiment any of them , as if they had no con
in thepsalm, or hymn, which is cern with it - reminding those who

to be sung -- More than this it is have not a voice capable of musick,
folly to attempt. And when well that they ought devoutly to use the

chosen tunes are well sung, in their words of the sacred song in concert

different parts, and with a good with those who sing them . It may
choir to lead, and to cover the slight also be well to remark that there

imperfections of the whole congre- are many of the psalms and hymns

gation joining in the sacred song, made use of in public worship which
the service is truly sublime and unsanctified men can never appro

transporting: There is nothing on priate, as expressive of their pre
earth probably ,which is so well cal- sent temper, feelings and character
culated to remind us of the wor- that this shouldserve to humble

ship of heaven. Now I repeat, that themdeeply; and that when they

if a parochial clergyman will take join in singing these psalms and

the interest that he may and ought hymns, it should be under a con
to take in this concern - an interest struction , silently but sincerely

which he may take so as to gratify given to them in their own minds,

his people, and prove a pleasant re- that here is the description of the
laxation to his own mind -- if he will temper,feelings and character which

promote singing, schools, and see they approve, and which they re
that aright kind of teacher is em- solve, in reliance on divine grace,

ployed ; and will occasionally at- earnestly to endeavour to make
tend those schools himself, and en- their own.

courage both teachers and learners ; Possibly you may think that I

he will soon have the direction of have spent more time on this topick

the music in publick worship -- as he than its relative importance de

ought always to have it- completely mands. Such, however, is not the

under his own direction and con- estimate which I make. The sub

trol: and it will be rendered I am ject of Psalmody is one of much in

persuaded, unspeakably . superior, terest, and one which is closely
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connected both with the decorous on other accounts objectionable. It

and the profitable performance of certainly ought to be avoided, as

the service of God's house. At the much as a regard to the spiritual

same time, it is one not often dis- benefit of the worshippers will per

cussed in the view I have taken of mit. But remember that a regard

it ; and there are gross and preva- to this spiritual benefit, is invariably

lent errors relative to it, which I to control every thing else, both in

would fain do something to correct. singing and in all other parts of re

Against these errors I hope that what ligious service. And therefore in

I have written may at least serve to evening services , where the light is

put you on your guard - In all not sufficient to enable the people

things may you have the divine generally to read the psalm which
guidance : So prays your affection- is sung, and on occasions where

ate father, they cannot be furnished with books,

I would never fail to parcel out the

P.S. I really forgot, till I had lines-Not to do it, is at once to

finished myletter, to say any thing deprive the devout of a precious

on the subject of parcelling out the part of the service , and to cherish

lines of a psalm ,in social worship. in others the erroneous opinion , al

This practice, which once wasgene- ready too prevalent, that psalmody

ral in our churches, is happily al- is to be left to those who are fond

most at an end. It is always a great of singing.

drawback on good musick, and is

JDiscellaneous.

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

ELECTION.

66

therefore, these lines will meet

the eyes of many who view every

HINT CONCERNING THE PRESIDENTIAL thing which concerns their country

through the medium of Christian

Mr. Editor - A particular friend principle, and to whom my sugges

of mine said to me, the other day, tions may prove a hint in season.

"why is it that we never hear min- Allow me, then , sir, to repeat

isters in publick prayer, or private most respectfully to you, the ques.

Christians in their social worship, tion which was originally address

imploring the Divine guidance and ed to myself, Why is it that we

blessing in the approaching choice never hear the great national con

of a chief magistrate of the United cern referred to , made the subject

States ?” — This question brought of a single petition to Him who sits

me to a stand : for truly I felt, not as governor among the nations ?

only . that the supposed omission I am no párty politician . The

was a real and culpable one; but longer I live, the more deep is my

that I was myself chargeable with distaste, and even abhorrence of

the delinquency in question. I de- the spirit of party politicks. I

termined, therefore, as far as pos- never wish to hear a minister, or

sible to repair my own fault in this any other man, carry into social

respect, and further, to make it the prayer the least hintor suggestion

subject of a short communication, by which any person may be ena

or rather respectfulquery, to the bled to conjecture to what political

Editor of the Christian Advocate.camp he belongs ; or rather, I hope

I am glad, Mr. Editor, to find that itwill bemore andmore the object
your work is growing both in, in- ofallChristians, and especially ofall

terest and in circulation. I hope , ministers of the Gospel , to evince
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by every thingthey say and do, both ing election ? Is it that, while we

in publick and private, that they be- make every thing else a subject of

long to no camp but that of Jesus prayer, we are not willing that our

Christ . But still we commonly, Heavenly Father should direct us

and Ithink properly, hear blessings in this great concern ? Or is it, that

implored , in publick prayer, upon the minds of our citizens are in

our beloved country. Nay, we hear such a state of feverish excitement

the leaders in publick devotion de- and inflammation on this subject,

scend to particulars , and pray for that they are not in a proper tem

the President of the United States ; per to pray about it ? If either of

- for both branches of our national these be the case, it is high time

legislature ; -- for our judges and that our feelings were altered.

magistrates-and for all in autho- The great Searcher of hearts is

rity ;-- thatthey may rule us in the my witness, that I do not make

fear of God ; that they may be these remarks with the view of pro

guided and aided in all their mea- moting the election of any one of

sures ; and that all our concerns as the candidates for this elevated

a nation may be so ordered, as that station , whose names are either now

peace, virtue and happiness may be before the publick, or 'are ever ex

every where promoted ,-our civil pected to come before it . I have

and religious privileges perpetuated no expectation of ever giving avote

--and the holy reign of the Re- which shall, either directly or indi

deemer established over the hearts rectly aid any of them . `It is not

and lives of thewhole body of the to serve any man, or any party , but

people.--Now, I not only approve great religious principles for which

of all this, as I suppose most Chris- I write this humble paper.

tians do ; but I have heard zealous I hope, therefore , Mr. Editor, not

politicians, many times, find fault only that all the advices whichyou
with ministers for not more point- give to your readers, in the Edito

edly referring to our civil rulers in rial Remarks with which you close

prayer. your last number, will be sacredly

But if it be proper to pray for regarded ; and that all will be ha

the President when elected ; is it bitually engaged in praying for our

not equally rational to pray that a beloved country and her rulers ;

wise and good one may be given us ? but that we shall hear the approach

and, of course, that those who make ing election inade the subject of
the choice may be divinely counsel- special, importunate prayer, in pub

led and directed ? It cannot be sup- lick, as well as in private . We are

posed that the one is less important poor judges of what may eventually
than the other . Neither can it be promote the national welfare. But

imagined that Providence has less our God is a God who hears prayer ;

to do in the choice of this exalted and if all the Christians of different

officer, than in his conduct after his denominations in our land, daily ,

election. Nor yet again will any and humbly ,and perseveringly im

one contend that Christian patriots plore the guidance of infinite wis

have less interest in placing a suit- dom in relation to this great sub

able person at the head of our na- ject, we may hope to see a man at
tion, than in the details of his ad- the head of the United States, who

ministration after he gets there: or to pure morals, and sound princi

rather, none will believe that the ples, shall add such discernment,

two thingscan or ought to be sepa- prudence andfirmness as shall tend,

rated .-- What then, I ask again, is under the Divine blessing, to ele
the reason that we hear none im- vate our character at home and

ploring a blessing on the approach- abroad ; to keep us at peace with
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THE THREE SISTERS,

all the nations of the earth ;-and pid , patient and persevering, when

to draw down the benediction of her object was clearly defined and

heaven upon this highly favoured approved by, thejudgment, and her

people. AN AMERICAN. purpose deliberately formed by the

will, she shrunk from no task or

toil necessary to its accomplish

ment . Hope, beside aiding and

FROM THE LONDON CHRISTIAN INSTRUCTOR, inspiriting the efforts of her elder
FOR APRIL, 1823. sister, had the happy art of assuag

ing any misfortune and calamity,

An Allegory.
of heightening the relish of every

enjoyment by the infusion of an ex

There were three sisters dwell- quisite sweetness, and of gilding

ing in one house, each marked by every scene and circumstance with

certain peculiarities of person and colours and tints peculiarly attrac
character. The eldest, with a tive . Charity, alive to all the wants

frame full of life, health, and vi- and woes of the human species, was

our, had an air of dignity and de- ever ready with her sunny smiles,

cision , which, at times , bespoke or melting tears, to comfort and

somewhat of sternness. The se- soothe the sons and daughters of

cond seemed to have less of wretchedness ; her eyes, her tongue,

strength , but more of sprightliness ; her hands, her feet,her every facul.

her face glowed with thebloom of ty and power, were busily employed

spring, and the blush of morning; in ministrations of compassion and

every feature and motion indicated kindness. These illustrious sisters

a sanguine temper, an ardent aspi- performed more wonderful works,

ring spirit, and a mind of elastic achieved more glorious victories,
spring, easily recovering from any than any of the heroines whom his

temporary depression. The third, tory has enrolled in the book of

possessed a person admirably fitted fame. Faith had a notable shield

to please and delight ; her counte- and heaven -tempered sword, which,

nance was open, animated, and at- being firmly grasped in either hand,

tractive; exhibiting the varied play were able to quench the fiery darts

of warm, liberal , and tender emo- and repel the fierce assaults of

tions ; her voice was mild and mu- every enemy, and even make Apol

sical , capable of those diversified lyon himself flee . Hope had an

tones and inflexions, which render extraordinary cruse , which, in times

it at once the vehicle of thought and of scarcity , would continue to run ,

of sentiment ; her steps and all her without ever being exhausted ; and

gestures were decent, graceful, and she possessed a telescope, which,

engaging. She had blended in her when the weather was cloudy, serv

constitution and habits, many of the ed to bring distant objects near, and

principal qualities of the other two, render the unseen visible. Charity

without any of the stern severity, had a graceful mantle, capable of

and the sanguine eagerness and im- covering a multitude of spots and

patience, which they sometimes dis- blemishes, and a medicinal vial,

covered . like that which the good Samaritan

These three sisters, whose names carried , in which was a balsam ,

were Faith , Hope, and Charity, whose virtue healed all sorts of

lived in great harmony, and evinced wounds. When she found stains

a mutual attachment and depend- and offences, which were not easily

ance. In difficult affairs, and dar- to be removed, she gently spread

ing enterprises , Faith uniformly her mantle over them ,andhidthem

took the lead. Steady and intre . from the sight ; and when she found
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any bleeding broken hearts, she dredth part of the distractions and

poured from her vial the balsamic tumults, conflicts and woes, which
mixture, which gave speedy relief, the worthy sisters above described

and seldom failed to effect a cure. met with from this cause . Every

These sisters , amiable as they generous purpose they could form
were, had certainly their defects was thwarted and opposed, every

and faults. Faith , though far the word in its meaning, and everyac

most strong and active, now and tion in its motive, was misconstru

then staggered, and became irregu- ed , and almost every cup was poi

lar and sluggish in her movements. soned, at least embittered, by these

Hope was not altogether free from spiteful inmates. And beside, their

fits of peevishness and discontent. dwelling, though originally built

The youngest, as I have before said , after a faultless model, and won

had so many charms in her benig- derfully contrived, so as to combine

nant aspect, and soft winning ad- every possible convenience and ac

dress, as made her the general fa- commodation, had been in such a

vourite ; yet, being of a very deli- manner shaken and injured by a

cate frame, she was subject to chills, terrible catastrophe , that it re

and languors, and faintings, and did quired the most vigilant attention

not use every means she might have and incessant repairs to keep it in

done to prevent them. But with- a tenantable state. The windows

out enlarging on their defects, I were dim , the doors shattered , the

must say, that these lovely rela- walls.damp and mouldy, the tim

tives, which is not always the case bers worm -eaten and decayed. At

with persons nearly allied, were length , in a stormy winter's night,

penetrated with the liveliest sym- : the house which had often rocked

pathy, and appeared necessary to and tottered under the howling

each other. When Faith grew fee- blast, suddenly fell with a tremen

ble and sickly, her sisters were dous crash . Faith and Hope, the

half-paralyzed. If Hope were ab-two elder sisters, were crushed to

sent, though but for a short time, death and buried in the ruins; the

the whole house was sure to be hung youngest, however, not only es

in mourning, and filled with sighing caped unhurt, but, wonderful to tell ,

and tears, till her return . Charity. lost also by the shock all her ner

could do nothing without her seni- vous tremours and languors, her

ors and companions ; and yet her chills and changes, her weakness

presence was not less essential to and infirmities. While the sisters

them , as neither the plans of Hope, lived, she was dependant on them ;
nor the work of Faith, succeeded but since their decease, all the vir

in her absence. tues and excellencies of the three,

I shall leave others to record detached from blemishes and de

their noble deeds, and numberless fects, and refined to perfection ,

trophies, and only just touch on the now concentre in her. Report like

nature and issue of their trials. wise says, that she has risen to far

Know then , gentle reader, that they higher honour and purer happiness ;

were encompassed with bad neigh- that she wears a robe of spotless

bours, and what is far more griev- white, and a crown of glory inlaid

ous, were plagued and tormented with costly gems ; that she moves

with evil -minded and perverse do- amid shining ranks of immortals,

mesticks , who could neither be sent and occupies a mansion of indes

away, nor wholly subdued. No- cribable magnificence ; where, free

thing is more true than the ancient from molestation, danger, and fear ,

proverb, “ that the worst enemies and full of peace, and joy, and

are those of one's own house." It transport; she sings as an angel, and

would be tedious to tell a hun- glows as a.seraph. AMIOUS B.
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THE DEACON. duties of common life, whenever

the condition assigned by Prov

“ The bishop told me to preach about dence imposes them . But it makes
the witch of Endor.” Some book.

her also the moral help -meet of her

Where the winding road from husband. The cure of souls -- so far

the Wissahicon leaves the ancient as her children are concerned - is

forests of that romantic water and specially committed to her. She

enters the cleared grounds, a vene- may be, moreover, the private in

rable Friend was passing up the structress of others, of her own sex,

hill to a neighbouring village. Her in their adult age . Why does the

dress was in thewell known fashion , shrewd society of Friends carry its

which in a person of taste among system farther than this ? A wo

Friends, unites modern elegance man acting as teacher to an assem

with patriarchal simplicity. She bly of men , is an unnatural thing.
was of a stately mien, above the Christianity considers women , also,

middle size, and beyond middle as perfectly adequate to manage

age. Her countenance was not such parts of the business of a

handsome; but it seemed the index Christian society as particularly
of a Christian temper. It possessed concern themselves. It commits

that peculiar mixture of dignity and the helpless sick , the ignorant, and

sweetness to which heavenly and the poor, of their own sex, speci

moral abstraction , meekness and ally to their care.

self- government, . have a tendency Friends , notwithstanding what

to mould the female features. She we deem their errors, deserve well

was a preacher among Friends. At of society, for their noble attempt

home she was her husband's coun- to raise the sex to the standard of

sellor and comfort, and her chil- truth and true dignity . I would

dren's guide ; and in her neighbour- rather be Mrs. Fry , than to be

hood a pattern of industry. Had queen of England. No doubt the

you seen her in her place of publick blessing of God has descended on

worship, or when, as now, walking them in some way for this. But

up a hill on an errand of mercy, or they would, we are persuaded , be

in domestick employments, you more blest, did they add to their

would have said to yourself — this virtue more faith ; and disclaiming

is what I could wish every Chris- to be wiser than their divine Mas

tian woman to be. ter, submit to the Christian baptism ,

She who bytheprudent arrange and to that other holy rite, which
ment of household concerns, by the so often unites Christians even of

faithful discharge of domestic du- different creeds .

ties, and by sweetness of temper, But with all their defects, I love

becomes the centre of happiness to that people. In the midst of all

a family, always deserves and ge- their darkness, I trust “ the true .

nerally secures a high degree ofes- light” shineth , in many a heart

teem and love. But the noble in- among them . Were there nothing

tellect and moral qualities of wo. else that claimed the respect of

man were surely never intended every enlightened Christian, their

merely for the delight of a husband, manly moral church- discipline
to handle the distaff, and to milk would command it.

her cows- Something infinitely Our venerable Friend, as she en

lower had sufficed for these pur- tered the village, attracted little at

poses. Christianity alone places tention . The people are of that

woman in her proper sphere. It cast that the slightest quarrel would

enjoins, under the penalty of divine afford employment for a week ; and

displeasure and human contempt, the mosttrifling occurrence would
the sober discharge of the meanest consume hours, in surmises of curi

- VOL. II.-- Ch . Adv. X
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osity. The sojourning of a stranger rable child were collected age and

for a day,would occasion the keen- youth - those who wished to aid,

est miseries of anxiety to know and those who were perfectly indif

whence he came, and where he was ferent. On the fire was a large pot

going. It was well for Mr. - of water, which had just begun to

to quit riding in the stage through boil before the Friend entered .

this village every Sunday for exer- The boiling of the pot had been

cise; the people would soon have carefully observed , and all in the

instituted an inquiry why he showed room seemed anxiously waiting for

himself there so often . But such something. Their eyes turned

a person as our Friend would live quickly from the pot to the door, as

and die amongthem unnoticed - for the latch rose. When the venera

any thing but being the worthy ble woman opened the door, every

miller's wife, who regularly rode face for a moment indicated sur

through the village at stated times prise. But this was immediately

to worship -- and wasgood to poor succeeded by a mingled look of

people. Little occurred as shepass- scorn and contempt,which she could

ed along, except the barking of a not account for ; but which, accus

dog, or the observation of an idler , tomed as she was to the people, did

where a whole ox had just been not alarm her. She approached the

roasted and torn to pieces, at a po- distressed child and inquired into

litical festival. That meek woman its condition , and what remedies had

was for a moment alarmed by the been used , or were intended . Some

roar of mirth and revelry. There answered her in monosyllables, ap

were the colours of Liberty and her parently not knowing what they

sacred emblems, and the slaves of said . Others looked at her with open

sin -- the veriest devotees of selfish- mouth, like a tenant on -shares,

ness - rejoicing as if they had es- when he is asked how many do

caped a massacre. In a room of the zens of grain he hauled in .-- He ne

tavern, a party were drinking toasts, ver fails to count, but sometimes

intended as recommendations to of- thinks it a moral duty not to com- ,

fice. At the tavern side a few mi- municate his knowledge to the land

serable mortals, who had no parti- lord. In the most of those present,

cular object in view, were roaring there was a vacant, cautious gaze,

in concert. A drunken fellow was or frightened scowl , mingled with

trying to lift the bones of a quarter muchof horror. A few seemed to

of the roasted ox, with some of the pity the unhappy witch, in the guise

meat attached to them , over a fence ; of a Friend . A witch she was

and a dog was trying to drag an. proved to be. The pot was the in

other quarter over the Friend's strument of discovery. The first

path : And not far off was the car- woman who entered the door after

cass of a dead horse, which the op- it boiled , was unquestionably the

posite party had attempted unsuc- child's tormentor.

cessfully to roast beside the ox . The mild Friend was a disciple

She rejoiced that she was “ Peace be to this house,'

Friend . She was now near the she said internally, as she entered
house of affliction, to which her steps it. But her temper wasquick, how

were directed . The particular ob- ever mild and governed by princi

ject ofher visit was a child, who had ple. When she saw that her room

lately showed symptoms of derange- was more acceptable than her com

ment, and in addition , had been pany, she departed, and returned
dangerously scalded. It was an home with no enviable feelings :

idle time in the village and the For it is not in Friend or Moravian

room was full. Around the mise- it is not in nature or in grace

a of peace .
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--not to feel the unkind usage of laxed, and his hands dropped in

those whom you have endeavour- stantly. For though he cared little
ed disinterestedly to benefit. for Deacon or Presbyter, yet he was

Her entrance had interrupted a ashamed to profane the ceremony,

charm , intended for the child's re- before one who had witnessed his

lief ; but the process went on as hard oaths but a few days before, on

soon as she was gone. It consisted an occasion which he well recol .

in the repetition of certain verses, lected.

including sacred words, but so put The physician of the place came

together as to produce utter non- in with the Deacon ; and the people

sense ; which they tell you most se- were persuaded to let him applythe
riously, a man can only teach to a usual' medical remedies. While

woman , and a woman to a man. this was doing, the persons present

But a difficulty often occurs — The talked of various matters,

verses must be repeated over the “ Peter," said the Deacon , " you

wound, by the lips of a man unac- were very near being bit by that

customed to swearing or to impu- viper - You jump surprisingly. "

rity, and yet impious or ignorant "No wonder å fellow jumps," said

enough to repeat them. Of the effi- Peter, “ when he treads on a viper

cacy of these verses, when repeat- — There's no cure for theirbite. I

ed with every proper concomitant, can cure a mad dog's bite, though ."
there was no doubt in that room. How, Peter ? ” said the Deacon.

Many stories were told of miracu- “ Ah," said Peter, " if you're bit by

lous cures which they had hereto- a mad dog, just come tome. I learn

fore effected . But among the cases ed it from my father. I'll write

in which it was admitted on all something on a bit of paper, and

hands, that the charm had failed, fold it up-You eat that, and you're

was thatof a cooper. His story the safe.” And yet the people of the

Deacon knows was literally true. village, remembering, as it would
The man was hewing staves in com- seem , the old proverb, that ““ an

pany with others. The stave is held ounce of prevention's worth a pound

in the left hand , with the palm on of cure," are willing, by way of pre

that side, and the thumb on this caution, to spend a little powder

not far from wherethe ax descends. and lead onany dog whom his hard

He was talking withhis comrades, fate brings that way. Ofhow many

and of the accidents that sometimes worthy faithful dogs has it been the

occurred ; and valuing himself on ill luck to travel, not through, but

being a first rate hewer. “ I would to that village ! Every one that ac

not, ", said he, “ givea dmn for a man companies his master thither and
that could not hew a stave without gets out alive, may well

wag
his

cutting his thumb." . Scarcely had tail.

the words escaped him ,when lo !- “ Don't be afraid , Deacon ,” said

his thumbwas lying at his feet. Peter, “ only come to me.” The

A middle aged man, of hard Deacon smiled incautiously , while

and discontented features, that de- he told Peter he was afraid there

noted much indifference as to the had been no fair opportunity of

effect of the wicked prayer about to testing his remedy ; but that he

be uttered , was screwing his coun- would, as much as possible, avoid

tenance into solemn form , and fix- bad dogs, as well as bad men . Pe

ing his hands in the customary atti- ter was nettled at the suggestion of

tude-the arms extended horizon- a doubt respecting his cure, con

tally, andthe fingers and thumb of sisting of paper and words. Taking

each hand a little curved, as if to advantage of something the Deacon

catch something just as the Dea- had saidrespecting the folly of be

con entered , His countenance re- lieving in the supernatural power of
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and people.

pretended witches, and the crime trifling errand. He did not reveal

as well as folly of inquisitions by the secrets of the invisible world.

lot, and of arbitrary imputations of He said nothing of Saul's eternal

witchcraft .-- " Deacon , " said he, state. He announced a fact indeed

you don't believe the Bible. We deeply interesting to Saul ; and con
read there of witches and ghosts firmed truths of vast importance, to

too."-Asall was now quiet-- the him, to the woman, and to mankind

necessary remedies having been ap- in general . The death of the gal

plied to the unhappy child - the lant monarch and his sons, and the

Deacon, judging the occasion fa- defeat and dispersion of his army,
vourable, replied to Peter in words on the succeeding day, was not the

to this effect only, or most important information,

The character of the midnight conveyed by the prophet.

vision of Eliphaz, and of Saul's un- 1. He confirmed the truth of a

earthly warning, are very different world beyond the gravema
n invisi

from the common storiesof witches ble world of departed souls. This

and apparitions, and in nothing mode of doing it was wisely accom

more so, than in the design of the modated to that age

occurrences recorded . They were The same facility of communicating

for purposes worthy of divine inter- truth did not then exist as now .

position, and conformable to the Such events as the appearance of

general character of the divine ope- the departed prophet, and the trans

rations. What was the subject of lation of Enoch and Elijah, were

the heavenly message to Eliphaz ! well calculated to make extensive

Not the interests of Mammon ; not and lasting impressions.

deeds of sin , such as Providence 2. That the righteous are in rest

usually brings to light; not the se- and tranquillity in the world of spi

crets of the invisible world, todis- rits, wasanother truth which Ša

coverwhicha messenger from the muel confirmed . The parable of the

dead is so often and so improperly rich man and Lazarus, shows us

desired. No, it was to impress a how the pious Jews commonly con
simple, but most important truth of ceived of the invisible world of de

religion - human sinfulness. As to parted souls. The picture in their

the woman of Endor, she was a hu- minds was that of a wide extended

man sinner, not a devil . She had plane; in one part of which was the

virtues as well as faults - Witness abode of bliss, and in another the

her conduct to the hapless king. place of punishment. These abodes

Nothing, however, could redeem were “ afar off” from each other,

her life of transgression. If she and separated by a gulf absolutely

died as she lived ,in presumptuous impassable. The rich man was in

sin , she would in that invisible misery, and Lazarus with his pious

world from which she pretended to ancestor - He was, in the ancient

evoke the prophet, find herself in a language, gathered to his fathers.

condition vastly more awful than Now, agreeably to this representa

that announced to Saul . She either tion , Samuel describes his own'con

had, or pretended to have,-and dition as a state of rest and peace.

this is all we know or can saya Why bast thou disquieted me, to

connexion with a wicked spirit. bring me up,” that is, from the in

Probably it was all imposture." She visible world, and from the man

could not possibly have any power sion of rest where I repose in Abra

over the prophet. When she saw ham's bosom .

him actually rise, she screamed with 3. The pious prophet-- for the,

horror. Samuel was the messenger narrative leaves us in no doubtthatit

of heaven , whom it appears she did was Samuel-endeavoured to bring

not expect to see . He came on no Saul to repentance. In doing this

1
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he teaches an important lesson of is this " said the dreaming king ,

the holy scriptures- That God de- as he approached a father and a son ,

mandsin this life, as the condition who were looking another way. As

of his favour in the next, obedience they tůrned towards him , the min

to his revealed will. Or, in the lan- gled rage and horror oftheir counte

guage of the old covenant, he re- nances hardly permitted him to re

quires the heart. Saul was a gal- cognise in the eldest, the son of

lant soldier and a patriot king; nor Ahitub — But he received no

did he ever swerve into idolatry. swer. The shadowy forms were

But he made religion - bend to his speedily all gone, except that of

personal grandeur, and committed Abiather, whom he saw running to

any crime to which he was prompt- the south. But the echo of their

ed by his ambitiousprojects. words returned on the sighing wind ,

4. Theholy prophet taught with and he thought he heardthemsay

perfect plainness another truth- "Dreadful king, how could you be

that the impenitent shall not es- guilty of so much murdered inno

cape avenging justice. He told the cence, peace and happiness.”-In
king that he should die, and that his an instant the scene was changed .

death was the wages of his sin. A fearful storm came howling from

On the following day the monarch the west towards which the accus
fell, in a manner worthy of himself. ing spirits had fled . A black

Let us hope that he was not a self- cloud rolled over the heavens from

murderer-Let us hope he died for the land of Philistia. And the forms

given . But what a night was his of the dead again returning,scream

last ! How the prophet's to -morrow , ed over him . All were like furies

must have tingled in his ears ! Like thirsting for his blood ; but the

so many avenging furies, his former frantick mothers exceeded the rest

sins, as each passed in review before in fury. That unhappy king loved

him, seemed to say—“ Let me sit his own children ; and while these

heavy on thy soul to morrow .” I mothers held their brainless and

have sometimes pictured to myself mangled infants to his starting eye

the manner in which his last night balls-- ah ! how different were his

was passed by Saul-I will tryto feelings from what they were , when

describe it. As he endeavoured by a these same mothers implored him to

few moments of rest to prepare for spare their helpless babes, at the

the approaching bloody contest, the time that the cursed Edomite min

unhappy king thought he was walk- gled the blood of parents and chil

ing, as in the days of his glory, in dren in a common stream , at the

that part of the land of Judea,east monarch's bidding: “ Us too thou

of his hereditary enemies, whom it had disquieted ,” others cried--"Thy

was impossible now to forget, sleep- fate calls us, without the help of

ing or waking. In a peaceful and themistress of Aub. Know you not

happy retirement, a number of men us, the priests of Nob-Ourwomen,

were seen pursuing various employ: children and sucklings, you slew

ments. Their women were engaged with the sword of Doeg. Despair

in different domestick occupations. and die-Let us sit heavy on thy

The children gambolled near their soul to-morrow ." They passed to

parents, free from care and fear. the mount ofGilboa,and the wretch

The sucklings were in their mo- ed king awoke in horror, and went

ther's arms, or lay on the green to prepare for battle.

' sward, rolling their little eyes over “ How can I sleep, said he to

the blue canopy above them ; or himself - I have murdered sleep."

straining them sideways, attracted Possibly he repented , between the

by the noise of the urchins playing warning and his death. O had he,
near them.

“ What peacefulplace like David, repented in the day of
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prosperity, and the first moment ruin . Each seemsto cry - Despair

that theprophet of the Lord, and and die. The blood of the Son of

the Spirit of the Lord, presented God, that precious blood , and that

truth to his mind ! divine benevolence which once said

But let us remember that the --" Father forgive them, for they

light of Saul was darkness compa- know notwhat they do,” now seem

red with ours. How dreadful is our · to say - Despair and die. And in

condition , if like Saul , increasing the departing moments what will

age is hardening our hearts. If the · sit so heavy on the soul , as the blood

Holy Spirit be quenched , if the of that Divine Redeemer trampled

Lord has departed, he must be our under foot. Ah ! could the least

enemy. Letus remember that in hope arise in the soul that these sins

the day of distress Saul soughtthe of so deep a die, and others remem

Lord ;but the Lord answered him bered, and others forgotten, had

not. There are those now, who in been removed by the blood of the

the prospect of death, fly to the cross ; had been lamented with

damning consolations of unbelief. godly sorrow “ working repentance

But like her of Endor, such conso- unto salvation not to be repented

lations seldom give peace, destruc- of;" it would heave a mountain from

tive as that peace would be. They the breast : “ Oh ! let us seek the

only help to put off reflection to the Lord while he may be found, and

last. They concentrate into one call upon him while he is near."

unhappy moment the remembrance Now Let the wicked forsake his

of all past sins — These sins at last way, and the unrighteous man his

force themselves on the horror- thoughts, and let him return unto

struck imagination, and like the the Lord , and he will have mercy

prophet to Saul , they tell of an aw- on him , and to our God, for he will

ful to-morrow. Of each unhappy abundantly pardon .”.

individual , the falsehoods he has The Deacon ceased – His fellow

forged or uttered , whether in jest or sinners had become tired. Some

in seriousness, without design, or in appeared impressed and affected

malice , or in selfishness — his frauds others said they did not like such

and his extortions - all rise to his ghost and witchstories. The door

view, point him to his fate, and say was open, and they were departing

in a voice, which his conscience one by one.

now hears and feels- " Despair and [ Itis known to us that there is a

die .” Behold me, says the form of portion of the population of Penn

the robbed orphan, the oppressed sylvania, not a hundred miles dis

widow, or the injured neighbour- tant from Philadelphia, among

* Let me sit heavy on thy soul to- whom the vices andsuperstitions

morrow .” Now mercy itself, the which our correspondent the Dea

tender mercy of him whose good- con depicts, have actually an exist

· ness never fails, seems to have ence. It is his lot to witness them ;

changed its nature . Heretofore it and we believe his pictures are
followed, it entreated, it hung over taken from the life, andare not cari.

him . But spurned to the last, it catures. This state of things ought

now seems to be changed into in- to beknown . We verily believe that

exorable justice. The gospel, the missionary labours are as much

message of grace to mankind, which needed among these people as

while the day of grace continues, among those who reside in the most

pours the oil of consolation into the destitute. parts of the frontiers of

broken heart — the gospel so often our country. We consider their

rejected, seems now “ the savour of moral condition as not less deplora

death unto death. ” The slighted ble than that of the Indians— Their

and despised means of grace,seem superstitions are quite as stupid

now only to aggravate inevitable and degrading.]
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From the London Evangelical Magazine Grace's absence, seized the farmer's
for February , 1824 . stock , and advertised it to be sold by

ANECDOTES. auction on a fixed day. The Duke

Episcopal Benevolence- " Dr.Wil- happily returned home in the inter

son , the late worthy Bishop of Sodor val, and the tenant went to him to

and Man, sent once for his tailor to supplicate for indulgence. “ What

make him a cloak, and desired it is the matter, Donaldp” said the

might have only one loop and button . ' Duke, as he saw him enter with sad

The tailor submitted, butat the same downcast looks. Donald told his

time remarked , that if that fashion sorrowful tale in a concise natural

were to become general, it would manner : it touched the Duke's heart,

starve all the button -makers. ' Say and produced a formal acquittance of

you so , John,' replied the good bishop, the debt. Donald, as he cheerily
- then button it all over.' withdrew, was staring at the pictures

Importance of Promptitude. The and images he saw in theducal hall ,

benevolent Dr. Wilson once disco- and expressed to the Duke, in a

vered a clergyman at Bath , who, he homely way, a wish to know what

was inforined , was sick, poor, and they were. “These," said the Duke,

had a numerous family. In the even- who was a Roman Catholic, " are the
ing he gave a friend fifty pounds, re- saints who intercede with God for

questing he would deliver it in the me.” “ My lord Duke,” said Donald,

most delicate manner, and as from " would iť not be better to apply

an unknown person. The friend re- yourself directly to God ? I went to

plied , “ I will wait upon him early in muckle SawneyGordon, and to little

the morning :" " You will oblige me, Sawney Gordon ; but if I had not

Sir, by calling directly. Think of come to your good Grace's self, !

whatimportance a good night's rest could not have got my discharge, and

may be to that poor man .” both I and my bairns had been har

The Value of Money.-- " I remem- ried ( i. e . turned out from house and

ber (says a clergyman ,) some years home)."

ago to haveburied acorpse : In the In an Obituary of the Rev. SAMUEL

extremity of the audience that sur. LOWELL, contained in the number of

rounded me I discovered a female the Magazine from which the above
wrinkled with

age, and bending with extracts are made, it is said that

weakness; one hand held a mother- " after a very distressing and restless

lessgrandchild, the other wiped away night, his attentionwas forcibly ar

her tearswith a corner of a woollen resied by those words of the inspired

apron. I pressed towards her when psalmist, " Be still, and know that I

the service was closed. Have you an God ; which had an evident and

lost a friend ? She heaved a melan- powerful effect in tranquillizing and

choly sigh - ' The Lord blessherme. consoling his spirit; immediately after

mory ! I soon found the deceased which he composed the few following

had allowed her, for several years ,
verses :

sixpence per week ! Is it possible “ I come to thee, my gracious God,

( thought I ) that a sum so inconsider- For grace to bow beneath thy rod ;

able may cause a widow's heart to To acquiesce in all thy will,

sing for joy, and save the child of And learn the important word, ‘ Be still .'

the needy ! Who then would waste Thou seest my feeble frame opprest,

a sixpence in extravagance ? Who In vain my spirit sighs for rest;

would not deny himself , to be able to
But, Lord, perform thy holy will,

And teach my spirit to be still.
secure the blessing of them that are

Thou knowst how wayward is my mind,
ready to perish ?”

While all thy ways are just and kind ;

A good Hint to a Catholic. A Oh make me love thy holy will,

Protestant, who rented a small farn And bid thy servant to be still."

under Alexander, second Duke of These verses were sung with great

Gordon, having fallen behind in his interest after the funeral discourse
payments, a vigilant steward, in his at Castle Green .
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NATURE OF THEATONEMENT. A Dis- diction cannot be expressed in

course delivered Aug. 17, 1823, words. It shocks common sense,

by James Murdock , D. D. and sets all argument at defiance.

But the truth is, that, according
(Concluded from page 129. )

to the author's scheme, there is no

5. We remark again, that the such thing as justification, in any

idea of pardon and justification, en- proper sense. The theory is, that

tertained by Dr. M. is inconsistent law and justice are totally disre

and impossible. According to his garded in the salvation of the sin
views, “ the atonement does not ner. The word justification , like

cause a sinner to be justified on the the word atonement, is retained ,

principles of law and distributive while the thing properly signified
justice;" nor did it cover his by it has no existence. Here then

sins,"" « nor cause them to be over- we see that the attributes of justice

looked and forgotten.". But“ the and mercy are so far from harmo

pardoned sinner not only remains, nizing in the plan of salvation, that

in fact, the same guilty creaturehe the former is utterly disregarded,

was before, but he is viewed by his to make way for the latter. The

Maker as personally guilty.” On thing is not denied ; it is as expli

what principles then does justifica- citly declared as words can express
tion take place ? To this he an- it. There is indeed an appearance

swers, we pronounce the justifica- of caution in some of the expres

tion of believers to be an act of the sions, as , a departure from the re

sovereign mercy of God, a depar- gular course of justice,” as if there
ture from the regular course ofjus- might be some other course. But

tice ; and such a departure as to crown all , this theory makes the

leaves the claims of the law forever great end of the atonement to be,
ansatisfied.” This, we must think, an exhibition of the rectitude of

is a kind of justification never heard God !"

of before . The law which binds We are constrained , from this

the creature, and which is immu- view of Dr. M.'s theory of the na

table, remains forever unsatisfied, ture of the atonement, to declare,

and the person is justified ! The that it is more dishonourable to the

pardoned sinner remains as guilty Divine attributes, and more incon

as before his pardon ! This justifi- sistent with itself, than any system
cation then is, confessedly , in vo- which we have ever befor

lation of the demands of the law plated.

It is a departure from justice. Was 6. The great end of the atone

sucha doctrine ever promulged till ment, according to this theory is, to

now ? If the demands of the law make such a display of God's holi
remain unsatisfied , then the trans- ness and determination to punish

gressor remains in a state of con- sin , that a lasting impression may

demnation, for the demand of the be left on the minds of rational

law against the sinner is, that he creatures, that sin shall not pass
should die . But he is justified by with impunity under the govern

an act of sovereign mercy, How ment of God. But we assert, that

is this ? condemned and justified according to the view given by this

at the same moment? Yes, forever theory, thedeath of Christ can have

condemned and yet forever justi- no such effect ; for the fact is, that

fied ! Pardoned, yet not divested of in every instance in which it is par

guilt - A more manifest contra- doned , it is unpunished , and how
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some

can this teach other creatures that attractions, and greatly obscures

their sins shall certainly receive the glory of the divine attributes

their due wages ? As far as con- displayed in the death of Christ.

duct can establish a principle, the According to the theory under con

very contrary ofthis is made cer- sideration, there is here no mani
tain. It is true Christ has suffered festation of God's hatred of sin, on

a painful and ignominious death ; account of its intrinsic evil ; no ex

but this cannot teach that the sin- hibition of his justice in inflicting

ner will hereafter be punished . the deserved punishment on sin in
Christ was not a sinner, and no sins the person of a surety ; no regard

were imputed to him : he suffered, manifested to truth , or to the sacred

according to Dr. M., in all respects and immutable nature of the law ,

as an innocent person . All that by executing the penalty incur

can properly be inferred from this red . And as to the wisdom of ap
is, that if creatures transgress the pointing such a costly sacrifice,

law of God, they will not be pun- merelyto make a symbolical repre

ished , but the Governor of the uni. sentation , we cannot see it. The

verse will pour out his wrath upon expense appears to us far toogreat

some other party. It is calculated for the end to be accomplished.
to make the innocent tremble, but We were pleased , indeed , to find

there is nothing in the transaction that Dr. M. holds firmly the doc

to terrify the guilty. Let us, for trine of our Saviour's divinity, but

illustration, suppose, that we confess that we could not see

king, after a number of his subjects the justness of that inference, in

had been guilty of the highest which it is represented as deducible

crimes, should, instead of executing from the doctrine of the sermon.
the law upon them , inflict ,a terri- We inot understand why a di

ble punishment on his own son, to vine person must become incarnate

make the impression on his sub- and suffer death, merely as a sym

jects that he was just, and would bol, to make the impression of a

certainly hereafter execute the certain truth on the feelings of ra
laws upon offenders. Would not tional creatures. We will concede

all the world cry out against the to Dr. M. that the impression made,

measure , not only as most unjust, will be deeper from the sufferings

but most preposterous ? The im- of such a person, than from those

pression made would indeed be of a creature, but that does by no

deep and awful, but it would be an means prove that it was absolutely

impression of horror in relation to necessary. The preacher, indeed,

hisadministration . But such is the tells us whatis very true, that the

theory of the atonement inculcated simple preaching of the cross has

by a learned professor in one of our hada mighty efficacy in converting
orthodox seminaries, on more than men from sin unto God ; but this

a hundred pupils , and now printed simple preaching to which he re
for their instruction ! We have read fers, has always been very different

somewhere of a Brahmin, who, sup- from those views of the crosswhich

posing that he had suffered a great he has given. It was a plain de

injury from a person from whom he claration of what the scriptures

could obtain no satisfaction ,brought teach , where every text that relates
his own son , and murdered him in to the subject, conveys the idea of

the presence of the man who had vicarious sufferings; of a sacrifice

offended him. This is the only offered up for us; of the love of

analogous case which we have no- God in“ not sparing his own Son,
ticed in the proceedings of men. but delivering him up forus all . "

7. Our last remark is, that this The Gospel represents Christ as

scheme robs the cross of its chief made under the law ; as becoming
VOL. II.-Ch. Adv . Y
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the end of the law for righteous- of this important doctrine; for we

ness ; as being made sin for us ; as have the pleasure of knowing some

enduring the curse of the law, &c. estimable persons, who, with these

Thesimple preaching of the cross views,maintain the doctrine ofsub.

displays the divine attributes; ex- stitution and vicarious satisfaction

hibits them in harmony, in the plan as firmly as we do. With such we

of salvation ; represents the law as wish to enter into no controversy.

honoured and the rights of God as When true views of this cardinal

Governor of the Universe vindi- doctrine are entertained , we think

cated ; and shows, (not after Dr. the dispute about the extent of the

M.'s manner) how God can be just, atonement is one of very
little con

and the justifier of him who be-' sequence ; and indeed , in our opi
lieves in Jesus. But all these nion, is more a dispute about words

things are excluded from the scheme than things.

under consideration ; and a strange But the new views, which are

doctrine introduced of a departure every day becoming more common,

from justice; a justification in to- of the nature of the atonement,

tal disregard of the claims of the must give alarm to every friend of

law and distributive justice; of scriptural orthodoxy . These theo

pardon bestowed on the sinner, riesare characterized by a boldness

whilst he remains as guilty as ever; of speculation, and a disregard of

of a symbol to make someundefined the plain declarations of scripture,

impression onthe feelings ; of the which threaten consequences of the

punishment of a glorious person on worst kind . We do not attribute

whom no sin was charged, to de- bad motives to all those who are so

monstrate that God was righteous, fond of innovating ; we believe, in

and that he would certainly punish general , that they mean well, and

the transgressors of his law, &c . that they really think that they

If this theory does not rob the cross have made great discoveries in the

of its attractions, and obscure the ology . And it seems to them dis

glory which encircles it, we will graceful , that whilst every other
confess that we are blind . branch of science is making rapid

For ourselves , we are not sorry advances, theology should be des

to see Dr. M. come out with his tined to be stationary. Why should

whole system, for we are persuaded we be confined to the stature of our

there are thousands who are charm- fathers on this subject, more than

ed with vague notions of a general on any other ? We would answer,
and indefinite atonement, which has that the cases are different. We

no respect to the sins of individu- have no clear revelation from God

als, who will shrink with horror on other sciences ; we are left to

from the system when fairly ex- ourown reason and experience ; but

tended to its legitimate conse- in theology, we have our system as

quences, and traced to its primary complete as it can be, in the holy
principles. And after all our im- scriptures. But we do not wish to

mense improvements in this part hold out the idea that no new light

of theology, we shall find ourselves can be obtained in this sublimest of

under the necessity of rejecting it all sciences; we only assert, that
altogether, or sitting down in com- this will never be effected by bold

pany with Luther and Calvin, and speculations, however ingenious
even of taking good old Anselm by These , as we said before, are in the

the hand .
ology, what hypotheses are in phi

We do not mean to insinuate losophy. But by patient, assidu

that all who believe in a general ous and devout study of the Bible,

atonement, have departed from just we may learn much more than

and scriptural views of the nature we now know ; especially if we
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE,

AN ABSTRACT OF UNITA
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REMARKS ON THE RE

should be favoured with measures students, who not only requested

of the Holy Spirit, larger than have its publication , but were at the ex

been known since the apostles' pense of the edition. May a gra

days. To the law and to the testi- cious God preserve that, and other

mony, if they speak not according to similar fountains, from which so

these, it is because there is no light many streams issue, from being

in them . The entrance of thy word poisoned with error !

giveth light.The testimonies of

the Lord are sure , making wise the

simple !

We now take our leave of Dr.

Murdock, with an earnest recom
No. III.

mendation to him to reconsider his

principles. Hispenetrating mind A REVIEW OF THREE PAMPHLETS, EN
cannot remain blind to their conse- TITLED,

quences, when he has more mature- RIAN BELIEF ,” REV. JOHN EMORY'S

ly reflected on the subject. It is REPLY,” AND

clear that he cannot stand on the PLY.”

ground which he has chosen ; he
In our last, we adduced the ex

must either retrace his steps orgo ample of Stephen, as a warrantfor

forward ; and if he shallchoose the worshipping Christ. We dwell on
latter, it is not difficult to predict it themore, because the text in

the point to which his system will which it is exhibited, does not ad

carry him . We cannot be suspect- mitof thai wrestingand torturing

ed of entertaining any unfriendly of words, so often practised by the

feelings towards the learned pro- opposers of the divinity of Jesus.

fessor ; he is personally unknown in the Unitarian New Testament,*

to us; norhave we been incited to it is thus translated— “ So they

examine his discourse from the itch stoned Stephen , invoking and saying

of idle disputation . But we feel a Lord Jesus receive my spirit,' and

deep solicitude for the interests of he kneeled down and cried with a

evangelical truth, and we will not loud voice , Lord lay not this sin

conceal, that the issuing of such to their charge.'” Such is the state

sentiments from so high a source , of the text as received by Unitari

has excited in our minds no small ans themselves. Now let us see

alarm . We know, indeed , that Dr. what it proves. The Protomartyr

Murdock is not the teacher of the
prays the Lord Jesus, to "receive

ology in the important seminary in his spirit.” In Ecc. xii . 7, it is

which he is a professor ; and we said ,'the “ dust shall return to the

will not we cannot believe (un- earth as it was, and the spirit shall

less constrained by irresistible evi- return to God who gave it.” Now

dence,) that his learned and re- Stephen must have been mistaken,

spectable colleagues coincide with or Jesus is verily God, in such a

him in opinion , on this subject. sense as to receive, and also to give,

Thedanger to that institution, ne- thespirits of men.

vertheless, is not small. Young and Again ; his prayer to the Lord
ardent minds are easily captivated Jesus, is “ lay nof this sin to their

by novelties in theology, especially charge.” Here Christis addressed
when they are plausibly dressed up, as having power to forgive sins .

and promise todivestan important But we are told that Christ's power

subject of the difficulties which ap- on earth to forgive sins , is but de

parently surround it.. And in the legated power. Our answer is , that
present case , it is manifest, that the

delivery of this sermon produced a Called by Unitarians “The improved

deep impression on the minds of the version !"
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the Being against whom sin is com- thee, thee only have I sinned ,"

mitted , and he only, can forgive it. as to be, to me incredible . Can we

A man can forgive a sin, so far as believe that God would so have de

committed against himself. But serted his martyr, as to have per

the nature of the case forbids, that mitted him, with his dying breath ,

a man should be even commissioned to have honoured the creature more

to forgive sins committed against than the Creator ? Dare we say ,

God. Such sin mustlie wholly be- that heon whose face the bright

tween man and his Maker. - For- ness of Heaven shone, who was full

giveness, is an exercise of the Dic of the Holy Ghost, with the open

vine mind towards a sinner ; and heavens and the glory of God in

neither reason nor revelation teach- his view, preferred the pardon of a

es us, that this is done by proxy, servant, to that of the High and

The most that any being with mere Holy One? Yet if none canforgive
delegated power can do, is to an- sinsbut God, and the laws of lan

nounce to the offending party, that guage are to be at all regarded, such

the offended forgives. If this, there- must be the conclusion, except we

fore, was all the power Christ pos- admit that Jesus atso is God. Here

sessed , it amounted to nothing more, then , in the case of Stephen, we

than as God's messenger, to declare have not only assurance, that prayer

that God forgave sins. But if this was offered to Christ, but also, that

be all that ismeant, then Christ's the matter of it wassuch as proves

own language, when he informs us his belief in the Saviour's divinity.

that he has “ power on earth to for- The editors of the UnitarianNew

give sins, " and Stephen's, when he Testament, echoing the language

prays Jesus not to “ lay this sin to of Dr. Priestley, tell us, that “ this

their charge,” is such as has the address of Stephen toJesus, when

most direct tendency to lead men he actually saw him, does not au

to honour the instrument, instead thorize us to offer prayers to him,

of the author of this forgiveness, now he is invisible.” Wehave al

and thus to give God's glory to ready shown, that this address as

another. cribes to Christ the prerogatives of

Admitting the Unitarian hypo- God. If visibility be the ground on

thesis to betrue, that Jesus is not which such addresses may be law

God , the sin here alluded to, must fully offered to creatures,we would

havebeen committed against Christ, wish to be told in what consists the

for it consisted in opposing his sin of worshipping graven images.

righteous cause : it must also have But Christ's own words, should for

been committed against God, for ever put an end to such cavilling.
murder is a violation of his law. “ Thou shalt worship the Lord thy

Now, since it cannot be admitted, God, and him only shalt thou serve.
that Christ, if he be not God, could He makes no provision for worship

forgive a sin committed against God , ping creatures, visible or invisible.

Stephen without being guilty of, at Of the many texts, that directly,

least, the sin of ignorance, could or indirectly, prove this same doc
not have asked Jesus to forgive this trine, it may be proper to present

crime of the Jews, any farther than two or three more. 2 Cor. xii . 8, 9.

as it related to our Lord himself ; “For this thing, Ibesought the Lord
and if so, he must have sought for- thrice, that it might depart from me.

giveness of Christ, a mere creature, And he said unto me, my grace is

whilst he neglected to ask pardon sufficient for thee, for my strength

from the great God. This would in- is made perfect in weakness .

dicate, in Stephen,ideas of sin, so Most gladly therefore will I glory
different fromthose entertained by in mine infirmities, that the power

the Psalmist;when he says, “ against of Christ may rest upon me. ” Here

31
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the Lord, whom Paul besought, the midst of them ," Matt. xviii, 20 .

comforts him by offering him his. As this text cannot be expunged ,

grace and strength. Now if we the editors of the Unitarian versión

suppose that Paul refers to this have endeavoured to cut out for it

“ strength of the Lord,” when in his a new meaning. They assert, “ that

answerhe speaks of the “ power of this promise isconfined to the apos

Christ,” we observe a complete tolic age, and perhaps to the apos

agreement between the apostle's tles themselves.” This is mere

reply and the Lord's promise. But dictum, without a shadow of coun

if in theformer case , we understand tenance from the text. But for the

the
power

of God, and in the latter sake of argument, let ussuppose it

the power of Christ, (if he be not true, and what then ? Why, this

God) we destroy the coherence of promise fairly implies, that if Peter

the passage. The editors of the and Paul met together in the name

Unitarian New Testament, when of Christ at Athens, and John and

they propose this construction, do James at Jerusalem , and Philip and

not help us in overcoming this dif- Bartholomew in Ethiopia — and all

ficulty.According to this inter- at the sametime, Christ would be

pretation, the text would stand thus with them-- This would make Christ

- My grace is sufficient for thee ; omnipresent,sothat nothing isgain

for my strength (duauis now), is ed by the Unitarian, in confining

made perfect in weakness," saith this promise to the days of the

God ; but Paul replies, " Mostglad- apostles, or even to the apostles

ly, therefore , (as if glad, to show themselves. Nor is it to any pur

contempt of God's offer,) will I ra- pose to assert, without any proof,

ther glory in mine infirmities, that that he merely means that he would

the power of Christ (d'uvapis tov xero- be present byhis power, knowledge

Tov)-notGod's- may restuponme.” and authority -- the text gives us no
I know of no way by which we can intimation of this. Nor will we ad

escape from thisabsurdity, except mit, that the case of Paul , 1 Cor. v.

we admit that Christ is the Lord 34, is a parallel . Paul acknow

whom Paul besought. ledges, that he himself was absent,

Dr. Priestleysupposes that Christ when he says, “ I have already

appeared in a vision , when Paul judged asthough I were present ;),

thus besought him, and observes, butChrist's language is, “ there am

that “ this is far from authorizing I in the midst of you.” He does not

us to pray to Christ when we do say present “ in spirit,” or power,
not see him and know that he is knowledge or authority. Christ,

present to hear us, or, authorized therefore, is omnipresent, and must

to do any thing for us, if he did .” have been at hand, to answer Paul's

On this we remark, in the first prayer, wherever it was offered.

place, that we have no better evi- Again, Rev. v .13, 14. “And eve

dence than Dr. Priestley's conjec- ry creature, which is in the heaven ,

ture, that Christ, on this occasion, and in the earth , and under the

did appear to Paul in a vision ; earth, and such as are in the sea ,

and in the next place, if it were and all that are in them, heard I

even so, Dr. Priestley has furnished saying, Blessing, and honour, and

no argument to satisfy our minds, glory, and power , be unto him , that

that Paul had any warrant to wor- sitteth upon the throne, and unto

ship him as a creature. As to the Lamb, for ever and ever.' And

Christ's being present to hear us the four beasts said . Amen .' And

when we pray,we have no reason to the four andtwenty elders fell down ,

doubt it. " His own words are “ For and worshipped him that liveth

where two or three are gathered to- for ever and ever.”
Here all the

gether in my naine, there am I in ascriptions of praise , and honour,
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paid to God, are without any re- In the phrase they blessed ( 1972 )
serve, given also to the Lamb.Nor is probably included a general ex

can thehonours here offered to God, pression of thanksgiving to God. See

be mere tokens of " civil homage the 10th verse of thesame chapter
and respect.” And to say, that spi- where it is said that David “ bless

ritual worship, is here offered to ed the Lord” ( ninx 713' ).-- Here

God the Father, and only “ civil ho- David's address is announced, in

mage” to Christ, is contrary to the general terms. And there immedi

use of language. Such interpreta- ately follows what David said, in

tion is countenanced, in no part of blessing God— “ And David said ,

the book of God. The only pas- Blessed be thou O Lord God ” .

sage, that offers even the appear- Thine O Lord is the greatness":

ance of support, is 1 Chron. xxix. “ Thine is the kingdom ," & c. &c.

20. “ And David said to all the con- From the whole connexion and spi

gregation, Now bless the Lord rit of this passage , it is to 'me very

your God. And all the congrega- doubtful whether the homage ofthe

tion blessed the Lord God of their people was at all directed to David,

fathers, and bowed their heads, and though the words of that part of the

worshipped the Lordand the King. " verse taken by themselves, very na

But, most unfortunately, these pas- turally admita construction differ

sages are almost destitute of every ent from what we adopt ; yet, when

point of similarity. In the former we consider that this is contrary to

text, “ blessing and honour, and the analogy * of language, and to the

glory, and power," are in all lawful general strain and connexion of the

construction of language, rendered passage, and that the words admit

equally to God,-him that sitteth of another construction, our deci

on the throne -- and to Christ -- the sion is , that suchan interpretation

Lamb. In the latter , the people should be adopted as will be attend

blessed the Lord God of their fa- ed with the fewest difficulties.

thers only. As to that part of the That interpretation we have endea

verse which says, they “ bowed voured to ascertain . The nature of

their heads and worshipped the this work forbids, that we should

Lord and the King,” the literal enter into the particular considera

translation would be , “ Bowed their tion of other texts, nor is it at all

heads, innv'i and prostrated them- necessary — The truth of a doctrine
selves before the Lord and the does not so much depend on the

King." This verb, in the same number of texts that may be brought

voice and construction, is used, in to prove it, as on their nature. The

Gen. xlix. 8. Thy father's children texts that have been here consider

shall bow down -- prostrate them- ed , are professedly admitted as

selves -- before thee. The whole scripture by Unitarians themselves

scope of the passage shows, that the -Several others prove the same

design of the people, was to honour thing. - Phil. ii . 10, 11,42 Tim . iv.

God . David called on them to bless 14, 17, 18 .-- Acts i. 24.-1 Thess .

God. “ And all the congregation iii. 11, 12. - John v. 23.-- Heb . i . 6,

blessed the Lord God oftheir fa- &c. Let us now examine another

thers. ” Probablythe other part of position.

the text, is only intended to express “ Unitarians believe, that Jesus

the manner in which the people Christ was a messenger commis

blessed God. - In doing this, they sioned from heaven, tomake a reve

“ bowed their heads and prostrated lation, and communicate the will of

themselves before the Lord and the

King” -In doing this, they “ sacri- It is contrary to the analogy of lan

ficed sacrifices unto the Lord and guage that worship should be applied to

David in one sense, and to the Lord in :
offered burnt offerings” — " and did another,where they are found in the same

eat and drink before the Lord.” construction .

وو
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concur.

more.

We

God to men . They all agree, that the author takes it for granted, and

he was not God, that he was a being thus, as we have had occasion to
distinct from the Father, and su- show he has done in a former case,

bordinate to him , that he received he proves this doctrine to be false,

from the Father all his power, wis- upon the supposition that it is faise !

dom and knowledge. In proof of This argument then proves just no

this doctrine, reason and scripture thing at all. We still ask proof,

If Christ were not a dis- but the Abstract affords us nothing

tinct being from the Father how But we are often assailed

could he pray to the Father ? And with such arguments as this —— “ So

if he were a distinct being, he must far asour observations extend , in the

be inferior, for no rationalmind can world of created existence, we find

conceive of two separate beings , that every distinct person is a dis

each infinitely perfect. If this were tinct being-- therefore, since God

possible there would be twoGods the Father is a distinct person, he

and no longer one supreme God .” is also a distinct being.”

Abstract,p. 5–6. would just caution such reasoners

Wetake the liberty of denying that to ponder well the words of the poet
this is either the doctrine ofreason or when he says-

scripture, and of affirming that the _ " Of God above or man below,

contrary is the doctrine of the Bible, “ What can we reason but from what we

and that it has never yet been de
know ? ”

monstrated to be contrary to reason . This reasoning is a sophism .

What does reason say against the Give it the syllogistic form and it

belief thatChrist is God, equal with stands thus-

the Father ? We readily admit that Major -- So far as our observa

if Christ were a being distinct from tions extend, among creatures,

the Father, as he is a distinct per- every distinct person is a distinct

son, he must indeed be inferior, for being.

reason does prove that there can Minor -- But, what we find by our

be but one Supreme Being. But experience to be true among crea

whilst we believe that Christ is a tures, is true of beings universally.

distinct person, yet we deny that Conclusion-- Therefore , the per

as a being , he is distinct from the son, God the Father, is a distinct

Father. But we are asked , “ If being.-- This I believe to be the fair

Christ were not a distinct being state of the argument as urged by

from the Father how could he pray Unitarians ; for all we can know

to the Father p» Our answer is, of God by reason , we must gain by

because prayer is a personal act reasoning from his creatures to

Suppose the doctrine for which we himself. The mistake of this rea

contend possible - Suppose in one soning is, the major proposition ex

being any number of persons--if tends only to our little sphere of

you only allow them life and acti- observation among creatures ; but

vity, you must suppose them capable the minor to Úniversal Being,

of performing personal acts , and if classing the Creator with his crea

capable of other things, why not of tures.-- It is needless to say, that

prayer ? If then the doctrine that se- with such premises the conclusion

veral persons subsist in one being, must be false.

be possible and true, it is not absurd Last of all , we are charged with

or incongruous to suppose that one holding absurdities - It is said,

of these persons may conversewith that to affirm , that in one being

the others, or pray to them - Then it there are two or three persons, is

is only on the supposition that the the same as to say, that one is three

doctrine is impossible and false, that or three one . Though this change

this argument can take any effect has been refuted again and again,

against us ! In proving the point yet it is repeated with as much as

.
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is one.

surance, as though it were unan- Restoration of the Jews, aided by

swerable. Let it once more be un- the American Nation ; with an

derstood , that Trinitarians say, Universal Summons to the Battle

that they do not believe that God ofArmageddon, and a Description

is three , in the same sense that he of that solemn Scene. By John

The very terms in which Donald , A. M. Pastor of the

they express theirbelief, refutes the Presbyterian Church, in Chapel st.

charge. They say that in God , one Albany.- Philadelphia, published

Being subsists in three persons. by A. Finley . - 18mo. pp . 107, price

How does this appear any more ab
37į cents.

surd , than to say, in one family are This is a reprint of a publication

five persons, in one legislature one which was first made about ten years

hundred members ? All the differ- since . The author, whom in early

ence is, we better understand how life we intimately knew, was a native

five persons can subsist in a unity of Scotland, educated at the Univer

of family, and how one hundred men sity of Edinburgh , a man of genius,

can compose one legislative body, and an accomplished scholar. He

than how the three divine persons had studied the Hebrew language

subsist in one Supreme Being. But under the erudite Professor ROBIN ,

thehow makes no part of our faith . Son, known familiarly in the uni

It deserves not to be dignified with versity and throughout Scotland , by

thename of reasoning,tosay that the name of Rabbi Robinson. Mia

our ignorance of the modus exis. M'Donald was bimself an excellent

tendi of a subject,proves any pro- Hebrew scholar, and fond of re

position affirmed of thatsubject ab- searches and disquisitions which in

surd -- God said, “ let there be light yolved a knowledge ofEastern learn

and there was light.” Who knows ing. – He has been dead for some

how this light existed , before the years past. He favoured us with a

sun shone ? In the beginning,God copy ofthis publication when it was

created the heavens and the earth .” first made, and we then read it with a

Who knows, how God accomplish- very lively interest. At that time,

ed this work of creation ? Now, ac
none of the measures which are now

cording to Unitarian philosophy, ofthe Jews had been commenced,in operation in this country in favour

these things, if not understood , are
not to be believed . But can we

nor , so far as we know , contemplated.

cease to believe, that the heavens This ought to be noted andremem ..

and the earth are the worksof bered; for what has since taken place ,

God ? of this belief, deeply seated entirelyuninfluenced, we believe,by

in our nature, thecold hand of this dicate that the author's interpretathis publication, really seems to in

icy-hearted philosophy can never tion of the prophecy on which he
divest us.

Whether then the voice of right
comments, is the true one. Were he

now alive, to witness a very respec
reason utters a word against the doc

trine of the Trinity , let the reader lioratingthe condition of the Jews,
table society incorporated for me

nowjudge .

We propose in our next to consi ; from foreign countries, affiliated so
an asylumopening for theirreception

der, with what truth the “ Abstract ” cieties,male and female, formedand

declares , that the scriptures

cur ” in teaching us, that Christ is United States, Jewsconverted to the
formingin almost every part of the

not God . TRINITARIAN. Christian faithpreaching inour coun

try, and studying theology in our se

ISAIAH'S MESSAGE TO THE AMERICAN minaries — he would doubtless felici.

NATION.- A New Translation of tate himself, and with better reason

Isaiah, Chap. xviii. With Notes than authors often do, that he had

Critical and Explanatory, a Re- been the first to discover and make

markable Prophecy, respecting the known the true import of an impor

!

<C

con
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tant prophecy, delivered more than judicious of that class, very frequently il.
2500 years ago, when, in the old lustrates his Theological system ,where he

world, the American continent was ought to give, and we expect his exposi

tion of the prophecy.
not known to exist. The present re- Disappointed in himself and in his aids,

publication of Mr. M‘Donald's essay he determined to become his own transla

--its original form was that of a ser- tor, and to keep a steady eye on the pro

mon-has been made , we know , at phet, in bis mamer as well as in his ex

the instance and underthepatronage self-deception , a casenot veryuncommon ,
pression . Unless under the influence of

of the auxiliary society established he views his labour and patience amply

in the City of Philadelphia, in De- repaid.

cember 1822, for meliorating the con- “ On his first approach to this chapter he

dition of the Jews. We very earnest- found itenveloped in darkness impenetra
ly recommend it to the purchaseand ble. Every attemptto discover its mean

perusal of our readers. The compo- found it.
ing was fruitless. He left it sealed as he

sition is chaste and elegant , and the “ Several months elapsed, before a ray of

subject at this time peculiarly im- light fell upon it. Inthe close ofthe pro

portant and interesting. On the pre- phecies, andespecially in the lastchapter,

cise design of any particular pro
phrases similar to those in this prophecy

phecy wehavealways been afraid to all had a reference to that awfulday with
frequently occurred. He found that they

pronounce with confidence before whichGodshall terminate the present,

the manifest commencement, at least, and introduce a more glorious dispensa

of itsfulfilment - thinking withSir tion .

Isaac Newton in his treatise on the “ Under these impressions, he returned

prophecies of Daniel, that these pro- chapter to the sameevent,andthe appli
and began to apply the contents of this

phecies were not intended to make us
cation appeared natural and satisfactory.

prophets. Yet the general import of Horsley's translation,aboutthe sametime,

prophecy every Christian, as he has falling in his way, added confidence to his
opportunity, ought certainly to inves. own conjecture. Heresolved to publish

tigate with care : and while, on the the resultof his inquiries, as they appear
related to a scene, on which the present

one hand, we are not prepared to ex
aspect ofProvidence seems to invite the

press a complete conviction that the public eye. The view of the prophecy as

interpretation here given of a difficult here exhibited, is calculated to press on
prophecy, is that which events will the American mind the important part
fully verify, on the other hand , we which Heaven has destined our nation to

act in this wonderful drama. Pious stu

say explicitly, that we should not dents in Theology,it is hoped,mayalso be
dare to maintain the contrary. The stirredup to prepare themselvesor their

present aspect of Jewish concerns successors to undertake the divine em

among us, strongly favours the inter- bassy to which God will call them in pro

pretation of Mr. M'Donald, and in- vidence, as he now calls them in his pro

clines us to believe that events will
phecy.

" The author relies, in confidence, on

confirm it.
the candourand indulgence of those best

The author, in his introduction, qualified to judge of the subject, with its

gives the following account of the evidence and the execution."
manner in which he was led to the

expositionwhich forms the subject of known thescope orpurport of the
The following extract will make

his essay.
whole essay

“ Commencing a courseof morning lec
tures on Isaiah, upwards of two years ago, Isaiah, Chap. XVIII. - General Vieru of

the author soon discovered that his know the Chapter.

ledge of its contents was beyond concep- 1. “ God calls aloud on the American

tion limited and obscure. Recourse for aid, nation - her situation and national charac

to such commentators as lay within his teristics described-sheltered under the

reach, convinced him that they were far outspread wings of her own eagle - placed

from being enlightened and satisfactory beyond the rivers of Cush , at that time the

guides.- Diffuse where they might have western boundary of Jewish geographical

been silent ; and silent where difficulty and knowledge sending ambassadors by sea

darkness prevailed. Even Calvin, themost and in vessels of reeds on the face of her

VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. z
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own waters. 2. A commission given to with the armies and their principal leader,

her gospel messengers, represented as abandoned unburied, to birds and beasts

qualified and prepared to carry her mes- of prey. 7. The American nation,uniting
sage to the dispersion of Jacob - his de. with the friends of Christ of all nations, in

scription of this people - scattered — plun- presenting the Jews wonderfully changed,
dered - subjected toterror in the extreme as an oblation to God of the first fruits of

-of marvellous expectation - in deepop- men, in Mount Zion.”

pression, whose country is in complete

desolation . 3. A summons to all the in- The author presents us with four

habitants of the world on seeing the stand translations of the xviii. chapter of

ard unfurled and hearing the sound of the Isaiah -- the common version , com .

trumpet to prepare and hasten to the bat

tle of God. 4. Jehovah's private message pared with his own, and the versions

to the prophet, stating thenature of his of BishopLowth and Bishop Horsely,

providential dispensation till the time of compared with each other. We
the battle . 5. À prophetic vision of the doubt not it will gratify many of our
battle under the smilitude of the destruc.

readers to see these several versions.

tion of a vineyard on the very eve of vin
tage. 6. A view of the field ofbattle, We therefore insert them entire.

ISAIAH, CHAP. XVIII.

NEW TRANSLATION .

1. Woe to the land shadowing with 1. Ho! the land of the overshadowing

wings, which is beyond the rivers of Ethio . wings, that lies beyond the rivers of

pia .

COMMON TRANSLATION.

Cusb .

2. That sendeth ambassadors by the. 2. That sendeth ambassadors by sea,

sea, even in vessels of bulrushes upon the and in vessels of reeds on the face of the

waters, saying, Go, yeswift messengers, waters . Swift messengers,go ye to a na

to a nation scattered and peeled, toapeo- tion, dispersed and pillaged, to a people
ple terrible from their beginning hitherto ; under terror in the very extreme, a nation

a nation meted out and trodden down, of expectation, of expectation and trodden

whose land the rivers have spoiled ! down, whose country rivers have spoiled !

3. All the inhabitants of the world, 3. All ye inhabitants of the world , and

and dwellers on the earth, see ye, when all ye that dwell on earth , when the stand .

he lifteth up an ensign on the mountains ; ard is lifted upon the mountains, look ye !

and when he bloweth a trumpet, hear ye. and when the trumpet is sounded , listen

ye !

4. For so the LORD said to me, I will 4. Then thus did JEHOVAH say to me :

take my rest, and I will consider in my I will sit still now and I will look intently

dwelling place like a clear heat upon from my habitation, like serene heat after

herbs, and like a cloud of dew in the heat bright sunshine, and like a dewy cloud in
of harvest. theheat of harvest.

5. For afore the harvest, when the bud 5. But while the harvest was passing

is perfect, and the sour grape is ripening away, when the bud had become perfect,

in the flower, he shall both cut off the andthe blossom had changed into the juicy

sprigs with pruning hooks, and take away grape: he cut down the luxuriant branch

andcut down the branches. es with pruning hooks: lie removed the

standardvine : he cut in pieces !

6. They shall be left together unto the 6. They abandon them promiscuously

fowls of the mountains, and to the beasts to the eagle of the mountains, and to the
of the earth : and the fowls shall summer beasts of the field . On Him the eagle of the

on them , and all the beasts of the earth mountains is glutted ; even on him all the

shall winter on them . beasts of the field insultingly riot!

7. f In that time shall the present be 7. At that time shall a present be

brought unto the Lord of hosts of a peo- brought to JEHOVAH of hosts, of a people

ple scattered and peeled, and from a peo- dispersed and pillaged, even of a people

ple terrible from their beginning hitherto ; under terror in the very extreme, a nation

a nation meted out and trodden under foot, of expectation, of expectation and trodden

whose land the rivers have spoiled, to the down, whose country rivers have spoiled

place of the name of the Lord of hosts, to the place of the name of JEHOVAH of

the Mount Zion. hosts — Mount Zion .

BISHOP LOWTH'S TRANSLATION . BISHOP HORSLEY'S TRANSLATION .

1. Ho ! to the land of the winged Cymbal 1. Ho ! land spreading wide the sha

Which borders on the rivers of Cush ; dow of (thy) ,wings which are beyond

the rivers of Cush :
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2. Which sendeth ambassadors on the 2. Accustomed to send messengers by

sea, sea, even in bulrush vessels upon the sur .

And in vessels of Papyrus, on the face of face of the waters! Go, swift messengers,
the waters ; unto a nation dragged away and plucked,

Go ye swift messengers, unto a people wonderful from their be.

To a nation stretched out in length and ginning hitherto, a nationexpecting , ex

smoothed, pecting, and trampled under foot, whose

To a people terrible from the first and land rivers have spoiled :

hitherto,

A nation meted out by line and trodden

down ;

Whose land the rivers have nourished .

3. Yea , all ye that inhabit the world and 3. All the inhabitants of the world,

thatdwell on earth ; and dwellers upon earth , shall see the

When the standard is lifted upon the lifting up, as it were, of a banner upon

mountains behold ! the mountains; and shall hear the sound.

And when the trumpet is sounded hear ! ing, as it were, of a trumpet.

4. For thus hath Jehovah said unto me, 4. For thus saith JEAOVAD unto me ;

I will sit still, and regard my fixed habi. I will sit still , ( but I will keep my eye

tation ; upon my, prepared habitation,) as the
Like the clear heat after rain, parching heat just before lightning,as the

Like the dewy cloud in the day ofharvest. dewy cloud inthe heat of harvest.

5. Surely before the vintage, when the 5. For, before the harvest, when the

bud is perfect; bud is coming to perfection, and the blos .

And the blossom has become a swelling somhas become a juicy berry, he will cut

grape ; off the useless shoots with pruning hooks;

Heshall cut off the shoots with pruning and the bill shall take away the luxuriant
hooks, branches .

And the branches he shall take away ; he

shall cut down.

6. They shall be left together, to the 6. T'hey shall be left together to the bird

rapacious bird of the mountains : of prey of the mountains,and to the beasts

Andto the wild beasts of the earth : of the earth . And upon it shall the bird

And the rapacious bird shall summer upon of prey summer, and all the beasts of the

earth upon it shall winter.

And every wild beast of the earth shall

winter upon it.

7. At that time shall a gift be brought to 7. At that season a present shall be led

JEHOVAH, the God of Hosts, to JEHOVAH of Hosts, a people dragged

From a people stretched out in length away and plucked ; even of a people

and smoothed, wonderful from their beginning hitherto :

And from a people terrible from the first a nation expecting, expecting , and tram .

and hitherto, pled under foot, whose landrivers have

A nation meted out by line and trodden spoiled, unto the place of the name of

down, Jehovah of Hosts, Mount Zion .

Whose land rivers have nourished ,

To the place of the name of Jehovah

God of Albany, May, 1814.

Hosts, to Mount Zion.

it ;

AN EASY METHOD OF ACQUIRING THE

READING OF HEBREW WITH THE

j
VOWEL POINTS ACCORDING TO THE

be easily and frequently inspected.

It consists of three lessons. The

first exhibits the different alphabets

ANCIENT PRACTICE. By an Expe. in use among the Jews-- The se

rienced Teacher . First American, cond, the vowel points, with the

from the second London Edition : English vowel sounds to which they
And may be had of all booksellers correspond ; and rules for pro

in the United States. - Price 371 nouncing and reading the Hebrew
Oents. when written with the points. The

This publication is contained on third lesson exhibits all the letters

one side of a sheet of drawing paper, and vowel points, with the true pro .

that it may be conveniently affix- nunciation .

ed to the wall of a study, and thus This work has been highly re .

A
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commended by several very compe- and to make known to those of our

tent judges. It haslately been pub- readers who may wish to learn He

lished in New York by D.A. Bor- brew, where they may find the plain
RENSTEIN, a converted Jew ,a print- est, and in all respects the best di

er by trade, who has recently come rections for reading with the points,
to this country. Our object in no- which we have ever seen .

ticing it, is at once to serve him,

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

0

.

From the National Gazette . distance, or we should have seen them on

Approximate elements of the comet of so open a plain . The poor birds at their

1823 and 1824.
return would find that robbers had visited

their home in their absence, for we carTime of passing the Perihelion, 12mo.

7th , 16h 40' mean time at Philadelphia. ried off all their eggs. Within this hol

Perihelion dist. (meay dist . of the earth low , and quite exposed, lay twenty -five

from the sun being 1. ) 0° 2700 of these gigantic eggs, and in the trench

Long. of ascending node, 299 45
nine more , intended , as the Hottentots

Long. of Perihelion, 268 00
observe, as the first food of the twenty

Inclination of orbit,
74 00 five young ones. Those in the hollow

Motion retrograde:
being designed for incubation , may

The comet passed through the plane often prove useless to the traveller, but

of the earth's orbit 12 mo. 1st ; and
the others on the outside will always be

through the orbit of Mercury atabout the found fit for eating. In thepresent in.

same time, at a distance of 38 millions of stance the whole number were equally

miles from the latter planet. The near
good.

est approach to the earth happened about “ The expedient resorted to by Speel.

the 21st of 1st mo .; when its distance man on a former occasion wasnow adopt

from us was about 37 millions of miles. At ed to a certain extent ; after filling all our

the present timeitsdistance from the earth bags, the sleeves of their watch -coats and

is about 171 millions of miles. On the their second pair of trowsers were cram .

21st of 1st mo. the tail extended into med full of eggs. It was considered as an

space 166,000 miles, in a line very nearly auspicious omen, that at the commence

at right angles to the earth's motion . ment of our journey so valuable a prize

J. R. had been placed in our way . Our faith

Water Proof Cloth . - A chemist of sion ofthespoil ; and their share, which
ful dogs were not forgotten in the divi

Glasgow has discovered a simple and effi.
we immediately broke into a bowl, was

cacious method of rendering woollen ,

silk , or cotton cloth completely water
eaten upon the spot. * * *

“ Wemade our dinner from the ostrich

proof. Themode adopted is to dissolve

caoutchouc in coal tar oil, produced in
eggs ; each of the Hottentots eating a

abundance at the gasworks ;by abrush readymentioned, as much foodas twenty
whole one, although containing, as al

to put five or six coatings of this mixture
four eggs of the domestic hen. It is, there .

on the side of the cloth or silk on which
fore, not surprising that I found myself

another piece is laid,and thewhole pass

ed between two rollers. The adhesion meal,even withtheaid of all the hunger
unable to accomplish my share of the

is most complete, so much so, thatitis which a longmorning'sride had given
easier to tear the cloth than to separate

The mode in which they were
it from the caoutchouc.

cooked, was one of great antiquity ; for

Burchell, in his “Travels in Africa,” all the Hottentot race, their fathers, and
relates thus the discovery of an Ostrich's their grandfathers' fathers, as they ex

pressed themselves, have practised it be

“ In our way over the plain we fell in fore them . A small hole the size of a

with an Ostrich's nest ; if so one may call finger was very dexterously made at one

a bare concavity scratched in the sand, end, and having cut a forked stick from
six feet in diameter, surrounded by a the bushes, they introduced it into the

trench equally shallow, and without the egg , by pressing the two prongs close

smallest trace of any materials, such as together; then, by twirling the end

grass, leaves, or sticks, to give it a re- of the stick between the palms of their
semblance to the nests ofother birds, hands for a short time, they completely

The ostriches to which it belonged must mixed the white and the yolk together,

have been at that time feeding at a great Setting it upon the fire, they continued

me.

nest .
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frequently to turn the stick, until the in- & c : " the whole illustrated by one hun

side had acquired the proper consistence dred engravings. These engravings are
of a boiled egg. This method recom- well chosen as to the subjects, and neatly

mends itself to a traveller, by its expedi. executed . - Nat. Gaz .

tion , cleanliness, and simplicity ; and by The fourth volume of the Biographyof

requiring neither pot nor water,theshell the Signersof the Declaration of Inde.

answeringperfectly the purpose of the pendence, by Mr. Waln ,furnishes much
first, and the liquid nature of its contents, personal and political history, in which
that of the other."

every reader will find gratification. The

Mr. Hyacinth , director of the Russian notices of George Read of Delaware, and

Mission to Pekin for 13 years, has return . George Clymer of Pennsylvania, areso full

ed to St.Petersburgfrom China, bringing and interesting, that we intend to make

with him a history of that country, statis- an abstract of them for our columns as

tical and geographical accounts. soon as we can command the requisite

The following account of the first space. The sketches of Thomas Hey.

launch of the steam vessel in India is from ward, William Williams, Samuel Hunt

a Calcutta paper of July 27th : ingdon, William Floyd, and Benjamin

“ Steamı Vessel. – At exactly nine mi- Rush,contained in the same volume, are

nutes past four on Saturday afternoon, all fitted to inspire a high respect for

the first steam vessel which ever floated their characters and public services.-

on the waters of the East left the stocks Nat. Gaz .

at Kyd's yard, Kidderpore. She went Professor Griscom, of New York, has

off in slow majestic time, without the issued proposals for a new periodical

smallest confusion or accident. . The ves- publication , to be entitled, “ TheMecha .

sel sits well on the water, and is a great nic's and Manufacturer's Magazine, " to

ornament to the river. She has ourmost be published monthly, and to be devoted

sincere and earnest wishes for her success, to the Arts and Trades of the United

and we will hail her as the harbinger of States.

future vessels of her kind, who will waft

usto our native shores with speed and Dwight's Theology, has beenpublished
A new pocket edition of President

pleasure. She was named the Diana. ”
in London, in six pocket volumes, with a

Colonization Society. The seventh an- copious life of the author, and a portrait
nual meeting of this Society was held at by Romney. This edition is printed by
Washington , on the 20th ultimo, and the T. and J. Allman .

proceedings appear at length in the Na

tionalIntelligencer. The Society voted pamphlet, “Warin Disguise, ” has pub
Mr. Stephen, the author of the famous

that the territory near Cape Mesurado, lished in London, an octavo volume of

shall be called Liberia — and thetown upwards of500pages on Negro Slaveryin

now laid out Monrovia that applica- the British West India Colonies. Mr.

tion be made to Congress for assistance--that auxiliary societies be formedin Stephen is an Abolitionist, and the inti

mate friend and coadjutor of Wilber.
every State, and that the thanks of the

force.

Society be returned to Capt. Spence,

Lieut. Dashiel, of the U. States Navy ;
A Latin Manuscript of Milton, occupy .

Captains Lainy, Maclay, Woodbridge, ing 735 closely written pages, has been

Lieut. Kathway, and Mr. Seton, officers discovered in the London State Paper

in the Naval service of His Britannic Ma- office - the subject is religious.

jesty, and to Dr. Eli Ayres, the U. States

Agent, for the servicesthey had rendered contrived anew and very simple method
Calligraphy . - M . Le Roi, of Paris, has

to the Colony.
for teaching the art of writing. A thin

The work which Mr. Worcester of and perfectly transparent plate of horn,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, the author of of the usual size of a leaf of paper, has

the excellent Universal Gazetteer, has the polish removed from one of its sides.

just issued in two volumes duodecimo, -When laid upon the copy the handof

urder the title of • SKETCHES OF THE a child easily traces the letters upon the

EARTH AND ITS INHABITANTS, is one of unpolished side, which neither absorbs

the best compilations that we have ever the ink nor allows it to spread. When

seen , for the instruction of youth of both the whole plate is written over, the ink

sexes, in the department of knowledge is washed off with water, and is ready for

indicated in the title . It comprises a a new exercise. Thus the same horn,

description of the grand features of Na- which is not liable to break, may serve

ture : the principalmountains, rivers, na- indefinitely , and by this means produce

tural curiosities, cities, remarkable edifi- a great economy of paper-- a considera

ces and ruins ; together with a view of tion not to be neglected. Several analo

Manners and Customs of different nations, gous methods have been adopted both in
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England and France. Oiled paper, glass, ter, or even dispense with his attendance,

a machine for guiding the pupil's hand, by the adoption of the horn .

&c, have been used, but it is evident that

the method of M. Le Roi has none of A new gold coinage for Greece has

their imperfections. The minister of the been executed at Paris, under the di

interior, who has witnessed the success rection of Denon, the traveller. On one

obtained by this invention, has rewarded side is the Archangel Michael, with the

the author; and the societies of encou flaming sword and the dove ; the latter

ragement, and of elementary instruction, the symbol of peace. On the reverse,

aswellas the writing academy, have ex
the lion, the emblem of strength , encir.

pressed their approbation of this new cled by a serpent, meaning to pourtray

process. Mothers may teach their chil. eternity, and around, the word “ Resur

dren to write in the absence of the mas rection ."

Heligious Intelligence.

FOREIGN.
closely printed. Unable to give it

We have received from India the entire, as we sincerely wished and

« Third report relative to the Se had almost resolved todo, weshall

rampore college, for the year ending summarilystate that the buildings

Dec. 31st, 1822." of the college—the dimensions of

which are not stated, but which ,

“The great object of the Institution is,
as we understand the report, are

to diffuse that light throughout the coun

try as far as its influence can extend, three in number, 48 feet from each

which shall promote the welfare of India other - are not finished; yet they
by ameliorating its intellectual and moral are so far completed as to accom

condition . This it aimsat accomplishing modate the professors and pupils.

by giving a classic Indian education to the There are four suites of rooms for

ablest of the youths furnished by its in.

creasing native Christian population,to the professors "each suite con

getherwith a knowledge of the Sacred tains eight rooms of various sizes,

Scriptures, of general history, geogra- four below and four above.” The

phy, and natural science, and of theEng- Rev. John Mack , the professor in

lish tongue to a select number;

parting general knowledge to such Hin : thescientifick department, arrived

doo and Mussulman youths as may be with Mr.Ward from England, and
placed on the Institution bysubscribers had been employed in giving a

who have that privilege ; -and by holding course of chemical lectures in Cal

out to those European and Indo-British
youth who may wish to study at Seram . cutta, with the apparatus of Seram

pore College,allits advantages, without pore college.

any distinction relative to birth, nation, “ The Students in the College at the

or religious creed. Such arethe princi- date of the last Report were forty-five,

ples on which this Institution is establish- fifteen in the Preparatory Seminary, and

ed, the grand wish of its founders being thirty actually studying in the College;

to render it in every possible way a bless- and although two have been excluded,

ing to British India .' four removed by death, and four have re

turned to their own homes, the number

The details of this report relate
at present on the College foundation is

to the followingitems--the college fifty; fifteen in the preparatory seminary,

buildings - number and state of the and thirty-five pursuing their studies in

students--proficiency--examina- the College. "

tion -- divinity professor - medical of these, twenty-six are native

professor - observatory -- the libra- Christians, two Mussulmans, and

ry - English class. The report is seven Brahmans. The proficiency

signed by Dr. Marshman, as secre- of the students in the Sungskrit,

tary of the committee for conduct- Persian , and English languages, is

ingthe college. The whole is a well represented ashighly pleasing and

written paper of half a large sheet, satisfactory. Particular pains are
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used to instruct the native youths in had given so much encouragement

Geography and Astronomy ; as a in regard to the support of amedi

knowledge of these is calculated cal professor, that" the committee

to subvert the very foundation of
have written home, for a man who

some of their superstitions. At the shall unite sound medical know

late examination ledge to sterling piety, and a regard

Among those who had distinguished
for the welfare of India.” _ The

themselves by their diligence for a shorter committee say, that the situation of

period, was a grandson of Krishnoo,late the college , and the height of the
ly deceased , the first native who embra- central college building, being
ced Christianity at Serampore.
youth , about eleven yearsof age, having nearly70 feet ,afford great advan
been admitted into the College from the tages for an Astronomical Observa

Preparatory Seminary a few months be. tory. They have some instruments

fore, now repeated such a portion of the already, and they justly remark,
Sungskrit grammar, as evinced extraordi that

nary diligence and application . The pro

mise thus given of this youth's realizing “ The utility of an observatory to those

the highest classic attainments of his own natives who study astronomy, must be too

country while instructed in the Holy obvious to need mentioning ; actual ob

Scripture, and of being possibly trained servations made from time to time, must

up to eminent future usefulness, seemed carry to the mind that demonstration of

to delight all present who knew and es. the truth of the Newtonian system , and

teemed his excellent grandfather.” the falsehood. of their own, in its own na

ture irresistible ."

In speaking of a divinity pro- “ The Library has this year received

fessor, the report states, that considerable additions. The Side Rooms

“Of the four youths who have died which contain it, being ready, the Seram

this year in the College, two gave reason
pore Missionaries have presented to the

to hope that they had not become ac Libraryof the College, about three thou

quainted with the Scriptures in vain . sand volumes, which they have been assi

Among those now studying in the Col. duously employed above twenty years in

lege, there are five decidedly pious: and collecting, together with a number for

the Committee now heavily feel thewant whichthey have been indebted to thege

of a Divinity Professor among these Chris- nerosity of various friendsinBritain,

tian youths, who bid so fair forfuture use. deeming it impossible to render these vo

fulness ;" and they“feelthatthey shall lumes more useful,than by addingthem

not have discharged their duty to these to the College Library. In addition to

Native Christian youths, tillthey shall these, the Library hasalso beenenriched
have procured a man, pious, learned, and by donations of books from variousfriends

able,who, as Professor of Divinity, shall both in India and Britain, whomthey now
devote his whole timeto the instruction of intreat to accept their warmest thanks for

pious nativeyoungmen . ”
this proof of their generous regard for

“ Respecting aMedical Professor, the the interests of the Institution ,and the

Committee have felt ittheir duty to apply promotion of knowledge in India. They

for assistance to Government. Since pub- beg leavetoadd, that while they shall

lishing their last Report, their attention feel grateful for any book or manuscript

has been particularly turnedto the im- in the languages either of Europe or In

portanceof attempting to introduce sound dia, with which any individualmay be

medical knowledge amongtheNatives. pleased generously to enlarge the College

The numberof those who
perish year by Library,they shall feel peculiar obliga

year, almost wholly through ignorance of tions toany Society or learned body in
the first principles of the healing art, is India, Europe, or America, who may be
truly affecting ; while many others are pleased to enrich it with sets of their

rendered almost helpless for life through
Transactions.

a partial recovery from wounds and frac- “ It has been already said, that of the

The fact is, that neitherHindoos thirty-five actually studying in the Col

nor Moosulmans have any correctknow . legę, two are Moosulmans, and seven

ledge of Anatomy, on which so much of Brahmans. It may not be improper to
the healing art depends ; and hence, with add, that since they have been onthe

the medicines they have in use , someof College foundation, neither the Brahman

which are powerful, they kill almost as
nor Moosulman youthshave beenrequest.

many as they cure."
ed to do any thing which in the least de

gree militates against their ideas of cast.

It appears that the government While a regularattendance on the exer

tures.
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cises of the College, and correct moral tected and exposed. For ourselves,

behaviour, are indispensablynecessary to we do most sincerely rejoice in the

their continuance in the College, it is an
invariable ruleof the Institution,tooffer prospect of the good which is likely

no violence whatever to conscience , how . to be done by this noble foundation ,

ever mistaken it may be in its governing in promoting science and piety in

principle. The Christian youth of course happy union, among the benighted

attend all the religious exercises of the
pagans

of the East.

College, and should any one of the other

youths choose to attend, he is not prohi.

bited. But his attendance is perfectly
In our last number we inserted a

optional. He is never treated in the short letter from the Rev. Dr. Mor

slightest degree as an offender, for ab . RISON, written at Canton, in China,

senting himself from any exercise which in October last : and we promised
may run counter to his own ideas of reli.

gious duty . "
to give some account of two pam

On the study of the English lan- phlets with which the letter was

guage in the college, the commit- accompanied . The first of these

tee dilate considerably, in showing pamphlets is entitled—“ A sermon
tee dilate considerably, in showing to sailors atWampoain China, on

its importance both to the natives the deck of the Americanship Pa

who areutterly ignorant of it, and cifick,intended tohavebeenpreach

ance with it already — especially in ed, Nov.3d, 1822.- The fire ofCan

theseyouthwill becomemissiona. 2d, and Sd , preventedthe design

the prospect and hope thatmany of ton suburbs on November the ist,

ries . The report concludes with being carried into effectonthat

stating, that the funds of the insti- day, but it was preached on board

tution are“ four thousand Rupees the Pacifick , December the8th,

behind,and that they expect to in- 1822. About fifty seamen and offi

crease their expenses, by the addi
cers present. Malacca : Printed at

tion of a divinits professor, and the Mission Press. ”

from some other causes."
This is a singular and interesting

discourse, at once from the circum

“But this, under the Divine goodness, stances in which it was preached,

they cheerfully leave to that public who the place atwhich it was printed,
have hitherto so generously encouraged
all their attemptsto promote thewelfare and the manner in which the learn

of their Indian fellow -subjects,intreating ed author treats his subject. The

them to accept their warmest thanks for text is taken from Ezekiel, xxxvi.

the patronage with which they have al- 20 ; and the discussion that follows
ready honoured this infant Institution .”

is in a style studiously colloquial

As it was for the establishment no doubt that it might be perfectly

of this college, that Mr. Ward so- intelligible to thoseto whom it was

licited donations in this country, addressed. But it is full of thought

we have supposed that it would be and information, and well adapted

gratifying to many of our readers, to answer the end which the excel

especially to those who liberally lentmissionary who uttered it had
contributed on that occasion , to see in view. Did our space permit, we

that their liberality has not been should willingly inserta number of

abused, but is likely to be produc- extracts. We can only say, that

tive of extensive and lasting bene- the reading of it reminded us strong
fit. We have, therefore, been at ly of a remark of Johnson in his

some pains to give a correct gene- life of Dr. Watts, “ Every man ac

ral view of the state of theinstitu- quaintedwith the common princi

tion , as exhibited in this report- ples of human action , will look with

which there can be no doubt has veneration on the writer, who is at

been fairly made, as any material one time combating Locke, and at

error or misrepresentation could another making a catechism for

not fail to be immediately de- children in their fourth year. A vo
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luntary descent from the dignity of tion of sailors in China ;" and is

science is perhaps the hardest les- thus introduced— “ At Whampoa,

son that humility can teach." Yet the anchorage of European ships

it taught, as the sermon beforeus which frequent China, there are an

evinces, the translator of Confucius nually , from fifteen to twenty large

and the author of a Chinese Dic- Indiamen ; and between twenty

tionary, to preach to fifty sailors on and forty vessels from the United

the deck of a ship, and then to print States. The crews of those ships

for their use, a sermon in which make collectively, from two to three

every thought and word is adapted thousand men , all of whom speak

to their understanding and directed the English language; and there
to their improvement. fore, under the operation of liberal

Two additional papers are con- and Christian sentiments, any be

tained in this pamphlet, and follow nevolent efforts forthe good of these

the sermon.— The first is, another men, while in China, may include

address to sailors, in the same style both nations.” . The proposal of Dr.

with the sermon , which , it appears, Morrison is, that there should be ,

had been printed and distributed I. A FLOATING HOSPITAL ; to which

among them, before the sermon the sick and infirm may be removed,

was delivered ; and in which the and in which they may receive far

author reasons and remonstrates better medical aid than they do, or

with them, in regard to the vices and can receive, at present. II. A

excesses in which they indulge in FLOATING CHAPEL , “ with sermons

China, and by which they often in- twice aday, on the Sabbath ; which

cur serious personal injury, occa
would furnish the means of rational

sion loss to their employers, and occupation and of religious and

bring reproach on their connexions moral instruction, to asmany of the

and country, and on the Christian seamen as chose to avail themselves
name and cause. It is concluded of it ; many of whom would no

with the following “ Sailor's prayer, doubt gladly do so , if a pious, zeal
written in the Atlantick Ocean, on ous preacher addressed them .” It

board the ship Mexico." remains to be seen whether the plan

contained in this proposal of Dr.
“ Guide us, O ! thou great Jehovah, Morrison will be carried into effect

Wanderers on the mighty deep ;
From the storm and raging tempest,

or not. We hope it will ; and we

Deignour floating bark to keep ;
cannot forbear to remark ,that these

Lord of Heaven ! pious and benevolent plans and ef
Bid the breeze propitious blow. forts of Dr.M., are among many evi

dences to show, that the enemies of
Be our safeguard through the night

And our guardianall the day. (watch, missionaries are the enemies ofhu

To our destined port in safety, manity, as well as of religion . - Our
Give us feet and gladsome way ; notice of the second pamphlet of

Strong Deliverer !
Dr. M., which relates to a very im

Be thou still our strength and shield .

portant subject, must be delayed till

And when life's short
voyage over, the coming month .

In the haven of the blest,

May we, guided by thy Spirit, We find in the close of the Mis
Find an everlasting rest ;

Father hear us ! sionary Chronicle which accompa

For the great Redeemer's sake.”
nies the London Evangelical Maga

zine for February last, the following

The second paper contained in publication of the Governor of De

this pamphlet, is addressed « To merara, relative to the Rev. Mr.

the Publick - Canton, Dec. 1st. Smith, who has been tried on a

1822.” It consists of a “proposal charge, or suspicion , of exciting the

for bettering the morals and condi. slaves in that colony, to the insur

Vol. II.-Ch. Adv. 2 A

is
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DOMESTICK.

rection which has lately attracted ber the white inhabitants donot ex

so much publick attention . ceed twenty thousand ; that is ,

“ Since the Chronicle was closed on the there are more than twelve negroes

24th of January,'intelligence of the issue to one white man. If these negroes
ofthe trial ofMr. Smith has been received; were Christianized , the best secu

the purport of which is contained in the rity possible would be afforded to
following official document, published in

their masters. But their masters,Demerara .

AdjutantGenerals Office, with some few exceptions, are un

Head Quarters, willing that their slaves should re

Georgetawit, 28th November, 1823. ceive Christian instruction . Out of

The Members composing theGeneral the British possessions, we have not

lony-house on the 18th of October last , heard that the thing is even thought

fortheTrial of John Smith, of the Lon- of. It requires no spirit of prophecy

don Missionary Society, and which con- to foresee a tremendous convulsion

tinued by adjournmentto the 24th of No, before long.- " Whom God will de
vember, and whereof Lieutenant-Colonel
Goodman is President, will return to their stroy he first infatuates."

duty-the nature of the proceedings be

ing such as to render it imperative on His

Excellency the Commander-in -Chief, to

transmit them for His Majesty's considera
tion and ultimate decision . APresbyterian Church atSt.Augus

J. R. BRANDT, Adjt. General, M. F." tine, in Florida.

It remains to be seen what has We invite the particular atten

been the decision of the court mar- tion of our readers to the following

tial which tried Mr. Smith. That interesting extract from the minutes

it is something pretty serious we of the Synod of South Carolina and

can hardly doubt,from the circum- Georgia, as given in the Southern

stance of its being referred for con
Intelligencer.

firmation , or reversal, to the mother “ Religious Claims of Florida. TheRev.

country. Whether this isrequired hiscredentials,as agent of the Presbyte
Mr. Lathrop having laid before this body

in all important cases, orwhether rian Society of St.
Augustine, it was una

the Governor has used a discretion nimously

allowed hiin , with a view to favour Resolved, That the Synod view with

the missionary, or to avoid the re- deep and affecting interest the moraland

sponsibility of confirming and exe- religious condition of Florida. They feel

cuting the sentence himself, is un
thepowerful claims of this newly acquired

territory to the sympathy and charities of
known to us. But we are glad the the Christian publick ; and consider pre

reference has been made, whatever sent circumstances as forming a crisis
may have been the cause or motive which imperiously demands immediate

which produced it. The missionary regard theagencyof Mr. Latlırop as most
and energetic exertions. They therefore

will , we think, be far more likely intimately connected with the welfareof

to obtain justice in England than in Zion and the dearestinterests of huma

Demerara. Yet evenin England , nity ; and as such do cordially and earn
there is a powerful and active hos- estlyrecommend itto the particular atten

tion of the churches under their care, and

tility to missionary undertakings ;
to all the charitable, the pious, and the

especially to those which are not patriotick throughout the United States,

conducted under the auspices of the The Rev. Drs. Palmer and Brown, be

established church, ing appointed a committee to prepare a

The whole region of Guiana, or letteraddressed to the religious commu

Guyana – English, Dutch, French, presented one, ofwhich the following is

Spanish and Portuguese--contains thesubstance :

a slave population that is enormous " To all who loveour Lord Jesus Christ,

and fearful. The entire population or feel an interest in the moral and civil
of this region is estimated at two

welfare of our beloved country :

hundred and fifty thousand, exclu
In presenting a new object to engage

sive of Indians ; and of this num- to urge a few facts and considerations suf
your prayers and charities, we beg leave
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CIETY FOR MELIORATING THE CON

ficient to convince every candid mind that The Rev. Mr. Lathrop, who is

it possesses a new and peculiar interest. mentioned in the foregoing extract,
we regard it as altogetherunlikethose is now employed in soliciting dona

been made for purposes apparently simi- tions in this part of the country, for

lar. It is not simply the building of a place the erection of a place of wor

of worship, or giving ascendency to any ship at St. Augustine. We hope

sect or denomination - it has all the impor. his solicitations will not be consi

tance of establishing our holy religion in .that territory so lately wrested from the dered as on a footing with those

greatest of tyranny and the destructive which we know are often made, and

delusions of superstition. It is a solemn sometimes we think improperly,
fact that there is not in all that widely ex- for the building of churches, in

tended territory one publick building de

dicated to the worship of Almighty God; church has been long established .
places where the Presbyterian

according to any one of the Protestant

forms of ourholy religion . Our friends Mr. Lathrop's enterprise is of a

who have emigrated thither have no place totally different character. It is to

suited to hold their religious assemblies ; plant the gospel in its purity in a

and, labouring under the multiplied em
barrassments incident to the settlement of a

new region. To this every friend

new country, they are not able to build. of evangelical truth should be will

However anxious, therefore, they may be ing to contribute, and we hope that

to enjoy the privileges of the gospel, how many will do it liberally and cheer:
everwilling tocontribute all in theirpow- fully.
er tosupport them , they must, unless as

sisted by contributionsfrom abroad, remain

destitute ofa place of worship, and con- LADIES' PHILADELPHIA AUXILIARY SO

sequently of those institutions and ordi

nances which are found indispensable to
DITION OF THE JEWS.

the preservation of our national rights

and civil privileges, and from which we A society thus denominated , was

derive our choicestblessings and our im- formed in this city on the 11th ult.
mortal hopes.

The meeting for the purpose was
The territory of Florida, capable from

its local and internaladvantagesof becom- held in the session room of the

ing vastly important, as an integral part of First Presbyterian Church, and was

the United States, no enlightened patriot opened with prayer by the Rev. Dr.

or philanthropist will deny that the imme. Green-A number of the clergy at

diate establishment of good moral and re

ligious institutions is to decide the ques Jewlately cometo this country, ad
tended . Mr. Simon , a converted

tion, whether it shall be a defective and

contagious, or a sound and salutary mem- dressed the meeting at considerable

ber of thebody politick. And as St. Au- length. When the gentlemen re

gustine, being the centre of business,is tired, the ladies organized them
destined for years to exert a leading influ- selves into a society. We under

municate, in fact, moral feeling and cha- stand that their prospects of raising

racter to thesettlements rising up in those funds, to aid the parent society in

late provinces of darkness and superstition New York, are encouraging :
The

the object now presented to the reli- gentlemen's society of Philadel
question whether thatterritory ,bybecome phia, formed for the same purpose,

ing attached to ournation so rapidly rising
is to hold its annual meeting on

in glory and spreading in extent, shall un- Tuesday, the 13th inst. in the ses

dergo a change from ignorance and super- sion room of the First Presbyterian
stition to enlightened principles and vir. Church ; when the annual report

tuous habits, or to absolute irreligion and will be read , and the officers for the
unrestrained immorality .

Viewing the agency ofthe Rev. Mr. La- ensuing year be chosen . Mr. Si

throp as connected with questions of such mons and Mr. Jadownicky, we are

infinite moment,we cannot but earnestly informed, are pledged to address
recommend it to all who'are interested in the audience. To those who are

the moral or religious welfare of our fel.
low citizens, and the peace and prosperity waiting and praying that “the reign

of our beloved country. Signed by order of Christmay come,” it cannot but

of the Synod . ” be gratifying to see the interest
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

PHIA,

which is excited in various parts of which reached us a few days since .

our country, in favour of the “out. We hope it will receive a special

casts of Israel." We know that attention from the friends of the

they are yet to be gathered into the Theological Seminary. Since the

fold of "the good Shepherd ;” and note has been in our hands, we have

what we witness enlivens the hope made inquiry of the treasurer for

that “ the time is at hand.” What ourselves, and find that the state

Christian but must wish to have an ment it contains is entirely correct.

agency in promoting this good
work ?

Mr. Editor - In perusing the last numi

ber of your Miscellany,—which I acknow

FEMALE BIBLE SOCIETY OF PHILADEL- ledge I read with increasing interest and

pleasure, - I was struck with an item in

the acknowledgment by the treasurer of

The annual meeting of this socie- the General Assembly, of sums received

ty was held on Wednesday, the for the use of the Theological Seminary at

24th ult., in the session room of the Princeton, during the month of February

First Presbyterian Church of this last. The item isin the following words
" Of Messrs. S. & J. Nevins & Co., on

city. A number of the clergy, with loanat 5 per cent. per annum , $ 2000.”
some other gentlemen, attended by This is acknowledged asa receipt into

invitation. The meeting was open the treasury forthebenefit of the Semi.
edby theRight Reverend Bishop nary : and accordingly,I have observed al
White, with a short address,fol ready, that a southern paper,-- somehow

or other receiving the impression which
lowed with prayer. The report was such an item is calculated to convey to a

read by the Rev. Mr. Bedell ; who cursory reader - has announced, in sweep

also addressed the meeting in an ing terms, thatthe sums received for the

impressive speech, calculated to en
use ofthe Seminary for that month amount

to $2810 69.
courage and animate the efforts of

Now , I amso well acquainted with the
the members of the society . A con- intelligence, integrity, and correctness of

cluding prayer was then offered by the excellent treasurerwho hasmadethis
the Rev. Dr. Green . — There are statement, that I feel no disposition to

seven Female Auxiliary Societies question either his accuracy or wisdom in
in the city and environs ofPhila- makingit; yet I am constrained most re

spectfully toask -- is not making the pub
delphia, from each of which a report lication in this form , however correct in

was read, after that of the parent principle, calculated to mislead thepub

institution. It appeared that six lick ?. The fact is,asevery attentive read
hundred and eighty-seven Bibles er will perceive, that instead of the sum

and New Testaments have been dis- treasury, for disbursement, this sum strict
of $ 2000 having been received into the

tributed by this institution, in the ly speaking, has been borrowed,for pre

year past : and that the amount of sent use, because the contingentfundwas

receipts by the treasurer has been exhausted,-and, of course, that the trea

onethousand and eighty -fourdol- and has it to pay hereafter.
sury has become a debtor to this amount,

lars and ninety -eight cents. It is Some people, Mr. Editor, have got it

surely the high and just praise of into their headsthat the Seminary is grow

the Christian women of our day, ing rapidly rich ;-- that its treasury is re.
that every measure and effort to ex. ceiving liberal contributions to the amount

tend the knowledge and influence month; and , ofcourse, that it is in a fair
of two or three thousand dollars every

of revealed truth , receives from way to be very soon overflowing. When

them some of its best and most ef- the notorious fact, to those who are ac .

ficient aid . quainted with its concerns, is, that its

whole permanent fund does not yield

enough to support a single Professor,
Immediately before the monthly while there are three to besupported ;

statement of the treasurer of the that the contingent fund is absolutely

trustees of the General Assembly empty:-- and that the directorshavebeen ,
of thePresbyterian church, we think in providing forthe current expenses of

proper to insert the following note the institution . A. B.
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The Treasurer of the Trustees of theGene- warded by him, for the Scho

ral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church larship founded by Ladies of

acknowledges the receipt of the following Augusta, Georgia, 500 00

sums for their Theological Seminary at Of Rev. Samuel S. Davis, for

Princeton, N. J. during the month of “ The Harmony Scholarship

March last, viz. founded by Ladies of Camden

and Salem , South Carolina," 450.00

Of an Agent, collected by him , and third instalment of Rev.

viz . in Baltimore, $111 07
Robert Means, Fairfield

in the Dist, of Columbia 13 00
District, South Carolina,

a donation from a lady in
for the Southern Profes .

Charleston, per Rev.W. 50 00

A. M‘Dowell,
20 00 of Mrs. Arabella M -Clure of

and do. from Mrs. White .

head of Georgia,
Shippensburg, Pennsylvania,

20 00
her donationfor the Students'

Fund 10 00

Amount received for the
164 07 Of Mrs. Mary S. Palmer, secre

Contingent Fund
tary of “The Female Congre

OfJohn Stillé, esq. his fourth and gationalAssociation of Charles

fifth instalments in full of his ton, South Carolina," for a

subscription for the Philadel particular Student in the Se.

phia Synod's Professorship 100 00 minary 150 00

OfRev. Dr. A. Alexander,being

the payment of a draft for Total $ 1424 07

e}

View of Publick Affairs.

/

EUROPE. - A mass of intelligence from Europe has reached us in the course of the

last month ; and yet there is nothing of a decisive character, in regard to changes that

have occurred, or measuresof importance that have been adopted, amongthe great

powers that order at their pleasure the political concerns of that quarter of the world.

The most recent advices, however, tend to confirm the opinion which we have here

tofore expressed, that the parties to the Holy Alliance are determined, as far as pos

sible, to put down the spirit of freedom throughout the world . — That they will endea

vour to subdue and restore to the domination of their mother countries, the revolted

colonies of Spain and Portugal, in South America ; and that, if circumstances favour,

they will deal hardly with the United States, for being the parent and nurse of princi.

ples which have long disquieted them sorely, and which, unless exterminated, they

fear will never leavethem in the peaceful and unapprehensive exercise of their des

potic sway.

Spain . - It appears that in various parts of Spain, particularly in Gallicia and in the

neighbourhood of Cadiz, new symptomsof insurrection had lately been manifested ;

and that numerous and powerful bands of robbers infest the mountainous parts of the

country, and make incursions and depredations on the adjacent regions. The Marquis

De Casa Yrujo, well knownin this country, and late prime minister of Spain, died at

Madrid in the beginning of February. Theking of Spain has signed a decree, granting

liberty to all nations of free trade with those parts of South America which he claims

as his possessions— they paying equally such duties as he may see necessary to impose .
The design of this measure is obvious — It is to take away themotive which he knows

operates mostpowerfully on all commercial states, to make them desire the indepen

dence of South America . It is as if Ferdinand said_“ I know you want a free trade

with this country, from which you have so longbeen entirely excluded. Come, you
shall have it - And granting you this, which is all you care for, I hope you will permit

me and myallies to subdue these rebellious regions to my legitimate authority.” It

is stated, and there is no reason to doubt the truth ofthe statement, thatthis measure

has been taken at the particular request and instigation of France; and with France

and the other European continental powers, it will probably have its intended effect .

It is moreover suggested , but wedo not yet credit the suggestion, that this measure will

satisfy Britain ; and that her ministers have a secret understanding with the HolyAlli

ance on this subject, and are willing toleave all the resistance which may be made to

the measure, to this country - in hope that it will retardour advances in commerce and

power, if not destroy altogether our republican institutions. Time alone can develope

the truth in regard to this subject. Extreme suspicion ought not to be indulged ---
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Britain certainly has acted in the affairs of Greece, Naples, Spain and Portugal, in a

manner which may well make us jealous, that her ministers at least have no very cor

dial feelings toward any changes in favour of freedom . Yet as the popular sentiment

in Britain is in favour of free institutions, and as she has already sent her agents to estab

lish commercial relations with the revolted subjects of Spain in America, and may

probably secure more commercial advantages by treating with themthan with the

mother country, we are, on the whole, disposed to think that she will join with our

country, in a system of procedure, the language ofwhich, in reply to the decree of Fer

dinand, will be- " Thank your majesty - But we have already what you are so kind as

to offer us ; and which, if we had it not, we verily think your majesty could not give

us.” It ought to be mentioned, however, that the last advices represent Spain, atthe

instance of Britain , as about to recognise the independence of South America . — This
wedo not believe.

PORTUGAL. - It seems that in Portugal there is no abatement, in the royal party, of

the expectation of yet reducing the Brazils to their former colonial state. The editor

of a Lisbon Gazette seems to be mad angry against all constitutional governments

He says-> “ We are convinced of the necessity of extirpating the evil, not only in Eu

rope but on the other side of the Atlantick, where this Hydra now furiously dis

charges its mortal venom . " Portugal cannot do much herself, but it is probable that

in such language as the foregoing, she is the mouth -piece of Russia, Austria and
France.

FRANCE.--Accounts received in England ofthe date of Feb. 14th, stated, that at that

time the king of France was so dangerously ill, that it was believed he could not live

a month . Since that, however, he has been represented as doing business with his

ministers. He is old , corpulent,gouty and feeble . His life probably will not be greatly

prolonged. His death, should it happen soon, is not, we think, likely to produce any

convulsion . It was supposed some time since, that the legitimate succession to the

throne would be opposed by the liberals. But the Spanishexpedition seems to have

settled that point; and for the present to have terminated all liberal plans and pro

jects. - It appears that the French papers, which are under court influence, hold high

and angry language on that part of President Monroe's last message to congress

which protests against the right ofEuropean powers tomeddle with theconcenrs of the

American continent. Our president, we are persuaded, is neither disappointed nor

terrified by this. The French papers, also , attack the speech of Mr. Canning in the

Britishparliament, in which he maintained that the allies of Spain had no right to assist

her in the subjugation of her colonies. The Frenchman insists thatas the English mi

nister showed no reluctance that theallies should invade old Spain , he is inconsistent

in opposing theirinvasion of new Spain . This is a knot which Mr. Canning must

untie, or cut, for himself. A convention has been signed,regulating the occupation of

Spain by the Frenchtroops, and a treaty recognising a debt of thirty-four millions of

francs to France. - The approaching elections of deputies in France is likely to be

almost wholly in favour of the high royalists.--Notice has been officially given to “ mili.

tary men ," electors in the departmentof Finisterre, " thatif they vote contrary to the

wishes ofthe king, they will do it at the expense oftheir military rank, honours, and em

ployment. Suchis theright of suffrage in France !! It appearsthat a considerable fleet

withsome troops on board, has been fitted out at Brest- destined ,say the Frenchto

Martinique and Guadaloupe. It seems that it produced great alarm in Hayti; but the

last information is that a negotiation, likely to be successful, was carrying on with
France, by the Haytian government, for a declaration of the independence of the

island.

ROME.—The Pope has been dangerously ill, but the last accounts represent him as

convalescent. Cardinal Gonzalvo , a cardinal of great distinction and influence, has

lately died. The countess of Albany also, the widow of the last pretender to the Bri

tish throne, has recently expired at Rome. Marvellous success isannounced of the

Popish missionaries in China - Even the Mandarins are represented as becoming their

proselytes.

AUSTRIA .-- All thatwe have to reportin regard to Austria, is, that her government

had agreed torepay to England two million five hundred thousand pounds, in satis

faction of the debt due by that government, called the Austrian loan. This debt, as

"chargedby Britain, was seventeen millions; and some of the radicals in England have

had the insolence to insist, that the Emperor of Austria oughtto be advertised among

other bankrupts. With reference to this, Lord Holland was a little hard on the minis.

try , in commenting in the house of lords on the address, in reply to the king's speech .

THE GREEKS.- On the affairs of the Greeks we shall not at this time enlarge.They

seem to be as prosperous as their warmest friends could wish. The recent informa.

tion which wedeem of the most importance is, that two or three printing presses are

about to be established at Missalonghi; by which the people of Greece willbe enlight

.
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ened, and the world at large more speedily and correctly informed than it has hereto

fore been, of the true state of their affairs.

Russia.Whatever may be the ambitious views of the present emperor of Russia,

or whatever his secret motives in promoting Bible societies andmissionary enterprises

within his dominions, his conduct, in regard to religion, is certainly liberal and exem

plary . In the Advocate for October and November last, we gave an account of the

remarkable conversion of the Persian, Mirza Mohammed Ali Bey, by the divine bless

ing on the labours of the Scotch missionaries atAstrachan; withacopy ofa letterfrom

Prince Galitzin , determining a point in dispute between the missionaries and the

archbishop of Astrachan and Caucasus, relative to the baptism of the new convert. It

was decided , by order of the Emperor, that “ this Persian should receive baptism in

that communion with which he wished to be united ” -He was accordingly baptized

by themissionaries. But in this decision of the Emperor no more was done, and so it

is explicitly stated by Prince Galitzin, than to confirm the privileges assured to the

Scotch missionaries when, in 1806, they settled in the government of Caucasus -- that

they should be authorized " to receive by holy baptism , all who are converted to the

Lord through their instrumentality. ” This, however, was, we believe, entirely a

new order of things in Russia, and hence probably the claim of the archbishop to

baptize the Persian convert; for till the privileges granted in 1806 to the Scotch mis

sionaries, it was indispensable that every Christian convertmade in Russia should be

baptized by a minister of the Greek church, and received into her communion. It is

probable the archbishop was either ignorant of this new order, or thought it would

not be confirmed . But it was confirmed. Yet it would seem that the old order still

obtains, in regard to the Moravian missionaries and their converts. There is no evi

dence that we know of, nor reason to believe, that these missionaries have been ba.

nished, as has been reported, from the dominions of Russia. The true state of the fact

seems to be, that they have not yet, like the Scotch missionaries, obtained permission

to baptize their converts, and take them into their own communion. But we think,

from the manifest disposition both of the Emperorand Prince Galitzin, that this per

mission, if applied for, will not be withheld. We have made these remarks to give a

just view of facts relative to missionaries in Russia, and because we think that justice

requires that the good, as well as the bad, should be told of princes, as readily and fully

as of other men. We have no new political measure of the emperor to announce,

unless it be, that he has “issued a decree, making known his choice of the Princess

Charlotte of Wirtemberg, as the consort of bis brother, the Grand Duke Michael.”

We presume that our youngreaders will not greatly regret, that their choice ofconsorts

cannot be made by an imperial decree.

GreatBritain. - The British Parliament was opened on the third of February by

the king's speech, delivered by commission, in consequence of his majesty's indispo

sition . It congratulates parliament on the prosperous condition of the country ; that

trade and commerce are extending, both at home and abroad; that an increasing ac .
tivity pervades almost every branch of manufactures ; that in the publick revenue there

has been such a growth, as not only to sustain publick credit, but to evince a diffusion

of comfort among the great body of the people; that agriculture is recovering from

its depression ; and that a cheerfulspirit of order, and ajust sense of advantages en.

joyed under the blessings of Providence, were never more prevalent throughout all

classesof the community. In the state of Ireland, the speech affirms, there are many

indications of amendment. It also gives assurances of the prospect of a continuance

of peace, as other powers expressthe most friendly dispositions toward Britain , and

she reciprocatesthe same to them. An opinion is expressed, that the long continued

mediation of Britain, between Russia and the Ottoman Porte, is likely soon to be

crowned with success. Information is given of a convention with Austria, for the set

tlement of the pecuniary claims of Britain on the court of Vienna. The country is fe

licitated for retaining its neutrality in the late war with Spain. His majesty declares

that he has always acted an open and consistent part in regard to the Spanish colonies

in America, and has frankly avowed his opinions to Spain and other powers; that he

has appointed consuls to reside in the principal ports and places of those colonies, for

the protection of the trade of British subjects; and “ has reserved to himself an un

fettered discretion, to be exercised as the circumstances of those countries and the

interests of his own people may appear to require . " In the part of the speech which

is particularly addressed to the commons, they are informed that some augmentation

is required by existing circumstances of the military establishments both by sea and

land ; and yet that this will be so limited, as to allow them to alleviate in some mea

sure the burden of taxation. Parliament is informed that the desire expressed by the

commonsat their last session, that means should be devised for ameliorating the con
dition of the negro slaves in the West Indies, has claimed his majesty's attention ; that
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he has directed the necessary information relative to this subject to be laid before

parliament, and confides that the best attention will be given toany proposition which

may be submitted for promoting the moral improvement of the negroes, “ by an ex

tended plan of religiousinstruction, and by such other measures as may gradually con

duce to the same end." He earnestly recommends calmness and discretion in the

treatment of this whole subject, “perplexed with difficulties which no sudden effort

can disentangle .”

We have thus endeavoured to give an epitome of this speech, which is of consi

derable length , so as not to omit a single suggestion, ofany importance, which it con

tains. We havedone so , because this is an authentick document, exhibiting the prin

cipal features of the political stateof that nation with which we have the closest con

nexion, and with whose interests those of our country seem at present to be most in

timately involved - exhibiting, at least, the view which the government ofthatcountry

gives to the world as true and correct. It is pretty good evidence that the facts as

serted in the speech are mainly true, that they were not, so far aswe have seen, con

troverted by the opposition members of parliament; although the inconsistency of

some parts ofthespeech, with theprevious course ofministers, was strongly maintained.

Our President's last messageto Congress was warmly eulogized by theopposition, and

partly approved and partly dissented from ,bythe ministry . The opposition urge in the

most strenuous manner that the policy of England will consist in making common

cause , openlyand avowedly, with this country, in treating the late Spanish and Por.

tuguesecolonies in South America as independent states, and in prohibiting all inter

ference of the Holy Alliance in settling their dispute with the mother countries. Bri

tain is now treating these states as independent, and will certainly continue to do so,

on account of their trade ; but whether she will formally acknowledge them as inde

pendent, till they are so acknowledged by Spain and Portugal, is not clear. We on
the whole think she will not. And it seems to us that her ministers have determined

to keep fair weather, as much as possible, both with us and with the Holy Alliance ,

and to join either the one or the other, or neither,just as theirown interestmay ap

pear todictate . Two bishopricksareto be established in the West Indies. The Rev.

Mr. Summer and the Rev. Mr. Coleridge are nominated to fill them ; the one to reside

permanently at Jamaica, the other at Barbadoes, andelsewhere occasionally. An ad.

dition is to be made to the military and naval establishment of about 4000 men.

SOUTHERN AMERICA .– Our space does not permit us to go into details in regard to

this interesting portion of our continent. Mexico is convulsed by parties, and we think

the issue uncertain ; but hope that freedom will prevail. TheBrazils are also in agi

tation , and the issue doubtful. Our minister, Mr. Rodney, has been received at Buenos

Ayres, with every demonstration of respect to him , and of exultation on the part of

those to whom he is sent as a plenipotentiary. Onthe western coast, the conflict in

Peru and Chili continues. In upper Peru, the patriots we believe - although the ac .

counts are flatly contradictory — have suffered a serious defeat. We hope that Bolivar
may retrieve their losses.

UNITED STATES. - Our congress, during the past month, have been occupied on vari.

ous subjects.- In the house of representatives, the tariff bill has claimed theprincipal

attention, and is yet on the tapis. In the senate, all the propositions for changes in
the constitution have been postponed for the present session . The subject of post

ponement, when under discussion, drew on a warm debate relative to caucus meetings

of the members of congress. The prevalence of the diseasecalled Varioloid, has not

been as general throughoutour country as we feared it would be. It is fast vanishing

from this city, and wedoubt not will soon be entirely extinct. The inhabitants of our

heaven favoured land have causes innumerable for gratitude to the Giver of every

good gift - May the goodness of God lead us to repentance. - We recommend to our

readers a particular attention to the article in our present number signed An Ame
rican .

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Minimus came too late for insertion in our present number - He shall appear in our

next. We wish to communicate with Paulo CRITICUS, either personally or by letter

We should prefer a personal interview . It may be as confidential as he may wish it .

Erratum in our last number .

Page 188, line 15 from bottom , for Island read Celony.
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LECTURES ON THE SHORTER CATE- bounded knowledge, to say that he

CHISM OF THE WESTMINSTER AS- perfectly knows Himself.

The knowledge which the Deity

has of his creatures, and of their ac.

tions both present and future is, in

In our last lecture we entered on no degree, dependent on the crea

the discussion of that answer in our tures . To him nothing is contin

shorter catechism which relates to gent. He has a certain and infal

the being and perfections of God, lible foreknowledge of all those

and which is thus expressed “ God events and all those actions, which

we denominate casual or contin

is a spirit, infinite, eternal and un

changeable, in his being, wisdom , gent. Very many of the things pre

power, holiness, justice, goodness, dicted, or prophesiedof, in holy

and truth ”-A short statement was scripture, depended on the free ac

given of the manner in which the tions of moral agents. Yet these

existence of theDeity isproved ;and actions , it is plain, were perfectly

we also considered briefly his spi- known to God, hundreds of years

rituality, infinity, eternity and un
before any of the agents existed.

changeableness. Without farther This foreknowledge did not impair

recapitulation, we shall proceed to
the freedom of the agents ; nor can

we tell how their actions were fore .

consider the remaining attributes of

the Deity as specifiedin the answer
known. Still, we have the most un

before us - Of these the next in or
questionable evidence of the fact.

der is Wisdom. Nor was this only some general

This, like all the other divine at- foresight or prescience . It was a

tributes, is infinite. The omnis- particular knowledge of every indi

cience of the Deity is included in vidual creature concerned, and of

his attribute of wisdom . Of this every circumstance of his conduct

something was said, in speaking of oractions.

the immensity of the Supreme Be
“ Wisdom is usually considered as

ing. I now add, that all things respecting some end to be obtained ;

in all their relations, all things ex
and it implies the clear discovery of

the best and most effectual means

isting and all things possible, are
the objects of the divine know- of attaining it."* In all the works

ledge.** The Deity Himself is per- of creationand providence, the infi

fectly known only to Himself. ,
.

That which is finite never can com
If we search into what are called

prehend that which is infinite. It is the laws of nature — if we observe

the highest expression of God's un
the order, harmony, and regularity

Witherspoon . * Witherspoon .

VOL. II.-Ch. Adı. 2 B
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of the heavenly bodies; or analyse potence of the Deity isconspicuous
the various material substances ; or in all the works of creation and pro

consider the immense number and vidence. When we look at the vi.

diversity of structure of living crea- sible universe, and recollect that

tures, and how each one is formed there was a period in which it had

to answer the purpose of its exist- no existence, and that it sprang

ence; or take a survey of the all into being at the word of the Al

but infinite variety and beauty of mighty ,-- how are we lost in aston

the vegetable kingdoms ; or contem- ishment, at the power which could

plate the structure and organization produce such an effect ! The forma

of our own bodies, and the powers tion of something out of nothing is,

and faculties of our minds ; and if, indeed , an operation incomprehen

in all, wemark the wonderful adap- sible to the human mind. ' Hence

tation of means to ends, and the the atheism of philosophers both

provision which is made for the pre- ancient and modern they have

servation and gratification of all professed to believe matter eternal ,

sensitive beings we shall every because they could not comprehend

where be struck with the infinite how it should be formed out of no

wisdom of the great Creator - We thing . Yet they have been driven

shall find enough to overwhelm our into absurdities unspeakably gross,

minds, if we attempt to compre- and even ridiculous,on every hypo

hend it. thesis which they have ever been

But especially in the plan of re- able to form . The truth is, that ex

demption by Jesus Christ, the wis- ertion of Almighty power by which

dom of God shines with transcen- the material universe was called

dent lustre. No wisdom short of out of nothing into being , although

that which is infinite could have de- indeed incomprehensible , is not in

vised that plan in which “ mercy credible, if we admit the Being and

and truth have met together,righte- perfections of the Deity. These

ousness and peace have kissed each admitted, creation by the power of

other”-In which all the claims of God, affords infinitely the most ra

violated justice are completely sa- tional , and the most credible ac

tisfied, while yet the offending sin- count of the origin of all other be

ner is not only justified and acquit- ings, that ever was or ever can be

ted, but qualified for the happiness given- " In the beginning God cre

of heaven and raised to the eternal ated the heavens and the earth

enjoyment of it. “ Christ the pow . He said let there be light and there

er of God, and the wisdorn of God," was light - He spake and it was

the great apostle of the gentiles re- done. He commanded and it stood

presents as the epitome of his fast."

preaching - And any system of re- The same power which created ,

ligion which exhibits salvation by is necessary to preserve and uphold

Christ as a scheme which human the universe. The laws of nature

wisdom might devise or provide are words without a meaning, if

for, is unquestionably false ; and he they are not intended to express

who has never seen the wonderful the will or appointment of the

wisdom of God as manifested in De ty. Whether we do, do not

every part of this great salvation ,” maintain, that preservation is a

is yet in that blindness in which , constant creation , we must admit

according to St. Paul , the god of that all things depend on God, are

this world holds those who believe ordered according to his sovereign
not. will, exactly fulfil his purposes ,and
The next attribute or perfection will cease their operations when

of God, mentioned in the answer ever he shall please. The revolu

before us, is his Power. The omni « tion of the seasons; the succession
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of dayand night; the fertility of the Synod's Catechism , and to which

earth, and all the secondary causes I own myself indebted, in these

that produce it ; a salubrious or a lectures, for many useful thoughts

pestilential atmosphere ; winds and Holiness is that essential recti

tornadoes ; thunder and storm ; tude, or integrity, of the divine na

earthquakes, volcanoes, and inun- ture, whereby he infinitely delights

dations ; are all ordered and direct. in his ownpurity, and in every

ed by the God of providence. Yea, thing agreeable to his will , and hath

“ a sparrow falleth not to the a perfect hatred and abhorrence of

ground,” nor a hair from our heads, every thing contrary to it. God is

" without our heavenly Father.” as necessarily holy ,as he is neces
To believe this, is surely as com- sarily God :- Who shall not fear

fortable as it is pious. before thee, O Lord ; for thou only

Nor must we forget the illustri- art holy: " He hath put , as it were ,

ous display of the almighty power a peculiar honour or his own holi

of God in the glorious work ofman's ness, inasmuch as he singles it out

redemption. It was manifested in as the attribute to swear by for the

" laying the chief corner stone, in accomplishment of his promises and

the union of the human nature with threatenings~ " Once I have sworn

the person of the eternal Son of by myholiness, that I will not lie

God ; in supporting Him under the unto David .” Finite creatures,

inconceivable load of divine wrath, even of the highest order, are not

for our sins ; and in spoiling prin- able to behold the brightness of this

cipalities and powers ,in that very attribute, in their Creator : For

nature which Satan had vanquished when the angels themselves view
at first." Hence the Redeemer is his infinite holiness, as manifested

called the " power," as well as in Christ, they are represented as

“ the wisdom of God.” Hence he covering their faces with their

is denominated “the arm of the wings . Every thing pertaining to

Lord ,” and “ the man of his right God bears the impress of his holi
hand .” ness. He is said to be holy in all

We now proceed to consider the his works— his word is holy; his

Holiness of God . Holiness is some. covenant, or promise is holy ; his

times used to denote the aggregate sabbath is holy; his people are holy;

of the moral perfections of the his ministring spirits are the holy

Deity, and sometimes as indicating angels; and the place where he
a distinct attribute . It is manifest. specially dwells is the high and holy

ly used in the latter sense, in the place. The greatest opposite of the
answer before us ; because the mo- holiness of God is sin ; and the

ral perfections of God are immedi- highest display of his holiness in

ately and severally enumerated. the hatred of sin was, in hiding his

“ Taken in this limited sense, (says face from his own beloved Son, as

Dr. Witherspoon) it is extremely bearing our iniquity.
difficult to define or explain . Holi- The next divine attribute, in the

ness is that character of God, to

which veneration , or the most pro- book, and at other times he has changed
found reverence in us, is the cor- it, or intermixed it with his own) . Hehas

respondent affection . It is also placed the marks of quotation where he

sometimes expressed by purity" — has made no change in the expression,

« Holiness" --say Erskine and He wishes it may be rememberedthat

Fletcher, in what is called* the where marks of quotation appear, without
a distinct reference to an author, the pro .

* In the use of the catechism here men- per reference is to this catechism ; and he

tioned, which in some of the following hopes that the explanation here given is

lectures is pretty considerable, the author sufficient to prevent the chargeof any

has sometimes taken the language of the unfairness .
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enumeration before us, is the justice whole intelligent and moral crea

of God. Justice has been defined- tion of God. For aught we know,

“ an invariable, determination to this may be so; although the man
render to all their due ." * In the ' ner in which it takes place may not

Deity, it is that essential attribute be discernible by us. Nay, the

of his nature, by which he is infi- whole force of inductive reasoning,
nitely righteous or equitable in seems to me to be in favour of the

himself, and in all his dispensations belief, that such is really the fact.

and awards towards his creatures. In the mean time, the sense of ill

The justice of God is manifested in desert, which natural conscience

giving laws, perfectly holy, just and produces in our minds whenever

good, to all his rational and moral we do what we know to be wrong,

creatures; and in his rendering to makes guilt, simply in itself, the

them their due, according to law , proper object of punishment. And if

without respect of persons. Hence guilt when only imputed, caused

when angels sinned , they were cast such dreadful sufferings as it did ,

down to hell, and are reserved in when the sinless Saviour stood in

chains of darkness to the judg- the sinner's place, we cannot ration

ment of the great day : And when ally believe that it is consistent

man sinned, he would inevitably with the divine justice, that it should

have shared in the same awful doom , ever go unpunished. This, my

if the wisdom of God , in union with young friends, is a principle which

his mercy, had not provided a way enters deeply into the whole sys

to answer the demands of his jus- tem of gospel truth . Almost all

tice, by the vicarious atonement of loose and dangerous opinions in re

Christ our Saviour - away in which ligion may be traced to a light sense

God can be just, and yet the justi- of the inherent evil of sin ;-to a

fier of every one that believeth in false notion that the justice of God

Jesus-" He who knew no sin , was does not always require its punish

made sin for us, that we might be ment, or expiation. Dr.Owen has

made the righteousness of God in written a most able treatise on this
him ." subject, which , if it should fall in

In speaking of the divine justice, your way , I advise you carefully to

I must take a passing notice ofwhat peruse. It was written in Latin,

has been called the vindictive jus- . and the English translation is not a

tice of God ; but which I would good one ; but it will serve to give

rather call his vindicatóry justice, you a view of the powerful argu

because the term vindictive is now , ments by which the vindicatory jus

I think, scarcely used but in a bad tice of God is maintained .

sense. The point in debate - for it We come now, in the next place,

has been much debated - is , whe- to consider the goodness of God.

ther we have reason to believe that This perfection implies a disposi

it belongs to the divine justice, to tion in the Deity to communicate

punish transgression without regard happiness to all his creatures. The

to consequences, that is, to the ul- goodness of God appears in all his

timate benefit of the transgressor, works ; -in creation ,in providence ,

or to the example , as a warning to and pre-eminently, in the work of

others. On this I remark, in the redemption.

first place , that it is impossible for No one who observes attentively

us to know whether every instance the common appearances of nature;

of the punishment of transgression not only the revolution of the sea

which can ever take place, may not sonsand the succession of day and

be connected with the good of the night, but the abundance which the

earth produces, for the support both

* Witherspoon. of man and beast ; the admirable
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provision made in the organization if any part of his original crea

of every animal , to enable it to ac- tion had not been good - perfectly

quire its proper food , to propagate good. But it is just a plain and

and preserve its species, and to undeniable matter of fact, that

guard itself against its natural ene- miseryand guilt are in the world.

my ; and the actual gratification and Let those then who object to our

enjoyment experienced by every catechism tell us how they came

creature thathas life ; ~ no one who into the world, and how and why

observes all this, can failto be con- they continue in it. Do they ad

vinced of the goodness of the great mit that miseryis the consequence

Creator, both in the formation, pre- of man's sin ? If so, they thus far

servation , and government of the agree with us . But will they dare

universe. That there is much na- to say that the Deity could not have

tural evil , much suffering of pain ordered it otherwise-could not

and distress, none can deny. But have formed and guarded a moral

still , it is also undeniable that there agent, such as man, so that he

is, on the whole, an immense ba- would neither have sinned nor suf

lance or preponderance, of happi- fered ? If he could ,and yet did not

ness or enjoyment. “ The earth is so form and guard him , then let

full of thegoodness of the Lord - He them reconcile this with the good

openeth his hand and satisfieth the ness of God . If they altogether

wants of every living thing." And deny human guilt, then let them

it belongs to the believer in revela- reconcile it with the divine good

tion - and to him only it belongs ness , that there is so much suffering

to give some account of the misery where there is no offence. The

and suffering that exist in our truth is, that the orthodox senti
world. He knows that the world ments are the most rational and

now, is not what it was when it the easiest of belief, as well as the

came fresh from the forming hand most scriptural . We hold that

of its Almighty Author. Then, he “ God made man upright, and that

who made it , on the most perfect he hath sought out many inven

survey, saw and pronounced it good. tions.” ButI am digressing too

The sin of man has introduced into far. We shall hereafter have oc

our world all the natural evil that casion to enter more at large into

has marred, and that still marrs, the this subject.

fair creation of the God of goodness. In the mean time, I remark, that

Never was there a fouler slander every mind which is under the in

than that which charges the holders fluence of truly pious feelings,

of the sentiments contained in our views it as a wonderful exhibition

catechism , with representing the of the goodness and forbearance of

Deity as having made man a sinner ; God , that there is not unspeakably

ashaving doomed him, by a ne- more suffering than there is, in a
cessity of nature, to misery. No world in which there is so much sin ;

verily, whatever difficulty there so much awful provocation of a

may be-and difficulty there is, on righteous and holy God - That not

everysystem or hypothesis — inac- withstanding it all, he spares rebels

counting fully for the present guilty and blasphemers, crowns their lives

and suffering state of man, and the with temporal mercies innumera

various evils that infest the world, ble, continues to them the offers

we hold that God created all things and invitations of mercy, and even

good ; that he created man in know- tually brings some of them to re

ledge, righteousness and true holi- pentance and salvation . This leads

ness ; and that it would be entirely me to remark, that the most con

irreconcilable with all our ideas of spicuous and transcendent display

the goodness and perfection of God, of the goodness of God , ever made
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to our world - or probably to the " Truth *mit has been well observ.

universe was the gift ofhis own ed — is inseparable from infinite per

coequal Son,to be our Saviour - To fection : for any departure from

be the Saviour, at the expense of a truth must be considered as arising

life of hardship and suffering and from weakness, or necessity. What

a death of ignominy and agony end could be served, to a self-suf

united , of fallen, guilty, rebellious ficient and all - sufficient Being, by

men ; and thus to raise them from all falsehood or deception ?" There is,

the ruins of their apostacy, to be perhaps, no one of the attributes of

children of God, and heirs with his God more insisted on in holy writ,

own dear Son, of an eternal inheri- than truth . He is there charac

tance, a kingdom of glory in the terized, by calling him “ theGod of

heavens . Here is a display of good- truth ;" and it is affirmed that " it

ness emphatically Godlike; a dis- is impossible for God to lie. He

play which, like all the other ways is true to his word ; true to his co

and works of God, surpasses the venants ; true to his purpose ; true

bounds of human comprehension. to his promises ; true to his threat

It is proper to remark, that the enings.-- The great aggravation of

attribute of Mercy, is included in the sinof unbelief, is that “ itmakes

that of goodness, in the enumera- God a liar:" and all false dealing

tion before us. Mercy is a particu- with the God of truth, is represent

lar form , or kind of goodness; and ed as involving guilt of the most

to us sinners it is the most inter- awful kind. The tremendous doom

esting form . “ Mercy is a readi- of Ananias and Sapphira, was

ness to forgive the guilty, and to brought upon them because they

remit deserved punishment_It is had not merely “ lied unto men,

never Mercy to pardon, if it would but unto God."

not have been perfectly equitable Thus have we taken a cursory

andjust to punish." * Mercy is that andimperfectnotice of the divine

attribute of God, of which the light attributes. In what you have heard

of nature gives but feeble and du- uponthem, my aim has been to sug.

bious intimations. The assurance gest the leading ideas which we de

of it comes, and can come, from re- rive, in regard to them , both from

velation only. None but the Being reason and revelation. Only the

who was offended, could certainly leading ideas could be suggested

tell that he would forgive . And A whole lecture might have been

guilt, which is always fearful and employed on each attribute, with

suspicious, required the strongest outexhausting the subject.
and most explicit assurance that it The practical inferences deriv

would , on the proper terms, be par. able from a consideration of the di

doned. This assurance could not vine attributes, are both very nume

be given but by an express revela- rousand very important. We can
tion and for ever blessed be the not however do more than direct

God of all goodness, it has thus been your attention , in the briefest man

given ; and given in connexion with ner, to a few .

that unspeakable gift of the Son of 1. Did we derive our being, and

God, which assures pardon and ac- all our powers from God ; and are

ceptance even to the chief of pe- we constantly upheld, preserved

nitent and believing sinners. and provided for, by him ? Then

It only remains , in considering how perfectly reasonable is it, thathe

the answer before us, to speak of should require us to love, and serve,

Truth, as an attribute of God. and obey him ; and how unspeaka

**

* Witherspoon. * Witherspoon .
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bly unreasonable, wicked and rebel- the earth - serve the Lord with fear

lious is it, in those who refuse -kiss the Son lest he be angry and

their affections and obedience to ye perish from the way when his

their Creator, Preserver and Re- wrath is kindled but a little. Bles

deemer - but give them all to his sed are all they that put their trust
enemies ? O that this could be in him ."

seen in its proper light, and be felt 4. When we consider the holi.

with somedegree of its proper force ness of God, how deeply abased
and impression ! should the holiest man on earth be,

2. Is God infinitely wise ? How in reflecting on the remainders of

should this induce his covenant sin that yet cleave to him . It was

people, to trust him unreservedly a view of the holiness of God that

to order for them the whole lot of laid Job in the dust of silence be

life, and all that concerns them for fore his Maker, and which made

time and eternity ? What can they him “ abhor himself, and repent in

desire more, than that infinite wis- dust and ashes.” And the very

dom should choose for them that same effect it will always produce,
which is best ?-and this it will do on all who have the same right per

assuredly. But how vain , as well ceptions that Job had-And 'oh !

as impious, are all the plots, and how do these views endear our

plans, and designs of the wicked , adorable Mediator, through whom

either to oppose the purposes of we may approach this pure and

God, or to escape the punishment spotless Being with acceptance
with which he has threatened them. yea through whom we ourselves

Let them consider, in time, that. ' may, at last, be delivered from all

there is “ no knowledge, nor coun- the pollution , and from every stain
sel, nor device against the Lord of sin , and be raised to the high, and

He taketh the wise in their own craf- pure, and perfect enjoyment of a

tiness, and carrieth the counsel of holy God . But alas ! this is the
the froward headlong. " attribute that unsanctified men ne

3. Considering the infinite power ver love to think of when they con

and truth of God, how safely may template the Deity - The thought

his children rely on the perform of it immediately stirs up the re

ance of every word which their bellion of their hearts, because they

Heavenly Father hath spoken ? hate holiness! All their views of

How implicitly may they trust him , God , therefore, when they think

for a victory over sin, Satan and that they love him , are essentially

the world ; saying " if God be for defective. They love not the true

us, who can be against us ?" and for God ,but a being of their own ima

the discharge of any commanded ginations.

duty, however difficult? saying with 5. From the justice of God, we

the apostle, “ I can do all things infer the certain punishment and

through Christ,which strengtheneth the tremendous doom , of all his ir

me." But with what perfect ease, reconcilable enemies Now they

can this Almighty Being, blastand may break his laws and disregard

defeat all thepower and efforts of his threatenings,butthe hour is hast

his enemies ? He has only to will it, ening when he will call them to his

and it is done. Oh how inexpres- bar, and justice will take its course

sibly awful it is for a worm of the andhave all its demands-- Oh the

dust, however distinguished among intolerable thought!
his fellow worms, to fall into the But those who are washed in the

hands of an Almighty avenger ! Redeemer's blood have nothing to

“ Be wise, now, therefore, 0 ye fear, even from the justice of God

kings , be instructed ye judges of -All its demands have been satis
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assures

fied by the atonement of their sure

ty, Saviour : and it unites with

mercy in demanding the acquittal
of all believers. If we confess our

sins he is faithful and just to for Mr. Editor,-I was greatly pleas

give us our sins.” ed with the enlightened and just

6. Finally - Let the goodness of remarks with which, in a late num
God fill the hearts of his people ber of the Advocate,you close your

with gratitude ; especially for the account of certain respectable Édu

blessings of redemption, of which cation Societies,connected with our

they have been made the partakers Church in the United States. I

For the unspeakable ' benefits fully concur with you when you

which result from their adoption say, that, “ Among all the charities

into the family of Christ; for the which are now preferring their

rich consolations that they derive claims to the patronage of the reli

from this high privilege on earth, gious publick, none deserve a more

and the incorruptible inheritance liberal support than those which

and glorious crown which it to the supportof Education Socie

to them in heaven . ties .” - For, although persons who

" And knowest thou not, O man have but limited opportunities of

- impenitent sinner --- that the obtaining information on this sub
goodness of God leadeth thee to re- ject, and persons who occasionally

pentance! Consider that every act observe weak, unqualified, or im
of sin which thou committest is an prudent clergymen unemployed-

act of direct insult and rebellione, may imagine that there is no very

against the best Being in the uni- pressing demand for an increase of

verse; against the source of all the the number of ministers ; they may

good there is in the universe ; be assured that they were never

against thy own first andgreatest more egregiously deceived. If they

Benefactor; against the God who could hear the frequent, importu
is upholding and preserving thee, nate, and heart afflicting calls which

and crowning thy life with loving are daily made for ministers from

kindness and tender mercy, at the remote and destitute settlements;
very time thou art returning Hiin if they could witness the difficul

evil for good, by rebelling against ties which almost constantly arise

Him. Whereis any sense ofduty? in supplying with Pastors the old

Where is any sentiment of grati-, est and most established congrega

tude ? Where sleeps every worthy tions, when they providentially be

principle and feeling of which thy come vacant; -- if they would but
heart is capable, if the goodness of cast one attentive and intelligent

God leadeth thee not to repent- glance at the millions of nominal

ance ?-if it do not fill thy soul with Christians in different parts of our

shame and confusion bỹ showing land , who attend on no sanctuary ,

thee thy baseness ; if it do not break sanctify no sabbath , hear no word of

thy heart with grief and contrition life, and ask for no ministers, be

for thy guilt ; if it do not melt thy cause they care for none of these

whole soul into penitential sorrow things, but surely need them not

for all thy vileness ; if it do not lead the less on this account ;-Isay, if
thee to break off thy sins by repent- demurrers to the assertion , thatan

ance, and to return unto the Lord increase, and a great increase of

that he may have mercy upon thee, ministers is exceedingly needed,
and to ourGod who will abundant- could take one correct view of these

ly pardon. Amen. facts as they really are, their im
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pressions on this whole subject has not the means of supporting

would be totally altered . himself in study. Encourage him ;

But itmay be asked, what can be bring him forward ; allow him from

done ? Much is already doing by the time to time such aid as will enable
church in her various branches , and him to pursue his studies with com

more and more, Ihope, will be ac- fort, until he shall be finally pre

complished, as Christians awake pared for the pulpit. Do this, and

from their long and deplorable you may be , indirectly , the means

slumbers in relation to this subject. of preaching the gospel , for thirty

Education Societies, Female Čent or forty years together, to many

Societies , and pious, publick spi- thousands of your fellow crea

rited individuals, are directing their tures. Can an amount of funds ade
benevolence in this channel, and quate to such a purpose, possibly

bringing forward numbers to the be put out to better interest than
service of the sanctuary, who would this?

otherwise have devoted their lives Again ; I have known a few seri

to secular labour. But there is one ous, excellent men - chieflylawyers

suggestion in reference to this mat- and physicians, who, after reaching

ter, which has often occurred to my the age of thirty, thirty -five, or for

mind, and which I will unceremo- ty years, lamented that they had

niously throw out. It may take not madechoice of the ministry as

root, and bring forth a beneficial a profession, in early life. They

result to some preciousyouth, now then saw in the profession an at

pining in hopeless indigence, and traction, and an importance which

whose case no one at present con- they never saw before and thought

siders.
they might have been far more use

I have known some pious young fulin that, than in the employments

men, who, when they came tomake which they had actually chosen. If

choice of a profession, greatly pre- I were to fall in with such a man
ferred the gospel ministry to any again, I would address him thus :

other, and would certainly have “You lament that you did not be-'

chosen it, had they not supposed, come a preacher of the gospel. I

either that they were destitute of am glad to hear you say so. And if

someofthosegifts which are consi. youare really in earnest, I can put

dered as indispensable to excel- you in the way, humanly speaking,
lence in the ministerial office ; or of repairing the consequences of

that their evidence of a call to that your lamented ce It is too

office, by theSpirit of God, was not late for you to change your profes

sufficiently clear. On one, or the sion - And it is useless to sit down

other, or both of these accounts, lamenting over a choice which can
they have devoted themselves to not now be recalled . But the case

other employments, and have pros- admits of an excellent remedy.

pered in them . I would most re. Patronize and train up one who

spectfully say to every such indi- may be an ambassador of Christ in

vidual, Has it ever occurred to you , your stead . Perhaps this may be

that, although you did not think doing more real good to the church,

yourself called to serve the church than if you had preached yourself.

in the ministry of reconciliation, it Look round you. Select with care.

is still in your power, perhaps, to Let the union ofpiety and talent be

promote the interests of religion as unquestionable , in the object of your

extensively and as effectually, as if choice. Adopt him as your eccle

you had devoted yourself to the sa- siastical son. Educate him for the

cred office ? Select some fervently pulpit, and future generations may
pious, promising young man, who have reason to rise up

and call you

desires to be a minister, butwho blessed."
MINIMUS.

Vol. II.-Ch. Adr. 2 C

95
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clesiastical, we acknowledge in

those relations, our dependance on

God ; give him thanksfor his many
THE GOSPEL TO HIS SON, ON THE

DUTIES OF THE PASTORAL OFFICE. mercies; confess our many sins

and great unworthiness ; implore,
through the mediation of the Re

My dear Timothy - In my last deemer, the divine pardon ; ask the

letter I entered onthe considera- blessings that we need ; commit

tion of those parts of publick wor- ourselves to the protection and care

ship which are purely devotional , of Almighty God, and express our

and gave you my thoughts on hope in his mercy. The direct na

psalmody. In my present letter, I tural influence of these acts of so

solicit your attention to that im- cial worship, to produce and che

portant part of the service of the rishthe temper and graces ofthe

sanctuary, which consists ofPrayer. Christian is, also, manifestly great.

In calling this an important part But whether it be comparatively

of the worship of God's house, you, greater than that which belongs to

I know, will not think that I have the preaching of the gospel , must

characterized it too highly. Many, depend wholly on the appointment

you are aware, go farther than this. and blessing of God ; for without

They contend that prayer is the his blessing, neither the one nor
most important part of publick re- the other will be effectual ; and

ligious worship , and there are large this blessing we are not to look for,

denominations of Christians, who in any other way than that which

deliberately regard it in this light, he has instituted. His institution

and consider the preaching of the is , that prayer and preaching should

gospel as a subordinate concern. always be connected ; and he has

Others, on the contrary, regard the not told us which would do most

sermon , practically at least, as the good if they were separated— They

principal part of publick worship, ought never to be separated . We

and treat the prayers which are offer may say of all his institutions, what

ed as something of inferior mo- the Saviour has said in regard to

ment- Accordingly, the former of themarriage relation—“What God

these classes go to church chiefly hath joinedtogether let not man put

to hear prayers, and the latter to asunder. ”

hear sermons. I cannot say which You perceive then that my opi

of these parties I think in the right, nion is, that all such comparisons

because it is my opinion that both as that which is formed between

of them are about equally wrong: prayer and preaching in the house
Certain it is, that the preaching of of God , are entirely improper, and

the gospel always has been, and ought never to be made. ' Yet we

probably always will be, the prin- have seen that they are not only

cipal means of convincing and con- made, but have an extensive prac

verting sinners; yet I believe it is tical influence. In our church that

no less certain that if the preach- influence, I am persuaded , is to di

ing of the gospel were not accom- minish unduly the importance and

panied with prayer - with prayer efficacy of the devotional parts of
that it may become “ the power and publick worship. The origin of this

the wisdom of God unto salvation ;" evil may, I suspect, be traced back

it would probably never avail to the to the reformation from Popery.

conversion of a single sinner. Pub- In avoiding the superstitious prac

lick prayer, moreover, is in itself a tices of thePapists, in regard to the

duty of great magnitude; a duty in number, and length , and frequency

which, as socialbeings and mem- of their formal prayers, to the al

bers of society, bothcivil and ec- most total neglect of preaching
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from the divine word , the Protest- is the main thing. If a young man

ant churches generally, were in preaches admirably well, we will

danger of running to an opposite esteem and applaud him highly, al
extreme: and as our church is com- though he prays onlytolerably, nay,

monly, and I apprehend justly, be- if in this he is sadly deficient. And

lieved to have sought to stand at a this popular sentiment has the ef

greater distance than any other, fect to render both those who have

from all the superstitious rites and the training of youth for the minis

usages of Popery , it was most like- try, and the youth themselves, less

ly that she would fall, as I think solicitous about qualifications for

she has, into the extreme I have ably conducting the devotional

mentioned-Not indeed avowedly, parts of publick worship , than for

not from any thing that appears in an able management of the horta

her publick standards, not in the tory part-- This again, as its natu

views and feelings of her best and ralconsequence, reacts on the pub ,

most enlightened members,but yet, lic sentiment, to fix and prolong its

as to general feeling and practice, error.

really and lamentably. Our people, Can we specify other causes than

taken in mass , do not attach as that which is here assigned ; causes

much importance as they ought to justifiable in themselves, and suffi .

the duty of prayer in the house of cient to account for the omission

God — to the duty of attending on in question — the omission of care

it punctually, seasonably, and de- and pains to qualify candidates for

voutly ; considering it as really and the gospel ministry to conduct pub

directly connected with their spi- lick prayer, with an ability corres

ritual edification, as the preaching ponding to that which they possess

of the word. It is also, I fear, true, and display in preaching the gos

thatwe may here find the cause, at pel. Here I take it for granted

least in part, of the fact which I fully satisfied that in doing so I am

am about to state ; and for the in- borne out by undeniable facts that

troduction of which with the greater a great part of our ministers, the

advantage, as well as with a view younger ones especially, do actu

to bear testimony against a preva- ally preach far better than they

lent error, the remarks I have hi- pray ; and that at least one princi
therto made in this letter have been pal reason of this is , that great

offered . pains are taken to qualify them to

It has long appeared to me a preach, and but little, comparative

great defect in the training of men ly, to teach them to pray. " The in

for the ministry in our church, that quiry now is , can any sound and

wbile so much has been made in- satisfying reason be assigned for

dispensable to fit them to speak to this discrimination ?

their fellow men, so little has been Has it been believed I ask in

thought necessary to prepare them the first place-that a truly pious

to speak to their Maker. Whence young man, such as every candi

has this proceeded, if not-at least date for the gospel ministry is sup

ina considerable degree - from the posed to be, considering that he

cause to which I have already re- practises secret prayer, loves the

ferred ? May we not give some- duty, and often joins in social

thing like the following account of prayer with others, will need no

this matter ? The public sentiment additional instruction , no special in

in our church is, that as much ex- formation, no particular reading ,

cellence is not to be demanded or and study, in relation to this sub

expected in a clergyman's prayers, ject ? or that whatever he may

as in his preaching . The language need, he will obtain by his own un

of this sentiment is-- the preaching aided efforts, inquiry and industry ?
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LETTER V.

My dear Timothy-In my last

letter I entered on the considera- b

tion of those parts of publick wor

ship which are purely devotional ,

and gave you my thoughts on

psalmody. In my present letter, I

solicit your attention to that im

portant part of the service of the

sanctuary, which consists ofPrayer .

In calling this an important part

of the worship of God's house, you,

I know, will not think that i have

characterized it too highly . Many ,

you are aware, go farther than this .

They contend that prayer is the

most important part of publick re

ligiousworship ; andthere are large
denominations of Christians, who

deliberately regard it in this light ,

and consider the preaching of the

gospel as a subordinate concern

Others, on the contrary , regard the

sermon, practically at least, as the

principal part of publick worship

and treat the prayers which are offe

ed as something of inferior me

ment- Accordingly, the former

these classes go to church chie

to hear prayers, and the latte
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ak cannot ingly. But I must say that such

it by what' answer and conduct appear to me

be greatly extremely erroneous and highly en

parts of thusiastick. They are contrary to

easure dis- the entire spirit of the doctrines of

y arrange- our church ; as you may see by con

language sulting all the places where prayer

ud cocrect. is mentioned in our Confession of

to enable Faith and Catechisms. But they

wn ; when are as directly opposed as any thing

ve express. can be, to what is distinctly laid

ble to be- down in our “ Directory for Wor

erally can ship , ” where it is said _ We think

probably it necessary to observe, that al

who would though we do not approve, as is

dinconsi- well known, of confining ministers

den them- to set, or fixed forms of prayer for

prayer, or publick worship ; yet it is the in

of perform- dispensable duty of every minis

en hesitat- ter, previously to his entering on

correct lan- his office, to prepare and qualify

rtition,must himself for this part of his duty , as

pvotion even well as for preaching. He ought,

There is no by a thorough acquaintance with

unreservedly, the holy scriptures; by reading the

y artificial best writers on the subject ; by me

The expres- ditation ; and by a life of commu

r , is , indeed, nion with God in secret ; to endea

'écism in lan - vour to acquire both the spirit and

1d can be , no the gift of prayer . Not only so,

yer, properly but when he is to enter on particu

a heart is not lar acts of worship, he should en
this, the best deavour to compose his spirit, and

be used is worse to digest his thoughts for prayer ,

' downright pro- that it may be performed with dig

olemn mockery. nity and propriety, as well as to

refore, that would the profit of those who join in it ;

the spirit and grace and that he may not disgrace that

inly to be studiously important service by mean, irregu

"very thing that will lar, or extravagant effusions.”
sh these, is to be de- I have hesitated whether I would

" ed and recommend . say any thing farther on the point

rise inquiry then is before us,after this most pertinent

spirit and grace of and excellent paragraph, extracted

cost effectually pre- from the authoritative Directory of
moted, while we lead our church . Yet I incline, on the

of others in the pub- whole, to make a few additional re

f God ? Will the end marks. I wish to observe to you ,

t promoted by leav- that in prayer, as in all other reli

s, both as to matter gious duties and exercises, those

to be suggested and who place great dependance on

the feelings of the strong and sudden impulses , or on

now there are some assistance to be afforded out of the

iswer affirmatively to ordinary course of the divine dis

and who act accord- pensations, are greatly in danger
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This may seem plausible, and I with presumption, ifwe expect spe

suppose has really had some influ- cial assistance at all : and exactly

ence in producing the discrimina- the same, I verily believe , is true

tion we are considering. Yet I am in regard to publick prayer.

persuaded that all reasoning of this It seems to me that it ought not

kind is completely fallacious, in to be made even the subject of a

regard to the great majority of question, whether what we pub

theological students ; and this with- lickly address to God may law

out for a moment questioning the fully be less correct in thought

reality of their piety. The conclu- and expression , than that which we

sion to which the considerations address to our fellow worms. Who

mentioned have led , is not war- will dare to affirm this ? We have

ranted either by the nature of this no such express precept in the
subject, nor by the opinions of the whole volume of revelation in re

best and most pious writers who ference to what we speak to men,

have treated of it, nor yet by the ex- as is given in regard to what we

perience of the most of those who address to our Maker" Be not

have, without proper direction rash with thy mouth, and let not

and assistance, attempted their thy heart be hasty to utter any

own improvement; and above all , thing before God; for God is in

it is proved to be inconclusive , by heaven and thou upon earth ; there

the number of young men in the fore let thy words be few .” It

pulpit who preach at least tolera- would be easy to add to this pre

bly, but whose prayers are any cept passages of scripture almost

thing but edifying without end, all conspiring to show

Or does the omission in question that prayer of every kind, and es

proceed from supposing that when pecially social prayer, ought not to
we pray we ought always to speak be a hasty, careless, or crude effu

right from the heart ? To this I sion , but a most considerate as well

fully agree ; but I remark that we as sincere expression of our real

ought also to do the very same wants, desires, and feelings.

wben we preach : and yet we make In secret, indeed, where the par

much preparation for preaching ; ty praying has no witness but the
believing,I suppose, that a manis God who“ trieth the reins and the

quite as likely to speak from the heart," I readily admit that lan

heart, when he knows what he is guage and arrangement are of little

going to say, as when he does not. account. He “ heareth the desires

Or is instruction, information , of the humble.” Right and fervent

and study, relative to the subject desires are here every thing; and

of prayer, believed to be, super- that language is best, which will

seded by the special divine assist- best cherish these desires, and in

ance which may lawfully be ex- measure satisfy ourselves

pected by him who leads in publick that we have expressedthem . Sighs

devotion ? Here again I observe, and groans, or if the case require,

that we may as lawfully expect the natural manifestations of joy

special aid in preaching the gospel and exultation, or in any case, the

as in prayer. Yet we judge, and most broken and incoherent lan

I think rightly, that much prepara- guage, if these or any of them , real

tion for preaching is not only not ly proceed from feelings which can

superseded by the special assist- not be uttered , are not to be cen

ance we may look for in this sa- sured, and should not be too ri.

cred employment,butthat without gorously restrained. But it is far

preparation and furniture, or till otherwise when we are to be the

these have in some good measure mouth of others, who are to join

been acquired, we are chargeable with us in prayer - when those in

soine
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behalf of whom we speak cannot ingly. But I must say that such

know what we mean but by what' answer and conduct appear to me

we say ; when they will be greatly extremely erroneous and highly en

aided by keeping the parts of thusiastick. They are contrary to

prayer in some good measure dis- the entire spirit of the doctrines of

tinct, and by an orderly arrange- our church ; as you may see by con

ment of thought; when language sulting all the places where prayer

must be used properly and correct. is mentioned in our Confession of

ly, as to its meaning, to enable Faith and Catechisms. But they

them to adopt it as their own ; when are as directly opposed as any thing

only those things should be express- can be, to what is distinctly laid

ed ,in which it is reasonable to be- down in our “Directory for Wor

lieve that Christians generally can ship,” where it is said — We think

and ought to join ; when probably: it necessary to observe, that al

there are some present who would though we do not approve, as is

take occasion from lame and inconsi- well known, of confining ministers

derate expressions , to harden them- to set, or fixed forms of prayer for

selves in a contempt of prayer, or publick worship ; yet it is the in

to ridicule our method of perform- dispensable duty of every minis

ing this duty ; and when hesitat- ter, previously to his entering on

ing and stammering, incorrect lan- his office, to prepare and qualify

guage and undue repetition, must himself for this part of his duty, as

necessarily mar the devotion even well as for preaching. He ought,
of the most devout. There is no by a thorough acquaintance with

one who would more unreservedly the holy scriptures; by reading the
condemn merely artificial best writers on the subject ; byme

prayer than myself. The expres- ditation ; and by a life of commu

sion, artificial prayer, is, indeed , nion with God in secret ; to endea

little less than a solecism in lan- vour to acquire both the spirit and

guage. There is, and can be, no the gift of prayer. - Not only so,

such thing as prayer , properly but when he is to enter on particu

speaking, where the heart is not lar acts of worship, he should en

engaged. Without this, the best deavour to compose his spirit, and

language that can be used is worse to digest his thoughts for prayer,

than formality; it is downright pro- that it may be performed with dig

faneness and solemn mockery. nity and propriety, as well as to

Every thing , therefore, that would the profit of those who join in it ;

hinder or restrain the spirit and grace and that he may not disgrace that

ofprayeris certainly to be studiously important service bymean, irregu

avoided ; and every thing that will lar, or extravagant effusions.”
help and cherish these, is to be de- I have hesitated whether I would

cisively approved and recommend- say any thing farther on the point

ed. Theprecise inquiry then is before us, after this most pertinent

how may the spirit and grace of and excellent paragraph, extracted

prayer be most effectually pre- from the authoritative Directory of
served and promoted, while we lead our church. Yet I incline , on the

the devotions of others in the pub- whole, to make a few additional re

lick worship of God ? Will the end marks. I wish to observe to you ,

in view be best promoted by leave that in prayer, as in all other reli

ing every thing, both as to matter gious duties and exercises, those

and manner, to be suggested and who place great dependance on

prompted by the feelings of the strong and sudden impulses, or on
moment ? I know there are some assistance to be afforded out of the

who would answer affirmatively to ordinary course of the divine dis

this question , and who act accord- pensations, are greatly in danger
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both of personal delusion and of ther extemporaneous, do not, that I

dishonouring religion. No person have ever seen, lead publick devo
would dread more than myself, to tion in the most advantageous man

say a word against the reality of ner. If they be men of some ta
divine influence and assistance, in lents and improvement, as they

every duty which we ever perform sometimes are, they will doubtless

in a manner acceptable to God. I do better than those who are not

do also firmly believe that the Di- thus gifted. But even in men of

vine Spirit not only " helpeth our this description, there is a very

infirmities - and maketh interces- great inequality in their perform
sion for us with groanings which ances. If at some times they are

cannot be uttered," but that both very fervent and animated, at

in publick prayer and preaching, others they are extremely dull ,

he does often, in an extraordinary and uninteresting, and unedifying.

manner, enlighten , and strengthen, Their praying, ingeneral, bears no

and elevate, and animate the pow- proportion to the excellence of
ers of the human soul. But how, their preaching. They dwell un

and when, is divine assistance and duly on some parts of prayer, and

influence bestowed ? Not by irre , almost entirely neglect other parts.

sistible impulses ; not so that we They often hesitate and repeat, in

can, at the time , certainly distin- a very unbecoming, and sometimes
guish themfrom the natural exer- even an offensive manner. But if

cise of the human faculties ; not in we turn to those of this class who

opposition or contrariety to any have no considerable portion of ta
truth or word of holy scripture; not lentor amplitude of furniture, we

when we have beenidle , and care- shall see them attempting to lead

less, and remiss ; not ordinarily publick devotion - for in fact they

when we have not tasked our natu- do not lead it - in a manner which

ralfaculties for their best exertions to meis truly shocking. It is fre

and efforts . But after earnestly quently necessary to consider what

looking to God for the favour, we we believe they intend to say, be

may hope that divine influence and fore we can join with them at all ;

aid will be mixed, if I may speak for what they really do say is some

so, with study, and thought,and in- times absurd, and sometimes, if

quiry, and diligencem that they strictly taken, absolutely profane.
will be afforded when we go to This, my dear son , is no exaggera

private or publick duty with the tion. I speak of what I have wit

best preparation we can make ; nessed for myself, and witnessed

when weare suddenly and yet ma- with unfeigned sorrow and regret.

nifestly called to duties for which Will you be ready to think, after

we could not prepare ; and when putting together all that I have

we take the written word for our now said on the subject of publick

guide, and act in no respect beside prayer, that it is rather in favour of

orbeyond its directions. You per- forms of prayer, for the service of

ceive then that my opinion, corres- the sanctuary ? No truly-if such

ponding I think with the import of seem to be its first aspect, its real
holy scripture, is, that in prayer, as tendency, if I understand myself,

in other duties, we may hope to is exactly the other way. I have

" pray with the Spirit," when we had occasion to speak of what is

have done all that we can, to“ pray practically defective and erroneous
with the understanding also.” 'Ex- in our church ; and I will indeed

perience, so far as myobservation admit that a publick form of prayer,

extends, goes to the full confirma- if it were always reverently used ,

tion of this opinion . Those who would be greatly preferable to that

pray in a manner almost or altoge- incoherent jargon -- it deserves no

.
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we

better name which I have men- formance confute the pretended ne

tioned and condemned. On this cessity of imposing formst How

very ground , you will observe, the gloriously doth it triumph over the

advocates of forms of prayer al- slanders of the adversary, and force

ways take their most advantageous a conviction upon themind, that

stand. The incoherentutterers of there is something divine and hea

devotional addresses, furnish the venly among us ?

advocates of forms with the strong- “ I cannot represent this in a bet

est argument that they ever use. I ter manner than is done by an in

would deprive them of this argu- genious author of the last age, who

ment - I will also say, that the very being a courtier in the reigns of the

exceptionable manner in which two brothers, Charles and James

theirforms are very frequently read the Second, can never lie under the

and repeated , is, in my judgment, suspicion of being a dissenter ; and

a full counterbalance to the broken that is the late Marquis of Halifax.

manner in which the service is This noble writer in a little book

sometimes performed and attended under a borrowed character gives

to by.us. But I rejoice to say that his own sentiments of things. He
can produce examples, and tells us that, ' he is far from relish

these not a few , of such a leading ing the impertinent wanderings of

of publick devotion - such a perti- those, who pour out long prayers

nence, such an appropriateness, upon the congregation, and all from

such a fervency, such a copious- their own stock ; a barren soil ,

ness, in free prayer — as no forms which produces weeds instead of

ever did or can reach. This has flowers; and by this means they

sometimes been confessed even by expose religion itself, rather than

those whose education and habits promote men's devotions. On the

had all been in favour of forms; and other side, there may be too great

I find this whole matter so well restraint put upon men, whom God

stated and illustrated by Dr. Watts and nature have distinguished from

in his “ Guide to Prayer," that I their fellow labourers, by blessing

will give it to you in his own words . them with a happier talent, and by

“ When unskilful person giving them not only good sense,

speaks in prayer with a heaviness but a powerful utterance too , has

and penury of thought, with mean enabled them to gush out upon the

and improper language, with a false attentive auditory, with a 'mighty
and offensive tone of voice , or ac- stream of levout and unaffected

companies his words with awkward eloquence. When a man so qua
motions, what slanders are thrown lified , endued with learning too;

upon our practice ?A whole party and above all , adorned with a good
of Christians is ridiculed , and the life, breaks out into a warmand

scoffer saith , we are mad . But well delivered prayer before his

when a minister or master of a fa- sermon , it has the appearance of

mily, with a fluency of devout sen- a divine rapture ; he raises and

timents and language, offers his pe- leads the hearts of his assembly in

titions and praises to God in the another manner than themost com

name of all that are present, and posed or best studied form of set

observes all the rules of natu- words can ever do : And the pray

ral decency in his voice and ges- we's, who serve up all their ser
ture ; how much credit is done to mops with the. same garnishing,

our profession hereby, even in the would look like so many statues,or

opinion of those who have no kind- men of straw in the pulpit, com

ness for our way of worship ? And pared with those that speak with

how effectually doth such a per- such a powerful zeal , that men are

an
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tempted at the moment to believe find it in the importance of the sub

heaven itself has dictated their ject -- which indeed must be conti
words to them.' ' nued through another letter. The

* If I need an apology for the length Lord be with you and bless you .
of this letter, I'think I may easily

>>

Miscellaneous.

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

* *

Hor.

i

there be no strife, I pray thee,

between me and thee,-for WE BE
Maxima pars vatum , pater et juvenes pa.

BRETHREN. " Minor differences in

tre digni,

Decipimur specie recti :
doctrinal religion have always ex

In vitium ducit culpæ fuga, si caret arte. isted in the church of God ; have

always lamentably constituted a

Mr. Editor,--Theological contro- part of the imperfection of the

versy, and indeed controversy of church militant." I am not advo

any kind, is, on its own account, cating imperfection of any kind,

elisagreeable to every pious mind . nor apologizing for it : but, let him

Still, it need not be sin to us, can- that is consciously without it, issue

didly, conscientiously, and even the declaration of war, and hurl the

controversially, to debate on the to- first missile of commenced hostili

picks of revealed truth , and with ties . Perfect orthodoxy is the su

respect to differences of sentiment blime monopoly of the church tri

which exist in the same family of umphant. Here we are infantile,

faith. The distinction between a puerile, and in our minority ; there

« Calvinist of the old school” and we " put away childish things” and

one of the new , is recognised , I see, are invested with intellectual man

in page 129, of your March num- hood ; with knowledge in perfec

ber. You knowthat our presbyte- tion , and with truth, and holiness,

rian community are in fact divided and joy, without alloy or deficiency.

-technically, I hope, not essen- “ For we know in part,and we pro

tially , not inimically, not toto cælo phesy in part - For now we see

-on the subject of systematick through a glass , darkly ; but then

theology. The difference is not at face to face : now I know in part,

all so great as the common enemy but then shall I know, even as also

would misrepresent it, nor even as I am known.”

some sincere brethren have suppo- You will correctly suspect by this

sed . It is also conscientious on both time, that I am not one of the old

sides ; and therefore piety to our school,” and perhaps demand an

common and glorio’s Lord, ought avowal off my object in this commu

to constrain us to mutual forbear- nication. It is, sir,with unfeigned

ance . If ever there was a proper diffidence, with no pledge of able
sphere for the exercise of this love- discussion, and without much desire

ly grace, it exists at present in our of victory, that I adventure, more

church ; and I am persuaded that as an inquirer than a disputant, to

in proportion as the two schools be- say something on the other side of

come acquainted with each other, the question , now sub judice, in

animosity, jealousy, and scorn- your review of Dr. Murdock's ser

those unlovely passions of “ the old mon. Equal to the importance of

man," will subside, and be gradu- the subject of atonement, are its

ally superseded by sensations at vastness, its central position, and

once more pleasant and more pure its radiations in the circle of evan

: - " And Abram said unto Lot, let gelical truth -- from which its im
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portance results. Theclergy ought ifgenuine-- its eternal degradation ,

deeply to feel erga Deum patrem- if spurious !

que luminum , as they ought pray- As this paper is intended merely

erfully and babitually to utter,their as introductory to some others that

need of divine illumination and di- may follow it, so-if I have ever

rection on this immensely impor- practically honoured the saying of

tant article. How momentous it was Solon , rywki Ceautov-I can assure

in the conception of the apostolick you, dear sir, that I also intend this

hero of our faith , in whom the as a specimen of the spirit , with

church at Jerusalem “glorified which my future communications

God,” may be inferred not only shall be characterized . ' In investi

from all his writings, but briefly gating sentiments, in discriminat

from that single sentence in which ing truth from error, principles, not

he presents us with the centre of persons, must of coursebe my mot

his creed, the soul of his religion, to. Nor, are you to infer from this

the glory of his hope, and the sum of announcement that a movement as

his preaching — for I determined mighty as the expedition of Xerxes

not toknow anything among you, is contemplatedPerhaps I shall

save Jesus Christ and him crucifi- be contented, and yourself and

ed." I think, reverend and dear sir, readers gratified, with an early exit

you willagree with me in all I can from the scene, as I have entered it

express in favour of its importance abruptly - desirous more to benefit

every way, chiefly ” to the minis . than amuse, and anxious mainly to

ters of Christianity. In view of provoke other and abler actors to

their peculiar personal and official the boards, that the spirit and in

responsibility, and of the impartial terest of the performance may be

award which the " fire" will make, sustained , and both sides of the ar

in testing what alone is incombus- gument equally supported and fair

tible in a professional structure- ly exhibited,to themany spectators

“ for the day shall declare it , be that attend the monthly recitals of
cause it shall be revealed by fire ; yourexcellent publication. I wish

andthe fire shall try every man's for your sake, and more for the

work, of what sort it is " who is cause you " advocate ,” that the at

there that needs not at all to ques- tendance was more crowded and

tion whether he be right, or can general. Perhaps this object, which

think it any more his interest than we unite in desiring, may be faci

his duty to be wrong ? Our ambition litated by a little "new school” in

ought not to aim so low as to be fluence in a controversial way ; yet

" saved, yet so as by fire.” We devoid of the asperity which is so

ought sedulously to attempt the often the bane of professed investi

rearing of an imperishable edifice gation . Concordemus differre, if

of “ gold, silver, and precious not too paradoxical to have any

upon the only s foundation meaning,is a sentiment which con

that islaid, which is Jesus Christ”- troversy among Christian brethren,

within, and throughout, and around who know their common privileges

which, as its harmless investing and obligations, needs not violate

element, the " fire" might expatiate, and could easily honour. A de

only to evince , like that of Nebu- monstration of this has been hap

chadnezzar, the inconsumable supe. pily furnished, quite recently, in

riority ofa fabrick protected by“ the the amicable correspondence and

form - of the Son of God . " "What manly interchange of argument be

an ordeal awaits our high -prized, tween two distinguished and excel

vaunted orthodoxy, to record its lent brethren, in whose controversy

* glory, honour, and immortality,” the common enemy can see nothing
VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. 2 D

stones,”

:
1
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to scandalize him , and their com- rent, as he intimates and we con

mon friends, at least some of them, fide that it will, we think we shall

say the substantial difference is have no objection to his proceed

merely geographical, i. e. as great ing, as far probably as his wishes

as the distance between Princeton may carry him. We have another

and Andover ; or , in other words, security against any thing that we

that if they were locally and collo- may think improper for us to pub

quially associated for a twelve- lish . We stated in the prospectus

month , they would imperceptibly to our work that " it was intended,

assimilate into final identity of sen- and should always be employed, to

timent ! I am not so sanguine with vindicate and explain in a season

respect to any human perfectibility able , temperate and candid manner,

in this world - anticipating this the Presbyterian system, both as to
glorious consummation alone in that doctrine and church government.”

eternity where truth will live in the In conformity with this avowal, we

light and perfection of God. never have admitted, and we never

ZETA . will admit, into our miscellany, any

direct attack on the government,

Editorial Remarks. nor any manifest denial of the

When in our number for July great doctrines of the Presbyterian

last, we published the first part of church . Call this bigotry, or nar

an essay entitled “ Remarks on the rowness, or old school partiality , or

Atonement, with special reference illiberality, whatsoever, it is our

to its extent” -remarks, many of rule, and by it we shall abide. Nor

which we knew did not exactlyac- do we covet any patronage ofwhich

cord with the opinions of a large an adherence to this rule will de

proportion of the clergy of our prive us. If we are asked — are you

church, we invited a temperate dis- afraid that you could not repelat

cussion of this important topickof tacks that might be made on your

theology, in the pages of the Chris- government, or your doctrines ?

tian Advocate ; and we promised We answer no-We feel compe

that those who differed from the au- tent and prepared to defend both,
thor of the essay then in a course and we have promised to do so,

of publication, should be heard im- whenever we see them attacked in

mediatelyafter him , if such should such a manner as, inour judg
be their choice. Till the present ment, to require a defence. But

time, we have looked in vain for the attack shall not be commenced

any thing that we were authorized in our own pages. We are not go

to publish in reply. One letter on ing to present our bosom to a dead

the subject was sent us ; but the ly thrust, because we are confident
writer seemed unwilling that it we can parry it. We are not going
should be made publick . We have to administer a dose of poison , be

given a ready insertion , therefore, cause we are sure we have an ef

to the foregoing paper ; although in fectual antidote. Such experiments
doing so we have departed from a we confess are not to our liking.

rule which we believe is generally We know they are cried up as indi

adopted by the editors of miscella- cations of a noble and liberal spirit,

pies -- that when a series of essays is and of confidence in a good cause ;

promised, more than the first, or but still we will have none of them .

even the second number,must be in We believe thathe who gives cir

hand, before the publication is com- culation , especially the first circu

menced. But we are pleased with lation, to falsehood, must himself be
the Christian spirit of this writer ; criminally indifferent, if not deci

and if it shall continue to be appa- sively hostile to truth. We believe ,

필
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too, that undisturbed safety is bet- tant portions of the world. What

ter for our readers than even an ef- we receive from Europe is so pure

fectual defence ; and that it is not ly English , that we never obtain

wise to spread the temptation of more than a sidelong glance at the

error before them , under the no- Continent. This is easily accoun
tion that we can sufficiently warn ted for, when we remember the hos

and guard them against it.
tile attitude in which the British

Our friend Zeta will therefore government has, until recently,

see the limits, beyond which, if he stood with respect to theneighbour

should desire to travel, our miscel. ing kingdoms. The noise of war

lany cannot be his vehicle - Here fare and battle having ceased , we

we shall stop, however abruptly— begin to hear the milder accents of

the publick standards of the Pres. Christian solicitude, and to witness

byterian church determine our li- the nobler feats of Christian exer

mits. But we frankly declare that tion . It is my intention in this pa

wehave no apprehension that Zeta per to makeafew remarks onthe

will attempt, or wish, to go beyond presentcondition of France. And

our bounds. He is avowedly a surely, in whatever point of light it

Presbyterian, and we believe a trų- is viewed, we could not be sum

ly conscientious man ; and we see moned to a more worthy theme for

not how either he, or any such man, contemplation . Melancholy as the

can reconcile it with integrity or survey is, it was not always so. For,

any Christian principle, to retain a a hundred years after the reforma

connexion with a church whose tion, France was one ofthe garden

standards he has once solemnly spots of the Church - among the
adopted, but now finds that he dis- fairest portions of Protestant Chris

likes its government, or disbelieves tendom . The influence of the queen

and wishes to subvert its doctrines, of Navarre, and the apostolical la

Neither have we said all this, nor the bours of Calvin, Beza, Farrel , Viret

half of it, merely in reference to our and others , early obtained for the

correspondent Zeta. But like most reformed doctrines, a most exten

other journalists, we have taken sive diffusion in that kingdom. The

what we thought a favourable op- churches had each a plurality of

portunity to say something that we pastors, were Calvinistic in their

wanted to say, that our patrons and doctrines and Presbyterian in their

correspondents might understand form of government . The innumer

us distinctly. We hate all disguise able vexations to which they were

and double dealing ; and we desire exposed from Popish intolerance,

no support that is grounded on mis- were removed about the close of the

take. We think that we have left 16th century, by the famous edict
ourselves range enough for discus- of Nantes, which was issued by

sion and debate truly liberal ; and Henry IV. The days which follow

we shall make it our aim never to ed were too prosperous either for

exercise a criminal partiality, never the welfare of the Huguenots them

to yield to an unchristian temper, selves , (for so the French Christians

and never to violate the laws of were termed ) or for the composed
Christian candour. inspection of their Popish country

The siege of Rochelle in

1628, was the first signal for the

violation of solemn treaty stipula

It is to be regretted that in the tions ; and after a long succession

unexampled diffusion of religious of grievances the finishing blow was

intelligence which has taken place given to the hopes of the Protes

within a few years, so little is said tantsby the revocation of the edict

concerning some of the most impor- in 1685. This violation of every

men .

FOR PHE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.
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bond, human and divine, of every Infidelity in the mean time had,

obligation of clemency and justice, with an unobserved hand , been tak

waseffected at the instigation of ing away the key -stone which up

Richelieu, prime ministerof Louis held thearch of empire. The storm

XIV. The day after this nefarious of the French revolution came

breach of publick faith, an order and alike laid prostrate the magni

was issued, requiring all who would ficent Romish " Cathedral and the

not embrace the Romish communion humbler edifice of the Protestant

to depart the kingdom instantly. Church. That troubled season pass

Multitudes, to the amount of about ed by - and Bonaparte, with a libe

800,000, gathering up the move- rality which reflects the highest ho

able fragments of their wealth, fled, nouron hispolitical sagacity,grant
and carried the arts, morals and ed the fullest toleration to all reli

choicest population of France into gious sects. But the unceasing

Switzerland, Holland, England,and warlike operations of his reignhad

North America, in which countries generated a military spirit,which

they found an asylum from oppres- exterminated every other passion .

sion . The Papists were not yet sa- The only education was military,
tisfied . The first order was imme- and war as a matter of course be

diately followed by another, forbid- came the profession of every young

ding them to quit the country. man. The tacticks of this world

Many of the refugees were arrested had displaced all relish for the dis

in the highways and seaports. Re- cipline which is necessary for the

giments of soldiers were quartered next.

in their houses to dragoon them Upon the restoration of the roy

into the faith . Their churches were al family, all attention to religion

shut, their pastors murdered, their had so disappeared even among the
females violated, and their houses Roman Catholicks, that it was

burned . Many were the families judged expedient to send forth a

that took refuge in the fastnesses of hostof missionaries, who should beat

mountains, but many more were . ' up for recruits to the standard of

they whose bones lay burnt under the Pope ; but among the majority

the smoking ruins of their dwell- of the people the priest was des

ings. This is no exaggeration. The pised as a hypocrite, and the mis

report of these transactions, enough sionary as the agent of imposture.

we should think to 'melt the heart After all that has been done, it is

of barbarism itself, was received at no unusual thing to enter a splen

Rome with the most public demon- did chapel, and find not more than

strations of joy and thanksgiving. a score of persons attending mass.

After such thorough extermination, The Reformed enjoy legal tolera

where are we to look for the Pro- tion under the Bourbon dynasty ;

testant Church of France ? A rem- but it is accompanied with many

nant of oppressed people only re- unjust restrictions. No foreigner,

mained , after the fury of the perse- for instance, can becoine a settled

cution was over. They could say pastor in their churches ; and none

as they met in their place of wor- of their preachers are allowed to

ship ," Here Abaddie once taught." address more than nineteen per

_ " So many years ago Claude, sons, unless it is in a church or li

or Daillé , or Pictet, preached censed house. Of a population of

here." But alas, those apostolick about 30 millions, 2 or's millions

men were gone! and the residue of may be ranked among the Protes

their spirit rested not on their suc- tants, who form 570 congregations.

cessorsThe stupor of the shock Let a few facts guide us in an esti

they had received, continued for mate of their religious character.

more than a century. The Lord's day (the strict ob
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servance of which is such an unfail. die under thejuniper tree thatGod

ing criterion of prosperous Chris- has not a remnant left among
that

tianity) is , in scarcely any part of people. An animating process of

France, or even the whole conti- renovation has, we think, commenc

nent of Europe, kept with what we ed. Some of the agents employed,

should term decentrespect. Twen- and the pleasing indicationsof suc

ty theatres every Sabbath evening cess, are next to be mentioned.

throw open their doors to receive Among these may be ranked as

the giddy population of Paris, who the first, the Bible Society of Paris ,

are accounted veryreligious if they with its forty or fifty auxiliaries, es

have attended a single service in tablished in the most important ci

the forenoon . In this Maelstroom ties. It was ascertained that for more

of dissipation , the Protestant as than twenty years, not a single edi.

well as the Catholick may be seen tion of the scriptureshad been pub

circling. A few years since two lished in France, previous to an im

clergymen quarrelled, a challenge pression printed by the British and
was passed and accepted. They Foreign Bible Society ! Biblesocie

met and fought, neither was killed, ties are now warmly patronised ,
and each continues to carry andwhen the agent from the Parent

“ Weekly to church his book of wicked institution proceeded to Lyons to

prayers," establish another there, the con

without giving any apparent offence course of people was so immense

to the publick sense of decorum. that it wasfound necessary to ad

There is no impropriety in report- dress them in the open air. Roman

ing what is sufficiently accredited Catholicks had objected to the dis

--- that one of the mostdistinguish- tribution of the Bible in the verna

ed ministers of Paris, retains a fe- cular gue, that they were not

male with whom he lives on terms translatedfrom the authorized vul

too indelicate to be mentioned . gate. To remove this objection ,

If these data are any indication of versions from the Latin have been

alaxity of morals, the appearances made by Professor Van Ess , in Ger

of a corruption of doctrine are still many, and the Baron de Sacy, in

more alarming. The creeping pes- France - men who are themselves

tilence of Neology has been moving papists byprofession.
amongthe clergy, and like the sa- The Missionary Society insti

myel of the desert, whenever breath- tuted in the French metropolis, em

ed, instant putrefaction takes place ploys Mr. King, a young American,

through the whole system . By this in Palestine ; and like all other mis

detestable Neology is meantamea- sionary institutions it has reacted
gre , heartless, God -denying hetero- most beneficially on the church at

doxy, which is nothingbetter than home . A more general attention to

baptized infidelity. Its chief seat the things which God is doing

is in the German universities, through the earth is excited , and

whence it has been gradually ex. has led to the general observance

tending its influence ; and many of the monthly concert of prayer in
in Switzerland and the southern districts .

France, who have drunk in thepoi- Very great exertions have been

son at those fountains. If these made to introduce the Lancasterian

things be so, then the Gallican method of teaching ; and schools of

church must be in a deplorable con- mutual instruction , as they are call

dition . The little leaven which ed , are now very numerous.

should have leavened the mighty But it is chiefly by the “ foolish

mass about it, has lost its ferment- ness of preaching that God chooses

ing qualities . Let us not, however, to accomplish every great moral

say, like the prophet Elijah, ready to revolution , and the pulpit
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cause . "

vus."

“ Must stand acknowledged, while the Germany there has been a very ge
world shall stand,

“ The most important, and effectual and such is the diffusion of enlight

neral religious excitement of late ;

guard,
“ Support, and ornament of virtue's ened views, that the whole of that

portion of central Europe is nearly

ready to throw off the yoke of the

A small number of zealous and able Pope en masse. InSwitzerland too,

ininisters of the Gospel are to be the labours of a Catholick priest,

found in a few of the most impor- named Boos, have been much bless

tant posts in the country. M. Mar- ed. He has published a work on

tin , of Bordeaux, M. Lessignol, of Justification , which contains that

Montpelier,and M. Malan, of Ge- very view of this doctrine which

neva, are notunknown to the Chris- Luther pronounced to be the “ arti

tian publick. The latter gentleman culus stantis, vel cadentis eccle

has been excommunicated by his siæ .”

fellow clergymen for his firm and But to return : the benevolent

noble defence of orthodoxy - It is enterprise of British Christians ,

a true saying, that the chair of Cal- instituted in the year 1818, the

vin is now occupied by Servetus. CONTINENTAL SOCIETY, whose ob

In Germany ( to take a lateral ex- ject was to spread the knowledge

cursion (twomen have arisenin the of the Gospel in France, by assist

bosom of the Roman Catholicking local preachers ofan evangeli

church, each of whom well deserves cal stamp, and employing agents to

the title of “ Leuconomas redivi- traverse the country in all direc

Lindell, by his bold and tions, carrying withthem the ever

faithful preaching of the Gospel, lasting Gospel. From 12 to 20 of

drew upon him the odium of the these laborious itinerants have been

Popish ecclesiastics, who were about in this manner constantly occupied .

to shut him up in a monastery for In many instances they have been

life . But receiving an invitation received with open arms by the set

from Prince Galitzin to go to St. tled pastors, to whom they have

Petersburg, they dared not detain been useful by directing theirminds
him. He has since renounced all to clearer views of the truth, and

connexion with the Romish hie- encouraging them in theirevange

rarchy. lical diligence. Many a destitute

The other luminary of the Ger- and scattered flock of Jesus Christ,

man church is Gossner. The un- has by them heard the voice of the

bounded popularity of this man of Great Shepherd , and many and

Godattracts vast crowds wherever signal have been the cases of con

he preaches. He has been known version under their ministrations.
to address from 25 to 50,000 per- If memory serves, it was by the

sons in the open air. His useful preaching of one of these evange
zeal could not burn long without lists that a very extensive revival

enkindling the spirit of persecution. took place in one of the cantons of

He was thrown into prison and con- Switzerland , in which 17 ministers

fined for six months, when he was were brought to the experimental

released at the solicitation of the knowledge of the truth. In the

emperor Alexander, who had him valleys of Piedmont, so sacred to

transported to the Russian capital . every pious recollection, they have
There he is preaching now with a visited the Waldenses, a people

great blessing upon his labours, in who are now about 18,000 in num

à church which will contain 8 or ber, and who would hail the coming

10,000 persons, but which never of Gospel labourers among them

admits the one half of those who with transport. They have also

wish to hear him . In the north of heard ofa congregation of400 shep
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herds on the French side of the Py. An American, for obvious rea

renean mountains, who have had no sons would, in that country, find a

minister since the revocation of the much more directway to the hearts

edict of Nantes, but who still meet of the people than an Englishman.

together every Sabbath, to read the Why then does not the American

scriptures and pray. church send her messengers of sal

Connected with the Continental vation to them , and thus more effec

Society is a singular and useful tually repay the debt of gratitude

class of men - the Colporteurs. we owe for their timely assistance

These are pious young men who in our revolutionary struggle, than

travel through the villages with Bi- by despatching a ship of the line to

bles and tracts. They visit from bring the venerable La Fayette to
house to house, inquiring for those our shores ? Is it not time that we

who are destitute of the word of had such an institution as the Con

life, have much religious conversa- tinental Society of London ? The

tion with the inhabitants, and fre- maintenance of missionaries in that

quently drop a short exhortation to country would be as cheap as in any

the little companies that cluster part of the world. We trust there

around their package of Bibles. are young men who are willing to

They usually call on the Romish go upon so noble an enterprise

curé or curate, and have found who, ready to spend their lives in

many of them who had never seen the propagation of the gospel, would

a New Testament before ! a book desire no more pleasurable employ

which in many instances they have ment than to go forth and scatter

purchased with eagerness.
the seed of truth wherever there

From the preceding statements was soil to receive it, within an in
it is evident that this “great na closure, or without one. That sin

tion , ” as it has styled itself, is in an gular interest and commotion which

interesting and hopeful condition . the first faithful declaration of the

Never since the reformation have truth produces in a population

the fields appeared so white for the where it has been long unheard ,

harvest. What a triumph to the might be expected in this case , and

church would it be if France should a generation of Frenchmen might

be Christianized ! There is not a rise up to bless the men who had

country on the globe, which from sought the things which are Jesus

its loeation , resources or influence, Christ's, while so many were seek

could be more instrumental in the ing the thingswhich were their own.

universal propagation of the Gos- France, which has been fertilized

pel. Frenchmen have in our asso- more than almost any other country

ciations become so much connected by the blood of martyrs, and signal

with warfare and bloodshed , that ized morethan any other by awful

we have almost forgotten that they displays of human depravity and the

are immortal beings, and as suscep- triumphs of irreligion - France may

tible of a religious influence as any yet, in a more remarkable manner

other people. In our endeavours than any other country, experience

to spread the Gospel through the the energies of divine grace.

world, it becomes us not to over J. S. C.

look a nation who are highly civi

lized , who have their language fix

ed , and the Bible translated, who

are accessible, and many of them From the Evangelical Magazine forMarch ,

desirous to be taught, and who,once
1824 .

evangelized themselves, possess the Dr. Watts possessed a weak

means of extending the blessing though musical voice, and for many
far and wide. years was afflicted with nervous ir

EXTRACTS
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case .

ritability, (which, by the by, the judicious parts of your congrega

Doctor took to be Paul's “ thorn in tions this will always be acceptable;

the flesh”) which unfitted him for and it is too much to sacrifice your

a public speaker. On occasion of sincerity to those who seek amuse

some publick meeting ofDissenters, ment rather than instruction from

the Doctor attempted to speak , but the exercise of your sacred func

could not be well heard ; the famous tion..

Thomas Bradbury being also pre

sent, observing this, cried out,

“ Brother Watts, shall I speak for Theological Gleanings.

you ? " To this the Doctor, in a As soon as pride is humbled

vein of good humoured irony, re- enough , not to enter into contro
plied , " That would be kind indeed , versy with God about the justice of

Brother Bradbury, for you have his own declarations, every man

often spoken against me;" which confesses himself a guilty sinner,

was well known to have been the in danger of eternal ruin.-- Venn.

Ministers are, in general, apt to

make too wide a distinction be

tween seekers and believers. A

Bishop Bagot's Advice to a Young man must have some degree of

Clergyman.
saving grace and of true faith , be

Read more than you write, and fore ever he can seek Christ in ear

copy more than you compose , for nest.--Madan .

the first five years of your minis- A soul may truly go to Christ,

try: Let the fathers and the old though with a trembling heart; and

divines of the last century be your maytruly receive Christ , though

study ; make your commonplace, with a trembling hand.-- Pike and

book the treasury of your mind. I Hayward .

do not wish you to employ much of Prove your conversion, and you

your time in reading modern divi- need not doubtof your election.

nity, as this for the most part con- Alliene.
sists of new nothings, wire -drawn Faith takes God at his word, and

from old truths. I would rather depends upon him for the whole of

advise you to dig for the pure ore salvation. God is good, and there

in the mine, than content yourselves fore he will not. - He is true and

with the current coin of the age. faithful, therefore he cannot - de

Let the scriptures be your constant, ceive me. I believe he speaks as

as they will always prove yourinfal- he means, and will do what he says.

lible, test ; make them the support Mr. Ryland, Sen.

of your principles, and they will al
Either exercise your graces, or

ways be the incontrovertible wit- Satan will exercise your corrup

ness to your orthodoxy. For ever tions ; as one bucket descends ano
bear in mind you 'ought not to be ther rises.-Gurnal.

preachers only, you must be teach- Many plead for those opinions

ers of your respective flocks; and and notions upon which they would
oratory is to be cultivated rather as be loth to venture their souls in a

an useful auxiliary , than an essen- dying hour. I value more the judge
tial property. I am sorry to say, ment of a dying saint, about justi

for the creditof the pulpit and the fication , than all the wrangling dis
sincerity of its hearers, that I have putes of learned men.-T. Coles.

more frequently found popular Go to dying beds ;-there you

preachers to be unsound divines, will learn the true worth of deliver

than sound divines to be popular ance from condemnation by the
preachers. Be faithfulness rather death of Christ. Ask some ago

than fame your chief object ; to the nizing friend ; he, and he alone can
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tell you , what a blessing it is, to Author of the Universe , he cried ,

have the king of terrors converted “ Let me go to my father and mo

into a messenger of peace . Hervey. ther, to inform them of this happy

news!” The youth concluded that

his parents were ignorant of this
A New Idea .

truth, because he had till then been

When the Abbe Sicard had ignorant of it ; he thought that idea

brought his deaf and dumb pupil, as new to all mankind as it was to

Massieu, to conceive the idea of the himself.

The following epitaphon the celebrated Dr. SAMUEL JOHNSON, appears

in the late publicationof the private Correspondence of the Poet Cow

PER ; and waswritten by himimmediately afterthe Doctor's death . We

have never before seen it. We think it would have past the review of

the great critic and moralist himself, could he have examined it, with less
censure than he has bestowed on most of the epitaphs of Pope.

It appears that Cowper , and his friend Newton, had feared that John

son's piety was not more than formal till near the time of his death ; and

that they believed it then became real or evangelical. We mention this

as explanatory of the words And faith at last."

ÈPITAPH ON DR. JOHNSON.

Here Johnson lies-- a sage by all allow'd ,

Whom to have bred, may well make England proud ;

Whose prose was eloquence, by wisdomtaught,

The graceful vehicle of virtuous thought;

Whose verse may claim , grave, masculine, and strong,

Superior praise to the mere poet's song ;

Who many a noble gift from Heaven possess'd,
And faith at last - alone worth all the rest.

Oh man immortal by a double prize,
On earth by fame, by favour with the skies.

Reviews.

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

AN ABSTRACT OF UNITA

REMARKS ON THE RE

PLY. "

xi . 5. “ Of whom according to the

No. IV .
flesh Christ came, who is over all,

God blessed for ever."

A REVIEW OF THREE PAMPHLETS , EN
These texts called forth the

TITLED,
following remarks.

RIAN BELIEF, REV. JOHN EMORY'S

“ We cannot refrain from ex

REPLY, ” AND
pressingourastonishment, that Mr.

Emory should be so disingenuous ,

In support of the supreme divi- as to adduce certain texts, in sup

nity of Jesus Christ, Mr. E.quotes port of his opinions, without a sin

the following texts : “ Phil. vi. 7. gle intimation , that learned and

“ Who being in the form of God, pious men of all parties, have al

thought it not robbery to be equallowed very different meanings in

with God, but made himself of no the language in which the Apostles

reputation , and took upon him the wrote , from those which he chooses

form of a servant, and was made in to attach to them. This appears to

the likeness of men .” 1 Tim. iii . 16. us not to be dealing fairly with his

*Great is themystery of godliness, readers. And where shall we look

God manifestedin the flesh ," Rom . for the true meaning of scripture,

VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. 2 E

66
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except in the very words of the sa- convince him of the integrity of our

cred scriptures ps3 common reading. It , however, for

The Remarker then renders the tunately happens, that the other

passages thus, upon the credit of two texts adduced by Mr. E., have

the critics, whose names are at the honour of being admitted by

tached to each . even Unitarian themselves as ge

Phil. ii. 7. Who being in the nuine parts of the Bible.
form of God , did not esteem it a Here, even by the permission of

prey to be like God (Archbishop the opposers of our Lord's divinity
Newcombe), or did not eagerly themselves, we are at liberty to in

grasp at the resemblance of God . quire, “ What do these texts teach?”

1 Tim .iii . 16. Great is the mystery And when we consider their dex

of godliness, he who wasmanifested terity in expunging texts , it seems
in the flesh was justified by the Spi- quite like a favour, to meet them on

rit, & c. ( Archbishop Newcombe, this ground . But we and they dis

margins, Sir Isaac Newton , Dr.Sa- agree, not only on the question,
muel Clarke, and others. ) Rom . ix. whether certain texts shall be re

5. Of whom as concerning the flesh cognised as scripture, but also, on

Christ came , who is over all. God the principles of exegesis, by which

be blessed for ever. ( Locke, Dr. scripture shall be interpreted. This
Taylor.)”—Remarks, p. 12. requires of us some remarks on the

After being gravely asked , “where manner in which the meaning of

shall we look for the meaning of the two texts before us is to be as

scripture, except in the very words certained .

of the sacred writers,” and told Whether the texts adduced by

that “ Unitarians look with suspi- the writer of the “ Abstract," have ,

cion on the decisions of councils, in the former numbers of this re

synods and church dignitaries,” we view, been shown to defeat rather

cannot but express our astonish- than subserve his purpose, and the

ment, that instead of finding these charge of absurdity so liberally

texts adduced by Mr. E., explained thrown on the doctrine of the Tri

by a critical appeal to the original, nity, to be but a mere gratuitous as

or by sound argument, we are re- sumption , must be left to the dis

ferred to the bare authority of great cernment and candour of our read

names ! Though we should not ex- ers . But if this be decided in the

pect a perversion of these passages affirmative, then , it is most obvious,

could be supported by any very co- that neither reason nor scripture

gent arguments from the authors, stands opposed to the most literal

yet we did expect a little more con- and natural interpretation of all

sistency. those passages of sacred scripture,

It is admitted that i Tim . iii . 16, in which this doctrine is supposed

is not deemed by Trinitarians the by its advocates to be taught.

most potent text that can be ad- It is a fundamental principle of

duced in support of their cause. It all sound interpretation of any wri

is found in some manuscripts hav. ting whatever, that language is to

ing 'os, who, instead of 0805 , God. be taken in its most natural and

The latter reading is , however, ably proper signification, except when

vindicated by Travis, Nolan and some reason is known, sufficient to

Hale. As a discussion to prove the authorize a different construction.

integrity of this text, would be too To this principle we appeal . Tell
tediousfor our review, we must re- us not, that this would lead us to

fer the reader to these authors, in adopt as scriptural, notions gross

whose laborious volumes, it is sup- and absurd. For no opinion should

posed, every unprejudiced mind be stigmatized with these epithets,

will find a weight of evidence to until it is proved to be so ; and it
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this be done, we have then the very not to ask lexicographers and scho

reason which demands thata differ- liasts, any more than " synods" or

ent signification should be given to “ church dignitaries : " we are to
that passage of sacred writ, which believe none of these any farther

would literally teach such an opi- than they give us evidence that

nion. But more fully to illustrate their decisions are true.
our meaning-- Did we find God re- “ Who being in the form of God

presented, in the Bible, as exer- thought it not robbery to be equal
cising bodily members -- ears, eyes , with God." The editors of the Uni.

and hands ; and the sun described, tarian, alias the “ Improved Ver

as moving through the heavens, and sion ,” render the text after Arch

stopping his course; and bread and bishop Newcombe's margin, “ Did
wine declared to be the body and not, eagerly, grasp at the resem
blood of the Son of God ; and no blance of God. Now the Primate's

reason offered for taking the pas- authority, with that of the Editore
sages in which these representa- to back it, is not much more fa

tions are found in any other than vourable than that of the learned

their literal meating - did we clear- translators of the English Bible .

ly find all this, no man, we say, As they and he do not fully coin
ought to charge grossness and ab- cide, we must , with all deference,

surdity upon us, for interpreting appeal to some other tribunal . Our

the passages literally, until he had first inquiry is, “ What is the lite

proved, that such an interpretation ral meaning of these words, which
wascontrary to some dootrine, in- we find go differently rendered "

dubitably taught in the Bible, or to 'Hyntato 'aptatymov, rendered by the

some demonstration of real science, Archbishop “ grasp at," must be
or to the invincible dictates of com- examined .' Hyntato literally signi

But so soon as he has fies, to lead ; but as the most ob

proved that the scriptures every vious signification of the word, in

where, both directly and indirectly, its connexion, forbids that it should

teach us that God is a Spirit ; that take this meaning here, it must be

the apparent motion of the sun in referred to some other of its usual

the heavens is effected by themove- significations. Its next most usual

ment of the earth ; and that the sense, and the one nearest its ori

bread and wine used by our Lord ginal signification, is esteem . 'Agray

at the Supper, could not be the peos, from 'Agruso, to rob, properly

as his distinct coexisting means something taken by an act of

body; there is then evidence suffi- robbery, or something taken, to which

cient to authorize and require us, the person seizing has no right.
to depart from a literal interpreta- Now it is evident, that to render

tion of the texts in which these these words " eagerly grasp at," is

things are recorded . It is evidence very far from their literal meaning.

resting upon intuition and demon- loa, for, rows, from , cos , equal. That

stration, and this will warrant, in this is the original signification, no

any case , a departure from the li- Greek scholar can deny. The word

teral meaning of the Bible. But can never strictly express resem

without something like this, Unita- blance, exceptwhen byresemblance

rians must not be allowed to wrest is meant equality; aswhen we say

the words of these texts from their things are similar, meaning that

literal signification ; and we confi- they are in every respect equal.

dently affirm , that nothing like this The words literally rendered, would

can be shown to justify a depar- bem " Who being in the form of

ture from the strict import of the God ( nynouto) esteemed not” or “ did

words. Take them strictly then, not esteem ( TÓ Eivor ioa Bew) the being

and what do they teach ? We are equal with God, ( agtaypov) a thing

mon sense.

same
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seized upon without right.” This 2. The translation we have offer

rendering will perhaps be objected ed is preferred , because it agrees

to, because it will be supposed not with the scope of the wholepassage,

to agree with what immediately and the other does not. Upon the

follows, as it stands connected by supposition that Christ is a mere

the conjunction but. The whole man, let us try the congruity of the

ground of this apparent incongruity passage. The Apostle exhorts to

is the erroneous translation of aand lowliness of mind, and holds up

It is often more properly translated Christ as a model— " Let the same

yet than but.
If in the present mind be in you that was in Christ

case it be translated yet, there is a Jesus ; who being in the form of

perfect consistency maintained God , did notesteem the being equal
throughout the passage. “ Who with God a thing seized upon with

being in the form of God, did not out right, yet, made himself of no

esteem it--the being equalwith God reputation, and took upon him the

thing seizedupon without right, form of a servant, and was made in
yet made himself of no reputation, the likeness of men . ” . Now, if

and took upon him the forin of a Christ wasbut a mere man, as the

servant, and was made in the like- writer of the “ Abstract” and the

ness of men .” This certainly in- greater part of his Bostonian bre
volves no logical inaccuracy. His thren suppose, what great conde

being in the form of God, is the scension did he manifest in being

reason of his justly claimingequali- madein the likeness of men. Let

ty' with God, and yet,-notwith- us express their doctrine in plain

standing his just claims to this su- language , and try how it agrees

premeequality - yet, he made him with the tenor of the passage. It
self of no reputation, &c. This will run thus : “ Made himself of

translation is preferred, no reputation, and took upon him

1. Because the words are all the form of a servant, and being a

taken in their literal sense. Inde. mere man, was made in the like

pendently of some preconceived ness of other men !!” Great conde

opinion, no man would ever think , scension indeed , for one man to be

that this text could possibly bear made like other men ! If this be the

such an interpretation as our oppo- true reading, St. Paul was indeed

nents wish to adopt. We ask by most unfortunate, in drawing amo

what acknowledged standard of in- del of humility. On Dr. Priestley's

terpretation can ion be rendered system, however, we are to expect

" like" or " resemblance," and "yyn- that Paul will be found occasionally

cato fugTayMoy " eagerly grasp at ?” to reason inconclusively. . Nothing

It must be admitted on allhands, strange then , if this text should

that this is a wide departure indeed , make nonsense ! Perhaps we shall

from the common meaning of these find it corrected in the next edition

words. So much so, that if it be not of the Improved Version .

a translation directly contrary to Let us now examine, Rom. ix. 5,

their authorized use, itwears very " of whom , according to the flesh,

much that aspect. Such a license Christ came, who is overall , God

with the words of scripture, sanc- blessed for ever. " This it seems

tions a principle bywhich we can mustbe rendered, upon the authori

make the Bible speak any thing or ty ofLocke and Taylor, “ Ofwhom ,

nothing, just as we please. we may as concerning the flesh, Christ came,

thus, with the greatest convenience, who is over all. God be blessed for

change all its history into fiction ; ever.” Most unfortunately, after

and its prohibitions, not to “ com- all this rectification, the text still

mit adultery," " kill,” and “ steal," ascribes to Christ the unequivocal

into mere rhetoricalflourishes. prerogative of Jehovah. It de

1
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scribes him as being high and lifted in our own, as to believe on mere

up, supremely over all. Paulneeds authority. Even Dr. Taylor's own
more correction than this before he certainty that his interpretation

becomes Unitarian. Really Paul was right, was not so great as to

seems a little stubborn. IfChrist preventhim from endeavouring to

be over all, he is God , whether we seek relief by a conjectural emen

are willing to call him so or not. dation of the text so as to read a 'o,

The text, therefore, as it stands, instead of so w . And though this

teaches the doctrine for which we conjecture has the support of other

contend, and the pointing of God names, such as Crellius, Slichtingi

be blessed for ever," in a little de- us and Whitby, still it is but con
tached sentence, might be passed jecture , and must pass for mere

over in silence, could beos evdoyntos, grains in the critic's balance.
with any thing like tolerable de- Pressed , no doubt, with the

cency, be rendered, “ God be bless- emergency of the occasion , the edi

ed.” In all cases in the New Tes- tors of the Improved version ,'with
tament, and in the Septuagint, out throwing off any of the difficul

where evroyntos is employed to ex- ties of Taylor and Locke, have bur
press a doxology, it comes before, dened themselves with others no

and not after, the noun ; as in Luke, less embarrassing.
1. 68. Ευλογητος Κυριος ο θεος. « Bless- Perceiving, no doubt, that while

ed be the Lord God,” &c. 2 Cor. i. 'o w is left relating to Xgrotos,

3. Ευλογητος ο θεος .. “ Blessed be and connected with eto Tartwy, the

God .” Also, Eph. i . 3. 1 Pet. i. 3. divinity of Christ would still be

And the same order is observedin taught, and that they would thus

expressing an execration, Gal. iii. labour under all the inconvenient

“Cursed is every one, ” &c. The incongruities of this forced doxo

Greek Emiratapatos Tasos. The logy, without a single advantage,

same order also in the 13th verse. they determined at all hazards so to

“ Cursed is every one that hangeth cut up the text, by their pointing, as

ona tree.” (See some learned and to remove from it the divinity of

judicious remarks on this text, in Christ, whatever might become of

Stuart's letters to Channing.) Be- the laws of the Greek language.
sides, this is introducing a doxolo- They " improve” the doxology thus,
gy where no such thing appears to “God who is over all.” But the

be required. And whilst a doxolo- misfortune of this improvement is,

gy is, in this place, utterly incon- that with the hand of violence it

sistent with the whole connexion tears asunder what language, by her

of the passage, a description of strongest laws, has bound together
Christ's character is just the very -the antecedent and the relative :

thing called for by the whole spirit and also, most unkindly, puts the

of the connexion. When the apos- poor little orphaned article, at the
tle begins a description of Christ, head of a sentence, as a relative,

how incongruous does it appear, not to an antecedent, but to a subse

that he should so suddenly break quent, and makes beos evogntos the
off into a doxology! same as ευλογητος ο θεος ; and subjects

For these reasons we reject this the whole to a want of connexion

translation, the great authority of with the general scope of the text.

Mr. Locke* and Dr. Taylor not. Thus it appears that though they

withstanding. Wehave not as yet have a translation better adapted to

so much confidence in the discrimi- Unitarian principles than that of

nating powers of others more than Taylor and Locke, yet it is one em

* Locke offers not a syllable of reason
barrassed with accumulated diffi..

for the support of this translation. He
culties. The objections grounded

gives it without note or comment. on the collocation of sudoyntos, and
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the impropriety of changing the derstood with the article as in 2

text into a doxology, are common Cor. xi . 31 , it is expressed so that the

to both translations, and have al- literal rendering of Eaves de o (ww )

ready been considered . The ad- xels llavãos is this, “ Then Saul who's

ditional objections to the Improved is ( o av) “ also Paul,” & c . Now as

version are - separating from the construction in both cases is

its proper antecedent- placing it similar, we may with as much pro

where it cannot stand as a relative priety in this text, separate o from

-and, supplying fotw where the Earxos, and say , “ Paulwho is," as in

laws of the Greek language require the otherpassage, “ God who is,"&c.

nothing to be supplied.- is sepa- Ertw, in the Improved version is

rated from its proper antecedent. supplied, where, by Greek usage, it

This is evident from a comparison ought to be excluded.

of this text with others of similar It has just been remarked, that

construction . This text, the article, when a relative, takes

Christ according to the flesh w instead of erti. We have this

Rom . ix. 5. 'O XEITTOS, 70 Xata taqrecte exemplified in Rev. i . 8. 'o ww xxi'o
came, who is God over all.

mv, “ who is, and who was," &c.
“ ο ων επι παντων θεος ευλογητος, &c.

Then, 'o W ERI TAUTWY Beos, is properly
Our Father

Μatt. vi. 9. Πατες ημων
rendered , as in our English Testa -

who art in heaven .
ment, “ Who is God over all," be

' (av) εν τοις ουρανοίς , &c.
cause, the substantive verb is fol

But Saul lowed with a different name, for the

Acts, xiii. 9. Savdos, de same thing that precedes it as a

who is also Paul. nominative. Words should be sup

“ (ων) και Παυλος, &c. plied only when the acknowledged

Now it is obvious, that's (who) laws of construction require it.

with 'o xgrotos, in the former, is as Here it must be admitted , even by

nearly connected as with latee Unitarians themselves, that with

( Father) and Savdos (Saul) , in the good Greek construction, a propo

latter examples. Why then should sition is plainly expressed without

the Improved version separate 'o in any supplement. But if we may

the one case and not in the others? supply words where neither sense

The Improved version places so nor construction requires it, where :

where it cannot stand as a relative. shall we stop ? Let us see to

Greek usage, as well as English, re- what licentiousness this principle

quires that the relative, in sen- can conduct us . Suppose I wish

tences of this kind , should follow to disprove the doctrine that death

the noun to which it relates ; but is the reward of sin .

here, the order is completely re- posed with the text, “Death is the

versed. The order in which the wages of sin ,” just let me supply

Greek stands is this , Who is over the little word not, (ren) and I can

all , let God be blessed forever, &c. refute you by proving, that “Death

Now no one would suppose that is” (not) “ the wages of sin .” Such

this is just the same as, “ Let God , a license is making, rather than
who is over all , be blessed .” In the translating and explaining Scrip

former case, as the English reader ture.
would look back for some antece- But the truth is, Unitarians do

dent to who, so the Greek scholar not consider themselves boundby

wouldlook back with equal expect- the language of Scripture, as has

ation for an antecedent to'a. When before been shown from the wri

o is used as a relative, it takes for tings of Priestley, and as will be

soti the participle wy, expressed or further evident from the following

understood . Hence in Acts, xii . 9. quotation from the pen of Mr. Bel

Lavdos de ' o (mv) xobe Ilavnos, w is un- sham .

When op
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same.

"O WY

“ The Scriptures contain a faith- him be blessed who is,” & c . al .

ful and credible account of the though with the exception of the in

Christian doctrine, which is the tervening member of the sentence

true word of God, but they are not the connexion in both cases is the

themselves the word of God, nor do

they ever assume that title ; and it Rom. ix. 5.

is highly improper to speak of them “Ο ων (επι παντων Θεος) ευλογητός .

as such , as it leads inattentive read . 2 Cor. xi. 31 .

ers to suppose they were written ευλογητος ..

under a plenary inspiration, to Besides the construction of the

which they make no pretensions , text, another argument on the side

and as such expressions expose of orthodoxy is, the antithesis im

Christianity unnecessarily to the plied by xata capra, which, by the
cavils of unbelievers" -Éxtracted Unitarian rendering, is lost, and

from Belsham's Creed. (See a tract the passage left insipid. If Christ
entitled “ American UnitarianUnitarian- came of the Israelites according to

ism .” ) the flesh , the question very natural

Full well this agrees with Dr. ly occurs, “ Of whom did he come

Priestley's opinions of the non -in- not according to the flesh ?” In the

spiration of the Apostles and Evan- third verse of this chapter, how in

gelists, as writers, and of the incon- sipid would Paul appear in speak

clusive reasonings of Paul. This ing of his brethren and kindred ac

open confession of the Unitarian cording to the flesh , if he had none
chief will serve admirably to cor- who were brethren and kindred not

rect the mistake of Paul when he according to the flesh ! Is Paul to

says, “ All Scripture is given by be esteemed a driveller, as well as

inspiration of God .” The Scrip: an inconclusive reasoner !
tures, themselves, are not the word TRINITARIAN.

of God, but they inerely contain his

word ; that is, all that is contained

in the Bible is not the word of God ,

but only some parts of it. If this

be true, we need a monitor at our
LIAM COWPER, ESQ. WITH SEVERAL

elbow in reading the Bible, to tell

us when we read God's word, and
Nowfirst published from the Ori

when the mistakes of the Evange
ginals in the possession of hisKins

lists, and the inconclusive reason
man, John Johnson, LL.D., Rector

ings of Paul. Verily, we need ano
of Yaxham with Welborne in Nor

folk . First American edition.
ther revelation to find what the

word of God is. With this confes .
Philadelphia, 1824. 8vo. pp. 407 .

sion of the Unitarian's faith before The lives and writings of John

us, we may take it for granted that son and Cowper have probably been
he denies that such texts as teach more generally read in this coun

the divinity of Christ, and the per- try than those of any other Eng
sonality of the Holy Spirit, are any lish authors of literary eminence .

part of the word of God . No won- Yet two men have seldom lived ,

der then that he can fearlessly dis- whose characters, peculiarities,
tort and carve these texts, which manners and habits of life, were

he believes to be but the words of more dissimilar, except in the im

portant particulars, that both enter

In translating the passage in tained a sincere faith in the truths

question, the Improved version is of revelation, and employed their

inconsistent with itself. In 2 Cor. distinguished talents to cultivate

xi. 31. % av evãoyntos, is rendered virtue and piety in union with ele

“ Who is blessed,” instead of “ Let gant literature. To this circum

ןמ

PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE OF WIL

OF HIS MOST INTIMATE FRIENDS .

men.
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stance chiefly , we doubt not, they for the Cowper ofeach, in the other, and

are indebted for their popularity find him not.Thecorrespondency is de
among us, as well as in the island of stroyed . Hence the character ofCowper

is undetermined ; mystery hangs over it ;

their nativity: for we think it cannot and the opinionsformed of him are as va

reasonably be questioned , that the rious as the minds of the inquirers. That

greater part of those of our reading I am not singular in deducing these con

public, who possess taste and culti- sequences from the suppression ofthe

vation, are of a religious character. gloomy, but in many instances,strikingly

It is not our intention , and it is volume, I am warranted to assert,on the
pious passages, restored in the present

wholly unnecessary, to enter into a authority of a highly esteemed friend, a
formal review of the volume of man justly valued for his attainments in

Cowper's private correspondence, theological knowledge,andextensively

whichnow lies before us. His piety, nions. In alluding to these suppressed
acquainted with the state of religious opi.

his benevolence, his simplicity, his letters, he emphatically says , “Cowper

genius, his pathos, his facetiousness, will never be clearly and satisfactorily un .

his melancholy, and indeed almost derstood without them, and theyshould

every incident in his personal or
be permitted to exist, for the demonstran

tion of the case. I know the importance

literary history,are well known to ofit, from numerous conversationsI have
our readers. The peculiar charac- had, both in Scotland and in England, on

ter and excellence of his epistolary this most interesting subject. Persons of
writings we have all felt and ad . truly religious principles, as well as those

mired, in those letters collected and of little or no religion at all, have greatly

erred in their estimate of this great and
published long ago by his friend

good man.”

Hayley. All therefore that we pro
The first letter we shall extract

pose to do at present is to extract

a few passages from the interesting
is to the Rev. J. Newton . The

volume just published. names of the persons introduced

As Cowper's gloom and depres. into it , will of themselves render it

sionofmindhave often been charged interesting to most of our readers.

on bis religion --perhaps from the It affords also, a good example of

fact that Hayley , in his Life, has that diversity of thought, alter

not been sufficiently full on this nately serious and playful, with
subject, we commence our extracts which most of theselettersabound.

with a passage from the Editor's My Dear Friend, You wish you could

preface, referring to his correspon- employyour time to better purpose, yet
dence with the Rev. Mr. Newton. are never idle . In all that you say or do ;

whether you are alone, or pay visits, or

“ In this volume (observes the compiler) receive them ; whether you think or write,

there are many letters addressed to Mr. or walk or sit still ; the state of yourmind

Newton , with two or three to Mr. Bull, on is such as discovers even to yourself, in

the subject of religion ; which, though spite of all its wanderings, that there isa

not of general application, but confined to principle at bottom whose determined

its aspect on the mind of the writer, were tendency is towardsthe best things. I do

decidedly worthy of Mr. Hayley's inser- not at all doubt the truth of what you say ,

tion ; and the more so, indeed, on that whenyoucomplain of that crowd oftrifling

very account; his concern , as biographer, thoughts thatpesters you without ceasing:

being rather with the individual than the but then youalways have a serious thought

community. But these , out of tenderness standing at thedoor of your imagination,

to thefeelings of the reader, I am per- like a justiceof peace with the riot-act in

suaded, and for the gloominess they attach hishand, ready to readit,and disperse the

to the writer's mind, he has utterly ex- mob. Here lies the difference between

cluded . In doing this, however, amiable you and me .My thoughts are clad in a

and considerate as his caution must ap- sober livery, for the most part as grave as

pear, the gloominess which he has taken that of a bishop's servant . They turn too

from the mind of Cowper, has the effect upon spiritual subjects, but the tallest

of involving his character in obscurity. fellow and the loudest amongst them all,

People read “ the Letters " with “ the

Task ” in their recollection, (and vice

versâ ,) and are perplexed . They look * The Rev. Legh Richmond .
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me.

is he who is continually crying out with a Cocoa.nut naught,
loud voice, Actum est de te, periisti. You Fish too dear,

wish for more attention, I for less. Dis. None must be bought

sipation itself would be welcome to me, For us that are here .

so it were not a vicious one ; but how

ever earnestlyinvited , it is coy, and keeps
No lobster on earth ,

at a distance. Yet with all this distressing
That ever I saw,

gloom upon my mind, I experience, as you Tome would be worth

do, the slipperiness of the present hour, Sixpence a claw.

and the rapidity with whichtime escapes
So, dear Madam, wait

Every thing around us, and every
Till fish can be got

thing that befallsus, constitutes a variety,
At a reas'nable rate ,

which, whether agreeable or otherwise, Whether lobster or not ;

has still a thievish propensity , and steals

from us days, months, and years, with such Till the French and the Dutch

unparalleled address, that even while we Have quitted the seas,

say they are here, they are gone. From And then send as much

infancy to manhood is rather a tedious And as oft as you please .

period, chiefly, I suppose, because at that Yours, my dear Sir,

time we act under the control of others, W. C.

and are not suffered to have a will of our

own . But thence downward into the vale We think the following, to Mrs.

of years, is such a declivity, that wehave Newton, a good specimen of the

justan opportunity to reflect upon the peculiarity of Cowper's humour.

steepness of it, and then find ourselves

at the bottom . Dear Madam,-When I write to Mr.

Here is a new scene opening, which, Newton, he answers me by letter ; when

whether it perform what it promises or I write to you, you answer me in fish . I

not, will add fresh plumes to the wings of return you many thanks for the mackerel

time; at least while it continues to be a and lobster .They assured me in terms as

subject of contemplation. If the project intelligible as pen and ink could have

take effect, a thousand varieties will at. spoken, that you still remember Orchard

tend the change it will make in our situ- side ; and though they never spoke in

ation at Olney. If not, it will serve, how. their lives, and it was still less to be ex.

ever, to speculate and converse upon, and pected from themthat they should speak ,

steal away many hours, by engaging our being dead, they gave us an assurance of

attention ,before it be entirely dropped. your affection that corresponds exactly

Lady Austen, very desirous of retirement, with that which Mr.Newton expresses to

especially of a retirement near her sister, wardsus in all his letters.-- For my own

anadmirer of Mr. Scott as a preacher, and part, Inever in my life began a letter

of your two humble servants now in the more at a venture than the present. It is

green -house, as the most agreeable crea. possible that I may finish it, but perhaps

tures in the world, is at present determin- more than probable that I shall not. I have

ed to settle here. That part of our great ' had several indifferent nights, and the

buildingwhich is at presentoccupied by wind is easterly; two circumstances so

Dick Coleman, his wife, child , and a thou- unfavourable to mein all my occupations,

sand rats, is the corner of the world she but especially that of writing, that it was

chooses, above all others, as the place of with the greatest difficulty I could even

her future residence . Next spring twelve. bring myself to attempt it.

month shebegins to repair and beautify, You have never yet perhaps beenmade

and the following winter (by which time acquainted with the unfortunate Tom

the lease of her house in town will deter. F's misadventure. He and his wife re

mine) she intends to take possession. I turningfrom Hanslope fair, were coming

am highly, pleased with the plan, upon down Weston-lane; to wit, themselves,

Mrs. Unwin's account, who, since Mrs. their horse, and their great wooden pan

Newton's departure, is destitute of all fe . niers, at ten o'clock at night. The horse

male connexion, and has not, in any emer- having alively imagination, and very weak

gency, a woman to speak to. Mrs. Scott nerves, fancied he either saw or heard

is indeed in the neighbourhood, and an something, but has neverbeen able to say

excellent person, but always engaged by what. A sudden fright will impart activity,

a close attention to her family, and no and a momentary vigour, even to lame

more than ourselves a lover of visiting ness itself. Accordingly,he started, and

But these things are all at present in the sprangfrom the middleof the road to the

clouds. Two years must intervene, and in side of it, with such surprising alacrity,

two years not only this project, but all the that he dismounted the gingerbread baker,

projects inEurope may be disconcerted, and his gingerbread wife , in a moment.

VOL. II.Ch . Adr. 2 F
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Not contented with this effort, nor think the nicest comparison, I find your paper

ing himself yet out of danger,he pro- an inch smaller every way than mine.

ceeded as fast as he could to a full gallop , Were my writing , therefore, as compact

rushed against the gate at the bottom of as yours, my letters with a margin would

the lane, and opened it for himself, with. be as long as yours without one . Let this

out perceiving that there was any gate consideration , added to that of their fu

there. Still he galloped, and with a velo ., tility, prevail with you to think them, if

city and momentum continually increas- not long, yet long enough.
ing, till he arrived in Olney. I had been

in bed about ten minutes, when I heard
My dear Friend, -- My device was in

the most uncommon and unaccountable tended to represent not my own heart,

noise that can be imagined. It was, in but the heart of a Christian, mourning and

fact, occasioned by the clattering of tin yetrejoicing, pierced with thorns, yet
I have the

pattypans and a Ďutch-oven against the wreathed about with roses.

sides of the panniers. Much gingerbread thorn without the rose . Mybriar is a win
was picked up in the street, andMr. Lu . try one, the flowers are withered, but the

cy's windowswere broken all to pieces. thorn remains. My days are spent in va

Had this been all, it would have beena nity, and it is impossible for me to spend

comedy, but we learned the next morning, them otherwise . No man upon earth is

that the poor woman's collar-bone was
more sensible of the unprofitableness ofa

broken, and she has hardly beenableto life like mine, than I am , or groans more

resume her occupation since .
heavily under the burden ; but this too is

What is added on the other side, if I vanity, because it is in vain ; my groans

could have persuaded myself to write
will not bring the remedy, becausethere

sooner, would have reached you sooner ;

is no remedy for me. The time when I

'tis about ten days old .
seem to be most rationally employed, is

when I am reading . My studies, however,

The Doves.* are very much confined , and of little use,

because I have no books but what I bor

The male Dove was smoking a pipe,and the female Dove was sewing , while now ,and nobody will lend me a memory.
she delivered herself asabove. This little Myown isalmost worn out. I read the Bi

circumstance may lead you perhaps to

ographia and the Review. If all the read .

ers of the former had memories like mine,

guess what pair 1 had in my eye .

Yours, dear Madam ,

the compilers of that work would in vain

have laboured to rescue the great names
W.C. of past ages from oblivion, for what I read

The next extracts from letters to to -day, I forget to -morrow. A -by-stander

his mostintimate friend, to whom thebook is always new ;—but Ibegtheby
might say, This is rather an advantage,

he was accustomed to lay open his stander's pardon; Ican recollect though
whole soul , are of a more serious I cannot remember, and with the book in

cast. myhand I recognise those passages which ,

without the book, I should never have

MydearFriend ,-Were my letters com- thought of more. The Review pleases me

posed of materials worthy of your accept- most, because,if the contents escape me,

ance, they shouldbe longer. There is a I regret them less, being a very superci

subject upon which they who know them. liousreader ofmost modern writers. Ei

selves interested in it are never weary of ther I dislike the subject, or the manner

writing. That subjectis not within my of treating it ; the style is affected, or the

teach ; and there are few others that do matter is disgusting.

not soon fatigue me. Upon these, how (though

ever, I might possibly be more diffuse, he was a learned man, and sometimes

could I forget that I am writing to you , wrote like a wise one,) labouring under

to whom I think it just as improper and invincible prejudices against the truth and

absurd to send a sheet full oftrifles, as it its professors ; heterodox in his opinion

would be to allow myself that liberty, upon some religious subjects,and reason

were I writing to one of the four evange- ing most weakly in support of them . How

lists. But since you measure me with so has he toiled to prove that the perdition

much exactness, give meleave to requite of the wicked is not eternal, that there

you in your own way. Your manuscript, may be repentance in hell, and that the

indeed, is close, and I do not reckon mine devils may be saved at last: thus esta

very lax. You make nomargin , it istrue; blishing, as far as in him lies, the belief of

if you did, you would have need of their

I see

a purgatory, and approaching nearer to

Lilliputian art, who can enclose the creed the church of Rome than ever any Me.

within the circle of a shilling ; for, upon thodist did,though papalizing is thecrime
with which he chargesall ofthat denomina

* Vide Cowper's Poems, vol. i. tion . When I think of him , I think too of

* *

*
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some who shall say hereafter, “ Have we for which we sincerely thank you. We

not prophesied in thy name, and in thy have breakfasted since they came, and

name done many wondrous works ? Then consequently, as you may suppose, have

shall he say unto them, Depart from me, neither of us had yet an opportunity

for I never knew you ." But perhaps he to make ourselves acquainted with the

might be enlightened in his last moments, contents. I shall be happy (and when I

and saved in the very article of dissolu- say that, I mean to be understood in the

tion . It is much to be wished, and indeed fullest and most emphatical sense of the

hoped, that he was. Such a man repro . word ) if my frame of mind shall be such

bated in the great day, would be the as may permit me to study them. But

most melancholy spectacle of all that shall Adam's approach to the tree of life, after

stand at the left hand hereafter. But I do he had sinned, was not more effectually

not think that many, or indeed any will prohibited by the flaming sword that

be found there, who in their lives were turned every way, than mine to its great

sober, virtuous, and sincere, truly pious in Antetype has been now almost these thir .

the use of their little light, and though ig- teen years, a short interval of three or

norant of God, in comparison of some four days, which passed about this time

others, yet sufficientlyinformed to know twelvemonth, alone excepted. For what

that He is to be feared, loved , and trust . reason it is that I am thus long excluded,

ed. An operation is often performed if Iam ever again to be admitted, is known

within the curtains of a dying bed, in be- to God only. I can say but this : that if he

half of such men, that the nurse and the is still: myFather, this paternal severity

doctor (I mean the doctor and the nurse ) has, toward me, been such as that I have

have no suspicion of. The soul makes but reason to account it unexampled. For

one step out of darkness into light, and though others have suffered desertion ,

makes that step without a witness. My yetfew, I believe, for so long a time, and

brother's case has made me very charita- perhaps none a desertion accompanied

ble in my opinion about the future state with such experiences. But they have

of such men .

this belonging to them : that as they are

We wait with anxiety tu be informed not fit for recital,being made up merely

what news you receive from Scotland. of infernal ingredients, so neither are
Present our love, if you please, to Miss they susceptible of it ; for I know no lan

Cunningham . I saw in the Gentleman's guage in which they could be expressed.
Magazine for last month, an account of a They are as truly things which it is not

physician who has discovered a new me. possible for manto utter, as those were
thod of treating consumptive cases, which which Paul heard and saw in the third

has succeeded wonderfully in the trial. heaven. If the ladder of Christian expe

He finds the seat of the distemper in the rience reaches, asI suppose it does, to the
stomach, and cures it principally by eme. very presence of God , it has nevertheless

tics. The old method of encountering the its foot in the abyss. And if Paul stood ,

disorder has proved so unequal to the
as no doubt he did, in that experienceof

task , that I should be much inclined to his to which I have just alluded, on the

any new practice that came wellrecom . topmost round of it, Ihave been standing,
mended. He is spoken of as a sensible and and still standon the lowest, in this thir.

judicious man , but his name Ihave forgot. teenth year that has passed since I de.

Yours, my dear Friend,
scended . In such a situation of mind, en

W.C. compassed by the midnight of absolute

despair, and a thousand times filled with

From the great varietyof inter- unspeakable liorror,I first commencedan
esting materials which lie before author. Distress drovemeto it; and the

us, we hardly know what next to impossibility of subsisting without some

select. The following letter to the employment, still recommends it. I am

not, indeed, so perfectly hopeless as I

inestimable correspondent, was; but I am equally in need of an oc

contains, however, so much that re- cupation, being often as much, and some.
lates to the religious character of times even more, worried than ever. I

the writer, that itmust not be omit- cannot amuse myself, as I once could,

with carpenters' or with gardeners' tools,

ted. It was written just before he or with squirrels and guinea-pigs. At that

was sinking into one of his seasons time I was a child . But since ithas pleas

of gloom .
ed God, whatever else he withholds, to

restore to me a man's mind, I have put

My dear Friend ,-Within this hour ar away childish things . Thus far, there.

rived three sets of your new publication , fore, it is plain that I have not chosen or

prescribed to myself my own way, but

* Messiah.

have been providentially led to it: per

same
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come one .

haps I mightsay, with equal propriety, am, with Mrs. Unwin's love to yourself

compelled and scourged into it : for cer. and Mrs. Newton ,

tainly, could I have made my choice, or Most affectionately yours ,

were 1 permitted to make it even now, My dear Friend,
those hours which I spend in poetry I

W.C.

wouldspend with God. But it is evidently Our limits will not admit of much

his will that I should spend them as I do,
because every other way of employing more quotation . We must how

them he himself continues to make im- ever, in order to give a fair speci

possible. If, in the course of such an oc- men of the volume, transcribe parts

cupation, or by inevitable consequence of of one or two, of a different cast

it , either my former connexions are re- from the above. Our first is to his

vived, or new ones occur, these things are

as much a part of the dispensation as the friend, Joseph Hill, Esq .

leading points of it themselves; the effect; Nov. 11, 1782.

as much as the cause. If his purposes in My Dear Friend - Your shocking scrawl,

thus directing me are gracious, he will as you term it, was, however, a very wel.
take care to prove them such in the is . The character, indeed, has

sue ;and, in the meantime, will preserve not quite theneatness andbeauty ofan en
me ( for he is able to do that in one con graving ; butif it cost mesome pains to

dition of life as in another) from all mis- decipher it, they were well rewarded by
takes in conduct that might prove perni. the minute information it conveyed. I am

cious to myself, or give reasonable of- gladyour health is such, that you have

fence to others. I can sayit as truly as nothing more to complain ofthan may be
it wasever spoken ,-Here I am ; let him expected on the down-hill side of life. If
do with me as seemeth himgood. mine is better than yours, it is to be at

At present, however, I have no con- tributed, I suppose, principally, to the

nexions, at which either you, I trust, or constant enjoyment ofcountry air and re

any who love me and wish me well,have tirement; the most perfect regularity in

occasion to conceive alarm . Much kind. mattersof eating, drinking and sleeping :

ness indeed I have experienced at the and a happy emancipation from every

hands of several, some of them near rela- thing that wears the face of business. I

tions, others not related to me at all ; but lead the life I always wished for, and, the

I do not know that there is among them single circumstance of dependence ex

a single person from whom I am likely to cepted, (which, between ourselves, is

catch contamination. I can sayof themall, very contrary to my predominant humour

with more truth than Jacob uttered when and disposition ) have no want left broad
he called kid venison , “ The Lord thy enough for another wish to stand upon .

God brought them unto me. ” I could You may not, perhaps, live to see your

shew you among them two unen, whose trees attain to the dignity of timber - 1

lives, though they have but little of what nevertheless, approve of your planting,

we call evangelical light, are ornaments to and the disinterested spirit that prompts

a Christian country ; men who fear God you to it. Few people plant,when they
more than some who even profess to love are young ; a thousand other less profit

him . But I will not particularize farther able amusements divert their attention ;

on such a subject. Be they what they and most people, when the date of youth
may, our situations are so distant, and we is once expired, think it too late to begin .
are likely to meet so seldom, that were I can tell you, however, for your comfort

they, as they are not, personseven of ex; and encouragement,that when a grove ,
ceptionablemanners, theirmanners would which Major Cowper had planted, was of
have little to do with me.

Wecorres- eighteen years' growth, it wasno small

pond, at present, only on the subject of ornament to his grounds, and afforded as

whatpassed at Troy three thousandyears complete a shade as could be desired .

ago ;and they are matters that, if they were I as old as your mother, in whose

can do no good, will at least hurt nobody. longevity I rejoice, and the more, because

Your friendship for me, and the proof I consider it as, in some sort, apledge and

that I see of it in your friendly concern assurance of yours, and should come to

for my welfareon this occasion, demanded the possession of land worth planting , I

that I should be explicit . Assure your would begin tomorrow , and even with

self that I love and honour you, as upon out previously insisting upon a bond from

all accounts, so especially for the interest Providence that I should live five years

thatyou take, and have ever taken in my longer.

welfare, most sincerely . I wish you all
We close with another letter to

happiness in your new abode, all possible

success in your ministry , and much fruit the same person, dated March 14,

of your newly -published labours ; and 1782.
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ex.

AN EXHIBITION OF

WITH SCRIPTURAL

TRACT NO. I.

EXTRACTS .

My Dear Friend — As servant-maids,and think that they have had enough of
such sortof folks, accounta letter good Cowper, we intend to find a place
for nothing, unless it begins with This in our next number for some ex

comes hoping you are well, as I am at

this present: so ! should be chargeable tracts from this review .

with a great omission, were I not tomake

frequent use of the following grate

ordium - Many thanks for a fine cod and
UNITARIANISM,

oysters. Your bounty never arrived more

seasonably. I had just been observing ,

that among other deplorable effects of the
Greenfield , Massa

war, the scarcity of fish which it occasion- chusetts ; printed by A. Phelps,

ed, wasseverely felt at Olney : but your 1824.

plentiful supply immediately reconciled

me, though not to the war, yet to my We have just perused a pamphlet

small share in the calamities it produces. of 35 pages under the foregoing

I hopemy bookseller haspaid dueat: title. Its design appears to be, to

tention to the order I gave him to furnish
you with my books. The composition of give a clear and concise view of the

thosepieces afforded me an agreeable doctrines which are embraced by

amusement at intervals,for about a twelve- Unitarians, in comparison with

month; and I should be glad to devote what the Bible says of those doc
the leisure hours of another twelvemonthto the sameoccupation; atleast,if my du: trines. To do this inthe most na

cubrations should meet with a favourable tural and unexceptionable way,
acceptance. But I cannot write when I short extracts are taken from the

would; and whether I shall find readers, most distinguished Unitarian au
is a problem not yet decided . So the thors both in Europe and America,
Muse and I are parted for the present.

I sent LordThurlowa volume,and the and these extracts accompanied

following letter with it, which I commu with appropriate and pertinent pas

nicate because you will undoubtedly have sages of scripture, without remark

some curiosity to see it .* or comment. Such a method seems

Yours, W.C.
to be peculiarly fitted to benefit the

Since the foregoing article was
great mass of the community, who

prepared , we have received the this subject, and who have too little
are very imperfectly informed upon

Eclectic Review for March.We
find in it a very able review of this leisure or patience to make a tho

volume of Cowper's letters. It con
rough investigation. This tract

tains, in particular, the mostsatis- will, we think, receive an extensive

factory confutation we have ever
circulation . From the considera

seen of the groundless notion that tion of its value and probable use

the peculiarities of Cowper's reli- fulness at the present time,when

gious creed were the cause, or the
error is stalking abroad in our

fuel, of that dreadful mental mala: land, " and from a desire to contri

dy,under which this interesting known, we insert this notice, and
bute to make it more extensively

man so long andsogrievouslysuf known,weinsert this notice, and

fered . Nor is it sparing in the se
shall only add a single extract from

verityof its strictures onHayley, the first and second pages of the
for his contributing to throw an air pamphlet, as a specimen of the

manner in which the writer treats

of mystery over thiswhole subject, hissubject.
and thereby to mislead his readers;

.

when the publication of some of the

letters contained in this volume ,
SECTION I.

andwhich were in Hayley's posses
INSPIRATION AND AUTHORITY OF THE

sion , would have gone far to clear
up the whole. Aswe believe that

our readers generally, will not soon European Unitarian Writers.

For the letter to Lord Thurlow , see “ The writers of the books of

Cowper's Letters, vol. i . page 192. scripture were men , and therefore

SCRIPTURES .

非
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p. 4, 5.

fallible ." - Priestley's Letters to a liable to adopt a hasty and ill

Philos. Unbeliev . Part. 2. Preface. grounded opinion concerning things

“ Like all other historians they which did not fall within the com

wereliable to mistakes withrespect pass of their ownknowledge.”.

to things of small moment, because Priestley's Hist. Early Opinions,

they did not give sufficient atten- vol. iv.

tion to them .” - Same work . Pref. All scripture is given by inspiration of

“ I think I have often shown that God. 2 Tim . iji . 16. .

the apostle Paul often reasons in- “ The scriptures contain a very

conclusively; and therefore thathe faithful and credibleaccount of the

wrote , as any other person of his Christian doctrine which is the true

turn of mind, and thinking, and in word of God ; BUT THEY ARE NOT

his situation would havewritten, THEMSELVES THE WORD
of God,

without any particular inspiration , '

-Priestley's Hist. Corrup. Chris- and it is highly improper to speak
nor do they ever assume that title:

tianity, vol. 2. p. 370. of them as such , as it leads inatten

Now we have received, not the spirit tive readers to suppose they are

of the world, but the Spirit which is of written under a plenary inspiration,

God ; that we might know the things that

are freely givento us of God. Which
to which they make no pretensions."

things also we speak , not in the words
-Belsham's Rev. of Wilberforce,

which man's wisdom teacheth, but which foc. Letter I.

the Holy Ghost teacheth . - 1 Cor. ii . 12, The word of God is quick and power,

13 .
ful . Heb. iv . 12 .

“ The scriptures were written Not handling the word of God deceit

without any particular inspiration
fully. 2 Cor. iv , 2.

When ye received the word of God

by men who wrote according to the which ye heard of us,ye received it not as

best of their knowledge, and who the word of men,but as it is in truth the

from their circumstances could not word of God .-- 1 Thess. ii . 13 .

be mistaken with respect to the “ The Evangelical histories con

greater facts of which they were tain gross and irreconcilable con
proper witnesses; but (like other tradictions." --Evanson's Disso

men subject to prejudice) might be nance, p . 1 .

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

Proposals are issued by A. Finley, Phi. purchase the octavo or quarto formof this

ladelphia, for publishingby subscription, valuable work . We cordially wish this en .

at $ 1.50 in boards, or $ 2.00 bound, Gro- terprising publisher success in his useful

tius on the Truth of the Christian Reli. undertaking.
gion ; with notes &c. by Mr. Le Clerc.

The first number of a newspaper, print
Translated by John Clark , D.D. Dean of edinmodern Greek, has just arrived in

Sarum , from the fourteenth English edi. England. The types were sent from that

tion. Hewill also shortlypublish, Astro- country by the Greek committee.
nomical Recreations, or Sketches of the

Relative Position and Mythological His
Painted Carpets, bearing a strong re

tory of the Constellations-withnumerous
semblance to therichest Brussels carpets,

plates. A work of this kind will , we
are now manufactured in Boston .

think, be very acceptable to our colleges Wood Screws.- It is with pleasure we

and academies.
mention, that the wood screw manufactory

We are glad to find that Mr. William of Messrs. Phillips & Co. is now in com

W. Woodward of this city is about to pub- plete operation at Phillipsburgin Centre
lish a portable edition of Scott's Family county , Penn. and in all probability will be

Bible. It is to be printed in six small able to supply almost the whole United

volumes, and at such a price as renders it States with that useful article, with which

accessible to those whomay be unable to we have hitherto been supplied from Eng
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land. This is the only manufactory ofthe Southern Motionof the Stars.-- The long

kind in the Union. A specimen of those discussion concerning the Southern'motion

screws has been handedus, and we hesis of the Stars, has at length been brought to

tate not to say they are superior to those a conclusion, and Astronomers have in ge

imported, and we are informed will be sold neral agreed to refer it to a partial, instead

cheaper. - Western Press. of a general application of the tables of

Street Paving - The plan of paving, refraction. Dr. Forsterhas, we understand,
suggested by Mr. M'Adams, of London, proposed to the Meteorological Society of
by taking up thepavement and converting London to exert themselves to obtain ta
the streets into a broken stone road, and bles of refraction , for different observato

which waspublished ina former number tories, instead of universal tables, which
of the Christian Advocate,is,weunder. improvement will rectify many errors,as
stand, about to be adopted in Boston. We it is requisite tohave different corrective

hope soon to see a trial of it made in our tables for each placeof observation; more

own city. over, according to him, the same tables

will not do for all stars; it is found difficult
Fine Arts . - An American gentleman in

to apply the same tables, for instance, to
England, has presented the Boston Athe

Antares and Aldebaran, which will suffice
neum with a half length likeness ofthe late

venerable President West, of the Royal tant thing , and ought to be universally
for Sinus, or Procyon .-- This is an impor

Academy, painted by our young country- known .

man Leslie, from an original portrait by

Sir Thomas Lawrence. Ledyard ..-We understand, that a gentle

Comparative View . – The total number
manin this country is collecting materials

ofdeaths in the city of New York within
for a life ofLedyard, which may be expect

the last year was 3444_Philadelphia 4600 public. Oftheman,who rambled inhis
ed at no distant period to come before the

-Baltimore 2108 - Charleston 314.

The following are the numbers in the boyhood among the Indians on our fron

respective cities ofpersonswhodiedwith . tiers; who was the first to descend the
Connecticut river in a canoe, and in one

in the year, havingattained the age of 50
which was constructed with his own hands,

and upwards

and managed in its voyage by himself
N.York . Philada. Baltim , Charleston

50 to 60 232 312 131 61 alone; who studied law and divinity ; who

60 to 70 135 214 65 enlisted as a soldierat Gibraltar ; who went

70 to 80 109 137 52 29 round the world with Cook ; projected the

80 to 90 49 76 28 27 first trading voyage to the North West

90 to 100 14 24 6 5 Coast ; was intimate with Robert Morris in

100 to 110 2 3 1 1 Philadelphia, with Paul Jones in Paris,

110 to 120 0 1 0 0 with Sir Joseph Banks in London , and

Professor Pallas in Petersburg; who was

541 767 300 188 the friend and correspondent of Jefferson

and La Fayette ; who was one season in

Withinthe last yearthe Boards of Health New York , the next in Spain and France,
of the following cities have announced the the next in Siberia, andthe next under
number of deaths from drunkenness as

the pyramids of Egypt; who was the first
follows :

to open the field of African discovery, on
New York 43

which, during the lastthirty-six years, so
Philadelphia 34

many have entered with enthusiasm and
Baltimore 25

love of adventure, which nothing could
Charleston 14-116

damp but the sacrifice of life itself; and

Susquehanna Navigation. In the course who, in his own language, 'trampled half
of thelast week, an immense quantity of the globe under his feet,'- ofsuch a man,

lumber, flour, wheat, whiskey, stone coal, no doubtmany particulars may be related,

& c. passed down the Susquehanna. The which will be interesting to his country

trade ofthis river is every year increasing, men ,and which, at the same time they il.
and ina degree exceeding the beliefofany lustrate the character and do justice to the
one who has not witnessed it . memory of a remarkable individual , will

The coal mines of the north and west prove what wonders may be wrought by a

branches are becoming very important to union of enterprise, perseverance, and re

the inhabitants down the river. Where solution, in the same mind.

timberisbecoming scarce,the one supplies The Hampshire Telegraph of Saturday

its place as fuel, the other is used by says, Sir Humphrey Davy, the President
blacksmiths instead of charcoal. And of the Royal Society, and Sir Robert Sep

these articles, as they have become more ping's, Surveyor of the Navy, returned to

necessary, are furnished at less than one- town this morning, having been engaged

half of their former prices.--Harrisburg three daysat the dock yard, in directing
Chronicle.

experiments made on the bottoms of the

82
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Samarang, 28, and Manly gun brigs, which understand, is to render the whole copper
were taken into dock for the purpose; on a ship’s bottom electro negative, by the

likewise on four boats, coppered under application of a certain quantity of zinc or

their direction, with a view to ascertain , iron in close contact with the ship's cop

upon a largescale, the effect of the gal- per, at any part ofher bottom under water,

vanic principle which Sir Humphrey pro which zinc or iron only will suffer the ox

poses to apply in a particular manner, for idation or corrosion, preserving the cop

protecting the copper sheathing on ship's per entire.

bottomsfrom corrosion. The principle, we

Heligious Intelligence.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.

ness .

five months, we arrived in safety at these

Within the month past a short chored off Honoruru on the island of Ohui
islands, on the 27th of April last. We an

letter, and part of a journal, has (Wahaoo ) ; but did not leave the ship till

been received by the Editor from the 10th of May, owing to the state of Mrs.

Betsey Stockton , a coloured young
Stewart's health, who had been confined

two weeks before we arrived . I am very
woman, one of the missionaries to

much attached to both Mr. and Mrs. Stew

these islands, who is particularly art ; theytreat me with the greatest kind.

attached to the family of the Rev.

Mr. Stewart-Extracts from the “ A missionary's life is very laborious,

letter and journal are subjoined. It but pleasant. Do, sir,pray for me. Were

appears that previous and morepar- knowhowto pray forus.
you on missionary ground, you would

I wish it were

ticular communications, which have in my power to give you an account of

not yet been received in this coun- some of the trials to which we are called.

try, had been made relative to the But at present I cannot. Captain Gardi
mission , after the arrival of the last ner, of theDawn, is waiting at the door,

and will sail in a few hours. You will

reinforcement. The journal from
please to excuse my sending so small a

which the following extracts are part of my journal. It is all I have copied.

given , was begun immediately after I am ashamed of it ; but I know you will

the writer left the house of the Edi- view its faultswiththe eye of charity. I

tor, and has been regularly conti- have a few things for Mr.

nued ever since. Itis only from
not send them at present. Remember me

to all the dear family. Eighteen thousand

the former part of this journal, after iniles have not separated my heart from

the commencement of the voyage, you. I dream of you all
very.

often ; and

that the subjoined selections have though I cannot say that I wish to return,
been made- To us they appearin- yet the thought of never seeing you

again sometimes almost overcomes me.

teresting and instructive ; especial- The natives are a very pleasant people,

ly when we consider that the writer But indeed they are much dirtier than I

is a young woinan of African de- expected to find them. They eatbaked
scent, whowas never sent to school dogs, raw fish The houses

a day in her life, but acquired all
are so small that they have to creep in at

the door. What is considered a large

her knowledge by a careful atten- house, is about thesize of our old root
tion to the instruction which she house . The house we occupy, however,

received in a private family, and is larger
Two weeks after we arrived at the

by her own efforts after she obtain

ed her freedom at the age of twen
islands, we were sent to this place, which

is considered the best part of the whole .

ty ; her present age is about twenty- The productions are melons, bananas,

five. A missionary life at sea has sweet potatoes, &c . I have time to write

not been so often and so particu- nomore, The ship has not come to an

chor, and will leave us in a few minutes,
larly described as that on land.

Ask Mr. - to tell my mother that I

am well and happy. Please to write to
Lahaina, Maui (Mowee ), June 15, 1823 . If you knew

Dear Sir - After a pleasant voyage of with what anxiety I look for a letter, you

me as often as you can .

* *
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would pity me. Mr. Stewart wrote to you forthe ship, and soon discovered her to
a few days since be the Penn of Philadelphia. Preparations

I am still, with a grateful heart, were made for speaking her. The sea
Yours, was too rcugh to permit us to send let.

BETSEY STUOKTON. ters. She came near enough to hail us,

but we could only say All's well after be

ing at sea a week .

December 1. Sabbath. My soul longed

Ship Thames, at Sea. again for the house of the Lord ; I en

Nov. 20, 1822.—Here begins the history deavoured to find him present with me ;

of things known only to those who have and soon indeed found that he was near

bid the American shores a long adieu . to all that call on him . I enjoyed the day

We were employed in arranging our although we were prevented from having

births, clothes , &c. all day ; and as the worship until afternoon -- owing to the

weather was calm ,wewere enabled to go roughness of the weather and the unset

on without much difficulty. tled state of the ship .

21. The weather became stormy, and 2. Employed in making arrangements
the sea -sickness commenced .

in the cabin ; the day fair and the ship

22. It blew very hard in the day,and running at the rate of six miles anhour .
in the night increased to a gale ; sea -sick . The weather is much warmer than I have

ness increased with it . I was myself very felt it since I left home. In the evening

sick
we had the monthly concert of prayer.

23. Saturday morning at daybreak 3. We are almost settled and things are

shipped a sea. The water rushed into the in good order. The bell rings at day

cabiv . I saw it with very little fear; and light, and we have prayers at sunrise.

felt inclined to say , The Lord reigneth, Mrs.Stewart is getting much better.

let us all rejoice. I was so weak that I 4. Nothing particular has occurred to

was almost unable to help myself. At 10 day ; we are still on our course direct for

o'clock I went on deck : the scene that Cape de Verd .

presented itself was, to me, the most su- 5. The weather is good, and all of us

blime I ever witnessed. How, thought I, are in good health and spirits . The cap

can those who go down tothe sea in tain and officers attend our meeting, and

ships” deny the existence of God. The the sailors appear to treat the missiona

day was spent in self-examination . This, ries with respect.

if ever, is the time to try my motives in 23. The weather delightful; and the

leaving my native land. I found myself crew all engaged in making oil of two

at times unwilling to perish so near my black fish killed yesterday. This isfine

friends; but soon becaine composed, and amusement for the missionaries. We have

resigned to whatever should be the will had corn parched in the oil ; and dough

of my Heavenly Father. I believed that nuts fried' in it. Some of the company

my motives were pure : and a calm and liked it very much . I could not prevail

heavenly peace soon took possession of on myself to eat it. I tasted the flesh and

my breast. Oh that it were always with liver of the fish , which were very good.

me as it is this day ! The flesh is very much like beef, and the

24. Sabbath. The weather still squally, liver like a hog's.

and our family still in bad health . We 24. At 11 o'clock we had a heavy gale .

had no publick service to -day. My soul It did no damage to the rigging . I was

longed for the courts of the Lord ; butmy amused very much during the gale by one

heart was still rejoicing in the strength of of the landsmen, as they call them ; who

was ordered to slack the weather bowling ,

25. The ocean has become much but not understanding the phrase he let

smoother than it has been for some time . it go . Such accidents in a squall cause no

Our family are recovering very fast; no- small noise , and make our captain lift up

thing particular has occurred to -day. his voice like a trumpet . Some of our

26. The weather is delightful , and we family like a gale very much . I have not

feel much better . The ladies wanted a got quite to that yet : however, I can view

pudding for dinner. Two or three volun- it with very little emotion in the daytime.

teered their services and a pudding was in the night I sometimes feel unpleasantly.

made. I , for my part, felt no inclination My bed hangs so near the cabin windows,

either to make or eat it. I stayed with that I havea full view of the water: and

Mrs. S. In the midst of their business the during a gale the waves appear as if they
man on the mast called out, A sail ho ! were coming directly into the cabin .

We were all elate for a few minutes. if 25. Christmas. How unlike the last !

we had seen a friend who had been ab- But the day was pleasant, and I enjoyed

sent for a long time we could not have myself very much ; yet could not forbear

hailed him with more delight. We bore thinking of my native land. We expected

VOL. II. Ch . Adv. 2 G

my God.
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to have made St. Jago; but the wind not any display of Fire-works that equalled it

favouring us, we were obliged to put for beauty. As far as we could see the

about for Cape Horn, without landing, ocean, in the wake of the ship , it appear
This was something of a trial, as it dis- ed one sheet of fire, and exhibited figures

appointed all our expectations of commu- of which you can form no idea. Wehave

nication with our friends. - Saw a large bathed during this month frequently, and

flock of flying fish. They rise from the find the water very refreshing: Yester

water a little distance, when pursued by day, at 8 in the morning, the thermome,

larger fish , and sometimes fly on board . ter stood at 80°. The missionaries all

They have a delicious favour, and are went in to bathe, with their pantaloons:

equal to any fresh water fish I ever tasted . Mr. B. wore his shirt also, and dived three

30. Sabbath. Had prayer meeting in times from the ship ; the last time he

the morning, and preaching in the after- staid too long in the water, so that the

noon at 4 o'clock . Mr. Stewart preached strength of his arms was exhausted, and

from 1 Cor. i . 23. I enjoyed the Sabbath he was not able to get into the ship alone.

very much, and thought I felt something Mr. Lane, the second mate, dived from

of the love of God in my heart. But still the bowsprit, with a rope, and tied it

I felt as if I was declining in thespiritual round him . At the same time another
life . I attend a little to the study of the was thrown from the side of the vessel.

Bible, and find it pleasant. YetI find a We felt alarmed for a few moments, but

void within my breast that is painful. The there was no real danger. Had he even

scenes which constantly present them- fainted , the number of swimmers was so

selves to my view are new and interest great that they could have kept him up

ing ; and I find they have a tendency to until a boat was lowered. I must finish

draw my mind from Him who is, or ought this year by saying with the Psalmist,

to be, my only joy . With thepoor publi- “ When I considerthe works ofthy hands,

can I will say,
« God be merciful to me a Lord what is man that thou art mindful of

sinner.” At six in the evening, we caught him !”
two sharks, and saw a number ofdolphins. Jan. 4 , 1823. Crossed the line. In the

The flesh of the shark is very goodwhen evening, old Neptune visited us, a little

young. beforewe came to his garden, as he called

31. I was much interested in witness- it . His appearance was the most ludi ·

ing the harpooning of a large shark. It crous thing I ever saw in my life. He an

was taken at the stern of the ship, about nounced his coming by blowing a large

6 yards from the cabin window , from trumpet. The sailors weremost of them

which I had a clear view of it. It was new hands; and the poor fellows were all

struck bytwo harpoons at the same time. put down in the forecastle, and afterwards

The fish (if we may call it one, for it has brought up, one at a time, before his ma

very little the appearance of a fish ) was jesty , with their eyes covered, to answer
so angry that he endeavoured to bite the to a number of questions respecting their

men after he was on deck. His jaw bone lives, business, & c. and why they had

was taken out and preserved by one of He told the mission family,

the missionaries. We see a great number that as there were so many ladies onboard,

ofthem, and take them frequently. I have he had thought it expedient to bring his

not been able to preserve any curiosities wife with him ; and that she was as clever
for Mr. J. If I were to return I could an old lady as ever was in the world. He

amuse him a long time, with telling the introduced her to the family ; but said he

simple facts that I have witnessed, and the thought it not best forher to shake hands

things I have seen : and at the close of with them , as she had been handling so

the month and year I will mention a few . many of her dirty boys. Nor did he think

The colour of the water near land, is of a it proper to shave any one farther aft,

greenish hue ; a little farther out it is of a among the ladies. But he would like

bluish tint ; and in the middle of the something else Accordingly they sent

ocean it is of a dark blue, and very clear. him some Spirits and Cakes, and he and

I never saw a more beautiful
green

than his lady withdrew , telling us that we

the colour of the water off Cape Blanco, might cross his garden at all times. The

where we were nearly driven by an unfa . manner in which they shave is very dis

vourable wind. From this we steered gusting:

S. W. by S. between the African coast, 5. Sabbath . Pleasant and clear in the

and the Cape De Verd islands ; and then morning ; a little squally in theafternoon.

directed our course S. S. W. to the coast Had our usual worship . The day was so

of Brazil, If it were in mypower I would lemn ; Mr. Bishop preached for us : but

like to describe the Phosphorescence of “ in vain I sought Him whom my soul

the sea . But to do this would require the loveth.” I felt very much inclined to de

pen ' of a Milton : and he, I think , would spair, and feared that I had indulged the

fail, were he to attempt it . I never saw hope of the hypocrite. Shall I after all

1

come to sea.
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soon as we can .

become a castaway ! Forbid it, O Lord !
gence of the Sandwich Islands mis

nor suffer me to injure the cause I have sion that has yet been published.
espoused.

! 6. Nothing new to -day. All going on We give large extracts from both .

in goodorder. I find my mindstilldark ; We have lately seen an article in

and do not feel quitehappy. Yet for the the publick papers, which states
sake of those around me I endeavour to that the king and queen of the

appear cheerful. I am becoming more Sandwich islands had arrived at

and more attached to Mr. and Mrs. S

and trust that God will make me a com Rio Janeiro, on their way first to

fort to them , England, and then to the United

8. Going very rapidly, at the rate of States. The correctnessof this state
nine and a half miles an hour. The wea- ment we have since seen confirmed

ther very pleasant.Wehavenot suffered by a private letter. Weshouldhope
so much with the heat since we came near

the line, as we did some time ago. The that if their majesties should live to

air is more likethat on land than wehave return , they will be more desirous,

felt it for three weeks past. Saw a large and better qualified than ever , to

tortoise, but could not take it,without favour and promote the civilizing
delaying the ship too long. We regretted and christianizing of their people.

the loss very much. Fresh meat would

be very acceptable to us ; we have had
Mission House at Honoruru,

none since Christmas. Pork and beef are

Port of Oahu, Sandwich Islands,
our standing dishes. Our table makes a

May 24th, 1823.
curious appearance. It is spread over

with frames ; every plate, dish ,and cup, merely , before the sailing of the Arab,
Respected andbeloved Sir I have time

is fastened ; and even thus we cannot get which carries letters for America to Can

a meal, at times, without holding with one

hand, while helping ourselves to eat with
ton, to inform you of our safe arrival at

the other . Wehave very little conversa. April, after a most prosperous andplea
this place, on the morning of the 27th of

tion at the table : all of us get through as
sant voyage. Betseyand myself haveboth

There are eleven per- kept regular journals, copies of which we
sons ateach table : at the first, thecap- design, according to our engagement, to

tain and one of the mates, with nine of the

missionaries. At the second, twomates, the next ship that sailsfrom this port for
transmit to you ; and shall send them by

three of the missionaries, the four natives
America, which will be in about six weeks:

and myself. The provisions of both ta
we could not possibly prepare them in

bles are alike. In the division of the mis .
time for the Arab ,

sionary stores I always have my share, so
We are all in excellent health . Betsey

that I have indeeda double portion of the
says she never felt better, looks remark .

good things of this life ; for Mr. and Mrs. ably well, and is veryhappy in her situa

$ . give me always a share with them. The
tion . Sometimes during the voyage she

last apple and orange were cut in three felt a little lonesome, being without any

pieces, and divided between us . The im
bosom friend, which all the rest of the fa .

pression that such little things make on mily had . Butsince the 11th April,she

my mind will not easily be erased .O that hasfeltnothing ofthe kind. Mrs. Stew

I were worthy of such favours, but I fear art then committed to her care an infant
I am not.

son, who seems to have filled the vacuum
( To be continued .)

in B.'s heart, and beguiles her already of

the moments which before left an open

As we were about to send the ing for thoughts of sadness. Iam happy
to say that Mrs. S. enjoys the most per

foregoingextracts to the press , we fect health : and is greatlypleased with
received two letters from the Rev. her situation in these distant isles, and in

Mr. Stewart. They were written , theprospect of usefulness to this people.
Itis not determined where we shall be

it appears, at the distance of five
months from each other, and sent permanently established,butprobablyat

Lahaina, on the island of Maui: (Mowee.)
in different directions, so as to di- Ifnotthere,either atKouruah or Ohido,

vide between them a circumnaviga- on the island ofHawai, (incorrectly Owy

tion of the globe ; and yet they both hee.) The Mission is in prosperous cir
came to us by the same post." The cumstances, and the hopesof its support.

one under date of October 22d, fieldsarealready ripe for the harvest, and
ers here were never brighter. Truly the

1823, contains the latest intelli. we may add, “ The harvest is great, but

1
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the labourers are few ." We have been flictions must be ours, howevergreat our

received with open arms by the govern- encouragement - however happy our suc

ment and people, and twice the number cess : and that we shall often be compell.

of missionaries would have been joyfully ed to sigh, from the midst of these parch

hailed . But I must leave all for a future ed regions, for the shadow of some rock

communication. in which to repose from the toils and the

Join us in our praises, and still remem- heat of the open field . This rock, I trust,

ber us in your prayers, and believe me we have, and may ever find, the Rock of

truly yours, Ages Abraham's God and Israel's friend;

Chas . SAML. STEWART. and the God and friend of all bis covenant

people.

Mrs. Stewart and son , and Betsey , were
Mission House at Honoruru,

well when I last heard from them . Bi's

Port of Oahu, Sandwich Islands, health is generally good. She is kind and
October 22d, 1823 .

faithful, and willbe greatly useful. We

My venerable and beloved Friend,-I are very comfortably located at one of the

takemy pen hastily to informyou, that by most beautifuland important spots on the

the present opportunity of sending to islands. Mr. Richards and myself have an

America, by the ship Staunton , of New island with 20,000 inhabitants committed

Bedford , I transmit my private journal of to our spiritual care - a solemn-a most

our voyage and arrival at these islands . responsible charge! But Imust close my

A journal of the last six months, may be present communication - Affectionate re

expected to follow it , in the course of a membrance to all the members of your

month or six weeks. I would send it own family, and to all friends. May every

now , but it is at my station at Lahaina on blessing and perfect peace rest on your
the island of Maui. head, my venerable and beloved friend ;

I sent a letter to you by the brig Arab , and may we meet in heaven, to part no

captain Meek, via Canton, in May last ; more for ever .

but think it probable, that this will reach Caas. SAML. STEWART,

America first. Betsey also wrote at that

time, and has since, by the Dawn, cap- P.S. I have broken open my letter to

tain Gardiner, of New York, and by the inform you of the first Christian marriage

Hero, captain Starbuck, of 'Nantucket. among the chiefs of this nation . The king's

There is no want of opportunities of send mother died about a month since, and was

ing. There are thirty ships and two brigs buried in the Christian mode instead of

now at this port: four or five of which their former heathen abominations ; and

are bound directly home . My haste, at her husband, on Sunday last, was married,

present, does not arise from the immedi. according to the Christian institution of

ate departure of the Staunton, but from marriage, to one wife, and to have her

the expectation of embarking myself for only. As both persons are the particular

Maui. I have been absent almost a month, patrons of the station at Lahaina, it would

and have become extremely anxious to please me to have the death and marri.

return . No opportunity has offered for age both published in the Christian Ad

some days, but the king this morning vocate ; and if you please , in some of the

hastened off in a small yacht, and left or. papers of the city.

ders for the barge (the celebrated Cleo- DEATH.— “ Died at Lahaina, on Maui,

patra ) and Waverley, tofollow to Lahaina: one of the Sandwich islands, Sept. 16th,

they are now preparing to get under 1823, Ke-o-pu -o- là -ni, mother of the pre

weigh, and I must secure a passage. sent king Rihoriho, aged 45 years. She

The prosperity of the mission is unin . was the particular patroness of the Mis

terrupted, and its prospects most encou- sionary station at Lahaina, under the di

raging . The journal from this station rection of the Rev. Messrs. Richards and

and Lahaina, by the next ship, will give Stewart; was a hopeful convert to the

many interesting particulars : and one or Christian faith , and received the ordinance

two separate documents are preparing for of baptism before her death .”

the press, which I think will be received MARRIAGE.-- " Married, in the Mission.

withmuch satisfaction by the public in ge- ary Chapel, at Lahaina, Maui, one of the

neral. Our hearts do not faint, though Sandwich islands, by the Rev. Mr. Rich

we are buried in corruption. We have, ards, October 19th, 1823, Hoa -pòri, a chief

almost daily reason to believe that the of high rank, to Ka -la -ku -a, ( Ka-ni-o) one

time is not very far distant, when this ig, ofthe queensofthelate king -Ta -me-a-me-ll,
norant and degraded nation will “ rise and andmother ofthe present favourite queen

shine." Ka-me-ha -ma-ru . -Ka-nio, until late,

We feel that we are in a heathen land was the most common name of Kalakua.

-a land of moral and spiritual death ; --- The chiefs have as many names as a Spa

we feel that many sorrows, and many af- nish grandee has titles.
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DEMERARA . his duties as a missionary ; and they ear

nestly wish the divine forgiveness may be

In our last number we published from extended to those who have been instru

the London Missionary Chronicle, an arti. mental in causing his sufferings.
cle, by which it appeared that the court “ That these opinions are not the result

martial which had tried the missionary, of their own prepossessions, or of partial

the Rev. Mr. Smith, had been discharged; information, they have the best evidence

and that their sentence had been sent by in sentiments expressed upon the charac

the Governor to England, for confirmation ter of Mr. Smith , by one whose know

or reversal. We did not then know what ledge and integrity cannot be called into

the sentence was, but anticipated that it doubt - the Rev. Chaplain of the colony

was something serious— It was death, with He bore honourable testimony on behalf

a recommendation to pardon by the court. of Mr. S. on his trial, and has in a private

Within a month, the publick papers have letter expressed a decided opinion as to

announced that Mr. Smith had died in the usefulness of Mr. Smith's instructions.

prison, while waiting to receive the par. An extract from this letter will be found

don which it was understood had been quoted in a Resolution of the Directors on

granted by the king in council. We bave, a subsequent page."

within a few days, received the Evangeli- The extract here referred to is as fol.

cal Magazine for March, in the Missionary lows.

Chronicle of which the whole story of “ I feel no hesitation in declaring, from

Mr. Smith is given in detail, except his the intimate knowledge which my most

death - given officially by the London anxious inquiries have obtained, thatin the

Missionary Society. If our space would late scourgewhich the hand ofan all-wise

admit, we should gladly give this article Creator has inflicted on this ill -fated coun .

without any abbreviation . But this is ut. try, nothing but those religious impressions

terly impracticable - It extends through which , under Providence, Mr. Smith has

twelve 8vo. pages of closely printed letter been instrumental in fixing - nothing but

press. The most ample information was those principles of the gospel of peace

possessed by the Directors of this Society which he has been proclaiming - could

in making up their statement. They had have prevented a dreadful effusion of
before them letters from Mr. and Mrs. blood here, and saved the lives of those

Smith ; a copy of the charges against Mr. very persons who are now (I shudder to

Smith, which they obtained from Earl writeit,) seeking his.”
Bathurst, secretary of state for the colo- It appears thatthe trial was conducted

nial department ; a private letter from the throughout in the most partial and cruel
Rev. Mr. Austin, chaplain ofthe colony, a manner ; and that the whole evidence on

clergyman of the established church , and which Mr. Smith was condemned wasthat

who was one of a committeeofinquiry of slaves ; who by the laws of the colony
into the whole conduct of Mr. Smith , are not permitted to give evidence in

And in addition to all, Mr. Elliot, the col- cases of property exceeding the valueof

league of Mr. Smith, had arrived in Eng- 40 shillings;andinno casewhere the life

land,to give verbally every information or or character of a white man is concerned:

detail that could be desired. On this full And every slave that testified against Mr.

view of the case, the Directors have given Smith was pardoned. Yet eventheir les

their statement to the publick ; and a timony, if fairly estimated, would by no

more dignified, temperate, and Christian means have established his guilt . The

representation of an iniquitous and cruel Christian Observer, conducted, it will be

transaction, we have never read. After recollected , exclusively by members of

stating their objections to the manner in the established church , has not been able

which the court martial conducted the to restrain its indignation at this transac

trial of Mr. Smith, they say
tion half as much as the Directors of the

“ The Directors having stated these London Missionary Society, have done,
points of serious objection ( and more who are chiefly Dissenters. The Chris

might easily be found ) to the proceedings tian Observer for February says

on the trial, conclude that the members “ It is nowin our power to show, and

of the Society, and the candid beyond its we hope to do it fully in our next num

circle, will approve oftheir declaring that ber, that even the insurrections, which
they retain the conviction formerly ex- have alarmed the timid and irresolute

pressed, of the moral and legal innocence among us, have either had no existence,

of their missionary, Smith; that they do and been actually fabricated to serve a
not withdraw from him their confidence ; purpose; or, like that in Demerara, have

and that they are “ not ashamed of his been the result of cruelty and oppression,

bonds." They regard him as an unme- of immoderate labour, of severity of treat.

rited sufferer, in the diligent and faithful, ment, of religious persecution, and of a

and it may be added, useful discharge of most wanton disregard of the feelings of
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the slaves. Smith , the missionary, has third and last address was made by the

been pardoned by the government ; - Rev. Mr. BALLENTINE, of the Baptist

pardoned, not because his guilt was un- church ; who, in a very animated and in

proved, but because his innocence was deed affecting manner, narrated , from his

clear as the noon -day. He has indeed personalknowledge, the progress and ef

been a most deeply injured individual ; fects of themeasures takenin London for

and, amid all the transactions which have befriending and christianizing the Jews.

polluted our West Indian annals, we know The Society then elected their officers for

not if a foulerand more odious instance the ensuing year, and the meeting ad .

of injustice and oppression, can be singled journed.

out, than that of the treatment and trial A deep attention ofthe numerous audi.

of that good man . But the country shall ence marked the whole of the exercises ;

know it all.” which occupied the spaceof about two

If Mr. Smith be dead, as we suppose he hours. We hope that the effect manifestly

is, that fact was not known in England produced will be lasting ; and that there

when the Evangelical Magazine for March will be a zealous interest taken by the

was printed . When the fact shall be pub- friends of the Jewish cause in this city, in

lished there , we expect that it will pro- support of the measures now in operation

ducemuch excitement, as well it may. tomeliorate the condition of that long ne

For ourselveswe hesitate not to declare, glected and persecuted people, whose

that we consider the Rev. Joan SMITH, time of restoration to the church of God,

late a missionary in the British colony of the signs of the times strongly indicate to

Demerara , as having died a Christian MAR- be rapidly approaching.

TYR, as really as Cranmer, Latimer, and

Ridley. But weacquit the British nation

of the crime, and trust that an exemplary
MARINERS' CHURCH IN PHILADELPHIA.

punishment of its perpetrators will ren .

der their government acquittedin the eye On the 27th ult. the foundation stone

of the world . The entire case, it appears, of a Mariner's Church in Philadelphia,

is to be brought before Parliament, which was laid with appropriate solemnities - It

was, at the last advices, engaged in consi- is, by contract, to be completed before

dering the whole subject of West India the ensuing winter. Every friend of reli

slavery . gion must rejoice in this event ; and while

they rejoice, let their fervent prayers as .

cend to God , for his special blessing on

those who shall worship in this house.
AUXILIARY

The venerable man by whose pious and
FOR MELIORATING THE CONDITION

arduous labours the sailors in Philadelphia

have been congregated, and many of them

we trust savingly benefited, and who has

This Society held its annualmeetingon

sessionroom of the First Presbyterian thisoccasionhave an enviable pleasure

Tuesday evening,the 13th of April, in the appropriated hiswhole property to this

distinguished Christian charity, must on

Church of Philadelphia. The room , al.

though large,was crowded; andwehave forthewealthofthe world. May he yet
a pleasure which he would not exchange

beentoldthat hundreds wentaway who be spared to see those mariners whomhe

could not gain admittance. The meeting

was opened withprayer by the president much beloved , collected in thisrisingedi
so much loves, and by whom he is so

of the Society, the Rev.Mr. Bord, of the fice ;and many ofthem , by the Divine

Episcopal church . Theannualreport was
thenread by the Rev. Dr. GREEN, of the mademeet to enter with him “ abuilding

PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY

OF THE JEWS.

blessing on his instructionsand prayers,

Presbyterian church . On a motion for
of God, a house not made with hands,

printing the report, Mr. JADOWNICKY, a
converted Jew ,studying for the gospel eternal in the heavens. ”

ministry in the Theological Seminary at

Princeton, addressed the meeting in an

argumentativeandeloquent speech ; which

ve expect to insert in our next number.

He was followed , in support of a motion to The General Assembly of the Presby

approve themeasures ofthe parent socie. terian Church in the United States, agree

ty, by Mr. Simons, another Jewish con- ably to the adjournment of last year,will

vert, liberally educated atthe university meet in the First Presbyterian Churchin

of Edinburgh, and who has devoted him- Philadelphia, on the third Thursday, the
self and his propertyto the service of his 20th day of the present month , at 11

Hebrew brethren. The information com- o'clock, A. M.; and be opened with a ser

municated, and the statements made by mon by the Moderator of the last Assem

Mr. Simons, were highly interesting. The bly , the Rev. Dr. CHESTER, of Albany,

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBY

TERIAN CHURCH.
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View of Publick affairs.

EUROPE. - The state of publick affairs in Europe is one of muchinterest, and yet no

important changes have been announced within the last month. Theprinciples,

claims and system of absolute rule, in opposition to free government and individuar

rights and happiness, seem to be dominantin almost everypart of this section of the

globe,except in Britain and its dependencies. Even in Switzerland there appears to

be a deterioration in an attachment to rational liberty. In the Netherlands, there

seems to be something of a better spirit, and a laudable disposition in the government

to consult the real happiness of the people. Greece is yet contending for existence

and for freedom , and with a success which is truly cheering. But the last accounts

show that the Turk is still bent on vengeance. An army of 80,000 men, it is said,

will be employed against Greece in thecoming campaign. Russia, Austria and Prus-'

sia remain in statu quo. Sweden and Norway, underthegovernment of a well inform

ed and sagaciousmonarch , appear to be in an improving state. The same may per

haps be said of Denmark . France, with an astonishing rapidity, is verging toward

despotism . Thus does one extreme almost invariably beget its opposite . In the new

election for members of the national legislature, out ofnearly 200 chosen, there were

only 16 liberals. All the rest are known to be devoted tothe will of the monarch.

Our friend La Fayette - he refuses to be called Marquis -- has lost his election . The

French court have declared that no intention is cherished to aid the Spaniards, by

sending a military force to South America. We believe the declaration --and we

equally believe that they have relinquished the intention, because our President and

the British government have let it be known, that the United States and Britain will

be found onthe side of the colonies, if Spain is not left to settle her dispute with
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them , unassisted by other powers. As to Portugal and Spain , we think that malignity

itself could not wish their wretched inhabitants to suffer more severely than they ac.

tually do, under the weak and tyrannical princes to whose absolute sway they have

chosen to resign themselves. It is said that in Spain there was a wish to restore the

Inquisition ; but that the Pope refused to sanction the measure - alleging, that the age

was too enlightened to endure that tribunal. If this be so, we give Leo XII. much

credit forsowise and equitable a decision; andhope it is an earnest that he willnot

imitate his predecessor in opposing Bible societies. But what are we to think of

those who in popery, outgo the Pope himself. It is stated in the last accounts from

Britain, that some time in the beginning ofApril, a treaty was signed in London be

tweenMr. Rush on the part of the United States, and Mr. Canning on the part of

Great Britain , granting the mutual right of search of all vessels suspected ofbeing

engaged in the African slave trade. We hope this is true ; and we alsohope that the

British parliament will pass a law declaring the slave trade piracy, underthe law of

nations; a point which was well urged by Mr.Adams in his late correspondence with

Mr. Canning, the British envoy atWashington. The whole subject ofthe slave trade

was beforethe British House of Commons, at the date of the last advices, and the

speech of Mr. Canning on the subject, was one of the ablest and most satisfactory

thatwe have ever read. Britain is atwar with Algiers ; but the Dey, we think, is

likely to comply with the terms on which peace will be restored -- the observance of

an article in the last treaty, that he shall not make slaves of Christian captives.

AMERICA. In the southern section of this continent, no very important changes

have been announced withinthe last month. The Colombian republick is doing

well; and the Mexican republick - for such it has really become- is , we hope, likely

to be consolidated. A new republick bas also arisen, which styles itself “ The United

Provinces in the centre of America. ” Guatimala is the capital. It is said that the

Bible is here freely distributed and read, that the country enjoys tranquillity, and is

desirous to cultivate intercourse with the United States. Don Pedro I. emperor of

the Brazils, has given his people a constitution , according to his promise. it is said

to limit his power, but that the throne is to be hereditary in his family. Buenos

Ayres appears to be more tranquil than it was some short time since.We hear no

more of the Indian invasion. On the western side of thegreat southern peninsula, the

royaltroops of Spain have been successful in opposing the republicans, amongwhom

and their leaders discord and dissention are producing the most seriousmischiefs.

UNITED STATES. - Congress, during the past month , has been occupied, and still is,

with several important national concerns. The tariff bill has passed the House of Re

presentatives, and been sent to the Senate. There, by a very close vote, some very
important modifications have been made in the bill; and it seems doubtful whether it

will become a law , be rejected altogether, or be laid over till another session. The sub

ject in which we take the deepest interest, becausewe think it involves the essential

principlesof equity andjustice, as well as our national character with the whole civilized

world, is thatwhich relates to the controversy between the state of Georgia and the

Cherokee Indians. Georgia claims every foot of land now in possession of these In

dians within the bounds of that State, and pleads that for a valuable consideration

the cession to the Union of lands belongingto that State --the United States engaged

to extinguish the Indian title to these lands; and shedemands an immediate fulfilment

of the contract, and declares thatremoval or extinction, is the only alternative that re.

mains for the Cherokees. The government of the United States replies, that an es

sential conditionof the contract was, that the Indian title wasto be extinguished, as

soon as it could be done “ peaceably and upon reasonable terms” -- that every possible

exertion has been made by the United States to obtain peaceable possession of these

lands ; but that the thing is impossible -- that the Indians declare their inflexible deter

mination “never, for any consideration whatever, either to leave their lands, or to sell

another foot of them.". The Indian delegation at Washington confirm this statement,

repel the idea that theirlands can be rightfully claimed by any nation whatever, and

appeal tothe magnanimity and justice of the national legislature to secure their pro

perty, and to protect them from violence. We regret that our space will not permit

us to enter into this subjectas we wish . We can only say at present,that if Georgia

has an equitable claim onthe United States let it by all means be discharged; and

if necessary let every individual in the nation be taxed for the amount. But let

not high Heaven be provoked by the injustice of taking by violence, from those to

whom high Heaven has given it, the soil on which the Cherokees now reside ; and on

which they are rapidly becoming civilized and christianized . We have sins enough

toanswerfor already, in the treatment which the aborigines of our country have re

ceived at our hands, without adding this enormity to the number.
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LECTURE VIII .

LECTURES ON THE SHORTER CATE- of no possible increase ; and there.

CHISM OF THE WESTMINSTER AS- fore, as we have seen that God is ina

SEMBLY OF DIVINES_ADDRESSED finite and perfect, there is and can

be, but one God . This appears to

me perfectly conclusive, as a matter

of reasoning: and all that we see,

Having considered the being and even without the aid of holy scripture,

attributes of God , the next point goes to confirm theconclusion, as a

that claims our attention is his Uni- matter of fact. When we contem

ty. This is expressed in the answer plate the visible universe, we every

to the fifth question of our cate- where behold, not only power, wis
chism , thus— « There is but one only, dom and goodness, but in the per

the living and true God .” fect harmony and order of all, we

Call to mind that all the argu- see a unity and simplicity of design

ments which have been adduced to and end, which most powerfully im

prove—and which I think do most press the conviction that one, and

conclusively prove-the being of a but one glorious being, created it at

God, go also to prove, as clearly, first, and upholds and governs it

that he is infinite and perfect in his continually.

being and attributes. Keep this in But, my young friends, although

view, and then observe attentive- this important truth, that there is

ly, that one infinite and perfect be- but one God, is so clear to us that

ing supersedes the necessity of any it seemsunnecessary to spend much
other ; because this one infinite and time in its proof or illustration , yet

perfect being is sufficient to give you ought to remember, and to be

existence at first to all other beings, very thankful while you remember,

and to uphold and govern them af- that your belief of it is to be attri

terward. In a word , there is no need, buted to your being blessed with the

in accounting for the universe, to light of revelation . Infidels may say

suppose more than one supreme what they will of the uselessness of

But this is not all . One in the Bible, and of the sufficiency of

finite and perfect being, absolutely the light of nature without it. But

and necessarily precludes a second. the truth is, that very much of what

If there be supposed two, of equal they call the light of nature they

or similar attributes, neither can be borrowed from the Bible, and they

infinite or perfect: because it is ma- most unjustly and ungratefully re

nifest that if to either were given fuse to acknowledge their obligation.

the powers and prerogatives of the When a point is clearly revealed

other, there would be an increase of and taught, it is often easy to show

what was possessed before. But that it is agreeable to reason and na

what is infinite and perfect admits ture, and yet reason and nature, left

Vol. II.-Ch. Adv. 2 H

cause.
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But we

to themselves, would never have time to establish for the church in

taught it. This is peculiarly true every successive age, the most fun

in regard to the subject before us. damental article of all true religion,

The unity of the Deity appears plain that so much was said and done to

to us; and it is so in reality. But retain among the ancient Israelites

for this we are entirely indebted to the practical belief of the unity of

the Bible ; for as heretofore observed , God. It would consume more than

mankind in every age and nation of the time allotted to this lecture, only

the world in which the light of reve- to read over the passages in which

lation has not been enjoyed , have this great truth is taught and incul

been Polytheists and idolaters. The cated, either directly or collaterally :

grossness of idolatry in the heathen for all that is said against worship

world, even in those nations that ping images, or creatures of any

were the most improved in other re- kind, is directed to this point. It

spects, was shocking in the extreme. will, therefore, be sufficient to re

It presents, when seriously contem- mind you that the very first precept

plated, one of the most humbling in the decalogue has for its subject

views of the weakness and depravity this essential truth—" Thou shalt

of our nature that can possibly be have no other gods before me."
taken . There was scarce an ani. I would willingly insist the more

mal , however mean or loathsome ; on this point, because there are those

scarce a vice or passion, however de. who are fond of intimating,and who

testable, which was not deified and sometiines directly assert, that what

worshipped . It is to point our at- we are presently to consider -- the

tention distinctly to the difference doctrine of the 'Trinity — is a virtual

between the divine object of Chris- denial of the unity of God.

tian worship and the impure rabble repel the imputation with the most

of heathen deities, that the answer perfect abhorrence,-and the answer

of the catechism calls Jehovah, “ the of our catechism , which we have just

one only living and true God ” —The been illustrating, is a proof that the

gods of the heathen “ are vanity and charge is groundless, false and base.

With this remark I proceed to the

It may appear a strange infatua. next answer, which is thus express

tion to us, that the ancient Israelites ed— “ There are three persons in the

were so strongly and obstinately Godhead , the Father, the Son,and the

prone to the worship of idols, as the Holy Ghost ; and these three are one

scriptures represent them to have God, the same in substance, equal in
been. But this arises from not con- power and glory ."

ceiving justly of the state of the It is worthy of remark, that not

worldat that time. The present only is the unity of God exclusively

state of India maybest illustrate it. taught in the preceding answer, but

There idolatry still prevails, as it that itis repeated in this, in which

did among the heathen who surround the Trinity of persons is asserted

ed Palestine, and were intermingled " these three are one God.” So care

with the Hebrews in the time of ful has our church been, to prevent

their judges and their kings. In any misapprehension on this great

India at present, all descriptions of article of religion.

the people are idolaters; their false In considering this answer , in

gods amount to many thousands; which is contained, at once, a great

their temples are splendid, and the mystery and an essential article of

whole service is calculated to in . Christian faith, it may be proper to

flame and gratify unhallowed appe- explain to you two terms which are

tites and passions. used in the answer. The first is the

It was to guard the chosen people word Godhead— “ there are three

of God against the various abomina- persons in the Godhead." This is a
tions of idolatry, and at the same translation of the Greek words to

a lie.
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Berov, and Berotus (to theion and theio- It is unreasonable to object to pró .

tes), which are used in the New Tes. per and appropriate terms, because

tament, to denote the essential Deity, they are not found in scripture,

or the divine essence . The answer, when the notion, or idea, which they

then, is — there are three persons in convey, is clearly and frequently
the divine essence . found there. Terms that compre

The word persons is the other hend several ideas must often be

term , in the answer, that I would ex . used , unless we introduce a circum

plain. Person is a translation of the locution that would destroy all clear

Greek word “VOCTROIS (hypostasis ). ness of reasoning, as wellas all neat.
This word is a considerable number ness of expression. Those who com

of times used in the Greek NewTes- monly make the objection to which I

tament ; and is the term employed here answer, ought to recollect that

in Heb. i. 3, where it is said of the Son Unitarian, is not a scriptural term,

of God, our Saviour, " that he is the any more than Trinitarian; and that

brightness of his. (the Father's) glory, the word unity itself, is but twice

and the express image of his person.” found in the New Testament ; and

From this, probably, the fathers of where found , has no reference what
the Greek church were led to use ever to this subject.

this term, in the plural number, to Having thus explained the terms

express the distinctions in the adora- that will be used in this discussion,

ble Trinity. I shall only farther remark , in a pre

We translate the word 'vportavis liminary way, that the doctrine of

(hypostasis) person, because our lan- the Trinity is a doctrine of pure re

guage does not contain a better velation. Human reason alone, cer

term ; although the meaning of it is tainly could not have discovered it.

not, we admit, exactly correspondent That we have good reason to believe

to the Greek word of which it is the it was revealed to our first parents,

translation. But by person , with re- I shall have occasion to show here

ference to this subject, we meanan after : and that it was handed down

intelligent agent, to whom is applied by tradition , so as to be in some mea

the personal pronouns I, thou, he ; sure known to the heathen nationsof

and who is represented in scripture antiquity, has, I think, been satisfac

as willing and acting, as an indivi- torily shown by several learned wri

dual wills and acts. Mark, in his ters . But the truth itself, could

compend of theology entitled Medulo come originally from l'evelation only.

la , defines personality thus-"A po- The light of nature may certainly

sitive mode of being , ultimately ter- discover the existence of a great

minating and filling a substantial na. first cause, and indicate something

ture, and giving to it incommunica- of most of the divine perfections.

bility ." * But there seems to be no conceiva

We also make use of the word ble way in which human reason , un

Trinity. This is not a scripture aided by divine revelation, could

term , but was early introduced by have arrived at the knowledge that

the Christian fathers, to denote, by the Supreme Being is one in essence,

a single word , that unity of three and yet three in personality,

persons in the divine essence, which ( To be continued .)

they considered as a fundamental

article of Christian faith . It strictly

signifies tri-unity, or the union of
three in one ; and is therefore a cor- FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCÀTE.

rect expression of the idea intended At the annualmeeting, on the 13th

to be conveyed . of April last , of the Philadelphia

* Modus positivus entis, ultimò termi. Auxiliary Society for meliorating the
nans et complens naturam substantialem , condition of the Jews, Mr. JADOW .

ac illi dans incommunicabilitatem . NICKY, a converted Jew, studying for
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the gospel ministry in the Theologi. True, we hear some objections offer

cal Seminary at Princeton, delivere ed to the plan of the meliorating so

ed the following speech , on a motion cieties, and offered sometimes by

for printing the reportof the Society. men who I believe can say Amen to

the prayer of the Apostle Paul , that

MR. PRESIDENT, “ Israel may be saved .” These ob

In a country where liberty of the jections, however, are not, I think,

press is enjoyed, it is almost an in- made against all endeavours for me

evitable consequence that the peo- liorating the condition of the He

ple are of a very investigating cha- brews, but only against the mode of

racter . They do not easily take for making them. And, sir, I must be

granted what is advanced, even if permitted to say, that a very slight

advanced by great and good men. examination of the objections will be

They weigh the arguments, examine sufficient to show that their authors

the proofs, sift the principles which must have been at very little trou.

are brought forward, before they en- ble in investigating this subject. All

list in favour of any object. the objections to the Society's plan ,

In such a country, if a benevolent as coming from Christians and such

object of magnitude is proposed, and only deserve notice here—may be

yet does not receive general patron- reduced to the following three.
age -- at least not from those from 1st. It is objected that a colony of

whom patronage might be expected Hebrew Christians does not seem to

- it can be accounted for only on be practicable -- the Hebrews not

one of these two principles - either having been actively employed in

the object for which aid is solicited the art of agriculture, since the con
was found , after due investigation , quest of their country by the Ro

to be such as did not deserve gene- mans.

ral patronage; or else that its pre- 2d . If practicable, it does not seem

tensions had not been investigated to be a necessary mean in meliorat

at all . Let us apply this remark to ing their spiritual condition.

the case before us. 3d. If both practicable and neces

The object, Mr. President, pro- sary, the location of it in America

posed by your Society, I conceive to does notseem to answer any good
be, to aid in the melioration of the end, as there are but few Jews in
mournful condition of the Hebrews, this country.

especially in a religious point of As for the first and second of these

view. This certainly is an object of objections, I shall leave them with
the greatest magnitude to every one out a reply ; for I cannot think that

that calls himself a Christian ;inas- they carry even the appearance of

inuch as it is the express commission solidity in them . The last may,at

of the Lord Jesus Christ, " that re- first sight, appear to be of weight,

pentance and remission of sinsshould and yet I apprehend it must fall to

be preached in his name among all the ground when we cometo inves
nations, beginning at Jerusalem ." tigate it .

But if the object be thus important, Sir, it has always appeared to me,

why is it that so many disciples of that we commence the discussion at

Christ stand afar off from it ? Why the wrong end, when we argue the

is it that so many ministers of Christ practicability of a Hebrew Christian
decline to lend their aid to this colony, or even its utility , in an in

cause ? Why is it that so many dependent pointof view . The grand
churches of Christ are cold and in- point first to be argued and decided

different on the subject? Why may upon is, how shall Christians, believ

it be said of Zion , in so many places, ing that the time to favour Zion is
" this is Zion which no man seeketh at hand,and anxious to acquaint the

after?" I answer, only because the Hebrews with their long expected

case of poor Israel is not investigated. Messiah , best promote this object ?
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Will it be by encouraging Hebrew tian communities, it remains to show

proselytes to join different Christian wherein the superiority of such a

churches, such as the country they method consists, compared with the

live in may afford - Papist as well mode hitherto adopted ; which has

as Protestant, heterodox as well as been that of sending missionaries to

orthodox ? Or will it be by encou- the Jews, and of encouraging their
raging them to join together in a dis- amalgamation with differentChris

tinct church of their own ? Which, I tian denominations.

ask, of these two methods is best cal- The experience of many centuries

culated to bring about the desired has demonstrated, that the most dif

end ? Which is most likely to con- ficult point to gain in promoting

tribute to the glorification of God Christianity among the Hebrews, is
and his Christ ? If sound discussion to arrest and fix their attention to

terminate in a preference of the the controversy between Judaism
former method, the colony, of course, and Christianity. Learned Christian

ought not to be established . - Butif doctors have written ably on the sub

the latter method be preferred, as in ject ; but to no effect, because the

the opinion of the American Melio- Hebrews would never read their pro

rating Society it ought to be, then ductions. They think it a daring

the question arises, how can such a presumption for any Gentile to teach

colony or community in its incipient them the way of life. This the mis

state ,best support itself?—How can sionaries to the present day experi

it best keep up the preaching of the ence, to their deep regret. Hebrew

gospel among its own population, proselytes, who have joined Gentile

and extend it to their unconverted churches, also become of no effect in

brethren ? Somewould say by means this respect-- their brethren accord

of agriculture; because agricultural ing to the flesh, viewing them as
employments are peculiarly favoura- apostates from their God, and trai.

ble to simple manners and virtuous tors to their nation.

habits. Others again would prefer Sir, so sensible was I of this diffi

the mechanick arts, because they culty, that when about to join the

are most easily carried on in a small Christian church, and understanding
community. But, sir, you may easi- that my Christian friends had raised

ly perceive that these are all second- expectations of my going forth at
ary considerations, and have little or once as a missionary to my brethren ,

nobearing, on the essential merits I requested them to defer my recep

or demerits of the meliorating socie- tion into the church - to defer it till

ties. These societies, if they choose, I should have returned from one mis

may prosecute their plans of insti- sionary tour; knowing that I could

tuting Hebrew Christian churches, enlist far greater attention to the

without any predetermination what subject, as a member of the Syna

the general secular occupation of the gogue, than asa member of a Gen

community shall be; and yet by no tile church. Now , sir, this difficulty

means lose sight of their main object. may be entirelyremoved by insti

There can be no doubt, that in dif- tuting Hebrew Christian churches.

ferent countries and under different Here they will see a band of their

circumstances, very different em- own brethren, recognising the Mes

ployments in secular matters may siah in Jesus of Nazareth, and wor

and ought to be generally pursued shipping the God of Abraham , Isaac,

by a Hebrew Christian colony or and Jacob, according to the dictates

community. of their hearts : And what effect will

Having briefly hinted at what ap- this produce upon them ? Certainly

pears to be the grand feature which none other than exciting their atten

characterizes the American Melio- tion to the grand controversy, whe

rating Society, namely, the aiding ther Jesus be the true Messiah or a

and encouraging of Hebrew Chris- false one. Any publication on the
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subject issued from this quarter, will To such a plan it has, I know,

be received by them with eagerness, been objected , that converted He

and be perused with care, either to brews are to their brethren the salt

ascertain its truth, or to refute it by of the earth ; and that it is therefore

showing its error. desirable they should be scattered ,

But again, there is a lasting pre- inorder to diffusea seasoning of

judice on the side of the Hebrews knowledge. Alas! sir , when thus

against Christianity ; because, of all scattered, they will become the
their oppressors and persecutors, salt that has lost its savour. ” Or, to

those who have borne the name of take another emblem from the lips

Christians havebeen the most invete- of our Saviour - they will be like
rate and the most cruel. For more " the candle which is put under a

than fifteen centuries they have been bushel.” But if you will collect

taught to believe, alas ! by sad expe- them into a community, they will

rience, that Christianity consists in become “ like a city setupona hill

little else than in hating and perse. which cannot be hid.”

cuting the Hebrews. Such prejudice I might enlarge on manyother ad

mustbe removed : and what better vantages, which an institution of the
means can you adopt for its remo- kind I advocate would afford -- such

val, than instituting Hebrew Chris- as the raising and sending forth of

tian churches ? The example which the best qualified missionaries; and

such communities would set before the promotion of union and harmony

them by their walk and conversa- among Christians of differentdeno
tion , would counterbalance those minations in the grand work of evan

prejudices - would evince to them gelizing the Hebrews. But on these
that it is not Christianity, but the time will not permit me to dwell

absence ofit, in those who callthem- at present. One advantage more,
selves Christians, which influences however, I cannot forbear to notice.

them to hate the Hebrews. Travel. It is this - by instituting a Hebrew

ling missionaries are utterly insuffi- Christian church, the individual pro

cient to remove the prejudices to selytes may be brought under the

which I have adverted. For apart control of the most efficient church

from every other consideration, how discipline. The want of such a dis

few of the Hebrews ever become ac- cipline is a most lamentable defect

quainted with these missionaries, so in the present system of operations
as to know their sentiments on any in the Jewish cause. For it often

subject; much less to beconvinced happens thatthe misconduct of one

of their real love to the Hebrew na. unworthy individual, puts almost an

tion. Neither are individual prose- entire stop for a time to the promo

lytessufficient for the purpose - being tion of Christianity among the whole

always regarded by their Jewish bre- Hebrew nation ; and it even preju

thren as interested hypocrites, who dices the minds of Gentile Chris.

have left them and joined their ene- tians against all Jewish proselytes.

mies for the sake of gain, or from The evil is not sufficiently corrected

some other base motive, and there. by the discipline of the church which

fore the prejudices against themare the unworthy Hebrew has joined.

if possible greater than againstGen- He is regarded not merely as a

tile Christians. But a Hebrew Chris- member of this or that church . He

tian community will most assuredly is marked as a Hebrew proselyte,

be productive of the desired end; and as such, is considered as a kind

for it must be evident to their un- of representative of all his fellow

converted brethren, that such com- proselytes, whether they belong to

munity can have no other object in the same or to different individual

view, than the worshipping of God churches . Now if the Hebrew pro

according to the dictates of their selytes are thus connected in publick
consciences. opinion, why should they nothave a
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DUTIES OF THE PASTORAL OFFICE.

LETTER VI.

more

churchdiscipline of their own ? Then glected Messiah, even the meek and

it would be fairly seen whether the lowly Jesus, with “ Hosannah to the

whole body was corrupt or sound . Son of David ; blessed is hé that

Then the best opportunity would be cometh in the name of the Lord . ”
given to reclaim an offending bro

ther, if he could be reclaimed : and

if not, by a final expulsion from the

church , to prevent the dishonour LETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER OF

which his apostacy was calculated THE GOSPEL TO HIS SON, ON THE

to bring on his former associates.

This view of the subject is also

calculated to show the propriety of

having the first institution of the My dear Timothy - Agreeably te

kind located in America, although at an intimation at the close ofmy last

the first view , it would seem better letter, I am now to make someaddi.

that it should be located where the tional observations on the subject of

Hebrews are numerous, as prayer in the public service of the

they are on the continent of Eu- sanctuary.

rope. But let it be recollected that, Having said a good deal on the

excepting England , there is no civi. imperfect and unprofitable manner

lized country in the world where in which prayer is too often conduct

such an institution could be organ- ed in our churches, you may reason

ized . Russia requires of all Hebrew ably expect that I should endeavour

proselytes in her empire to join the to show how this evil is to be reme
Greek church. Austria patronises died - how the necessary qualifica

only the Roman Catholicks. Prus- tions for leading advantageously the

sia, and all the other kingdoms of devotions of a worshipping assembly

Europe, have each their established are to be acquired ; and how the

churches. A compliance with these whole servicemay be so managed as

national regulations, absolutely pre to be most likely, under the divine

cludes theexistence of a Hebrew blessing, to become both acceptable

church. England, it is true, tolerates and edifying. This, therefore, I shall

different religious denominations, attempt, in the best manner which

yet favours only her own establish- the narrow limits to which I am con
ment. And if itwere otherwise, no fined will permit.

good reason could be offered , why It is gratifying to find that the

England should be preferred to Directory of ourchurch, as quoted

America. The secular concerns of in my last letter, not only enjoins

the institution can certainly be car- the duty of labouring after the ne

ried on to greater advantage in cessary qualifications for leading in

America than in England. prayer, but points out the method in

On the whole, sir, let the institu- which the attainment should be

tions for which I plead, be set agoing sought, and the means to be used in

in this highly favoured country, making it. I shall take the Directo

where no obstacle is in the way ; and ry for myguide, and indeed I could

we may hope that God, in his infi- not wish for a better. It refers, you

nite mercy, may condescend so to will observe, both to the generalpre
bless them , that the other nations of paration for an able and advantage

the earth may take cognizance of ous performance of this duty, and to

them, and permit similar institutions the manner in which the particular

to grow up in theirseveral countries. acts of duty are to be engaged in.
Thus the word of life will have free On each of these I willoffer a few

course , until it shall have converted remarks.

every Synagogue into a Hebrew In making a general preparation

Christian sanctuary; and the whole to lead in publick prayer, the Direc

Jewish race shall hail their long ne- tory first, and with great propriety,
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prescribes " a thorough acquaintance lume that is given to us in the way

with the holy scriptures." Great fa- of doctrinal instruction, and of pious

miliarity with the sacred volume is, sentiment,which is calculated, and

indeed, the most important attain- was intended to teach us how to

ment for a gospel minister, in rela- pray. Now ,mydear son, your Bible

tion to everypart of his official duty. should be thoroughly examined and

The maxim ,“ that a good textuary studied in all these particulars, with

is a good divine,” is as trueand im- adistinct view to the acquisition

portant, as it is trite. But in this of suitable matter and suitable lan

attainment, I fear the divines of the guage for publick prayer. For this

last age, and even of the last gene- purpose scriptural expressions should

ration , excelled those of the present. be largely collected, digested, ar

They were men " mighty in the ranged and committed to memory.

scriptures.” — Many of them had al. Every publick prayer should savour

most the whole Bible by heart, and highly of the very spirit and manner

in regard to large portions of it could, of those who " spake as they were

from memory,refer atonce to book , moved by theHoly Ghost." My
chapter, and verse. Such an ac- meaning, however, is not that the

quaintance as this with the scope, whole prayer, or even a large part of

spirit, and language of inspiration, is it, should be made up of exact scrip

the best single aid that can ever be ture quotations; as I have known it
found, in preparing to become the to be in the practice of some. A

mouth of others, as well as of our portion of scripture language, appo

selves, to God. Hisown word truly sitely applied, and happily wrought

understood,and applied according to into the several parts of prayer , is
its genuine intention , must, we know, indeed always a prime excellence;

be a right expression of the senti- but to attempt more thanthis, must,

ments, desires, and wants which we I think, produce constraint in the

ought to feel ; and which , when real- speaker, and to others it certainly

ly felt and thus expressed, cannot has the appearance of being artifi

fail to be prayer of the best and most cial. I would therefore rather wish

acceptable kind . The encourage that the whole prayer should breathe

ment held out in the wordofGod to the spirit of the Bible, than be large

those who pray in faith and fervour- ly composed of its very language

the promises with which that word that we should so catch the tone

abounds — the examples there exhi- and strain of the inspired saints, as

bited of saints pleading for them . to pray like them in our own words,

selves and others -- giving thanks for without borrowing theirs very exten

mercies received, and praising and sively.
adoring the Majesty of heaven for " Reading the best writers on the

what he isin himself, and for all the subject” of prayer, is next mention
manifestations of his power , wisdom, ed in the Directory, among the

truth, holiness, goodness and grace, means to be made use of by a theo

to his intelligent creatures - these logical student, or young minister of

furnish the proper materials for the gospel, “ to prepare and qualify

prayer, the topicks on which we himself to lead the devotion of wors

ought to dwell, and the pleas which shipping assemblies. Many have

we ought to urge with holy importu- written well on this subject; but I

nity, when we lead the public wor- have seenno single production ,atall

shipof the sanctuary. Many of the comparable to the treatise of Dr.

Psalms are prayers in form , as well Watts, entitled " A Guide to Prayer,"

as in substance ; and there are seve- from which I gave you a quotation

ral other examples of whole prayers in my last letter. Of this treatise I

dictated by the Holy Spirit, and re- think so highly, that if I were the

corded for our benefit : and there is teacher of a theological seminary, or

beside very much in the sacred vo- had in any way the direction of the
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studies of youth preparing for the ticular. Consider the nature of the

gospel ministry, this treatise should exercise here prescribed, and what

be carefully studied by all, and be must be its natural tendency andef

made the subjectof a strict exami- fect. The meditation recommended

nation . The work ought to be re. essentially consists in thinking

printed in a detached form , and closely and seriously on what we

widely circulated . Every Christian ought to pray for ; on the temper,

may read it with advantage; and I spirit, and feelings with which our

desire to be thankful to God that it prayers should be offered to God ;

fell in my way in the early part of and on the mostproper language and

my ministry, and that I read it care. manner in which our petitions and
fully. This whole subject is here praises may be publickly expressed .

discussed by the pen of a master. Can this fail to be a most profitable

One excellence of the piece is, that exercise, to every one whose mind is

while it teaches how to pray, it can rightly disposed, and especially to

scarcely be perused attentively with- him who is to lead in publick prayer?

outmaking the reader feel devout- Is there any thing more directly cal

without making him desirous to culated to favour and foster a truly

pray, and sending him to his knees devotional spirit—the very life and

to ask of God the spirit of prayer. soulof prayer, as we all allow - than

It also refers to some other valuable to think much, and deeply, and so

publications on this important sub- lemnly, on the wants, and desires,

ject, particularly to those of Bishop and requests, that we may and
Wilkins and Matthew Henry. ought to spread before God , when

In addition to discussions on the we approach the throne of his mercy ?

nature of the sacred service we are and on the various causes that we

considering, the best forms of prayer have to give him thanks, with the

which are extant in our language warmest emotions of our hearts, for

should be carefully consulted . Many bis innumerable mercies ? Will not he

such forms have been penned and who is much engaged in such sacred

published, and some of them very meditations, be likely to possess far

recently-not only by those who ha- more ardent feelings of devotion, and

bitually use forms in social worship, far more enlarged views of what he

but by those who do not. I have ought to make the subject of prayer,

lately seen a small volume, the com- as well as be far better prepared to

position of Mr. Jay of England, express himself on all these topicks

which I think is calculated to be readily and pertinently, than he who

very useful. What weakness or rarely thinkswhat he ought to desire

narrowness of mind is manifested by of God and how he should express

those, who can scarcely look at a his desires, till the very time that he

form of prayer without disgust ! enters on this solemn service ? It

They should remember that such seems to me that the importance and

forms are given us in holy scripture, the advantage of this kind of medi

that they were certainly there re- tation , in preparing to lead in pub

corded " for our learning;" and that lick devotion, are really too obvious

to derive assistance from them in for doubt or controversy. And what

our own prayers, is to make that reasonable objection can there then

very use of them which was chiefly be to putting these meditations into

designed by the inspired penmen in words? What objection that these

placing them in the volume of God's words, suggested by devout feelings,

revealed will. and clear and enlarged views of di

The third means specified in the vine things, enjoyed in a delightful

Directory, as proper and useful to season of sacred meditation , should

be employed in preparing to pray in be preserved by committing them to

publick, is "meditation . This is, writing ? We always think in lan

in every view, a most important par- guage,and can in no way so readily
Vol. II.Ch . Adv. 21
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ascertain whether we think clearly which he could not but know that

and correctly, as by endeavouring to the publick considered him as pos

express our thoughts in audible or sessing. He replied with great hu

written language. And when we mility and modesty, that if he had

have the clearest thoughts and the made any attainment of this kind, it

most lively feelings, onany subject, must be attributed to the divine

we can then express ourselves with blessing on the means he used for his

unspeakably greater perspicuity, co- improvement in the early part of his

piousness, and felicity, than at any ministry, and that of these means the

other time . I am clear, therefore, principal one was the writing of

that itwould be a most profitable ex- prayers.— That for several years

ercise for every young clergyman, to after he began to preach, he never

seize the happiest moments of a de. wrote a sermon without writing a

vout frame of mind , to write down prayer - both of which he delivered

what he then sees and feels; and from memory ; without, however,

that he may, in this way, secure suppressing any proper or fervent

some of the best materials forprayer thought which occurred at the time

in the sanctuary of God. He may and in thewarmth of speaking . This

sometimes extend these compositions anecdote I had from the very friend

to a whole form of prayer, regularly who made the inquiry and received

drawn out ; and sometimes confine the answer of Dr. Gillies, to which I

them to one ortwo only,of the parts have referred. The words in which

of prayer, such as confession, peti- that friend related the anecdote I

tion, or praise. That what I here re- do not indeed pretend to remember,

commend is not inconsistent with but the substance of it I am sure I

the spirit of devotion , or the spirit of do ; for the narrator was my theolo

an elevated practical piety, I think gical teacher, and he told me what I

the following anecdote is calculated have stated , with a view to recom

to demonstrate :-Dr. Gillies, of mend the example of Dr. Gillies to

Scotland , the author of " The Collec- my own imitation. I did imitate in

tions," was universally considered, part, and only regret that I did not

by all who knew him , as one of the do it more extensively than I have

most holy, spiritual, and heavenly ever done.

minded men, and one of the most I fully expected, when I began

exemplary in all respects, of the this letter, to finish at its conclusion

day in which he lived . He, to a re- what I had to say on the subject of

markable degree, excelled in prayer. publick prayer. But this I find im

For various, and copious, and perti- practicable - The subject is too im

nent expression in prayer, poured portant to be treated slightly, or

forth with a heavenly freedom and broken off abruptly. I shall there

fervour, he was confessedly unequal. fore resumeit in mynext letter. In

led by any other minister in Scot- the mean time, the Lord grant you

land. He was asked by a brother much of the spirit of prayer; and in

clergyman , in the intimacy of pri- all yourprayers, remember

vate friendship , what means he had Your affectionate father,

used to attain thatgift and that unc

tion of spirit in this sacred exercise,

Miscellaneous.

FROM THE ECLECTIC REVIEW
universally held , by heathen as well

as by Christian men, that it might

seem to be almost a tenet of natural

religion, a principle of instinctive
The doctrine of Divine Influence belief, or at least a manifest dictate

has, in one shape or other, been so of reason. To the gods, the heathens

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE HOLY

SPIRIT
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were accustomed to ascribe not only things, is altogether delusive, because

the outward bestowments of fortune, it has, in the absence of revelation,

but those mental gifts and moral en- attached itself to unreal objects.

dowments which suppose a direct in- Superstition was the blind exer

fluence exerted on the soul ; and the cise of the religious faculty, shaping

prayer of the suppliant, blind and to itself objects of terror and wor.

unintelligent as it was, so far as re- ship in the place of the true God and

garded the object of worship, pro- the true existences which inhabit the

ceeded from the belief that such in- spiritual world. But it is so much

fluence was exerted by the powers more consonant to our fallen nature,

he sought to propitiate. Through to worship the work of our own

all the modifications which the doc- hands, and to believe in the creatures

trine assumed as disguised by super- of our own imaginings, than to exer

stition,-in the afflatus of the tripod, cise a pure faith in the existence of

the bacchanalian furor,or the frenzy what we cannot imagine, that it has

of the nympholept, we still trace the been found a much easier achieve

same inherent principle, perverted ment to extinguish superstition, than

and debased, which is the foundation to make men religious. To get rid

of all religion -- the belief that inter- of superstition is most desirable, but,

course with the Divine nature is pos- unfortunately, the way in which this

sible, and not merely possible, but has been accomplished , has been, in

that the minds of individuals have too manycases, by extirpating, so far

been brought under the influence of as possible, the principle to which

direct inspiration. To this source superstition was indebted for its

alone, the gift of prophecy was attri- bold ; and this has made us the firm

butable; and those inventions which er Protestants, but not altogether the

were ascribed to the gods, were no better Christians. It might,wethink,

doubt viewed in the same light, as be safely affirmed of a very large

implying a supernatural wisdom. proportion of Christian professors,

Thus, the doctrine of Divine influ- (excluding entirely the decidedly ir

ence, as well as that of an over- religious from consideration) that

ruling Providence or Fate, has seem- the existence and ministry of angels,

ed to be inseparable from a belief in is a fact which has as little practical

the existence of Deity, and prayer hold on their minds, as the exploded

has been the necessary consequence superstitions which Popery founded

of this persuasion. Separate from it, on the doctrine, or as a belief in

indeed , prayer would be absolutely witches, fairies, and phantoms. The

irrational. Modern philosophy, how- doctrince of Divine influences can

ever, which, by dissipating so much not be put away in this manner from

of the obscurity that veiled the ope- the mindof any sincere worshipper;

rations of nature, has contracted the but still , it is acquiesced in as a doc

range of supernatural causes, and al- trine, referred to as a doctrine, in

most destroyed the creed of imagi- sisted on in this point of view, as an

nation , would fain carry its tests and important article of belief, rather

its analytical processes into matters than taken hold of by the feelings

of faith . Because it has demolished with that simplicity of assurance

the imaginary world which fear or which would give it its proper influ

superstition peopled with shadows, ence on the character.

it would reduce us to a disbelief of One thing which has tended to in

the unseen world , and explode the tercept between this cardinal truth

doctrine of supernatural agency as and the moral character,-to deprive

irrational. But it would be precise it of its proper influence, is the ba

ly as wise to argue from idolatry bit of connecting it with certain theo

against the reasonableness of all re- logical speculations relative to moral

ligion, as to conclude that the in- inability and other points remote

stinctive faith of mankind in unseen from personal feeling. It is the res
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mark of Stillingfleet, that " the seek. the human mind, that our thoughts

ing to reconcile the mysteries of our and feelings are susceptible of the

faith to philosophical dictates and direct operation of Divine influence,

unreproved hypotheses, hath been and this without violence.done to

that which hath almost destroyed it, the moral nature, without any con

and turned our religion into a mere sciousness on the part of the indivi

philosophical speculation." The dual , of an operation distinct from

same may be said of the ceaseless that of his own voluntary action

efforts to reconcile the mysteries of is a fact capable of the highest proof.

faith to theological systems. We Its possibility might be demonstrated

feel persuaded that the controversies by abstract reasoning. The gift of

respecting the freedom of the will , prophecy is a sufficient historical at

the resistibility of grace, the inabili- testation of the actual fact. To the

ty of men to believe, &c., have had real Christian , there is the additional

the most prejudicial effect in divert. proof supplied by Revelation and by

ing the mind from the practical to experience. He can no more doubt

the speculative. Even ministers of that the moral influence of truth on

the gospel have appeared to shrink bis own mind, in coincidence with

from thesubject of Divineinfluences, the dictates of conscience, is attribu- '

on account of its supposed implica- table to the operation of the Father

tion in matters of doubtful disputa- of Spirits, than that the vital action

tion. We cannot otherwise account of his frame is sustained by the Di
for the striking omission which we vine power of Him who made it.

have often had occasion to notice in Truth, though in every case the in

evangelical discourses, of any dis- strument, can in no instance be the

tinct reference to the topic. And adequate cause of any moral effect.

then, discussions relating to the per- This is clear, since otherwise its ef

sonality of the Holy Spirit,placed at fect would be uniform , like that of

the threshold, as it were, of the sub- any
mechanical cause, under the

ject,have tended, however necessary same circumstances. The reason

in themselves, to remove still fur- why the same truth does not operate

ther from direct contact with the with the same force at all times, must

feelings, the fact itself of Divine be, that it is not an efficient cause,
agency as the source of all spiritual but only an instrumental one. The

life. What would be the effect of efficient cause, the Christian well

introducing the scripture doctrine of knows, lies not in himself : it must,

Providence, with philosophical dis- therefore, be referrible to the Su

cussions relative to the existence of preme Cause, -- to Him “ who work
God ? eth all in all."

Any person who is in the habit of It is conceded , that truth, when

attending to the operations of his believed and entertained by the mind,

mind, will, we think, admit, that the will produce its propermoral effect

state of mind required by prayer, as a motive ; but the belief and con

and that which is immediately pro- sideration of truth is precisely that

ducedby theological speculation, are antecedent effect, to the cause of

almost the opposite of each other, so which we are now adverting. It is

that an indulgence in such specula- not enough that truth should be ex.

tions is destructive of the spirit of bibited to the mind, or that the mind

prayer. For what is prayer, but the should be capable of receiving and
result of a belief which speculation being affected by it : no consequence

would fain suspend while it exa- necessarily follows from this, analo

mines the rationale of it ? A belief in gous to what takes place as the re

facts, of which speculation busies it- sult of mechanical impulse commu

self, and loses itself, in attempting nicated to inert matter. Moral in
to explore the inscrutable relations. fluence is an effect to which the

- That the Holy Spirit has access to mind itself, so to speak, must lend

19
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And as

itself: there must be a concurrence awaken. He must be spiritually re

of the spiritual principle with the vived , before he can spiritually feel;

means of influence, that is, truth, in he must be endued with a celestial

order to such effect. And as this principle which will act as a soul

principle is so often dormant, there within a soul, before he can expe

is required something more thanthe rience the emotions and perform the

means, to call it into action . We functions of a living being.

are aware that we have expressed the total failure of the outward ma

ourselves in a manner rather too chinery of religion, while unaccom

metaphysical, but the illustration panied by a quickening energy.

supplied by familiar facts, will make proves the indispensable necessity

plain the truth of the proposition. of a Divine Power to render it effec.

“ Millions,” it is remarked by a tual in any case, so those particular

late writer, " read the word of God instances in which it is found suc

with a professed belief of its con- cessful, are equally illustrative of the

tents, without receiving the slightest same truth . It is the primary basis

salutary influence from its lessons: of all reasoning and philosophy, that

a number perhaps equal, or still similar causes produce similar effects

greater, hear the word preached, or, to exhibit the same idea in a

without seeming to think it at all modified and somewhat expanded

necessary that they should be doers form ; that a similar agency, ope
of the word as well as hearers. rating upon similar subjects, will re

“ The reason of this is doubtless, sult in the display of the same ge

that these persons have no life in neral phenomena. In the applica

them . They want a principle which tion of this principle to the point

no agency less than divine is ca- under consideration, we remark, that

pable of bestowing upon them. If the agency generally employed con

the instrumentality of the written sists of the various modes of instruc

word, and of human teaching alone tion , by providential occurrences, by

was sufficient, they would long since written records, and more especially

have been made alive unto righteous. by ministerial labours. The subjects

Before they can rise into life, to which this agency is directed,

a quickening power must descend human beings, all by nature equally

upon them from above. To under- corrupt, equally degraded, equally

stand the full force of this assertion destitute of life and holiness. On a

it must be recollected, that the na- supposition of the identity or perfect

tural state of man is that of death similarity of the influence exerted,

in trespasses and sins, without how wemust have inevitably expected an

liness, without grace, without the uniformity of result, either invaria

least spiritual feeling:-at the fall bly successful, or invariably abor

he received a shock which paralysed tive. But the fact is totally other
and numbed every limb, every nerve wise. While the great majority of

of the internal man , and left him a mankind remains untouched, unaf

blasted withered form of humanity fected, unrenewed ; some discover no

without so much as a power to feel uncertain or equivocal symptoms of

his misery. While he remains in an almost entire transformation of

this condition , the simple application character having been wrought in

of external means is incapable of im- them . Assuming it as an allowed

parting the least degree of salutary and established point, that all the in

influence. The feelings of his na- dividuals of the human species, are,

lure may, indeed, in some measure, by nature, equally tainted with the

be wrought upon-as the fibres of stain of pollution, and present equal

once animated but now lifeless mat- impediments to the renovating ope

ter may be put in motion by the ope- rations of divine grace, the circum

rationsof Galvanism , buta sensation stance ofsome being awakened from

truly vital and spiritual it cannot their fatal slumbers ,and of the rest

ness. are
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continuing to sleep in perilous indif- subject of human responsibility,

ference upon the brink of everlast- and other metaphysical questions,

ing ruin, seems capable of no other that he feels any difficulty on the

mode of explanation, than the sup- subject.

position of an influence being made But when an attempt is made to

to operate upon the one class which analyse and discriminate the sup
does not reach to the other. ” posed various kinds of Divine influ .

There is sucha thing as being fa- ence, as common or saving grace,

miliar with a principle of mechani- as resistible or irresistible, and so

cal philosophy, in its practical ap- forth, what wonder is it that the

plication , and yet not being able to mind gets bewildered, and that faith

understand it when technically is lost in the mazes of doubtful spe

stated as a principle of science. The culation ? Thus much we may safely

same thing occurs in matters of reli- assume of all moral influence, that

gion. Every Christian, in the act of its specific operation will vary ac

prayer, recognises the principle, that cording to the medium or instru

he stands in constantneed of Divine ment, and the subject of influence.

influence, and is capable of receiving Truth of some kind, or seeming

it. Every thinkingman, who is not truth , is the only conceivable means

an infidel, will readily acknowledge, of influencing an intelligent agent.

that wisdom and goodness are as But there aresome truths evidently

much the gifts of God as riches and adapted to act upon the conscience

health. But wisdom and goodness of the individual; other truths which

can be communicated only by means tend more directly to operate on the
of Divine influence on the mind. In affections; and their specific effect,

asking wisdom of God , in imploring therefore, will be different. In con

his guidance, above all, in supplicat- currence with such truths, a Divine

ing his Holy Spirit, the believer acts influence also may be exerted on the

on the inherent belief, that such Di. conscience, and terminate there; or

vine communications are continually it may exert itself on the heart. As

afforded, and may confidently be an- the dictates of conscience may be

ticipated in answer to prayer. It resisted, so, we should not err in say

never interferes with this belief as a ing, that the influence of the Spirit

practical difficulty, that he is not may be resisted, so far as the con

able to distinguish such communica- science alone is brought under its

tions from the action of his own operation, and the truth received is

mind; any more than it shakes his of that nature which tends only to

belief in Divine Providence, to find awaken the conscience. But truths

things taking place in concurrence affecting the heart cannot be re

with his own exertions. There are ceived , by virtue of the gracious in

physical influences of which he has fluence of God's Holy Spirit, with

no moredistinct consciousness, than out a correspondent moral effect.

he has of anyDivine influence on his The affections, the will , are the very

mind. Nay, there is the moral in- subject of such influence; and at

fluence of suasion , of example, of once to receive and to resist it, is im

temptation, perpetually operating possible : it involves a contradiction.

upon him, yet still as undistinguish- But, stripped of all metaphysics,

able from the voluntary operations what is the fact From the Spirit of

of thought, as influence of a super- God, " all holy desires, all good

natural kind ; as there are chemical counsels, and all just works pro

and mechanical processes constantly ceed." And He “ will give his holy

going forward throughout the animal Spirit to them who ask it." It is a

system , of which we have no sensi- fixed law of the Divine government,

ble intimation . It is not till a man that this spiritual aid should uni

begins to speculate on the mode of formly be afforded in answer to

Divine influence, its bearing on the prayer. The concurrence of the Di
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

vine agency with human effort and of dishes, and arenot allowed even

rational means, in the physical ope- to see the cheese, till after you have

rations of nature -the processes of eaten heartily of two or three cold

nutrition, growth, and healing, is not joints of meat, with pickles, pies, and

more certain, or less mysterious, than tarts, in thick array.

that which is the source of life, and Formerly, a very rational divi.

growth, and healing in the spiritualsion of time prevailed alike in all
world. To make this fact an ex- classes of society, morning , noon,

cuse for the neglect of means, is the and night. But now the former

grossest fanaticism : to overlook it, has nearly swallowed up both the

or explain it away, is atheism . latter :-we have no afternoon and

very little evening left. If you

should luckily have dined early, and

happen to stumble upon any other

phrase than 'good morning , before

Mr. Editor - In looking over some three or four o'clock, you would be

late English publications, I met with degraded irrecoverably, in the es

two articles entitled " Elegancies of teem of your polite and fashionable

modern idioms,” which, though writ- friends.

ten with particular reference to the “ You see the title of a book ad

old world, is, nevertheless, applicable vertised, and being always more

in a great measure to us in the new. fond of truth than fable, you are at

The writer has treated thesubject in a tracted by the imposing misnomer of

humorous manner, but nothing should No Fiction ; when, after wasting

be considered as trivial when truth your money in the purchase, and

is in question . A careless habit of your time in the perusal of the book,

speech in little things, leads to ne- you happen to discover that No
gligent language in higher concerns. Truth would have been a more ap

As professors of the religion of Je- propriate denomination .

sus Christ, we are doubly bound to “ A friend invites you to accom

adhere strictly at all times to the pany him to a snug little cottage he

truth, even in the most common has taken in the country, just a box

transactions of life . Among the in- for his wife and two little daughters;

stances of departure from this plain hopes you will excuse its being a

undecorated statement of facts, are mere cottage ; and when you arrive,

the following, which are current to expecting to find it scarce large

a certain degree in our own country. enough to admit an additional visiter,

it turns out to be, not indeed very

" You are requested to take a fa- lofty, but, in all other respects, a

MILY DINNER with an individual who capital residence, with an elegant

piques himself upon using no cere- suite of rooms, coach-houses, stables,

mony, and who assures you ,you shall & c .

be heartily welcome if you will take “ You are solicited to meet a few

them just in a plain way -- and when friends to spend an evening in a

you seat yourself at the table, you plain homely way, and are assured

find a dinner as much out of the usu. that ' NOBODY will be there it isn't

al routine of the same family as pos . meant to be a party,' and, to your

sible - in short, you find that a fa- astonished simplicity, it proves to

mily dinner means a feast as sump- be only a score or two of people

tuous as the family can possibly pro- drest in their very, gayest manner.”
vide.

Many more such instances of mo

“Another asks you to take your dern improvements in our good old

bread and cheese and upon assent. truth -speaking language might be

ing, you are ushered into an elegant noted, but I have sent you these,

drawing -room or dining-parlour, and merely to put your country friends,

find the table covered with a variety who sometimes come to town, and
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your studious men, who see very lit- and disappointing them of the object

tle of polite society, on their guard of their visit.

in mixing with theworld. In order to get rid of this kind of

duplicity , I will recommend the

adoption of a phrase, which will

equally prevent unseasonable intru

sion , and at the same time will com

I have been for some time reflect- pletely abolish the iniquitous prac

ing on the folly and wickedness of tice abovementioned, i. e. particular

those persons who order their ser. ly engaged. I have tried this expe
vants to deny them, whenever they dient for more than thirty years with

do not choose to see company, under invariable success, and Iam in hopes

the fashionable phrase of, “ not at I shall confer a benefit on mankind,

home.”. I formerly entertained a if I can write it into general practice.
hope, that this kindof deception was Before I close, I will mention an

wholly confined to those families, anecdote, which I received from a

where the lady of the house is " at gentleman of undoubted veracity. A

home,” only once or twice in the minister from the country called on

year. But to my great mortification, a person in London, who is well

I have lately discovered , that " not known in the religious world . On

at home,” is to be met with in almost his inquiring for the master, bis ser

every circle ; and that it is now be- vant replied, " not at home, Sir."

come a convenient sort of answer, Now it so happened , that the minis

whenever one has a purpose to serve ter had but a moment before seen

in being denied . Against this prac. bim standing at his parlour window .

tice I hereby enter a most decided On receiving the above answer, he

protest ; because there is not the entered the room where the gentle

least occasion for, or utility in, fabri. man was seated, and took the liberty

cating a falsehood of this kind . I to remonstrate with him on the sin

am , moreover, afraid, that the decep- fulness of such conduct, especially

tions which servants or children thus in a professor ofreligion. Ashamed

practise at our command, will be re- of what he had done, the gentleman

torted on us in various other forms, replied , “Sir, I repent." - " Do you

whenever it may comport with their SOP ” rejoined the minister, “then

interest, convenience, or inclination. bring forth fruits meet for repent
Indeed, this species of falsehood is ance : I have the case of a distressed

doubly offensive, as it affronts both minister in my pocket, and shall cer
God and man. It offends God , by a tainly expect your name and your

direct breach of his positive com- guinea," which he accordingly re

mand ; and men, by losing their time, ceived .

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

Mr. Editor - The following verses addressed to the Messiah are taken

from Milman's Fall of Jerusalem . An able critic remarks concerning them ,

that they bear no unfavourable comparison with Milton's hymn on the Na

tivity, or with any other similar composition in our language- As these lines

have never appeared in any of our magazines, as far as I know , I think they

will be acceptable to your readers.

-Thou wert born of woman ! thou didst come,

Oh Holiest ! to this world of sin and gloom ,

Not in thy dread omnipotent array ;

And not by thunders strow'd

Was thy tempestuous road ;

Nor indignation burnt before thee on thy way.
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But thee, a soft and naked child ,

Thy mother undefild,

In the rude manger laid to rest

From off her virgin breast.

T

The heavens were not commanded to prepare

A gorgeous canopy of golden air ;

Nor stoop'd their lamps th ’ enthroned fires on high :

A single silent star

Camewandering from afar,

Gliding uncheck'd and calm along the liquid sky ;

The Eastern sages leading on

As at a kingly throne,

To lay their goldand odours sweet

Before thy infant feet.

The Earth and Ocean were not hush'd to hear

Bright harmony from every starry sphere ;

Nor at thy presence breakthe voice of song

From all the cherub choirs,

And seraphs' burning lyres

Pour'd thro ' the host of heaven the charmed clouds along

One angel troop the strain began ,

Ofall the race of man

By simple shepherds heard alone,

That soft Hosanna's tone .
1

And when thou didst depart, no car of flame

To bear thee hence in lambent radiance came ;

Nor visible Angels mourn’d with drooping plumes :

Nor didst thou mount on high

From fatal Calvary

With all thine own redeemid outbursting from their tombs.

For thou didstbear away from earth

But one of human birth ,

The dying felon bythy side, to be

In Paradise with thee.

Nor o'er thy cross the clouds of vengeance brake ;

A little while the conscious earth did shake

At that fouldeed by her fierce children done ;

A few dim hours of day

The world in darkness lay ;

Thenbask'd in bright repose beneath the cloudless sun :

While thou didst sleep within the tombs,

Consenting to thy doom :

Ere yet thewhite-robed Angel shone

Upon the sealed stone.

And when thou didst arise, thou didst not stand

With Devastation in thy red right hand,

Plaguing the guilty city's murtherous crew ;

Butthou didst haste to meet

Thy mother's coming feet,

And bear the words of peace unto the faithful few .

Then calmly, slowly didst thou rise

Into thy native skies,

Thy humanform dissolv'd on high

In its own radiancy .'-

VOL. II.Ch . Adv. 2 K
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REMARKS ON THE RE

fect ” in the same sense as that in

A REVIEW OF THREE PAMPHLETS, EN- which the most perfect creature is

TITLED, AN ABSTRACT OF UNITA- imperfect - are propositions which

RIAN BELIEF, REV. JOHNEMORY's Trinitarians think properly belong

REPLY, ” AND to the doctrine of two natures, and

PLY." which they believe not to be impos

No. V.
sible , contradictory, or absurd . To

give an example, they believe, that it

The following is the manner in is not a contradiction to say that the

which the Abstract speaks of the same being is immortal and at the

two natures of Christ. same time mortal or subject to death.

" The Trinitarian doctrine, is that in This Mr. Emory illustrates by the

Christ were two whole and perfect na- following appropriate example:

tures joined together in one person, and “ Then it is utterly unintelligible

that one of these natures was God and the and absurd, that the two natures,
other man . We maintain , that two such

naturesmustnecessarily make twobeings inman , and that in consequence of
soul and body, constitute one person

What constitutes a distinct being but a

distinct nature ? The notion that two na
such union , he is both mortal and

tures, or what is the same thing, two immortal." - Emory's Reply, p. 4.

minds, two wills, two souls, can constitute The answer to this is ,

one person, we take to be utterly unintel

ligible and absurd. ” “ But most unfortunately, there is not
If

Such is the accusation—the chari. Christwere God and man united, he was
the remotest analogy in the two cases.

table charge of absurdity .-- Now for two distinct beings, each of whom must

the proof. have a distinct consciousness, mind, and

will . Does Mr. Emory consider the hu.

“ It would lead to the most glaring con- man body as possessing these qualities in

tradictions and impossibilities: thesame a separate state from the soul ? Unless he

being would be omnipotent and immor. do, his illustration can have no bearing

tal, and yet a feeble man, and subject to upon the question .".
death ; he would know all things, and yet

be ignorant ; he would be perfect and im- Is it, we ask , essential to every

perfect, the Creator of allthings, yet de

rived and dependent." - Abstract,p . 8 .
being, that it possess a distinct mind

and will ? If so, then every tree and

To ring the changes on contra- stone niust possess these qualities.

dictions, impossibilities, and absur. But if not, then the soul and body,

dities, manifests little logick and when separateil, may make two dis

less charity. It is an easy method tinct beings ; and the body, when re
by which rational, liberal Christians, duced to its original principles, may

attempt to throw dust in the eyes of make a multitude of distinct beings.

the unthinking and the licentious. Now, in recomposing the body , an

No doubt such liberal sentiments unknown number of these must be

will entitle their author to the sin- brought together and united , so as to

cere thanks of almost all the scep- form a compound being called " the

ticks and unfledged prattling philoso- body.” But all this is not sufficient
phers in Christendom.

to constitute a man or person. To ef

That Christ as God was “ immor- fect this, there must not only be a

tal," " omnipotent," " omniscient” and countless number of separate beings

perfect," and " the Creator of all collected from the material world ,

things ;" and that as man , " he was but there must be also added a spi

derived and dependent” _ " a feeble ritual being, distinct in its nature

man , and subject to death," " igno- from any one of these material par

rant" of many things, and " imper- ticles, and from all of them com
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:

com

bined -- the soul. Here then in man , thing." Christ having, in his media

is the union of an indefinite number torial capacity, taken upon him the

of beings , so affected by the divine form of a servant, did , and could , in

agency, as to make one compound that capacity, effect nothing but by

being. And must we stop here and the Father.

say that this is the ne plus ultra of Again, hear the objector

the Divine power ? Shall we, dare “ There is another remarkable text,

we say, that to this body and this proving the imperfection of his know

spirit,thus wonderfully and myste- ledge. When he foretold the destruction
riously united , God cannot join of Jerusalem , he said , “ but of that day

another spirit ? With one foot on the and that hour knoweth no man, no not

sea and the other on the land , with the Son,butthe Father .'— Mark xi . 32.the angels which are in heaven, neither

the voice of thunder will you say to This textalone is sufficient to show that

the Almighty, thus far shalt thou go the knowledge of Christ was limited, and
and no farther : God does combine that he cannot be the same as God, nor

matter with matter, and matter with have the attributes of God .” — Abstract,

spirit, so as of many beings of dif- p. 7.

ferent natures , to form one This text is just sufficient to show,

pound being, and who can prove that the knowledge of Christ's hu:

that he does not and cannot also man nature was limited ; a proposi

unite different spirits together, so tion which no Trinitarian , acquaint

as to form one spiritual being ? Who ed with the subject, denies, and one

can affirm that God may not have which naturally results from the doc

many such spiritual creatures in the trine of the two natures. If he had

universe ? , Why may there not be two natures, he must have had a hu

the sweetest harmony between the man soul as well as a human body,

respective powers of these united and as this soul is finite, so all its

spirits ? powers must be finite. It could,

Notwithstanding all that Unitari- therefore, no more comprehend infi

ans can say, the operations of the less nite knowledge, than it could fill in

spiritin such an union , may most cor- finite space ; and this text proves

dially acquiesce in those of thegreater. " that day" to be among one of those

And ifso, why may not the Supreme things that were beyond its compre
Spirit be united with a human soul? hension.

If this soul may be filled with Deity, That this is the proper interpreta

and coalesce with him , and harmo- tion of the text, is evident from a

nize in him with all its powers , all comparison with John xxi . 17, where

the Unitarian objection about “ two Peter says— " Lord, thou knowest

aninds, two wills, and two souls," sa- all things.” Now how are we to re

vours more of the carpings of igno- concile these scriptures, if Christ did

rance than of rational argument. not , as God, know all things, and as

But we are met with such texts as man , did not know all things . Ex

these- " My Father is greater than cept, indeed, Peter might have been

1” _ " He doth the works" _ “ I can mistaken, and Christ, pleased with

of myself do nothing.” Now all this the flattery, might have winked at

agrees with the doctrine of two na- his frailty, without correcting the

tures as well as with that of one. mistake-a thought little less than

My Father is greater than 1.” - blasphemy:

Christ, in his divine nature, is equal The Unitarian logick on this sub

with God, yet as Mediator, he took ject stands thus—

upon him the form of a servant, and Major.-- Any doctrine that in

was made in the likeness of man. volves contradictions, impossibilities

Therefore in his Mediatorial charac- and absurdities, is not to be believed .

ter, he could truly say, “ my Father Minor.-But the doctrine of two

is greater than 1”_" He doth the natures in the person of Christ, in

works" - " I can of myself do no volves the following contradictions,

1
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impossibilities and absurdities - the it were not stepping beyond the li

same being would be omnipotent and mits prescribed for this review, it

immortal , yet a feeble man, and sub- mightbe still further shown how, by

ject to death - hewould be the Crea- changing plain language into figure,

tor of all things, yet derived and de- straining words out of their proper

pendent. signification, turning history into al

Conclusion . Therefore, the doc- legory, and adding words to the text,

trines of the two natures of Christ , and supposing emendations, Unita

is not to be believed . rians never fail to metamorphose

The misfortune of this powful rea- every • text whose literal and most

soning, is, these impossibilities, con- obvious meaning would teach the su

tradictions and absurdities contain- preme divinity of Jesus Christ.

ed in the Minor, happen not to be But from the review we have al

proved , nor admitted to be true.- ready taken of this system of inter

And then, alas! whatbecomes of the pretation , it is easy to perceive that

conclusion ? The gulf between the the scriptures can be brought by it,

Major and conclusion is so great, to square with infidelity as well as

that the latter is left like a floating with any thing else. If the same li

island to the mercy of the winds, berty be taken with the statute book

Unitarians are often charged with of any government, its precepts and

laying too much stress on reason , its penalties may be construed into

and not enough on the simple lan- licenses and rewards, and all the va

guage of the Bible. That the lat- rieties of crime go uncontrolled and

ter part of the charge is true, there unpunished . If this system be adopt

is little doubt ; and it is also certain ed, it becomes absolutely impossible

that they are fond of being consider- to communicate any thing by lan

ed philosophical gentlemen , at the guage that may not be understood in

farthest remove possible from bigotry, several different ways, and conse

superstition, and credulity. Yet af- quently convey. a meaning to the

ter all that is given them , and all that reader different from what the wri

they are willing to take, it is not ter intended . Adopt this system ,

clear that they lay too much stress and you throw darkness around all

reason-on right reason. For the communications of life -- from

though they are incredulous enough the ponderous codes that regulate

to reject the doctrine of the Trinity, the interests of a commonwealth, to
and of the two natures of Christ, the householder's simple precepts

when plainly revealed in the Bible, given for the direction of his domes

yet they have credulity sufficient ticks. To ask us to believe that

to believe them absurd and im- such a system of hermeneuticks is

possible, on the strength of a gross true, in application to the language

sophism . In other words, they re- which directs the affairs of life, would

ject with evidence, and believe them be an exorbitant and ludicrous tax
absurd without evidence. This is upon the credulity of mankind. To

being philosophical to some purpose ! make it the standard of interpreting

Thus we have imperfectlyconsi- the Bible, is more than enough for the

dered the manner in which Unita- credulity of the New England fa

rians reason on the doctrines of the thers, in the days ofthe blue laws,

Trinity and of the human and divine and amply sufficient for all thegifts

natures of Christ ;and also, how they of credence possessed by the stout.

treat the text of that book which re- est bigots of the dark ages. This

veals the will of God to man. We too is dignified by the title of liberal

have seen that all the absurdities and rational Christianity.* A sys

charged upon these mysterious doc
trines, are thrown out wholly upon ism “ rational Christianity,” and “ rational

* Mr. Belsham denominates Unitarian .

the strength ofassertion, unsupport: religion.”Were we to ask in what this

ed by any legitimate proof. And if rationality consists, the answer perhaps

on
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RESPONDENCE.

tem so broad, as to stretch its arms thren, the lew, the Musselman, and

and grasp the poles - Mohamme- the now philosophick Pagan ? Why

danism and Paganism-is surely li- should mere names, and a few cir

beral enough ; but that it is rational, cumstances, separate brethren of the

will require all the rationality of ra- free spirit ?

tional Christians to demonstrate. TRINITARIAN.

We do not, however, mean to in

timate, that Unitarians would really

be willing to rank themselves with

Pagans or Mohammedans; for Mr.

Sparks is quite displeased with Dr. REVIEW OF COWPER'S PRIVATE COR

Miller for not acknowledging them

as Christians. But naines do not
In our last number we promised

alter the nature of things. Convince to give some extracts from a review

the Pagan and the followerof the of Cowper'sPrivateCorrespondence,

Arabian Prophet,that the Bible ad- published in the Eclectic Review for
mits of all the latitude of interpreta- March, 1824. This we shall now do.

tion for which the Unitarian con . After some prefatory remarks, in

tends, and they can both profess to which the reviewer animadverts on

be guided by its pages, and yet each theunfitness of Cowper's biographer

hold a firm grasp on his own pecu. for the office which he assumed , he

liar abominations. As for unbelieveers, or infidels,whatever some indie proceeds in the following words:

vidual Unitarians may think, Dr. “Mr. Hayley, no doubt, wished to

Priestley , in the abundance of his present his distinguished friend un

charity, most graciously acknow . der what he judged the most advan

ledges them as something very much tageous aspect,-as the poet Cow

like brethren. In a letter from per, such as Romney has portrayed

Northumberland , dated April 23, him, with only that slight shade of

1803, and addressed to his friend melancholy thrown into the expres

Mr. Lindsey, speaking of a worthy sion, that might give the effect of an

patriot and politician of this coun . interesting pensiveness, and only

try, he says— " He is generally con- those faint traces of indisposition

sidered as an unbeliever ; if so, how. which might touch the reader's sym

ever, he cannot be far from us, and pathy, without drawing upon his

I hope in the way, to be not only pity. That tasteful night-cap won

almost, but altogether what we are.” derfully aided the desired impres

Par nobile fratrum ! If the Doctor sion ; and, therefore, Cowper was to

be right , to convert an infidel into a be exhibited only in that costume,

rational, liberal Christian, little more although the picture by Abbot, from

is necessary than to change the name. which the portrait in the present
Why might not the Doctor's follow- work is engraved, is much more cha

ers stretch the mantle of liberality a racteristic , and is esteemed by far

little further, so as not to separate the best likeness ; it is , moreover,

the infidel from his Unitarian bre- excellently painted; but, alas! it ex

hibits the author of the Task, habit.

could not be better expressed than it is ed like an ordinary gentleman of the
by a Mr. Wells, of Boston, an Unitarian
gentleman, who in writing to Mr Bel- day, and wearing,in place of the

sham says, that “ Unitarianism consists ra
cap, a wig ! Now if even Dr. John

ther in not believing ." The essence of son's wig could not gain admittance

this kind of Christianity is, therefore, into St. Paul's cathedral , it being
scepticism ; and of course, the more scep- deemed indispensable, to Romanize
ticism the more rationality. Upon this the venerable inhabitant of Bolt

principle, will it not follow , that Unita

rianism is rational Christianity, infidelity
Court before a tolerable statue

is more rational Christianity, and atheism could be made of the uncouth origi

is the most rational Christianity ? nal , we need not marvel that Cow
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man.

1

1

per's wig was deemed by his senti- should eventually produce an effect

mental biographer,quite incompatible the very opposite to what was in

with the effect which he sought to tended . Cowper's malady was not

produce by his ideal portrait of the a secret: he had himself alluded to

recluse of Weston . We could have it in the poem on Retirement, in lan

forgiven, however, the suppression of guage which few readers could mis

the wig;—though worthy Mr. Wil- interpret; and it was impossible to

son of Olney had a good right to be avoid all reference to it in the Me

hurt at the ill compliment tacitly moirs. But the mystery which was

paid to his professional skill ; yet, suffered to hang over the subject,

out of tenderness to the feelings of only served the more to excite curi

the reader, we could have tolerated osity, and to draw attention to the

the concealment of this humiliating subject. In reference to all cases of

infirmity in the poet, had the sacrifice this afflictive nature , there is an in

of truth and nature to effect it been variable propensity which prompts
carried no further than the outward persons busily to inquire the sup

But the same motive led Mr. posed cause ; and there is a preju

Hayley to alter the whole story of dice which disposes them to believe

Cowper's life, and to give a false that there must always be a moral

view of his character. He could not cause for this species of bodily ail

endure the thought, that the author ment; and of all assignable causes

of the Task, his friend, should be of this description, love or religion

known to have been insane. He is the first that suggests itself. Now

seems to have feared that it would as it was not generally known, that

tarnish the lustre of the poet's name, Cowper had ever exhibited these

were the secret divulged , that the morbid symptoms before he was

mind of one who could so rule the somewhat too old to become the vic

harp of poetry as to command the tim of disappointed love , it was a

feelings of others , was itself, accord- natural conclusion, that his gloomy

ing to his own affecting image, a religion was the cause of all his suf

harp unstrung. But this considera- fering. The methodisin and mys

tion, if allowed to have any other in- ticism' with which his poems are

fluence than that of leading him to tinctured , seemed to favour this sup

touch the subject with all the delica- position ;and a writer in the Ency.

cy of friendship, should have deter- clopedia Britannica thought that he

red him altogether from writing and had found out the whole secret, when

publishing the Memoirs. There was he jumped to the conclusion, that

no necessity imposed upon him. “ the theory of Christian justification'

Had the life of Cowper been deemed which Cowper had adopted, was the

a tale unfit for the public ear, it source of all his alarming and dis
might have been left untold . But tressful apprehensions; his natural

this, the biographer's vanity would disposition fitting him ' to receive all

have endured no better than the dis- the horrors without the consolations

closure of the whole truth ; and he of his faith . There is nothing in

therefore adopted the middle course , Haley's Memoirs, to say the least, to

-which, when speaking the truth forbid this inference. Could we be

and saying nothing are the alterna- lieve the biographer to have been ig.

tives to be escaped from , is seldom norant of his friend's early history

either an honest or a wise one, -- that and constitutional infirmity, we

of adapting both the selection of let- should imagine that this was his own

ters and the statement of circum- opinion. Either he was not aware of

stances to the imperfect view which all the facts that bore upon the case,

he has given of Cowper's mental his- or, knowing them, hewithheld the

tory. information that would have obvi

It was inevitable that this ill- ated a most pernicious misapprehen

judged attempt at concealment sion. Either he mistook in supposing

11

.
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We
that religion was the exciting cause cred silence of the grave . should

of Cowper's distemper, overlooking have honoured the sensibility of the

all the circumstances of the case biographer, if, baving once distinctly
which prove beyond contradiction disclosed the nature and traced the

the contrary, or he was not unwilling origin of the malady,he had forborne
that Cowper's religious tenets should to dwell on the fearful details. The

form as it were the apology for liis case once understood, there would

mental aberration . have been a stop put to the pryings

“ Now it is this false delicacy and of a prurientcuriosity.

disingenuousness on the part of the “ The fact is, however, that the

biographer, that has rendered it ne- offence which Cowper's biographer
cessary to expatiate on a topic which was most sedulous to obviate, related

otherwise might have been thrown as much to his religious character as

into the back-ground. Cowper's to his physical ailments. There are

friends must thank Mr. Hayley, that persons who would far sooner tole

it hasever been found necessary to rate a poet's being a madman, than

Jay bare his character to its very his being a saint. That Cowper la

anatomy, in order to expose the erro. boured under a very peculiar species

neousness of the diagnosis which as- of hypochondriasis, which left him

cribed its morbid symptoms to bis the entire command of his faculties in

theological opinions. Our readers reference to every subject but one,

will recollect that we were among and that one subject himself, was so

those who warmly deprecated the clearly understood, that there could
exposure to the public eye, of that be no pretence , on the score of deli

agonizing memoir of his own case, cacy, for suppressing the letters in
interesting as it is in a physiologi. this collection which allude to the

cal or psychologicalrespect,) which false impression on his mind. The

the amiable sufferer left behind him . gloom which they bespeak , is not of

We objected to it as an unfeeling a deeper shade than some of his pub
violation of the secrets of the sepul lished poems betray ; in particular

chre, as a throwing open of the closet those exquisitely affecting stanzas

of the anatomist to the gape of the entitled " The Castaway." Nothing

vulgar. But what was the plea set can be more touching than Cowper's

up for its publication : The 'persua- story,even as told by Hayley. Why

sion that its details would be the then withhold these interesting illus

most efficient means of correcting trations of his history ? We can con

certain false notions unfriendly to ceive of no other reason, than because

spiritual religion, which some have they exhibit what is far more repul
thought themselves sanctioned in en- sive to many of his admirers than in

tertaining, by the vague and indise sanity itself, -- that practical sense
tinct accounts which were previously of religion which is deemed a sort

before the world . There ought not of madness. What this pious suf

to have been given occasion for this ferer imagined that he had for ever
plea. The memoir, in the hands of lost, and was miserable because he

a man of philosophical mind and despaired of regaining, was the pre

Christian principles, would have sence and favour of God , -an object
been invaluable as data for a just re- which the madness of the sane con

presentation of all the phenomena of sists in despising. His concern

the case it describes, and some ex. would not have appeared less irra =

tracts might have been given from tional to theirreligious, had no de

the manuscript, which would suffi- lusion existed in his mind to give it

ciently have vouched for its correct- the character of despair. In fact,

ness ; it was unpardonable not to the period of his history at which he

make this use of the document; but, enjoyed, together with the unclouded

this end being answered , it might sunshine of reason , the peace and

then have been consigned to thesa- joy of religion ,-- the interval from
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1764 to 1773, during which he was in fact, a purely physical sensation .

most truly himself, is precisely that He had not been led into it by any

stage in which he retreats the fur- mental process ; it was not a conclu

thest from the admiration of worldly sion at which he had arrived by the

minded persons. It was then that operation of either reason or con

his genuine character broke through science ; for it was unconnected with

the mists and shadows which veiled any one tenet or principle which he

alike his morning and his sunset, and held. It had fallen upon him as a

he appeared the cheerful and affec- visitation, and he struggled with it

tionate, though timid and retiring as with an incubus , half suspecting

man, the devout and elevated being that it was a phantom that seemed

which religion had made him. But to weigh bim down , but still it was

it was then, ton, that he appeared to there; and he here argues from its

many of his relatives the most mad , continuance to its reality. ' If I am

though, if his own account may be recoverable, why am I thus ? The

taken , he was not only sane but sensation was real : it could not be

happy. With precisely the same reasoned away, any more than can

theological views that he retained a head -ache or a fit of the stone. It

through the remainder of his life, he was as clearly a case of hypochon

derived only comfort from religion, driasis, as those instances in which

and this during a period more than the patient has fancied himself a

sufficient to develop their character- tea-pot, or a sack of wool , or has ima

istic influence. And when he be- gined his thinking substance de

came subsequently the victim of that stroyed . Cowper's only seemed to

afflictive hallucination , he could not be more rational impression : that

avoid acknowledging, that his gloomy it was not really so, is evident from

persuasion was at variance with the specific nature of the idea on

every article of his creed, and he was which he fixed, namely, that he was

driven to regard himself as an inex- excluded from salvation for not hav

plicable exception to his own prin- ing committed suicide. That this

ciples." idea produced bis melancholy, no

Several letters arenow quoted by one who deserves to be himself con

the Reviewer from the volumes be- sidered as rational , can pretend: it

fore him , to prove the justice of his was his melancholy whch produced

severity, for it must be recollected the idea. Religion could not have

that the letters contained in these given birth to it, nor could it have

volumes were submitted to the se- survived one moment the presence of

lecting hand of Mr. Hayley - we then distemper. The patient more than

have the following pertinent obser- half suspected at times that disease

vations. was the cause of all his mental suf

"Perhaps there never was a finer fering; but he could not know it,

instance of filial submission to the the impossibility of discerning be

Divine will , than is here exhibited , tween what is delusive and what is

under the heaviest visitation that can real , constituting the very essence of
befal an intelligent being. The suf- the disease : that knowledge would

ferer does not indeed say “ If he slay have involved his being sane on the

me, yet will I trust in him, because very point to which his irrationality

the idea which overspread and was limited ; he would then have

eclipsed his mind , forbade the pos- been well . It is observable, that he

sibility of such a trust. But, wild never attempts to give a reason for

and irrational aswas the supposition, his despair, but only assumes that

the surrender of soul was not less its existence in his mind proved the

implicit, the resignation not less truth of the impression which seemed

real and exemplary, which in effect to himself to cause it: in this, he ar

said, Though he damn me, yet, I will gued as all hypochondriacs and ma

justify him . Cowper's despair was, niacs do. But, in fancying himself
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crippled and made useless , and turn- that even in his life -time, Cowper's

ed out of service, he argued not ir- conduct was made the subject of

rationally ; he was only mistaken ; much unfeeling and impertinent ob

and it is pleasing to reflect, (as it has servation among the good people of

long since been to him a source of Olney ; and nothing can be more

the purestjoy and gratitude to know,) characteristic of the genuine humi

how greatly he was mistaken. Alí lity of the Christian, or more deci

the mystery has long ago been ex- sively show the writer's tenderness

plained to him ." of conscience, than a letter in which

“ One feature of Cowper's com- he vindicates himself to Mr. New

plaint , and one medium of suffering ton from these ungenerous asper

to him as to almost all patients la- sions."

bouring under nervous disorder, was “ Those who chose to ascribe bis

dreams. He alludes, in the above melancholy to his religion, naturally

letter, to the salutary influence on regarded Mr. Newton and Mrs. Un

his spirits of unbroken slumbers. In win as persons who had contributed

another letter, he says : ' I have been to his distemper. We have seen

lately more dejected and more dis- how judiciously the former acquitted

tressed than usual; more harassed himself as a correspondent, and we

by dreams in the night, and more have reason to believe that, in the

deeply poisoned by them in the fol- latter, Cowper bad a not less judi

lowing day. There are many per- cious companion . It was she who

sons not labouring under any aliena- urged him in the first instance to

tion of reason, who will feelingly un- employ his mind in poetical compo

derstand this language. Poor Bloom- sition . Though religion was for the

field used to complain of the unut- most part an interdicted, because

terable horror of his dreams, dreams unapproachable theme, yet, he could

reiterated night after night, from never have been happy, united to

which he awoke more exhausted one who was not in his estimation

than when he retired to rest, and the religious ; and there were his bright

dread of which would pursue him moments in which he could have re

through the day. The letter in which lished no other intercourse. Perhaps

the description given by Cowper, oc- no man is ever more religious for

curs, closes with the following strik. having his mind constantly occupied

ing expressions. with religion . This may seem a pa

radox ; but those who know how lit
“ ' I now seea long winter before me, tle necessary connexion there is be

and am to get through it as I can .

the ground, before I tread upon it. It is tween theological studies and spiri

hollow ; it is agitated ; it suffers shocks tuality of mind, and how much a pro

in every direction ; it is like the soiloffessional familiarity with such sub
Calabria -- all whirlpool and undulation, jects, tends to deteriorate their in

But I must reel through it ; at least, if I Huence, will subscribe to the truth
be not swallowed up by the way .'

of the assertion . Our religious cha

“ We have said enough to show racter depends , not on the nature of

the nature of Cowper's malady; but , our avocations, but on the motives

strange to say, the misunderstanding from which we engage in them , the

which has prevailed in consequence principles by which our ordinary ac

of the partial disclosure of his his- tions are regulated . The mind must

tory , bas, in some directions, extend- have an external object, a pursuit,

ed to the Poet's character-we mean to prevent its becoming the prey of

his religious character, which has its own energies. Religion , as con

been censoriously charged with ap- nected with the personal interests

parent inconsistencies , for want, and internal feelings, supplies the

partly, of better information, and highest motives, but cannot be said

partly of more Christian charity. to furnish such an object. A man

Wefind, indeed , from these letters, might as well expect to grow in

VOL. II.-- Ch. Adv. 2 L
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strength by watching his appetite, as hast thou forsakenme,'indicate, that,

a Christian to grow in grace merely through all the bewilderment of rea

by watching his internal feelings. son , his heart was singularly right

But religion, in any other reference, with God. But the present Editor

considered as a matter of specula- anticipates an objection to the pub

tion , of philosophical inquiry, or of lication of the desponding letters.
public instruction, is as secular an

object of pursuit, (or is liable to be in affording an indiscriminate inspection
“ Am I not afraid , it may be asked, lest,

come so ,) as geology, poetry, or into the gloomy interior of Cowper's mind ,

Greek criticism. God has so con- I should minister to the melancholy con

stituted the mind , that employment templations of some depressed spirit, and
and amusement are essential to the thus eventually assimilate it to his own ?

healthful play of the faculties. The the circumstance alreadymentioned ; the
Ianswer, I should indeed fear it, but for

common business of life and the striking irregularity of the writer's intel

pursuits of science are wisely de . lect on the subject of his own salvability.

signed to provide the one, while the This is the frame, if I may so express it,

natural and ideal worlds, together in which all hisgloomy pictures are con

with the pleasures of society,afford spicuouslyset; andas they cannot be se

an inexhaustible fund of the other.

parated, they must be transferred, both

or neither, to the mind of another. But

Happy is he who can use them with- as experience teaches me that insanity is

out abusing them , and wo to him not transferrable, so I set my heart at rest

that despises them.
as to a transfer of the gloom which in this

“ It has been one object which we
case resulted from it ."

have had in view in the preceding “ The answer is, we think, most

remarks, to show that the force and satisfactory; and indeed, to any per

beauty of Cowper's example are in son suffering under religious dejec

no degree diminished by the ballu- tion that admits of being rationally

cination under which he laboured , dealt with , the experience of Cow

since , in fact, the influence of reli- per is adapted to afford genuine con

gion on his mind was never suspend- solation , and to disprove those

ed , even when he religiously forbore melancholy suggestions which are

to pray. The piety that shines grounded on the singularity and con

through all his despondency, the sequent hopelessness of the person's

filial submission with which he ut own case.”

ters the mournful complaint, ' Why

> 3

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

The cultivation of sugar, indigo, corn, first President Edwards. The Worcester

and every product, for which Egypt, by edition left out about three 8vo . volumes

soil and climate is so well adapted, occu- of his published works,-the English edi

pies the undividedattention of its present tions have omitted at least two volumes.

ruler, and all institutions which oppose The proposed edition will comprise all

the views of the Pacha are dispensed with . his published works, together with seve

Dr. Morrison , so well known for his ral volumes of his works, which have ne

proficiency in the Chinese language, has ver yet been published. It has been in a

arrived in England from Canton. He is course of preparation for several years,

absent on leavefrom the factory of mer
and will be edited by one of his descend.

chants at that place, where he fills the of- ants, the Rev. Sereno Edwards Dwight,
of Boston .

fice of translator. His Chinese Dictionary

is said to be nearly ready for the press. Spinning Machine.-- Mr. Wilkes Hyde,

Edwards' Works. - S . Converse, ofNew of Cairo, (N. Y.) has invented a Vertical

Haven, (Conn.) proposes to commence, Spinner, by which it is said a girl may spin

in the course of the present year, a new as much in a day as any other person can

and complete edition of the works of the with other wheels spin in four days.
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The revenue arising from the canals al- or quite entire. It was found upon the

ready promises to be immense, The col- farm of Mr. Croxson, an intelligent citizen

lector at Albany has taken upwards of se- of that place, bedded in a swamp, some

ven thousand dollars for toll in a single of the bones being ten feet beneath the

week. In one instance a single boat paid surface.

200 dollars. From 40 to 60 boats pass the A tooth was discovered some months

lock atAlbany daily . On Saturday after- since, whichled the abovementioned gen .

noon, more thanone hundred flags were tlemen to undertake the expedition. The

flying at the Albany docks, from boats bones will soon be put together, and de.

that had descended the western canal, posited in the Lyceum . The animal is

with the rich products of the interior. but little inferior in size to the one in

The New York Daily Advertiser of yes. Peale's Museum . Great credit is due to

terday says, more than a hundred thousand Mr. Croxson, who afforded to the explor.

passengers bave been carried in the steam- ing party every accommodation and as

boats Fulton and Connecticut, in the sistance.

course of the last nine years, through the

Sound, and not a person has been killed Scio, arrived at Boston , in the brig Cy
Four promising Greek youths, natives of

or hurt from any defect in the machinery prus, Capt.Chaddock, 69 days from Mal

or the management of the boats. The ta, having come tothis country withthe
number in the North river boats we have hope of obtaining the advantages of edu.

no means of ascertaining, but we presume cation . Their names are Constantine and

itwould amount to more than half a mil. Pandias Ralli, Nicolas Petrokokinos, and

lion , and the same result has followed. Alexander Paspati. Thetwo first are

Now we venture to say , that there is no brothers,whosefather was a hostage from

mode of travelling, known, which has Scio at Constantinople, and was hung by
proved to be equally secure. Neither order of the Grand Seignor. Nearly all

stage carriages, nor even private vehicles, his effects were destroyed at Scio by the

can boast ofsuch success.
Turks, and Mrs. Ralli, with her children ,

Accounts have been received from Si- escaped with much difficulty, and is now

erra Leone, that the enterprising travel at Malta. Nicolas has parents living at

ler, Belzoni, bad landed on the Bight of Malta, in reduced circumstances. His fa .

Benin, and, after a short delay from a ther was at Malta when Scio was over

slight attack of fever, had departed for thrown; his mother, himself, and a younger

the interior of Africa, perfectly recovered, brother were among those that escaped

and with every hope of success. from the destruction. The father of Alex.

Since the above was in type, we have ander died before the revolution . His mo

received a notice of the death of Bel. ther and her family were taken at Scio by

zoni - he died at Benin on the 2d of De- the Turks; one brother being of sufficient
cember last. age to bear arms, was put to death ; Alex

Theaccounts of the growing trade of ander and his mother, one brother, and

the colony at Sierra Leone appear from three sisters have been redeemed; and

the papers of that place, of the 31st Janu
one brother remains in captivity .

Constantine Ralli and Nicolas Petroko
ary , to be highly gratifying. More cara
vans of gold merchants had arrived from kinos are 16 years of age, Pandias Ralli

the interior with that precious metal, 13, and Alexander Paspata 12. They all

which they bartered for English goods; read ancient as well as modern Greek,

and a large ship had arrived from theport have moreor less acquaintance with Ita
of Dublin for timber, and anotherfrom lian , and while at Malta have made some

England for the same commodity.
progress in English, in which they con

verse intelligibly. They are all youths of

Accounts from Calcutta mention that good intellectual powers, amiable disposi

the merchants there had resolved to be. tion, and correct deportment.

stow one lack of rupees on the first indi- These young Sciots were sent from

vidual or company who should make two Malta by the American missionaries, and

complete voyages from England to India commended to the patronage of the Ame

in steam vessels; the passage in no in- rican Board of Coinmissioners for Foreign

stance to exceed 70 days, either by the Missions. It is extensively known that

Cape of Good Hope or the Red Sea, in there are already four Grecian youths re

vessels of British register, and of not less siding at New Haven , under the patron
than 300 tons burthen . age of the same Board, who do not ex

AMammoth !-Doctors Van Rensselaer, pect to return till they have receive a col

De Kay and Cooper, members of the Ly- legiate education, and it ismuch tobe

ceum of Natural History, have just re
desired that those who have just now ar

turned from an Excursion to Poplar,Non. rived should enjoy equal privileges.

mouth county, New Jersey, where they The Zodiac of Dendera and other Egyp .

discovered and have brought home with tian zodiacs, which have been supposed to

them , the skeleton of a mammoth, nearly denote on the part of that people a very
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advanced knowledge of astronomy even cited these Egyptian zodiacs as proofs of

prior to the deluge, have been proved, as the fallacy of theBible .

it is said, by a very learned dissertation of Incubation . The process of hatching

a M. Letronne, to have been merely the ducklings and chickens, by artificial

horoscopes of individuals, and so far from means, was long ago practised in Egypt,

being monuments of ancient science , are and has often been elsewhere attempted .

only additionalproofs of the universal The following statement is new to us:-A
credulity which for agesbowed the minds method of incubation, we are inform

of men to the superstitions of astrology; ed by the London Literary Gazette, not
The idea that such was their purpose and only produces the young birds in the way

origin, was first suggested to M. Letronne, stated , but even surpasses all Egyptian

by observing in the box of a mummy, example. For we are assured that, in order

a zodiac similar in generalto thatof Den- to show the progress of incubation, the

dera; and which, by the aid of other cha- inventor has been led to try the experi

racters, and particularly a Greek inscrip- ment of removing the egg from the shell,

tion, he was enabled to make out to be a and enclosing it in glass to be hatched ;

horoscope.
and that he has succeeded ! Thus the en

It is exceedingly gratifying to read such tire progress of incubation, like the work

statements as the above, knowingthe tri- ing, & c . of bees, is exposed to constant
hant manner in which infidels have and visible observation .

Heligious Intelligence.

DOMESTICK.

work has been, and will continue to

be, the depository . All the published

The past month - the month of minutes of the General Assembly
May - is the annual season of Jubilee weshall give as speedily as possible.

to the Protestant Christian Church . -No reader of the Christian Ad

During this season are held , both in vocate shall remain ignorant of any

other countries and in our own, the of the published acts and proceed

meetings of Bible Societies, Tractings of the supreme judicature of the

Societies, Missionary Societies, Edu- Presbyterian church.

cation Societies, Sabbath School So- The General Assembly of the

cieties, and Benevolent and Charita- Presbyterian Church in the United

ble Associations almost without end ; States, met in the first Presbyterian

as well as the yearly conventions of church in Philadelphia, at eleven

several of the most numerous sects o'clock on Thursday the 20th of

of Protestant Christendom. We May, and was opened with a sermon

cannot attempt in our limited space by the Rev. Dr.Chester, the Mode

to give a detail, however compen- rator of the former year, from 1

dious, of all these meetings; and we
Cor. iii . 5. The number of the com

are pleased to think that the omission missioners to this Assembly was
is rendered unimportant by the pub- greater than that of any former
lication and wide diffusion of the re- year - It amounted to 151. The ses

ports, addresses, and statements of sions of the Assembly continued till

these various and interesting institu- the 7th inst. which is a longer space
tions. While we sincerely rejoice in by several daysthan has ever before

the prosperity ofevery church in which been occupied by the annual meet

the truth as it is in Jesus is held and ings of this body. Protracted ses

taught, our details must be chiefly sions were this year rendered indis

confined to matters in which the pensable by the unusual number of

members of the Presbyterian church, appeals, memorials and petitions
with which we and the most of our which were brought up to the Assem

readers are connected , take a spe- bly .

cial interest, and in regard to which We give in ourpresent number

particular and authentick informa- the report of the Directors of the

tion is needed. Of such details our Theological Seminary ; and the Nar
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rative of the Assembly on the state Alexander Heberton, Univ. Pennsylva

of religion within its bounds. nia.

George W. Bethune, Dickinson. Penn.

William H. Williams, do.

William L. Helfenstein , do.TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

James Holmes, do.BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE THE

Alexander H. Codwise, (Epis. ) do .OLOGICAL SEMINARY .

William Lowrey, Jefferson , Penn.
The Board of Directors of the Theological Jacob Beecher, (Germ . Ref.) do.

Seminary, present to the General Assem- Jacob Wolf, Washington, Penn.

bly, the following, as the Report of their William R. Bowman , ( Epis. ) do.

proceedings, and of the state of the Semi- Alexander Logan , Western Univ. Penn.

nary , through the last year : George W. Ashbridge, Transylvania,

The number of students at the date of Ken.

Simeon H. Crane, do.the last report was eighty -five. During

the summer session the following thirteen Lewis D. Howell, Cincinnati, Ohio.

students were received, viz . Samuel L. Watson , Columbia, S. C.

Oren Hyde , graduate of Middlebury James Crawford, Candidate under Pres.

College, Ver. of Louisville, Kentucky .

Abraham 0. Halsey, Union, N. Y. Samuel Gregg, do.

Jonathan Dickerson , do.
James H. Logan , do.

Ebenezer Mason , New Jersey College. William L. Marshall, West Lexington,

William Ramsey, do, Kentucky.

Joseph B. Adams, Jefferson, Penn. John A. M'Clung, Ebenezer, Ken.

Wells Bushnell, do.do.
Nathaniel M. Urmston,

James Campbell, Columbia, S. C. Lorrin Andrews, do.

Josiah B. Wilkinson, candidate of Pres John L. Grant, Philadelphia.

bytery of Jersey. David Currie, Asso . Ref. Pres. Sara

Caspar Schaeffer, Philadelphia . toga, New York .

William H. Talbot, Westminster Asso.Eusebius Logan, Orange, N. C.
Massachusetts.

Samuel Taylor, Ebenezer, Ken.
James Bucknall, New Jersey.

Joseph H. Jones, licentiate of Presby
Bernard Jadownicky, a converted Jew

tery of Susquehannah.
of Poland .

During the winter session fifty -six ad .

ditional students were received, as fol. The highest number of students in the

lows, viz . Seminary at one time, through the year

Amasa Converse,graduate ofDartmouth has been one hundred and sixteen . The
number now in connexion with the Semi

College, N. H.

Henry Wood, nary , is one hundred and thirteen .
At the close of the summer session, cerSamuel A. Bumstead, Middlebury Ver.

Hiram Chamberlain , do. tificates that they had completed the

Daniel C. Axtell, Hamilton, N. Y, whole course prescribed in the plan were

Alvin Lathrop, do. given to the following nine students; viz .

James R. Boyd, Union, N. Y. Albert Barns, Charles C. Darling, Eldad

Hiram P. Goodrich, do. W. Goodman, Baynard R. Hall, John H.

William Lusk , do. Kennedy, John Knox, Nathaniel A. Pratt,

John W. Nevin , do. Joseph Sandford, and George Stebbins.

James Wood, do. The semi-annual examinations of the

John A. Proudfit, ( Asso. Ref.) do. students have, as usual, been satisfactory

John W. M‘Jimsey, do. to the Board .

Job F. Halsey, do. On the subject of benefactions for the

Richard W. Dickinson, Yale, Conn. support of necessitous students, the Pro

John Smith, do . fessors have reported the following sums,
viz.Isaac Peck,

William D. Cairns, do. Congregational and Presbyterian

Stephen Peet, Female Association ofCharles

Mancius S. Hutton, Columbia, N. Y. ton, S. C. for a particular stu

Noel Robertson , do. dent
$ 150 00

Alexander Aikman, New Jersey. Female Praying Association of

Zebulon Butler, do. the First Presbyterian Church,
John Dorrance, do. Albany, paid to a particular

William Neill, do. student by themselves 80 00

Joseph M. Ogden, do. Female Cent Society of the First

Thomas A. Ogden, do. Pres. Church Albany, paid to

Edward D. Smith , do.
a particular student by them

Nicholas A. Wilson , do. selves 102 00

do.

do.

do .
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40 00 Rev. Dr.Ely of Philadelphia, for

.

Female friend of Princeton 5 00 count of interest on the several

Ananias Platt, Esq. Albany 40 00 Scholarships established by

Female Cent Society of New
them 258 13

Brunswick, N. J.

Mrs. Margaret Carswell, Phila. a student 25 00

for two students, by the hands Rev. John Monteith 10 00

of Rev. Dr. Ely 20 00 Female Association of Ballston,

A person , anonymous 6 00 N. Y. by the hands of the Rev.

Female Society of Elizabeth Henry R. Weed, paid to a par

town, N.J. paid to a particular ticular student 20 00

student, by themselves . 25 00 First Church Pittsburg , paid to a

Rev. Archibald Cameron ofKen . particular student by them

tucky , for a particular student 70 00 selves 140 00

Female Cent Society of Jamaica , Female Cent Society of Goshen,

Long Island 90 52 New York 12 25

Female Cent Society of Morris Industrious Society of Troy 15 00

town, N. J. paid to a particular Female Charitable Society of

student, by themselves . 76 50 Bedford , N. Y. 10 00

Collection in the Church of Mor Female Education Society of

N. J. for a particular Erie Congregati Pa. 17 00

student 41 50 Fem. Ass. of Second Pres. Ch .

Phebean Society of Philadelphia 57 00 Charleston, S. C. 150 00

Ladies' Society of Princeton 55 00

Ebenezer Presbytery, for a par $2166 08

ticular student 20 00

Female Charitable Society of The professors have also reported to

Amsterdam N. Y. paid to a the Board, that the following contribu .
particular student by them tions in clothing and bedding, have been
selves 20 00 received, viz .

A Gentleman , of Jamaica, L, I. One box of clothes from the ladies of

by the hands of the Rev. Dr. Staunton, Virginia, containing cloth for

Blatchford, fora particular stu. 1 pair pantaloons, also 1 vest pattern , 7
dent 50 00 shirts, 9 cravats, and one pair woollen

Second Female Cent Society of socks.

First Presbyterian Church, Four pair of cotton sheets, received

. New York 58 00 from Miss Olivia Sproat, Philadelphia .

Ladies ofFrankfort, Kentucky 27 00 Two pair of sheets, and 1 pair of pillow

Female Cent Society of New . cases, from Lyons Farms Spinning Socie.
town, L. I. 51 25 ty, in the bounds of Elizabethtown, N. J.

A former student who had been N. B. This Society contributed last year

aided 50 00 several articles of bedding which were

Female Evangelical Society of omitted in the last report.

Montgomery, N. Y.
30 00 Clothing valued at $26 50 from the

Female Society of Cedar street Female Cent Society of Morristown, N. J.

Church, N. Y. 144 00 Also from the ladies of Morristown, N. J.

Ladies of Newberg and New a coat, towel and quilt.

Windsor, N. Y. 35 00 Mr. Elisha W. Cook of Philadelphia,

Ladies ofBlooming Grove, N. Y. 30 41 by the hands of Rev. Dr. Ely, for a par

Poor Widow 1 00 ticular student, new clothing which cost

Female Cent Society of Allen 45 dollars.

town, N. J. 6 50 From a gentleman in Allentown, N. J.
Female Cent Society of Mays. a quantity of linen , flannel, cambrick ,

ville, Ken. for a particular stu . and 3 pair of shoes, the whole valued at

dent 31 50 815 45. This donation ought to have

Female Cent Society ofWashing- been acknowledged in the last report

ton, Ken . for a particular stu From the same gentleman recently 3 pair

dent 19 00 of stockings.

Rev. Mr. Edgar, of Maysville, Twelvepair short woollen stockings ,

Ken , for do. 11 00 from the Female Missionary Societyof

Monthly Concert Society of Lou Perth Amboy, New Jersey.

isville, Ken. for two students 51 00 Three comfortables, and one pair of

Collected for ditto at Charleston , sheets, from Mrs. Brittan, of New York .

Indiana 7 50 A box from a few ladies of the Presby

Female Cent Society of Hanover terian Congregation of Bedford, N. Y.con

and Madison , Indiana, for do. 17 00 taining the following articles, 4 yards of

Students ofthe Seminary, on ac cloth ,one woollen comfortable, 2 cotton
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quilts, 5 pair of sheets, 11 pair of pillow The Board have the pleasure to inform

cases, 7 pair of stockings, and 9 towels, the Assembly, that since the meeting of
the whole valued at $44. the last Assembly, an individual inthe

From ladies of Newburgh and New First Presbyterian Congregation in Eliza

Windsor, N. Y. one pair woollen stock- bethtown, whose name is concealed, has

ings, oneshirt, and 37 yards of muslin. transmitted to the treasurer of the Assem

From the Dorcas Society of NewYork, bly, through the hands of the Rev. Dr.

a package containing a number of shirts. John M‘Dowell, for the Students' Perma

A quilt made by a little girl of five manent Fund, the sum of $ 1,280. Dr.

years old , under the inspection of Mrs .. M‘Dowell informed the Board, that the

Green, wife of the Rev. Jacob Green of same individual had, at different times,

• Bedford, N. Y. given sums to the Seminary which amount

From the Industrious Societyof Troy, in the whole, with the sum just mention

a package containing 6 shirts, 12 cravats, ed, to $ 2,500. Of this sum $ 1,930, were

3 pair socks, 2 handkerchiefs, and 3 pil- specially given to the Student's Perma
low cases. nent Fund; nothing but the interest to be

On the subject of benefactions for the used . In consequence of these donations,

assistance ofnecessitous students, while the Board recommend to the Assembly,

the Board would express their gratitude to order that thesum of $ 2,500 be ap

for the amount of benefactions reported, propriated out of the Students' Perma

they beg leave to remark, that such be- nent Fund, to endow a Scholarship, to

nefactions are as much needed now, as bear such name as the generous individu

they ever were, and especially as the al abovementioned may give it. And that

number of students, has been greatly in the said individual have the right to point

creased . out by whom the scholar to be from time

The number of volumes which bave to time received on this scholarship shall

been presented to the library through be named.t

the year is 27. Of these, the Board beg Signed by order of the Board ,

leave particularly to notice, 11 volumes ASHBEL GREEN, President.

octavo, in elegant binding, presented by John M‘Dowell, Secretary.
the Hon . William Wilberforce of London . Philadelphia, May 29, 1824.

The last Assembly appropriated for the

general purposes of the Institution, the The Professors of the Seminary, are

sum of $ 4500. Of this there has been
Rev. Archibald Alexander, D. D. Pro

expended for Professor's salaries, house
fessor of Didactic and Polemic Theology .

rent, and contingencies, $ 4214 55. Rev. Samuel Miller, D.D. Professor of

Agreeably to the order of the last Aş- Ecclesiastical History and Church Govern

sembly, the Board at an early period, ad ment.

dressed a circular letter to a number of
Rev. Charles Hodge, Professor of Ori

congregations, requesting a collection for ental and Biblical Literature.

the Contingent Fund; in consequence of

which a few collections were made, and Ten Scholarships have beenfounded, viz.

transmitted to the treasurer of the Gene .
1. The Le Roy Scholarship , Both

ral Assembly. 2. The Banyer Scholarship, } founded
Agreeably to the directions of the last

by Mrs. Martha Le Roy, N Y.
Assembly, the Board applied to the Le

3. The Lenox Scholarship , founded by

gislature of New Jersey,at their last ses.
Robert Lenox, Esq. of New York.

sion , for a repeal or modification of the
4. The Whitehead Scholarship, founded

last section of the Act passed at the pre- by John Whitehead, Esq. of Burkecounty ,

ceding session, entitled , " An Act for In, Georgia.

corporating Trustees of the Theological 5. The Charleston Female Scholarship,

Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, at founded by the Congregational and Pres

Princeton, New Jersey." The Board are byterian female Association of Charles

happy to inform the Assembly, that they ton, S. C , for assisting in the education of

havesucceeded in procuring a supple pious youth for the gospel ministry.

ment to said Act. In consequence of this 6. founded by the first
they have adopted the following resolu . class in the Seminary, in 1819.

tion ; viz , Resolved, That the Board re
7. The Nephew Scholarship, founded

commend to the General Assembly to ac

cept of the aforesaid charter, with the

supplement.*
the corporate name is, “ Trustees of the

Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian
The General Assembly have accept. Church ."

ed of this charter with its supplement- + The above recommendation to en

The Seminary is therefore now incorpo. dow a Scholarship has been adopted by

rated ; and its friends are informed , that the Assembly.
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by James Nephew , Esq. of MʻIntosh is a vast wilderness , filled with immortal

county, Georgia . souls who are destitute of religious in

8. The Woodhull Scholarship, founded struction and hope. There are regions,

by Mrs. Hannah Woodhull, of Brookha- just beginning toenjoy the “ day spring

ven , Long Island . from on high,” still dark in error and ig

9. The Scott Scholarship, founded by norance, and cold in indifference and

Mr. William Scott, of Elizabethtown, New sin . Where the Gospel is preached, it
Jersey. is met with powerful opposition by error

10. The Scholarship, founded of every form , and it is assailed by ene.

by of Elizabethtown, New Jer. mies of every name. Amid many of our

sey.
churches are to be found cold and world .

ly professors, and many who having a

The Officers of the Board of Directors, name to live are dead, and the enemies

of Jesus are sometimes established in the

Ashbel Green, D.D. President. John house of his friends. We do not recol

Woodhull, D.D. 1st Vice President. Jacob lect to have heard more deep and afflict.

J. Janeway, D.D. 2d Vice President. John ing representations from the Presbyte.

M‘Dowell, D.D. Secretary . ries of the want of zeal and the life giving

energies of the Spirit. On every side

The present Directors of the Seminary there are complaints of prevailingerror,

of licentious practice, of gross intempe

Ministers.-- Ashbel Green, D.D. John rance, and of disregard to the Lord's day.

M'Dowell, D.D. William Neill, D.D. Ja. In many parts of our widely extended

cob J. Janeway, D.D. Ezra S. Ely, D.D. and extending church, the want of mi.

John B. Romeyn, DD . Henry R.Weed. nisters is still most painfully felt, and even

Samuel Blatchford, D.D. John E. Latta . thosewho can support them cannot ob
Francis Herron, D.D. John Johnston. tain them .

David Comfort. Joseph Caldwell, D.D. Since these evils do exist, the Assem

John M. Duncan . Eliphalet Nott, D.D. bly feel it to be their duty to publish

John H. Rice, D.D. Asa Hillyer, D.D. them to the churches. We have too long

John Chester, D.D. JohnWoodhull, D.D. shut our eyes to facts when they have

Thomas M'Auley, D.D. Gardiner Spring , been discouraging or afflictive. We have
D.D. dwelt on the green spots that here and

Elders.- Samuel Bayard, Thomas Brad- there, and sometimes to a great extent,

ford, jun . , Benjamin Strong, Divie Be. meet our eyes, and we have forgotten

thune, Alexander Henry, Eleazar Lord , the desert by which they are surrounded .

Zechariah Lewis, John Van Cleve, Elias We havebeen reposingby the fountains
B. Caldwell . which refresh us and reflect the heavens

to our sight, as we stoop to drink them,

and we too often forget “the dry and

thirsty land in which there is no water."

Thatour Presbyteries have turned their at.
A Narrative of the State of Religion with. tention to these evils, and that they should

in the bounds of the General Assembly
state them , is evidence to the Assembly,

of the Presbyterian Church and its Cor .
that they are more justly appreciated,

responding Churches, in the United
more earnestly deplored, and that more

States ofAnerica .
devoted prayer and more zealous efforts

Nothing is more interesting to the will be made for their removal. Wethink
friends of Zion, than to learn its prospe. that the tone of our reports indicates
rity. That our churches should look greater sensibility to the cause of reli

with solicitude to the period when infor- gion - deeper solicitude for its honour

mation is collected from all parts of the and success- more enlightenedhumility,

church, is expected by the General As- and promises to produce more powerful

sembly. It would give them the most and united exertions to spread that truth

heartfelt satisfaction, to be able, onthis and promote that cause which alone are
occasion, to afford to the friends of je. to bring salvation to men, joy to angels,

şus, an animating account ofthe preva- and glory to God.
lence of truth , the triumphs of grace and The evils to which we allude, and

the enlargement of his kingdom . Al. which are most conspicuous, do not exist

though we can state many things which in the same degree in all parts of the
will give joy to the churches, and anima- church. Some of the Presbyteries com

tion to all who love the glory of the Re- plain of the wantof ministers and mission
deemer, it is not to be disguised that aries, of a want of zeal and devotedness in

there is very much to excite our deepest some instances inministers and professors ,

humiliation, and awaken the most solemn and of great coldness and worldliness.

fear. Within our extensive bounds, there From almost every direction we learn

1

TE
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rouse

that the Lord's day is most shamefully so that while a new form of mercy ap

profaned, and that even professors sanc- peared, there are no new means for its
tion this destructive and most offensive support.

sin by the looseness of their own exam- We turn now to present some things

ple , or their open conformity to the in the present state of the church, which

world, in some of the most popular modes are more delightful, and which encou.
by which its sarctity is invaded . Even rage us to believe that the Lord God is

ministers, in some instances, have been in the midst of us for good. Though

known to travel in public conveyances on there are many evils in the church, much

this “ day of rest." The Assembly have error and sin , much apathy and indiffe .
learned this fact with pain ; and while rence; there are also, many powerful

they deplore, they wholly disapprove it . and counteracting operations. We be

In many parts of our country the odi- lieve that the cause of truth is advancing;

ous and destructive sin of intemperance that it is gaining victories over error; that

is, we fear, increasing to an alarming de knowledge is increasing ; that the church

gree; producing blasting and destruction is more engaged, steadfast and prayer.

to individuals, families, and churches. ful; there is more zeal, more liberality,

The Assembly, while they record this and more self -denial.

fact with shame and sorrow and real There are many evidences that the or

alarm , will not cease to publish it, until dinary means of grace have been faith

those who profess to love the Lord Je. fully employed ; that the plans of well

sus, shall awake to the dangers of our doing, recommended by the Assembly in

country and the church . We will warn former years, have been useful in their

our beloved people until they shall all operations. When they shall be more

to duty and to self-denial, to extensively adopted,and more vigorously
watchfulness and prayer. pursued, it is believed that they will fully

Among the errors which are prevail- accomplish the benevolent designs which
ing in some parts of our bounds, we have prompted their recommendation . We

discovered none that may be considered learn from almost all our Presbyteries,

new . Infidelity is the same in its prin- that the word of God has been faithfully

ciples, and as destructive in its effects, preached ; that the people have attended

when it assumes a new form , as it was in with punctuality upon the stated worship

its more usual and familiar garb ; and it of God, and in many instanccs, have given

is to be opposed with the divine panoply earnest heed to the word spoken .

and unwearied courage, as well when it Among the efforts which the Assembly

appears in the form ofan angel of light, regard with peculiar interest, and which

as when it is manifested in its original have been very useful the past year, we

shape of deformity. It is to be avoided mention the following :

as sedulously when it assails us in spe . Exertions in behalf of children andyouth .

cious accents of philosophy, or the tone of In all parts ofthe church, Sunday schools

affected liberality and refinement, as are established, and there is but one sen

when its “ false tongue vociferates in the timent respecting them . The Assembly

corners of the streets,” and utters open consider them as among the most useful

defiance in the hiss of derision, or the and blessed institutions of the present

clamour of infidelity and blasphemy. day. They have a most extensive re

In the general survey of churches un- forming influence. They apply a pow
der our care, it is surprising, and in some erful corrective to the most inaccessible

cases alarming, to observe the want of portions of the community. They begin

united and concentrated efforts in pro- moral education at the right time - in the

moting many of the objects of benevo- best manner-and under the most pro

lence which occupy the friends of Reli- mising circumstances. They act indi.

gion. The funds raised are divided and rectly, but most powerfully, upon teach

subdivided, until no single object is well ers and parents, and frequently become

patronised. There is a spirit of Christian the means of bringing them to the church,

enterprise that marks the day in which and to the knowledge and love of the

we live, and in which the Assembly do truth . Sunday schools are highly useful

rejoice. Every thing that promises to every where; but, they are peculiarly

advance the knowledge ofthe Lord, and adapted to newand destitute regions of

the salvation of man , will not only be the church . The plan is simple, and

viewed with approbation by a religious easily accomplished. It requires com

community, but will be assisted and pa. paratively little knowledge and experi

tronised . It has however sometimes hap- ence to conduct them with ability . Very

pened that a new mode of well doing has much good has been accomplished by the

diverted the attention from well esta- instrumentalityof young ladies and gen

blished exertions, and the funds by which tlemen . The pleasing scene is often wit
theywere supported, have been changed, nessed in some of our new settlements ,

VOL. II.Ch . Adv. 2 M
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of large meetings of children on the been distinguished as the “highly fa

Lord's day, in school houses, or beneath youred of the Lord , ” and whose bless.

the shade of the original forest. The ings have been so peculiar as to become
voice of praise and prayer is heard , and subjects of general interest to the church.

the word of the living God is proclaimed, The special influences of the Spirit of

amid the most beautiful works of his the Lord have been poured outupon the
hand . congregations of Augusta, Schenandoa

Bible and Tract Societies are establish andOneida, in thePresbytery of Oneida,

ed in most parts of our church, and we –Upon the first church in Lenox, in the

are happy to learn , that very many of our second church in Sullivan , in the first

people are dutifully and zealously en- church in Pompey, in the Presbytery of

gaged in promoting thegreat benevolent Onondaga,-Uponthe church of Ellis

institutions which distinguishand honour burgh in the Presbytery of St Lawrence,

our age and country . It would be pleas. -Upon Esperance, the church at Sara

ing to be able to add, that our churches toga Springs, Mayfield , Ballston and Mo

were more engaged in giving efficient reau, in the Presbytery of Albany :-One

patronage to theUnited Foreign Mission of the most extensive worksof the Spi

ary Society, which is under the peculiar rit that has been known in our country,

protection of the Assembly, and which has occurred in Moreau, and has spread

has been repeatedly presented to our with astonishing power through the sur:

churches for their prayersand liberality. rounding country. In its vicinity several

The United Domestic Missionary . Soci. hundred persons, it is believed, bave

ety, the concerns of which are principal. been brought to a saving knowledge of

ly conducted in the city of New York, is the truth . The Lord has turned again

considered as oneof the most interesting and revived his work in the churches of
and important institutions of the day, and Salem, West Granville, in Kingsbury and

meets our cordial approbation and recom- Queensbury, in the Presbytery of Troy ,

mendation . -In Middletown and Forrestburgh, in

The state of Missionary regions and the Presbytery of Hudson ,–In the church

Missionary operations, which are under in Rutger's street, in the Presbytery of

the entire control of the Assembly, pre. New York , In the second church in

sent many subjects of attention, which Newark , Elizabethtown, and Patterson

awaken deep and solemn interest. The in the Presbytery of Jersey ,-In Flem

Board of Missions, which directs the mis- ington in the Presbytery of Newton ,

sionary concerns of the Assembly, has In one of thechurches of Baltimore,-In

the past year employed more than eighty Jefferson College in the Presbytery of

ministers, to proclaim among the desti. Obio , -In Mount Pleasant, New Salem ,

tute the unsearchable riches of Christ. in the Presbytery of Hartford. Bethel

The Assembly regard these efforts with in the Presbyteryof Lexington ,-In Fre

intense interest, as they are persuaded dricksburgh in the Presbytery of Win.

that God has honoured them with his chester,--In Ripley, in the Presbytery of

special blessing. There is not an object Chilicothe. It is with peculiar pleasure

of deeper concern to the prosperity of that we have been informed of a power

the Church, so far as human agency is fulrevival at Natchez, in the Presbytery

concerned, than to furnish to our wide- of Mississippi, and in Washington, in the

spread and destitute population, good Presbytery of Orange, and in Mahoning ,

Missionaries; men full of the Holy Ghost, Derry and Buffaloe , in the Presbytery of

and burning with love and zeal for the Northumberland . From those parts of

salvation of men . In years past the As. the church where revivals were enjoyed

sembly has been able to send forth many in previous years, we learn thattheir sub

labourers into the harvest, to occupy and jects are generally steadfast, and are

maintain important stations, to explore walking worthy of their profession . The

the country, to gain information ; and Monthly Concert for Prayer is generally

some parts of ourchurch , now flourish- mentioned.

ing, ithas been the instrument of plant- We are happy to learn that increasing

ing and watering. The church at large interest is felt, and that vigorous exer

isnotsufficiently aware of the importance tions are madein behalf of seamen. The

of our Missionary operations. We ear- society in New York is flourishing, and a
nestly hope, that our means of usefulness new and commodious church is now

will be greatly increased . erecting in Philadelphia, for their ac

During the past year, there have been commodation . Pleasing evidence has

some very special revivals. Many of our been presented of the great benefit with

churches have been greatly refreshed. whichthe efforts in their favour have

Seasons of peculiar sweetness have been been followed ; many of them have been

enjoyed by somechurches, who are not hopefully converted, and give good evi

included in the list of those who have dence that a work of effectual grace has
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been wroughtin their hearts. The Bethel their labours the past year. " While we

fag is a new and blessed sign of the view these bereavements as a solemn

times. It floats over the decks of many warning to us all, they admonish the

of our vessels as they go forth on the bo. churches to improve the messages of

som of the deep. It is seen in every part grace, which are falling from dying lips,
ofthe world , and is the pledge of the sea- and to honour God for the treasure which

son when our merchandise and hire shall is contained in earthen vessels .

be holiness unto the Lord . We live in a most interesting period of

Most of our Presbyteries are paying at- the world. This is an age of great acti

tention to the education of youth for the vity . To the church in this day are com

ministry. Many pious young men are in miited great and precarious interests.
training in variousstages oftheir education. Howcareful should we be to stand

Notwithstanding the church is every year with our loins girded with truth. In an

rousing to greater exertions, much more age of such wonders, ofsuch energy and
must be done before her duty is accom- enterprise, the church bas the delicate

plished , or her wants supplied . and difficult duty of avoiding on the one

The Board of Education is earnestly hand, the spirit of bold innovation, which
engagerl,and it is well supported by se- is sometimes allied to zealous and gene

veral auxiliary societies . rous efforts, and on the other, to prompt

The pious females in our communion, and cherish the ardour which promisesto

are still devoting themselves to the pro- promote the highest good of the world .

motion of all the charities of the day. Let us be upand doing. If we study

The exertions of women who thus labour diligently the holy oracles, which are

in the gospel, are among the most bless- ouronly infallible guide ; if we rely upon

ed and efficient that the church enjoys. the direction of the Spirit; if we possess

The Theological Seminary át Prince- a holy desire to bless the world and ex

ton, is every yearbecoming more and alt God ; then our liberty will not sink

more important. Its present condition into licentiousness - our zeal will not de

is flourishing. The number of its pupils stroy-the spirit of inquiry will not be

is greater than at any former period ; and come the spirit of speculation and philo

it promises to be a favouredand power. sophy, falsely so called. But truth shall

ful instrument of disseminating the gos. triumph - charity shall fill every bosom
pel through the earth . and bless every object - and the Lord

The Theological Seminary at Auburn alone shall be exalted .

is rising into importance. Itis enjoying Published by order of the General

the patronage of the church, and will Assembly,

soon be endowed and extend its bless WILLIAM NEILL, Stated Clerk .

ings throughout the interesting country Philadelphia, May, 1824.

in which it is located.

The new, but most promising Institu- * TheRev. Joel Bradley, of the Pres

tion at Hampden Sydney, is advancing. bytery of Onondaga.

The friends of religion are anticipating The Rev. Henry Chapman, of the Pres

great benefits fromit, especially to the bytery of Otsego.

southern country. The Rev. James N. Austin , of the Pres

May the God of knowledge own and bytery of Albany.
bless all the means of instruction , that the The Rev.. John R. Coe, and Edward

earth may be fall of his truth and his Rositer, of the Presbytery of Troy .

praise. The Rev. Amasa Loomis, of the Pres.

The Assembly have heard with plea bytery of Grand River.

sure of the state of the churches in the The Rev. John M.Knight, D. D. of the

Associationsof New England. The Lord Presbytery of Carlisle .

is in the midst of them for good ; they The Rev. Joseph B. Lapsley, of the

are going forward in the order and peace Presbytery of Muhlenburg
of the gospel, and with that zeal that The Rev. Prescott B. Smith, of the

should ever distinguish the favoured of Presbytery of Lancaster.

the Lord . We are happy to hear, also, The Rev. Samuel Prince Robbins, and

that the Theological Seminary at Ando- Rev. William Bois, Presbytery of Athens.

ver, is in a flourishing and prosperous The Rev. Joseph S. Hughs, of the

condition. Its numbers are annually in. Presbytery of Columbus.

creasing, and its friends are cheered with The Rev. Dr. Thomas Reid, of the

the belief that its usefulness is continu. Presbytery of Newcastle.

ally extending. The Rev. Dr. Benjamin R. Montgome

We record with feelings of painful so- ry , of the Presbytery of Harmony.

lemnity, the names of many of our dear The Rev. George Lukey, of the Pres.

brethren, who have been called from bytery of Newcastle.
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FOREIGN.

V

NAL,

*

At a short distance from the en

closure or missionary yard , on the
The editor has received a copy of right, stands the Missionary Chapel,

the journal of the Rev. Charles Sa- constructed of the same materials

muel Stewart, one of the last rein
as the dwelling houses,and surround

forcement of missionaries to the ed by a slight fence.- It appears that

Sandwich Islands, from the time be the chapel will contain about 500

went on board the ship Thames in people. The bell of the chapel is

Nov. 1822, till his being settled, tem- suspended on two posts erected be

porarily, with his family, in the mis- fore the front door -- In the distance,

sionary establishment at HONORURU, to the right, is seen the ship Tharnès,

May 14, 1823. From this journal as she appeared on her approach to

we publish in our present number Honoruru. In the back ground the

several interesting extracts, and to mountains of the island appear, with

these we expect that others will here- trees and shrubs at their base.

after be added. The journal was pri

marily intended for the sister ofMr.S.
EXTRACTS FROM REV. MR . STEWART'S JOUR

Accompanying the journal there

were a number of sketches made

by Mr. Stewart with a pencil ,
November 30th, 1822 ,

which afford interesting views of se- Since writing on Tuesday, we have had

veral scenes and objects that fell another gale of wind ,which compelled us

under his notice. Of two of these Thursday night,andpart of Friday. Con
to take in all sail, and “ lie to ” during

sketches - one of the Harbour and finement to the cabin, and the tossing of

Village of Honoruru ,the other of the the ship, increased Harriet's sickness very
Mission House and Chapel , at the much . I think she was weaker and more

same place - we havecaused engrav- dispirited yesterday,than atany timebe
From the ex

ings to be made. Wegive the late perience I have already had ,I can judge
ter of these sketches in the present what my thoughts and feelings will be,

number of our work, and the other when I behold her enduring all the priva

will appear in our next.--The mis- tions and hardships of the missionary life,
sion house, it will be observed , is in should she be spared to meet them . They

will be the same they now are. When I

the style of building customary in
look back a fortnight, and view her as she

our own country. Near it are seen
then was, blooming, and healthfuil , and

several small buildings, formed in the animated, and see her now , pale, emaci

manner in which the natives con- ated, and spiritless from sickness, which

struct their abodes - with poles or she might have avoided, I am at times

bamboos placed erect in the ground, ready to say—“ Could it have been my
and these interlaced with rushesand duty,thus to expose one sodelicate, so

unaccustomed to fatigue and hardships?"

grass,and with a cover of grass thatch Allthe manwithin me say's “ No! it could
over the whole. Doors and windows not: " --but the Christian -- the minister

are made by cutting holes in the and the missionary as promptly and more
ends or sides of the structures, which decidedly exclaim, “it could , and it is."

Yes, my dear M. whatever I may suffer

generally remain open . No glass is
myself -whatever my beloved wife may

“ Our house," suffer, which has been and will be myused in the windows .

says Mr. Stewart in writing to his keenest suffering - 1 am fully persuaded
sister, " might easily be erected in the that I have done right, and that she
smallest room in yours,being neither has done right, in forming the deter

so long nor broad; and the ridge of minations,and in pursuing the mea
sures we have. I am satisfied, that so

the roof is only nine feet from the far as the expedition we are nowengaged

ground - the eaves little morethan in is concerned, on the day of judgment,

three feet. It is composed entirely the sentence to us will be, “ well done

of small poles and grass. It has good and faithful,” The hand of the

three small holes in the sides for win. Lordhath led us : we beheld it in the

dows,withoutsash or glass; and the notrefuseto follow, and though we may
dispensations of his Providence ; we dared

door has neither bolt,lock, nor bar.” find that the hand which guides, bears
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the rod to afdict, still we will fear no evil . ment, for devotional meditations, than I

No, we have acted in this matter only in anticipated.

conformity to the light possessed, and to We have now become quite systematic

the dictates of ourconsciences, and we in our regulations as a family. The bell

shall unquestionably meet blessings, rich for rising rings in the cabinat sunrise

and satisfying, in the path of duty point that for morning prayers at half past se

ed out : if not in one form , in another ven -- that for breakfast at eight. We dine

perhaps less expected, but not less full. at one, sup at sis, and have evening
With such views and feelings, my beloved prayers at half past seven . The estab

M., which are those of our inmost hearts, lishment of regular worship, has been a
we cheerfully turn our backs for ever on great comfort and satisfaction to us, and

allthecomfort, all the domestick and so- the respectful and constant attendance of

cial felicity , all the refined enjoyment the captain, officers, and crew, gives us

which the advantages we posessed in our sincere joy. When the weather admits

native country, might have so fully se- of it, we assemble on the quarter deck,
cured to us. We banish fromourminds which hasbeen peculiarly pleasant during

for ever, the dreams of earthly bliss, in the moonlight nights, with which we are

which the children of this world seek now favoured . Oh ! it is sweet to hear

their supreme happiness, and hail with our hymn of praise floating on the breeze

contentment the scenes of self-denial and that wafts us along, and to listen to the

privation, of care and toil, which we have prayer directed from the midst of these

in prospect, willing, since the providence mightywaters, to Him wlio protects, and

of God has so ordered it, to become lite- who only can defend and bless us .

rally “ strangers and pilgrims” on the Yesterday seemed really like a Sab.

earth , having here no abiding place, nor bath. The day was calm and pleasant,

worldly possession. Whatever else we and though the occupations of the ship

lose, we gain would not admit of public worship in the

morning, still it was gratifying to observe
“ A peaceful

the general quiet and seriousness that

Conscience, and approving Heav'n" prevailed, whilst each on board, not en

atreasure too rich tobe exchanged or for. caged in theduty of the ship, was occu

feited for all the fleeting and unsatisfying book . At 4 o'clock, P. M. the great bell
pied with his Bible, or some serious

pleasures of this life. When, then, we The exercisesrecount our sufferings and afflictions rang for public service.

when we give a statement of our real si- order in the Presbyterian church, and
were conducted according to the usual

tuation, whatever it may be, do not think Mr. Bishop delivered a sermon from the
we consider it strange that such things words " What shall it profit a man ,

have befallen us, but that, deeming the if he gain thewhole world, and lose bis

service we perform as done unto the
own soul.”-We cannot but hope, and

Lord, we even count" for joy” the trials do fervently pray, that these means of
that may await us in its accomplishment. grace will not be lost to the immortal

Wethink ourselves greatly blest in our beings,by whose skillweare enabled to
humble friend, Betsey Stockton. She bear theglad tidings ofpardon and peace

proves herself daily more and more kind, to the distantislesof the sea. May the

affectionate, and faithful. She has been
time speedily come, when each one who

most thoughtful and assiduous in her at

tention during H.'s sickness, and has laid breast, all the happiness andsacred peace
sails with us, will experience in his own

me under a debt of gratitude, I scarceknow how to repay. She is an invaluable which,I believe, existed in the bosons of

acquisition to our little family, and Iwish many of ourlittle band yesterday,from

the exercise of repentance towards God,

her always to be particularly remembered and faithinour Lord Jesus Christ !

in your communications to us.
This day has been delightful indeed :

Dec. 22. - Contrary to my expectation, the air is as mild and balmy as that of a

I find no difficulty in reading, writing, spring morning. The sea is less disturb

&c. and employing myself in any way I ed than we have seen it before. In fact,we

think proper. I was fearful my voyage ha nad one continuedgale until Satur

would be a lost period, but, from the past, day. The captain has sailed eleven years,

judge that I may render it very profitable and says he never before had such a suc

even in an intellectual respect, and I cession of rough weather. You can scarce
hope, above all,in a spiritual. Here I am imagine thedifference it makes in every

most happily disappointed. Thus far I thing. Whilst the gales continued, we
have found my abode in this floating ha- could scarce see a stone's throw from the

bitation conducive to religious feeling, vessel for the monstrous green billows

and have secured , and can still secure, that were rolling in heaps around us ; now

much greater and more frequent retire- we can look in any direction, to a dis
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and peace.

At

tance of many miles, over a beautiful sur. ness of my own heart. To me, the duty

face of deep blue, variegated here and of the most devoted and persevering ex

there by the milk white curving of a ertions in the missionary cause, is asclear

breaking wave. Our ship must be a fine as that the scriptures are the word of God,

object when viewed at a little distance: and that every Christian who does not

every sail is set to the breeze, and all promoteits interests to the utmost of his

without and within indicates prosperity power, fails in his duty to God and man .

It was in my power to go forth personally

Dec. 3d . - The last evening was one of to the heathen, and my conscience and

the most interesting we have spent since heart would hear to no other sacrifice . I
the commencement of our voyage . saw the path of duty , and determined to

the beginning of our meeting, we were walk in it only, and thus far I have found

joinedby the officers of theship: their it the path of peace and happiness.
deportment in every respect is such, as to Jan. 6.- The Sabbath waspleasant and

call for our warm gratitude, and in none strengthening to our spirits. Mr. Bishop

more than in the uniform and interested preached from the words, “ strive to enter
attention they give to our exercises of de- in at the straight gate .". There was more

votion. We sang three hymns and had two attention and solemnity than usual. I

prayers, when the great bell of the ship was greatly pleased with my Bible class,

rang for our usual evening worship, and and feel more encouraged than ever, to

ourcircle was enlarged by twelve or fif. labour with these immortal beings in this
teen sailors from the main deck and fore .

way. My class consists of five persons,

castle . I trust that our prayers and praises all from the steerage. Those in thefore.

were those of faith and sincerity . Feel castle, except the most wicked, recite to

ing ourselves solemnized, and having our Mr. Chamberlain .

better thoughts awakened to a lively ex- January 25.--The storm continued to

ercise, it was proposed that we should rage during the day with unabating vio.

listen to the perusal of the instructions lence, andproduced greater anxiety and

of thecommittee,publickly deliveredto gloom than anywehave yet experienced.
us by Mr. Evarts, the evening before our But although the day was one ofgloom ,

embarkation. They are admirable, and a circumstance occurred in it which has

well calculated to produce a powerful given me more genuine satisfaction than

and abiding impression upon the heart. any thing since we left America. In the

May we so improvethem,as to show by edge of the evening, whilst leaning alone

all our actions, that these counsels and against the railing of the quarter deck,

admonitions havenot been in vain. May feeling in my own mind something of the

we never, individually nor collectively, desolation of the scene by which I was

bring a reproach in any degree on the surrounded, I felt my arm gently touched
cause we have espoused, but may all we by some one on the spars behind me : it

do redound to our own good, and to the The moment I cast my eyes

glory of the God we profess to serve. on him, I knew his errand, and can scarce

Dec. 16. - Yesterday we commenced a describe my emotions when I found it

prayer meeting, to be held every Sunday truly to beas I expected " to know what

morning at 10 o'clock, as it is inconveni- he should do to be saved ?” He had seen
ent to have more than one sermon . А me alone, and stolen from his station for

Bible class has also been established ward to tell me, that his spirit, like the

among the sailors. This we consider an troubled sea, would find no rest, and to

interesting exercise. Whilst it will en- beg me to direct him in the way ever

lighten them on the subject important lasting. His words were few , but his

above all others, it wir give an access to locks, whilst he acknowledged his guilt

their hearts and consciences, not other and misery , and supplicated an interest in

wise to be secured. May the Lord bless my prayers, spoke volumes. So unex

it to their eternal good : we have great pected, and yet so desired and prayed for
hopes from it, and trust that it is a plant was this event, that I almost doubted its

that will continue to be watered by our reality. He dated his convictions from

tears and invigorated by our prayers. the preceding Sabbath ,at the recitation of

The salvation of the officers and crew be- the Bible class, and told me he had scarce

comes daily more precious in our eyes,and eaten or slept since . Every thing manifest

our heart's desire is, that the word of the ed sincerity and contrition in his deport

Lord dispensed to them, may not return ment , and though I would not be too san.
unto him void. guine, I cannot but hope that the Spirit

Jan 1, 1823. - I am more and more per of God has begun that goodwork in him ,

suaded of the propriety of our entering which shall be carried on till the day of

on the work we have: if the Bible be Jesus Christ.- " A little leaven leaveneth

true, I fear no evilin this measure, except the whole lump ;" and should but one

that which may arise from the deceitful. soul be truly converted to God hefore we

was .
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leave this ship , ere the voyage which it never been so encouraging as they now
bas commenced is completed, through are . There is a seriousness from the fore .

the prayers and admonitions of that man, castle to the quarter deck, that forces it.

all these sailors may be turned to the self on the observation of every gne.

Shepherd and Bishop of their souls. The change in has produceda very

Feb. 14.- The weather would not ad. visible effect on his friends and

mit of any service on the Sabbath, except Their countenances and whole appear

evening prayers. This was regretted, ance are altered .

particularly under the encouraging ap- March 13. - Another is added to the

pearance of the crew . I was greatly catalogue of praying souls on board the

gratified, however, to find that notwith. Thames. is so deeply convicted as

standing the rest of the night had been not only to forsake every evil habit, but

broken in both watches, and the morning also to seek the favour and salvation of

had been one of labour, that still one half God by prayer and supplication. May he
of my Bible class had prepared their re- pray in the spirit, and be heard and blest

citation . has manifested much seri. with eternal life !

ousness of late . I have had several con
March 17. - Nothing new to commu.

versations with him , and every successive nicate this morning, except an account of

one has been more interesting than the a “ real Sabbath at sea," --such a Sabbath

preceding. On Monday morning as I once feared I would never see on

came up to me with a very animated coun- board the Thames. Preparations for it

tenance, and said he had great hopes of were made early on Saturday evening

; that he was very much troubled, among the sailorsby shaving , washing,& c.

had “ knocked off swearing,” and was all all secmed to be looking forward 10 it

the time “ overhauling his Bible,”" - " He with pleasure and hope. And never on

always swears when reefing in a gale, sea or land was there a more lovely day.

but on Saturday night we were on the The temperature was that of finest June

lee yard -arm of the main topsail to. weather. The stillness of death reigned

gether for half an hour, and though it over the ship, whilst all, cleanly drest,

blew a hurricane, and we could do nothing employed their time in reading, medita
with the sail, he never swore a word. if tion and prayer. We had an excellent

he'll only cut cable and swing from the sermon from Mr. Bishop, and at the close

fellows in his watch , I shall not fear for of the day every one was compelled to

him .” Thus we have reason to hope that remark its quietand solemnity.

another immortal spirit is ready to ex- March 24.- When I look round me

claim “ men and brethren, what shall I do this morning, and see every one cheer.

to be saved !”
fully and industriously employed,-ob

March 6. is rejoicing in the pos- serve the neatness and pleasantness of

session of a Christian's hope. Herequest. every thing in the cabin and on deck ,

ed an interview with me last night on his and feel myself, and know others to do

first watch. As soon as I approached him, the same, asperfectly at home and con

he threw his arms around me, and fell on tented, as I have ever been in any situa

my neck with emotions that seemed to tion, I can scarce credit, that our present

deny him the power of utterance. It was is the state so long dreaded by ourselves

some time before he could tell me of the and friends as one devoid of enjoyment

hope that had become as an anchor to his or even comfort - can hardly realize the

soul, and of the peace and joy that filled truth that we have been confined upwards

his bosom . So great and entire a change of four months on board this ship, and

had taken placeinhis viewsand feelings, yet are so little sensible of any privation,

that he felt compelled to believe, thatold and so little desirous of any change.

things had unto him passedaway, and all For a long time after entering the Pa

things become new , and that he was a cific, we thought the appropriateness of

new creature in Christ Jesus. I had a its name might very justly be questioned,

most interesting conversation with him , but the experience of the last fortnight

and left him as I found him, rejoicing with has satisfied us on that point. The per

joy unspeakable, and full of glory : and fect smoothness of the ocean is almost in

hoping in my own heart, that the inex- credible : we have scarce seen a wave
pressible emotions that throbbed within with “crested head ” in that time, and ,

his manly breast, were only the feeble but for the deep blue colour of the sur

commencement of that holy joy, which, face, might fancy ourselves sailing on the

in the world to come, would rise “ im- placid bosom of your lake. Wehave all

measurably high . ” lately been very forcibly struck with the

March 10.- I can again speak of the great beauty of the sky and clouds in

mercy and loving kindness of God to- these latitudes: especially towards sunset

wards us, now floating on the mighty bo. and early in the evening. They are un

som of the Pacific. Appearances have rivalled by any I have ever seen, and are
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literally indescribable. We have seen saved . I want faith and how am I to get

clouds of almost every colour in different it." Img told him he felt just so once,
parts of the sky, at the same time : some he did not know what faithwas, or how

of colours I never saw in the heavens be. to obtain it ; but he knew, now , what it

fore, and often in their strongest tints : was, and believed he possessed it ; but,

for instance, of a rich and perfect green “ I do not know that I can tell you what

-beautiful amber - crimson- orange- it is, or how to obtain it. I know what it

whilst thewhole western hemispherehas is not--I know it is not knocking off swear

been one blaze of glory. Last nightthe ing anddrinking and the like ; and it is

colour of the ocean added greatly to the not reading the Bible nor prayingnor

splendid scene : it was of a most perfect being good — it is not that - for even if

blood colour, occasioned by the reflection these would do for the timeto come, what

of a fleecy veil of crimson clouds, cover- are you to do with the old score ? how are

ing the whole heavens; the appearance you to get clear of that ? It is not any

was so extremely singular, as to make us thing you have done or can do. It is only

almost shrink from it as something super. believing and trusting to what Christ
natural. has done :-it is having your sins pardoned

Our religious state continuesthe same. and soul saved , because he diedand shed

and have expressed no hope his blooil for sin , and it is nothing else. ” A

of their conversion, though deeply inte. doctor of divinity might havegiven the

rested in securing it. Four more areun. poor fellow a more technical and polished
der convictions of sin of greater or less answer, but not one more simple or satis
pungency - and seem fully determined factory. 's expression of counte
on turning to God with all their hearts. nance is naturally rather hardand morose ;

I never knew a Sabbath on land such but now, every feature is lighted up with

as yesterday was here. Not a sound was “the sunshine of joy ,” and every look and

heard, from the opening of the morning action are " peace and good will to all

till the close of day, but the rippling of men .". has a handsome face , of a

the water as we sailed on the deep, or the naturally mild and innocent expression,

voice of worship as we bowed before our and has become really lovely from an un

God. Every one seemed to feel as well feigned sweetness that has overspread it.

as know, that the day was sacred to its Hope has begun to dawn faintly on his

Maker: and most of our number, I be- soul, andwhile conversing with him last

lieve, rejoiced in it. When Iviewed the nightin the full light of a splendid moon,

neatness and order of every thing about I could but believe, that the peace and

our beautiful ship , and witnessed the serenity that sat on his brow, was thatin

peace and quiet and solemnity that pre. kind , however low in degree, which the

vailed, I could not help fancying that I ransomed onhigh exhibit whilst contem

saw " holiness to the Lord” inscribed on plating the glory of God, and triumphing
the cloud of canvas she spread to the in eternal salvation.

breeze . - Our services were delightful, April 3.—The state of spiritual things

and what Christian would not feel them is still encouraging and delightful. Two
to be so, when at them, he could see the more of the common sailors have express .

tear of sacred rapture start in the bright ed a hope of salvation .

eye of some, and that of penitence and Daily, and almost hourly, many circum

sorrow from that of others :—both of stances occur, showing the happy situa

whom till late “ cared for none of these tion in which we are placed, which would

things.” is one of the happiest of be interesting to you to know, but which

beings, and can scarce contain the joy of would take up too much time in commu

his heart. He is very active with his com- nicating: Our evenings are pleasant; and

panions, and has already been a blessing invariably the sound of songs and rude

to them. All that he says is worth twice merriment has given place to that of

its real value from the manner in which he hymns and solemn praise. The violin, and

communicates it. He related to me the the drum and fife, are heard no more; for

substance of a conversation had with their owners have learned nobler notes,

a few days since. came to him and make melody in their hearts to God.

full of trouble ; with a spirit tlrat could You know the powerful effect of sacred

find no rest , and wished to know how he musick when heard from a distance :

obtained the light andliberty, the peace such nightly swells on our ears from the

and joy that filled his bosom, adding, “ I hatchways of the forecastle and steerage,
believe the Bible to be true, and every and a knowledge of who the singers are,

word in it to be of God. I know that I and what they have been, is far from les

can be saved only by the righteousness of sening the emotions excited in ordinary
Jesus Christ - I feelmy wretchedness and cases ,by a similar cause .

misery without it - I believe every thing Last night, while walking the deck, I

--but how am I to believe, so as to be happened to cast my eyes into the steer.

VOL. II.-Ch . Adv. 2 N
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ners .

age, and could not refrain wishing, that eye of — and could easily fancy the

some of the pious hearts interestedfor the languageof his heart to be, if I forget

salvation of seamen, and active in their thee, o Jerusalem , let my righthand for

exertions to promote it, could stand be- get her cunning - if I prefer thee not to

side me for a moment. But one person my chief joy ."

was there, and for the time, I wished to It would touch your heart, my dear

see no other; it was reading his Bi- M- ,yes, it would touch the hearts of

ble . The lamp was suspended from the all Christendom to witness the bended

ceiling, at too great a heightto admit of knee — the suppliant's eye -- the humble

reading with ease, when seated on the worship of these but late pardoned sin.

floor, and being too tired to stand, he was

kneeling and reading partly aloud, with Another event has occurred to make

an attention and solemnity that seemed to me far less anxious for the termination

absorb every thought and feeling ; his at- of our voyage, than I otherwise would

titude, countenance, and whole appear- have been, and one, that, to you and all
ance, gave strong testimony, that he was our friends, I am satisfied, has been, and

searching the scriptures that hemight in is, of the deepest interest - it is the safe

them find the words of eternal life . He and uncommonly favourable confinement
did not change his position in the least, of our beloved Harriet. We had con

till thebell rang for evening prayers, á stantly hoped to have reached the Island
full half hour after I first observed him . before this should have taken place ;but

April 8.-We have at length bid adieu the wise providence ofGod ordered other

to the southern hemisphere, and that most wise, and we have great reason already

probablyforever. We recrossed the line to rejoice in it, as a dispensation of visible

on Saturday night, the 5th inst. precisely andmarked goodness and tenderness to

three months to an hour after having cross- The circumstance bas given much

ed it in the Atlantic .

us.

joy to the Captain, officers and crew :

OurSabbath , the day after, was uninter- Harriet is a great and universal favourite,

ruptedly pleasant and solemn . Mr Ric and herself and child are the chief ob

chards preached from the words “ the jects of solicitude and attention . They
harvest is past, the summer is ended, and were determined that the young stranger

we are not saved .” Five only of the crew · should be an American : the Captain im

were absent: about that nurnber have mediately ordered the ensign hoisted,

shown the most determined opposition to and master Charles first saw the light

the seriousness prevailing, and have under the proud wavings of our national

spoken and behaved with an effrontery banner. I have seldom known the gleam

and wickedness almost incredible. They ings of its stars and stripes to give more

scarce ever attend any of the religious animation and apparentjoy; and am sure,

services, and even insult those who go to that , in my eyes, they never looked half

them, in their retreat of wickedness -- the so lovely.

forecastle. When witnessing their be- April25.-It is even so — I write to you

haviour, and hearing their wilful profane- now , my dear M. with the snowy summit

ness andblasphemy, we pity anddeplore of Monakiahon one hand, and the rugged

their folly and madness: and whilst we heights of Mowee on the other. Three

sincerely exclaim , “ Father forgive them days ago we had many indications of be.

for theyknow not what they do,” we can. ing in the vicinity of land. Several times

not but add in sight of their awful and on Wednesday we imagined we saw the

gratuitous iniquity, “ How can ye escape faint outlines of a mountainous coast, but
the damnation of hell." were as often compelled to yield to the

Last night we were once more privi. conviction that our vision had been il

leged to observe the monthly concert of luded by the heaping of clouds on the
prayer :-it was a season refreshing and horizon. Most of Thursday we were

delightful to our spirits. For the first subject to the same hopes and disappoint
time we were joined, in this duty, by all ments ; but at 3 o'clock in the afternoon ,

the crew off duty, who, we trust, have were fully satisfied that our eyes did rest

found access by the same spirit, to our on the shores of Owybee, enveloped al
common Father and God. We could but

most from the water's edge by dark and

feel animated in our devotion,and warm heavy clouds. We then distinctly traced

in our gratitude whilst beholding a row the cultivated grounds, and here and

of these hardy and interesting seamen there saw columns of smokeascending

uniting with us, not only by their exter- from the settlements of the natives. We

nal attendance, but,as we believe,in found ourselves tobe immediately off the
their hearts, and joining with the multi- most easterly point of the Island, near

tudesof Israel in exclaiming thy king- the bay of Ohido, at a distance of 30
dom come.” - Often during the evening miles.

I saw the big tears ofjoy glisteningin the The ascent, as far as the clouds would
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admitof our seeing, was gradual, --thick- In this pamphlet a succinct account is

ly indented by deep ravines, edged by given of the origin and nature of the An.

monstrous precipices. These appeared glo-Chinese College ; of the contract re

very narrow to us, but the native boys quired to be entered into with the prin

with us say, they are valleys three or four cipal by every student who enters the in
miles wide, well watered and highly cul- , stitution ; of the number of pupils who

tivated . We saw two or three beautiful have been received , which is 21 ; of the

cascades.
course of their studies; of attendance on

From the accounts we had received the religious exercises of the college ; of

of the rudeness and barren wilds of Owy- the languages taught and cultivated - Chi

hee, we were altogether favourably dis- nese , Malayan, English ; of donations and

appointed with this its first appearance. subscriptions to the college ; ofmoniesre
Sure it looked like the land of darkness, ceived and expended from 1818 to Jan.

and the region of the shadow of death, 1st, 1823 ; of a publication entitled “ The

for it was overhung and completely en- Gleaner,” intended to promote the inte.

veloped, except near the water's edge, rests of the college ; of the laws and sta

by thick and dismal clouds — and we knew tutes of the institution ; of its patrons,

and felt that amore sad and melancholy trustees, and officers, with a specification

gloom marked the spiritual state of its of their duties severally ; of the council

inhabitants. The language of our hearts, that governs the college; of the by-laws ;

however, seemed to be - Hail ! and wel of the admission of native students on the

come.” After tea , the first tumult of foundation ; of the lectures delivered, and

feeling having subsided, while all the fa- the duty of attending on them ; of allow

mily except H. were assembled at the ances to native students on the founda

gunwale of the ship nearest the land, tion ; of tuition ; of preparatory schools ;

to gaze on it still, as we gently pursued of the admission of students supportedby
ourcourse, we sung, withfeelings never their friends; of a translation of the Chi.

known before, the sweet and appropriate nese master's rules for the students ; of

hymn, the moveable property of the college ; of

“ O’er the hills of gloomy darkness,
the college library, consisting of 3380 vo
lumes, of which 2850 are inthe Chinese

Look, my soul, bestill and gaze. ” language ; of the college museum ; and of

We had scarce finished the first line, a copyof the Anglo -Chinese college deed .

before our little band was encircled by In the conclusion of the pamphlet, which

the officers and crew , with a seriousness is dated at “ Malacca, À. D. Feb. 21st,

and solemnity highly gratifying. I doubt 1823,” Dr. Morrison remarks, that the

not, some of their hearts throbbed with deeply lamented death of the late Dr.

emotions known only to the pious mind.
Milne had rendered this publication ne

Whilst singing, the last rays of a glorious cessary for the welfare of the college. He

sun were falling on us from the west, and
returns thanks to all who have in any way

the silver beamsof a full orbedmoon befriended the institution, and concludes

from the east. The hazy atmosphere the wholein the following pathetic strain,

suddenly cleared up, leavinga cloudless in which the ultimate design of this inte

sky, without a trace of the gloomwhich resting establishment will be seen . “ The

had an hour before overshadowed us, ex founder of the college, and the builder of

cept a light drapery of silver clouds, con
the edifice, loved their own country ; and

cealing the highest points of the moun
they also loved the rest of the nations.

tains. The change was too instantane
China,that object of wonder and of pity

ous, and too great not to be noticed, and
to Christendom, excited in their minds a

I could not help hoping and praying, that deep interest. China, one of the fairešt

the spiritual gloom of this land might as
portions of the globe ; the most ancient,

speedily fleeaway beneath themildlight themost populous,the best skilled in the

of the gospel of peace. management of human nature, of any

( To be continued .)
country under heaven - China is full of

dumb idols ; is estranged from the true

and hates and persecutes the name

of Jesus. That God may be glorified by

the obedience of his creatures ; that Bri .

ANGLO-CHINESE COLLEGE.
tain may be ever active in deeds of bene.

In a late number we promised to take volence; and that China may be chris

some notice of the latter of two pamphlets tianized, is the sincere prayer of the An.

published by the Rev. Dr. Morrison at glo-Chinese College founder, ROBERT.

Malacca, and lately received by us. That MORRISON .”

promise we now fulfil. The title of the Dr. Morrison gave one thousand pounds

pamphlet in question is- “ To the Pub- sterling to this noble institution ; and Dr.

lick , concerning thie Anglo -Chinese Col. Milne built the edifice, and he inan em.

lege.” phatic manner devoted his life to the care

God ;
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and instruction of the first pupils. He was at Amherst, Massachusetts. Since it is

the victim of his assiduous labours to com- yet in its infancy, and known only in a

municate instruction here, and to serve at limited degree, some information con

the same time the cause of missions in cerning it may be interesting and useful

every form of exertion that he could de. to your readers.

vise. We have been deeply impressed A fund of $ 50,000 ,obtained by the sub

with the importance of this institution scriptions ofindividuals, and designed for

ever since we heard of its organization, the assistance of indigent pious youth in

five years since ; and we know not how preparation for the gospel ministry, con

wealth, devoted to charitable objects, stitutes the basis of this institution. It

could be more efficiently employed than was organized in Sept. 1821. The sphere

in aiding the operations of the Anglo- of its influence has been constantly en

ChineseCollege. We perceive, and we larging, and the prospect of its success

are glad to perceive, that in hither and in and usefulness has been continually in

farther India, and even in our own coun- creasing since that time . Its officers con

try, the plan of educating the natives of sist of a Board of Overseers, or Board of

the countries christianized, with a view Trustees, and a Faculty of five members.
to their becoming missionaries, is seen to Its present number of students is 128 .

be that which promises the greatest per- These are from different parts of our

manence, and the surest success to the country , -- some from South Carolina ;

means which must be used for the con
some from Kentucky, and one or more

version of the heathen. It will be ulti- from Philadelphia. Two large elegant

mately the cheapestplan , and it is mani. brick buildings, situated upon a beautiful

festly the best calculated to gain the at- and commandingeminence, bespeak the

tention and the affections of the heathen. favourable site of the college. The re

Ultimately, if christianized, they must sup- gion in which it is situated, is peculiarly

port their own institutions; and the soon- adapted to the purposes of education.

er they begin to do it the better. We The climate is good ; and the society mo

rejoice, therefore, at the establishment of ral, refined and intelligent. The course

colleges at Calcutta and at Serampore ; of studies pursued here is precisely the

and in the proposal to establish one on the same as that at Yale College in Connec

western coast of hither India, and in a ticut. Although the friends of this clas.

like proposal to establish an Indian col. sical seminary have been hitherto defeat.

lege on our own frontiers. In the mean ed in procuring for it chartered rights,

time the mission school at Cornwall in still , it is confidently expected ,that itwill

Connecticut, which is an honour to our become incorporated at the session of the

country, should receive the good wishes Legislature the ensuing summer. The

and prayers, and in every way practicable , expenses requisite to obtain a thorough

the liberal support of all the friends of and complete classical education here , do

genuine pietyand humanity. not exceed $ 600. Those who are pro

In a postscript to the pamphlet we have per subjects of charity and are preparing

noticed, Dr. Morrison states that the col for the ministry, are assisted hereto the

lege is to be removed to Singapore, and amount of nearly one half of their ex

to be placed under the patronage of Go- penses. The original design of this col.
vernor RAFFLES.

lege was to educate pious youth for the

sacred profession . Such continues to be

its design, although it educates others, as

Under the headof religious intel- every college does.In the spring of 1823
it witnessed the smiles of Heaven in the

ligence we think it not improper to bestowment of divine grace upon about

place the following communica . 25 or 30 of its members. At the close of
tion. this work of divine love, but a very small

number was thought to be unacquainted

with that wisdom which cometh down

Mr. Editor - I ask your indulgence to a from above. May the Lord bless this

subscriber of your invaluable work, in rising establishment, and make it abun
communicating a few remarks relative to dantly useful to the best interests of men .
a literary institution recently established ALBYN .

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums for their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton , N.J. during the month of May last, viz .

Of Rev. S. P. Williams, First Presbyterian Church, Newburyport, for the Con

OfRev. Samuelw. Doak, Mount Bethel Church, Abington Presbytery, for do. 17 37

$33 00
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Of Rev. Henry R. Wilson, Shippensburg, for do. $4 87

Of Rev. Reuben Post, per Rev. E. Harrison, First Presbyterian Church in

Washington City, for do. 5 00

Of Rev. Charles C. Beatty , Steubenville Church , for do . 20 00

Of Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell, from Mr. M. Hall of Elizabethtown,thepremium

on 800 copies of the Confession,printed by him ; one half is for this fund 12 00

Of Benjamin Strong, Esq. from the Eighth Presbyterian Church, New York,

for do. 4 84

OfMessrs. Peter andJohn J. Boyd,per Rev. Henry R. Weed, their donation

from the estate of their deceased brother, Thomas Boyd, Esq, for do. 30 00

Of Rev. Aaron Putnam , Cooperstown, for do. 10 00

Of Rev. Jacob R. Castner, Newton Presbytery, for do. 3 70

Of Rev. David Comfort, fromthe Female Association of Lawrenceville, for do. 25 00

Of Rev. Dr. John Chester, Albany Presbytery, for do. 34 25

Of Rev. Reuben Post, from the Female Cent Society of First Presbyterian

Church, Washington City, for do. 15 00

Of Rev. Norris Bull, from Caledonia Church, in Genesee Presbytery, for do. 8 00

Of Rev. John B. Whittlesey, Ontario Presbytery,for do. 3 23

Of Rev. Dr. Francis Herron, First PresbyterianChurch, Pittsburgh , for do. 58 75

and from Rev. Mr.Riggs' Church, for do. 13 25

Of Rev. Ezra King,Long Island Presbytery, for do. 3 90

Of Rev. Dr.E. S. Ely, from Rev. Mr. M‘Calla, Augusta, Kentucky, for do. 5 00

OfRev. William D. Snodgrass, from the Second Presbytery of New York,
for do. 53 00

OfRev.John E. Latta, a collection in Newcastle Church , for do. 8 00

and the donation of Mr. Wilson, Sheriff of Newcastle County, for do. 5 00

Amount received for the Contingent Fund $373 16

Of Rev. Dr. John Woodhull, his fourth instalment for the New York and

New Jersey Professorship, $ 30 , and the fourth do. of William Wikoff,

Esq. $20 50 00

Of Rev. Dr.JohnM‘Dowell, from PerthAmboy, for do.
5 00

First Church , Newark , 81, Friend to Princeton, by Rev. John Ford , $5 6 00

and from the Monthly Concert of Prayer in First Presbyterian Church , Eli

zabethtown 24 00

Of Benjamin Strong, Esq., Treasurer of New York Presbytery , for do. 20 00

OfRev. Henry R. Weed, thedonation of Mr. Othniel Smith , of Jamaica, Long
Island, for do. 50 00

of Rev. John Johnston, per Rev. Jacob Green, from the members of the
Church of New Windsor, New York , for do. 6 75

Of Rev. R. W. Condit, collected by him and Mr. Fisk , for do. 100 00

Of Rev. Dr. Samuel Miller, his fifth instalment,in full of his subscription for do. 50 00

Of Rev. David Comfort, Kingston Church, for do.
22 50

Princeton Church 26 00

and Allentown Church 6 75

Of Rev. Charles Webster, for do. 23 00

Of Rev. Dr. Robert Cathcart, from Chambersburg, for the Synod of Philadel

51 00

of E. B.Caldwell, Esq.per Rev. Dr.E. S. Ely, fund not mentioned, supposed
to be for do . 7 00

Of Rev. A. K. Russell, Treasurer of Newcastle Presbytery, for do.
30 00

Of Rev. Dr. Moses Waddel, his fifth instalment in full of his subscription for

the Southern Professorship 50 00

andone do. J. R. Golding, Esq. for do. 50 00

Of Rev. Dr. Joseph Caldwell, Orange Presbytery , for do. 1550 00

Of Rev. John Cousar, his fifth instalment in full of his subscription for do. 50 00

from Mr. Isaac Montgomery, $10, Mrs. Jane Montgomery, 82
12 00

Miss Letitia Montgomery, $ 2, and Mr. Jehu Montgomery, 85
7 00

Of Rev. John Rennie, the first instalment of Rev. Michael Dixon , for do. 50 00

Of Rev. Daniel Gould, from Rev. John B.Davies, Concord Presbytery, for do. 462 25

Of Elipbalet Wickes, Esq. the fifth instalment infullof the subscription of

Rev. Thos. S. Wickes, for the Oriental and Biblical Literature Professor

ship 50 00

Of Rev. John Goldsmith , his fifth do , in full for do . 50 00

Of Rev. Dr. Samuel Miller, his first half of third do. for do. 25 00

Of Rev. William Nevins, his second year's do. for do. 50 00

Of Rev. Reuben Post, his second half of second year's do, for do. 25 00
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Of Rev. E. W. Gilbert, his second instalment for do. $10 00

Of Rev. John Kennedy, in full of his proportion for the Scholarship Senior
Class of 1823 53 00

Of Rev. Daniel Gould , for Concord Scholarship
10 00

Of 2. Lewis, Esq. per Rev. Dr. S. Miller for Le Royand Banyer Scholarships 175 00

Of Rev. Andrew Todd, interestfor the Eumenian Scholarship 7 00

Of Dr. A. Macrery , Natchez, Education of Students in the Seminary , 10 00

Of Rev. Henry R. Wilson, Shippensburg, for do.
6 00

Of Benjamin Strong, Esq., Treasurer ofNew York Presbytery, for do. 80 41

Of Messrs. Peter & John J. Boyd, a donation from Mr. JamesBoyd, of Alba

30 00

Of Rev. Isaac J. Lewis, from the Female Missionary Society of Wheatland,

Rochester Presbytery, for do. 10 40

Of Rev. Samuel F. Snowden, St.Lawrence Presbytery, for do. 24 20

Total $3698 42

-

ny, for do.

View of Publick Affairs.

EUROPE.

SPAIN . — The most recent advices from Spain represent the situation of this wretch

ed and degraded kingdom to be as deplorable as ever. Money is wanted for every

thing, and there are no means of obtaining it for any thing . Yet it would seem that

the monarch and his ministers still cling to the hope that they will be able, by some

means or other, to subject to their domination the revolted American colonies. Such

an event is, we think, in the highest degree improbable; but infatuation prevents

those who are under its influencefrom seeing what all the rest of the world see with

certainty. It appears that while despotism is the form of government in Spain, there

is in fact scarcely anygovernment at all. Robbers and murderers abound throughout

the country. Several Frenchmen have lately been assassinated . Passports it is said

have beengiven to morethan 200 of the first families to go into France, to avoid the

persecutions of the royalists, and the exiles it is computed have carried with them

three millions of piastres, in that specie whichis somuch needed in thecountry they

have left. Such are the blessings which Ferdinand and his French allies have pro
cured for Spain !

PORTUGAL. - An article in the Boston Recorder of the 15th ult. says, “ The last ac

counts from Portugal represent that country as in great commotion. The prime mi

nister had been assassinated, and Marshal Beresford dismissed. The people were irri.

tated against the United States for the sentiments in the President's message. This

we suppose will affect our President about as much as the moon is affected by the

dog that bays her.

ROME. It seems that his holiness thePope is turning a portionof his benevolent at.

tentions toward our country. Wefind it stated in one ofthe publick papers that he

“ has made an additional grant of 24,000 dollars annually to the Congregation de Pro

paganda Fide, for the special purpose of encouraging the progress of the Catholic re
ligion in the United States of America."

Russia, GERMANY AND Prussia. These three great powers, all parties, and princi

pal parties, to the Holy Alliance, are said to be reducing their armies, in a manner

which indicates their expectation of a permanent peace. For the happinessof the

world we wish that this may be true. But the appearance of disarming is aknown

artifice of those who intend to make war ; and for ourselves we have little confidence,

after what we have witnessed, in the fairness of any procedure in which this alliance

is concerned. The latest accounts represent Russia as having a new quarrel with the

Turk , and as marching armies toward bis territories. Wehave long feared, and still

fear, that the Emperor Alexander intends, eventually, to add Greece to the rest of his

enormous dominions.

GREECE AND TURKEY. - It appears that a dreadful conflict is yet depending between

thesepowers. The Turk ispreparinga tremendous force for a new attack on Greece.

But all accounts agree that the most brilliant successes have constantly of late attended
the Grecian arms. The funds raised for the noble Greeks are coming in good season

to their aid ; and skilful European officers are now in their armies. But our hope for

them is in the God of the whole earth, and our prayer that he will crown their struggle

for freedom with complete success.
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FRANCE.-TheRoyalists in France have, by the last election of deputies, obtained

such an overwhelming majority in the popular chamber, that the opposition are laugh

ed at and treated with utter contempt. Of course, every thing which is suggested by

the king, or his ministry, or his friends, is adopted almost without discussion. A sin

gular state of things seems to usto be at this time witnessed in France. The people

at large are a hundred fold morehappy andprosperous than they were under Napoleon,

who was always burdening and harassing them for the purposes of his glory . They

are very sensible of this change - It is every day a matter of feeling. The Royalists

attribute it all to the king and to hismeasures - The people seem to believe this, and

in consequence of the belief, to be disposed to let the king and his ministers dowhat

they please — to go any length they may choose. In our opinion, however, the happy

change in France is only in a verysmall degree to be ascribed to any wisdom or choice

of the French monarch and his advisers. The change has absolutely been forced on

the nation by the circumstances in which it was placed ; and by favouring despotick

sway , the French people may be, and we fear they are, preparing for a new convul

sion at some future period.

GREAT BRITAIN . - From the beginning of February till the date of the last advices

from England, the British parliament had been in session ; and constantly occupied

with important subjects. These subjects we cannot pretend to enumerate . The one

in which feel the greatest immediate interest is that of slavery. We rejoice that

the slave trade is now piracy by the decision of two nations possessing more than a

moiety of the commerce of the world, and whose naval force is far more than a match

for that of all other nations. This infernal traffick in “ the souls of men,” will, we

think, be ere long put down. We are gladto see that the London Missionary Society

have brought before parliament the case of their martyred missionary, the Rev. John

Smith, of Demerara . The nation ought to purge itself of the guilt of that horrible

transaction, and we hope it will .

It appears that the British court has not yet formally recognised the independence
of the Spanish and Portuguese American colonies. As far as we can collect from the

publick papers, the British ministry have an understanding with the Holy Alliance,

that England may trade freely with these colonies, and have her commercial agents

among them ; and that with this allowance Britain will not declare the colonies inde

pendent till they are so declared by Spain and Portugal. We have no belief that

either the Holy Alliance or Britain is exactly suited with this state of things — But the

Alliance dares not insist on more , and Britain cannot, in courtesy , do less than wait till

the independence of the colonies shall be declared by all the other great European

powers.

Sad disturbances yet exist in unhappy Ireland.

ASIA.

In some parts of Central India, it appears that the awfulscourgeof famine, under

which this country has so frequently suffered, is now severely felt. The last accounts

state, that great distress prevails among the natives, from a scarcity of grain , caused by

the destruction of their crops. At Madras and in the surrounding country, parents

were abandoning their children in despair, several of whom hadactually died of fa

mine . To the Christian philanthropist it is a subject of delightful anticipation, that

the christianizing of this most populous part of our globe, will probably ere long pre

vent much misery in this life, as well as in that which is to come. Christianity,we

know, will neither produce fruitful seasons, nor feed its professors in idleness and im

providence. But give it its full influence on all classes of a community, the high and

the low , the rich and the poor, and it will, by the activity, and industry,and economy,

and benevolence, and kindness which it will certainly produce, effectually preservea

people from a large part of the mostgrievous evils to which in a state of heathenism

they are constantly exposed. Let India become truly Christian, and we do not believe

that famine will destroy its tens, where now it destroys its thousands. Where then

is the humanity of those who are bitterly hostile to Christian missions ?

AFRICA .

Accounts, which at first wehoped were unfounded, but which now seem to be au

thentick , announce a dreadful and sanguinary attack of the barbarians, in the neigh .

bourhood of the British settlements on the western coast of Africa, usually called the

Gold Coast, on the inhabitants of these settlements. A very powerful tribe or nation ,

called the Ashantees, collected a force, in January last, amounting to 15,000 men, and

on the 21st of that month attacked the British forces under the command of Sir Charles

M'Carthy, consisting of 5,000 men. The Ashantees, after a conflict of two hours, were

completely victorious. Sir Charles was killed, and all the white men,twenty orthirty

in number, were either killed or taken prisoners, one only excepted. It was feared

that the settlement at Sierra Leone would be broken up , and the British be entirely
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expelled from this part of Africa . We have little doubt that the slave dealers have

prompted thebarbarians to this ferocious act. The dispensation of Providence in its

permission is dark at present: but time,will explain it. On the other side of this vast

continent, the Pachaof Egypt, a man of much intelligence and enterprise, is said to

have declared himself independentof the Ottoman Porte. This event has been a good

while expected, and if it has really taken place will prove a rude shock to the Turkish

power in Europe.

AMERICA .

SOUTHERN AMERICA. - The Colombian Republick and that of Buenos Ayres appear

to be settling into something like a state of permanent civil order. This likewise may

be the case with “ The United Provinces in the Centre of America , " a new republick

lately formed . But except what relates tothese,the accounts received duringthe last

month show, that from Mexico to Cape Horn there is much uncertainty, confusion,

fluctuation and conflict among the unhappy inhabitants of this whole vast region in re:

gard to every thing relative to the social state. There is little doubt that the agents

of Spain , Frauce andPortugal are using an influence which is attended with no incon.

siderable success, to fomentdiscord and division, in hope that the result will ultimately

be a return of the colonies to their former state of dependance on the mother coun.

tries . We have no belief that this result will be ever realized . But in the mean time

disturbance and bloodshed are prolonged; and it is next to impossible to judge with

any accuracy of the real state of things in the different sectionsof this agitatedregion,

orto say what a month ora d y is likely to bring forth . We are therefore little soli
citous to chronicle the incessant changes which occur. We believe that Southern

America will eventually be free ; but

“ Through what varieties of untried being,

Through what new scenes and changes she must pass,"

we pretend not to predict. Our prayer is thatthe days of evil may be shortened."

The troops of Buenos Ayres have suffered a defeat from the Indians, who are carrying

terror to the very environs of the capital.

UNITED STATES.- Congress closed its session on Thursday the 27th ult. and adjourn

ed till the first Monday in December next. We have neither space nor inclination

to detail the proceedings of this interesting session - Nor is such a detail neces

sary . The newspapers which abound in every section of our country, have already

apprized our readers of all theimportant doings of our national legislature. We shall,

however, take leave to say , that we sincerely rejoice that Congress has refused to

make itself a party to the extraordinarydemand of the State of Georgia, relative to

the lands of the Cherokee Indians in that State : And that we regret the difficulty

which was experienced in the Senate in obtaining itsconsent to the ratification of the

treaty between the United States and Great Britain, for the complete suppression of
the slave trade. This country, to its lasting honour, has taken the lead in measures

favourable to the utter extinction of this wicked and most detestable trade; and it is

mortifying to see our senators objecting on mattersof punctilio or national pride,
when the substance of our wishes was met with cordiality by the British court." We

observe that it isasserted in someof the publick papers,and we fear it is true, that

party viewsand feelings in regard to the approaching presidential election mingled

themselves in the discussions and propositionswhich took place in the Senate, relative ?

to the treaty . If this were so, it is surely a subject for regret. Great national interests

and questionsought ever to stand entirely clear of all party considerations. On the

presidential election, wehave nothing to offer, in addition to what we have heretofore

urged — that professing Christians should not lend themselves to party intrigue or vio

lence of any kind; should pray earnestly and constantly that He whoturns the hearts

ofmen “ asthe rivers of water are turned," may incline our citizensto the best choice

among the several candidates for this high office ; and should give their own votes, in
dependently and conscientiously, for that man who they verily believe will most fa.

vour andpromote the interests ofvirtue and piety, while he manages with ability and

address the political concerns ofthis greatnation.

As far as our observation or information has extended , we believe that the prospect

is flattering that the approaching harvest and all the fruits of the earth will be abun.

dant. Health generally prevails throughout our country, and no people on earth, we

confidently think, have so much reason asthe people of the United States for ardent

gratitude to the Giver of every good gift, for his distinguishing favours. Oh that this

sentiment were more felt, and were more productive of its proper effects !
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LECTURE VIII.

the persons in the sacred Trinity ;

and in such amanner as distinctly to

SEMBLY OF DIVINES -- ADDRESSED recognise their personal character.

Now , with respect to the first per

son in the holy Trinity — God the Fa
ther there is neither doubt nor con

( Continued from page 243.)
troversy, in regard to the point be

In farther speaking on this subject, fore us . We have nothing, at pre

I shall endeavour sent, to do with Atheists : and all

1. To show that the most peculiar Theists, who are not Trinitarians,as

attributes or characteristicks of per- cribe divine perfection , or perfect

fect Deity, are, in holy scripture, as- Deity, to the Father. We agree with

scribed plainly, explicitly and fre- them entirely in this ascription . We

quently , to each of the persons in the say that the eternal Father is God

sacred Trinity ; and in such a man- the fountain of Deity-and that every

ner as distinctly to recognise their attribute or perfection , which we
personal character. have enumerated and endeavoured to

II . To refer to a number of passages illustrate , unquestionably belongs to

of scripture, which plainly represent, Him. But we also affirm , that to his

sometimes a plurality,and sometimes coequal , coeternal Son and Spirit,

a Trinity of persons, in the one only the very same attributes and perfec
living and true God. tions are also ascribed ,in the inspired

III. To give explanations, offer volume of unerring truth. Here we

cautions, and answer objections, re- differ, radically and totally, from all

lative to this important and interest- Anti-trinitarians, from the highest of

ing subject. the Arians, to the lowest of the Socie

iv. To make some inferences, of nians,—from Dr. Samuel Clarke, to

a practical kind , from what shall have Dr. Joseph Priestley. Here , therefore,

been said . is the ground of controversy-But

From this distribution, you will, of 0 ! let us make it something better

course, expect that only a part of it than controversy . Let us make it

will claim your attention at the pre- the subjectofcandid , humble, solemn

sent time. The remainder of this inquiry. Let us approach it with a

lecture will be chiefly employed on teachable, honest, truth-loving spirit.

the first division in the distribution ; Yea , let us lift up our hearts to God,

that is , in endeavouring to show that with earnest desires that he would

the most peculiar attributes or cha- lead us into, and confirm us in the

racteristicks of perfect Deity are, in truth ; that he would enable us to see

holy scripture, ascribed plainly, ex. clearly, what he has condescended to

plicitly and frequently, to each of teach us on this subject in his own

Vol. II. Ch . Adv. 20
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infallible word ; and that seeing it, Son will revealhim ." John i. 18—"No

we may receive it in love, and rest man hath seen God at any time ; the

upon it with unshaken confidence. only begotten Son that is in the bo

We proceed , then , to allege evi- som of the Father, he hath declared

dence from scripture, that the most him .” Can, there be any reasonable

peculiar attributes or characteris- doubt, without going farther, that the
ticks of Deity, are ascribed , in the Jehovah who appeared to Abraham,

manner stated in the proposition, to was the Son of God, the second per

the second person in the sacred Tri- son in the Trinity ; who at thattime

nity, denominated the Son of God ; assumed a human form , and declared

and who, by taking our nature into or revealed a part of his Father's will

union with his divine nature, is our and purpose to Abraham, the father
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. of the faithful ?

1. He is called by the name JEHO- But there is much more evidence

VAH, the peculiar appellation of the than has yet been alleged , of the

true God - the great I AM . point here maintained. He who is

Therewas often a visible appear- spoken of as Jehovah, when visibly

ance of Jehovah, the God of Israel , appearing to men, is sometimes ex

under the ancient Jewish dispensa- pressly called “the angel of the

tion . I shall cite but a single in- Lord ;" sometimes, as in his appear

stance, out of many that might be ancetoJoshua, " the captain of the

mentioned . Gen. xviii . 1, -it is said , Lord's host ;" and once the angel

that " the LORD appeared to him ," in whom the name of God was.”.

(that is to Abraham ) - In the original There is no hint that a number of

it is, " And JEHOVAH appeared to messengers were successively em

him in the plain of Mamre ; and he ployed to make these divine commu.

sat in the tent door, in the heat of nications. There was but one glori

the day : and he lift up his eyes and ous Being, called both Jehovah and

looked, and lo, three men stood by his angel,who was, under the ancient

him.” Then follows the whole nar. Jewish dispensation , the medium of
rative of the destruction of Sodom , the divine manifestations. And va

and of Abraham's intercession for it, rious things which in the Old Testa

till he was silenced by the terms of ment are said to have been spoken

his own plea . Now, although there by, or addressed to Jehovah , are, in

were three that appeared to Abra- the New Testament, affirmed to have

ham , let it be observed that his whole been spoken of, done by, or address

address was to one ; and that this ed to Christ. To give one example ,

one is called Jehovah, at least ten Where the sin of the people against

times, in this single chapter ; is fre- Jehovah, when they were destroyed

quently called so, by Abrahám him- by fieryflyingserpents,is referred to

self; and that this one remained with by the apostle Paul , it is expressly

Abraham, after the other two, who affirmed ' to have been committed

inthe subsequent chapter arecalled against Christ. “ “ Neither (says he)

angels, had left him and gone on to letus tempt Christ,as some of them

Sodom . Here then isa Being,who also tempted,andwere destroyed of

is repeatedly called in the language serpents.”

of inspiration JEHOVAH--the special, But what appears to me to settle

the appropriate name of the true this point, on the authority of reve

God ,theGodof Israel. The ques- lation ,is a comparisonof a prophecy,

tion is, who this Being.was ? We in Isaiah xl . 3, - with what is ex .

are assured from scripture, as well pressly stated to bea fulfilment of
as from reason , that the Father was that prophecy, in Mat. jïi . 1 , 2, 3.

not, and could not be seen - but that The prophecy is in these words

he is revealed by the Son . Mat. xi . 27. “ The voice of him that crieth in the

" No manknoweth the Father,save wilderness, prepare ye the way, of

the Son , and heto whomsoeverthe Jehovah -- so it is intheoriginal-
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make straight, in the desert, a high- you to give them a very careful atten

way for our God.” Now, hear the tion, for there is not one of them,

Evangelist- " In those days came which even taken separately, does

John the Baptist, preaching in the not, in my mind, completely establish

wilderness of Judea , and saying, re- the Deity of the Son of God ,

pent ye, for the kingdom of heaven adorable Redeemer; and prove his

is at hand. This is he who was spo- distinct personality in the Godhead.
ken of by the prophet Esaias, saying, We cannot stay -- it would be an

the voice of one crying in the wilder- endless task - to confute all the false

ness, prepare ye the way of the Lord , glosses, and false interpretations,

make his paths straight.” Here is and allegations about interpolations

unequivocal evidence, that he who, in and various readings, which the op

the Old Testament, is called Jeho- posers of our Lord's divinity have

vah, was the Lord JesusChrist, the used , to set aside the authority ofthe
Son of God, of the New Testament. texts I shall quote. Be assured , how

Let it then be well noted and re- ever, that there is not one of these

membered, that the incommunicable texts which I do not verily believe
name of God , the name which was tends fairly to the point, toward

chosen out by himself, to signify his which I purpose to give it a direc

absolute independency, self-exist- tion. Nor are the texts which I shall

ence, eternity of being, and the cause quote, by any means, the whole which

of existence to all creatures, that the sacred volume contains of the

this appropriate, sacred name of the same import . The difficulty is not

Deity, is, under his own infallible to find proofs, but to select them .

guidance, applied to the Son of God, 2dly then.— The Son of God-

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Christ our Saviour-is, in the most

My dear youth , I dwell so particu- direct, plain, and unequivocal man

larly on this point, because it does ner, called God; and that repeatedly,

seem to me that it settles the whole in the New Testament. Mait. i. 23

question before us, on the authority "Theyshall call his nameEmmanuel,
of divine revelation . God has ex- which, being interpreted , is God with

pressly declared—“ I am the Lord ” - us.” John i.1- " In the beginning was

in the original- " I amJehovah ; that the Word, and the Word was with
is my name; and my glory will I not God, and the WORD was God. ”

give to another." This very name, John x. 30— “ I and my Father are
comprising in it the glory of the ever- ONE.” It is undeniable that the Jews,

blessed God, he has actually and re- to whom this text was addressed,
peatedly given-not indeed to an- understood it as asserting that Christ

other - but to his own co -equal Son, was God equal with the Father: for

who is one with himself. What can they declared that it was for this rea
be more decisive than this ? son, that they took up stones to stone

You will also remark ,that personal him. Phil. ii . 6— " Let this mind be
acts and agencies, are constantly at- in you , which was also in Christ Jesus ;

tributed to this glorious Being, this who,being in the form ofGod, thought

Son of God,-the Jehovah of the Old it not robberyto beequal with God."

Testament, and the Christ or Mes. Heb . i . 8~" Unto the Son he saith,

siah of the New . Observe, also, how thy throne, O God, is forever and
the old dispensation and the new are ever.” 1 John v. 20- “ We are in

connected together : and how the Son him that is true, even in his Son Jesus

of God has always been the head of Christ - this is the true God, and

the church on earth ; always the me- eternal life ." Mark, here, that Jesus

dium of every divine manifestation Christ is affirmed to be the Son of

that has ever been made to the chil- God , and that his proper Deity is as
dren of men. serted in the strongest manner that

In alleging the remaining proofs, language can express- " the TRUE

I shall be very brief : but I beseech God and eternal life.”
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V.

3. The incommunicable attributes gative of Christ - Col. i. 15 , 16, 17 .

of the Deity are declared to belong to Observe that it is expressly the Son

Christour Saviour - the Son of God. of God, of whom the apostle is here

Eternity is attributed to him , Mic. speaking, and of whom he says

24 "“ Whose goings forth have been " Who is the imageof the invisible

of old , from everlasting." Rev. i. 8- God , the first-born of every creature :

“ I am Alpha and Omega, the begin- For by him were all things created,

ning and the ending, saith the Lord, that are in heaven, and that are in

which is, and which was, and which earth , visible and invisible, whether

is to come, the Almighty." But the they be thrones, or dominions, or

name Jehovah, itself, peculiarly im- principalities, or powers; all things

plies this attribute. were created by him , and for him :

Immutability is also ascribed to And he is before all things, and by

him . Heb. i. 12— “ Thou art the him all things consist.” Now , it is
same, and thy years shall not fail." from creation, that the true God is

This is said in contradistinction from made koown, as distinguished from

the mutability of the heavens, and all false gods. “ Theheavens declare

the earth , and all created things . the glory of God , and the firmament

Again, Heb. xviii. 8— “ Jesus Christ, sheweth his handy work.”. And cre
the same yesterday, to-day, and for ation, in all its extent, is here de
ever.” clared to have been produced by our

Omniscience is also ascribed to omnipotent Saviour.
Christ. John xvi. 30- “ Now we are 4. And finally, Worship was given

sure that thou knowest all things.” to Christ the Son of God . Itis re

It is worthy of remark, that a know- quired to be given to him ; it was ac

ledge of what passes in the minds, or cepted by him ; it is forbidden to be

hearts of men, is represented as a given to any creature; and weknow it

peculiarprerogative of the true God, was refused by an angel. The obliga
in the Old Testament, and this is ex- tion to worship Christ, is clearly im

pressly and repeatedly asserted to be plied in whathe says of himself,John

a prerogative of Christ. John ii . 25 — v. 22, 23 .— “ For the Father judgeth
“ Jesus did not cominit himself unto no man; but hath committed all judg.

them , because he knew all men ; and inent unto the Son : That all men

needed not that any should testify of should honour the Son, even as they

man, for he knew what was in man." honour the Father : He that honour .

Omnipresence is also attributed to eth not the Son , honoureth not the

Christ. Matt. xviii . 20— “ Where Father which hath sent him . ” The

two or three are gathered together, obligation to worship Christ, both in

in my name, there am I in themidst heaven and on earth, is distinctly

of them .” Again , “Lo, I am with stated in the following passages
you always, even to the end of the Phil. ii . 9, 10 .— " Wherefore God

world.” What is here asserted by also hath highly exalted him , and

our Lord, of himself, could not pos- given hin a name which is above

sibly take place, if the attribute of every name : That at the name of

omnipresence did not belong to him . Jesus, every knee should bow, of

Omnipotence, in like manner is things in heaven,and things in earth ,

clearly asserted of Christ. Col. i . and things under the earth : And

17—" He is before all things, and by, that every tongue should confess

him all things consist." Creation, that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the

is expressly ascribed to him . John glory of God the Father . Heb. i. 6 .

i . 3.- " All things were made by - “ When he bringeth in the first be

him :” ver. 10— " the world was made gotten into the world, he saith - And

by him .” And in the passage, of let all the angels of God worship

which I have already cited a part, him .” Worship was actually given

there is a formal.I had almost said to Christ when on earth , and received

an elaborate statement, of this prero- by him , without reproof or hesita
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tion, in a number of instances:-by riously and deliberately, that if the

the wise men at his birth ; by the Deity of Christ is not taught in the

blind man whosehealing is mention- scriptures, I do not know how it

ed in the 9th of John ; by the woman could be taught. That the evidence

of Canaan , who besought him to heal is somewhat diffuse, I admit. But

her daughter: and after his resur- although diffuse, it is not obscure:

rection, we are expressly told that on the contrary, to an attentive and

" the eleven disciples went away honest inquirer, it is the more satis

into Gallilee, into a mountain, where factory , because it meets him in so

Jesus had appointed them : And many places, and in so manyforms.
when they saw him they worshipped It remains to consider briefly, the

him ." In like manner, we are told Deity and personality of the Holy

that at his ascension—" while he Ghost - the third person, or distinc

blessed them , he was parted from tion , in the undivided Godhead .

them , and carried up into heaven : Much does not need to be said on

And they worshipped him, and re- this point - Not, surely, that it is of

turned to Jerusalem .” There is less importance to establish and hold

every reason to believe, that this fast the Deity and personality of our

worship offered to Christ, was reli- Sanctifier, than of our Redeemer

gious worship. For although the but because when the Deity of the

original word used in describing it- Son is established , that of the holy

TE POTXUVEW (proskuneo ) - with itsderi- and blessed Spirit is, I think, at least

vatives, does not, in all cases, denote in modern times, not often denied .

religious worship - yet here we have His personality, indeed , is denied ,by

reason to believe that this is its sig- some who consider the Godhead as

nification ; because it is the very residing exclusively in Christ Jesus .

word which is used when the centu- But that “ when the Holy Ghost is

rion attempted to worship Peter, and spoken of, a person or substance is

was forbidden ; and when the Apos- meant, as distinguished from any

tle, in the Apocalypse, fell down to grace or qualification, that he may

worship the angel who spoke to him possess or bestow, may - says Dr.

in vision , and was charged, “ see thou Witherspoon - be easily made to ap

do it not - worship God .” In view pear from many passages of scrip

of this, it seems impossible not to be- ture. John xiv. 16.-" And I will

lieve, that Christ would have forbid pray the Father, and he shall give

den any to worship him, if he had you another Comforter, that he may

not been verily God - the proper ob- abide with you for ever ; even the

ject of religious worship. Spirit of truth , whom the world can

We have now seen, 1. That the not receive.” John svi. 13.-“ When

appropriate, incommunicable nameof he the Spirit of truth is come, he

God - JEHOVAH - is applied to the will guide you into all truth ; for he

Son of God — Jesus Christ our Lord. shallnot speak of himself, but what

2. Thathe is plainly and frequently soever he shall hear, that shall he

called God, in the New Testament. speak ; and he will shew you things

3. That the incommunicable perfec- to come. He shall glorify me, for he

tions of the Deity are attributed to shall receive of mine, and shall shew

him. And that creation, the great it unto you." 1 Cor. xii. 4.- " There

work of God, was his work. 4. That are diversities of gifts, but the same

we are required to worship him as Spirit;" _ and then, after a consider

God; and that he was so actually able enumeration of spiritual gifts, it

worshipped, and approved the act. is added - verse xi.—“ But all these

Now , if this does not completely es- worketh that one and the self same

tablish his true and proper Deity, it Spirit, dividing to every man seve

is not for me to tell , or to conjecture, rally, as he will.” Thesame thing

how it could be done. I repeat it, se- is proved, in all those passages that
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speak of grieving the Spirit, resist relates to the renovation and sanc

ing the Spirit, and quenching the tification of the human heart.

Spirit. It has now, I hope, been satisfac

That the Holy Ghost is truly and torily shown, that the most peculiar

properly God, I think appears with attributes, or characteristicks of per

great evidence from the form of bap- fect Deity, are, in holy scripture,

tism . The Holy Ghost being joined ascribed plainly, explicitly and fre

with the Father and the Son, carries quently , to each of the persons of the

the strongest conviction with it, that sacred Trinity ; and in such a man

he is of thesame nature with both . ner as distinctly to recognise their

The same thing may be said of the personal character. This was our

form of solemn benediction . . first proposition. The consideration

The divinity of the Holy Ghost of the others must be postponed to a

seems to be distinctly established in future opportunity, if God permit.

Acts v. 3, where Peter says to An- In the mean time, my dear youth,

nanias, “ Why hath Satan filled thine meditate solemnly on that holy Tri

heart to lie to the Holy Ghost," and vity, in whose sacred naine you have
then in the same connexion adds- been baptized, and to whomyou have

“Thou hast not lied unto men but been solemnly dedicated. O ! think
anto God." often, of the covenant God of your

We might, also, from several pas- fathers, and of the church in every

sages , show that the Divine attri- age ; and ask yourselves, whether

butes are ascribed to the Spirit: as you are in covenant with this glo

immensity, in the 139th Psalm- rious Being. Every person in the
* Whither shall I

go from thy Spiriti infinite Godhead is concerned , and

or whither shall I fee from thy pre has a part in the work of man's re

sence ?” And then follows the beau- demption : And is it possible that a
tiful passage,descriptive ofthe om- matter which has thus engaged the

nipresence of the Deity. Omnisci- blessed Trinity, should have remain

ence is attributed to the Spirit, 1 Cor. ed till this time, a matter of indiffer

ji . 10.— " The Spirit searcheth all ence, or of little concern , to any of

things, yea the deep things of God .” you ! If it has, how irrationally,

Nay, creation is ascribed to him as how ungratefully, how dangerously,

well as to the Son. Gen. i . 2,-it is have you been acting! Truly it be

said— “ The Spirit of God moved hoves you to reflect seriously, and

uponthe waters ;" and Job xxxiii. 4. without delay, on your hazardous

* The Spirit of the Lord hath situation . You must be reconciled

made me; and the breath of the Al- to God , through his Son , and by his

mighty hath given me life.” And Spirit's sacred influence, or you must

that the same divine worship ,or ho- perish for ever. When is this ne.

mage, is due to the Spirit, as to the cessary work to be begun ? Shall it

Father and the Son, is conclusively not commence on this very evening,

argued, from his being united with on which you have been hearing of

them, in the inspired forms of bap- the holy three-one God, to whom

tism and benediction; which are, in you have devoted ; and to whom you

fact, acts of religious worship. are bound by every strong and ten

Whoever would see what relates der tie, to devote yourselves ? Will

to the holy and blessed Spirit, better you not begin to do it in this very

treated of than in any other unin- place, and then go'hence to your

spired composition with which I am closets, and there endeavour to draw

acquainted , should read Dr. Owen's near to the Father of mercies, through

“ TINEYMATOAOFIA, or a Discourse the mediation of his Son , and rely.

concerning the Holy Spirit;" a working on the aid of his Holy Spirit?

which I can never peruse without And will you not thus seek the be

admiring the deep and lucid views nefits of the great salvation of the

of that admirable author, in all that gospel, till you shall have reason to

" ht be

kad
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

believe that they are assured to you , surdity of supposing that two and

for time and for eternity ? For this two make five, since even numbers
let us pray together. can never be multiplied into an odd

one ; he would farther adduce in

support of the assertion , the univer

sal consent of mankind ; but, whe

ther the nature of things could pos.

sibly have been different, so that the

idea of equality should have been

The first article in the Eclectic produced in our minds by an odd
Review for April last, relates to a number, would admit of a most in

publication entitled, " An Attempt genious disputation . We are much

to demonstrate from Reason, and disposed to consider the intricate

Revelation, the necessary Existence, argument respecting the being of a
essential Perfections, and superin . God as scarcely less a work of supe

tending Providence of an Eternal rerogation. It is impossible to con

Being, whois the Creator, the Sup- ceive of there being no God, --impos

porter, and the Governor ofall sible for the mind, in a state of sa

things. By Samuel Drew ." The nity, to frame to itself the supposi

introductory remarks of the reviewer tionthat would blot out the idea of
of this article are striking, and we God. There have been a few men

think just. They a good deal coin mad enough to profess atheism,

cide with some which may be found such as a heathen writer aptly de

in three or four catechetical lectures scribes as maimed in their very

which we have lately published . But soul , monstrous creatures, as a lion

the observations of the reviewer, if without courage , an ox without horns,

not novel, are expressed in a novel or a bird without wings; yet, out of

form : and we have resolved to in- these, you shall understand some
sert them in our work, believing that what of God , for they know and con

the space they will occupy could fess him whether they will or 00 .**
not be better filled.

It is one thing to be able to argue
** It would seem to be a very diffi- on the side of an absurd hypothesis,

cult thing to prove that there is a and another thing for the mind ' to
God, since, of the arguments ad- impose on itself that absurdity as a

duced to demonstrate the proposi- truth. The atheistic hypothesis is a

tion, some are unsound, others are pure absurdity. The act of thought
involved and obscure ; and the most includes the idea of conscious exist

laborious proofs are the least satis- ence ; and from the idea of con

factory. To prove the fact of one's scious existence, that of its Author

own existence by a similar process is inseparable. The first law of all
of argumentation, would be found reasoning is that which links the ef

equally difficult, and for the same fect with its cause. As soon as the

reason : no proof can be so clear as child can reason , that is, as soon as

that which the proposition includes, it becomes, properly speaking, a con

its contrary implying a contradic. scious being, it understands the

tion. Were a plain man required force of the inquiry, Who made

to demonstrate that two and two are me ? Someone, something must

equal to four, he would resent, as an have caused me to be. If he should

attempt to impose upon his unler. be told , that his parents made him,

standing, the raising of a question the question returns, Who made
about so self-evident a truth. But a them ? And no idea is found on

learned philosopher, no doubt, could which the unsophisticated mind can

prove this at great length,-could rest, but that of the infinite, unsearch
demonstrate the necessity of the re- able, eternal Being, who made all
lation of equality, the difference be

tween equality and identity, the ab * Maximus Tyrius.
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things, and who Himself had no be- The self-existence of God is as

ginning certain a truth as bis existence : it

“ I am ; therefore God is. The is included in the idea of God , and

reasoning is on a level with the low- therefore forms part of the proposi.

est capacity, yet, philosophy cannot tion , There is a God. If this is not

produce a stronger demonstration . so immediately perceived as the af

The conclusion is irresistible. I firmation , that two and two are

must bave had a Maker - greater equal to four, it is owing, not to its

than myself - greater than the world , being less self-evident, but to the ab

for he made that too, and placed me stract nature of the idea of un

in it - greater than I can conceive of caused existence: the meaning of

-transcending alike my imagina- the terms is less obvious, but, when

tion and my reason: thus I can con- understood , the assent of the mind

ceive of Him only as immense. It is as instantaneously given in the

is one step further, which leads to one case as in theother . The Being

the conclusion, that this cause of all who made all things, must have ex

things must be antecedent to all isted antecedently to all things, in

things, uncaused, eternal. This idea dependently of all things, ancaused,

once developed, and it is necessari- unoriginated , from eternity, by the

ly developed by the earliest pro- necessity of his nature, that is,

cesses of thought,) it becomes a law must be self-existent. And that the

or first principle .' For he,' remarks Cause of all being must be self-ex

Dr. Clarke, that can suppose eter- istent, is not more evident and cer

nity and immensity removed out of tain , the terms being understood,

the universe, may, if he please, as than that, as the cause of all perfec

easily remove the relation of equali- tion, he must be all- perfect. Other

ty between twice two and four .' wise, though acause would be as

" In point of fact, the relation of signed in the Divine existence , for

cause and effect is more easily ap- the existence of other beings, there

prehended than the relation of equa- would be perfections attaching to

lity. The proposition that there is created beings, for which no cause

a God, is understood before the would be assignable ;they would be

terms of the proposition are, that effects without a cause. And the ab

two and two are equal to four. surdity would not be greater, that is

Both, when understood , are equally involved in the supposition of con

self-evident, and refuse the aid of tingent qualities without a cause,

proof. Their opposites alike imply than thatwhich attaches to the idea

à contradiction. There is a remark of contingent existence without a

of Howe's, which strictly applies , we cause. Inother words, we might as

think, to the argument respecting well suppose a finite being to have

the Divine existence. At least,' he come into existence of itself,as sup

says, ' in a matter of so clear and pose it to possess qualities of power,

commanding evidence, reasoning wisdom, goodness, for which it was

many times looks like trifling ; and not indebted to its Author, or, as

out of a hearty concernedness and suppose that the Author of all pow

jealousy for the honour of religion, er, wisdom , and goodness is less

one would rather it should march than infinitely powerful, wise, and

on with an heroical neglect of, gooil . The argument is as direct

bold and malapert cavillers, than from the capacity, intelligence, and

make itself cheap by discussing at conscience of man to the perfections

every turn its principles.' Theology of the Creator, as from our con

might safely refrainfrom encounter- scious existence to the Divine self

ing a mere absurdity, and assume existence. The Cause of all being

the fact of existence, including the must be the cause of all well-being

self-existence of the First Great also. “ Self-existence !' exclaims the

Cause, as granted. author of the Living Temple, " into
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can

how profound an abyss is a man cast ri, which species of evidence, how

at the thought of it ! How doth it ever strong, does not admit of its

overwhelm and swallow up his mind outweighing the positive demonstra

and whole soul ! With what satisfac- tion . All that the infidel can urge

tion and delight must he see himself as an objection against the wisdom

comprehended of what he finds he and goodness of the Creator, is

never comprehend ! For , con- founded on the apparent disorder or

templating the self-existent Being, actual evil which is seen in this part .

he finds it eternally, necessarily, ne- of his creation ; and this argument,

ver not existing ! He can have no if valid , would only imply a deficient

thought of the self-existent Being, as exercise of those perfections, or a

such, but as always existing, as hav- perfection short of absolute and infi

ing always existed , as always cer- nite. To set against which, the ob
tain ' to exist. Inquiring into the jector's own sense of fitness and

spring and source of This Being's goodness,derived from his Creator,

existence, Whence is it that it doth leading him to approve of what is

exist ? his own notion of a self-exist- wise and conducive to happiness, is

ing Being (which is not arbitrarily a stronger proof, a testimony within

taken up, but which the reason of himself, of those very perfections in

things hath imposed upon him ) gives the Deity which appear to be eclips

him his answer, and it can be no ed by the existence of evil . Thus,

other: In that it is a self-existent while the objection, pushed to the ut

Being, it hath it of itself, that it doth most, only intimates that God is not

exist. It is an eternal, everlasting infinitely powerful, wise, and good ,

spring and fountain of perpetually- the very objection, springing from

existent being to itself. What a glo- the nature which God has implanted,

rious excellency of being is this ! implies that he is wise and good as

What can this mean, but the great- well as powerful. But an objection

est remoteness from nothing that is drawn from the deficient exercise
possible ; that is, the most absolute or manifestation of infinite attri

fulness and plenitude of all being butes, can neverbe conclusive against

and perfection ? And whereas all the existence of those attributes; for,

caused being, as such, is, to every of the first of what it is consonant

man's understanding, confined with- with Infinite Wisdom , all things con

in certain limits ; what can the un- sidered, to do, no one who is not in

caused , self-existent Being be, but finitely wise, is competent to judge.
most unlimited, infinite, all-compre- We are sure that there cannot be

hending, and most absolutely per- more in the effect than there is in the

fect ? Nothing, therefore, can be cause; but we can never be sure
more evident, than that the self-ex- that there is not more in the cause

istent Being must be the absolutely than is seen in the effect. But were

perfect Being the infidel objection valid , it would

Argument, then, against the exist- amount to nothing higher than a pro
ence of God , there is none, nor can bability, a presumption , that the

by possibility be any. Argument Creator, though wise, and powerful,

against the self-existence of God, it and benevolent, is not infinitely so.

is equally impossible to frame; be. Which probability , deduced altoge

cause the Cause of all things must ther from present appearances, is to

Himself exist necessarily, and the be set against the demonstration de
contrary implies a contradiction. rived from the very nature of the

The perfection of God so immedi- Divine existence, that, in all his per
ately follows from the nature of the fections, he must be infinite.

Divine existence, that the only sem- “ It is easy, and it may be useful,

blance of argument that can be op- to show , that even in the display of

posed to the demonstration , must be those perfections, the proofs of Di

of the kind that is termed aposterio- vine wisdom and goodness infinitely
Vol. II.Ch. Adv . 2 P
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preponderate over the apparent ex. fer themselves to entertain and

ceptions ; because the mind is more dwell upon such sceptical cavils,

apt to be affected by sensible illus- while they would start back with

trations than by mathematical cer- horror from the conclusion to which

tainties. It is proper to vindicate they lead , did but well consider this

the ways of God against tlie cavils alternative -- either God is absolutely

of infidels; but yet, this should not perfect, and all appearances to the

.so be done as to rest the Divinecha- contrary signify nothing,or the athe

racter on a balance of probabilities ist is right,-- this might save them

on the preponderance of good over both the pain and the guilt of dally

evil, or the doctrine of future retri. ing with blasphemous suggestions.”

bution. This is, we think , a very

dangerous representation . It is to

suspend man's first and highest obli- LETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER OF

gation on the degree of satisfaction

may be able to attain to respect

ing the Divine character from the

evidence of his works; a view of My dear Timothy,

things which alike overlooks the re- I now resume the subject of my

lation in which he stands to his Cre. last two letters -- the subject of

ator, and the higher proof,implant- prayer in the publick worship of God.
ed in his moral nature, of the abso. We have considered the several

lute perfection of God. To argue means which are mentioned in the

the Divine perfections from present Directory for worship ” of our church,

appearances and probable anticipa. as proper to be used in making age

tions, is, it seems to us, to argue neral preparation to lead advantage

from what is uncertain to what is ously in publick prayer - with the ex

certain, instead of setting out from ception only of the last, which is

certainty, and applying the funda- Communion with God in secret."

mental axiom of all theology, morals, This it is which must be the ani

and philosophy, to the explanation of mating soul of all the rest , as well

what is problematical. If any thing as a rich source of some of the most

in knowledge is certain, it is this: suitable thoughts and topicks that

first, that God exists, and secondly, can ever be introduced into social

that, being God , 'He is light, and in prayer. Any objection, having the

Him is no darkness at all .' colour of reason, that can be brought

“ If there is a God, the atheist him against the other means that have

self cannot but admit that this is been recommended for preparing to

the true notion of the Being whose lead the devotions of the sanctuary,

existence he denies. No one who must, I think, arise from the appre

confesses his belief in a God , pre- bension that the use of those means

tends to believe that he can be other may tend to render the prayers of

that a being absolutely perfect . Thus, bim who uses them artificial and

every argument ained against the formal. Now , I acknowledge there

perfection of the Divine Being, would be good ground for this ap

strikes at the belief in his existence, prehension, if what we are here con

because it calls in question some- sidering were not added to the other

thing which is essentialto his being means that have been specified.

and nature, and inseparable from the Nay, I not only admit this, my son ,

idea of God . But, if the existence but I wish distinctly to state and in

of God be demonstrated, including culcate, that he who does not, in

under that idea his necessary perfece some good degree, lead a life of com

tions, all the little cavils of infidels munion with God in secret, will

against it, it has been justly remark- never pray as he ought to do in pub

ed, must signify nothing, because lick ; let his other preparations be

the same thing cannot be both true what they may. In the sight of God ,

and false.' If those persons who suf- it is manifest, he will make no ac

66 3
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ceptable prayer at all; and in the bothon its own account,and because

sight of men he will , at least, want it will give a right modification and

that natural fervour and unaffected direction to all the other means that

earnestness, which can proceed from have been recommended, and will ,

no other source but from a heart ha- moreover, put into them a principle

bituated to holy aspirations; from a of vitality, a principle of warmth and

soul accustomed to a daily sacred animation that will pervade the

intercourse with its Maker . But, as whole. But still if you should sup .

already intimated , I go farther stille pose, as some seem to do, that the

He will want some of the very best practice of secret devotion may ren

materials for prayer ; because there der all other means useless or unnes

is nothing but a life of secret and cessary, it is my opinion , as hereto

habitual communion with God , that fore stated , that you would greatly

can make a man acquainted with err. That the genuine spirit of se.

those peculiar exercises of the real cret devotion is essential, that it will

Christian , and with those thoughts, do much - very much-you perceive

and feelings, and pleadings with that I not only admit, but maintain.

God , that must in some measure be I also acknowledge, with real plea

brought out in publick prayer, if it sure, that plain unlettered Chris .

do not lack a principal excellence, tians, by a familiar acqnaintance

and leave the truly devout worship- with the scriptures, by much know

per to wish for something that he ledge of their own hearts, and by

has not found. It is a matter of un- frequency and freedom of access to

questionable experience, that a man God in private, do sometimes ac

of vital piety, daily accustomed to quire an ability to lead occasionally

draw near to God in his closet, will in social worship, in a manner that

have views, and very impressive ones is truly edifying and delightful. But

too , of what he and others need , let one of these excellent private

which a man of a different character Christians be called as frequently as

can never have ; and hence he will a minister of the gospel is called,to

know how to plead with his heaven- conduct the publick prayers of the

ly Father in another manner than house of God - four or five times it

any formalist can ever do. He will , may be, on every Lord's day, be

also, without aiming at it, make sides occasionally, perhaps statedly,
others sensible that he is not a stran- on one or more intervening days, and

ger at the throne of grace - that he all this withthe very same individuals

has a holy familiarity with heaven- for his fellow worshippers--and I

that he is at home when engaged in greatly mistake if it would not soon

the sacred duty of prayer. His appear, that however fervent the

prayers, indeed, will be at the far- spirit, the furniture of this good

thest possible remove from those man was exceedingly deficient.

which , while they may be fluent, are On the whole, I earnestly advise

boid , or noisy, or loquacious, or in you " to prepare and qualify your

any way wanting in reverence. The self," as the Directory phrases it, for

truly devout man, both in publick praying in publick, by the discreet,

and private,at the sametime that he and diligent, and persevering use of

pours out a full heart before God, all the means that we have now con

will have all the powers of his soul sidered— “ By a thorough acquaint

prostrated at the feet of his Maker; ance with the holy scriptures; by

and while he feels and indulges the reading the best writers on the sub

Spirit of adoption, the freedom and ject," and many of the best forms of

tenderness of the child will be con- prayer that you can find ; " by medi

stantly mingled and marked with tation," and committing to writing

the humility and self-emptiedness of petitions and praises which occur to

the sinner ---the pardoned prodigal. you in your most devout moments,

It is evident then, my dear son , and penning a considerable number

how important is this particular, of entire prayers; " and by a life of
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communion with God in secret - by on your way to the house of God,

all these means accumulate a rich and to be in the pulpit a short time

store of materials for publick prayer, before the hour for beginning the

and a happy method of arranging service bas arrived . These are the

them for use ; and let the whole be means you should use, and if you use

quickened into life - let a spiritual them carefully, you will find that

ardour be breathed through them— they will have a most happy influ

let a sacred unction be poured upon ence, under the Divine blessing, in

them all , from the feelings and exer- enabling you both to pray and

cises of a soul that day by day walks ' preach with comfort to yourself, and

humbly with God, approaches bis with advantage to your fellow wor

mercy seat with frequency and fer- shippers.

vour, and cherishes that " spirit of It now only remains that I sub

adoption whereby we cry abba Fa- join , as briefly as I can, some cau
ther ." tions and directions in regard to the

The Directory farther adds, that performance of the duty we are con

when a minister of the gospel " is to sidering, which, in my judgment, are

enter on particular acts of worship, worthy of your attentive regard.
he should endeavour to compose bis 1. Do not use the name of the

spirit and to digest his thoughts for Deity as a mere expletive, nor re

prayer.” This is of much import. peat it more frequently than is real

ance. Let our general preparation ly necessary and significant. The

be what it may, we can never use violation , in some degree, of this

it with full advantage in a hurried rule, is a very common fault; and it
and embarrassed state of mind; and is sometimes violated in a manner

it is dreadful even to think of rushing that to me is really shocking. I have

into the Divine presence, “ as the heard the sacred name of the Most
borse rusheth into the battle .” Let High, repeated over and over, when

me advise you to endeavour, at least it was manifestly thrown in as mere
as a general rule, to have your pre- surplusage--to afford the speaker

paration for preaching on the Sab- time for a moment's recollection,

bath , so far as study is concerned , what he should say next. And very

completed at or before sun-down on frequently have I heard it, apparent

Saturday evening ; and then to spend ly from inconsideration or a bad

the remainder of the evening in re- habit, repeated far oftener than was

viewing your sermon , and, to use either necessary or proper. We

the language of the Directory , " in ought to recollect that our whole

digesting your thoughts for prayer," prayer is addressed to God ; and

on the coming day. Try to get your that to make use of any appellation
mind into a calm and devout frame, by which he is designated , more than

before
you retire to rest. Endeavour the tenor of our address requires, is

also to have all your family concerns a real violation of the inspired in

so ordered , that the morning of the junction , " let thy words be few ” _

Sabbath may be a season of quiet and and why? " For God is in heaven

composure, especially to yourself, and and thou upon earth ! ”

as far as may be, to the rest of your Let me also remark , that when it

household . Rise as early on the is proper to use or repeat any of the

morning of the Lord's dayason any names of the Deity, it is an excel

other day of the week ; and after the lence when that one is chosen which
duties of the closet and the family best corresponds with the particular

are discharged , renew in your study nature of the address which you are
the exercisesof the preceding even- then making, or about to make - For

ing, in relation both to preaching example; say that you are recognis

and prayer; and if possible let no- ing the infinite power of the Most

thing break in on your retirement High ; then let the address be - Al

till you set out for church. Make it mighty God ! Or his infinite purity ;

your practice to meditate devoutly then - Holy God! Or if you are
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pleading for pardon ; then - Father of calls for ; and publick prayer ought;

mercies! and so in other parts of in some good degree, to command it

prayer, let the appellation used be, from every pious worshipper. But

as far as practicable , appropriate. I am satisfied it is not commanded

2. Do not preach in your prayers. through the whole, I fear not through
It has struck me that I have heard the half, of the long prayers to which

prayers which, if a blind man had I have referred. For a portion of

entered the church while some parts the space which they occupy, neither

of them were uttered, he might have speaker nor hearers, I am persuaded ,

remained , perhaps for five minutes, can be said to be really praying.

ignorant that the speaker was really After some time , the service, at best,

praying, and under the impression becomes a mere intellectual exer

rather that he was preaching. No ar- cise, in which the heart or affections

gument surely is necessary to show have little or no share - Often it is

that this is wrong. Yet some very much worse ; the thoughts wander

good men, and those who in many till they fix on some earthly ob

respects excelled in prayer, have, I ject; or at least, a constant effort is

know , been chargeable with a mea- required to restrain them from such

sure of this fault. It certainly is a tendency, or to recall them from

sometimes proper and pertinent, to the creature to the Creator. It

utter a sentence or two in prayer, should also be recollected , that in

which , taken separately , might not our congregations, the proper bodily

appear to be either adoration, con- attitude in prayer is standing - For

fession, petition, or praise. But there let me say, passingly, that I hope

ought to be very little of this. Never you will endeavour effectually to dis

ought either speaker or hearers to for- countenance in your charge, that

get, or seem to forget, that the whole most unseemly, and I think, irreve

of prayer is a direct address to God , rent practice, which is obtaining in
“ who knoweth all things." some congregations, where not only

3. Be careful not to make your the very aged and infirm keep their

prayers either too long or too short. seats, as they may properly do, but
The latter extreme I should certain- a large part of the whole assembly,

ly think the more censurable of the the young and vigorous as much as

two; because prayer is unquestion- others, remain in a posture which

ably aprincipal part of our business they would certainly not retain in
when we go to the house of God , and addressing very distinguished

any thing that has even the appear- earthly superior -- How improper

ance of hurrying it over,ought to be then in an address to the Majesty of
carefully avoided. But the other ex- heaven and earth ! But I was going

treme is most frequently complained to remark, that the mind is not easi
of, and I must say that in many ly kept intent on a spiritual object,

cases, I think the complaint is justly when the bodily attitude becomes
made. Prayers from thirty to forty painful or unpleasant; as it certain

minutes long have sometimes been ly will become, by standing through

made in our churches ; and I have the long prayers weare considering.

no hesitation to give it as my opi- In every view , therefore, I think such
nion , that no single publick prayer prayers not only unprofitable but im

ought ever to be of such a length. proper.

Intense inental exercises , in which Do you ask me, then , what is the

all the powers of the soul are en- proper length for publick prayers in

gaged , can seldom be continued long, our churches? I answer, that their
without intermission, by any indivi- length, in my opinion, ought to be

dual ; and it is the height of absurdi- considerably varied, according to

ty to expect such a continuance , in circumstances. On days, or occa

the mass of a promiscuous worship- sions, of humiliation, fasting, or

ping assembly . Yet an intensity of thanksgiving, it seems manifestly

mental exercise the duty of prayer proper that the devotional exercises

a
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should be more extended than at any thing be admitted into the last

other times. There are a number prayer, except what relates to the

of other circumstances that might sermon, and to the conclusion of the

be mentioned; and among these I do service. It will be well , by preme

not think that the state of mind , as ditation, to see how the truths which

to devout feelings, of him who leads you are to endeavour to illustrate

in prayer, ought to be wholly disre- and enforce in preaching, may be
garded - If he is uncommonly de- made the subject of prayer after
vout himself, he will be the more wards. If you do this, and are so

likely to keep up , in a somewhat happy as to have a tender and im
lengthened prayer, the spirit of devo- pressive sense on your own spirit,

tion in others. Making the suitable of the sacred and momentous truths
allowance then for these and similar you deliver to others, your conclud

considerations, a good general rule , ing prayer will often prove the best

it seems to me,may be stated thus– and most touching application of

Let the prayers, reading of the your sermon that can possibly be
scriptures, singing, and the benedic- made.

tion, occupy a portion of time equal 6. Do not, when you are apparently

to that which is employed in preach- about to close your prayer, disap

ing ; that is, let the time spent in the point your fellow worshippers, by
house of God be about equally di- beginning as it were anew. Suita

vided between devotion and instruc- ble premeditation and care will en

tion . The prayer before sermon, able you to put all that you ought
often called with us the long prayer , to say into its proper place, and to

should ordinarily not be less than conclude naturally and advantage
twelve, nor more than twenty mi- vusly. If you start off afresh,

nutes in length : and the prayer when you appear to be concluding
after the sermon about a fourth part your prayer, you will seldom ,

think , take many of your hearers

4. Do not in publick prayer spend along with you. What is introduced

too much time on some one topick in this way would, in most instances,

to the entire exclusion of others ; be better omitted altogether.

and yet construe this rule so as to 7. Be careful in publick prayer to

allow yourself to dwell most on any avoid monotony on the one hand,and
circumstances that are special , or on a manner too familiar on the other.

any considerations that demand a Of these extremes the latter is, I

marked notice. At least once on think, by far the worse. It has the

every Lord's day, a general prayer appearance of dreadful irreverence,

should certainlybe offered up in the when a man is observed to address

house of God ; and I think it should his Maker in a strain as devoid of

ordinarily be the first extended solemnity, and as perfectly familiar,

prayer in the services of the day. as that in which he would speak to

This rule seems to require no farther his child, or his servant. Yet some

comment, beyond what you will rea- thing like this. I have seen. The

dily make for yourself. other extreme, however, is far more

Directory for worship ” common . In some cases it is car

says " Prayer aftersermon , ought ried to such length, that he who leads

generally to have a relation to the the worship, seems rather to be sing,

subject that has been treated of in ing or chaunting, than speaking. But

the discourse." Do not fail to pay short of this, we often hear in prayer

a particular regard to this direction. a uniformity, or peculiarity of tone,

A regard to it will serve to give a which is very unnatural. Totally

connexion and unity tothe doctrinal different from both these methods of

and devotional parts of the service, speaking, there is what may be call

which is most desirable. For this ed the proper solemn manner: and

reason, I think that seldom should this manner may be preserved, while

of that space.

5. Our «
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are

1

the voice is raised or depressed, or excuse, can be offered , for not using

receives any other inflexion or varia- this faculty ?

tion which is required by the senti- 9. Finally. Never pronounce the

ments delivered . It is in this solemn benediction in a low voice, or in a

manner that publick prayer ought careless and hurried manner, as is

always to be uttered . You must too often done. Pronounce it audi

conceive of it for yourself, or learn bly, distinctly and solemnly, and

it from others, for it is not easily de- with your eyesfixed on the audience.

scribed . Let there be some variety in the

I shall add , under this particular, words, in which at different times

that care should be taken not to you express the benediction ; but in

speak either too low, or too loud, in general, the very words which the

prayer. It is painful to listen to apostolick epistles furnish, are pre

sounds which you can scarcely hear, ferable to all others.

and to miss some words in almost Think not, my dear Timothy, if

every sentence - which
you

I have written at all to the purpose ,

obliged to guess at, or to lose the that I have said too much on this

meaning altogether. In prayer this subject of publick prayer. It is in

is peculiarly grievous. On the other the highest degree an important sub

hand , unnecessary vociferation is al- ject ; and one, as I have had occa

most equally objectionable. It is so sion to show , too little attended to

far from promoting, that it is calcu- by most theological students and

lated to hinder true devotion . young ministers of the gospel. Much

8. Never pray in publick with as I have written , you perceive that

your eyes open. I am satisfied that I have entered into no discussion on

this rule ought to be absolute ; al- the several parts of prayer - have not
though it is usual to say that the even given an enumeration of them ,

eyes in prayer should either be shut, nor said any thing on the order in

or steadfastly fixed on one place. It which the parts may most properly

is not possible to prevent the impres. be connected with or follow each

sion which external objects, when other. These are not unimportant

novel or striking, make on the points. But I know you are pretty

senses to which they address them- well acquainted with them ; and my

selves. I could mention instances aim has been to draw your attention

in which ministers of the gospel , of chiefly to things which are more apt

excellent character, have wounded to be overlooked , or not duly appre

their own peace of mind, and given ciated. I now close mylong letter

offence to others, by praying with in the words of the Apostle Paul, ad
their eyes open. Possessing , as we dressed to him after whom

you
have

du, the faculty of completely exclud- been named .- " Consider what I say,

ing the influence of visible objects, and the Lord give thee understand
at a time when all the powers of the ing in all things."

soul ought to be engrossed with spi- Affectionately, adieu,

ritual things, what reason -- pay, what

Miscellaneous.

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE ,

No. I.

that the atonement of Christ was

made vxclusively forthe elect. By

this proposition , I understand that

O send outthy light and thy truth : let hypothetically speaking for the sake
them lead me !-- Ps. xliii. 3 . of illustration -- if an individual of the

Mr. Editor - The doctrine which others should repent and accredit the

in these essays I mean to oppose, is gospel, ( as God commands all men ,)
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he could no more be saved , on ac- which may accrue as the honorary

count of Christ's mediation , than a results of adherence to her “ magni

fallen angel, were he penitent and ficent and awful cause.” All I fear

obedient. I know that one of the is error - that ugly pilot of the repro

others never will thus turn from his bate to their final receptacle. This

wicked ways, any more than will a is not said by way of evasion. I

fallen angel: still I consider the hy. shall have several things to allege

pothesis perfectly fair, rigidly defei- about our Confession of Faith before

sible, and deeply relevant. Now I.be- these essays are concluded . That

lieve in election as sternly and as ab- venerable instrument has my cor

solutely, as ever Calvin did , and am dial approbation , “ as containing the

willing to own any of its logical im- system of doctrine taught in the holy

plications and legitimate results; scriptures" —though it is evidently

and here both schools are agreed: and confessedly uninspired and im

but I also believe that there exists , perfect. Some of the stern princi

at least in their case who hear the ples that have been applied to it,

gospel, only one obstacle between would , me judice,unchurch the whole

any man and salvation - even his Presbyterian denomination - because

own voluntary discrediting of its it contains, in its voluminous para

gracious testimony ; that the non- graphs, items, expressions, and im

elect are prevented from life, solely plications to all the ipsissima verba

by means of their own voluntary of which it can probably be shown,

perverseness; that salvation is in that few, if any of us, can literally

moral government provided for them subscribe. I mean no attack upon

--offered to them - rejected by them it, however, and do solemnly believe

and parted from them for ever; that I am substantially as much its

and that such is the constitution of friend, and as consistently its “ advo

God, that it is proper and immensely cate, " as yourself, Mr. Editor. This

important to see and to say, that if also I aver, that I never practised

any man-and of course, if one of the least conscious artifice or con

the non-elect-should obey the gos- cealment- but the positive reverse

pel, he would be saved in Christ Je- in my probationary course before

sus with eternal glory; that every the venerable presbytery by whom

man is morally privileged , and abso- I was unanimously licensed, or that

lutely obligated, to accept of Christ other by whom I was unanimously

as a Saviour, and that those who ordained . Before any authority to

perish — however justly damnable on which I am constitutionally amena

other accounts — will be punished ble, I am ready to be impleaded, and

with an infinitely aggravated doom , to abide the result : where no such

for rejecting Christ and his “ great authority exists, I claim to be recog

salvation !” nised as a Presbyterian clergyman

I see not why this statement is not in good standing, and to dispute or

—at least substantially - at onewith divide the right of umpirage with

all the proper ends of orthodoxy. any brother who may wish or seem

Whether it be at variance with our to appropriate it to himself.
Confession of Faith , is a question Thus much it seemed necessary

which I am not afraid to meet and to say, in view of your "editorial re

discuss in its place ; and if itwere marks” following my introductory :

so variant, (a supposition which I and if this is bold , I assure you , ex

neither admit nor believe,) I value animo, that it is fraternal -- or,to you,

truth too highly, to be diverted from Mr. Editor, I will say, filial too !
its pursuit and diffusion in any de- The reason of my non -appearance

gree , by aconsideration of that sort. in your June number was-1st. That

I wish no better shield or creed than I did not receive the previous one till

“ the truth as it is in Jesus ;" and am the 17th of May, and was thus kept

ready to welcome any consequences in doubt as to the event of my ad
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1

mission ; and 2d . Professional en- is vicarious ! A merely weds Pvdengan

grossments were too numerous and oblation of himself, is what the scrip
urgent to allow time even for a hur- ture nowhere affirms of Christ. If

ried preparation: and as there ap- his death were not vicarious--but,

pears no reason for haste, and much the consequences are too many and
of my object avowedly is to keep the too weighty to admit their manifesto

subject under consideration in the here. Saying this, I add that I feel
minds of your readers; as I have not totally irresponsible for the positions

the feelings, the generalship, or the of any uninspired writer, living or

panoply of a polemick; as I disclaim dead, until I expressly appropriate
the character, and dread the doom them , which will be adgræcas calen

of “ him that soweth discord among das! Nullius addictus jurare in

brethren;" as I know that I have no verba magistri; because I can nei

separate interest, and that the cause ther be judged , nor saved , nor lost, by
of truth is destined to victory, be proxy.

cause it is the cause of Jehovah ; as I regret that this paper is somuch

it is plain that men must be concili- a continued introductory. “ If the

ated to the truth by its own evidence Lord will , I shall live ” and write

and excellence, and cannot be driven less centrifugally next month . In

more by prescription and dogmatism the meantime, I advise your readers

than by proscription and torture- prayerfully to ponder the import of
because God is the sole Lord of the 1 Tim . ii . 1-6, confessing myself

conscience ; I hope to conduct these utterly at a loss to see how , by the

essays, whether few or many, with- just canons of hermeneuticks, it can

out anxiety, asperity, or precipita- possibly be expounded in coincidence
tion . with the restrictive system , and in

The views of " the old school” I tending to evince its plain and true

shall characterize, mainly,for the sake intention in the succeeding number :

of distinction , as the restrictive sys- admonishing your readers once for

tem ; because, if I understand them , all, that I am pledged for no graces
they restrict the atonement in its of composition — that I shall not even

own nature, in its availableness, and aim at that polish and elegance of style
perhaps in every other respect, to the which leisure might attain, and which

elect alone : I hope also, that the fastidiousness demands ; persuaded

phrase will not be offensive, as it is that an overweening attention to or

not intentionally such , as it may be nament never degraded the truth
reciprocated upon us by any parallel affecting mind of Paul — as it always

phrase, as it is contaminated with no argues a superficial, and seldom con

known associations of prejudice, and sists with a devotional tone of mind
as it is as well adapted to convey -as it is one of the modes in which

what is deemed the true position to evangelical truth in this age is dispa

be opposed , as any of which the raged and obscured - and as it is

writercan conceive . really a very subordinate and trifling

Dr. Murdock's name was mention- concern in the estimation of

ed in the introductory — just inciden
Yours,

tally. We are not responsible for his Very affectionately,

sentiments. Suus mos est cuique.
ZETA.

Excellent and able as his sermon is

in several respects, dissenting as I

do from someof the positions of the

reviewers, I dislike and discredit se- On the subject which our corres

veral things that he has said , and pondent Zeta proposes to discuss

most condemn the ideas in which, the nature and extent of theatone
too obviously, he seems to divest the ment-and on which he dissents

grand transaction of atonement of its from someopinions which have been

fundamental characteristick, that it published in our miscellany, we shall
VOL. II. Ch . Adv. 2Q

EDITORIAL REMARKS.
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not, for the present at least, take a 1788, we have remarked the use of
side. Our pages shall be fairly open the word in three instances. But it

to those who, temperately and with is used cursorily, and we think with

in the limits indicated in our last out any bearing on the question

number, are disposed to debate on which relates to extent.

this important topick of theology. In We must say, however, that we

our judgment, the difference of opi- entirely differ, in our views of the

nion about the extent of the atone- Confession of Faith , from the writer

ment, among thosewho equally main- of the preceding article, where he

tain its strictly vicarious nature, and says = “ Some of the stern princi

that in order to salvation it must in ples which have been applied to it,

this life be applied, or received and would, me judice, unchurch the whole

rested on by faith wrought in the Presbyterian denomination - because

heart of the justified sinner by the it contains, in its voluminous para

Spirit of grace, is a difference which , graphs, items, expressions, and im

on neither side, involves a contraven- plications to all the ipsissima verba

tion of the doctrines of our establish- of which it can probably be shown

ed formularies. In those parts of our that few if any can subscribe.” . We

standards in which the doctrines of do not know indeed what " stern

our church are laid down-- in the principles” some individuals may

Confession of Faith , and the larger have applied to the Confession of

and shorter Catechisms-- we believe Faith ; and we are as ready to admit

that the word atonement never ap- as Zeta can be, that no human work

pears. These portions of our stand- is perfect; and weare moreover sen

ards, it is well known, were adopted sible , that in the lapse of more than

by our church exactly as they were a century and a half, the English lan

framed by the eminently learned guage itself has, in some of its words

and pious men who composed them, and phrases, suffered a change of ;

in the Westminster Assembly of di- meaning: yet all this , notwithstand

vines-except in those parts only ing, we verily believe that a formula

which related to civil government, of faith could not now be composed

and the toleration of a false religion . for our church , to the ipsissima verba

The doctrine of justification, solely of which so few of our ministers and

by “ the righteousness of Christ im- members would object, as do at pre

puted to us and received by faith sent object to the very terms in
alone,” is most clearly, explicitly, which our Confession of Faith is ex .

and abundantly taught, as a funda- pressed ; and we believe that a large

mental ofreligion , both in the Con- majority ofthem would bedecidedly

fession of Faith and the Catechisms. opposed to any changewhatever, if

But in the statements of this doc- they were called to vote on the sub

trine, the term atonement is not used ject. We know, however, that it is

in a single instance ; unless we have a delicate point, to decide what ex .

overlooked it, in a pretty careful in- ceptions to our publick standards,

spection of the whole , expressly when known and avowed, ought to

with the design to ascertain this fact. prevent the reception of a minister

We think the total omission of this into good standing with our church.

word in the doctrinal parts of our It is clear, on the one hand , that the

standards, which are of comparative- Confession of Faith ought not to be

ly ancient origin , is very noticeable; moulded, like a nose of wax, into

and it would lead us to some addi- any shape or form that an individual,

tional remarks , if we had not deter- or possibly a presbytery, might be

mined, for the present,not to enter disposed to give it . On theother

far into this subject. In our Direc- band, when the objection is only to

tory for publick worship, which was the ipsissima verba ,while the mean

composed in this country in the year ing of the writers is evidently not re
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jected, it is plain that the objection one becomes fully persuaded, and

should be regarded as unimportant. does conscientiously believe that the

But between these extremes there is Confession of Faith of our church,

a pretty wide space, and we shall which professes to be nothing more

not be reluctant to have this matter than a compend of scripture truth

amicably discussed in the Christian and an exposition of scripture doc

Advocate, at a proper time. WeWe trine, bas misrepresented that truth

should be glad, however, that this or expounded it erroneously, in mat

discussion , and that which relates to ters of high importance , he ought,

the atonement, might, as far as prac. without hesitation or delay, to aban
ticable , be kept separate . don the Confession of Faith , and to

We were a little surprised that be willing to take all the conse

our friend Zeta should put such a quences of such an abandonment
construction on any thing we said one of which, in our opinion , should

in our former remarks, as to suppose be to withdraw, immediately and
that we wished to prescribe to him , peaceably, from all connexion with

in what manner he should under- à church, which, as he now be

stand or receive the Confession of lieves, retains as its formula of faith

Faith . Indeed we are not so arro- and its bond of únion , a system

gant. We certainly thought that we which contains and inculcates perni

only claimed our own rights without cious errors. Such a procedure it

making any attempt to limit his : seems to us , he equally owes to bim
For we presume that Zeta will not self, and to the church to which he

suppose that he , or any other person, has belonged .

has a right to make us instrumental

in publishing what we may deem to be

erroneous, and of dangerous tenden

cy ; however conscientiously he may Since the union of the General

believe that it is true,and calculated Synod of the Associate Reformed

to be useful. We did no more than Church with the General Assembly
announce that we would not be in- of the Presbyterian Church in the

strumental in any such publications. United States, the latter body has

We honour the frank and firm been memorialized by some members

avowal of Zeta , that he would follow of the former who did not become

what he believed to be the revealed parties to the union, in regard tothe

truth of God , although it should lead library, which before the union bad

him to reject the Confession of Faith belonged to the Theological Semi

of our church . He may have learned nary of the Synod, and which at the

that he ought to do so, from the Con- union was transferred to the Theolo

fession itself, which teaches, that gical Seminary of the Assembly. In

« God alone is the Lord of con- 1823 a committee, appointed on one

science ; and hath left it free from of these memorials, thought proper

the doctrine and commandments of to investigate and detail the circum

men, which are in any thing con- stances of this whole affair ; but be

trary to his word , or beside it in mat- fore they reported , the memorial

ters of faith or worship.” And that was withdrawn . As this subject,

“ The Supreme Judge, by whom all however, is one of publick interest,

controversies of religion are to be in relation to which correct informa

determined, and all decrees of coun- tion ought to be given , we readily

cils, opinions of ancient writers, doc- insert the following communication,

trines of men , and private spirits are prepared by a member of that com

to be examined, and in whose sen- mittee, who has in his possession

tence we are to rest, can be no other their papers, and who, as responsible

but the Holy Spirit speaking in the for the statement given, has sub

scripture.” Whenever, therefore,any scribed his name,
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GE- pient.ON THE UNION BETWEEN THE

NERAL SYNOD OF THE ASSOCIATE

NERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBY

TERIAN CHURCH IN THE UNITED

STATES.

1

themselves to the synod most conve

"2. The Theological Seminary at

REFORMED CHURCH, AND THE GE- Princeton, under the care of the Ge

neral Assembly, and the Theological

Seminary of the Associate Reformed

Church , shall be consolidated .

On the 21st of May, 1821 , the fol- “ 3. Whereas monies to the amount

lowing resolution was unanimously of between nine and ten thousand

adopted by the General Assembly, dollars , which were given to the Ge

viz . " Whereas the Associate Re- neral Synod ofthe Associate Reform

formed Synod and the Presbyterian ed Church , and of which the interest

Church iri the United States of Ame- or product only was to be applied to

rica , are one in their confession of the support of a theological semi

faith and form of government ; and nary, were necessarily used in the

whereas this assembly knows of no current expenses thereof ; whichmo

reason why these two ecclesiastical nies so expended were assumed by

bodies should not become visibly one the synod as its own debt, at an in

church , as we trust 'we are one in terest of seven per cent; the UNITED

Christ Jesus to the glory of God : body agree to make a joint effort to

Therefore resolved , that Dr.Green, repay the same, and will apply the

Dr. Blatchford , Dr. M‘Dowell, Mr. interest accruing thereon to themain

B. Strong, and Mr. Henry Southard , tenance of a Professorship of Bibli

be a committee to confer on this sub- cal Literature, in the seminary at

ject, with a similar committee from Princeton , analogous to that which
the Associate Reformed Synod, now now exists in the Associate Reformed

in session in this city , if they shall Church : and until such professorship

see fit to appoint one; and that said shall be established , the said interest

committee report the result of their or product shall be used for the ge
conference, as soon as convenient.” neral purposes of the seminary.

Concerning this overture, it was, “ 4. The theological library, and

on the 22d May, 1821 , “ In General funds belonging to the Associate Re

Synod of the Associate Reformed formed Church, shall be transferred ,

Church, Resolved ,that the Rev. Dr. and belong to the seminary at Prince

Mason, the Rev. Messrs. Dickeyand ton .”

Lind , together with Messrs. Cushing These four articles of union were

and Wilson, elders, be appointed a on the same day adopted , in the Ge

committee , to confer with the com- neral Assembly unanimously ; and in

mittee appointedby theGeneral As- the GeneralSynod it wason the said

sembly, on the subject of the union of 23d day ofMay, 1821 , Resolved, by the

the churches." vote ofMessrs. Agnew ,Boyle, Blake,

On the 23d of May, 1821 , the fol- Cushing, Dickey , Duncan, Lind, A.

lowing articles were proposed by the M'Laren, M'Lean, Maxwell, Mason,

joint committees of the General As- D. Wilson, and W. Wilson, thirteen

sembly and of the General Synod , to members, in opposition to Barber,

those bodies severally, as the basis of Christie, and D. C. M'Laren, three

union, viz. members, " that this synod approve

" 1. The different presbyteries of of the plan of union agreed upon by

the Associate Reformed Church, shall the joint committees." It was also

either retain their separate organiza- resolved by the General Synod to
tion, or shall be amalgamated with “ refer the same to the consideration

those of the General Assembly , at of the presbyteries, with an injunc

their own choice. In the former case, tion to report their judgment to this

they shall have as full powers and synod at its next meeting.” It was

privileges as any other presbyteries moreover, “Resolved , that this synod ,

in the UNITED BODY, andshallattach reciprocating the brotherly spirit and

66
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courtesy manifested by the General the affirmative,” say their records, by

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, " yeas 8, nays 5." The recorded yeas

direct the members of the committee on the final decision in synod , were

to report to the General Assembly, Messrs. Forsyth, Dickey, Duncan ,

their resolution approving thearticles Nourse, Patterson, Martin : the nays,

of union between the two bodies, and Forrest,Otterson , Lefferts, Smith , and

referring them to their presbyteries M'Cullogh ; while, Phillips, M'Leod,

for consideration, and to express their Blake, and Lind were silent. Messrs,

confident hope of their ultimate adop- Phillips, M‘Leod, and Blake have

tion by this synod .” since united with the General As

In May, 1822, itappears from the sembly, and the Rev. Mr. Lind, at

records of the General Synod , that this same meeting of synod , drafted

they had under their care five pres- an eloquent report in vindication of

byteries, viz. one ofSaratoga, one of the transfer of the library of the Ge

Washington, one of New York, one neral Synod to theunited Theological

of Philadelphia, and one of Big Seminary at Princeton ; and Dr.

Spring 'Lawrie, the moderator, stated his

Tothe synod of this year, the concurrence in the final decision.

presbytery of Saratoga reported, that The committee appointed by the

they deemed the proposed union to General Assembly on this subject

be inexpedient; the presbytery of in 1823, were satisfied from evidence

Washington gave their opinion that presented to them , that all the mem

theproposed union " would be inex- bers of the synod, who were silent on

pedient under present circumstan- the vote, were at that very time fa

ces ;" the presbyteries of Philadel- vourable to the union , while they

phia and New York approved of the thought it inexpedient then to give

proposed union ; and the presbytery any vote ; so that the General Synod

of Big Spring “ determined to advise were divided in opinion , in the pro

synod not to close the union on the portion of eleven for the union to five

basis of the articles agreed upon by against it. The right of the synod

the conferring committees;" the four to decide in this matter, was clearly

ministers composing this presbytery implied by the recusants in their

being equally divided on this subject. taking part in the debate and deci

On the 17th of May, the synod re- sion , without questioning the compe

cord the fact, that they “ Received tency of the synod to decide in the

and read a letter from the Rev. E. K. case.

Maxwell,stating that the Rev.Messrs. Of their confirmation of the pro

Boyse, Johnston, and himself, of the posed union , the General Synod duly

presbytery of Saratoga, were not pre- informed the General Assembly on

sent when that presbytery disap- this same 21st day of May ; and the

proved of the proposed union with Assembly resolved , thatthey received

the Presbyterian church, and that this communication with great plea
they are in favour of it.” sure ; and inasmuch as the different

On the 21st of May, 1822, having presbyteries under the care of the

had the sabject before them for one synod, could not appoint delegates to

year, and having discussed it during attend the present General Assem

a considerable part of five days, the bly, the delegates to the synod were

General Synod resolved, " that this invited to take their seats asmem

synod approve, and hereby do ratify, bers of the assembly ; and on the 23d

the plan of union between the Gene- of May, four members took their seats

ral Assembly of the Presbyterian accordingly.

Church, and the Associate Reformed On the 22d of May, the five mem

Church, proposed by commissioners bers of the General Synod, who op

from said churches." posed the union, entered their pro

“ Thequestion was put, in com- test against the measure, on the re

mittee of the whole, and decided in cords of the synod ; but in that promo
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test they do not complain of the act tion of said synod. Indeed , the re

of the synod as being unconstitu- ports of the presbyteries under this
tional. synod imply, that they considered

On the same day, the General Sy- themselves as having no other power

nod adopted a pastoral letter, in than that of giving advice and ex

which they say, " To prevent mis- pressing their judgment on those

takes it may be proper to premise , universal and permanent regulations,

that the design of referring questions which might be decided on by the

of general interest to presbyteries, is synod : and it appears from their re

not that presbyteries may decide de cords, that it was the uniform prac

finitively thereon ; but to prevent im- tice of the synod to decide according

proper haste, and to prepare the way to its own wisdom , after receiving

for the members of the supreme judi- the judgments of presbyteries on mat
catory to make up their minds, and ters referred to them.

decide on the fullest information, as On the 23d of May, 1822, the Ge

their consciences shall dictate, agree- neral Synod, " Resolved, that all the

ably to the word of God , and the minutes and documents, together

standards of the church. The judg- with a complete series of the pub

ment of a majority ofpresbyteries, is lished extracts, belonging to the Ge

no certain evidence of the opinion of neral Synod be, and they hereby are

the majority of the church , as pres. directed to be by the clerk deposited

byteriesmaybe very unequal in num- with the session of Spruce street

bers, and may decide by very un - church , subject to the future disposal

equal majorities. It would be a per- of the General Assembly of the Pres

version of every principle of order, byterian Church.” On the last nam

that in deciding a question of general ed day, “ the synod finally adjourn

interest, the vote of a small presby- ed.”

tery, carried by a small majority, At the time of their uniting with

should weigh equal to a large pres us, the five presbyteries belonging to

bytery, determining almost unani- the General Synod ,contained thirty

mously on the opposite side .” In two ministers ; of whom thirteen , viz .

this manner the synod expressed Messrs. A. Proudfit, R. Proudfit, Den

their opinion of their own constitu- ham, G. Mairs, D. C. M'Laren, W.

tion of government, which decrees, M'Auley , Forrest, J. Mairs, Otterson ,

page 507, concerning the General Serimjour, Junkin, Smith, and Brown,

Synod , that it is " the province of the were opposed to the union ; and se

General Synod , to decide questions venteen, viz. Mason , Dickey, Gray,

respecting doctrine and discipline- Duncan, M'Lean , Lawrie, M'Innis,

to bear testimony against errors and Phillips , M'Leod,M'Gimsey ,Clarke,

immoralities-to correspond with Mulligan, Maxwell , Johnston, Boyse,

otherchurches ; and, in general, to Lind,and Strong, were known to be

preside over the religious interestsof decidedly in favour of the union . To

the church at large. But no regula- the last number may be added Dunlap

tions intended to be universal and and Wallace, who are believed to

permanent shall be established, with . have been on the same side of the

out previously transmitting them to question . The Rev. Mr. Junkin has

the several presbyteries, that they since become a member in our con

may have time to consider and report nexion ; and on the day after the

their judgment thereon ." The con- union , the Rev. Mr. Arbuckle was

stitution nowhere says that a majo- ordained over one of the former

rity of the presbyteries shall decide churches of the associate body, and

on any subject referred to them , nor has united with the Assembly.

was this doctrine ever asserted , so This General Synod was not an

far as we can learn, by any of the incorporated, but an ecclesiastical

presbyteries or ministers of the Ge- body,which had established a theo

neral Synod, until after the dissolu- logical Seminary by its own synodical
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act. This seminary was under the with the progress of Christianity.

complete control of said synod ; Our missionaries have, we believe ,

which solicited , chiefly by the Rev. already found the present Pasha to

Dr. John M. Mason, and received, or be more tolerant than any of his

purchased for the use of its Theolo- predecessors.

gical Seminary, a valuable library.

This library was not private property, “ The Pasha of Egypt is a very ex

belonging to any individuals compos- traordinary character. By birth a

ing any judicature or portion of the Greek, and enslaved in his early
church ; butwas held by the General youth , he enjoyed no advantage of

Synod, as trustees for their Theolo- education ; but in the course of his

gical Seminary. The General Synod administration of the government of

was the only body in existence which the celebrated province at present

could dispose of this library ; and in under his control, he evinces the

good faith they were bound to appro- wonderful effects which may
be

priate the same, according to the in- wrought by a mind naturally saga

tention and giftof the donors, for the cious and energetic. Having estab

use of the Theological Seminary un- lished himself as a military chieftain,
der their care .

too formidable to be controlled by

The Theological Seminary under the Divan of Constantinople, he has

the care ofthe General Synod , was of late years devoted himself to com

in May, 1822, by the deliberate actmercial enterprises, which , if his life

of that synod, and by the consent of be spared , or if they are continued

the General Assembly, amalgamated after his death, must tend to the

with the Theological Seminary at speedy recivilizing of the ancient

Princeton ; so that the Theological parent of the arts and sciences. He

Seminary once under the care of the first directed his attention to the

General Synod,is now, to all intents cultivation of sugar, of which he

and purposes, one with the seminary grew a considerable quantity ; but

at Princeton; and the library, in law as the quality was coarse, by the aid

equity, ought to have been , as of a Scotch agent he established an

it was, transferred to Princeton , that extensive sugar refinery , the produce

it might still be used by the Theolo- of which has occasionally been found

gical Seminary (existing still , but in a matter of anxiety to the European
a new form ,) for the use of which the dealers in refined suga in the Le

books were originally presented to, vant. In the course of the process
or purchased by, the General Synod . of refinement he had occasion for a

The synod had a constitutional steam -engine, with wbich , we have

right to consolidate their seminary been informed, he was supplied by

with ours, and this they did ; so that the British Ministry, who wished to

the library would of right have conciliate his favour by so accepta

been transferred to Princeton, after ble a present; which, however, we

the consolidation , even had thesynod have been told , he pretended he
never dissolved , and had not a single wished to possess only as an object

member of that body become a mem- of curiosity.

ber of the Presbyterian Church in the “ At a later period, an English gen

United States. tleman, high in his confidence, ad

( The remainder in our next.) vised him to turn his attention to

the cultivation of cotton . He ac

cordingly procured from the United

We think it not foreign to the de- States, in separate quantities, so as

sign of our work , to insert a short to produce no alarm , several tons

biographical sketch of the present weight of the best cotton seed , which

Pashaof Egypt, taken from the Lon- he has sown in different spots on the

don Literary Gazette. The advance- banks of the Nile, favourable to the

ment of civilization and the arts growth of the cotton plant. His

in Egypt, is intimately connected success in this new speculation has
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hitherto been decisive. A few months And from the chambers of the East

ago, a hundred bags of his cotton
A flood of light prevails.

was sold at Liverpool, and is found, Is there a God ? Yon rising sun

on working, to be superior to the An answer meet supplies;

Sea Island cotton . Several vessels Writes it in flame upon the earth,

have within these few days cleared
Proclaims it round the skies .

out from Liverpool to Alexandria, The pendant clouds that curtain round

where he has thirty thousand bags This sublunary ball ,

ready for sale ; and his next year's And firmamenton high , reveal
A God that governs all .

crop is expected to be one hundred

thousand . If the civilization of his The warbling lark , in realms of air,

people is within many degrees com
Has thrill'd her matin lay ;

mensurate with his progress in agri- , It is the Noon of day.
The balmy breeze of morn is fled ,

culture, so that they can take a tole

rable proportion of our manufactures Is there a God ? Hark ! from on high

in exchange for the raw material , His thunder shakes the poles :

I hear his voice in every wind,

Jonathan may look about him . At
In every wave that rolls .

present the purchases are made from

the Pasha in hard dollars.
I read a record of his love,

His wisdom and his power,
" It will easily be believed that the

Inscrib'd on all created things,

rising power of this extraordinary Man, beast, and herb, andflower.

man is viewed with extreme jealousy

by the Porte. Accordingly ,a short The sultry sun has left the skies,

time ago, the Grand Signor sent an
And day's delights are flown;

The owlet screams amid the shade,

agent with a couple of executioners, And Night resumes the throne.

with instructions to bring his head

to Constantinople; but the Pasha's Is there a God ? With sacred fear

I upward turn mine eyes ;
spiesgave him speedyintelligenceof There is! eachglittering lamp of light-

the danger that awaited him . He There is ! mysoul - replies.

made preparations accordingly , and
If such convictions to my mind

the ministers of death, instantly on His works aloud impart;

their arrival in Egypt, and before O let the wisdom of his Word

they could displaythe fatal firman , Inscribe them on my heart :

were deprived of their heads, which That while I ponder on his deeds,

the Pasha pickled and sent to the And read his truth divine,

Sublime Porte, with a history of his Nature may point me to a God,

providentialescape from the plots of . And grace maymake him mine !

assassins. Since then he has remain

ed unmolested in the prosecution of

his grand and useful designs, and all

who wish well to the progress of ci

vilization in Africa,will pray that he
The Lord shall come ! but not the same

may live a thousand years.
As once in lowly shape he came ;

“ The Pasha, we further hear,bought A silent Lamb before His foes,

from Rundel and Bridge the Pittdia. A weary man and full of woes.

mond , and has paid for it. The The Lord shall come ! a dreadful form ,

diamondwas lately consigned to the With rainbow wrath , and robe of storm ;
care of the captain of a British ship On cherub'swings, and wings ofwind,
of war. ” Anointed Judgeof human kind.

Can this be He, who, wont to stray

A pilgrim in the world's highway;

Oppress'd bypower, and mock'd by pride;

IS THERE A GOD ! Can this be He - the crucified ?

Answered by an Appealto Morning, Noon, Go, tyrants, to the rocks complain,
andNight. And seek the mountain's shade in vain !

Now breathes the ruddy Morn around Butsaints, ascending from the tomb,

His health -restoring gale, Shall shouting sing, “ The Lord is come !"

FROM THE LONDON MAGAZINE,

THE SECOND ADVENT OF THE SAVIOUR.

FROM THE LONDON MONTHLY MAGAZINE ,
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TO PROMOTE
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cessor .

Reviews.

SERMONS FOR CHILDREN ; DESIGNED gion, we fear not a shipwreck of their

THEIR IMMEDIATE temporal interests.

“If the good things of the present life

PIETY. By Samuel Nott,jun.
afford a stimulant to exertion, we certain

In the Christian Advocate for ly do not deprive them of their power, by

March, of the last year, we reviewed
a conscientious endeavour to impress the
minds of our children with their compa

and recommended a little volume of rative worthlessness, and with the supre

sermons under the foregoing title. macy of religious claims and interests.

As a second volume now appears, Every worldly good is sure to have

we hope that the former has been in its greatest zest, as well as to furnish the

demand; and that thus the hopes of most permanent enjoyment, when the

the pious author have been realized , ligiousconsiderations. And it is nomore
mind is most chastened and subdued by re

and his labours in some ineasure re- certain that the excessive indulgence of

warded . The discourses in the pre- the sensualist diminishes the pleasures of
sent volume are of the same cast and the senses, than it is that a preference of

character with those of its prede. this world to God diminishes the enjoy .
ment which the world affords. On the

-Their titles are, 1. God's same principle, temperance, and not ex.

care of childhood. 2. Piety in the cessive indulgence, furnishes the strongest

morning. 3. Piety at night. 4. Pa- motive to industry ; and achastened , Chris

tience. 5. A sinful tongue. 6. Self- tian ,wehad almostsaid heavenly, view of

excusers. 7. Children's worldliness. every worldly blessing, will be a more

8. The sinof vainglory. 9. Let it
9. Let it steadyand adfectual stimulant than any

delusion .

rain. ' 10. The reading of the scrip- “ In this view it mightwell be ques.

tures. 11. Brotherly unity. 12. Prayer. tioned whether it be good policy to ap,
-13 . Death in childhood . peal to the love of praise as the grand

We shall give no extracts from the stimulant in education. Is it, for instance,

sermons ; but the conclusion of the Auence ? After all the skill which is em
found to possess a steady, permanent in

introduction, which is addressed to ployed in meeting the voracity of chil.

parents, we recommend to the very dren, by creating artificial honours, and
serious consideration of every father scattering them thick along the whole

and mother who may read this arti- pathof education,must not the parentor

cle. It is as follows
teacher be ever on the watch , and at the

toil, to prevent the stimulant from losing

“ Weare well aware of the prevailing its power? Is it felt by the mass of those

notion, that children cannot be sufficient. to whom it is applied ? Are not rather

ly stimulated by Christian principles and the great majority in most schools and

views; or, as we might justly express it, colleges still unmoved to exertion ? Can

that they need the delusions of the world, it be at hand in the detail of life ? How

as a motive for their activity, and a secu. often , and sometimes in very melancholy

rity to their success in life. Let us be instances, has the promise of youth been

ware, however, lest we become practical disappointed, for the lack of that praise

unbelievers, in that rich assurance, ' Seek of men, to the excessive love of which

first the kingdom of God and his right they had been educated.

eousness, and all these things shall be add- • There is a very common, and perhaps

ed unto you .'-- Lest we declare it necessa- a very unnoticed alteration in the pro

ry to do good that evil may come ; lest gressof life, when this artificial and ex

we justify ourselves in educating moral cessive stimulant is removed. Among

beings with a lie in our right hand ; and, those who felt its power, what multi

under God's government, find a necessity tudes leave off studying andlearning, as

for deposing him from the affections and soon as they get awayfrom school. How

the obedience of his creatures. few are striving to become better in

“ First of all, let us educate our chil. formed.

dren for God and for eternity. Did we “ We are sufficiently well acquainted

doom them thus to affliction and penury, with the universal reason, that, amidst the

we would not regret it, in view of their cares. of life, people have no time or op

duty as moral beings,and of their inter- portunity for study andimprovement; a

est as immortals. Yet, if we educate reason proved entirely futile, by the few

them on the strictest principles of reli- but decisive instances of cheerful, regu

VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. 2 R
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lar and great improvement, under circum- design, every one must approve ; the
stances both of common and uncommon

execution is highly respectable ; it
disadvantage. The true reason why peo
ple find neither time nor opportunity for comprises a fund of instructive infor

improvement, is, that they have no incli- mation, and the whole is brought to

nation. And one reason for the lack of bear both judiciously and effectively
inclination, is, that the stimulant to which on the subject of religion. We can

they have been accustomed, has partly or give only an abridged view of the
entirely failed ; and their minds have not

contents.

been prepared to feel those, which are

equally fitted to rouse and invigorate the
“ Introduction. Necessity of Revelation.

mind in every period of human life .
Folly of discarding the science of Nature

“ We ask once more ; Does not the from Religion. Beneficial effects which

pre-eminence so generally given to one flow from the study of the works of God.

motive alone, prevent an appeal to other Chapter I. On the Natural Attributes of

principles of the human mind, which , the Deity. § 1. On the relation of the

when addressed in due proportion, do Natural Attributes of God to Religion.

not expose to the same moral dangers, $ 2. Illustration of the Omnipotence of

and give greater security of a steady, ge- the Deity from — the immense quantity of
neral and continued effort ?

matter in the universe-the rapid motions

“ We are convinced , if greater pains of the celestial bodies - immense spaces

were taken to engage the minds of chil- which surround them . Moral effects of

dren , by bringing all their studies to their such contemplations. $ 3. Wisdom and

comprehension ;by teaching them to ob. Intelligence of the Deity illustrated from

serve, compare and conclude for them
the solar system-variety of nature- me

selves ; by opening to them in proper chanism of the eye--and the bones. $ 4.

gradation the interesting subjects of Goodness and Benevolence of the Deity.

knowledge, it would be no longer Chapter II . Cursory View of some of the
thought indispensable, to w from morn Sciences related to Christian Theology :

ing to night, and from day to day, and Natural History - Geography - Geology

from year to year, labouring and toiling Astronomy - Natural Philosophy - Che

incessantly, to increase and gratify the
mistry - Anatomy and Physiology -- Histo.

love of praise. We believe also, that ry . Chapter III . Relation which the In

while in that case , we should see a more
ventions of Art beur to the Objects of Reli

rapid progress of a less obstructed Chris, gion : Art of Printing - Navigation - the

tianity; we should witness a more rapid Telescope - the Microscope- Steam - Air

spread of knowledge ; a higher and more Balloons - Acoustic Tunnels. Chapter IV.

general improvement of mind.
Scriptural Facts illustrated from the Sys

“ But all other motives need the cor.
tem of Nature. Chapter V. Beneficial

recting and assisting influence of Chris- Effects which would result from connecting

tian motives. These are the most pro- Science with Religion.”

mising stimulants to every praiseworthy
exertion . Let us not say, that our chil. The general sentiment which per

dren are incapable of feeling their holy vades the volume,is so perfectly in
power . Who can tell, but they will at

unison with the opinion we had occa
any instant divinely transform their minds.

But, if there be delay, conscience will sion to throw out in noticing Dr.

yield her aid for their daily benefit, and Chalmers' Astronomical Discourses,

be a constant schoolmaster to lead them that there is, among serious persons,

to Christ.
a quite irreligious ueglect of one of

“ We trust no parentwill say ,' Iknow the two grand forms of Divine Reve

say, with holy confidence,I can do all lation, * -- that we cannot but feel sa

things through Christ which strengtheneth tisfaction in recommending a work

well adapted to counteract the igno

rance and prejudice which are the

source of that neglect. We would

THE CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHER ; or the especially recommend the perusal

Connexion of SciencewithReli- and purchase of this volume to Chris

gion. With an Appendix. By tian ministers. In many neighbour

Thomas Dick. 12mo.

me./' »

FROM THE ECLECTICK REVIEW FOR MAY LAST.

hoods, were familiar lectures, on the

Price 7s. Edinburgh , 1823.
plan of this volume, to be addressed

We have been much pleased with * Eclectick Review, N.S, Vol. VIII. p.

this volume in every respect. The 218.

pp . 444.
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to young persons, it strikes us that contemplations were suited only to carnal

the effect would be highly beneficial . men and mere philosophers,andas if they

To rouse the dormant attention , to should be polluted by particular descrip
were afraid lest the sanctity of the pulpit

waken an interest in intellectual and tions of those operations of Deity which

moral subjects, to develop the idea are perceived through the medium of the

of God in the half-formed mind, is corporeal senses. We do not mean to in .

often half the difficulty which the sinuate , that the essential attributes of

Pastor has to surmount, in conveying from the materialworld, should form the

religious truth into the mind. Now sole, or the chief topicks of discussion in

the language of God's works is one the business of religious instruction ; but,
which the child can understand ; and if the Scriptures frequently direct our at

in teaching him by these sensible tention to these subjects --if they lie at the

images, what they declare" con
foundation of all accurate and extensive

views of the Christian Revelation - if they

cerning " the glory of God ,” you act bethe chief subjects of contemplation to

as you do by achild who is learning angels and all other pureintelligences in
to read,-you begin with single let- every region of the universe --and if they

ters, and with these letters you con- have a tendency to expand the mindsof

vaguenect pictures, and it is from these professed Christians, to correct their

that he learns the power of words. mote their conformity to the moral cha.
and erroneous conceptions, and to pro.

But the fact is, that Theology takes racter of God — we cannot find out the

little cognizance of the manifesta- shadow of reason , why such topicks should

tion of God in his works ; so much be almost, if not altogether overlooked, in

hasshe been perverted,by metaphy. profess to instructmankind in theknow
the writings and discourses of those who

sicks and controversy, that she is un- ledge of God, and the duties of his wor
accustomed to speak of the great ship.”

Object of worship, except in the lan
We recommend to some of our

guage of abstract propositions and enterprising printers, the republica
formal doctrines ; and, strange to tion of the work which is here re

say, discourses on the nature and
viewed.

attributes of the Deity are apt to be

the most abstruse and unaffecting of

all religious discourses. We hear by

far too little of God from the pulpit ,
THE SYNOD OF NORTH CAROLINA,

as our Father in heaven; there is by
AS ADOPTED BY SAID SYNOD, A. D.

far too little in most serions, that
1821. Fayetteville, printed at the

leads the mind directly to the con
Observer office, by A.H. Dismukes,

templation of God. We think there
1822. 4to. pp. 39.

is much truth in the following re

marks.
PRESBYTERY

“ Notwithstanding the connexion of the

natural perfections of God with the ob.
VILLE ; AS ADOPTED BY SAID PRES

jects of the Christian Revelation, it ap
BYTERY, IN APRIL, 1822. 12mo. pp.

pears somewhat strange, that when cer.
41 .

tain religious instructors happen to come

in contact with this topick , they seem as
We notice these pamphlets chiefly

if they were beginning to tread upon for. with a view to recommend the ex.

bidden ground, and asif it were unsuit. ample of the synod of North Caro
ableto their office as Christian teachers, lina, and the presbytery of Fayette

to bring forward the stupendous worksof ville, to general imitation. The ju .
the Almighty to illustrate his nature and
attributes. Instead of expatiating on the nior members of our ecclesiastical

numerous sources of illustration of which judicatures commonly need informa

the subject admits, till the minds of their tion in regard to the proper powers
hearers are thoroughly affected with a of the several church courts, and the

view of the essential glory of Jehovah, regular method of doing business in
they despatch the subject with two of them ; andall the menibers need to
three vague propositions, which, though
logically true, make no impression upon be reminded of the duties incumbent

the heart ;-as if they believed that such on them , and of the order which ought

THE DELIBERATIVE DIRECTORY OS

THE DELIBERATIVE DIRECTORY OF

OF FAYETTETHE
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to be observed . We well know, in- This table of contents exhibits the

deed , that all necessary information general nature of the work. We had

on these topicks may be obtained by intended to quote the " introductory

a careful inspection of our publick address" of the Moderator of the sy

standards ; but we as well know, that nod. But we find that the space

too often it is not obtained ; that to which we must reserve for other pur

obtain it requires timeand study,and poses forbids it . The hymns which

a comparison of different parts of the accompany these pamphlets are ori

book, in which the information is con- ginal . We give a specimen of them

tained that the requisite attention in the following

is too seldom given to the subject,

and that irregular proceedings, and
HYMN ,

appeals to superior judicatures,which
For the Opening of an Ecclesiastical

might have been prevented, are often Meeting.

the consequence ofthe neglect. We
1. Father of mercies, God of grace,

therefore think that our brethren of
Hearer of pray'r, and source of love,

the North Carolina synod, and of the Here, in thy courts, we sing thy praise,

presbytery of Fayetteville, have done 0, deign to hear us from above.

well and wiselyin providing a small
manual , in which the powers and du- 2. Behold us, Lord, assembled here,

ties of synods and presbyteries are Keep us, O,keep us in thyfear,
As rulers of thy church on earth ;

clearly specified, and the right me As children of a heav'nly birth.

thod of every procedure is plainly
delineated - a manual , which , at a 3. In all our councils, Lord, preside ;

trifling expense, every membermay Let thy good spirit be our guide,
Our ev'ry act, do thou direct ;

possess and keep by him , during his Andfrom all ill, our souls protect.

attendance on the judicatures to

which he belongs. We therefore not 4. All needful knowledge, Lord , impart,

only respectfully recommend, that That we may learnthy heav'nly will;

such a publication as this should be With love to thee, fill ev'ry heart,

made by other synods and presbyte
That we may keep thy statutes still.

ries, but take leave to suggest, that 5. Just and impartialmay we be ;

possibly the General Assembly also, In all we do , be this our aim ,

might find something of this kind Tokeep thy church from error free

highly useful.
And thus, exalt Immanuel's name.

The two pamphlets before us are 6. In bonds of love, may we unite,

alike in their tenor, except that one And, like a band of brethren move ,

relates to a synod and the other to ' Till we enjoy unmix'd delight,

a presbytery. To that which relates In realms of never-endinglove.

to a synod , is prefixed the following
table of contents .

We have understood that the Rev.

Colin M'IVER is the author of the

“ Introductory address. A brief view of hymns which appear in these pam

church judicatories. Powers and duties phlets ; and that all the materials of

of asynod. Moderator's address to his both publications were collected and
successor, including rules of order."

Appendix. Of dissents and protests.
digested by him, and submitted to

Hymns. Doxologies. Apostolical bene. the judicatures by which they were
dictions." adopted, and ordered to be printed.

CC
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his eyes,

We have just seen the Prospectus of an One day he happened to be engaged with
ElementaryCourse of Biblical Theology, a party of friends, when some person en

translated from the work of Professors tered the room without his noticing it,

Storr and Flatt, with additions by S. S. and ran familiarly to cover his eyes with

Şmucker, A.M. Pastor of the Evangelical his two hands, desiring him to guess who

Lutheran Church , Newmarket, Virginia. it was that blinded him . Either unable

The translation of this work is recommend . or perhaps not choosing to guess the
per

ed by the Professors in the Princeton, An- son's name, he endeavoured to disengage

dover and New York Theological Semi- himself from his hands; but the stronger

naries. We cordially unite with them in effort he made for that purpose, the more.

wishing success to the undertaking. forcibly did the other press his handsupon

and this so long and with such
Dr. Moyes, a blind philosopher ,who deadly effect, that the unfortunate man,

many years ago gave lectures on natural when permitted toopen his eyes, found
philosophy in this city, in a lectureon himself totally blind, although there was
chemistry, which he delivered in Edin.

no apparent hurt done to the organ.”
burgh to aid an institution for persons de

prived of sight, said , in speaking of the A veryrespectable writer in a late No.

dog, “His fidelity endears him to the sons of a London Review , speakingof the Af.

anddaughters of sensibility; but amidst rican slave trade,relates the following cir
the wonders we daily see, it is not the cumstances :- " It was once the lot of the

least, that the number of this animal in writer of this article to be on board a small

England amounts to two millions; which, vessel, containing nearly one hundred

at an expense of only one shilling per slaves; the whole , with the exception of

week, gives upwards of fivemillionsster- five or six men, were male and female

ling, (nearly twenty-five millions of dol- children , from fourtothirteenyears ofage.
lars,) a sum capable of building seventy These were confined to a small space, with

ships of the line, aud far exceeding the scarcely sufficient room to sit upright;
revenue of several vast empires." many of them labouring under disease,

and their flesh, (or rather skin, for flesh

Proper Method of Boiling Potatoes. they had but little) rubbed into wounds

Toboilpotatoes mealy, andnot cracked, with the motion of the vessel,and by ly

ithasbeen recommended to assortthem ingclose together on the bare deck. The

to a nearly uniform size for each boiling ; menobserving the constant inebriation of

put them into an uncovered pot, which the crew , planned to take the schooner

they must not fill, and pour over them fromthem ; but they were tuoemaciated
cold water so as only to cover them.- and weak by confinement and hunger to

When this first water is nearly ready to attempt it hastily. In a shorttimethey

boil, pour it off, and replace it with a si were observed to be considerably altered
milar quantity of coldwater,salted rather intheirappearance, andto look muchbet

profusely; which replacing of the water ter. Onenight, when all the crew but the
has the double effect of removing the ex

tracted juice of the raw potatoes,and to perate negroesrushed on the deck . The
man at the helm were asleep , these des

cooltheir outsides, whilst iheir inner parts sailors and captain were aroused - a scuffle

retain the heat acquired; so that theboil- of some minutes ensued, in which both

ing they arethen to undergo (untilthe partieswereseverely wounded, and ulti

prongs
of a fork prove them to bedone mately the slaves were overcome. The

inthemiddle,)is uniform throughout,and followingmorningthecaptaindeliberate

coveredpottheyareaptto be, by the ly loaded his pistols, placed three of the
great heat applied to their outsides,whilst poor wretches in succession outsideof the

gangway, and in the presence of the

yet their centres are in part raw .
others, shot themwith his own hand. On

The Eye.-- A professional gentleman, inquiring, it was discovered, that these lit

who has lately written a treatiseentitled tle half-famished children had daily sup

the “ Art of Preserving the Sight,” relates plied the men with some portion of their

the following fact, in order to show the ownscanty provision , to strengthen them

danger attending the compression of the for the enterprise. "

eyes: - " Iwas called in some years ago to An authentic account of the death of

the case of a strong man who had always Lord Byron has reached England. - His

enjoyed a most excellent sight untila decease took place at Missolonghi on the

short time previous, when he had become 19th April, after an illness of ten days. A

totally blind from the following incident. cold, attended with inflammation, was the
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waves .

cause of the fatal result.-- The following of Arts and Sciences, in Massachusetts,
stanza , from one of the best cantos of Don have given notice, that a premiumof one

Juan , just published , exhibits a striking hundred dollars, or the Academy's gold

instance of the sublime ideas the noble medal, will be awarded to the author of

writer was capable of, while it increases the best essay ( subjecthereafter to be

our regret that such a mind should ever named)which may be offered to the Cor.

have sunk below its proper level : respondingSecretary before the 1st March ,

Between two worlds life hovers like a star,
1825, under the usual regulations and con

'Twixt night and morn , upon the hori.
ditions. The following subject has been

zon's verge : assigned by the Academy for the present

How little do we know that which we are !
year :- " An enumeration and an account

How less what we may be ! The eternal
of the materials which exist for the his.

surge

tory of the native tribes of America, be.

of time and tide rolls on, and bears afar fore the discovery of the continent by Co

Our bubbles; as the old burst, new
lumbus."

emerge,

Lash'd from the foam of ages; while the cations have been made to the American
The Rumford Premium . - Several appli

graves
Academy, by claimants for the rich pre

Of empires heave but like some passing mium of the Count, which now amounts

to nearly 1000 dollars.

On Tuesday, June 15th, in the after . The Secretary of War has informed
noon, the corner stone of the edifice in

Mr. Little, of Baltimore, that the United

tended for the Pennsylvania Institution for
States' Board of Engineers will explore

the Deaf and Dumb was laid under the
the route between Pittsburgh and the Sus

direction ofthe RightRev. Wm .White, quehanna, with a view to a canal commu .
president of the institution, the vice pre nication .
sidents, directors, John Haviland the archi.

tect, and other persons connected with In the library of the king of Wurtem.
the institution or the building. Theteach- burg are four thousand editions of theBi

ers and pupils of theschool,anda number ble , in the different European languages.

of citizens, besides those just mentioned,
-215 are in English and 290 in French .

were present. A small iron box, contain . These latter, of course, were mostly, if not

ing various documents as usual,was placed wholly, printed at Catholic presses .

ina cavity under the corner stone. T'he
Roses. The collection of Roses in the

president of the institution, the venerable
Linnæan Garden in the city ofNew York ,

Bishop White,delivered an address on the
exceeds three hundred varieties, includ.

occasion, which he concluded with afer. ing those denominated Black Roses, which

ventprayer, invoking the favour of Hea- however are only of a dark purple colour.

ven for every part of the excellent charity.
A number of new varieties have recently

He was followed by JosephR. Ingersoll, been produced by sowing the seeds ofthe
esq ., who pronounced a short andappro- finest kinds, after having united the qua
priate discourse.

lities of the different flowers by artificial

Prize Essays. - TheAmerican Academy mixtures of the pollen .

Heligious Intelligence.

FOREIGN

sure which surrounds it, is the vil

lage, consisting of dwellings built in

On the page opposite to this, is an the style of the natives; that the two

engravingofa sketch made byMr. larger structures, visible beyond the

Stewart,of the harbour and village village, are probably occupied by fo

of Honoruru, where the last rein. reign consuls; that still more distant,

forcement of missionaries first land- and lower down on the engraving, the

ed . Mr. S. gives no other explanation tops only are apparent of the mission

of the sketch than that it was “ taken house and mission chapel, of which a

from the anchorage in the harbour." distinct view was given in our lasti

Our own understanding of it - for the number—and that the mountain on

justness of which , however, we cannot which a fag appears and cannonare
vouch-is, that the house at which mounted, is a fortification , or military

a flag appears is the royal residence; station of somekind, intended for a

thatimmediately beyond the enclo protection of the town and harbour.
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men .

One of the females was remarkably in .
EXTRACTS FROM REV. MR. STEWART'S JOUR

teresting,--someof the ladies gave herNAL.

a coarse dress, with which she appeared

( Continued from p. 283.) much pleased. The calm continued four

The appearance of the Island this or five hours, during which , canoes con.

morning was more beautiful and sublime stantly flocked round us, to trade and gra

than any thing I ever beheld . The whole tify their curiosity.

eastern and northern part was distinctly April 26.-About 4 o'clock yesterday

in view , without the least haziness of the afternoon a freshbreeze sprang up, and
atmosphere. The sky glowed in every

we ran close into the land on the north

direction withall the splendid tints of the end of the Island. Every thingexhibit
rising sun. Distance gave a delightful ed great poverty and wretchednesson

shade, rich and delicate, to the low lands, this part; there was not a shrub or tree
whilst the precipices and mountains ap- to be seen - every thing seemed burnt up

peared in all their boldness of form and by the sun, and the few habitations that
colours, and the icy cliffs, which form the were scattered along the beach, looked

crown of the proud Monakeah, were lite- more like pigstyes and dog kennels, than

rally in a blaze, from the strong reflec the abodes of human beings. This ap.

tion of the sun. Plantations and villages peared something like the Owyhee Ihad

were distinctly seen near the shore,and pictured to my mind's eye , when I first

the smoke rising from various parts of seriously thought of devoting myself to

the country, designated the abodes of the missionary work in these islands.

The want of trees, however, on Yet the view of it almost madeflesh and

the parts nearest to us, except on the blood recoil, at the idea of pitching my
tops of the hills and mountains, caused an

tent on so barren and miserable a spot.

appearance of sterility,not often visible It was enough to make any heart bleed,
in American scenery. to think that any human beings, partakers

At 9 o'clock, being perfectly becalmed, of our nature and heirs of immortality,

one of our boats putoff for the shore, and lived and died insuch abject poverty and
in a few moments afterwards we saw ca. degradation.

noes approaching from the Island. As Atsunset Owyhee and Monakeah again ,

they drew year us, every eye was fixed at a distance, afforded another of the su

in silent observation. From the cabin blimest of prospects, whilst the depart

we had a full view . I assisted Harriet ing sun and rising moon combined , in

from her state room to behold for the producing the finest effects on land and

first time, the uncultivated beings with

whom we were to spend our lives. The
We sailed rapidly during a great part

first view of these wretched creatures of the night, and the prospect wasthat
was,especially to the females, almost over. we wouldreach Owyhee early thismorn

whelming. Their rude canoes- naked ing. And as I traversed the deck, under
persons, wild but interesting counte- this impression, I could not repress the

nances- their whole appearance in fact, bitter sigh which rose at the thought,
struck them as half man and half beast ; that I was enjoying for the last timeon

and produced an involuntary burst of board the Thames, that whichhad so
tears, and they were obliged to retire to often given unmingled delight. Towards
their births, before they could recover morning, however, the wind died almost

sufficient composure and fortitude to go entirely away, and we have been sailing
on deck to see them . slowly under the lee of Mowee, Ramai

They remained an hour or two, dis- and Morakeah, with the promontories of

posing of fish and watermelons, bananas, Oahu still far before us in the north west.

and sweet potatoes, and greatly com All the Islands have a mountainous and

mended themselves to our commisera- rocky aspect, not very interesting when

tion and sympathy, by the artlessness seen at a distance , except from their wild

and simplicity oftheir manners, and an and romantic outlines. On a near ap

apparent sprightliness and intelligence of proach, there is much beauty and fertili.

mind. They seemed greatly rejoiced to ty, visible between and underneath the

know that more missionaries had come : precipices and mountains.

andon hearing it, addressed each other April29.-I now address you, my dear

in the most animated manner, frequently sister, from the inner harbour of Hono

ejaculating Missionary, good, good, ruru - for somany months past the place
very , very, good ." They informed us of our destination. After writing the

that the missionaries were all well — that above on Saturday evening,wewereagain

Mr. Chamberlain and family had sailed favoured with a fine breeze, and at 12

for America, —thatthe King and chiefs o'clock , by the light of a splendid moon,

were at Oahu - Riho Riho , drunk , &c. we made the south westpoint of Oahu

&c. 5 miles distant. This island appeared

sea.
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more beautiful than those we hadpassed ; We attended English service in the cha

indeed, nothing can excel the wild gran- pel at 11 o'clock . Mr. Thurston preach

deur of the mountains and valleys the ed to an audience of about 100 foreigners,

cliffs and promontories, as seen in ap- about 60 of whom were American cap

proaching it, as we did. At sunrise we tains, and mates, and well dressed decent
passed Diamond Hill, the crater of a for- looking seamen . The service could not

mervolcano, jutting into the sea, and im- have been otherwise than deeply interest

mediately had a view of the harbour and ing to us, if from no other cause than the

town of Honoruru, surrounded by a rich appearance of the chapel, and the recol.

and open country, with extensive groves lection of the place in which it was thus

ofcocoanut, and plantations of the banana dedicated to the worship of the only living

and taio scattered over its plains . We and true God : It was indeed pleasant
were surprised to see quite a forest of once more to tread the courts of Zion

masts in port, and not a little rejoiced in though in their humblest form , and re

beholding the “star spangled banner” freshing again to sit beneath the drop

waving from the heads of most of them . ping of the sanctuary. We felt it good

We cast anchor in the open roads at 8 to be there, for it was the house of God

o'clock, in a range with three other ships, and gate of heaven .

two Americanand one English . On returning from the chapel, we had

At 9 o'clock the captain lowered his the pleasure of meetingMr. Bingham . 1

boat, and Mr. Richards, Mr. Bishop, two dined with Mr. and Mrs. Ellis. News

of the native boys, and myself, accompa- having reached Waititi of our arrival, the

nied him on shore . As we came near queen dowager, Keopuolani and Kaama

to the town, and were making for the nu-Tanmualiu, king of Tanai ( incor.

most convenient landing place we saw, rectly Tamoree and Aiooi) and Mr. Pitt,

we were arrested by the loud excla- alias Karainioku , the prime minister, des.

mation, “ tabu ! tabu !” and found we patched Kekauonohi, one of Riho Ribo's

were at the royal residence. William K. wives, to request our attendance at W.

replied , “ new missionaries," at which we with Mr. B. in the afternoon . The young

were requested to wait a moment till the queen rode in a one horse wagon, drawn

queen could be called . As soon as she by a troop of noisy natives, and followed

was informed who the boat contained, by her personal attendants, one bearing
she hastened to the spot and informed us, two beautiful feathers, the only particular

that for the present this landing place badge of honour and rank in the nation.

was tabooed , and politely begged us to Our walk was pleasant; first over a large

row to a place on the beach, to which open plain without any trees or cultiva .
she pointed, where she would meet us. tion, and then through successive groves

By this time she was joined by a gentle- of cocoanut trees and plantations of the

man ,whomwe afterwards discovered to be banana and taio . The encampment was

Mr. Jones, the American consul. She in bamboo bowers, immediately by the

took his arm and walked to the appointed sea side, in full view of the breakers and

spot, where we landed , and were intro- ocean , and commanding a fine prospect,

duced to her majesty by Mr. Jones. She including the town and harbour ofHono.

received us very graciously, and assured ruru, and the country and mountains to a
us we were welcome to the island. She great distance . We were very affection

then returned to the palace, and we ac- ately received and most cordially wel
companied Mr. J. to his residence, a two comed by the whole family ; and were

story frame house, wellfinished, andpaint- delighted with the interesttheymanifest
ed, with a pleasant piazza and balcony, ed in the improvement they were en

Most of the sea captains were there, and gaged in , and in the services of the day:

being principally commanders of whaling Theyrepeatedly declared themselves re

vessels, Captain Clasby found himself at joiced to see us, and glad we had arrived
once surrounded by old friends. The on tabu day ( the Sabbath ).

news of our arrival soon reached our mis Atsunset we returned to the ship much

sionary friends; and in a fewmomentswe gratified with ourexcursion, and rejoicing
were in the embraces of Mr. Loomis, and more than ever that we had listened to

Rev. Mr. Ellis, a missionary under the pa- thecall from the regions of darkness.

tronage the London Missionary Society We did not see Riho Riho ; and I

of Great Britain ; and we immediately ac- am sorry to state the reason-he was

companied them to the missionary house, dead drunk, in which state he bad been

nearly half a mile on the plain east of the for four or five days, when the great an

consul's. Mr. Bingham had gone to Wai- nual feast, in commemoration of the death

titi, three miles south, to preach in the of Tameamea and of his accession to the

native language to a considerable part throne, was celebrated .

of the royal family and chieftains, en- Early yesterday morning we fired a

camped there as atemporary residence. gun for the pilot to take us into the inner

VoL, II.-Ch. Adv. 2 S
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harbour, but before he came on board , cloth , with her writing desk before her,

the windsprang up unfavourably, and we and a secretary at each end, recording

were obliged to remain another day out- the names and taxes of a district of her

side the reef which almost encircles this subjects, then paying their tribute. These

port. During the morning, Mr. and Mrs. entered in single file, and depositing

Bishop, and Mr. and Mrs. Goodrich , went their money on the side of the table op

on shore. Mr. Jones the consul, and Mr. posite her, passed out at the other end.

Green, of Boston, came off to wait on the Every twentyor thirty of these were pre

family,and in the afternoon Mr. Bingham, ceded and followed by a couple of the

Mr. Ellis, and Mr. Loomis. This morning king's body guard, armed and in uniform .

the pilot came on board again, and made The only dress of the queen was a long

a more successful attempt than yesterday. and loose pink slip. She left her writing
We are now safely moored within a desk to receive the missionaries, but im

stone's throw oftheking's house and of mediately after welcoming them, she ex:

the town, immediately under the walls of cused herself from further attentions on

the fort. Our entrance into the harbour account of the business before her, and

was very beautiful—though scarce a sail returned to her table. She is a fine look.

was unfurled - we were towed by twenty ing woinan, very tall and large, about 20

well manned whale boats, whose manæu- years old. Her countenance is very mild

vres in passing the narrow channel were and amiable -- her manners dignified and

exceedingly novel . Thus my dear M. has graceful, and her wholeappearance that

God kindly prospered and blest us. Un- of a fashionable and well bred woman , so

der the most propitious circumstances, we far asgood breeding consists in an unaf

have hailed the place of our destination. fected expression of conscious and ac.

We do it joyfully and thankfully, though knowledged superiority: I forgot to men

we know and feel, that at the same time tion thather dress on the Sabbath, when

we must say farewell ease and elegance- she first met us, was a beautiful striped

farewell quiet enjoyment - and Ihad al- and figured pink satin, made and worn in

most added, farewell earthly comfort! the American manner, with a head dress

May 3d. - We are still on board the of handsome feathers. She is a woman

Thames. It is judged most prudent for of business, and appeared well versed in

Harriet to defer removing to a grass hut that before her whilst we were there.

as long as possible, andCaptain Clasby She has ordered a roll book opened, in

has kindly insisted on our retaining our which the names, residence, and tax of

accommodations on board ship , till he each of her subjects is to be registered,

puts to sea again . The rest of the family and it was the superintendence of this,

disembarked on Tuesday. It was signi- that so much engaged her attention that

fied early after reaching our anchorage in morning.

the inner harbour that day, that some of Kaamanu, the favourite wife of the late

the family would be expected at the royal king, also excited a good deal of admira
residence soon. Four or five of the gen- tion. To speak candidly, I do not think

tlemen, including myself, landed immedi. I ever saw any lady enter a room with

ately, and were introduced to his majesty more real majesty than she did. Her

and most of his court. R. was much in walk was stately, and look and manners

disposed, being just on the recovery from really elegant. She was in the native

his drunken frolic. He was reclining on female dress: it consisted of several large

a couch of black velvet,perfectly naked, and gracefulfolds of the richest yellow

except a few yards of chintz thrown ne. satin , falling from the waist to a little be.

gligently round his waist. Several of his low the knee, fastened by a large and

attendants were fanning him , and one of negligent beau in front ; and of a large

his queens giving him tea . He looked mantle of purple satin , of the same quali.

stupid, and so much the worse for his de. ty, containing perhaps twenty yards,

bauch, as to be almost disgusting and passing under one arm and over the other
brutish . He was too unwell to du more shoulder, and flowing on the ground far

than signify his pleasure at our arrival, behind her. Her hair was handsomely

and request the whole family to call on dressed and ornamented with a double

their way from the ship to the mission coronet of the exquisite feathers, so often

house. This they did, and found all the mentioned in accounts of these islands;

principal personages of the kingdom as- colours bright yellow, crimson, and bluish

sembled to meet them , including the green . She appears about 40 years of

party,we saw at Waititi on Sunday. Ri. age, is large and fleshy, and has an ex

ho Riho was much in the same state as pression of greater sternness and hauteur
when I saw him after breakfast. Most of than most others. The young princess

the others appeared to very great advan. Nahienaena, Ribo'ssister , wasalso an in

tage, especially the favourite queen, Ka. teresting object. She arrived some time

mehamaru. She was seated on a sofa, after we did . She was brought on the

at a long table covered with a superb shoulders of a stout man - the way in
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which she usually travels -- and was fol. Mrs. Bingham , Mrs. Ellis, and Mrs.

lowed by a train of about 20, principally Loomis, have also been on board to see

boys and girls of her own age (9 years ). Harriet.

Her dress was a black satin trimmed with To -day captain Clasby gave a dinnerto

broad gold lace, with a necklace of fea . the consul and captains in port: Harriet

thers similar to the head -dress of Kaama- and Betsy S-- superintended it, and Mr.

nu, and black satin hat and feathers. She Jones was pleased to pronounce it supe.

is a very pretty and well behaved child- rior to any thing he had seen since he left

I do not mean for an Indian, but accord. America.

ing to our own ideas of the characteris- May 7th. On Sunday 4th, our dear

tics of childhood. The same may be said boy was baptized, in order that captain

of her brother Keanoikioli, the heir appa. Clasby, whose name he bears in addition

rent - he is 2 years older than his sister. to my own, might be present, not ex.

Mr. Bingham says both are very good pecting to be another Sabbath in port.
scholars . The reinforcement was also received to

Taniuari ( Tamoree incorrectly) king the church , and the sacrament adminis.
of Tanai has excited much interest in tered , which ' made it a most interesting

America : he was there, seated on the day. The chapel was thronged with the
same mat with Kaamana. He is an inter- grandees ofthe kingdom, and the officers
esting man in appearance as well as in from the shipping.
character. His countenance and whole The English service is at 11 o'clock .

manner indicate a pensive and dispirited 'There are two services in the native lan

mind, and you cannot behold him without guage, one at 10 o'clock, and the other at

feeling, that he is, and knows himself to 4 o'clock, P.M. at which Messrs. Bingham,

be, a royal captive, though in honourable Ellis, and Thurston preached by turns.
exile ! He has been completely duped out Harriet went immediately to the ship

of his island, and will never again enjoy after the baptism , lest any further fatigue

the governmentof it, though still styled might endanger herhealth, three weeks

“ King of Tanai.” He has a noble face only having elapsed since her confine.
a fine mixture of Grecian and Roman ; and ment. I returned to the native service at

when in possession of his hereditary 4 o'clock, and was greatly delighted. I
rights, and could feel as well as exclaim do not know when I have experienced

"I am monarch of all I survey ” -he stronger emotions than whilst standing at
must have been of most commanding ap- the chapel door, and beholding crowds of

pearance . people well dressed in the American and

The dress of kings in this country, will European fashions, flocking to the humble

be as interesting to you as that of queens temple at the sound of that “ church -go

and princesses , and since Riho Riho ap- ing " bell, which, till within three years,
pearednaked, I will give you Tamuari's.
It consisted of black silk velvet coat and

“ These valleys and rocks neverheard .”

pantaloons, and buff waistcoat, with a three There were not less than 400 persons in

hundred dollar gold watch , &c. &c. We the chapel, and scarce a nativedresswas

remained an hour, greatly interested by to be seen : whilst the decent behaviour

the appearance of civilization and pro- and quiet attention of all, and solemn ap

gressive improvement, clearly observable pearance ofmany, might well put toblush
in all we saw. not a few of those I have seen at church

Yesterday, about one o'clock , Kaikieri, in Christian lands.

a chief of some consequence, came on Riho Riho was of the number - per

board to visit the ship . In about two hours, fectly sober, attentive, and well behaved.

the king himself, and Kinau, one of the He looked remarkably well; was dressed

queens, and Mr. Pitt, with their train ,ap- in a round coat and pantaloons of dove

peared on the stone wharf, near the fort, coloured satin, white satin waistcoat, and

and made a signal for our boats, and silk stockings. No person could have ap .

boarded the Thames under Aying colours, peared more likea gentleman.

a salute, and musick . How different now Kamehamaru , the favourite queen, first

from the intoxicated Indian we had seen saw Harriet and Charles at the Mission

but two days before . He is a noble look. House on the Sabbath. She immediately

ing man - perhaps the most so of any on took the latter in her arms, and claimed

the island . His manners are very easy, him as herown . On Monday, at 11 o'clock ,

and whole behaviour polite and pleasing. she visited us on board the Thames, ac

His dress was a full suit of superfine navy companied by five or six servants only,

blue, well fitted to his person,and fashion- and was very pleasant. My writing desk

ably made - round hat and Wellington being open,she sat by it, and wrote in

boots. They remained about two hours, English and Honoruru,and read to me in

partook of such refreshments and liquors both . She is fond of study, and proud of

as the ship afforded, and landed with the the acquirements already made.

same honours from the ship that were May 10th . Captain Clasby having ex

given on coming on board , pected to put to sea to -day, we had our
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baggageremoved yesterday to our dwell- place of any importance on that island,

ingin the missionary enclosure, and this and bring in a report to the mission at

morning disembarked ourselves from the Honoruru. Of this deputation I was ap

Thames, with emotions of regret scarce pointed a member, and feel it a duty to

less sensibly felt than those with which accept the appointment, though a se

we bid our homes andcountry adieu. We paration from Harriet and her infant for

felt that we were leaving the society and six or eightweeks, so soon after our arri

protection of sincere friends, and knew val here, will be exceedingly unpleasant.

not what might await us in this land of We are to embark with the first vessel

darkness and sin . We are now the in- that sails for the island, and as that may

mates of our Indian hut, and though we be in a day or two, and considerable pre

doubt not our dear friends would greatly paration will be necessary, with this infor

commiserate our situation, could they mation and date I will close the journal

witness it, still we can assure them , that of my voyage and arrival at the Sandwich

we feel ourselves more contented and Islands.

happy, and are more comfortably located

than we could have expected. Our house

might easily be erected in the smallest

room in yours, being neither so long nor

broad, and the ridge of the roof only nine
We commence in our present

feet from the ground - the eaves little number, the printing of the Minutes

more than threefeet. It is composed en- of the General Assembly, and shall

tirely ofsmall poles and grass : it has three lay the whole before ourreadersas
small holes in thesidesfor windows, with . fast as we can. But as the minutes

out sash or glass, and the door has neither

bolt, lock, nor bar.
of this year are more extended than

May 11th. Sunday. Preached my first those of any preceding year, it will

sermon at the English service, to a large probably require the lapse of several

audience, in which I was happy to recog- monthsbefore we can find a place
nise someof ourfriends from the Thames, for them all in our pages. The whole
shebeing still at anchor in the harbour. however, werepeat, shallbe given;
About half of those, who we hoped were

seriously impressed with the subject of re. and we pledge ourselves for the ac

ligion on the voyage, much to our sorrow , curacy with which we shall present

have clearly proved, since they have been them to our readers.

in port, that the root of the matter is not

in them their goodness was as

morning cloudand early dew," and disap- OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN

peared under the influence of temptation THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .*

and sin . One only, however, of the num.

ber had ever expressed any hope ; but
The General Assembly of the Presbyte

that one hadappeared a most interesting rian Churchin the United States of Ame
and mostdecided case :—so much so, that rica met, agreeably to appointment,in the

I cannot but believe, that though over. First PresbyterianChurch in the City of

come by evil, he will yet abhor himself, Philadelphia, May 20th, 1824,at 11 o'clock,

and repent in dust and ashes : others, by A. M., and was opened by the Rev. John

their steadfastness in the midst of corrup- Chester, D. D. the Moderator of the last
tion, greatly rejoiced our hearts, and ena. Assembly, with a sermon from 1 Cor. iii. 5.

bled us with fresh confidence to commend
“ Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos,

them to God, and hope that they would but ministers by whom ye believed, even

thus be kept safe through every fiery as the Lord gave to every man ? ”

trial. After prayer the Commissions were

May 14th . On Monday the 12th , we read, and it appeared that the following

saw ourfavourite ship again put to sea ,
Ministers and Elders were duly appointed,

and in doing it, felt keener sensations at
and attended as Commissioners to this As

the idea of our separation than can easily sembly, viz .

be imagined. I could not help watching

her " lessening sail,” till she seemed but
* Mr. William Bradford, No. 8, South

a speck in the horizon - the starting tear Front Street , Philadelphia, appointed

then blinded my vision, and before I Printer of the General Assembly, and

could brush it away, thefond object was Agent for forwarding the Minutes to the

gone from my sight - gone most probably Presbyteries ; andto him must the Pres

for ever.
byteries apply in future , for their respec .

Yesterday it was determined in full tive portions .

meeting, that before occupying any new Rev. William Neill, D. D. Stated Clerk

stations, an exploring deputation should ofthe General Assembly, resides in Phila

make the tour of Harai, visiting every delphia, No. 214 Pine Street.

" the MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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OF THE PRESBYTERY OF
MINISTERS. ELDERS.

Niagara.

Buffalse,

Gennessee,

Rochester,

Ontario,

None.

None.

None.

None.

Samuel Blakesly .

Jonathan Beach .

Peter Le Conte .Geneva,

Bath ,

Cayuga,

None.

Elijah Belsher.

Oneida, None .

Rev. Andrew Rawson .

Miles P. Squier.

None.

None.

John B. Whittlesey.

Norris Bull.

Richard Williams.

William Clark .

Thomas Lounsbury.

None.

William Wisner.

Benjamin Niles .

Moses Gillet.

Noah Coe .

John Monteith .

Henry Smith .

Caleb Alexander,

Aaron Putnam.

Samuel F. Snowden .

James M'Auley.

Jacob Hart.

Clement Parker.

AlonzoPhillips.

John Chester, D. D.

Henry R. Weed.

Halsey A. Wood .

Samuel Blatchford , D, D.

Nathan S. S. Beman .

Azariah Clark ,

Oswego,

Onondaga,

Otsego,

St. Lawrence ,

Ogdensburgh,

Champlain,

Londonderry,

None .

None .

None.

None .

None.

None;

William B. Dodge.

Albany, John L. Winne.

Jonathan Clayton .

Troy, Gurdon Corning

Columbia ,

North River,

Nathan Elliot.

David Mellen .

Dr. John C. Hayt.

Thomas Mead ,

Walter Mead .Hudson ,

Long Island,

New York ,

John Clark .

Jacob Green .

William Timlow .

Robert W. Condit.

Rev. Peter H. Shaw .

Gardiner Spring, D. D.
Ward Stafford ,

Matthias Bruen .

William D. Snodgrass.

Asa Lyman.

John M‘Dowell, D. D.

John G. Bergen .

None.

Benjamin Strong.

New York , ( 2d .)

Jersey,

None.

Samuel Downer,

Israel Day.

Lewis Mills.

Obadiah Crane.

Benjamin Halsey.

Joseph Wilson .

Newton ,

New Brunswick , Robert M'Neely.

Susquehanna, Zebulon Butler.

Philadelphia,

Philadelphia, (20.)

Garner A. Hunt.

Jacob R. Castner .

Nathaniel Conkling.

David Comfort.

Symmes C. Henry.

Charles Hodge.

Cyrus Gildersleeve.

James Williamson .

Ashbel Green, D. D.

James Patterson .

Isaac A. Ogden.

Henry R. Wilson .

James Arbuckle .

John E. Latta . '

Joseph Wilson.

Thomas Kennedy.

Orson Douglass.

William Nevins.

Elias Harrison ,

Robert Cathcart, D.D.

Robert Kennedy

John M'Knight

Newcastle,

James Moore ,

Ambrose White .

Robert Wallace.

Robert Patterson .

Moses Reed.

Amos Slaymaker.

Robert Hunter.

Dr. John S. Martin .

William Kirkpatrick .

None.

None.

None.

Baltimore,

District of Columbia,

Carlisle,
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Huntinglon, James Woods. None.

Northumberland, Asa Dunham . None.

Redstone, None. None .

Ohio, Samuel Ralston, D. D. None.

Washington, Andrew Wylie. None.

Steubenville, Charles C. Beatty. None .

Erie, Timothy Alden . None.

Alleghany, Hezekiah May. None .

Hartford, Daniel W.Lathrop. None.

Grand River, Randolph Stone. None.

Portage, Joseph Meriam . None.

Huron , Stephen I. Bradstreet. None.

Winchester, None. None.

Lexington , Joseph Smith . None.

John Hendren .

Hanover, Isaac Paul. None.

Abingdon, None. None.

WestLexington ,
Robert Stewart. None.

Ebenezer, None. None.

Transylvania, Thomas Cleland, D. D. William Pauling

Muhlenburg, None. None.

Louisville,
None. None.

Salem , None. None.

Lancaster, James Culbertson . None .

Athens, None. None.

Chilicothe, Dyer Burgess. None,

Columbus, None. None,

Cincinnati, David Root. None.

Miami, William Gray. None.

Richland, Robert Lee. None.

Union , None. None.

West Tennessee, None. None.

Shiloh, None. None.

Mississippi, None. None.

Missouri, Salmon Giddings. None.

Orange, Eli W. Caruthers. None.

Fayetteville, Colin Mʻlver. None.

Concord, Daniel Gould . None.

Alabama, None. None .

Harmony, None. None.

Georgia, None. None,

Charleston Union , None. None .

South Carolina, John Rennie . Noné.

Hopewell, None. None.

Of the General Association of Connecticut, Rev. James Beach .

of the General Association ofNew Hampshire, Phinehas Cook.

Of the General Association of Massachusetts, Experience Porter.

Cyrus Mann .

Convention of Vermont, Rufus W. Baily.

The Rev. Francis Herron , D. D from the The minutes of the last Assembly were

Presbytery of Ohio, Rev. William Hill, read in part.

D. D. from the Presbytery of Winchester, Rev. Messrs. Wisner, Weed, and Ar

and Mr. James Kennedy, ruling elder buckle, Drs. Spring, Herron, and Cleland,

from the Presbytery of Oneida, appeared Rev. James Beach, Dr. Martin, Dr. Hayt,

in the Assembly without commissions; and Mr. Day , were appointed a Commit

but satisfactory testimony was given that tee of Bills and Overtures, to meet in this

they had been chosen Commissioners to church to -morrow morning at 6 o'clock,

this Assembly, and they were received as and afterwards on their own adjournments.

members, and took their seats accordingly . Drs . Blatchford , Ralston and Cathcart ,

The Assembly proceeded to elect a and Messrs. Alden , Strong, Kirkpatrick ,

Moderator and Temporary Clerk ; and Root, and Patterson, were appointed a

the Rev. Asbbel Green, D. D.was unani. Jieci Comirittee, Adjourned till 9

mously chosen Moderator, and the Rev. O'cock to -morrow morning. Concluded

John M‘Dowell, D. D, was chosen Tem. with prayer,

porary Clerk . May 21, 9 o'clock , f. M. the Assembly
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met, and was constituted by prayer. The Snodgrass, were appointed a committee

minutes of the last session were read . to make arrangements for the evening,

Rev. John Bascom , from the Presbytery and to designate persons to lead in the

of Cayuga ; Rev. Robert Steel, from the exercises.

Presbytery of Philadelphia ; Rev. Ezra The receiving of Synodical and Presby

King, from the PresbyteryofLong -Island ; terial reports was made the order of the

Rev. Jacob Brodhead, D. D. Delegate day for to-morrowmorning.
from the Reformed Dutch Church ; Mr. Messrs. Benjamin Strong and Winne,

Isaac Lewis, ruling elder from the Presby- were appointed a committee to receive an

tery of Rochester ; Rev. William William- account of the miles travelled by the

son and Mr. Thomas Vowell, ruling elder commissioners to the Assembly, and to

from the Presbytery of Winchester, ap- make an apportionment of the Commis

peared in the Assembly, and their com- sioners' Fund, agreeably to a standing rule

missions being read, they took their seats on the subject.

as members. Dr. Chester, Dr. Spring, Messrs. M'Iver,

Thereading of the minutesof the last Porter,and Cook, were appointed a com
Assembly wasresumed and finished . mittee to prepare a Narrative of the infor

Resolved, That Messrs. Niles, Gillet and mation to be received on the state of re

Dodge, be a committee to examine the ligion .

Records of the Synod of Gennessee. A report from the Rev. William Han .

That Messrs. Nathan Smith, M'Auley ford, the delegate appointed by the last

and Downer, be a committee to examine Assembly to attend the General Associa .

the Records of the Synod of Geneva. tion of Massachusetts, was received , and

That Messrs. King, Bruen and Halsey, being read, was committed to Messrs .

be a committee to examine the Records James Patterson and Comfort.

of the Synod of Albany. The committee appointed by the last

That Mr. Arbuckle, Dr. Ralston and Assembly to confer with a similar com

Mr. Pawling, be a committee to examine mittee, if such should be appointed by the

the Records of the Synod of New York. German Reformed Synod of North Ame

That Messrs. Wylie, Meriam and Winne, rica, reported, that they had conferred

be a committee to examine the Records with said committee, and their report

of the Synod of New Jersey. being read, the further consideration of

That Messrs. Rawson, Coe, and Corning, the subject was made the order of the

be a committee to examine the Records day for to-morrow morning.
of the Synod of Philadelphia. A petition from the Presbytery of Co

That Messrs. Lounsbury, Bergen and lumbia was overtured, requesting that

Joseph Wilson, be a committee to examine they be detached froin the Synod of

the Records of the Synod of Pittsburgh . Albany and connected with the Synod of

That Messrs. Condit, Azariah Clark and New York. The petition being read, it

Walter Mead, be a committee to examine wasmoved and seconded , that the petition

the Records of the Synod of Virginia. be granted. This motion was postponed,

That Messi's. Snodgrass, Castner, and and the following resolution, after con

Mills, be a committee to examine the Re. siderable discussion of the subject, was

cords of the Synod of North Carolina. adopted, viz .

That Messrs. Gray, Caruthers and Hun- Resolved, That it is inexpedient to de.

ter, be a committee to examine the Re- cide on this application at present. Ad

cords of the Synod of South Carolina and journed till 4 o'clock , P. M. Concluded

Georgia.

That Messrs. Joseph Wilson, Woods
and Reed, be a committee to examine the Four o'clock, P. M. the Assembly met,

Records of the Synod of Kentucky. and was constituted by prayer. The

That Messrs. Henry, James Patterson, minutes of the last session were read.

and Clayton , be a committee to examine Rev. Samuel Martin from the Presbyte.

the Records of the Synod of Ohio. ry of Newcastle, Rev. John Langdon from

That Messrs. Hart, Phillips, and Le the General Association of Connecticut,

Conte, be a committee to examine the Mr. Samuel L. Kennedy, ruling elder

Records of the Synod of Tennessee. from the Presbytery of New York , and

It was made the order of the day for Messrs. John N. Simpson and James

Monday next, to receive reports on the Moore, ruling elders from the Presbytery

state of religion . of New Brunswick, appeared in the As

Resolved ,that the General Assembly sembly, and their commissions being read ,

and such persons as may choose to unite they took their seats as members. Mr.

with them , will spend a part of next Thomas Kennedy, resigned his seat to
Wednesday evening in special prayer for Mr. Martin.

the outpouring of the Spirit on the The following overture was submitted

churches, and in other religious exercises; to the Assembly, viz. “ Have Licentiates

and Dr, Blatchford, Dr. Cathcart, and Mr. a right by the constitution of the church

with prayer.
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with prayer.

to solemnize marriage, where the laws of The Stated Clerk presented to the As
the state are silent on the subject?” sembly a few copies of the Minutes of the

After a considerable discussion of the General Synod of the Reformed Dutch

subject, the further consideration of it Church, intended to be distributed among

was indefinitely postponed. the Synods; and also one hundred copies

Dr. Janeway, whohad been appointed of the Minutes of the General Association

by the last Assembly to procure the bind- of Massachusetts. The clerks of the As

ing of copies of the second and third vo sembly were directed to distribute the

lumes of the printed Extracts, and Mis- aforesaid copies of Minutes.

sionary Sermons, reported, that not meet. Dr. Neill ,one of the Delegates appoint

ing with sufficient encouragement, he had ed by the last Assembly to attend the

not procured the binding of said books. General Synod ofthe Reformed Dutch
Dr. Janeway was again appointed and au- Church, reported that he had attended ;

thorized to procure the binding of the that the Synod did not think proper to

aforesaid books, with aview to sell them rescind the 7th article in the plan of cor

at a low price, and if there is a prospect respondence ; nevertheless, he gave it as

of aiding the Funds of the Assembly by his opinion, that the connexion ought to

the sale, in that case to have them bound, be maintained and cherished .

but if not, he is not required to procure Messrs. M'Neely and Putnam, obtained

the binding of them . Adjourned till leave of absence during the remaining

9 o'clock to -morrow morning. Concluded sessions of this Assembly, and Mr. Tim

low, till Monday morning.

May 22, 9 o'clock, A.M. the Assembly
The other order of the day for this

met, and was constituted by prayer. The
morning was postponed to take up an ap

minutes of the last sessionwere read . peal and complaint of Rev. Josiah B. An

Rev. Aaron W. Leland, D. D. and Rev. drews against a decision of the Synod of

Elipha White from the Charleston Union New Jersey affirming a decision of the

Presbytery appeared in the Assembly, and
Presbytery of Jersey, by which he was

their commissions being read, they took
admonished.

their seats as members. This appeal was reported to the As.

A reference from the Presbytery of sembly by the Judicial Committee, and

Cayuga was made the order of the day taken up, and all the documents on the

for Tuesday morning next.
subject being heard, the Assembly ad

A communication
from the Trustees of journedtill 9 o'clock, on Monday morning.

the Assembly , on the subject of Dr.
Concluded with prayer.

Wheelock's will , was received, and being May 24, 9 o'clock, A. M. the Assembly
read, was committed to Dr. Chester, Mr. met, and was constituted by prayer. The
Azariah Clark , and Mr. Robert Patterson . minutes of the last session were read .

It being the order of the day for this The Rev. William L. Maccalla , from

morning, the Synodical and Presbyterial the Presbytery of Ebenezer, Rev. Jona

reportswere received, and committed to
than Winchester, from the Presbytery of

Messrs. Green, Wood , and Hodge, to ex- Rochester. Rev. James Smylie fromthe

amine them , and read to the Assembly Presbytery of Mississippi, and Mr. Robert

those parts of them , which they may M‘Mullin,ruling elder from the Presbyte

think necessary to be read for the infor ryof Philadelphia, appeared in the Assem

mation of the Assembly, and also to pre- bly, and their commissions being read,

pare a statement to be transcribed into they took their seats as members.

the Compendious View. It being the order of the day, the As

It appearing, that from several Synods sembly proceeded to receive communica

and Presbyteries, no reports were receiv. tions on the state of religion ; after con

ed ; therefore, Resolved, that the Com- siderable progress had been made in re.

missioners from the delinquent Synods ceiving them , the Assembly adjourned till

and Presbyteries, write to the Stated 4 o'clock . Concluded with prayer.
Clerks of those bodies, to forward as soon

Four o'clock , P. M. the Assembly met,

as practicable to the Stated Clerk of the and was constituted by prayer. The mi

Assembly, regular statistical reports. nutes of the last session were read .

Resolved , also, That the commissioners Rev. Henry Ford, from the Presbytery

present from the delinquent bodies pre. of Bath , appeared in the Assembly, and

pare as accurate and full reports as they his commission being read , he took his

can, and put them into the hands of the seat as a member.

committee appointed on the subject. The receiving of communications on

Resolved, also, That the Stated Clerk the state of religion, was resumed and

be directed,and he hereby is directed, to finished .

write to delinquent Presbyteries not re- It was agreed that the concert of prayer

presented in this Assembly, and require appointed for Wednesday evening, be held

them to forward to him their reports at in this church.

the earliest period possible. The committee to which was referred
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1

the subject of transmitting the minutes of respondence before the German Reform

this Assembly, to the several Associations ed Synod at their next meeting, and when

in the Eastern States connected with this adopted by that body, the correspondence

body, made the following report, which shall be considered as established .

being read, wasadopted : viz.That there Ordered, that the Stated Clerk furnish

is a standing order on the subject in the the committee with an attested copy of

Assembly's Digest, page 308, embracing this minute.

all that, in their opinion, can be done on Mr. Hunt resigned his seat to Rev. John

the subject. F. Clark, the alternate mentioned in their

Theorder of the day for Saturday, commission, and Mr. Clark took his seat
which had been postponed ; viz . The con- as a member.

sideration of a report from the committee The business left unfinished on Satur

on a correspondence with the German day,was resumed, and after Mr. Andrews

Reformed Synod, was takenup, and after had been heard at considerable length in

a considerable discussion of the subject, defence of his appeal and complaint, the

the Assembly adjourned till 9 o'clock, Assembly adjourned till 4 o'clock, P. M.

to -morrow morning. Concluded with Concluded with prayer.

prayer.
Four o'clock, P. M. the Assembly met,

May 25, 9 o'clock, A. M. the Assembly and was constituted by prayer. The mi

met and was constituted by prayer. The nutes of the last session were read.

minutes of the last session were read .
Rev. Luther Humphrey, from the Pres.

Mr. James O. Morse, ruling elder, from bytery of Grand River, appeared in the

the Presbytery of Otsego, and Rev.Henry Assembly, and his commission being read,
White, from the Presbytery of Alabama, hetook his seat as a member.

appeared in the Assembly, and their com Mr. Latta resigned his seat to Mr.
missions being read, they took their seats Thomas Kennedy .
as members.

The hearing of the report of the Board
Mr. Steel resignedhis seat to the Rev. of Missions was postponed; and the un

Charles Hyde, the principalmentioned in finished business of the morning was re

their commission, and Mr. Hyde took his sumed . After the appellant had con

seat as a member.
cluded his defence, the Assembly ad

Resolved, that the Board of Missions journed till 9 o'clock ,to -morrow morning.

be requested to present thethanks of this concluded with prayer.

Assembly to Rev. Andrew Wylie, for the .

Missionary Sermon, which by the appoint- May 26, 9 o'clock, A. M. the Assembly

ment of the Board, he preached last met, and was constituted by prayer. The

evening minutes of the last session were read .

Thecommittee appointed to make ar- Rev. Isaac R. Barber, from the Presby .

rangements for the concert of prayer, re- tery of Harmony, appeared in the Assem

ported,and their report being read, was bly, and his commission being read ,' he

adopted. took his seat as a member.

Resolved, That the Board of Missions Mr. Weed resigned his seatto the Rev.

be heard at 4 o'clock , P. M. James V. Henry , Mr. Kirkpatrick resign

The consideration of the report on a ed his seat to Mr. HenryY. Slaymaker,

correspondence with the German Reform- and Mr. Henry and Mr. Slaymaker took

ed Synod, was resumed . their seats as members.

After mature deliberation , it was Re- Mr. Simpson obtained leave of absence

solved , That the General Assembly will from the remaining sessions of the As.

agree to an ecclesiastical correspondence, sembly.
with the German Reformed Synod of Ninety copies of the minutes of the

North America, on the following princi- General Association of Connecticut were

ples, viz. presented to the Assembly.

First, the churches are to remain sepa- The unfinished business of yesterday

rate, and independent. was resumed : viz . Mr. Andrews' appeal

Second, the German Reformed Synod, and complaint against a decision of the

and the General Assembly of the Presby- Synod ofNew Jersey inhis case ; and the

terian church, shall eachappoint one mi. commissionersfrom theSynod were heard

nister and one elder with an alternate of in defence of their decision, and Mr. An

each, or two ministers with their alter- drews was heard in reply. The parties

nates, as either may wish , to sit in these then withdrew from the house, and some

judicatories respectively , with the privi- progress was made in calling the roll,

legeofdeliberating on allsubjects,that agreeably to a constitutional rule onthe
may come before them . subject.

The Rev. Robert Cathcart, D.D. and At the request of the commissioners

Rev. Alexander Boyd were appointed a from the Presbytery of Cayuga, a resolu

committee to lay the above articles of cor- tion' was passed, granting leave to with

Vol. II .Ch. Adv. 2 T
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draw a reference made by said Presbytery hearing their sentiments on the subject.

to this Assembly, of a case which had Adjourned till 4 o'clock , P. M. Concluded

been referred tothat Presbytery by the with prayer.

session of Ithaca .

A motion was made to reconsider this Four o'clock , P. M. the Assembly met,

resolution, and was carried in the affirma. and was constituted by prayer. Themi

tive .
nutes of the last session were read.

Mr. Wisner obtained leave of absence The calling of the roll in the case of

during the remaining sessions of this As. Mr. Andrews, was resumed, and after

sembly, after this afternoon. Adjourned some progress had been made, the As
till 4 o'clock, P. M. Concludedwith sembly adjourned till9 o'clock to -morrow

morning. Concluded with prayer.
prayer.

( To be continued in our next.)

Four o'clock, P. M. the Assembly met,

and was constituted by prayer. The mi

nutes of the last session were read .

The Narrative of the State of Religion

was read, and after a number of amend .

ments, it was recommitted to the same
Extract of a letter from a gentleman for

committee, to be further amended, and to
merly of Philadelphia, now of London

be read as a part of the religious exercises and a Director of the British and Fo.

assigned for thisevening:

The calling of the roll, that the mem
reign Bible Society, to his friend in this

city.
bers might have an opportunityto express

theiropinions on the appeal and complaint “ I rejoice with you, that the prospect

of Mr. Andrews, was resumed, and a for completely establishing the Mariners'

considerable number expressed their opi- Church is so favourable, and trust the Di.
nions. vine blessing will still more abundantly

Dr.Hayt and Mr. Joseph Wilson, ob- prosper the labours of good Mr. Eastburn,

tained leave of absence during the re- whose occasional exercises I still call to

maining sessions of this Assembly. remembrance with very pleasing emo.

An election for delegates to the several tions. Of Mr. Gaw Ihave also an agree

Ecclesiastical Bodies connected with this able recollection, and much regret that

Assembly, was made the order of theday he has been removed from the society

for Friday afternoon . Adjourned till 9 his Christian friends in so lamentable a

o'clock to -morrow morning. Concluded At the annual meeting of the

with prayer. Merchant Seamen's Bible Society held

last week, many striking instances were

May 27, 9 o'clock, A. M. the Assembly stated of the manifest improvement of

met and was constituted by prayer. The mariners, since the various means have

minutes of the last session were read . been adopted for their moral and religious

Mr. Moore, of the Presbytery of New instruction of late years. In one instance,

Brunswick, resigned his seat to Mr. a body of 23 seamen from on board a ship

Samuel Bayard , the principal mentioned of war, which arrived at Spithead on Sa.

in their commission ; Mr. Conkling re- turday evening, presented themselves the

signed his seat to Rev. Jebiel Talmadge, next morning at church, and united with

his alternate ; and Mr. M‘Neelyresigned their fellow Christians in celebrating the

his seat to Mr. Caleb S. Green, his alter. ordinance of the Lord's supper.

nate ; Mr. Henry R. Wilson resigned his “ The annual meeting of theBritish and

seat to Rev. Thomas G.M'Innes, the al- Foreign Bible Society was held on the 5th

ternate mentioned in their commission; inst. and a most impressivetone was given

and Messrs. Bayard, Talmadge, Green, to it, in an early stage of the proceedings,

and MʻInnes, took their seats as members. by a speech of the Earl of Roder, an Irish

Messrs. Bascom , Walter, and Mead, nobleman of distinguished piety and ac,

obtained leave of absence during the re- tive philanthropy for some years past,and

maining sessions of this Assembly, and who formerly shone with great distinction

Dr. Martin after the session of this morn- at court. In seconding the Earl of Har

ing. rowby's motion, that the Report be re

The reference from the Presbytery of ceived and printed ,' he observed, amongst

Cayuga, was referred to the next General other points— That this Society has al.

Assembly ready, under the Divine blessing , effected

The consideration of the appeal and 'much good - is continuing to do great

complaint of Mr. Andrews wasresumed, good — and will still do more extensive

and some progress was made in calling good — I cannot for a moment doubt- It

the members in the order of the roll, and is a fact, the truth of which I can vouch

manner.
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for. I knowan individual well, whose life wrath of man shall be made to praise

was devoted to pursuits of folly eid va- God.”

nity, who was immersed in scenes of fa

shionable amusement and pleasure, and

whose chief object was togain the ap

plause and admiration of the world. He

entered the room where the Bible Society
Union, Osage Nation, March 29, 1824.

was held in Dublin, from motives of curi. Rev. and Dear Sir ,-In Feb. 1823, I ad .

osity. Ashamed of being where he was, dressed, in behalf of the mission, a letter

he sought the most retired corner : he to the Female Union Society of your city,

heard opinions and sentiments to which in answer to two communications of theirs,

he was a perfect stranger, and was led to dated Dec. 1821, and June, 1822. Asno

argue with himself, surely if these things answer has been received, and as mine

are true, then am I wrong. He determined may have miscarried, I have thought it

not to rest his faith on the hearsay of suitable to address you, my dear sir, giving

others, but to read for himself. A good notice of those facts, and opening to you

man who addressed the assembly told the present state of the mission - which I

them , that all their reading and hearing would thank you to lay before those be

would be in vain, unless the Spirit of God nevolent ladies, for their perusal ; at the

accompanied that reading to make it ef- same timerequesting the favour of an an.

fectual to the heart . That evening this swer to this, by your own hand . This is

individual went home and engaged in not designed to supersede a continued

earnest prayer for the teaching of that correspondence with those ladies, if they

Holy Spirit whose work it was to lead will do us the pleasure to write by their

him aright. I need only tell you what the corresponding secretary, or in some other

result was. He found himselfa condemned way. By Mr. Requa, who passed through

sinner, and was enabled to embrace the Philadelphia, and returned to us last No.

Saviour. He has been since called to vember ,we were advised of the expecta

suffer much, and to experience some of tions of your good missionary people of

the greatest trials to which flesh and hearing from us more frequently ; and in

blood are exposed ; but amidst all, he has deed, when I remember the hospitality of

enjoyed tranquillityandpeace: and now yourchurches towards us on our journeyi,

considers it his high privilege, to stand and their liberal views towards the cause,

before this society,and to make this pub- my conscience tells me it oughtto have

lick avowal of his sense of obligation to been done. On the other hand, I find an

the praise and glory of God . The deep apology, which at least satisfies my own

and earnest manner in which this affect. mind,in the comparatively limited suc

ing speech was delivered, could only be cess that has attended our undertaking.

equalled by the solemn attention with How cheerfully does the pen move, when

which it was heard, and the melting ef. called to relate a revival in the churches,

fect it produced : and I do trust that im- or a reformation among the heathen . But

pressions were made by it, which , under I well recollect the views ofmany, that if

the blessing of God, will never be effaced . we should only lay the foundation or pave

Dr. Morrison from China, Dr. Parsons, the way, for future labourers to enter in

senior chaplain from Bengal, Bishop and reap the harvest, it would be doing

Chase from Ohio, Vice Admiral Verheuil, much , and also that there are not a few

Vice President of the Paris Bible Society, who take pleasure in the stones of the

were present ; the latter no longer (as he rising edifice, and favour the dust thereof.

did formerly , unfurling a hostile flag, but Inour secular business, we have pro

sitting with the English admiral, Lord ceeded so far as to put into operation an

Gambier, under the banner ofthe Prince excellent mill, moved by the weight of

of Peace, and uniting to extend the victo. oxen . This, though it has been expen

ries of the cross. 0, delightful change ! sive, will be of immense advantage to the

Surely thisis the best practical comment mission, in saving labour and in providing

on the work of the Bible Societies. I am bread. It has occupied much of our time

happy to say our funds keep up, having the past year, and we have made but

exceeded the previous year about 6001. small addition to thebuildings prepared

Total distribution 3,442,000 copies - Van the first two years. Yet we have built a

Ess nearly halfa million copies of the New Spring house of stone, which is of great

Testament. In Constantinople 1500 con use, and reared the frame ofa large barn ;

pies have been sold, for about 1961. ster. have also made a quantity of brick. The

ling . funds of the society at New York are in

* The persecution and death in prison such a depressed state at present, as to

of Mr. Smith , Missionary at Demerara, lead us to suspend the further building of

has deeply affected the friends of Mis- permanent dwellings. - Notwithstanding
sions . But there is reason to be thankful we aim to lay before them the probable

that the cause hasnot suffered -- and the expense, which will be greatly diminish:
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ed by means of our mills, and to state the step, and be gratified to hear that it has,
propriety of proceeding as soon as the thus far, exceeded our expectations.

Indian difficulties now existing , are set- Although it does not fall to us to send

tled. In addition to the Cherokee war, abroad cheering noticesof heathen con

which closed eighteen months ago, be verted, or a nation reformed ; yet we

sides minor troubles, we have lately been have very much to encourage us — and it

perplexed in consequence of an attack of is our happiness, that we are enabled to

the Osages upon the whites, in which five persevere in the work. And may all the

of the latter were killed . At first some friends of the heathen persevere. We

alarm was spread through our establish- ask that they may go forward with in

ment, and several labourers went off, fear- creasing liberality and zeal for Christ's

ing the Indians were about to become sake ; that in the work of saving the hea

hostile; but they were never more friend then they may not lie down insorrow

ly than since that affair, and we are in may go on with power and glory, and

strong hopes that it will be settled with that His kingdom may come.

out a rupture. It proved to be the wan- I am , dear Brother, yours, most cor

ton act of individuals . What will be the dially,
WILLIAM F. VAILL .

event, is known only to Him who rules in
Rev. Dr. E. S. ELY,

righteousness. The school does not in.

crease rapidly, yet its increase and pros

perity has not been interrupted by the

late disturbances . Besides two or three It is with no ordinary pleasure that

infants too young for school - out of fif we find ourselves authorized to an

teen hundred that ought to be in school,

we have only fifteen scholars. But these
nounce to the friends of the Theolo

are doingwell . Their progressis good. gical Seminary at Princeton, N. J.

About half read in the Testament; and that the professorship which the Sy

others in easy lessons. We should be nod of Philadelphia engaged to found,
glad to send two or three of the most is likely soon to be completely en

in Cornwall, Conn. it funds could be dowed . The endowment is twenty

raised . The board have the subject un five thousand dollars ; and of this

der consideration. One great impedi- amounteighteen thousand dollars are

ment to the increase of the school at already secured. Of this lattersum,

Union ,appears to be the backwardness of the Presbyterians of Philadelphia
the chiefs.

have contributed thirteen thousand
It may be pleasing to hear that to the

poor Osages the gospel is preached . Our dollars; the mostof it within the last

interpreter has so far improvedin the fortnight. The Presbyterians of Bal

knowledge of the English language, as to timore, within the same time, have

render the attempt practicable. Besides contributed four thousand five hun

this, the brethren, whose duty it is to dred dollars. The remaining seven

study the language,have made good pro- thousanddollars , there is every rea

gress, and brother Montgomery, of Har

inony mission, who has been with us since son to believe, will be secured before

last October, giving his undivided atten- the end of the year. If the other

tion tothe language, made his first effort, synods that have engaged to found

Sabbath before last. He first wroteand professorships shall act with equal
translated his sermons, and then read

them to the people. In the same manner spirit and liberality, as we hopethey
he prepared a prayer, which he also read. will, we shall expect that the direc

Brother Chapman, since last fall, has been tors of the seminary will be able to

necessarily occupied in forming a settle. report to the nextGeneralAssembly,
ment of Indians. Four families have al. that their theological institution has

ready come forward, and themen labour all its professorships established on
diligently in making fields, and building
houses. Wehave sanguine hopes of its permanentfunds. In the mean time,

success,and have consequently named it however, it should be remembered ,

Hopefield. It is situated four miles north that a considerable sum must be

ofUnion, on the other side ofGrand river, raised by congregational collections,
in a rich bottom , immediately on the to defray the current expenses of the
bank . The advantages of living in such

asettlement, besides instructing the peo. year. We hope that these collections

ple in agriculture and industry, will be will be liberal ; and if they are, there

greatingaining the language and preach is a flattering prospectthat theywill
ing the gospel. We have no doubt that be the last which will be needed for

the friends of missionswill rejoice in this the support of the professors.
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$31 46

.

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly ofthe Presbyterian Church ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sumsfor their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton , N.J. during the month of June last, viz .

Of Samuel Bayard, Esq. Princeton , for the Contingent Fund

Of Rev. William Williamson, Middleburgh, Winchester Presbytery , for do. 7 00

Of Benjamin Strong, Esq. $6.30, Rev. Mr. Bruen, $6.30, and of Dr. J. S.

Martin , $11.20, they gave their mileage to this fund
23 80

Of Mr. R. S. Young, per Robert Ralston , Esq. from Brown's Meeting House,
27 25

Of Rev. Dr. SamuelMiller,from Concord and Bethphage, N. C. for do. 35 00

Amount received for the Contingent Fund $124 51

Of Mr. John M‘Mullin, his fifth instalment in full of his subscription for the

Permanent Fund 10 00

Of Mr. James Stuart, his three last instalments in full of his do. for do 30 00

Of Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell, collected by him in First Church, Newark ,

65 00

Of Alexander Henry,Esq.in part ofhisnew subscription of $ 1600 for the
Philadelphia Synod's Professorship 1000 00

OfRev. Samuel S. Davis, new subscriptions obtained by him in Baltimore for

do. viz . Alexander Fridge, Esq. $500, William Morris, Esq. $100, and
cash $50 650 00

Of do.per Alexander Henry, Esq. fordo. viz. Samuel Richards, Esq. $ 200,

George Morris, Esq. $ 100, and Mr.Thomas Sparks, $ 25
325 00

Of Rev. Dr. WilliamNeill, his third instalment on Dr.Green's paper, and

appropriated by himto the same Professorship
10 00

Of Rev.Colin M'Iver, from the Presbytery of Fayetteville, for the Southern

Professorship 269 67

Of Augustus Moore, per Rev. Samuel S. Davis, the second and third instal

ments of the Presbyterian Church of Augusta, Georgia , for do. 100 00

Of Rev. Samuel S. Davis, for do.
160 00

Of do. for the Augusta Female Scholarship
530 00

Of Rev. W. J. Armstrong, for Scholarship, Senior Class of 1819
50 00

Of John Shaw, Esq. for the Harmony Scholarship, by ladies of Camden and

Salem, S. C. 72 00

Of Mrs. Mary Manning, secretary of the Female Cent Society, of Wood

bridge, onaccount of Rev. W. B. Barton's subscription to the Scholarship

of Senior Class of 1820 18 00

of Thomas H. Mills, Esq. six months' interest in advance, for Woodhull Scho

larship 37 50

Total $3391 68

View of Publick Affairs.

merce .

EUROPE.

Great Britain .-- The last advices which we have seen from Britain, are of the date

of the 23d of May. At that time parliament was sitting and occupied with a va

riety of important national concerns -- the affairs of Ireland, the corn laws, the state

of slavery in the West Indies, and the modification or repeal of laws restricting com

It appears that the Directors of the London Missionary Society had brought

the whole affair of their martyred missionary of Demerara, the Rev. John Smith, be.

fore parliament. The measures taken in consequence of the memorial presented by

the society, we have not yet learned. It is to be hoped that the British nation will

manifest its abhorrence of this abominable deed, and of all similar enormities. The

spirit of the nation we believe is decidedly hostile to slavery in all its forms: nor dowe

see any reason tosuspect that the ministry are really favourable to it, although we fear

they are disposed to screen unduly the agents of government, in the colonies where
slaves abound.

The birth day of king George the Fourth was celebrated on the 20th of May, in a
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style of unparalleled splendour. The expense, publick and private, of this pageant,

amounted probably to a much larger sum than would be formed by all the salaries of

all the presidents of the United States, that have hitherto been paid. A considerable

portion of itwent no doubt from the richto the comparatively poor; butit may still be

asked, if this is the best way of contributing to the relief ofthe poor. Wethink not;

although we admit that in the present instance the contribution would not have been

made,but for the occurrence of the royal birth day. For ourselves, we rejoice that we

live in a country in which there is not that monstrous inequality of property which

exists in the old countries of Europe, and which has been, and will get be, the source

of convulsions and miseries of the most appalling kind. We know that our republican

notions on this subject are despised by the advocates and admirersof royal pomp and

power. Still we retain them tenaciously, and are persuaded that they are notions not
less Christian than they are republican.

The British and Foreign Bible Society held its annual meeting on the 5th of May,

and its funds and operations, it appears, are still increasing. The speech of Lord

Roder,a part of which may be found in another page , might well produce the effect

which it did. It exhibits one of the most interesting facts that can be presented to a
pious mind.

France .-- All, for the present, appears to be quiet in France . Public credit is repre

sented as greatly advanced. Absolute rule is triumphant, and the people appear to

be desirous to have it so. A corps of the French army which had left Spain, is said to

be marching back again ; and it appears that a negotiation has taken place between

the courts of Paris and Madrid , relative to the support of this army and the period of

its continuance in Spain. Our friend and benefactorLA FAYETTE,has now nothing to

detainhim in France, but many inducements to make him willing to leave it. We

accordingly hear that he is soon expected to arrivein this country ,where he will be

received ,as he ought to be, with every demonstration of respect and affection . But

we wish that this reception may be in the style of republicanism, and not in that of

royalty -- and we confidentlybelieve that such a reception would be most agreeable to
the illustrious visiter himself.

Spain . - Violence and disorder still prevail in this miserable and degraded kingdom .

The monarch, urged by necessity , we fear, rather than prompted by inclination, has

published an amnesty, accompanied by a proclamation, in which he calls upon his sub

jects to follow hisexample, and sacrifice their personal resentments and private wishes

to the publick welfare. Yet this very amnesty excepts from pardon four descriptions
ofpersons, whose influence and connexions mustbe so extensive as to render theroyal

offer of pardon in a great measure nugatory . But we are surprised atnofollyor in

fatuation which proceeds fromthis source. About the end ofApril last, the king issued

a very severe decree against the introduction or circulation offoreign books in Spain

-Tyranny and superstition can be supported only by ignorance. As the consummation

of folly, Ferdinand, in his recent proclamations, speaks confidently and repeatedly of

the reunion with Spain of the revolted American colonies.

Portugal. There has lately been a very serious attempt at Lisbon to set aside the

authority of the present reigning monarch. The precise objects of the plot are not in

deed clearly ascertained. The queen, however, and her son Don Miguel, the com

mander in chief of the army, were at the head of it. Private letters state, that the

deposition of the king and the nomination of Don Miguel as regent was contemplated.

However this might be, Don Miguel addressed a specious proclamation to the army;

the professed object of which was to inflame the passions of the officers and soldiers

against the freemasons, who, he affirmed , were thecause that the royal vengeance had

not operated more speedily and effectually on the former constitutional delinquents.

This proclamation had a temporary effect. The army seconded, to a certain extent,

theviews of their commander, and it is stated that theking himself was a close prison

er for six -and -thirty hours. In these circumstances all the foreign ministers inter

posed ; and whether Don Miguel was influenced by their representations, or by finding

that the army would not stand by him , if he should attempt to carry his plan into full

execution -- we suspect thelatter motive was the prevalent one he in fact yielded.

The king was restored to his prerogatives, and in his turn issued a proclamation, in

which he entirely excuses the rebellious acts of his son, representing that the urgency

of circumstances did not afford time for him to consult his father. But while the

principals of the plot were permitted entirely to escape, their tools and assistants of

everydescriptionwere, it appears, proscribed and punished with the utmost severity.

Thelast account states that “ the royal rebel had retired to the country, and that Lord

Beresford and theBritish minister continued to enjoy the confidence of his MostFaith

ful Majesty .” Such is the wretched state of publickaffairs in Portugal. - What will be

臺
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the end of these things time only can disclose . Yet in the midst of all this turmoil

andconfusion,the hope it appears is strongly cherished, of recalling the revolted Bra

zils to their allegiance to the mother country. It is even said that there is an under

standing among the parties to the Holy Alliance, that the Brazils are tobe made the

place of general rendezvous, to which troops are to be sent with a view to subject all

the revolted provinces of Southern America to their former lords andmasters. This

we have little doubt is wished for ; but we think it will not be attempted, unless Britain

can be gained to wink at the measure, which we hope will be found impracticable.

Ronie . - It appears thatthe Pope has recognised the independence of the republick

of Colombia. What will his dutiful son , Ferdinand of Spain, think of this ?

Austria, Russia, and Prussia . - During the month past we have perceived nothing

new in the publick papers, relative to these three greatpowers, except a short article,

stating that in Paris papers of the 17th of May, it is said that there would be a meet

ing of the allied sovereigns this summer at Carlsbad. In the present posture of the

political affairs of Europe, these meetings bode nothingfavourable to the peace of

nations, or to the interests of rational freedom . We most of all, at present, fear for the

magnanimous Greeks.

Greece .- We hear of nothing unfavourable to the struggle for liberty in Greece, un
less it be the death of Lord Byron - whose heart it is said the Greeks retain, while the

rest of his mortal remains are be to Britain . Unhappy Byron ! yes, though a

lord, a poet, and a Grecian patriot, thrice unhappy ! We cannot even think it a loss

to Greece, that aman of such a character should cease to be numbered among its de

fenders. We feel constrained to say this, although we could weep at the news of this

man's death , and wish that he and his writings and acts could be buried in eternal
oblivion.

AFRICA .

It
appears that letters have lately been received by the American Colonization So

ciety from their settlement at Montserado, giving a very favourable account of that

settlement. It is stated that “ the ship Cyrus, which sailed from Petersburgh with

upwards of a hundred settlers, had arrived in safety ; and though some of the emi

grants who sailed in her had suffered from sickness, only three children and one wo

man had died - all the others were considered out danger. Not a word is said of

any apprehensions from the native tribes." The last report of the Colonization So

ciety is one of much interest. - It is widely diffused, and werecommend it to the care

ful and candid perusal of our readers. The last accounts from England give reason

to hope that the Ashantee negroes, on the Westcoast of Africa, have not been so

successful as was representedin our miscellany for last month . - Military stores and

provisions were about to be sent from Britain. On theBarbary coast, Algiers is closely

blockaded by a British squadron, under the command of Sir H.B. Neale; and yet it

seems that a part of the Algerine fleet had found the means of getting to sea, and

had arrived at Alexandria, searching for British merchantmen. Our consul at Algiers,

Mr. Shaler, in a letter to a friend, is said to give it as his opinion, thatat Algiers, “ the

prospect at present is, that there will be anaffair more serious than that of Lord Ex

mouth .” The Pacha of Egypt, it would seem, had actually engagedto assist the Ot

toman Porte against the Greeks - We say that this would seem to be the fact ; for

after every appearance, and preparation , and assurance, we have our own suspicions

that the whole was afeint. But whether the Pacha reallyintended assistance or not,

his military preparations have nearly all been destroyed, by a dreadful fire at Grand

Cairo, in which provisions, arms, and all warlike stores, to a wonderful amount, have

been consumed . Thus is the Grand Signior deprived of his chief reliance for the

next campaign . Who does not see in this event, the remarkable intervention of

Providence, in favour of the suffering, injured , and courageous Greeks! It is stated

that by the explosion of the military magazines, during the conflagration, 4600 of the

inhabitants ofCairo lost their lives. The fire commenced in the palace of Mahomet,

on the 29th of March .

AMERICA.

Island of Hayti. — The chief magistrate of the republick of Hayti has sent an agent

to the United States, with advantageous offers to our coloured population, of a settle

ment in that island. Much attention has been attracted tothissubject duringthe past

month. An association has been formed in the city of New York, favourable to the

views of President Boyer; and this it appears has not been well received by someof
the friends to the American Colonization Society, who wish to promote the settle

ment of our coloured people in Africa. Butwhy should these designs be thought to

militate with each other ? Is it not desirable that the emigrants should have some
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option as to the place where they may settle ? In our view , the principal objection, to

a settlement in Hayti, is the want there of a sufficiently liberal system in regard to

religion . No realChristian can hold what he believes to be fundamental religious

truth, without endeavouring to propagate it . He is bound to propagate it as much

as he properly can --- always by argument, and persuasion , and example ; never by

violence nor by artifice .

Mexico.-- New trouble, we fear, is preparing for Mexico. ITURBIDE, who not long

since was despoiled of his imperial crown, expelled from the country, and was deem

ed fortunate to have escaped with his life, isnow on his return - if he has not already

arrived in the country . Afew months since he went to Britain with his whole family.

There, it appears, he has left six of his children ; and with his two youngest and bis
wife has sailed for Mexico. This he certainly would not have done, unless he is be

side himself, without a very flattering prospect of a safe and cordial reception. Such

a receptionit is rumoured he is likely to receive ; and from his goingto England,

leaving his children there and taking ship from thence, it is very probable thathe is

countenanced and supported by English influence. We are tired of conjectures

about what is to comenext in these regions Weleave it to be disclosed by time.

Colombia. - Great rejoicings have taken place in Colombiain consequence of the

Pope's recognition of the independence of this republick . Possibly this act of the

Pope may have some influence in Spain and Portugal; but we think nowhere else.

The time is past, we hope forever, when papal acts will terrify princes,or be regarded

in state affairs ; otherwise we could have no objection, that he should frighten the

imbecile monarchs of Spain and Portugal out of a war with our southern neighbours.

Centre of America . - Wesome time since mentioned a republick, newly formed,

which had taken this appellation . It consists of six provinces - Nicaragua, Honduras,

San Salvador, Costa Rica, Guatimala, and Queseltinango. Three citizensare at the head

of the provisional government, who preside in rotation, each a month at a time. It is

said that a government is eventually to be formed similar to our own . In the mean

time an ambassador from this republick has arrived among us, who, it is affirmed , bas

brought out a plan of a canal, which, in an extent of not more than five or six leagues,
will unite the Atlantick to the Pacifick Ocean .

The Brazils .-- The new constitution of Brazil was sworn to at Rio Janeiro on the

20th of March, by the emperor andthe headsof the governmental departments. The

Charge des affaires of the emperorin the United States, has been required to take the

same oath before a magistrate in this country ; and to require it to be taken by all the
Brazilians amongus. We do not, for ourselves, believe in the necessity or utility of

all these oaths — they do not insure fidelity, and they multiply perjuries without end.

Lima and Callao - Have been surrendered to the Spanish royalists; or rather have

been put into their possession by two regimentsof discontented troops, that had been

entrusted with their defence. These troops had been clamorous for their arrears of

pay,andnot receiving it, they sent a proposition to the royal general, Canterac, to

surrender the forts,on condition that he would pay what their countrymen - probably

from absolute inability -- had neglected to pay. During our revolutionary war the sol.

diers of the Pennsylvania line revolted , because they could not obtain their pay . But

so far were they from making propositions that they took up and deli

vered over to GeneralWayne two spies, who had beensent to them for the express

purpose of offering them pay and other emoluments, if they would join the Bri

tish . Here is the difference between our revolution and that in South America. We

were true to ourselves, and to the cause of liberty ; they are split into parties, unac

quainted with the nature of real liberty, and many --we fear the most of them

wretchedly destitute of principle. Yet we have confidence that the conflict will end

well atlast. Bolivar, at the last dates; was at Truxillo, with about six or seven thou

sand men. The royal forces were estimated at nine thousand.

United States.-- Peace and plenty, civil and religious liberty, health and the pro

spect, generally, of an abundant harvest, distinguish our happy country . - Our state is

told in a single sentence ; but how many of the nations of the earth would rejoice if

this sentence could with truth be written for them . The goodness of God abounds to

us ; 0 ! that our gratitude may abound unto Him, “ who giveth us all things richly to

enjoy."

the enemy,

ERRATUM . - In our last No., p. 259, line 25 from bottom , dele among .
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Aleim , have lately affected to look down

on the opinions of their opponents as the

tenets only of ignorance or weakness.

Yet Bishop HORSLEY, whose erudition

Without any recapitulation of and intellectual vigourhewho questions
what was said in the last lecture, on will only implicate his own, is among those

the Trinity of persons in the Unity head is clearly intimated in this word. In
who maintain that a plurality in the God .

of the Godhead, I proceed immedi- " A Critical Disquisition on the Etymology

ately to show and Import of the Divine Names, Eloah,

II. That there are number of Elohim , El, Jehovah, and Jah," he says ,

“ that whatever may be the etymology ofpassages of scripture which plainly
these two words ( Eloah and Elohim

represent, sometimes a plurality, written without points Alue and Aleim ) and

and sometimes a Trinity of per- whateverthe true interpretation of either,

sons, in the one, only, living and it cannot be, without somereason, it can
true God. not be, as some have pretended from the

Here, as in the former lecture, I
mere capriceof languagethat the plural

word is much oftener used in the scrip

can by no means introduce all the tures as a nameofGod , than the singular.

passages that bear on the point in That the plural word is used with the de

discussion, but only select a few , signof intimating a plurality in the God

out of a considerable number. And head, in some respect or other, it is strange

I shall begin with remarking - not. served that it is used in places, in which,
that any one should doubt, who has ob

withstanding the sneers with which if there be intruth no plurality in the

I know the remark has been treated Godhead, the inspired writersmust have

that one of the names of the true been determined , by the principles of

God , dinh (ALEIM, or Elohim) their religion, studiously to avoid the use

which is very frequentlyused in lars at command . The plural is used in
of a plural; especially as they had singu .

the Old Testament, is in the plural that veryprecept, which prohibits the

number. Some of the best and most worship of any God but one. ' I Jehovah

erudite biblical and oriental scho- am thy Gods, that brought thee out of the

lars, have been clearly of the opi land of Egypt, out ofthe house of bond

nion, that the frequent use of this age.!.. Be not untothee, other Godsbe.
side me ; ' and in every subsequent part of

term, to denote the true God, does the decalogue, where God is mentioned,

intimate, and was intended to inti- . the plural word is introduced. In these
mate, that there is a plurality in the cond commandment,For I Jehovah am
Godhead .* It is, no doubt,true, thyGods,',In the third,“ Take not the

name of Jehovah thy Gods in vain . In the

fourth , ' the Sabbath of Jehovah thy Gods.'

* Those who deny that any plurality of In the fifth, The land which Jehovah

persons is intimated in the Hebrew word thy Gods is giving thee .' Whoever will
Vol. II.Ch . Adv. 2 U
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the false gods of the heathen. But are several other passages of the Old

this very circumstance, taken in Testament, to which similar re
connexion with the manner in which marks might be applied .

it is sometimes applied to Jehovah, This word Aleim is in the origi

the God of Israel , seems to me to nal , the third word in the Bible.

strengthen, and not to weaken our Our translation is " In the begin

argument. Thus Hosea, xiji . 4., lite- ning God created the heavens and

rally rendered , is thus— " I am Je- the earth .” Now we have seen , in

hovah thy Aleim, from the land of the last lecture, that creation is at

Egypt; and thou shalt know no Ale- tributed both to the Son and Spirit :
im but ine ; for there is no Saviour and the selection of this word seems

beside me.” Here you observe that to be made with striking propriety,

Jehovah and Aleim , as is frequently to intimate that the several persons

the case, are joined together. Je- in the Godhead, were concerned in

hovah denotes the one incommuni- this great work of creation. Scott,
cable essence, and Aleiin, we say, in bis commentary, has fully and

denotes a personal plurality. Then distinctly expressed my own views

the sense of the quoted passage --and of this subject. He says— " It is
it surely goes powerfully to the pro- well known that the original word

phet's purpose - will be this. “ I am commonly translated God, is plural ,

Jehovah the one true God , thy Ale- in a language which has three num

im -- subsisting in a plurality of bers; and that when thus used , it
persons, who brought thee out of is joined to singular verbs *****

Egypt; and thou shalt have no Ale . This grammatical anomaly, at the

im but me ;-thou shalt have no very opening of the scriptures,

other object of worship , and no seems to give us some intimation,

plurality in the object of thy wor- concerning that mystery which is

ship, but that plurality which exists afterwards more fully revealed,

in my undivided essence ; for there namely, the Plurality in the Unity
is no Saviour beside me." There of the Godhead . It would indeed

be improper to rest such a doctrine,

suppose, that this plural appellationof upon these intimations; yet this
: God,thus constantly used in thelanguage should not be rejected as a mere

of the law, which of all language should
be the most precise and accurate,-thus verbal criticism .?

used in laws asserting and upholding the
But beside what is intimated in

single deity of the God of Israel - has no the plural form of the Hebrew

reference to the plurality of personsin word, which our translators have
| the Godhead, should be able to demon

strate some other pluralityin the God- commonly rendered God,-as they

head, to which the expression may refer." have almost uniformly rendered Je

Again: after showing the absurdity of the hovah Lord, there

supposition of certain writers, Christian passages in which the Deity speaks

and Jewish,“ that this pluralword is used explicitly of himself in the plural

for honour's sake,” Horsley remarks . form . Thus Gen. iii. 22. The
“ We have, however, the admission of this

learned Jewish grammarian (Aben Ezra), Lord God said”-in the original

that deep mystery is involved in theplural “Jehovah Aleim said-Behold the

form ofthe divinenameElohim . What mys- man is become as one of us, to know

terythatmay be, but some plurality in the good and evil. ” “ The expression
Godhead, it is not easy to divine, One

cannot but suspect, that it is to avoid a become as one of us (says Scott) em.

confession of theChristian doctrines, that phatically denotes the plurality of

he pretends tohelp us overthe difficulty, persons in the Deity.” ' To which

by alleging a plurality,notinGod,but in I add, that byconsidering the terms
external things. But we have a right to Jehovah and Aleim in the manner

challenge those whofollow him in this ad already noticed, we may seea pe.

Godhimself, than that of the persons, to culiar propriety and strength in the

which the word may allude." expression : For then it will read

are several

6
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as if it had been said— The One Lord (i . e. Jehovah ) were the hea

eternal God-subsisting in a plura- vens made, and all the hosts of
lity of persons ---said ,behold the man them, by the breath (i.e. the Spirit)
is become as one of us." The same of his mouth ." Here again are

form of expression is used when three persons co -operating to one
man was created : « God said ”-in effect ; the Word, which is Christ;

the original— “ The Aleim said , the Lord, another person, who can

let us make man in our own image. ” only be the Father ; and the Spirit,

In like manner, at the confusion of a third person . Again— The

tongues at Babel , Gen. xi. 7., it is Spirit of the Lord God is upon me,

said, “ Go to, let us go down, and because the Lord hath anointed
confound their languages." me,” &c. The speaker here is the

Thus, then, we see that in the ANOINTED ONE, or Christ ; who,

Old Testament, and in the very when he appeared in the flesh, ap

first book of it, there is a clear in- plied this very text to himself : And

dication , both of unity and plurality the other persons are styled the

in the Godhead. Weshall now see, Spirit and the Lord : And thatthis

that in the same part of the sacred Lord or Jehovah denotes the Fa

volume, there are sufficient indica- ther, is also collected from two pas

tions of the nature and extent of sages in the NewTestament. Acts

this plurality : For it is one thing iv. 27.and x . 8. Again, Isaiah vi . 3.

to know that there are distinctions, “ And one cried unto another and

and another to know what is the said , Holy, holy,holy, is the Lord of

number of those distinctions. There hosts.” The very Rabbins before

are several remarkable passages in Christ could assert thatby this Tri

the Old Testament, which we be- sagion, or thrice Holy, were to be

lieve show, with sufficient clear- understood the three persons, or

ness, the truth of what our cate- Saphiroth, in Jehovah . It is not an

chism asserts, that “ there are three idle repetition, or ascription of holi

Persons in the Godhead.” Isaiah ness ; but a celebration of the pro

xlviii . 16. “ And now, the Lord per holiness and divinity of the

God, and his Spirit, bath sent me.” three hypostases in the Lord of

On this, and several similar pas- hosts. Nor, as St. Jerom justly ob
sages , the author of that pious and serves, is the frequent declaration

learned work entitled Horæ Soli- of “ I am the God of Abraham , and

tariæ , remarks— " Here are three the God of Isaac , and the God of

distinct persons, engaged in one Jacob, ” without its meaning ; but

work and declaration. The person the three -fold repetition intimates
speaking by the prophet, is the per- the Trinity ; and the reiteration of

son sent; and styles himself, just the same name----Alehim - denotes

before, The First and Last. In a the unity of substance .”. By com

preceding chapter this First and paring these , and many other texts,

Last, is called Jehovah the Redeem- of theOld Testament,with those of

er, and Jehovah Sabaoth , which last the New ; any candid person may

name is applicable on no account, be satisfied, that both Testaments

Arians themselves being judges,but concur, in asserting the doctrine of

to the Supreme God. Nor is the the Trinity ; and that believers,

grammatical construction of the both under the patriarchal and legal

text to be unnoticed. It is not said, economy, were not left in the dark,

the Lord God and his Spirit have respecting so important an article

sent, in the plural number;—but of their faith and salvation.'

hath sent, in the singular ;-thereby
Witsius remarks- " It is above

intimating, the unity of the divine all things necessary, for the perfec

nature, in the plurality of per

sons.” Again-" By the Word of the * Horæ Sol. vol. i. pp. 25, 26 .

***
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sons.

tion of the human nature , to be well Son of David ? Had they known

acquainted with what it ought to the truth , they would have answer

know and believe , concerning its ed promptly, that the Messiah , as

God. And it may be justly doubt- God, was David's Lord, and that as

ed , whether he does not worship a man, he was David's son . The only

God entirely unknown , nay, whe- satisfactory answer, by the way,

ther he at all worships the true that could be given , either then or

God, who does not know and wor- now , to this remarkable question of

ship him as subsisting in three per. Christ. Since the time of Christ,

He who represents God to the Jews have become more blind

himself in any other light , repre- and ignorant than their progenitors

sents not God to himself, but a were, of the truths of their own

phantom of his own brain . Epi- scriptures. Maimonides -- one of

phanius seems to have had this ar- the best and most learned of them-

gument in view , when he thus wrote as referred to by the author of Ho

of Adam-- " He was no idolater ; ræ Solitariæ , says, “ That manyex

for heknew God the Father, Son cellent truths of religion , which for

and Holy Spirit : And he was a merly were in his nation, are quite

prophet, and' knew that the Father lost among them, partly through

saidtotheSon -- let us make man. length of time, partly through the

It is absurd to suppose Adam igno- conquest of theirenemies,andpart

rant, concerning his Creator, of ly because they were not suffered

what God doesnot suffer his poste to be generallyorindiscriminately

rity to be ignorantatthis time; and known among themselves. And he

the rather, since God created man points out the whole, as the fulfil

to be the herald of his being and ment of that prophecy, Isa. xxix.

perfections to the new world . " 14, “ That the wisdom of their wise

Thus far Witsius-- one of the most men shall perish, and the understand

pious, best read, and profound di- ing of their prudent men shall be
vines that ever wrote. hid ; because of their sins.”

Certain it is, that there is great But although , as we have seen,

reason to believe that even the there is evidence that this truth

heathen nations-- the Egyptians, was known and acknowledged by

Babylonians, Persians, Phænicians, the people of God , even from the

Indians,Greeks and Romans- had time ofour first parents,yet, doubt
by tradition , or by an imperfect less, like other important revealed

knowledge of the Hebrew'scrip- truths, it is made more clear and

tures, some notices of this doctrine. prominent in the New Testament,

There are strong indications of it, than in the Old . It certainly was

remaining in India and Egypt, even distinctly manifested at our Lord's
at this time. I shall only just re- baptism . Matt. iii . 16, 17. 6 And

mark, that the denial of this doc- Jesus, when he was baptized , went

trine by the modern Jews, is by no up straightway out of the water ;

means an evidenceagainst its truth . and lo, the heavens wereopened

We know that before, and at the unto him ,and he sawthe Spirit of

time, of our Saviour's appearance God descending, like a dove, and

in the world, they had become ex- lighting upon him . And lo, a voice

tremely ignorantof the real import from heaven, saying, This is my be .
of their own scriptures. Hence loved Son, in whom I am well

their obstinate adherenceto the ex- pleased." Here we have distinct
pectation, that the Messiah would ly, the Father, speaking in an audi

be a great temporal prince. Hence ble voice from heaven ,bearing wit

their beingconfounded with our Sa- ness to Christ, as his Son, on whom

viour's question -- how could the the Spirit, at the same time, de
Messiah be both the Lord and the scends like a dove. This was clear
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to

ly a manifestation of the three of his nature -- the Son and the

persons in the sacred Trinity , act- Holy Ghost -- is, to my apprehen

ing in their proper relations, ac- sion , the height both of absurdity

cording to the economy of our re- and inpiety. It cannot be ,my dear

demption -- The Father appointing youth . God does not, and has de

and sealing the Son , to be the Me- clared that he will not, give his

diator ; the Son solemnly accepting glory to another. No, it is not ano

the designation , and entering on ther--the Father, Son, and Holy

his work; and the Holy Spirit de- Ghost , are the three coequal, co

scending on him , as , through his eternal persons , of that one, only ,

mediation, communicated to his living, and true God , in whose name

people, to apply his salvation to you were baptized, and to whom

their souls." (Scott in loc.) you are privileged to be engaged by

Again : Eph. ii.18.- “ For through covenant. This is the covenant

Him (.e.Christ) we both (i . e . Jews God of you , and your
fathers.

and Gentiles) have an access by one There is one circumstance in re

Spirit, unto the Father.” Here , as gard to this subject, which is very

before, we have the three persons in impressive on my mind. It is, the

the Holy Trinity - Father, Son , and manifestation of the adorable Tri

Spirit , and all are represented as nity , which we have already noticed ,

concerned in EVERY ACT of accepta- at our Saviour's own baptism , con

ble worship . - The Father, to whom nected with the form in which he

we have access ; the Son, as Medi. has required all his disciples to be

ator, by and through whom we must baptized . It behoved Him " in all

approach him ; and the Spirit, by things to be made like unto his bre

whose gracious aid and influence thren ." John's baptism , it is evi

alone, that approach can be accept- dent, from Acts xix. 2, was not ad

ably made. How fearful then let ministered in the name of the Tri

meremark in passing-how fearful nity. But when it was administered

is it, to attempt to approach to God , to our Redeemer, the Trinity was

in any other way than this which he manifested. Compare this with

has appointed. what he has ordereil, as the form of

Again : The form of Christian baptism for his disciples, and say if,
baptism , appointed by our Lord in this as in other things , there is

himself , does appear to me, in the not an affecting and endearing re

most conclusive manner, to settle semblance, between the Head of the

this question of the Trinity, as a church and his members. And say,

doctrine of the New Testament too, if it do not afford a strong pre

The ministers of the gospel, to the sumption , that the very Trinity of

end of the world, are commanded persons in the Godhead,which was

to baptize , in “ the name of theFa- so conspicuous at the baptism of

ther, and of the Son,and of theHoly Christ, is that in whose name he has

Ghost.” Baptism is the initiating commanded all who belong to him

ordinance of the Christian church. to be baptized . Yes ; to that same

It is the ordinance which , according Trinity which was manifested at his

to the divine appointment, formally baptism , he has enjoined that, in our

constitutes us Christians. It is the baptism , we shall be consecrated .

ordinance in which the party bap- Once more. The form of aposto

tized issolemnly devoted to the lical benediction, is of exactly the

God of Christians, and set apart to same import with the form of bap
his service. Now, to suppose that tism . 2 Cor.xiii . 14.-" The

grace

in this sacred rite, the true God- of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the

the Father - is named and put on love of God, andthe communion of

a footing of equality, with two the Holy Ghost, be with you all.-

other inferior beings, or attributes Amen.” Here, indeed , there is a

r
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new indication of the equality of prove the truth of the doctrine. But
persons in the Godhead. The se- in reality, the truth of the doctrine

cond person , the Son, is mentioned does not in any measure depend on

the first in order. We cannot sup- the genuineness of this text. Nay,

pose that thiswas done, under the it does not depend on any one text

guidance of divine inspiration, by in the Bible , taken singly - It is in

oversight, or without an important terwoven, as I have shown you , with

design: And what design could the whole of the revealed system ;

there be, but to intimate that it was it is the main thread that runs

no derogation from the First per- through ,supportsand gives strength

son in the Trinity, the eternal Fa- and uniformity, to the entire piece.
ther, that his coequal Son , should , ( To be concluded in our next.)

in this instance, be named first ?

But to imagine that a human being,

or a super -angelick being , should

take precedence of his Maker, and

that grace proceeding from this Mr. Editor,--The publications

creature, should be conjoined with which I have lately seen , and the

the love of God, and the communion conversations I have heard , about

of the Holy Ghost: and that the the nature and extent of the atone

church should be blessed , first, in ment, and the manner in which a

the name of a creature, and then of sinner is justified and rewarded by

God, and then of a divine attribute God,led me to a careful perusal of

can any thing be imagined more the discourse of President'EDWARDS

incongruous, or more shocking ? on “ Justification by Faith alone.”

Beyond all , peradventure as in I knew that Mr. Edwards was an

baptism the three persons in the eminent divine and a mighty rea

undivided Godhead are taken in, soner ; and I wanted to see whether

as the object of worship and obedi- he would not, at least incidentally ,

ence, so in this benediction, they throw some light on the discussion

are plainly conjoined, as the source about the extent of the atonement.

of blessedness. Here , then,I termi- I cannot say that I found what I

nate the scripture evidence, which was searching for ; as I observed

I think necessary to adduce, of the but a single sentence in his whole

doctrine of the Trinity. And I do discourse and that not decisive)

it without any reliance, you may which seemed to indicate his views

perceive, on that much contro- of the extent of the atonement. But

verted text, 1 John 7. “ There as often happens in curious re

are three that bear record in hea- searches, if I did not find what I

ven- The Father, the Word, and was looking for, I found something

the Holy Ghost; and these three much better-- I found one of the

are one." I certainly am not pre- most clear, profound, pious and edi

pared to surrender this text asa fying discussions on the nature of

portion of therevealed truth of God ; justification by faith alone, that I

but it is well known that there is think has ever been given to the

real doubt about the authenticity of world . I also found some points of
this text, among those who have no importance incidentally handled , in

doubt at all, about the doctrine of a manner more satisfactory than

the Trinity. And to rely on a du- any in which I had ever seen them

bious text, which the support of the treated before.- Particularly that

truth does not require, is really to sin is an infinite evil-that although
injure a good cause ; because what- the saints will be rewarded accord

ever goes to disprove the authenti- ing to their works, yetnoneof them

city of the text, is often considered, for their works and how St. Paul

however unjustly, as going to dis- and St. James are to be reconciled ,

وو
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when one says, (Rom. ii . 28 ,) punishment, but also as just and

“ Therefore we conclude that á righteous, and so entitled to a posi

man is justified by faith , without tive reward, is not only most agree

the deeds of the law ;" and the able to the etymology and natural

other, (James ii . 24 ,) “ Ye see then import of the word, which signifies

how that by works a man is justi- to inake righteous, or to pass one

fied, and not by faith only." In for righteous in judgment,but also

short, sir, I hope I derived real be- manifestly agreeable tothe force of

nefit from the reading of this mas- the word as used in scripture.

terly disquisition of President Ed- “ Some suppose that nothing more

wards; and I could heartily wish is intended in scripture by justifica

that it were reprinted in a separate tion, than barelythe remission of

form , that those who cannot pur- sins. If it be so it is very strange,

chase his whole works, nor even the if we consider the nature of the

volume in which this discourse is · case ; for it is most evident, and

found, might have the advantage of none will deny, that it is with re

perusing this single piece, in which spect to the rule or law of God that

clear reasoning and practical utility we are under, thatwe are said in

are most happily combined . But it scripture to be either justified or

is, I fear, not probable that such a condemned. Now what is it to jus

publication will be made; and if it tify a person as the subject of a law

should , it will not render it useless, or rule, but to judge him or look

in my apprehension , to insert in the upon him ,and approve him as stand

Christian Advocate someimportant ing right with respect to thatrule ?

extracts from this excellentwork- To justify a person in a particular

Such extracts I accordingly send case, is to approve of himas stand

you herewith,andI have prefixed a ing right, as subject to the law or

short title ofmy own to each . I do rule in that case ; andto justify in

not suppose that you can publish general is to pass him in judgment,

them all in one number of your as standing right in a state corres

work ; but they may be easily di- pondent to the law or rule in gene

vided, and continued throughout ral: but certainly, in order to a per

several successive numbers. son's being looked on as standing

AMICUS. right with respect to the rule in ge

neral, or in a state corresponding

with the law of God, more is need

ful than what is negative, or a not

WARDS' “ DISCOURSE ON JUSTIFI- having the guilt of sin ; for whatever

CATION BY FAITH ALONE." that law is, whether a new one or an

old one, yet doubtless something

What is meant in Scripture by being positiveisneeded in order to itsbe

justified. ing answered. We are no more jus

“ A person is said to be justified, tified by the voice of the law, or of

when he is approved of God as free him that judges according to it, by

from the guilt of sin and its de- a mere pardon of a sin , than Adam,

served punishment, and as having our first surety, was justified by the

that righteousness belonging to him law, at the first point of his exist

that entitles to the reward of life. ence, before he bad done the work,

That we should take the word in or fulfilled the obedience of the law,

such a sense, and understand it as or had had so much as any trial

the judge's accepting a person as whether he would fulfil it or no. If

having both a negative and positive Adam had finished his course of

righteousness belonging to him, and perfect obedience, he would have

looking on him therefore as not only been justified : and certainly his

quit or free from any obligation to justification would have implied

EXTRACTS FROM PRESIDENT ED
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something more than what is merely been ready to look too far to find

negative ; he would have been ap- out what that influence of faith in

proved of, as having fulfilled the our justification is , or what is that

righteousness of the law , and ac- dependence of this effect on faith ,

cordingly would have been adjudged signified by the expression of being
to the reward of it . So Christ , our justified by faith , overlooking that

second surety, ( in whose justifica- which is most obviously pointed

tion all who believe in him , and forth in the expression, viz . that,

whose surety he is , are virtually the case being as it is , (there being

justified ,) was not justified till he a mediator that has purchased jus

had done the work the Father had tification ,) faith in this mediator is

appointed him , and kept the Fa- that which renders it a meet and

ther's commandments through all suitable thing, in the sight of God ,

trials ; and then in his resurrection that the believer, rather than others,

he was justified. When he that had should have this purchased benefit

been put to death in the flesh was assigned to him . There is this be

quickened by the spirit, 1 Pet. iii . nefit purchased , which God sees it

18, then he that was manifest in the to bea more meet andsuitable thing,

flesh was justified in the spirit, 1 that it should be assigned to some

Tim . iii. 16 ; but God , when he jus- than others, because he sees them

tified him in raising him from the differently qualified ; that qualifica

dead , did not only release him from tion wherein the meetness to this

his humiliation for sin, and acquit benefit, as the case stands, consists ,

him from any further suffering or is that in us by which we are jus

abasement for it, but admitted him tified . If Christ had not come into

to that eternal and immortal life, the world and died , &c. to purchase

and to the beginning of that exalta- justification , no qualification what

tion that was the reward of what he ever in us could render it a meet

had done . And indeed the justifi. or fit thing that we should be justi

cation of a believer is no other than fied : but the case being as it now

his being admitted to communion stands, viz. that Christ has actually

in or participation of the justifica- purchased justification by his own

tion of this head and surety of all blood for infinitely unworthy crea

believers ; for as Christ suffered the tures, there may be some certain

punishment of sin , not as a private qualification found in some persons,

person , but as our surety ; so when that, either from the relation it

after this suffering he was raised bears to the mediator and his me

from the dead , was therein justi- rits, or on some other account, is

fied , not as a private person, but as the thing that in the sight of God

the surety and representative ofall renders it a meet andcondecent

that should believe in him ; so that thing, that they should have an in

he was raised again not only for his terest in this purchased benefit, and

own , but also for our justification, which if any are destitute of, it ren

according to the apostle , Rom. iv. ders it an unfit and unsuitable

25, Who was delivered for our thing that they should have it. The

offences, and raised again for our wisdom of God in his constitutions

justification . And therefore it is doubtless appears much in the fit

that the apostle says,as he does in ness and beauty of them , so that

Rom . viii. 34 , Who is he that con- those things are established to be
demneth ? It is Christ that died, done that are fit to be done, and

yea rather, that is risen again .”” ** that these things are connected in

his constitution that are agreeable

How Justification is by Faith — and one to another : So God justifies a

by Faith alone. believer according to his revealed

“ I humbly conceive we have constitution, withoutdoubt,because

ورو
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he sees something in this qualifica- v. 12 , He that hath the Son , hath

tion that, as the case stands, ren- life,' seems evidently to have re

ders it a fit thing that such should spect to those words of Christ that

be justified; whether it be because he gives an account of in his gos
faith is the instrument, or as it were pel, chap. iii . 36. ' He that believeth

the hand, by which he that has pur- on the Son, hath everlasting life ;
chased justification is apprehended and he that believeth not the Son,

and accepted , or because it is the shall not see life.' And in the same

acceptance itself, or whatever . To places that the scripture speaks of

be justified, is to be approved of faith as the soul's receiving orcom
God as a proper subject of pardon, ing to Christ, it also speaks of this

and a right to eternal life; and receiving, or coming to, or joining

therefore , when it is said that we with Christ, as the ground of an in
are justified by faith, what else can terest in his benefits : “ To as many

be understood by it, than that faith as received him , to them gave he

is that by which we are rendered power to become the sons of God .
approvable, fitly so, and indeed, as Ye will not come unto me that ye

the case stands, proper subjects of might have life.' And there is a

this benefit ? wide difference between its being

This is something different from looked on suitable that Christ's sa

faith's being the condition of justi- tisfaction and merits should be

fication , only so as to be insepara- theirs that believe, because an inte
bly connected with justification : so rest in that satisfaction and merit

aremanyother things besides faith ; is but a fit reward of faith, or a

and yet nothing in us but faith ren- suitable testimony of God's respect

ders it meet that we should have to the amiableness and excellency

justification assigned to us." * * * of that grace ; and it is only being

“ As there is no body but what will looked on suitable that Christ's sa

allow that there is a peculiar rela- tisfaction and merits should be

tion between Christ and his true theirs, because Christ and they are

disciples, by which they are in some so united, that in the eyes of the

sense in Scripture said to be one ; Judge they may suitably be looked
so I

suppose there is no body but uponand taken as one.”

what will allow , that there may be From these things we may learn

something that the true Christian in what manner faith is the only

does on hispart, whereby he is ac- condition ofjustification and salva

tive in coming into this relation or tion: for though it be not the only

union, some act of the soul of the condition, so as alone truly to have

Christian, that is the Christian's the place of a condition in an hypo

uniting act, or that which is done thetical proposition , in which justi

towards this union or relation (or fication and salvation are the con

whatever any please to call it) on sequent, yet it is the condition of

the Christian's part : Now faith I justification in a manner peculiar to

suppose to be this act." ***** it,and so thatnothing else has a pa

“ And thus it is that faith justi- rallel influence with it ; because

fies, or gives an interest in Christ's faith includes the whole act of uni

satisfaction and merits, and a right tion to Christ as a Saviour. The

to the benefits procured thereby, entire active uniting of the soul , or

viz. as it thus makes Christ and the the whole of what is called coming

believer one in the acceptance of the to Christ, and receiving of bim , is

supreme Judge. It is by faith that called faith in Scripture; and how

we have a title to eternal life, be ever other things may be no less ex
cause it is by faith that we have the cellent than faith, yet it is not the

Son of God, by whom life is. The nature of any
other

Apostle John in these words, 1 John, tuesdirectly to close with Christ as

VOL, II.-Ch. Adv. 2 X
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

LETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER OF

DUTIES OF THE PASTORAL OFFICE.

LETTER VIIT .

a mediator, any further than they texts and subjects for publick dis

enter into the constitution of justi- cussion - often the source of great

fying faith , and do belong to its na- perplexity and loss of time to young

preachers; it will keep you from
( To be continued.) omitting any thing which ministe

rial fidelity requires you to explain

or inculcate ; it will give an inte .

resting and useful variety to your

publick discourses ; and from all

these causes it will tend to promote

THE GOSPEL TO HIS SON, ON THE the edification , as well as the grati

fication of the people of your charge.

The want of such a plan as that

which I contemplate, or the neglect

My dear Timothy, of adhering to it, if it has been form

Having given you my opinion and ed, is often the chief reason that

advice in regard to the devotional ministers of the gospel are far less

parts of publick worship, I now pro- acceptable and useful in their pulpit

pose to say a little on the moment. addresses than they would other

ous subject of preaching the word of wise be. They confine themselves
God. I by no means propose to to a few topicks, to the omission of

enter into a full discussion of this others not less important than those

topick , any more than I did of that which they discuss; and hence they

which I treated of in my last three not only neglect a . part of their

letters. You have already read, and duty, but there is a sameness and

heard , and thought a great deal , a degree of repetition in all their

about the composition and delivery discourses, which render them des

ofsermons, and a proper course of titute of interest - notwithstanding

publick preaching.' In relation to all that they say may be both true

points on which I suppose that you in itself and of ihe deepest import ,

probably need no information or ad- It was once remarked of a clergy

vice from me, I shall say little or man of this class , that the whole of

nothing ; and yet I shall not for- his preaching might be described in

bear to touch any point on which I the two first couplets of the A B C

think that I may suggest something verses in the NewEngland Primer

that may be useful ; something
« In Adam's fall

which my experience may have
We sinned all :

taught meis more important than it Thy life to mend,

may appear to one, who has but just This book attend."

entered the school of experience A very dull preacher can never

the school in which alone many be a good one. The charge of dul

things that deserve a special regard, ness will , I know, be brought at last,
can ever be learned . by those who hate the truth , against

In my present letter, I have it almost every minister who preaches

in view to recommend that your it faithfully; but for this very rea

preaching be conducted on a gene- son , we ought to be the more care

ral plan or method, well digested, ful that the charge may never be

or clearly defined in your own made with justice, so that those who

mind. Of such a plán or method, I love the truth may be able to refute

propose to offer you some assistance slander and prevent its influence.

in forming an outline; which , if it Your general plan or method of

be rightly drawn, you will find preaching cannot fail to be a right
highly advantageousin several re- one, if it is that of the apostle Paul ;

spects. It will help you much in and if it be any other than that, it

the ready choice of the most proper will certainly be erroneous or de
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fective. Remember then , that if a little skilful fitting, you might ac .

you live long enough to do it , you tually put together a complete and

are to declare the whole counsel of comely fabrick. In this very man

God. Have this, therefore, distinctly ner some of the best theological fa

in view from the very first , and let bricks that the world has ever seen,

it influence you in making all your have in fact been framed .-- The

arrangements, and in all the ser- parts, by the junction of which they

mons which you compose. Look were formed , were originally pre

over the whole system of theological pared in the shape of sermons. Nor

truth, so far as it has a bearing on have 1 yet quite done with my simi

Christian practice - and such a bear. litude . The doors and window

ing almost every part may have, in sashes of a house are among the

a greater or less degree--and say last things that are put in their pro

to yourself, “ this whole system I per places, in the finishing of a

am , first and last, to ,endeavour to building. Yet I found that the ar

bring fairly before my people.” It chitect to whom I have referred,

is manifest, however, that the ac- had these parts in a state of almost

complishment of this design will perfect preparation, while as

require a considerable length of the foundation of the house was not

time; and therefore , after having fully laid. In like manner, if you

fixed your purpose and resolved a wise master builder,” you

thatevery sermon that
you preach will at the very entrance on your

shall in the end go to the comple- work , prepare and almost finish

tion of your plan, it will deserve some of the most important parts
your serious consideration in what of that system of evangelical truth ,

manner you can best fill it up, so as the completion of which you con

eventually to render each particular template, although their proper

discourse a proper constituent part places in the system would be near

of the whole. Letme illustrate er to the end than to the beginning.

this by an incident which fell under Now, to drop my illustration,

my observation the other day. I and yet to pursue the thought that

was passing by a spot in the coun- I have last suggested, it seems to

try on which a provident and skil- me that every minister of the gos

ful master builder was preparing to pel , after laying such a plan as I

erect a very handsome house. No- have described, and while it is never

thing but the foundation of the out of sight , ought in the early part

house was as yet laid ; but I found of his ministry, to preach very fre

that he had on the ground, or near quently, and indeed chiefly, on those

it, a very large part of all the mate- great truths and doctrines of the

rials which were eventually to find gospel, in which the conversion of
a place in the structure, and that sinners and the edification of the

some of them were nearly or en- people of God are most immediate

tirely prepared to be put up. Now, ly concerned. Through the whole

in sermonizing, imitate this master course of our ministry, indeed , the

builder. My illustration may in- essentials of religion ,and the truths

deed be defective, inasmuch as your which are ordinarily blessed to pro

sermons may not be intended to be mote practical piety, are to be most
ever put up, in the exact form of a insisted on . minister

system ofdoctrinal and practical ought, I think, to do more of this,

theology; but it holds in this, that than one who is farther advanced in

all the component parts of such a age and standing. For this opinion

system shall , some ten or twelve I have several reasons.-- [t will

years hence, be prepared and at tend to penetrate his mind most

hand ; so that you could find among deeply and thoroughly, with solici

them materials, out of which , with tude for the salvation of souls, and

But a you
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thus make him regard this , habitu- I have recommended , if now and

ally and feelingly, as the great ob- then you choose a topick, at once

ject of all his ministrations. It will of an entertaining and instructive

also give him , in the view of the kind, out of the general track that

world, that decided character as a has been delineated . This, while

friend of evangelical truth and ex- it will add to your variety, will

perimental piety, free from every raise you
in the estimation of your

thing that is doubtful or equivocal, hearers , by showing them that your

which it is of great use to possess, general strain of address is amat

and in which every minister of the ter of choice and not of necessity.

gospel may and ought to appear, That you are able to handle various

from the time that he enters the subjects, and are ready to do it as

pulpit. And in addition to all , it often as duty will permit .

will secure for him the confidence You cannot, I apprehend, fail to

and affection of all the pious part see that the plan I have advised

of his charge. It will call forth a you to adopt, will greatly facilitate

warm effusion of their gratitude to your choic of texts, as the ground

God , for having bestowed upon them of discourse. You will only have

an ascension gift of their Saviour, to consider and determine what to

in a pastor after his own heart,-- for pick it will be most suitable to se

whose success they will earnestly ſect for your next sermon , and then

pray , and whose labours they will to choose the text from which it

encourage and assiduously endea- may most naturally be derived

vour to render effectual. If you are still at a loss, you may

Your dwelling chiefly on the es- reduce your subject to its proper

gential parts of gospel truth and head in the Confession of Faith or

practical piety, agreeably to what Catechisms ; and there you will

I have now recommended, will not find, among the proof texts, some

be inconsistent, if rightly managed, one that will be completely adapted
with a considerable degree of varie- to your purpose.

ty in your preaching ; to which , as I cannot conclude what I have

already hinted , you ought constant- to say on a general plan or method

ly to have a regard. The funda- of preaching, without earnestly re

mentals of religion, although their commending that a part of it con

number is not great, are still nume- sist of a course of catechetical lec

rous enough to allow you frequent- tures. In the churches of Scotland

ly to change your subject. They and Holland, in their very best

moreover consist, severally , of a days, this kind of publick address

number of distinct parts, and their and instruction was made indispen

aspect upon character and practice sable ; and the benefit of it was

may be greatly diversified ; so that, great and apparent. The common

if you treat them skilfully, you may people were so grounded in the

not only increase your variety but great doctrines of the Protestant re

your usefulness likewise. And by formation, that they were not liable

making it your main object at one to be “ carried about by every wind

time to prove and illustrate doc- of doctrine;" and what was still

trines, and at another to inculcate better, they were nourished up to
Christian practice , and at all times “ the measure of the stature of the

your earnest endeavour to bring fulness of Christ. Many of them

home every thing you say to the were among the best informed and

heart and conscience, you will cer- the most eminently pious and prac

tainly keep clear of that unpleasant tical Christians , that have ever

and drowsy sameness, which it is so adorned the profession of Christi

desirable to avoid . Beside , it will anity since the days of the apostles ;

pot be inconsistent with the course and very much ofall this was to be
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attributed, under the divine bless- ing of a subject, when we study and

ing, to accurate catechetical in- write upon it with a view to commu

struction. Lecturing on the Hei- nicate our thoughts to others , than

delberg Catechism is still practised whenwe only endeavour to acquire

in many of the Dutch congregations knowledge for ourselves. On your

in this country ; and in a few of people it will be likely to have the

those of our denomination , the same effect as I have already re

Westminster Catechisms have been marked that it had in Scotland and

publicly expounded ;and wherever Holland. Nor, if rightly conduct

this has been done, I believe its be- ed , will you find that this kind of

neficial influence has always been publick address will be less inter

visible. But the practice, although esting to persons of all descriptions

recommended by some of the judi- -I think it may be rendered more

catures of our church, has, from interesting than that of the ordi

one cause or another, never been nary description. It will also con

general nor extensive. Adopt it, tribute to form that variety, which

however, for yourself ; assured that has been noticed as so desirable and

it will prove highly advantageous, useful. - While your sermons are

both to you and to the dear people making up a system in disjointed
committed to yourcare. The pre- parts, here will be a system going

paration of catechetical lectures forward in regular progression. I

will render you more accurate in do not urge that you should enter
the knowlege of every part of sys- on this course of lectures within

tematick theology, and more fami- the first year of your settlement.

liar with the nature and connexion But I do earnestly advise that you

of the truths and doctrines which begin it early in your ministry, and

constitute the orthodox faith the continue it, with some intervals of

faith once delivered to the saints”- omission , to the end of your minis

than you can easily become in any terial life .

We always obtain a Affectionately, adieu ,

more full and correct understand

other way .

Miscellaneous

Within a short time past one of two of the letters of the late dis

the descendants of the late Rev. tinguished Dr. David Ramsay, of

Dr. WITHERSPOON, has very oblig- Charleston, South Carolina ; in

ingly put at our disposal a large which he refers to the sickness and

part of his private papers, and some death of his second wife, who was

of the most important letters which Dr. Witherspoon's youngest child.

he received , during the whole pe . It was our lot to be present when
riod which elapsed from the time the first of these letters was re

ofhis leaving Scotland till his death. ceived and read , by the venerable

Several of these letters ought, in man to whom it was addressed

our judgment, to be made publick. It was on Christmas day, 1784

Their publication, we are confident, fugit irreparabile tempus - He had

will gratify the friends of religion made an appointment to preach ,

and learning; and do honour, alike, and had come for that purpose from

to those who wrote and to him who Tusculum , his country residence
received them. about a mile from Princeton. A

We shall insert in our number rumour was afloat that Mrs. Ram

for the present month, extracts from say was dead ; but it was not be
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lieved . The first letter, however, was accompanied with much prac

which we now give, was then in the tical application. It is not recol
post-office. The Doctor called at the lected that the speaker alluded to

office, took the letter, came imme- his own particular interest in the

diately to the house of his son -in- 'subject,more than once. It was then

law , the Rev. Dr. Smith , and open- however done with great effect; and

ed and read it, in the midst of an doubtless the circumstances in

agitated circle . He read it to him- which he spoke , helped to give im

self- As he read, the tears rolled pression to all that he said . Yet
down his manly cheeks , but he ut. the discourses were in themselves

tered not a word, till he had read it unconmonly excellent. Each was

through. He then wiped away his a whole by itself, and all together

tears, made a few remarks with formed a kind of system . The pre

composure, mounted his horse, and sent writer heard them all , regretted

returned immediately to Tuscu- sincerely when the course was finish

lum . The day which followed, in ed , and after the lapse of near
place of being one of festivity, be- forty years, retains a distinct recol

cameoneof deep gloum and mourn- lection of their general scope and
ing, both in the college and the tendency. He considered them

town. Mrs. Ramsay was a most ac- then , and still considers them , as

complished and amiable woman, the best series of sermons ever heard

the delight of her associates, and by him ; and since the Doctor's

the pride of the village. She pos- death, he has assiduously sought

sessed , in noinconsiderable degree , for the manuscripts which contain :

the wit and the sagacity of her fa- ed thein ; but not a trace of them

ther. But like hiin , too, she pos- has been discovered. They had

sessed prudence, good nature and certainly been precomposed with

pièty ; and her mental endowments great care; although the Dr. never,

were always employed to give plea- on any occasion , showed a paper in

sure, and not pain , to her acquaint- the pulpit. He once told the wri.

ance. - She died on the fifth day ter, that when he had recently writ

after she became a mother, and ten a sermon , he would engage , af

within a year after her marriage. ter reading it over three times, to

A funeral sermon was preached by deliver what he had written, to an

the Rev. Dr. Smith, on the occasion of and a the.
of her death , in the church at It was thought proper to omit,

Princeton , on the first or second in the following letter, the part

Sabbath after the afflictive intelli- at the beginning , which related

gence of her dissolution reached wholly to the train of symptoms
that place. Dr. Witherspoon , short- and circumstances which termi

ly after, commenced a series of dis- nated in death . The remainder

courses, on “ the doctrine and duty of the letter is given entire : and

of submission to the will of God ." surely it presents such a view of

The discourses were sixteen in the supporting influence of true re

number, delivered on as many suc- ligion , in the most solemn crisis of

cessive sabbaths ; and all founded human existence, as cannot fail to

on Luķe xxii. 42- Father, if thou beedifying to every serious reader.

be willing, remove this cup from Who butmust wish for sucha sup
me : nevertheless, not my will but port! Who will not resolve to

thine be done." The nature of seek it !

genuine Christian submission was The second letter, though short,

accurately discriminatedand clear- contains reflections which many be

ly illustrated in these discourses ; side the writer ought to have made :

the various bearings of the duty and which it is hoped some may be

were pointed out, and the whole led to make with effect, by reading
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* * *

what is here submitted to their in- the Saviour of sinners. Her hopes

spection and recommended to their having another foundation than her

candid consideration. own goodness, were not darkened

by an humble sense of her demerits ;

but the more she reflected on her

want of perfection, her insufficiency

To Dr. Witherspoon from Dr. Ramsay, on for any good work, and the purity
the Death of his Wife.

of the Divine nature , the more

Charleston, Dec. 17 , 1784. beauty she sawin the gospel plan
DEAR SIR -- On the ninth instant, of salvation , and the more was she

Mrs. Ramsay was safely delivered disposed toput her trust in a Sa.
of a son .

viour who died for the unworthy,

These considerations, instead of

May heaven support you while I filling her with doubts and fears,

add, on the 14th day of this month, invigorated the exercise of her

at five o'clock in the morning, she faith.

exchanged earth for heaven . About twelve hours before her

Poorly am I qualified to adminis. departure, she joined with me in

ter consolation to others, standing devoting our babe to God in bap

so much in need of it myself. But I tism-This she did under the full

can with truth and pleasure assure conviction that she was soon to die.

you , that such was the tenor of her She added, for a reason, that she

life, with the triumphant manner of wished by that solemn act to give

her death , that I have not a doubt her dying testimony to the truth of

remaining that my loss is her ever- religion. She told me that for

lasting and inconceivable gain . So months past she had a presenti

strongly am I persuaded of this , ment (her own word ) that she would

that if it were possible by any act of not survive labour. My profession

mine to restore her to life, I would leads me often to witness dying

not do it. scenes, and I assure you I never

She conversed freely with the saw any person discover less anxi

Rev. Mr. Hollingshead and myself, ety for life, less fear of death , or

the day before her departure; re-" who seemed to diemore in the true

peated many of the promises of the spirit of Christianity. I have seen

gospel, with appropriation ; sundry her weak anddelicate system more

of Watts' psalms and hymns with disconcerted by trifling alarmsand

a divine rapture. She spoke much fancied dangers, than by the full

and often of free grace and a free view of approaching dissolution

salvation ; and with confidence cast She seemed neither to fear the pains

herself on her Redeemer. Though nor the consequences of death ; but

sensible of her approaching dissolu- submitted to it as a natural and ne

tion, she never once prayed for life, cessary event, the times and cir

nor did she wish for death . Her cumstances of which were ordered

whole desire was to be resigned and by Infinite Wisdom .

to submit to God's will , and to be She took every medicine pre

prepared for every event. scribed (and she was attended by

She well understood and tho- three Physicians beside myself)

roughly believed the gospel scheme without reluctance, more from a

of redemption, through the propi- sense of duty than an anxiety for

tiatory sacrifice of the Redeemer. life. On the day before her death,

Sensible of her unworthiness, on they all told her (and they were

the score of personal merit, she re- warranted to do so from her present

nounced it in every view ; but in- circumstances) that she was much

stead of being overset with this con- better, and hopes of her recovery

sideration, she clung the closer to might be indulged. Instead of being
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elated or grasping at the prospect have felt their consolatory influence

of life, she replied with the greatest in my own case, in supporting me

composure , “ You are all mistaken. ” under the most heavy afflictions

She once expressed a tender con- that could possibly befal me.

cern for her mother in the following I pray God to support you under

words. “ How will my poor mother this severe trial. You have every

be distressed when she hears that ground of comfort. Yourdaughter,

her daughter is dead !" On all though young, had finished the great

other occasions, her bigh and com- business of life ; has got through

manding sense of eternal things, this world , with but a small portion

seemed to obliterate her concern of its many calamities; and has, I

for her relations and all earthly doubt not, entered on the reward ,

matters . which is only obtained by many

She discovered no anxiety about others after a long life oflabour and

her infant-asked me to transmit sorrow. Her babe still lives, and

it to her friends at Princeton ; and bids fair for life. He is well fur

without any distressing emotion , nished with an excellent white

she trusted that, with her other con- nurse, and shall , in the spring, if

nexions, to a good God , who she God spares his life, agreeably to

doubted not would take care of his mother's request, besent to you .

them . Though her constitution The sympathizing tenderness of

was unusually timid , yet she died his mother's friends, leads them of

with all the fortitude that a practi- ten to visit and inquire after his

cal regard to religion is calculated health . May heaven preserve his

to inspire -- God has given , and God life, raise him to usefulness in his

has taken - blessed be his name! generation, and make him worthy

Heis the sovereign of the world, of the parent, who in giving him life

and has a right todo with his crea . lost her own.
tures what seemeth best to his infi I feel most tenderly for the af

nite wisdom . This sovereignty is fectionate mother, and the other re

not the mere exercise of abstract lations of my much loved partner.

power, but the governmentof per. May God support you all ; and

fect reason, of wisdom and good- may each one, by the triumphant

He knows and has fixed the exitof the dear deceased , be quick

bounds of our habitations; and fix- ened in our Christian course ; so

ed them all in the wisest and best that when we come to die, we may

manner, though unknown to us. have the same consolations that

There were divine reasons why my buoyed her up above the fear of

much loved partner should die in death, and made her triumph in ap

the bloom of life , leavinga helpless proaching dissolution.
infant in her stead . God has done I am yours by every tender tie .

it, and for that reason it is fit, and David RAMSAY.

proper, just, wise and good, that it
should be so. These are the doc.

trines of religion which I have al

Hadways been taught to revere.
From Doctor Ramsay.

I been sceptical about them, or Charleston, December 29, 1784 .

about the Gospel plan of salvation DEAR SIR - My last, by captain

through the imputed merits of a Sa- Allebone, communicated the un

viour, recentexperiencewould have welcome intelligence of thedecease

convinced me of the reality. I have of my dearest Fanny. The interest

seen them inspire such fortitude in ing subject still dwells upon my

the breast of a delicate , weakly, mind . Though no affliction could

timid female, as thoroughly dis- have been greater, I hope it has not

armed death of all its terrors. I been altogether useless. I feel that

ness.

LETTER II.
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I deserved the stroke, and even heaven — the Father, the Word , and the

more, if any thing could have Holy Ghost : and these three are one."

wounded me more sensibly. Wealth,

independence, honour and distinc “ We are unspeakably ashamed that

tions, were all within my grasp. any modern divines should have fought, pe

Worldly prosperity was flowing in dibus et unguibus,for the retention of a

upon me. Blessed with a partner passage so indisputably spurious. ”

whose good sense and sprightliness
Eclectic Review .

enlivened domestic society , and

whose elegant taste qualified her I take this up purely as a subject

for sharing with me the gifts of for- of criticisin . The decisions which

tune with dignity andgrace, I was may be made by the critick on this

tempted to feel myself happy, in- verse, will assuredly not affect an

dependent of religion . In a mo- article of doctrine. The characters ,

ment my towering schemes of sub- and faith of the respectable criticks

lunary bliss are tumbled to the dust. who have arranged themselves

Thus do they deserve to suffer, against this verse , will clearly indi

who place their happiness in any cate this.

thing distinct from the supreme The most strenuous opposers of

good. May my affections be re- the authenticity of the verse are,

called , and fixed on their proper generally speaking, as decided in

object-- never to wander anymore! their faith in the most holy Trinity,

My dear little infant lives, and and in the divinity of our Lord, as

enjoys good health . But so uncer. those are who advocate its authen

tain are all human comforts, that I ticity. “There are," --says Gries

dare not allow myself to build any bach, one of the ablest opponents

expectations, even on this promis- of this verse,"there areso many
ing source of enjoyment. It gives arguments for the true Deity of

me pleasure to think, that in every Christ, that I see not how it can be

event which may befal him , he was called in question .” See his Pref.

devoted to God in the solemn ordi- vol . ii . First Crit. Edit. of the Greek

nance ofbaptism , by one of the last Test.

acts of his pious mother. “ The pro And , indeed, such is the extent

mise is to you and to your seed af- and force of the evidence of the

ter you .” I cannot but hope, that Trinity, that were this verse relin

one so solemnly devoted to God by quished and expunged , it would re
an expiring parent, " who had re- main unshaken in all its beauty and

membered her Creator in the days vigour. For instance, nothing can

of her youth ," will be blessed of be more clear than the scriptural

Heaven. Grant, merciful Father ! evidence that there is one God.

that he
may live-not to dishonour And nothing can be more clear

the God of his mother, but to pro- than this, that the Father sent the

mote the cause of religion, the glory Son ; and that , therefore, the Father

of his Maker, and the happiness of and the Son are distinct : that the

his fellow creatures * Father and the Son sent the Holy

I am , &c . Ghost : and that , therefore, the Fa

David RAMSAY, ther ,and the Son, and Holy Ghost

are distinct persons : that each of

these distinct persons is called God :

and being called God, in the lan

guage of inspiration, each of them

is the one God .

That this is true of the Father,

TY OF JOHN v. 7.
no one has yet expressed a doubt.

“There are three that bear record in He is true God :'" The only true
Vol. II . Ch . Adv. 2 Y

*

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

GLEANINGS AND HINTS TOWARDS AN

ARGUMENT FOR THE AUTHENTICI
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God. ”* But the Socinian quib- We arrive now at this conclu

ble has no foundation here . It sion , that there is nothing more in

is not said , as they charge the text the verse under discussion, to ex

with saying, he only is the trueGod. cite prejudice, than is to be found

But he is the only true God. For in other authentic passages of God's

there is only one God. book.- Nay, it is worthy of our de

Nor should the least doubt be vout attention and serious consi

expressed relative to the Son and deration , that that which is com

the Holy Spirit, when wehave pressed in ! John v. 7, “ there are
these decisive texts. “ The Word three," &c. is contained in John's

was God .” “ The Word wasmade gospel- with this difference, that it

flesh and dwelt among us.” + To is spread out at great length . The

“ lie unto the Holy Ghost is to lie following contrast will show this.

unto God .” And the same One 1. “ The Father bears record in

who is the “ Jehovah ” of the in- heaven .” Compare with this John

spired Isaiah , is the Holy Ghost of v. 37, &c. - The Father himself

the inspired Paul. (Compare Is. v. hath borne witness of me. ” 2.

8 and 9, with Acts xxviii. 25.) So “ The Word beareth witness inhea

evidently is it taught that each of ven ." Compare with this Jobo viii .

these persons is the one God. And 14. 18. “ I bear record of myself

this unity and trinity is distinctly -my record is true . ” “ I am one

recognised in 1 Cor. xii. 4-12. who beareth witness of myself.” —

" There are diversities of gifts, but 3. “ The Holy Ghost beareth re

the same Spirit : there are diversi- cord in heaven .” Compare with

ties of ministrations, but thesame this John xv. 26, “ The Comforter

Lord : there are diversities of ope- —the Spirit--he shall testify of

rations, but it is the same God that me.”--And in reference to the last

worketh in all.” No human intel- clause of our verse, Christ says, “ I

lect could devise language more and the Father are one." -- Not éis-

plain to express this fact held out, unus ; but évo - év Berov, one Deity-

that the distinct persons, the Spirit one substance : or in the words of

and the Lord, arethe same one God. Paul, “ the same God . " *

And I would solicit my reader's The learned men who have

attention to this fact. There is no pronounced this text spurious, must

more difficulty in the phrase, " these have done it -- every one anticipates
three are one, than there is in ano- on the strength of the most com

ther phrase, in a verse which no manplete argument, both as to matter
has had the hardihood to challenge, and form --else being all ofthem very

“ I and my father are one,” - or, I modest men, they could not bave

and my Father, we are one ; èzes permitted themselves to use such

xou o flethe iv ionev. - If it be proper, triumphant and boasting language,

at all , to use the word difficulty on as that which I have set down in

such a subject, we must say that it is my motto, in proof of their exces

just as difficult to comprehend how sive modesty. They have pro

two distinct persons (distinct in nounced our verse spurious on the

one sense) can be one in another weight of external evidence exclu

sense, as it is to conceive three dis- sively. And this external evidence.
tinct persons to be one. And it is has been deduced chiefly from

certain that there is no more mys- Greek manuscripts.

tery - no, nor any thing more objec- And here permit me to say with

tionable, in three distinct persons all deference, that a serious diffi

being one in essence, than there can culty must have inet our modest

be in two being one !

very

* 1 Cor. xii. 6. See Kettneri, Hist.

* John xyii. 3 . † John i . 1-14 . Dicti Johannei, &c. p. 149, 150.
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" that so

opponents at the very threshold . a certain number of MSS. - they

The external evidence which they collate them ; they find the verse

have produced is such , in our view, only in 156* of these MSS . — they

as ought to have been received with find the most of these dubious, or

caution , and even jealousy . And I interpolated, or mutilated . We

am only repeating what the most have the most learned assertions.

learned of our opponentshave often They condescend to admit three

said . I refer to Griesbach . He copies worthy of an argument; and

says-- " The perfect critick is not again of these three, two are set

he who can enumerate the codes, aside ; and one is made, in all its

or distinguish the different revi- solitariness, to look extremely sus

sions, corrections of the text, &c. picious.

But true critical acumen is chiefly With respect to the Codex Guel

required in weighing the internal pherbatanus, and , indeed, many of

marks of true, or false readings." * the rest, we are not disposed to ad

And Wetstein has truly remarked, vocate their antiquity --nor do we

what must have struck every stu- need to lay very great stress on

dent of this controversy , them for our argument. We are

many things can be objected to the willing also to lay not very much
most ancient Greek and Latin stress on even the Codex Mont

codes (extant) which lessens the forlii, of the Dublin Univ . Library ;

weight of their testimony, that though we do think that the learned

scarcely any thing certain can be men have by no means succeeded

determined from them alone. ” + He by their ingenious argument, in

means critically, of course, not po- taking away its antiquity. It cer

lemically. tainly must be referred to at least

Now , if such a writer as Gries . the 13th century ; perhaps to an

bach does offer, in the presence of age long before this. Bishop Bur

his associates, such exceptions to gess, in our view, has the better of

external evidence, in its favourable the argument. But I am not dis

form , I appeal to the learned , what posed to yield them the antiquity

we must say of that form of exter of the Codex Ravianus of Berlin.

nal evidence, on which our oppo- The argument of Griesbach , and

nents have rested the whole weight the remarks of Papelbaum , which

of their argument against our text. are supported by Dr. Marsh, do, it

We are now to exan.ine this mi- is true, exhibit all that can be said

nutely. by most ingenious criticks. I feel

First. The learned men have their force . But the argument is

laid down this sweeping assertion : such on the other side, that I feel

“ This verse is not found in a sin- compelled to yield to it.-- 1. The

gle Greek manuscript written be- character of Professor Ravius of

fore the 16th century.
Upsal , is entitled to the utmost re

This assertion has not only no spect. He brought it from the east :

argument to support it fairly --but, he believed it, and declared it to be

pardon me, it does bear on its front, an authentic and very ancient copy.

as we shall show in the issue, the --2. It is written in the uncial let .

air of an absurdity ! The manner ters ; and in their natural easy

in which the argument is conducted way ; without any thing to indicate

on the pages of Michaelis, and of the hand of a modern forger of the

Bishop Marsh, his translator, does uncial letters. And it is now ad

fully show this. And the argument

of therest is the same. They find Griesbach, & c., and since their time five
* Namely, 151 collated by Michaelis,

more, first brought into England by Dr.

Symb . Crit. ii . p . 90.
Carlyle. See Horne's Introd , vol , iv. på

† Prolog. ad. N. T. p. 296 .
436 .

革
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mitted by all scholars, that the Marsh tells us that Blanchinihas,
Greeks ceased in the ninth century in his book, described many MSS.

to write in the uncial letter.* -- 3. hitherto unnoticed in the editions of

It wants the accents-- another mark the New Testament; and unno

of the great antiquity of the MS.-- ticed, or not collated by Marsh him

4. It is written on very ancient self.* The Paris Library has 80
parchment. These were, in sub- MSS. of the Greek Testament: 65

stance, the statements of the very Catenæ and 57 Lectiones, in all

learned Jablonsky, who, more than 202 ; and of all these only 49 have

a hundred years ago, carefully exa- been collated . The number in

mined the MS. with the eye of an the Vatican Library, it is allowed

able critick . And I will not yield by all the learned , is very great.

his mode of examination to that of And , indeed , such have been the

Griesbach , who pronounces dogma- facilities existing through so many

tically against it, after having said centuries, to augment the collec

that he had, “ ex parte, ” compared tion , that the treasures of MSS.
it with the Complutensian copy.t must be great and valuable. Bur

But without pursuing this sub- net f who had tried to explore this

ject further, or following them over library, does indeed lament “ that

their field of expatiating on MSS. there are so few Greek MSS. in

let it be remarked, that were we the Vatican Library of Rome.”

even to grant all that they claim from But it is presumed that the learned

their inferences from the collation traveller was induced to think so,

of MSS. they have proved nothing. from his having experienced the

Nay, from the materials which they same difficulties which have inva

have, they can prove nothing really riably prevented others before him,

in point. Here are the proofs of and after him , from pursuing their

this. researches. The jealousy com

It is admitted by the learned , bined with the ignorance and bigot

that of all the Greek manuscripts, ry of its masters, prevents the

about 400 only have been collated.I learned from having any access to

Griesbach, who plays off his argu- its treasures of Mss. Out of all

mentwith the air of a critick , who these treasures, only 34 copies have

felt that he had every material at been collated .

command , had actually no In fine, not to mention numerous

than 355 MSS. to collate. Mi- other public and private libraries;

chaelis and Marsh do indeed reck- in thegrand Ducal Library atFlo

on up 469. But they do not say rence alone, there are, at least, 1000

that they had collated all these. Greek MSS. of theNew Testament!

They had “ described 469 MSS.” And of these only 24 have been col

But do these illustrious scholars lated !S

mean to insinuate that there are no But this is not all : few , very few,

other MSS. in the world ? Do their ofthe most ancientGreek MSŠ.now

confidence and boasting demand exist. Let thescholar only recollect
our faith that they had left no ma- the historical detail of the ravages

nuscript uncollated ? The fact is, made on them by the flames; and

that the number of MSS. collated , by the hands of tyranny. In theper

or even examined, bear a very small secution of Diocletian, before the

proportion tothe rich treasuresre- Nicene Council, the MSS.of the

maining to be examined . Bishop scriptures were sought with the ut

* See Kettnerus, p. 205.
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* Marsh's Michaelis, vol. ii.

Kettnerus, p . 206 and 210. † Horne iv. 437.

Horne's Introd. iv. p . 437 . # In his Itinerarium p. 141. and Kett

§ Prolog . in Tom. i .ci.cxxvi. and nerus, p . 207.

Horne iv . p. 437, note. $ Horne, vol. iv . p. 437.
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most diligence by the bloodhounds ed the position and ingredients of a

of persecution. "" And many thou- few imperfect and ill defined strata ,

sands of the best volumes of the would thence reason on the whole

scriptures , were , throughout the strata of the globe - and dogmati

Roman empire , in the east, and in cally pronounce on the position

the west, consumed in the flames." ' * and strata which he had never seen

At Rome, Alaric, the king of the -and concerning which he had not
Vandals , destroyed the libraries collected a single fact ? What

and their precious MSS. In the should we say of a judge who, after

great fire at Constantinople in the having examined afew of the wit

year 476, there perished in the nesses at his bar - and these of a

flames 120,000 valuable manu- very suspicious character - would

scripts. Among these were all the glance his eye over the host remain

collections of Constantine the ing, and gravely pronounce his

Great, and of Theodosius ; and the judgment, that because these few

most valuable MS. copies of holy have testified to a certain point,

scriptures, some of which were therefore neither those within

written by Theodosius's own hand.t doors, nor those known to be out of

From these historical statements doors, can , or will, or dotestify to

laid down, it appears thatthe num- any other point different from this ?

ber of the MSS. collated , bears a Not a whit better is the form of

very small proportion to those our learned opponents' argument.

which have perished ; and those It is absurd , by the rules of philoso

which still remain to be searched. phy and reason : it would be ad

They are as a few precious remains mitted in no court of justice if

saved from the ruins of a vast city : common sense presided on the

a few valuable specimens gathered bench. It is rotten to the core.

from a vast cabinet of curiosities. The learned men do admit the ex

And yet from these few remains istence of these MSS. They do

our learned antagonists gravely admit that a small , a very small

draw their dogmatical conclusion , number of them has been examined

that this verse under discussion, is and collated. And yet they have

not found in a single Greek MS. wantonly drawn the conclusion im

written before the 16th century !! posed on us. It is sincerely to be

What would any scholar - what' hoped , that in order that no more dis

would any schoolboy, think, of that credit may be brought on criticism

chemist who, having made a few and learning - that they may no

and profound dissertations on a more expose themselves to the ridi .

smalland extremely defective col- cule of our tyros - that they will
lection of metals, and having ac- give up the whole argument as

companied his dissertations with wholly and utterly irrelevant. Con

a few unsatisfactory experiments- fusion and defeat must necessarily

would very gravely conclude, in fall on every such attempt to prove

the presence of his audience, that such a negative! We can draw no

all the other metals would , without conclusion from the data of Gries

exception , give forth the same re- bach, Michaelis, and Marsh. Were

sults? What should we say of the itknownsatisfactorily that no other

geologist, who after having examin- MSS. do exist - were it proved in
such a manner as every premise

* Kettnerus, p. 176. However some ought to be proved—that they had
ancient and valuable MSS. in Africa, es- all perishedby the hands of Diocle

caped in A.D. 303, by the piousfraud of sian and Alaric, and the flames of

Bishop Mensurius,ofCarthage. Kettne
Constantinople—then there mightrus, p. 161 .

† Spanhem. Hist. Eucles. p. 145. And be some plausibility in the present

Kettnerus, p. 107. form of the argument. But when
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the learned do know that so many read biblical scholar has at length

hundreds - nay thousands of MSS. discarded from his copy of the New

of the Greek Testament do exist, Testament the celebrated verse,

and have not yet been under the 1 John, v. 7. This, however, is by

eye of the critick, it is to be hoped no means the fact. The testimony

that every scholar, who really of thelearned Bishop of St.David's

would not be willing to expose the has already been several times re

science of criticism to the laughter ferred to in your pages. “ I can

of the illiterate , will withdraw this say with truth," says his lordship,

whole form of argument, until every " that every renewed examination

known Greek MŠ. shall becollated of the subject has added to my con

--and then after that is done , let victions of its authenticity." Mr.

them learn in modest silence, that Nolan, in his profound and inter

there is a probability that thou- esting “ Inquiry into the Integrity

sands more may be discovered by of theGreek Vulgate," after stating

the indefatigable industry of the the internal and external evidence

learned !* of the verse, and his reasons for

Mr. Editor - I now . bring to a thinking that the verse was sup

close this my first number. It is pressed by Eusebius in the edition

hoped that the first part of their (if it may be so called ) which Mr.

external evidence is entirely de- Nolan supposes him to have revised

stroyed . We shall examine the re- under the sanction of Constantine

maining portion of their argument the Great, adds, " I trust nothing
in our next. further can be wanting, to convince

I am , Mr. Editor, any ingenuous mind that 1 John v. 7.

Yours with esteem and affection , really proceeded from St. John the

W. C. BROWNLEE. Evangelist.” Dr. Hales , in his

Basking Ridge, July 21, 1824. learned work on “ Faith in the Holy

Trinity ," speaks with equal confi

dence of the authenticity of the

Just as the preceding article was
“ To the authority of Gries

going to the press we received the bach on this question ," he says ,

Christian Observer for May last, in
“ I shall not hesitate to oppose and

which we find some recent testimo- prefer the authority of a celebrated

nies for the authenticity of the text German editor and critick ,thelearn

for which our correspondent con- 'ed Ernesti; with whose observa

tends — we shall therefore copy it tions I shall close this minute and

for our readers. elaborate survey of the whole exter

nal and internal evidence ; which, I

To the Editor of the Christian Observer. humbly trust, will be found exhaus
It seems to be very widely taken tive of the subject, and set the con

for granted , that almost every well- troversy at rest in future.” Mr.

Grier, in his recent “ Reply to Dr.
* The historian Gibbon, as well as

Milner's End of Religious Contromany of our modern journalists, exhibit a

ludicrous and self-important assumption versy ,” after noticing “ the invin

of power to teach others before they cible arguments” of Mr. Nolan,

themselves have learned. Gibbon, in his says, “ I feel compelled to abandon

rish, that this memorable textofJohn my former prejudices against the

was condemned bythe universal silence
verse, and to think that a person

of the orthodox fathers, ancient versions, should almost as soon doubt the

and authentick MSS. He then adds, from genuineness of the rest of St. John's

the depth of his theological researches, Epistle, as that of the disputed pas
that all the MSS . now extant, are above

sage.”
four score in number !! And he had not

examined the Greek fathers; nor all the
A late edition of the Greek Tes

Latin fathers! tament, by the Rev. Edward Valpy,

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE,

verse.
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ON THE UNION BETWEEN THE GENE

RAL SYNOD OF THE ASSOCIATE

REFORMED CHURCH, AND THE GE

TERIAN CHURCH IN THE UNITED

STATES.

must not be omitted among the ad- becoming independent; and it
vocates of the received text. The was no part of the agreement by

edition is formed very much on the which they became free from all

text of Griesbach, but without subordination to the General Sy

adopting bis alterations. It retains, 'nod, that a part of the library

among other passages,1 John v.7. should go withthem . In reply , the

The reading is , therefore, very far Assembly resolved , " That a union

from standing in that miserable having now taken place between

state of destitution to which its op- the General Assembly of the Pres

ponents seem to considerit reduced. byterian Church and the General

F. Synod of the Associate Reformed

Church ; and the library of the

Theological Seminary of the latter,

being, by the terms of the union ,

incorporated with that of the for

mer at Princeton, the General As

sembly cannot accede to the claim
NERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBY

of the Associate Reformed Synou

of the South ."

Some time after the union was

( Concluded from page 311.)
consummated, the Presbyteries of

In 1822, the Associate Reformed Washington and Saratoga, resusci

Synod of the West, addressed a tated the Associate Reformed Sy

letter to the General Assembly, in nod of New York ; and in 1823,

which they claimed a portion of this newly organized body claimed

the library which had formerly be- to be the true successors of the

longed to the General Synod ; but General Synod , and claimed of the

as the late Synod had received and Assembly “ the library, funds, mi

answered a similar letter, the As- nutes, and documents, which by the

sembly " Resolved , That it is un- final decision of the General Sy.

necessary to give to the Synod of nod , were placed in the possession

the West any other answer than of the General Assembly.” The

that which they have already re- committee of theAssembly appoint

ceived from the General Synod, as ed to investigate this claim , ascer

that Synod were better acquainted tained from the statistical tables of

with all the merits and circum- the General Synod, that these two

stances of the case , than this As- Presbyteries had contributed for

sembly are." Before the union of the use of the seminary, from 1802

the General Synod with the Assein- to 1820, the sum of $ 1519740 ;

bly, this Synod of the West had while in the same period the other

seceded from the General Synod ; portions of the Associate Reformed

and therefore could not have pre- Church, and chiefly the churches

ferred the shadow of an equitable now in union with the Assembly,
claim .

bad paid for the sameobject more

In 1822, the Associate Reformed than 835,300. Had the property

Synod of the South , also addressed given to the use of the Theological

a letter to the Assembly, in which Seminary of the General Synod

they claimed a part of the library ; constituted a monied partnership,

but before theunion took place, on the principle of equalizing

this Synod of the South had ob- among allthe members of the As

tained leave , in 1821 , to withdraw , sociate Reformed Church the profit

and constitute an independent co- or loss , a very small portion only

ordinate Synod. It relinquished, would have been payable to the

virtually , all right and title to the claimants of the north, south, and

property of the General Synod by west.
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The memorial from the Associ. claims of the memorial in their

ate Reformed Synod of New York , whole extent.

claiming the library and funds that In 1824, the Associate Reformed

had been transferred by the late Synod of the South sent to me their

General Synod of the Associate second memorial on the subject of

Reformed Church to the Theologi- the library, with a request from

cal Seminary at Princeton, was, their agent, that I would present

with the leave of the Assembly, the same to the Assembly, and do

withdrawn by one of the commis- every thing in my power consist

sioners who had presented it, stat- ent with duty in promoting its ob

ing that he took upon himself the ject. The memorial was present

responsibility of withdrawing it. ed , and respectfully considered ;

The other commissioner had left but my judgment was decidedly
the city several days previous . against the claims of the Synod.

The memorial having been with . The estimable writer says to me,

drawn, the following resolutions “ It is sincerely hoped that the re

were adopted, viz : verend Assembly will deliberately,

Resolved, 1. That if any of the weigh the matter, and that they

Presbyteries under the care of the will either think proper to accede

Associate Reformed Synod of New to our claims, or convince us that

York , shall at any future time, send we have none. " Our Assembly

any of their candidates for the have no time for writing disserta

gospel ministry to our Theological tions; and it is hoped the foregoing

Seminary at Princeton, they shall considerations will convince our

be received on the same terms as brethren of the south , that it would

candidates from our own Presbyte- be a violation of a trust committed

ries, and entitled to all privileges, to us , to transfer any part of the

both from the library and the funds library in question to any persons

of the institution, which are enjoy- who will not hold it, as we do, for

ed by other students in the same the use of the Seminary to which

personal circumstances. it was originally devoted ; and that

Resolved , 2. That Drs. Nott, the consolidation of the two semi

Blatchford , and Chester, be a com- naries no more annihilates either,

mittee to conſer with the Associate than marriage would the partners
Reformed Synod of New York, or who enter into it.

any committee which that Synod Having maturely weighed the

may appoint, on the subject of a matter, the Assembly of this year

friendly correspondence with this adopted the following report of a

body, or of the amalgamation of committee on the subject, viz :

their churches with the Presbyte- “ TheGeneral Synod of the As

rian Church in the United States ; sociate Reformed Church in May,

and that said committee report to 1821 , previous to the formation of

the next Assembly any such mea- the connexion between the General

sures for adoption as the conferring Synod and the General Assembly,

parties may judge best calculated received a petition from the Synod

to promote the spiritual welfare of of the South , praying permission to

these two Presbyterian denomi- form themselves into a sister co

nations." ordinate Synod , dated 4th of April,

After these resolutions were 1821, with which petition the Gene

adopted, Dr. Proudfit, the commis- ral Synod did comply. The As

sioner present, declared that he sembly's right to the library, un ,
was much more pleased and grati- der the surrender of the General

fied by the adoption of thesereso- Associate Reformed Synod on this

lutions, than he would have been as well as on other justifiable

by the Assembly's granting the grounds, your committee think

66
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ought not therefore to be question- any species of vice which might be

ed. And your committee beg leave thrown in their way. A Sunday

to recommend this report as a pro- School was some years ago estab

per answer to the memorial pre. lished for their instruction, but I

sented by their brethren of the Asso- cannot learn that it still exists . I

ciate Reformed Synod of the South ." am therefore of opinion, that the

I cannot but hope that the fore- republication of this little volume

going history and remarks mayhave among ourselves, would not be un

some influence,in preventing future seasonable ,-- and I hope some en
applications for the library, and terprising and benevolent booksel

in satisfying those who were once lerwill undertake it . In noticing

connected with the General Synod . this volume, which is edited by the

If our brethren of the north , south , poet Montgomery, a certain writer

east, or west, will send their young remarks

men to Princeton , they will be “ Philanthropy is sometimes not a

welcome to the joint useofit, with little capricious. People claim the
their fellow students. Indeed, right, and it seems reasonable, to be

some of the late, and some of the benevolent and charitable in their

lately received , Associate Reform- own way. And never had they so

ed Church, are now enjoying the many and various ways afforded

advantages of it. But all may rest them , from which to choose the least

assured , that the Assembly will troublesome ,most reputable, or most

faithfully keep the library commit- pleasing method of doing good.

ted to them , as formerly it was to Schools, prisons, Bible societies,

the General Synod, in trust, for the missionary societies, hospitals, asy

use of the consolidated seminaries ; lums, the Greeks, the Irish , the Jews,

and neither law nor equity will the Gipsies, the Negroes, the Hin

ever compel them to relinquish it . doos - how , it may be said , can a

E. S. Ely. man attend to thein all ? A feelipg

of this kind has sometimes, we are

afraid , led persons to shut their

hearts and their purses against the

Mr. Editor - A little work has claims of bounden duty. And they

recently made its appearance in have almost been afraid to listen to

London, under the curious title of any fresh appeal , lest it should

the “ Chimney Sweeper's Friend force its way to their sympathy,

and Climbing Boy's Album." This But, with regard to that long ne

book is composed of some docu- glected and injured class of infant

ments and tracts, for the purpose of bondsmen for whom this volume

bettering the condition of the chimn- eloquently pleads, these English

ney sweepers in England, a class of negroes , we were going to call

miserable and degraded paupers, them , there is no possibility of re

which calls loudly upon theliberali. maining neutral . Every man must

ty and sympathyof the English pub- take part, practically, either for

lick. In the populous towns of our them or against them . Every house

own country, this ruinous system keeper, at least, has a chimney or

of bringing up children, already chimneys which require to be swept.

prevails to a considerable extent; By what means are they swept?

and though it is confined with us There are machines by which the

to the black part of our population, employinent of these poor little

it is not the less to be deplored. I children may be superseded in nine

have not unfrequently seen cases out of ten : are they in such

climbing boys, after their morning's cases employed ? Is it made an ob

work was finished, loitering about ject, to discourage as far as possi

our streets, and ready to engage in ble the inhuman degradation of

Vol. II.-Ch. Adv. 2 Z

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

our
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children ? We put the question to from the pen of Mr. Montgomery,
the conscience of every

reader. " the insertion of which in the Chris

This little Album , besides the tian Advocate, I am sure, will gra

documents abovementioned, con- tify most of your readers. It will

tains a number of interesting pieces' be recollected that the chimney

in prose and verse, among which boys in London are commonly chil

are the following touching verses dren of native Englishmen.

A WORD WITH MYSELF.

I know they scorn the Climbing Boy,

The gay, the selfish, and the proud ;

I know his villainous employ

Is mockery with the thoughtless crowd.

So be it ;-brand with every name

Of burning infamy his art,

But let his Country bear the shame,

And feel the iron at her heart.

.

I cannot coldly pass him by ,

Stript, wounded, left by thieves half dead ;

Nor see an infant Lazarus lie

At rich men's gates, imploring bread .

A frame as sensitive as mine,

Limbs moulded in a kindred form ,

A soul degraded , yet divine,

Endear to me my brother -worm .

He was my equal at his birth,

A naked, helpless, weeping child;

And such are born to thrones on earth ,

On such hath every mother smiled .

Myequal he will be again ,

Down in that cold oblivious gloom

Where all the prostrate ranks of men

Crowd, without fellowship, the tomb .

Myequalin the judgment day,

He shall stand up before the throne,

When every veil is rentaway,

And good and evil only known .

And is he not mine equal now ?

Am I less fallin from God and truth ,

Though “ Wretch” be written on his brow ,

And leprosy consume his youth ?

If holy Nature yet have laws

Binding on man, of woman born,

In her own court I'll plead his cause ,

Arrest the doom, or share the scorn .

Yes, let the scorn that haunts his course ,

Turn on me like a trodden snake,

And hiss and sting me with remorse ,

If I the fatherless forsake .
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GRESS OF THE REFORMATION. BY

ALEXANDER BOWER

THE LIFE OF LUTHER, EMBRACING ner in which the biographer has

AN ACCOUNT OF THE EARLY PRO- spoken on the topicks of religious

faith and controversy, is best calcu
-Philadel- lated to manifest his impartiality ;

phia, publislied and sold by James while yet he has said enough to

Hogan, jun ., No. 225, Market show that he is unequivocally a fa

Street. J. Anderson, printer, 1824. vourer of the great doctrines which
8vo.

pp :
408.

Luther taught and defended with

After all that we have read -- and so much energy and Zeal . The

who that reads at all has not read style of the author reminded us, in

much f_aboutthe great leader of various instances, of that of Ro
the Protestant reformation , the bertson, in his historical works . It

contents of this volume have had, is perspicuous, chaste , and well sup

for us, almost all the attractions of ported ; never diffuse or declama

novelty. Not indeed that we have tory, and very moderately ornate..

found in it much, the substance of The work , it appears, was first

which was not even familiar to us published in Edinburgh, in May,

before. But the facts are better 1813, and is dedicated to “ Thevery

arranged, unimportant circum- Rev. George H. Baird , D. D. one of

stances in the life of Luther are the ministers of the high church

more pruned off, the narrative is and principal of the University of

better sustained - uniformly digni- Edinburgh." The American copy

fied and yet not dull -- and the gra- has recently left the press, and we
dual progress of the mind of the hope the publisher will not have

Reformer, from the darkness of reason to regret that he has risked

Popish error, to the luminous view the sale of it in this country. The

which it ultimately attained ofevan- fashionable novels of Britain will,

gelical truth and Christian liberty, it seems, bear a republication here ;

ismore clearly marked and exhibit- and it would not be very
honoura

ed ,than in anyother production ,his- ble to our taste, if the admirers of

torical or biographical, that wehave fiction should be found more nu

perused . In a word,we have never
merous and liberal than the lovers

seen any account of Luther and of of truth and fact - if, while the au

the Protestant reformation , which thor of theWaverley romances finds

hasappeared to usso worthy of the among us a host of readers, who
subject, as that which is now before eagerly seek his well told tales of

We did think, when we had
occurrences and characters, which

read only the first part of the vo
often refer for their origin to the

lume, that the author would not changes in religious opinions which

prove so decidedly a friend to those Luther effected , an ably written life

great and fundainental truths of of the great man himself, should

practical godliness, which Luther want a patronage sufficient to in

most zealously inculcated, aswould demnify the printer.

suit our taste and most gratify our
The typography and paper of this

wishes. But we were better satis- volume areexcellent, anda plate is

fied in this particular as we ad . given, exhibiting a full length por

vanced in the perusal of the narra
trait of Luther,in his professional

tive ; and we'finished it with the dress. There is an appendix to the

conviction that the temperate man- work, in which a gooddeal of curi

us.
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ous and useful illustration is in- remained as before, and he embraced the

serted , of the facts and characters first favourable opportunity ofmaking his

whichare mentioned in the general his delight. Bythis change hewas placed
duty consist in that which had long been

narrative . in the situation best fitted to enable him

We have been at a loss to make to instruct others, and to prosecute his

a selection of a specimen of our au
researches into the true nature of Chris

thor's manner ofwriting. We have tianity. We find him accordingly holding
for several years an assiduous but tranquil

thought, on the whole , that we could The time which thus elapsed

not do better than to give the sum- was sufficient to shake in bim the foun .

mary of his account of Luther, with dation of the false impressions of youth ,

which he concludes his work , as it without being of a length to carry him

forms a complete and interesting tion.Under these circumstances, it is so

course ,

beyond the years of enterprising exer

narrative by itself. ordered that the abuses of papal corrup

tion shall be brought under the eye of

“ We are now about to bring our ac- himself and his countrymen in their most

count of this distinguished man to a close . offensive shape. Luther is revolted at

We have followed him throughout a ca- the sight, and ventures to commence an
reer, which, if not lengthened in point of opposition which, under a different so

time beyond the ordinary course of na- vereign, or in any other country in Eu

ture, was rendered for ever memorable rope,could hardly have failed to bave

by his indefatigable activity of mind. At been unsuccessful and disastrous. This

whatever agewe contemplate Luther, opposition bears no mark of selfish mo

we find the traits of no common disposi- tives it implies, on the contrary, a re

tion. While yet a boy, we have seen linquishment and forfeiture of profes

him devoting himself with ardour to stu- sional advancement. In all Luther's pro

dy, and outstripping his youthful com- ceedings, various as they are, in his

petitors in classic attainments. Advancing preachings, his treatises, and disputations,

towards manhood, he loses indeed a va- we discern no step taken for the gratifi

luable portion of time in acquiring a fu- cation of personal advantage ; -all is dis

miliarity with the barbarous jargon of the interested and zealous ;-all is prompted

schools; but his progress in this unpro- by an anxiety to understand and promul.

fitable department is such as to afford a gate the word of God .

satisfactory indication of his success in a Though learned beyond his cotempo

better cause . When arrived at the time raries, Luther had much to acquire after

of lifefor making choice of a profession, coming forward as an author. His theo

he exhibits strikingmarks of a decided logicalknowledge was derived, in great

character. Young ashewas, he had de- part, from the writings of the Fathers,
termined to devote himself to the ser- and, familiar as he was with Scripture, he

vice of God, and no entreaty of friends, had to study its most difficult passages

no temptation of emolument, could shake without the assistance of intelligent com

liis resolution. Having taken the con- mentators. It was more suitable, how

clusive step and become an inhabitant of ever, to his constitutional ardour to at

a monastery, he avoids the idle and un- tack corruption at once with the weapons

instructive habits of his brethren, and, which lay at hand, than to allow time to

without the aid of any advising friend, pass in preparing arms of a less defective
devotes himself to theological research. character. Hence those changes and in

In this he resolutely perseveres, notwith- consistencies in particular topics, which,

standing the ridiculeof those around however suspicious inthe eyes of the
him, whose knowledge of their duty was weak or the malignant, afford to the con

confined to the repetition, by rote, of a siderate observera complete evidence of

few prayers, and who had allowed a copy his sincerity. Conscious of pure inten
of the Bible to lie for years neglected in tion, Luther felt no shame in acknow

ledging the errors arising from haste or

By one of those remarkable dispensa- engendered by earlyprejudice. He jour.

tions of Providence, which rendered Lu- neyed along the track of inquiry without

ther the instrument of so much publick assistance ; he was obliged to feel his

good, he was early placed in a situation way ; and it was only step by step that he

to distribute to others the fruits of his acquired a knowledge of the true path.

study. Though called to officiate as a He was long in the hope that the head of

teacher of Philosophy, and for sometime, the church would disapprove of theinde
perhaps, inadequately qualified to fill the cent sale of Indulgences, and would ex

theological chair, the bent of inclination tend support to the man who came for.

a corner,
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was no

ward to denounce it. When less confi . that he bestowed too little time on ana

dent of this support, he was inclined to lyzing the reasoning of others, and on re

ascribe to bad advisers that protection of considering his own. His natural temper

vice of which he accounted the pontiff in- led him to conceive strongly, and his tri

capable. Nor could he prevail on him- umphs over the Romanists powerfully se

self to think otherwise till after the most conded this constitutional tendency. The

conclusive proofs that no integrity of mo- same warmth led him to avail himselfofthe

tive was accounted a justification of the aid of whatever weapons were calculated

capital crime of developing the corruption to reach his adversary. Sarcasm in all its

of the church . When this was clearly shapes, raillery, ridicule, direct person

ascertained, Luther's choice ality, and even punning, abound in his

longerdoubtful--the establishment, which controversial tracts, to a degree which is

refused to listen to reform , became in his hardly justified by the example of other

view an object for direct and unmitigated writers of the age. Impatience and irri

hostility. Many years of his life were yet tability were his greatfaults,and they are

to pass, and his viewsin points of doctrine abundantly conspicuous in his writings.

were destined to undergo several changes; No sooner had heformed an ideaof the

but no solicitation or argument had effect motives or of the doctrine ofan individual

in altering his behaviour towards the at variance with himself, than he made it

church of Rome.

ness .

the object of unsparing condemnation.

After his rupture with the pope, and Hence the endless complaints from ad

the adoption of the newdoctrineby a nu- versaries of his precipitation and rude.

merousbody of converts, Luther became Without desiring to excuse such

one of the most conspicuous men in Eu- exceptionable characteristics, it is due to

rope. Princes Ambraced opportunities of his memory to observe that they origi
conversing with him, and senates were nated in no malignant intention . They

not backward in applying to him for ad- were not displayed towards inoffensive

vice. These distinctions, and the influ- persons, nor were they meant as the

ence attached to them, were enjoyed by foundation of lasting, animosity. They

Luther above twenty years, yet inno sin- were often the ebullition of the moment,

gle instance did he seek to turn them to and appear to have been carried, in the

his personal advantage. Indifference to heat of composition, to a greater length

money is not unfrequent among men of than was intended at the outset. The

his secluded habits , but how few indivi- freedom of his language in treating of

duals would have possessed Luther's the conduct of the great, arose partly

power without making it subservient to from constitutional ardour, and partly

the acquisition of rank or honours ? All from an habitual impression of the all

these were disaained by him, and his powerful claims of truth. The lofty at.

mind remained wholly occupied with the titude so often assumed by Luther is not

diffusion of religious truth. Even literary therefore to be attributed to pride or va.

fame had no attractions for Luther. The nity. In treating of the Scriptures, he

improvement of the condition of his fel, considered himself as acting in the pre

low creatureswas the object which with sence of God, whose majesty and glory

him superseded every other considera. wereso infinitely exalted above allcre.

tion. No temptation of ambition could ated beings, as to reduce to one and the

remove him, in his days of celebrity , from same level the artificial distinctions of

his favourite university of Wittemberg. worldly institutions. Under this convic

While his doctrines spread far and wide, tion, the prince or the king who ven

and wealthycities would have been proud tured toopposewhat Lutherconsidered

to receive him, Luther clung tothe spot the word of God, seemed to him no more

where he discharged the duty of a teach- exempted from severe epithets than the

er, and to the associates whom he had humblest of his adversaries. However

known in his season of humility. we may censure the length to which his

In considering Luther as an author, we freedom was carried, the boldness of his

are struck with the extent and variety of conduct was, on thewhole, productive of

his labours. They consist of controver. much good . An independent and manly

sial tracts, of commentaries on Scripture , tone in regard not only to religion, but

of sermons, of letters, and of narratives of to civil liberty, literature, thearts and

the chief events of his life . The leading sciences, was created and disseminated

feature of his controversial writings is an by his example ,

unvaried confidence in the goodness of His compositions of all kinds, including

his arguments. It never seems to occur sermons and epistolary disquisitions, are

to him to entertain a doubt of the accu- calculated, by his distinguished biogra

racy of the proposition which he under- pher, Seckendorff, at the extraordinary

takes to defend . It unavoidably followed number of eleven hundred and thirty
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seven.

season .

When we consider, in addition, troversy between him and the Catholics

the extent of his publick duty , and the are introduced on all occasions, and some

variety of his correspondence, wecannot of his favourite doctrines, such as justifi

fail to admirethe prodigious efforts of his cation by faith without works, could ne

industry. Where the mass of writing ver, he seems to have thought, be out of

was so large, we must expect little po On the other hand , few writers

lish of style. Luther's imagination was discover greater knowledge of the world ,

vigorous, but the cultivationof taste en- or a happiertalent in analyzing and illus

gaged no part of his attention. His in- trating the shades of character. In this

elegance of style has been chiefly re- respect Luther is greatly superior to those

marked in his Latin publications. His who form their notions of mankind in the

taste in early life had been corrupted by stillness of their closet. It is equally re

the barbarous diction of the scholastic markable that no man could display more

divines, and in his riper years he was too forcibly the tranquil consolations of reli

impatient to communicate the substance gion. Though unable to subdue his im

of his thoughts, to bestow much atten- petuosity of temper, he was anxious to

tion on thedress in which they appeared . moderate it, and seems to have been per

It suited his ardour to commit to paper fectly acquainted with the means which

the impression of the moment, and to it is incumbent on us to use for that pur

give free course to that excitement which pose.

grows stronglyon men of his temper in Let us now turn aside from Luther's

the progress of composition . The con- publick character, and contemplate him in

sequence is that his sentences are gene. the scenes of private life. Warm as he

rally of great length ; the succeeding was in temper, and unaccustomed to yield

members appearingan expansion ,and not to authoritative demands, he yet possessed

unfrequently a repetition, of what had much of the milk of human kindness ,

gone before. No pains were taken to Few men entered with more ardour into

promote clearness, and very little to cor- the innocent pleasures of society. His

rect ambiguity. As he was wholly indif- frankness of disposition was apparent at

ferent to the praise of elegance , he gave the first interview, and his communica

himself no trouble about the choice of tive turn, joined to the richness of his

words. When classical vocables did not stores, rendered his conversation re

readily occur to him , he had no scruple markably interesting. In treating of hu

in making a new word, by giving a Latin morous subjects, he discovered as much

termination to an expression borrowed vivacity and playfulness as if he had been

from the Greek, or some other language. a man unaccustomed to serious research,

His arrangement is equally defective, and The visitor of Luther's domestic circle

the result of all this is, that his works are was assured of witnessing a pleasing uni

full of obscure passages. Some of them on of religious service with conjugal and

are so much involved, that it is next to ' paternal affection. His fondness for mu.

impossible to make out the meaning. In sick continued during life, and spread a

his German compositions the case is dif- charm over the discharge of his serious

ferent. His translation of the Bible has duties. He was always a zealous advo .

been always admired, and his hymns have cate for the use of musick in publick wor

given way to versifications oflater date ship : In an evening before parting from
in consequence only of the progressive his family and his friends, he was in the

changein the language.
habit of regularly singing a hymn. This

His theological system he professed to he usually did ina high key, and with all
found altogether on the authority of the advantage of a delightful voice. In

Scripture . Such, it must be allowed, his hours of occasional dejection, musick

was in agreat measure the case, although proved his most pleasant and effectual re

his predilection for the writings of Au- storative. It was much to be regretted

gustine influenced his creed to a degree that his constitution, though apparently
of which he was perhaps unconscious. robust, by no means afforded him the

Of his commentaries and sermons, many steady enjoyment of health . Whether

were printed from the notes of hearers, from taking too little exercise, or from

and, though generally shown tohim be the repeated occurrence of mental agi;
forehand, he was so indifferent to fame, tation, he was subject to frequent and

so immersed in business, and so intent on severe headaches. In respect to diet, he

the object of the moment, that he allowed wasremarkably abstemious, a habit pro

them to go forth without much correc- bably acquired in the monastery, and con

tion . The planof his discourses, if plan tinued in consequence of the sedentary
it can be called, was not calculated to nature of his occupations.

procure him reputation on the score of The diffusion of religious knowledge

composition . The leading points of con- being always foremost in Luther's mind,
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he was fond, when along with his friends, sons, lived in the time of Seckendorff,

of turning the conversation in that direc- and ocupied a respectable situation .”

tion. Nor was there any objection to it

on the part of his associates. The flu

ency of his arguments and the spirit of

his illustrations were calculated to divest

serious topics of whatever might be for .

bidding, and to give them all the attrac. The Evidence of Christianity, de
tion of subjects of amusement. The stu- rived from itsNature and Recep

dy of Scripture elucidated by Luther, ap- tion . By J. B. Sumner, M.A.

peared no longer in the light of a task,

and the ponderous writings of the Fa . Prebendary of Durham, &c . 8vo.

thers seemed in his hands divested of pp . 430. Price 10s. 6d. Lon

their customary incumbrance. don , 1824 .

If, among the numerous virtues of Lu

ther, we seek forthat which more par In Mr. Sumner's Treatise on the

ticularly characterized bim , we shall fix , Divine Attributes, to which was

without hesitation, on his contempt for awarded Mr. Burnet's premium of
the terrors of power. It was to this lin -

£400, the evidence of the existdaunted spirit that he was chiefly indebt

ed for his usefulnessand celebrity. To ence and perfections of the Crea

maintain the cause of truth , as a servant tor is built chiefly on the credibili
of God, was a task in which no danger ty of the Mosaick records of the
could appal him . His courage arose from creation . The Christian revelation

no hasty resolution, and still less from is there excluded from being the

any hidden ambition-it was a firm , deli

berate determination, founded on tho: groundwork of the argument,'“ be
rough conviction, and unconscious of cause, that being granted, any trea
abatement under the most embarrassing tise on the Divine attributes would

circumstances. Regardless of thethreats be superfluous.” In the present

of foes, or the expostulationsof friends; work , though not professedly
he persevered in his course, and looked

forward,with patienceand confidence, quel to the former,* the bigħer de
to “ reap in joy what he had sown in gree of evidence is illustrated ,
tears." which is deducible from the Chris

Again, ifwe pass from the examination tian records . The design of the
of his mind to a view of the different ca. volume is to show, “ that a religion

pacities in which he came before the like the Christian , could never have
publick, we shall see him to greatest ad .

vantage in the character of a preacher. existed, unless it had been intro

Hemounted the pulpitfull of his subject, duced by Divine authority. It
and eager to diffuse a portion of his stores could not have been invented : it
among his audience. The hearer's atten- would not have been received .”

tion was aroused by the boldness and no

velty of the ideas; it was kept up by the “ The line of argument has at least one

ardour with which he saw thepreacher advantages at the sametimethat itproves,

inspired . In the discourse there was no- if well founded ,that the religion is true,

thing of the stiffness of laboured compo it shows also what the religion is.”

sition ; in the speaker no affectation in This advantage gives a great su

voiceor gesture. Luther's sole object periority , in our judgment, to the

before his congregation. His delivery argument from internal evidence.
was aided by a clear elocution, and his For, after all , the real controversy

diction had all the copiousness of a fer with the infidel turns on the Divine

vent imagination.

Luther left the little property which he * Mr. Sumner does not refer, either in

possessed to his dear Catherine de Bora. the title-page or the preface, to his for

She removed after his death to Torgau , mer work. Possibly, he is not quite sa

and survived him nearly seven years. tisfied with it as a performance. It cer

His family, consisting of a daughter in ad- tainly displays extensive and multifarious

dition to the three sons already mention- reading, and may be read with advantage;

ed, wererelieved from hereditary poverty but, in originality, in closeness of reason

by the liberality of the elector of Saxony ing, and in strictly theological know

and the countsof Mansfeld . The grand- ledge, it is somewhat deficient, and is sti .

son of Paul, the youngest of Luther's perseded by better works.

se
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character of that which professes to he ought to believe, but the portrait

be a revelation from heaven ; and of religion, which may peradven

weshould be found to have gained ture disarm opposition, if not sub

little, when wehad brought him to due his heart. The affections are

acknowledge, that the external evi- moved by those qualities only

dence is complete,-that both the which render the object venerable ,

Mosaick records and the Christian or lovely , or desirable. ' Pascal has.

scriptures are credible,—that they finely said : “ A man who discovers

are both authentick and genuine, - evidences of the Christian religion ,

if, when we proceeded to speak of is like an heir who finds the title

their sacred contents, he should , deeds of his family . Will he say

with the Papist, refer us to an au- that they are forged, and will he

thorized interpreter for their mean- neglect to examine them ??! No

ing, or, with the Socinian, contend man ever examined the scriptures,

that St. Paul was a bad reasoner. with a wish to find them true, and

A man may be firmly convinced of remained a sceptick .

the historical truth of Christianity , Mr. Sumner will be thought to

and yet remain under a mistake , or have stated the sceptical question

in almost utter and wilful igno- with exemplary candour and fair

rance as to what Christianity is. ness in the opening paragraph of

He may believe that the religion is his volume.

true, and yet, not have taken a step

towards becoming a religious man . " A book is put into my hands, profess
The exhibition of the evidence of ing to give an account of a revelation

from God. I find this revelation estab .

Christianity, apart from its nature lished as the religion of my country,

and doctrines, has no direct ten- under the name of Christianity, I find
dency to make him such. It is the laws acknowledging it, and taking

adapted to yield the highest satis- cognizance of any very gross insults
faction to a believer, and to confirm against its divine authority. I find a

maintenance for ministers who teach, ex

his faith in the gospel which he has plain , and enforce it, making partof the

received ; and this is perhaps the constitution of the state. I see a great

chief use of all works which treat variety of persons, who do not receive or

of the evidences of revelation . But claim any participation in that publick

maintenance, also endeavouring to extend
no fact is more clearly established a belief in its truth, and an observance of

by experience, thanthat the highest itsprecepts .
degree of evidence is insufficient to “ A slight acquaintance with the nature

overcome a repugnance to the truth. ofChristianity, assures me also, thatsuch

The sceptick will not believe. areligion is expedient for the publick
good. It teaches men to consider them

Why ? Because he sees po beauty selves as placed under theeye of their

in religion, that he should desire it. Creator. "It declares the importance of
And so long as this is the case, nei . human conduct and character to be such ,

ther wouldhe believe although one
as to have occasioned the interference of

should risefrom thedead. What itdemands a very pure morality . It re
a Divine Person, called the Son of God .

then is to be done ? Shall we argue gulates the lives and habits of men by

over again with him the external sanctionssoawful, as must affect and in

proofs,or shall we revile him for fluence all that are capable of extending

his perverseincredulity, andforget
their view to things future and invisible .

the spiritof Christ inzealfor his theymay justly be considered as presump
“ These circumstances,however, though

cause ? It seems to us, that the only tions in favour of the truth of Christianity,

method likely to succeed with a are not decisive. It is a presumption in

mannot committed to obstinate in- its favour, that our ancestors should have

fidelity byhis vices, is to hold up, land;becausewe are entitled to suppose
made Christianity a part ofthe law of the

not the evidences of religion, which that they had reason for what they did.

can at most convince him only that itis in its favour, that they shouldhave
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provided for its support and extension ; stronger ground for believing Christia.
and that so many persons should take an nity, thanthat it is the established reli.

evident interest in its success . It is still gion of my own age and country.This

more in its favour, that its doctrines should fact, together with its obvious utility to

be beneficial to the morality and happi. the publick morals, may secure my re

ness of men . But then, I find some of spect to its institutions, and my compli.

these circumstances on the side of other ance with its forms. Socrates and Cicero

religions also . The ancient inhabitantsof offered sacrifice to the deities of their an

Europe had a religion prior to Christia- cestors . But if I am required to go fur

nity, which they maintained at a conside. ther, I must inquire deeper, and have a

rable expense of statues, sacrifices, tem- surer foundation of my faith . And the

ples, and ministers. They defended this slightest consideration shows me that I

religion carefully . Their wisest men, am bound to make this inquiry, and that if

though they perceived its absurdity, still I neglect Christianity unexamined , I ne

supported it, on the express ground of its glect it at my peril."

utility to the state . Again, the religion of

Mohammed is established over an in- The first question , then, which

mense and populous region ; and has its arises, respects the origin of this
priests and temples, publickly acknow, Revelation. Are the historick re
ledged and maintained. The Hindoos and cords of the New Testament au

the Chinese have a religion and a priest- thentick ? Did such a person as

hood, whose power over their people is
not inferior to that of the ministers of Jesus Christ exist , and was he the

Christ. In fact, no civilized country exists author of this religion ? Mr. Sum
without some form of religion ; the mem- ner, passing over the imbecilities of

bers ofwhich, whatever it be, are no less Volney and Paine, assumes the

confirmedin its belief, than the professors affirmative as amply substantiated

of Christianity. The morality, indeed , of by unquestionable historical evi

these religions, is very different from that dence.

of the Gospel, and their effect upon the
“ The only ground, then ,which a scep

mind and upon the happiness of their vo
tick can take, who means his statements

taries, very different. But as the moral

state of different nations, independent of did exist, and that the main circumor opinions to be examined, is, that Jesus

religion, is also unequal, the purer mora.

lity and general superiority of the Gospel with respect tohis divinityorhisdi
stances of his history are true ; but that,

may, it is possible, have arisen from the vine mission , he probablydeceived him
exerciseof a nobler intellect anda hap; self, but certainly deceived others, when

pier combination ofcircumstances, and he persuaded them to worship him , and
are not alone a sufficient reason for my

to teach a religion under his authority and
embracing it as divine . England has a

betterreligion than Turkey orHindostan. this ground . Iwill take the life, minis
name. I will consider the question on

But then England has made a far greater
advance in artsandsciences ; has awider try, and publick execution of Jesus as

field of literature ; is in every respect a
an historical fact. It may be denied ; as

more enlightened country ; and its supe
men may deny any thing which they do

rior religion may be no morea result of not actually see, or hear, or feel. But it

divine interference,than itsbetter consti. has this advantage over every other his.

tution and more equal laws. Besides tested by personsbelieving it, and staking
torical fact; that it has been regularly at

which, the Gospel,in proportion as it is
all that was most valuable to them upon

purer than the religions of Brahma or
its truth , from the date assigned to its oc

Mahommed, demands greater sacrifices;
and requires, therefore , to be confirmed currence, to the present hour.”

by a proportionate force of evidence. The twofold argument on which

And I cannot but be aware , that although Mr. Sumner rests the proof that the

this religion is countenanced by the state, Christian Religion is not of man,
and defended by the laws, and cordially

believed by many ; yet, it is also disbe. but of God, is derived from its na

lieved by many, neglected by more, and ture and its reception ; but these
openly assaulted bysome. are necessarily blended in the Au
pears, on a cursory view , to be placed in

thor's reasonings, since it is its remuch the same circumstances, as most

otherreligions which have prevailed in ception, notwithstanding its nature

different countriesand different ages of that gives force to the argument.
the world .

The subjects of the ensuing chap

“ For these reasons, I must have a ters may be reduced to these seve

VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. SA

So that it ap
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ral propositions. I. That inasmuch ings, is a proof of their supernatural
as Christianity was opposed to the origin. VII . That the Christian

prevailing opinions, expectations , character is strictly original ; “ ori

and national prejudices of the Jews, ginal even among the Jews, and al

its leading doctrines are such as together foreign from the habits and

could not be expected to originate feelings of other nations." VIII .

from Jews . II . That the Christian That original and unexpected as

doctrines are in the strictest sense are the doctrines of Christianity,

original , being underived from any they are perfectly reasonable. IX.

known or accessible source in the That the account of the first pro

belief of those times and countries . mulgation of Christianity contained

III . That, nevertheless, they re- in the New Testament records, af

ceive a confirmation and collateral fords the only explanation of its

support from the Jewish Scriptures establishmentand progress. X.That

and institutions, which it is impos- the change of character produced

sible to refer to simple coincidence by its reception in the first Chris

or accommodation .' IV. That the tians, is an evidence of its truth.

original phraseology of the Chris- XI. That the effects of Christianity

tian Scriptures is a further proof of on human happiness are such as

the originality and Divine origin of agree with its Divine origin . XII.

the doctrines. V. That there are . That the evidence by which Chris

indications of more than human tianity is attended , is the only con

foreknowledge in the Authors of ceivable evidence by which itcould

the Christian Scriptures, taken in be confirmed to us, and such as

connexion with subsequent experi- agrees with the general character

ence . VI. That the wisdom mani- of the Divine government.

fested in the New Testament writ ( To be continued .)

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

The following extract of a letter, dated his effects, and to remit the proceeds
Jan 7, 1824 , from British Acera, contains home to his agents, Messrs. Briggs, Bro

some particulars of the death of the tra- thers and Co. America -Square, London ,

veller Belzoni. together with a beautiful amethyst ring

“ On the night of the 24th of Novem- he wore, which he seemed particularly

ber, he, Mr. Belzoni, left us with Mr. anxious should be delivered to his wife,

Houtson for Gato. On parting with us, with the assurance he died in the ful.

he seemed a little agitated, particularly lest affection for her, as he found himself
when the crew (of thebrig which brought too weak to write his last wishes and

him,) to each of whom he had made a adieus .

present, gave him three loud cheers on “ At the time of Mr. Belzoni's death ,

leaving the vessel . " God bless you , my Mr. Houtson had everything arranged

fine fellows, and send you a happy sight with the king of Benin for his departure,
of your country and friends !' was his an . and, had his health continued, there is no

On the 3d of December I receiv. doubt he would have succeeded. Mr. Bel.

ed a letter from Mr. Houtson, requesting zoni passed at Benin as an inhabitant, or

me to come to Benin, as Mr. B. waslying rather native of the interior, who had

dangerously ill , and, in case of death, come to England when a youth, and was

wishing a second person to be present. now trying to return to his country . The

I was prevented going, not only by King and Emegrands (or nobles) gave

business, but a severe fever, which had credit to this, Mr. Belzoni being in a

then hold of me. On the 5th, I had a se- Moorish dress with his beard nearly a foot

cond letter from Mr. H. with the particu- in length . There was, however, some lit.

lars of Mr. B.'s end, and one from him- tle jealousy amongst them, which was re

self, almost illegible, dated Dec. 2 , re- moved by a present or two well applied ;

questing me to assist in the disposal of and the King of Benin's messenger was

swer.

1
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It was

to accompany Mr. Belzoni with the king's avoid the dangerous passage round the

cane, and as many men as were consider. Land's End, especially in winter.

ed necessary for a guard and baggage stated, that the expense of cutting it

carriers. The King's name is respected would be amply provided by a sum of

as far as Houssa, and he has a messenger, £ 1,200,000, for vessels of 200 tons. It

or ambassador, stationary there . On Mr. was supposed that half a million of ton.

Belzoni's arrival at Houssa, he was to nage would have passed the canal the

leave his guard there, and proceed to last year, had it been formed , besides half

Timbuctoo, the King not guaranteeing a million of tons of coal. This, at one

his safety farther than Houssa, and Tim . penny a ton per mile, would produce

buctoo not being known at Benin . On £136,000. It was also stated, that 200

his return to Houssa he would make the lives were lost in going round the Land's

necessary preparations for going down End, in a year, and in the two last years,

the Niger, and despatch his messenger a loss of property to above £300,000.

and guard back with letters to his agents The resolutions for entering on the un

and to Mr. John Houtson ; themessenger dertaking were unanimously agreed to .

to be rewarded according to the account Measles. - A medical writer in a lite

the letters gave of his behaviour, and the rary publication, observes, in reference

King to receive a valuable statedpresent. to the above malady: “ We may take this

This was the plan, and I think it would opportunity of mentioning a curiousfact

have proved fortunate had Mr. B. lived . regarding this disorder, which we believe

Mr. B. began to waver in his opinion of has been overlooked by medical writers,

the Niger being a branch of the Nile, af- but of the accuracy of which they were

ter having seen one or two of these riv- convinced. It is, that although measles

ers in the bight of Benin . be seen always more or less in every
“ Mr. Francis Belzoni, brother of the year, yetthat it prevails as an epidenic in

deceased traveller, is expected to follow Great Britain once in seven years. Thus,

up his brother's researches.” it was an epidemic in 1801-2, 1808-9, 1816.

Paul Jones. - By a singular accident, a
To what cause this septennial return is to

large collection of original letters to this
be ascribed we cannot even conjecture.”

celebrated man, have been recently found
Proposals are issued in Paris for the

in a huckster's shop in this city. Among publication of a veryextensive and splen
them, are the copies of a great numberof did collection of English Literature, io be

his own letters, which are completely il- edited by our countryman Washington

lustrative of the character of the indivi. Irving, Esq. It is intended that the col

dual. Ofthe genuineness of these docu- lection shall contain the best works ofthe

ments and letters, there is not the least most eminent English authors, in every

doubt, for the hand-writings ofsuch men
department of literature, from Chaucer

as La Fayette, Benjamin Franklin, John
to the present day. A list of the authors,

Adams, and fifty others like them , can.
whose works are expected to form the

not be mistaken . We understand the proposed publication, is given, contain

papers are now in the possession of Mr. ing 80 names, and the collection is ex.

Wiley, who has submitted them to the pected to extend to about 200 volumes.

inspection of the gentlemen of bis “ Den , " Murray, bookseller, London, has given

with a view to a publication of a part. Washington Irving € 1500 sterling, for
There are said to be 700 letters alone.- the copy-right of his new novel . Messrs .

N. Y. American . Carey and Lea, will publish the new Wa

Fall of Earth. — Extract of a letter dated verley Novel in the course of next week .

Addison , (Maine ,) July 1 , 1824. “ We Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. - We

have had two instances, about ten days understand from good authority that the

since, of a large body of earth sliding excavation and embankment made on this

from the banksinto the river. In one in- work during the last three months, amount
stance, about an acre of woodland, trees to the amazing quantity of 360,000 cubic

and all, slid into the water,carrying with yards.

it a large quantity of mud to the opposite London Tract Society .-- From the twen

side, and blocking up thewholepassage ty-fifth report of this Society, which was

ofthe stream. Thereare large trees now
read at their annual meeting in May, it

standing in the middle of the river. A

similar instance has not happened here distributed during the past year. The

appears that 10,120,760 tracts have been

for thirty years. "
whole number published since the forma

Ship Canal from Bristol to the British tion of the Society amounts to 60,000,000,

Channel. - A meeting has been held in exclusive of many millions printed in fo

London for the purpose ofadopting mea- reign countries by associations whichare

sures to form a ship canal between Bris- assisted from the Society's funds.-- N . r .
tol and the British Channel, in order to Observer,
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A steam boat, purchased for the King tifying, and the purity and sweetness of

of Denmark, and most splendidly deco- the air diffuse health and pleasure . Many

rated and furnished , has sailed from Eng- of the patients voluntarily engage inthe

land for Copenhagen, in which his ma- rural occupationsofmowing,hay -making,

jesty and family are to embark to visit gardening , &c. The plan of this Asylum

Jutland and other places in the course of is said to be copied from a similar institu

the summer. It ismanned by British sea. tion in York , England. The Asylum of

men, with a captain of the Danish navy . the Society of Friends, near Frankfort, is

The Lehigh coal mines in Pennsylvania,
on a similar plan, and is designed for the

unfortunate of their Society .
worked by freemen , are said to be much

more productive of profit, than the silver History of the Greek Revolution . - A

minesof Mexico, worked by slaves. most admirable work has just appeared ,

Emigration to the West. — The Drayton
on the origin and progress of the Greek

(Ohio)Gazette states, that between the
revolution , by Mr. Blaquiere. Among the

8th and 12th of May, about one thousand
extraordinary events of modern times,

settlers had arrivedin Michigan territory,
none have occurred of more powerful in

who had been conveyed thither in the
terest than those which continue to agitate

steam and other vessels. “ Such (ob
the classick shores ofGreece ; and yet how

serves the editor) is the benefit of the imperfectly are they known by us! It is

New York canal and navigation, we only
true we occasionally hear of battles, mas

need one from the lake to the Ohio river, sacres, and burnings ; but no analysis of

and we should participatewithour neigh: nected account of theirnoble strugglefor
the Greek character, no accurate or con

is drawn there to obtainland on mode independence, nor any rational hypothe

sis regarding its result, could possibly 'berate terms."

formed, until Mr. Blaquiere's zeal for the
Chinese Language. - Great facilities for

cause led him to visit “ the isles of

the acquisition of the language now exist
Greece," theonly plan, indeed, by which

in England. It is well known that Dr. authentick materials for such a work could

Morrison's Chinese Dictionary in six vo- be collected .

lumes quarto, printed in China, by the

honourable East India Company, at an ex
New Publications.

pense of 15,000 pounds, was completed A Dictionary of Select and Popular

several months since; and by the June Quotations, which are in daily use, taken

number of the London Evangelical Maga- from the Latin, French, Spanish, and Ita

zine, we perceive that the doctor has re- lian Languages ; together with a copious

turned to England, carrying with him a
collection ofLaw Maxims and Law Terms.

library of original Chinese books, to the Translated into English, with Illustrations,

number of ten thousand volumes, in every Historical and Idiomatic . Fourth Ameri

department of literature, which he offers can edition, corrected and enlarged. A.

to lend gratuitously to any individual in Finley. Philadelphia.

the united kingdom , who may choose to A View of the Internal Evidence of the

attempt the acquisition of the Chinese Christian Religion . By Soame Jenyns.

language. D. A. Borrenstein , Princeton , N. J.

The New York Asylumfor the Insane, is
In Press,

a splendid and convenient edifice, stand

ing on the highest ground of the island, By D. A. Borrensteinand A. Finley,

about nine miles from the city. From “ The Utility of Creeds and Confessions."

its roof may be seen “ the most diversi- An Introductory Lecture delivered at the

fied scenery of oceanand rivers, towns, opening of the Summer Session of the

villages and country ,hills and valleys,the TheologicalSeminary, Princeton , N. J.

grandeur of nature and the embellish . By Samuel Miller, D.D.

ments of art.” This establishment has By Daniel Fenton, Trenton. The New

well cultivated gardens, orchards and Jersey Preacher, volume 2d. Also , a new

fields. The neatness and cleanliness of and handsome edition of Paley's Natural

the patients, and of the Asylum , are gra . Theology.

Heligious Intelligence.

DOMESTICK.
to give, in our scanty pages, any

We have heretofore had occasion considerable details relative to re

to remark , that we cannot pretend ligious intelligence. The whole of
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our pages, indeed , would not con- of this kind ? It is well known , that

tain a fourth part of these details. it was this consideration which ori

Yet it is our purpose that every at- ginally led to the establishment of

tentive reader of the Christian Ad- a miscellany, of which our work is

vocate shall , during its publication , the continuation . For sufficient

have a correct generalview of the reasons as we believe, which were

various institutions and operations, assigned in their proper place, we

which have for their object the ad- changed the title ofthework ; but we

vancement of religion, both in fo- declared, at the same time, it was

reign countries, and in our own. not our intention to change its ge

When we possess original informa- neral design. On this plan we have

tion-and we have lately possessed uniformly acted,and shall continue

a good deal , and are daily looking to act. We have treated , and hope

for more-we shall cominúnicate it we shall ever treat, other denomi

as speedily as possible. In other nations with due liberality and

respects, our details relative to re- courtesy ; and yet shall not only

ligious concerns, and especially teach and inculcate the doctrines,

those of our own country, will re- but communicate the religious in:

gard chiefly the institutionsof the formation, in which the members of

Presbyterian church. Not that our the Presbyterian church will natu

sympathies or good wishes are con- rally take a special interest. The

fined to that church - we sincerely “ Missionary Herald,” which we

rejoice in the prosperity of other have taken occasion heretofore to re

evangelical churches, and in the commend, and would still earnestly

success of all their endeavours to recomnmmend, to the patronage of our

extend the blessings of the gospel. readers, as being a publication in

It is with unfeigned pleasure we which Presbyterians are peculiarly

observe the vigorous exertions which interested, and which we know is

are now making in our country by read by a large part of our subscri

the Congregational churches of bers, has so fully detailed the mis

New England, by the Protestant sionary operations of our church,

Episcopal church in the United that we have given less than we

States, by the Baptist church, by otherwise should of these details.

the Methodist church , as well as by At present we shall only farther

Bible societies, Missionary socie- say , that among other denomina
ties, Education societies, Tract so- tions, as well as our own, all the in

cieties, Sabbath- school unions, and stitutions which we have specified

Seamen's friend associations , to dif- above , are pursuing their plans and

fuse the knowledge of divine truth , measures steadily and prosperously,

and to “ win souls ” to the Re- with an increasing zeal and to an

deemer. In all the efforts in which increasing extent.— May that zeal

other denominations act exclusively still increase, andits influence and

by themselves, as well as in those effects extend, till the knowledge

in which they unite with Presbyte- and love of God shall not only fill

rians, if the bounds of the Redeem- our land, but cover the whole earth

er's kingdom are thereby enlarged, as the waters do the seas .

we can truly say that " we rejoice,

yea, and will rejoice.” But all

other religious denominations have MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

publications, as it is natural that

they should , in which their peculiar

plans, and institutions, and opera

tions, and doctrines, are largely
( Continued from page 350. )

made known and zealously advo
May 28, 9 o'clock, A , M. the Assembly

met, and was constituted by prayer. The

cated : and why should notPresby- minutes of the last session were read .

terians, also, have one publication Messrs. Halsey and Thomas Kennedly,

OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .
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obtained leave of absence during the re . the General Association of Connecticut,

maining sessions of this Assembly , and and the election of a third delegate to said

Messrs. Niles and Strong, after the ses. Association having therefore failed, it was

sions of this day. Mr. Elliot and Mr.Root, resolved that another balloting be held

obtained leave of absence till Tuesday. to -morrow morning for athird delegate.

The committee on the Commissioners' Mr. Martin resigned his seat to Mr.

Fund reported, and their report being Latta,

read , was recommitted to the same com- The calling of the roll in the case of

mittee to be amended, and again submit- Mr. Andrews, was resumed and finished.

ted to the Assembly. Adjourned till 8 o'clock to -morrow morn

A nomination was made of persons to ing. Concluded with prayer.

be chosen delegates to the several Eccle

siastical Bodies connected with this As- May 29, 8 o'clock, A. M. the Assembly

sembly. met, and was constituted by prayer . The

The committee appointed to make a minutes of the last session were read.

distribution of the Commissioners' Fund, Dr. Pawling obtained leave of absence

again reported, and their report being during the remaining sessions of this As

read, was accepted ; and the Trustees of sembly.

the Assembly were instructed to issue a It being the order of the day for this

warrant for the payment of $1573 67, to morning, the election was held for a dele

the commissioners, according to the re- gate to attend the next meeting of the
port of the committee. General Association of Connecticut. The

The calling of the roll in the case of ballots were taken by the committee ap

Mr. Andrews was resumed, and several pointed yesterday.

members gave their opinions on the sub- This committee reported, and their re

ject. port being read, the Rev. Henry White

Mr. Corning, Mr. Whittlesey, and Mr. was declared duly elected to attend the

M‘Knight obtained leave of absence dur. next meeting of the General Association

ing the remaining sessions of this Assem- of Connecticut; and Mr. White was also

bly, after this day. Adjourned till 4 appointed an alternate to either of the de
o'clock , P. M. Concludedwith prayer. legates to the General Association of Mas

sachusetts, who may fail to attend .
Four o'clock , P. M. the Assembly met,

The consideration of the appeal and
and was constituted by prayer. The mic complaint of Mr.Andrewswas resumed.
nutes of the last session were read .

A resolution on the subject, with several
Itbeing the order of the day for this amendments ,having beensubmitted to

afternoon, the election was held for dele, the Assembly,the whole subject was com

gates to attend the several Ecclesiastical mitted to Drs.Ralston,Spring, Hill, and

Bodies connected with this Assembly, Blatchford, and Mr. M'Iver, to prepare

The ballots were taken, and committed
and report to the Assembly aminute pro

to Dr. M‘Dowell,' Messrs. Castner, and
Lyman , to count thevotes givenin for per to be adopted on the subject.

Messrs. Morse and Bayardwere added

the several candidates, and report to the
to the judicial committee, in the place of

Assembly .
two members who had obtained leave of

This committee reported, and their re absence .

port being read, the following persons Mr. Hyde obtained leave of absence till
were declared duly chosen : viz.

Tuesday. Messrs. Downer, Belcher, Phil

Rev. William Hill,D. D.and Rev.Aaron lips, Butler, and HenryY. Slaymaker, ob
W. Leland, D. D. to attend the next meet

tained leave of absence during the re
ing of the General AssociationofConnec. maining sessions of this Assembly, after
ticut, and of the General Association of this day.
Massachusetts.

A petition from the congregation of

The Rev. Gardiner Spring, D. D. to at- Solesbury, under the care ofthe Presby

tend the next meeting of the General tery of Philadelphia, referred to the As

Association of New Hampshire, and of the sembly by said Presbytery, was overtured

General Convention of Vermont; and the and read . This petitionrequested, that

Rev. John Monteith was appointed his the congregation of Solesburybe separat

alternate . ed from the Presbytery of Philadelphia,

Rev. Thomas M'Auley, D. D. and Mr. and attached to the Presbytery of New

Benjamin Strong, Elder, to attend the Brunswick. This request having previ.

next meeting of the General Synod of the ously been before the Synod of Philadel.

Reformed Dutch Church , and Rev. John phia, and having been referred to the Pres

B. Romeyn, D. D. and Mr. Divie Bethune, bytery by theSynod, and the Presbytery
Elder, were appointed their alternates. having given their consent, it was resolved ,

The numberof votes being equal for that the request be granted , and it hereby

two of the candidates, for a delegation to is granted, and the congregation of Soles.
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page 214.

page 47.

page 27 .

bury is detached from the Presbytery of committee was granted,and the authority

Philadelphia , and connected with the wasaccordingly given them .

Presbytery of New -Brunswick . 1 The Boardof Directors of the Theolo

The committee appointed to examine gical Seminary, reported , and their report

the records of the Synod of South Caro- being read, was approved.

lina and Georgia, reported, and the book Anomination was made of persons to

was approved to page 87 . fill the vacancies in the Board of Directors

The committee appointed to examine of the Theological Seminary ; and the

the records of the Synod of Pittsburgh, Election was made the order of the day

reported, and the book was approved to for Monday morning next.

Dr. Leland, Messrs. Robt. Kennedy,

T'he committee appointed to examine Slaymaker, and Wood,were added to the

the records of the Synod of Genesee, committee of Bills and Overtures, in the

reported, and the book was approved to place of members who had obtained leave
of absence .

Messrs. Stone, Culbertson , and Arbuc. The Act of the Legislature of New

kle, were appointed a committee to alter Jersey, entitled, “ An Act for Incorporat

the line dividing the Synod of Pittsburgh ing Trustees of the Theological Seminary

from that of Ohio, so as to embrace the of the Presbyterian Church, at Princeton,

missionary station on the Maumee within in the State of New -Jersey;" and a Sup

the bounds of the Synod of Pittsburgh , plement to said Act, reported by the

agreeably to an application made to the Board of Directors of the Theological Se

Assembly on the subject by the Synod of minary, were read ,—The Assembly, after

Pittsburgh.
mature consideration, resolved to accept

The committee appointed to examine said Act with said Supplement, and they

the records of the Synod of New York, hereby do acceptthem .

reported , and the book was approved to Dr.Cathcart, Dr. M‘Dowell and Mr. ,

Bayard, were appointed a committee to

The committee appointedto examine ascertain, and report to the Assembly,

the recordsof the Synod of North Caroli- what measures are to be adopted, and

na, reported, and the book was approved what alterations are to be made in rela

tion to the plan of the Theological Semi

The committee appointed by the last nary , and the manner of conducting its

Assembly to inquire whatmeasures ought concerns, in consequence of this charter.
to be adopted for the better conducting The Board of Missions reported, and

of the business of the Assembly reported, their report being read, was committed

and their report being read , was laid on to Messrs. James Patterson, Green and

the table for the further consideration of Squier.

the members. The committee appointed to prepare a

The following extract from the minutes minute to be adopted by the Assembly,
of the Preshytery of Oswego, was over- in relation to the appeal and complaint of

tured . the Rev. Josiah B. Andrews, against a de

On motion, Resolved, That our commis- cision of the Synod ofNew -Jersey ,affirm

sioners to the Assembly, be instructed to ing a decision of the Presbytery ofJersey,

make application to that body, to alter by which Mr. Andrews was admonished ;

the line of boundary between the Synod reported, and report being read was

of Albany and the Synod of Geneva , so adopted, and is as follows, viz .

that the whole county of Oswegomay be The General Assembly, after maturely

comprehended within the Synod of Al- and prayerfully considering the appeal

bany. and complaint of the Rev. Josiah B. An

This overture being read, it was Resolv- drews, from a sentence of the Synod of

ed, That this application be referred to the New - Jersey, adopted the following mi

Synod of Geneva ; and if the Synod of nute, viz.

Geneva give their consent, then the prayer While in the opinion of this Assembly,

of the petition is to be granted, and the the Presbytery of Jersey in originating,

boundary line fixed accordingly. conducting, and issuing this prosecution,

The committee appointed to sell the do not appear to have exercised that caua

Digest, made the following stateinent, tious regard to the provisions of the Con
viz. stitution in cases of process, whichare so

“ That the sale has been very limited, efficient in matters of discipline , and while

and therefore request authority to lessen they deem this applicable tothe proceed

the price, if they shall deem it proper, ings of the Presbytery in relation to both

and to dispose of the copies of it in any the parties, Resolved,
way that they may think conducive to the First, That the sentence of the Presby

interest ofthe Assembly, and of the church tery and Synod, so far as it censures the

under their care.” The request of the Rev. Josiah B.Andrews, for imprudence

to page 304.
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of conduct, and a want of tenderness to. ported ,and the book was approved to
wards the reputation of certain members page 228.

of the church in Perth Amboy, be affirm- Resolved, That no election be held this

ed, and it hereby is affirmed. year for trustees of the General Assembly.

Second, That the sentence of the Pres- The committee on Psalmody was con

bytery and Synod , censuring the Rev. tinued.
Josiah B. Andrews for “ a very reprehen- An overture from the Presbytery of

sible degree of equivocation ," be reversed , North River, in the case of a Mr. Quinn,

and it hereby is reversed. was takenup, and after some discussion

The following Extract from the minutes on the subject, was dismissed , as a matter

of the General Association of New Hamp- in which the Assembly has no concern.

shire was received and read , “ The Rev. Adjourned till 9 o'clock, on Monday

Dr. Neill having through Mr. Sutherland, morning. Concluded with prayer.

presented a copy of the revised edition

of the Constitution of the Presbyterian May 31, 9 o'clock, A. M. the Assembly

Church, in the nameof the General As- met, and was constituted by prayer. The
sembly, to this Association : minutes of the last session were read.

Resolved, That we gratefully accept Messrs. Castner, Dodge and Morse, ob

this work, and present our cordial thanks tained leave of absence during the re

to the Assembly for this renewed token maining sessions of thisAssembly, after
of Christian affection ; and that the Secre. this morning ; and Mr. Gildersleeve, ob

tary communicate this resolution to the tained leave after the session of to -mor

Stated Clerk of the Assembly.” row morning.

The following persons were chosen and It being the order of the day for this

appointed a Board of Missions for the en- morning, the election was held, to fill

suing year : viz . the vacancies in the Board of Directors

of Philadelphia and its vicinity, the of the Theological Seminary ; and the

Rev. Drs. Green , Wilson, Alexander, ballots being taken, were committed to

Miller, Janeway, Ely, Neill and Dickey ; Messrs. Harrison and Condit to count the

and the Rev. Messrs. Potts, Skinner and votes and report to the Assembly.

Patterson ; and Messrs. Robert Smith , This committee reported , and the re

Robert Ralston, John Connelly, John port being read, the following persons

M‘Mullin and Samuel Bayard . were declared duly chosen directors of

Of New York and its vicinity, the Rev. the Theological Seminary for three years ;
Dr. Ronieyn, and Rev. Mr. Joseph M'El. viz . AshbelGreen, D. D. John M‘Dowell,

roy in the place of Dr. Richards, and D. D. Henry R. Weed, William Neill,

Messrs. Lennox, J. R. B. Rodgers, D. Be- D. D. Jacob J. Janeway,D. D. Ezra S.
thune, Z. Lewis, and R. Havens. Ely, D. D. and John B. Romeyn, D. D.

Of the Synod of Gennessee, the Rev. Ministers : Messrs. Samuel Bayard, Tho

Dr. E. Fitch. mas Bradford , jun. and Benjamin Strong ,

Of the Synod of Geneva, the Rev. Dr. Elders.

Perrine. The Narrative of the State of Religion ,

Of the Synod of Albany, the Rev. Dr. was read , and after some amendments ,

Chester. was recommitted to the same committee ,

Of the Synod of New York , the Rev. who were directed to havefifteen hundred
Jobn Johnson. copies printed.

Of the Synod of New Jersey, the Rev. The committee appointed to examine

Dr. Hillyer. the records of the Synod of New Jersey,

Of the Synod of Philadelphia, the Rev. reported, and the book was approved to
Dr. Cathcart. the end of the record .

Of the Synod of Pittsburgh, the Rev. A memorial from the Associate Re.

Elisha Macurdy. formed Synod of the South, having been

Of the Synod of Virginia, the Rev. Dr. overtured, was taken up, and being
Rice. read, was referred to Dr. Blatchford , Dr.

Of the Synod of Kentucky, the Rev. Leland and Mr. Arbuckle.

Dr. Blythe. A memorial from the Synod of Ohio,

Ofthe Synod of Ohio, the Rev. Dr. R. requesting a re-hearing, having been
G. Wilson . overtured, was made the orderof the

Of the Synod of North Carolina, the day for Wednesday morning next.

Rev. John M. Wilson . The hearing of the report of the Board

Of the Synod of South Carolina and of Education,was made the order of the
Georgia, Rev. Richard B. Carter. day for to -morrow morning .

Of the Synod of Tennessee, the Rev. Certain resolutions were submitted to

Duncan Brown. the Assembly, calling for information re

The committee appointed to examine specting the pecuniary state of the The

the records of the Synod of Albany, re- ological Seminary, at Princeton, which

D

1
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were committed to the directors of the ratio of representation to the General As.

Seminary, and theywere authorized to sembly, was taken up, and after some

procure from the Treasurer of the As, discussion, was indefinitely postponed.

sembly any particulars necessary to pre- An overture on the appointment of a

pare the statement, and give the informa- committee to take into consideration the

tion required .* propriety of making certain alterations in

A memorial from a number of mem- the existing Rules which govern the pro

bers of the Tammany Street Presbyteri- ceedings of the General Assembly, and,

an church in the city of Baltimore, hav- if necessary, alterations in the Constitu

ing been overtured, was taken up and tion of our Church, was taken up, and

read. After corsiderable discussion, it after some discussion , it was resolved ,

was Resolved, That it be committed to a that it be committed to Drs. Miller, Green,

special committee. Adjourned till 4 Alexander, and Janeway, and Mr. M'Car

o'clock, P. M. Concluded with prayer. tee, to report on the subject to the next

Four o'clock, P. M. the Assembly met, Assembly.

and was constituted by prayer . The mi- The report of the committee appointed

mutes of the last session were read . by the last Assembly, to inquire what

Dr. Blatchford, Dr. Hill, Rev. Mr. Pat. measures ought to be adopted, for the

terson, Dr. Spring, and Mr. Wylie, were better conducting of the business of the

appointed a special committee on the me. General Assembly, was again taken up ,

morial from certain members of the Tam- and being read, was committed to the

many Street church in Baltimore .
committee last mentioned .

The committee to which were referred A protest and complaint of the Presby

the communications relating to Dr. tery of Troy, against a decision of the

Wheelock's estate, reported, and the re- Synod of Albany, were submitted bythe

port being read, was adopted ,and is as Judicial committee to the Assembly.
follows: viz. “ Thatthey have consulted After hearing somemembers of the Pres

someof the Trusteesofthe General As- bytery, and ofthe Synod on thesubject,
sembly, and particularly a gentlemanof the protest andcomplaint were dismissed

the bar, belonging to that body. on account of the neglect of due forma

“ The agents appointed by the last Ge. lity in prosecuting them .

neral Assembly, have promptly and ably
Messrs. Bull, Gillet and Henry Smith,

discharged the duty assigned them . It obtained leave of absence during the re

appears from the correspondence be- maining sessions of this Assembly. Ad .

tween them and one of the heirs of Dr. journed till 9 o'clock to -morrow morning.

Wheelock, that his representatives are concluded with prayer.

disposed to do whatever is right in the ( To be continued .)

case, and that in fact, they bave done all

that honour and duty required.

“ Dr. Allen, president of Bowdoin Col.

lege, and acting executor, suggests that
FOREIGN

it would be agreeable to have the be.
SANDWICH ISLANDS .

quest of his father-in -law conveyed to Dr.

Miller, or Dr. Carnahan, and the succes- We have communications from

sors of either of them , in trust for the be- the Rev. Mr. Stewart, and from

nefit of the Seminary,sothattheinter- Betsy Stockton , dated at Lahaina,
est only shall be expended, and it may Maui, Dec. 25th, 1823. They re

remain for ever a permanent and produc.
tive fund . present the mission there as pro

“ The committee recommend that the ceeding prosperously : " Although

Assembly continue the Rev. Dr. Dana says one of the letters -- the health

and the Rev.Mr.Williams of theLon of the family is not good atpresent.

and that the whole business be referred We think it owing to the ponds of

to the Trusteesof the General Assembly, water with which we are surround

with full power to receive and vestthe ed ; most of which are stagnant.

whole property, and close the wholecon; The Taro patches are also very un.

Mr.HyderesignedhisseattotheRev. healthy to foreigners . They are

Robert Steel, the alternate mentioned in made by digging about three feet

the commission. deep, and beating the earth hard, at

An overture on an alteration of the the bottom and sides of the beds.

The water is then let in, and the
This paperwas attested and given to

the Secretary ofthe Directors of theThe. Taro planted—when the wateris

ological Seminary. nearly evaporated they renew it.

VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. 2 B
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Almost all the productions of the weakened. There are few to be found

island are raised in the same way
from our own country with effrontery

by conducting on them the water enough to oppose us,except by example.

The peaceful Sabbaths of New England
from the mountains. We seldom

are not unlike to those we enjoy . Almost

have rain , except in the rainy sea- every chief of distinction throughout the
sons ; and then very little, com- islands, is a regular attendant at church.

pared with what falls in our own
Intoxication is forbidden, and many other

country. But this we consider a
crimes which for unknown ages have been

committed without shame, or remorse , are

favour ; for during the slight rain prohibited, and becoming odious. Such,
of an hour, we can scarcely find a my dear sir, is the goodness of God , al

dry spot in our houses ; but I am ready manifested to this perishing nation.

happy to tell you, that contentment Maywe look forward to a brighter day."
N. H. Rel. Int.

and peace dwell here. We love each

other, and endeavour to bear one

another's burdens ; and thus, wet BURMAH.

or dry, we get along smoothly ." From the American Baptist Magazine.

Mr. Stewart says— " I am at pre
AMERICAN BAPTIST MISSION.

sent engaged in preparing an Offi

cial journal for the secretary. Two Extract of a letter from the Rev. A.Jud .

interesting documents are nearly
son, jun, to the Rev. Dr. Balılwin ,

dated

completed for publication - asketch “ RANGOON , Dec. 7 , 1823.

of the life and death of the late “Rev, and dear Sir, I had the inex.

queen Keopuolani ; and a report of pressible happiness of welcoming Mrs.

a tour on the island of Hawaii by a Judson once more to the shores of Bur

deputation from the mission .” Both mah,on the 5th inst. Weare now on the

Mr. Stewart and his 66 humble
eve of departure for Ava.

“ Mr. and Mrs. Wade appear in fine

friend," promise us a continuation health and spirits, and I am heartily re

of their journals- Thatof the latter joiced at their arrival, just at the present
was sent off before the date of her time.

letter, from which we have made America by the Bengal have reached me.
“None scarcely of the letters from

the above quotation . The ship in which they were forwarded

We extract from “ The New York from Calcutta to this port, being supposed

Observer," the following article, to belost off the coast. My last from you,

which contains intelligence a few therefore, is Oct. 18, 1822 ;and previous
to Mrs. Judson's arrival, I had not heard

days later than that which our let- fromher for nearly fourteen months.
ters communicates. “ I enclose the translation of a letter

from Moung Shwa-ba, which has been

“ By a late arrival at Providence, letters lying by me for some time, for want of a

have been received from the missionaries good opportunity of conveyance. He re,

at the Sandwich Islands, as late as January ceived Mrs.Baldwin's present to -day, and

last. The prospects of the mission were directly obliged me towrite out a trans

truly encouraging, and all were pleased lation of the note accompanying it, and

and happy. We are permitted to make was highly gratified with both.

a short extract from a letter to a gentle- “ The appearance of this short letter,

man in this city, from the Rev. Samuel renders it unnecessary to say, that I write

Whitney, dated in haste, occasioned by the state of our

“ TAUWAI, Jan. 14, 1824. and have only time to add,that I remain
affairs, in prospect of immediate removal ;

“ Many of the grand objections to the

introduction of Christianity among this
Most affectionately yours,

A. JUDSON, Jun.

people have vanished . We have so far

acquired the language, as to be able to

preach to them on the Sabbath , and at
Translation of a letter, written by Moung

other times occasionally ;-have printed
Shwa -ba, to the Rev. Dr. Baldwin .

some elementary books, and not a few of MounG SAWA-BA, an inhabitant of Ran

them are able to read and write with fa goon , a town of Burmah, one who ad ..

cility . The power of foreign influence, heres to the religion of Christ, and has

though not entirely broken down, is much been baptized, who meditates on the
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immeasurable, incalculable nature and sins, and makeme holy, and give me a re

divine splendour and glory of the invi- penting, believing, and loving mind.
sible, even the Lord Jesus Christ, and - “ Formerly I trusted in myown merits,

God the Father, and takes refuge in but now, through the preaching and in

the wisdom and power and glory of struction of teacher Yoodthan, I trust in

God, affectionately addresses the great
the merit of the Lord Jesus Christ. The

teacher Baldwin, a superintendent of teacher, therefore, is the tree ; we are the

missionary affairs in the city of Boston,
blossoms and fruit. He has laboured to

of America. partake of the fruit, and now the tree be

“BelovedElder Brother. - Though in the
gins to bear. The bread of life he has

present state, the placesof ourresidence given, and we eat. The waterfrom the

are very far apart, and we have never
brook which flows from the top of Mount

met,yet by means ofletters,and of the Calvary, for the cleansing of allfilth,he

words of teacherYoodthan, whohas told has broughtandmade us bathe and drink.

me of you, I love you, and wish to send
The bread of which we eat, will yet fer

you this letter. When the time arrives
ment and rise . The water which we drink

in which we shall wholly put on Christ
and bathe in, is the water of an unfailing

him, in loving whomwe cannot tire, and spring ; and many will yet drink and

in praising whom we can find no end , and
bathe therein. Then all things will be

shall be adorned by those ornaments ,
regenerated and changed. Now we are

which the Lord will dispense to us outof strangers and pilgrims; and it is my de

the heavenly treasure house , that he has sire, without adhering to the things ofthis

prepared , then we shall love one another
world, but longing for my native abode,

more perfectly than we do now.
to consider and inquire, how long I must

" Formerly I was in the habit of con
labour here ; to whom I ought to show

cealing my sins, that they might not ap

the light which I have obtained ; when I

pear ; butnow I am convinced, that I can
ought to put it up, and when disclose it.

not conceal my sins from the Lord, who
* The inhabitants of the country of Bur.

sees and knows all things ; and that I can
mah, being in the evil practice of forbid .

not atone for them, nor obtain atonement
den lust, erroneous worship, and false

from my former objects of worship. And
speech, deride the religion of Christ.

accordingly, I count myself to have lost
However, that we may bear patiently de

all, under the elements of the world , and
rision, and persecution, and death, for the

sake of the Lord Jesus Christ, pray for us .
through the grace of the faith of Christ

only, to have gained the spiritual graces

I do thus pray. For, elder brother, I have

and rewards, pertaining to eternity,which
to bear the threatening ofmyownbrother,

cannot be lost. Therefore, I have no
and my brother- in- law, who say, ' We will

ground for boasting, pride, passion , and
beat, and bruise, and pound you ; we will

self-exaltation. And without desiring the bringyou into greatdifficulty ;youasso

praise ofmen, or seeking my own will, I
ciate with false people ; you keep a false

wish to do the will of God the Father. religion ; and you speak false words.

The members of the body, dead in tres
However, their false religion is the reli

passes and sins, displeasing to God , I de. gionof death. . The doctrine ofthecross

sire to make instruments ofrighteousness,

is the religion of life, of love, of faith . I

am a servant of faith . Formerly I was a

not following the will of the flesh. Worldly

desire and beavenly desire being contrary,

servant of Satan . Now I am a servant of

the one to the other, and the desire of vi
Christ. And a good servant cannot but

follow his master. Moreover, the divine

sible things counteracting the desire of in
visible things, I am as a dead man. How . promisesmust be accomplished.

“ In this country of Burmah are many
ever, he quickens the dead. He awakens
those that sleep. He lifts up those that strayed sheep. TeacherYoodthan pitying

them has come to gather them together,

fall. He opens blind eyes. He perforates and to feed them in love. Some will not

deaf ears. He lights a lamp in the great listen, but run away. Some do listen and
house of darkness. He relieves the

adhere to bim ; and that our numbers may

wretched, he feeds the hungry. Thewords of sucha benefactor, if wereject, increase, wemeettogether, and pray to

we must die for ever, and come to ever
the great Proprietor of the sheep .

“ Thus I, Moung Shwa-ba, a disciple of

lasting destruction .-Which circumstance
teacher Yoodthan, in Rangoon, write and

considering, and meditating also on sick . send this letter to the great teacher Bald .
ness, old age, and death, incident to the
present state of mutability,Ikneel and win, who lives in Boston, America.”

prostrate myself, and pray before God, N. B. Translated from the Burman ori.

the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, who
has made atonement for our sins,thathe ginal, Sept. 23, 1823.

may have mercy on me and pardon my
A. Judson , jun
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The Treasurer of the I'rustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sumsfor their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton , N.J, during the month of July last, viz.

Of Rev. Dr. A. Alexander, from Rev. Samuel Houston, Highbridge Congre

gation, Va. for the Contingent Fund $10 00

Of Rev.John W. Scott, a quarter's rent for do.
87 50

Amount received for the ContingentFund $97 50

Of John N. Simpson, Esq. the fourth instalment of Col. Neilson and J. Pool,

Esq. each $20 for New York and New Jersey Professorship
40 00

Of Rev.Dr. John M'Dowell,from the congregationofNewBrunswick, col
267 00

of Silas E.Weir,Esq. his liberalsubscription forthe Synod of Philadelphia
Professorship 2000 00

Of Rev. Dr. William Neill,the subscription of Mr. Conrad Hanse ,for do . 100 00

Of Rev. Robert W.James, from James M‘Faddin, $ 40; Robert J. Wilson, Bur

gess M'Lairy and Falland Rolong, each $10, for the Southern Professor

ship
70 00

Of Divie Bethune, Esq. per Alexander Henry, Esq .his third instalment in

full of his subscription for the Oriental and Biblical Literature Professor

ship
50 00

Of Rev. Dr. J. J. Janeway, lvis third do, in full of his do. for do.
50 00

OfWilliam Vernon , Esq . in fullof Mrs. Mary Whitaker's subscription for the

ladies of Camden and Salemn Scholarship
40 00

Received payment of a draft forwarded last March by Rev. Dr. Samuel Mil

ler, being an additional donation of $100 from Deacon John Ashley of

West Springfield , Mass., and $1 from a pious widow, for the Students'

Fund 101 00

-

.

Total $ 2815 50

View of Publick Affairs.

EUROPE.

We consider the existing state of Europe as highly critical and portentous. For

the present she is at peace, with the exception of the conflict between the Greeks

and the Turks. But the posture of publick affairs, in this quarter of the globe,is such
as to render it probable that great changes will ere long take place ; and we fear they

will be accompanied with sanguinary wars. Wehave lately been both instructed and

impressed, by a very able speech of a distinguished member in the French chamber

of deputies, onthe debate relative to lowering the rate of interest on the rents oran

nuities, in which the funded debt of that kingdom consists. He justly remarked, that

the old balance of power in Europe had been completely destroyed by the French

revolution ; and that the existing arrangements, recently formed among the great

powers, hadgrown out of the urgency of circumstances,andprobably could last no

longer than the continuance of afew lives. Thedeath of the princes whonow form
the alliance, which hasmisnamed itself holy , or of one or two of them, or of the king

of France only, will, it is not improbable, throw every thing into confusion. In

these circumstances the unsettled state of Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, and South

ern America, greatly adds to the gloom of the prospect. Britain, we rejoice to find

by thelate communications to parliament and the speeches of the members, is unen

tangled, and fully determined to remain so, in regard to the measures of the Holy Al

liance generally, and to America in particular. She has absolutely refused, once and

again, although earnestly solicited , to be concerned in any consultations about the re

volted colonies of Spain and Portugal, and is,we think, on the point of recognising the

independenceat least of someof them . To our apprehension, it seems as if Britain

andthe United States were to form the sheet anchorofthe hope and happiness of the

world. But perhapsweareindulging toomuch in speculation and conjecture, We
would recollect that “ The Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men,and giveth it to

whomsoever he will." We confidently believe that the “glorious things spoken of

Zion the city of our God," are near to their accomplishment. That they will be

ushered in with great convulsions and changes among the nations, some of thebest in

terpreters of prophecy have long believed and declared. But how those convulsions

and changes are to be produced, and how terminated, is known only to Him who will

order them according to his sovereign pleasure. The issue, however, will be favoura..
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ble to the church of God, which is redeemed by the blood of his Son " out of every

kindred , and tongue, and people, and nation .” “ The Lord reigneth, let the people

tremble.” _ " The Lord reigneth, let the earth rejoice .”

GREAT BRITAIN-The most recent advices from London which we have seen, bear

date the 22d of June. The British parliament was then in session, but was expected

to adjourn in a few days. A variety of important business has occupied the attention

of this parliament. The items in which wetake the most interest, are those which

relate to the recognition by Britain of the independence of the late colonies of Spain

and Portugal in the southern part of our continent; and the case of the martyr Smith

in the British colony of Demerara. On both these subjects petitions numerously and

most respectably subscribed had been presented to parliament. Sir J. Mackintosh

presented those which related to America; and in a most able and lucid speech ,urged

that the independence of the revolted colonies shouldbe immediately recognised.

This was resisted by the Secretary for foreign affairs, Mr. Canning. The minister,

however, assured parliament that the Britishcourtwasat present perfectly free from

any pledge to any powerwhatever in relation to this subject, and might recognise the

independence of those colonies whenever it might be deemed expedient to do so .

His plea was, that as much as was expedient hadbeen done already, in sending com

missioners and commercial agents to secure a participation inthe trade of these coun

tries; and he intimated , thatwhen a recognition oftheir independence should take

place, it would not extend to the whole at once — butfirst to those, in regard to which it

was most manifest that they couldnever be again subjected to the parent state. But we

think that the minister, even if disposed to much delay, will be so pressed by the all

powerful mercantile influence of Britain, that he must consent, at leastto begin his

plan of recognition , at the next meeting ofparliament, if not before. No doubt re

mains that Great Britain has announced to the other European powers, that she will

never consent that Spain and Portugal shall receive any foreign assistance in com

pelling the submission of their rebellious colonies.

Mr. Brougham brought forward a resolution, in consequence of the petitions to that

effect, to reverse and disannul the whole of the proceedings of the court martial in

Demerara, by which the missionary, the Rev. John Smith, was condemned to death.

We have read in the London Morning Herald of the 12th of June, the debate which

immediately preceded the vote on this subject the preceding night, andwe know not

that we ever read one that for us had more interest. The evidence of Mr. Smith's

innocence was so clear, and the eloquence employed against the murderous sentence

of the court martial so powerful, that Mr. Canning perceived that all his influence and

address would probably be insufficient to obtain in the House of Commons a direct ne.

gative vote, on the resolution of Mr. Brougham . This adroit minister, therefore, in a

very ingenious speech, moved the previous question, theeffect of whichis to resolve

to take novote on the main question. This he was able to carry ; but it was by so

small a majority, thatthe minority cheered as if they had obtained a complete victory,

They, in argument, did so, in the opinion probably of three-fourths of the nation ; and

this was, we suppose , about as much as the Missionary Society expected in presenting

their memorial to parliament on the subject. - The Society has received a larger

accession of auxiliaries and funds in the year past, in consequence of the persecution

and death of Mr. Smith , than in several preceding years. Thus has the martyred mis

sionary, by a prematuredeath ,served the cause to which he had devoted himself, more,

probably, than he could have done by the longest life of missionary labour. His

widow , too, is much more amply provided forthan she would otherwise have been .

We intimated inour last number, that the British government might probably protect

their agents in Demerara. They have done so - Mr. Canning is very popular, and,

as far as we can judge, deservedly so . He has a most difficult part to act, and it is

impossible for him , even when disposed to go right, to take all the measures promptly,

to which in the issue he may be looking forward . --It appears that the Lord Chancel.

lor is most obstinately opposed to the recognition ofthe independence of South
America.

The king and queen ofthe Sandwich Islands are attracting crowds tothe theatre,

and receiving other attentions which we fear will do them no good. Wewish they

were well back at Owyhee, attending to missionary sermons, rather than listening to

the London players, and receiving courtly visits and sumptuous dinners.

FRANCE . - The news of the most interest which we have heard from France within

the last month, relates to the unsuccessful attempt of the French ministry to reduce

the interest on the national debt ; and the dismission of M. Chateaubriand , one of the

ministry , for not advocating that measure in the legislative chamber in which hewas

expected to give it his support. The substance of the affair seems to be this .-- The

French ministry found that they could obtain loans from the enormous capitalists indif

ferent parts of Europe to any amount,at a lower interest than that which the nation

was paying on its public debt. They wished , therefore, to reduce the interest on
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this debt ; and they had calculated on a ready compliance with their wishes, on the

part of the legislative chambers. In this, however, it appears that they reckoned

without their host. The chambers refused to sanction the ministerial measure, and

Chateaubriand remained silent during the discussion . For this he was very unceremo

niously dismissed from the ministry - His place , at the last accounts, had not beenof

ficially filled ; his rival, M. de Villele, performing his duties ad interm . This affair,

appears to have made considerable noise; and it certainly shows that the legislative

chambers have yet some will of their own. It will, however, probably produce no

change of any duration in the state of publick affairs in France. The able speaker

to whom we have heretofore alluded, opposed the reduction of the interest on the

publick rents, on the ground that itwould, in fact, eventually subject France to a fo .

reign influence - an influence of the bankers and brokers and capitalists of Eu

rope, which he represented as already tending fast to deprive princesand nations of

their independence, and to subject all their measures and operations to the wills and

wishes of a combination of money lenders, a mercenary race, who are governed by

nothing but a regard to gain. He maintained that France ought to rely on her own

resources, if she regarded either her dignity or her real interest; and that from her

own subjects she could not borrow at a lower interest than was then allowed. These

opinions appear to have prevailed in the French legislature; and we mention them

because we think they deserve much attention in our own country.- A proposition

is before the French chambers, to indemnify those whose property was confiscated

during the late revolution.

Spain and PORTUGAL. - In both these kingdoms all is yet confusion, and turmoil,

and uncertainty ; and all, in our apprehension, proceeding from one and the same cause.

It appears that in both kingdoms there are three parties- the constitutionalists, the

royalists, and the ultra -royalists. Theconstitutionalists are in fact republicans in sen

timent, but yet willing that their chief magistrate should be called a king : the royal

ists wish for a monarchy resembling thatof France, but somewhat more absolute :

the ultra -royalists are zealous that the state should be as it was half a century since

when the king, with his ministers andthe inquisition, ruled and disposed of every

thing at their pleasure. Itis believed that this latter party is countenanced and aided

by the Russian minister. It was this party , headed by the queen and her son Miguel,

that producedthe late insurrection inPortugal ,which drove the old king and all his

ministers and friends, on board a British ship of war for protection . The party failed

of their object; and the queen, who has long since quarrelled with her husband and

lived separately from him, as wellas her hopeful son Miguel, have gone to travel

that is, they are gone into a kind of voluntary exile. - Nothing but their royalty has

saved them from an ignominious death . The temporary orderwhich exists in Portu

gal, was restored by the interference of the foreign ministers. Among these the Rus

sian ambassador did not, so far as we can find , make his appearance. His wishes

were probably counteracted and defeated ; and it will not be wonderful if the par

ties to the Holy Alliance soon quarrel among themselves,in regard to this very busi

It would seem that the Emperor ofRussia is aiming at the restoration of a

more despotick rule in Europe generally, than his royal associates are willing to at

tempt - Not thatthe latter wish for less power than the former; but they know that

their subjects will not bear it, while Alexander knows that his Russians will. The

King of Spain is kept on his throne by the armies of France. Both Spain and Por

tugal are still madly bent on endeavouring to subdue their American colonies. We

have thought it better to give the above view of the state of things in these king

doms, than to detail passing occurrences, which are only a few of the occasional ef

fects of the great producing causewhich we havethus briefly explained.

Greece and TURKEY .- We had hopedthat the liberty of Greece was no longer pro

blematical. We still confide that it will ultimately triumph. But the last advices

lead us to anticipate a more desperate and bloody conflict withthe Turks, in the pre

sent campaign, than in any preceding one. It is said that no less than five Turkish

armies are marching upon Greece, by different routes. By sea, likewise, a powerful

attack is to be made. The son of the Pacha of Egypt is said to be at the head of a

large force from that country . But the magnanimous Greeks are awake to their situa

tion, and all their concerns are betterorganized than at any former period . The God

of armies has hitherto, in a remarkable manner, appeared in their favour and against

their enemies. We hope that he will still be found on their side, and then no wea

pon or device that is formed against them can prosper.- It appears that the funds

raised for their benefit in this country, have been received by their agents in London.

ASIA.

It appears that in certain parts of India, a scarcity of the necessaries of life — in some

places amounting to famine, and in others approaching it—is now experienced . We
have not, however, during the last month , received much additional information to

that heretofore communicated. We have been sorry to observe, by some late articles

ness.
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in the newspapers, that a war is threatened between the British government in India

and the Burman empire . Should it unbappily be commenced, we fear that the mis

sionaries will be expelled from that empire, if not put to an immediate death. Wehad

hoped thatthere was a cheering prospect thatthegospel, with allits attendantbless

ings, was likely to commence its triumphs in that widely extended region . - Mission

ary efforts in almost every part of India are prosecuted with success ; and the estab

lishments under the Scotch Missionary Society, in the north -west part of Asia, appear

to be particularly prosperous, although their influence is not at present very exten

sive. Among the missionaries in every part of this vast continent, efforts are making

to prepare native teachers for missionary labourers. Schools are in a prosperous
state, and colleges are founded or founding, for the education of missionaries, as well

as ofmen in secular life who choose to avail themselves of the advantages for improve

ment which these institutions afford , and which is much needed for the good order of

civil society, as well as to facilitate the propagation of the gospel.-By the persever

ing diligence of Dr. Morrison and Dr. Milne, the wholeof the sacred volume is now

printed in the Chinese language: and notwithstanding the hostility of the Emperor of
China to its circulation among his subjects, he cannot prevent it; and we anticipate

the time as not far distant, when it will be read throughout that immense andpopulous

empire, and under the sanctifying influence of the Holy Spirit by whom it was in

dited , turn multitudes “ from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto

God .”

AFRICA.

The unwelcome intelligence of the defeat and death of Sir James M'Carthy, in a

battle with the Ashantees, on the western coast of Africa, is confirmed. Preparations,

however, were making, with the hope of success, to resist the progress of that power

ful and sanguinary tribe of savages. Yet there is no doubt that their success will re

tard the benevolent operations of British philanthropists and Christians, to meliorate

the condition of the wretched Africans ; and as little doubt exists, that the slave

dealers have fomented the quarrel of the Ashantees with the British , and inflamed

their vindictive passions, and perhaps directed and assisted their operations. The

issue probably will be the subjection of the tribe to military vengeance in the first

instance, and then to the authority of a British governor.- We cannot contemplate

the wretched condition of this vastcontinent, and recollect the divine assurance , that

“ Ethiopia shall stretch forth her hands unto God,” and that all the ends of the earth

shall see his salvation, without hoping that the missions already established in the

south and west, and the colonization of our own black population at Monserrado, are

destined, (though the means appear small and feeble atpresent,) to spread civilization

and Christianity, and that rapidly, through this wide region of moral darkness and

desolation .

AMERICA.

MEXICO . - We mentioned in our last number that ITURBIDE, the ci-devant emperor

of Mexico, had sailed from England, on his return to that country. The Spanish mi

nister has demanded an explanation of this occurrence, andan explicit assurance has

been given that the British government have no concern with him or his measures.

Iturbide himself has addressed a kind of political love letter to the Mexicans, assuring

them of his devoted attachment to them and their interests, offering them his ser

vices, professing his willingness to lay down his life for their sake, and assuring them

that as soon as he shall see them safe and happy he will retire to private life . The

present Mexican government, however, not only reject all his soothing overtures, but

denounce the severest vengeance on him and his adherents, if they attempt to set foot

on the Mexican territory. We have not heard of his arrival, and cannot pretend to

conjecture how this whole affair will terminate. We have long regarded Mexico as

being more like Old Spain, than any other portion of her former territory in America.

We fear the Mexicans must yet pass through muchtrouble, before a free government
can be established among them . But that they will ultimately possess this blessing,

we think that there is little reason to doubt.

COLOMBIA. - The independence of this republick is, we perceive, considered as
established even in Britain, and it will, we think , be the first recognised by that power

as an independent state. Having expelled from her own territory all her enemies, Co

lombiais affording aid to her less fortunate neighbours. The liberator Bolivar bas

been, for sometime, in Peru , with a considerable force ; and we observe that a rein

forcement of ten thousand men from Caraccas, is stated in the publick papers to be

on its way to join him - across the Isthmus to Panama, and thence, by water transpor

tation, toLima.

TaE BRAZILS .-— " Don Pedro, constitutionalemperor and perpetual defender of the

empire of the Brazils," — for such is the title which he takes,-has published a procla.

mation “to all the subjects ofthe empire;" in which he announces to them that “ an

expedition against the Brazils is to sail soon from the port of the capital of Portugal."
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He calls this a mad expedition, and the ministers who have planned it insane; and in

this we think he is not far from the truth . He tells his subjects that he has been

silently taking measures for their defence ; exhorts them to adopt the motto, “ Inde

pendence or death ;" advises them ,if called to it, to abandon their towns and retreatto

the interior; and “ swears anew to die, if necessary , with his weapon in his hand, in the

midst of the brave Brazilian legions.--He regrets most sincerely that his personis indi

visible, ( this surely is ludicrous] that he cannot present himself simultaneously at every

point assailed .”. Although there is a good deal of vapouring in all this, we have little

doubt that, if the author of it is sincere, he will be successful - Our last accounts from

Lisbon represent the expedition as abandoned for the present. Time will manifest
the truth .

PERU . - Since we began to write our sketch of publick affairs, information is said

to be received at Baltimore , by a vessel in twenty -two days from Porto Bello, from

which it appears that the port of Callao and the city of Limahave surrendered to Ge

ral Bolivar, without resistance. “ It was currently reported at Panama that a few

weeks would terminate the war, by the entire submission of the royalist troops, who

were, generally speaking, disaffected, particularly the officers ; who it is believed to

a man, are decided constitutionalists, and would never consent to acknowledge the

absolute power of any king. " The above information appears to be authentick. lt

seems that Bolivar had been so much discouraged, that he was actually on his return

home - when the news reached the royal army in Peru, that the absolute power of

the Spanish monarchwas restored. This intelligence was so offensive to the royal

army,, (especially to the officers, who were all constitutionalists and would therefore

probably be displaced,) that they refused to acknowledge the absolute government

of the king. On hearing of this, “ Bolivar immediately returned to Callao, and was

joined by agreat number of the Spanish troops, and also by the faction in Peru, who

had before opposed him .” We havebeen so often deceived by accounts from this

quarter, that we hesitate in placing a full reliance on the foregoing statement; but

we hope it is in substance true, and if so, it will shorten , if not terminate, the bloody

conflict which seemed to be unavoidable, if the Peruvians obtained their indepen.

dence .-- " The frigate United States had arrived at Callao, to the relief of the Frank .

lin 74, which sailed for the United States on the 10th of May."

UNITED STATES. - It has been remarked that those are the happiest periods of time

in anycountry, in which the bistorian and annalist find tlie least to record . We are

reminded of the remark by the present state of our own country. We can tell of no

marches or maneuvres of armies ;no desperate battles fought; no exploits of gene.

rals or admirals ; no civil commotions; no perishing poor; no oppressive taxes ; no

tyrannical rulers ; no conflicts for freedom ; no treason or plots to destroy ; no torna

does, inundations, volcanoes, or destructive earthquakes; no famine or scarcity ; no

sweeping pestilence or wide-spread conflagration ; no one thing, in the narrationor

description of which, the blood -stirring paragraphs of the chronicler, and the most in

teresting pages ofthe historian are usually furnished out. In noiseless prosperity the

inhabitants of our favoured land are, at this hour, we do believe, enjoying more of the

comforts and blessings of social life, than any other people on earth. God has given

“ us rain from Heaven and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts with food and gladness.

The season hitherto has been marked by a pleasing succession of showers and sun

shine. The
crops of wheat, rye, oats , and hay, have been most abundant, and safely

gathered in . The prospect of an exuberant crop of the other fruits of the earth was

never more promising. No epidemick sickness has as yet visited us. Plenty and

peace reign throughout our whole land. Party animosity seemsnearly extinct. The

politicians are talking and writing, and the people at large are soberly thinking ,about

the mostsuitable man to bePresident of the United States, when the present incum

bent shall retire. Hitherto there hasbeen but little acrimonious collision of opinion,

and that little has hurt thecause which it sought to promote. Schools and colleges

and theological seminaries increase, and in some parts abound. Civil and religious

freedom are fully possessed. The rights of conscience are in no respect infringed

or controlled. No religion can be said to be tolerated, because every denomination has

equal claims and equal protection. Knowledge and piety are progressive. Bibleso
cieties, missionary societies, tract societies, education societies, Sabbath schools, Bible

classes, Bethel flags, 'benevolent associations of every description, newspapers and
miscellanies, political, literary, and religious, are patronized and increasing through

out the United States. We sit " every one under his own vine and under his own
fig tree," while there is none to molest or make us afraid . In some parts of our land,

there are happy revivals of religion, in which souls are flocking to the Saviour " as

clouds and as doves to their windows." Father of mercies ! make this distinguished

people more thankful for all thy goodness to them . Pour out upon us more copiously

of thy Holy Spirit; thatwe may love and praise thee with a warmer and purer zeal,
and be preparing toshare, in abetter world, in those sublime employments and plea

sures with whichnothing in this transitory state can bear a comparison.
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LECTURES ON THE SHORTER CATE- himself and will be so, to all eter

CHISM OF THE WESTMINSTER AS- nity. It will be the happiness of
creatures, to be continually learning

TO YOUTH . more of God ; and yet, that there

shall forever be still more to learn.

Never, my dear youth,never attempt,
( Concluded from page 342.)

even in your own minds, to explain

We now proceed or comprehend, the modus or the

III. To give explanations, offer manner, in which the unity and per

cautions, and answer objections, re- sonality of the Deity are constituted.

lative to the important and interest- Get clear and consistent ideas of the

ing subject of the Trinity of persons facts, and of the use to be made of

in the unity of the Godhead . It is these facts; and make a constant,

not my intention, however, to take yea a daily use of them ,in prayer and

up the several items here specified, in communion with God ; but go no

in a separate and formal manner; but further. Avoid makingcomparisons

only to make a very few general re- as bas sometimes most improperly

marks, that may be applied to the been done with a view to explain

whole. You will carefully observe how three may be one , and one three,

then, that while we strenuously. con in the divine essence.

tend for the truth , as an essential of I hold it, indeed , not to be impro

religion, that there are three persons per, and shall presently give an ex
in the undivided Godhead, we at- ample of it, to show that in things far

tempt, and ought to attempt, no ex- more likely to be within our compre

planation whatever, of the manner in hension than the doctrine of the

which this Trinity in unity subsists Trinity, we are perfectly at a loss ;
in the divine essence. We believe and therefore that it is not wonderful

this to be a mystery, the depth of that we should be so, in regard to

which the angels in heaven cannot this doctrine. But it will be far from
fathom . Of this indeed, as well as my purpose to intimate, for I hold

of all other things that relate to God, that it ought pever to be intimated ,

there can be no doubt that notonly that the mode or manner of the di

the angels, but the glorified spirits of vinesubsistence, has any resemblance
the saints, know more far more to that of creatures . We have no

in the heavenly world , than they had warrant to affirin, or to think this ;

ever known in this. But “ who by and it is always dangerous to form

searching can find out God ? Who comparisons or illustrations that im

can find outthe Almighty unto per- ply it. Inallsuch cases, men cer
fection » No creature can ever do tainly speak of what they do not, and

it. Godis perfectly known only to cannot comprehend. Yet it is so far
VOL. II.-- Ch .Adv. 3 C
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from being any objection to the cre- thing better than a wretched quibble,

dibility of thisdoctrine, that it is un- a play upon words, that may de

searchable by us, that this very cir- ceive the unthinking, but which can

cumstance is a presumption in its not, for a moment, be maintained

favour. Dr. George Campbell , than against a fair statement; and I think

whom, on such subjects, I know of that, of late, the ablest Anti-trinita

no higher uninspired authority, has rian writers have ceased to use it.

well remarked- “ Unsearchableness “ We do not say that there are three

to human faculties, is a sort of signa- Gods and yet one God ; three per
ture , impressed on the works of the sons and yet one person ; or that the

Most High, and which when found Divine Being is three in the same

in any thing attested as from Him, sense and respect that he is one ; but

oughtto be held, at least, a presump- only that there is a distinction , con

tion in favour of the testimony." sistent with a perfect unity of na

Yes, whenever we speak of God , we ture." * In this there is nothing con

always speak of what is unsearch- tradictory to reason , or inconsistent

able to mortals. with it. I believe that every indivi

The doctrine of the Trinity is not dual who now hears me, is a being

a whit more incomprehensible, than composed ofthree principles — a body,

the doctrine of the eternal existence which, by itself, is lifeless matter; a

of God . An uncaused cause of all soul, or system of animal spirits,
other causes, is what completely baf- which animates this matter, and
fles all human examination and hu- which we have in common with the

man comprehension : And it has ac- brutes ; and an immaterial and im

tually led some to atheism ;—not mortal spirit, which is, I know not
aware, as it would seem , that atheism how, connected with the other two

is absolutely contrary to all reason principles ; and that all together
and common sense ; whereas the dif. constitute one rational and account.

ficulty they pretended to avoid, was able creature. This is a very old

not contrary to reason, but only opinion ; and Doddridge supposes it

above and beyond it. It does seem is referred to by St. Paul, when he

to me, that those who deny the doc- prays that“ the body, soul, and spi

trine of the Trinity, while they be- rit” of his Christian brethren, may be

lieve in revelation, act in a manner preserved and sanctified. Now, is

very similar. To get rid of what there any thing irrational, or self

they think a difficulty, they are ob- contradictory, in my holding the in

liged to treat the revealed will of dividuality of every human being,

God, in a manner that, to my appre- and yet holding that there are three

hension , is absolutely inconsistent distinct principles, in every such be

with the supposition that it is a di- ing ? Surely not. Neither can I at

vine revelation . While they hold all explain, or comprehend, how

to the Bible, and reject the Trinity, these three distinct principles are
they seem to have the hardest creed connected together, so as to make

of all believers. one individual. I only know the fact.

I know, indeed , that they have And is it - I ask most solemnly - is
sometimes affirmed , that we hold , on it wonderful that we cannot explain

this subject, what is not only above or comprehend the manner of our

reason , but directly contradictory to Maker's existence, when we cannot

it : And if we would allow them to explain or understand the manner

make a statement for us, it might ofour own existence ! I again re

really be so . They affirm , that it is mind youdistinctly, that this illus
absolutely contradictory to reason, tration isintended only to show, that
that one should be three, and that it is not unreasonable for us to be .

three should be one ; and that this lieve, what we cannot explain and

is the doctrine which Trinitarians

hold. But this is, in reality, no Witherspoon.
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comprehend in the manner of the di- In every system there must be ese

vine existence ; and by no means to sential principles, which give charac

intimate that the three principles of ter to that system, as a system . Deny

our nature, have the least imaginable those principles, and you deny the
resemblance to the three distinctions system . A name may remain , but

in the divine nature. God forbid ! the reality is gone. Now , if there be

His nature is in all respects, infi- any such thing asessential principles

nitely different and superior to that in the Christian system , we do be

of any creature . When we contem- lieve that this doctrine of the Tri

plate it, especially with reference to nity must be regarded as such.

this subject, it is peculiarly incum- the grand and distinguishing doc

bent on us to lay the rein on our trines of the Christian system , stand

fancy and imagination ; to keep close or fall with this doctrine. They must

to the truth as revealed in holy scrip- do so , for the most of them rest en

ture ; to be humble, admire, and tirely upon it. Accordingly, those
adore. whodeny it, deny the original and

I have long thought that, making radical corruption of human nature ;

some allowance for his known pecu- the atonement and righteousness of

liarity of manner, there is much that Christ, as the only ground of our jus

is worthy of regard in the following tification before God ; the necessity

quotation from Dr. Jeremy Taylor, of a supernatural renovation by the

with which I shall conclude this part Spirit of God ; our need of his spe .

of our subject. " He ( says Dr. Tay- cial aid in all religious duties, and of

lor) -- He that goes about to speak of his sanctifying influences in our pre

the mystery of the Trinity, and does paration for heaven. Now , remove

it by words and names of man's in- these truths from the revealed sys

vention, talking of essences and ex- tem, and we verily believe that you

istences, hypostases and personali- remove its very essence -- you take
ties, priorities in coequalities, & c. away its essential character.

and unity in pluralities ; may amuse We certainly ought to have no

himself and build a tabernacle in his pleasure, and God forbid that we

head, and talk something he knows should have any - yea , that we should

not what: but the good man, that feel any thing but sincere regret and

feels the power of the Father, and to sorrow - in refusing to embrace as
whom the Son is become wisdom , Christians, any who denominate

sanctification and redemption , in themselves such. But in this matter

whose heart the love of the Spirit of we cannot sacrifice truth - essential

God is shed abroad, this man , though truth to courtesy, or to a false no

he understands nothing of what is tion of liberality or charity .. No

unintelligible, yet he alone truly un- truly - the solemn alternative is, we

derstands the Christian doctrine of must either give up all our own
the Trinity ." hopes, or we must give up as Chris

IV. It remains to make a few in- tians,in any thing but name, those

ferences of a practical kind, from who understandingly and really deny

what has been said on this subject. this doctrine. Avariety in the me

And thod of explaining it, and in the cir

1. If a right view has, in any tole- cumstantials of it, ought not toex

rable degree, been given of the doc- clude any one from our charity. But

trine of the Trinity ;-if it runs such a denial as carries with it a re.

through the entire volume of inspi- jection of those great doctrines and

ration, and gives character and con- principles that I have just remarked

sistency to the whole ; then certainly are grounded on it, this is funda

we must regard it, represent it, and mental - This subverts the very foun .

hold it fast, as an essential -- in the dation of the Christian system.

strictest sense an essential article But, my young friends, donot hold

of the Christian faith . this doctrine, nor any other, as a fa
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vourite topick of controversy . It has them unto holiness, and to enable

been well observed , that " disputes them to believe the truth, not in spe

about religion, and the practice of it; culation merely, but with all the

seldom go together." Cleave to the heart, to the saving of their souls .

doctrine of the Trinity for your- Amen.

selves - cleave to it as the anchor of

your souls ; but indulge no acrimony,

no hostile temper, toward those who

deny it. Beware of their delusions, WARDS DISCOURSE ON JUSTIFI

compassionate their fatal errors, rea CATION BY FAITH ALONE . "

son with them temperately ; but
never forget that they are your fel- Whywe must be justified by faith

low men and fellow sinners, and pray only, without any manner of good-.

much that God may enlighten them ,
ness of our own.

and bring them to the knowledge of (Continued from page 346.)

the truth as it is in Jesus, thatthey “ Such is our case, and the state of

may be saved . things, that neither faith, nor any

2. Finally - Inquire most serious- other qualification, or act or course

ly , whether you have-or have not- of acts, does or can render it suita

made that practical use and applica. ble or fit that a person should have

tion of this great and essential doc- an interest in the Saviour, and so

trine of the Trinity, which renders a title to his benefits, on account of

the belief of it so important. In vain any excellency therein, or any other

do you hold the truth , if you hold it way, than only as something in him

in unrighteousness. Have you , then, may unite him to the Saviour. It is

devoted yourselves,by your own act, noť suitable that God should give

ta that Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, fallen man an interest in Christand

to whom you were devoted in bap- bis merits, as a testimony of his re

tism ? Have you voluntarily, delibe- spect to any thing whatsoever as a

rately, and solemnly, chosen this loveliness in him ; and that because

God as your God , and enteredinto it is not meet, till a sinner is actually

covenant with him , as such ? Have justified, that any thing in him should

you been reconciled to God , through be accepted of God, as any excel

Jesus Christ, by the operation of the lency or amiableness of his person ;

Holy Spirit ? Think you or that God, by any act, should in

have been renewed in the temper of any manner or degree testify any

your minds, by the power of the pleasedness with him , or favour to

Holy Ghost ? Have you, in view of wards him, on the account of any

your undone state as sinners, rested thing inherent in him : and that for

by faith on the Lord Jesus Christ,as two reasons, 1. Because the nature

alt your salvation and all your de- of things will not admit of it. 2.

sire ? Are you living in daily com- Because an antecedent divine con

munion with God - drawing near to stitution stands in the way of it.
him , through the mediation of his “ 1. The nature of things will not

Son, and by his Spirit's gracious aid ? admit of it. And this appears from

And are you manifesting yourselves the infinite guilt that the sinner till

to be the disciples of Christ, by walk . justified is under; which arises from

ing as he walked, and obeying all his the infinite evil or heinousness of sin.

commandments ? These are inqui- But because this is what somedeny,

ries of the most solemn import. I would therefore first establish that

Happy they who can answer them point, and show that sin is a thing

satisfactorily. Unhappy they who that is indeed properly of infinite

cannot answer thus. - Let them be heinousness ; and then show the con

entreated to look without delay to sequence, and show that it being so ,

God, through Jesus Christ, for his and so the sinner under infinite guilt

Spirit's sacred influence, to renew in God's sight, it cannot be suitable,

you,
that
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till the sinner is actually justified, in proportion to the dignity of the

that God should -by any act testify object and inferiority of the subject;
any pleased ness with or acceptance but on the contrary, the worth or

of any thing as an excellency or value of respect rises in proportion

amiableness of his person, or indeed to the value of the subject; and that

have any acceptance of him, or for this plain reason , viz. that the

pleasedness with him to testify . evil of disrespect is in proportion to

“ That the evil and demeritof sin theobligation that lies upon the sub

is infinitely great, is most demon- ject to the object ; which obligation
strably evident, because what the is most evidently increased by the

evil or iniquity of sin consists in, is excellency and superiority of the ob

the violating of an obligation , the lo- ject ; but on the contrary the worthi

ing contrary to what we are obliged ness of respect to a being is in pro

to do, or doing what we should not portion to the obligation that lies on

do ; and therefore by how much the him who is the object, (or rather the

greater the obligation is that is vio- reason he has ) to regard the subject,

lated, by so much the greater is the which certainly is in proportion to

iniquity of the violation . But cere the subject's value or excellency.

tainly our obligation to love or ho- Sin or disrespect is evil or heinous in

nour any being is great in proportion proportion to the degree of what it

to the greatness or excellency of denies in the object,and as it were

that being, or his worthiness to be takes from it, viz.its excellency and

loved and honoured : we are under worthiness of respect; on the con

greater obligations to love a more trary , respect is valuable in propor

lovely being than a less lovely; and tion to the value of what is given to

if a being be infinitely excellent and the object in that respect, which un

lovely, our obligations to love him donbtedly (other things being equal)

are therein infinitely great: the mat- is great in proportion to the subjects

ter is so plain ,it seems needless to value, or worthiness of regard; be
say much about it. cause the subject in giving his re

" Some have argued exceeding spect, can give no more than him

strangely against the infinite evil of self: so far as he gives his respect,

sin , from its being committed against he gives himself to the object ; and

an infinite object, that if so, then it therefore his gift is of greater or less

may as well be argued, that there is er value in proportion to the value

also an infinite value or worthiness of himself.

in holiness and love to God , because " Hence, (by the way, thelove, ho

that also has an infinite object; nour, and obedience of Christ to

whereas the argument, from parity wards God, has infinite value, from

of reason , will carry it in the reverse : the excellency and dignity of the

The sin of the creature against God person in whom these qualifications

is ill deserving in proportion to the were inherent; and the reason why
distance there is between God and we needed a person of infinite dig.

the creature; the greatness of the nity to obey for us, was because of

object, and the meanness of the sub- our infinite comparative meanness,

ject, aggravates it. But it is the re- who had disobeyed, whereby our dis

verse with regard to the worthiness obedience was infinitely aggravated .

of the respect of the creature to God ; We needed one, the worthiness of

it is worthless, (and not worthy) in whose obedience might be answera
proportion to the meanness of the ble to the unworthiness of our dis

subject: so much the greater the dis- obedience ; and therefore needed one

tance between God and the creature, who was as great and worthy as we

so much the less is the creature's were unworthy.

respect worthy of God's notice or " Another objection ( that perhaps

regard . The unworthiness of sin or may be thought hardly worth men

opposition to God rises and is great tioning) is, that to suppose sin to be
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1

infinitely heinous, is to make all sins and such a state, does go before jus

equally heinous; for how can any tification, yet the acceptanceeven of

sin be more than infinitely heinous? faith as any goodness or loveliness

But all that can be argued hence is, of the believer, follows justification.

that no sin can be greater with re- The goodness is on the fore-mention- ,

spect to that aggravation, than the ed account justly looked upon as

worthiness of the objectagainst whom nothing, until the man is justified ;

it is committed . One sin cannot be and therefore the man is respected

more aggravated than another in that in justification, as in himself alto

respect, because in this respect the gether hateful. Thus the nature of

aggravation of every sin is infinite ; things will not admit of a man's hav

but that does not hinder but that ing an interest given him in the me

some sins may be more heinous than rits or benefits of a Saviour,on the

others in other respects : as if we account of any thing as a righteous

should suppose a cylinder infinitely ness, or virtue, or excellency in him.

long, it cannot be greater in that re- 2. “A divine constitution that is an

spect, viz. with respect to the length tecedent to that which establishes

of it; but yet it may be doubled and justification by a Saviour, (and in

trebled, and madea thousand fold deed to any need of a Saviour,) stands

more bythe increase of other dimen- in the way of it, viz. that original

sions. Of sins that are all infinitely constitution or law which man was

heinous, some may be more heinous put under; by which constitution or

than others; as well as of divers law the sinner is condemned, because

punishments that are all infinitely he is a violator of thatlaw ; and

dreadful calamities, or all of them stands condemned, till he has actual.

infinitely exceeding all finite calami- ly an interest in the Saviour, through

ties, so that there is no finite ca- whom he is set at liberty from that

lamity, however great, but what isin- condemnation. But to suppose that

finitely less dreadful,or more eligible God gives aman an interest in Christ

than any of them, yet some of them in reward for his righteousness or

may be a thousand times inore dread. virtue, is inconsistentwith his still

ful than others. Apunishment may remaining under condemnation till

be infinitely dreadfal by reason of he has an interest in Christ ; because

the infinite duration of it ; and there- it supposes, that the sinner's virtue

fore cannot be greater with respect is accepted, and he accepted for it,

to that aggravation of it, viz. its before he has an interest in Christ;

length of continuance, but yet may inasmuch as an interest in Christ is

be vastly more terrible on other ac- given as a reward of his virtue : but

the virtue must first be accepted,

“ Hence may be more clearly seen before it is rewarded, and the man

the force of that expression in the must first be accepted for his virtue,

text, of believing onhim that justi- before he is rewarded for it with so

fieth the ungodly; for though there great and glorious a reward ; for the

is indeed something in man that is very notion of a reward, is some good

really and spiritually good, that is bestowed in testimony of respect to

prior to justification, yet there is no- and acceptance of virtue in the per

thing that is accepted as any godli- son rewarded. It does not consist

ness or excellency of the person, with the honour of the majesty of the

till after justification. Goodness or King of heaven and earth, to acoept

loveliness of the person in the ac- of any thing from a condemned male

ceptance of God , in any degree, is factor, condemned bythe justice of

not to be considered as prior but his own holy law, till that condemna

posterior in the order and method tion be removed : and then such ac

of God's proceeding in this affair. ceptance is inconsistent with , and

Thougha respect to the natural suita- contradictory to such remaining con
bleness between such a qualification , demnation ; for the law condemns

* * * *

counts."
*
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him that violates it, to be totally re- fections of ourobedience, that so our

jected and cast off by God. But imperfect obediencemightbeaccept

how can a man continue under this ed instead of perfect. Now, how

condemnation , i . e . continue utterly can these things hang together ? I

rejected and cast off by God, and would ask , what law these imperfec

yet his righteousness or virtue be tions of our obedience are a breach

accepted , and he himself accepted of? if they are a breach of no law,

on the account of it, so as to have then they be not sins; and if they

so glorious reward as an interest in be not sins, what need of Christ's

Christ bestowed as a testimony of dying to satisfy for them ? but if they
that acceptance ? are sins, and so the breach of some

“ I know that the answer that will law, what law is it ? they cannot be

be ready for this is, that we now are a breach of their new law, for that

not subject to that constitution that requires no other than imperfect

mankind were at first put under; but obedience, or obedience with imper

that God, in mercy to mankind , has fections; and they cannot be a breach

abolished that rigorous constitution of the old law, for that they say is

orlaw that they were under origi- entirely abolished, and we never were

nally, and has put us under a new under it ; and we cannot break a

law, and introduced a more mild law that we never were under. They

constitution; and that the constitu- say it would not be just in God to

tion or law itself not remaining, exact of us perfect obedience, be

there is no need of supposing that cause it would not be just in God

the condemnation of it remains, to to require more of us than we can

stand in the way of the acceptance perform in our present state, and to
of our virtue. And indeed there is punish us for failing of it ; and there

no other way of avoiding this diffi- fore, by their own scheme, the im

culty ; the condemnation of the law perfections of our obedience do not

must stand in force against a man deserve to be punished . What need

till he is actually interested in the therefore of Christ's dying to satisfy

Saviour, that has satisfied and an- for them ? What need of Christ's

swered the law, effectually to pre- suffering to satisfy for that which is

vent any acceptance of his virtue, no fault, and in its own nature de

before, or in order to such an inte- serves no suffering ? What need of

rest, unless the law or constitution Christ's dying to purchase that our

itself be abolished. But the scheme imperfect obedience should be ac

of those modern divines by whom cepted , when according to their

this is maintained, seems to contain scheme it would be unjust in itself

a great deal of absurdity and self- that any other obedience than imper

contradiction : they hold , that the fect should be required ? What need

old law given to Adam, which re- of Christ's dying to make way for

quires perfect obedience, is entirely God's accepting such an obedience,

repealed, and that instead of it we as it would in itself be unjust in him

are put under a new law, which re- not to accept ? Is there any need of

quires no more than imperfect sin- Christ's dying to persuade God not

cere obedience, in compliance with to do unjustly ? If it be said , that

our poor , infirm , impotent circum- Christ died to satisfy that law for

stances since the fall, whereby we us, that so we might not be under

are unable to perform that perfect that law , but might be delivered from

obedience that was required by the it, that so there might be room for

first law : for they strenuously main- us to be under a more mild law ;

tain , that it would be unjust in God still I would inquire, what need of

to require any thing of us that is be- Christ's dying that we might not be

yond our present power and ability under a law that (according to their

to perform ; and yet they hold , that scheme) it would in itself be unjust

Christ died to satisfy for the imper- that we should be under, because in
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our present state we are not ableto proof of your ministry" among them,

keep it ? What need of Christ's dy- as a preacher of the gospel.

ing that we might not be under a 1. Expositions of the scripture.

law that it would be unjust that we These should never be entirely ne.

should be under, whether Christ died glected by any pastor of a Christian

or no pº congregation ---I say entirely neglect

ed ; because I am willing to make

some allowance for every man's na

tural turn , or for the manner in which

THE GOSPEL TO HIS SON, ON THE

experience may have shown that his

talents may be employed to the most

advantage : and facts demonstrate

My dear Timothy , that there are some clergymen that

Although in my last letter I advised excel as expositors, who do not,at

you to form and adhere to a general least equally, excel in discussing a

plan or method of sermonizing, in single text; and that, on the other

which regard should be had to the band, there are some powerful preach
ultimate completion of a system , yet ers on detached texts, who sink be

you may recollect that I made some low themselves whenever they at

provision for a departure from this tempt expository discourses. Yet I

course. Perhaps indeed we oughtnot am not clear that, in both cases, the

to call any thing which is right in deficiency ought not to be attributed

itself a departure from a proper more to the want of a careful endea

course of preaching -- it is rather a vour to improve in the department

part of such a course. Certain it is, in which the deficiency is apparent,

however, that a minister of thegospel than to any natural impediment or
ought sometimes to make addresses defect.

to his people, for which a place might In the early ages of the Christian

not easily be found in such a system church, the publick readingand ex

as I have recommended, and yet pounding of the scriptures formed a

they might be well calculated to illus. much larger part of the exercises of

trate some truth or enforce some worshipping assemblies than they do

duty belonging to that system . Be- at present. At that time copies of

side, if you live to spend half as the sacred writings, which existed

many years as I have already spent only in manuscripts, were exceed

in preaching the gospel, you will have ingly scarce ; and but few of the

gone through yoursystematick course, common people were able even to

both of sermons and catechetical lec. read the scriptures, if they had been

tures. To that period it is lawful to in their hands. Their knowledge,

look forward, and to make prepara- therefore, of what the Bible contain

tions for the pulpit, which , whilethey ed , was necessarily and almost whol

are useful for the present,may per- ly derived from what they heard read

haps be still more useful in time to and explained by their publick teach

come-a time in which you will find ers. Such, likewise, was much the

it your principal business to dilate case in the early periods of the pro

and ramify the great truthsand sub- testant reformation. At present,when

jects of divine revelation. I suppose the art of printing has enabled us to

I have now said enough to show that multiply copies of the scriptureswith

what I recommended in my last let. ease and rapidity, and when Bible

ter is not inconsistent with what I societies have put the sacred volume

propose in this - which is to notice into the hands of almost all who

several different methods and sub- choose to possess it, and the mass of

jects of publick address, by a due the poor as well as of the rich can

regard to which you will be likely read it for themselves, there is really

both to profit and please the people not the same reason why somuch of

of your charge ; and to " make full it should be read in publick, or so
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much time be spent in commenting particularly - and to you it is notne

on it, as at the periods to which I cessary — the parts of scripture that

have referred. The change, there are most proper to form the subjects

fore, which has taken place, if not of exposition, nor the various methods

carried to an extreme, ought not to in which it may be conducted. Every

be condemned—the change of cir- part of the sacred oracles, indeed , is

cumstances has rendered it proper. fit for this modeof public instruction.

Sull, it is beyond a question with me, Lather's Commentary on the Epistle

that the reading and expounding of to the Galatians, which was deliver

the scriptures ought to make an in- ed in a series of discourses to a wor

dispensable part of the stated service shipping assembly, has been far more

of the sanctuary, at present as well useful to me, than any other part of

as in former times. God blesses the his works that I have ever read.

truths of his own word , as the ordi- I once conceived the design of

nary means both of converting sin- framing a sermon, or lecture, on every

ners and edifying saints; and a por- book in the Bible ; giving the history

tion of it, distinctly read and serious- and general scope and character of

ly attended to in publick worship, eacli, with remarks explanatory and

may be of more benefit than any practical on the most striking and

thing else. Expositions, also, may be useful parts. I have not yet done it,

still highly profitable. They are al- and probably shall notnow attempt

ways, i think, when well made, pecu- it. But I think, if well executed , it

liarly agreeable to the most serious would be very instructive, and have

part of a Christian audience. It is wondered that we have not had a

delightful to the practical Christian publication of this kind , calculated

to dwell on the word of God, and to for popular use. Prophecy needs ex

hear the short remarks which a pious planation. A general view of it every

and judicious minister will passingly well informed Christian ought to pos

throw out, on every verse or every sess. An exposition of the Book of

clause. And after a portion has been Daniel, whose prophecies look for

expounded, a number of inferences ward from his time to the end of the

may be drawn from the whole, which world , would afford to your people

may be applied to persons of all de- instruction, entertainment and profit.

scriptions, with as much pertinence The psalms of David , and the para

and pungency as can be done in the bles of our Lord, admit of an exposi

close of a regular sermon . But in tion of the most practical and useful

addition to all this,it should not be kind . Parts of the book of Acts are

forgotten , that though all may pos- in the highest degree interesting,and

sess and be able to read the Bible, may lead naturally to remarks and

yetmanyof those who attend publick an application of a very impressive

worshipdo in fact read it but little , character . The epistles of Paul fur

and that carelessly; so that they still nish portions for exposition, from

remain stupidly ignorant of its con- which almost all the truths of the

tents and its import. And of those gospel may be illustrated , and all the

who read with some care and dili- duties of the Christian be powerfully

gence, probably not one in ten has urged .

ever perused a commentary on the It has been , and I believe still is,

scriptures, so as to be much profited the practice of a few of our clergy, to

by it. Of those parts, therefore, which give a short exposition of a portion of

really require comment and explana- scripture, previously to the regular

tion, in order to a full understanding sermon ,atleast once, on every Lord's

ofthem , thiswhole class must need day. This practice was heretofore

information of avery important kind , general in the church of Scotland, as

and will receive it with peculiar plea. well as in the Presbyterian churches

of Ireland ; and it has my hearty ap

I have not time to specify very probation , although I have never
VOL. II.-Ch. Adr. 3 D

sure.
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adopted it formyself. What portion consequences of self -exaltation in

of your publick addresses shall con- Nebuchadnezzar ; the impiety of Bel

sist of such expositions as I have now shazzar; the holy fortitude of Daniel

referred to , must be left to your own on one occasion, and of his compa

discretion . It ought to be varied , with nions on another ; the precipitancy

some regard to the different periods of a good man, in the character of

of your ministerial life, and the exist. Peter ; the vileness of hypocrisy in

ing circumstances of your congrega- Judas; the humble, firm ,and lovely
tion . character of John ; the unparalleled

I will not add to my prolixity on self-devotion and activity of Paul

the subject of expositions, more than But I forbear - the examples to

just to mention, that I think it very which I might refer, both in the Old

proper and profitable, occasionally to Testament and the New, are almost

take a connected passage of scripture innumerable.

of considerable length, and after ex- 3. An incident, caution, or admo

plaining it generally, to educe from nition of scripture, which is particu

it certain propositions, to be treated lar in the sacred text, may be ex

and applied in the same manner as tended to a whole class of actions or

when you speak on a single text. duties, of a similar kind, so as power

2. Characteristick sermons may fully.to awaken attention , and leave

be made exceedingly instructive and a lasting impression on the memory.

impressive. Blair, you know, has re- My meaning here may need illustra

commended this method of sermoniz- tion . I will give itby mentioning

ing, and has referred to bishop But- some instances, in which I have at

ler's discourse on the character of tempted what I now recommend.

Balaam, as an excellent specimen of From the words “ What dost thou

what he advises others to attempt. here , Elijah p 1 Kings, xix. 9, I

The attempt, probably in conse- preached a sermon , specifying a num

quence of his advice , has accordingly ber of instances in which Christians,

been made by several ; but, so far as and especially those of considerable

I have observed , with but moderate influence, may be found sadly out of

success. Characteristick sermons are their proper place, and negligent of

indeed themost difficult of all in the their duty. From 1 Kings, xv. 14,

composition , as they require discri. “ The high places were not removed,

mination , and a careful observation nevertheless Asa his heart was per

of real life. They can never be hasty fect with the Lord all his days,"-I

effusions; but it well conducted, they delivered two discourses on the omis

always command great attention, and sions of duty by truly pious peo

seldom fail to leave a lasting impres- ple - showing particularly what the

sion on the mind . I would advise you omissions were, and their unhappy

to make some attempts in this way, influence, both on the parties charge

but not to make them often . There able with the sinful neglect, and on

is, however, something analogous to others as a matter of evil example.

this, which is less difficult in the exe- 1Cor. v. 6— “Know ye not that a
cution , and scarcely less calculated to little leaven leaveneth the whole

produce a powerful effect - It is to lump "-furnished me with the sub

take some leading trait, or striking ject of a discourse on the importance
feature of character,ofsome indivi- of resisting the beginnings of evil ;

dual, good or bad , which is given in in which a variety of examples were
Holy Scripture, illustrate it distinct- given of the incalculable mischiefs

ly, and then make it the subjectof which had followed from disregard

recommendation or of warning. For ing this admonition .-- I need notpro
example - the faith of Abraham ; the ceed farther, although I could easily

meekness of Moses; the piousattach- do it. I will only remark , in addition,

ment of Ruth ; the decision of Joshua ; that it appears to me that in using

the self -ignorance of Hazael ; the such texts as we here contemplate,
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in the manner I have mentioned, we direction, and with watchfulness over

conform precisely to the design for your own spirit, that you say nothing

which they were left on record - from personal irritation, or merely to

“ Whatsoever things were written gratify your own feelings. Thanks .

aforetime were written for our learn- giving and fast sermons, are some

ing - all scripture is given by inspi- times not easily conducted, so as nei

ration of God, and is profitable for ther to omit duty nor to give offence.

doctrine, for reproof, for correction, Duty must always be performed , and

for instruction in righteousness : that as little offence be given as its faith

the man of God may be perfect, ſul discharge will permit. My father,

throughly furnished unto all good who was a minister of the gospel for
works." nearly half a century, and who served

4. Providential occurrences of a a congregation in which a funeral ser

remarkable kind , whether in the mon was expected at the death of

world at large, or in the nation, or every man, woman, and child , who

in the placeorcongregation to which had belonged to his charge, steadily

you belong, ought not to pass unno. refused to give, at the time of the

ticed in the pulpit, either in prayer funeral, the characterof the deceased.

or in preaching. The providences, Sometimes, when a character was in

as well as the word of God, are in- sisted on by the relatives, he cheer

tended for our instruction and im- fully consented to their sending for
provement; and it is always the duty a neighbouring minister to give it, but

of a faithful minister of the gospel, he would notdo it himself. He be

to point out to his people the right lieved that, on the whole, less offence

view and improvement of them , and would be given, and duty and a good

to inculcate the duty as closely and conscience be better consulted and

tenderly as he can . Discourses of preserved, by this course, than by any

this kind are always heard with more other. Yet, toward the close of life,

than ordinary attention, and there- he took a suitable occasion to deliver

fore should be prepared with more a discourse, the notes of which I now

than ordinary care. Care is neces- have, in which he paid a tribute of

sary, not only because whatever is respect to several individuals in his

said will probably be marked and re- congregation , who had been eminent

membered, but because many occur- ly exemplary and useful; most of

rences in providence require to be whom had been dead for a number of

treated with much caution, and some- years. This course I neithercensure

times with great delicacy and re- nor recommend-think of it for your

serve. Neither a place nor an indivi- self. It was, however, a course whic

dual is to be represented as certainly was taken by as conscientious a man,

more vile or wicked than another , and as faithful a minister, as I ever

merely on account of any unusual knew. He would not, I am persuaded ,

calamity experienced ; and yet the have refused to give the character of

right view of the 'calamity ought to an eminently faithful minister of the

be shown, and theright improvement gospel, in preaching his funeral ser

of it urged. Personalities of every mon-if hehad been called , as he ne

kind are, as far as possible, to be ver was, to that duty.

avoided ; and every thing, especially 5. Particular sins and vices, and

in your own congregation , that would particular duties and virtues, are

wound personalfeelings unnecessa. proper topicks to be discussed in the

rily, must be studiously shunned :and pulpit. More point and interest can

yet there are occasions on which fla- be given to a discourse on such to

grant enormities must be publickly picks, than on those of a more gene

rebuked. On no occasions more than ral kind ; and the truth can be brought

on these, will you find it difficult to be more home to the consciencesof those

atonce discreet and faithful. Meet the who ought to take it to themselves.

difficulty with prayertoGod forspecial A drunkard , a liar, a miser, a slan
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derer,and a quarrelsome or vindictive jects of publick address, which will

person, will sit undisturbed for half demand your attention - partially

a lifetime, under sermons that incul- while you are pursuing the systema

cate religious truth and duty in a ge- tick plan recommended in my last

neral way ; but they cannot easily letter, and more extensively after

escape without some feeling and that plan shall have been completed

sense of guilt, when their character, - if it shall please God to continue

practices, vileness and danger, are your life and labours till that time.

clearly and strongly depicted . In But alas ! how uncertain is life ! How

like manner, the duty of relieving important is it that all men, and espe

the necessities of the poor, and of cially that ministers of the gospel,

contributing to charitable and bene- should be found employed exactly as
volent designs, and the extent to they would wish to be found, if death

which this ought to be done, will ne- should overtake them in the most

ver be seen and felt, in any measure sudden and unexpected manner ! It

as it ought to be, by the great body of were well to prepare and preach

your people, unless you explain it every sermon , under the impression

fully, and press itupon them warmly, that it may be our last. Then we

frequently, and discreetly. To be should be most likely to lay our plans

particular and yet not personal, is aright, and to pursue them advanta
the way to make our hearers feel that geously. Then we should never preach

they have a concern as individuals, in ourselves, but always Christ Jesus
whatwe deliver from the sacred desk. our Lord, Then we should never

This indeed is a task, not at all times pen or speak a word merely from a

easily executed . I have myself, in desire to shine, or to advance our re

more instances than one, been sup- putation for talents or eloquence. We

posed to be pointedly personal in my should forget ourselves, in a concern
sermons, when I did not know or sus- for the glory of God and the salvation

pect that what Iwas saying was pe- of the souls committed to our pasto

culiarly applicable to those who took ral care. Let us therefore endeavour

it as intended wholly for themselves. steadily and earnestly to aim at this,

Such occurrences, however, are not both in the pulpit and out of it. If

to be regretted - they are rather to be we do so, it will assuredly have the

rejoiced in, as an evidence that the most happy influence in preserving

bow which was drawn at a venture, us from wrong motives, and in giving

has sent an arrow to a heart which a right directionto all our preaching
ought to be pierced. and all our practice. Maythe Lord

Thus, my dear son,I have noted be your teacher and guide.
some of the chief methods and sub- Affectionately adieu,

Miscellaneous.

In our last number we published State. It appears from the following

two letters fromDr. Ramsay to Dr. letters, that Mr. David Witherspoon

Witherspoon. We propose now to was still in his boyhood - his exact

insert extracts from several letters age at the time is not known to the

of Dr. W. to his youngest son , David writer.

Witherspoon - who had accompanied About eight months after Dr. W.

his brother- in -law, the Rev. Mr., af- had thus parted from his youngest

terward Dr. Smith, to Virginiam son , he, with his whole family , was

whither he had been called totake driven from bis home, by the memo

charge of Hampden -Sydney college, rable march of the British army

in Prince Edward county of that through the State of New Jersey, in
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the autumn and beginning of winter and exile, still regarded and wrote

of the year 1776. He fled into the to a beloved son ; anxious, in the first

State of Pennsylvania, and found a place, that he should be a real Chris

cordial reception of himself and his tian ,-in the second, that he should

family at Pequea , in the house of the be learned and useful. The letters,

Rev. Dr. Robert Smith, the father of at the same time, advert to events

Dr. Saml. S. Smith, within a short and circumstances in the state of our

time after the marriage of the latter country, at that memorable period ,

to Dr. W.'s eldest daughter. Here which will not be without interest

Mrs. Witherspoon remained till she at least to those, who, like the wri

was able to return to her home, in ter, may have a recollection of the

the following summer. The youngest trying scenes which were then pass

daughter, Frances or Fanny - after. ing.

terwards married to Dr. Ramsay, and “ Princeton, May 6, 1776.

whose mournful death was the sub- “ MY DEAR David-It gave me

ject of the letters published in our much pleasure to see by your last,

last number - went, it appears, in the that you propose to teach theFrench .

course of the winter, and joined her If you do this with care and applica

youngest brother at Hampden -Syd- tion, it will soon perfect you in that

ney. Dr. W. himself was, during language. Take particular pains to

this whole period, a member of the prepare andfit yourself for any thing

Continental Congress ;and was one of you do. Take pleasure in doing

those who subscribed the Declaration things with accuracy and perfection .

of American Independence , on the To see you a complete scholar will

4th of July, 1776. He was,of course, be the greatest delight you can give

exceedingly obnoxious to the British me, except your being a good

forces; and the more so, because he man, which is of more consequence

was a native of Britain , and had been still ; but I hope they will both go

but about eight years in America. together. I beg it of you not to for

He resided, as the dates of the fol get the particular advices I gave you

lowing letters show, sometimes at at parting, and have often recom

Princeton, mostly in Philadelphia- mended . Keep pen and ink always

attending on Congress and for a about you, or by you , and take notes

while, after Congress left that city, of many things, as well as of yourex

at Baltimore. He had three sons, penses. In writing your letters keep

James, John, and David, and two black lines, till you can write straight

daughters, Ann and Frances - James and neatly without them. To write

the eldest, was a Major in the Ame: letters well and with spirit, is a great

rican army, and fell at the battle of accomplishment, and ' I desire that

Germantown. He had previously you would write to me as often as

been connected with the northern possible . Mr. Smith is mistaken as

army. to the miscarriage or opening of let

These notices ofa man greatly ters; I believe it was owing to my

distinguished both in church and not writing so frequently asI ought

state, and of his interesting family, to have done. But if you write to

will , it is believed , not be unaccept- me often, you may depend upon it

able to our readers — while they will your letters shall not be henceforth

serve to render thefollowing letters long neglected.
more intelligible than they would As you are now among strangers,

otherwise be. take particular care of your beha

Our principal motive in publishing viour, for a character is soon formed ,

the letters is to show and we wish and often easily lost. If you mind

it may be well observed-in what your business with diligence, every

manner an eminently enlightened body will approve and applaud you;

Christian parent, in the hurry ofpub- on the contrary, idleness is soon ob

lick business andthe confusion of war served , and always blamed. Be ob

66
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de

C

liging and friendly to all. I do not York in the General Hospital, and

know so general or so excellent a well pleased with his situation. I
rule for good manners, as to think have not been at Princeton these ten

concerning othersas every good man days, but our friends there are well.

ought to think. If you wish them Fanny and I still propose a journey

well in your heart, you will certainly to you in October; though, as to me,

be civil to them in your behaviour. there must be some uncertainty on

“ I would be happy that you would account of the Congress. I will now

write to me sometimes a letter in send you a copy or two of my sermon

Latin or French ; but you may delay complete, and would send a good

that till you receive one from me, in many for sale, if Mr. Mayo could

one or other of these languages, by carry them along. I will advise him

way of example. La premiere lettre also to take newspapers for your en
que je vous ecrirai sera en Francois, tertainment.

ou en Latin, ou peut etre en tous les “ As the distance between us is so

deux. great, I must not omit, my dear child ,

“ I am , dear David, to put you in mind to walk in the

* Your affectionate father, fear of God. Give yourself much to

“ Jno . WITHERSPOON.” the exercise of prayer; and if you

sire to improveand perseverein that

Philadelphia, July 29, 1776. duty, you must be punctual as to the

“ Dear David-It gives me great times of it. Irregular people do no

pleasure to hear from every quarter thing to purpose, eitherin that or any

that the school is increasing, and I other respect.

hope to hear that you are exerting “ I am , dear David ,

yourself for yourown improvement, “ Your affectionate father,

and to be useful in your station. “ JNO. WITHERSPOON . ”

You will hear that our northern army

have retreated as far as Ticonderoga. “ Philadelphia, Aug. 26, 1776.

I had a letter from your brother “ DEAR DAVID - Your letter of the

James lately, in which he tells me 8th of August, I received yesterday

he and Mr. Whitelan ,with another, by captain Stewart, and only this

went over through the woods for in- day, by post, that ofJuly 22d.

telligence, and when they came to I am glad to perceive that you are

St. John's, found it in the enemy's endeavouring to make yourself mas

hands; were in great danger of being ter of theFrench : continue in it care

taken, and obliged to return through fully, and be sure to read through,

the woods with butone biscuit a piece, and be well acquainted with the dia

to maintain them for two or three logues and conversation phrases in

days. The people in Rygate have the Grammar. You say you have not

left the town and come to Newbury, taught any yet. I amwilling to un

where they are making a fort to pro- derstand this only of the French, for

tect their women and children from I hope you have not been wanting in

the Indians. Mr. Mayo will , no doubt, teaching Latin in the school . Make

tell
you all the news of this country, yourself as useful as possible to Mr.

so that I shall not need to repeat Smith, and perfect your classic learn

them. Our college is broke up for ing.

three weeks.
" It gives me great pleasure to see

Pray write me as often as you that the school increases so fast. I

please by the post, for I don't think hope no pains will be spared to make

the letters are often broken open now; the scholars as complete as possible.

and be particular as to your own situ- You ought to exercise them well in

ation, and what studies you are ap- the grammar and syntax. It would

plying to . Improve and perfect your be a great advantage, if they were

French , which you may easily do kept somepart of their time to writ

now . Your brother John is at New ing and arithmetick. If among you,

* *

66
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you can bring it about that the boys and serve him in sincerity and truth .

write their letters to their parents, Let this be your first and highest

neatly and sensibly, it will give them care, and accomplish yourself as

great pleasure. Many of them are much as possible for usefulness in
not judges how far they profit in La- life. *

tin and Greek ; but if they write “ I am , dear David ,

their letters well , they will perceive Your affectionate father,

their improvement : and, on the con “ JNO . WITHERSPOON .”

trary, if they write nothing home but

blotted, ill -spelled nonsense, they “ A Philadelphie, le 3me d'Octobre,

will suppose they have learned no 1776 .

thing, though you take ever so much “ MON CHER FILS - J'ai recu votre

pains. lettre ecrite en Francois, laquelle me

“ Your two letters which are now donna le plus grand plaisir. Je vous

before me, please me better than any avoue franchement que j'avois oublié

you have written. If you take pains, ma promesse de vous ecrire en Fran

you will write a good hand . There cois, et j'espere d'obtenir votre par

are, however, some few oversights in don. Votre Frere Smith par la lettre,

point of spelling, which I hope you et Mr. Jean Smith par la conversa

will guard against for the future . I tion , m'ont rendu tout a fait heureux,

think you will write better than either en m'assurant de votre diligence et

of your brothers. John is in the Hos- bonne conduite. Ils m'ont dit que

pital at New York, where they ex- vous enseignez dans lécole avec pru

pect an attack every day. Some of dence et assiduité, et que vous ne

the English troops are landed on vous melez point avec les folies &

Long Island: there has been a small badinages des jeunes gens ; enfin que

scuffle with their advanced guard, in vous etes respecté & aimé des

which we have had the better. I had ecoliers , et vous appliquez aussi a

also a letter from James lately, byvos autres Etudes.

which itappears probable that he will Continuez, mon cher fils, d'etre

be at Princeton soon. The northern sage et diligent. C'est le tems dans

army at Ticonderoga, is now in a votre jeunesse de cultiver vos ta .

much more promising situation than lents, d'acquerir des connoissances,

heretofore. 'A treaty has been just et de vous rendre capable des plus

concluded with the Indians at Fort hauts et honorables emplois. Vous

Stanwix, which was read in Congress savez bien avec quel ardeur je sou- ,

to -day, and by which they have pro- haitte votre progres dans les arts, et

mised a strict neutrality. I am glad votre bonheur pour toute la vie. Vous

to hear that John Smith is studying avez beaucoup de douceur et de ten

divinity. His brother William has dresse dans votre naturel, et j'espere

just passed his trials in New Castle que vous augmenterez ma felicité

Presbytery, and I hear has given par des semblables nouvelles de tems

great satisfaction . Mr. Smith, his en tems.

father, is now gone to the camp at " Il me donna un grand plaisir de

Amboy, and has carried Mrs. Smith voir que vous ecrivez bien. Vous

with him to Princeton. I expect to ecrivez deja beaucoup mieux qu'au

see them both there at the end of this cun de vos freres. Soyez diligent;

week. I was at Pequea, and preach- ecrivez souvent et avec toutle soin
ed there about a fortnight ago. * et precaution possible , afin que vous

The Philadelphia Associators,who soyez perfectionné dans cet art.

went to the camp,havemany of them Souvenez vous des regles que je

behaved very badly. They were mu- vous donnai avant que vous partites

tinous and disorderly; many went de Philadelphie. Ayez toujours pres

away without leave, and I believe de vous du papier, de l'encre, et des

they are now mostly dismissed. * * plumes, et ecrivez beaucoup. Comme

Remember, my dear boy, to fear God, vous etes parmis les etrangers, traitez

66
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les tous avec complaisance, avec hu- dire. Scribantur literæ, Latine, Gal

manité, & la plus sincere amitié. lice, Anglice, ut vis. Valeas. J. W.

Mons.Jean Smith m'a dit souvent qu'il Octr . 25 , 1776.

a eté parfaitement heureux dans votre

societé, Faites vous aimé de tous.

« Votre lettre Francoise est bien

ecrite. Elle n'a que deux ou trois

fautes dans la construction, que ne The following paper is from the

meritent presque d'etre nommées. pen
of the late venerable Doctor

Vous apprendrez bientot a parler Elias BOUDINOT, and is now before

quand vous aurez opportunité et oc us in his own hand writing. It
casion . Pour cet effet lisez souvent

was intended for “ The Assembly's

les phrases familieres dans la gram- Missionary Magazine, or Evangeli

maire. Je souhaitte aussi que vous cal Intelligencer, published in the

lisiez beaucoup en Latin , afin que years 1805-6-7; but we cannot find
vous pouviez lire les livrez classiques that it was inserted in that Miscel

avec plaisir. Sitot que vous enten- lany, and we believe it has never till

diez fort bien Horace & Virgile, vous nowbeen made publick. It contains

les lirez & repeterez avec le meme a short account of the origin of one

plaisir qu'une poeine Angloise. Je of the first Presbyterian Churches in

voudrois quevous m'ecririez quelque- the United States ; and some notice

fois en Francois, quelquefois en La- ofthe successful ministry of the Rev.
tin, et quelquefois en Anglois, & tou. Messrs.Johnand WILLIAM TENNENT,

jours avec attention et netteté. men whose memoryought ever to be

“ Je n'oublierai pas ma promesse precious in the Presbyterian Church .

que je vous donnerois vingt-cinque But our principalinducement to pub

ou trente livres par an , et je vous lish the paperis the statement which

envoye les depenses de Messrs. it gives ofagreat revival of religion

• Mayo, que leur pere vous payera -commenced in the year 1739, by the

sans doubte pour votre salaire de instrumentality of the Rev. GEORGE

six mois. WHITEFIELD, and continued for seve

“ Pour les nouvelles de Princeton ral years afterwards-- asitappeared in

& les affaires publiques je vous ren- the congregations of Freeholdand
voye a votre seur & je suis. Hopewell, under the ministrations of

« Mon cher fils, votre pere tres theMessrs. Tennents and Mr. Rose.

affectioné, The nature of the exercises then expe

" J. WITHERSPOON . ” rienced,bythose who were hopefully
“ renewed in the spirit of their mind,"

will not, we think, be without inte

rest, and we hope edification, to our

Scripsi ad te , fili mi carissime,gal- pious readers. It maybe gratifying
lico sermone, per sororem ; & nunc to compare them with what has been

latine brevissime, ut tempus postulat, witnessed in recentrevivals. There
scribere volo. Gaudio quam maximo is an artless simplicity in the state

affectus fui, per fratris literas& per ment,which appears to be made al

amicum vestrum Joannem Smith, au : mostwholly in the language of Mr.
dire te esse modestum, diligentem ,& William Tennent's letter, to which

studiis deditum . Optime dixit Solo- the writer refers.
man , "sapiens filius Patrem lætum

efficit.” Perge obsecro,mifili;amato An Account ofa Remarkable Revi
libros, incumbito studiis, ut sis doc

val of Religion in Freehold , New

tus, & ideo carus amicis, amabilis om

nibus. Mitto ad te unum par
Jersey.

rum ; quanquam incertus sum an sint Some time about the year 1740—

pedibus tuis apti & idonei. Cupio a very remarkable revival of religion

plurimum , quain sæpissime a te au- took place in New Jersey and other

calceo

J. W. DAVIDI SUO.

SALUTEM.
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parts of the neighbouring provinces. the preachers of this doctrine were

At the request of a particular friend , nicknamed New lights and New

Mr. Tennent gave him an account born men ; and generally considered

of what had come to his knowledge, as holders forth of new and strange

of this kind providence of God to doctrines. The practices of many

his American Zion . A rough draught were even worse than their principles

of this letter, dated in October, 1744 , -loose and profane.

has enabled the writer of this to give In the year 1729 their minister

some sketches of it. left them , and they became so griev

Mr. Tennent begins by mention- ously divided among themselves,

ing that Freehold , in the county of that it appeared very improbable

Monmouti, where he then lived , was they would ever again unite in the

the first place in East Jersey, on the settlement of another minister. In

south side of Rariton river, which this miserable, helpless, and almost

was settled with a gospel ministry. hopeless state, they continued some

That this was owing, under God , to time, few among them having either

the agency of someScotch people, eyes to see, or hearts to be wail their

who first settled in that part of the woful and wretched circumstances.

country. Among them there were Thus they seemed "to be cast out"

none more laborious in the establish- as in Ezek. xvi. 5. But the Lord,

ment of the gospel than one Wale “ who is rich in mercy, " of his un

TER KER, a man of greatattainments merited goodness, " passed by them

in the Christian life. In the month lying in their blood , and said unto

of August, 1685, he was apprehended many of them , live,"-and live they

in Scotland, and banished for his will, to all eternity.

faithful adherence to God and his About this time, Mr. John Ten

truth, as professed by the church of nent, younger brother to William

Scotland. He came to America and Tennent, was licensed as a candi

settled in Freehold . Here he became date for the ministry — a young man,

more eminently serviceable to the whom the Author of every good gift

church of Christ and the interests of had uncommonly furnished for the

his kingdom , than it was possible for exalted trust. I'o him some of the

him ever to have been in his own congregation applied, entreating him

country ; whereby the emissaries of to supply them for a season ; which,

the devil lost their aim in their at- with the consent of the Presbytery,

tempts to punish and afflict one who, he reluctantly did . But, as he him

they supposed, was marring their self said , when he went to Freehold ,

plans of iniquity, Mr. 'Tennent ob- he became heartily sorry that he had

serves, that ihis servant of Godwas engaged in the business: as they

then alive, and adds " blessed beGod, seemed to be a people given up of

flourishing in his old age, being now God , for their abuse of former gospel

in his 88th year." The love ofmany privileges. But "God's thoughts

had waxen cold , and a worldly spirit are not as our thoughts, nor his ways

and careless temper had taken pos. as our ways.” He had not preached

session of the congregation at large. more thanfour or five sabbaths , when

The savour of religion was lost, and the Lord so blessed his labours, that

the major part of the congregation many were solemnly engaged to at

could not be said to have so much tend to the fervent exhortations of

as a name to live. Family prayer the preacher, and “to search the

was scarcely known. Ignorance so scriptures to know if these things

overshadowed their minds, that the were so . " This gave him such great

doctrine of a new birth , or regenera- encouragement, that he was enabled

tion, when clearly explained and to preach with such uncommon fer

powerfully pressed home on the con- vour and zeal, that he told his broa

science as necessary to salvation , ther, he was fully persuaded , Christ

was made a common jest : and Jesus had a large harvest to be

VOL. II.Ch. Adr. 3 E
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brought home ; so that, notwith- should do to be saved ; and others to

standing they were a poor broken tell the great things the Lord had

people, he determined, if they should donefor them. His labours were

agree to call him as their stated pas- greatly blessed to the conviction and

tor, he would accept their call, though conversion of many, who had as yet

he should be his bread . In the opposed this day of grace. Indeed ,
spring of 1730, the congregation the effect of Mr. John Tennent's

unanimously gave him a call, and he preaching, seemed more discernible

was ordained the 19th of November a few months after his death , than

following. He continued their pas- at any time before. Almost in every

tor till the 23d April , 1732, and was neighbourhood, and it may be said ,
then translated to glory. with few exceptions, in every house,

Daring his short life, his labours there were some found longing and
were greatly blessed, so that the seeking after the divine physician Je

place of publick worship became sus Christ. Many of these,afterwards,
crowded by people of all ranks and savingly closed in with him , and shout

orders, as well as professions, in the ed, glory, glory to his holy name.
neighbourhood. They appeared to Some time after the death of his

hear as for their lives-many were brother, Mr. William Tennent was

taken in the gospel net. - A solemn called to the pastoral charge of the

awe of God's majesty seemed to pre- congregation, and was ordained on

vail in a remarkable manner at pub- the 25th October, 1733. Thus, he

lick worship, and sometimes the body observes, that his Lord had sent him

of the congregation would be moved, to reap that on which he had bestow
so that both minister and people ed no labour, and he earnestly pray

would be overwhelmed with tears.- ed that he might be made thankful

Let the Lord alone have all the glory, for this as long as he lived. He
It was no uncommon thing to see per- adds, " that he must declare to the

sons in time of sermon, sobbing as if honour of Almighty God, that he had

their hearts would break, but without continued bis grace to them, ever

any crying out; and some have been since the more particular and re
so overcome, that they were carried markable outpouring of his spirit;

out as if they had been dead . and especially had blessed his own

Religion was the general subject ordinances to the conviction, conver

of discourse, thoughsome did not sion , and consolation of many pré

approve it. The Holy Bible was cious souls, so that every year, some

searched by all parties, and know more, some less, have been ,in ajudg.

ledge was surprisingly increased. ment of charity, added to his mysti

The terrors oftheLord fell gene- cal body. To his holy name be all

rally on the inhabitants; so that the glory."
wickedness, as astonished, in a great The number of those who had

measure hid itself. Frolicking, dance tasted the sweet fruits of the Re

ing, horse racing, and other idle deemer's purchase in a saving manner,

amusements, were broken up and dis- in the congregation, he could not tell,

continued. The gay people of both having never kept any account of

sexes, felt themselves bound in con- numbers. It was his great comfort

science to meet in private societies, that the Lord knew who was his.

each sex by themselves, for the pur- Many, he remarks, both old and

pose of confessing their abominations young, have been renewed by divine

before God, and praying for a par- grace, though none so young, as have
don of their sins. been reported in other places. Some

Before Mr.John Tennent's death, Negro slaves were made free in
and while he was declining, Mr. Christ; and more appeared to be un

William Tennent supplied his pul- feignedly seeking after him . But,

pit forabout six months. Many ap- after all the Lord had done, he was
plied to him , inquiring what they persuaded that many were yet " in

.
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the gall of bitterness and bonds of dered as believers, both by themselves

iniquity." This often tempted him and others ; having been externally

to wish, that he had in the wilder- sober and regular in their walk and

ness a lodging place of a way -faring conversation .

man,” that he might leave his peo- Their sorrows were not all alike,

ple and go from them : or, that his either in degree or continuance. Some

" head was water and his eyes a foun- did not think it possible for them to

tain of tears, that he might weep day be saved, if God should vindicate the

and night for them.” honour of his justice; though these

Such as had been converted, were thoughts, blessed be God , did notcon

prepared therefor by very severe con- tinue long at a time. Others thought

victions, discovering to them , in a that their salvation was possible,

heart afflicting manner, their sinful- though, from their vileness, very im.

ness both by nature and practice; probable . The greatest degree of

their liableness to damnation, both hope, before closing with Christ, ge

for their original guilt and actual nerally ended in— " It may be the

transgressions; their misery as be- Lord will have mercy upon me.”

ing exposed to divine vengeance for Some, in coming to Jesus, have been

their aggravated crimes ; and seeing greatly vexed with blasphemous and

no way in themselves, by which they other horrible temptations; but they

could hope to escape -- for that their soon , through Divine mercy, were

whole life past was not only a con- enabled to serve God without dis

tinued act of rebellion against God , traction, in gladness and singleness

but their present endeavours to bet- of heart. The convictions of some

ter itby prayers, &c. were so imper- were instantaneous, by the Holy Spi

fect that they could not endure them , rit applying the law to the con

and concluded , much less would they science, and discovering to the eye

be consideredmeritorious by a holy of the understanding, asit were, the

God. They all confessed the jus- deceits of their hearts, by which they

tice of God in their exposedness to were stabbed as with a sword . In

eternal perdition, and seemed shut others the work was carried on in a

up to the blessed necessity of seek. progressive way, in which their abo

ing relief by faith in Christ alone. minations were discovered by them

It is needless to mention the evils one after another, till they were con

they complained of — as ignorance, vinced that the fountain of corruption

unbelief, hardness of heart, hatredto was in the heart; and thereby were

God, his laws and people - worldly brought to despair of life but through

mindedness, wanderings of heart in the atonement of the blessed Jesus,

holy duties, pride, sensuality, sloth- who saves his people from their sins.

fulness, & c. &c. With what grief, After these sorrowful exercises,

shame, and self- loathing,did he hear many seemed to be thoroughly re

them bewail their loss of time, and conciled to God , and were blessed

neglect of the great gospel salvation. with the spirit of adoption, enabling

Those who were communicants be- them to cry Abba Father; though

fore their awakening, had with trem- some had greater degrees of consola

bling declared that their unworthy tion than others, in proportion to the

conduct grieved them more than any clearness of the evidences of their

thing they everdid ; for thereby they sonship. Some, the Lord suddenly

had crucified their Lord afresh, and drew out of the horrible pit of dis

his blood cried out against them . It tress and darkness, and brought them

is almost incredible with what indig . into the light of his countenance,

nation these awakened souls would when he filled their hearts with joy

speak against themselves, on account and their mouths with praises -- yea,

of their sinfulness. Let it be noted to them was given the full assurance

here, that some who thus witnessed of faith. Others were brought to

against themselves, had been consi- peace in believing, but had not so
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other way

great degrees of joy, yet they went was a good evidence of their being
on trusting in the Lord. The way in the right way, otherwise they would
they were comforted, was either by not have been so distressed on that

the application of some particular account. However, the Lord Jesus ,

portion of the scriptures, or by an who comforts those who are cast

affecting general view of the way of down - even that wonderful Coun

salvation in Christ, as free without sellor - taught them in time that he

money and without price, in favour not only saves those who have been
of thepoor, sinful, weary, and wound- sinners before conversion , but even

ed snul - with his abilityand willing, such as , after it, find a law in their

ness to relieve them from all that members, which too, too often causes

they felt and feared, and that not for them to do the things they would not ;
their own sakes, butfor his own great and by enabling them to reflect on

name's sake. With this they were what theyhad and did daily expe

well pleased , and thereupon ventured rience, and to compare this with the

their all upon his faithfulness, ex. evidences of grace in his word , as

pecting help from him only, who ac- well as by giving repeated tastes of

cordingly gave them both peace and his love, even after missteps, they

rest - yea, he filled them with joy were gradually established in faith
unspeakable and full of glory . and hope ; so that they had a pre

Mr. Tennent knew of none, who vailing persuasion of an interest in

received their first consolation in any Christ-except it was in a time of

desertion and temptation, with which
Some few obtained a settled con- some were more exercised than others

fidence in God , without any severe -the reasons of which are best known

questioning of their state, although to a sovereign God .

they did not always taste the sensi

ble comfort of it but for the greater
( To be concluded in our next.)

number, they did frequently question

all , and doubted it was a delusion,

This was supposedl, generally, to be

owing to the remains of corruption,
and especially to the awful sin of un- Mr. Editor.-A literary taste is

belief, with the prevalence of a legal very generally spreading through the

spirit, which urged them to a perfect various classes of our population ;

personal righteousness on pain of and this I think not a sudden occur

death ; and because they could not rence, but the result of a real love of

obtain that, they concluded they were improvement, which has been gradu
unsanctified and had no personal in- ally advancing, refining, and strength

terest in the Saviour. It might be ening with the affluence and leisure

added , as another cause, their igno- enjoyed in our country. It has been

ranceof the nature of true spiritual justly remarked, that “ there isan

mortification . They seemed to think infancy in nations as well as indivi

that in the truly justified , sin was duals, during which the reflecting fa

done away in its very being, as well culties repose, while the materials of

as its governing power; and there- reflection are accumulated . ” This

fore because they felt their old sins infancy, with us , seems to have ter
stirring in them , they concluded all minated , and to have given us rea

was wrong ---nay, although they dis- son to anticipate an active and vigo

approved of the doctrine of perfec- rous manhood. To enter into the

tion in this imperfect state , as held details upon which this opinion ' is

by some, yet because they were not founded, would not only be foreign

perfect, they could not think they to your work, but also to my design
had grace. in this communication ; which is

But although it was distressing to merely to direct your attention to

them to feel their imperfections, it something which is not favourable .

FOR TIIE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .
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to real improvement to a kind of deserves the attention of the Chris

literary gossiping, almost universal tian Advocate.

with our educated females, and the EXCERPTA ,.

moral tendency of which , deserves, I

think , somenotice in a work like yours.

The literary trifling to which I allude,

is manifested in what are called Al- Although we think with our cor

bums and Scrap Books. These fa- respondent, that the subject of her

shionable voluines are to be found ly. (or his] communication is not unim

ing on the table in almost every par- portant, either in a literary or moral

lour ; and almost every pen is put in point of view , yet it would seem that

requisition to blacken their pages. little can be said on it, beyond what

Their contents are therefore not only is suggested above - that impiety,

very miscellaneous, but often very impurity, and stupidity, should be

equivocal in their tendency ; and not carefully and resolutely excluded
unfrequently very censurable. The from the pages of an Album ; because

licentious effusions of Moore, the the possessor's character will be, in

impieties of Byron, and the folly and a measure, estimated by the con
nonsense of many an anonymous tents of her book. If we add to

scribbler, are too often transferred this, that an Album should be the

into these repositories. repository only of the productions

Now although the literary and of talent, taste, and piety, what

moral character of the fair Album more can be said ? It must, at last,

collector is not always to be cor- be left to every individual to deter

rectly ascertained, by the pieces mine what productions really pos

which fill the pages of her book- sess this character. Weare of the

yet it were well if she would recol- opinion, that parents should take the

lect, that it is in some measure im- superintendance of this concern ,

plicated by them . I know that worth- while their daughters are under their

less pieces are sometimes permitted care ; and if practicable, engage some

to remain in an Album, forfear of judicious friend to aid them in mak

giving offence to the writer, by their ing a good collection. We shall ,

erasure; but in no event should they however, very cheerfully publish any

be spared. A little discretion and useful hints in relation to this sub

resolution, in exterminating produc- ject. And if any of our young read

tions of such a nature, would go far to ers have original matterin their Al

remedy this growing evil . Effusions bums, which they think may deserve

filled with mawkish sentiment, are a place in our miscellany, we will ,

the most common of all ; and if it provided we think so too, insert it,

be pleaded that they are harmless, if it be offered for that purpose.

it should be remembered that they
at least afford but a very poor speci

men of the taste and talents of the

collector. With regard to Scrap Among the more recent English

Books, in which prints are collected, poets, who have possessed merit

I will only say, that the pictures enough to command not only the at

should have the same tendency as tention of the reading world, but the

the pieces which compose a good notice of scholars and criticks, Cow
Album .

per and Montgomery are most dis

I should be glad, Mr. Editor, if tinguished for the vein of moral and

some of your correspondents would pious sentiment which runs through

take up this subject, and give us some almost every production of their

directions how a proper Album and pens. With these names, it would

Scrap Book may be formed , for I appear, that that of BERNARD BAR

feel persuaded that the subject well toy, who belongs to the Society of
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HOME,

Friends, is likely to be classed. His And glances gay or tender

later pieces inanifest far more talent
Fresh eloquence impart:

than those which he first published. Then, dost thou sigh for pleasure ?
0 ! do not widely roam ;

From his last publication, entitled But seek that hidden treasure

* Poetick Vigils,” which has not yet At Home ! dear Home !

been reprinted in this country, we

extract the following beautiful verses.
Does pure religion charm thee

Farmore than aught below ?

Wouldstthou that she should arm thee

Against the hour of wo ?

Think not she dwelleth only

In temples built for prayer ;

Where burns the lov'd hearth brightest, For Home itself is lonely

Cheering the social breast ? Unless her smiles be there :

Where beats the fond heart lightest, The devotee mayfalter,

Its humble hopes possess'd ? The bigot blindly roam ;

Where is the smile of sadness, If worshipless her altar

Ofmeek -eyed Patience born, At Home ! dear Home !

Worth more than those of gladness

Which Mirth's bright cheek adorn ?
Love over it presideth ,

Pleasure is marked by fleetness,
With meek and watchful awe,

To those who ever roam ; Its dailyservice guideth,

While grief itself has sweetness
And shows its perfect law ;

At Home! dear home ! If there thy faithshall fail thee ,

If there no shrine be found,

There blend the ties that strengthen What can thy prayers avail thee

Our hearts in hours of grief, With kneeling crowds around ?

The silver links that lengthen Go ! leave thy gift unoffer'd,

Joys visits when most brief : Beneath Religion's dome,

There eyes in all their splendour, And be her first-fruits proffer'd

Are vocal to the heart, At Home ! dear Home !

Heviews.

ANCIENT

PRINCIPLES OF AND

BUDIMENTS OF GEOGRAPHY, ON A NEW The multiplication of schoolbooks

PLAN ; DESIGNED TO ASSIST THE produces an amount of inconvenience

MEMORY BY COMPARISON AND CLAS- and expense to parents, teachers, and

SIFICATION. ByWilliam C. Wood- pupils,for which slight variations and

bridge. pp. 216. improvements are no adequate com

pensation ; and we would always dis
A SYSTEM OF UNIVERSAL GEOGRAPHY,

countenance the mere book -maker,
AND MODERN ; ON THE

and above all the plagiarist. But
COMPARISON

wbile new discoveries in science and
CLASSIFICATION - MODERN GEOGRA

PHY, byWilliam C. Woodbridge: developed,we cannot believe that
improvements in art, are continually

ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY, by Emma thehuman mind has reached its ne

Willard, Principal of the Female plusultra, on the subject of educa
Seminary at Troy. pp. 450.

tion. We are persuaded that this

MODERN ATLAS ON A NEW PLAN ; EX. subject may fairly claim the applica
HIBITING, tion of as much talent and industry

THE OUTLINES OF COUNTRIES, THE as the researches of philosophy, or

PREVAILING RELIGIONS, FORMS OF the experiments of art; and we fear

GOVERNMENT, AND that those who are labouring for the

CIVILIZATION ; THE COMPARATIVE civil and moral improvement of the

SIZE OF TOWNS, RIVERS, AND MOUN- world , estimate too little the impòr

TAINS, AND THE CLIMATE AND PRO- tance of the foundation on which all

DUCTIONS OF THE EARTH . By W. other plans must ultimately rest.

C. Woodbridge. How can that day, in which " all

IN CONNEXION WITH

DEGREES OF
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shall know the Lord ,” be more has- dred times over in books of geography .'

tened, than by improving the means Indeed the point is now fullyadmittedin

of communicating knowledge. With the practice of geographicalwriters, and

these views, we shall welcome new
confirmed by the experience of teachers,

that no method of study is so easy or effec
labourers in this field , who appear to tual, as the examination of maps with the

be qualified for their task ; and we aid of questions ; and no explanation is

are gratified to witness the advances necessary to justify its adoption as the
made in the works before us, in one basis of the present system .

of themost interesting branches of been left in the state which was common
“ Descriptive geography has usually

knowledge.
to every subject in the origin of know

Works of this kind may be consi- ledge - presenting a mass of insulated

dered with reference to the materials, facts, scarcely connected by any associa

the arrangement, and the illustra- tionbut that of locality. In other sub

tions. jects, facts havebeencarefully compared,

arranged in distinct classes, and traced to
On the first point, our personal general principles ; and thus have been

knowledge of the author of the Mo- reducedto the beautiful order and sim

dern Geography, prepared us to ex- plicity of science. The natural philoso
pect talent and care in the collection pher, and the political economist, collect
of his materials - norhavewebeen facts on each subject from every part of

the world ; and deem it essential to pre
disappointed. A slight examination sent, at a single view, thesimilar charac.

will satisfy any competent judge that teristicks of distant regions. Why should

there is an unusual accumulation of the geographer be required to reverse

interesting facts, many of which are this method, and scatter the dismembered

only to belearned from recent sys- of the globe ? Why especially, shouldportions of a subject to the four quarters

tems and journals of science. those facts which have been traced with

In regardto the Ancient Geogra. so much labour tothe universal laws of

phy, Mrs. Willard's high reputation nature, or the stable principles of intel.

as an instructress, affordsjust ground lectual and political philosophy, be sever.

for a favourable opinion in relationed from their connexions, and arranged
to that portion of the work . But its according tothe limitswhich power or

real merit can be ascertained only kings - limits perpetually fluctuating with
caprice has assigned tothe jurisdiction of

by a minute examination and com- the waves ofconquest,and the tides of

parison of facts and dates, which we revolution ? If we would save the student
have not found time to make. So from confused, and even erroneous con

far as our observation hasextended, ceptions,wemustdescribe theoperations

she appears to have perforined her established ; and leave for separate consi
of nature according to the limits she has

part with ability and judgment. deration, those artificial boundaries which

As to the arrangement,-- the au- man has drawn,to divide regions of the

thors claim, and we believe with same original character - influenced by
truth , that it is novel ;-that it is the same climate - and furnished with si

milar productions.
conformable to the method of sci

“ Physical and political geography are
ence ; -- and that it is best adapted to but the anatomy of the world — the one

the communication and recollection exhibiting the structure and surface of the

of facts. But on thesepoints we will globe - and the other, the state of its in

allow them to speak for themselves. habitants. He that describes the human

Mr. Woodbridge begins his preface count of the bones-- thearteries --the
frame is expected to give a distinct ac

with the following remarks.
muscles the nerves — the organs and the

“ The foundation of geographicalknow. functions of the body. Why then should

ledge must be laid ina familiar acquaint- the geographer mingle rivers and cli

ance with topography, or the location of mates - mountains and productions - go

places on the globe . It is well observed vernmentand manners in the same page !

by Watts in his treatise on the Improve. It is true the latter are combined in na

ment of the Mind, that “ The situation of ture, but so are the former. It is also true

the several parts of the earth is better that it is desirable to have the complete

learned by one day's conversing with a picture of a country presented : but this

map or sea-chart, than by merely reading would seem to be rather the province of

the description of their situation a hun. poetry than of science ; and ifweattempt
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a

to comprehend a landscape of new ob . “ With regard to the facility with which

jects at a glance, we shall have but im- geography may be acquired, this plan in
perfect conceptions of its parts. The no . cludesthe system of teaching from maps,

vice in drawing, first delineates individual formed upon the principle of making the
objects or the several parts of the body. eye the medium of conveying instruction ;
It is the business of a more advancedstage and it contains somenew modifications of

of his progress to draw even a single hu- this principle, for which the publick are
man figure ; and it is not until he is mas- indebted solely to Mr. Woodbridge . Such

ter of the elements of the art, that he is is the chart, from which the pupil learns

permitted to combine a variety of objects the government, religion, and compara
into a group or a landscape, and to imi. tive civilization of countries, at the same
tate the colouring of nature. time that he is fixing in his mind their

“ With these principles in view , the au- shape and relative position ; and such is

thor has endeavoured to present the es- the chart of climates andproductions.

sential facts of geography in the order of “The principle of teaching by the eye,

science, and to make thestudent familiar has alsoa place in the classification of

with its great outlines. Theless impor. such objects as are compared by means

tant details, which form the "filling up ” of numbers. For example, after the pupil

of the picture, are thrown into supple. has learned the tables of population, he
mentary paragraphs and articles in will, in many instances, forget the exact

smaller type, for subsequent study. In class to which a city belongs; but he will

order to complete the delineations, a şe. retain in his minda picture of the page

ries of statistical and topographical de containing his table, and he will recollect

scriptions is added, in which each country whether the city whose rank he wishes

forms a distinct subject of consideration, to remember, was near the beginning,

and a collection of tables, exhibiting the about the middle, or at the close of his

most important numerical, statements catalogue, and thus hewill know whether

which are well established .” it is of a large, a middling, or a small size .

In entering so systematically into the for

The following very sensible ob- mation of tablesof this kind,the work

servations introduce the preface of here offered to the publick, differs, it is

Mrs. Willard . believed, from all preceding publications

on the study of geography.The arrange

1.“ When a system is brought before the ment relieves the memory from a fruit.

publick, professing to be new, and claim- less burden, by substituting few numbers

ing to be considered as peculiarly useful, for many, and perhaps it is not asserting

it is incumbent on those who introduce it, too much to say, that some such mode of

to show in what respects it is original, and classification is notmerely the easiest and

why it is an improvement. the best, but that it is, in fact, the only

“ The objects to be attained in arrang- method of conveying instruction to the

ing the parts of any science for the use of youthful mind, on subjects where 'num

learners, admitting the elements of that bers are the medium of comparison. A

scienceto be first correctly ascertained, person who knows by rote merely , that a

are to place them in that order which shall city contains a certain number of inhabi

be most advantageous to the pupil in tants, cannot, from that circumstance, be

three respects : first, facility of acquire said to understand its rank ; that is, be

ment; secondly, durability of impression; does not know whether it is a great or a

and thirdly, discipline of the mind. An small city, for all ideas of great and small

attempt has been made to keep these ob. are relative, and are obtained by compar

jects steadily in view, and to discard all ing things with others of their own kind.

others as foreign to the purpose, and cal. “ With regard to durability of impres

culated ratherto perplex than to enlighten sion, we discard that method of arrange

the student : and it is not known to us, ment generally found in the description

thatany preceding writer has, with respect of countries, wbere many distinct and dis

to the subjects of this work, done the similar subjects are treated of in quick

The traveller who wishes to trace succession ; because , from the want of

out the course he is to pursue, or to gain any associating principle, information re
at one view a description of the country ceived in this way cannot be well remem

to which he is journeying,will not find bered. We admit little which maynot

this book and atlas so well fitted to his be traced to one of these two laws of in

purpose asmanyothers. No factsor modes tellect ;—first, that the objects of sight

ofarrangement, however desirable to him, more readily become the subjects of con

are here admitted, if detrimental to the ception and memory , than those of the

work as to its sole object, the improve other senses ; and secondly, that the best

ment of those who wish to learn the sci- of all nethods to abridge the labour of

the mind , and to enable the memory to

same .

ence.
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lay up the most in the smallest compass, connexion of this subject with the
is to class particulars under general beads. surface,soil, mountains, springs, and

« That thismethod of teaching geogra- rivers of a country .

phy is a judicious applicationof these

principles, has become completely evi.
The atmosphere is then described ,

dent to me from observing thefact, that, and a more full and scientifick ac
of allthe branches ofstudy which my pu- count is given of the variations of

pils learn, geography, taught in this man- climate, and productions in countries

recollection; and this is the case,whether ofthe same latitude, than we have

the examination takes place after the hitherto met with .

lapse ofa few months, ora fewyears. The varieties of race and language

“ But in none of the objects of education form an introduction to the account.

do I conceive that this system is so pecu- of the human family. The govern

liar, as in that which relates to thedisci. ment, religion, and civilization of

pline of themind; and none are, in my different countries, and the state

opinion, of so muchimportance. Although

it is of consequence to teach the student of knowledge, arts, and commerce

what to think, yet it is more important to among nations, are then described
teach himhow to think. However well in the comparative manner, and

it may befor a man to have a good know- complete the view of political geo

ledge of geography, yet, it is still better

for him to possess a sound judgment, and
graphy

a well regulated intellect. “ The correct
The third division of the work is

ness of every process of judgment and occupied with an account of indivi.

reasoning depends either immediately or dual states, considered as political
ultimately on the accuracy of our compa. bodies.

risons." * Capacity of mind is acquired
The Ancient Geography is formed

by those habits ofstudy, which cultivate

thepowers ofabstraction and generaliza. on similar principles. A view of

tion .The study of geography has here. countries is followed by a descrip
tofore been regårded asa mere exercise tion of the most celebrated cities of

of the memory; but taught in this man. antiquity. The difficulties arising
ner, it brings into action the powersof from the changes of the world in suc

comparing and abstracting, thus laying the
foundation, not only of good scholarship cessiveperiods are stated,andclas

in the science of which it treats, but of a sified in an interesting manner ; and

sound judgment and an enlarged under the intimate connexion of ancient
standing . "

geography and ancient history is ex

We are aware that many of the hibited and maintained, by means of

scientific principles are stated in the a brief table of chronology, accompa
introduction to every geographical nied with geographical references.

work ; but we are not acquainted The “ Rudiments of Geography"

with any work in which the attempt · are adapted to minds yet immature,

has heretofore been inade to arrange and much of the scientifick detail is

all the essential facts under these necessarily omitted . Generalization

principles. The planof a general and is gradually introduced , and those

numerical classification of cities, riv. comparative views which form the

ers, & c.,is one unknown in any system most prominent part of the larger

published before this ; and certainly it work, are either 'much abbreviated,

affords a help to the memory more or thrown into the conclusion, to be

philosophical than the arbitrary asso- learned after the pupil has felt his
ciations which are often employed. way through the various countries,

After the asual introductory state- and impressed on his mind some of

ments and definitions, the author of the leading facts.

the Modern Geography presents us Under the head of illustration , it

with a brief view ofthe structure of is common to introduce maps. But

the globe itself ; and exhibits, in a we think these authors entirely cor

novel and interesting manner, the rect in making them the very basis

of geographical knowledge. The

• Hedge's Logic. maxim of Horace, which forms the

Vol II.-Ch. Adv. 3 F
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motto of the Atlas, * has been well On the whole, we can with free

applied in rendering the maps a dom and pleasure recommend this

striking exhibition of the state of the work as the best of the kind with

world . They show us not only the which we are acquainted . We are

outlines of a country, buť its moral persuaded that its general use in

and political condition, and many schools and academies will be equal
particulars of its statisticks. ly advantageous to teachers and pu

Engravings of interesting objects pils ; and we anticipate that the in

of curiosity, and figures designed to genuity and labour of its authors will

illustrate scientific details, are among be rewarded,as it ought to be, by an

the most important improvements extensive and lucrative patronage.

under this head . In the smaller

work they are introduced in greater

numbers, in order to excite interest;

and we are assured they have been The Evidence of Christianity, de

found to answer a very valuable pur- rivedfrom itsNature and Recep

pose in this respect. tion. By B. Sumner, M.À.

The extensive tables of this work Prebendary of Durham, &c. 8vo.

present the details of statisticks in a pp. 430. Price 10s. 6d. Lon

manner which not only renders asso- don. 1824.

ciation and recollection easy , but

which leads to unlooked -for and in
( Continued from page 370.)

teresting comparisons. From this analysis, our readers
The exhibition of the moral state

ofthe world, and of the principal here appealed to, is partlyexternal,
will perceive that the evidence

missionary stations in the maps,re- partly internal: to a certainextent,

commends the work especiallyto the thegospel isshown to be itsown

religious publick. Who can see upon witness, while the history of Chris

thechart the emblem of that" gross tianity is made to furnish an attes
darkness which covers the people," tation of its credentials. The pres

without finding that his eye affects eminent recommendation of the
his heart !

work is, that Mr. Sumner has suc

The tendency of the work, we are
persuaded , is to promote habits of ceeded in putting his argument into

philosophical arrangement and moral such a shape as gives, to use his own

reflection. But for this it would have
expression, a substantive form

both to belief and unbelief.” After

passed without noticein our pages: reading some apologies for Chris

to communicate geographical know. tianity, one is almost ledto sup

ledge, but to communicate it in such pose, that the point at issue is only

a manner as to improve the habitsof aliterary question, and that what

thinking, and to elevate the moral
Watson believed more than Gibbon

feelings of their young readers.
did, amounted to nothing more than

We are assured that the testimony a difference of opinion as to an his

of experience is entirelyinfavourof torical fact.

the method adopted in these works. In showing the originality of the

Thecircumstancethat twopersons, Christian doctrines , Mr. Sumner

totally unknown to each other, should remarks, that the success of Ma

be led to adopt the same system , al- hommed's imposture may be as

though not unprecedented , is cer- cribed, in a great degree, to the

tainly remarkable, and affords a simplicity of what he taught, and

strong collateral evidence thatit is its agreement with human reason ,

a rational system . as well as with the previous belief

Segnius irritant animos demissa per of many of his disciples. “ The
truth to which he owed his success,

aurem ,

Quam quæ sunt oculis subjecta fidelibus. and to which the long duration of

66
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was.

his religion must chiefly be attri- men ,of any rank ,education, or country,
buted , -- the unity of the Godhead, could ever have undertaken to promul
he found in the Jewish andChris- gate such doctrines. “ The Son ofman is

come to seek and to save that which was

tian scriptures : he had only to pro- lost.'--- So God loved the world , that he

nounce it anew, and to clear away gave his only begotten Son , thatallthat be

the intrusive worship of imagesand lievein him might not perish,buthave ever .

martyrs, saints and angels, which lasting life. It is implied in these pas

had corrupted the church in that that mankind are under the wrath and

dark age and country.” Weare condemnation of God; who had sent his

inclined to think, that sufficient Son, in the form and nature of man , to

stress has not been laid on this cir- undergo in his own person the penalty

cumstance, in accounting for the incurred by sin,and to proclaim the offer

success ofthe Arabian Reformer , his faithfuland obedient disciples.
of eternal happiness to asmanyas became

for such , to a certain extent, he “ Now , when we reflect on these pro

Islamism has not triumphed positions,and divest our minds of the fa

over Christianity properly so call- miliarity derived fromlong acquaintance

ed : it had scarcely, till of late, be likely to occur to any man or party of
with themi, do they appear such as 'would

come into contact with it. The men, as thefoundation of a religious sys

pretensions of Mahommed are not tem which they were intending to pro
more anti -christian than those of mulgate to the world ? Can we believe

the Pope, nor was his, of the two, that imposture, having an unlimited field

the viler imposture. The ascen
open before it, would choose this ground

to expatiate upon ? There is no reason to

dencyof the Mahommedan religion think that, as Jews, the authors would en

is to be accounted for, therefore, tertain this view of the state of mankind;
not merely by the fact that it was still less that, supposing such to be their

propagated by the sword,butbyits opinions, theywould make thisthe

beingtruthwhich was thus propa- be proposed for theiracceptance to their
groundwork of a religion which was to

gated,-truth as opposed to the countrymen and to all nations.
hagiolatry of popery; for all that “ These, however, are the doctrines on

he required bis followers to believe, which the religion of Jesus is built. The

in addition to truths admitted on mankind from God, and their consequent
basis of the whole is, the alienation of

all hands, was the divinity of his state of darkness, error, and condemna.

own mission . This was the only tion. This is no after-thought, or come
original position , and there was no- ment of a later age : it is declared by

thing incredible in it, taken by it- Jesus himself, in express terms, and in

self; nothing opposed to the preju- when he explains the object of his com

dices of his followers. But the ing into the world, and applies to himself

case is quite otherwise with Chris- the prophetick passage of Isaiah,' The
tianity. We cannot in any such way Spirit of theLord is upon me, because he

account either for its success or for hath anointed me to preach the gospel
to the poor : he hath sent me to heal

its fundamental doctrines. the broken hearted , to preach deliverance ta

“ They are agreeable, indeed,” re . the captives, and recovering of sight to the

marks Mr. Sumner, “ to experience and blind ; to set at liberty them that are

observation : they explain appearances bruised ; to preach the acceptable year of

which are and always have been univer- the Lord .' He affirms it expressly, when

sal throughout the world : they suit the he says, “ I am the way, and the truth , and

character , and meet the necessities of the life : no man cometh to the Father but

mankind; but they are so far from being by me.' He implies it, when he affection .

on that account asold as the creation , ately complains of those who rejected his

that a moment's reflection on what the message, “ Ye will not come unto me,

tenets of the gospel really are, will show that ye might have life . He implies it,

them to be in the strictest sense original. whenhe says, ' He thatheareth my word,

Like the theoryof attraction, they ex. and believeth on him that sent me, hath

plain phenomenalong observed and every everlasting life, and shall not come into

where observable ; but, like that theory, condemnation , but is passed from death

the explanation was perfectly novel. It unto life.' He implies it, in ascribing his

is difficult to suppose that unauthorized incarnation to themercifuldesign of Gods

1
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who had not sent his Son into the world , fect obedience to God and the most gene

to condemn the world, but that the world rous goodness and love to man, recom

through him might be saved. He that be- mended to our imitation by all possible

lieveth on him is not condemned , but he that endearments and engaging considera

believeth not is condemned already, because tions. And they objectagainst the doc

he hath not believed onthe name of the only trineof atonement, as having greatly de

begotten Son of God ." " based the truths of the natural placability

of the Divine Being, and our ideas of the

The opposition of modern Uni. equityof his government.' So theycon

tarians to these very doctrines, is sider Jesus as a man commissioned by

made use of by our author as a
God to make a fuller communication of

striking confirmation of the argu- the worldhad known before; by his life ,
his will,and teach a purer morality than

ment drawn from their opposition to set an exampleof perfect obedience ;

to men's previous opinions. by his death, to manifest his sincerity ;

and by his resurrection, to convince us of

“ The little probability which existed, the great truth which he had been com
of sucha revelation being believed, or in- missioned toteach, our rising again to

vented in order to its being believed, is future life.

sufficiently plain fromwhat we ourselves “ If those who do not discard the autho.

know and feel, and have constant oppor. rity of scripture, nay, who profess to re;
tunity of observing . The doctrines in vere it, can be thus induced to bend and

question, that Jesuscame to make atone.
distort its plain declarations, in order to

ment for thesinsofmen ;for that all bringthemto the levelof their
previoushave sinned and come shortof the glory opinions;wehave a striking argumentto

ofGod ;' and that .eternal life is the giftof God through him ," or for his sake : how prove what I began this chapterbyal

leging ; namely, that the purpose which
are these statements usually received ?

Are they the first, or the last doctrines world was verylittle likely to have been
Jesus assigns for his appearance in the

which mankind are willing to acquiesce fabricated in order to deceive ; and if in

in ? Are therenotmultitudeswho do not vented , either by fraud or enthusiasm ,

dispute or doubt the evidence which con
firms the authorityof the scriptures,and very little likely tohaveobtainedatten

yet refuse their assent to this leading evidence.”
tion and credit, without overpowering

tenet ? Is it not generally understood to

be so contrary to the prepossessions of
mankind,thatit is oftenkept out of sight, The Socinian , indeed , maintains

and has been seldom insisted on as the that the doctrines and phraseology
main object of the gospel, in treatises of the New Testament are so far

whichwere intended to give a popular from being original, that all that is

Notwithstanding the clearnesswith which seemingly peculiar in the doctrine

it is laid down, and the various proofs is figurative, thelanguage being ac

which can be alleged to show , that divine commodated to the notions and pre

tevelation, from thebeginning,hashinged judices of the Jews. In this man
upon this as its principal point; we know
that a considerable body, even among ner he attempts to explain away

those who donot neglect religion,labour altogether thedoctrine of a propi

toexclude this articlefrom the gospel, on tiation. But Mr. Sumner proceeds
the express plea that it is contrary to the to show , thatthe very phraseology
suggestions of our reason, and , therefore, of the New Testament is so origi
cannot be admittedby those who profess pal as to afford a strong presump

themselves rational Christians.'

" The proposition which they maintain tion that the ideas meant to be

is, that God freely forgives the sins of conveyed , required such innovation

men, upon repentance ; and that there in language . There is the clearest
canbe nooccasion, properly speaking, proof, that the doctrines and phra

the punishment with which they had seology of the apostles, though in

been threatened . On this ground,the accordance with the Jewish scrip

sacrifice which Jesus declared thathe tures , were not in conformity to

came to make,and which bisapostles af. Jewish opinions ; that the ideas
firmed that he had made upon the cross ,

is explained away. His death is some
were so new as to be accounted

times said to have confirmed the truth of for only on the supposition of an

his mission . Others treatit as an illus- original revelation. A revelation

trjous example, showing usthe most per- from Heaven containing nothing
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original in its communications, a with the old ruins, to fetch stones and

revelation such as it required no
materials out of the wonted quarry. hu.

supernatural wisdom or knowledge our own eyes, to be nothing within our
miliation , confusion, shame, to be vile in

to dictate , and accommodated to selves, to be willing to own the ven

the previous opinions of mankind , geance of God ,tojudge ourselves, to jus
is the figment of the soi-disant ra- tify him that may condemn us, and be

tional Christians. The manner in witnesses against ourselves, are virtues

which Mr. Sumner has made Soci
known only in the book of God." "

nianism bear involuntary witness “ 'Take away,” remarks Mr.

to the truth of revelation , in its Sumner, “the judicial purpose of

very attempt to strip Christianity the cross , takeaway its expiatory
of all that is characteristick in its effect, and there remains no basis

doctrines and most convincing in for humility like the Christian .”

its internal evidence , is - we will It is, therefore, a natural conse

not say ingenious ; it is just and quence, that those who do not re

triumphantly satisfactory. It is an ceive the doctrine of atonement, do

admirable feature of the work , that not pretend to such humility as the

there is, at the same time , nothing gospel prescribes and the apostles

in his tone or style of expression, profess. But the sceptick doubts,

that can justly offend an opponent.
whether this character can have a

The fair, and temperate, and.can- favourable aspect on virtue and

did manner in which he states the happiness. This is the moral para

points at issue, will , we are per dox: " reliance upon Christ, the

suaded, enhance in no small degree main -spring of thewhole character,

the efficiency of the work. instead of producing carelessness,

But “ it is the object of the Chris- has quickened the apprehension of

tian scriptures, not merely to de- offending." The appeal lies to ex

clare certain truths, but to recom- perience, and experience univer

mend and form a particular charac- sally sides in favour of Christiani.

• Does this character, " in- ty. But Mr. Sumner anticipates

quires Mr. Sumner, “ agree with an objection drawn from the very

the natural bias of the human mind ? originality of these doctrines, as if,

If so, we need seek no further for in the same proportion, they must

its origin ." be both improbable and unreasona

ble .

“ If, on the other hand, it is such a cha .

racter as bad no existing original, when it “ I conceive, " he adds, “ that this ob .

was first proposed in the gospel; such a jection is the root of all unbelief. The

character as men are naturally inclined to direct proofs of the truth of Christianity

hold in low esteem , yet, admirablysuited are so full, so various, andso irrefragable,

to the end for which it was designed ; that men cannot remain unbelievers

then, fresh probability will be added to through defect of evidence. They doubt

the arguments in favour of the religion." or deny in spite of evidence, because of

the unexpected and unpalatable nature

This chapter is more especially ofwhat that evidenceattests . The scrip
tures themselves lead us to anticipate

worthy of a “ master in Israel.”,

We have read it with feelings of such as the heart naturally revolts from ;
this. They tell us, that the doctrines are

no ordinary satisfaction, but could receives slowly and unwillingly : such as

not do justice to it by anypartial are contrary to the suggestions of human
extracts. The general spirit of it philosophy, and willnotbe cordially en.
may be gathered fromtheauthor's braced until the heart is brought into a

docile and submissive posture, and is dig.
citation of the following noble pas- posed to bow humbly before the oracles

sage from Bishop Reynolds. of God.

“ The two points, I imagine, at which

6. The sublimest philosophy that ever reason is disposed to cavil , are, first, the

was, did never drive man out of himself punishment to which the scriptures de.

for a remedy ; did never teach man to clare that men are liable from the judg

deny himself, but to build up his house ments of God : and next, the means of

ter."
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fered them to escape from that punish- and a systematick indulgence of their na .

ment, through the vicarious sufferings of tural passions, and in particular the trans

Jesus as the Redeemer.” gression, whatever it be, to which they

are individually most addicted, will be

With respect to both of these passed over. The deceitfulness of the

points, therefore, Mr. Sumner pro- heart, the prevalence of vice, the moral

ceeds to show , that the gospel is in disorders of the world, encourage allthese

accordance both with reason and delusions. Men contemplate the habits of

with experience; that the former their fellow creatures, instead of the Di
vine holiness ;, and comfort themselves

doctrinecoincides with other unde
with the poor satisfaction,that the majori.

niable facts or appearances which ty are in the same condition with them .

confront us in theworld , and agrees selves.

with the apprehensions which man
“ Now , of these vague or false imagina

kind are disposed to entertain ; and tions, every one is swept away, when the

thatthe latter is alone and perfect form and sufferingthe punishment ofman,
mysterious truth , God appearing in the

ly suitabletothe condition in which is received into the heart. So stupend .
the gospel finds the human race. ous a sacrifice discovers the ‘misery of

The author just glances at the ar
those in whose favour it was prepared . It

gument so profoundly handled in speaksa language which cannot be refut
ed : a language addressed to the heart, no

Bishop Butler's “ Analogy of Na- less than the reason. It puts an end tothe
tural and Revealed Religion,” as an delusive hope, that men may pass through

answer to the objections against the the world regardless of God as their Crea.
declarations of scripture on the tor, and disobedient to Him as their Moral

subject ofGod'smoralgovernment. eternity lies before them , it must bean

Governor, and yet fear no evil : that if any

The world itself is notsuch as, ac eternity of happiness. Let them be once

cording to the reasoning ofhuman persuaded, that one who was with God

philosophy,would have been thought in the beginning, and was God,' became

probable : it is by no means con
man, thathe might redeem men from the

sistent with the views of philoso- might satisfy the offended justice of God
penalty incurred by their sins ; that he

phical perfection which the scep- in behalf of allwho should commit them
tick desires to entertain . There selves to him as a deliverer and a ruler ;

are difficulties which meet us at then there is an end of all vague conjec.

every view of the creation , which tures and groundless expectations. We

know that sin is noticed, nay , is condemn
revelation does not enable us en

ed by God, because he required a propi

tirely to unravel, which it does not tiation for it: we are sure that its recom
profess to remove. But it is a pense is dreadful, since a dreadful recom

sufficient reason for not rejecting pensehas already been exacted . If Jesus

on that ground what Christianity the worstof human crimes, we have con

does reveal, that these difficulties vincing evidence of the doom which im

areinfinitely aggravated , that the pends over all for whom heis not a sub
book of nature becomes still more stitute . His cross exhibits an inscription

inexplicable , if we set aside reve- whic
which testifies at once “ the goodness and

severity of God : on them that continue

lation.
rebellious, severity : bút goodnesstowards

The credibility of the doctrine of allthat receive his goodness. For if God
Redemption depends, Mr. Sumner spared not his own Son, if the bitter cup

remarks, on the reception given to might not pass from him except he drank

the former point,-- the essential de- it,how vain mustbethe prevalent expec

tation , that, if there is another world , those

merit of sin. Every offence which
who fear him, and those who fear him not,

is committed against the light of rea- will fare in it equally well !

son , or ofconscience, or of the Divine “ The force of this palpable argument,

law, is a practical effect of the pre- this sensible proofofthe evil of sin, is

vailing error,thatthe conduct of men sufficiently exemplified by its effects. It
is a matter of indifference to their daily produces a transformation of moral

character which nothing else can achieve.

Creator. Its power is attested by the fact, which

“ Multitudes imagine that,though what some deny, and others treat as a paradox,

they consider very heinous sins may be but whichreallyadmits of easy explana

avenged, yet, a neglect of their Maker, tion , and is confirmed by every page in
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the annals of Christianity : that those per- lesson. They could not have trodden in

sons are uniformly the most fearful pf'sin, his steps, for he would have walked in

and the most singular in their walk of ho- paths very different from theirs.

liness, who have the fullest reliance upon “ Philosophical teachers, indeed, have

redemption through Jesus. There is no commonly bestowed little thought upon

thing wonderfulor unaccountablein this : the poorand uninstructed classes, who

it is the natural effect of their belief. For were neither able to appreciate nor repay

they, of all men, have the liveliest convice their labours. But, in the sight of God,

tion of the responsibility, danger, and la- we cannot possibly imagine that one of his

mentable consequences of sin . Others creatures is more valued than another ,

may hesitate, and do hesitate to admit the however different their earthly conditions.

certainty of its condemnation. But they The probability is, therefore, that the in

who believe in the sacrifice of Christ bave terests of the majority would be consulted .

the clearest apprehension and assurance And to how great a degree they arecon

of this truth. Nothing can make so certain sulted by the poverty and humility of Je
the punishment which, if indulged, it will sus, is seen by daily experience. No con

hereafter incur, as the punishment which solation is more frequently recurred to , or

it has actually incurred. In proportion, more gratefully received ,than the reflec

therefore, as a man's views of the atone- tion that he came not to be ministered

ment are clear, his abhorrence and dread unto , butto minister,' and often. had not

ofopposing the Divine will are sincere and where to lay his head.' The evils of life

operative. The cross of Christ is at once lose much of their bitterness, when we be

a refuge inwhich his conscience may find lieve that similar evils were actually expe
shelter, and a beacon holding forth tohim rienced by him who for us men and for

a constant warning against the careless- our salvation came down from heaven ;'

ness,the errors , and the corruptions of the and who having himself suffered humar

world. trials, and known human infirmities, is able

“ If this is the natural result and the to succour them that are tempted. For it

practical effect of the death of Jesus, we was no temporary character that he as.

seemto approach towardsaclearer under sumed. His office was not finished nor

standing ofthe wisdom of that mysterious his mercy exhausted, when he left this

dispensation . " pp. 281–285. world . The Christian enjoys anadditional

We must make room for the fol. encouragement in the difficult warfare

which he must needs maintain in his pro

lowing admirable passage : the author
gress towards eternity,from the assurance ,

is showing how wonderfully suited that he whose compassion was firstattract
are even the indirect effects of the ed by the state of man , still extends his

Christian doctrine to the nature and care over all who apply to him ; still

situation of mankind.
watches their spiritual interests,and inter :

cedes for their many failings; so that en

“ Again, the humble condition in which livened by his presence, and strengthened

Jesusappeared, might at first sight be by his support, they may go on their way

deemed inconsistent with the high charac- rejoicing, and fulfil the course ofprobation

ter which he assumed. And certainly it allotted to them.

is improbable , that men who contrived a “ It appears, therefore, that the Chris

fiction, should represent the Son of God tian doctrine of redemption through a

to be so born and so descended; or, if they Mediator, is intelligible, as well as original;

invented the history of his life, should and is recommended to our reason no less

make it so little dignified, so little attrac- than to our faith . Considered as it ought

tive tothe imagination. But when wecon- in all fairness to be considered, according

sider the whole purpose ascribed to him ; to things as they exist, and in connexion

not only to offer an atonement for sin, but with the actual state of the world and of
to show a pattern of virtue ; not only to mankind, it derives additional probability

reconcile men to God, but to leave them from its adaptation to the purpose for

an ensample of a life led according to his which it was professedlydevised. It finds

will ; then, what might be thought an in- mankind in a condition of moral ruin and

consistency in his history, becomes an ad- spiritual ignorance; whateverbe thecause,
ditional testimony to its truth , Had he as- this fact is indisputable ; and it brings to

sumed a situation of worldly splendour, their restoration a deliverer, who is God,

hadhe been invested with the dignity of with power to save,—who is man, with

royal honours, he might have furnished an tenderness to pity ;-who has assured

exampleof moderationin affluence ,and mankind of his love, by a proof the most
of humility in power, to that very small incontrovertible and endearing,--who is

proportion of mankind to whom riches or with us to animate our exertions in his

honours can ever belong. But to the vast service, and is with God to makeinterces
majority of what mankind are and always sion for our infirmities. Can we suppose

must be in all ages, he could have left no a reasonable man to be asked, what would
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best enable him to pursue a religious is tolerably extensive, we never met

course in his passage through this world, with any persons of this description .

he could hardly have required less, and We presume thathe himself believes

certainly he could not have expected in the Scripture doctrineof Predes
more." pp. 289-293.

tination and Election , in the meaning

Here we must close our extracts, attached to those terms in the Thir

and it cannot be necessary for us to ty-nine Articles ; and if so , he is as

add one wordin recommendation of much a “predestinarian” as the great
the work. We deem it, indeed , a er part of those who profess Calvin

very valuable additionto the class of ism . If we might presume to suppose

works with which it will range. Such that these pages will meet Mr. Sum

a work can never be deenied super- ner's eye, we would refer him , in ex

fluous, to whatever extent the field planation at least of our own senti

may seem to have been preoccupied. ments as Calvinists, if not for infor

On some points, Bishop Butler, on mation on the general subjects, to

others, Mr. Erskine and Mr. Fuller, two articles on Dr. Copleston's In

have employed a similar line of ar- quiry, which appeared some time

gument ; but we recollect no work since in this Journal.* We have no

that takes at once so comprehensive doubt that, if he will ascertain for

a view of the subject, and treats the himself what Calvinism is, as sub

various branches of the argument instantially held by those who profess

their mutual connexion with so much it, and not take the word of their

perspicuity and force. Mr. Sumner's adversaries for their sentiments, he

style is luminous, chaste, and unaf- will be led to the conclusion, that at

fected, and we cannot too highly least some part-if not a very large

commend the Christian spirit of the part - of the opposition madeto Cal
work. At

page 206, we meet with vinistick doctrines, is to be account

some remarks on the supposed in- ed for in precisely the same manner

compatibility oftheDivine prescience as the opposition of the sceptick to

with human liberty, which would lead the Christian doctrine at large, or the

us to suspect thathe is not perfectly objections of the Socinian against the

well acquainted with the best writers doctrine of Atonement.

on that subject. He refers to Ed.

wards, butto which theologian of

that name, he does not specify ; we

presume Dr. Edwards, not the Presi ATONEMENT,

dent. We never met with any writer,

however, who held “ that unbelief is

morally necessary to any man ;" and

it hardly seems worth while to say, THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,

that "few persons deliberately main CONCORD, JUNE 2 , 1824. By Da
tain ” a sentiment which no one has niel Dana, D. D. Minister of the

been found wild enough to advance. Gospel in Londonderry. Concord :

“ That election is absolute and grace Printed by John W. Shepard ,

irresistible,” are positions neither to 1824. pp. 23.

be admitted nor hastily to be denied

without anexplanation of the terms.

Possibly, Mr. Sumner might find,
MENT. By Moses Stuart, Asso

that, when explained , agreeably to ciate Prof. of Sacred Literature
in the Theol. Sem . at Andover.

the sense attached to them by Cal

vinistick writers, they are notso ob
Published by request of the Stu

jectionable as he imagines. Mr. Sum
dents. Andover : Printed by Flags

ner speaks of many who “ call them
and Gould , 1824. pp . 54.

selves predestinarians :" it is some- Justification by the righteousness

what remarkable, that, though our

acquaintance with the religiousworld * Eclectick R, May 1822, and Jan. 1823.

A SERMON ON THE

PREACHED AT THE ANNUAL CON

VENTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL

AND PRESBYTERIAN MINISTERS OF

4

TWO DISCOURSES ON THE ATONE

1
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of Christ imputed to us, and receiv- stroy the life and power of religion

ed by faith alone, we regard as Lu- with them , and through the instru

ther did — as the article by which a mentality of their candidates for

church must either stand or fall. * the gospel ministry, might extend

This doctrine rests entirely on the its poisonous influence into our own

proper vicarious atonement or satis- church . We knew, indeed, and

faction of the Redeemer, made for were careful to state in the review

the sins of men, We can never of Dr. Murdock's publication , that

therefore see the real atonement of he was not the professor of “ Chris

Christ impugned, or an attempt tian Theology” in the Seminary at

made to set it aside virtually, while Andover; and we expressed an

it is retained nominally, without re- earnest hope that his colleagues

garding such an attempt as a blow would not be found to agree with

aimed at the very vitals of practical him in the opinions he had pro

Christianity. And such an attempt mulged. Still , when we considered

we thought was clearly visible, and that the founders of the Andover

indeed all but distinctly avowed, in Seminary had adopted the Shorter

the sermon of Doctor Murdock on Catechism of the Westminster As

“ the nature of the atonement,” of sembly of Divines , as the standard

which a review was some time since or publick and avowed formula , of

given in our pages. That review those doctrines which were to be

was made particular and extensive, taught by every professor in that

not only because the subject dis- institution ; andthat if Doctor Mur

cussed was important, but because dock had professedly set himself to

the error combated appeared to pro- disprove and discredit the doctrine

ceed from a source which we appre- of Justification, as laid down in that

hended might give it a wide diffu- catechism, he could scarcely have

sion. The sermon was preached by spoken and printed any thing dif

a professor of a Theological Semi- ferent from what appeared in his

nary, in which are nurtured more sermon ; and that the publication

pupils than in any other in ourcoun- of this sermon had been called for

try ; it was addressed directly to by a vote of the pupils—what could

those pupils, and avowedly with the we think ? It seemed natural to sus

design to enable them to form their pect that all this could not have

opinions on the nature of the atone- taken place, unless the professor

ment ; and it was printed at the had not only entirely departed from

request of those to whom it was the formulawhich he had explicitly
addressed . Holding, as the Presby- adopted at his inauguration , but was

terian church does, a formal con- also pretty confident that the trus

nexion and a fraternal intercourse tees , visiters, founders and pupils

with the Congregational churches of the Seminary, and probably the

of New England, by which the publick sentiment in that region of
Theological Seminary at Andover the church, would bear him out, or

was established and endowed, and at least bear him harmless,in open

by which it is now supported, we ly opposing the doctrine of Justifi

were anxious for ourselves, as well cation as expressed in the West

as for others. We shall notdisguise minster Catechism . How could we
that we had serious fears that a forbear to' suspect this, unless we

leaven of corruption had begun to indulged a supposition , which seem
work, even among those of our East- ed unwarranted, that Dr. M. was a

ern brethren whom we had been ac. weak or a rash man, careless of con

customed to regard and love as or- sequences,and resolved to give vent

thodox Christians, which might de- to his opinions, let them affect as

* Articulus vel stantis vel cadentis ec . they might, either others or himself?

clesiæ . And we confess we have yet to

VOL II..Ch. Adv. 3 G
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learn, how the Doctor could preach preached , as the title shows, before

and print what he did , in consisten- « the Annual Convention of the

cy with his solemn engagements at Congregational and Presbyterian

coming into office, or withany pros- Ministers of thestate ofNew Hamp

pect of retaining his professorship, shire, " but it was printed at the re

if the trustees and visiters of the quest of that Convention , expressed

Seminary should faithfully perform in the following note

their duty. This we say imme
The Rev. Daniel Dana, D.D.

diately after a careful perusal of a
pamphlet, consisting of forty pages; livered last evening,before theCon

DEAR SIR,Your discourse, de

printed at Andover in 1817, and
entitled “The Constitution and As- gregational and Presbyterian mi

sociate Statutes of the Theological nisters of New Hampshire,wason

Seminary in Andover.”
a subject believed to be of vital im

The sentiments we have now ex
portance to the interests of reli

pressed, we have reason to believe
gion ; and it is wished that it may

were those generally entertained, be extensively circulated.

after the circulationof Doctor M.'s would therefore respectfully re

sermon among us, in the whole cir- quest a copy for publication.

cle-not a smallone - of our clerical
By order of the convention .

acquaintance : and we have made
A. BURNHAM ,

the statementbecause it is our wish
J. CURTIS, Committee.

tomake known to those who parti. Concord ,June3d ,1824.
J. WEBSTER,

cipated in our feelings and appre

hensions, that although it was natu- This discourse contains a correct

ral, and almost unavoidable, in the and clear statement, a judicious il

circumstances in which we were lustration , an able defence, and a

placed , that such feelings and appre- short but earnest enforcement of the

hensions should be indulged, yet that orthodox doctrine of the atonement
we are now persuaded theywould -as much of all this as we think it

not have been entertained, if a full was practicable to bring within the
knowledge of the facts of the case narrow limits of a single sermon.

had been possessed . We are now Dr. Murdock is not mentioned by

persuaded, that Dr. Murdock's sen name, but the sermon is directed

timents are not cherished by many to the subversion of his whole the.

beside himself—That, if he stands ory; and this is avowed in a note,

not alone, he is supported by few in which there is an immediate re
and feeble auxiliaries; and has ference to him and his publication.

broughtinto active and formal array We therefore consider this sermon,

against himself the talent and piety published by order of the Conven

of the orthodox Christian communi- tion of New Hampshire, as a decla

ty of New England. This change ration of what is held by the repre
in the state of our mind has not sentatives of the Congregational

been produced solely by the dis- and Presbyterian churchesof that
courses which have led to these re

state, on the great doctrine of the

marks ; but by inquiries which we atonement ; and that they utterly

have had opportunity to make, and reject, as erroneous and as fatally

have made with care and caution, dangerous, the monstrous opinions

of those who were both able and of Dr. Murdock. We even believe

disposed to give us correct inforas that the publication was made by
mation . Yetthe discourses before them, with the design and desire

us afford much evidence that the in- that it should be so considered ; and

formation which we have derived in so doing, we certainly think that

from other sources is correct. Dr. they have done no more than was

Dana's discourse was not only due to themselves and to the cause
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EXPIATORY OFFERING, ON ACCOUNT OF WHICH

OUR SINS ABE PARDONED AND WE ARE RE

STORED TO THE DIVINE FAVOUR.

66

PX

ct

1

of truth . Had they been silent, They are the result of the deliberate con

they might have been suspected of sideration and deepest conviction ofthe

favouring a departurefromthe author.”

faith once delivered to the saints." After a short introduction , in

It well became them to rid them- which Professor Stuart shows in the

selves of all such suspicion ; and most conclusive inanner, that the

they have done it temperately, passage on which he grounds his

frankly, and effectually.
discourses refers to the person of

Professor Stuart's two discourses the Messiah,” he says,

are of the same purport and ten- “ From the language of our text, as ap

dency as that of Dr. Dana ; and plied to Christ, I deduce the proposition,

what is a little remarkable, they that he surFERED AS OUR SUBSTITUTE; or,

are on the same text, Isaiah Jiii. 5, that his SUFFERINGS AND DEATH WERE AN

6., except that Dr. Dana has taken in

the fourth verse in addition to the

other two. This coincidence we My present object is to discuss the

suppose was entirely accidental. doctrine of the atonement made by Christ,

The Professor has prefixed to his which this proposition bringsto our view ;
discourses the followingadvertise and in doing this, Idesign

“ I. To rake some explanations neces.
ment.

sary to a right understanding of the sub.

“ The following sermons were preach. ject.
ed on a sacramental occasion, in the cha- “ II . To prove the doctrine.

pel of the Theological Seminary, on the “ III. To answer some objections al.

last Sabbath and last day of the winter leged against it. "

term , when many of the students had left

town. At the commencement of the sum
The same learning, perspicuity,

mer term , when the students had reas. and spirit, which characterize the

sembled, the writer received a request, former publications of the author of
that they might be again delivered in the these discourses, are apparent in

chapel. With thisrequest he complied; discussing the divisions of his pre
but on the second occasion of delivering sentsubject, as here exhibited. In
them , several of the topicks which the

subject comprises were enlarged upon , a few instances , probably owing to

and some others introduced, so that the the cause adverted to in the adver

whole constituted four discourses from tisement, a little more explicitness

the pulpit.As the discussionscontained and enlargement would have been

particular manner, for students in theo gratifyingto us. But we can truly

logy, the author has judged itto be unne- say, thatwe have carefully and re

cessary to retain them all in the present peatedly read these sermons, with

publication ; and he has reduced the

whole to the size of two discourses,by from the productions of the day.
a pleasure which we seldom derive

many omissions and abridgments. While

he is not without fears, that some things Thefundamental and distinguish

may now be represented in a manner lessing doctrine of the Gospel, that the

perspicuous than he could wish , on ac- Lord Jesus Christ suffered and died

count of his compressed limits, he indul. in the place of perishing sinners, and

hehas aimed to establish ,may be clearly thatitissolely and strictly on ac

discerned . count of his "obedience unto death ,'

“The publication of the sermons is now that theyare pardoned, sanctified,

made atthe request of the students of the and saved , is here brought out in all
Theological Seminary: A stateofhealth its strength and fulness ; objections

which obliged the writer to retire from
the circle of his duties forthe remainder to the doctrine are shortly but sa

of the summer term ,necessarily hastened tisfactorily answered ; andthe prac

the printing, much beyond what he could tical importance of this essential

have wished. As this was unavoidable, he truth is inculcated , with a warmth

hopes it willbe duly estimated, if an apo- and an eloquence which we have

mishes in thediscourses. For theleading not seen equalledin any of the au

sentiments, he stands fully responsible. thor's former publications. Pro

EX

5

!

5
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on

fessor Stuart does not mention the with a similar request they are now

strange sermon of his brother pro- given to the publick, we make the
fessor, “ the nature of the atone- inference and we hope it is the

ment;" but every leading idea of inference which it was intended

that sermon is opposed and trium-, should be made that Dr. M.'s no

phantly confuted: and the folly tions are not approved but opposed
and pernicious consequences of re- and condemned, both by theteach

sorting to philosophical investiga- ers and the taught in the Theologi .

tions to explain a matter of pure cal Seminary at Andover. We are

revelation , and in this way to bring not indeed warranted to infer as

out a result, not only unsupported we have done, from any direct com
by revelation but contradictory to munication had with any individual

it, is exposed in a masterly man- connected with that Seminary, but

ner, and condemned with a just se- only from the circumstances we
verity . have mentioned : yet we think we

Considering that these discourses are justified by those circumstances,
were first delivered a short in making our inference, and we

after that of Dr. M.; that they were shall rest in it with pleasure, till

repeated after a short space and we are compelled to believe that it

with much enlargement, and at the is erroneous.

request of the students of the Se ( To be continued .)

minary ; and that in compliance

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

务

Swiss Liberality .- By the last number of tracts, combining the agreeable with the

the Missionary Herald, we perceive that useful, possess many attractions; and,

the Baron de Campagne, of Pfefficon in from their novelty and variety, are calcu

Switzerland, has remitted $300 to Jere- lated to make strong and lasting impres

miahEvarts, Esq.of Boston, and has di. sions on the youthful mind, which, in

rected $200 of this sumto be presented time, will produce the most happy ef
to the missionaries in the Sandwich Islands, fects." - N . Y. Observer .

and $ 100 to the American Education So

ciety. The former donations of the Baron Rocking Stones. - We copy from Black .

to the American Board amount to $ 876, wood's Magazine,the following notice of

making a total of nearly $ 1200 contri
the destruction of one of these natural

buted by a Swiss nobleman for thesup- tieshave beendiscovered invarious partscuriosities in Cornwa Similar curiosi ,

port of Christian enterprises in this coun

try.
of this country, and some of them have

met a fate similar to that here described .

Tracts used as' School Books. - From There was one in Durham , N. H. which

the Tract Magazine for July, published at had been occasionally visited by the cu

Albany, it appears that Mr. Yates, the su- rious for many years past, as an object

perintendant of common schools in this deserving ofattention ;but, a year or two
state, has addressed a circular letter, at ago, on the fourth of July, a party of

the request of the executive committee young men , provided with crowbars and

of the New York Tract Society , to the levers, rolled it from its bed. A similar

commissionersand inspectors of common stone at Roxbury, in this vicinity, com

schools throughoutthe state, recommende puted to be of the weight of forty tons,
ing theuse of tracts as an excellent sub . so balanced that it might be moved by a

stitute for the English Readers now in use. single person , was reckoned among the

“ I am perfectly satisfied,” he says, “ that remarkable curiosities of the country. A

a judicious selection of tracts in common few weeks ago a number of men were

schools, not only on account of their mo- employed to roll it from its pivot, to a

ral tendency, but for the simplicity of place where it lies immovable.

their style, andtheclassical taste they ge- Cornwall.— A party of sailors, belong.

nerally exhibit, will essentially promote ing to his Majesty's cutter,Nimble, com

the great ends of education. These manded by Lieut. Goldsmith, lately came
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France .

on shore for the purpose of removing vigate the Mississippi river. A comparte

from its situation,that great natural curio- ment called the snag -room , is made in the
sity, the Logan (rocking ) stone ; which bow of the boat, and when the vessel

object they unfortunately accomplished . strikesupon any of the snags or sawyers,

This mass of granite, which is nearly with which the river abounds, the snag

100 tons weight,was one of the objects room is commonly the only part of the

that excited the curiosity of every visiter boat which fills with water, the remainder

to the western part of Cornwall : it stood being protected by a partition which se

on the summit of a mass of rocks at the parates it from the snag -room .

Land End, and was so poised on a natural

pivot, that the force which a mancould bya late census, taken withcare and cor
The population of Charleston appears

exert, was sufficient to cause it to vibrate . rectness, to be27,817, to wit :-Whites,

In this situation, it remained from a pe. 12,357 - Slaves, 13,852—Free coloured,

riod antecedent to our authentick records,
1608.

until the visiters abovementioned, in sheer
wantonness , removed it from its place. Steam Drag . A steam -drag, similar to

This act of Vandalism has excitedthe those which have so long been used on

greatest indignation in every part of Corn . the Thames, for removing sand -banksand

wall.
other obstructions, and thereby improving

the navigation of the river, has lately been
Liberal Bequest.-- The late EbenezerR.Dexter,of Providence, marshal of employed on the Seine, at Paris, with

Rhode Island ,who died recently,hasby isabouttobe generally adopted by the
great success. This serviceable invention

hiswill bequeathed to the town of Provi. DirectorsGeneral of bridges and dykes in

dence the residue of his estate, (after the

paymentofa few inconsiderable legacies

to individuals ) for the purpose of erecting Near Howel's Ferry , S. C., on Broad

an asylum for the poor ofthe town . The river, onthe York side, standsa sycamore

value ofthebequest is estimated at sixty tree, which, for its great size and capaci

thousand dollars.
ty, surpasses perhaps any one in the

United States. It is 72 feet in circum

The Queen Bee . - The Rev. Dr. Dun- ference - with 16 feet of a hollow in dia

bar has, by a series of experiments in meter - has held within that space7 men

Scotland, ascertained, that when a queen on horseback . Tradition reports it gave

bee is wanting for a bive, her majesty shelter and afforded protection to many

can be and is produced from the egg of families, during the lowering days of the

a working bee. In one experiment, hav. American revolution . — Yorkville Pioneer.

ing removed the queen ,the bees set Luminous Plants. - It is well known

about constructing royalcells, and placing that some plantsare luminous. The fol
common larvæ in them ; in sevendays lowing exhibit instances of this property :
two queens were formed . One of these

1. Potatoes, kept in cellars, in a growing

killed the other, and though, while in a state, sometimes become so luminous,
virgin state, treated with no distinction

that we can read by them the print of a
whatever, she no sooner began to lay, book in the dark . 2. The Dictamnus

than she became the object of constant albus spreads around it, in dry summer

solicitude and respect, to crowds of her evenings, an atmosphere, which, onthe

admiring subjects,who watched, fed, and approach of a taper, infiames with a
waited upon her. bright blue flame. 3. Other plants give

Method to prevent Ships Sinking outa sparklinglight, probably of an elec.
There is a method to make it almost im . trical nature ; such is the case with the

possible to sink ships,which was known flowers of Calendula, Tropæolum ,Lilium

to the ancients, and is now employed by bulbiferum and chalcedonicum ,Tagetes,
the Chinese. The hold is divided into a Helianthus, and Polyanthes. 4.Some

number of compartments; so that should plants give out a calm steady light, of a

the ship spring a leak , or should her sides bluish, greenish , or yellowish whiteco

be stove, in several places at once , those lour, such as Dematium violaceum ; Schis

compartments only which are adjoining tostega osmundacea; Phytolaccadecan

to the leaks, will fill with water, and the dra, Rhipomorpha pinnata, & c. The lu

vessel keep afloat. This method is sus minous appearances in the galleries and

ceptible of many improvements ; and shafts of our mines are often to betraced

seems particularly applicable to ships of to . rhizomorphous plants. 5. The milky

war, the extent of whose stores, and man. juice of some plants is very luminous.

ner of stowage are knownbeforehand, 6. Trunks, branches,and roots of trees,

and are not subject to be shifted about in an incipient state of decomposition,be

likethe cargoesof merchant vessels. come luminous.

This principle is applied to the con . Philadelphia, August 23d . Aboutthirty

struction of many of the boats which na- families of coloured people, under the di
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rection of M. Grandville, sailed to -day one of the London newspapers that chim

from this portfor Hayti. Other families neys should be constructed of iron , in

will soon follow them . stead of brick, as they might thus be ren

Mr. Perkins is, we learn, busily em dered more elegant, and being made of
ployed in fitting out a steam -boat with separate pieces, more easily cleansed,and

one of his engines, to go to Calcutta by be secure from fire originating in them ,

the Cape of Good Hope.
and communicating to the house.

It has been stated to us, that Mr. Per .
If the above plan were adopted in this

kins has received the sum of 36,0001. from country , it would go far towards improve

an enterprising individual, for a share of ing the condition of our climbing boys, or

his patent.
chimney sweeps.

The following neat and appropriate Method of Preserving Engraved Cop

mottowas inscribed ononeof the civic per -plates. -Copper-platesareapt tobe

arches in Boston, erected in honour of the injured by lyingby ; a thin coat of oxide

arrival of La Fayette. forms onthe surface which is rubbed off

by the hand of the workman in the first

inking, when the plate is again called
The Fathers in Glory shall sleep,

into use; and by repetition of the forma.
That gather'd with thee to the fight,

tion of oxide, and its removal, the fine
But the Sons will eternally keep

lines on the plate are soon injured,and
The tablet of Gratitude bright. ultimately obliterated . Dr. M'Culloch

We bow not the neck,
recommends the application of common

And we bend not the knee,
spirit varnish to the surface, when the

But our hearts, LA FAYETTE,
plate is laid by; it is easily applied , and

We surrender to thee,
can be removed when requisite by spirit

Iron Chimneys. It is recommended in of wine.-- Edinburgh Journal of Science,

WELCOME LA FAYETTE .

Heligious Intelligence.

MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY was made the order of the day for to -mor

OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN
row : viz .

Resolved , That the Assembly be reTHE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .

quested to authorize the Board of Edu.

(Continued from page 377.) cation to select such young men as are

contemplated by the Constitution of the

We must postpone, till the com Boardfor the Gospel Ministry, and make

ing month, several articles which provision for their support.

we wished to insert in this depart- Mr. Nevins resigned his seat to Rev.

ment of our miscellany ; that we
William C. Walton , his alternate, and Mr.

Walton took his seat as a member.

may lay before our readers as large
A memorial from the Synod of Ken

a part aswe canof the remaining tucky was overtured,on thesubjectof
Minutes of the General Assembly, instituting a seminary of learning within

whichwe know that many are anx- its bounds, upon scriptural principles,

ious to see.
and tobe entirely under its direction and

control.

The memorial and accompanying pa.

June 1, 9 o'clock , A. M. the Assembly pers being read, the following resolution
met, and was constituted by prayer. The wasadopted : viz.

minutes of the last session were read. Resolved, that the memorial and pa .

Mr. Talmadge obtained leave of ab. pers from theSynod of Kentucky, be re

sence during the remaining sessions of ferred to the Trustees of the General As .

this Assembly, and Mr. Winne and Mr. sembly ; and that they be directed to re

James Kennedyobtained leave after the port to this Assembly their opinion on

sessions of this day. the practicability, and expediency of the

It being the order of the day, the application.
Board of Education reported, and their The committee appointed to report to

report was accepted. Ordered that the the Assembly what measures ought to be

foregoingreport be printed in the Ap- adopted in consequence of the charter of

pendix. theTrustees of the Theological Semina

The following resolution was submitted ry, reported, and their report beingread ,

to the Assembly,and the consideration ofit was in part adopted ; and the considera
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with prayer.

tion of the remaining partof the report, obtained leave of absence during the re

was made the order of the day for the af- maining sessions of this Assembly.
ternoon . A communication was received from

Mr. Ogden resigned his seat to Rev. the Board of Directorsof the Theological
Ezra S. Ely, D.D. his alternate. Seminary, recommending the following

An appeal of Mr. Donald M'Crimmon resolution , which was adopted: viz .

from a decision of the session of Ottery's Resolved, That permission be, and the

Church having been submitted to the same is hereby granted , to the Rev.

Assembly by the Judicial Committee, was Charles Hodge, to erect , or cause to be

taken up ; and Dr. Ely was, agreeably to erected , on the ground adjoining the

the request of the appellant ,appointed Theological Seminary at Princeton, a

to support the appeal. good and substantial two story brick

The documents on the subject were building, on such plan and part of the

read, and Dr. Ely and Mr. Målver were lot, as may be agreed upon by the Board

heard at some length, the former in sup- of Directors of the Seminary, and Profes

port of the appeal, and the latter in de. sor Hodge; provided the said building

fence of the decision of the session . Ad- shall not cost more than five thousand

journed till 4 o'clock, P.M. Concluded dollars. The said building is to be occu

pied by the Professor while he remains

connected with the Seminary as a profes

Four o'clock P. M. the Assembly met, sor ; but tobe and remain, the property

and was constituted by prayer. The mi- of the Trustees of theTheological Semi.

nutes of the last session were read . nary , and to be paid for in the following

Messrs . Bruen, Douglass, and Caleb S. manner :-As soon as the building is com

Green obtained leave of absence during pleted, and the actual cost ascertained,

the remaining sessions of this Assembly, the Trustees of the Theological Seminary

after this day. are hereby directed to execute a mort .

The order of the day for this after. gage to the Rev. Charles Hodge, ofthe

noon was postponed, and the unfinished building and lot which may be set off for

business of the morning was resumed ; the use and convenience of the same, for

viz . the consideration of the appeal of the amount of the cost of the building,

Mr. M‘Crimmon . The parties were heard not exceeding five thousand dollars; and

till they were satisfied, and the roll was which sum shall notbear interest, so long

called, agreeably to a constitutional rule as the said Charles Hodge shall hold and

on the subject. exercise the office of aprofessor in said

Dr. Leland, Mr. Robert Kennedy, and Seminary, and shall not be payable until

Mr. William L. Maccalla , were appointed five years after the death or removal of

a committee to prepare a minute proper the said CharlesHodge from the Profes

to be adopted by the Assembly on the sorship , unless the Trustees may think

appeal. proper to pay it off: provided , always,

The committee to which was referred that an interest of six per cent. per an

the request of the Synod of Pittsburgh, num , shall be paid on such mortgage,

to fix the boundaryline between that Sy- from the day of the death ofremovalof

nod and the Synod of Ohio, so that the the said Charles Hodge, from his officeof

missionary station at Maumee shall be in- Professor in said Seminary. Adjourned

cluded within the bounds ofthe Synod till 8 o'clock to -morrow morning. Con

of Pittsburgh, reported, and their report cluded with prayer.

being read, was adopted, and is as fol

lows : viz . June 2 , 8 o'clock , A.M. the Assembly

Resolved, that the section of the state met, and was constituted by prayer. The

of Ohio, lying west of that section com- minutes of the last session were read .

monly called the Connecticut Western Mr. Hodge resigned his seat to the

Reserve, included between the parallel Rev. ArchibaldAlexander, D.D. the prin

boundaries of said section, and including cipal mentioned in their commission , and

the site of the Maumee mission, under Dr. Alexander took his seat as a member.

the direction of the Board of the Wes- An appeal of Mr. E. Mason from a de .

tern Missionary Society, is to be consi. cision of the Synod of Geneva, having

dered, and hereby is declared to be, with- been submitted to the Assembly by the

in the jurisdiction of the Synod of Pitts- Judicial Committee, was taken up, and

burgh . Dr. Ely was appointed to support the ap

The committee appointedto examine peal. The documents on the subject

the records of the Synod of Kentucky, were read, and Dr. Ely and the Commis

reported, and the book was approved to sionersfrom the Synod were fully heard.

The roll baving been called agreeably to

Messrs. Rawson, Hunter, Crane, Ber. a constitutional rule, Messrs.John Clark ,

gen , Thomas Mead, and Azariah Clark , Squier and King ,were appointed a com

page 77 .
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mittee to prepare a minute proper to be ways and means to meet at least the fol.

adopted by the Assembly on the subject. lowing expenditure, through the ensuing
A communication was received from the year, viz .

trustees of the Assembly on the subject Professors: Salaries, $ 4,200

of Dr. Boudinot's bequest, containing a Interest on the $ 11,000 loan,

report made to that board by a committee at 6 per cent, 660

of their body, in relation to a proposalof

the executors of Dr. Boudinot's last will, 84,860

made to the last Assembly,and by them
referred to the trustees of this General To meet this expenditure , the

Assembly ; and recommending the follow . Assembly have the follow

ing resolution, which being read, was ing means, viz . Interest of

adopted, viz . Permanent Fund and Pro

Resolved , That the propositions con- fessorships, at6 per cent. $ 2,662 47

tained in the letter of Richard Stockton, Contingent Fund, in the hands

Esq. on behalf of the executors of the late of the Treasurer, 444 00

Dr. Boudinot,be accepted , andapproved ; Proceeds of Dr. Wheelock's

and the trustees ofthe General Assembly legacy, supposed about 500 00

of the Presbyterian church in the United

States, hereby are authorized and direct $ 3,606 47

ed to take all lawful ways and means, to

bring about a settlement of the estate of Leaving a balance ofexpendi.'

the late Dr. Boudinot, accordant tothe ture through the ensuing

wishes and propositions of the executors, yearto be provided for by

as expressed to the General Assembly, the Assembly of $ 1254 00

during the life of Mrs. Bradford , one of

said executors and trustees, in the same To provide for this balance, and at the

manner as is authorized and directed in same time, to increase the Permanent

the will of the testator, after her decease. Fund, that the Assembly may have the

Messrs.Stone, Lathrop , Lewis and Mills, means of supporting the Institution in

obtained leave of absence during the re- years to come, the Boardbeg leave to

mainingsessionsof this Assembly. recommend the adoption of the following

TheBoard of Directors of the Theolo- resolutions, viz.

gical Seminary, made the following re- 1. That it be earnestly recommended

port, which was adopted, viz. to the churches under the care of this

The Board have procured from the Assembly to make as soon as practicable
Treasurer of the Trustees of the General a collection for the Contingent Fund, and

Assembly, the following statement of the transmit the same to Mr. Isaac Snowden,

permanent funds of the Institution, the Treasurer of the Trustees of the General
interest of which only can be used, viz. Assembly, Philadelphia . And the Board
Permanent Funds

$22,012 21 of Directors, if they judge it expedient,

Professorships. are hereby authorized to direct acircular

Synod of New York and
letter, postage paid , to the congregations

New Jersey, 8,234 07 on thissubject.

Synod of Philadelphia, 2,732 84 2. Resolved, That the Rev. John

Southern Synods, 11,395 54 M‘Dowell, D.D. be, and he hereby is ap

pointed a general agent, to solicit funds

$ 44,374 66 for the Seminary, with discretionary pow.
ers, as to the places in which he shall

From the information of the Treasurer, pursue his agency.

the Board also learn , that the Trustees of 3. Resolved, That the Rev. Henry. R.

the General Assembly have, under their Weed be, and he hereby is appointed an

authority, andby the direction of the As- agent, within the bounds of the three

sembly , from time to time, borrowed sums Northern Synods of Albany, Geneva, and

to meet the current expenses of the in. Gennessee, with like discretionarypow

stitution which now amount to $ 11,000. ers, within the bounds of said Synods.

The present current expenses of the in- , 4. Resolved, That Dr. Ashbel Green,

stitution, for the payment of the salaries Dr. William Neill, Dr. Ely, Robert Rals

of the Professors as votedby the General ton, and John M‘Mullin, be a committee,

Assembly, amount to $ 4,200. The other with power to appoint other agents, and

contingent expenses for the current year, prescribe their routes; and further to di

the Board supposes will be met by the rect the compensation of agents, and pro

Room -rent, now called General Expense vide for the supply of theirpulpits, while

Fund, authorized some years since by the engaged in their agency.

Assembly. 5. Resolved, that the agents be, and

The Assembly then have to provide they are hereby directed, in their solici
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tations, to pay particular attention to the delinquent in these particulars, are those

increase of the Permanent Fund , and which are small , and without pastors.

when they solicit for thePermanent Fund, Forty -six Presbyteries have reported

within the bounds of the Synods which collections for the Missionary Fund ; leav

haveresolved to endow Professorships in ing 31 which have made no report on this

the Seminary, the agents are hereby di- subject . Sixty -three Presbyteries report

rected to solicit for the endowment of on the Commissioners' Fund ; 13 on the

said Professorships. Presbyterial Fund ; 47 on the Education

The memorial from the Synod of Ohio, Fund ; and 21 have reported collections

in the case of Mr. Samuel Lowry, having forthe Theological Seminary.

been overtured, was taken up, and the Upon the whole, though many of the

documents onthe subject, and also a pa- reports are, in some respects, considera.

per signed by Mr. Lowry were read. Af- bly deficient, yet it is believed that the

ter a considerable discussion, the memo- reports of the present year are more com

rial was committed to Dr Alexander, Mr. plete than those of any formeryear . And

Beman, and Mr. Green, to prepare a' mi- the Assembly are gratified to find, that

nute proper to be adopted by theAssem- the Presbyteries and congregations under

bly, on the subject. Adjourned till 4 their care, are paying an increasing atten
o'clock, P.M. Concluded with prayer. tion to this subject.

The Stated Clerk was directed to add

Four o'clock, P. M. the Assembly met, to the report, any further particulars

and was constituted by prayer. The mi- which he may receivefrom the Prebyte

nutes of the last session were read. ries, to supply the deficiencies there are

Mr. Lee obtained leave of absence dur- in several of the Presbyterial reports.

ing the remaining sessions of this Assem
The committee to which was referred

bly, and Messrs. Lyman and Day , andDr. the petition of certain individuals,mem

Herron, obtained leave of absence after bers ofthe congregation in Tammany

this day.
Street, Baltimore, reported, and their re.

The treasurer presented a copy of his port being read and amended, wasadopt

annual account, as settled and approved ed, and is as follows; viz .

by the Board of Trustees, which was laid That while it is unquestionably the pri.

on the Table for the inspection of the vilege of individuals and members of the

members.
Presbyterian Church, when they think

The Committee to which had been re .
they see the peace, purity, or prosperity

of the Church in danger, either from an

ferred the Synodical and Presbyterial re

ports, reported, and theirreport being apply to the General Assembly, in an or.
individual, orfrom an inferior court, to

read , it was directed thatthe Stated derly manner, for redress or direction ,
Clerk transcribe it into the Compendious
View ; and it was agreed that the follow . yet,in such cases, unless theymeanto

come forward as prosecutors , with the

ing part be entered on the minutes, viz . necessary testimony, they should most

From the Compendious View, it ap- carefully avoid mentioning names con

pears, that there are, under the care of nected with charges of the most serious

the General Assembly, thirteen Synods, kind ; in support of which no evidence

comprising seventy -seven Presbyteries. has been orderly adduced. Nor have the

Eight of the Synods, and all of the Pres- individuals thus accused, had an opportu.

byteries, have sent up to this Assembly nity of replying to those charges, or of

reports, more or less complete. All the making any defence of themselves : The

Presbyteries have reported the names Assembly, therefore, cannot witness a

and number of ministers and congrega. procedure of this kind, without express

tions; and nearly all have reported the ing their disapprobation of it . But, in

number of licentiates and candidates. asmuch as this step may have arisen from

Seventy-four Presbyteries, and 1092 con. inadvertency, or a wantof information re.

gregations, have reported the number of specting the course proper to be taken in

communicants ; and 73 Presbyteries, and such a case ; and as the petitioners de.

902 congregations, have reported the clared, that it was not their design or in

number ofbaptisms. Deducting the tention to exhibit charges against the per

number of Presbyteries and congregations sons whose names were mentioned in the

who have reported upon these subjects petition, but that their only object was to

respectively, from the whole number un- bring the subject of this petition before

der the care of the Assembly, there re . the Assembly, that they might obtain an

main three Presbyteries and 587 congre. expression of the sentiments of the As

gations who have madeno report on the sembly on the importance and binding

number of communicants, and four Pres. character of the Confession of Faith, as

byteries, and 777 congregations, who have recognised by the Presbyterian Church ;

not reported the number of baptisms. the committee beg leave to report the

Generally , however, the congregations following : . viz.

VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. 3H
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1. That, in the opinion of this Assem- however presented, which may have for

bly, confessions offaith, containing for- its object the relaxation of those bonds

mulas of doctrine, and rules for conduct- of Christian fellowship, which have hither

ing the discipline and worship proper to to been so eminently blessed of God, for

be maintained in the house of God, are the order, edification , and extension of

notonly recognised as necessaryand ex- the Presbyterian church, and conclude

pedient, but as the character of human with the words of the holy Apostle :

nature is continually aiming at innovation, “ Now we beseech you , brethren, by the

absolutely requisiteto thesettled peace nume of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all

of the church , and to the happy and or . speak the same thing, and that there be no

derly existence of Christian communion. divisions among you,but that ye be perfect

Within the limits ofChristendom , few are lyjoined together in the same mindand in

to be found in the attitude of avowed hos- the same judgment.”

tility to Christianity . The name of Chris. Messrs. Squier, Clayton and Alexander,

tianis claimed byall,and all are ready to obtained leave of absence during the re

profess their belief in the Holy Scrip- maining sessions ofthis Assembly,

tures; too many reserving to themselves Mr. Wallace resigned his seat to Mr.

the right of putting uponthem what con- Samuel M'Learn, his alternate, and Mr.

struction they please. In such astate of M'Learn took his seat as a member. Ad.

things, without the aid of Confessions, journed till 9 o'clock to -morrow morning.

Christian fellowship can exist only in a
Concluded with prayer.

very limited degree, and the disorder of June 3, 9 o'clock , A. M. the Assembly

the Corinthian Church, condemned by the met, and was constituted by prayer. The

Apostle, would be realized : “ I am of minutes of the last session were read.

Paul, and I ofApollos." Mr. White of the Presbytery of Phila

2. Thatthough the Confessions of Faith, delphia, resigned his seat toMr. Alexan

and standards of our church , are of no der Henry, his alternate, and Mr. Henry

original authority, independent of the took his seat as a member.

Scriptures, yet we regard them as a sum- Messrs . Condit, Root, John F. Clark ,

mary of those divine truths which are dif- John Clark and Parker, obtained leave of

fused throughout the sacred volume. absence during the remaining sessions of

They, as a system of doctrines, there. this Assembly, after this morning, and Mr.

fore, cannot be abandoned in our opinion, Snowden obtained leave after this day.

without an abandonment of the word of The committee appointed on the report

God. They form a bond of fellowship in of the Board of Missions, reported, and

the faith of the gospel, and the General' their report being read and amended, was

Assembly cannot but believe the precious adopted, and is as follows, viz .

immortals under their care, to be more 1. That the report of the Board be ap

safe in receiving the truth of God's holy proved.

word , as exhibited in the standards of our 2. That the Trustees be directed, and

church , than in being subject to the guid- they hereby are directed, to issue a war

ance of any instructor, whoever he may rant, for the payment of the sum now due

be, who may have confidence enough to to the Missionaries which have been em

set up his own opinions in opposition to pļoyed by the Board, and the committee

the system of doctrines, which men of recommend that the Assembly pass the

sound learning, full of the Holy Ghost, and following resolution.

mighty in the scriptures, have devised Resolved, That it be recommended, and

from the oracles of the living God. It it hereby is most earnestly recommended

should never be forgotten, thatthe church to all the churches under our care , most

is solemnly cautioned against the danger seriously to consider the thousands of fa

of being carried about by every wind of milies in our new states and territories,
doctrine. growing up, and forming constituent parts

3. This Confession of Faith , adopted ofthis great Republic , almost whollywith

by our church, contains a system ofdoc out the preached word : and in order more

trines professedly believed by the people efficiently to aid the operations of the

and the pastors under the care of theGe. Board, that the annual Missionary collec

neral Assembly, nor can it be traduced by tion be not divided, and that one whole

any in the communion of our church , collection be taken up once a year for this

without subjecting the erring parties to purpose .

that salutarydiscipline, which hath for its

object the maintenance of the peace and

purity of the church, under the govern
FROM THE MISSIONARY HERALD FOR AUGUST ,

1824.

ment of her great Master.

Finally, The General Assemblyrecom . Recent Intelligence from Jerusalem .

mend to all who are under their care , By letters recently come to hand, it ap .

steadfastly to resist every temptation, pears that Mr. Fisk was at Jerusalem at
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the close of the last year andduring the quite as animating, as was ever antici.

first months of the present. He express- pated . Nothing has occurred to discou
ed great pleasure at bearing of the arri. rage from increasing efforts in behalf of

val of Messrs. Goodell and Bird at Bey- that interesting portion of our sinful
rout. Having learned that Mr. King was world ; but much to stimulate to more

with them, and that he, in companywith united and ferventprayer among all who

one of the other brethren , were expect love Zion, in behalf of our brethren in Ju.

ing soon to visit Jerusalem , Mr. Fisk thus dea.

wrote to the Corresponding Secretary Ina postscript, dated March 16th , Mr.

near the last of December : - " You may Goodell says, that the brethren at Jerusa

well suppose that I am eagerly expecting lem were still in trouble. Through the

their arrival. There are several subjects agency of Mr. Abbott, the English consul

on which I mean to write to you, after I at Beyrout, he had procured a special do

have had conversation with them; parti- cument from the Pasha of Damascus,

cularly in regard to Armenian studies, and which he hadsent by express to Jerusa

labours, and types.” He adds, - " I have lem, and which, it was hoped,would put

had many interesting and I trust mutually an end to the disturbances. Let prayers

profitable discussions with Mr. Jowett be offered continually, says Mr. Goodell,

about missionary plans, stations, and la- that our brethren “may be delivered from

bours." those who do not believe in Judea ."

It was stated at pp. 215 and 216 of our

last number, that Messrs. King and Bird

left Beyrout on the 2d of January, and

arrived at Jerusalem on the 21st. There

Mr. King remained till the 6th of the next
OBITUARY.

month, when he departed for Jaffa, where

he continued at least during that month . Departed this life, atMountHolly,
Soon after his departure, Messrs. Fisk Burlington county, New Jersey, on

Turkish authorities, which however ter- Fridaythe 25th of June, 1894, at

minated much better than could havebeen 10 o'clock , A. M. in the 90th year
expected. The Catholics had entered a of his age, MR. WILLIAM INNIS,

charge against them , that they distributed longa respectable brewer of Phila
books which were neither Mussulman, delphia.
Jewish, nor Christian . This charge they

of course found no difficulty in refuting ;
Mr. Innis was a native of Scot

and after some inquiries on the part of land , and migrated to this country

government, which it would seem were about the year 1765. At the com

answered satisfactorily, they were set at mencement of our revolutionary

liberty from a brief arrest. “ The next struggle, he took a decided stand
morning,” says Mr. Fisk, “ we recom

menced the sale of the Scriptures, and in in favour of his adopted country;

four days sold 190 Testaments among the and , through life, he uniformly

Armenianpilgrims for near 60 dollars. maintained thecharacter of a firm

We trust that the things which happened and consistent friend of liberty. In

to us havefallen out unto the furtherance him was conspicuously united , the

of the Gospel.”
Our readers will bear in mind, that it is character of the philanthropist and

emphatically true of the missionaries to the Christian. This character dis

Jerusalem, as it was of the Apostle of old, tinguished him alikein prosperity,
that theyhave gonethither« not know and in adversity. While he was
ing the things which shall befal them uniformly governed by the strictest

vere trials of faith , patience and zeal,can regard to integrity, he always con

hardly come unexpectedly. Such trials sidered the poor ; and the liberality

entered into the estimate of the probable with which, in his prosperity, he con
cost of this mission, made, before it was

tributed to everyplan, designed to
commenced, both by the Missionaries and
the Board. And should modern mission promote the gloryof God, and the

aries run no risks, when ancient mission benefit of the human family, is still

aries thought it their dutyto risk every remembered by many. It pleased
thing earthly ? God to try him in the furnace of

Theobstacles in the way of doinggood affliction ; to bereave him of dear
at Jerusalem , have, nevertheless , been

hitherto not so great, and the present friends; and to deprive himof his

prospects of usefulness in that city are substance. It was then he showed
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he pos

what a good man is. His confi- They shall hunger no more, neither
dence in God, rose with the occa- thirst any more, neither shall the

sion ; his submission was entire ; sun light upon them , nor any heat.

and bis humility exemplary: Pa- For the Lamb which is in the midst

tience had her perfect work ; for of them shall feed them , and lead

he was long subjected to much se- them into living fountains of wa

vere suffering, from that excrutiat- ters : and God shall wipe away all

ing disease , the gout; and besides tears from their eyes."

this, he had , through life, been a Although his disembodied spirit

subject of bodily infirmity ; his is now far beyond the reach , either

hearing,for some time, was consi- ofthe praise or the censure ofmor

derably impaired ; and,for the last tals ; yet, our knowledge of the vir

two years that he lived, he was en- tues and Christian graces

tirely deprived of sight: and yet, sessed, and the evident duty of

amidst all these accumulated aftlic- holding up, as fit models for the

tions, not a murmur was he known imitation of others, the example of

to utter. He was strong in faith, such as have faithfully served God

giving glory to God. He was, ha- in theirday and generation, both jus

bitually, a devout man ; he enjoyed tify and require this tribute ofre

much communion with his God ; spect, to the memory of a man,

and he delighted in his praise. Of whose life was so exemplary; and

him, it might with truth be said, whose death , while it was the loss

“ Pray’r all his business,-- all his pleasure, of others, was his unspeakable gain .
M

praise."
Mount Holly, 1st July, 1824.

He possessed that hope that enter

eth within the vail ; and those who
Editorial Remarks.

approached him, heard him expa

tiate, with rapture, on that exceed- The subject of theforegoing obi

ing and eternal weight of glory, tuary notice was, for six-and-twenty

upon which he longed to enter. He years, a member of the church un
had long walked with God, anden- der the Editor's pastoral care. At

joyed the light of his reconciled his instance the notice here insert

countenance ; and , for more than ed was prepared, and he cannot let

half a century, he was so highly fa- the opportunity pass without testi

voured with the assurance of hope, fying, that even more than is here

that he scarcely for a moment, dur- stated, might with truth have been

ing that long period, entertained a said of Mr. Innis. His compassion

doubt of his acceptance with God. for the poor, his liberality in alms

On the afternoon following his giving, while he had it in his power,

departure, his remains were inter- his sympathy with the distressed,

red ; attended by a respectable his kindness to all , his integrity

concourse of relatives, friends, and and industry, his fervent devotion,

neighbours ; when an impressive his unshaken confidence in God in

discourse was delivered by the Rev. all circumstances, his humility, pa

S. Hill , from these appropriate tience, and resignation in painful

words, contained in Revelations trials and deep affliction in a

vii. 14--17 . “ These are they which word, the influence which an un

came out of great tribulation, and feigned and mature piety shed over

have washed their robes and made his whole character and conduct,

them white in the blood of the Lamb. the Editor has probably never seen

Therefore are they before the throne exceeded . He will carry to his

of God , and servehim day and night grave the recollection of his last

in his temple ; and he that sitteth on interview and prayer with this ex

the throne shall dwell among them. cellent man, a few months before
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his death . He was still in the full the only surviving child , of Mr.

possession of his faculties, and was Innis.- " Though engaged in a bu

the same in Christian meekness, siness every operation of which is

faith , and hope, that he had been affected by changes of the atmo

for about seventy years — the allot- sphere, and no experience avails so

ted period of human life - for he to conduct it, that occasional atten

dated the commencement of his tion shall not be required on the

pietyfrom about his twentieth year. Lord's day, he was accustomed to

The Editor knew that during the leave his cares at “ the foot of the

entire period that Mr. Innis belong . Mount.' So much did he love the

ed to his pastoral charge, it was the house of God, that he constantly

invariable custom of this holyman, spent the whole day there. He

notto retire from the house of God used, frequently to dwell with de- .

during the interval of publick wor- light on the happy hours thus spent

ship ; but to spend the whole time, on the communion he enjoyed

never less than three hours and with his God, during the interval of

sometimes more, in devotional ex- worship. And as he was enabled

ercises, in his pew - the house be- to continue the practice, with but

ing commonly left entirely to him- few interruptions from sickness or

self It was therefore believed that other Providential occurrences,dur

some account of the manner in ing a period of thirty years — from

which he passed the Sabbath, might 1784 to 1815—he would sometimes

be interesting and useful to others . calculate the years of Sabbaths he

The following short narrative was, had thus passed, as affording an

accordingly, at the request of the earnest of his eternal Sabbath in '

Editor, drawn up by a daughter, the heavens."

1

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums for their Theological Seminary at Prince .

ton, N.J. during the month of Augustlast, viz.

Of Rev. John Codman , of Dorchester, Mass, the fourth year's payment of his

generous subscription of $ 100 a -year for ten years, and appropriated to the

Contingent Fund - $100 00

ofRev. Samuel Robertson ,per Rev. W. C. Blair, being interest money, he

gives it to do. 7 00

OfRev. Francis M‘Farland, of Bethel, Augusta County, Va. Lexington Pres

bytery , his donation and that of his elder, Mr. Matthew Wilson, sen, each

$5, for do. 10 00

Amount received for the Contingent Fund $117 00

Of Thomas Fitch, Esq. the four last instalments in full of his subscription for

the Permanent Fund 40 00

OfJoseph Montgomery, Esq. in full of his do. for do. 50 00

Of Rev. Samuel Robertson, per Rev. W. C. Blair, for the New York and New

Jersey Professorship
18 00

Of Rev. Dr. William Neill, for the Philadelphia Professorship , collected by
him in Lancaster $180 00

Yorktown 45 00

Wilmington, De 111 50

From an individual in Donegal 5 00

Ditto in Philadelphia 5 00 346 50

The receipt of $100 fromMr. Conrad Hanse, by Rev. Dr. Neill, was

acknowledged last month.

Of “ A Friend ," the third instalment in full of his subscription for the Orien .

tal and Biblical Literature Professorship
50 00

Of the United States Branch Bank, New York , the third year's interest of the

Nephew Scholarship
175 00

Total $796 50
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View of Publick Affairs.

EUROPE.

Nothing novel in the general aspect of this portionof the globe has occurred, so

far as weknow , to vary the view which we presented in our last number.

GREAT BRITAIN.- The British Parliament adjourned on the 25th of June to the 24th

ofAugust. Since the adjournment,there has beena perfect dearth of news from

Britain . Except what relates to sending an army to Portugal, and to the war with the

Burmanese, of which we shall elsewhere speak , we have noted nothing of national

concern that is worth reciting. To us, however, it is a matter of concern to have

learned that the king and queen of the Sandwich Islands have both deceased the

queen first, and the king very soon afterwards. We have no doubt that this has been

owing to the total change of theirhabits of life; and we think it might have been
anticipated, that such an effect was likely to follow from such a cause. When barba .

rians exchange the food, and dress, and usages, by which theirconstitutions have been

formed , for the sumptuous living and constraining etiquette of royalty in London, the

wonder would be if they should live. It is no wonder that they die. The death of

these princes may have a serious influence on the missions in their native islands ;

and it is easy to conceive that it may be an influence either highly salutary or deeply

injurious. The design of Providence in the occurrence can only be developed by
future events. We feel great interest in the situation of the missionaries.

Unhappy Ireland is yet suffering grievously - insome parts by ascarcity which ap

proaches to famine, and in every part from oppressive taxes and rents, and a whole sys

tem of measures calculated to produce poverty, dissatisfaction, and political disorder.

SWEDEN . - It appears that the Norwegian diet have, by a unanimous vote, rejected

thirteen propositions, submitted to them by their king, the ci-devant Bernadotte.

These propositions went to change apart of the existing constitution of Norway

Amongthe rest to grant to the king the power of naming the president andsecreta.

ries ofthe Storthing — that nothing should have the force of alaw without the royal

sanction — that the supreme tribunal of the kingdom should receive a new organiza

tion ; and that a new hereditary nobility should be established in Norway. The in

crease of royal power and influence was obviously the design of these propositions.

The refusalby the diet to sanction these changes, manifestsa determination to with

stand the wishes of the prince. But we think that Bernadotte has too much sagacity

hated as he is by the whole corps of legitimate monarchs to quarrel with his subjects

at the present time,

France.-Nothing of publick interest has reached us from France during thelast

month . The kingdom appears to be tranquil. The health of the monarch is such as

seemstopresage his speedy dissolution ; but he continues to attend, with some inter

ruptions, to state affairs. The French are rapidly diminishing their national debt by

the operation of a sinking fund. It seems to be believed that it is at the instance of

France, that Spain so pertinaciously refuses to listen to any thing on the subject of the

independence of her late American colonies.

SPAIN. The political state of Spain remains in statu quo . The prisons are filled

with constitutionalists;thousands of the best part of the populationare trying to get

out of the kingdom ; effortsare made toincrease the army by impressments , the in

fatuated monarch and his ministers are still bent on reducing to submission the South

American colonies ; and it is said there is to be a congress of the European powers at

Madrid , to deliberate on the actual state of Spain.

PORTUGAL.- English influence would seem , for the present, to be dominant at the

court of Lisbon . It appearsthat the king of Portugalis willing and desirous to have

the aid of a British military force, to keep his ownsubjects in subjection - much in

the same manneras the Spaniards are now controlled by the French. Will Britain

consent to this, after refusing to take any part in the Spanish business ? We perceive

that the subject exercises the ingenuity of the newspaper paragraphists of London,
We shall see how it will terminate.

THE HOLY ALLIANCE. - The monarchs who are concerned in the confederacy thus

denominated - those of France, Austria, Russia, and Prussia ; for Spain and Portugal

areat present nothing - are apparently very busy about something. Couriers are ra

pidly passing from one court to another ; and frequent conferences are held by their

plenipotentiaries, which seem to be conducted with much earnestness . The affairs of

Greece, of Spain, of Portugal,and of South America form , we suppose, the subject of

these errands and deliberations. It also appears that the prevalence ofopinions in favour
of free government in Germany and Prussia, and especially in the universities of these

greatstates, is the cause of a good deal ofroyal disquietude. Rigorous measures have

already been adopted in regard to the universities; and the monarchs willdoubtless

do as much as they dare, to put down the spirit of freedom in their own dominions,
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and throughout the world. They may succeed for a time; but ultimately the powers
of intellect and the claims of human nature , will, in spite of all resistance, be tri

umphant

GREECE..- We think it may be relied on that the Greeks have defeated the Turkish

army at the straits of Thermopylæ. Yet the last accounts by the way of Austria,

where the Greek cause is not favoured, represent the Turks as having lately obtained

some important advantages. It is also said that the English officers generally, for

some unknown cause, have quitted the Grecian armies since the death of Lord Byron.

On the whole, however, wehavelittle doubt that the events of the present campaign

hitherto, have been decisively in favour of the ultimate success of the Grecian cause.
ASIA

We have learned nothing, in addition towhat we stated the last month , relative to

the scarcity of the necessaries of life in India. It appears, however, that war is deter

mined on , if not commenced, between the British authorities in India , and some princes

of the Burman empire. A London paragraphist, we perceive, prognosticates that the

contest will not be of long continuance. Our anticipations are different. The Burman

empire is extensive and powerful; and if roused to hostility, as it probably will be if

war in any part of it is begun, the conflict it is likely will be sanguinaryand protracted.

The British charge the Burmanese with being the aggressors ; but this is a matter of

course . The truth is, the British wishto be the masters offarther as well as of hither

southern India ; and they probably will at length be so at the expense of much

blood, and of incalculable sufferings by the wretched natives. It is stated that a colli .

sion has begun to take place between the Russian and British agencies ; the former

wishing to push their claims to territory farther south, and the latter being deter

mined to resist them.

AFRICA .

The last accounts from Monserrado represent the American colony of Liberia as
in a very prosperous state. This will be joyful news to the friends of “ The African

Colonization Society," in this country. We do hope thatthe agency and operations

of that society are to be instrumental, under the smiles of Providence, in spreading

the blessings of civilization and Christianity throughout the whole African continent.

The society appears to be rapidly attracting publick attention, andacquiring publick
patronage. A state society, auxiliary to the parent institution , has lately beenformed

in New Jersey, which we understand is there obtaining popular countenance and sup

port.

Recent accounts confirm those formerly received, that the victory of the Ashantees

over the British, was complete . The victors, it also appears, were pursuing the van

quished, farbeyond what was expected. There is, however,we believe, no reason to

apprehend that they will extend their march so far asto disturb the British settlement

at Sierra Leone, orour's at Cape Monserrado. No attack has as yet been made by the
British on Algiers.

AMERICA.

Mexico . — The ill fated ITURBIDE has paid for his temerity, or his misplaced confi

dence, with his life. It appears, that with his wife and two small children, he sailed

from London in the English brig. Spring, and after a passage of 64 days, arrived, on
the 14th of July , at Soto La Marina. He attempted to reach Padilla , a town on the

river at the mouth of which he arrived. On his way he was taken , and though in dis

guise, was recognised by the officer who took him, and who referred his case to a

provincial congress. The congress ordered that he should be beheaded—“giving

him the necessary time toprepare himself in a Christian manner.” But thefollowing
day, at6 o'clockin the afternoon, he was shot - probably to prevent any attempt to

rescue him ; to which farther delay, or the process of beheading him, might havebeen

favourable. We are glad to observe that a publick and adequate provision has been
made for his wife and children. The political concerns ofMexico have more the

appearance, atpresent, of being consolidated under the form of a Federal repub
lick , than at any former period. Still, the issue of every thing there is, in our view ,
very uncertain ,

BUENOS AYRES.-Our minister to this republick , the Hon . CESAR A. RODNEY, died

suddenly, at Buenos Ayres, on the 10th of June, and was buriedwith appropriate

marksof respect, on thefollowing day. Atthe place wherehis remains are deposited,

2 sepulchral monument is to be erected, at the expense of the government ofBuenos
Ayres,as a publick testimony of the esteem in which he was held. The affairs of this

republick wear, at the present time, a favourable aspect.

PERU . - We regret that the account which wepublished in our last number, of the

surrender of the city of Lima and the port of Callao to the liberator Bolivar, now ap

pears to have been a fabrication. We stated that we hesitated to place a full reli.

ance onit, although we were stronglydisposed, from the manner in which it was an

nounced, to accredit it. LimaandCallao, at the date of the last authentick informa
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tion,were stillin the hands of the traitors who surrendered them to the royalist Spa

niards. Yet all accounts agree, that the royalcause in that quarter seemsto be des

perate; and that Bolivar, with a large and well appointed force, is likely soon to es.

tablish the cause of republican liberty in Peru .

UNITED STATES . - On the 16th ult. the expected and wished -for arrival of the bene

factor ofour country, General La Fayette, was announced at New York. Nothing can

exceed the gratulations and honours with which he has been and continues to be hailed.

So far as ourknowledge of the history of the world extends, the expressions of national

and popular joy, respect, gratitude and affection, which have been manifested to this

illustrious man, areabsolutely without a parallel. When a great publick deliverance

has beenrecently achieved ; or a battle won, on which the fate ofa nationwas suspended;

or a service performed, the benefit of which was sensible and great in the present feel

ings of the multitude; popular demonstrations of joy have often been enthusiastick ,

and honours without measure, and praises without bounds, have been heaped on the

hero, the sage, or thepatriot. But here is a man who has been absent from the country

which he served and helped to save, for more than forty years. Very few individuals

who knewhim personally are now alive. One whole generation, and part of another, has

risen up, that know him only by name, or from history or report . Yet such an ardent ex

citement and spontaneous expressionof feeling as we now witness, and such a desireto

confer every token of publick respect, and every honourable distinction that ingenuity

can devise, and this by everyclass ofthe community, high and low, rich and poor, culti

vated and rude, clergy and laity, male and female, was never before seen in this country,

and taken in all its circumstances, never, we verily believe, in anyother. It really

seems like “ a new thing under the sun.” If republicks are proverbially ungrateful,

we are certainly furnishing , at this time, a most wonderful exception to thegeneral

truth . We have been fearful, indeed, that our illustrious national guest, if not literally

“ killed with kindness," will be oppressed and fatigued beyond the bounds of comfort,

by his exertions to manifest, ashealways does and will, his grateful senseof the at

tentionswhich he receives. We were sorry to remark that, in a single instance, and

this in New England too, where we should have least expected it, the horses were

taken from the General's carriage, and their place and labour supplied by men. We

greatlymistake if La Fayette is not too much of a republican, to have been gratified

with this exhibition of human degradation. Such another instance, wehope and trust,

will not be witnessed. We were greatly pleased with the poetical inscription on a

civicarch in Boston, which we have inserted in another page.

Still more were we pleased to learn from the publick papers, that the General, in his

journey throughNewEngland, would not travel in the hours of publick worship on

the Sabbath, and that he attended personally on this worship in Boston. Such , we

know, from our own recollection , and La Fayette we doubt not recollects it too, was

the generalpractice, in the good old days of our revolutionary struggle, when, as a

people, we felt our dependance on the God of heaven. Most earnestly do we wish,

that the General's examplemay be followed by certain men among us in high stations,
who ought to be ashamed that a foreigner, after forty years passed in Europe, where

the Sabbath is so generally disregarded ,should still pay a respect which they refuse,

to the day and thehouse ofGod . We shall put an end to our remarks on a subject
which , incommon with our fellow citizens, it is so delightful for us to dwell upon that

we know nothow to quit it, by observing that every real Christian ought to remem

ber thathe recognises a BENEFACTOR, to whom he and his fellow men are infinitely

more indebted than they can be to any human being ; that itis mournful to think how

men who render due honours and plaudits to an earthly deliverer, forget, and dises.

teem, and dishonour the Saviour of the world ; and that among all the just and com

mendable expressions of regard which are now manifesting to the man whom our na

tion “ delights to honour, " the verybest will be, to offer in his behalf our humble and

fervent supplicationsto God, that felicities and distinctions transcending what mortals

can bestow , may await him in the kingdom of glory above.

We regret to state that the yellow fever has made its appearance at New Orleans,

and at Charleston, South Carolina. Sickness also prevails in several other places and

portions of our country; not as yet, however, to the extent in which it was experi

enced in the latter part of the summer and the subsequent autumn, of the last year.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We have received from ZETA his Nos. II . III . and from the Rev. W. C. BROWNLEE

his No. II . But they did not reach us till it was utterly impracticable to insert any

one of them in our presentnumber—They will receive due attention in our next. It

should be remembered that an essay, which we donotreceive by the 20th ofthe cur

rent month, cannot ordinarily appear in the number for that month .

MIKROS. M. and A PLAIN Man, are also received, and are under consideration .
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but when we do, we find it attended

ch difficulty - it as com

SEMBLY OF DIVINES—ADDRESSED pletely baffles our investigations- as

TO YOUTH. the abstruse inquiry with which we

have compared it.

I have made the remarks you
have

The subject of discussion at this just heard at the very entrance of

time, is the seventh answer in our this discussion , in hope they may

Shorter Catechism . It is expressed have some influence in preventinga

thus prejudice against the method in

“ The decrees of God are bis eter- which I propose to conduct it ; and

nal purpose, according to the coun- in which alone , I am fully persuaded,

sel of his will , whereby, for his own it can ever be satisfactorily conduct

glory, he hath foreordained whatso- ed. That all truth is really consist

ever comes to pass .” ent with itself, or that every
truth is

There are probably few present perfectly reconcilable with every

who need to be informed , that this other truth , no one who knows what

answer presents one of the most dif. truth is, can for a moment doubt.

ficult, and most controverted points, But human intellect is not compe

in theology. Yet, in my apprehen- tent at present to investigate and

sion , the chief difficulty has always reconcile all that is true, or all that

arisen from the reluctance which may be perfectly easy of solution to

many feel to receive as truths or beings of higher powers. Let me

facts, things which they know not then requestyou to remember, that
how to reconcile or explain. But it the manner in which one truth

ought to be recollected that we do agrees or is consistent with ano

this in things of daily occurrence, ther, is often unknown to us ; and

and with which we are most familiar. therefore that we ought never to re

For example how matter should be sist the proper evidence by which

moved by that which is immaterial- truth is ascertained , because we see

which takes place continually when not how it is to be reconciled with

the volitions of our minds produce something else which , on good

the motions of our limbs andof our grounds, we have been accustomed

whole bodies is quite as hard to ex- to receive as true. When truths or

plain or to see through, as how the free facts appear to militate with each

actions of moral agents should con- other, it is indeed a reason why they

sist with , and carry into effect, the should be repeatedly and most

absolute decrees of God . We are, closely examined on all sides. But

indeed , so familiar with the first of if, after such examination , the things

these inexplicable things, that we do which seem to militate appear to be

notoftenthink about explaining it ; accompanied by all the evidence ne
Vol. II.-Ch . Adı. 3 I
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cessary to establish them severally theologians to convey a complex

as truths or facts, we ought to re- idea ; that is , to convey a number of

ceive them as such-especially if re- ideas by a single term. The framers

peated examination serves only to of the Catechism seem to have been

clear and strengthen the evidence . fully sensible of this, for the express

It is perfectly reasonable in such design of the answer before us is to

cases to say-as perhaps you may explain the import of this term, or

have heard it said - here are two rather of the phrase — the decrees of

things, both of which appear to be God ; and they go on to do it in lan

true; both supported by evidence guage which is taken from the scrip

which obliges me to admit them to ture. They define the decrees to be

be true ; yet how they are reconcila- " God's eternal purpose,” formed " ac

ble I cannot for the present per- cording to the counsel of his own

ceive; although I cannot doubt that will , whereby, for his own glory, he

they are reconcilable, because both hath foreordained whatsoever comes

are truths. - Satisfied, as I am , that to pass.” This languageis all purely

we ought to proceed in this way, in scriptural. Whoever will carefully

disposing of the difficulties which be- read over the first chapter of the

long to the subject before us, I ap- epistle to the Ephesians, will there

prize you , at once, of my views ge- find mentioned , the choice and pur

nerally — they will be more fully ex- pose of God before the foundation of

plained and applied in the close of the world — that is, from eternity;

the discussion. My method will be, and that it is expressly declared that

I. To endeavour to ascertain and believers are predestinated to their

state distinctly the doctrine con- inheritance according to the pur

tained in this answer. pose of him who worketh all things

II. To prove it from reason , and after the counsel of his own will,
from scripture. And thesaine apostle, in 1 Cor. ii . 7,

III. Not only to admit, but to as- says—“ We speak the wisdom of

sert and vindicate, other truths, with God in a mystery , even the hidden

which the doctrine of the divine de- wisdom, which God ordained before

crees may seem to be in conflict; to the world, to our glory.”—In like

repel the false ailegations which have manner, in the 11th chapter of the

been made, in regard to those who epistle to the Romans, after exclaim

believe in the absolute sovereignty of ing—" O the depth of the riches,

God ; and to show in what manner, both of the wisdom and knowledge

the apparently militating truths, re- of God !How unsearchable are his

lative to this subject, ought to be re- judgments, and his ways past find

ceived and held . ing out!” - he concludes the whole

First, then, we are to endeavour with declaring— “ For of him , and

to ascertain and state distinctly, the through him , and to him , are all

doctrine contained in the answer be- things: to whom be glory for ever.

Amen . "

The word decree, or decrees, in I have made these references to

the sense in which it is used in this show you distinctly, that the expla

answer, is not found in the New nation given in our Catechism of the
Testament. In the Old Testament, decrees of God, is wholly scriptural,

the word occurs, in several instances, with scarcely a departure from the

and in a manner which might be very words of inspiration. The

supposed to be the same as that in phrase " according to the counsel of
which it is used in the Catechism . his own will,” taken from Ephes. i.

Yet in other instances it will be 11 , has , I find , been thought, by the

found, that the same original word systematick writers, to need expla

is rendered statute. The word de nation. Ridgely says-"We are not

cree, or decrees, therefore, is altoge- hereby to understand that the de

ther a technical term, adopted by creesof God are the result of deli

fore us.
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beration , or his debating matters in time, are all ordered and fixed by

within himself, as reasoning in his the divine purpose and appointment,

own mind about the expediency or as much as if each one had been se

inexpediency of things, or calling in parately the subject of a decree.

the advice of others, as creatures are But the purpose, or decree of God ,

said to do, when acting in council; is really one, simple, undivided, act

for he must not be supposed to de- of his will. In a word, the follow

termine things in such a way, since ing lines of Dr. Watts, appear to me

that would argue an imperfection in not only poetically beautiful, but lo

the divine mind. - It implies that his gically correct

decrees are infinitely wise ; as what “ Long ere the lofty skies were spread,

is done with counsel, is said , accord- Jehovah filled his throne,

ing to human modes of speaking, to Or Adam form’d, or angels made,

be done advisedly ; in opposition to The Maker lived alone,

its being done rashly, orwith preci. His boundless years can ne'er decrease,

pitation.” This is doubtless both But still maintain their prime;

just and pertinent. But it seems to Eternity's his dwelling place,

me, that the remarks are nearly as
And ever is his time.

applicable to almost all the other while like a tide our minutes flow ,

terms and phrases which are used in The present and the past,

this apswer, and which are common
He fills his own immortal now,

ly used when speaking on this sub
And sees our ages waste . ”

ject. The words decrees, provi. Having thus explained the terms

dence, purpose, ordaining, predesti- that we use, in regard to this sub

nating ,determining,appointing, and ject, and seen thatin their applica
the like , are all descriptive of nien- tion to it, the use is not strict, but

tal acts ; which acts, when they re- accommodated and analogical, I
late to man, must not only be sub- would state the doctrine before us

sequent to his existence, but to thus--- All events, of whatever kind,

many other mental acts from which that take place in time, were deter

they result. But the whole of this mined, or foreordained by God , from

is utterly inapplicable to the Deity. all eternity, thus to take place; and

His decrees, providence, purpose, or- all for the ultimate promotion of his

dination and predestination, are as own glory. It ought, however, to be
much eternal as his existence. carefully noted here, that all who

Perhaps the whole difficulty and soundly hold this doctrine, maintain

darkness in which this subject is in- that there is a difference, always to

volved , arises from our having nei- be kept up, between what have been

ther words nor ideas, which aremore denominated the efficacious decrees,

than very imperfectly applicable to it, and the permissive decrees of God.

We are obliged to use terms which His efficacious decrees relate to

are strictly applicable only to our whatever is morally good ; his per

selves, and far from being so with missive decrees, to whatever is mo

regard to our Maker. Succession , rally evil. In other words, his im

both as to time and thought, is in- inediate agency, according to his de

séparable from all that is done by a cree, is concerned in whatever is

human individual . But succession morally good. His immediate agency
of any kind , is not predicable of the is never concerned in what is mo

Deity. When we speak of decrees, rally evil. Evil he permits to take

in the plural number, we do not place, and efficaciously overrules it

mean that he decreed one thing at for good - for the promotion of his

one time, and another after a consi- glory.
derable interval - or after any inter- It must also be here distinctly

val whatever. We use the plural noted, although it is clearly implied

form in this expression, because the in the general statement, and will

innumerable events that take place afterwards be more particularly cor
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sidered, that the decrees of God re- conceptions, the decree, in point of

late as much to the means, or secon- order, must precede foreknowledge.
dary causes, by which events are * The reverse of all this, is the doc

brought about,as to the events them- trine of the Arminians. They say

selves. Means and ends are equally, that the foreknowledge of God is the

and undividedly , the subject of the ground of his decree: and some, that

decree. And the nature and cha- he foreknew all things without pro

racter of the means, whether moral perly decreeing anything. But it

or natural , are not changed, but fixed seems to us that the whole of this

and preserved , by the divine pur- system exbibits nothing more than

pose. an abortive attempt to avoid a start

Thus have I endeavoured to as- ling difficulty.* We think so, be

certain and state distinctly, the doc- cause what its advocates say, appears

trine contained in the answer of the to us, when fairly viewed, not to af

Catechism before us. I am now to ford any relief whatever, in regard to

endeavour the difficulty from which they seek

II. To prove it, from reason and to escape. We do by no means

from scripture. deny that the future and contingent

Here I shall not detain you long. actions of freemoral agents,may be

For whatever difficulty some may foreknownby the Deity. We think

find, in receiving this doctrine, the that Reid , in bis essays on the intel

process of reasoning by which it is lectual powers of man - in the chap

established, is, as I apprehend , both ter onmemory - has very satisfac

short and conclusive, and the scrip- torily illustrated this point. But it

ture proof is extremely plain and di- really affords no sort of solution of

rect. The reasoning process is this the difficulty in question. For it

-We must believe that the Deity must still be admitted, thatwith a full

foreknew all things, or we cannot and perfect view of what free moral

believe in the perfection of his pa- agents would do and be, and all the

ture. To say that he was, or could consequences that would follow , the

be, ignorant of a single future event, Deity gave being to those agents

is to deny his omniscience - one of He putinto operation the system that

his essential perfections; and it is was certainly to result in all their

also directly to impeach his wisdom , actions with all their consequences :

by supposing that he acted without and what is this, but virtually to

a perfect plan . But nothing can be admit, that he determined that these

foreknown while it remains uncer- actions, and events, and

tain. What is not certain, may be quences, should take place ! For if

the subject of conjecture, but not of he had not determined that they

absolute knowledge. Future events, should take place, could he not,

then, to be foreknown, must be per- and would be not, have foreborne to

fectly certain. Now, before the put in train, what he knew would

events tnok place-innumerable ages infallibly produce them ? So that it

before they took place - nothing comes precisely to the samething at

could make their occurrence per- last. But the doctrine of divine fore

fectly certain ,but the determination ordination, as seems to us, is more
of God of God unchangeably or

* It is believed that the Socinians, on

daining that a system should gointo this subject, generallyagree withthe

operation, which would infallibly Arminians. There have been some So

produce these events at a certain cinians, however, (and perhaps there may

time, and with all their attendant be some still,) who have denied the om

circumstances. Thus, we think , that niscience and foreknowledge of God al

the decree and the foreknowledgeof together. But of these,it has been well

God are inseparably connected toge- are so directly opposite to the letter of
observed by Dr. Witherspoon, that “ they

ther; and that, according to human scripture, that they deserve no regard .” .

conse

.
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fair than the Arminian system , in ordination or predestination, and of

statement-more conclusive in rea- particular election : and so it seems

soning — more agreeable to scripture, to me it must for ever stand , in op

and more calculated to honour God. position to all human ingenuity that

It was a just and striking reply, may be employed to give it another

which King William the Third of bearing. The very same might be

England, made to one, who asked said of several other extended ,pas

bim , if he could believe in this doc- sages in Paul's epistles, especially in

trine of foreordination. The reply bis epistle to the Romans. But such

was to this effect— “ I cannot help passages are not confined to the

believing it -- for I cannot degrade writings of Paul , or to any one part

my Maker below the character of a of the sacred writings. They are

wise man , by thinking that he acted scattered throughout the whole Bi
without a plan, and without consi- ble : so that I might spend the great

dering and regarding the conse- er part of the time assigned to this

quences of what he diil." lecture in repeating texts or portions

The scripture proof of this doc- of scripture, which either plainly and

trine is abundant, and as we believe distinctly, or by fair implication ,

palpable. We know, indeed , that teach this doctrine. The passages

many learned and ingenious criti- need no comment, and therefore I

cisms and arguments have been will not repeat them . I will only

used , to show that the passages we refer you , in a Bible with marginal

allege will admit of another con- references, to the 9th and 11 th chap

struction. But with all the erudi- ters of the epistle to the Romans;

tion and talent which has been em- or to that first chapter only of the

ployed for this purpose, we do not epistle to the Ephesians, which I

think that, in regard to many pas- have repeatedly mentioned .*

sages, even a plausible interpretation ( To be continued .)

has been given to them , so as to set

aside the doctrine in question : And

we do maintain ,that itis a very strong
From the London Christian Instructor .

presumption against any exposition

of a passage of scripture, of which ON RECTITUDE OF CONDUCT .

the language is plain and the sub
Every one who is at all acquaint

ject evident, if the expositor labours ed with modern literature , must have

hard to make out a sense different perceived the anxiety with which
from that which would otherwise oc

many writers have laboured to de

cur, and be received,as the most ob- tach morality from the principles of

vious and natural. The sacred wri, religion . The light essayist, and the

ters are certainly to be understood grave philosopher, aim at the same

in the sense in which they would object, though their genius prompts

most naturally be understood by them to employ different means to

those to whom they wrote and spoke. attain it. Bayle, that subtle and som

A portion of scripture, already re

ferred to, the first chapter of the * In committing his lecture to the

epistle to the Ephesians -- may be press, the authorthinksproper to specify
taken as an example of what I have some of the portions of scripture which

here in view. After all the learned
he thinks establish the doctrine of divine

and elaborate efforts which have been
foreordination and particular election

Rom . viii . 28–39. ix . 6–33. xi . through
used, to show that this chapter may out . Ephes. i . 46-12. 2 Tim . i . 9. Acts

consist with a different construction , ii. 23. iv. 27, 28. xv. 18. 2 Thes. ii.

its obvious and natural import must, 13. 1. Pet. i. 5. i . 8. 2 Pet. i. 10.

we think , have been understood by
Mat. xi . 25, 26. John vi . 37. 64 , 65. viii.

47. x . 26. xvii . 9. Jude 4. Rev. xiii . 8 ,

the Ephesians, and must now strike
xvii . 8. Gen, 1. 20. Isa. x. 6 , 7. 12. xii. 7.

every unprejudiced reader, as deci- Prov. xvi. 4. Ex. iv. 21. " Job xiii. 13,

sively in favour of the doctrine of fore- 14. xxxiv. 29.
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phistical sceptic, has hazarded the Christian morality are obvious, defi

bold assertion, that a nation of nite, solid and immutable. Could

atheists might live very virtuously we, " observes Mr. Locke, " gather

and happily." A position so extra- moral sayings from all the sages of

vagant and mischievous can be main the world, sufficient to make an en

tained only by setting at defiance all tire body of the law of nature,

reasoning and all experience. (which in fact cannot be done,) this

Where shall we find the infidel's would not amount to a steady rule .

code of morals ? What are its Did the saying of Aristippus or Con

grounds, rules, and sanctions? “ A fucius give it authority ? Was Zeno
man,” says Helvetius, “ born in a a lawgiver to mankind ? All their

desert isle, and abandoned to him. dictates must go for law, certain and

self, would remain without vice and true, or none of them .” But they

without virtue. What then must we contradicted themselves, and one

understand by the words virtuous another ; and what then is to be

and vicious, but actions either useful done ? The bulk of the human race,

or injurious to the publick .” “ Since," involved in business and care, have

observes Raynal , another writer of neither leisure nor ability to exa

the same school , " society should be mine the reasonings and researches,

useful to all its members, they ought or to sift the maxims and rules

every one in return to be useful to of philosophers. “ It is at least,”

society: to be virtuous is to be use- adds Mr. Locke," a surer and shorter

ful, and to be vicious is to be useless way tothe apprehensions of the mass

or hurtful: behold the sum of mora- ofmankind, that one manifestly sent

lity .” With these French sages, it froin God , and coming with a visible

is well known David Hume, and authority from him , should as a king

others of our own countrymen agree. and law-maker, tell them their dua

Many of the ancient pagans had ties, and require their obedience. "*

far more definite and correct ideas If a man maintain that “adultery

on this interesting subject. Cicero when known is a small crime, and

affirms, that by superseding the obli- when unknown no crime at all ;">

gations of religion, the greatest dis- that " the violent extinction of hu

order and confusion would ensue in man life is nothing more than divert
human life : and ' together with ing the course of a little red fluid

piety, mutual fidelity, and the social called blood, and merely lessening

ties, which bind mankind one to the number by one of many millions

another, and that most excellent of fugitive contemptible creatures ;"

virtue, justice, would be banished he may indeed never actually be
out of the world ."* come a debauchee, or a mimurderer;

It requires but little penetration but what is to hinder him ? What

to detect the shallowness and inade barriers stand between him and these

quacy of those ethical systems which enormities? Considerations of expe

have no hold of the conscience; and diency orutility, it will perhaps be
without the belief of a superintend- said , of which he himself is consti

ing Providence and a future judy- tuted the sole judge. But I would

ment, conscience is necessarily para. ask, is it equally safe to trust such a

lysed and deprived of all its active man, as to confide in one, whose fixer

power. He who neither honours por ed principles recognise the guilt and

fears God, can with no reason be odiousness of nefarious deeds, inde

expected to serve and regard man. pendently of their being known to

The moral theory of an atheist is a the world , or their palpably per

baseless fabrick ; that of the pagan nicious influence on society-one

rests loose and precarious who, when the baits and allurements

grounds ; but the foundations of

* Locke on the Reasonableness of

* Cic. de Nat. Deor. lib . 1. cap . 2 . Christianity,

6

on
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of sensuality, of avarice, or of ambi- consistent conduct, will follow . The

tion, are presented , starts back from man who is thus taught and trans

the contact of impurity, or the com- formed from above, can adopt, as

mission of crime, with mingled aver- his own , the language of the Psalm

şion and horror, exclaiming, “ How ist, “ Lord, I have esteemed thy pre

shall I do this great wickedness, and cepts concerning all things to be

sin against God?” The case here put right, and I hate every false way."

is too plain to require any acuteness Both scripture and common sense

or uncommon power of discrimina- assure us, that the tree must be inade

tion ; a small portion of good sense, good ere the fruit can be made good,

and good feeling, will suflice instant- and the fountain must be cleansed,

ly to decide it . before the streams becoine pure and

If we advert to critical conjunc. salutary. Yet the speculative philo

tures, to times of persecution, which sopher, and the sell-sufficient moral

bring principle and character to the ist, are always boasting of the won

severest test, the justness of these ders they are able to do by foolish

observations will demonstrabiy ap- experiments, which cannot possibly

pear. Let the reader of history como reach the root or the spring. They
pare the behaviour of John Huss

come again and again with new pro

with that of his friend Jerome of jects and promises. Failure after

Prague, or the vacillation and tem- failure is witnessed , yet flushed with

porising policy of Archbishop Cran. unabated confidence , they have still

mer 'with the decision and unbend- in reserve some new process for

ing principle of his companion Lati- pruning the luxuriances of nature,

The previous studies and ha- some fresh and marvellous discovery

bits of the men , account for the for preventing the blights of profi
striking difference of their conduct gacy.

in the last trying emergency. Je- From what has been said, it may

rome and Cranmer were both sin- be fairly inferred , that he is the best

cere servants of God, but one too teacher and promoter of morality,

eagerly aspired to rank with philoso- who explicitly unfolds the great doc

phers and orators, and the other had trines and impressively enforces the

mingled too much with princes and solemn sanctions, of the everlasting

courtiers. In honest Latimer, whose gospel. These doctrines must be

chief work had been studying and cordially embraced and openly

preaching the word of God, we see avowed ; these sanctions must be

less learning, but more spiritual wis. deeply felt and revered , before tive
dom - less acuteness and skill in ar- domination of sin can be broken, or

gument, less insinuation and readi- the reign of righteousness com

ness of address, but more simplicity, menceil . Christian principles only,

more fortitude, more true greatness, can ensure uniformly holy and con

dignity, and excellence of character. sistent practice. He that would

But to secure rectitude of con- keep his life unspotted from the

duct, it is not enough that we ac. world, must exercise himself daily

knowledge the authority and study to keep a conscience void of offence

the meaning of the holy scriptures; towards God and towards men. He

we must possess the spirit of grace, must learn his own weakness, and

of power, and of purity, To bave trust in divine strength ; renounce

the understanding informed can human wisdom , and follow the gui

avail little, while the will is pervert- dance of the divine word ; be watch

ed . When the faculties of the mind, ful amidst temptation, patient under

and the feelings of the heart, are sufferings and trials, continuing in

brought under the effectual influ- stant in prayer .

ence of divine truth and divine AMICUS B.

grace, a course of virtuous, holy, and

C
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LETTER X.

expectations, and sometimes really

LETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER OF beyond the reach of his unaided

THE GOSPEL TO HIS SON, ON THE powers. But what I wish you parti

DUTIES OF THE PASTORAL OFFICE. cularly to notice is, that those who

precompose their sermons, may and

ought to feel their need of divine

My dear Timothy, aid, as much as those who make lit

In my last letter I noticed several tle or no preparation. You know

different methods and subjects of that this is contrary to the popularopi

publick address, in preaching the nion , which is, that those who speak

gospel.-- I shall now offer you afew extemporaneously, rely on God's as

thoughts on the preparation or com- sistance, and receive it ; but that

position of sermons - remarking that those who study their sermons rely

here, as before, I do not propose to on themselves, and forget their de

treat the subject formally or fully ; pendence on God . This is not only
but only to mention such things as a great but a very hurtful error. No

my observation and experience have doubt their need of help from on

led me to think may be useful to high may be forgotten or disregard

you , after what I know you have ed, both" by those who study for the

have read on the subject. pulpit, and by those who do not.

1. Enter on every preparation for But surely those who neglect prepa

the pulpit with prayerfor divine as- ration , for so sacred a service as that

sistance in all that is before you—in of handling the revealed will of God,

the choice of your text, the train of and of addressing their fellow men
your thoughts, and the views and on the inost important of all con

feelings which may dispose and ena- cerns - concerns which involve their

ble you to pen that which may be eternal happiness or misery - must

best adapted to do good to souls, have strange and unwarrantable no.

and to promote the glory of God. I tions about divine assistance, if they

do not forget, my dear son, that I suppose the course they take is that

have, in substance, recommended in which they are most likely to find

this in a former letter. But I repeat it. They cannot showus, from the
it now on account of its importance, sacred oracles, that divine assist

and of a few thoughts which I wish ance is promised to sloth, to care

to add to what I have heretofore lessness, to unconcern, or to any in

suggested. You do not, I am sure, action of our own faculties, when

need to be convinced that a gracious important duties are to be perform

assistance is actually afforded to ed. To expect divine assistance

those who humbly and earnestly when we have made no suitable ex

seek it ; and that it is indispensable ertions to help ourselves, is not to

to the right performance of every exercise humble confidence in God ,

duty, and especially of all duties but to become chargeable with gross

which have the acceptable ser- delusion or with daring presump

vice ofGod for their immediate ob- tion. I do indeed greatly fear that

ject. Nor do you , I think, need to your extemporaneous declaimers

be informed that this assistance is from the pulpit, are commonly less

not ordinarily to be expected in any sensible, not only of their need of
very striking or perceptible manner; help superior to themselves, but also

but to be so mingled, as it were, of the sacredness of divine truth, and

with the natural and vigorous exer- of the worth of souls, than any other

cise ofthe human powers, as not to class of preachers who have not de

be distinguished from that exercise, liberately embraced erroneous opi

otherwise than that the man of nions on these subjects.- You will

prayer is made sensible that he has well observe, that I am here to be

often succeeded in the services he understood as speaking of what is

has had to perform , beyond his own done habitually : for I hold that
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1

every preacher of the gospel is bound forcibly, either in reading or in me.

to speak, as well as he can , when- ditation, put it down in your text

ever he has a fair opportunity, or a book and while your mind is ex

proper call , to address his fellow cited with the view that you have of

sinners, whether he has had time to it, note down, along with the text,

make preparation for the service or some leading thoughts. If even the

not : and it is by habitual and dili- whole plan of a sermon rushes on

gent study, when he has time at your mind, as it sometimes will , de.

command, that he will be enabled to lineate it rapidly. Thus, in time,

meet these special or occasional calls you will have a store of texts and of

of duty, in a creditable , acceptable, the skeletons ofsermons, to which you

and profitable manner. may resort whenever you are at a

It is then my earnest advice, that loss : and what is written under a

in preparing for the pulpit in your strong impression of truth, is always

study, you be much in prayer to God morenatural, and in all respects bet

to keep you constantly in a right ter, than what is elaborated merely

frame of spirit — to enlighten your by intellectual effort. Hence ( 2.)

mind , to direct your thoughts, to Whenever a text is made precious

quicken your diligence , to enliven to your own soul, preach upon it as

your affections, to purify your mo- soon as you properly can ; and write

tives, and ultimately to bless the down your thoughts, or the leading

preparation you are making, to the part of them , immediately. " As in

glory of his name and the edification water, face answereth to face, so the

and salvation of the souls committed heart of man to man.” When you

to your care. Thosewho go to the preach what you have experienced

sacred desk with a discourse which recently and strongly, you may be

has been formed amidst such exer- sure that you will speak in a man

cises, go there assuredly with a far ner corresponding with the feelings

deeper and juster sense of depen- and wishes of the exercised part of

dance on God, both for saying what your charge. (3.) Avoid the choice

they ought to say , and for that bless . of such texts as when first read, an

ing on what is delivered which intelligent bearer will be at a loss to

alone can render it effectual, than conjecture what you can possibly

those who profess, however sincere. make of them . I once heard a mi

ly, to cast all upon God, without nister of the gospel, in opening a

much thought or labour of their own. presbytery with a sermon, take for

It is by a spirit of habitual prayer, his text i Kings xiii . 24.-" A lion

that we preserve our minds in a met him by the way and slew him .”

state naturally the most favourable I could not conceive at first, how

to a right discharge of every duty ; this was to furnish a proper subject

as well as secure the aid of Him for such an occasion . Yet the good

" from whom all boly desires, all man, by taking the text in connexion

good counsels, and all just works do with the context, very fairly made

proceed.” It is my deliberate con- out this important doctrine— “ That

viction, that a principal reason why in all possible cases, it is sinful and

the preaching of the gospel is not highly dangerous, to go contrary to

more blessed is, that it is not accom- an express command of God.” But

panied by more fervent and humble from how many texts in the Bible,

prayer, both by those who preach might this doctrine have been drawn

and by those who hear it. obviously and at once ? Quaintness

2. Take a few suggestions, the re- and witticism are out of place in the

sult chiefly of myown experience, pulpit, even in the choice of a text.

in regard to the selection of texts. (4.) Let your text really contain the

( 1.) Keep a text book. – Let it be of doctrine which you mean to illus
considerable size. Whenever a text trate and inculcate and contain it

or portion of scripture strikes you clearly - This follows from the last

VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. 3 K
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particular. You know that the then do it with as little parade as

French preachers often treat texts possible; and take care to remark,

of scripture very much as the writers what is unquestionably true, that the

of the Spectator, and other essayists, vulgar translation is, in general, un

made use of the muttos which stand commonly excellent, and very sel

at the beginning of their papers. dom erroneous. You will , however,

They were placed there only to give not understand what I have now

some general intimation of the sub- said as opposed to your mentioning,

ject which was to follow . But it is cursorily, a single word or two, as

surely important, and advantageous equivalent, or nearly so, to what is

in the highest degree, to let it be read in the Bible. This may fre

seen from the very first,that we have quently serve for illustration, and is,

a divine warrant, a " thus saith the I think , attended by no bad conse

Lord ,” for what we teach and incul- quences.

cate. This is the case when we I will take this occasion to re

preach what is obviously and plain- mark generally, that all unnecessary

iy taught in a particular text of display of learning in the pulpit,

scripture. The whole is seen to rest ought to be avoidedfrom the highest

on the authority of God, and to be motives; as well as because it is al

accompanied with his sanction. ways disgusting to the best informed

3. As soon as youhave fixed on a part of a popular audience. There.

text as the subject of discourse, read are a few occasions, I admit, such as

and examine it carefully and criti- a concio ad clerum , and some others,

cally in the original language--the on which it may be proper to show,

language in which it wasindited by if you can, the scholar and the cri

the Spirit of truth. I am far enough tick ; but in popular serroons, let

from advising to this, from any wish your learning and talents be per

that you should generally give your ceived and by the discerning they

people a new translation of your will be perceived - in the knowledge

text, or of any part of it. It has you discover of your subject, and in

been with pain and disgust that I the just and accurate manner in

have observed somethinglike this, in which you handle it.

a few preachers of late. It were Do you ask me why, after all this,

bad enough if this practice had in it I would advise you to an accurate

nothing worse than the manifestation examination of every text in its ori

of pedantry and the affectation of ginal language? I answerthat I have

learning, by those who adopt it. But three reasons for it - The first is, to

beside pedantry and affectation, in a satisfy your mind that the transla

place where they are most of all of- tion is not faulty or imperfect - for

fensive, the practice has an inflų . I have admitted that this, in a few

ence on the unlearned part, com- instances, may be the case. The

mgnly a large part, of the audience, second reason is, that although the

to make them suspect that they do common translation should be the

not read the true sense of the divine best that could possibly be made,

word in their Bibles. Whereas the yet there is often a beauty and a

fact is, that more than nine times out force to be seen in the original,

of ten , the common translation is far which cannot be transfused into any

better and more correct, than that translation ; but which, notwithstand

which these new translators eithering, may help you in the treatment

give , or are able to give. Never, of your subject, and a portion of it,

therefore, offer a new translation , perhaps, be brought out advantage.

either of the text on which you dis- ously in your illustrations. My last

course or of other texts which you reason is, that an accurate examina

have occasion to quote, unless you tion and analysis of the original lan

conscientiously believe that truth guage of every text on which you

and duty require you to do it ; and preach, will aid you much in keep
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ing up, and even increasing, your much more easily done than at first
knowledge of the ancient tongues , in you might have supposed.

which the Bible is given us an ob- I did hope to finish what I had to

ject of which you ought never to say on thesubject mentioned at the

lose sight . If every text on which beginning of this letter, in my pre

you preach were even committed ac- sent communication. But I find

curately to memory in its original that it will fully occupy another.

language , the time employed in do- Affectionately, adieu ,

ing it would be well spent: and you

would find on the trial , that this was

Miscellaneous.

LETTERS FROM DR. WITHERSPOON TO

HIS YOUNGEST SON.

米 *

Trenton , surprised and taken a great

number of Hessians. Since that

time he has been in the Jerseys, and
Baltimore, Jan. 8, 1777 .

Dear David , though we have not a letter directly

Threedays ago I received your delphia have made us believe that on
from himself, yet letters from Phila

favour of the 20th past, with plea: Thursday nightlast he deceived the
sure. I must tell you a trifling cir
cumstance. When 1. cast my eye march, met Lord Howe at Stony

enemy at Trenton, made a forced

on the back of it , I thoughtitwas brook ,defeatedhim, took about700

somebody that wrote very distinctly

andneatly, and did not think ofyou, Princeton, andis still pursuing the
prisoners, and afterwards took

till I saw with satisfaction your

name at the bottom. There are, fore this letter is sent off a further
enemy towards Brunswick. If be

however, still some small inaccura

cies - be ambitious of improving account comes, you shall have it.

every day.
J. WITHERSPOON.

Just about the time I received

your letter, I had given to Col.Nay

ler letters for Mr. Smith and Fanny Pequea , Feb. 2, 1777

and yourself, all wrapped in a par. Dear David,

cel for Mr. Smith. In my letter to I doubt not you have all been suf

hiſ, of a sheet of paper, I gave a ficiently anxious about us, since the

very full and particular accoant of incursion of the enemy into New

our flight from Princeton, and the Jersey. I have just written to Mr.

situation of your mother as well as Smith the substance of what can be

myself. She is at Pequea - I hope said of our present situation. I have

well , but I have not heard from that been at Princeton , and find that by

place since I left her. We carried Mr. Montgomery's care, not many of

nothing away of all our effects, but my books are gone, and but little of

what could be carried upon one the standing furniture is destroyed .

team . Benjamin Hawkins drove John Goodman has been exceedingly

your mother in the old chair, and careful and faithful about the farm ;

I rode the sorrel mare, and made so that upon the whole, though I was

John Graham drive the four young the object of the enemy's distinguish

colts. This I write least the letter ed hatred , I have escaped , through

should miscarry, but have not time divine goodness, much better than I

to repeat the whole detail . In the expected. I wrote in a long letter

close of that letter, I had the plea- to Mr. Smith , from Baltimore, how

sure of writing that General Wash- we set off, bringing one wagon load

ington had gone over the river at of effects, and driving the four colts
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--they have been billeted in the that they had done it when they

neighbourhood bere. Our sheep are came back. But this is uncertain

all destroyed . There are, I think, the fact of his death and the manner

old and young, fourteen of the cattle of it is beyond all doubt. I must
saved . write a few lines to Fanny, and am ,

Your Mamma is well,and remem- with my best respects to John Smith,
bers you kindly. I need hardly tell Dear David,

you that our greatest comfort now is Yours, &c.

to hear of the welfare of our chil JNO. WITHERSPOON .

dren. It gives me unspeakable plea

sure to hear that you apply to your

studies, both in teachingand reading. Baltimore, Feb, 12, 1777 .

You will find a vast advantage in the Dear David,
French pow, for there are multitudes Though I wrote you from Pequea

of Frenchien come over , and almost lately, and have not since heard

every body is ambitious of learning from you , I could not omit saluting

the French. I am often employed you by Mr. Baldwin . I have heard

as interpreter to those who come to from Jos. Lane that you are well ,

the Congress, and have many visits and that you are lusty and grown

from them . See, my dear child, that much. That is a pleasing but very

you lay the foundation of every thing inconsiderable circumstance, com

that is good in the fear of God. pared with theaccounts I had before,

Next, learn to improve time well , and confirmed by him , of your apply

and be regular in the distribution of ing diligently to your business. I
it. wish you to be sensible how much

I received your letter of the 20th joy I have had from this information ,

of December on the 4th of January, and therefore often repeat it. My

but had just before written to Mr. first concern is that you should fear

Smith , you and Fanny. Be as accu. God : and as about the new year,

rate as possible in writing your let. had we been at Princeton , I should

ters, and take pains to improve your have taken an opportunity to deal

hand. I wish Fanny may employ particularly and seriously with you

herself this winter in something use- and Fanny, as you know ; so now

ful, and not spend the whole time in that you are at a distance, I pray

visiting and amusement. you to remember that the fear of

God is the beginning of wisdom ;

James is aid de camp to General and that it is now high time for you

Maxwell, and if his life is spared , both , personally to renew your bap

will be sufficiently provided for in tismal engagements, and solemnly

the army. He was well the last give yourselves to God-I pray earn

time I heard from him. I shall ex- estiy that he may renew you in the

pect to hear from you regularly by spirit of your minds. Next to the

post to Baltimore, where I am going one thing needful, you know I am

immediately. chiefly concerned for your improve

I have been making inquiry into ment in useful knowledge, and fit

the conduct of the enemy, which has ness for the duties of active life :

been dreadful. At Trenton they and I am persuaded by the taste

killed Mr. Roxburgh, Presbyterian you have taken , you will find the

minister at the Forks of Delaware. highest pleasure and the greatest

Though he fell down on his knees honour by attending to your duty.

and begged his life, yet they pierced

him through and through with their Let this letter be common to you

bayonets, and mangled him in a most and Fanny,and to nobody else.

shocking manner. Some of the peo- I am , dear David,

ple at Princeton say they thought Your affectionate father,

they were killing me, and boasted JNO. WITHERSPOON .

* *

* *
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Philadelphia, June 11 , 1777. fully. You will have heard with

Dear David , pleasure that the enemy did not get

Having met with an accidental so far as Princeton on their last ex

opportunity, though the time is very cursion, which was very happy for

short, I have written a line or two us. They have lately appeared at

to Mr. Smith, and refer you to him Delaware Capes, but they are now

for news.. It gaveus much pleasure gone from thence, and have not

to see you here lately, but much been seen since Thursday last.
greater to understand from every I am glad to see that you are

quarter, that you behaved in such a thinking of determining your profes
manner in Virginia as was quite sion for life. I have not time to

agreeable to all. I hope , my dear write upon this subject, but shall do

boy, if you continue to keep the path it fully in a few days. You know

which I have chalked out to you , what my desire and ambition is upon

you will be useful, happy, and suc- that subject; but I am of all things

cessful in life. Give greatapplication most concerned that you should fear

to your studies, but above all be at- God. I want much to hear that you

tentive to your moral conduct. It have renewed your baptismal en

is my earnest desire that you should , gagements in the Lord's Supper.

as soon as possible, renew your bap- Your absence and distance have bin

tismal engagements, agreeably to the dered me from many opportunities
conversation I had with you here. of speaking to you upon that subject.

Remember, my beloved child, that Your friends here are all well

those who have been trained up in James at the camp at Germantown,

the fear of God, cannot sin at so and John at Trenton. I go this
cheap a rate as others, and that the morning to Princeton , and shall re

great advantages which you bave turn next week. My kind love to

had , anddo still enjoy, must be ac- Mr. an Mrs. Smith and all friends.

counted for. I am, dear David ,

I wish your accomplishment in Your affectionate father,

every respect, and therefore bear Jxo. WITHERSPOON.

with me while I put you in mind to

prevent at any rate a habit of hold

ing down your head, or keeping it

on one side, or any other ungraceful FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

babit. Let there be decency in your
No. II.

outward carriage, reserve and

desty in your conversation, and hu. Et regat iratos, et amet pacare tumentes :
Ille bonis faveatque et concilietur amicè,

mility in your heart . Ille laudet
salubrem

Justitiam , legesque, et apertis otia portis:

I am , dear David , Ille tegat commissa, Deumque precetur

Your affectionate father,
et oret,

Jno. WITHERSPOON .
Ut redeat miseris, abeat fortuna superbis.

HOR ,

P.S. If the enemy leave New Jer
Mr. Editor - A peculiar combina

tion of circumstances prevented my
sey, as there is some prospect at pre
sent, you shall have notice immedi- appearance last month, and still ex

ately . isting, cannot fail to influence the

character of the present communi-,

cation—it may be too brief, it must
Philadelphia, August 7, 1777. be too cursory.

Dear David, Hermeneuticks is the science of

I received your last and Mr. interpretation. Biblical criticism

Smith's two weeks ago at least, and properly refers to the versions, re

I am sorry that I have not been , censions, manuscripts , textual in

nor am at present, able to write you tegrity, canonical authority and his

no .

*

*
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inense .

tory of the original scriptures ; and interesting to common men than that

when it has performed its office and of biblical criticism . The lore of

perfected its work , it has only fur- this is ponderous, multifarious and

nished the materials and prepared shadowed with the darkness of re

the way for the application of the motest antiquity : few are equal , in

principles of hermeneuticks to the any serviceable degree, to the ap

written oracle. The object of her- propriate toils of such investigation

meneuticks is two-fold, 1. to ascer- --the value of which is mainly pro

tain the meaning of scripture, called fessional, and its objects are in their

- very properly — the mind of the sum comparatively trifling, as the

Spirit: and 2. to communicate it learned universally admit; for the
to others. variations, however numerous, are

With respect to the science of ultimately insignificant, in contra

hermeneuticks it may be remarked : distinction to the pervading coinci

1. That its importance is im- dences of MSS. and versions in au

This is evident from its ob- thenticating the general purity of

ject -- for what is the worth of a the textus receptus of the New Tes

system of theology, whatever else tament. Our translation is also

of excellence it may possess, if des- honoured by all judgesas excellent :

titute of the true intention and pro- hence , every English reader'may

per meaning of the Holy Ghost? It and should use the best means, with

is plainly worse than nothing — it is the best helps, and the most prayer

delusion or error ; and if it contain ful, persevering, and habituated ef

some shreds of "truth and sober- forts to ascertain the “ spirit” and

ness ” these may be in effect its the “ life ” of “ the words ” which

worst ingredients : they may gild our great Prophet speaks to us in

and grace a fatal deceit ; they may the holy scriptures . " Universal ex

be the sweetener to the poison, the perience will encourage him , with

bait to the snare, and the lure to the assurance that all the dread

the pit. How important and excel- ed pain of the process will be ex

lent is that science which opens the ceeded by the peerless pleasure of

sources of truth divine, and sheds the result.- Veritas in puteo.

the pure day of heaven on the wil- 4. Any system of hermeneuticks

dered traveller's pathway to the which excludes, omits, or disparages

home of the just, and gives divine either PRAYER FOR DIVINE ILLUMINA

conviction, through the Spirit, to the TiON, OR THE QUALIFICATIONS-THE

mind whose heaven -born appetites SPIRITUAL QUALIFICATIONS - OF AN

affect the unsophisticated truth of INTERPRETER, is fundamentally de

God. Biblical criticism is merely fective and dangerous. The most ac

the pioneer and purveyor of this complished, ingenious and expe

nobler department — this ultima ra- rienced scholar of the profession

tio theologorum . that ever attempted the business, is

2. Theory must be the handmaid totally disqualified for it, without
and not the mistress ; the follower personal religion. “ Can the blind

and not the guide, the disciple and lead the blind p” .

not the preceptor of hermeneuticks. These ought to be considered

The reverse - would reduce the among the essential, and as the most

night of the dark ages, enthrone indispensable attributes of a system

human imaginations, depose the of hermeneuticks. He who doubts

counsel of God , prove any error, it must have forgotten the history

consecrate any heresy, and serve of heresy, and indeed the most im
any purpose - except those of truth portant texts in the Bible . A grace
and righteousness.

less ministry is a curse of uncom

3. Hermeneuticks is a science puted mischief to the church and

more level to common sense and more the world .
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5. To affirm however that piety machies, and all the tournaments,

is sufficient, because it is indispensa- sportive or earnest, of theological

ble, is fanaticism . A pious inter- chivalry. It would kill bigotry

preter cannot be too learned: and without sanctioning latitudinarian

the best system cannot dispense ism. It would give the clew to

with rules. Religion delights in sound Catholicism, and beam light

order, and order is the offspring of on the eye of Christian discrimina

law - or rather of obedience to law . tion . It would prevent miscon

Besides, it is impossible to dispense struction, promote union of senti

with hermeneutick rules. He who ment and shorten controversy. It

despises thein in others, always would almost sanctify polemicks,

uses or abuses some of his own, and make controversy one of the

however contradictory or errone- means of grace. A war of words,

ous ; and the alternative is bad whether in politicks, ethicks, or re

rules or good ones. It is very edi- ligion, is often deadly in proportion

fying to study all the bad rules to the emptiness of its occasion .

wbich have been legislated in the Res non verba, be our motto.
cause of error , and employed with A careful consideration of 1 Tim .

too much success by the many, ii . 1–6, the passage noted in my

who corrupt the word of God." I last, will evilice the cardinal influ

shall mention a few good ones, by ence of one monosyllable to con

which I intend always to abide. trol its interpretation. What is the

1. The universal self-consistency meaning of the word all in the
of truth . “ No lie is of the truth . ” first, fourih, and especially in the

There may be omissions, obscuri- sixth verse ? If it means all the in

ties , paradoxes, mysteries and dif- dividuals of the human race, then

ficulties — and there are-in the there is no man for whom , in some

written word : but these are not certain sense , Christ did not die ;

contradictions. A contradiction and the restrictive system is false.

always includes a falsity, because I believe that the passage does

both sides of a contradictory propo- really and obviously and demon

sition cannot be true, though per- strably teach that there is a sense

haps they maybe false. Some as. in which Jesus Christ diedfor those

sert contradictions, and when chal- that perish for ever - even for dam

lenged with them endeavour to es- nable hereticks,who “ deny the Lord

cape by changing their names into that bought them , and bring upon
mysteries. Truth needs no such themselves swift destruction :" the

wretched subterfuges. If she had proof of this, however, I must re

a bad memory, she would still be luctantly postpone once more-till
harmonious in all her statements. next month .

2. The scope of the passage
and I pray my brother Calvinists, in

of the context. A rule of great ex- the mean time, to keep their minds
cellence. unprejudiced towards these hum

3. The consultation of parallel ble papers, till all the case is heard,

passages, and the use of the same and to excuse two cautionary sen

wordin different places, and by the tences in the conclusion

same or other sacred writers. 1. Do not suppose that I am

4. The difference between words about to maintain , that. Christ died

and things, with thegrand import- in every sense equally for all men

ance of the latter, and the subservien, -for Judas as for Paul ; for this is

cy and comparative worthlessness of neither my position, nor my creed .
the former. This rule would in- 2. Do not infer from any pre

duce definition, thought, perspicui- mises here or hitherto furnished

ty , and candour,-- and at the same I ask justice that I am about to

time exclude logomachies and scio- affirm or even imply, that the di
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sarcasm

66

vine counsel is frustrate, that God Yet they admit their lingering in

is disappointed, that Christ has clinations, and their “ almost per

failed, or endangered a failure, of suasions” —that the verse is authen

his object or his reward, or that any tick . They stand on neutral ground,

“ dead loss " will be sustained, by they seem equally removed from

the presumed inefficacy of his blood our opponents,and from us . Time,
towards them that perish . and the unexampled investigations

God is over all, blessed forever. going on now in Europe, I am per

The blood of his Son will be suaded , will, ere long, unite them

charged to their account who reject to us. The other class are fully
it. * All thy works shall praise convinced that this verse is .spuri.

thee, O Lord ; and all thy saints do ous. And these able and learned

bless thee. ” That God is in earnest men are not content with going all

and sincere when he offers salva- lengths “ in the rude shock of war”

tion to men- that he is not tanta- against this verse — but they em

lizing them or trifling with them- ploy irony and keen

triflers as they are, and especially against those who venture, in the

with him - is very plain from the sincerity of their hearts, to defend

tremendous retribution which awaits this item of holy writ. They are

them ; and which, therefore, him- unspeakably ashamed that any di

self executes upon them, who have vine of the nineteenth century

“ trodden 'under foot the Son of should , pedibus et unguibus, con

God, and have counted the blood of tend for it.”

the covepant, wherewith he was I do not quote this to blame

sanctified, an unholy thing , and them . I quote it to put them in

· have done despite unto the Spirit "mind that I feel myself privileged,

of grace." ZETA. from their example, to employ the

same weapons against their weak

ness and folly. For who would

bring out heavy artillery against

a mud wall ?

No. 2 .
Our verse

-as has been justly ob

served by an able writer in the
GLEANINGS AND HINTS TOWARDS AN ChristianObserver of London - our

verse" is very far from standing in
TY OF 1 JOHN v . 7.

that miserable state of destitution ,

to which its opponents seem tocon

“There are three that bear record in sider it reduced.”-For one, I feel

heaven , the Father, the Word , and the
a confidence in believing that the

Holy Ghost : and these three are one."
time is fast going by, when the

“ We are unspeakably ashamed that Christian publick will listen to the

any modern divines should have fought, opponents of this verse. I am fully

pedibus etunguibus, for the retention of a convinced from what I see and

passage so indisputably spurious.” hear - and particularly from the
Eclectic Review ,

able books lately published in de

'There are two classes of the fence of this text - and from the

learned to whom I have the misfor- sentiments of the most learned di.

tune of finding myself opposed in vines of Britain, and the United

this discussion. The first are States, expressed more and more

those frank and candid men , whose fully, every day, from the pulpit;

doubts have been so strongly ex- that the tide of belief is now be

cited by the arguments advanced ginning to set strongly, in favour

against the authenticity of the of the authenticity of our verse.

verse, that they decline to quote it I thank you, Mr. Editor, for that

in their discourses and writings. happy and seasonable selection

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE ,

ARGUMENT FOR THE AUTHENTICI
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which you made from the Christian conclusion . Need we say in this

Observer of May ; and which you enlightened age, that from particu

added to my last communication, lar premises no general conclusion

It helps to illustrate this fact ; and can be formed In reference to

to strengthen our belief in its reality. the versions of Syria, or of Ethio

We anticipate the period , when pia , or Armenia, or the Coptic of

the advocates of this verse will Lower Egypt, or the Sahidic of

come out in the language of the Upper Egypt, the researches of the

pious and learned Bishop of St. learned have not been extensive

David's.— I can say, in truth , that enough to glean materials sufficient

every renewed examination of the for any practical purpose. We ad

subject has added to my convictions mit that the verse is wanting in

of its authenticity."'* — Nay, may ! the copies that have come to light.

not venture to say, that we antici- But from a fewsolitary versions

pate the period when more of the the history of which, or the sources

learned than a Grier, will be in- whence they were drawn , we can

duced ingenuously to say, as he not satisfactorily tracemit certain

said , after reading Nolan— 1 feel ly would be altogether unbecoming

compelled to abandon my former the learned and candid , to con

prejudices against the verse; and clude -as some have thoughtlessly

to think that a person should al . concluded, to favour a theory - that

most as soon doubt the genuineness this verse has never been found in

of the rest of St. John's epistle, as these foreign versions ; nor in any

that of the disputed passage.' other version except the Latin .

When the writings of Kettnerus, We are led to the same conclu

and Dr. Hales , and Wetstein , and sion respecting their conjecture

Ernesti, and Nolan , and Burgess, which they offer for an argument,

and Travis, and Grier shall be in that even in respect to the Latin

all hands, and carefully studied , I version , the verse is not found in

doubt not this will be the happy the most ancient MSS.”

result. gative, of this kind, can be estab

In my last, I endeavoured to lished from such data, and such de

overthrow the first portion of the fective proof. Noparticular premise

external evidence adduced against can lay a foundation for a general , or

the authenticity of this verse, by for an unlimited conclusion. Unless

our opponents. I now beg your all the copies known to exist, be fully

attention , Mr. Editor, in the second and carefully examined , no conclu

place, to another portion of their sion can be made in truth. And

external evidence. “No other an- even the suspicion , that other copies

cient version besides the Latin con- may be found, would make the true

tains this verse. And even in re- critick pause, and guard against

spect of the Latin version, it is conclusions which might expose him

awanting in themostancient copies." to deserved censure.

This kind of argument, to prove For in fact, if even there exists

a negative, must share the same a reasonable suspicion that some

fate with their other argument, MSS. still remain to be collated ,

which has been reviewed . We have what, I pray, becomes of the

no sufficient data given here. Cere shrewdest theory? Griesbach, and

tain particular premises are Michaelis, and Marsh, may move

sumed. And from these particu- on in the mightiness of their con

lar premises they draw a general jectures, and fill volumes with
pom

*Quoted by the Christian Advocate pous accounts of MSS. Wehave

only one brief reply . All this is

p. 358, for Aug. 1824.
† Grier's Reply to Milner's End of Re . no more than mere conjecture

ligious Controversy, & c. brought forward in the imposing

Vol. II. Ch . Adv. 3 L

No ne.

as
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form of learned research . Your Another portion of their external

conclusions are at the mercyof the evidence is this : “ The Greek Fa

good natured reader. Besides all thers have never quoted this verse

these copies which you have search- not even in those places where we

ed and collated , do you pretend to should most expect it. And the Pro
assert that there are not, that there testant reformers, with Luther at

cannot be, other copies which may their head, rejected it from their
bear testimony against you? Have versions, or have marked it as du

you actually passed through all the bious."

private and publick libraries of Eu- Here, I admit, there is a greater

rope ? Have no collections escaped plausibility afforded of proving a
your eyes ? Are you confident that negative. Because generally speak

the researches of the learned willing, the Greek Fathers are a defi

bring no new materials to light ? nite and known body. I shall not
They are now in the full bustle of avail myself of the supposition that

successful exertion to discoverMSS. there yet may be discoveries ofnew

in this season of unusual opportu- fathers: or at least, of new works
nity, when peace reigns in Europe, of the fathers. Yet there would be

and the learned of its different na- nothing wild or extravagant in the

tions, amid the jarring elements of supposition. Every scholar knows
politics, grant to each other every how long the epistle of Clemens

facility to pursue their diversified Romanus, and of Barnabas , remain

objects of investigation ? No, you ed unknown to the learned world.

have no ground of confidencehere. The book of Lactantius “ De Per

In the list given by even Kettne- secutoribus” was long concealed,

rus,* of the last age, I think I see and was, in a manner lost to the
some copies alluded to, which are world .*-Nor was this the fate es

not noticed by these learned men, clusively of the fathers of the

or by any of our opponents, so far church . We are indebted to a dis

as I have examined . And since tinguished scholar for some remark

their peremptory conclusions, Bi- able cases drawn outof profane his
shop Burgess has shown that there tory. The celebrated ' decree of

are, in the library of Verona, three the Spartan senate, passed to cen-

MSS. more ancient by 200 years , sure Timotheus, the musician, lay

than what they would admit to ex- hid, or obscure, to say the least, for
ist. And thus as the learned shall 1127 years ; having been omitted

continue their researches, fresh by writers in history and policy ;

light will break in, to put to flight and was, after that lapse of time,

the most learned theories and inge- quoted and restored 'to light by

nious conjectures ! And I have a Boethius.t - Such, also was the fate

perfect confidence that fresh and of the copy of the league made by

additional proof of Bishop Burgess the cities of Smyrna and Magnesia,

observation, will be produced by the with the king of Syria . Having been

learned ,at noremote period— “ that omitted by some transcriber, or

though the 7th verse of 1 John v. be having escaped the notice of those
wanting in the more ancient (Latin) who gleaned materials for history,

copies, it is also true that it is found itactually lay hid in the monuments
in some of the most ancient copies.” I of antiquity, and on the marble

unnoticed in any history now extant.
See chap. 17, 18, of his learned work .

This copywhich I quote belongs to the But after a great lapse of time, it

library of Professor Dewitt, ofNew Bruns. has been restored to light, and to
wick.

非

† Vind. of 1 John v. 7. p . xxvi. 2d Edit. * See Kettnerus, p. 104.

and pp. 53, 54. Horne's Introd . vol . iv. + Bp. Burgess's Vind. of the new Edit.

of this Decree, p . 57, &c. and Horne, IV.
# Vind . pp, 53, 54, & t :

P. 441,

p. 459 ,
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the authentick page of history. The defences, that text so decisive in

marble which contains it, is now in the proof of the Holy Trinity, 1

Oxford .* Cor. xii. 4-11.- Nay, they have not

I shall not take any advantage even quoted thewords of the bap

offered from facts of this kind. tismal form in Matt. xxviii . 19, in

Our cause needs no such aid .-- I the course of their controversy.

shall
suppose

for the sake of argu Now let our candid opponents

ment, that the assertion of our op- say if it would be fair - if it would

ponents is true ; viz. that “ the be justifiable, to infer from this fact

Greek Fathers have not quoted this -that, because these verses, so

verse.” Our cause will lose no- much to the point, are notquoted in

thing by the admission . the very places in which we should

If the Greek Fathers have ne- expect them — they were not in

ver quoted this verse , no proof can their copies of the holy scriptures.

thence be drawn that it was not in - Yet this is the verypoint and

their copies . For in the first place , edge of the argument of our oppo

there are other reasons equally sup- nents. Thefathers did never quote

posable, as that one of our oppo- it — hence this verse is not in their

nents, viz. that the verse was not copies. This argument proves too

in their copies. It is well known much . It is a fallacy.

to those acquainted with the history The silence of the orthodox fa .

of the fathers, that they were , un- thers in reference to these texts,

happily, not agreed on the precise and in reference to our text (on the

meaning of the clause in our text, supposition that they have not

“ these three are one :” that many quoted it, ) does indeed prove much

of them understood it to express against them . It does prove that

the unity or unanimity of sentiment they did not conduct their argu

of the three heavenly witnesses. ment fully, or properly, by using

Hence, as men of perfect candour, all the materials which God bad

who scorned to take any advan- put into their hands. But it will

tage which their consciences did never prove that the materials which

not approve, many of them declined erring men had not the wisdom to

to quote it, while they had abun- use, were not in their copies of the

dance of other proofs. But 2dly, scriptures. On the principle of our

if this argument of our opponents learned opponents argument, we

prove any thing, it proves too much should , in no case whatever, lay any

--and consequently it is a fallacy . blame on the mechanic — though he

It has been justly observed by the passes through his hands the rudest

learned ,t that, in the controversy and most unsightly work . Though

carried on by the orthodox father's all men condemn it, it is not owing

against the Sabellians and Arians, to any fault in the mechanic . The

we cannot discover that they have blame lies exclusively in his tools !

quoted some of the most striking But , after all , the assertion of our

texts in the sacred volume, to prove antagonists, on which they build the

the doctrine of the most Holy Tri . whole of their argument, isnot true

nity. And, to use the words of our in fact. Griesbach , and Michaelis,

opponents in reference to our text and Marsh are utterly in error, in

- they have not quoted these texts respect to the Greek Fathers.

in the very places where we should “ The Greek Fathers,” say they,

have expected them .” For in- " never quoted this verse.” On the

stance, they have not quoted in their contrary, it is now fully proved

that some of the most ancient ofthem

* See Horne, Vol. IV. p . 159 ,-Note.
-and, at least, eight of them have

See the statements of Horne, IV . p . quoted thisverse, and in other places

459.
evidently alluded to it. Their words
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now lie before even the English writers, respecting the corruption

reader. They are quoted, at some of some copies by hereticks. And

length , by that late able and suc- he observes, “this could not have

cessful writer, Bishop Burgess. If occasioned it in all the Greek MSS.

I can find room and opportunity , I and versions. " The truth is , nei

shall exhibit these afterwards, when ther we nor the learned writer ever

I enter on my positive external haveseen , or willsee, all the Greek

proof of the text. Meantime, I shall MSS . But let this pass, it is the

simply state what every careful stu- cominon error which glares on the

dent of this controversy knows ; pages of all our opponents.

that the quotation of this text by Two things have struck us for

Tertullian, and by Cyprian has been cibly in this matter. 1st. We have

long before the church, in the au- the most satisfactory testimony of

thentick and correct editions of antiquity, that the Artemonistæ and

their works. The former wrote other hereticks, whowrote against

about 80 or 90 years after the death the Holy Trinity, did “carefully

of St. John . 'The latter about 170 expunge from their copies of the
years.- And latterly we owe it to Scriptures those words whichwere

the very learned and distinguished pernicious to their doctrines .” **

Bishop Burgess, who has, in his 2dly. The most ancient MSS.

book against Griesbach , carefully which want this verse, bear melan

examined the pages of the Greek cholý proofs of the hand ofan ene
Fathers ; and has demonstrated by my, carefully expunging many pro

large quotations from them , that minent texts, the authenticity of

our texthas been quoted by at least which cannot reasonably be ques

eight of them . And what is in no tioned . They omit, for instance,

small degree pleasing to us-Cy- Rev. i. 8. “ I am Alpha and Ome

ril, whom our opponents have hi- ga, the beginning and the ending,

therto always claimed, is shown to saith the Lord.”—They leave the

have quoted it.* word God, out of Acts xx. 28.

In reference to the venerable Re. “ Feed the church of God, & c ."

formers, weadmit that they, in ge- making it read “ Feed the church

neral, left it out of their versions. which, & c .” _ They omit the first

But this brings no argument against clause of 1 Tim . iii. 16. viz. “ God

the authenticity of our text. It was manifest in the flesh.”_I hum

simply proves this fact, which we bly conceive that every one will see

will not deny, that the verse was that all these bear upon a certain

not in the copies to which they had point of infinite importance - the

And they had their doubts true Deity of our Lord . And it re

left unremoved ; by reason of their ally does seem to me as if there

not having thepossession of ancient were traces of design in these omis

MSS., and satisfactory documents sions .

to remove these doubts. And some I trust, Mr. Editor, that the ex

very natural and very satisfactory ternal evidence, which our antago

reasons can be given why this text nists have brought against our verse

has not been in many copies.t - in their attempt to prove a nega

Michaelis (vol . iv. p. 434, and tive, is now fairly neutralized.

Horne, iv. f.458,) has treated with From their data, and their materi

lightness the idea suggested by able ' als , no negative can be proved . I

appeal confidently to the learned .

* Burgess, Vind.p. p. xxxv. xliii. and Their mode of arguing has, there
29-43.- Horne, iv. p . 443.

access.

fore, been lame and defective in
Kettnerus has four chaps, on this ; to

which I refer my reader, as I have no room * Euseb . Lib. v. cap . 28. Socrat. Ec

for quotations here. I may touch on this cles. Hist . Lib . vii . cap. 32. Kettneri. p .

afterwards,
29. Millii Prolog. No. 640, 363. &c.

pp;
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the last degree . “ I feel unspeaka- most gross ignorance, to such clear

bly ashamed that men of learning gospel light, andin others from the

in the nineteenth century,” should most corrupt principles, to the ac

so violate the first principles of knowledgment of the truth as it is

logic - as invariably to draw gene- in Jesus, fully showed that none

ral conclusions from particular pre. but he who made the understand
mises . ing could effect the change. They

In my next I shall notice , a little approved of the law of God after

more fully , thedefects ofGriesbach the inward man , as holy, just, and

-if I can find room : and then pro- good, and prized it above gold

ceed in defence of my text . 1st. yea much fine gold . They looked

By circumstantial evidence . 2d. By on it as their duty to wait on God

positive internal evidence. Sd. By in all the ordinances of his own
positive external evidence. institution , although they expected

With great respect, I am , to merit nothing by it, for the love
Mr. Editor , yours truly , of God constrained them . They

w. Č. BROWNlEE. declared that in every thing they

Basking Ridge. came sadly short of what they

ought to do, and did bitterly

mourn for it , but blessed be God

they were not discouraged in their

An Account of a Remarkable Reri . endeavours to reach forwards,if by

val of Religion in Freehold, New any means they might apprehend

Jersey .
that for which they were appre

hended of God ; and in all things
( Concluded from page 404. ) they acknowledged they ought to

The general effects produced on look to Jesus, the authorand finish

the minds and manners of these er of their faith , who alone could

subjects of grace , were as follows: work all good in them and for them,

They were generally not only made to whom be glory for ever .

to know, but heartily to approve of They were noť unmolested in

the great doctrines of the gospel , their way by enemies both from

which before they were either igno- within and without, yet they pro

rant of, or averse to, so that they fessed that the comforts which they

all sweetly harmonized in exalting received, more than compensated

rich , free, special, and sovereign for all their labour ; that if there

grace, through the atonement of was no good to be expected here

Jesus Christ ; being desirous of glo- after, yet in keeping the command

rying only in him , whohad loved ments ofGod there was a great re

them and given himself for them , ward . They did not all make the
an offering and a sacrifice of a same proficiency in the Christian

sweet smelling savour. Mr. Ten- life, neither were they all equal in

nent used to say, that he could their religious endeavours, nor were

not express the satisfaction with they at all times alike lively in a

which he heard some , who had been religious course. They had their

wrought upon by divine grace, spiritual disorders , which their ever

speak of the new covenant method merciful Physician healed by the

of salvation through a Redeemer. balm of his own blood, and enabled

They did it in such an affectionate them to run afresh in the ways

manner, and with such clearness his commandments. They show

of language and evidence , as he ed a particular love to the godly,

thought sufficient to have convinced whom they esteemed as the excel

the most determined atheist, that lent of the earth , and did rejoice

the Lord alone was their teacher. to hear of Zion's prosperity, glory .

The alteration in some, from al- fying God on that account. They

of
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did each one prefer the other before state of others, which is too com

himself, accounting that they were mon among young converts ; and

the meanest of the family,and un- thereby awfully warned all who

worthy of the blessing, yea, the stand, to take heed test they fall.

most so of any living , all things There has been reason to fear that

considered . In a word, the great- many ere injured by the back

est formalist became spiritual in sliding of others, -- wo be to the

his conversation ; the proud and world because of offences !

haughty ones were made humble About this time Mr. Tennent

and affable ; the wanton and wild was invited to preach to some peo

became chaste and discreet; ple in Hopewell, in the county of

the drunkard was made to walk Hunterdon , whither he went by

temperately; the profane swearer the desire of the Presbytery.-
to honour the venerable name of Here he becaine very successful,

thatGod whom he used to provoke; and gathered a congregation and

the Sabbath breaker was brought to organized them into a church state.

be a strict observer ,of that sacred When he administered the Lord's

day ; the worldling became a seeker Supper, in examining such as of
of treasure in the heavens; the ex- fered themseives to that holy ordi

tortioner began to deal justly, and nance , he was agreeably surprised

the malicious to forgive their ene- to find so many, on whom , in the

mies ; the prayerless were found judgment of charity , the blessed

contant in prayer; to conclude, the Spirit had wrought a saving change

pharasaical self-seeker, with zeal during the then late glorious day of

endeavoured to promote the ad- grace. Their account of the Lord's

vancement of God's glory, and the dealing with them , was scriptural

salvation of immortal souls. and free from enthusiasm . It was

Through God's mercy, they were soul-refreshing to behold the beau

quite free from enthusiasm. The tiful variety and sweet harmony

people followed the holy law , and that appeared in their several ac

not the impulses of their own minds . counts of the Lord's dealing with

There were no pretensions to vi- them . All their exercises seeined

sions, but those which were by directly to tend to abase them

faith ; that is, a clear sight of the selves and to exalt the Lord Jesus ;

new and living way to the Father, to break them off' from their corrup

through his beloved Son Jesus tions and ingraft them into the glo

Christ. Neither were there any rious stem of Jesse . God's method

revelations pretended to, but those of working, so as to bring them to

delivered long since in the sacred himself, so as to lead them to cast
volume. themselves wholly on the Lord

It must, for the sake of truth, be Jesus, so as to rely on him alone

confessed, that some who were for salvation-this some endea

awakened, and seemed for a time voured to abuse to the disparage

to set their faces towards Zion, did ment of the whole work. The prin

turn back - yea of those who had cipal person that the Lord saw

been considered as converted , some cause to use in the commencement

did make shipwreck of faith and a of this work, as his messenger to

good conscience, but glory to God , the people, was his truly faithful

there were not many of these. In- servant, the Rev. Mr. John Rose,

deed some who had thus awfully who for his plain dealing and

apostatized, were highly esteemed peaceful labours, was accounted by

in the church . By this our good inany as an enemy, and treated as

and gracious God gave a check to such, so that at length he was

a high esteem of our own judg- obliged to remove into Pennsylva

ments, concerning the spiritual nia.--May the Lord forgive them
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for Christ's sake. Mr. Tennent Christ in so special a manner, that

observes, that the sacramental sea- he concluded it to be an earnest

son was blessed to the refreshment and first fruits of much greater bless

of many pioas people there, as well ings to His church in time to come

as many who had attended from the in fulfilmentof his gracious declara

neighbouring congregations ; so that tion , “ that he will make the know.

some who had been much distress- ledge of God to cover the earth as

ed with doubts about their spiritual the waters cover the seas. That

state , received soul-satisfying seal- Zion shall look forth , ” from beneath

ings of God's overcoming love. the clouds of contempt cast on her,

Others were sapported and quick- “fair as the moon , clear as thesun,

ened , so that they returned home and terrible as an army with ban

rejoicing and glorifying God . Mr. . ners." He doubted not, but that

Tennent often declared that he had the light of the gospel should “yet

seen a spirit attending the preach- increase as the light ofseven days,"

ed word in many places in New for the mouth of the Lord 'had

York , New Jersey, and Pennsylva- spoken it.—“ Even so come Lord

nia , by which precious souls have Jesus, come quickly !"

been drawn to be united to Jesus

fieviews.

A SERMON ON THE

PREACHED AT THE ANNUAL CON

VENTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL

THE STATE OF

TWO DISCOURSES ON THE ATONE

MENT.

ATONEMENT, was the great object he had in view

in his whole discourse. Heattempts

to discredit and discard an old

AND PRESBYTERIAN MINISTERS of theory, and to propose and estab

NEW HAMPSHIRE, lish a new one, in regard to the na

CONCORD, JUNE 2 , 1824. By Da- ture of the atonement . The old

niel Dana ,D. D. Minister of the theory is that the atonement, in its

Gospel in Londonderry.Concord: essential nature, is vicarious ;the

Printed by John W. Shepard,

1824. our sponsor, and satisfied the demands of

the law on us, by suffering in our stead.

But to this hypothesis there are strong

By Moses Stuart, Asso : objections.” He then states the objec.

ciate Prof. of Sacred Literature tions, and concludes with declaring

in the Theol. Sem . at Andover. other solution ” -adding immediately
“ We must, therefore, resort to some

Published by request of the Stu- “ And what is more simple, and at the

dents. Andover: Printed by Flags same time satisfactory, than that which is

& Gould , 1824 . suggested by the text ? The atonement

was an exhibition , or display. That is it

(Concluded from page 420.) was a symbolical transaction .” After

wards, in making inferences from his doc.

' The scope of Dr. M.'s sermon trine, page, 30, 31, he says— " Justifica

was to show that the atonement of tion , therefore, is a real departure from

Christ was not vicarious. He did the regular course of justice ; and such a

not leave this to be made out by in- departure from it, as leaves the claims of

ference.* It is manifest that this unsatisfied. This is a legitimate inferthe law on the persons justified, for ever

ence from the principles advanced. The

In the doctrinal part of his discourse, atonement then, did not divest the trans

page 23, Dr. M. says— “ The only diffi- gressor of his guilt or ill desert.” See

culty is to understand how this exhibition the very extended quotations from this

was a display of therighteousness of God. sermon, in our reviews of it, in our num

To solve it, some have resorted to the bers for February and March , of the pre

supposition that the Son of God became sent year,
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new theory is, that there was no- ject, what is reasoning but conjecture ?)
thing vicarious in the atonement, and let us simply listen to the authorita

but that it must be regarded solely saith the scripture ?”
tive and unerring voice of Heaven . What

as an exhibition, a display, a sym

bolical transaction . Now we be- After remarking on the ancient

lieve that in this Dr. M. is chargea- date of the prophecy which forms

ble with a fundamental error - an his text, he exclaims

error which really tends to subvert “ What astonishing things are present.

the very foundation of a believer's ed on the face of this inspired page !

hope. "To counteract the influence The world's Creator, visiting this earth ,

ofthis error, we rejoicetosee and andon an errand ofthe kindest love ; re
ceiving no homage ; .welcomed with no

say, is avowedly the object of Dr. songs of grateful praise. The ETERNAL

Dana ; and that it was equally the .gon, a man of sorrows, and acquainted

object of Professor Stuart, appears adore, despised and rejected of men. Naywith grief. He whom prostrate angels

from the
very

doctrine which he

raises from his text, namely, that bitterness into the Redeemer's cup." Je
more, Heaven joins with earı h, to pour

Christ “ SUFFERED AS OUR SUBSTI- HOVAH , the just, the benevolent JEHOVAH,

TUTE.” In making .our extracts, is pleused to bruise him , and to put him to

therefore, from these able and ex
grief. UNPARALLELED MYSTERY ! How

cellent discourses, we shall select
shall it be explained ?-One fact, and that

alone explains it. He suffered as a sub

those parts which bear most direct- stitute. He suffered, not for himself, but

ly and powerfully on this cardinal for those whom he came to save. This

point; that our readers may see the prophet unequivocally declares in the

that it is maintained by the New text ; and declaresin such variety and

England brethren , with whom we
accumulation of language, as is calculated

to makethe very strongest impression on

hold connexion , in all material the mind.”

respects, as it is by the Presbyte

rian church . With this view we
He shortly after adds

“ The doctrine which offers itself from

shall extract pretty largely - as

well as because we wish to enrich obvious, as it is interesting. That the
this remarkable passage, is as simple and

our pages, as much as our limits sufferings of Christ were expiatory ; that
will permit, with the just, and pi- they constitute a proper atonement for sin;
ous, and eloquent statements con- this you perceive at once, is the doctrine

tained in these sermons. Dr. Dana mentous truth on which we shall nowin
of the text. This is the greatand mo

begins his discourse with an expli- sist. May the Spirit of truth guide our
cit declaration of his purpose. meditations, and deeply affect our hearts!"

“My design in the selection of this Dr. D. then goes on to show that

passage, is to offer some thoughts on the
“ an atonement is absolutely necesATONEMENT made by our Divine Redeem

er, for the sins of men , This doctrine, sary”—that “God bas given his in

all must admit, is a matter of pure reve.
telligent creatures a law,” which

lation. Whether a sinner can be pardon. “ requires perfect obedience”
ed ; whether a human rebel can be re- which “must be enforced by penal

conciled to his beavenly Sovereign - these ties" -- penalties which “ must be
are questions which anxious nature may
ask ; but which God alone can answer. if executed.on those who incur them

this pardon and reconciliation be possible, by trangression ; or on a surety ” —

God 'alone can declare the terms. And, that “ it is easy to see that satisfac

adored be his mercy ! the Bible, which is tion , ifmade by a surety, must cor

his onlycommunication to man, speaks, respond with the debt due from
on this most interesting of all topicks, a

those

language perfectly explicit and intelligi.
on whose behalf it is render

ble . If there is any difficulty in the case, ed,” and that “ the satisfaction ren

it is a difficulty introduced by human phi- dered to the law and justice of God,
losophy, anxious to perplex what God in behalf of sinful men, must be in
has made plain ; not to say, anxious to finite in value.” This leads to a

wend what God has made perfect. Let

usthen close our ears to the reasonings short consideration of “ the qualifi
and conjectures of men , ( for on this sub. cations which must meet in him who
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undertakes, as a surety , to make andmore attractive, by its union with in

atonement for human transgres flexible justice. On the one hand, Jeho

sion. " These qualifications are vah is exhibited as

well and clearly stated; and it is ' A God all o’er, consummate, absolute,

afterwards shown that the obe- Full orb’d, in his whole round of rays
complete .'

dience and sufferings of the Saviour

were both essentially necessary ; of man, whicli
, apart from the Saviour's

On the other, the pardon and salvation

and they were both infinitely im- atonement, might seem to threatenthe

portant.” After briefly illustrating subversion of the divine law and govern

this, Dr. D. subjoins the following ment, are now seen to establish them in

pertinent remarks their highest dignity and glory.”

“As to his sufferings, we contend not

that the Redeemer endured precisely the the doctrine of the atonement,”

" Having given this brief view of

same misery, in kind and degree, to
which the sinner was exposed,andwhich continues Dr. D. “ we will proceed

he must otherwise have endured. This to show that it is in reality the doc

was neither necessary nor possible. Inti. trine of the Bible .” This is done

nite purity could not know the tortures of from four considerations ; and we

remorse . Infinite excellence could not feel

the anguish of malignant passions. Nor
regret that we can scarcely do

wasit needful that the Saviour,in making more in regard to the first three,

atonement for human guilt, should sustain than state what they are . We shall

sufferingswithout end. Such, it is admit- insert the whole of the fourth, be

ted, must have been thepunishment of the cause it brings together someof the

sinner, had he borne it in his own person .
But thisnecessity results,not directlyfrom many precious portions of the sa

the penal sanction of the law, but from cred text, in whichthis essential

the impossibility that a finite transgressor doctrine of our holy religion is

should, within any limited period , render clearly, and unequivocally assert

satisfaction for his sins. But the infinite ed ; and also serves to introduce

dignity of the Saviourimparted aninfinite with great effect the inferences

value and efficacy to bis temporary suffer

ings. Indeed , it cannot be doubted that which immediately follow, and

he endured as much of that same misery some of which we shall quote with

to which the sinner stands exposed, as it . Dr. D. shows that the doctrine

consisted with the perfect innocence, dig- of the atonement, as he has explain

nity and glory of his character. He suf- ed it, is the doctrine of the Bible.
fered not only the united assaults of hu

man cruelty and infernal rage, but the 1. " From the sacrifices appointed

farmore torturing painsof divine derelic- under the ancient dispensation.”
tion . And inasmuch as the scripture ex. 2. “ The anguish and horror of the

pressly declares that, in redeeming us

from the law, he wasmadea curse for us death, especially in the garden of
Redeemer's soul, previous to his

we are constrained to conclude that his

sufferings were a substantial execution of Gethsemane, afford strong argu

the threatening of the law: a real endu- ment that he died as an atoning sa

rance of its penalty, so far as the nature crifice. On no other principle can

of the case admitted , or required . Nor they be accounted for.” 3. “ The
will it surely be denied that such unex .

ampled sufferings inflicted on a person so
same doctrine was taught by our

spotless, so exalted, and so dear to God, Redeemer in the institution of the

gave as much honour to his holy law, as sacramental supper. Of the bread

could have been given by the everlasting he said— “ This is my body which is
sufferings of the whole human race. If

broken for you .' of the cup-this
the lightnings of Sinai, and the fiercer

fiames of hell
, reveal the divine indigna . cup is the New Testament in my

tion at sin, this indignation shines in still blood which is shed for you — shed

brighter and more tremendous colours, for many , for the remission of sins."
from Calvary. There, indeed, the whole Then it is added

character of Deity has a signal and trans

scendent display. Justice appears more “ In a word ; this precious and interest

awful, as well as more amiable, by its ing doctrine is taught us in the most plain
connexion with boundless mercy ; and and unequivocal expressions of scripture;
mercy appears at once more venerable and this, not in a few instances, but is

Vol. II.-Ch. Adr. 3 м
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passages almost continually recurring, that “the atonement is something differ

both in the Old Testament, and the New. ent from the execution of the law, and a

Thus Christ is expressly exhibited as the substitute for it ;' that it did not fulfil the

propitiation for sin . His obedience and law, or satisfy its demands on transgress

sufferings are represented as a sacrifice ors. In accordance with these views, it

for sin . He is described as the Lamb of declares that the justification of believ.

God, which taketh away the sin of the ers is not founded on the principles of

world . He is declared to have offered law and distributive justice ;- and further,

himself withoutspot to God ; to have given that it is a real departure from the regu

his life a ransom for many ; to have poureillar course of justice ; and such a depar
out his soul to death, and to have made his ture from it , as leaves the claims of the

soul an offering for sin. He is declared law on the persons justified , for ever un

to have purged away the sins of his people ; satisfied.””
to have washed thein from their sins in his

own blood ; to have borne their sins in his After showing that both the Sa

own body on the tree; to have been made a viour and his apostle Paul , taught

sin -offering ,and a curse for them ; to have that Christ came not to destroy ,

been cut off, but not for himself; but that but to fulfil, the law, he concludes

he might finish transgression, make an end

of sin,make reconciliation for iniquity, and this particular with the following

bring in everlasting righteousness. In exhortation

agreement with these representations,

Christians are said to be forgiven for his
Let us beware, my beloved hearers,

sake; to be cleansed by his blood from all ofthe admission of any, principlewhich

sin ; to have redemption through his blood ; brings into question the immutability, the

to be reconciled to‘God by his death ; andi indispensable obligations, of the divine

to be made righteous by hisobedience. Such
law. Its advocates may be guiltless in

is a mere specimen of what is containedin their intentions. But every such princi

that heaven descended volume,of which ple tends directly to subvert the founda

every page is refulgent with the lightof tions both of religion and morality . It

truth ; every sentence replete with in- opens all the flood -gates of error. Among

struction ; every word susceptible of a
the numberless corruptions which have in

definite meaning. Let then the question fested Christianity,it would be difficult to
which

be solemnly asked ; If expressions such as
may not be traced to this

these do not convey the idea of a proper
very source."

atonement, where are the words which
We wish our space would per .

canconvey it ? If they do not establish mit us to give all that remains of
the doctrine beyond a rational doubt,

where can we possibly find a resting the serion ; for the whole of it is

place ? If they were designed to bear a as much to our liking, both in con

different construction, must not the Bible ception and expression, as anything

itself be calculated (I speak it with hor we have met with on this subject.
ror) to perplex and mislead us ?

" If what has been advanced on this But we must content ourselves

great subject be true, it directly follows, with some partial extracts till we

that every system of religion which de- come to the conclusion, where we

nies the atonement, must be radically de- shall quote at length .

fective and erroneous. It equally follows,

that every system of atonement which “ This scheme gives us such views of

omits or rejects the great principle of the divine character, as are equally inex

substitution must be, at least, extremely plicable and distressing.”

questionable .

“ A scheme which represents the “ A Being of spotless innocence, and
atonement as an exhibition , or display ; a divine dignity; a Being adored by angels,

symbolical transaction merely ; which re . and dear to God ; a Being, in short, the

jects or omits the Saviour's substitution ; most lovely and glorious that the intelli

which denies that his sufferings were vi- gent creation ever saw ; is subjected to
carious ; and of course denies that they sufferings more complicated and severe
constituted a proper satisfaction for the than were ever before endured in our
sins of men - such a scheme is new to world ; and all this, not by way of sub

most Christians, and needs to be well exa- stitution ; not by way of satisfaction for

mined, before it is embraced. the sins of others ; but of exhibition or

« On this system , I shall offer a few re. display ! All this, to convince the uni.

marks.
verse that God is holy and just; the

“ In the first place . It tends apparent. friend of righteousness , and the enemy

ly, at least, to subvert the law . It declares of nothing but sin !

find one ,

* *
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ment.

“ It is a serious question whether the to declare his righteousness ; it

theory in view does not comprise a vir- surely does not follow that the manifesta.

tual denial of the atonemeni itself. It tion of God's righteousness is the sole

leaves us the name ; but what does it and exclusive end of the sacrifice of

leave of the reality ? An exhibition is not Christ. Indeed, we have seen already,

an atonement. A display is not an atone- that it is only in the light of a proper sa

A mere symbolical transaction is tisfaction for sin , that the sufferings of

not an atonement. To employ either of Christ declare the righteousness of God . It

these terms in such asense, is a catachre- is only in this character, that they exhibit

sis of the harshest kind . If, as we have God as just , while he justifies the believe

seen, the principles of substitution, of vi- ing sinner. The scheme, then, which de

carious suffering, and a proper satisfac- nies that the sufferings of Christwere vi
tion to the violated law and justice of carious, renounces all support from this

God, are all essential to constitute the text. And where will it find counte

nature of atonement for sin ; does it not nance from any other ?

follow , of course, that a theory of atone- “ If a theory of gospel doctrine which

ment, which rejects these principles, vir wants support from scripture, is utterly

tually abandons the doctrine it professes objectionable ; what shall we say of the

to maintain ? same theory , if it stand in direct opposi

“ Where then , let it be asked, in the tion to repeated and reiterated passages

fourth place, is the foundation of the be. of the Bible ? What shall we say of a

liever's hope ? It is a notorious fact , that theory which cannot be believed, till a

the great body of Christians in every age, great portion of this sacred book be dis

have embraced the doctrine of the vica- believed, or explained away, or tortured

rious sufferings and obedience of their into a new sense by criticism , or evapo.

Saviour. Pressed with a sense of guilt, rated in metaphor ? If nothing is to be

they have taken refuge in his atoning left us, but a metaphorical atonement, who

blood. Conscious of the imperfection of can assure us of any thing more than

their best obedience, they have trusted a metaphorical pardon, a metaphorical

in his righteousness alone. United to justification, a metaphorical deliverance

their Redeemer by living faith , they have from the wrath to come?

assured themselves of a personal interest “ I know it is objected to the plain ,

in his atonement and righieousness. And old -fashioned, scriptural view of the

they have exulted in the thought, that atonement, which we have given , that

this method of salvation met all the de- reason disclaims it . To suppose that

mands, and secured all the honours, of Christ was really our sponsor, and that he

the divine law and justice . Shall Chris. suffered in this character ; ' this, it is al

tians now be told that this is mere dream leged, “ would involve such a transfer of

and delusion ; that no proper satisfaction legal obligations and liabilities and me

for their sins has ever been made ; that rits, as is inadmissible.' This objection

their justification is nothing but an abso- comes in the guise of philosophy. Yet one

lute pardon ; and that even this is a de- of the greatest of philosophers had very

parture from the regular course of jus. different views. Vicarious punishment

tice ? Doctrine like this is calculated to says the profound Butler,* • is a providen.

appal the believer's heart, and plant tial appointment of every day's experi

thorns in his dying pillow . It is even ence .” He adds, The objection to redemp

calculated to send a pang to the bosoms tion by the sufferings of Christ,is an objec

of the blest ; to silence those anthems of tion, not against Christianity, but against

praise which the redeemed on high are the whole general constitution of nature .'

offering to Him that loved them , and And farther; “ Itamounts to no more than

washed them from their sins in his own this, that a divine appointment cannot be

blood .' necessary, or expedient, because the ob

“ It remains to remark, that this theory jector does not discern it to be so.' Here,

is utterly irreconcilable with scripture. my brethren, lies the grand difficulty ."

How evident is it, my brethren , that on a

topic on which reason neither tells us “ But it is asked : If Christ was a sub

any thing, nor pretends to tell us any stitute, for whom ' was he substituted ? If

thing ; a topic which constitutes, far more he made a proper satisfaction for sin , did

than any thing else, the theme, the burden he satisfy for the sins of all, or of a part

of the Bible ; we must resort to the Bible only ?-From some real difficulties attend.

for instruction . " ing these questions, occasion has appa:

“ The theory of which we have spoken, rently been taken to deny both his sub.

scarcely professes to ground itself on any stitution and his satisfaction altogether.

express declarations of scripture. The But surely, my hearers, this is a most

test on which it mainly relies for support,

does not support it. Because God hath

set forth Jesus Christ to be a propitiation
Analogy of Religion, &c .

*

*
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dangerous principle . Would it not lead “ One thing is somewhat remarkable.

us to discard the whole system of reveal- Those objections which we have briefly

ed truth ? If the Bible contains doctrines noticed, with perhaps some scores of
hard to be understood ; and even appa- others, which, in the eyes of minute cri

rently at variance with each other ; should ticks , have appeared so grievous, and
we not still receive them with implicit which have raised so much learned dust

assent ; humbly waiting for that world of among philosophers ; have given no trou

superior light, in which they will blaze ble at all to plain common -sense Chris

upon the mind in all their lustre, and in tians. The things thus objected to, they

all their harmony ? have found in their Bibles; and because

“ Much difficulty would at once vanish they have found them there, they have

from the subject, should we consider the been simple enough - to believe them .

atonement, rather in reference to the law Let us follow these simple-hearted Chris

and justice of God, than to the numbers tians ; content with their happy igno.
of mankind to be finally saved by it. And rance ; and unenvious of the self-inflicted

this is the proper mode of considering it. pains of minute criticism, and misguided

So far as we can perceive, all that the Sa- pbilosophy,

viour has rendered, of obedience and suf. “ My respected hearers ; it is with

fering, must have been rendered, though heartfelt reluctance and pain , that I have

but a single sinner of the human family mingled so much of controversy in the

were to have been saved . Nor have we discussion of the subject of the atone

reason to doubt, that, had it pleased ment ; a subject never designed , surely,
the Supreme Being to save the whole to perplex our minds with the subtleties

human race , what Christ has done and of debate ; but rather to overwhelm every

suffered, would have been amply suffi- human heart with a tide of grateful ad

cient for the end . If these principles be miration and love . But an imperious

admitted , the atonement may be consi- sense of duty has constrained me. Should

dered without respect to numbers. It . I have increased the darkness in which

may be viewed as a kind provision of the the subject has been involved, I should

Father of mercies, for his perishing hu- be unhappy indeed; nor less unhappy, to
man family ; as opening thedoor of mer- have infringed on the sacred principles of

cy, and of hope, on a dying world . Christian meekness and decorum . My

“ If the question still recur, For whom simple wish hasbeen to bear testimony to

did Christ die as a substitute?--we reply, a doctrine which I verily believe to be

that whatever difficulties meet us here, the article of a standing or falling church ;

some things are perfectly plain . That he the article of a standing or falling reli

died for all the elect, none will deny. gion . And were this the last act of my

Nor can it be doubted that his death had life, I should wish it to be substantially
a special reference to them . At the the same. My humble attempt I submit

same time, we have an equal warrant to ' to the candid judgment of my hearers ;

affirm that he died for all that should be . especially, of my brethren in the holy

lieve on his name, to the end of time. ministry; but most of all, to the patron

Nor need we hesitate to add, that such age and blessing of our common and glo
is the effect of his intervention and death , rious Lord .

that a free and sincere offer of mercy is “ In view of the subject of the atone.

made, wherever the gospel comes, to ment, a variety of interesting practical

every sinner that breathes the air. If any reflections throng upon the mind. But

perish now , they perish by closing on your patience is more than exhausted ;

themselves the door of hope, whichHea- and they must be waived altogether.

ven has opened. They perish, not be- “ Did the time allow it, I would re

cause no Saviour, no atonement have spectfully submit to my brethren in the

been provided, but because the Saviour ininistry, a simple question . Would we

and his atonement are rejected. wish our immortal hearers to embrace the

“ These things are all plain and indis- gospel, must we not preach to them the

putable ; because they are in substance gospel; the real, simple gospel ; unpol

declared and repeated in the volume of luled by human' mixtures; ungarnished

unerring truth . If any difficulties still re- by foreign ornaments ; unobscured by the

main, they may probably be ascribed to boasted light, the darkness visible , of

the imperfection of our faculties, and to false philosophy ? Would we wish them

our present limited views. The Bible, to receive the atonement,' as the ground

rich as it is in practical instruction, does of their immortal hope, must we not

not profess to solve all our perplexities, preach to them a real atonement ; some

nor to answer all our curious inquiries on thingonwhich an immortal hope can be

every possible subject. Let us confident- built ? -- The great danger, at the present

ly follow where it leads ; and where its day, respecting Christianity, is not lest its

directions terminate, let us humbly pause, open enemies should overthrow it ( as
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POINT AND ACCEPT THE SUFFERINGS OF

well might they hope to pluck the stars As Professor Stuart employs two

from their spheres ;) but lest its professed discourses, instead of one, on the sub

advocates should unwarily betray it .
There isa licentiousness in modern bibli. ject of the atonement, he is of course

cal criticism , particularly the biblical cri- able to enter further than Doctor D.,

ticism which is poured upon us in such into some important explanations.

Hoods from Germany, which sets truth The doctrine proposed to be discuss

and common sense at absolute defiance. ed in these discourses, and the me

Under the plausible pretenceofillustrat: thod adopted for the purpose, we have

penetrable darkness
. With unparalleled already stated . Agreeably to that

effrontery, it expunges from the Bible its method , the first object of attention

miracles, and its mysteries; and with is_“To make some explanations ne

cold blooded apathy, resigns all its pecu- cessary to a right understanding of

liar doctrinesinto the hands of the infi- the subject.” In this introductory

del.*-My brethren ; if the gospel is de
fended at all, it must be defended on its part of the discussion , after a few re

own peculiar, characteristic, unaccommo- marks on the activeand passive obe

dating principles. Nor is it, on anyother dience of Christ, as being both neces
principles worth defending. Let us, then , sary in the work of our redemption,
in an age of the most alarming laxity and the author says

innovation, not be ashamed of the gospel

of Christ. Let us preach constantly,
“ To proceed with the explanation pro

plainly, boldly, and to our lastest breath, posed under the present head ; when I

those very doctrines which human depra. say, Christ in his sufferings was our sub

vity opposes, which proud philosophydis. STITUTE, or, by themhe made anEXPIATORI

dains, but which have poured balm into
OFFERING for us, I mean that God DID AP

the hearts, and shed the light of glory

around the dying beds, of myriads of CHRIST INSTEAD OF THE PUNISHMENT DUE

humble, heaven -taught Christians, in
TO US As SINNERS AGAINST HIS LAW ; and

every age.” that in consequence of this appointment and

of these sufferings, he does forgive our sins

and receive us to his favour.

“ Is it not at least questionable, whe- “ A substitute is something put in lieu

therthe frequent and familiar perusal, by of another thing, and accepted instead of

theological students, of those writings it. An offering is something presented to

which, beneath a flimsy veil of professed God. An offering which is acceptable to

Christianity, conceal the wildest scepti- him , is one made by his appointment. An

cism, and even the rankest infidelity, is expiatory offering, under the Jewish law ,

either expedient or safe ? The contagion was a slain beast, presented to God by his

may notbe communicated at once, but appointment, and by a person who had
the mind may be insensibly polluted , its been guilty of some offence and incurred

reverence for truth gradually impaired , a penalty ; in consequence of which pre

and thus every principle of religious be. sentation, the penalty for his offence,

lief ultimately undermined and destroyed . threatened by the law of Moses, was re

Mrs. Carter, the celebrated translator of mitted, or the offender was pardoned . To

Epictetus, speaking of Voltaire, remarks, say then that Christ made an expiutory of

*I have not seen any of his writings; nor, fering for us, according to my apprehen
from the character of them, do I ever sion of the meaning of scriptural language,

design it . I should as soon think of play- implies that his*sufferings and death were,

ing with atoad, or aviper, as of reading by divine appointment, accepted instead of
such blasphemy and impiety, asI am told the punishment due to us as sinners, and that

are contained in some of his works. ' Such God, in consequence of the offering made

was the natural and correct sentiment of by Christ, pardons our offences andrestores
a mind of the first order ; a mind ardent us to his favour. This also is just what I

in the pursuit of every species of useful mean, when I say that Christ in his suffer
knowledge ; and wholly untinctured with ings and death was our substitute.
superstition. It is much to be doubted “ I do not feel at all disposed to find any

whether the worst writings of the cele- fault with other language, which Chris

brated French infidel, are more calcu- tians may choose to employ, in order to

lated to infuse into the heart the mortal designate the idea that I have now ex

poison of infidelity, than the writings of pressed, provided they define the sense
many German criticks, expositors, and in which they employ it, anddo not leave

theologians. Their tendency is precisely it open to misconstruction. So doing they
that which Dr. Johnson ascribed to the may say, “ Christ made satisfaction for our

theological works of Dr. Priestley. They sins;' or, “ his death was a full equivalent
unsettle every thing, and settle nothing, " for the demands of the law ; ' or, ' our pu
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ed .” * * *

nishment- our guilt--was transferred to the same end, as that would have done in

him ; ' for certainly ourtextemploys phra- the place of which it is put, or a higher
seology equally strong, and of the same end of the same nature . The first species

nature with this . may also say, Christ of substitution or equivalency belongs to

made atonement - Christ atoned --for our various transactions of business among

sins ; his sufferings were vicarious—were men ; such as borrowing and lending, ex

in lieu of ours ; he bore the punishment change of various species of property, and

due to us.' Imay use other and different other things of the like nature. Equiva

expressions of the same nature, to desig- lency of the second kind has respect to

nate my ideas relative to the subject be- transactions of a civil or penalnature, and
fore us; but whatever phraseology of this to the intercourse of rational beings with

kind I mightemploy, or whatever I may each other, as subjects of social or other

employ in this discourse, my meaning laws. For example, banishment is often
would and will be one and the same, viz. substituted by civil governments instead

Christ was our EXPIATORY OFFERING, our of inflicting the penalty of death ; fines,

SUBSTITUTE, in the sense already explain. instead of imprisonment or other corpo.
real punishment. So among men in their

Here we have a distinct avowal of daily intercourse, confession of a fault,

Professor S.'s understanding of the cepted as a satisfaction for an injury done,
joinedwith a request of forgiveness, is ac

general nature of the atonement; and or an insult offered ; and is regarded as

it embraces all that appeared so ter- an equivalency for it . In all cases of this

rifick and objectionable to his bro- nature, which are exceedingly numerous
ther Professor Dr. M., as to drive and diversified, both in regard to thein

him into the strange notion that the respect to civil rulers and theirsubjects,
tercourse of men with each other, and in

atonement was only a display, an ex: the equivalent or satisfaction is not the

hibition, a symbol. Professor S. has same in kind or quantity as that for which

no disposition to object, if the lan- it issubstituted. Indeed, in all transac
guage be properly explained, that it tionswhichhave respect toa penalty for
should be said , “ Christmade satis- any injury done, or any violation of law ,

where substitution is admitted with re

faction for our sins ; or his death was
gard to the offender, the first kind of

a full equivalent to the demands of equivalency, or that which consists in the

the law ; or our punishment - our same quality and quantity, is out of the

guilt-was transferred to him . " He question. The letter of a penal law de

says-“ So far as I am able to under- mands that the offender himself, and no

stand the language which Christians penalty - the ultimate and highest object
other, should suffer . But the object ofthe

in general, who receive the doctrine
of attaching it to the law - may be attain

of the atonement, have employed in ed, perhaps, in some other way, and by

respect to this subject, it is designed
substitution ; even in a more effectual

manner, than by a literal infliction of the
to convey the idea that I have just

punishment threatened. On the supposi

conveyed ." tion that it can be, then if a substitute be

In the following striking passage , admitted instead of literally inflicting the

Professor S. explains the nature of penalty, satisfaction may be truly said to
substitution ; and in what sense be made, or an equivalent rendered , ac

Christ was a substitute for sinners. cording to the common usage and under

standing of all men, in respect to subjects

“ To pursue still farther theexplanation of this nature. Indeed the term equiva

of the leading terms employed to desig- lent has come, by usage, most commonly

nate the doctrine which I am to establish ; to imply that the substitute does differ in

a substitute may be, and where it is volun . some respects from that for which it is

tarily accepted on the partofhim to whom substituted.

any debt or reparation is due, must be, an “ If Christ died then as a substitute for

equivalent of some kind or other, a satis- sinners, it is not at a! l necessary to sup

faction in some sense , for such debt or pe- pose, that his sufferings were the same in

nalty due. But it may be equivalent or quality and quantity, as would have been
satisfactory, without being the same either endured by those in whose room he suf

in kind or quantity as thatin the place offered, in case the penalty of the law had
which it comes. For plainly an equiva- been executed upon them . Infact such
lent is of two sorts. Thefirst bas respect a supposition is replete with difficulties of

to kind and quantity, and requires equa- à kind not easily to be removed. The
lity or sameness in regard to both . The worm that never dies -- the cup of wrath

second is where the substitute answers without mixture which is drunk by sin
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ners in the world of wo - we have strong bursting asunder ; and the mouldering

reasons for believing, is the sting of a dust of the saints becoming reanimated

guilty conscience - self condemnation and with life -- all, all concur to shew that the

reproach for having violated the just and scene of suffering was such as the world

holy laws of God . This sting the holy had never witnessed ; and that it is pro

and spotless Saviour never felt ; this was bably not in the power of language to ex

an agony to which his bosom of perfect press, nor of our minds to conceive, the

purity must have been a stranger. How- extent of the agony which Jesus endured .

ever high then his sufferings mounted, “ That he endured all this as our sub

they could not have been the same in stitute, or on our account, is what I ex

kind, as those of the wicked in the world pect hereafter to prove. At present I

of misery.
would merely ask , Since he did not suffer

“ Nor can we well conceive how they on account of any guilt of his own, on
could have been the same in quantity, as what ground can they reconcile bis suf.

they deserved whom he releems. He ferings with the justice of God, who hold

suffered but a few hours; or, if you in that he was not a substitute for sinners ?"**

clude his whole period of humiliation, but

We can only farther add undera few years. In his divine nature, consi

dered as the immutable God, we cannot this head of the discourse, a few de

conceive of his having suffered ; and in- tached quotations, which convey im

deed the Scriptures always represent him portant truth and manifest the just

as having assumed the human nature, in sentiments of the author,

order that he might suffer. Phil. ij . 6-8.

“ Here now is a difficulty which can
Heb . ii . 9. Great as his sufferings were, not be solved , on the ground that his

yet they were not like those of the dam- [Christ's] death was in any respect like

ned, sufferings of absolute and hopeless that of a common man. If it indeed were

despair. He could look beyond them , such , must he not be regarded by every

wben hanging on the cross. He did . lie
one who contemplates liis demeanour oncould see the glory and prosperity of his
the cross, as wanting in calmness and for

kingdom as the certain result of them . He titude of soul, when he was so appalled

had a resurrection from the tomb in full and agitated with sufferings which others

view ; he anticipated his ascension to the bave,triumphantly endured? Are we not

throne of majesty on bigh, in order to be. constrained then to regard him as suffer .

come head over all things to the Church , ing in a degree unparalleled, indescriba

and the object of heavenly worship - in ble, in short not capable of being con

order to participate in the glory which ceived by us ?

he had with the Father before the world

“ To pursue my explanation; althoughwas.' However great then his sufferings I cannot consider an equivalent of the first

were, we can hardly conceive of their
kind as being rendered by the death of

having been equal in quantity (so to Christ, yet I tuliy believe that one of the

speak ) to those which were due to sin- second kind was rendered . The object of

ners, for whom he suffered .

the penalty affixed to the divine law is not
“ When I say then that Christ in his suf

revenge . , ' God takes no pleasure in theferings was our substitute, I do not mean death of him that dieth. ' The object of

that those sufferings were an equivalent all penalty, under every wise and benevo

of the first kind, for the penalty remitted ; lent government, is to put restraint upon

or, in other words, that he did actually offences, to exhibit awful testimony or

suffer torments the same in kind and warning against them, and thus to secure

quantity as were due to sinners. But still, the interests of virtue.

it seems to me to be impossible for us to “ I view the great object of the divine

ascertain how great his sufferings really law as answered by the death of Christ in

The peculiar constitution and the

* *

*

a much higher degree, than it could have
unspeakabledignity of the Saviour's per- been by a mere law administration and

son ; the spotless innocence of his charac
literal infliction of the penalty. Must not

ter ; the agony in the garden which forc- his death be regarded as a more awful

ed his whole frame to sweat as it were manifestation of divine displeasure against

great dropsofblood ; his complaint on the sin , than the execution of the law on sin

cross that his God had forsaken him ; the
ners themselves ? I am forced to view the

fact that he expired sooner than those subject in this light, when I contemplate

who suffered with him ; the commotion the infinite dignity of the Saviour's per

of the natural world at the woes which he

son, and the spotless purity of his charac
endured ; the heavens shrouded with

ter ; and then turn my eye to Gethsemane;
darkness ; the luminary of the skies ex- and to the scenes of the cross .

tinguished ; the rail of the most holy “ I confess myself averse to indulging

place rent, by which Jehovah's presence much in speculation here , as to thehow

was concealed ; the rocks and tombs and the why of the equivalency in ques

vere .
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tion . My reason is, that the sacred writers Scriptures have revealed it as a fact. Has

donot seem to indulge in any curiousspe. God declared it to be a fact ? Do the Sa.
culation on the subject. viour and his apostles declare it to be so ?

• They teach us that the gospel pre- These are the questions, and the only

sents motives to obedience of a higher na- ones of any particular importance, about

ture , and puts restraints upon vice that which a sincere and implicit believer in

are more effectual, than a system of law the divine testimony needs to be solicit

could do. With this we may well be con- It cannot surely be of much conse

tent; for with this they appear to have quence, what difficulties can be raised by

been satisfied . Where is there any phi- speculating on philosophical grounds,

losophizing, any refined speculation in about the nature or manner of substitu

their writings, about the manner in which tion . The fact itself is that with wbich we

equivalency or satisfaction is or can be are concerned, as poor ruined sinners.

made out ? Can we not acquiesce in the We might indeed well say, that when the

subject, just as they have left it ? * authority of revelation is admitted, the

“ For myself, I need nothing more than questions why and how, in respect to the
thisto produce quietude of mind, in re- atonement, could be entirely dismissed

gard to this part of our subject. More from our discussion, as being by nomeans

than this, the Laplander and the Hotten- necessarily attached toit. Does philoso

tot - nay most of the human race - cannot phy find the doctrine ofatonement by the

well be expected to understand ; nor can death of the Son of God mysterious ? We

I see how it is really important that they readily concede that it is so ; and we know
should. If others feel that.clear and satis- that the distinguished apostle of the Gen

factory views about the manner in which tiles believed the mystery of godliness to be

equivalency is made out, are to be obtain- great ; and that the angels themselves are

ed by pursuing the speculations of a re- represented as earnestly desirous of pry

fined philosophy, I will not object . But I ing into this mystery. ”
may suggest one caution, viz. that if we

attempt to build the doctrine of atone
It may be recollected that Dr.

ment speculations of philosophy,
Murdock's sermon on the atonement

and do not acquiesce in the subject, as it is little else than a philosophical dis

is simply presented by the writers of the quisition on the subject. In dismiss

New Testament — so simply, that the hea- ing his text, be dismisses the Scrip
then can understand and feel it as well as

tures almost entirely . He neither
we - then we must not be surprised, if we

find philosophy objecting to the atone
attempts to prove his doctrine from

ment, and claiminga rightto prostrate our
them , nor to show how that doctrine

edifice, by the same power which has can possibly be reconciled with what

raised it up .
they abundantly and plainly teach.

“ I have said enough, I trust, to explain We are therefore much gratified to
what Imean, and what I do not mean, by find that Professor S. has shown that

the principal terms employed relative to
the doctrine which I am discussing ." this atonement is purely a scriptural

subject, with which philosophy has
Under the second head of his dis- little concern , farther than to exa

course, in which he, proceeds " to mine the evidence of facts. He
pur

prove the doctrine, that Christ in his
sues this view of the subject, through

sufferings was our suBSTITUTE , or the greater part of the second divi

that by them he made an EXPIATORY sion of his discourse ; and we sin

OFFERING for sinners,” the preacher cerely wish that our space would
begins thus

permit usto follow him step by step.

“ Here I must ask at the threshold: But it will not. - We can only say
Before what tribunal must the question that he shows, in the most satisfac

be brought which this subject necessarily tory manner, that the whole Bible,
raises ?

the Old Testament as well as the
“ I am bold to aver that philosophy is

not a competent judge to decide it. In New, abounds with the doctrineof

averring this, however,Itake it for grant- substitution and expiatory offerings;
ed, that philosophy is unable to disprove and that Christ Jesus, in his suffer

the credit due to divine revelation. On ings and death , was unquestionably
the supposition that such is the fact, and

as a believer in divine revelation , I hold
a substitute for sinners, and made an

myself under obligation to provenothing expiatory offering forthem . The ex

more in regard tothe substitution or ex- amination and exhibition of the proof

piatory sacrifice of Christ, than that the of his doctrine carries the speaker

> * *
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not only to the end of his first dis- above, is not agreeable to the usage of

course, but to a considerable length speech among the Jews ; an undertaking

in the second . He concludes this which, I am well persuaded, is desperate;
and one which no critick , no philologist,

division of his subject, and intro
can ever accomplish, until the whole his.

duces the third and last, in the fol- tory of Jewish ideas in respect to these

lowing paragraphs. subjects during former ages, is blotted out

from the records of the world . I repeat

“ I have done with citing testimony; for it then , for I do most solemnly believe it,

if what I have adduced does not establish
that we must either receive the doctrine

the fact, that the sacred writers did mean of substitution and expiatory offering by

to inculcate the doctrine in question ; then the death of Christ, or virtually lay aside

plainly, the many scores of additional
the authority of the Scriptures, and lean

texts which might be quoted , will not
upon our own philosophy.

prove it ; nor any language, I must add, “ III. l come now , according to the plan

which it would be in the power of a hu- of my discourse, to consider some of the

man being to employ.
objections made against the doctrine of

As a proof ofthis, I only advert to the thë atonement.

manner in which all plain unlettered “ I do not feel it to be important, here,

Christians have always tinderstood these to dwell upon them length . There is

texts, from the time of the apostles down only one method in whichany legitimate

to the present moment. They never had objections can be made, by those who ad

a doubt on the subject of their meaning, mit the authority of revelation. This is,

unless some speculating theologian excit- to show that the langage of Scripture ,

ed it ; and of themselves, 1 do believe, according to Jewish idiom , does notmean

they never would have one, to the end of what I have construed it as meaning. But
time .

this mode of objecting, the speculators

“ But I may make an appeal of another and scepticks who have rejected the doc

kind, in regard to the manner in which trine of substitution , have been very care

this language is and must be understood, ful to avoid. Their refuge is philosophy.

by men deeply versed in the idiom of the They raise doubts about equivalency ;

Scriptures, but wholly indifferent in re- they must see, as philosophers, the why

gard to the fact, whether one or another and the how in respect to this mysterious

doctrine is there taught, because theydo transaction. Whatever pertains to this

not recognise their authority to decide part of the subject, however, I have suffi

upon such matters. The most distinguish- ciently dwelt upon already. I shall there

ed oriental and biblical scholar now living, fore only glance here at some of the most

who disclaims all belief in any thing su- popular methods employed to oppose the

pernatural in the Scriptures, and through doctrine of substitution, or to explain it

the influence of his philosophy maintains away."

that a miracle is impossible, and who there

fore cannot besaid to have any prejudices We shall pass over altogether what
in favour of the doctrine of atonement, our author further says of the objec

says, at the close of a masterly explanation tions to the doctrine of the atonement.

of the language ofthe chapter from which He states the objections fairly and an

my test is taken, that most Hebrew rea

ders,who bad once been acquainted with swers them solidly, though briefly.

offerings and substitution, must necesSA But we want whatever space we can

RILY understand the words of our chapter farther spare, for the conclusion of

as asserting it; and there is no DOUBT,' he these discourses, which is excellent

adds,that the apostolic representation,in and eloquent in no ordinary degree.

respect to the propitiatory death ofChrist, As theparagraphs weshall extract
certainly rests in a manner altogether pre

eminent, on this ground.' (Gesenius,
be fully understood without

Comm. über Jesaiam, liii . 10.) showing their connexion, we shall

“ So much for the testimony of Scrip- present them in a detached form ,
ture, and for the manner in which the un

and without any remarks.
learned and the learned have understood

and do understand it. “ Having canvassed the topicks proposed

“ We come then , if my proof is valid, to for consideration at thecommencement of

the simple alternative, either to admit the my discourses, I shall close with a few re .

doctrine in question, or reject the autho- flectionson the subject which has been
rity of the sacred writers. There is no discussed .

other path which can be taken , unless it “ 1. The doctrine of the atonement is a

can befairly shown that theinterpretation fundamental doctrine in the Christian sys

which hasbeen given to the language cited tem ; and that which distinguishes it, in a

Vol. II.-Ch. Adv. 3 N
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peculiar manner, from all other systems of subject on the Scriptures and the actual

religion.
experience of Christians.

“ It is fundamental; because often as be- • Paul when speaking on the topick

lief in a Saviour is urged in the New Tes- now introduced, says : 'God commendeth

tament, and urged as the indispensable his love toward us, in that while we were

condition of salvation; equally often is yet sinners, Christ died for us ; ' Rom . v. 8.

belief in that Saviour as our atoning sacri. Greater love than this hath no man, that

fice urged ; and equally conspicuous is he lay down his life for his friends ;' but

this point in the whole system of the Christ has far surpassed this. The same

Christian religion. It is not merely or apostle says, “ When we were enemies,
principally in Jesus as our teacher,our we were reconciled to God by the death

example, or as having sealed the truth of of his Son ; ' Rom . v. 10. Here then is a

his testimony by his own blood , that we consideration which will make every heart

are called to believe ; but principallyin to vibrate , that is not lost to all sense of

him, in that very character in which he gratitude and ofmercy. How many thou
was ' to the Jews a stumbling block , and sands have heard the thunders of Sinai

to the Greeks foolishness, while unto them unmoved ; and even while their awful

who are saved, he is wisdom and righteous- power has made the very ground to rock ,

ness and sanctification and redemption .' how many have still turned a deaf ear to

What says Paul to the Corinthians ? I am all the admonitions and threatenings which

determined not to know any thing among they conveyed , and grown more despe .

you save Jesus Christ, and him CRUCIFIED ;' rate in their resolutions to persist in re

1 Cor. ii. 2. Why Christ CRUCIFIED ? Why bellion against God ; who yet have been

not Christ as a teacher, an example, a melted down under the proclamation of
martyr, a prophet ? Plainly because ,what. Jesus' dying love, and fallen as humble

ever was done by Christ in all these cha. suppliants at the foot ofhis cross.

racters, it would have utterly failed to ac- “ I appeal to fact. When the missiona

complish the design ofsaving men, unless ries of the United Brethren undertook to

his expiatory death had alsotaken place. preach the eternal power and Godhead of

Christ crucified , then, is the very point on the Deity, as displayed in the creation , to

which ultimately hang all the hopes of the poor benighted Greenlanders, they
our sinful race . listened, they gazed, they turned away

“ This is at once the glory and the hope with silent neglect. The faithful disciples

of the Christian system . This is what urged on them still more vehemently the

marks it with a peculiarity, that makes it attributes of the Creator andJudge of all,

exceeding distinct from , and superior and their moral accountability to him .

to, all other systems. Give up this point, They listened, but their hearts remained

and you confound the broad line of dis. like the eternal ice with which their re

tinction, which separates it from all else gion is overspread. Compassion for their

that is called religion . Suffer this sun perishing condition made the servants of
even to be eclipsed, and the race of man Jesus more urgent still. One other chord

is covered with gloom . Quench his glory, there was, which perhaps when touched,

and we are at once involved in ten-fold might be made to vibrate. They touched

more than Egyptian night ; we are doom- it with a faithful hand. They proclaimed

ed to wander in the shadow of death, on to the poor, gazing , perishing heathen,a

which no morning rays will ever dawn, Savioar, bleeding, groaning, dying for
nor one gleam of radiance ever fall to alle- them . They pointedthem to his bleeding

viate its terrors . hands, his wounded side; they bid them

“2. I remark, finally , that a Saviour look to that Lamb of God which taketh

suffering for us , the eternal WORD, GOD away the sin of the world. The sight

manifest in the flesh, and in our nature prostrated them to the earth . Their stub
offering an expiatory sacrifice, presents to born hearts melted like wax before the

the moral sympathies of ourrace, higher fire. They fell at the foot of a dying Sa

excitements tovirtue and piety, and more viour's cross, and exclaimed : Lord Jesus,

powerful dissuasives from sin, than any save us or we perish forever !

other consideration which the Christian “ That Jesus died, and died for us ; that

religion proffers. he was our SUBSTITUTE ; that his tender

“I am quite confident, that I might compassion did take us into view indivi

safely undertake to establish the correct dually ; that he took our nature in order

ness of this observation , from the nature to enter most intimately, most endearing

of our moral constitution, and the manner ly, into our sympathies, and propose him

in which we are most successfully influ . self to us under the most attractive form ,

enced to engage in the mortification of is the view which Paul took of the Re.

our sinful appetites,and in the practice of deemer's work. He was not an isolated

virtue. But Iwill not make such an ap- monument ofsuffering, and of God's dis

peal, because I choose to rest the whole pleasure against sinners ; not merely a
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sign that sin could be pardoned, by which ever done ? « The love of Christ constrain .

only an abstract testimony could begiven , eth us. ' But why did it constrain him, and

like that which the rainbow gives ofGod's to do what ? It constraineth us, because

covenant to drown the earth no more-a we thus judge, that if one died for all,

symbol which might have served equally then were all dead ; ' i . e . it constrains us,

well for angels or for men . No ; Verily because when wewere dead in trespasses

he did not assist the angels, butthe seed and sins, Christ died to redeem us.What

of Abraham .' Man was the object - the follows? He died for us, ' that they which

only object - ofhis incarnation , sufferings, live, should henceforth no more live unto

and death. Wherefore it behoved him themselves, but unto him who died for them

in all things to be made like unto his and who rose ugain .” Preach the same

brethren , thathe might be a merciful and doctrine ; it must forever have the same

faithful high priest in things pertaining influence the same mighty, overpower

unto God, to make reconciliation for the ing, saving influence-on every heart that

sins of his people. For in that he him- receives it. Proclaim to a perishing world

self suffered, being tempted, he is able glad tidings- glad tidings of great joy:

also to succour those that are tempted ; ' Jesus died for them . Jesus can and will

Heb ii . 16-18. See what pains is here save them,if they accept the offers of his

taken to represent the suffering Saviour mercy. Glory in nothing but his cross.

as participating in our nature, and enter- Be not turned aside frompreaching him

ing with the most tender sympathy into crucified, by any scorn and contumely on

all our wants and woes. Is this to propose the one hand, or cold and speculative

him as a mere example of suffering, cold, philosophy on the other. Thisdoctrine
distant, abstract; or is it to make him is the power of God unto salvation to all
such ahigh priest as we needed , one who who believe. Proclaim it then to a world

can be touched with a feeling for our in- perishing in iniquity . Proclaim it to the

firmities, having been tempted in all very ends of the earth . It will force open

points as we are ? Speak, yewhose hearts the prison doors. It will liberate the cap

have been melted by a Saviour'slove,and tives . It will scatter heavenly glory over
tell us. Speak, ye who live amid the bor- our benighted world. It will call the dead

rors of eternal winter and storm ; and ye to life. It will convert this great Acel

who roam in deserts parched beneath a dama into the garden of God . This

burning sun ; ye who were without God boundless valley of dry bones will be

and without hope in the world, aliens come the scene of as boundless a resur.

from the commonwealth of Israel, and rection to life.

strangers to the covenant of promise, “ I thank God, whose providence has so

speak and say, Is notthis the Saviouryou long detained me from this sacred place,

need ? the Saviourwho has cheered your that I have now enjoyed another oppor

desponding hearts ? who has opened to tunity of testifying to you my convictions

you the prospect of glory ? Is not this in respect to a Saviour's dying love. IfI

he whom your souls love ? Speak , ye re- should never again be permitted to do it,

deemed, encircling his throne above,and receive this as the last and highest expres

casting your crowns at his feet ; is not this sion ofmy affection to him and to you. I

he who drew your souls to him by bonds ask for no other privilege on earth, butto

of love stronger than death ; which many make known the efficacy of his death ;

waters could not quench, nor floods and none in heaven , but to be associated

drown ? Hark ! I hear the notes of that with those who ascribe salvation to his

song which fills all the regions of heaven blood. AMEN.”

with harmony. It echoes back even to

this distant world : “ THOU WAST SLAIN, In this impressive and affecting

AND HAST REDEEMED US TO GOD BY THY

BLOOD, out of every kindred and tongue his discourses onthe atonement, and
manner does Professor S. conclude

and people and nation , and hast made us

kingsand priests unto our God forever and endeavourto guard his pupils against

ever.', .O for a heart and tongue to unite the false viewswhich had beengiven

with this grateful, happy throng, and be. them by Dr. M. We hope, and in

gin on earth the notes which we hope to deed we do not doubt, that he has

sing through everlasting ages in the world been successful. To believe other

above !

“ Fear not, my brethren, who are to
wise would be such an impeachment

preach this precious Saviour to a perish- both of the understanding and the

ing world, fear not that the declaration of piety of the candidates for the sacred

his atoning bloodwill ever palsy the mo: office, in the interesting institution at
ral energies of the soul. What says that Andover ,aswe will never make
great apostle, who won more souls toJesus,

thananyother herald ofhis salvation has upon presumption.
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Mr. Anthony Finley, bookseller, has new establishment of Mr.John M'Elroy,

just published a beautiful quarto, entitled for the manufacture of stripes, plaids, and

“ AstronomicalRecreations , or Sketches of chambrays, promises to be of vast publick
the Relative Position and Mythological utility. Mr. M'Elroy has now nearly 50

History of the Constellations." The sketches looms at work, and expects in a short

are illustrated by a series of coloured time to have from 70 to 100 in operation .

plates, nineteen in number, which are Mr. Barlow's Neutralizing Plate . - We
admirably adapted to the design of the are happy to learn that Mr. Barlow has

work . Its author has made in it an im
receivedthe highest reward, viz . that of

portant contribution to the cause of “
5001. given by the Board of Longitude,

tional pleasure and solid improvement,” for his platefor neutralizing the actionof
and can hardly fail, when it shall become

the iron of ships in producing a deviation
known, to realize the hopes which he in the compass .

may have entertained of its success and The centre of a small circular iron plate
utility. He states thus its plan and ob is placed in the line of the attraction of

ject: the ship’s iron, and at a proper distance
“ The design of the present work is to behind and below the pivot of the com

enable thosewho aredesirous ofacquir. pass needle, the positionofthisline hav
ing a knowledge of the name, the posi- ing been ascertained previously to the

tion, and the classical history of the Stars,to do it without the useofthecelestial ship’s leavingport,an operation which
will be greatly facilitated by a table for

globe, or a reference to the numerous vo this purpose, prepared by Mr. Barlow.

lumes of heathen mythology. Such a work When this is done, the needle will remain

appearsto bemuch wanted. As the prin- active and vigorousin the polar regions,

cipal object of the performance is to pre- and will direct itself in the truemagnetick

sent the most striking particulars of ocu meridian, in whatever part of the world

lar astronomy, in a way most likely to the ship is placed. Thiseffect of Mr. Bar.
catch the attention and excite the curio

low's invention has been experimentally
sity of the uninstructed, that precise ac- established between the 61° of south lati.

curacy which should be found in a more tude and the 81° of north latitude, by the

scientifick work, ought not here to be ex accurate observations of LieutenantFos .

pected. Considerable. labour has been
ter, and by other naval officers. There

taken to collect, arrange,modify, and me are few scientifick inventions of modern
thodize the materials which compose the

times more truly beautiful in principle,
present volume. The Plates have been

and more useful in practice, than this of
faithfully reduced from those in the last Mr. Barlow's.

edition of the magnificent Atlas of Bode,

published in Germany a few years since,
The following discovery has been an

the extent and accuracy of which are
nounced at Munich :-LieutenantHeben

known to every one familiar with this streit has invented a process by whichhe

subject.'. ” -Nat. Gaz. makes a species of caterpillar spin a kind

of wadding, which is of a fine white co

Power of the Arctick Dogs " It was a lour, and water-proof. He made a bal

curious sight,” says Captain Parry, " to loon of this stuff, and raised it bymeans

watch these useful animals walking off of a chafing-dish with spirits of wine, in

with a bower anchor, a boat, or a top- the large warehouse where he keeps his
mast, without any difficulty; and it may caterpillars at work. He makes them

give some idea of what they are able to trace cipheps and figures in the wadding.

perform to state, that nine dogs of Cap. He accomplishes this by moistening out

tain Lyon's, dragged 1611 pounds a dis- lines of figures or letters with spirits of

tance of 1750 yards in nine minutes ; and wine. The caterpillars avoid these trac

that they worked in a similar way be. ings, and spin their web around them .

tween the ships for seven or eight hours Thus any fine figure which has been

a day. The road was, however, very good drawn is represented in the stuff. A piece

at this time, and the dogs the best that of wadding seven feet square, perfectly

could be procured.” pure, and as brilliant as taffeta, was made

Domestick Cottons .-This branch ofma by about fifty caterpillars between the

nufacture is now prosecuted in Pittsburgh Sth and 26th of June.

to a great extent. Besides the spinning The population of France, according

and weaving of plain white goods, at the to recent exact inquiries, amounts to

extensive factories of Messrs. Adams, Al 30,616,000 inhabitants.

len, & Co, and of Mr. James Arthurs, the In France, in the year 1819, there were
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1721 religious associations containing ject. Itwill be ready for publication be
11,752 nuns. The number of sick and in- fore winter.

firm whom they succoured was 68,879 ,- Velocity of Sound. - A paper has been

that of the children whom they educated read at the Royal Society, giving an ac

gratuitously 62,612. Last year there were count of some experiments lately made

1886 associations of this kind . in Holland, on the velocity of sound, by

Sir James E. Smith, President of the
Drs. G. A. Moll, and A. Van Beck . The

LinneanSociety ofLondon, has published experimentswere madeon the plainsof
Utrecht ; and care was taken to annihi

the first two volumes of his English Flora. late the effects of the wind . The stations

These two include the first twelve classes
were 9,964 feet apart; and the velocity

of the Linnæan system, from Monandria to

the end of Icosandria. The whole is writ. betweenthe flash and report ofguns, by
ascertained by determining the interval

ten in the English language, and arranged means of clocks with conical pendu

according to the Linnæan system . The re

maining volumes are said to be anxiously parts. The result was, that, at the tem
lums, dividing 24 hours in 10,000,000

expected. perature of 32 degrees, the velocity of

Indian Improvement. - Two Indian boys,
sound is 10,897 feet per second .

from the Chippewa nation, passed through in Troy, New York , has taken out a
Improved Bedsteads. - A cabinet-maker

New Haven last week, on their way to

the Cornwall School. Such is their de .
patent for a new bedstead , said to be of

sire after knowledge, that they worked
the following construction . - It does not

hard to earn money to defray their ex
require mortises or tenons, or bed-screws,

penses in travelling. They left their na- or a bed-curd, or a canvass bottom to

tive home and committed themselves to keep it together. The rails are turned

the care of their teacher, in opposition to in a lathe , the bottom is lashed round the

the wishes and counsel of their parents rail, instead of using wooden pegs or

and friends. We hope these, and other pins for that purpose, though they may

foreign youths at this interesting school
be used. On each end of the rails is a

willnot be forgotten by the Christian
wooden screw , the one right, the other

publick.
left; it is adapted to corresponding re

ceiving screws in the posts, and as the

Dr. Dunlop, who has lately delivered a rail is turned round , both screws are in

most interesting course on medical juris- serted at the same time . From the model,

prudence, in Edinburgh, is preparing for it appears, that the joints are so close as

the press a republication of Dr. Beck's to prevent vermin from harbouring about

celebrated lectures on that important sub- them .

Heligious Intelligence.

MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .

Our miscellany from June to Octo

ber-both months inclusive-will

be found to contain the published

minutes of the General Assembly
( Concluded from page 426. )

for the current year, as fully and

As the printing and distribution accurately as they are contained in

of the Minutes of the General As- the pamphlet in which they are

sembly for the present year have eventually to be sent abroad .

been unusually, and we are told

unavoidably delayed, and are like- The committee appointed to draw up

ly to be so for some weeks to come ;
a minute expressive of the mind of the

and as we know it to be highly im
Assembly on the memorial of the Synod

of Ohio, submitted the following, which
portant that these minutes should

wasadopted, viz .

be before the Presbyteries and Sy- The General Assembly having heard

nods of our church,at their stated the memorial of the Synod of Ohio, com

meetings in the fall; we have given
plaining of the decision of the last Gene

the remainder of them in our pre- Lowry, against the judgment of said Sy;
ral Assembly, on the appeal of Samuel

sent number - delaying other reli- nod ; and having heard also the memorial

gious intelligence for the purpose. of the appellant, in opposition to that of
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the Synod, and various other documents tried S. Lowry, and from which the ap

intended to furnish information on the peal was originally taken, had no autho

subject, aftermature deliberation , adopt- rity to condemn him , his appeal ought on

ed the following resolutions, viz . that ground to bave been sustained .

1. This Assembly has no authority to But the decision of the last General

reverse the judicial acts of a formerGe- Assembly did not preclude a new trial in

neral Assembly, except in cases of such the constitutional way, butprovided for

palpable error, as would manifestly tend it in the following words, “ if Mr. Lowry

to interfere with the substantial adminis- has done any thing offensive, he oughtto

tration of justice . be tried by the courts that have been in

2. This Assembly are of opinion,that stituted by theconstitution ofour church . ”
Mr. Lowry complied with the rule of the Neither have the merits of the cause been
book of discipline, respecting the notice at all prejudged by the decision of the

given , in the case of his appeal ; but as last Assembly, nor by the opinion ex

this notice appears not to have been re- pressed by thepresent Assembly.

ceived by the Synod , they were not cen- 5. Finally, the Assembly cannot but

surable for not sending up the records. express their disapprobation, of the con .

3. This Assembly are of opinion that cluding paragraph of the memorial of the
the correct mode of proceeding for the Synod of Ohio , in which they say, “the

last General Assembly, would have been , Synod consider the judgments entered

to have suspended a decision on the ap- upon their records against Samuel Lowry

peal, until the records of the inferior ju in October, 1822, as remaining in full

dicatories should have been present, be force, & c .”

cause the rules in our form of govern- This declaration, notwithstanding the

ment prescribe, that before a judgment respectful expressions of the Synod, is

is given, all the proceedings ofthe inferior apparently wanting in the respect due

judicatories in the case should be read, from an inferior to a superior judicatory ;
and it is a sound maxim , generally admit- and is repugnant to the radical princi

ted in courts of justice, that the best evi- ples of the government of the Presbyte
dence which the caseadmits of should be rian church . If an inferior court has au

required, which in all trials, is undoubt- thority to declare that its own decisions

edly the record of the judicatory. But are in force, after they have been re

while they entertain this opinion of the versed by a superior court, then all ap

mode of proceeding ,they believe that the peals are nugatory, and our system , asit
decision of the last GeneralAssemblywas relatesto judicialproceedings, is utterly

substantially correct, and was not differ- subverted . The Assembly are willing to

ent from what it would have been if they believe, however, that the Synod of Ohio

had had all the proceedings of the infe- did not mean to set themselves in opposi.

rior judicatories before them : for the tion to the highest judicatory of the

fact on which they founded their judg- church,and that whenthey have reconsi

ment, has been fully confirmed to this dered the matter, they will rescind what

Assembly, by the records which have is so manifestly inconsistent with the
been read in the discussion of the case . principles of the constitution , which they

And this Assembly concur in opinion have bound themselves to support.
with the last General Assembly, that the Mr. Timlow and Mr. Gould obtained

special Session, appointed by the Presby- leave of absence during the remaining

tery of Miami, for the trial of S. Lowry, sessions of this Assembly.
was an unconstitutional court ; and that The committee appointed to prepare a

all the proceedings of that body in this minute on the appeal of Mr. Donald
case , and of the Presbytery ofMiamiand M‘Crimmon, from a decision of the ses

of the Synod of Obio, sanctioning the sion of Ottary's church, suspendinghim

acts of that body, are irregular. And the from the office ofRuling Elder, andfrom

allegation of the Synod, in their memo- the privileges of the church , reported ,

rial, that this body, though called a ses . and their report being read, was accept

sion, was in reality no more than a com- ed. After some discussion, the further

mittee of presbytery, is incorrect ; for consideration of it was postponed, and

they are not only denominated a Ses- the subject of the appealwas committed

sion, but they performed the acts which to Drs. Blatchford , Richards, Chester,

belong peculiarly to a church session ; Romeyn, M‘Dowell,Miller and Janeway,

they sat in judgment upon a member maturely to consider the subject, and re
of the church and an elder, and con- port on it to the next Assembly. Mr.

demned and suspended him ; but no Pres. M'Crimmon was suspended on account of

bytery has authority, according to the marrying the sister of his deceased wife .

constitution of our church, to delegate to The committee appointed to appropri

a committee a power to perform such ate the avails of monies in the hands of

acts as those. Now as this court which the Trustees of the College of New Jer
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with prayer.

sey, reported that theyhad paid attention the memorial of the Associate Reformed

to the business. Their report was accept. Synod of the South , on the subject of the

ed, and Rev. Charles Hodge and Rev. Eli library transferred to the General Assem

F. Cooley , were appointed a committee bly, by the General Synod of the Asso

to make an appropriation of the monies ciate Reformed Church, reported, and

for the current year. their report being read , was adopted, and

Messrs . Stuart, Bradstreet and Meriam , is as follows : viz.

obtained leave of absence during the re- The General Synod of the Associate

maining sessions of this Assembly . Ad. Reformed Church , in May, 1821 , pre
journed till 4 o'clock, P. M. Concluded vious to the formation of the connexion

between the General Synod and the Ge

neral Assembly, received a petition from

Four o'clock, P.M. the Assembly met, the Synod of the South , praying per

and was constituted by prayer. The nr. mission to form themselves into a sister
nutes of the last session were read . co -ordinate Synod, dated 4th of April,

Mr. Le Conte obtained leave of absence 1821; with which petition the Gene

during the remaining sessions of this As. ral Synod did comply . The Assembly's

sembly. right to the library under the surrender

Resolved, That all the minutes of this of the General Associate Reformed Sy

Assembly be published , except those nod, on this, as well as on other justifia .

which the Assembly shall by a vote deter. ble grounds, your committee think ought

mine are not to be printed ; and the not therefore to be questioned. And

stated clerk was appointed to superin- your committee beg leave to recommend
tend the printing. this report, as a proper answer to the

Resolved , That the stated clerk cause memorial presented by their brethren of

to be published with the minutes, the the Associate Reformed Synod of the

names of Synods and Presbyteries; of South .

ministers and congregations; the number The committee appointed to prepare a

of communicants in each congregation, minute on the subject of an appeal to

the licentiates, and the number of candi. this Assembly by Elijah Mason, from the

dates in each Presbytery ; and, as far as decision of the Synod of Geneva , report

practicable, the nearest post-office to ed , and the report being read and amend

each minister. ed , was adopted, and is as follows, viz.

The committee on the charter of the That the decision of the Synod of Gene.

Theological Seminary at Princeton, re- va, sustaining the appeal of the session of

ported, andrecommend the following re- Preble, from the decision of the Presby

solutions, which were adopted : viz . tery of Onondaga, be, and it is hereby re

1. Resolved, that the charter, with its versed .

supplement, be published in the Appen- The committee appointed to examine

dix to the Minutes of the present year . the records of the Synod of Ohio, report

2. Resolved, That the Trustees of the ed . The report was adopted, and is as
Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian follows: viz.
Church , be directed to hold their first That the minutes be approved to page

meeting at Princeton, on Tuesday pre- 191 , with the exception of the minutes

ceding the next annual commencement on page 169, where a select session was

of New Jersey College, and the present appointed by the Presbytery. of Miami,

temporary clerk of this Assembly, is here which in the judgment of the Assembly
by directed to give notice to each mem- was unconstitutional, and of which the

ber, at least ten days previous to said Synod has taken no notice .

meeting The Presbytery of Carlisle requested

3. Resolved, That the individual Trus- of the Assembly an explanation ofthe 7th
tees, who hold in trust the real estate at section of the 13th chapter of the book

Princeton, transfer said property to the of discipline, which has reference to an

incorporated Trustees of the Seminary. elder laying aside the exercise of his

4. Resolved, That in voting for Trus- office.

tees of the Theological Seminary of the Resolved, That it is inexpedient for the

Presbyterian Church , the Assembly adopt General Assembly to give an interpreta

the rules which exist in relation to voting tion of the article of the Form ofGovern

for Trustees 'of the General Assembly, ment, requested by the Presbytery of

found in the Digest, pages 198 and 199. Carlisle, until a particular case under that

Resolved, that there be appropriated article shall regularly come before them .

to meet the current expensesof the Theo- The following extract from the minutes

logical Seminary for the ensuing year, the of the Second Presbyterian Church of

sum of $ 4,200, in addition to the unex . Alexandria, D. C. was overtured : viz .

pended balance of the appropriation of At a special meeting on the 19th of

the last Assembly . May, 1824. As it was resolved unani.

The committee to which was referred mously at a meeting of the congregation ,
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1

on the 1st of January last, that a petition met, and was constituted by prayer. The

be presented to the Presbytery of Win- minutes of the last session were read .

chester, for a dismission to join the Pres- Mr. Amos Slaymaker, obtained leave of

bytery of the District of Columbia, this absence during the remaining sessions of

request having been preferred to that this Assembly .

body at their last meeting, and they deem- Mr. Craighead's appeal from the Synod

ing themselves incompetent to decide on of Kentucky was taken up . All the do

this application, directed it to be made to caments in the case being read, and Dr.

the General Assembly : Ely on the part of Mr. Craighead, and the

It was therefore on motion resolved, Synod being heard at some length , the

that the General Assembly be requested Assembly adjourned till 4 o'clock, P. M.

at their approaching sessions, to annex
Concluded with prayer.

the Second Presbyterian Congregation of

Alexandria, to the Presbytery of the Dis .. Four o'clock , P. M. the Assembly met,

trict of Columbia. and was constituted by prayer. The mi

· It appearing that all the parties con- nutes of the last session were read.

cernedhad acquiesced, it was resolved, that The Trustees of the General Assembly

the request of the congregation of Alex. reported that they were unable to raise

andria be granted, and it is hereby grant- the sum of $ 2000directed by the vote of

ed, and the congregation is attached to the last Assembly, for the purposes of the

the Presbytery of the District of Colum- Seminary, in any other manner than by

bia . pledging $2000 of 6 per cent. stock,

Dr. Green, the editor of the Christian which theydirected to be done on Febru

Advocate, made the following communi- ary 9th, 1824, at which time the salaries

cation, which having been overtured, was of the Professors were in arrear for seve

read : viz. ral weeks. The money was obtained at

That when he commenced his editor- 5 per cent. per annum.

ship, January , 1823; he gave a pledge Resolved ," That the Assembly approve

that a tythe of the profits should be de- of the conduct of the Trustees, in the

voted to Christian charitiesthat no pro- foregoing case .

fit accrued to him the first year ; but that Dr. Blatchford and Mr. Stafford, ob .

there is a prospect there will be a profit tained leave of absence from the sessions

this year , which will be worthy the atten- of the Assembly, after to -day .

tion of the Assembly, and he therefore Whereas many members of the Gene

requested that a committee be appointed ral Assembly, are from year to year in the
to make a distribution of the tythe of any habit of asking leave of absence long be

profit which may accrue . fore its sessions are closed.-And , where

Whereuponit was resolved, that Drs. as, in receiving and acting upon these ap

Janeway and Broadhead, and Mr. John plications, much of the time of the As

M‘Mullin, be appointed a committee for sembly is consumed, and much of the

this purpose. most important business has to be trans

A communication was received from acted by fewmembers: - Therefore,

the American Colonization Society, re- Resolved, 1. That the Presbyteries be

questing the Assembly to recommend to directed to pay particular attention to the

their churches, to take up, on the 4th of following minute, found in vol. 1. page

July next,being the Sabbath, a collection 308, of Printed Extracts, and also in Di
for said Society: After considering this gest, page 76, viz. " The Presbyteries

communication, the Assembly adopted are informed that their commissioners

the following resolution, viz . should attend, with the expectation that

Resolved, that whilst the Assembly the sessions will be of two weeks conti

still highly approve the object of the Co- nuance, and that arrangements should be

lonization Society, they deem it most ex- made accordingly.”

pedient to leave the churches and indivi- 2. That it be recommended to the

duals under their care, to the exercise of Presbyteries to inform their commission

their owndiscretion on this subject. ers when they accept an appointment,

From the above resolution, so far as it that it is expected they will continue in

approves of the objects of the Coloniza- the Assembly until the close of its ses

tion Society, the Rev. Dyer Burgess and sions ; unless some unforeseen and impe
Mr. Robert Patterson , dissented. rious reason should require them to ask

Dr. Ralston, Mr. Snodgrass and Mr. leave of absence.

Woods, obtained leave of absence for the 3. That each Presbytery require their

remaining sessions of this Assembly . Ad. commissioners to report whether they at

journed till 8 o'clock to -morrow morning. tended the sessions of the Assembly the

Concluded with prayer. whole time ; and that the report of the

commissioners on this subject be record .

June 4 , 8 o'clock, A. M. the Assembly ed on the minutes of the Presbytery.
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The case of Mr. Craighead was resumed sembly , that it is not expedient to con

and the parties baving been heard at full cur in the request of the Synod of Ken

length, the roll was called and the mem- tucky, inasmuch as it is inconsistent with

bers expressed their opinions on the sub- the design of the act of Assembly by

ject, after which Dr. Alexander, Dr. Hill, which the Trustees are incorporated, and

and Mr. Gray, were appointed a commit might be attended with results injurious

tee to prepare a minute proper to be to the sphere of usefulness to which the

adopted by the Assemblyon the subject. funds of the General Assembly are now

Mr. Rennie and Mr. Mellen, obtained applicable.

leave of absence during the remaining The Assembly entered on the consi

sessions of tiris Assembly . Adjourned deration of the two appeals of the Rev.
till 8 o'clock to-morrow morning. Con . Robert B. Dobbins, from the decision of
cluded with prayer:

the Synod of Kentucky, in the cases of

June 5, 8 o'clock, A. M. the Assembly the Rev. William L. Maccalla, and the

met, and was constituted by prayer. The session of the church of Augusta. The
minutes of the last session were read. Rev. Dr. E. S. Ely appeared in behalf of

Mr. Wood obtained leave of absence Mr. Dobbins. The parties were beard

during the remaining sessions of this As- until they declared themselves satisfied

sembly. ( the facts having been adinitted by them ,

The Trustees of the Assembly to whom and the reading of the documentsby con

had been referred an application from the sent dispensed with ). The roll was then

agents of the Synod of Kentucky, rela- called, that the members of the Assembly

tive to instituting a seminary of learning, might express their opinions on the sub

within its bounds, reported, and their re . ject ; after which Drs. Wylie , M'Dowell,
port being read, was adopted, and is as and Leland, were appointed a committee
follows, viz . to prepare a minute on the subject.

That, on due examination of the pa- Resolved, That the Board ofEducation

pers containing this application, a feeling be, and hereby are authorized to select and

was produced peculiarly favourable to educate such young men as are contem

the wishes of the highly respectable plated by the Constitution of that Board.

source from which it emanated ; and to The committee appointed to draft a

have acquiesced in the proposition con- minute proper to be adopted by the As

sistently with a sense of duty, would have sembly in relation to the appeal of the

been a personal gratification to the Trus. Rev. Thomas B. Craighead, from a deci.

tees. They, however, are constrained, sion of the Synod of Kentucky, reported,

(without entering into the constitutional and their report was read . Adjourned

powers vested in the Trustees to meet till 4 o'clock , P. M. Concluded with

this object, or considering the effects of prayer.

precedent on future cases of a similar na . Four o'clock, P. M. the Assembly met,

ture ,) that, in their opinion, the funds of and was constituted by prayer. The mi

the General Assembly, might be involved nutes of the last session were read .

by the authority necessarily required from The consideration of the report of the

a principalto its agents, so as to endan- committee appointed to preparea minute

ger the sphere of usefulness to which on the subject of Mr. Craighead's appeal

those funds are applicable ; and fur. from a decision of the Synod of Kentucky,

ther, that the power asked for, being ir suspending him from the gospel ministry

revocable, except in the event of the Le- on certain charges of heresy, founded on

gislature ofKentucky granting a satisfac. a sermon preached before the Synod, was

tory act of incorporation, exposes the resumed, and after some discussion, the

Trustees to the continuance of a con- report was adopted, and is as follows :

nexion , after experience might have de. viz .

monstrated ibat it operated unfavourably 1. The General Assembly are of opi.

to the general interests of the Assembly, nion, that the conduct of Mr. Craighead

though in a degree favourable to the es . in preaching such a sermon , and in such

tablishment in Kentucky. The following circumstances, before the Synod of Ken

resolution is, therefore , respectfully sub- ' tucky ; especially as he had been sus

mitted to the consideration of the Assem- pected by his brethren of holding erro

bly . neous opinions, was highly reprehensible.

Resolved , That whilst the Trustees of 2. The General Assembly approve the

the General Assembly entertain the most conduct of the Synod in relation to this

cordial feelings in favour of the design of matter. While they were firm and zea.

the Synod of Kentucky, and highly ap- Jous in maintaining what they believed to

prove of their endeavours to establish " a be truth, they were, to an uncommon de.

school, in wbich literature and science, gree, respectful and affectionate in their

blended with the doctrines of the word manner of dealing with Mr. Craighead.

of God, shall be taught ; " they are of opi- As the sermon was delivered in their

nion, and respectfully report to the As- hearing, believing as they did, that it con

Vol. II. - Ch. Adv. 30

4
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tained dangerous error, they were bound holdsto be a summary of the doctrines of

to take notice of it, and express their opi- scripture. But in none of the charges

nion to the preacher. against Mr. Craighead is this done ; and

3. But they cannot approve the con. in two of them , ( third and fourth ,) it

duct of Mr. Craighead when before the would be very difficult to say , wbat arti

Synod . He indeed manifested a lofty and cles of faith are supposed to be contra

independent spirit, that would not be vened in the errors charged on Mr. Craig

controlled by authority, and there was head . And the last two charges, appear

not exhibited a due respect for the Sy- to be so vague and indefinite, as to be

nod, as an acknowledged judicatory of incap:uble of proof. In the fifth, Mr. Craig

the church of Christ. His conduct was head is charged with perverting, &c . the

not respectful nor conciliatory; which sentiments ofthe preachers and writers in

certainly was a return that their tender- our connexion . Now, in our connexion ,

ness to him called for; but it was that of there are a multitude of preachers and

a bold and confident controvertist, who writers differing by manyshades of opi

sets his opponents at defiance. pion from each other. How then can

4. The publication of this sermon and this be a just ground of accusation ? In

defence, by Mr. Craighead, after he had the sixth , he is charged with the false

been so earnestly entreated by the Sy- colouring of facts, &c. But no facts are

nod, “ not to offend against the doctrines established by evidence ; none are speci.

of the Confession and the feelings of his fied in the charge ; and to make it a just

Christian brethren , " was even more re. ground of accusation, it ought to have

prehensible, as far as evidence is before been a designed and malicious discolour

us, than the first preaching of it. ing of the facts, &c.

5. The Presbytery of Transylvania, to In the progress of this case, the Pres.

which Mr. Craighead belonged, in the bytery proceeded regularly to cite the

faithful discharge of their duty, could not accused , once and again, and upon his

have connived at 'such conduct . They not appearing, they proceeded to the

acted properly, therefore , in calling upon trial, and having gone through the evi

Mr. Craighead, to answer for this publi- dence, they referred the whole to the

cation . Indeed, they deserve much com. Synod to adjudicate upon it, with the ex

mendation for their watchfulness, zeal, pression oftheir own opinion, thatMr.

and , Craighead ought to be suspended. The

evil which threatened greatly to injure Synod met immediately after Presbytery,

the welfare of the church . And when it and took up the case, and in concurrence

is considered, that the man with whom with the opinion of the Presbytery, sus.

they had to deal, was distinguished for pended Mr. Craighead from the gospel

his learning and eloquence, reputable in ministry.

his character and standing in society,and In this proceeding, the GeneralAssem .

venerable for his age, it was a dutyofno bly are of opinion, that there was too

small difficulty and self-denial, which inuch haste . Mr. Craighead was not

they were called to perform . But they guilty of contumacy,for he wrote two

did not shrink from it. Therefore, what- letters to the Presbytery, ' excusing him .

ever may have been their errors in the self for non -attendance ; and if he had

manner of conducting this business, or been guilty of contumacy, he ought to

the errors of the Synod, it is the opinion have been suspended on that ground.

of the General Assembly, that they per. Perhaps no man ought to be tried on

formed their duty in difficult circum- charges preferred, and to be supported

stances; and that their whole proceed. by evidence, who is not present, without
ings were prompted by pure and consci- his own consent. A trial, in the nature

entious motives. of things, cannot be impartial, when there

6. It is not surprising, that in a case so is but one party heard. And in this case ,

new and difficult, some considerable no injury would have been sustained by

errors in point of form should have oc- delay, for the Synod might have pro

curred ; the principal of these, the Gene- ceeded instantly to condemn the errors

ral Assembly,will now briefly point out. of Mr. Craighead's book, as the General

There was a great deficiency in the Assembly did in the case of The Gospel

charges preferred against Mr. Craighead, Plan of W. C. Davis ; the process against

as it relates to precision. All charges for the author, however, did not commence,

heresy should be as definite as possible. till some time afterwards. But, how
The article, or articles of faith impugned, ever this may be, the General Assembly

should be specified , and the words sup. think, that the Synod were in too much

posed to be heretical, shown to be in re. haste. It was reasonable, that Mr. Craig

pugnance to these articles; whether the head should have been informed of this

reference is made directly to the scrip- transfer of the cause , to a higher tribu

tures, as a standard of orthodoxy; or to nal.

the Confession of Faith , which our church There is only one other thing in the
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proceedings on which the General As. operation of the Spirit, not without the

sembly will remark ; which is, that state word, but distinct from it, and in the

ments were given as evidence, by the order of nature preceding it. Other Pro .

members of Presbytery, which are not testant churches, never charged with fun

recorded, and which do not appear to damental error, have as uniformly main

have been given under the usual solem- tained the doctrine of a mediate agency;

nity of an oath. and those commonly believe, that this

But from matters of form , the General operation is not occasional, but uniform ,

Assembly will now pass to the meritsof and diversified in its effects, by the dif

the case; and for the sake of brevity, the ference of resistance with which it meets.

first and second charges only shall be Neither the Presbytery nor the Synod ap

brought into view. pear to have attended sufficiently to this

Charge 1. " We charge him with deny. distinction . They appear to have thought,

ing and vilifying the real agency of the that a denial of immediate agency, was a

Spirit in regeneration , and in the produc. denial of all real agency. It deserves spe.

tion of faith and sanctification in general.” cial regard here, that ourConfession takes

And first, they would observe, that no notice of these nice distinctions, about

there can be no doubt, that the denial of the mode in which the Holy Spirit ope.

the real agency of the Spirit, is a danger rates. It usually mentions the word and

ous and fundamental error; and if Mr. the Spirit together, and the former as the

Craighead taught such an error, he ought instrument of the latter. And they who

to have been suspended. believe in the immediate agency of the

The question then is, do the passages Spirit, do not exclude the instrumentality
of Mr. Craighead's sermon, referred to in of the word ; they however explain it in
the charge, prove that he did deny the a different way from those who hold , that

reulity of theoperations of the Spirit ? there is no agency of the Spirit, distinct

Here, it will be important to remark, from the word, But this is the more fa .

that a man cannot fairly be convicted of vourable construction ; there is another,

heresy, for using expressions which may which if not more probable, is more oba

be so interpreted as to involve heretical vious. Mr. Craighead may be understood

doctrines, if they may also admit of a nore as teaching, that the only real agency of

favourable construction :-Because, no the Spirit was in inspiring the scriptures,

one can tell in what sense an ambiguous and confirming them by signs and mira

espression is used, but the speaker or cles. There is much in his discourse,

writer, and he has a right to explain him- that has this bearing ; and undoubtedly

self ; and in such cases, candour requires, this is the common impression, among the

that a court should favour the accused, people where it is best known. This was

by putting on hiswordsthe more favoura- the idea of the Synod of Kentucky, when
ble, rather than the less favourable con- they condemned him ; and this is, in fact,
struction . denying the reality of the operation of the

Another principle is, that no man can Spirit, in our days: and whether his ex

rightly be convicted of heresy by infer- pressions have been fairly interpreted or

ence or implication ; that is, we must not not, they are dangerous, and ought to be

charge an accused person with holding condemned. In justice to Mr. Craighead,

those consequences which may legiti- however, it ought to be remembered,

mately flow from bis assertions. Many that heutterly disclaims this meaning, in

men are grossly inconsistent with them- his defence sent up to this Assembly.

selves ; and while it is right, in argument, And would it befair to continue to charge

to overthrow false opinions, by tracing upon bim opinions which he solemnly
thein in their connexions and conse- disavows ? Of the sincerity of his disavowa

qitences, it is not right to charge any al, God is the judge. The conclusion is,

man with an opinion which he disavows. that the first charge, though supported by

With these principles in view, the Ge- strong probabilities, is not so conclusively

neral Assembly proceed to observe, that established as to remove all doubt, bé.

there is abundant evidence, that Mr. cause the words adduced in proof, will

Craighead did deny the immediate agency bear a different construction from that

of the Spirit, but no clear evidence that put on them by the Presbytery and Sy.
he denied ihe real agency of the Spirit. nod .

These are very different things, and the The evidence in support of the second

proof of the one, does by no means estab . charge is still less clear and conclusive.

lish theother. Immediate agency or ope. The charge is,

ration , is opposed to mediate. This is a “ We charge him with denying, vilify

well known distinction in theology; and ing and misrepresenting the doctrine of

a point which has been greatlycontro- divine foreordination, and sovereignty,and
verted . The Reformed Church , of which election . "

ours is a part, in all their purest times, It might, perhaps, be shown by argu

maintained the doctrine of the immediate ment, that Mr. Craighead ases many ex
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pressions not consistent with these doc- tence of the Synod of Kentucky, although

trines; but agreeably to the principle laid they are of opinion, that Mr. Craighead

down above, he must not becharged with has subjected himself, by preaching and

holding these consequences unless he has printing this sermon, to just censure. But
avowed them . These passages of his dis- as Mr. Craighead has had no fair oppor

course, it is true, contain erroneous and tunity of vindicating himself, or of making

offensive things, but they do not estab- satisfactory explanations or retractions,

lish the charge of denying, vilifying, &c. therefore ,

In one single instance, he seems to deny, Resolved, That the whole cause be

that every thing should be referred to the transmitted to the Presbytery of West
sovereignty of God's will ; but the words Tennessee, in the bounds of which Mr.

in their connexion, may have an inno- Craighead resides ; and that they be di.
cent meaning. Here again it must be ob- rected to give him an early opportunity

served , that Mr. Craighead solemnly de- of offering that satisfaction which the

clares his belief in the doctrine of de- church expects, for the offence received :

crees and election , as expressed in our and that upon receiving suchexplanations
standards. or retractions as to them shall be satisfac .

But whilst the General Assembly are of tory, Mr. Craighead be restored to the

opinion that the charges against Mr. Craig . gospel ministry from which he has been

head are not clearly and fully supported suspended.
by the references, they feel it to be their Petitions from the churches at Mount

duty to say, that the impression which Pleasant and Greensburg , in New York,

they havereceived from hearing extracts and from five ministers of the gospel re.

from this discourse ,are very unfavourable ; siding in the vicinity of Mr. George

and theydo believe, that Mr. Craighead Bourne, requesting that Mr. Bourne might

by preaching and printing this sermon, be restored to the office of the gospel

did subject himselfjustly to censure. ministry, was overtured, and application

Moreover, the Assembly are of opinion, on behalf of Mr. Bourne was made by Dr.

that the doctrines of this sermon,in the Ely, that on the profession of his peni

most favourable construction , are differ- tence he may be restored :-Whereupon

ent from those of the Reformed Churches, it was

and of our church, and are erroneous; al- Resolved, That the case of Mr. George

though the error is not of fundamental Bourne be referred to the Presbytery of

importance. They have observed also, New York, in whose bounds he now

that this discourse contains many unjust resides; and it is hereby ordered, that

and illiberal reflections on the doctrines the Presbytery of New York be fur

which have been the common and uniform nished by the Presbytery of Lexington,

belief of the great majority of the preach with all the documents relative to the

ers and writers of the Reformed Churches. deposition of Mr. Boume ; -- that they re

He mentions the names of a few persons ceive testimony as to the character and

as favouring the doctrine which he op- deportment of Mr. Bourne since his de

poses; buthe might have put into the position, and also the evidences of repent.
list almost every standard writer of our ance which Mr. Bourne may furnish . And

own and sister churches, since the Re . it is ordered, moreover, that the said
formation . Presbytery of NewYork do proceed to

This sermon also contains much decla. issue the case, and either continue the
mation which confounds fanaticism and

sentence of deposition, or restore him ,

piety ; and representations of opinions the said Bourne, to the gospel ministry,

which are true and important, so associ- as they may judge proper,

ated with error and absurdity, as to exhi. Messrs. M’lver and Smylie, were added

bit them in a ridiculous and odious light. to the committee appointed to prepare

Finally, the General Assembly are a minute on the appeals of Mr.Dobbins.

deeply impressed with the evidences of Adjournedtill 8 o'clock on Monday morn

an improper spirit, and an evil tendency ing. Concluded with prayer.
in this sermon, and are of opinion that

Mr. Craighead ought so to retract or ex- June 7, 8 o'clock , A. M. the Assembly

plain his sentiments, as to afford reasona- met, and was constituted by prayer. The

ble satisfaction to his brethren . minutes of the last session wereread.

Whereupon, Resolved ,That as the pro- The committee to which was referred

ceedings in the case of Mr. Craighead, the appeals of the Rev. R. B. Dobbins

have been , in many respects, irregular, from the decisions of the Synod of Ken

and he has suffered much injury from the tucky, affirming decisions of the Presby

delay produced by these ' irregularities: tery of Ebenezer in the cases of the Rev.
And whereas also, the charges are not so William L. Maccalla, and the Session of

conclusively established as to remove all the church of Augusta, reported, and the

doubt, the General Assembly cannot see report being read, wasadopted, and is as

their way clear finally to confirm the sen- follows, viz .
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1. While the Assembly, as a general William Neill, D.D., Rev. Samuel Martin ,

principle, disapprove of the administra- Rev. John E. Latta, Rev. William M.

tion of the sacraments, by one of their Engles.

ministers, within the bounds of a congre- Elders. - Mr. James Stuart, Mr. Samuel

gation with which he is not connected, Morrow .
without the consent of the minister and

Of the Several Synods.
session of said congregation; yet under

the peculiar local circumstances of the Mr. A. Brown, of the Synod of Pitts

people among which Mr. Maccalla occa- burgh. Mr. Henry Potter, of the Synod
sionally administered ordinances, the As- of North Carolina.

sembly cannot decide that he deserves
The roll was called , agreeably to a

censure. Therefore resolved, that the

decision of the Synod of Kentucky, af- standing rule, to ascertain whether any

firming a decision of the Presbytery of members had left the Assemblywithout

Ebenezer in regard to the complaint of leave, and it appeared that the following

the Rev. Mr. Dobbins, against the Rev.
persons had left it without leave , viz .

Mr. Maccalla , be, and it hereby is affirmed . Mr. Beach , elder, of the Presbytery of

2. In regard to the complaint of Mr. Ontario . Rev. Dr. Spring, of the Pres

Dobbins, against the session ofthe church bytery of New York . Rev. Symmes C.

of Augusta, for receiving members sus- Henry, of the Presbytery of New Bruns

pended by the session of the church of wick. Samuel Bayard, Esq. elder, of the

Smyrna ; the Assembly are of opinion Presbytery of New Brunswick . Rev.

that both sessions acted unconstitutional. Robert Steel, of the Presbytery of Phila

ly,thesession of Smyrna, in suspending delphia. Alexander Henry, Esq. elder,
said members, and the session of Augusta of the Presbytery of Philadelphia . Mr.

in receiving them when suspended. - John M Mullin, elder, of the Presbytery
Therefore, of Philadelphia. Mr. Moses Reed, elder,

Resolved, That the appeal on this com- of the Presbytery of Philadelphia. Rev.

plaintbe and it is hereby sustained ; and Elias Harrison , of the Presbytery of Dis

the members in question are herebyde. trict of Columbia. Rev. Isaac Paul, of

clared to be still members in good stand
the Presbytery of Hanover. Rev. Henry

ing in the church of Smyrna, and the ses
Ford , of the Presbytery of Bath .

sion of the church of Smyrna are hereby

directed, to dismisssaidmembers, ifthey who have lefttheAssembly without
Resolved, Thatas the names of persons

still desire it, that they may regularly leave, are to be published in the printed

connect themselves with the church of
jonrnals ; therefore the Stated Clerk

Augusta .

À nomination was made of persons to
is liberated from the duty enjoined by a

fill
up the vacancies in the BoardofEdu- standing rule,of writing to the Presby

teries on the subject.
cation, and the ballots being taken , the

Resolved, that this Assembly be dis
following persons were declared duly
chosenmembersofthe Board for four solved , and that anotherAssembly chosen

in the same manner, be required to meet

in the First Presbyterian Church in this

Of the City ofPhiladelphia, and its vici- city, on the third Tuesday in May , 1825,

nity. at 11 o'clock , A, M. Concluded with

Ministers.-- Rev. George C. Potts, Rev. prayer.

years, viz .

O

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assemblyof the Presbyterian Church ac

knowledgesthe receipt of thefollowing sums for their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton, N.J. during the month of September last, viz .

Of the Wheelock estate, per Robert Ralston, Esq. being the payment of a
draft sent as a remittance on account of the rents of said estate, for the

Contingent Fund
- $ 526 96

Of Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell, collected by Rev. E. W. Crane, for New York

and New Jersey Professorship , viz . from North Hardiston $ 8, Sparta $ 2,

and Wantage $26 50 36 50

OfRobertRalston, Esq. in full of his additional subscription for Synod of Phi

ladelphia Professorship · 1000 00

Of Solomon Allen, Esq. one-third of his subscription for do.
1000 00

Of Dr. MosesWaddel per Mr.W. W.Woodward , being part of the subscrip

tion of Major Abrabam Walker, of Georgia Presbytery, for the Southern

Professorship
200 00

Of Rev.George S. Woodhull, per William Sheepshanks, Esq. for the Scho

larship , 1st . Class, 1820 , viz.

From Rev. A. W. Platt
$ 24 72

And from Rev. William B. Barton
16 48 41 20

Total
$ 2804 66
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View of Publick Affairs.

EUROPE.

Britain . In the recess of the British Parliament, (now furtherprorogued till the

4th of November,) there is usually, in a time of peace , little of a political character that

is noticeable in Britain . We learn with pleasure that the harvest throughout the island

has been abundant; and that in Ireland it has not been greater in fifty years than in

the last season.- Happy were it , if the poor had the means ofobtaining their share of

the abundance with which they are surrounded. But this alas ! appears not to be the

case.-- It seems probable that the recognition of the independence of some of the

late colonies of Spain in America, will take place before the meeting of Parliament .

France. From France wehear nothing of much importance. Tranquillity prevails

throughout the kingdom . - The recent partial change in the ministry is not likely to

produce any change in the publick measures. It is said that the French are silently ,
but most actively employed , in augmenting their marine. Many new ships of war are

building, and their squadrons make short voyages, merely for the sake of training
their officers and sailors to actual sea service. The French monarch has lately pub

lished three ordinances. One declaring the character of the titles of nobility which
he may hereafter confer, the manner of their descent,and the estates which must be
connected with them severally - And tw ordinances for controlling the press. All

“ journals and periodicals ” must, previously to publication, be examined andapproved

by a committee of six members, named by the secretary of the interior. In the de .

partments the prefects are to appoint censors for the same purpose. — The press has

always been aterrifick object to the lovers of arbitrary power.

SPAIN.- “ Confusion worse confounded ” is still the character of the political state

of wretched Spain . There has lately been a serious conflict in Madrid ,between the

French soldiers, and the Spanish inhabitants and military. Many lives were lost; and

it is said that the French are abhorred not only in the capital but throughout the king

dom ; and this by the royalists as well as the constitutionalists. By late arrivals from

Gibraltar, we learn that at Tariffa there is an organized insurrection against the existing

government of Spain, which has a very formidable aspect. French troops, it is re

ported, have been sent against the insurgents, and have experienced repeated defeats.

By somea general insurrection throughout the kingdom was expected,and even said

to be concerted and ready to be commenced . What truth there may be in this we

know not. There is a pointof depression in the affairs of nations, at which they turn

back. It would seem that the people of Spain cannot be far from thatpoint, if they

have not already reached it. - The king has recently published an ordinance “ sup

pressing in all his dominions in Europe and America, the societies of freemasons,
communeros, and all other secret societies, of whatever denomination : and has de

clared that all who meet in such societies shall be prosecuted and punished as guilty

of treason human and divine !” Risum teneatis amici ?

PORTUGAL - Remains in statu quo, except that it is said that his most faithful ma.

jesty has informed the British court, that he thinks he can get along without military

aid fromEngland. - It is conjectured that Portugal will ere long declare the indepen
dence of the Brazils, with certain limitations.

THE GREEKS - Are making vigorous exertions to repel the Turks from their coasts

and their islands. Their feuds, it is stated, have ceased, and that the contending par

ties have been united bya senseof common danger. A bloody contest, it would seem ,

must soon take place between them and their invaders. Our prayers and our hopes

are in favour of the oppressed.

Since the foregoing paragraph was penned, intelligence, which appears to be au
thentick , has been received , that the island of Ipsara has been captured by the Turks.

A part of the force on which they relied for defence proved treacherous,having been

corrupted by the Turkish Pacha. One accountsays that the remaining force, with

the wives and children of a great part of the population, finding resistance impossible,

voluntarily set fire to a magazine in a fortress, and thus consigned themselves to in

stant death. Other accounts represent that “ the primates and Ephori of the island

made their escape in fourteen carriages ; and that the rest of the inhabitants were all

massacred .” There seems to be no doubt that, insome way or other, the inhabitants

ofthe island have, like those of Scio , perished by the barbarity of the Mussulmen. An

Amsterdam paper of August 13th , contains a report that a Greek squadron defeated

the Turkish fleet, after the fall of Ipsara ; and states that inother parts tbe affairs of

the Greeks were in a favourable traia. We wait with anxiety for farther and more

authentick accounts. It is said that the emperor of Russia, having settled his quarrel

with the Turks, is furnishing them with ships and other facilities, to carry on the war
against the Greeks. Can this be true !

OF THE HOLY ALLIANCE We have heard nothing new , and should be well content

never to hear of it more.
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ASIA .

It appears that a very formidable army isabout to march from the British territories

in India, against the Burman possessions : and that the principal ports of the empire

are to be blockavled by British ships of war. This we anticipated, and expect yet to

hear of sanguinary conflicts throughout that extensive country .-- Missionary opera

tions there must cease for a scason --we fear for a long time to come. Yet it may be

otherwise. The present hostilities may expedite the spread of the Gospel. Very
often

“God moves in a mysterious way

His counsels to perform .”

AFRICA .

The controversy between the British and the Dey of Algiers, is said to be settled

without the effi:sion of blood.- The Dey has yielded to the demands of Britain . But

on the south -west coast of Africa the British , by the last accounts, were still losing

ground. The Ashantees had advanced nearly to Cape Coast Castle, and with a force

which was not to be resisted . It is stated that the British could not trust the fidelity

of the native troops in their service. Appearances in that region are truly alarming.

There seems no doubt that the slave -dealers are the auxiliaries of the Ashantees.

AMERICA .

HAYTI. - There have been several embarkations of our coloured population for this

island, in the month past ; and preparations are making for the emigration of still

larger numbers.- All negotiations with the Haytien ministers, lately sent to Prance,

have been broken off, and the ministers are on their return to Port-au -Prince . It is

also stated that appearances favour thebelief that a new and formidable attack is likely
soon to be made on this island by the French .

MEXICO AND COLOMBIA . — These republics appear to be pursuing at present a pros.

perous career ; but nothing of much interest or importance has cometo our know
ledge respecting them , within the past month . Colombia is lending assistance to her

sister republick of Peru, which we hope will be successful; but of which we have

heard nothing since making the statement contained in our last number.

Brazils - The whole northern part of the empire of Don Pedro I. appears to be

dissatisfied with his measures ; andwe believe also with himself and the form of go.

vernment which he has caused to be adopted. We have heretofore remarked, and

still think, that the whole American continent is likely soon to be done with royal

sway of everykind. In the mean time, the emperor of the Brazils is employing all the

military force he can muster,both by land and sea, to reduceto subjection those parts

of his domain that refuse subjection to his government. - What will be the issue of

the conflict remains to be seen .

UNITED STATES. - It appears that the yellow fever still exists,and prevails to a con

siderable extent, in New Orleans, and in Charleston South Carolina. In several other

places mortal sickness has been experienced, during the month which has just closed.

Taking our country at large, however, the autumn which is passing has, ibtis far,been

much more bealthy than anyone of the three or four years immediately preceding:

The conflict of publick opinion, in relation to the election of our next chief magis.

trate, becomes more animatel, as the time of voting draws nigh. Parties advocate

their several favourite candidates with zeal, and animadvert on their opponents with

some severity. We hope and pray that party spirit may not produce that acrimony

and lamentable disregard to truth , and those most unjustifiable attacks on character,

which have heretofore disturbed our domestick peace, and disgraced our country and

our government in the eyes of foreigners. - Every consideration which patriotism can

suggest should dissuade from this ; and every principle of the Christian religion , it
should be remembered , forbids and condemns it.

But in whatever other respects the people of the United States may not think ex

actly alike, they appear to be perfecily of one mind, in manifesting affection and gra.

titude, andin doing honour in everyform that can be devised , to the guest of the na

tion , the illustrious La FAYETTE. We know it is possible “ to have too much of a

good thing .” We know too that when popular enthusiasm is excited, we may as well

expect that a strong wind will not do some mischief, as that the impetus given to the
publick mind will not run into some excesses. But with a little allowance for the

transgression of the maxim ne quid ni inis - less we really think than might in all rea

son be made on such an occasion--we still say , and say as Christian advocates, that we

do approve of the publick rejuicings that have taken place, on the arrival in our coun .

try of its distinguished friend and benefactor; and of the publick testimonials of re

spectwhichhe hasreceived. We think we can distinctly specifysome important

beneficial effects which have already resulted, and some which are likely still further

to result, from the cordial union and brilliant expression of the publick sentiment on

the occurrence of this interesting event. It not only affords some proper counter
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poise to the cruel and protracted sufferings of our good and great friend in the pri.

sons of Germany, and for the ill treatment which he has constantly received from the

possessors and abettors of arbitrary power, but it is calculated toteach most impres

sively, that an inflexible adherence to upright principlesin all vicissitudes, and an un

bending integrity and unwavering consistency in pursuing a virtuous course of ac

tion, may turn out best, and reap the richest harvest of reward, even in the present life .

This lesson is more powerfully taught by the honours which La Fayette is now re

ceiving, than it could be taught by ten thousand of themost eloquent lectures on the

subject: And it is a most important lesson for our youth to learn, and for all our poli

ticians and publickmen to remember — May they learn and remember it effectually .

Let them contrast the fortunes of Bonaparte and La Fayette, and they cannot easily

forget it. Patriotism , or awarm and generous love of country and of our free institu

tions, is certainly cherished, in the hearts both of the old and the young , by what we

now witness . Gratitude to benefactors is, in like manner, fostered ; and the charge

that republicks are always ungrateful, is falsified . Good feelings and kind sympathies

of various kinds are powerfully promoted. We have observed , with great satisfac

tion, that in the state and city where we write, the angry passions which were in

flamed by the last contested election for a governor, have been abated, or rather ex

changed for mutual good will , by the common zeal to honour an eminent actor in the

scenes of our revolutionary struggle. The expense which has attended the manifes

tation of the general joy, has not been injurious, but on the whole advantageous.

Not only has the money expended been all laid out among ourselves, but almost the

whole of it has changed handsfor the better - It has gone from the rich to the poor :

And the spirit of liberality which has been cherished, is likely to be extended to

other objects. The worst thing that we have observed — and we venture to say that

none have observed it with deeper or more sincere regret than ourselves - is, that the

day of sacred rest has, in some instances, been shamefully violated, in making arrange

ments or preparations for honouring our country's benefactor. This deserves the un

qualified reprobation of every friend to religion and goodmorals; and we verily believe

that such a reprobation it receives in the heart of General La Fayette himself. He has

not been willingly, but mostreluctantly made-- so faras he hasbeen made - the occa

sion of any thing unfavourableto our religious institutions or principles ; and we hope

that his wishes and example will ultimately have a salutary influence in this whole mat

ter. We speak on good authority when we say, that on thelast Lord's day, he absolutely

refused to receive any military honours, or attendance, or publick demonstration of

respect whatsoever ; butwent privately, in company with the governor of New Jersey,

and attended publick worship in the Presbyterian church at Trenton . He bearshis

honours with a meek and magnanimous spirit. He arrogates nothing ; but ascribes

the respect that is shown himas an individual, to the causeand the principles in which

it was his good fortune to be a sharer : And with lively pleasure did we remark , in

his reply to the corporation of “ the fair cityof Philadelphia,” that he attributed the

appointment of General Washington to the chief command of the American armies,of

which he wasreminded by the place where he was speaking, to “ a providentialin

spiration , " influencing and directing the minds of those fathers of our country, who

made the appointment on which, under the blessing of God, the liberty and indepen

dence of our country were safely and happily suspended .-- In addition to all, we con

fidently believe that the unparalleled unanimity and high excitement and expression

of the publick sentiment infavour of General La Fayette, as a friend and champion of

genuine liberty and republican governments, will have a most beneficial effect in Eu

rope. It will convince those who there hate us and all that belongs to us, that they

cannot safely meddle with such a people, nor invade or injure them in any way with

impunity. It has also brought into conspicuous view , that state of happiness and pros.

perity in our country, which, as resulting from our free institutions, may recommend

them to others, and favour the views of the friends of freedom throughout the world .

We have now stated some of the reasons why, as freemen and as Christians, we

think favourably of the honours so spontaneously andliberally conferred onGeneral

La Fayette ; and it is our earnest prayer, in whichwe hope that many of our Christian

brethren unite, that the whole may affect his mi and the minds of all concerned, in

asalutary manner that we may eye the hand of God, and the wonderful workings of

his providence, in the affairs of men ; and that we may not have our best portion in

the fading distinctions of this passingworld, but in the brighter glories of that higher

and enduring state to which, in theGospel of Christ our Saviour, we are taught to

aspire.
TO CORRESPONDENTS .

A MEMOIR of the Rev. Dr. Shaw ; and A REVIEW of a sermon entitled Help from on

High ; which were prepared for our present number, are unavoidably delayed. They

shall appear in the coming month. Other communications, of which several are on

Hand, shall then receive due attention .
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LECTURE X.

the liberty.or contingency of second

causes taken away, but rather es

tablished .”

The first important guard or re

striction of the truth here exhibited

is , that we are never to consider the
( Concluded from page 437.)

decrees of God in any such light as

I am now to make Him the author of sin.

III . Not only to admit , but to Judge, then , with what propriety

assert and vindicate, other truths, the members of our communion

with which the doctrine of the di- have sometimes been charged with

vine decrees may seem to be in con- holding this horrible tenet. It can

flict; to repel the false allegations not possibly be renounced in more

which have been made, in relation unequivocal language than is here

to those who believe in the absolute used in the standards of our church.

sovereignty of God ; and to show And if any who call themselves

in whatmanner the apparently mi . Calvinists hold this tenet, we re

litating truths in regard to this sub- ject them , with as much prompti

ject oughtto be received and held. tude as we reject the impious prin

I cannot better introduce what I ciple which they embrace. Calvin

have in view in this part of our dis- himself never heldit - On the con

cussion, than by a quotation from trary, noman could more earnestly

our Confession of Faith, chap. iii . express his abhorrence of it, or

sec. 1 - Let it be well observed, more cautiously guard his followers

that this section was manifestly in- against it. But, say our opposers,

tended to contain both an exhibi- your doctrine of the decrees must

tion and an explanation of the draw this consequence after it

creed of our church, relative to the The consequence must necessarily

subject before us ; that it may dis- follow from that doctrine. No- we

tinctly appear that what I have to reply — That is your consequence,

offer is in perfect accordance with not ours. We utterly deny the

that creed. The section referred consequence. And you have no

to, stands as follows— “ God from right to draw it for us, and to charge
all eternity did , by the most wise us with it ; for that is to take for

and holy counsel of his own will , granted the whole matter in dis

freely and unchangeably ordain pute.

whatsoever comes to pass ; yet so And here, by the way , I would

as thereby neither is God the au . remark, that however frequently it

thor of sin ; nor is violence offered may be done and it is done very

to the will of thecreatures ; nor is frequently nothing can be more
Vol. II.Ch . Adv. 3 P
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unfair or illiberal, in controversy free as he would be if no decree

of any kind, and especially in reli- existed . Our freedom of choice is

gious controversy, than to make a matter of consciousness. We want

our own inferences from opinions no arguments to convince us of it,

whichwe dislike, and then to charge for we feel it - We feel that we

those inferences on the holdersof choose and refuse with perfect free

the hated opinions — when the hold- dom : and we are not of the num

ers themselves utterly disclaim the ber of those who suspect that we

inferences, and give sufficient evi- are deceived, by the very constitu

dence that they are not influenced tion of that nature which our Cre

by them . We may not onlythink that ator has given us . All the arrange

certain inferences follow from a giv- ments of civil society, all notionsof

en position , but admitting that they moral obligation , all the punish

actually and legitimately follow , yetments inflicted by law for crimes,

if those with whom we litigate deny and all the rewards promised to

them, and are inanifestly not influ- virtue or bestowed upon it - all

enced by them , to charge them with these proceed on the principle, ta

the guilt or criminality of such in- ken for granted , thatman acts free

ferences, is most uncandid and un- ly, and is therefore the propersub

just. Now in the present instance, ject of praise and blame, reward

I affirm , without fear of contradic- and punishment. But, in addition
tion , that there is no sect or deno- to this, all the commands and threat

mination of Christians wbatever, enings, all the persuasions and invi
that would more generally or more tations, all the reasonings and mo

deeply shudder, at the thought of tives, which are addressed to us, in

makingGod the author of sin , than Holy Scripture, -- all these, rest on
those who hold that he hath “ fore- the assumption , that those to whom

ordained whatsoever to theyare addressed are accountable

pass ." They are sensible that to for choosing the good, and refusing

make such a charge would be to the evil.- This is not the place for

deny the moral character of the considering, at length , the influence

Deity, and would be something of inherent depravity. I shall at

worse, if worse be possible, than present only say, that we think no

atheism itself - It must ever be con- rational man can, or does believe,

sidered and maintained, as a first that depravity frees any human be

andinvariable principle oftrue re- ing from a fuilresponsibility for all

ligion , that “ God is righteous in that he designs or does ; and for every

all his ways, and holy in all his known omission of duty, or refusal
works. ” of obedience to the commands of

The second thing which the Con- God, with which he is chargeable.
fession of Faith teaches us that we The third disclaimer, which is

are not to infer from the doctrine of made in the Confession of Faith, of

the decrees , is , " that no violence is a dangerous inference from the doc

offered to the will of the creatures." trine of the decrees of God , is thus

Here, again , you may see with what expressed-—" the liberty or contin

palpable injustice the accusationis gencyof second causes is not taken
brought against the Calvinists -- for away, but rather established.” Here,

it is the common clamour- that you see, once more, the falsehood of

they deny man's free will,andmake those who charge our catechism , or
him a mere machine . But this is those who receive it, with destroy

only another inference, made by an ing human liberty and the efficacy

adverse party , and charged on sen- ofmeans, or of favouring a system

timents , if not on individuals, with of fatalism . No indeed- Weleave

a view to render them odious. No the doctrine of fatalism to the an

truly . We believe that man is as cient Stoicks, to the modern Mus

comes
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sulmen, and to atheists and infidels difficulty out of sight ; and much

of every description. We know of to show that every other .system

no sect of Christians that holds, or that has ever been adopted , in rela

favours the doctrine, The Calvin- tion to this subject, is more objec

ists, or predestinarians, are, if pos- tionable, and harder to be main

sible, more free from it than any tained , than that which has been

other. For you perceive, by the laid down in this lecture. This I

quotation just recited, that the verily believe to be the fact. If I

liberty or contingency of second did not, I would adopt some other

causes is rather established ,” than 'system - But it is my deliberate

taken away, by this doctrine — that conviction that every other system

is, the doctrine teaches that human is liable to more - far more- objec

liberty, and the contingency and tions than this. It seems to me,

properinfluence of second causes, after as close an investigation as I

were as much decreed as any thing have been able to give the subject,

else. Whoever, therefore, believes that, on the one hand, the absolute

this doctrine, must believe in hu- sovereignty of God in his decrees

man liberty ; must believe in the and providence, is clearly demon

contingency and influence of second strabie both from reason and scrip

causes ; must believe that every ture ; and that, from the same

end is to be brought about by its sources on the other hand , the free

proper means ; must believe that dom and accountableness of man,

these means are as much in our and the influence of means or se

power, as any thing can be in our cond causes, are equally evident
power ; and must believe that with- and undeniable. I therefore re
out the use of the proper means, ceive and firmly believe both these

the end is never tobelooked for truths ; although I cannot explain

or expected . He who holds any how they consist with each other :

thing contrary to this, is so far as and I feel no mortification, and no

he holds it- not a sound believer reluctance in making this avowal.
in our Confession of Faith and ca. Why should I, when a similar

techisms. He is not a consistent avowal has been made by men of
Calvinist. the first order of intellect that the

Thus you perceive, that we not world has ever seen ? Dr. Wither

only admit, but assert and vindi. spoon , than whom I have certainly

cate, the truths with which the di- never personally known a
vine decrees may seem to be in con- more capable of investigating such

flict - while we repel the false alle- topicks, closes his theological lec

gations which have been made, in ture on this subject, in thesewords :

regard to those who believe in the " For my own part, I freely own,
absolute sovereignty of God. that I could never see any thing

But now, as it is conceded that satisfactory, in the attempts of di

the truths last stated do seem to vines or metaphysicians, to recon

militate with the position that God cile these two things ; but it does

hath “ foreordained whatsoever not appear difficult to me, to believe

comes to pass,” it is reasonable to precisely in the form of our Con

inquire ,-how are we to dispose fession of Faith; to believe both

of this difficulty ? I answer, with the certainty of God's purpose, and

frankness and explicitness, that, for the free agency of the creature.

myself, I believe, that follow the Nor does my being unable to ex
subject out , and there is a difficulty plain these doctrines , form an ob

here, which the human intellect will jection, against the one or the

never be able to solve or satisfac- other.” Here is the declaration of

torily to remove, in this world . It a man of true learning, piety and

were easy to say much to put the candour. But, in truth , it is not

man
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our own

wonderful that such men as Locke pleasure.” Here, in a single sen

and Witherspoon, should have made tence, we have both the principles

such declarations,; becauses they which I have endeavoured to main

knew that in natural philosophy, tain and inculcate, sanctioned and

and in every thing to which human applied to practice. We are com

investigation is directed, the powers manded to work out our own sal

of our minds soon reach an impas- vation with fear and trembling ;"

sablé boundary; and that we must, and yet taught, at the moment, that

and do, often - very often - hold as “ it is God who worketh in us, both

unquestionable truths, things which ' to will and to do,of his good plea

we cannot explain or reconcile. sure :" And what is worthy to be no

Witherspoon remarks, that the dif- ted and remembered is, that our ab

ficulty before us “ is the same in solute dependance on God, is stated

natural, as in revealed religion ; as an encouragement — not as a dis

and the same in the course of na- couragement to exert

ture as in both . The certainty of powers, and to use diligently all

events, makes as much against the means of grace. Let me exhort

common diligence in the affairs of you then always to view and treat

life, as against diligence in reli- the subject in this very manner.

gion ”-No- It is your sciolists, Hold both these truths, and let

your half taught people, that think them both be practical; but never

they can explain and measure every perplex and torment your minds

thing ; and who declare that they with endeavouring to comprehend

will believe nothing which they can- the manner of theiragreement, nor

not comprehend. Whoever should ever be discouraged in attempting

really do this, would soon find that any duty because you cannot com

he could believe very little. prehend it. “ It is finely imagined

My dear youth, the subject be- by Milton , that he makes a part of

fore you , is one of the deep things of the damned in hell , to torment

God. The heathens tried to explain themselves with unsearchable ques

it, and could not. Revelation does tions, about fixed fate, free will ,

not attempt to explain it ; because, foreknowledge absolute. It is cer

probably, it cannot be explained to tain that we cannot now fathom

our comprehension , unless new fa- these subjects - if we ever shall to

culties should be given us, or un- eternity." * Forbear, then, all at

less those we have should be great- tempts to fathom them ; but, as I

ly enlarged. But revelation pro- have said , make a practical use of

fesses to give us no such faculties, the known truths ; and let the truth

nor any such enlargement. Reve- always be viewed in an encouraging

lation takes man as he is. It clearly light - That is , exert all your powers,

teaches us both these truths, as I and use all the appointed means,

think I have plainly shown you ; inthe great matter of your soul's

and it attempts no explanation. salvation ; and be encouraged to

Let me call your attention for a this, because you have help in God,

moment to one text of scripture, in who is ever ready to aid by his

which the efficiency ofmeans and grace the endeavours of all who

exertions on the part of man, and sincerely and earnestly ask Him to
at the same time his absolute de- impart it to them . If this course

pendance on grace and assistance be pursued humbly and perseve

to be imparted from God, are disa ringly, you will obtain salvation :

tinctly brought together - Phil. ii. but if it be neglected, you will cer

12, 13 Work out your ownsal- tainly perish, and the guilt,as well

vation with fear and trembling : as the pains of perdition ,will be all

For it is God that worketh in you,

both to will and to do of his good Witherspoon,
#
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

NOTICES OF THE CONGREGATION OF

BY

THE REV. DAVID BRAINERD.

your own. " Strive, therefore, to in the State of New Jersey. It ap

enter in at the strait gate - For pears, from the life of this extraor
every one that asketh receiveth , dinary man written by president

and he that seeketh findeth , and to Edwards, that he preached to the

him that knocketh it shall be open- Indians at Crosweeksung for the
ed ." Amen. first time, on June 19th, 1745 ; and

that on November 5th , 1746, he was

taken ill at Elizabeth Town, in New

Jersey, on a journey to New Eng

land, and never more returned to

his beloved charge. The whole pe

riod therefore of his labours among
CHRISTIAN INDIANS, FORMED

the Crosweeksung Indians was less

than a year and a half ;and during

The following interesting paper, this period he was absent a consi

in the hand writing of the late Doc- derable time, on a visit to the In
tor Elias Boudinot, (with one of a dians in the Forks of Delaware, and
similar kind which we published on the Susquehanna river, in Penn

last month,) has been in possession sylvania. But the power of God

of the Editorfor about twenty years. seemed , duringthe short period he

Dr. Boudinot was the executor of was at Crosweeksung, to attend all

the will of the Rev. William Ten- that he said , and the divine blessing

nent. From this circumstance the to rest on all that he did . His In.

papers of Mr. Tennent, after his dian congregation was soon removed

death , came into the doctor's hands, to Cranberry, not far distant from
and enabled him to draw up, from its original location. His brother,

materials unquestionably authen- the Rev. John BRAINERD, whom he

tick, the communicationscontained met at Elizabeth Town , on his jour

in the last and present number of ney to New England, succeeded
our work . him in his mission ; and the succes

The Rev. David BRAINERD was sor of John Brainerd , as the follow

certainly one of the most extra- ing paper shows, was the Rev.
ordinary men, in unreserved de- William TENNENT.

votedness to the glory of God and “ Mr. Tennent, about the year

ardent zeal to promote the Redeem- 1755, voluntarily undertook the

er's cause and kingdom in the world , charge of the Indian congregation

that have appeared since the apos. at Cranberry, which had been long

tolick
age. He was notthirty years under the care of the Rev. David

old when he died --for he was born and John Brainerd, two excellent

April 20th, 1718, and died October labourers in the vineyard of the

9th, 1747. Yet he left a character gospel, and he kept some notes of
which has been justly considered as thestate of the Indians at that time.

a kind of standard , at which other All their landshaving been sold by
missionaries ought to aim. We a drunken Indian , advantage was

know that it was so regarded by the taken of this ungenerous act and

late eminent and holy HENRYMAR- the destitute situation of these poor
TYN ; who indeed closely resembled creatures. They were opposed by

him , in many particulars, besides the government, and informed that
in that of finding an early grave. they were tenants at will and liable

Mr. Brainerd's printed journal, to be turned out of possession at a

which has long been before the pub- moment’s warning. To prevent so

lick , shows that his chief success as great an evil, (asin that case, they

a missionary tothe heathen, was at must have been so scattered as to

Crosweeksung --sometimes written render it impracticable for them to

Crosweeks an Indian settlement enjoy gospel ordinances ,) care was
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taken to secure for them 500 acres satisfaction . Morning and evening

of land , to which they at once re- prayers were regularly carried on

moved , and soon made a settlement by the teacher, and great decorum

and considerable improvements. observed. The great difficulty was

This spot was too small even for to procure books and catechisms .
their own numbers, and of course The school consisted of about 15 to

it wholly prevented their inviting 20 children, who attended daily .
other Indians to settle amongthem , “ Mr. Tennent preached to this

which they had'used to do in former congregation once a week generally,
times . but frequently oftener ; he usually

« Previous to their removal, the preached to them in the morning,

school, long established amongst and then rode about eight miles, to

them, had been discontinued, and preach to his own congregation in

the children would have been the afternoon . Nor did he fail to

brought up in their former ignor- discharge every other part of the

ance,but for the matchless pains of pastoral office, as far as he was

Mr. John Brainerd , who did all in made acquainted with their neces

his power to instruct them as he sities. The Indians required great

could get opportunity. But his attention , as in many of them there

many avocations to other impor- were great weaknesses and many
tant and unavoidable business, hin- sinful infirmities, which needed the

dered his doing much in this ne- blood of Christ for cleansing, and

cessary work , and he did not dare the care of a kind and faithful pas

to employ a schoolmaster, for want tor to reclaimthe wandering, raise

of the means of paying him a pro- the fallen, and support the despon
per salary . After their removal to dent.

their new settlement, Mr. Tennent “ The congregation rather in

conceived that the instruction of creased after Mr. Brainerd left it ;

the children would be essentially as some, who had gone away back

necessary to the plan of keeping to the wilderness, had returned ,

this congregation of Christian In- declaring that they could not be

dians, which hadbeen gathered into easy in their hearts, without hear

a church state with so much labour ing thegospel preached . They ap

and difficulty, from wandering into peared to be sincerely attached to

the wilderness, and of there uniting the English interest, and were al

with the Indians on the frontiers. ways ready to defend it. One of

He therefore ventured to re-estab- them , named Simon, enlisted in the

lish the school underthe care ofan Provincial troops in the campaign

Indian teacher, which greatly les- of 1755. Being asked by Mr. Ten

sened the expense. This also tended nent what induced him to go into

to raise in the Indians a laudable the army, he replied , that heunder

emulation in obtaining knowledge, stood that the French had not only

when they found one of their own a design to take our lands, but to

number preferred to the direction keep us from serving Jesus Christ,

of the school . Mr. Tennent trusted in the manner he had commanded ;

that the friends of religion and the and as he, Simon, had given himself

spread of the gospel among these soul and body to Christ, he thought

oncesavage people, would not suf- it his duty to fight for the Christian

fer him to wantthe means of sup Mr. T.asked him, how he

porting this school . Blessed be made out with his fellow soldiers ?

God, he was not disappointed. The he answered , that he was

school wasregularly kept up, and afraid of them than of the enemy.

the children made so greatprogress He said, they were so wicked, that

in their learning, as to give great they drank and swore, and fought

cause,

more
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with each other, and continually deed their conversation often afford

broke the sabbath . Mr. T. then ed matter for reproofand correction

asked him how he made out about to the vain and sluggish heart.

praying ? He said , though he could « These fruits ofthe Spirit gave

but seldom get alone, yet he often, to Mr. Tennent great encourage

yea
while under arms, lifted up his ment in his arduous work, and he

heart to Jesus Christ,whograciously saw many and great effects from the
filled his heart with love to bim . indefatigable labours of the Messrs.

Professors amongthem were ge- Brainerds, who had been the great

nerally regular in their Christian instruments of collecting and in

walk and conversation. There had structing these natives of the wil

been but two instances of miscon- derness. To use his own expres

duct among the members of the sion, “ Thus was I sent by the Lord

church, that cameto Mr. T.'s know- of the harvest, to reap that on which

ledge while he had the charge of I had bestowed no labour : others

them, and these were drinking to had laboured and I was a partaker
excess. Both of those who had been of the fruits of their toil. Let God

overtaken by intemperance made a therefore have all the glory. ”

publick acknowledgment of their “ Mr. T. had great hopes that

faults before the congregation ; and some of these Indians båd been

one of them spoke so very affecting. brought home to God, and others

ly on the occasion, that every one encouraged in their heavenly course,

present seemed in a flood of tears ; by his own preaching among them .

and the person himself was so ex- He baptized three adults,who gave

ceedingly affected , that he was reason to believe that they were

obliged several times tostop, and sincere in their profession of the

sighed and, sobbed as if his heart gospel. In a conversation he had

would break , under a deep sense of with Indian John, who had formerly

the dishonourdoneto God and his been overtaken with liquor, and had

cause . Would to God that amongst since discovered great contrition

those, from whom much more might for it, and by a uniform good be

reasonably be expected, there were haviour since, was restored to full

such convincing testimony of ge- standing in the church, he gave the

nuine sorrow and hearty contrition accountofhis struggles to withstand
for their sins. temptation. John said he was once

“ The worship of God was carried passing a tavern at a little distance,

on in their families morning and very early on a winter morning :
evening. The met the Lord's when he saw the house he made a

day three times for publick worship; halt, and looking wishfully at it, his

at which time one of them (when heart said , John, a dram would be a

Mr. T. did not attend) read some very good thing this cold morning

portion of the Scriptures, and then he answered, No, my heart ; Mr.

they alternately prayed and sang. Brainerd said John must not drink

Besides this, theymet twice in the dram ; Mr.Tennent said John must

week, when they conversedtogether not drink dram ; Jesus Christ says

about the things of God, and prayed, · John must not drink dram. I then

with singing of psalmsand hymns. walked very fast. I stopped again

It cannot be asserted that all who -My heart said , John , half a dram ,

thus lived regularly were sincere in a little small dram, very good for

these devotional exercises. It is to John this cold morning, make John

be feared that some of them acted travel strong. I say — Mr. Brainerd,

from form and custom ; though un- Mr. Tennent say, John must not

doubtedly thegreater part worship- touch dram.— Jesus Christ John

ped God in spirit and in truth . In- must not touch one drop. My heart

say,
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say , only very little, John. I say, baskets,which they form with great
myheart, you go drink dram, John skill and beauty ; and to acquire a

will run away. So I ran as hard as pittance by exhibiting their dex
I could. terity in shooting at å mark with

“ AlthoughMr. Tennenthad great their bows and arrows. Such par

comfort with these poor despised ' ties, consisting of six or eight, males

Indians, yet he also had his troubles. and females, the editor several times

During the French war, he had no saw at Princeton , during his resi

small exercise of mind, and was dence there. In a few years more, the

obliged to make great exertions in race will probably be entirely ex

various ways, to prevent the mis- tinct. This is nodoubtto be deeply

chief of many ill minded and ill ad- regretted ; and the more so, because

vised white people in their neigh- the extinction of this tribe of In

bourhood , who most improperly dians, like that ofmany others,will

were called Christians, and who probably not have happened without

most wickedly raised stories against great criminality, on the part of
them which had foundation ; and their more civilized neighbours.

because the Indians on the frontiers, But let it not be said that this fact

who were at war with the colonies, goes to show , what some would have

had committed many murders, they us believe, that all attempts to ci

wanted these innocent and unof. vilize and Christianize the Indians,

fending Christian Indians to be all must ultimately prove abortive.

sacrificed to their misguided and The fact, if rightly considered , only

revengeful tempers. Mr. Tennent proves that it is cruel and wicked

himself becamethesubject of much to deprive the aborigines of our

abuse and obloquy, because he in- country of their lands~ from which,

terposed in their behalf. Yet, as if they retain them and are taught

he observes, the Lord blessed his agriculture and the mechanick arts,

labours among and for them, and they will derive an adequate sup

made the reflection on these circum- port, perpetuate their race, and

stances sweet to his soul ; so that he preserve among themselves the

went to visit and instruct them as Christian institutions which pious

a tender mother to feed a beloved missionaries establish. Nor did the

child ; and could and did, in great labours of the pious and exemplary

sincerity, bless the Lord, that he Brainerd prove abortive. Noman

counted him worthy either to do or would more readily have assented

suffer, for the sake of this his poor than he to the truth , that the eternal

and despised flock .”' salvation of the soul of a single In

The editor is sorry to add to the dian , was infinitely more than a

foregoing narrative , that but few of compensation for all his labours,

the descendants of this littleband toils, and sufferings : yeamore than

of Christian Indians remain till the a compensation for all the labours

He is not indeed and sufferings of all the Indian

minutely informed in regard to their missionaries that have ever been

subsequent history ; but is satisfied employed. But Brainerd , we be

that they had no regular pastor after lieve, isnow rejoicing in a glory

the death of Mr. Tennent. The re- that will bė eternal, notmerely

volutionary war was unfavourable to with one, but with many Indians,

any endeavours to supply them with who were the seals of his ministry,

instruction of any kind. A few of and who would never have been

them still exist, and make their likely to hear of a Saviour, if his

abode in what are called the Pines, lips had not delivered to them the

in West Jersey. Once or twice a sacred message. His Indian con

year they wander into the neigh- gregation, it appears, continued and

bouring towns and villages to sell Hourished for manyyears after his

present time.
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decease ; nor have we ever heard mity, I shall adopt the scripture

of an Indian mission , faithfully con- narrative of the fall of Adam, and

ducted , that was not attended with endeavour to show in what way it

some success- enough, and more wasentailed upon his descendants.

than enough , to furnish a rich com- When Adam and Eve first took

pensation for all the expense and possession of Eden, they enjoyed

toil by which it was supported . close communion with their Čre

And how many congregations of ator, and were perfectly obedient

white Americans, that were flou- to his will . They knew him to be

rishing in the time of Brainerd, the author of their being, and the

have since become extinct ? Not giver of all the happiness they ex

a few, we must with grief acknow- perienced . As such they loved him ,

ledge. But the gospel has been and submitted with perfect willing
carried to others and so let it be ness to all his commands. This

with the Indians. love to God, (arising from a confi

The Editor has seized with plea- dence in his love to them,) formed

surethe opportunity of recording a the principal ingredient of their

continuation of the history of that holiness, without which their happi

little Christian community, the ness could not exist. The fatal time

formation of which will render the arrived , when they were induced,

name of Brainerd precious, and his by the suggestionsof Satan , to sus

example unspeakably useful, till pect God's love to them , and be .

time shall be no more . lieve that the only prohibitory com

mand he had given them ,arose from
a desire to restrict their enjoy

ments, and keep them in a state of

ignorance and dependance . From

the time this suspicion gained ad

mission into their minds, their love

Mr. Editor - There are , perhaps, of God began to fade ; and an act

few doctrines of the Christian reli- of wilful disobedience to his de.

gion more cavilled at, and less un- clared will, evinced the total loss

derstood , than that of original sin. of their filial love. The nature, or

It appears to most men hard, if not subject of the violated command

unjust, that infants should be con- was altogether immaterial . Suffi .

sidered sinful before they have had cient — that it was the will of God,

the ability to commit sin : or that and had been made by him the test

those who have never heard of the of their obedience. They had bro

law, should be accounted guilty of ken the covenant God had conde

its violation . I do not pretend to scended to make with them, and thus

any originality in my opinion ; but shown themselves destitute of love

I will offer you my ideas upon this to him . In a word, they ceased to

important subject, which, if correct, be the loving and obedient children

may assist others in their reflec- of God , and becamehis enemies.

tions
upon

it. All this may be admitted ; and

It appears to me abundantly evi- yet it may be asked ,-why should

dent, from natural , as well as re- the children be considered parta

vealed religion, that man came from kers of their parents' sin ? or with

the hand of his Maker, perfect in what justice can they be punished

every respect, free from sin and all for the crime of their parents ? I

unrighteousness. That he has lost answer,-it is the universal law of

this happy condition , is but too cer- generation, that like begets like. The

tain from the daily and hourly ex- very nature of our first parents had
perience of every individual : and been changed by the extinction of the

to account for this dreadful cala- principle of love to God. It was then
VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. 3Q

ON ORIGINAL SIN.
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as impossible for them to beget holy God. A man may be just and tem

children, as that their offspring perate , sincere and honest, gene
should have been of a totally dif- rous and compassionate, grateful

ferent species. If it be asked why and affectionate; he may possess

are not the children of pious parents many of the amiable, and many of

holy ? I answer, first, that the piety the splendid qualities of our na

of the parents is not natural to ture : and yet, without “ love to

them, but superadded by the grace God, ” he must be esteemed an

of God : and again, that they still enemy to him , and cannot be ac

continue imperfect ; their holiness ceptable in his sight. “ Without

is never completed in this life, and love " (as the apostle says, “ it

though raised above the power of would profit him nothing." This

sin , by grace, their love of God ne- view of the subject may seem harsh ;

ver , in this world , regains its origi- but it is that given in the gospel;

nal station in human nature, so as and when we reflect, that while

to be communicable to descendants. their possessor remains unrecon

By what has been said, it is not ciled to God, all these amiable and

intended to assert that human na- splendid qualities are engaged in

ture is so debased as to be incapa- drawing men away from God, and
ble of every virtue; but only that leaguing them in enmity against
it has lost that principle which is him ; we cannot but admit that it

indispensable to its acceptance with is just.
M.

Miscellaneous

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE .

men.

duty for the government of himself

and the church, in reference to their
No. III.

1. 1 exhort therefore, that, first of all, salvation of men ? If so - is it not
common prayers and efforts for the

supplications, prayers, intercessions,

and giving of thanks, be made for all plain , that the salvation of all liv

ing men , without exception , was to
2. For kings, and for all that are in autho- present the object of their engage

rity ; that we may lead a quiet and ment, and that on the general

peaceable life in all godliness and ho
ground that this was a good and acnesty .

3. For this is good and acceptable in the ceptable in the sight of God , our

sight of God ourSaviour ; Saviour ! " -- a ground, fortified by

Whowill haveall men to be saved ,and the two commanding considera

to come unto the knowledge of the
tions, ( 1) of the divine mandatetruth :

all

5. For there is one God, and one Media.
upon men, as moral agents, “ to

tor between God and men , the man be saved , and to come to the know

Christ Jesus ; ledge of the truth ;” and ( 2) of the

6. Who gave himself a ransom for all, to doctrine of Christ's mediation,
be testified in due time .

“ who gave himself a ransom for
1 Tim , ii . 1-6.

all , to be testified ”-or, more lite

What is the meaning of this pas- rally- " a testimony in due time.

sage of scripture, the importance of Between the restrictive system

which is peculiar, as forming a part and that rival one , which I choose

of apostolick doctrine written on to denominate the catholick system ,

purpose to be the directory of an because I deem the title appropriate

excellent young preacher, whose and the honour due , the grandques

orthodoxy unquestionable ? tion is — what means the word " ALL ”

Does it mean to prescribe rules of in reference to this passage ?

was
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to prove.

I believe, with very high convic- ought to pray “ for all sorts of men

tion , that it means the whole hu- living ” -mind! not for someof all

man race, and that it cannot be re- sorts ; but — for all sorts !-the pro

stricted without violating the plain . per meaning of which includes the

est and best rules of sacred inter- whole living family of man, they

pretation — This also I undertake only excepted , " that are known to

have sinned the sin unto death .”

Here I grant that the word all is If there be any embarrassment

often used restrictively to the sub- here , it arises from the perversity

ject in hand — that it sometimes of thatmistake, which makes the de

means the regenerated, or the cree of election , in whole or in part,

church universal, or the visible our rule of action : whereas, it is a

church , and that sometimes only it rule of action to God alone, and

applies to the whole human species. only a principle of faith to us ! The

Í assume that the word all,where excellent Dr. Witherspoon, in his

not defined as in the second verse , sermon on the atonement, from

means the same thing in the first, 1 John ii . 2. under the second ge

fourth , and sixth verses continu- neral head , in which he formally

ously ;-which may possibly revert treats of its “ extent,” adverts to

to the damage of my argument, if the present controversy, and affirms

it can be proved ex adverso that it that the debates connected with it,

must be restricted in any one of the “have arisen from an improper and

three places so as to exclude any unskilful mixture of what belongs

class of living men, who have not to the secret counsels of the Most

committed the unpardonable sin ; High with his revealed will , which

and which accords with that canon is the invariable rule of our duty."

of hermeneuticks which says, that This is a golden remark ! How often

the same word, often recurring in does a sturdy ultra -doctrinal Cal

the same connexion, must be inter- vinist, by this “ improper and un

preted in the same way in each in- skilful mixture,” invert the rela

stance, unless some good and suffi- tions of the footstool and the throne,

cient reason can be adduced for ru- transform himself from “ a doer of

riation . the law ” to “ a judge,” extinguish

Now, let us inquire- in what the glory and the vision of the di

sense can the word all be construed, vine moral government - or rather

so as to coincide with the restrictive subject them to a violent eclipse

system ? behind the portentous clouds of fa

The proper answer to this ques- talism , antinomianism, and sancti

tion , I believe is — that it means all monious presumption of all the

of a class, or some individuals of specious by -paths to perdition

every description. and their name is “ legion,” — per

I believe that this is the real and haps none is so devotional, so se

the only answer which the advo- raphick, and so verisimilar to “ the

cates of the restrictive system way, the truth , and the life," as this

would give to that question—it is same antinomianism ! The Lord

at least the best account of the give us all “ a broken and a con
matter which I have ever known . trite heart !! When we pray for

It cannot mean all of a class ; be- men - for instance a parent of a nu

cause there is but one class, and merous progeny for his children

that perfectly impalpable to us, all the secret purpose of the Eternal

of whom will be saved , viz. the is none of our business ; and the

elect ;-or, it might prove that anxiety we sometimes give our

“ kings and all that are in autho- selves on that point is a compound
rity ” will be saved . of weakness, stupidity, and rebel

Our Confession of Faith says we lion . That the secret purpose of
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God the doctrine and principle of Buthere, by the way, it may be re.

which we unite, Mr. Editor, in lov- marked , that the philosophy of my

ing, and that most cordially and position - concerning which thebest

triumphantly !-forms no part of thing that can be said , after all, is

the directory to Timothy which we that it accords with the scriptures

are considering, is plain from the -wins from Arminianism more

fact that it is a directory; that it is than all its advantages, without

preceptive; that it belongs to the countenancing one of its errors; and
apparatus of mediatorial moral go- vindicates Calvinism as a consistent

vernment. scheme, whose proportions can be

On the subject of moral govern- seen, admired, and enjoyed by all !

ment, as a department of divine ad- It is a corollary from the pre

ministration which is perfectly dis- ceding, that all in the sixth verse,
tinct, though at the same time inse. means the whole human race and

parable, from the divine agency in I think so certainly, that even if
the universal arbitration of events, the elder President Edwards, who

I intend hereafter fully to expa- “ was an eminent divine and a

tiate. It is a glorious and blessed mighty reasoner," thought diffe

department - especially when the rently, it would be to me « less

vivid rays of its eternal righteous. than nothing and vanity," against
ness shine through the mellowing the verity of the divine testimony.

and attractive medium of the me- Clothed in thearmour of such light,

diatorship of the Son of God ! To who can feel an argument drawn

this department I distribute the from the authority of human names?

text wholly , supposing it to refer- Leviathan with his scaly rind , is not

not at all to events as such , but more impervious to the imbelle te

to human duty in the moral and lum of a child ,than a Christian to

ecclesiastical constitution of God. what a mortal thinks in contradis

This view defines and magnifies tinction to the sentiments of God.

the sense in which “ God will have Nor would I venture all this, Mr.

all men to be saved :" it is even Editor, had I not some views of the

that in which he will have all men importance of the truth in the pre

" to come to the knowledge of the mises, in which , I know, I have to

truth ,” and in which he « wend myway without the sanction

mands all men every where to re- of some of the most venerable living

pent.” If this be true then - ne- names in our church . ZETA.

cessarily— " all men,” in the fourth

verse, cannot be restricted : other

wise some men are notobligated to

know the truth , or to obey the gos

pel , and so are wholly sinless in Mr. Editor - If we may judge

their sins ! However awkward my from the length of Zera's introduc

manner may be , Mr. Editor, I think tion, he will occupy your pages for

this is demonstration ! and if the many months to come. Whether

words all men are illimitable here, any person will enter the lists with

then God wills the salvation of him , and controvert the positions

every living man, and this is the im- he may attempt to establish, I do

portant sense in which the will of not know. It is not my intention

God may be and is frustrated by to accept his implied challenge.

men ! Away with the partyism of But it seems due to truth and can

Calvinism and Arminianism ! dour, in this early period of his dis

Tros Rutulusve fuat, nullo discrimine ha. cussion, to correct a misstatement

bebo, he has given of the sentiments of

Let isms go with feathers in the wind, his brethren in the gospel ministry.

Our aim is truth ,and truth alone we mind ! In page 305 of your number for

com

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.
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July, he says— " The views of the teaching that the sacrifice of Christ

OLD SCHOOL I shall characterize, is, in its own nature, sufficient only

mainly, for the sake of distinction, for the elect ; that salvation cannot

as the restrictive system ; because, be offered to others ; and that, if

if I understand them , they restrict others were to believe, they ( to use

the atonement in its own nature, in ZETA's own words) " could no
its availableness, and perhaps , in more be saved , on account of

every other respect, to the elect Christ's mediation, than a fallen
alone.” angel, were he penitent and obe

I am not offended to be classed dient.” It is admitted that some

with my brethren, in what Zeta adopt these as legitimate conse

terms the “ Old School ;" for it quences ; but they are few, and

may be regarded as an honourable ŽETA ought to have known that the

appellation. “ Thus saith the Lord, great body of the Old School dis

stand ye in the ways, and see , and claim them , and that they preach

ask for the old paths, where isthe the gospel , according to the com

good way, and walk therein , and ye mandment of God our Saviour, to

shall find rest to your souls. ” Jer. all indiscriminately ; offering to all

vi. 16. But I do think he should salvation with eternal glory, and

have better learnt the views of his assuring them, that all who believe

brethren of the Old School, before shall certainly be saved ; because

he attempted to combat them . the merits of our Redeemer's sacri.

The divines to whom he refers fice are infinite, and, in their own

teach , that Christ died , made an nature considered, sufficient for all

atonement, yielded satisfaction , and the world .

purchased redemption, for the elect; To convince Zeta, and your

just as Jesus Christ taught the readers, that these are the views of

church in his solemn intercessory the Old School, let me submit a

prayer, which he, as the Great High few testimonies taken from two

Priest of his people, presented to very important publick documents,

the eternal Father,immediately be that were drawn up for the express

fore the offering up of himself for purpose of exhibiting to the world

their sins. “As thou hast given their real sentiments. The first

him power over all fesh, that he document from which I shall make

should give eternal life to as many a few extracts, is , THE ARTICIES OF

as thou hast given him . ” “ I pray THE SYNOD OF DORT. This Synod

for them: I pray not for the world, was composed of delegates not only

but for them which thou hast giren from the Belgick churches, but from

me." “ And for their sakes I sanc- almost all the reformed churches

tify myself, that they also might of Europe, and was convened for

be sanctified through the truth .” the purpose of checking the pro

“ Neither pray I for these alone, but gress of the evils resulting from the

for them also which shall believe on propagation of Arminianism and So

methrough their word .” Joh . xvii. cinianism among the former church
2. 9. 19, 20. From these texts it es . In drawing up these articles,

appears undeniable, that Jesus the Synod solemnly bound them

Christ restricts both his intercessory selves to follow no other guide than

prayer, and the sacrifice of himself, theword of God. This venerable

on which his intercessory prayer ecclesiastical body sat in the years

was founded, to those given to him 1618–19.

out of the world by his Father, or From chap. ii . On the doctrine of

in other words, to his elect. the death ofChrist, and through it

Now, because the brethren of the the redemption of men , I select the

Old School teach this scriptural six following articles.
truth , they are misrepresented as “ 3. The death of the Son of God
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is a single and most perfect sacri- and language, efficaciously redeem

fice and satisfaction for sins; of all those, and those only, who were

infinite value and price, abundantly from eternity chosen to salvation,

sufficient to expiate the sins of the and given to him by the Father ;

whole world .” that he should confer on them the

“ 4. But this death is of so much gift of faith, & c.”

value and price on this account ; These articles, as well as all the

because the person who endured it others adopted by the Synod, were

is not only truly and perfectly man, unanimously agreed to, not only by

but also, the only begotten Son of the delegatesfrom the Belgick

God, of the same eternal and infi- churches, but by the theologians

nite essence with God the Father who represented foreign churches.

and the Holy Spirit, such as it be- See Articles of the Synod of Dort,

hoved our Saviour to be . Finally, translated from the Latin , and pub

because his death was conjoined lished by Thomas Scott, rector of

with the feeling of the wrath and Aston Sandford, Bucks, pages 128,

curse of God , which we by our sins 129.

had deserved ." The above articles form a part

“ 5. Moreover,the promise of the of the creed of the Reformed Dutch

gospel is, that whosoever believeth Church in this country. See their

in Christ crucified shall not perish , Constitution.

but have everlasting life --which The other document from which

promise ought to be announced and I shall select a few extracts, is, the

proposed promiscuously and indis- Constitution of the Presbyterian

criminately, to all nations and men, Church, from which it will be seen

to whom God in his good pleasure that its creed agrees, in these par

hath sent his gospel, with the com- ticulars, exactly with that of the

mand to repent and believe.” Synod of Dort.

“ 6. But because many who are CONFESSION OF FAITH, chap. viii.

called by the gospel do not repent, “ Sect. 5. The Lord Jesus, by his

nor believe in Christ, but perish in perfect obedience and sacrifice of

unbelief ; this doth not arise from himself, which he through the eter

defect or insufficiency of the sacrifice nal Spirit once offered up to God ,

offered by Christ upon the cross, hath fully satisfied the justice of his
but from their own faults.” Father ; and purchased not only

“ 7. But to as many as truly be- reconciliation, but everlasting inhe

lieve , and , through the death of ritance in the kingdom of heaven,

Christ, are delivered and saved for all those whom the Father hath

from sin and condemnation , this given unto him .”

benefit comes from the sole grace “ Sect. 8. To all those for whom

of God , which he owes to noman, Christ hath purchased redemption ,

given them in Christ from eter- he doth certainly and effectually ap

nity.” ply and communicate the same;

• 8. For this was the most free making intercessionfor them . ” &c.
counsel , and gracious will and in- Chap. ix.

tention of God the Father, that the “ Sect. 4. Others not elected , al

life -giving and saving efficacy of though they may be called by the

the most precious death of hisown ministry of the word, and may have

Son, should exert itself in all the some common operations of the
elect, in order to give them alone Spirit , yet they never truly come to

justifying faith , and thereby lead Christ, and THEREFORE cannot be
them to eternal life : that is, God saved ,” &c.

willed that Christ , through the Chap, xi .

blood ofthe cross, (by whichhe con- “ Sect. 4. God did , from all eter

firmed the new covenant,) should, nity, decree to justify all the elect ;

out of every people, tribe, nation, and Christ did, in the fulness of

1
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time, die for their sins, and rise Christ shall be saved ; and conse

again for their justification : never- quently if any not given to him by

theless they are not justified, until the Father were to come, they

the Holy Spirit doth, in due time, would be saved .

actuallyapply Christ unto them .” 5. That the elect are by nature

LARGER CATECHISM. under wrath, as well as others, and

Answer to question 63 , page 196. are not in a justified state till they

“ The visible church hath the privi- truly believe in Christ.

lege of being under God's special 6. That all who hear the gospel

care and government ;-and of en- are bound to believe it, and come to

joying ” —the “offers of grace by Christ ; and of course all who do

Christ to all its members, in the not, shall be punished for their un

ministry of the gospel , testifying belief and wilful rejection of offered

that whosoever believes in him shall grace through Christ.

be saved, and excluding none that Now, what more than this can

will come unto him ." ZETA want ; who tells us he firmly

Answer to question 68 , p . 199. believes in the doctrine of election ,

“ All the elect, and they only are and that not one non elect per

effectually called ; although others son ever will believe in Christ ?

may be, and often are, outwardly What does he intend to prove dif

called by the ministry of the word, ferent from the doctrine of the Old

and have some common operations School, which he professes to com

of the Spirit ; who, for their wilful bat ? Will he attempt to prove that

neglect and contempt of the grace Christ bas made a satisfaction for

offered to them , being justly left in the sins of those who have commit

their unbelief, do never truly come ted the unpardonable sin ? for the
to Jesus Christ." sins of those for whom Christ does

The Confession of Faith, and the not intercede ? for the sins of all

accompanying catechisms, were those to whom the gospel is never

composed by the Westminster As- sent, and who live and die without

sembly of Divines in the years ever hearing of the name of the Re

1643-4, about 24 years after the deemer ? for the sins of all those

Synod of Dort ; and were, from the wicked men , who had been , for

commencement of the Presbyterian hundreds , and some , for thousands

church in this country, adopted as of years, in hell, suffering under the

her standards of doctrine. Here irreversible sentence of damnation,

then we have a publick exhibition before Christ came into the world ,

of the views of the Old School ; an and made his satisfaction ?

exhibition that has been before the OMICRON.

world for more than 200 years.

They believe

1. That Christ has made a full

satisfaction for the sins of all who No. 3.

were given to him by the Father

to be redeemed by him , and that

they will certainly have the efficacy TY OF 1 JOHN V. 7.

of his redemption applied to them,

and be finally saved . “ There are three that bear record in

2. That the merit of Christ's heaven, the Father, the Word, and the

death, in itself considered, is infi- Holy Ghost: and these three are one."

nite .

“ Satis inde patet quod innumeros gra

3. That the gospel is to be vissimosque errores in iis commissos codi

preached, and its offers of salvation cibus quos cæteroqui magni facio. ”

to be freely made, indiscriminately
Griesbach .

to all. Mr. Editor :- In the preceding

4. That all who truly come to numbers I have examined the argu

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

GLEANINGS AND HINTS TOWARDS AN

ARGUMENT FOR THE AUTHENTICI
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ments of our opponents, that have holy scriptures he had used. And

been drawn from the silence of having, as he supposed, ascertained

MSS. and versions, and fathers. this he lays it down as his basis.

And I leave your readers to judge “ Hoc exemplar nobis instar est

whether their mode of argument is fragmentorum ipsius codicis quem

not at war with the first principles Origenes usurpavit. "*

of logic : and something like an He then proceeds to show that

abuse of the materials which they there are three classes of MSS.

possessed.Their radical error, to texts of the sacred volume. And

which I have all along endeavoured out of these three he undertakes to

to draw the publick attention , is determine , by the above mentioned

this : They set themselves toprove basisof Origen, in what MSS. is to

a negative: and from a few detach- found the genuine and correct text

ed materials, and particular pre- transmitted from the inspired pen

mises, they draw general conclusions men.-He finds that the fragments

against us. scattered over the pagesof Origen ,

I now beg leave to proceed to correspond in a remarkable degree,

show that their materials, out of with the text of the Alexandrine

which they have drawn those argu- MS. which had been brought from

ments, have proceeded from a source Alexandria in Egypt. He then de.

utterly corrupted . Those MSS. from termines the various MSS., which

the silence of which they have ven- may be arranged under this first

tured to condemn our text, are, in class. And he calls it the Alexan

general, primary or secondary co- drine class. The second contains

pies from the corrupted and muti . those MSS. which had been brought

lated codes of Eusebius, bishop of from Constantinople into the dif
Cæsarea. ferent European schools. These he

This, I presume, will appear from calls the Byzantine class. The

the following detail of facts.- To third embraces all those which dif

get rid of the various readings of fer from these two, in certain parti
the sacred volume, and to arrive at culars : which have been found

the genuine text, various schemes chiefly in Europe: and which har

of classing MSS. have been pro- monize with the Latin versions.t

posed . Bently and Mills brought The learned German critick gives

forward their plans. They proposed a decided preference to the MSS.

to make the Vulgate, as corrected of the Alexandrine class. And he
by St. Jerom, their basis, and to does not hesitate to pronounce the

class their MSS. by that.* authority of these to be so great,

But Griesbach , of the German that they " outweigh a multitude of

school , proposed a different basis. the Byzantine class.” These read

He selected Origen, whowrote in ings of the Alexandrine class, he

the 3d century. His authority he supports by some appeals to the

preferred , because he had directed fathers ; but mainly by the autho
his attention , more than any other , rity of the “ fragments" of Origen.

to Bible criticism ; and his unpa- The readings, thus sustained , he
ralleled zeal and success had car- considers to be the true and genu

ried him before all the ancient fa- ine text. And venturously intro

thers, on this field of science. Gries. ducing them into the sacred page,

bach began by a most careful search he forms what, he has called, his

ofOrigen'sworks, to ascertain , from corrected text of the New Testa

his quotations, what copy of the ment. And this is that work which

* Bent. Works, p. 237. Nolan's In.

quiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vul

gate : Lond. edit. p. 3.

* Griesb. Symb. Crit. tom. i . p . Ixvii .

Griesb . Proleg . in Nov. Test. p . Ixxii.

& c.
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is the admiration of every scholar ; were considered as containing the

and which is a stupendous monu marks of a bigh original , and as

ment of genius and learning : butcending to the apostolical days,can

which has a false foundation, and really claim no higher authority

involves dangerous principles.* than that of the illiterate monk, of

This theory, with all its mistakes, a barbarous age. " *

and want ofproof to sustain it , is But this was little , compared

followed by Michaelis and Marsh ; with themischief done by Eusebius,

and, unless I be greatly in error, bishop ofCæsarea. For, to say the

by all our opponents. The follow- least, he seems to have originated

ing is the sentiment of Marsh — in all this venturous work of correct

which he adopts this corrupted ing MSS. and versions. He had

standard . “ A reading, therefore, certainly a disposition to do it. If

supported by the connected autho- he was not an Arian , or strongly in

rity of the Syriac, the Coptic, and clined to that heresy, he did assu

the Latin versions, by a quotation redly err by going into an extreme

from Origen, and the ancient Greek directly the reverse of Sabellianism .

MSS. of the Alexandrine and west- In the council of Nice , on the dis

ern editions, is not only of great cussion of the doctrine of one sub

importance , but may, in general, be stance in the Holy Trinity, Euse

regarded as genuine." Hence, bius prevaricated in a scandalous

while they hold up these MSS. as manner. He first excepted against

containing innate marks of a high it in positive terms. Afterwards he

original ; they feel themselves jus. actually subscribed to it. Then he

tified in rejecting from their pages wrote to his people at Cæsarea an

every text, or clause of a text, epistle, in which he made a recan

which is not found in their standard tation of his former expressions.t

MSS. and versions ! As he had the disposition to make

But many reasons may be addu- these changes, so he also had the

ced to show why we ought to view opportunity and the power.
these standards with jealousy and The emperor

Constantine the

distrust. It is well known to every Great addressed a letter to him, in

scholar, in what manner St. Jerom, which he instructed him to cause

in the days of the Pope Damasus; fifty copies of the scriptures to be

and after him , about the middle of prepared. In his epistle he uses

the sixth century, Cassiodorus - cor-' this expression : " TWv 061W X. 7. é.”
rected the old Italick MSS. accord- “ Of the holy scriptures, whereof

ing to the reading of the Vulgate, chiefly, you know the preparation,

and some Greek copies. The latter (Thu ÉTICnevn .) and the use, to be

gave instructions to the monks necessary to the doctrine of the

whom he employed in this service, church ."

carefully to erase the former words,

and to substitute his corrections in * See Simon's Hist, des Vers. chap . v.

words, and in ink to resemble the p . 92–95.

old .
“ That they may be considered

+ See this stated in Socr. Eccles. Hist.

lib . i . cap . viii .; and Theodor. Hist . Eccles.

the execution of ancient writers : ”
lib . i . cap. vii . These are the words of

« Ut potius ab antiquariis scripts Theodoret. «προτερον μεν συντρεχων τη

fuisse judicentur.” Ị Hence, as No- A’qesocong asgerei isegoude útoygates on

lan remarks, “ those MSS. which av Nordic Surodw ; * . 7. f . First, he went

along with the Arian heresy ; but, at last,

* See Nolan's Inquiry, p . 5, 6, 7. 13. having subscribed in the Nicene Synod,
319 . &c. &c. See Euseb . Epist. in Socr. Eccles..

f Introil.to the N. Test. by Dr. Marsh , Hist,ut sup. p . 24. lib . i . cap. viii .
vol. ii . p . 28. # See the Epist. of Const. in Euseb.

# Cassiod. de Div . Lec. cap . 14, 15 ; and Vit. Const. lib . iv , cap . 36. Also Nolan's

Nolan's Inq. p . 17, & c. Inq . p . 26,

YOL. II..Ch , Adr. 3 R
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ans.

"
one

Now this clothed him with this. The evidence must strike

more power than any one man everò one. It wants those texts

should have had in such matters. which he expunged out of the fifty

Besides these powers conveyed to codices ; and it has the changes

him , he had , as a scholar, the inost which he made on other verses. It

extensive influence. Add to this has also “ TOUS TITKOVS XO1 Tu xeQurance"

that, in consequence of the destruc- —the titles and chapters which

tion of MSS. of the scriptures, Eusebius adopted. The same re

throughout the churches , during marks extend to the Syriack ver

the persecutions of the preceding sions: also to the Ethiopick (which

emperors, copies of the sacred vo- Du Pin and others deduce from the

lume were very scarce. All these Syriack) ; also to the Armenian,

combined to give the codices of and the Arabick, and the Persick

Eusebius an extensive influence versions.* It is also to be observed

and circulation . that this influence found its way

Now these codices were , accord- into the Vulgate . For the copies of

ing to his will and his power, care- the Vulgate used in France and

fully suited to the views of the Ari- England have the sacred text with

I do not say that he wished the alterations, the titles, and divi

thereby to oblige that sect : It was sions of Eusebius. And from the

most probably on account of his ha- Vulgate this influence passed into

tred to the term “ Ohoovrlov," those copies of the old Italick codi

substance” which the last clause of ces, which were under the control

our text supports. But whatever of the Roman see. The Gothick,

may have been his reasons, he cau- the Saxon, and some of the Sclavo

sed 1 John v . and 7 to be expunged nick versions, which the zeal of our

from the fifty codices : and alsothe opponents has somehow or other

word “ God ” out of Acts xx. 28: dragged into this controversy , are

and the first clause of 1 Tim .iii. also to be set aside as equally irre

16.* And the influence of the Ari. levant in this inquiry: The first
ans having been carried to its height was made under the influence of

at the death of Constantine, they Arianism. For it is a fact well au

reigned and triumphed for forty thenticated , that the Goths, out of

years. And during this long period compliment to the emperor Valens,

every facility was given to the fifty accepted the form of Christianity,

codices of Eusebius to extend their modelled for them, by that Arian

influence. “ Mille corruptis codi- prince.

cibus,” says Kettnerus, That this work of mutilating, or

dare potuerunt." - And they did correcting, if you will , was prac

exert an extensive influence during tised without secrecy, and without

these times . The history of it is blushing, is well known to every

traced by several writers : but by scholar. “ The facilities of correct.

none perhaps, more carefully than

by Nolan. He has shown that the * See Nolan, p . 31.

influence of Eusebius is strongly † It will be an object of our future In

marked on the versions of the east; quiry to ascertain, if possible, whether

and even in the Greek text itself, in ancient version of the old Italick, in the
there be not actually extant the genuine

many instances . The Coptick ver- translation of the Waldenses, the lineal

sion , on which Dr. Marsh laysmuch descendants of the Italick church, who

stress, is evidently made to follow sustained their independence against the
attacks of the Roman see, and who held

the uninterrupted and free use of the

* See Kettneri Hist. Dicti . Joh . p . 85. scriptures. This text must be worth “

And Nolan's Inquiry, p . 28and 41. These multitude" of Griesbach's MSS .

writers give the fullest and most satisfac- # Socr. Eccles . Hist. lib . 4. cap . 1. And

tory evidence of this . Nolan's Inq. p . 323 .

ansam
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ing this text (the Palestine,) from found its injurious way into many

Origen's works,” says Nolan, “ and of the original Greek copies . Tran

the blind reverence in which that scripts from these exist in very

ancient father was held in the great numbers. And on an exami

school of Cæsarea , seem to have nation of those, the learned find

rendered the corruption of the text the texts above mentioned all

unavoidable. Short annotations, or wanting .* And they discover the

scholia, were inserted by Origen on other minute changes existing in

the margin of his copies of the other texts, which he caused to be

scriptures.” — “ A comparison be- made in the fifty codices. They

tween the text and the comment, find also the “titles and divisions ,

constantly pointed out variations of Eusebius. These proofs lying

in the reading, and Origen's autho- before the learned on the pages of

rity being definitive on subjects of our opponents' MSS. indicate, very

sacred criticism , the inspired text clearly ,thecorrupted source whence

was amended by the comment.” - they have descended .

“ This point is placed beyond con But this is not all . I shall satisfy

jecture by the most unquestionable our opponents fully on this material

documents. In some MSS. contain- point. Griesbach , the author of our

ing the Palestine text, it is record- opponents’ theory of the German

ed, that they were transcribed from classification, has afforded us the

copies, the originals of which had most full and satisfactory evidence

been corrected by Eusebius. ”—In against these very MSS. out of

proof of this, the following are the which they profess to condemn our

words quoted from a part of Euse- verse. And, first ; in regard to

bius's edition , and found in the Co. Origen, whose text he has quoted

dex Marchalianus, « Παμφιλος και as the authority and standard, in

EvoeBros idiotweavto." * " In this his classification : notwithstanding

Codex Marchalianus,” continues the unbounded confidence, which,

Nolan, “ the whole process observed at first, he placed in it - by his

in correcting the text, is openly own confession, it turns out that

avowed. The reviser there candidly that father is not worthy of the

states, that having procured the least confidence touching a single

explanatory tomes of Origen , he ac- quotation :—that is, when strict

curately investigated the sense in verbal accuracy is looked for. It

which he explained every word- was the case with Origen , as with

and corrected every thing ambigu- many more of the fathers, that when

ous, according to his notion .” + “ And he quoted a passage out of holy writ,

as the Palestine text has been thus he generally quoted from memory;

corrupted from the same source andoften the meaning -and some

with the Egyptian text, the joint times his impression, or idea of it

testimony of such witnesses cannot instead of a correct verbal quota

be entitled to the smallest respect, tion. Hence Origen may ,per acci
when opposed in consent to the dens, be correct. Oftener he is not.

Byzantine edition ." Even Griesbach declares this

The influence of Origen and Eu- that “ no reliance can be placed on

sebius having thus corrupted the the edition of his works now in

two grand classes of MSS. the print: and his transcribers have

Alexandrine and the Palestinemit used unwarrantable liberties with

is supposed, with reason , that it him Librarii- negligentiores fue

runt in describendis aut recensen

* Quoted from the Codex March . in dis locis e sacris scripturis citatis :
Montfaucon , by Nolan, p. 508.

t Quoted from the Cod . March . by No.

lan , p . 509 . * Such as the close of Mark's Gospel ;

# See Nolan's Inq. p. 509 . John väi. 1-11 ; 1 Jo . v. 7, &c .
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our

eosque e codicibus junioribusinter- “ Nullum codicem quamvis vetus

polarunt. * And again , ' exemplar tum , ab interpretamentis, et glosse

Originis non ab omni labe immune matibus immunem esse largior .""

fuisset. And , ' Originis exemplar This is a specimen of the can.

interpolatum jam esset.' ” + did avowal of their leading and

And what is more to my point, most estimable critick . And the

such is the character of the MSS. gentlemen on the other side, are

on which Griesbach , (and with him bound to dispose of these serious

the rest of those onthe other side,) charges againstthe very MSS. from

have founded their whole argu- which the whole of their leading

ment against verse — that argument has been taken-before

Griesbach himself - remarkable for they can offer another exception

his learning and candour -is con- against the authenticity of our text.

strained tospeak of them in very "Physician heal thyself.”.
severe terms. It appears to his Now- to use the words of No.

reader, that he sometimes gets out lan - a" Let the most prejudicedof

of humour with his own materials. the German method of classing the

He seems to feel like one disap- Greek MSS. according to the coin

pointed and betrayed by them . He cidences of their respective texts,

is constrained to say that he did take a retrospective view of their

not discover one of that class of descent, as it has been traced from

MSS. (to which his theory gives the edition of Eusebius. Let him

the preference, which preserved compare the alterations which have

his favourite recension, unless in a been recently made, on their autho

very corrupted state. "Manifestum rity, in the text of"scripture, with

est jam ,” says he, " nullum super- his peculiar opinions. Let him then

esse codicem qui ubique unam ac answer how far their collective au

eandem recensionem ita exprimat, thority ought to decide against the

ut lectiones ex aliis recensionibus truth of any doctrine ; or the au

admixtas habeant nullas !" thenticity of any verse which is at

Nay, to crown the climax -- and variance with the peculiar opinions

what will our opponents after Gries- of him , bywhom it was revised and
bach say to this Griesbach him- published.”

self, with one indignant sweep, “ In this impeachment of the ori

overturns thewhole authority of that ginal reviser of that edition of the
class of MSS. He avows -- and scriptures, from which there is more

openly proclaims to the discomfi- than a presumption that all MSS.

ture of his whole theory that the of character have, in some mea

very best of them, even those in sure, descended ; its last feeble sup

which he had the greatest confi- port seems to be withdrawn from

dence, he discovers to be so over- the German system of classifica

run with errors and interpolations , tion .” +

arising from the marginal scholia, Our opponents may ask , how then

and comments of the fathers, “ that can you account for those affinities

they are fouled in every page with existingbetween these manuscripts?

gross corruptions." “ Satis inde I answer, it is evident from the con

patet” -says the candid critick - clusions to which we have been led .

quod innumeros gravissimosque They are all traced to the corrupted

errores in iis commissos codicibus, text of Eusebius ; and , with the

quos cæteroqui magni facio.” – learned Nolan, we deny in the

most explicit terms, “ that the clas
* Griesb . Symb. Crit. tom . i . p . cix.

And Nolan's Inq. p. 320. * Griesb. Proleg. in Nov. Test. sect. üi.
+ Griesb . ut supra, p. cxxxii . p. Ixiv. edit. 2. mihi .

# Griesb. Symb. ut sup . p. cix. cxi . and + Nolan's Inq. p . 41, 42.
cxxviii.

# Do. p . 42.
/
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sification by these affinities, ac- of MSS. The Alexandrine and Pa.

quires any support from the autho- lestine texts (whom our opponents

rity of Origen : that itreceives any follow ,) want this testimony . The

from the original testimony of the tradition of these is broken in two

eastern and western versions : that places. First, by the text of St.

it derives any from the best and Athanasius : and second, by Hesy.

most ancient manuscripts, or is chius and Eusebius. Moreover, the

countenanced in its important de- western church gives her testimony

viations from the received text , by to the Byzantine text as the genuine

any which have not been altered edition .

from the times of Eusebius." This is a point strongly estab

It may again be objected : Ac- lished ; and , I presume, the learn
cording to your conclusion then , no ed will admit it. Now give us

reliance is to be placed on MSS. MSS. from this source give us

And if so, what will be the conse- versions from the genuine Byzan

quence if we carry out this prin- tine source — and you will soon set

ciple into its full operation ? Will tle this question . From MSS. and

you impeach the integrity of the versions of this class, we are wil

scriptures ? ling to accept a decision which even

There might be some force in this our opponents will draw from them.

objection, if onlyone class of MSS. But for the peace of the church,

had existed. Butwe have brought and for the honour of Bible criti

our objections thus far only against cism , let us hear no more of the

a certain class of MSS.; and the in- classification of the German school ;

ference and objection of opponents nor of the Alexandrine and Pales

are fair, if applied to the legitimate tine MSS. or the versions drawn
object. For indeed no reliance, in from this corrupted source. No

this question, is to be placed on Eusebius- no Arian - shall be per

those MSS. which are traced to the mitted by us, to sit in judgment on

corrupted codices of Eusebius : and the holy scriptures, and to expunge

which derive their affinities to each and alter texts according to their

other from their descent from his own notion.”*

edition . I shall , in my next, enter on the

I beg leave to draw the attention defensive part of my subject- ac

of the learned to the third section cording to the divisions mentioned

of Nolan's Inquiry. By a mass of in my last number.

evidence the most satisfactory, I I am, Mr. Editor,

conceive, which can be wished for, Yours, with affectionate respect,

he establishes his position, that the
W.C. BROWNLEE,

Byzantine text contains the ge OfBasking Ridge.

núine edition of the scriptures. He

shows this from ecclesiastical tra

dition , the proper test of the integ

rity of the text. The Byzantine STRICTURES ON Gibbon's CHARAC

text is entitled to the preference

from the place where it was found.
Mr. Editor - On reading, several

It was found , he shows, in the re
years ago, the character of Athana

deposited. It is the text retained sius, as given by the historian Gib

deposited. It is the text retained bon, the following remarks were

by theGreek church. It has existed, penned . Perhaps they are of im
with the evidence of an unbroken

tradition for 1400years. The east

ern church gives its clearest testi- avowal quoted above. “ asgos ony EVOIY
This is their own phrase, used in the

mony in favour of this text. It is
Edewelwrapnu. ” I corrected ““ them ,”

supported by the number and pre- (the inspired writings ) “ according to

valence of copies, and the antiquity his notion.” See Nolan, p. 509.

TER OF ATHANASIUS.
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portance enough to find a place in equipage was modest," it was

the Christian Advocate . Amicus. such “ as pride and policy would

affect." Such is the manner of Gib

Of Gibbon, it may be said with bon, not merely in speaking of Atha

truth , that as he indulged a settled nasius, but in the general tenor of

enmity toward all who bore the his history. The character of a

Christian name, so he commonly man, eminent as a Christian , rarely
hated those worst whose faith was escapes from his pen without some

the most orthodox. His own cha- unmerited stain . The actions of

racter as a historian , of which he such a man are , indeed , often ad

was jealous in theextreme, required mitted to be noble, but afterwards
that he should bestow praise on the you find them imputed to motives,

magnanimous conduct of Athana- or connected with circumstances,

sius ; but he takes care to accom- that debase them . When you think

pany it with as much abatement as that the historian has begun to be

malignant insinuation can plausibly liberal of his applause, suddenly an

convey. If Athanasius, " amidst epithet, or the turn of the sentence,

the storms of persecution ,” is “ pa or at farthest the close of the para

tient of labour and careless of safe- graph, disappoints your expecta

ty,” he is represented also as “ jea- tion, and leaves you in doubt whe

lous of fame.” If he “ displayed a ther what you have read be com

superiority of character and abili- mendation or censure.

ties," it must likewise be remem- covert, sneering, insidious method,

bered that he was “ tainted with of assailing Christianity and its

the contagion of fanaticism . ” If he professors, has not,in Gibbon, even

had “ learning , " it was " less pro- the merit of originality. He copied
found and extensive than that of it from the infidels of France, espe

Eusebius ;” and his eloquence was cially from Voltaire; and it has

“ rude eloquence," not to be “ com- cast a dark shade over a work, which

pared with the polished oratory of profound erudition , brilliant fancy,

Gregory and Basil .”-If he was and splendid diction, had , other

“ in the orthodox school , one of the wise, rendered instructive and illus

most accurate masters of the Chris- trious. But for slander and impiety,

tian theology," it must not be for- there can be no compensation ; and

gotten that hewassupposed to pos- it is not fair that this history should

sess two profane sciences- juris- ever be referred to as authority, for

prudence and divination .” if his any thing connected with religion.

This sly,

وو

From the Evangelical Magazine, for September, 1824.

TO A QUEEN ANNE GUINEA,

On devoting it to the Missionary cause.

Why should I vainly hoard thee up,

At times thy brilliant form to see,

When He, who drank that bitter cup,

Declares that He has need of thee ?

No ! Go, and bear to distant lands

The tidings of unequall'd love ;

Proclaim that Jesus waiting stands

To guide us to his fold above !

Go, bear to yonder deserts wild

The olive branch of perfect peace ;

Go, preach the Virgin'swondrous Child ,

Who came to bid ourwand'rings cease :

And may that heav'nly Dove, that bore

Him witness once in Jordan's wave,

Attend thy steps from shore to shore,

And seal the souls thy tiding's save ! H.
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HELP FROM ON HIGH ; OR OUR ONLY defect, by wrapping it up in a mist

RESOURCE . A Sermon , delivered in of words, or bymaking it strutforth

Nassau Chapel, Princeton, New in a stilted style and involved pe

Jersey, the first Sunday in July, riods. But in no compositions is

1824. By Robert Gibson. Prince- this manner so objectionable as in

ton, N. İ. printed and sold by D. sermons : and yet in sermons,we

A. Borrenstein : sold also by A. have really sometimes witnessed so

Finley, Philadelphia ; D. Fenton, much of it, that the speakers might

Trenton , N.J.; and by John P. nearly as well have addressed the

Haven, New York . pp . 30, 8vo. larger part of their hearers in

Greek-They actually did “ speak

It certainly is not often that we in an unknown tongue .”.

give any sermon a second reading. We have said this on the present

But we have read this twice , and occasion , because we think it impor

with more pleasure the second time tant in itself, and because the only

than the first. The truth is , the lan- fault that we can discern in the un

guage of this discourse wants some- commonlyexcellentdiscourse before

thing of that perspicuity and plain- us is, that the style of it partakes , ra

ness which ought ever to be found thermore than a little, of the quality
in such compositions. We hope that whichwe have condemned.But there

our younger brethren in the minis- is such an unusual degree of just,

try will take it in good part, when and powerful, and, in some

we remind them that the simplicity spects, original thinking, in this

of thegospel, thelaws of good taste, discourse, that it is worth getting at,

and the edification of the people were it ten times more difficult than

whom they address , alldemandthat it is to ascertain it clearly. The

a popular sermon should be, both in preacher, though young, has here

language and method, as far remov- given us a pulpit' address, which

ed as possible, from every thing that would not suffer by being compared

is artificial and abstruse . The with the best we have seen from the

present fashionable style bas great . pen of Chalmers ; and which would

ly departed from that charming be still better, if it did not, in its

simplicity, which characterizes the manner, resemble Chalmers

standard writers of our language; much. The subject of Mr. Gibson's

and which is conspicuous in all the discourse— the absolute necessity

most distinguished works of the an- of God's blessing on bis written and
cients . We have never read any preached word, to render it profit

merely human compositions which able either to saints or sinners - is

are equal, in all that is denoted by unspeakably important in itself.

simplicity , to those of Homer and And he has devised a manner of

Milton. They are excelled in this presenting it in such striking views,

respect only by the inspired wri- and of illustrating and urging it by

ters; and by them they are excelled . such interesting and awful consi

Real sublimity, the criticks remark, derations, that it is impossible to

must exist in the thought and not read it attentively and understand

in the language of a writer, or ingly, without being impressed and

speaker: and the remark is nearly affected by it. Wedo not give ex

as applicable to every other excel- tracts , because we cannot give them

lenceasit is to sublimity. If the at such lengths as to afford , any

thought is not good, it is in vain to thing like a just idea of the sermon
try either to supply or disguise the as awhole. But we earnestly re

SO
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A PLEA FOR MINISTERIAL LIBERTY. A

DISCOURSE ADDRESSED BY AP

AND STUDENTS OF THE THEOLOGI

commend a careful perusal of the and although the pupils of the semi

whole, to all our readers who may nary, for whose benefit the discourse

be able to obtain a copy : and we was chiefly intended , were expect

could wish it were reprinted and edshortly to do the same. Mr. D.

widely distributed . While foreign did this too — we speak of what we

sermons are republished among us, witnessed - within four or five hours

it is reproachful that native talent after he had himself , in the most so

is not more esteemed and encou- lemn manner, subscribed a for

raged. But we wish this discourse mula,* by which he pledged himself

to be popular and tohavea wide “ faithfully to endeavour to carry

diffusion , from a much higher con into effect all the articles and pro

sideration than the patronage of ta- visions of the plan” of that semi

lent-we wish it, in hope that the nary ; one article of which declares

souls of the readers might be pro- that the institution is intended to

fited and saved by its perusal. sustain in their integrity the stand

ards of the Presbyterian church.t

And in addition to preaching, the

author has thought proper to print

this discourse ; and thus to send it

into the world with as much publi

POINTMENT, TO THE DIRECTORS cityas possible .

What are we to think of all this ?

CAL SEMINARY OF THE PRESBYTE Is it reconcilable either with mo

RIAN CHURCH AT PRINCETON , ON desty or integrity ? Our principles

THE 17TH OF MAY, 1824. By John and feelings promptly and deci

M. Duncan ,pastor of the Presby- sively answer - no. Those of Mr.
terian church , Tammany street,

Baltimore. pp. 71 . * The 10th sect. of the II . article of the

plan of the seminary is in these words

“ Every director previously to his taking

his seat as a member of the board, shall

solemnly subscribe the following formula ,

TRODUCTORY LECTURE, DELIVER- viz.--Approving the plan of the Theolo

ED AT THE OPENING OF THE SUM- gical Seminary ofthe Preshyterian Church
in the United States of America, I so

lemnly declare and promise in the pre

sence ofGod and of this board, that I will

BIANCHURCH , PRINCETON, JULY 2v, faithfully endeavour to carry into effect all

1824. By Samuel Miller, D. D. the articles and provisions of said plan,
Professor of Ecclesiastical His- andtopromote the great design of the

tory and Church Government in
seminary. ”

This was the formula which Mr. D. first
the said Seminary. pp. 84. read, deliberately and audibly, in the pre

sence of the board, and then subscribed

Mr. Duncan's discourse, as the ti- his name to a copy of it, in a book kept

tle above intimates, was delivered in for the purpose .

the presence of the directors of theof the directors of the founders of the institution,” as stated int "In declaring . “ the true design of the

Theological Seminaryat Princeton. the introduction to theplan,the very first
That circumstance notwithstand- article is the following- " It is to form

ing, it will be found that the dis- men for the gospel ministry, who shall

course impugns, and that violent . truly believe, and cordially love, and there
fore endeavour to propagate and defend,

STANDARDS” or prescribed
in its genuineness, simplicity ,and fulness,

confessions of faith and forms of that system of religious belief and prac

church government ; and this, al- tice which is set forth in the Confession

though both he, and every other of Faith,Catechisms, and Plan of Govern

clerical director present, had so
ment and Discipline of the Presbyterian

church ; and thus to perpetuate and ex.

lemnly adopted the Confession of tend the influence of true evangelical

Faithof the Presbyterian Church ; piety and gospelorder.”

THE UTILITY AND IMPORTANCE OF

CREEDS AND CONFESSIONS : AN IN

MER SESSION OF THE THEOLOGI

CAL SEMINARY OF THE PRESBYTE

ly, all «
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D. we suppose, will answer dif- He tells us, however, in a prefatory

ferently ;-- for we are not disposed note, that when the sermon was de

to charge him with a known and livered , “ the analysis of the scrip

wilful departure from truth and de- ture passage which was selected ,

corum. But as he chose to beard was, for want of time, entirely

the directors before their pupils-- omitted .” This we think was judi

for what he did was really nothing ciously done by Mr. D.; for we be

less - after they had given him , the lieve that all his hearers, of whom

youngest member of the board, the we made a part, were of the opi
honourable appointment which ena- nion that his discourse was quite

bled him to do it , and by publishing long enough, without these six and

what he preached, has both extend- twenty pages of exposition . If,

ed the knowledge of his address, moreover, he had seen fit to forbear

and made it the fair subject of pub- their publication , we, who have

lick criticism ; we feel not only at found it our irksome task to read

liberty, but under some obligation them , should have owed him an ad

to speak of it very plainly ,if we ditional obligation. Nor do we be

speak of it at all. We have indeed lieve that the subsequent part of his

hesitated , whether it would not be address would have suffered at all

best to let it pass silently, to that by the omission ; for truly , if his

oblivion to which we have no doubt propositions are not obviously de

it is speedily destined , without do- rived from his text - and some of

ing any thing to stop its course for them , however true in themselves,

a single moment. ' But we have we think are not - we are well per

been several times questioned why suaded they will receive no aid or

we did not notice it ; and since the plausibility whatever from the pre

appearance of Dr. Miller's lecture , ceding comments — Such a mist of

which claims our notice , we have words, such “ darkness visible,” as

found that we could not get along envelopes these comments, certain

conveniently without reference to ly we have never before met with ,

this strange discourse ; and there . in any thing that professed to be an

fore we have resolved to take the exposition and illustration of holy

two publications together and re- scripture .

view them in connexion . We have In our judgment Mr. D.'s dis

considered too, that perhaps some course contains something that is

wild and false notionsmay be get- orthodox, something that is errone

ting into other heads besides that ous, and a good deal that is unintel

of Mr. D., which possibly we may ligible. Of each of these ingre

do something to correct, before they dients, which make up this singular
become inveterate. We have more composition, we propose to say what

hope of this, than of doing him any we think ; and we will speak of the

good ; although we are conscious best first.

that we sincerely wish him well. We feel no reluctance , but a real

Such is our apology for the extent pleasure, in stating that, so far as

to which we foresee that our review we can understand him , Mr. D.ap

will reach . pears to hold fast the essential doc

Mr. D.’s discourse purports to be trines of the gospel. Of these doc
grounded on 1 Cor. ix. 16—27. He trines his subject did not lead him

spends no less than six and twenty to treat directly. But from what he

pages of his printed sermon , in says incidentally, we think we can

commenting on this passage of gather, that he is not only entirely

scripture ; with a view, as it would free from any leaning to the Soci
seem, to prepare it for the five ge- nian or Unitarian heresy, but that

neral propositions, which he after he fully believes in the nativedepra

wards endeavours to derive from it. vity of man, the necessity of rege
VOL. II.-Ch. Adv. 3 S
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neration by the Spiritof grace, jus- that the ministerof the gospel should be a

tification solely by the righteous
man of greatpersonal tenderness.

“ IV . The minister of the gospel should

ness of Christ, evangelicalrepent- consider himself, as directly amenable to the

ance for sin , the essential impurt. Lord Jesus ashis judge.

ance of obedience to all the com “ V. Our fifth general proposition is, that

mands of God , the progressive sanc- the minister of the gospel should consider his

tification of believers, a judgment BIBLE as the only document,whichis, or can

to come,and a future state of end- should study it,believingly and prayerfully,

be, commensurale with his commission ; and

less rewardsand punishments. Not as the only method by which he can acquire

only so, but he seems to be a warm true ministerial literature."

advocate for great ministerial fide The truth and justice of all these

lity, simplicity, zeal , charity , holy positions , as they stand nakedly by

and exemplary living, and an unre- themselves , we are not disposed

served devotion to the glory ofGod to question in the least; although,

and the winning of souls to Jesus as we have already intimated, we

Christ. Now this is much as it do not think they are all contained

should be ; and it really looks as if in the particular portion of scrip

Mr. D. had been intended for better ture which is placed at the begin
things, than to be a panick -struck ning of the discourse.

declaimer against all the formulas Mr. D. concludes the discussion

of faith in protestant Christendom , of his first proposition thus

and a visionary expectant of the “ I would not leave this subject without

speedy occurrence of such a new adverting to its practical effect. Very

and improved state of the world as much do I fear, that hearers of the gospel

to render all old things-not except- judge of their ministers as literary men :
ing Christianity itself as it has hi- men of talent ; men of eloquence ; men

of great systematic accuracy ; but too sel

therto existed -as much matters out dom as men of God. O what a fall is here !

of date, as the Jewish dispensation is this,brethren , our place in the house

was , after the coming of Christ and of God? But what more can we expect,

the preaching of bis apostles.- if weask for no more,ifwe claim nomore ?

Here is the rock on which Mr.D. Know you not, that Satan never riots so

voluptuously in the sorrows of our race ,

has unhappily run foul ; and we as when thepriests ofthe Lord are brought

heartily wish he may get off, with- low, or the ark of the Lord is gone ? Know

out eventually making shipwreck you not,that it is one of his most unwea.

of faith and a good conscience.
ried and successful artífices, to curtail

What Mr. V. calls his general your influence by robbing you of your

practical propositions ” we shall idea of theministerial office than the mi
place together; although in the ser- nister himself ? What dost thou esteem

mon they are announced separately , thyself to be, 0 preacher ? Art thou not

each one standing at the head of the Lord's standard bearer ? Has he not

a discussion which is professedly and ,nerving thee with all might by his

put a heavenly ensign into thy right hand ;

founded on it. They are the fol- Spirit in the inner man, bid thee carry it,

lowing
under the auspices of Him who is the re

surrection and the life, until,summoning
“ 1. The minister of the gospelshould con thee to wipe from thy brow the dust and

sider and deport himself, as, most unequivo. heat of battle, to bathe thy wearied limbs

cally, the ambassador of the Lord Jesus. in the waters of immortality, and to come

However he may condescend to the infirmi- up into his awfulpresence, thou shouldst
ties of men, he is yet not without law to plant it an everlasting memorial before

God, butunder the law of Christ.' the throne of God and the Lamb ? Be

“ Il. Our second generalproposition is, faithful to thy trust . Abide at thy post.

that the minister of the gospel should con- Be familiar with the prayer of faith.

sider his call to preach the gospel as a per- Tremble under no man's frown. Thy

sonal matter ; never to be decided byany Master will justify and bless, will reward

trains of reasoning which preclude his own and crown thee before an assembled uni

consciousness of duty. verse : and thy spiritual children, who

“ III. Our third general proposition is, have shared thy sorrows on earth, shall
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share thy honours in eternity.The mi prepared for all the varieties of the ser.

nister of the gospel should consider him- vice, and ready to become all things to

self as an ambassador for Christ Jesus, as all men ?' These are things entirely per .

though God did beseech men by him . ” sonal. For whatman knoweth the things

Under Mr. D.'s second proposi
of a man, save the spirit of man which is

in him ?' Another cannot know them, but

tion we meet with the following must wait til they have taken the visi.

paragraphs ble form of external effort. Examine, my

“ Our doctrine then is, that the minis.
brother, for thyself. Answer to thine own

terial call is not a matter of hereditary inquiring spirit, whether such a glowof

right or parental injunction ; is not a mat
ministerial inspiration pervades and ele.

ter of intellectual enterprise or literary
vates thee ; and then enter upon thy

ambition ; is not a matter of secular profit
work, like one who loves it, and is deter

or pecuniary calculation ; is not a matter
mined , at all hazards, and under all cir

of untutored zeal, or indifferent circum
cumstances, to execute it .-0 how de

stance ; is not a matter of mere theologi
lightful then the task ! Amidst all discou.

cal education, or ecclesiastical ceremony; ragements and unkindnesses, andmanyof

is not a matter of sectarian size, or national them shall meet thee in the way , thou hast

monopoly ; but is a matter of direct and Elijah's mantle wherewith to wipe away

frequent, of elevating and transforming;
the burning tear; and a portion of the .

consultation between a man's own soul spirit which thy ministerial activities ne.

andthe Holy Ghost, as the Spirit of the
ver can exhaust, but which every hour

ministerial office. O man of God , the
shall enlarge. The rod in thine hand, like

Spirit of the Lord mustlift thee up above Aaron’s, shall bring forth buds , andbloom

the world ;and by anafflatus associated find it inthe folds ofthe Redeemer'sblossoms, and yield almonds ;-thou shalt

with thy opportunities, constitute thee a
co-worker withGod !In thy track angels glory,when he calls thee to enjoy what

move as ministering spirits; and under he has gone before to prepare for thee,

the power and savour of thy sanctuary
amid the ceaseless praises of the upper

services, must redeemed souls ripen for sanctuary .”

the skies . Dividing to each his portion in We give the foregoing paragraphs

due season ; bringing out of thy treasury as specimens of just sentiment and

things new and old , asa scribe wellin- eloquent expression ; only, some

structed unto the kingdom of heaven ;
weeping with those that weep, and re: what damaged by an artificialand

joicing with those that rejoice ; travailing inflated diction. Indeed wecannot

in birth for them , until Christ be formed well say what is intended , in the

in them ; multitudes must be seen by thy concluding sentence of the last

side in their new forms of spiritual exist.
ence, clad in the meekness ofwisdom, quotation ,by the faithful preacher

and the beauty of holiness. " To do thy finding the rod that had been in his

will, I take delight,' was the empliatick hand, “ in the folds of the Redeem

declaration of ilin, who loved us even er's glory.” But this is a trifle, in

unto death , and gave himself for us. And comparison with what Mr. D. can
with like consideration, cheerfulness, and
firmness, should we undertake the solemn do in this way ; as we shall more

work of the ministry , addicting' our:
fully show in its place. We could

selves to all its spiritual services, with all select several additional paragraphs
diligence and affection . from this discourse, which, taken

“Now then , can we substantiate our

ministerial call under such a searching But aspecimen is all that we can
by themselves, are really excellent.

appeal to our own consciences ? Have we

reviewed our relations with human be. afford space to insert, whether of

ings, and realized the vivid operations of the good or the bad - And of the

the Holy Ghost spreading out a sacred bad it is now time to speak more
unction over all the powers of our souls ? particularly.
Have we acquired thos strong percep

It is evident that this discourse
tions of truth , which have enlarged our

hearts, and induced us to enter up a re was intended, from beginning to end,

solve, prompt and firm ,-- to engage in a to have a hostile aspect and bearing
covenant transaction with Him who has on all creeds, confessions of faith,

said , 'Go preach my gospel to every or summaries of religious truth ,

creature ?' In the elasticity of our own

sanctified spirits, have we surveyed the
which have been made by upin .

wants and sorrows of our race,until our spired men. Its author probably
hearts have been melted and mellowed, meant to intimate this in the very
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sermon

title which he has chosen for his times ; and taking his conscience out of

-“ A plea for ministerial the hands of ecclesiastical courts and con

liberty,;" and in the prayerwith gregational assemblies, that the Master
may form it for himself, aim to be fitted

which he closes his prefatory note for ministerialenterprise by catching the

--that his discourse “may be bless- spirit of his age.
ed to all who read it ; and, that es- “ Our fathers ,whose memories we should

venerate, and whose names we should

pecially the young minister of the
never mention but with love ; -though

gospel may be induced very highly let me remarkbythe way, that I have no

to prize, and verydeterminatelyto idea of degrading my compeers in the

stand fast in , the liberty wherewith nineteenth century, nor, permit meto
Christ has made him free. " This add, though it may seem a little vain -glo

excited feeling in regard to formu- rious, of loweringmyowninconsiderable

las offaith , has given afeverish self, down to the level of something like
anirresponsible idiotism , in order tomag

pulse to every part and member of nify the natural powers , the acquired ta
his discourse, even where there is lents,or thespiritual gifts, of Calvin, Lu
the appearance and the substance ther, and others,whorange along with

of sound doctrine . But vires cres
them, under the same providential influ.

ences that consecrated their effort in the

cunt eundo—his morbid excitement cause of Christian and ministerial liberty,

seems to increase as he goes for- to the good of mankind. And if, in rising

ward ; till at last he throws off all to their level, and refusing to exchange
reserve, and plainly denounces and one ecclesiastical lord of conscience for

resolutely attacks the foe, with another, I shall be reprobated as a rash

which hehad before been skirmish- hereditaryimpression, and can obtainno
assailant on long established usage and

ing. We shall place together some thing in self-justification among the sons

of the paragraphs which may be of Zion, whom the Son of God came to set

considered as constituting his heavy the liberal institutions of mynativeland,free ; painful as it may be, I will appeal to

artillery and platoon firing, with
on whose peaceful shores the standard of

out pretending to exhibit his whole liberty has been planted for the admira.

array ; or even to notice at all the tion of the world. Our fathers are of

little ambuscades and single shots, about as much use to us as Paul's fathers

with which he seeks to surprise and
were to him. A new revolution is now

modifying every human concern,and pu

annoy his adversaries, through his rifying the human intellect for the most
whole line of march .

glorious achievements.” - pp. 41 , 42. * *
“ Our Bible societies have created a

“ Go, pray for the spirit of thine office. new era in the moral world : have heaved

Go, entreat for that inspiration He has into being a new principle of ecclesiastical

promised to breathe over thy_sluggish operation ; a principle, liberal, enlarged,

powers. Do it especially now. For there magnanimous,celestial:a principle, which

is a general movementamong the hosts will leave us, like the exhausted oars-mail,

of the Almighty : the human mind has set struggling against impetuous and swelling

out upon her march to freedom ; and the floods, unless it animate our own souls,

events of her course may prove to have and elevate us to conceive the magnifi.

been symbolised by the burning mountain cent idea of converting the world . Jeho

of the Apocalypse castinto the sea, and vah's hand has already divided the wa

which, instead of being extinguished ters ; the Israel of God, passing through

amidst the rolling surges, turned them to their millennial rest,are receiving their

into blood. Man must be free : yet man baptism from the cloud of his glory,and

is his tyrant. But the Son of God is com- swearing allegiance to him , with whom

ing to set him free. The kings of the they shall live and reign a thousand years

earth, counselled by philosophick politi- upon the earth . And they who oppose

cians and literary discoverers, and sup- themselves with Egyptian temerity,may

ported by myriads whose panoply modern share in Egyptian destruction, when the

geniusmay have wrought, will probably wave shall return at his command, who

be on the one side ; clothed with the spi. looks forth from the midst of his thick

rit of thy office, be thou under the banner darkness. The anticipation of the millen

of Jesus on the other ." - pp. 35, 36. * * nium ought now to seize the bosom, and

“ Every minister of the gospel now , the preparatory measures ought now to

ought most prayerfully and profoundly to occupy the attention of every minister of

meditate upon the signs of the present the gospel. Not indeed under the impres
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sion that he can accomplish the whole : the mount of transfiguration .” - pp.43, 44,

but that in his own place , and to the ut- 45.

most extent of hisopportunities, he may “ -Worth our while to be informed,

be seen like a shining link in the general whether those convulsions which are

chain that encircles the earth - like a about to shake the world and the church

burning seraph, whose modesof opera . to their centres, are wakening up our

tion express the whole of a divine pur- sympathies for our race ; whether in the

pose as far as he knows it. The subject change that is coming, and which is car

of a ministerial call now, should induce a rying up the moral nature of man to a

man to inqnire most seriously, whether higher state of perfection, we are pre

he has mind and heart, conscience and pared to exemplify that greatest of all

purpose enough, to be a co -worker with Christian virtues, love, as the peculiar

God in the conversion of the world ? characteristick of the millennial age : and

Whether, amid thesecelestial movements, whether, being harvessed as for contest

he can bear to give himself up to ' a de- in Jehovah's name , we can classify our

testable neutrality ,' or can let go his own ministerial growth along with thoseother

little schemes of theological aggrandize. signs of the times, which are so rapidly

ment, to embrace that loftier and larger gathering up all the spiritual analogies of

project, which will presently cover ihe the moral world ?" - p : 48.

earth , from the rising to the setting sun, “ One more example. The dread of

with the glory of theinvisibleGod .° sec. ecclesiastical authority, not unfrequently
tarianism is now falling, like the worn out interferes with that sense of personal re

economy of Moses, in the days of Paul . sponsibility to Christ, we should most

Art thou ready to become all things to all scrupulously cherish . They who sit in

men ? Or, like the Judaic teacher, is thy Moses' seat, have not yet lost their love

tongue yet unfit for any thing but the for legislation, nor entirely abandoned

Shibboleth of thy party, and thy mind still their pretensions to infallibility. But

fettered with the obsolete forms of an ex- whence this mighty power that appropri

pired ritual ? - The question is peculiarlyates the prerogative of the greatHead of

interesting to the young minister, who ex- the church , and diverts the ministerial

pects to be in the church militant, when conscience from Christ's judgment seat ?
his fathers, whose advice he now reveres, Whence this heresy against reason and

andbefore whose glance he now cowers, truth , which covers individuality of exist

shall have joined the church triumphant ence under social law ; and substitutes

in glory. It will require great force of ecclesiastical statute for personal inde.

personal volition, and all that is awfully pendence ? Whatwant we in the church ?

solemn in a purpose, as ethereal as a pu- Tell me, if this be not true ;-we want

rified conscience can make it . And let the Spirit of God in the variety and ple

every old minister of the gospel, whose nitude of his operations : we want the

praise may be in the churches,and whose Bible speaking her own language, and

opinions may carry great weight in eccle. uttering her own law, free from the tex

siastical councils ; who knows that his in- tual system of the sectarian expositor ; we

fluence may sustain some project by pre- want the ministry, whatever may be their

cluding examination, and who feels how powers or their gifts, sanctified by the

unspeakably precious are a good con- spirit of the ministerial office, having love

science and conscious worth ; take good for, and confidence in , one another, as

heed to himself, how he interfere with though they estimated each other to be

the intellectual elasticity of a youngman, menof integrity; we want the human

whose mind and heart God may beform- conscience, purified by the Redeemer's

ing for the conflicts of the coming times. blood, and superintended by the Spirit of

It would be cruel to possess the ears of truth . These are God's instruments of

Christendom with suspicions of his integ- operation ; and he who would engraft

rity. They would freeze his youthful ar. upon these all that is abstract and ob .

dour, and throw him like an ecclesiastical scure in a technical theology, talks like a

orphan among frigid formalists, or unen- barbarian to me , and I unto him . - 0, he

lightened and unrelenting professors. who is afraid to declare whathe finds in

God can keep and bless young ministers his Bible, or gathers exceptions to scrip
of the gospel, without making them the ture truth among the opinions of the fa

heartless idolaters ofthe dead, even as he thers, lest ecclesiastical authority, which

did Joshua of old, when the tomb of Mo. would then be equally degraded, may

ses was erected where no man ever saw crush him , wants his ministerial signet

it, and his body, which had once been HOLINESS TO THE LORD. In prophesying,

mantled in glory too heavenly for human he has covered his head , and dishonoured

vision, was shrouded in all themystery of his constitutional prince : he has hidden

a divine transaction , unresolved, until the the ministerial image of the heir of all

apostles saw it in its spiritualised form , on things' under a badge of subjection .
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ye

as

“ I know it may be said, that he who ponder over the fact: he cannot help see.
gives his voluntary consentto such a lord- ing it ; for its dimensions are of immense

ship over his conscience, has no right to size ; broad as the earth and long as the

complain if he be chastised for rebellion. sea ; high as heaven and deep as hell ;

INDEED ! And may I, by solemn compact, and every line of its record is radiant with

will away the Master's injunction- Be glory .
not calle Rabbi : for one is your mas « We all know that every age has its

ter, even Christ, and ALL YE ARE BRE- own classification of what it apprehends

THREN . And call no man your father upon to be scriptural truths. The Jewish Rab .

the earth , for one is your Father which is bies weresucceeded by the colossal power

in heaven. Neither be ye called masters ; of papal misrule; the reformation pro.

for one is your master, even Christ ; " nouncing the Bible to be the only rule of

if the church of God was a mere political faith and practice, has yet been followed

association of human form ? Or, having by various ecclesiastical authorities ; and

done it, may I not blush for my error, and the union of church and state, even where

confess it before the world, without pre- it has been disowned, has yet made us

paring myself to be disrobed as a minister virtually the legatees of a power that

of the Son of God, or to see the grace of would dethronethe Redeemer as being

repentance turned into a libel for deposi: the ONLY LORD of conscience. Who can

tion ? When the sons of Jacob, dissatisfied now unequivocally declare the Bible to

withtheir political rule,demanded a king, be the only rule of faith and manners,

the Lord was angry. Their requestwas without falling under the most grievous

granted to their hurt : the aggrandize suspicions, as though he had broken his

ment they sought was consummated in covenant with his God, and denied the

the loss of their liberty. And is not this Lord that bought him ? All our religious
enough ?. Enough, when laid along side sects have their own classifications of what

of the history of papal darkness, or ex- they suppose to be scriptural doctrines .

changed for a tale in the times of the Pu. The matters which now startle Christians

ritans, to alarm , and forbid us to yield the and Christian ministers into activity, and

rights of conscience, or to accept our new thrill along every nerve of the ecclesias .

covenant privileges as a bundle of eccle. tical body, are Calvinism, Arminianism ,

siastical gratuities ? Surely, the freemen Hopkinsianism , and other such like gor

of the Lord in the millennial age willsuf- geous fragments of Christ's spiritual king

fer nosuch phylacteries on their ministe. dom. Another classification is yet to be

rial robes :-their prophetic mantle shall made under the auspices of charity, which

be woven by the spirit of liberty, and will be the peculiar property of every in

every hanging fold be resplendent with dividual man, as the product of hisown

spiritual beauty and heavenly glory." spiritual apprehensions, and personal ex
pp . 55, 56 , 57 . perience. This will require the study of

“ Surely we ministers of the gospel the Bible, and the true introduction to

ought to be biblical students. Weknow that, will be an unction that cometh down

that a magnificent revolution is about to from above, and that teacheth all things ;

accomplish her designs in the world, and and which shall convert the literary into

yield to charity, herown proper place in a spiritual man, and the son of strife into

the transactions of men. Our maxims, a child of love .

sized by our sectarian manuals, whatever “ I know full well that a sentence thus

may have been their suitableness to ages distinctly expressed, embracing a senti

past, are entirely too narrow for these ment so different from popular opinion,

splendid operations, and incapable of be. may seat fearful apprehensions upon many

ing applied to the multitudes of Chris. a timid heart, which may immediately an

tians now to be called in . This, all Chris- ticipate discord and confusion as its im

tendom has admitted, by erecting Bible mediate consequence. For me, for I

societies, and sending forth the Bible in say, to consent to this as just, would be

her own native simplicity and beauty : an to libel God's Holy Bible , and to misre.

occurrence in which individuals have ta . present the whole administration of the

ken the lead of social bodies, and Chris- kingdom in the hands of its glorified head.

tians and Christian ministers have out. And much do I marvel, thatliving in the

stripped ecclesiastical councils ; and evin- midst of controversies, which , like a

ced that the responsibilities of individual deathful paralysis have pervaded the

existence, are more powerful than those whole ecclesiastical body, and shaken

which grow out of our social organiza every ecclesiastical establishment to her

tion ; or that he always does more who very centre, much do I marvel, that any

feels himself called upon by the immediate man should celebrate the harmonious ope.

providence of the Master, than he who rations of this age ; assert that our secta

submits to the arbitrary distinctions of hu- rian regulations are necessary to create

man authority . Let every controversialist that moral similitude by which all Chris

ME,
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tians should be known ; and prognosticate strongest appeals, although we have
discord and confusion as the legitimate honestly endeavoured to do so.
and unavoidable consequence of mere Weshall try to get through the fog,
Bible authority. THE BIBLE ? O , brethren ,

the Bible will yet relume the ministerial with which it is bis unhappiness to

mind ; will impart thevigour of spiritual obscure his thoughts and opinions,
manhood to ministerial effort; will restore and make some remarks on such of

barmony, confidence, and peace to minis. them as may seem most deserving

all thenationsof the earth , to identify of notice.

them as integral parts of the mediatorial Mr. D. certainly wishes us to un

dominion; will convert, disenthral, and derstand that he is decisively hos:
redeem the world. And let every man tile to any written creed beside the
prepare himself for the transactions of
that hour,when faith inJesus Christ shall Bible. On this topick we have pub

become the dignified and honourable lished in our first volume a long

principle of Christian action , and the lecture introductory to a series of

known, recognised substitute of ecclesi. lectures on the Shorter Westmin

astical authority." -- pp. 59, 60, 61, 62. *

“ To me it is matter of the purest asto- Dr. Miller, which is announced at
ster Catechism : and the lecture of

nishment to hear Christian ministers talk

so untenderly about the Bible,andspeak the head of this article, and from

so affectionately and feelingly about their which we intend to make extracts,

own STANDARDS.--Standards, themeaning contains a masterly view of this
of which they have never yet settled , and subject under its various aspects .

troversy, both in publick and private. We shall therefore not argue this

They surelycan never have fairly thought point, to any extent, with Mr. D. at

out what they say, or suffered themselves present. If the arguments contain

to apprehend the immense difference be. ed in the lectures to which we have
tween the word of God and the doctrines
of men, simply as exercising an efficient referred do not satisfyhim and

control over the consciences and lives of others, we have no hope that they

mankind. Let me entreat them to re- will ever be satisfied, by any thing

examine this matter for themselves, as in we can say. We should , however,

the presence of that “ jealous God, " who like to know how Mr. D. expects to
will not give his glory to another, neither

his praise to graven images; and,asliv. get along with a church andcon

ing in an age, and in a land,where human gregation, after he shall have com

authorities have long since lost all their pletely discarded and abjured all

charm, and where every man is growing creeds and confessions, except the
independent enough to think for himself. Bible. Will he permit every per

They will rise from the investigation,
thinking more highly of their Bibles than

son who says he believes that the

they ever have done, and will inhale an
Bible contains the revealed will of

air, sweetand pure as the zephyr of the God, to commune with him at the

millennial morn. They will enter into Lord's table ; and to share fully in
their Bible associations with new confi- all the rights and privileges of a

dence, and will obtain for themselves, in
their contestwith the gods of the nations, member of his church and congre

on yonder plain where all Christendom is gation ? He will not - he cannot.

marshalling her hosts, the liberty where. We venture to affirm that there is '

with Christ has set them free.” - pp. 63, not a sect in Christendom , and that
64 .

till the millennial age is not only

We are not certain that any of coming but has actually come, there

our readers will thank us for giving never will be one, without some

them these long quotations; and means of ascertaining whether a

to say the truth we sorely grudge party proposing to join that sect,

the pages which they occupy. But and professing to believe the Bible,

we thought it right on the whole, may properly be admitted as a

to let Mr. D. speak pretty large- member. Now the means used for

ly for himself - not sure, after all , this end constitute a test ; and the

that he will think we have in- whole difference is, whether it shall

serted his best observations and be oral and only in the heads of
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those who arealready members, or dedexplicitly, that if an individual

whether it shall be distinctly writ- member, or a presbytery, should at

ten and fairly exhibited in a book. any timechoose to withdraw peacea

There is no possibility of social bly ,it should be done without censure

union and action of any kind, with- from the body relinquished. Under

out some understanding of the prin- this article, it is known to us , that

ciples and rules by which the mem- something more than forty years

bers of a society will abide and ago, a number of ministers did ac

be governed. Every sect that calls tually withdraw from the presby

itself Christian will subscribe to tery of New York , and form a pres

the Bible; and every individual who bytery agreeably to principles which

really deserves the nameof a Chris- they deemed more scriptural than

tian, will admit that no principle those maintained by the presbytery

which is not contained in and sanc. from which they separated : and

tioned by the Bible, is rightfully of this, according to the article to

any authority in religion,or in any which we have referred, was done

way binding on the conscience. without censure . In the present

But when men come to say what constitution of the Presbyterian

the principles are which the Bible church, which was formed in the

contains and sanctions, they differ year 1788, there is no provision ex

as widely as the poles ; they are plicitly made, for relinquishing a

directly opposed to each other ; connexion with that church ; pro

and to amalgamate them altogether, bably because it is not usual, in

were it possible - as indeed it is forming a constitution of any kind,

not - would produce nothing but to provide for its dissolution or re

contention and confusion . nunciation. Yet, unquestionably,

But suppose that a man has actu- it is not only a right inherent in

ally and solemnly subscribed to a every man, to act agreeably to the

confession of faith , or adopted a dictates of his conscience, and a

creed, and that he is now convinced right secured to him by the free in

that in so doing he did wrong, and stitutions of our country to do this

therefore wishes to undo what he without incurring any civil penal
did-is he forever bound by what ties, but a right which the Presby

hedid ? Is thedoor of repentance terian church as now organized,

completely shut against him ? Or recognising as it does the sole and

cannot he open it, without incurring supreine authority of the word of
the heaviest ecclesiastical censures? God in matters offaith and prac

Mr. D. refers to such a case, in one tice, would not refuse to any man ;

of the passages which we have especially as the body out of which

guoted, sensibly feeling, no doubt, it was formed, had explicitly adopt

that the case was his own. Weare ed the principle of withdrawing

prepared and willing to answer from it without censure-provided

him ; and indeed we are right glad always that this be done peaceably ,

of the opportunity to give him and and without having previously act

thepublick our sentiments, frankly ed in a disorderly manner.
and explicitly, on this subject. Here then Mr. D., and all who

After an unhappy division, of se- think as he appears to do, have

veral years continuance, among the their complete remedy. They may

ministers and members of thePres. repent of their sin in subscribing to

byterian church, during which two the Confession of Faith ,and leave the

hostile synods were formed , the church which remains in that sin , as

disagreeing parties came together soon as they please ; and certainly

again in the year 1757 , and speci- the sooner they do it the better, both

fied certain fundamental articles of for themselves and for the church

union. One of these articles provi- which they forsake. But they ought
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to remember that while they remain he can reconcile it with his con

connected with that church, they science or his honour, to remain in

are bound by every social principle, a connexion which he openly pro

by every sentiment that charac- fesses to believe is unscriptural. If

terizes honourable men , as well we could be supposed to have any

as by their own express and sacred influence with him , we would say

engagement, to actagreeably to the leave the Presbyterian church , with

known constitution and rules of as much speed and as little trouble

that church - Noassociation of men as you can, and take with you , if
whatever can exist in peace, upon possible, all who have adopted opi

any system different from this. But nions similar to your own. After

Mr. B. has acted on a system ,orin a this, you will be at liberty to vitu

manner, different from this.The ser- perate creeds and confessions as

mon under review is a glaring proof much as you please. In so doing,

of it ; and we happen to know that although we should still think you

he has given another proof equally did wrong, yet neither we nor others

strong, in refusing, as the modera- could deny that you acted fairly

tor of the presbytery to which he and consistently. But to revile

belongs , to put to a candidate for the standards of a church, while

the gospel ministry, the questions yet you belong to it, can never

which are required to be put, by the be justified, on any principle of

form of church government which common honesty, or of social or

he had adopted , and under which ecclesiastical order.

he was then officially acting. As Mr. D. has intimated , in the quo

to the publication before us, what tations we have made from his dis

shall we say of the man who course, that the ministers and mem

seizes an opportunity, given himbers of the Presbyterian church

without suspicion of his having for to them he plainly refers - are
changed the sentiments he had “ virtually the legatees of a power

once solemnly avowed, to teach and that would dethrone the Redeemer:”

inculcate tenets professedly hostile and he asks— who can now un

to those sentiments; and this in a equivocally declare the Bible to be
direct address to those who still re- the only rule of faith and manners,

tained those sentiments , and to pu- without falling under the most

pils in whom they wished to pre- grievous suspicions , as though he

serve and cherish them ? Does he had broken covenant with hisGod ,

who in this manner steals a march and denied the Lord that bought

upon his confiding associates, to at- him .” He says farther~ " To me

tack them and their charge by sur- it is matter of the purest astonish

prise, act in a mannerthat is Chris- ment to hear Christian ministers

tian , fair, or honourable ? Does he talk so untenderly of the Bible,

not betray a trust ? Is he not, in and speak so affectionately about

the strictest sense, a daring schis- their own STANDARDS.” We have

matick and disorganizer ? Would never had any intimacy with Mr.

any reasonable person censure a D. and do not know what company

church that should deal with such he has kept. We cannot therefore

a man, as a violator of obligations pretend to say what “ talk ” he has
that he should have held sacred ? heard among his associates. But if

We are willing to believe that Mr. he means to intimate, as he would

D. has not seen that the course he seem to do, that the ministers of the

has taken involves the absurdity Presbyterian church generally, or

and criminality which we certainly any of them who are in good stand

think it doesinvolve, and which we ing, are in the habit of speaking

have here pointed out. But we con- “ untenderly of the Bible, " or of

fess we are unable to discern how preferring the standards of the Pres
VOL.II.- Ch . Adv. 3 T
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byterian church before it , we must us, how we may glorify and enjoy
and do regard him as a slanderer of him ?!! The third answer of the

his brethren.-- He brings against Larger Catechism is— The holy

them a grievous charge, which we scriptures of the Old and New Tes

are confident he can never prove. tament are the word of God, THE

And what does he mean when he ONLY RULE of faith and obedience."

says that we are “ virtually the le- The very same thing is more largely

gatees of a power that would de taught and inculcated in the Con

throne the Redeemer ?” – Wepro- fession of Faith ; and repeated with

fess we are shocked at this expres- approbation andadditional remarks
sion . If he means to explain it by in the Introduction to the Form of

what he immediately adds, that no Government and Discipline. Surely

one in our church can recognise the the man who in the face of all this

Bible “ as the only rule of faith and can affirm what Mr. D. has affirmed,

practice without falling under the may say any thing else without

most grievous suspicions, & c. " we giving us much surprise. He can

can only contradict him directly on not but know that we regard our

the fact. The very truth is , that publick standards in no other light

he who should acknowledge any than as an exposition of scripture,

thing else,except the Bible , as "the and as deriving from the scripture

only rule of faith and practice," ALL their authority. On his prin

would incur the suspicions which ciples it seems to us that he ought

he specifies. Has Mr D. in his zeal not to preach the gospel : for what

against all formularies of faith, ex- is preaching -- or rather what ought

cluded from his memory, for we it to be - but an exposition , decla

doubt not it was once there, the an- ration , and enforcement of scrip

swer to the second question in our ture truth ? The sermon before us,

Shorter Catechism The word of is Mr. D.'s Confession of faith

God, which is contained in the Long may he have it to himself

scriptures of the Old and New Tes- alone.

tament, is THE ONLY RULE to direct ( To be continued .)

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

William Darby, Esq. author of various the New Testament, in the German lan

geographical works of considerable merit guage, from the plates which they pre

as such, has undertaken a periodical pub- pared.

lication with the title Geographical, Histo . American Surgery.- For the first time

rical, and Statistical Repository. It will
in America, the operation of taking off

be issued monthly ; and the first number,
the thigh at the hip joint, was yesterday

which we have before us, is fitted to create
performed at the New York Hospital by

high expectations of the utility of thisnew Valentine Mott, the Professor of Surgery

journal. The first article is a comprehen- in theCollege of Physicians and Surgeons.

sive Geographical View of Pennsylvania, The patient was a boy of about twelve

prepared from materials collected in the
courseof a recent personalsurvey of the years of age, labouring under a caseof

interior of the state .

necrosis, or decay of the thigh bone. The

The early history operation was completely successful - and
of this commonwealth is treated in the se.

was endured by the little patient with

cond article. The complexion of the great fortitude.His symptoms since,have,

whole is practical: instruction is intend

ed ; and this will not, we trust, be reject. vourable kind.
as we are informed, been of the most fa

ed . - Nat. Gaz.

Mrs. Cutbush , widow of the late Pro

German Testament. - Not long since, fessor Cutbush, of the Military Academy

Messrs. Moser & Peters, two enterprising at West Point, has issued proposals for

Germans,established in Carlisle (Pa.) a publishing by subscription, a new work
foundry of stereotype plates, and com- by her late husband, entitled, “ A System

menced the publication of an edition of ofPyrotechny, comprehending the Theory
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and Practice, withthe Application ofChe. such quantities as to form a handsome

mistry, designed for Exhibition and for lake in the course of a few days, the cir.

War = in four parts. Containing anAc- cumference of which is estimated at 130
count of the Substances used in Fire palms, and the greatest depth at about 28.

Works — The Instruments, Utensils, and

Manipulations - Fire Works, for Exhibi . Among the Panoramas now exhibiting

tion - and Military Pyrotechny.Adapted in London is one of Pompeii, in whichthe

to the Military and Naval Officer, the subterraneous city is rendered as familiar

Man of Science, and Artificer . " .. to the spectator as it would be by a visit

to the spot: and among the other sights
Patrick Henry left in his will the follow of the British capital, is a particularly in

ing testimony in favour of the Christian genious and beautiful one called Selenes

religion : “ I have now disposed of all my copia, which consists of a series of moon

property to my family; there is one thing light views, producing the finest effect.
more I wish I could give them , and that the pictures are formed entirely of white

is the Christian religion . If they had that; paper. The lady who is the inventor,

and I had given them nothing, they would places alight behind the medium which
be rich ; and without it , ifihad given she employ's, and by rendering this more
them all the world , they would be poor.”

or less transparent, more or less dense,

The first standing quarto Bible in the commands all thequalities of intense light,

English language, andperhaps in any lan- and every variety of shadow.

guage, was set up by Mathew Carey, in
Russian Expedition towards the South

Philadelphia, in 1804 ; and it is still the
Pole.- TheRussian expedition, command.

only standing Bible of separate types. ed by Captain Bellingshausen, returned

Above 200,000 impressions of this Bible
to St. Petersburg early in July from the

have been published.
Austral regions. The two vessels of which

The new roads formed in England on it is composed, the Woston and the Mirni,

the plan suggested by Mr. M'Adam , have sailed the 3d of July, 1819. The object of

been greatly improved by pouring melted the veyage was to make the tour of the

tarover the stones in a sufficient quantity South Pole, as near as the ice would per

to fill the interstices , and, before it cools, mit it to be approached, taking care to

sifting some fine gravel or sand over it . avoid following the traces of Captain

Greek Fund . The committee bave re. Cook , that they might complete the dis.

cently remitted the balance remaining in
coveries of that navigator. The fruit of

their hands announting to S646965, mak. this enterprise was the discovery oftwo

ingat the exchangeof 11 per cent. 13111. islands, the only land known at such a

88. 8d . The whole sum remitted by the height. They are situated towardsthe

New York committee will then amount to 69th degree of latitude, and have received

$ 38,401 94.-N. Y. American.
the names of Alexander 1st, and Peter 1st;

Mt. Rosa vs. Mt. Blanc. - It has been and the other the 19th degree . They are
one is at the 73d degree of west longitude,

ascertained that the highest summit of inaccessible on account of the ice which

Mt. Rosa in Switzerland is 16,626 feet
surrounds them , and the voyagers could

above the level of the sea, while Mt.

Blanc is only 15,708. This discovery then only on the west side.
not approach nearer than 30 miles, and

will deprive Mt. Blanc of its crown, as

“ king of European mountains." -- Teleg .
Sir Humphry Davy has been engaged,

It is said that Smollet wrote his complete pursuing various philosophical researches
during the months of July and August, in

History of England, fourvolumes quarto, along the coasts of Norway, Sweden, and

containing the history of thirteen centu
Denmark, for which the Admiralty grant.

ries, and finished it for the press, within ed him the use of the Comet steam boat.
fourteen months. Sir Walter Scott says, He has ascertained that his principle of

thisis “ one of the greatestexertions of preserving the copper sheathing of ships,
facility of composition which was ever by the contact of 1-200 of iron , succeeds

recorded in the history of literature.” perfectly in the most rapid sailing, and in

Late accounts from Rome mention that the roughest sea. Duringthis expedition,

a singular phenomenon hasoccurrednear Dr. Piarks has connected, by chronome

Tivoli. A large tract of ground sudde trical observations, the triangulation of

sunk to a considerable depth, and streams Denmark and Hanover with that of Eng

of pure water immediately made their ap- land ; and, by the desire of the Admiralty ,

pearance in the cavity it had formed. The various points of longitude have been de

cause has not yet been satisfactorily ex- termined by their chronometers, of great

plained, but the effects are likely to be importance to navigation, amongst others

permanent; as the water was supplied in that of the Naze of Norway,
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FOREIGN.
that tract societies be speedily

During the last month we have formed in all our large cities, as

received from Britain the TWEN- they are in Boston and New York ;

TIETH reportof the British and Fo- and that depositories for tracts be

reign Bible Society ; the TWENTY- established in all parts of the Uni

FIFTH annual report of the Reli- ted States — especially to the west

gious Tract Society ; and the Eigh- and south .

TEENTH annual report of the Lon- “ The London Hibernian Socie

don Hibernian Society. Of the last ty ” was formed " for establishing

two of these important and interest- schools and circulating the holy

ing documents, we can give nothing scriptures in Ireland." His royal

beyond the most summary state- highness the duke of Gloucester is

ment of their design, funds, and the patron of this society ; the mar

operations of the first, we shall quis ofLandsdown is its president ;

insert the whole of an abstract, and its vice presidents form a pretty

which accompanied the Report ; long list of noblemen, with some

and which we presumeis the same members of parliament. The con

that was read at the annual meeting tributions to this society, for the

of the society, in May last. year ending in May last, a little

In our number for January last, exceeded nine thousand two hun

we gave some account of the origin dred and sixty-seven pounds ster

of tract societies ; of which “ The ling. The number of schools was

Religious Tract Society ” of Lon- 1,072, and the number of scholars

don was, we believe, the first which 71,554 ; three- fourths of whom were

was instituted by the friends of Roman Catholicks . The increase

evangelical truth. This society has . of scholars, in the year preceding

already extended its influence and the report, was 21,826. The society

its operations into almost every re- had received within the year 43,000

gion of the globe where letters are copies of the scriptures, as a dona

in use.-- In Europe and in Asia es- tion from the British and Foreign

pecially, it has done much, and is Bible Society. — The Roman Catho

preparing to do more. It also fos- lick clergy in Ireland, with a few
ters institutions of a kindred nature honourable exceptions, are repre

in our own country , and is endea- sented as decisively hostile tothese

vouring to extend them throughout schools. Yet the Report affords the

our continent. The number of tracts clearest evidence that no attempts

issued from the general depository at proselytism have been made or

during the past year is stated to be permitted ; and that the Roman

TEN MILLIONS,TWELVE THOUSAND, Catholick peasantry in general are

SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY ; being greatly pleased with the schools,
four millions, three hundred and one and favour them as much as they

thousand seven hundred and sixty, can and dare.—It must, we think,
more than in the year preceding. afford great pleasure to every bene

Those printed in other countries at volentmind, to see that measures

your expense are not included ." are in operation, which, at no dis

The whole number of tracts issued tant period, promise to extend the

by the society is said to be “sixty knowledge of letters and of the

Millions, with many millions print- holy scriptures to that large part of

ed in other nationsand languages." thepopulation of unhappy Ireland,

We cannot close this notice with- which has so long been deprived of

out urging, with all earnestness, both.
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Theabstract from the Report of tures, or parts of them , have been grant

the British and Foreign Bible So- ed , during the year, to the London Hiber

ciety, to which we have referred nian Society, whose numerous schools,
containing nearly 90,000 scholars, afford

above, is as follows
the meansof prompt and effective distri

“ In giving an abstract of theproceedings bution. The Sunday School Society for
of the British and Foreign Bible Society Ireland, the Ladies' Hibernian Female

during the past year, two or three striking School Society, and the Baptist Irish So
facts in its domestick affairs seem to de- ciety, have all received, to a greater or
mand particular attention in the outset. less amount, similar supplies.

“ One of these facts is, that, during that “ Passing to our colonies in foreign

period, 124 new Biblical institutionshave parts, the beneficial influence of the so .

been formed, comprising auxiliary and ciety is found to be almost universally felt
branch societies and associations. Thus, and acknowledged throughout them .

after twenty years of continued operation , “ In New South Wales, a depository

since the first establishment of the Bible has been established. At the Cape of

Society , numerous districts had remained Good Hope, and in the Mauritius, the

up to the present period comparatively auxiliary societies are in active operation .

inactive in the cause ; and we may feel At Sierra Leone, the plan of domestick

assured that a very great and widely ex. visits has been adoptedwith themost gra

tended space still remains in the same cir . tifying success ; 679 Bibles and 561 Tes

cumstances. On the other hand , thenum- taments are already in circulation, and de
ber of such new institutions holds out the mands have been made for 531 Bibles and

encouragement that in other paris also, 610 Testaments . From the West India

yet unoccupied by the labourers of the islands, equally pleasing accounts have

society, there needs but the zealous exer- been received . An auxiliary society is in

tion of some able and judicious friends to active operation in Jamaica; that existing

produce results the most favourable to its in Antigua has lately been revived, and
interests. promises to proceed with increased effi .

“ Another fact to be mentioned is, that ciency ; and a great proportion of the

the expenditure of the parent society dur
Bibles and Testaments circulated by its

ing the year has been about £89,500, means have been purchased by the ne

while there has been an increase in the groes on the island. In St. Kitt's also,

contributions, mainly derived from auxi- and in other parts, the work of distribut

liary societies, of about € 1000.* There is, ing the scriptures is effectually making

therefore, a call upon the liberality of the progress.

Christian publick for continued and effi “ in British North America, while ope

cient support to operations carried on rations on an extended scale are carried

upon so vast a scale , and at the same time on at Montreal and Quebeck, copies of

matter of thankfulness to the Great Dis- the scriptures are continually bringing

poser of the hearts and affections of men , into circulation among families and indi.

that that support has been so largely af- viduals in the remotest settlements. A

forded . clergyman in Nova Scotia writes, “ I have

“ Another statementconnected with that sometimes found not one Testament in a

immediately preceding, is, that the issues
house where the number of inhabitants

of Bibles and Testamen s tromihe depo- has been from ten to thirteen. The na
sitory of the parent Socies have exceeded ture of their employment leaves little lei.

those of the former year by above 30,000 sure for attention to other pursuits ; but

copies. Need another word be added, to a copy of the scriptures, judiciously dis

show how far the want of the scriptures tributed, is of great value to the poor emi
is from being supplied even in our own grant, who has many miles to travel to
islands ? hear the word of God .'

“ In reference to the part where this “ In proceeding to India , the auxiliary

want was greatest perhaps and most grie- societies at the three Presidencies,and in

vous, our sister country, Ireland, the ра the Island of Ceylon , are found all actively

rentcommittee have been able recently employed in the work of revision and

to avail themselves of opportunity for translation. Three very important lan

very extensive operations . Five thousand guages, more extensively spoken and un

Bibles and20,000 Testaments, in the Irish derstood than perhaps any other of the

character and language, are printed or
dialects of India, the Persian , Hindostanee ,

printing ; and 43,000 copies of the scrip- andBengalee, are at present occupying
particular attention. To the translators

at the well known establishment at Seram

[* The total receipts for the year, pore, grants have been made to the

as appears by another publication, were amount of £ 5,500 during the past year,

£ 97,718 178,6d, sterling --Edit. Ch. Ad.] such has been the magnitude of their ex

20
0

15
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penditure, and such is the extent of the or their zeal embodied . To every reflect

operations in which they are now em . ing mind, however, this must appear to

ployed. Thoughtheversions so produced be no easy task ; especially considering

are necessarily ,in the first instance , im- the state of society in India, where, from

perfect and defective, yet some of them the prejudices to be overcome, and the
have already passed through several edi- diversity of classes and languages, it must

tions and revisals, and no language can be be peculiarly arduous. That the Calcutta
more appropriately applied to those en- association should not only have entered

gaged in the production of them than that on this undertaking, but have so efficient

of the translators of our own authorised ly held on its course, is therefore honour

version, who, speaking of those who had able to thepersons concerned, and must

preceded them in accomplishing anEng- afford the liveliest satisfaction to all who

fish translation ofthe Bible, say ; “ There- favour the cause. Such are the observa

fore blessed be they, and most honoured tions of the committee of the Calcutta

be their names, that break the ice, and Auxiliary Society ; observations in which

give the onset in thatwhich helpeth for their friends in England will doubtless
ward to the saving of souls. Now what cordially concur.
can be more available thereto, than to de- “Passing from India to Egypt, we find

liver God's book unto God's people in a the members of the Coptick church in
tongue which they understand ?" that country receiving, from time to time,

“Some copies of the Chinese Bible, from the hands of missionaries, travelling
printed at Canton, have lately been re among theň , supplies of the sacred scrip

ceived in this country. They werebrought tures, forwarded to them from the parent

over by the translator in person,the learn. institution, or its auxiliary at Malta . And

ed and indefatigable Dr. Morrison, and for the interesting and long neglected
have made a valuable addition to the so- church of Abyssinia, provision has at

ciety's stock of eastern versions. It will length been made by the publication, for

not be forgotten, that at the anniversary the first time, of the four gospels in the

meeting of the parent society in 1823 , Dr. vernacular language of the country, which

Marshman's son presented a translation left the press in the course of the past

of the scriptures into the same language, year.

accomplished by the missionaries at Se. "In Turkey and Greece,nations, arrayed

rampore. against eachother in bloody warfare, are

" In the proceedings of the Auxiliary alike experiencing the kindly and peace.

Societyat Calcutta, one feature presents ful operations of the British and Foreign

itself which must not escape notice,from Bible Society. In the Turkish language,

its analogy to the operations of auxiliaries the New Testament has been published,

in their respective districts in our own and an edition of the whole Bible is ad.

country. The system of those minor so- vancing towards completion . In the mean

cieties, formed for including the co -opera- time, thousandsof Greek Testaments are

tion of the lower classes, which we are distributing in that language in which the

accustomed to callBible associations, has holy books of the Gospel were first writ

been carried to India ,and one of these in- ten, and to the inhabitants of those coun

teresting institutions has beenestablished tries where the first Christian churches

in the heart of Calcutta itself. Results were established. A new translation into

similar to those obtained in this country, the modern language of Greece, and in a

have attended its operations; and to read style better adapted to the present state

the statement of its proceedings and ef. of learning than that formerly existing,

fects, is indeed cheering and delightful. has been undertaken by a Greek ecclesi

" At the close of the last year,” it is stated, astick, and is carrying on at the expense

nearly eight months after its establish of the society in London. The Syriack,

ment, thesums collected by this infant Arabick, and Armenian languages are

association amounted to nearly 6000 ru . used by numerous bodies of Christians in

pees (above£ 700 .) a result which never the Turkish empire, and for these also

could have been effected without the most large editions have been prepared, and

active attention of the committee to their extensive distributions effected . The ope

laborious duties. This has been substan . rations of the society in this quarter of the

tiated farther by the long list of small do- world have been carried on by the Rev.

pations annexed to the report which was H. D. Leeves, and Mr. Benjamin Barker,

read at their last general meeting. It was the society's agents, whoseexertions, di

evident, fromthat interesting document, rected by prudence and discretion, have
that the peculiar features of a Bible asso. been eminently successful. Nor must the

ciation had been keptin view by a patient exertions of the Bible Society in the Ioni

following up of district labour. It is by an Islands be overlooked in this survey.

such labours alone that the wants of the This institution has rendered , as might,

population can be adequately supplied , from its locality, be anticipated, very im .
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portant services in the distribution of the its auxiliary and branch societies has in

Greek scriptures . creased to 75 ; the associations in Paris

“ In South America, it was last year an . alone amount to the number of 34 ; and

nounced that the holy scriptures had in other places many new ones have been

found admission. This opening has not added . Nor is it the least gratifying part

been in vain ; the demand for them in this of the statement to find that some ofthese

quarter is now most extensive ; and the are ladies' associations. A very excellent

facilities for the operation of the parent address on this subject has been publish

society , in this new and almost unbound. ed by the ladies' committee at Paris,

ed field, great and encouraging Appli- wbich will befound translated in a recent

cations crowd upon the committee with number of the Monthly Extracts. The

more rapidity than they are able to meet distribution during the past year has ex

them . From Lima especially, the most tended to 4,050 Bibles, and 8,304 Testa

gratifying accounts have been received. On occasion of a supply of the

The Bible is eagerly sought there, and a scriptures being sent to Paris from Lon

remittance of £299 has been received don, it is observed, “Wesaw the moment

from thence, accompanied with the most approaching when we should have been

urgent request for further supplies. Five obliged to suspend our issues of Bibles,

thousand Bibles were requested ; and in- had not your society come to our assist

deed one correspondent has written, that ance by this fresh grant . Our warehouses

were 10,000 sent, they would all meet a and our depositories, in various places, are

ready sale. Who can refuse to indulge unable to answer the great demands.

the hope, that a day of clearer knowledge Many pleasing instances of the beneficial

and purer light is beginning to dawn upon operations of this most important society
the benighted inhabitants of this immense and its auxiliaries bave been from time to

continent ?

ments .

time recorded in the Monthly Extracts .

“ The indigenous population of some “ The Netherlands Bible Society have

parts of these same countries seem likely distributed in the last year above 8000 Bi

soon to participate in the benefits of simi- bles and Testaments; they have, more
lar operations, a version having been pro- over, extended their attention to the In

posed and commenced in their behalf in dian possessionsof their country , where a
the Peruvian language. translation into the Javanese language has

“Before concluding a view of the Bible just been completed under theirauspices,
Society's operations, we must look lite . “ In Germany and Switzerland Bible

rally to the ends of the earth ,' and the societies are established in most of the

most distant isles of the sea.? Leiters principal towns, which are making silent

have been received from the missionaries and steady progress in supplying the in

in Labrador and Greenland , expressive of habitants of their respective cantons and

their warm gratitude for the seasonable districts with copies of the holy scriptures .

supplies of the scriptures which the Es- Where all are active in their own spheres,

quimaux and Greenlanders have received it might appear unjust to particularize ;

through the intervention of the society ; but the societies of Wuertemberg and

while the printing of the New Testament Basle seem particularly to deserve ho

is at the same time carrying on , by its aid, nourable mention, having so far enlarged

in those islands of the Southern Ocean , their spheres of action, as to have found

which, from their recent profession of the means of distributing, the former

Christianity, offer at the present moment 97,811, and the latter 146,630 Bibles and

so interesting a spectacle. Some copies Testaments in various languages. The

of the Acts of the Apostles in the Tahi- tour of Dr. Steinkopft in these quarters,

tian language, have just been received in during the past year, has been productive

this country, the Gospels having been of the besteffects.

previously printed . " To the societies of Prussia , Denmark,

“Nextto the operations carried on im- and Sweden, the same remarks are appli.

mediately by the parent society, it be- cable as to those of Germany and Swit.

comes necessary to notice those conduct- zerland. A brief account of the proceed
ed by similar institutions in foreign coun- ings of each particular branch may be

tries, not indeed auxiliary to it, but close- gathered from the detailed Report of the

ly connected with it. Most of them have British and Foreign Bible Society. Suffice

been established by the instrumentality of it here to observe, in general, that , by
the society in London, have adoptedthe means of these institutions, depositories

same fundamental regulations, and have have been established at every central

been largely assisted by its grants of mo. point of protestant Europe, which pro.
ney and books.

mise, under the Divine blessing, to prove

« Of these societies, that established permanent sources of supply, whence the
among the protestants of France, is one inhabitants of these countries may confi .

of the most interesting. The number of dently expect that their children, and
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their children's children, will be able to and tens of thousands of families are still

draw abundantly of the waters of eternal destitute ofthe scriptures. The exertions

life . Nor are these benefits confined to of the friends of the society continue, ne

any particular communion. Many mem- vertheless, to increase, and to be crowned

bers of the Catholick church enjoy them with success in various quarters. From

in common with their protestant brethren ; Philadelphia especially, in addition to do

and many enlightened ministers of that mestick operations, opportunities being

church see with delight their flocks en- afforded of frequent communication with

joying the fruits of the labours of such South America, supplies of Spanish scrip
men as Dr. Leander Van Ess. Of this inde. tures have been, from time to time, for

fatigable servant of Christ, it will be suffi- warded to that interesting quarter of the

cient to state one fact, that, in the course globe.

of the past year, he has been instrumental “ Such have been the operations of the

in putting into circulation nearly 50,000 parent society, and of the foreign institu .

Bibles and Testaments, making the grand tions connected with it, during the past

total, since the commencement of his la year. The unlooked for opportunities

bours, upward of 500,000 copies. which have presented themselves, both

“ Of the great Bible society established for preparing new versions, and giving
in the Russian empire, it is difficult to an increased circulation to those already

speak fully, and yet briefly . Its various in existence, have seemed indeed to say,

auxiliaries, forming a chain of Biblical in- in the language of scripture, ‘ Go in, and

stitutions from Georgia to Archangel, and possess the land , for I have given it unto
from Riga to the interior of Siberia, con. you ; fear not ; ' while, at the same time,

tinue their important operations. During they afford a pledge that every country ,
the past year ,the Moscow committee has now inaccessible to the light of Divine

distributed above 4,500 copies of the truth , shall not always remain so. They

scriptures ; that at Woronesh 6000 ; that encourage us to trust that Hewho before
at Riga above 2000 ; and similar results his anointed Cyrus opened the gates of

might be collected from other points. brass, and cut the bars of iron asunder,

Versions have beencompleted or attempt and delivered Babylon, deemed impreg.

ed , in almost every dialect spoken through nable, into his hands, will also grant his

out this vast extent of country ; and those word a free course ; that word which is a

before in existence have been reprinted ; spiritual weapon, mighty through God to
some of them have reached a second, a the pulling down of every strong hold in

sixth , and even a fifteenth impression, which ignorance, error, delusion , and ini

One single circumstance, the recent trans. quity, have been, and now are but too
lation of the scriptures, for the first time, firmly entrenched.”

into the modern Russ language, enabling

at once so large a portion of the inhabi.

tants of the empire to read of the won

derful works of God in their own tongue

in which they were born, is almost in it.

self sufficienttoindicate thepeculiar missionary at Buenos Ayres, the
We have lately received from a

When we consider thestruggleswhich letter from which we publish the

other nations of Europe, undercircum . following copious extracts. They

stances not very different from those of give a better view of the state of
Russia at the present day, have had to

to that republick , both political and
make for similar versions, we shall be

better able to appreciate theextreme im- religious, than we have elsewhere
portance of the peaceable acquisition of seen . Politicians and scholars are

such a work as the modern Russ transla- becoming deeply indebted to mis

tion. Twenty thousand copies of the New sionaries; and it is reasonable to

Testamentin this dialect have been ab hope thatthey will liberally aid the
l'eady printed ; and an edition of 10,000

copies ofthe Pentateuch is now carrying friends of religion in theirsupport.

through the press.

“ One other important institution re “ Buenos Ayres, July 31st, 1824 .

mains to be noticed , the national Bible

Society in the United States of America . “ I am here in the midst ofa city having

Its auxiliaries amounted, by a recent state- a population of about 70,000 souls. This

ment, to 396 ; and 307,205 copies of the city, a few villages, together with a num

scriptures had been distributed, since the ber of estancias, or grazing farms, and

establishment of the society. Many places, a portion of country inhabited only by

however, it is remarked , have been dis- Indians, compose the province of Buenos

covered, where hundreds, and thousands, Ayres. This, and the thirteen other pro

SOUTH AMERICA.
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vinces of the interior, comprehending a pose of receiving premiums distributed

population of 1,300,000, exclusive of In- in publick. The novelty of the occasion

dians, were, in the year 1818, united un- drew together a considerable concourse

der a constitution which embraced the of people. The church, though a large

vital principles of liberty . In 1820 the one, was crowded. Indeed the crowd,

unionwas dissolved, and each province the musick, &c . forcibly reminded me of

has since regulated its own affairs, inde- a Princeton commencement. But what

pendently of the rest. The evils arising pleased me most, was the deep interest

from this state of things, together with which all present appeared to feel in the

the threatened invasion of the country by proceedings of the day.

some of the European powers, have in- “ In the schools generally, however, no .

duced most of the provinces to take thing more is taught, than to read, to

measures for assembling a national con- write , half a dozen rules in arithmetick ,

gress. This body will, it is expected, and the Spanish grammar . This being
meet in this city in the course of a few the case, it was evidently desirable that a

months, adopt a constitution , concert school of a higher order should be estab .

measures for the general defence, and lished . Encouraged by some very respect

transact any other business to which their able gentlemen here, I ventured, rather

attention may be called. by way of experiment than any thing

“ The tranquillity of this province ap- else, to issue proposals for opening an

pears to be established on a more settled academy in which should be taught

basis now , than at any time heretofore. Greek, Latin, English, grammar , geogra

As an evidence of this, it may be men- phy, mathematicks, &c. Several persons

tioned, that at the late electionsin Febru- having expressed an intention to send

ary and March,a change was effected in their sons to me, on the 8th of March last

the administration without force, a thing I made a beginning. The first day I had

which has not occurred before, since the but five scholars, the next day two more

commencement of the revolution. And came, on the third day an additional one,

though there is some dissatisfaction with and thus the number has gone on increas

the present administration, a thing almosting, till at present I have more than 20.

of course, yet it is hoped , that the pub. With one exception, all of them are Spa

licktranquillity is notabout to be specdi- nish boys. Most ofthem belong to fami

ly disturbed by a revolution. In fact the lies of the highest respectability: e . g.

government has laid the axe to the root two of them are sons of generals, two

of this, and similar evils, by establishing sons of a colonel who distinguished him,

schools for the education of the young self in the late war, on which account the

In this respect, and in all that concerns boys are educated bythe state, and are

liberality of sentiment, this province is, I already lieutenants by brevet, two of the

believe, considerably in advance of the boys are the sons of the professor of law

others. A university has recently been in the university, and two others are

organized in this city, professors appoint. grand -sons of the highest ecclesiastical

ed, and apparatus obtained . The insti- officer ofBuenosAyres, the bishop. Ap.
tution includes a collegiate, medical, the- plications have also been made to mein

ological, and law department .The num- several instancesto take boys to live with

ber of its students in June, 1823, was 291 , And all this, notwithstanding it is

Besides several private schools of indivi- very generally, and perhaps universally

duals, a number of Lancasterian schools known ( for who would have thought that

for both boys and girls have, at the pub- my washer-woman would have been ac

lick expense,been recently established in quainted with the fact) that I am a pro

the city and in the country. Indeed, for testant preacher.

the general purposes of education during “ Considering that there are in this city

the present year, the government has ap- and vicinity as many as 3000, who speak

propriated morethan90,000 dollars. The the English language,chiefly Englishmen

whole number of schools in this province, and North Americans, it is certainly de.

in June, 1823, the latest statement which voutly to be wished, that there were here

has been published, was 54. In these a protestant place of worship , as there is

were 2213 boys and 939 girls.--Among in Rio Janeiro. Some of the most influ

other things intended to promote educa ntial, and best informed foreign mer

tion, the practice of giving rewards to chants here, have expressed their confi

those who excel,has in some ofthe schools dent belief, that if permission to have

been adopted. On the 26th of May, one protestant worship should be asked of the

of the days celebrated in commemoration government, it would be granted. Hopes

of the revolution, I witnesseda spectacle
were entertained that the late minister to

which gave me much satisfaction . It was this country, Mr. Rodney, would eventu

the assembling of all the female children ally use his influence toward effectingthis

from the different schools, for the pur . object. But in consequence of his sudden

Vol. II.Ch. Adv. 3 U

me .
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death, all those hopes are at an end. And printing -offices, the workmen in all of

in fact there are many, and no small diffi- which řnd constant employment. They
culties to encounter in this business, in. are occupied chiefly in printing the pub

dependent of those which arise from Ca- lick papers, pamphlets, hand-bills,&c.

tholick prejudices. The first, and indeed · The publickpapersconsist of 1st, The
that which lies at the bottom of all, is the Official Register , containing the decrees

wonderful indifference of most of the fo . ofgovernment; 2d, The Statistical Regis .

reigners to an object of this kind. At ter, a very interesting paper to one wito

present it would not be easy to obtain a wishes to become acquainted with the

suitable place of worship , without incur. state of the schools, the number of emi

ring considerable expense. Nor is there grants to the country, the amount of ex

all that cordiality between the English ports and imports, & c. &c. This paper

and Americans here which could be de. ought to appear quarterly. No number
sired . In the mean time a protestant of it has, however, been published for

meeting exists. It was commenced and morethan a year . It is said there is one

has hitherto been continued, as were the nowin the press : 3d, The Argos, filled

first meetings of the primitive Christians, usually with condensed statements of in

in a private house. We are, as were they, telligence from different parts of the

surrounded by ignorance, superstition, world, and a few advertisements. It ap
and, to a degree, intolerance. Our num- pears twice a week. 4th , The Theatre of

þer, as was theirs, is small, and composed Opinion, occupied chiefly with political

of the poor of this world . To them the discussions, is published once a week ;

gospel is preached, from Sabbath to Sab- and 5th, The Mercantile Gazette, publish

bath , in the morning . In the evening a ed daily, containing advertisements, arri.

prayer meeting is held .--- Soon after the vals of vessels, manifests of cargoes, &c.

commencement of these meetings, which Not one of these papers has more than

took place in February last, by calling on 300 subscribers ; most of them, indeed,

a numberof protestant families,and re- have nothing like that number. There

questingthem to send their children, I have also recently been published several

was enabled to form a little Sabbath school. grammars, arithmeticks,an algebra, and

This meets regularly Sabbath afternoons, a translation of a work on political eco

in the room of my house occupied as an

academy. Hitherto we have been consi- “ The library of the state contains about

derably ata loss for wantof suitable books 20,000 volumes, embracing treatises on a

to be used in the Sabbath school. Within variety ofsubjects,and in several different
a day or two, however, I have received a languages. The use of the library is af

letter, stating that the Philadelphia Sun- forded gratuitously to all who choose to

day School Union has, according to my avail themselves of the advantages which

request, sent me a supply of books, by a it offers.

vessel which has alreadyarrived at Monte “ I have been very agreeably disap

Video, and will probably soon be here.- pointed in the general order and propriety

There is also here a little Bible associa- of conduct in the streets , I have seen no

tion, composed chiefly of our meeting mobs, nor fighting, with one exception,

men, who distribute copies of the scrip- not even of boys. Even in walking the

tures as they have opportunity. A few streets between ten and eleven at night,

months ago, they sentto the British and I feel quite as safe as I should in Phila

Foreign Bible Society more than 300 dol. delphia. It is not true that no instances

lars, obtained by voluntary contributions of robbery or murder occur : but where

and sales of Bibles and Testaments. is the city in which they do not occur ?

“ Should the American Board , in con- It is not to be disguised , however, that

formity with a request already made to when fights do take place, recourse is
them , send an additional clergyman to sometimes had to the knife, which not

this place soon, it is hoped that in the unfrequently settles the controversy by
spring or summer, we shall be able to do the death of one of the disputants. But

something in theway of preaching to the this practice is, it is admitted on all hands,

sailors who visit this port. Thoughhere much less common now than formerly.

again peculiar difficulties present them. In fact the person who is found with any
selves . The river is so shallow, that even weapons of this kind about him, unless he

the smallest sea vessels are compelled to be a military man, is liable to be impri

anchor at the distance of half a mile soned and sentenced to hard labour.

from shore. There being no wharves, “ Of the morals of the people, so far as
the only way of passing to and from ves- an intercourse between the sexes is con

sels, is to use boats ; a way not unfre- cerned, unhappily a favourable account

quently dangerous, owing to the preva- cannot, I amafraid, be given, consistently
lence of strong winds. with truth . On this subject I will mention

“ There are in this city three or four but a single fact. The lady of the house ,

nomy.

.
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where I was invited the other afternoon Jesus ; and his heart was warmed to

to take coffee, observed in the course of the love of it ,bythe quickening power

the conversation, that within the space of
of the Holy Spirit.

six months, five babes had been left at

her door to perish ; that in the asylum for
He passed through his collegiate

exposed children here, there are never
studies, it is understood, in the Uni

less than 200. On my stating that there versity of Edinburgh . His classical

was no such asylum in the United States, knowledge was correct and exten
that it was very seldom ,indeed , an in- sive. He early manifested a love to
stance occurredthere of a child's being God, and his ways . Deeply sensible
exposed , and that, when it did occur, it

was noticed in the publick papers as an that the great end of his creation ,

instance of inhumanity, which deserved was to glorify God , he devoted him.

to be reprobated by every one ;they self to the Gospel ministry, believing

looked atme with surprise, and I verily that the best means of promoting

believe thoughtme to betelling a travel that glory would be found in pub

ject was introduced, as it gave me an op. lishing the glad tidings of salvation

portunity to mention, as the principal rea- to sinners, by the atoning blood of

son of our purity of morals,the frequent the God-Man, Mediator. To be ac

preaching of the gospel, and the pains complished for so important a work ,

taken to give the young a religious in ; he prosecuted with care and dili

States forming a striking contrast, in both gence the study of divinity, under

these respects, with the practice here. the direction of the Rev. Archibald

They listened with attention, and after. Bruce, Professor of the Theological

ward appeared better satisfied , though School under the care of the General
still somewhat incredulous.

Associate Synod of Scotland . Having

“ P.S. I would not wish to be under- received a license to preach the Gos

stood as intimating, by any thing I have pel , the Synod appointed him to a

said, that prejudicesagainst foreigners special mission at the request of a

have ceased to exist here. On this sub vacant congregation in the city of

of the members of the house of repre . Philadelphia, to send then a young
sentatives of this province, did me the man qualified to feed them with the

honour to allude to mein some remarks bread of life. In the year 1804 he
they made in that house, censuring the arrived in this country; the church

late government for permitting me to presented him a call, and he was

has also expressed himself very freely in soon after ordained and installed as

the same strain, I understand .-- Yet I go their Pastor. But his health being

on, and expect to go on, without any fear infirm , he in a few years resigned his
of interruption .-- Intelligence was re. charge ; and entered on the duties of

ceived here a few days ago, that a revolu
an assistant teacher, in the classical

tion had taken place at Mendoza in fa
vour of the liberal, in opposition to the academy of Drs. Gray & Wylie.

bigotted party, or Catholick fanaticks, as
After some time he was appointed

they are sometimes called.” professor of languages in Dickerson

College, Carlisle, where he remained

and taught with reputation to him.

DOMESTICK . self and advantage to the students,

till the operations of that college

MEMOIR OF THE REV. JOSEPH SHAW. ceased .

The Rev. JOSEPH Shaw, LL.D. In the year 1815 he was unani

was born at Alyth , Perthshire, Scot- mously chosen professor of langua

land , in the year 1778. His parents ges by the trustees of an academy
were respectable and pious. Of the in the city of Albany, in the state of

early period of Dr. Shaw's life, little New York, where he taught with dis

is known to the writer. tinguished reputation. Under his in

Under the ministry of the Rev. spection as its principal, this institu

James Henderson of Battraz, bis tion , then recently established , soon

mind was early imbued with the assumed a respectability and emi.

knowledge of the truth as it is in nence surpassed by none in the state
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of New York. His literary qualifica- nothing - all his preparations for the

tions were of no ordinary kind, and pulpit were well digested. “ The

his qualifications, in every respect, truth as it is in Jesus” was his object,

were such as to command the esteem and he preached what he not only

and respect of all who had the ad- believed but felt to be the truth . The

vantage of bis instructions. It is a Scriptures were the source from

well known fact that the students whence he drew the waters of life .

under his care, whatever were their His composition abounded in scrip

characters, uniformly regarded him ture language ; yet in the matter of

with affection , spoke of him as a his sermons there was a striking ori

friend, a father, and often as a bene- ginality; and few exceeded him in

factor. He was chosenan honorary the gift and unction of prayer.

member of many of our literary soci- Although apparently of a robust

eties. constitution, he suffered much severe

Ata commencement of Union Col- bodily affliction; yet under it he was

lege in Schenectady, in the year 1821 , patient and uncomplaining. If men

the trustees and faculty of that in- assailed his character, he never re
stitution conferred on him the hono- turned evil for evil , but commonly

rary degree of Doctor of Laws. It bore in silence the persecution which

was during the last summer vacation the true servants of Christ must en

of the above institution , that he came dure, if they will " live godly in Christ

on a visit to his friends in this city, Jesus.” The ways of Providence, al

where he was taken ill , and in a very though mysterious, heconsidered as

few days expired - on the morning of always right. The failings and frail
the 21st of August, 1824, in the 47th ties of others he treated with tender

year of his age. ness, and if there was any ground of

He was unassuming in his manners, palliation it was always pointed out. '

modest in his deportment, warm Few menformed a more correct opi

his friendship,moderate in hiswants, nion of his fellow men.

and charitable to the poor and desti- His disposition was naturally taci

tute-Yet so secretly were his deeds turn . Hence none but his most inti

of charity done, that those whom he mate friends and acquaintancesknew

relieved seldom knew their benefac- the extent of his real worth. His

tor. He generally distributed bis be- last illness was sudden, severe, and

nefactions by the hands of another ; overwhelming. Yet he murmured

thus conforming to the direction ofhis not at the ways and will of God. He

Saviour, “ When thou doest thine was resigned to the disposal of his

alms, let not thy left hand know what heavenly Father, whose he was and

thy right hand doeth . ” whom he served . On the Sabbath

As a minister of the Gospel he was preceding his death, he preached an
sound in the Christian faith, holding excellent and pious discourse, from

firmly all the distinguishingdoctrines that solemn appeal of God to men,

of the Gospel of Christ; full of zeal, “ Unto you o inen I call , and my

of piety, and of prudence. He voice is to the sons of men ." In it

preached wherever an opportunity he insisted chiefly on what the or

offered, and to general acceptance. thodox mean by the Gospel call

In him the graces of the spirit were in beseeching sinners to be recon

in lively exercise . His composition ciled unto God ,by the immediate re

was chaste ; and he never indulged nunciation of all sin , and the accept

in idle speculation , but taught that ance of the free offer of salvation ,,

men were sinners, and that there was through the atoningblood of Jesus

no saviourbut Christ the eternal Son Christ. Yes, and this was his last

of God. It was the sincere milk of call to sinners ; except the mysteri

the word that he delivered to his ous call of Him who gave him being;

hearers. He never attempted to by removing him , in the midst ofuse

serve God with that which cost him fülness, from his earthly toils and
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sorrows,to an everlasting rest, in “ the and their works do follow them.”

house not made with hands eternal He died at the house of his much es

in the heavens." This dispensation teemed friend, Mr. Archibald M‘In

forcibly addresses to all the call, “ Be tyre, formerly the Comptroller of the

ye also ready, for at such a time as Treasury of the state of New York.

ye think not of the Son of man com- He was never married , and has left a

eth . ” beloved sister and family to lament

In his death society has lost a most his loss . He was buried in front of

valuable member, and his friends an the Associate Reformed Church in

agreeable and improving companion . Walnut street, by the kindness of the

Blessed are the dead who die in the trustees of that church , of which he

Lord, they rest from their, labours had formerly been the Pastor.

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums for their Theological Seminary at Prince.

ton , N.J. during the month of October last, viz.

Of Rev. John W. Scott, a quarter's rent for the Contingent Fund 887 50

Of Rev. Dr. Samuel Miller, the donation of an anonymous "Friend to the

Institution , ” for do. 10 00

897 50Amount received for the Contingent Fund

Of Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell, collected by Rev. Lemuel F. Leake, for the sy

nods of New York and New Jersey Professorship, in Upper Mount

Bethel 13 00

And in Lower Mount Bethel 39 00

52 00

200 00

50 00

Of Rev. Dr. Jacob J. Janeway, on account of his additional subscription for

the Philadelphia Synod's Professorship

OfRev.Dr. Moses Waddel, perMr.W.'w . Woodward, the fifth instalment

in full of the subscription of Major Walker, for the Southern Professorship

Of Rev. Dr. Samuel Miller, the last instalment of the third year, in full of his

subscription for the Oriental and Biblical Literature Professorship

Of do. from Z.Lewis, Esq . six month's income of the Le Roy and the Ban

yer Scholarships

of do. from Mr. Joshua N. Danforth, for Senior Class of 1821 Scholarship

25 00

175 00

11 00

Total $610 50

o We are glad tobe able to state, from unquestionable information,that BENJA

MIN SMITH , Esq. of Elizabeth Town, N.J., who died on the 23d ult., has bequeathed

$ 2,500, to endow a scholarship in the Theological Seminary at Princeton . Edit .

View of Publick Affairs.

EUROPE.

BRITAIN . — The arrivals from Britain through the last month have brought us no in

formation of much publick interest, save what will be found in the rest article. Par.

liament, unless again prorogued, was to meet on the 4th of the present month . Among
the speculations which the London newspapers always contain, relative to the busi

ness that will probably claim the attention of anapproaching parliament, we perceive

that they assign for the next, the passing of a bill to unite the provinces of Upper and

Lower Canada ; and the adoption of measures for declaring Mexico and Colombia,

and perhaps some other of the late Spanish provinces in America, independent
states.

FRANCE. - We learn by the way ofLondon, that Louis XVIII. king of France, died

at Paris, on the 16th of September last. · He was born at Versailles, the 17th of No

vember , 1755, and consequently wanted two months of completingthe 69th year of

his age. He was proclaimed king of France on the 8th of June, 1795, but was not

crowned till since the expulsion of Napoleon Buonaparte. He was early married to a
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Sardinian princess, who died in November, 1810. He never had issue. He is suc

ceeded by his brother, Charles Philip of France, count de Artois, who has assumed,

as his regal name, CHARLES X. The new king was born the 19th of October, 1757,

and of course has just entered his 68th year. He also married a Sardinian princess,

by whom he has had two sons and a daughter. His wife died in 1805. His sons were

the well-known dukes D’Angouleme and Berri. The latter was assassinated at Paris,

in 1820 ; but has left a son, born the 29th of September, 1820, who bears the title of

duke of Bourdeaux. The duke D'Angouleme, who lately commanded the French

armies in Spain , married the only relick of the unhappy Louis XVI. who, with his

queen, perished under the axe of the guillotine , in the French revolution . The

dutchess D'Angouleme was born in December, 1778, and was married to her cousin in

August, 1799, and has neverhad 'issue- As the reigning monarch is far advanced in
age, the probability is that the throne will before longagain be vacant. The duke

D'Angouleme, if living, will then succeed to the crown. After him, if he dies child.

less, the duke of Bordeaux, will, if then living, be king of France . If neither the

duke D'Angouleme, nor the duke of Bordeaux leave issue, the royalsuccession will go

into another branch of the Bourbon family , that of the duke of Orleans, who has six

sons and five daughters now living. It is understood that the same measures are likely

to be pursued, and the same ministers to be employed, by the present king, as by bis

immediate predecessor. Nor is there, we apprehend ,any prospect, from the known

character or disposition of any individual in the line of succession to the crown which

wehave exhibited, that any measures favourable to free government will originate
with the court. On the contrary, the prospect is that attempts will be made to ex

tend the royal prerogative more and more, till the present French parliament will

probably become like that before the revolution - acourt merely to register the royal

edicts. These attempts, however, maybe resisted by the parliament and the people ;

and it ought not to be matter of surprise, if, a few years hence, another revolution

ary struggle is witnessed in France. It would seem strange that the fear of this should
not restrain the French court fromsome of their arbitrary measures, if it were not the

destiny of those who are greedy of despotick sway, never to be taught by pastexpe.

rience, nor arrested in their course by future probabilities. The stateof religion in

France is truly deplorable. The late revolution extirpated from the French soil, not

only the belief in divine revelation, but almost every sentiment of morality. Napoleon

became convinced, that it was impossible to found any well ordered governmenton

the basis of atheism , or infidelity. He therefore restored the forms of the Roman Ca.

tholick religion, with a toleration of protestantism ; and this order of things remains

much as he left it . Among both Catholicks and Protestants, we doubt notthere are

pious individuals. But the mass of both are mere formalists; and in morals corrupt

and licentious. Among men of information, the prevalent sentiment is, that the com

mon peoplemust have areligious worship, with priests and an imposing ceremonial :

but that this is not necessary for well informedminds - They are in fact infidels. Many

of the Protestants are Socinians. We rejoice that Bible societies are introduced

among the protestants, and hope good will follow . But if the Protestants should be

comewhat their ancestors were and till they do their religion is merely nominal
we have little doubt they would be persecuted, as their ancestors were. On the

whole, the state of France presents for the contemplation of a pious mind, as sadden

ing a spectacle as can easilybe conceived - Take her religious and political state in

connexion, and we greatly fear, notwithstanding the present appearances of prospe

rity in her affairs, that her cup of sorrows has only passed from her for a little, to be

returned again, with perhaps as bitter ingredients asitever contained.

With the exception of France, we have heard nothing new from the parties to the

HOLY ALLIANCE in the month past - Nor from their satellites Spain and PORTUGAL :

except that the insurrection at Tariffa, (which seems to have been madebya few

constitutionalists driven toabsolute desperation ,) has been completelyquelledby a

French force, after a deadly conflict. The leader of the insurrection , it is said, has

escaped. Those who were captured have been delivered up to the Spaniards, no
doubt to be executed as traitors.

THE GREEKS, we rejoice to say , are still triumphant. The island of Ipsara,-mark

ed Psyra and Psera on the maps -- a little to the north -west of the ill -fated Scio, has

been taken by the Turks, and retaken by the Greeks. As well as we can understand

the accounts given of the facts relative to these events, they were as follows In the

beginning of July last, Ipsara was captured by the Turkish feet and army. About

one half of the Greek' force, consisting of foreigners, principally Albanians, proved

treacherous; yet afterwards, by mistake ordesign, they were treated by the victorious

Turks like the other captives, and all put to death. That portion of the Greek force

which was kept in reserve and had not been engaged, retired to a fort, under which

a mine, containing gunpowder in an enormous quantity, had been previously formed .
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This corps made some resistance, with a view to drawas large a part of the Turkish

force as possible over, or near the mine ; they then set fire tothepowder it contained ,

and destroyed at once themselves and a great part of their enemies. The Turks, not.

withstanding, still remained masters of the island ; except that two forts,containing
about 2000 Greeks, held out against them . In the mean time, the Greek fleet at the

island of Hydra, near the south -west coast of the Archipelago, got intelligence of the
attackon Ipsara, andhastened to its succour. The Turkish fleet, still on the coast of

that island, was attacked with daring intrepidity ; three of their frigates were destroy .

ed by the fire -ships of the Greeks; the captain pacha escaped,but his vessel was

very much damaged ; and no less than eighty other Turkish vessels, of different di.

mensions, were either burned or taken . - The sbattered remnant of the Ottoman fleet

took shelter in Mitylene, the ancient Lesbos, near the Asiatic coast. The Greeks, now

masters of the sea, landed a considerable force on Ipsara, which was joined by the

2000 who had not been subdued, and made an easy conquest and an entire extermi.

nation of the Turkish force that had been left on the island . — It is computed that the

Turks lost from ten to fifteen thousand men in all-Some accounts say twenty thou .

sand. It would seem that few , if any prisoners, were taken on either side.- Caso, a

very small island , about six miles to the south of Scaponto , is said to have been taken

and retaken, in much the same manner as Ipsara. These islands are all near to the

Turkish coast of Asia ; and if the Greekscan defend them permanently against their

oppressors, they will soon invade those who have invaded them . This, indeed, is al

ready threatened; and if they are equally successful, as they seem likely to be, against

the Turkish armies in peninsular and northern Greece, they will, ere long, carry the

war to the walls of Constantinople itself .-- What if, in this age of wonders,the Greeks,

instead of the Russians, should be made the instruments of driving the Turks out of

Europe ! Russian and French transports are said to have been employed, in carrying
the Turkish troops to Ipsara.

ASIA,

Since our last statementwe have heard nothing of the war against the Burmanese.

The last accounts of the Christian Missions in Asia are very favourable. The Scotch

missionaries, in the north -west of this continent , are doing much good, and extending

their influence considerably . The BaptistCollege at Serampore, has lately had a pub

lick examination, in the presence of the British governmental authorities, which has

been highly creditable. The other missions are all prosperous. This is infinitely

more important, in Christian estimation, than political changes and military achieve

ments,

AFRICA ,

We have nothing new to communicate from the south -western coast of Africa.

From the shores of the Mediterranean, the information is confirmed , that the British

have made peace with the Algerines . A large military force of cavalry and infantry,

amounting to 25,000 men, is said to have been collected at Alexandria in June last,

under the command of the son of the Pacha of Egypt, and destined to aidthe Turks

in the war with the Greeks. We have always doubted, and still doubt, whether the

Pacha of Egypt, who is a Greek renegado, and whom the Grand Senior has once at.

tempted to decapitate, intends seriously to aid in the present war. Yet it may be so.

If he does, we hope the Grecian fleet, which is watching the port of Alexandria,

will so settle the dispute on the water, that nothing will remain to be done on land.

AMERICA.

Peru . - Official intelligence is received that the liberator Bolivar has gained a de.

cisive advantage, in a cavalry action, over the royal Spanish troops. The despatches

represent, that Bolivar endeavoured to bring the adverse army to a general action ;

that this action was avoided by a retreat, so rapid that Bolivar could do nothing more ,

at the moment, than detach his cavalry in pursuit of the fleeing foe ; that the cavalry

of the two armies met and engaged; and that after a sanguinary conflict the republi

cans were victorious. Bolivar, it is said , is pursuing, with anarmy strongly reinforced,

the main body of the enemy, and is expected soon to terminate the controversy for

the government of Peru.

Mexico. - Presentappearances afforda sanguine hope that the political affairs of

this large state are likely to be eventually settled, in a manner favourable to rational

freedom - This however cannot take place, while there is no such thing as religious

toleration . But time must be allowed to shake off the trammels of education and habit.

An ambassador from Mexico has arrived in our country : And whatever we may think

of the Mexicans on the subject of religion, they deserve the commendation of the

whole world for the total abolition of slavery, and the declaration that it shall never

be permitted in that republick.
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UNITED STATES.--The canvass for a chief magistrate of the United States has grown

more ardent, as theperiod of appointing electors and of making an actual choice, has

approached. There has beenon this occasion a degree of acrimony and personality,

in a few instances , which we deeply regret; but on the whole, much less than on for

mer occasions, and we earnestly hope there will be no more. In place of angry

troversy , how much better, if all concerned would seriously reflect, and conscientious

ly vote and act, under a deep impression of their responsibility to their country

and their God, for what they do in this interesting concern. As Christian Advocates,

we renewedlyurge on our Christian friends, theduty of earnest prayer, both publick

and private -- that He who turns the hearts of the children of men as the rivers of

water are turned, may so order it, that the choice of the next President ofthe United

States may be one, that shall hereafter give us reason to believe that it was the best

that could have been made- mercifully ordered, by the Supreme Disposer ofall events ,

as a peculiar instance of his favour to our beloved country.

General La Fayette, the nation's guest, has been, through the past month, journey

ing to the south ; and receiving, in every place through which be has passed, the same

manifestations of respect, gratitude , and affection , which were shown him at first. It

is no dubious proof both of his merit and of our sincerity, that time does not abate,

butrather increase, ourattachment to him. Wehope thatat the approaching session

of Congress, he will receive an expression of the nation's gratitude, moredurable,

though to him it may not be more gratifying, than that which cities, and towns, and

corporations, and individuals, have vied with each other in showing him.

Weregret to state, that up to the last accounts which we have seen, the yellow fe .

ver still raged at New Orleans, and that it existed, though with an abatement, in
Charleston , South Carolina. These afflicted cities claim our tenderest sympathy ;

which we feel and express as we ought, our obligations to the God of providence, that

thehealth of our country, through thepast season, has been in general far better, than

in the same season of the three preceding years. It seems to us, that in those States

where the civil authority does not call the people to the duty ofpublick thanksgiving

and prayer to God, this duty ought to be performed, under anappointment or agree
ment made by religious denominations, either more extensively or more partially, as

circumstances mayrender necessary or expedient.

TO SUBSCRIBERS .

The next number of the Christian Advocate will conclude the volume for 1824.

Three Dollars are now due, by the terms of subscription, from such subscribers, seve

rally, as have not yet paid . They will oblige us much, if they will endeavour to for

ward their remittances by the end of the year. Not only is our own accommodation

concerned in this, but weearnestly desire to place, as speedily as possible, in the hands

of the committee appointed by the last GeneralAssembly of our church, that tythe

of the clear profits of our work, which is sacredly appropriated to religious charities.

A few copies of the first volume may still be had atthe subscription price, $ 2.50.

Remittances in bills current in Philadelphia, or with the proper allowance for discount,

if not current, may be made by mail , when a private conveyance does not offer ; and

if requested, a receipt shall be returned in the same manner.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

No. XI. of Letters froman AgedMinister of the Gospel, &c. has been delayed for

the present month, to make room for communications which seemed to have a prior

claim . We shall endeavour to find a place for it in our next. The eighth communi

cation from ANDREW ANTHROPOs has been received .- Some of our correspondents

can, if they will, furnish us with a good paper for the close of the present year, and

another for the beginning of thenext. Let us express the hope, that the inclination

may not be wanting, where the ability is possessed .

ERRATUM,

In the concluding minute of the General Assembly, as printed in our last number,
John MMullin, is found among the names of those who are stated to have left the

Assembly without leave . ' This we have discovered to be an error. The gentleman

whose name wehave mentioned, was not a member of the last Assembly. But the

error we correct is not to be charged on us. We printed accurately from the copy

published by order ofthe Assembly. The error is probably to be attributed to the

mistake of the transcribing clerk, in not rightly distinguishing between the Christian
names of two brothers. - For John read Robert.
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CHISM OF THE WESTMINSTER AS

TO YOUTH.

LECTURE XI .

of Calvin .” On this I would obe
LECTURES ON THE SHORTER CATE

serve to you , that it ought to be

easy for us to forgive , and even to

SEMBLY OF DIVINES — ADDRESSED pity , the authors of this reproach ;

because I think it is scarcely ever

made, except by those who are igno

rant both of what wereally believe

Our last lecture related to a sub- and what Calvin really taught: and

ject of importance, and of confessed it is weak , as well as unchristian ,

difficulty.- It was not found prac- to be much moved by the effusions

ticable to bring within the time al- of ignorance. If we soberly con

lotted to the discussion , all that pro- demn the rashness manifested in

perly belongs to it , or to the answer such a reproach, and pray that

on which it was grounded. It is not those in whom it has appeared may

my intention , bowever, to detain come to possess a better spirit, we

you with it much longer. But be- shall perform the duty which the

foreweproceed to the next answer , occasion demands.

I think it may be useful to notice In specifying the false charges

very briefly a few frightful infe- which have been brought against
rences, in addition to those men- those who hold the doctrine of the

tioned in the last lecture, which divine decrees, especially as inclu

have been made from the doctrine ding particular election, the follow

of the divine decrees-particular- ing may I think be mentioned as

ly the decree of election -- and to among the most common . It is

enter at least a protest against the said , we believe that God formed

justice of these inferences, and of a great part of the human race on

the charge that they are held or purpose to damn them--having de

admitted , by those who hold the termined to deprive them of all

doctrine from which they are said power to help themselves; that we

to follow - I also propose to make hold that there are infants in hell,

a few remarks on that part of the of a span long ; and that we repre

answer, not yet noticed , which states sent the blessed God altogether, as

that it was for his own glory,” an absolute, severe, and inexorable

that God foreordained whatsoever tyrant, disposing of his creatures

comes to pass. in the most arbitrary and inequita

You will probably, my young ble manner.-Need I assure you,

friends, hear the church to which that we reject every one of these
you belong reproached - for it has revolting ideas, with as much sin

often beenreproached - with hold- cerity az any of those who charge
ing generally “ thehorrible dogmas us with them and with far more

VOL. II. Ch. Ado. 3 X
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sensibility , I hope, than some who kingdom of God.” _ " The expres

charge us ? Whenever, therefore , sion, ( says Scott,) may intimate ,

you hear Calvinists and Calvinism that the kingdom of heavenly glory

charged with these , or any similar is greatly constituted of such as
sentiments, remember that the die in infancy. Infants are as ca

party who does it is either ignorant pable of regeneration as grown

or malignant.— He either does not persons ; and there is abundant

know what we believe, or he wil- ground to conclude, that all those

fully misrepresents our sentiments. who have not lived to commit actual

He draws his own terrifick conse- trangressions, though they share in
quences from our principles, and the effects of the first Aidain's of

then charges us with them . But fence, will also share in the blessings

we ourselves draw no such conse- of the second Adam's gracious

quences ; and we earnestly contend covenant : without their personal

that they do not necessarily or faith and obedience, but not with

fairly follow from any thing we out the regenerating influence of

hold.We even shudder when we the Spirit of Christ.”

hear them repeated . If now and Before leaving this part of the

then an individual, who has chosen subject, I will just mention, that

to call himself a Calvinist, has said Calvinists have been divided into

something that might justly subject two classes ; the one denominated

him to the charge of holding anyof Supralapsarians, the other Sublap

these obnoxious tenets, let him sarians. These names have been

alone be responsible. Let not the assigned from the circumstance,

denomination to which he clains that the former class consider the

to belong , be made answerable for divine decree , in regard to the

his folly and his guilt ; for there is elect and reprobate, as contemplat

no religious sect that could escapè ing man before the fall ; and the
scandal on anyother terms.- There latter class as relating to him only

is, I venture to affirm , no establish- after the fall. Both classes equally

ed Christian sect, that has not pro- maintain the entire sovereignty of

duced individuals who have adopt- God , and equally reject with abhor

ed and promulged wild and extra- rence all impeachment of his jus

vagant notions, utterly abhorrent tice , or of any other of his glorious

to those withwhom they have been attributes. I'hose who are called

associated . I have stated, in my moderate Calvinists, are, I believe,

last lecture, the manner in which generally, if not universally, Sub

we really hold the doctrines from lapsarians.

which these unjust inferences are Let us now give a little attention

drawn, and the practical use we to the important point, that it was

are to niake of what we hold . I for his own glory that God foreor

think proper now to add, that in dained whatsoever comes to pass.
It

regard to infants , there are many is of great importance , my young

Calvinists who believe that all in- friends, that you should besensible

fants, who die before the exercise that the glory of God is infinitely a

of reason , belong to the election of higher and better object, than the

grace ; and therefore that there glory and happiness of all crea

can be no question , or doubt, of tures. All creatures united , are
their salvation . Scott, who was a to the Creator, only as that which

sound and very rational Calvinist, is finite is to that which is infinite.

was decidedly of this opinion, as As far, therefore, as the wishes and

appears from his commentary on the happiness of creatures inter

Matt. xix . 14— “ Suffer the little fere with the glory of their Creator,

children to come unto me, and for- , reason and equity dictate, that the

bid them not, for of such is the latter should be preferred before
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the former : and as God is perfect, It has been queried whether in

his very perfection assures us that finite wisdom might not have de

this preference will always take vised a system , into which all the

place. It also assures us, that the good , and yet none of the evil , of

divine glory will always be recon- the present system , might have en

ciled with the happiness of every tered . — On this I remark, that if

individual sentient being in the we answer thiswe answer this query categorically,

universe, as far as this is practica- whether affirmatively or negatively,

ble in the nature of things. Indeed, we shall find the answer attended
according to our conceptions, the with very serious difficulties. I

divine glory appears to require therefore am deliberately of the
this .

opinion, that weought to give it no

Recollect the distinction already other answer than this — that no

explained in my second lecture be- wisdom , less than infinite , can tell

tween the essential and declarative what infinite wisdom could have

glory of God. With the essential effected ; but our wisdom is not in

glory of the Deity creatures can finite, and therefore it is not for us

have nothing to do. It is absolute to pronounce on the subject. We

ly independent of them , and uncon- know what has taken place-- and

nected with them . It is only the we know that our Creator is per

declarative glory of God, with fect. We know that his glory is

which they, and their actions, have the best object that can be present.

any connexion . Now this declara- ed to the view of his creatures, and

tive glory consists in the Creator we have every reason to believe
appearing to his intelligent crea- that it not only harmonizes with ,

tures, when fully enlightened, most but consists in, all the happiness

excellent, most amiable, as well as that any good being, fully enlight
most mighty and majestic. To his ened , would desire or wish tobe

creatures hedeclares and manifests long to the system . This is enough

himself as glorious, when his works for us ;-enough to make us seek

exhibit him , at once as great and the glory of God supremely, and

amiable, in an infinite degree. But consider it as unspeakably the

to be both great and amiable in an most desirable end to be promoted,
infinite degree, the happiness of his that we can contemplate. It is

sentient creaturesmust be consult. enough to make us see, that it is
ed , as far as is consistent with this end which our Creator, from

equity, and the nature of things.- the very perfection of his nature,

Farther than this, certainly not ; does and will regard as supreme
because if equity and the fitness of in all his works and in all his dis

things were once violated, this it- pensations.
self would be the destruction of all ( To be continued .)

order, of all moral excellence, and

of all amiableness, at once. We

have every reason , then , to believe

that the declarative glory of God

will be found, in fact, to harmonize
CALVIN'S VIEWS OF THE ATONEMENT,

with all the happiness that reason

and equity should make us wish to

be introduced into a system like
NESS OF CHRIST. " Institutes of

ours. It is , therefore, infinitely rea
the Christian Religion . Book ii.

sonable , that we should desire the
Chap. xvi. Sects. 5 and 6.- AL

promotion of this glory-It is, in
LEN's Translation . "

itself, the highest object, and in its “ Now in answer to the inquiry,

display lies the highest happiness how Christ by the abolition of our

of all good beings. sins has destroyed the enmity be

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

SATISFACTION AND RIGHTEOUS
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tween God and us , and procured a might be made the righteousness

righteousness to render him favour- of God in him . * I shall not pro

able and propitious to us, it may be ceed with all the proofs, because the

replied in general, that he accom- catalogue would be immense, and
plished it by the whole course of his many of them must hereafter be

obedience. This is proved by the cited in their proper order. Where
testimony of Paul. “ As by one fore, in what is called the Apostles'
man's disobedience many were Creed, there is very properly . an

made sinners, so by the obedience immediate transition fromthe birth

of one shall many be made righte- of Christ to his death and resurrec
ous." And indeed in another tion , in which the sum of perfect

place he extends the cause of the salvation consists. Yet there is no

pardon, which exempts us from the exclusion of the rest of the obedi

malediction of the law, to the whole ence which he performed in his life :

life of Christ. When the fulness as Paul comprehends the whole of

of the time was come, God sent it, from the beginning to the end,

forth his son , made of a woman, when he says, that he made him

made under the law, to redeem them self of no reputation , and took upon

that were under the law.pt Thus him the form of a servant, and be

he himself affirmed even his bap- came obedient unto death , even the
tism to be a branch of his righte- death of the cross.'+ And indeed

ousness, because he actedin obedi- his voluntary submission is the

ence to the command of the Fa- principal circumstance even in his

ther .I In short, from the time of death ; because the sacrifice, un

his assuming the character of a ser- less freely offered, would have been

vant, he began to pay the price of unavailable to the acquisition of

our deliverance in order to redeem righteousness. Therefore our Lord,

Yet more precisely to define after having declared, I lay down

the means of our salvation, the my life for the sheep,' expressly

Scripture ascribes this in a peculiar adds, No man taketh it from me. I

manner to the death of Christ. He In which sense Isaiah says, “As a

himself announces, that he gives sheep before her shearers is dumb,

his life a ransom for many.’s Paul so he openeth not his month.’S And

teaches that he died for our sins.'l the evangelical history relates, that

John the Baptist exclaims, Behold he went forth to meet the soldiers,

the Lamb of God, which taketh and that before Pilate he neglected

away the sin of the world.'T Paul making any defence, and waited to

in another place declares, that we submit to the sentence. Nor was

are justified freely by his grace, this without inward conflict; but

through the redemption that is in because he had taken our infirmi

Christ Jesus : whom God hath set ties, and it was necessary to give

forth to be a propitiation through this proof of his obedience to his fa

faith in his blood.7** Also, that we ther. And it was no mean speci

are justified by his blood,' and men of his incomparable love to us,

' reconciled by his death.?H Again : to contend with horrible fear, and

• He hath made him to be sin for amid those dreadful torments to

us, who knew no sin ; that we neglect all care of himself, that he

might promote our benefit. Indeed

* Rom. v. 19.
wemust admit, that it was impossi

t Gal . iv. 4, 5.

# Matt, iii . 15. * 2 Cor: v . 21 .

§ Matt . xx . 28. † Phil. ii. 7, 8.

|| 1 Cor. xv . 3 . # John x. 15, 18.

John i. 29. § Isaiah liii . 7.

** Rom . iii. 24 , 25.
# John xviii . 4.

ft Rom. v . 9, 10. | Matt. xxyii. 12, 14.

/
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ble for God to be truly appeased in mouth of the judge is condemned

any other way, than by Christ re- to die ; we understand from these

nouncing all concern for himself, circumstances, that he sustained

and submitting and devoting him- the character of a malefactor. And

self entirely to his will. On this we shall remark two things which

subject the apostle appositely cites were foretold in the predictions of

the testimony of the Psalmist : the prophets, and afford peculiar

• Then said I , Lo , I come : in the consolation and confirmation to our

volume of the book it is written of faith . For when we are told , that

me, I delight to do thy will , O my Christ was sent from the presence

God : yea, thy law is within my of the judge to the place of execu

heart."* But since terrified con- tion , and suspended between two

sciences find no rest but in a sacri- thieves, we see the completion of

fice and ablution to expiate their that prophecy, which is cited by the

sins ; we are properly directed thi- Evangelist, He was numbered with

ther, and the death of Christ is ex- the transgressors.” For what rea

hibited to us as the source of life. son ? to sustain the character of a

Now because our guilt rendered us sinner , not of a righteous or inno

Jiable to acurse at the heavenly tri- cent person ; for he died not for his

bunal of God , the condemnation of innocence, but on account of sin.

Christ before Pontius Pilate the On the contrary, when we hear him

governor of Judea is stated in the absolved by the same mouth by

first place , that we may know that which he was condemned ( for Pi

on this righteous person was inflict. late was constrained repeatedly to

ed the punishment which belonged give a public testimony of his in

to us. We could not escape the nocence)t let it remind us of what

terrible judgment of God ; to de- we read in another prophet: ' I re

liver us from it, Christ submitted stored that which I took not away,'I

to be condemned even before a Thus we shall behold Christ sus

wicked and profane mortal. For taining the character of a sinner and

the name of the governor is men- malefactor, while from the lustre

tioned ,not only to establish the cre- of his innocence it will at the same

dit of the history, but that we may time evidently appear, that he was

learn , what is taught by Isaiah , that loaded with the guilt of others, but

• the chastisement of our peace was had none of his own. He suffered ,

upon him ; and with his stripes we then , under Pontius Pilate, after

are healed . For to supersede our having been condemned as a crimi

condemnation it was not sufficient nal by the solemn sentence of the

for him to suffer any kind of death : governor: yet not in such a man

but, to accomplish our redemption , ner, but that he was at the same

that kind of death was to be chosen , time pronounced to be righteous,

by which, both sustaining our con- by the declaration of the same judge,

demnation and receiving our guilt, that he found in him no cause of

he might deliver us from both . "Had accusation . This is our absolution ,

he been assassinated by robbers, or that the guilt, which made us ob

murdered in a popular tumult, in noxious to punishment, is transfer

such a death there would have been red to the person of the Son of God.

no appearance of satisfaction . But For we ought particularly to re

when he is placed as a criminal be- member this satisfaction, that we

fore the tribunal , when he is ac- may not spend our whole lives in

cused and overpowered by the tes- terror and anxiety, as though we

timony of witnesses, and by the

* Isaiah liii . 12. Mark xv. 28.

* Psalm xl . 7, 8. † Matt. xxvii . 18, 23, 24. John xviii. 38 .

+ Isaiah lüi . 5 . # Psalm lxix . 4.
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were pursued by the righteous ven- ferred to the body of Christ. This

geance of God, which the Son of expression therefore indicates, that
God has transferred to himself . Christ at his death was offered to

Moreover, the species of death the Father as an expiatory sacrifice,

which he suffered , is fraught with a in order that a complete atonement

peculiar mystery . The cross was being made by his oblation , we may

accursed , not only in the opinion no longer dread the Divine wrath .

of men, but by the decree of the Now it is evident what the prophet

Divine law . Therefore when Christ meant, when he said , “ The Lord

is lifted up upon it, he renders him- hath laid on him the iniquity of us
self obnoxious to the curse . And all ; " * namely , that when he was

this was necessary to be done, that about to expiate our sins they were

by this transfer we might be deliv- transferred to him by imputation.

ered from every curse , which await- The cross, to which he was fixed ,

ed us, or rather was already inflict- was a symbol of this, as the apostle

ed upon us, on account of our ini- inforins us : “ Christ hath redeemed

quities. This was also prefigured us from the curse of the law, being
in the law. For the victims and made a curse for us : for it is writ .

expiations offered for sins were ten , cursed is every one that hang

called ninux, a word which pro- eth on a tree : that the blessing of

perly signifies sin itself. By this Abraham might come on the Gen

appellation the Spirit intended to tiles through Jesus Christ. Peter

suggest that they were vicarious alluded to the same, where he said ,

sacrifices to receive and sustain the · He bare our sins in his own body

curse due to sin . But that which on the tree :'I because from the vi

was figuratively represented in the sible symbol of the curse, we more

Mosaic sacrifices, is actually exhi- clearly apprehend, that the burden,

bited in Christ the archetype of the with which we were oppressed , was

figures. Wherefore, in order to imposed on him . Normust we con

effect a complete expiation, he gave ceive that he submitted to a curse

his soul ovx, that is, an atoning which overwhelmed him , but on the

sacrifice for sin ,* as the prophet contrary that by sustaining it , he

says; so that our guilt and punish- depressed, broke, and destroyed all

ment being as it were transferred its power. Wherefore faith appre

to him , they must cease to be im- hends an absolution in the condem

puted to us . The apostle more ex- nation of Christ, and a benediction

plicitly testifies the same, when he in his curse. It is not without rea

says , 'He hath made him to be sin son therefore that Paul magnificent

for us, who knew no sin ; that we ly proclaims the triumph, which

might be made the righteousness of Christ gained for himself on the

God in him.'t For the Son of God, cross ; as though the cross, which

though perfectly free from all sin , was full ofignominy, had been con

nevertheless assumed the disgrace verted into a triumphal chariot.

and ignominy of our iniquities, and For he says, that'he nailed to his

on the other hand arrayed us in his cross the band -writing, which was

purity. He appears to have intende contrary to us, and having spoiled

ed the same, when he says concern- principalities and powers, he made

ing sin , that it was ' condemned in a show of them openly :' . Nor

the flesh,'ị that is, in Christ. For should this surprise us; for, ac

the Father destroyed the power of cording to the testimony of another

sin , when the curse of it was trans

* Isaiah liji. 6 .

* Isaiah liii . 10 .
+ Gal . iii . 13 , 14.

† 2 Cor. v . 21 . # 1 Peter ii . 24.

Rom . viïi . 3 .
§ Col. ii. 14, 15.
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6

will es

apostle, Christoffered himself other writer, has said upon your

through the eternal spirit . ** Hence text, unless its genuine meaning or

arose that change of the nature of intention should be unusually ob

things. But that these things may scure or doubtful. The practice I

be deeply rooted and firmly fixed here recommend, will accustoni

in our hearts, let us always remem- you to think and examine for your

ber his sacrifice and ablution . For self, and to rely on your own powers

we certainly could have no con- and resources ; and thusyou

fidence that Christ was our απολυ cape the inconvenience and reproach

τρωσις, και αντιλυτρον, και ιλαστηριον,5 of being always in leading strings

redemption , ransom , and propitia . afraid to take a step without the

tion, if he had not been a slaughter- guidance and support of another.

ed victim . And for this reason it It will also give your discourses an

is , that when the Scripture exbibits original cast, which will render

the method of redemption, it so of- them far more interesting and use

ten makes mention of blood. Though ful than if you had taken some

the blood shed by Christ has not beaten track .

only served as an atonement to I reserve to a subsequent par

God , but likewise as a laver to ticular what I have to say on the

purge away our pollutions." mental process to be observed in

forming a serion . At present I

It is observable in the foregoing confinemyself to the importance of

extract, that Calvin contirms what- making a sketch, before you con

ever he asserts, point by point, with sult commentators; and of making
plain and pertinent quotations from it pretty full and with great care .

the Holy Scriptures: and this is his Let it extend not only to the divi

practice throughout the whole of sions and subdivisions of your sub
his Institutes . Is not this more sa- ject, but also to the inferences or

tisfactory to a pious mind than all application, and to the general

the philosophical speculations that train of thought to be pursued

ever were , or ever will be formed throughout the whole. Be not too

hasty in forming this sketch. Pon

der it well , and get a clear view of
what is to be introduced into every

LETTERS FROM AN AGED MINISTER OF part ; yet in every part provide

THE GOSPEL TO HIS son, ON THE for alterations and additions, to be

DUTIES OF THE PASTORAL OFFICE. made in the manner I shall pre

sently mention .

Very much always depends on

My Dear Timothy,
the right casting of a discourse. If

În pursuing the subject of my all is well planned, and whatever

last letter - the preparation or com- belongs to the subject is assigned

position of sermons- I remark,

4. That after you have carefully gin to write in detail, the writing
to its proper place, before you be

read and considered your text in will be easy and pleasant. If, on

the original,and in connexion with the contrary,your plan is erroneous

its context, it will commonly be of or defective, and your thoughts, of

great advantage to make an epitome, course, not rightly distributed, you

or syllabus, of your whole discourse. will be incessantly embarrassed

I advise you to do this before you and impeded in the execution . You

Fead what any commentator , or will be all the time trying to seize

something that you cannot reach,
* Heb . ix . 14.

+ 1 Cor. i . 30.
or get fairly hold of. You will feel

that there is a lameness in your
# Rom, üi. 25.

§ 1 Tim. ïj . 6, method that forbids all freedoin of

LETTER XI.
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composition, and makes it halt and It is seldom proper to say all

hobble from the beginning to the that can be said, even with some

end. And after all your painful show of propriety, on any topick,

efforts, you will have the mortifica- however important; and the skill

tion to find at Jast, that you have and judgment of a speaker or

not , so to speak , come fully up with writer, are in nothing so discerni

your subject, and looked it clearly ble , as in selecting what is most

and distinctly in the face. - You pertinent and worthy of regard, and

will only have kept in sight of it ; leaving out , or merely hinting at,

and have taken, and consequently what is of inferios moment. A

given , nothing better than distant, subject, especially when discussed

or imperfect, or distorted views of before a popular audience, will al

some of its parts and features. In ways be better understood, and

a word, it is of the highest import- more effectually inculcated, when a

ance to good composition and to few leading points are clearly pre

an easy execution , to see clearly sented , and forcibly urged , than

through every part of your subject, when particulars , and proofs, and

and where all your leading thoughts illustrations are greatlymultiplied,

are to find their proper places, be- although none ofthem be irrelevant.

fore you begin the writing which I would advise you to content

is to end in a finished discourse . yourself with the perusal of com

There is another advantage to be mentators, and not to read a ser

derived , from accustoming yourself mon , or a set disquisition of any

to make an accurate epitome of kind, on a text, immediately before

every discourse you compose in the writing upon it yourself. If you

early part of your ministry. You do not, it is most likely that you

will by this acquire such a habit of will either borrow too much, or

correctly arranging and well di- else be embarrassed to keep clear

gesting your thoughts, as will ena- of the method and train of thinking,

ble you, after some time, to speak which has just occupied your atten

well, as lawyers do from their briefs, tion . All the thoughts which we

without the labour of writing all have, without being able to trace

that you have to say, It is right them distinctly to a foreign source ,

to have this in view from the first. may properly be regarded as our

But take care not to quit writing own ; for three -fourths of all the

at large too soon—nay, never quit ideas of the wisest man, or the

it entirely, even to the end of life. greatest genius, that the world has

But on this topick I propose here. ever seen , were derived , in whole

after to advise you more fully: or in part, from others. It is by

5. After you have finished your reading and hearing, as well as by

epitome, in the manner I have meditation and reflection , that our

stated, then , and not till then, read intellectual stores are acquired;

your cominentators -- Read all that and whatever we have acquired by

you possess ; and note down in your general reading, we may use with

own language, any thoughts which out the charge of plagiarism.

strike you as important, and which Hence the importance of reading

had not occurred to you in mak- extensively , that the mind maybe
ing your sketch . Transfer these enriched with thought. But the

thoughts to your epitome, placing combination , and modification, and

themin the part to which they pro- connexion of thought, when we

perly belong ; and displace some write or speak without acknowledg

of your own to make room for such ing that we borrow or quote, should

as you have acquired by reading, if be all our own : and the difficulty

you think theselatter moreweighty of making it so, is really increased

and more to your purpose than your by a recent attention to what an

other has said on a subject which
own.
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we are immediately to treat for you to your point , in the whole of
ourselves. I was once told an the subsequent discussion. After

anecdote of the following kind.- your proposition is formed, examine

An old clergyman, was asked by a whether it be single or compound ;
young one, if it was, in all cases, that is, whether it will admit of

improper to borrow the method of a being divided, or not. If it is a

sermon— " It is what I never do," single proposition, such , for exam

said the old man ; “ not so much ple, as is contained in the text,

because I think the thing abso- « God is love,” you will of course

lutely wrong in itself, as because I state this as the subject of discourse :

like nobody's method so well as and here it is plain you can have

my own. Not surely that I think no general divisions. You will

mine is always the best possible therefore proceed immediately to

method ; but still it is always the think of, and select, the considera
best for me. A method that I de- tions, proofs, examples, illustra

vise for myself, I can easily fill up , tions, and arguments, by which

because I know what views of the your proposition is to be establish

subject have led me to adopt it ; ed , and rendered clear and impres

but if I should take the method of sive ; and which in this case will

another, and not take the filling up constitute particulars. When this

likewise, I should be trammelled is done, your subject will be pre

with what I had borrowed , from pared for the application or im

the beginning to the end of my dis- provement.

course.” There was, I think, an But if the proposition to which

old man's wisdom in these remarks, you have reduced the truth contain

which you will do well to remem- ed in your text be-as in a great

ber.
majority of cases it will be-acom

6. I shall now state what I con- pound proposition , that is , made up

sider as the most proper mental of two or more distinct parts, such

process, in forming a regular ser- as it would be if your text were

mon on a given text. This process, • Except a man be born again he

you will observe, is to be regarded cannot see the kingdom of God,”

in framing your epitome, as well as these parts are to be taken severally ,

afterwards; although I have found and stated as the general divisions

it convenient to speak of these of your subject. And here you

several points in an inverted order. perceive that as these divisions are

-I shall make a few practical re- only parts of the same proposition ,

marks as I proceed. the propriety of expressing, or for

Having clearly ascertained the bearing to express , that proposition

true meaning of your text, or what by itself, must depend on the judg

our old writers used properly to ment of the speaker. I will just

call “ the mind of the Spirit in the remark here, that very often the

words,” reduce this , first of all, to best general division that can be

one distinct proposition. Sometimes, made is, first, to ascertain or illus

as you will presently see, it will be trate the truth contained in the

necessary to state this proposition text ; and secondly, to show its

to your hearers, and sometimes it bearings and its importance.

may be most proper to retain it in Each of your general divisions is

your own mind. But whether you to be treated exactly as I have

conceal it, or make it known, it shown that you are to treat a single

will be highly useful to form it ac- proposition; for such in fact each

curately ; as it will keep before you general division is : and here your

a clear view of your subject, aid explanations, proofs, considerations,

you in giving unity to your dis. illustrations, and arguments, will

course, and be calculated to keep constitute subdivisions, or particu

Vol. II.-Ch. Adv. 3 Y
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lars ; which you may mention nu- of what application to different cha

merically or not, as you think best. racters, or description of persons,

The old Puritan writers used to it fairly admits. This is usually

number almost every distinct called the improvement of a dis

thought . This was a great extreme; course , and is really the most im

butI am of the opinion that many portant part of all . For this part
modern sermonizers have gone a considerable portion of timeought,

almost as far from propriety, in the in most cases , to bekept in reserve
opposite direction . -far more than is , I think , usually

Let me caution you against a reserved . I do not know so fre

pretty common error-—the error of quent a fault in preaching as the

spending time in proving what re- want of a proper measure of appli

quires no proof. I once actually cation . I am aware , that the com

heard a clergyınan spend several mon excuse or reason assigned for

minutes in a serious argument, to this defect, is, the want of time. I
prove that his hearers and all man- admit that the want of time is the

kind would certainly die. The real cause, but I deny that it is a

sources of proof are, you know, justifiable cause . Time, as I have

scripture, common sense, reason , said, should be reserved for apply

sentiment, history, and observation. ing doctrinal truth, instead of being

-Illustration should be mingled misspent , as it often is , in superflu

with proof . Illustration, indeed, is ous reasoning. In some cases, it is

little else than a particular kind of best to apply every thing as you go

proof; and the more of this you can along ; and then, indeed, your dis

draw from what your hearers have course will properly end where

seen and felt for themselves, the your last division, with its applica

more interesting and practical you tion , terminates. In most cases,
will render all you say. What a you will not be able to make all the

difference is there among preach- inferences that might justly be

ers in this respect ? Somedeliver made from your subject; and your

every thing in a dry and abstract discretion must be used to select

way; and constant and close atten- those which are the most important,

tion is necessary to understand or most applicable to the circum

them - an attention which is often stances of your hearers.

reluctantly given even by those who I am clear that in general it is

are accustomed to a connected train best to announce your method dis

of reasoning. Other preachers con- tinctly to your audience. All ad

stantly keep attention awake, and mit that there can be no such thing

render every thing they say enter- as a good discourse, without me

taining and impressive, by bringing thod -- a method that is natural ,
it all “ honse to the business and and which is clearly defined in the

bosoms” of their hearers. Endea- speaker'sownmind, and to which

vour, by all means, to acquire this he suitably adheres. Why should

latter method of treating your sub- this be concealed ? A preacher is

jects, or of proving and illustrating not like an orator in the senate, or

what you say in the pulpit. Much a lawyer at the bar, who may wish

of your usefulness will depend on that his hearers should not know

this ; and proof and illustration of how long he intends to speak, or at

this palpable and popular kind, what conclusion he means to ar
are really the most satisfactory, as rive . It is known when the

well as the most interesting. – After preacher rises what is the usual

explaining,illustrating,and proving time he will occupy, and what is

your doctrine, the last thing is to the end at which he aims; and it

consider how many legitimate in- both serves to keep up attention

ferences may be drawn from it, and while he is speaking, and to assist
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in recollecting what he has said up more than nine -tenths. These

when he has finished, to specify his people, morcover, whose souls are

divisions and subdivisions distinct- as precious as any, have but little

ly :-they are like milestones in a religious instruction or admonition,

journey, which keep the traveller except what they receive from the

apprized where he is, and how pulpit. How dreadful, then, to de

much is yet before him . I will not prive them of it here. Yet they

say that there are no occasions on are completely deprived of it, on

which a concealed method may not every occasion on which they are

be better for a pulpit address, than addressed in the manner I condemn.

one that is previously announced ; How will those who thus defraud

but in general the latter is, in my them , answer for it, at the bar of

judgment, decisively entitled to that Saviour, who gave it as the

thepreference. distinguishing characteristick of his

7. The language of a sermon gospel, that it was “ preached to

ought always to be free from vul- the poor.” There is folly, too, as

garisms, and from coarse expres- well as wickedness , in the compo

sionsofevery kind ; but after avoid- sition of these unintelligible ser

ing this extreme, it cannot be too mons : for the best informed and

plain and simple. Letme, on this most polished part of every Chris

point, recommend to you the care- tian audience, would be even bet

ful reading of “ Swift's letter to a ter pleased with a style which the

young clergyman.” It is marked unlearned could perfectly under

with the known peculiarities of the stand , than with these wretched

writer, but it abounds in good sense attempts to appear singularly, eru

and just observations. It has been dite and refined. There is a

with real concern that I have lately chaste simplicity of manner, en

observed a few of our clergy intro- tirely on a level with the under

ducing into their pulpit composi- standings of illiterate men, which

tions, not only a great number of is, at the same time, the most pleas

those single terms, derived from ing to persons of the best taste and

the Latin and Greek , which the the highest improvement ; and

common people call hard words, this manner also is more favourable

but likewise that inverted and arti- than any other, to every description

ficial structure of sentences, which of real eloquence. The sermons

the same class denominate high of Dr. Witherspoon, and of Mr.

flown language ; and by which they Walker of Edinburgh, though very

are in no respectmore instructed different in several respects, are

or profited, than if they were ad- still most excellent examples of

dressed, literally, “in an unknown the language and manner which I

tongue.” Such' addresses, there. here contemplate - So likewise are

fore, I consider as a real violation all the sermons of Archbishop

of an apostolick injunction. Their Secker. Make these, my son, and

being in bad taste, which they are such as these , your models - Not

to an extreme, is hardly worth by imitating them with servility,

mentioning, while we think of the but by learning from them how

censure they deserve on considera- evangelical truth may be taught

tions of an infinitely higher kind . and inculcated from the pulpit , in

I must say , they strike me as an a manner perfectly intelligible to

awful example of trifling with the the unlearned, and yet most pleas

truth ofGod, and with the souls of ing to every person who possesses

men. The larger part of almost a cultivated understanding and a

every worshipping assembly in our correct taste.

country is composed of the unlearn- 8. As to the length of sermons, no

ed - of many assemblies they make rule , at once general and definite,
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should I think be given .- Their letter to an unusual length, I have

length ought to vary according to said nothing about the introduction

circumstances. In places where of a sermon - I have, in regard to

the people hear a religious discourse this, nothing to say which you may

but once in some weeks, or perhaps not find in books that are com

months, they ought, on every op- mon . Possibly you will remark,

portunity of addressing them, to that you could also have found in

hear as much as their patience will books a good deal of what I have

bear ,andthe strength of the speak- said ; and truly it has several times

er will allow him to deliver. For occurred to me, that perhaps I was

a like reason , where but one ser- treating you too much like a tyro.
mon is preached on the Lord's day, But I was induced to go on, from

it is clear that it ought commonly thinking that when I was as young

to be longer, than would be proper a minister as you are, I would have

for an audience expecting to heara been very glad to find brought to

second or a third . On extraordi- gether, the remarks and informa

nary occasions, such as ordinations, tion contained in this letter.—A

the opening of ecclesiastical assem- number of my observations I have

blies, and some others, a discourse certainly never seen in books.

more than usually extended , is not I cannot yet conclude, without

improper, and is commonly looked renewedly counselling you, to com

for. I have heretofore observed, pose all your sermonsunder a deep

when speaking of publick prayer, impression of your responsibility
that the whole time of attendance to God, for the way in which you

on any single religious exercise in handle his sacred truth — For both

the sanctuary, should be about the matter and the manner of eve

equally divided, between preaching ry discourse that you form . Keep

and the devotional parts of theser- back nothing that you conscienti

vice . According to this rule, where ously think might be profitable to

religious services are frequent, a the souls of your people ; and say

sermon of the length of three-quar- nothing thatyou may know is not

ters of an hour is long enough. Be- likely to profit them . Reject every

tween forty minutes and an hour, ornament , and every thought, and

is, I should say, the space within every expression, and every word,

which sermons should terminate, which cannot have place, consist

where preaching abounds—with ently with a regard to the greatest

some exceptions, for seasons ofre- spiritual benefit of those who hear

ligious revival,or when, from other you; and study to introduce every

causes, the desire to hear is pecu- thing by which this spiritual bene

liarly great. For myself, I must fit may, under the divine blessing,

say, that very rarely indeed have I be promoted to the greatest extent.

heard a sermon that I wished to be This single rule will of itself keep

more than an hour long. It is, in you right, in all that is essential.

all cases, better to leave off while To aid you in carrying it into effect,
our hearers are willing that we is the sole aim of all I have said on

should continue a little longer, than the preparation or composition of

to continue, after the most of them sermons.- The Lord direct and

are wishing that every sentence bless you - Affectionately adieu .

might be the last.

Although I have drawn out this
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FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, views ; as I hope yet to evince to the

No. IV . conviction of others. I ask no mer

cy against the truth of God , or from

“ But speaking the truth in love,may grow the consciences of men ; and when

up into him in all things, who is the head, ever you shall feel, Mr. Editor, one
even Christ."-Eph. iv . 15.

sentiment of duty against the ad

Mr. Editor - When I come, with mission of mynumbers, you have

your leave, to treat of the nature of only to signify it, and they shall be

atonement,a reply to the interroga- discontinued - at least so far as

tories of Omicron will find a place, your miscellany is concerned. " Let

in accordance with the plan I have all bitterness, and wrath, and anger,

adopted, and by which I mean to and clamour, and evil-speaking, be

control myself in these essays. put away from
you,

with all malice :

I would here remark, however, and be ye kind one to another, ten

that the whole of his last paragraph der -hearted, forgiving one another,

appears tome to involve a petitio even as God for Christ's sake hath

principii of the entire question. If forgiven you .” If I have ever of

I entertained his views of “ satis. fended against this divine admoni

faction,” I should feel the force of tion in these essays, I think it has

the queries he has based on them . been indeliberate ; and I pray
God

Obviously, the difference between to prevent a recurrence of the of
the two schools commences earlier fence.

than the question of the extent, and In further proof of the illimitable

depends cardinally upon that of fulness of the atonement and of its

the nature of the atonement.' Why essential availableness to all men ,

does Godpunish sin ? is the prima- we adduce the universal offer of the
ry question ; and I intend to an- gospel, and its moral and judicial

swer it in due time. As to my connexions in the government of
“implied challenge, " allow me to God. If this is an

say thatI have consciously made ment, certainly brethren ofthe old

none. My motive in these essays school will not despise it on that ac

-if I know myself — is fraternal, count.
and very far removed from the spi- By an offer I do not mean a pro

rit of theological duelling. One mise. The promises are actually
reason-I can say it sincerely with made to saints alone - conditionally
Melancthon - why I desire heaven to all men . Let us therefore fear,

is, to be rid of theological contro- lest a promise being left us of en

versy. I wish no antagonist; and tering into his rest, any of you
my only intended provocation is— should seem to come short of it. ”
“ to love and to good works.” An offer is inuch the same with a

While we are members of the conditional promise , only that it in
church militant, we must " contend volves more the idea of a tender,

earnestly for the faith once deliver- an overture, an invitation, accom

ed to the saints. ” I am ambitious panied with authority commanding

to aid the cause of truth , according compliance and uttering a commi

to the ability which God giveth ," nation of wrath in case of refusal.

and for which I am accountable to The gospel offer we affirm to be
him. Omicron has not convinced universal : or, that it is made as

me of my ignorance of “ the views really, as sincerely, and as earnest
of my brethren of the old school,”,” ly to those who never will , as to

nor of any “ misstatement of those those who shall accept of it ! There

“ old ” argų ,

量
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treatment. It is common to indeed through the agency of men ;

say from the pulpit in stating this still , He makes it, “ as though God

offer, it is made to all who will ac- did beseech you by us:

cept of it: very true — but is this tion then respects wholly the ways

all? Is it not alsomade to those who of God. The fact that God offers

will not accept of it ? " Jerusa- salvation to them that perish , and
lem - how often would I have gath- that he punishes them immeasura

ered thy children together, as a hen bly more for the sin of rejecting

doth gather her brood under her salvation
wings, and YE WOULD NOT: For I

Condems to greater share
say unto that none of those menyou , Of endless pain

that were bidden shall taste of my

supper.” Luke xiii. 34 , xiv. 24. this fact is one that, I trust, none

The inference is, that those preach- will dispute ; a fact that spreads

ers who offer salvation only to those its thousand ramifications through

who are willing to accept of it, of- the moral government of God and

fer it only to those who possess it, the moral history of man ; a fact,

for none but the regenerate are wil . the recognition of which in the day

ling ; and so they perform not half of judgment will be infinitely mo

their duty in this department, they mentous, and the due practical ap

do not, in this respect, half preach prehension of it, by the members

the gospel . I do not, indeed, even and ministers of Christ in this

in thought, question their piety or world, is just as far removed from

implicate their motives-1 only " unimportant” as truth is from er

make an important abstract infer- rormas the glory ofGod , vindicated

ence against a mode of preaching to universal conviction , differs from

which , I am persuaded , misrepre. the dark semblance of ways, the

sents the gospel of God. Nothing glory of which--to say the least

can be plainer than that the gos- could never be discovered.

pel is offered to its final enemies I am as far as any one from har

and rejectors ; and if so it is a most bouring the cardinal lie , that God

prominent and eventful character- was under the least obligation to

istick of the ways of God . provide a Saviour at all for fallen

Equally exceptionable is that inen . The ill desert of sin as a

mode of solution which proposes to transgression of law, I believe to

vindicate the divine administration be infinite - worthy of the eternal

on the ground of human ignorance. “ wrath and curse of God . " Still ,

“ We know not,” it is sometimes this does not alter the case in re

said , “ who are to be saved , and spect to the truth and sincerity of

hence we offer salvation to all .” God in his mediatorial dealings

Indeed ! your ignorance is not with fallen though accountable men

questioned, and the consistency of -it does not vindicate Him in exe

your ways with it is admitted-but cuting a greater damnation” upon

what has this to do with the sub- the impenitent of our country for

ject ? who are—" we ?" the offerers, rejecting the gospel, than upon

or the mere organs of the offerer ? 6 Gentiles who know not God .” If

It is plain that ministers are mere he aggravatesthe punishment of the

instruments in the hands of God, lost for rejecting salvation, surely

by whom He offers salvation to men. salvation was really, consistently

How then does human ignorance af- and sincerely offered to them ! How

fect the case ? God knows who will can we reject what was never of

believe his Son - to life ever- fered ? And how can he offer sal .

lasting," and who will "behold, vation except on the ground of

and wonder, and perish .” Omnis- atonement ? "I am such an anti-So

upon
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our

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

ARGUMENT FOR THE AUTHENTICI

cinian , that I believe God could as the public attention to Nolan's ar

consistently realize salvation to us , gument in favour of the Byzantine

as ofter it on any other ground than codices, as containing the purer edi

that of atonement ! tion of the scriptures. And we felt

But I intended only to state and ourselves willing to abide a deci

expand the fact, that God offers sion, by our opponents, on

salvation to all men—the argument verse, from ancient MSS. - pro

shall appear more at length next vided that they were of the ge

month . The maxim , semper festi- nuine Byzantine class .

nat ad eventum need not apply in In a discussion of this nature ,

theology ZETA. Mr. Editor, it is not the smallest

difficulty which one has to encoun

ter, that there is an array of great

names and of imposing authority

against us . And I am sensible that,

No. 4. to some, it looks like arrogance for

any one in this new world, where
GLEANINGS AND HINTS TOWARDS AN there is a , barrenness of materials,

to enter the lists against some of
TY OF 1 JOAN v. 7.

the great scholars of Europe .

With respect to materials, we“ There are three that bear record in

heaven, the Father, the Word, and the make no pretences to new discove
Holy Ghost ; and these three are one." ries. Our best libraries boast of no

very ancient Greek MSS. And the
“ Ecclesia codicem Novi Testamenti, European disputants on each side of

pietas diligenter servavit, et coluit; divi. this question furnish us with all the

naque Providentia integrum, et ab inter. materials that have been discover

polationibus liberum , usque ad nostra ed . From these I glean and offer
tempora propugnavit.”-Schmidius, Hist. hints. I make nohigher preten
Antiq. et Vind. Cunonis.

sions.

Mr. Editor, - In the first two And I conceive that it is not with

numbers I have endeavoured to names , or persons, or mighty lite

draw the attention of the Christian rary attainments, that we have to

public to the mode ofargument pur- do in this discussion . I claim no

sued by the opponents of the au- merit in thinking myself a mere

thenticity of this verse : and to tyro, in the presence ofsuch literary

show that, in my view , there is characters as Griesbach and Mi.

capital defect in it. In the last chaelis. But I do claim a right to

number, I endeavoured to trace the say, that their mode of conducting

origin of that class of MSS. which an argument, their dog-matical as

are so decidedly preferred by the sertions — unsustained by evidence ;

German school - according to the their sweeping generalconclusions

classification by Griesbach ; and not guarded by any explanation

which want several passages of the that they are made only from the

holy scriptures besides this verse present state of the discoveries of

of John. ' We traced their descent evidence - and their general conclu

from the corrupted codices of Eu- sions from partial and defective

sebius of Cæsarea ; and the influ- premises, and corrupted materials,

ence and authority of Origen. as those MSS. are shown to be

These corruptions, or alterations in lay them open to the animadver

the sacred text, were shown to have , sions due to any common delin

in process of time , diffused them- quent. And, surely, the scholar

selves over the Alexandrine and betrays neither vanity in opposing

Palestine edition . And we called dogmatical assertions without re
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serve , nor arrogance in treating il- the first place, contain nothing fo

logical conclusions with satire .* reign to the doctrine of the author

And, Mr. Editor, I beg leave to to whom it is ascribed.” But the

take the opportunity of saying here, “ three in unity," is no new, nor fo

that the name of the author is af- reign doctrine. Our text is in fact

fixed to these “ gleanings and an epitomeof what is spread out

hints," for the reason stated to on the pages of John's gospel-as

you in private. It is simply this : we have already shown in the first

He was willing to take off from the number. The Father did bear tes

shoulders of the editor, and to lay timony from heaven to the mission

on his own, the whole responsibility of his Son. The Word did bear

of the quotations and references. I testimony from heaven to Stephen,

shall now proceed in my defence. and to Paul at his conversion , and

And First — There are certain by shedding down on the church

detached portions of circumstantial the Holy Ghost. Acts ii. 33. 36.

evidence which may be usefully ex- And the Holy Ghost did bear tes

hibited in this stage of our argu- timony in " descending like a dove
ment. from heaven” at our Lord's bap

1. There is in our verse not only tism . And , as is proved out of the

nothing foreign to the doctrines of holy scriptures,by every system of

Christianity, but there is in it, as theology laid before the public, each

every body knows,a doctrine which of these distinct persons is called

pervades the holy pages of the gos- by the name of the only true God .
pel . And one of the learned men Each of them has the incommuni

on the other side has laid this very cable attributes of Deity bestowed

thing down as a mark, or test of au- on them by the Spirit of unerring

thenticity, " that a book, or passage truth : each is exhibited to us as

of a book, to be genuine, must, in the object of divine worship . Each
of them is God . But “ the Lord

* Robert Stephens had inserted our
verse in his edition, on the authority of our God is one Jehovah.” There

seven MSS. The opponents of the verse, fore, even had our text never ex

not being able to find these seven MSS ., isted, we should have been thus
supposed that certain MSS ., which they drawn to this

had seen, must, for some reasons, have

conclusion :
necessary

been the MSS. of Stephens : and from
s . These three are one." Our text,

these singular premises they conclude then, is supported by that test of

that Stephens was not justifiable in in- authenticity which even our oppo
serting the 7th verse ; because these nents, and the learned have laid

MSS ., which they conjectured to have down.

been his seven , did not contain the verse .

They allude to certain MSS . in the French
2. There is an allusion to our

king's library. Mr. Travis visits Paris to verse, if not a direct quotation of it,

examine them. He does it satisfactorily: in a Greek dialogue of very great

and shows thatsuch is the difference be- antiquity. It has been ascribed to
tween these mss . and Stephens's text, Lucian , and is in the editions of

that he certainly had not followed them .
Dr. Marsh attacks Mr. Travis. He ad : Lucian's works. It is entitled Phi

mits that there is considerable difference lopatris. It is in the Amsterdam

between the French MSS . and the text of edition of A. D. 1687, tom. ii. pp.
Stephens, but maintains that there is a 770. 568. I find it also in Dr. Tho

general resemblance (a very safe assertion ). mas Franklin's edition of Lucian ,

And then he employs an algebraic theo
rem to prove the identity of these mss. vol . iv. The editors of the Amster

with those of Ştephens. He applies alge- dam edition have shown that this

bra to a moralorcritical inquiry ! See dialogue is moreancient than any
Butler's Hor. Bibl. vol. i . p . 393. Perhaps of Lucian's works. The author

the opponents of the good bishop may
proposetoextract the square root of his speaks as if he had been baptized,

argument, or measure it by yards and but had apostatized : he alludes
feet !

thus to St. Paul, we think , in plain
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sense .

terms: “ I havefallen in with a istence in the scriptures at that
Galilean with a bald head, and a very early date.

long nose, who passed through the 3. The sentiment,or the doctrine

air ; and got up into the third hea- conveyed to us in our verse, and the

vens, where he learned themost won- expression “ these three are one, ”

derful things : he hath saved us by was the constant subject of debate,

water.” ( Kettnerus has rendered it on the rising up of every new sec

thus : “ authorem per aquam reno- tary, during the first three centu ,

vavit." p. 16. See also Thomas ries. The Jews, the Cerinthians,

Franklin's Lucian , vol. iv . p . 461.) the Ebionites, directed their hostile

Now Lucian lived to the year 171. attacks on not only the thing, or

If then the author of the Philopa- the doctrine of the unity of the per

tris alludes here to St. Paul , he sons, but also against the words,

must have lived before the year 67, “ these three are one." In the se

in which Paul departed this life . cond century the sectaries disputed

And he seems also to congratulate against this position, “ that the Fa

the emperor Trajan on his victory ther, and the Son , and Holy Spirit
over the Persians ( p. 779. tom . ii . are one God.” The Artemonista

Amstel. edit., and Franklin's edit. denied that they were one. Prax

vol . iv . p. 476.) , and Trajan died in eas, against whom Tertullian wrote ,

the East in the year 117. This aflirmed that they were one. But,

places the author before the times then , it was interpreted in a wrong

of Lucian. These persons were, in his

Now in this very ancient dia- view, one person. In the third cen

logue a Christian is represented as tury, the Sabellians entered the

catechising a heathen, and explain- field of conflicting opinions. The

ing to him the mystery of the Tri- main subject of debate between the

nity. The heathen says, “ By whom church and these sectaries was this

shall I swear ?” The Christian is question, “ Are the three, the Fa

made to reply: “ By God ruling on ther, the Son, and the Holy Ghost

high, Great, Eternal ; the Son of one ? The Sabellians affirmed that

the Father ; the Spirit proceeding “ these three are one." But, then ,

from the Father: One ofthree; and they made them onemliterally one

three of one : ”> “ EV ex teias, mas ex and the same thing .

*EVOS TRICC ;" “ unum ex tribus et ex And I confess that it is utterly

uno tria. ” “ These do thou consi- impossible for me to persuade my

der to be Jove (Ava, Jovem ): This self that these persoas did not

one reckon thou to be God .” The quote, and constantly use, and bend

heathen further says, “ I do not un . to their own purpose, and sense,

derstand what you say ; one is this . very verse, These three are

three ; and three are one, " &V teic , One.” One thing cannot be con

This he makes the tested, that at a very early period,

subject of ridicule . Now it is pot as shall be shown more fully in its

conceivable by me, that this ancient place, the Christian fathers also

writer could frame this discourse— quoted this verse, and by a critical

“ Ev Tgic, rau tgice v, " ? . unum tria, discussion vindicated its meaning,

et tria unum ," unless hehad bead andorthodoxsense.The following
this verse of John , or had heard it will prove and also illustrate this

quoted by Christians whom he ridis point.

culed . And in order to either of Tertullian wrote his book against

these taking place , it does appear to Praxeas about eighty or ninety

me, that it must have been in ex- years after the death of the apostle
john. In this book he gives quo

See Franklin'sLucian, vol. iv. p.459. tations from Praxeas, in order to

Lond. edit. refute him . The following are

Vol. II.-Ch. Adr. 3 Z

και τρια εν.?? *

1
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me."

How can

some of these . Praxeas, to show by the western churches in Europe,

that the Father, and the Son , and in general, at a very early period .

the Spirit , are literally one and the Now on the supposition that this

same thing,quotes these texts : “ I verse had not existed in the ancient

in the Father, and the Father in genuine MSS. and that the Chris

“ He who hath seen me, tian fathers had brought it forward,

hath seen the Father:” he adds, and quoted it publickly, without

“ Pater est solus unus Deus, etunus effective evidence of its authentici

est persona : tres unuin sunt, these ty, how is it to be accounted for, I

three are one." Tertullian takes pray you, that all the sectaries kept

up each of these, and explains and silence ? The Sabellians, and the

refutes Praxeas. When he comes Arians, had both the disposition,

to the last quotation of Praxeas, and the power, and the means in

which we affirm to be our text-he their hands to expose the audacity,

uses these words : “ ita connexus and to punish the sacrilegious deed

Patris in Filio, et Filii in Paracleto, of these fathers, who had committed

tres efficit cohærentes, alterum ex the interpolation. If they could not

altero. Qui tres unum sunt, non discover the first who dared to add

unus ; quomodo dictum est, & c.” to God's word, they could easily

(Basil . Édit. of Tertul . A. D. 1521. discover the first who dared to

Řettneri , p. 9, 10.) And omitting make use of the fraud.

others for the present, we find these it be accounted for that they never

words in Fulgentius, in his “ Re- brought any charges of this kind !

sponsio Contra Arian :” “ In like It cannot be affirmed that our verse

manner that text, there are three never was quoted against them.

that bear record in heaven , the This was done. It was done pub

Father, the Word, and the Holy lickly by those brave Christian

Spirit ; and these three are one. , bishops, who, in Africa, “ bearded

“ Hi tres unum sunt.” “ Let Sa- the lion in his den ." I allude to

bellius,” continues he, “ hear sumus the famous assembly of bishops in

and tres, and believe that there are Africa, who laid in their solemn

three persons. Let Arius hear testimony before the king of the

unum , and not say that the Son is Vandals, and the Arian bishops.

of a different nature : since a dif- In the year, 484, Hunneric, by an
ferent nature cannot be unum ..” edict did summon all the orthodox

(Quoted by Kettner. p . 170 ; and bishops of Africa, and the isles de

Horne, from Max. Bibl . Patrum pendent on his power, to appear

Tom. ix. p. 41.) Fulgentius was before him in February of the fol

born A. D.468. lowing year, and to defend and

On the whole, we have arrived establish out of the Scriptures, their

at this conclusion, that the idea or doctrine of the unity of the three

doctrine contained in our verse, divine persons ; their doctrine of

was, on the appearance of each new the “ομοούσιον .. They had nine

sectary, made the subject of debate months allowed themandtheir an

between the church and them : tagonists to prepare themselves ;

and during these discussions, in to confer, and to collect MSS.and

expressing their idea, the very to draw up their confessions of faith

words of the text seem, not obscure- respectively. At the time fixed by

ly, tohave been used on both sides. the royal edict, there appeared, says

4. There is no trace of evidence Gibbon in his Roman History, four

that any of the different sectaries hundred and sixty bishops from the

brought an accusation against the orthodox African churches. They
Christian fathers, of having inter- presented their confession of faith

polated this verse. It is a fact on to the king. They had known their

record that our verse was received danger from that man of blood .
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They stood on the brink of death . Vitensis. But the able refutation

The bar of their God seemed as it by bishop Burgess has shown that
were, almost immediately before Victor is sustained by the most un

them . They had made their pre- exceptionable authority — from that

parations of proof for nine months. of the Emperor Justinian, even un

They knew that the eyes of all the to Gregory the Great. (Bp. Bur

churches of the east and west were gess's Vindication of 1 Jo. v . 7. p.

on them . Would men ready to 52. And Horne, vol . iv. p. 448.)

offer their lives on the altar of mar. Dr. Marsh supposes that the Arians

tyrdom - men who actually, after did not stay to reply - or to reason

this, braved banishment and death the point. They resorted instantly

-would these men interpolate, or to violence . But the Arians did

bring forward a quotation, which reply -- not at first by blows-not

by one word could be refuted and immediately by cutting out their

exposed by their learned and tongues, but “ with the most tumul

shrewd and powerful enemies ? tuous clamours.” They insisted

Would they do a deed which would that these words did not prove the

expose their memory to infamy, be- point in debate . They insisted

fore the eyes of all the churches ? that they could not find, in as many

It is surely not supposable . They words, in the scriptures, the very

knew that their enemies had every word—thefomcovolov_which was the

facility to expose them by the pos- word used by both antagonists in

session of MSS. of the Scriptures. the Arian controversy. (See Kett

Hence they must have come con- neri, p. 105.) Hence they did not

scious that what they were going deny our text-but they denied that

to quote , they could sustain by an- the Concovolov was contained in the

cient and authentic MSS. and by verse.

the testimony of the fathers. If Others of our opponents suppose

they did not all this, then their act that the Arians must have objected

of quoting what was not scripture, to this text brought against them :

and their offering what 'was inter- but that this has not been recorded

polated, and not found in their ene- by the orthodox, from whom we

mies' copies, was little else than a have the account. To this it has

wanton and a gratuitous act of been justly replied, that if they had

throwing themselves into the fangs objected, we should most assuredly

and the jawsof the lion - an act of have found on the pages
of the or

self destruction — when they bad thodox some reply to the objection.

abundance of other texts to sustain For it is evident that thesefathers

them in the dispute could say enough for it, when per

Now, the following is the clause mitted and did persuade the whole

of their confession , to which I have western churches to receive it asa

alluded. It is from Victor Vitensis. genuine portion of the word ofGod !

“ And further that we may teach it We feel ourselves fairly entitled to

to be clearer than the light, that the say, thatthe Arians were silent on

Father, and the Son, and theHoly this point. Theybrought no such ac

Ghosthave one divinity ; it is proved cusations. And thissilence seems

from the testimony of the evangelist to us a proof that they had it in

John : for he says, there are three their MS. copies of the Bible.

that bear testimony in heaven , the 5. The opponentsof the authen

Father, the Word, and the Holy ticity of this verse believe that it

Ghost, and these three are one."- was first originated in the 4th cen

The Quarterly Review , Mr. Editor, tury, by the process of spiritualizing

to get rid of this testimony, tried the 8th verse : that it gained ground

to impeach the authority of Victor until the 8th century. That in the
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twelfth it was universally received fully, our scholars to institute the

as genuine, by the eastern and search for themselves, and to pro

western churches. duce one single objection, one ves

It is readily admitted that Au- tige of opposition, one sentence con

gustine has given a “ spiritualizing” taining even a suspicion against the
of the 8th verse. But that, so far genuineness of our verse, from any

as I can perceive , bears no great of the fathers, or any ofthe sectaries,

resemblance to the 7th verse . That from the earliest centuries, down

father has thus expressed hiinself: until after the 12th century.
that the three, the Spirit, the Water, After a long examination of this

and the Blood, may, without absur- point, I was extremely gratified ,

dity, be understood of the Father, Mr. Editor, in discovering this even

Son, and Holy Spirit. I cannot con- ing only, that that very distinguish

ceive how the remarkable expres- ed scholar, Butler, in his Horæ

sion of the 7th verse could grow Biblicæ ,* has expressed this senti

out of this scholium , even had it ment in language verystrong. And
been placed on the margin ; and the vast extentof his reading, gives

even had the transcriber of MSS. the greatest weight to his senti

been accustomed to make very ments on this point.
great changes in words !

Now, it would appear, that this

Let this, however, be as it may, circumstance cannot satisfactorily

this theory will not account for be accounted for in any other way,

the quotation of our verse by Ter- than by supposing that in these

tullian and Cyprian, who lived be- different ages, the most satisfactory

fore the invention of this scholium testimony of the authenticity of
on the 8th verse. If I am not in the verse had been presented to the

error, all have admitted St. Augus- church , probably by the production

tine to have been the inventor of of the very ancient and genuine

this spiritualizing of the 8th verse. MSS. (now fallen bye or perished)

Dr. Burgess has established the all containing it , and exhibiting an

historical fact, that it was not known unbroken chain of evidence, to the

in the church in the days of Ter- minds of the friends and the foes of
tullian or of Cyprian. orthodoxy-conveyed down from

But, allowing the theory of our the times when the Literæ Authen

opponents to be correct, and ac- ticæ, from the hands ofthe apostles,

çepting from them their statements were read in the churches.

as facts, that our verse existed in 6. The omission of a passage in

the fourth century, that it slowly ancient MSS. or versions, or au

gained ground to the eighth cen- thors, is not to be considered as a

tury, that in the twelfth it was real or decisive evidence against

universally received as authentic : its authenticity . Let us take the

-I wish , with deference, to place case of the Spartan decree, men

before them one circumstance; or tioned by so many authors. It was

shall I call it historical fact? From passed in the time of the first Philip

the fourth century to the twelfth, of Macedon : or in the year before

and even to a period much later, Christ's birth 602. It was noticed

there is not known-there is not by Cicero, and by two other writers

discernible on the pages of the or- near his time. This decree fell

thodox fathers, nor on the pages of into oblivion, by some

any of the sectaries — one single ob- other. It was not quoted , nor al

jection recorded against ourverse. luded to, by any ancient writer for

This I have always considered an about 1127 years . At last, Boe

extraordinary circumstance , and a thius, in the year of Christ 525, pro

portion of strong circumstantial
evidence-I invite most respect- * Vol. i . p . 383. Lond. edit. of 1817.

cause or
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duced a copy of it.- Or let u take we have some very ancient MSS.

the case of the league made y the such as the Montfortian MS. the

king of Syria with the cities of
Complutensian Polyglot, collated

Smyrna and Magnesia. That was from very ancient MSS. and the

made some time after the year be- Ravian MS. of Berlin : not to say

fore Christ 246. It was, from its
any thingof the thousand and more

very nature, publick ;--get this MSS. in the libraries of Europe
league is not noticed by any of the which remain yet to be collated.

historians of that day : nor by any These , to say the least, are equal to

of their successors . It was , at last, the evidence adduced by the learn

produced and brought to light by ed , and received by every one of the

a marble containing a copy of it- learned, in behalf of the authenti

now at Oxford, ( E.) froin which it city of the Spartan decree and the

has been deciphered. Syrian league . * Why is it that all

Now, suppose it to be thus ob scholars do not render the same

jected against this copy.. “ There justice to this passage under dis

is no ancient MS. containing this cussion ?

decree or this league : none of the This I offer as a specimen of cir

historians of that day notice them . cumstantial evidence ( I have used

They must be spurious. No scho- this word for want of a better) . An

lar can consider them to be genu- outline of the positive internal evi

ine." How should we meet these dence shall be presented in my next

objections ? The scholar knows how number - if God permit.

he should proceed. Place then this I am , Mr. Editor,

disputed text , (which, under the ope- Truly and faithfully yours,

ration of several causes , disappear
W.C.BROWNLEE ,

ed from some MSS. ) in the stead of Of Busking Ridge.

this decree and this league: and Nov. 17 , 1824.

pursue the same form of argument.

Its disappearance for a few cen

turies (from some copies,) is no

more an argument against its au- SUBJECTS OF SELF -EXAMINATION AT

thenticity, than the disappearing of

the league and the decree can be
Not having received from our cor

any argument against their authen

ticity. Indeed , the disappearing an original communication on the
respondents, as we hoped we should,

of such a text under certain pecu

subject of the closingyear, we avail
liar circumstances, is much less to

ourselves of an excellent paper on
be wondered at, than that of the de

that subject, contained in the Chris
cree and the league . Even sup

tian Observer for 1805 — the writer
posing that ancient writer of which acknowledges his indebted

quoted our text — that is no morethan what happened to the decree ness;in drawing it up, to a previous
publication .

and the league. But did Cicero

and others actually mention the

decree, and thereby lend their testi- SUBJECTS OF SELF-EXAMINATION.

mony to its authenticity ? Is a copy Have I, during the year that is

of the league found on marble ?
past, regarded the favour and ever

We too have the direct quotation lasting enjoyment of God as the great

of our text by nine of the Greek fa- end of all my schemes, and have I

thers , (Dr. Burgess's late work con- laboured to maintain a constant re

tains the quotations, and by the ference to him in all the actions of

fathers of the west, Cyprian and
my

life ?

Tertullian : (which shall be pro

duced afterwards more fully.) And * Horne, vol. iv. p . 459, and note 2d.

THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR.

no
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Have I, in pursuing that end , Has it been my particular study to

placed my whole reliance on Jesus restrain all wanderings of the mind

Christ ; regarding his obedience, sa- in the public and private exercises of

crifice, mediation, and intercession, divine worship , and to guard also

as the only ground on which I could against the evils of vanity and for

hope to obtain the pardon of my sin , mality in worshipping God ?
peace with God,the sanctifying in- Have I banished as much as pos

fluence of the Holy Spirit, or any sible vain and worldly conversation

other spiritual blessing ? from my lips, and vain and worldly

Have I kept continually in mind thoughts from my mind , on the Lord's

the indispensable obligation I am Day, and have I taken delight in its

under to walk in the steps of Christ, appropriate duties ?
and to be holy as he is holy, if I Have I been careful so to arrange

would enter into heaven ; and have my business, and my domestic con

I been constantly and earnestly en- cerns, that neither I myself, nor any
gaged in prayer to God for his Holy of my family, nor any one employed

Spirit, in the firm belief thatby him by me, may experience any unneces.

alone can I be enabled to fulfil that sary hindrance to a regular attend

obligation ? ance on the public worship of God ,

Have I been employed in cultiva. or be deprived of the time which is

ting an habitual sense of God's pre- requisite for duly hallowing the sab

sence, and of my accountableness bath ?

to him ; of the shortness of time, and Have I been particularly studious

of my obligation to improve it ? to guard against the intrusion of im

Has it been my study to appear pure thoughts; turning away mine

well , not so much in the sight of men eyes from whatever might excite

as in that of God ? And to that end them, shutting my ears against pol

have I been particularly on my guard luting conversation, and restraining

againstthe love of human praise or my tongue from every licentious

distinction, and the fear of shame; word?

desisting from my purpose when I Have I been vigilant in repressing

* perceived these to be my only mo- equally every rising of covetous de

tives, and endeavouring by prayer to sire, and every tendency to improper

overcome them when I perceived expense or the careless profusion of

them to mix with such as were more any of the gifts of God ?

Have I regarded myself in the light

Have I been in the habit of consi- merely of a steward of thebounties

dering love to God, and zeal for his of Providence ; and have I sought
glory , as my highest duties ? Has out proper objects with whom to

it been my daily labour to improve share them ? Remembering that to

in these divine affections ? And have God I must account for the employ

I judged of my progress in them, not ment of all his gifts, let me now in

bị transient fervours of the mind, but quire whether in the last year my

by my habitual temper, by my punc- heart has devised , and my hand has

tual performance of the self-denying executed , liberal things ? What pro

duties of Christianity, by my cheer- portion of my gains have I given to

ful acquiescence in all the dispensa- God? Is it a sufficient proportion?

tions of the Almighty, and by the Might it not have been enlarged by

love, the humility, and the meekness , theabridgment of vain and superflu
which I have been enabled to exer- ous expenses?

cise to all around me ? Have the temporal, but especially

Can I sayof myself that I have the spiritual, miseries of my fellow

lived a life of dependence on Christ, creatures excited anyserious concern

and of faith in his word ; and that I in my mind , or led me to join in plans

have made that word the exclusive for their relief ?

measure of my belief and practice ? Have I been careful to improve

pure?
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my time, that invaluable talent ; re- Have I watched against all hasti

deeming it from unnecessary sleep, ness of spirit towards inferiors, and

and from frivolous conversation and especially towards those who depend
pursuits ; resisting every temptation on me, or need my help ; and have I

to procrastination and sloth ; apply. been ready to listen cheerfully to

ing myself with activity to the busi- their representations, and to show

ness of the present day or hour ; and them all the kindness in my power,

always exercising a self-denying at. consistently with my other duties ?

tention to what is my proper work ? Have I allowed the ill conduct of

Have I kept truth inviolate in the others to lessen my kindness and

smallest, as well as in the greatest, good will to them , or to irritate me to

matters ; even in cases where my return evil for evil ?

worldly interest, or my worldly cre- In reproving servants, have I been

dit, might seem to be at stake ? careful to avoid barshness and has

Have I conducted my worldly af- my general conduct towards them

fairs with strict uprightness and fide- proved, that I am really anxious to

lity, as in the sight ofGod ; not con- promote their everlasting interests ?

cealing from others that which they Have I been apt to indulge passion

ought to know , or taking advantage or peevishness towards my children ?

in any degree of their ignorance or Have I watched over them as one

dependence ? who must give an account of them to

Have I been careful to look up to God ; being prevented neither by

God for his blessing on all my under- false tenderness, nor indolence, from

takings, avoiding every pursuit, whe- duly correcting their faults ?

ther of pleasure or business, in which Have I exerted myself, as much

I could not freely implore him to as I might have done, in leading my

prosper my way ? children, my servants, and all over

Have I cultivated a teachable spi- whom I have any influence, to God ?

rit ? Have I been open to conviction,
Have I been sufficiently on my

and been ready to receive reproof guard against all excess in eating or

meekly and thankfully ? drinking, or in any other kind of bo

When engaged in dispute , have I dily indulgence ?

been apt to indulge any supercilious- Have I been punctual in devoting

ness in look or manner, any sourness a part of every day to those great

of mind, any impatience of contra- concerns which lie between God and

diction ; or have I been in the habit my soul ?

of listening, with patience and kind- Have I been in the daily habit of

ness, to the arguments and reason- reading the Word of God with me

ings of others, however absurd and ditation and prayer ?

impertinent they may have appeared How has the duty of secret prayer

to be ? been performed ?

In my domestic relations espe- Have I every day made those

cially, have I borne contradiction, or graces of the Christian temper, in

dissent, with kindness and good -hu- which I know myself to be defective,

mour ; or have I been apt to show the subject of special and earnest

impatience on anysymptom of a dif- supplication at the throne of grace ?

ference in opinion ? Have I been accustomed to retrace

Have I cherished a temper of be- the innumerable instances of God's

nignity towards all aroundme ; care- providential goodness to me, and to

fully attending to the duty of Chris- adore him on account of them ?

tian courtesy, to the outward expres- Hasmymind been properly affect

sion of love and kindness ; and avoid- ed with the blessings of redemption,

ing every thing, whether peevishness and in the contemplation of them

and ill humour, or coldness and ne- have I been willing to devote myself

glect, which might unnecessarily entirely to the service of my Re

wound the feelings of others ! deemer ?
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Have I been in the daily practice and has the discovery of my failures

of calling to mind any innumerable led me moredeeply to repent of sin ,

offences against God , and improving more highly to value the love of my

the l'ecollection of thein as an incite- crucified Redeemer, more implicitly

ment to greater watchfulness, circum- to rely on his atoning merits for par

spection, and self-denial ? don and acceptance,andon the grace

Have I daily engaged in the work of the Holy Spirit, for victory over

ofself-examination,and has that duty sin , and advancement in holiness ?

been faithfully and diligently per- Have I , on the whole , been ad

formed ? vancing in my spiritual course during

Have I anxiously studied to re- the last year?
form what I have found to be amiss ;

FROM THE CURISTIAN OBSERVER FOR 1811 .

EPIPHANY .

BRIGHTEST and best of the sons of the morning,

Dawn on our darkness, and lend us thine aid !

Star of the East, the horizon adorning,
Guide where our infant Redeemer is laid !

Cold on his cradle the dew-drops are shining ,

Low lies his bed with the beasts of the stall ;

Angels adore him in slumber reclining,

Maker, and Monarch , and Saviour of all !

Say, shall we yield him , in costly devotion ,

Odours of Edom and offerings divine ;

Gems of the mountain, and pearls of the ocean,

Myrrh from the forest, and gold from the mine ?

Vainly we offer each ample oblation ;

Vainly with gold would his favour secure :

Richer by far is the heart's adoration ;

Dearer to God are the prayers of the poor !

Brightest and best of the sons of the morning,

Dawn on our darkness, and lend us thine aid !

Star of the East, the horizon adorning,

Guide where our infant Redeemer is laid !

Heviews:

MR. DUNCAN’SSERMON AND DR. MIL- belongs. He has probably aspired
LER’S LECTURE. to take an early and a leading part

in this a new revolution ;" and we
(Continued from p. 514.)

must say for ourselves, that we

Mr. D. says, “ a new revolution hope that he and his fellow revolu

is now modifying every human con- tionists will be completely disap

cern, and purifying the human in- pointed . We hope that no revolu

tellect for themost gloriousachieve- tion which commences in a disre

ments." Wehave little doubt that gard to solemn engagements, sacred

wemay here learn the real motive trusts, and all social principles, may

which induced Mr. D. to take the proceed far “ in modifying every

course he has taken, in preaching human concern ;" and we especial

this sermon , and in acting as he has ly protest against beginning the ex

done in the presbytery to which he periment with modifying the con
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cerns of the Presbyterian church. proudest boasts of triumph, in their

We are perfectly willing that such unhallowed attacks on divine reve

“ a purifying of the human intel- lation. These declarations have
lect as leads men to see that all also produced examples of delu

formularies of faith ought to be re- sion and scenes of disorder, in the

jected and condemned, and which highest degree mortifying and afilic

prompts to " the glorious achieve- tive to the best friends of true reli

ment” of setting them aside per gion. They have excited the ridicule

fas et nefas, should long remain the of the profane, and hardened the

precious monopoly of those enlight- careless in the neglect of all Chris

ened souls that have already under- tian duties, and all gospel institu

gone the process . tions. We have now standing on our

In the mean time, we as fully be- sheives two or three volumes on the

lieve as Mr. D. does, that what has subject of prophecy, published dur

been called “ the millennial age, ” is ing the French revolution ; in which

approaching; and we not only know it was the main design of the au

that the lapse of timehas brought thor to show how particular pro

it nearer to us than it wasto our phecies were at that time receiving
fathers , but we also hope that the their falfilment, and how they

“ signsof the times” indicate, that would , without doubt , be complete

theway is preparing for the appear- ly accomplished in the events which

ance of this bright era, so long the were then being witnessed . Yet

subject of prophecy and prayer. every one of these prognosticks has,

But we dare notgo farther than this in the most palpable manner, been

-We dare not make the assump- proved fallacious, by what has since

tion , either that this era is just taken place. About the time , like

going to burst on the world in all wise, at which these publications

its splendour, or that its arrival were made, there was produced in

will ever take place but by gradual, one section — we rejoice to say not

and perhaps, by slow advances. a large one -of the Presbyterian

Such an assumption is not, we be- church, a great popular excitement;

lieve, authorized by any sound in- occasioned by the expectation of

terpretation of scripture prophecy, the sudden appearance of themillen

nor by any sober view of the exist- nial glory, which an unhappy cler
ing state of the world . gyman had declared was then to be

Although our intellect is not as manifested — an excitement which
much purified as that of Mr. D., yet was most reproachful in itself, and

our faculties, such as they are , have most distressing to sober minded

assured us of one thing, which it Christians. Happy would it have

seems to us that he , and all who been if a remark made by Sir Isaac

think as he does, would do well to Newton, in his exposition of the

keep in mind-It is , that there is prophecies of Daniel , had been duly

scarcely any thing which has been considered and regarded . It is to

productive of more error, and error this effect— " That scripturé pro

that has eventually most seriously phecy was never intended to make
injured the Christian church, than us prophets.” In our humble ap

the confident application of scrip- prehension, the prophecies of scrip

ture prophecy to passing events ; ture were designed to hold up to
and the declaration that in those believers, before their accomplish

events , it was certainly finding its ment, certain great objects of faith

fulfilment. Such declarations have and hope ; and to be the confirma

usually been completely falsified in tion of Christian faith and hope ,

the revolution of a few years ; and after their accomplishment; but

the falsification has put into the that the precise times at which, and
mouths of infidels some of their the particular means and instru .
Vol. II. Ch . Adv. 4 A
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ments by which they were to re- ledge, as the great apostle of the

ceive their fulfilment, it was the Gentiles was to his ancestors , whe

Divine purpose ,
for

many wise rea- ther good or bad ? If he does not

sons , to conceal ; and, therefore, mean this, or something equivalent,

that they are effectually concealed. there is no justice or propriety in

Infinite wisdom will not in this, the comparison ; and the sentence

more than in any thing else , be de- contains nothing but a pert expres

feated. Men may guess at every sion, most unbecoming the place and

thing except the truth, but the occasion on which it was uttered .

truth they will never guess at.
And if he does mean that a new

Mr. D. after taking it for granted revelation is to be made, he only

that a new state of the world is on discovers to what a sad extreme

the point of being ushered in , seems his visionary notions have carried

to suppose that a number of won him . The canon of scripture we

derful changes oughtwithout delay know is complete, and is solemnly

to be commenced . Our unpurified sealed in the last chapter of the

intellect, nevertheless, does not en- Apocalypse, with the most tremen

able us to see that one of all his dous threatenings to those who shall

inferences is legitimately made, either attempt to add to it, or to

even on the supposition that the take from it. The millennium will

millennium is as near at hand as he give us no new revelation. It will ,

believes that it is . Sectarism ,” doubtless, give us a clearer view of

he says, “ is now falling like the some parts of that which we have,

worn out economy of Moses, in the and a higher esteem for, and a

days of Paul.” -- And again- “ Our greater delight in, the whole. Nor

fathers are about of as much use will Christians then , in our judg

to us as Paul's fathers were to him .” ment, differ from real Christians

We are not at all surprised that a now, in any thing but in a superior

man of such extraordinary attain- degree of sanctification, and those

ments as Mr. D. should speak improved views of scriptural truth

slightingly of “ our fathers ; " al- to which we have just adverted ,

though he had but a little before- But this will by no means consti

such is his consistency - admitted tute such a superiority in religious
that we should “ venerate their knowledge over Christians of the

mories,” and “ never mention their present day - the point to which

names but with love." But there Nir. D. was speaking -- as Paul pos

is something here that we really sessed over his Jewish progenitors.

did not expect ; and yet perhaps " The millennium ,” says an excel

we ought to have expected it. lent writer on this subject, “ is to

Paul's fatherswere not only bigot- be considered as the full effect of

ted Jews, and in general bitterly the Christian principles in the

opposed to the gospel, but they had hearts of men, and over the whole

no more than a part of God's re- world .”

vealed will. Paul himself enjoyed Mr. D. manifestly supposes that

the adyantage over them , of know- creeds and confessions, and eccle

ing what is revealed in the New siastical arrangements generally, as

Testament. And does Mr. D. mean they now exist, stand in the way
of

to insinuate, that we are to have a such an intense study of the Bible,

like advantage over Luther and as the great eventsbefore us impe

Calvin, and other fathers of the riously demand. Here too we find

Protestant church ? Does he intend our opinon in direct opposition to

the idea that another re- his. We are not disposed to ad

velation is yet to be made ; which mit for a moment that he thinks

will render those who receive it as more highly of biblical studies, or

superior, in point ofreligious know. biblical knowledge, or biblical au

me

to convey
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thority, than we do ourselves. means to insinuate this, we have

These studies, and this knowledge, only to say , that he produces am

and this authority, we maintain as ple proof of his confidence, but none

strenuously as he, can never be too at all of his capacity.

highly estimated, nor too warmly Another, and it would seem to

recommended . But we maintain be a principal reason , why Mr. D.

also, that our present ecclesiasti. would set aside not only all formu

cal establishments afford facilities laries of faith , but all “ church

for the study of the Bible which we courts, as they are now construct

could not otherwise possess ; and ed,” is, that they oppose or inter

that the study of it is now pursued, fere with those great operations

and its authority inculcated in and strenuous exertions, which are

these establishments, beyond what necessary to introduce mankind to

there is any reason to believe would their “ millennial rest." Here our

be realized, if Mr. D. could be gra- opinions are so completely at va

tified in subverting them altoge- riance with bis, that we should

ther. The youth in training for deem it no difficult task , to show

the gospel ministry, to whom Mr. conclusively to every candid mind,

D. addressed this discourse — and that our present ecclesiastical ar

we believe it is the same in the rangements afford much help, and

other theological seminaries in our offer no h.ndrance, to any measures

country — spend a very large pro- and efforts by which the world is

portion of their time in the imme- eventually to be instructed in the

diate study of the Bible. They knowledge of the Redeemer, and

study it intensely : They study it effectually won to him . What are

in the original languages in which the institutions and efforts neces

it was indited by the Spirit of sary to this purpose ? Are they not

truth : They study it with the as- found in Bible societies, Bible

sistance of learned professors, and translations, Bible classes, tract

the works of the best biblical cri- societies, education societies, mis

ticks that the world has produced : sions and missionary societies,

They study its chronology and geo- Jews ' societies , emigration socie

graphy, as well as its history and ties , prison societies, Sabbath

its doctrines : They study its con- schools, mariners ' churches, orphan

nexion with profane history : They asylums, charity schools, and other

are required in all their exercises benevolent associations which bave

to confirm what they say, by the for their objects the instruction of

unequivocal authority of the word the ignorant , the relief of the ne

of God : They are taught that the cessitous, and the reclaiming of the

authority of this word is supreme vicious . Now we affirm , without

and exclusive, in all that relates to fear of confutation,however we may

religious faith and obedience. What be contradicted, that there is not

would Mr. D. have more than this one of all these benevolent institu

Does he believe that with all his tions, whose operations are hinder

illumination he could give better ed by any principles, forms, or

instruction than is given by the usages of the Presbyterian church

united talents of the professors of -nor, sofar as we know, by any

these seminaries ? Or if he had the other Protestant church ; and that

modelling of them all anew, could in regard to many, perhaps to the

he introduce a system that would mostofthe institutions that we have

give a better knowledge of the Bi- mentioned, very important aid is

ble than is now given ; or better derived from organized ecclesiasti

enforce its paramount authority cal bodies : so that the good done,

than it is now enforced ? If he would not be a tenth part of what
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is now done, if these bodies “ were gaged : And it is pleasant to ob

split into the dust and powder of serve, that whatever sectarian feel

individuality .” ings may exist at home, the mis

Combined operation and effortsionaries, when they meet in hea

are known to be essential to the then lands, lay them almost all
success of great enterprises for the aside ; and live, and love, and co

good of mankind . The several operate as brethren . In this way ,

Protestant denominations are al- it may be, the walls of division be

ready combined for this purpose , tween Christian sects will at last

each in its own sphere, and in re- be so far prostrated , that while

gard to Bible societies, in a com- each may retain its peculiar forms

mon exertion . But all excess is to and usages, all may cherish a spi

be avoided. Although combination rit of Christian feeling and fellow

be essential to the doing of much ship - We are not sure that the mil

good , yet there is in this , as in lennium itself will entirely put an
every thing else, a maximum which end to different denominations of

we ought, if we can , to ascertain Christians ; although it will cer

and regard. Associations for the tainly terminate their unhallowed

best of purposes, may be too large, alienations.

as well as too small. Probably the In our own country, and in that

associations which are formed by church of which Mr. Ď. is a discon

the existing religious sects, are of tented member,we would willingly

as proper a size for activity and be informed what one plan or

usefulness, as any that could easily scheme for the promotion of the

be devised ; and the emulation gospel, has not even been favoured

which exists among them , certainly and promoted by the church , as a

renders them more efficient, than church. From the General Assem

if this stimulant were wholly neu- bly down to the church sessions, Bi

tralized by their being all amalga- ble societies and missions, and Sab
mated . bath schools, and Bible classes, and

Bible and missionary societies associations for prayer and reli

are those which act on the largest gious conferences, have been pa
scale-And where is the denomina- tronized and promoted. We have

tion, professing the doctrines of the indeed to lament the want of adue
Protestant reformation, that is not, degree of enlightened zeal and li

at this hour, actively and zealously berality in promoting the gospel .

engaged in the operations of these But what individual feels himself

associations. In England , Bible circumscribed or restrained, in any

societies are opposed by a part of exertion to do good, by his reli

the established church, and by a gious connexion ?-excepting al

very small section of the Episcopal ways such schemers as Mr. D. who

church in this country. But the think that if the religious World
efficient aid which the Bible cause were once laid in common, they

receives from that church, is pro- could so organize it anew as to in

bably many times greater than it troduce the millennium at once ; if

would be , if all its creeds and forms indeed it is not their wish to leave

were annihilated. In the Scotch everyindividual always to act by

church , the Congregational and In- himself.

dependent churches, the Methodist We now proceed to say some

church , and the Baptist church, we thing — and we do not intend it

believe the co -operation in Bible shall be much - of the unintelligi
associations receives no opposition , ble parts of Mr. D.’s discourse.
but a universal and cordialconcen- Painters tell us that a part of

tration of effort. In missions, too, their art consists in a knowledge
all these churches are zealously en- of what they call the clair -obscure ;
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which they. frequently and most of Campbell's Philosophy of Rhe

strikingly exemplify by the repre- torick ,” which, as well as we re

sentation of objects as they appear member, bears this title " How a

in the night - sometimes by moon- man may write nonsense without

light, but most impressively of all knowing it.”

by the light of a candle , or other To satisfy our readers that what

luminous body, in a very dark we have here said of Mr. D.'s com

night, or a very dark room. In position is no misrepresentation, or

these pictures youperceive an ob- exaggeration, we subjoin a few

ject ; some parts of it very plainly, and they are comparatively but a

others very obscurely ; and some few - of the phrases and sentences

totally disappear in the dark co- which we think will justify our re

Jouring. The whole is likewise marks. We shall not add a word

surrounded by a thick gloom ; such of comment, further than to say,

exactly, we apprehend, as Milton that we could not possibly give the

denominates darkness visible . ” context of all these quotations ; but

Now it would seem as if Mr. D. that, in our bestjudgment,a view of

had studied and practised composi- their connexion would not render

tion by the painters' rules for the them more perspicuous than they

clair - obscure. He gives you , here are while standing by themselves.

and there, a clear thought; and “ Principles, which embrace the per

many somethings, that with close sonal objects of their glorying, as required
inspection , you can just perceive to to individualise each one himself from all

be thoughts. But frequently in exa- other human beings, and to estimate his

mining his periods, when you think is peculiar in the sphere inwhich hemay
own responsibilities as covering all that

you are getting a distinct idea, , move, or in the service he may person,

and one too that will be striking, ally render.” — “ In such a case hewould

you find, before the sentence is have gone out of the sphere of his per

finished, that the whole has escaped sonal,will, into acts of pure licentious

into darkness . There are some
ness. ” — “ He very distinctly declares,

that any right he might have to resolve

sentences, likewise, in which the the exercise of the ministerial officeinto

whole is obscure ; there is no clair his personal will , had been suspended by

at all .
the interference of divine sovereignty."

But beside this, where the sen- terial office have been ranged under
- " Could his induction into the minis

tences are not altogether unintelli- those personal volitions,which elicit the

gible, the drift and bearing of the cultivation of talent, improve circum
discourse is not easily perceptible. stances, and judge of opportunities,he
In a word , there is a total want of would then have traced out, in thesim

that lucidus ordo, which Horace re
ple fact of his preaching the gospel,

commends; and whichisthedis- something in which he might glory, as

productive of good to men, and that

tinguishing excellence of all good courted the smile of divine approbation . '
composition . Shortly after this " Did not merge
sermon was delivered ,weheard the existence in his social relations.” _ " Reli

remark from one who did not like gion does not consist in an influence that

it -- that the best of it was, that a life, and is incapable of being outspread

consecrates the generalmatters of human

great part of it would not be under- over its details." ~ " And what frequent

stood . And since it has been in opportunities do every day transpire ,emi

print, we have heard a competent
nently calculated to decoy us from our

ministerial elevation, and to teach us, to

judge, who was by no means un cover with our own tattered mantle, or

friendly to Mr. D. say, that in the to substantiate by our own withering arm,

reading, a considerable part was to those official pretensions, whichshould

him unintelligible. On the whole, be overhung by the cloud of Jehovah's

if Mr. D. would take our advice, it glory !" - " li is the reduction of an abstract

would be, that he should very care

99

question, based on some supposed pur

puse, as irrevocable as it is occult, to a plain

fully read and study that chapter matter ofpersonal experience and practi

ןיי.
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cal evidence."_ " Have we reviewed our he does. And can Mr. D. believe

relations with human beings, andrealised that what he has lately been do

spreading outa sacred unction over all the ing will render him most useful in

powers of our souls?" - " In the elasticity the churchof Christ? Has he any

ofour own sanctified spirits, have wesur prospect of doing as much good - of

veyed the wants and sorrows of our race?” winning as many souls to the Sa
But still,may not Christian benevo- viour in the eccentrick track into

lence, pressing on through herrapid which he has struck out, as if he
course , leave unconsidered the essential

principles of human society ; and so com had remained a faithful, humble,

mitmistakes not very easily remedied, be. diligent, and zealous preacher of

cause they will form an ingredient in our the gospel, in the church in which

social organization ? Novelty is very at- he was born and educated ? Has he

tractive, and when she puts on the meek
face of benevolence, who can denyher weighed this consideration asmuch

suit ? But Christians, and Christian minis- as its importance demands ? If he

ters, ought to be men of intelligence ; es
continues in his present career, he

timating themoral characteristics of socie- will probably spend much of the
tyas very far superior to her political at.

remainder of his life in contending
tributes, or her charitable feelings ; for

for his new potions. And suppose
theymust give account to the Lord Jesus

for all their ecclesiastical attitudes, and
he should establish them-will he

moral associations. " and those who may unite with him ,

do more good than their brethren

We are not insensible that our around them ? or more than they

review of Mr. D.'s sermon , which themselves might have done, with

we are now about to close , has been out separating from their brethren ?

made in the face of a very solemn But we are persuaded Mr. D.will

and emphatick warning, which the not succeed . We pretend to no

sermon contains. He says— " Let extraordinary sagacity or foresight;

every old minister of the gospel” - but we have lived a good while,

horresco referens - but then he af- and have read some history. Such

fords us some relief, by adding notions as Mr. D.'s are impractica

what we have not the vanity to ble; and if they were not, we are

apply to ourselves ~ " Let every well persuaded that he is not form

old minister of the gospel ed to be the founder of a new sect.

take good heed to bim- The probability is, that he will

self, how he interfere with the make some noise for a short time,

intellectual elasticity of a young and then lose all his influence, and

man , whose mind and heart God sink into utter neglect. We fear

may be forming for the conflicts of that his usefulness is already nearly

the coming times.” We are con- at an end ; and we regret it un

scious of having, in our narrow feignedly . We pretend not to

sphere, always endeavoured to as- know his heart; but we may be

sist and encourage every worthy permitted to counsel him to seek

young man , to whom we have had divine assistance, and to search it

the opportunity of rendering any closely for himself -To search whe

service. As to Mr. D. we fear it ther there is not a leaven of pride,

is out of our power to be of any use and self -confidence, and a desire

to him ; but still , as those who give of being conspicuous, at the bottom

advice or admonition, oughtalways of his late proceedings . This “ de

to be ready to receive it, we will , at sire to have the pre-eminence ” is

a venture, counsel him , and we do an insidious mischief, which has

it most seriously, to consider what wrought the ruin of many young

he is doing. His sermon shows ministers; while they professed,

and in this we agree with him per- and perhaps persuaded themselves,

fectly — that he thinks every minis. that they were only uncommonly

ter of the gospel is under a high zealous in their endeavours to ad

and awful responsibility for all that vance the cause and kingdom of
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ASSOCIATE AND THE REFORMED

Pp. 28.

Christ.- If Mr. D. shall discover ing to the points simply in thesi ;

his error and retrace his wander- and at the same time he established

ings , it will afford to us - notwith- and illustrated the truths which had

standing all we have said - as heart- been so unceremoniously attacked .

felt a satisfaction as it will to any We shall first give the outline of

of his friends-- We leave him with this lecture, and then a number of

our common Master and Judge. extracts , with a few remarks of our

If any of our readers should think own.

that an undue severity has been ( To be continued .)

mingled with our remarks on Mr.

D.'s serinon , we have only to re

quest them to consider attentively LETTERS ON CHRISTIAN COMMUNION,

the circumstances of the case, as

stated at the beginning of our re THE ASSOCIATE REFORMED , THE

view ; and then to turn to the apos

tolick injunction, 1 Tim . v . 20.
CHURCHES. By Ebenezer Dickey ,

“ Them that sin rebuke before all , D.D. Pastor of the Presbyterian

that others also may fear.” We Congregation of Oxford , Pa.

have said nothing but what we con

scientiously believe to be true , and
These letters are written in a

to be called for by the occasion .
truly Christian spirit , on an impor

We now apply ourselves to a

much more agreeable part of our
taut subject, on which the writer ap

task , the review of Dr. Miller's lec. pears to have thought long and with

ture. This lecture was delivered
much interest. They are imme

at the opening of that sessionof diately addressed to a particular

the seminary which immediately description of Christians, but may,

followed the one that was closed by by all. The following explanation
we think, be read with advantage

Mr. D.'s sermon ; so that between of Christian communion, which ap

the sermon and the lecture , there
pears in the first letter, strikes us

was the space only of seven or
eight weeks. The professor's situ- as ingenious and perspicuous.

ation was sufficiently awkward. A “ Allow me, in the first place, to call

your attention to the nature of Christian

director of the seminary, speaking communion , this willmake way for the

as the organ of theboard of which main inquiry, to whom this communion is

he was a part, had recently deli- to be extended .

vered a discourse, calculated to “ The word communion means a parti.

pervert and poison the minds of the cipation in the same thing . Wherever

different persons have a participation

pupils. To suffer this poison to in the same thing, that participation

operate , without administering an is called a communion. We have com
antidote , was not consistent with munion with all mankind, in all those

the professor's duty ; and yet di- things of which they and we partake in

rectly to oppugn the representa- nion withthem in possessing thesame na
common . - For example, we have commu

tive of the board was not decorous. ture, in dwelling on the same earth, in

We give the Dr. credit for the ad- breathing the same air, & c. We have
dress with which he got out of the communion with them in all the inter
apparent dilemma, without being course of life we hold with them . This

caught on either of its horns. The constitutedbyaparticipation of thethings
is called earthly communion, because it is

subject of this lecture was fairly of earth . Christian communion is the

within the range of bis professorial participation of professing Christiansin
duties. He therefore took up the the things that belong to Christianity - as

subject, and without saying one privileges and duties. All who arerege.

word against, or about the sermon, they are partakers of the same change.

exposed all its fallacies, as if speak. Allwho love theSaviour have commu
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nion in love. All in whom the Holy and mighty question that has divided the
Ghost dwells have communion in the churchof Christ, and scattered her in

Spirit ; they partake of the same Spirit . fragments over the field of Christendom ,

This then is Christian communion, a par- is this : With whom may we hold visible

ticipation in the things of Christianity. communion ; or in other words, with
It is divided into two kinds, hidden or whom may we partake in the outward vi

secret, and outward or visible commu- sible acts of religiousworship ? To the so

nion . lution then of this very important ques.

“ Invisible communion is a participation tion , let us come, humbly looking up for

of those things which are not open to the thatwhich we so much need, the teaching

senses, such as faith , hope, love, &c. All of the Holy Ghost to "guide us into ali

the people of God have communion in truth .' "

these inward graces, and enjoyments of On the above explanation of Chris

religion . Those who never see one ano
tian communion as a basis, the au

ther, and dwell at the ends of the earth

from each other, can never be shut out
thor founds the whole of his argu

from this communion by any excommuni- ment in favour of a more extended

cation, or refusal on the part of any to communion in the sacraments of the

communicate in acts of outward worship. Christian church , and in all gospel

“ Visible communion, is a participation ordinances, than has hitherto been

in the outward privileges and exercisesof
religion. Those who sing together the deemed admissible by those to whom

same psalms, or sacred songs, have com- the letters are immediately addressed

munion in praise. Those who join in of- -and we may add by several other

fering up the same prayers, have commu- denominations of Christians. Without

nion in the duty of prayer; Those who being understood as subscribing ex

munion in the Lord's supper, & c. This actly to all that is said in these let

is visible communion ,a participation in ters, we cheerfully recommend them

the outward visible things of religion. to the perusal of our readers, as con

Now you will perceive, that it is only on taining matter worthy of their se

the subject of this visible communion rious meditation. The letters are

about which there can be
with regard to how far it is to beextended six in number, plainly written, and

No onewill deny thathe may join with calculated , we think , to excite inte

any human being in loving the Lord Jesus rest, as well as to communicate in

Christ, in trusting in him , & c. The great struction.

Literary and Philosophical Intelligence, etc.

In our number for May, we noticed a from England or France, both in efficien .

portable edition of Scott's Family Bible cy and neatness. As they do not cost
in the pressof Mr. W. W. Woodward, of more than those which are imported, no
this city, and we have now the pleasure to person can now have any inducement to

state, that we have seen a page of a quar- send to foreign artists, for these instru

to edition of that excellent commentary, ments.

which is in the course ofpublication by the Robert Owen of Lanark . - We listened ,
same enterprising bookseller-the whole

at the Hall of the Franklin Institute, a few

is to be stereotyped.- From thespecimen evenings since,to some remarks made

we have seen, and from the care which byMr. R.Owen, of Lanark , Scotland, on

we understand is to be bestowed upon it, the subjectofhis new system. To us, his

we have no doubt that in point of neat.
schemes appeared not only exceedingly

ness and accuracy, it will be worthy of a
visionary, but in some particulars dange

distinguished patronage,
lous. - He denied the doctrine of original

Mr. A. Finley has just published a neat sin , and seemed to us to build his system

edition of the Guide to Domestic Happi. on the old and baseless foundation of the

Perfectionists. We shall probably notice

American Air-pumps. - Wehave care
this subject on a future occason.

fully examined a number of air-pumps Portable Gas Light Companies.-- The

made in this city by Messrs . W. & A. Portable Gas Company of London is suc

Mason, and do not hesitate to pronounce ceeding beyond the most sanguine expec.

them equal to any we have seen either tations of its projectors; and the use of the

ness .
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portable gas lamp, invented by David Gor- for having performed journeys or adven

don, Esq. is hourly extending, and will tures of which there was no parallel.

soon be in general use wherever oil gas 1. There was professor Simnoff, who was

is manufactured. Companies bave been Astronomer to the Russian Expedition

formed, and extensive machinery is ma- into the Antarctic Circle , and who had

nufacturing for Paris, Rouen, and Am- been nearest to the South Pole of any man

sterdam ; and Companies are forming in living. 2. Capt . Scoresby junior, who had

Manchester, Dublin, Bordeaux. Lyons, been nearest to the North Pole of any one

and Mentz. living . 3. Baron Humboldt, who had

New Method of Bleaching Fiax and beenhigher on mountains than any other

Hemp:-The flax and hemp being broken philosopher. 4. Madame Freycinet, the

and cleansed, and laid in bundles of less only lady who had ever accompanied a

than a pound weight, are to beimmersed voyage of discoveryand circumnavigated

for six hours in a solution of slaked lime
the globe. 5. M. Gay -Lussac, who had,

of the consistency of white -wash . When
we believe, been the highest in the air of

the lime is discharged from the fibres by any man . 6. M, Callien , who had travel.

clean water , the flax is then to be boiled led with the son of the Pasha of Egypt

in water with about 4 oz . of pot or pearl further towards the sources of the Nile,

ashes, for nearly six hours, fresh water
than any person now living.

being supplied when necessary. During

the process of builing, the flax must be in the township of Lanark, in Upper Ca.

A cavern has recently been discovered

taken out and put back into the alkaline nada . It has not yet been thoroughly ex

solution, to disturbits colouring matter, plored, but is said to be of great extent,

and, when it is sufficiently boiled, it will and to contain an immense quantity of

feel slippery between the fingers. It is bones, chiefly of the elk, buffalo and
now to be washed in clean water, and moose deer.

again put into a solution of lime as before,
repeated agitation being employed. It Amici's Improvement on Astronomical

may now remain in the solution at rest for Instruments .-- Baron Zach announces that

six hours, and, when it is washed with Professor Amici has communicated to hiin

clean water, the fibre will be left pure, a new principle, upon which hecan con

but with a slight yellow tinge. struct instruments for taking heights, even

Inorder to remove this tinge,plunge to thirds, if the power of the telescope is

the flax in a weak solution of sulphuric sufficient. The method is independent

acid and water, and after keeping it there of all minute subdivisions of the limb, ver

for three hours it will be found to be of niers, or wire micrometers. All the mea

a pure white, and when passed through sures are taken in the field of the tele.

the hackle is ready for use.-SeeNewton's scope itself, upon an optical principle .

Journal of the Arts, vol . viii . p . 87 . Effect of Heat upon the Sextant. - M .

J. Frederick Daniell, F. R. S. has pub- Rûppell, while making observations at

lished in London, an octavo volume enti. Dongola, in Nubia, found thatthe exces
tled “ Meteorological Essays and Observa- sive heatsaffected bis sextant in a re

tions,” which the last number of the Lon- markablemanner. The error of collima

don Journal ofScience pronounces to be tion changed every instant.

“ a rich mine of new and important infor The vernier, which embraced 10 ofthe

mation for the lovers of meteorological limb nowoccupied 10' 15'. When he

science in particular, as well as of natural took the lunar distances, he often found

philosophy in general. " sudden changes of 30" 40 " or 50'', and

Ammonia disengaged from Plants durs often a whole minute . These changes

ing Vegetation. - M . Chevallier has deter- were attributed by M. Rûppell to a sud .

mined the very curious fact, that the den expansion in the limb of the instru

Cbenopodium vulvaria spontaneously dis- ment, the divisions having been made on

engages ammonia in a very free state dur- silver.

ing the act of vegetation ; and he has also

found, in conjunction with M. Boullay,
Inflammation of Sulphuretted Hydrogen

that a great number of flowers, even by Nitric Acid.-M. Berzelius has an

among the which have a very agreeable nounced that if a few drops of fuming ni

odour, spontaneously disengage ammonia
tric acid (nitrous ?) are put into a flask

during vegetation. M. Chevallier like with four or five cubical inches of sulphu

wise obtained ammonia from the Cheno. retted hydrogen, and the flask closed with

podium vulvaria by distillation .
the finger, itbecomes so warm as to pro

duce combustion, with a beautiful flame,

EveningParty at M.Arago's. - A friend and a slight detonation, which forces the

who lately visited Paris, at oneof M.Ara- finger from the mouth of the flask . This

go's soirées met with thefollowing distin- experiment was made with nitrous acid

guished persons, all of them remarkable more than twelve years ago, by Dr. Hope.

Vol. II.-Ch. Adv. 4 B
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Wehave given a representation on the matic opera glass, so that the phenome.
opposite page of the Hippodrome andthe non must have had its origin in the atmos

superb Mosque of the Sultan Achmed, at phere, and was, we think, owing to a

Constantinople. The obelisk, which is in want ofhomogeneity in the aerial medium,

the foreground, is one immense block of similar to what takes place in mixing al
Egyptian granite, and was placed on its cohol and water. Baron Zach observed

present pedestal by the Emperor Theo- another very curious fact which surprised

dosius . A series of bas reliefs upon its him more than the preceding phenome

bage not only exhibits the manner in non . When the observer fixed his eye stea

which it was elevated by ropes and pul- dily upon any star, its scintillationsbecame

leys, but also exhibits another obelisk, more settled and tranquil ; but the stars

which must have stood at the other extre- seen at the corner of the eye, or by indi

mity of the Hippodrome. As the public rect vision, became more disorderly and

attention is now turned to scenes and oc- rapid in their scintillations. Baron Zach

currences in Turkey, we have thought states that he has sought in vain all our

that a representation of this place, which works on optics for an explanation of this

preserves nearly the same state in which effect. The laws of indirect vision upon

it was left by the ancient Greeks, would which this fact depends, have been inves

not be unacceptable to our readers . tigated and explained by Dr. Brewster in

Sir Everard Home, in a paper recently a paper on the eye, read before the Royal

read before the Royal Society, on the ana Society of Edinburgh on the 3d Decem

tomy and habits of the seal and walrus,
ber, 1822.

remarks the extraordinary coincidence be
Production of Electrcity in Freezing

tween the foot of the latter unwieldy ani- Water . - M . Grotthushas found, that when

mal and that of the insect class of creation,
water is frozen rapidly in a Leyden jar,

by which they are enabled to adhere to a the outside coating not being insulated ,

wall or a ceiling . Sir E. Home, on exa
receives a weak electrical charge, the in

mining the hind foot of a large walrus, side being positive and the outside negą.

brought home by Captain Sabine from the tive . When the ice is rapidly thawed,

Arctic Regions, found it provided with a the inside is negative and the outside posi

hollow space beneath , by which the ani- tive.

mal is enabled at pleasure to produce a

vacuum with the muscular action of the It has been discovered that the de.

toes, so as to adhere with considerable ceased King of France, Louis, contributed

power to a rock or other declivity. privately, in the course of the last five

years, the sum of 240,000 francs, for the
On a Singular Scintillation of the Stars.

-Baron Zach observed at Genoa a very
release of poor debtors from jail. One

bundred and forty prisoners obtained en
remarkable scintillation of the stars which largement, without knowing the hand
astonished all who saw it.

which extended relief to them .
The stars seemed to throw out sparks

and jets of flame with surprising rapidity A Company is forming in the West In

and vivacity. The same effects were seen dies to establish a steamboat to ply be

by every person, and also through an achro- tween the islands.

SANDWICH ISLANDS,

Heligious Intelligence.

the General Assembly since, have

occasioned delay in the fulfilment

In May last we began to publish of our promise till the presenttime.

extracts from the journal of Betsey Nor shall we now publish as large

Stockton , which was kept during ly from this journal , as we should

the voyage of the mission family, have done, if we had not given such

of which she formed a part, to the copious extracts from that of Mr.

Sandwich Islands ; and we pro- Stewart. But a journal of a sea

mised a continuance of these ex- voyage, ifwell written, is never un

tracts . The publication of the in- interesting, or out of date : and a

teresting journal of the Rev. Mr. missionary voyage must, we think,

Stewart immediately afterward, be perused by the friends of mis

and the occupation of this part of sions with uncommon interest. In

our miscellany by the minutes of our present number we shall give
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the narrative ofthe approach to and and rosewithdelight in thecontempla
tion of that God who is the author of all

passage round Cape Horn ; and in
our joys, and of all good .

our next the continuance of the
Feb. 8. - I was roused this morning by

voyage across the Pacifick ocean , Mr. Lane, who came into the cabin to in .

till the arrival of the family at the form the captain that there was land two
place of their destination , and the points off theweather bow. The captain
settlement of the writer in the island told him to brace and stand for it. I

soon dressed myself, and went on deck
of Lahaina.

to see it. ' Its first appearance was that

of a dark cloud ; but it became much

( Continued from p. 235. ) darker as we approached it ; until we

Feb. 5th , 1823.-All well and anxious came near enough to discover cragged

to get round Cape Horn ; a little blow in rocks, with a whitish earth running be

the afternoon . We are not without our tween them. It was about 12 o'clock

fears ; but the Lord reigneth, and we will when we first saw the white streaks, and

rejoice. Lat . 49° 40' - lon . 62° 08'. at 1 we could see the greenish appearance

Feb. 6th . The weather is beginning to
of the mountains. Half an hour after .

be rather cold. I find my woollen clothes wards we saw a smoke rising from them ,

to be very comfortable : my health is and at 2 a light blaze. It was, however,

very good again a little home sick, but soon extinguished. What this fire was ,

do not wish to return . O ! thought I, if no one onboard could tell --perhaps a

I could but spend one Sabbath evening company of sealers had stopped there,

in your study, how my heart would re- and seeing our ship, lighted it up to

joice. But I must look forward to that alarm us. Or it might be the signal of

Sabbath which will never endthere to distress for some poor cast-away sailor

see, face to face, what we now see dimly or possibly a volcanic eruption. Our

through a glass ; and to meet you , with captain had often passed Staten land be..

my other friends, whom I have left be- fore, but had seen nothing of the kind.

hind. It is a source of consolation to me But our situation was too critical to ad

to be able to think that you , with many mit of a moment's delay to make observa

others in my native land, pray for me. tions; for we were now near enough to

Were it not for that, I should almost des- see the breakers dashing against this for .

pair. I find my heart more deeply cor bidden shore ; and either a calm or

rupted than I had any idea of. I always squall might prove fatal to us . I thought

knewthatthehuman heart was a sink of of the language of the poet, as I looked

sin , and that mine was filled with it ; but at these craggy cliffsmo

I did not know, until now, that the sink
“ Alas ! these rocks all human skill defy ,

was without a bottom . I attribute much
Who strikes them once , beyond relief,

of my spiritual difficulty to the want of
must die . "

retirement and prayer. : It is with the
greatest anxiety that I mark the hours as We continued sailing near them until 4

they pass away, which once were de o'clock ,when a calm ensued . Our cap

voted to God in secret, without having at tain said nothing to us, but evidently ap

present a place for retirement, or indeed peared troubled. I then knew no dan .
at times a heart to retire , Ah ! how soon ger, and talked to him as usual- asked

may the people of God grieve away his him to send a boat ashore ; and jestingly

Holy Spirit. But whyshould I thus com- told him , that I would accompany him .

plain and despond. Heis still my Father I thought he appeared very solemn, and

andmy God - and I still love him - Yes, could give no reason for it. The truth

my balm is still in Gilead, and my physi- was, that a strong current was drawing

cian there . - Lat. 56 ° 41 '-lon . 63o ." us towards these fatal rocks ; and if wind

Feb. 7 .--Still sailing with all speed to- enough should not rise to render the ship

wards Cape Horn . Just as the sun was manageable, we must inevitably be wreck

setting, we were called to witness oneof ed upon them , during the ensuing night.
the most sublime scenes that ever the Here you will indulge me with a passing

eyes of mortals beheld-no language reflection. I have always remarked, that

could paint it - it was the setting of the in the most dangerous situations, I have

sun . The scene kept changing from felt the easiest ;and it wasbecause I did

beautiful to more beautiful, until I could not know my danger. And can there be

think of nothing but the bright worlds any thing more like a sleepingChristian,
above, to whichthe saints are hastening; or an unawakened sinner ? both in immi

As soon as it was over,and the sun had nent danger, and both stupid.. that
disappeared, we were assembled on the God may save me from the spiritual, as

quarter deck for prayers. Here my soul he has in mercy from the natural evil. A

found free access to the throne of grace, tresh breeze sprung up towards evening,
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and wewere soon borne beyond the reach the deck three feet nearer to the water ,

of the current ; and in a few hours Staten and consequently we shipped more water

land receded entirely from our view . But than usual. I had always had the good

fresh dangers and anxieties awaited us . fortune to be below when the deck got

Feb. 9th . — Here begins our tossing and washed very badly ; and as we were soon

rolling: -- To -day we have had rain and to be in the milder waters of the Pacifick ,

hail in squalls. Wecannot write or read I wished very much to see our vessel ship

with comfort; and if we attempt to eat , one heary sed, as the sailors call it . My

sitting on chairs that are not lashed, the wishes were answered in the following

chance is ten to one that we are thrown manner - One afternoon, when I had been

across the cabin, before the meal is over. suffering for some time with wet feet, I
I have had several pretty hard blows on went to the caboose to warm them ; just

my head, since we left the river Plate. as I was coming out, I got both my eyes

Our latitude , as far as we can judge from filled with ashes and embers, which put

reckoning and observation, is 55° 26 '-— me in a very unfavourable situation for

lon . 35º. Twenty -one days ensue after seeing what I had wished to see : but at

this, in which there was snow , hail, rain , that moment I heard a sea strike the lee

and one continued gale . Sometimes we ward side of the ship , fore and aft ; in an

could scud before the wind ; but the most instant I sprang to the shrouds, and heard

of the time it was too strong to admit of the water run in a torrent under me.

that; we generally lay too under a close My poor eyes were condemned to dark

reefed top -sail, and mizen -stay -sail. Oh ! ness: a liquid made of salt water and

how cheerless every thing looked around ashes did not improve them just then .

us, in comparison with what it did some However I felt no inconvenience from it

time ago. The sailors were all wet, day afterwards, except that it afforded fine

and night; the forecastle was half of the sport, for some time, to the captain , who

time under water ; and the water that often observed that Betsey had shipped

was shipped at the bow, ran as far as the a sea in her face. This occurrence how

companion -way. All over the ship there ever did not intimidate me : I went on deck

was nothing but dirt and wet, so slippery very often to view the grandeur of the

that we could not stand. One night, at sea; and it is truly one of the most su

twelve o'clock, I went on deck , when the blime objects in creation. I have spent

ship was laying too, under nothing but a hours since I left my native land in view.

close reefed top-sail. The wind was so ing this object . At times I have seen the

strong, that I could not stand without waves rise inountains high before us ; and

holding by my hands to something fixed : it would appear as if we must inevitably

it seemed as if the ship was going on her be swallowed up ; but in a moment our

beam ends every moment. The sailors ship would rise upon the wave, and it

were always pleased to see me on deck would be seen receding at the stern . I

in a storm , and tried more than once to stayed on deck one evening until 12

frighten me ; but when they found that o'clock, looking at the waves breaking

they did not succeed, they ended with over the ship: it wasone of the most beau
saying, “ well Betsey, you'll know how to tiful sights I ever beheld. The water

pity poor sailors --we have not been dry would foam up like mountains of snow

since we left Staten land .” My heart has around us, and break over the deck ;

often bled for these poor fellows. I slept while below it sounded like thunder, or
whenever I could, night or day. Study. like rivers running over us. I could com

ing was out of the question ; I found it pare our sailing when going before the

impossible to put two ideas together, half windto nothing but Aying . We were

the time. During this period,we caught scudding with the wind directly aft, under

several birds ; one or two of which I tried a close reefed top and main-sail ; of course
to save for Mr. but the rain con- the ship rolled and pitched at the same

tinued so long that they were spoiled . time. Captain Clasby had told us, more

The sailors call them Mother Carey's than once, that if the wind was fair, we
chickens, and Mock Mollys. The most must take care of ourselves, for he did not

beautiful that I have seen is the Mock intend to spare us. He was now literally

Molly. Of this species we took a num- fulfilling his words ; for he neither spared
ber . They are a little rger than a us nor the ship. I felt more afraid that

goose. In viewing Cape Horn , I can her sides would meet the same fate that

truly say the half was not told me. It is the waste-board did, than of any thing

indeed one of the most dreadful places else. She laboured very bard, and we

ever seen ; and if I double it again, I shall shipped so much water, that the pumps
endeavour to do it by the way of the Cape were kept at work every four hours. " I

ofGood Hope ; this, I know , is a blunder, have thought at times, in the night, that

but it conveys my meaning. In a gale we we were on a rock ; but on inquiry, the

lost the waste -board of the ship ; this left answer would be, nothing but Cape Haru ,
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At some

However, we are almost done with it, and is also known that several islands ,

I am not sorry : nor am I sorry that I have much more remote from Otaheite
been called to double it ; for I have en

joyedmore of the light ofmy heavenly receivedthe gospel
. Lately, the

than those we have mentioned, have

we were off theCape, than I ever did in missionaries at Raiatea have turned

the Atlantic. The only reason I can as
their attention to several islands

sign is, that here we have been called considerably distant from them to
hourly to acknowledge bis mercy in the south -west. “ The Missionary

sparing our lives ; and that while we here Chronicle of the London Missionary

view his power upon this stormy ocean,
we have felt our helplessness,and been Society, for October," which wehave

made to adore and tremble . I am not received within the last month, gives

writing to one who is unacquainted with au interesting detail of the very en

the humanheart; you know its dark de- couraging result of the missions to
ceitfulnature, and that it is notalways these islands. They say~

kept warm by tender treatment. For

me at least it is necessary , in order to “ The group we have visited is a very

keep me in my place, to have some importantone; it consistsof eight islands,'*

doubts, some temptations, and some sick- some of which are inhabited ; four of

ness to struggle with ; and even then my them very numerously . Three of the

garments are far from being kept white. islands are not named in any chart or

But hitherto has the Lord helped me, book we had on board, therefore we had

and I can raise upon this muchdreaded to seek them, and providentially we were

landmark, a strong and lasting Ebenezer . successful in finding them all .

Long, I hope, shall I rememberthe mercy of these islands they had never seen a

of my God'here . Here too the Spirit of vessel ; at others they had not seen a ship

the Lord bas, I trust , been striving with since Captain Cook's.

some of the sailors, though many are yet, “ We have settled teachers at fourofthe

I fear, in the gall of bitterness; some, islands, and are under engagements to

however, are rejoicing in the Lord . How send five or six more by the return of the

would your heart rejoice with us, could 'schooner, on her way to the colony . "

you see these hardy sons of the ocean ,

who would scorn to complain of any
The date of this communication,

earthly hardships, bowing with the spirit is Aug. 11th , 1823. There is another

of children , at the cross of Christ. This communication of a later date, (Nov. ,

fact we witness; and if I could do it as 20th ,) in which an account isgiven

I wish , it would please me to give you an

account of some of their conversations
of a missionary visit to several other

their plain, abrupt, and sailor-like manner
islands.-It

appears
that a number

of expressing their thoughts and feelings ; of native missionaries had been sent

but I must leave this for an abler pen. to nearly all the islands, to which

( To be concluded in our next.) these communications relate, for

some time previous to the visit of

the European missionaries, who su

perintend and direct their operations.

The success in some of the islands,

of these islands Otaheite is the particularly in one called Aitutake,

largest. Christianity has been fully has been truly wonderful - as much

established here and in the neigh
so as in Otaheite or Raiatea. Their

bouring islands of Eimeo and Raia. idols are abandoned, and given to

tea, (Ulaitea on the maps, ) for seve
the missionaries to destroy, or to

ral years past. Perhaps there is no send to Britain as curiosities; and

population of the same extent in the real conversions to the faith of the

world, in which vital piety ismore gospelare very numerous. In other

visible, or the Christian institutions islands the success has been, as yet,

more sacredly regarded, thanamong much less, and in someverylittle.

the inhabitants of these islands. The But in all, the state of things is such

success of missionary labours here,

affords a complete practical confuta- south -west of the Society Islands, between
* This group of islands lies to the

tion of the infidel notion , that pagan 19 and 22 deg. S. Lat.and 158 and 160

nations cannot be christianized . It deg. W. Long.

FRIENDLY ISLANDS.
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as to afford the most flattering pros- medical aid procured immediately ; when

pect, that in a few years, if Christian it was found that the injury was in the

teachers can be sent among them , hip joint. The violentpain, and conse

the whole will become Christian. fortnight, brought on a tever, which re
Total want of sleep for the next

The missionaries are in want of con- ducedme very low ; and during the tever,

venient vessels in which to visit an abscess of the liver burst, and was ex

these islands ; and they earnestly pectorated by the lungs. The quantity

solicit from their employers in Brie of pus thrown up for a month together,
was such as frequently to threaten suffo

tain this necessary accommodation .
cation. The burt on my bip obliged me

-We have no doubt it will be fur- to use crutches for six months, after

nished before long ; and we antici- which I used a walking stick nearly two

pate the period as not far distant, months more, and since that, though with

when this whole southern Archipe- considerable pain, I make shift to walk

lago, aswellas the Sandwichcluster, spared when suchmen as Brother Ward,
about a little without help . Why I am

will exhibit the triumphs of the gos- and Chamberlaine are taken away, seems

pel ; and fill the hearts and the mouths very mysterious; but the ways of God
of the missionaries, and of all the are far above out of our sight . Our loss,

friends of vital piety, with gratitude in theremoval of Brother Ward, wasvery
and praise to God , for the wonderful great indeed. Through mercy, his family

displays of his grace in their con- in goodhealth. I trust the cause of God

COMMUNICATED FOR THE CHRISTIAN

ADVOCATE .

were graciously supported, and are now

version . in India is gaining ground ,and will finally

prevail : the particulars of this, however,

you will learn better by half an hour's

conversation with my nephew , than by

any thing I can say here.

Owing to the war with the Burmans,

the brethren at Rangoon, in common with

Letter from the Rev. Dr. Carey, of Seram- the Europeans there, were in a very pe
pore, to Robert Ralston, Esq. of Phila- rilous situation . The ladies went for se

delphia . curity to the Portuguese church ; but

My Dear Sir,—My nephew, Rev. Ed. Brother Hough, and Wade, and the Eu

stace Carey, will deliver this to you . I ropean residents, were put in chains,
-am sorry to say , that ill health has obliged their hands pinioned, and an executioner

him , for a season at least, to leave the with a drawn sword placed by each of

mission, and return to England, which he them , with orders to strike off their

now does by way of America: his going heads, at the first shot which was fired
is a matter of no small regret to all who into the town . The first shot, bowever,

love our Lord Jesus Christ in India. His struck the executioners with such alarm ,
wife, a most excellent woman , who has that they did not execute their orders,

also suffered much from ill health, accom- but drove their charge about twenty

doubt not but they will miles up the country, where they were

meet with that reception among the soon discovered and set at liberty by the

brethren in America, which becometh English troops.

saints .
Want of time forbids my saying more .

Within the last three years death bas Pray give my warm Christian remem

made dreadful havock among the minis- brance to Capt. Wickes, if he be yet

ters of the gospel, and several of those alive ; and believe me to be,

who are still spared, have been obliged Very sincerely yours ,

to return to Europe for a season .
As to W. CAREY.

myself, though lately raised up from a Serampore, 20th June, 1824.

state of sickness which I and every one

else expected would have ended in death,

yet I am still in the land of the living, and Extract of a Letter from the Rev. Mr.

except lameness, enjoy as good health as Lawson of the Baptist Mission in India,

I ever did . I was returningfrom Calcutta to R. Ralston, Esq.

late one night in September last, where

I had been to preach the word, when on
Calcutta, June 19th, 1824.

my return , as soon as I had ascended the My Dear Sir ,-- It will look almost like

bank of the river, close to our own gate, intrusion to say any thing of myself, but

I suddenly slipped and fell, but was utter- the kindness which I received from you

ly unableto rise, or even attempt to do while in America, constrains me to say a

it. I was carried into the house, and little ; and all shall be summed up in this

panies him .
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FRANCE .

-I have seen deep affliction -- I have —Amen ."- Amen .” After this the presi

been acquainted with grief - I am the un- dent made an address to the society,
worthiest of all who labour in thevine- in which leaving to the reporter
yard — but I have been enabled to hopes of the committee, the detail of the
I have seen the goodness of the Lord - in
my family-amongst the heathen- annual transactions - he dwells on

amongst hundreds of British soldiers, and the good already effected by the
in the church ofwhich my brethren have society, and the much greater good
called meto be pastor - and in one word which they had inprospect. He
-I have experienced the abundant faith
fulness of God ,and desire to trust in him ; concludes thus— “ Let us render

and be found in bim for ever. solemn homage to our august law

I am , my dear Sir, giver, who, in the code of his eternal

Your's, very sincerely,
wisdom , has guarantied to us our

John LAWşox.

rights, in assuring to us the most

precious of all liberties, the liberty

of conscience. ”—Such is the flattery

of royalty in France.

The report of the committee was

Within a few days past we have then read by the “ Baron Pelet de

received the “ Procès-verbal,” or la Lazere.” We have not room to

report, of the General Protestant give even an epitome of this report.

Bible Society of Paris. - A label It states that during the past year,

pasted on the cover and fronting there had been issued from the va

the first page, informs us, that the rious depositories of the society,

impatience of the Auxiliary Bible four thousand and fifty Bibles, and

Societies in the departments to re- eight thousand three hundred and

ceive this report was so great, that four New Testaments ; and that

the central committee (by which the whole number issued by the so

we suppose is meant the committee ciety, since its establishment, was

in Paris, to which the printing and eighteen thousand six hundred and
distribution of the report was as- six Bibles, and twenty -three thou

signed) had determined to send for- sand five hundred and twenty -three
ward to them what here appears. A New Testaments. He says, there

large part of the Appendix is to be are two hundred thousand Protest

sent in another pamphlet. ant families in France ; and justly

This is indeed a most interesting observes that all their issues, as

document. It begins with stating yet , will afford but a very scanty

that the society met on the 28th of supply of the word of life to this ex

April , at noon-- " The Marquis de tensive population. It should be

Jaucourt, a peer of France," pre- recollected, that the Bible had al

sided . A detail is given of the offi- most vanished from France, during

cers of the society, and of the dis- the revolution .

tinguished strangers who were pre- On the whole, this report has led

sent. The meeting, as usual, was us to hope that the state of reli

opened with prayer. The prayer gion in France, among the Protest
is truly excellent; and we were re- ants , is not altogether so gloomy as

joiced to observe that it was con- we had apprehended ; and as we

cluded with a distinct ascription stated in our view of publick affairs
of praise to the adorable Trinity, for the last month . But alas ! the

thus— ~ Hear, O God , our prayer, Protestants are not a twentieth

through Jesus Christ thy Son ; to part of the population of France :

whom , as to thee , heavenly Father, And amongthe Catholicks, papal

and to the Holy Spirit , one only influence will be used to suppress

God eternally blessed, be honour, the circulation of the sacred volume

praise, and glory, forever and ever as much as possible .
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fully. She returned to the south
OBITUARY.

the year after she made a profession

Died, in Hillsborough , N.C. on of religion , and strove with ardour
the 28th of October last , Mrs. Sa- and success for the promotion of

RAH H. XING , wife of Samuel King, her Saviour's kingdom . She was

Esq. A short sketch of her charac- the instrument of instituting many

ter, and some particulars of her benevolent and religious societies

death , seem due to the worth of the of establishing Sabbath schools,

deceased, and to the general inte- tract societies, and other institu
rests of the church of Christ. tions, whose beneficial influence was

She was born in Chatham , New soon felt. These societies still ex

Jersey, on the 5th of October, 1782, ist and flourish, and in the midst of

of parents who brought her up in their prosperity regard her as their

the fear of God , and made all their founder, and will always revere and

instructions subservient to her im- bless her memory.

mortal interests . She early enjoyed 1818, she again entered the mar

all the advantages of education ; riage state , and becamethe wife of

and with a mind naturally quick Mr. Samuel King, with whom a

and comprehensive , a memory vi- union of sentiment and affection

gorous and retentive, and an atten- subsisted which continued until

tion to study which was close and death . The more her sphere of use

assiduous, she made considerable fulness was enlarged , the greater

attainments in knowledge. Bless- was her desire to do good ; her con

ed with unusual powers of address duct seemed to say that her sole

and expression, and possessed of an guide was the will and example of

amiable and engaging character, her Redeemer - her highest joy, the

she excited general esteemand af- glory of her God, and the best hap

fection. In the year 1803, she mar- piness of her fellow creatures .

ried Edward Harris, Esq . a lawyer It is not surprising- indeed it

of considerable eminence, and one was to be expected that the life of

of the judges of the superior court such a servant of God should be

of North Carolina, with whom she followed by a peaceful, tranquil ,

lived on terms of the tenderest af- happy end . Many months before

fection. In the year 1813 , she was her departure , she had frequently

called to mourn over the death of and closely contemplated death in

her beloved partner. This painful all its nature and consequences,

disruption of one of the tenderest until it had becometo her an object

of human ties proved the happy of no horror or dread_until its

means of binding her heart to the countenance seemed as the face of

Saviour ; of teaching her the uncer- an angel . And when the awful

tainty of earthly happiness, and the hour came in which all principles

vanity of all human expectations. must be brought to the test, she

Returning to the house of her pa- found that her hope was no delu

rents on the following year, she sion ; that the religion which she

made a public profession of religion , had embraced had power to sup

and joined the Presbyterian church port her ; and to enable her to re

in Elizabeth Town. From that time pose herself, without anxiety for

till the period of her death , she “ no time or eternity, upon the will of

longer lived to" herself, “but unto her Heavenly Father.

Him who died for her and rose The week before she died , when

again .” - All that was amiablein her her situation was critical , and the

character was brought under the symptoms of her disease dangerous ,

dominion of Christian principle,by but when her friends hoped thatshe

the pervading influence of which might still live; she calmly told them

she lived holily, happily, and use. that they should indulge no- such
Vol. II. Ch.Adv.

In the year

4 C.
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expectation ; that God was about to While in this situation one of her

remove her, and that they all should friends approached her bed -side ,

prepare for the separation-She sent and said in the language of Watts ;

messages of kindness to her absent " Jesus can make a dying bed

friends, left memorials of affection “ Feel soft as downy pillows are ;

for them , and exhorted all around
“ While on his breast I lean my head,

her to be resigned to the will of
“ And breathe my life out sweetly there . "

God. Deeply as she was sensible Yes!” she exclaimed , " it is all

of the anguish of such a separation, true ; read the whole of that beauti

she felt at the same time that she ful hyma." - It was read , together
could bow submissively to the with two others ; - Death cannot

stroke. All the tender ties of a make our souls afraid ," &c.; and

wife, of a daughter, and of a sister, « There is a land of pure delight, ”

seemed passively to yield to the & c.- " These hymns, you know ,

conviction, that the Disposer of all were , at his request , sung at the

events was infinitely wise, and just death bed of one of your dear

and good. She thanked God that friends” — “ I know it ; and I am go

she could give up all , and was wil . ing to meet him in Heaven ; he died

ling to go; she thanked God that at the same age that I am .” — “ Can

she had a good hope of enjoying in not you express these same sen

Heaven the rewards of hisgrace.
timents of the poet, and anticipate

And what was the foundation of the joy which is here described "

this cheering hope ? She had been “ Yes? there is joy; there is peace;

an example of whatever was excel- ask, and it shall be given you ; seek

lent, and “ of good report” in the and you shall find " -precious truth !

various relations of life ; but in these -“ Jesus is then precious to you ?”

she did not confide ; her sole trust - " Yes ! as he is to all those who

was in the merits of her Redeemer, believe in him ." - She begged one

through whom she looked forward of her friends to pray with her ;and

to that rest, where “ there is no on being asked if she had any par

more sorrow nor sighing." It was
ticular petition to offer, she answer

this simple reliance upon the word , ed ; "only that God would now

the promises, and the Son of God, prepare us for his throne of grace,

which enabled her to speak with so that our prayers may be heard and

much composure of meeting death ; accepted.”

which caused her tenderly to exhort The next day she still continued

her friends to submission ; which rational , and in the same delightful

disposed her to converse on her de- state of mind. In the morning after

parture as calmly as if she were awaking from sleep, she looked
only taking a journey, from which around upon her friends, folded her

she was soon to return . arms, and with a sweet serenity of

On the Monday following this countenance said— " There is rest.

conversation with her friends, itwas Though I walk through the valley

evident that she was near her end ; of the shadow of death , I will fear

that the hand of death was upon no evil , for God is with me ; his rod

her, and that she could survive but and his staff comfort me.

a few hours. But in full posses- with Simeon, Lord , now lettest

sion of speech and her mental facul- thou thy servant depart in peace,

ties, she showed to all around her that for mine eyes have seen thy salva

her faith was firm , her views bright, tion. ”-One of her friends observed

her hopes strong and unwavering that God had promised never to

In the midst of severe bodily an- leave nor forsake his people ; " and

guish , she manifested the most pa- he does not forsake you ? he does

tient resignation , and never suffer- not leave you comfortless ?" __ " 0 !

ed one repining word to escape her. no ! he does not leave me ; he fulfils

I can say
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his promises ; he comes to me.” — On Thursday, the day of her de .

Soon after this she repeated a pas- parture, it seemed that the nearer

sage in Job ; “ I know that my Re- she drew to the termination of life,

deemer liveth , and that he will stand the greater was her triumph over

at the latter day upon the earth ;” the king of terrors. Although she

talked of the resurrection , and manifested great humility and peni

seemed to derive much comfort tence, and a deep sense of her un

from the reflection that her body worthiness ; although she acknow

should rise at the last day. When ledged that the prayer of the publi

about to pray for her, a friend again can , God be merciful to me a sin

asked if she had any particular pe- ner," was a proper prayer for a

tition to present ; she immediately dying Christian to offer; yet she
replied ; " perfect submission .”' mavifested unsbaken faith, “ joy

On Wednesday , she continued and peace in believing , ” and an as

calm and composed, felt the value sured confidence of her eternal sal .

of the Divine promises, and was vation . One of her relatives said

enabled to apply to them for sup- to her, “ you can say with the apos

port. “ There remaineth ," said tle , I am now ready to be offered

she , “ a rest for the people of God- up, and the time of my departure is

a glorious rest; and it is not very at hand ?" - She replied with great
far distant ; I hope through Christ composure, “ I am willing ; I am

soon to enjoy it." Being asked if ready whenever he”-she would

she recollected the 23d Psalm , she have said , comes, but her voice fail

answered ; “ yes! it is delightful ;" ed her.-- About an hour after she

and repeated the passage which the revived and again conversed. She
day before had given her so much sent her loveto an absent friend ,

comfort; “ when I pass through the saying, “ I hope to meet her in hea

valley of the shadow of death , I will ven --but there is a friend that

fearno evil ;" adding, " be is indeed sticketh closer than a brother”

the good shepherd .” Being dis- repeating it with great feeling
tinctly asked in whom she had con- “ that sticketh closer than a bro

fidence, and what was the founda- ther ." - A few hours before her

tion of her hope; she promptly re- death, when she was thought inca

plied ; " Christ ; none but Christ.” pable of speaking, her maid-servant

-She then repeated the whole of approached her bed -side, a little

that beautiful hymn of Watts ; . negro girl whom she had instructed

“ When I can read my title clear to read. Calling her by name she

“ To mansions in the skies,” &c. said to her, “ I hope you have got

Her sister asked her if she recol- your Bible ; read it and prepare to

lected the chapter in the Bible follow me ; I hope you will meet
which she had read to her a few me in heaven . ” — This was the last

days before , and which was so ap- sentence she was heard to utter.
plicable to her situation-She re- After this she articulated

plied ; “ O ! yes ! if our earthly words , “ Sweet," " Jesus,” « rest ;":

house of this tabernacle be dis- but no connected sentence could

solved, we have a building of God ; be distinguished . At 8 o'clock in

a house not made with hands , eter- the evening, death came, --- but

nal in the heavens. For in this we brought with him no agony, nor

groan , earnestly desiring to be struggle, nor groan - She gradually

clothed upon with our house which ceased to breathe, when God gave

is from heaven .” — Many precious her body permission to sleep in Je

promises were repeated to her.- sus, and her soul liberty to enjoy

“ Can you apply these promises to eternal rest.

yourself?" - " They are all to me Thus was removed, in the prime

yea and amen.” of life, and in the midst of useful

some

1
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ness this eminent servant of God . ters which she has left display

The death of such a Christian , at talent and taste, and have all that
such a time, surrounds itself with a native ease and

grace
which consti

certain gloom and mysteriousness, tute the excellency of epistolary
which no sagacity of man can pene- writing. She was of a cheerful and

trate ; but the hour " is hastening happy disposition ; frank and open
when “ what we know not now we in her address, and in company

shall know hereafter ;" when the pleasant and animated - In conver

apparent confusion of the present sation she expressed herself with
life shall entirely disappear. In readiness and ease, and in inter

the mean time let us remember course with her friends was always

that as the dead are " blessed who the agreeable companion , as well as

die in the Lord,” so are surviving the instructive Christian. In pro

friends , in proportion as the tears secuting any object of importance,

which nature sheds are mingled her conduct was marked by unde

with faith, resignation and humble viating firmness ; no consideration
confidence . of personal ease, no sacrifice of in

From the foregoing sketch we terest or comfort could induce her

see the virtues which distinguished to relax in her noble efforts. - In

the life, and adorned the character all the relations of life, as a wife,

of this excellent woman. In her a daughter, a sister, a friend, she

was that happy combination of qua- showed that her heart was formed

lities which excite esteem and pro- of tenderness and love. Especially

mote usefulness. She had a mind was she an example of every Chris

naturally vigorous, an imagination tian virtue ; her piety was sound
strong and lively, and a taste well and scriptural ; her devotion warm

cultivated and refined . - From her and ardent ; her desire and efforts

infancy she was fond of reading, to do good, steady and persevering.

and in the course of her life had ac- Her life was holy; her death peace

quired considerable acquaintance ful and happy. “ Precious in the

with books and much valuable in- sight of the Lord is the death of his

formation . Her correspondence saints.”

was extensive, and the many let

The Treasurer of the Trustees of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church ac

knowledges the receipt of the following sums for their Theological Seminary at Prince

ton, N.J. during the month of November last, viz.

Of Mr. James Cowan, per Robert Ralston, Esq. a donation from Dr. Wm.

Tate, of Augusta County , Virginia, for the Contingent Fund, being the

only sum received for this important fund during the past month $5 00

Of do. per do. a bequest of Captain James Allison, of same place, for the

Permanent Fund 100 00

Of Rev. Dr. John M‘Dowell, for the Synods of New York and New Jersey

Professorship, viz .

From Mansfield, collected by Rev. Lemuel F. Leake, · $ 53 34

Lower Mount Bethel,by do, additional, 2 81

Bound Brook, by Rev. Gideon N. Judd, 130 00

Greenwich, by Rev. J. Vandervoort, 11 35

Newton, by Rev. Joseph Campbell, 47 09 244 59

Of William Brown, Esq. of Philadelphia, in full of his subscription for the

Philadelphia Synod's Professorship 1000 00

Of Rev. Dr.Robert Cathcart, his donation for do. 20 09

Of Rev. WilliamNevins, on account of subscriptions in Baltimore, for do, viz .

Robert Oliver, Esq.'s subscription , $250 00
Stewart Brown's, 50 00

John Henderson's 30 00

Cash $20 and Cash $20 40 00 370 00
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Of Rev. John Peebles, per Dr. William B. Duffield, on account of his sub.

scription for the Oriental and Biblical Literature Professorship
100 00

Of Rev. Alexander Williamson, from the Female Mite Society of Big Spring

Congregation, to aid in paying his subscription for do. 20 00

Of Mrs. Jane Keith, of Charleston, S. C. one year's income of a scholarship

to be endowed by her 150 00

Of Rev. Dr. Thomas M'Auley, for endowing a scholarship, to be called

“ The Gosman Scholarship ,” after the liberal donor, Robert Gosman, Esq.

of Upper Redhook, Dutchess County, New York 2500 00

Of Rev. Charles Hodge, from Mr. Thomas Kennedy, on account of his sub

scription for the Senior Class of 1821 Scholarship 10 00

Of Rev. Samuel Lawrence, per Rev. Dr. Janeway, interest in advance for one

year, on his subscription for the Senior Class of 1823 Scholarship 7 00

Total $1526 59

View of Publick Affairs ..

EUROPE .

i

1

Great Britain , the great emporium of news in Europe, has furnished us, through

the last month , with little in relation to her own concerns, thatwe feel disposed to

chronicle . Her order in regard to the republick of the seven lonian islands, is, in

deed, a most important item , on which we shall make a few remarks. These islands,

by a treaty formed with the alliedpowers, in a congress at Vienna, in 1818, were put

under the protection of the British government; and a representative of his Britan

nick Majesty, denominated the Lord High Commissioner, resides at these islands.--- Seve

ral Christian powers, as we have heretofore had occasion to state, have permitted the

vessels oftheir subjects to be used as transports by the Turks,to carry both troops

and warlike stores, in their military operations against the Greeks. If those vessels

were not to be molested because they did not belong to the Turks, it is manifest that

the Greeks (especially as their strength at sea gives them their chief advantage)

would be, in a great measure, put into the power of their oppressors , without being

able to strike a blow . They could not touch their enemies, nor their munitions of

war, till both were landed. It does not appear, however, that the Greeks captured

or destroyed these vessels without giving warning. At length , however, the Greek

government did issue a proclamation, declaring that this practice was in direct vio

lation of what was incumbent on neutral nations, and ordered that in future all

vessels so employed, to whatever power they might belong, should , “ with their

crews, be attacked , burned , or sunk.” The British government, on hearing of this

order, directed their lord high commissioner to demand its immediate revocation.

The demand was accordingly made on the Greek government, and it was immediately

and peremptorily rejected. In consequence of this, the lord high commissioner has

issued a notice, that the chief commander of his Britannick majesty's naval forces

will seize and detain "every armedor other vessel, which may havearmed men on

board, or which may sail with or underthe authority of the provisional government of

Greece, or which may recognise its authority; and that these orders will remain in

force until the proclamation of the provisional governmentbe entirely and officially

revoked .” — We confess that we are both surprised and grieved at this measure of
the British government. We know that the independence of the Greek nation has

not been acknowledged by any European power. But the same, precisely, is the

fact in regard to all the former provinces of Spain and Portugal in South America.

Yet 'Britain, we believe, has never afforded any protection to her vessels carrying

troops or warlike stores, from the mother countries of these provinces. She has left

such vessels, and their crews, and owners , to themselves. She is now making com

mercial arrangements with those states, although she has not declared one of them

independent. What is the cause of this difference of treatment? We fear the cause

is easily assigned , and is no other than this — Britain wishes the South American co

lonies of Spain and Portugal to be independent, because this will be advantageous to

her commerce; and she does not wish the Greeks to be independent,because this

will be disadvantageous to her commerce - And is this mercenary motive to shape

the course of a great and free nation, in a concern in which the lives and liberties

of the magnanimous Greeks are at stake ? We hope not. We hope there is yet pub
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lick spirit enough in Britain, to prevent the continuance ofthis hostile measure . The

parliament isnow in session, andwe trust that the British ministers will find that they

cannot take the nation with them, in a war against a people who arecontending for

all that is dear and sacred with freemen and Christians, against as barbarous and san

guinary a race of monsters as ever disgraced humanity . We fear, indeed, that this

naval war has actually commenced already ; as two or three British frigates are said

to have sailed in quest of Grecian vessels.

FRANCE. - Our recent information from France relates almost exclusively to the fu
neral rites of the late king, and to the coronation ceremonies of his successor. In

regard to these there has manifestly been a studied effort, to make the greatest pos

sible display of solemn pomp in burying the dead, andof imposing splendour in crown

ing the living. The design of this is obvious. It all goes to impress the idea, that

every thing that appertains to royalty is most sacred and important: and national

vanity, too, is concerned, in not being outdone on these occasions, byEngland and

other neighbouring nations. - To the eye that looks beyond the grave, how vain and

empty does it all appear !

The new king wouļd seem , by some of his first acts, to be seeking popularity.

He wouldnot permit the crowd that pressed on the royal procession, to bekept back

by the halberts of the soldiers. He gratified the people by riding on horseback . And

what is of much more importance, he has removed the tyrannical restrictions which

had been imposed on the printers of publick journals and newspapers.

It appears that a considerable fleet, with troops on board, has sailed from France

for the West Indies. The avowed purpose is, to relieve the garrisons in the French

islands ; but strong suspicions are entertained that an attack on Hayti is the ultimate

object- A little time will develope the real design and destination of this squadron .

Spain . Thesame course is pursuing in Spain that has been uniformly pursued ,

since the capture of Cadiz . It appears to be the settled purpose of the king and his

court, to exterminate the constitutionalists, at every hazard and every expense. A

new minister of general police has been appointed, who has issued a proclamation

denouncing, under the heaviest penalties, all neutrality, and all concealment in this

work of extermination . A convention has been published between the French and

Spanish governments. It bears date the 30th of June last, and stipulates that the

French troops in Spain, at that date, should continue in the kingdom to the first of

January, 1825 ; and in addition to former places occupied, the French army was to

garrison Saragossa and Cardona.

In GERMANY and Prussia, the rulingpowers are doingall they can to stop the pro

gress, and if possible to put an end to the existence, of liberal principles. Their at.

tention is particularly turned to the universities, in regard to which rigorous mea

sures have been adopted, and some high handed proceedings against both professors

and pupils have actually taken place . The success of these measures will, we sus

pect, be only temporary.-Mencannot be made to unthink their own thoughts, nor

resist their own convictions. Truth and knowledge will at last prevail.

Russia . From this great empire we have heard nothing new.

The TURKS AND GREEKS .-Accounts from Constantinople state , that the Persians

have renewed the war with the Turks ; and with considerable success, in the vicinity

of the Persian territories. This we consider as an event in providence highly favour

able to the Greeks. · The Turk will now need all his Asiatick troops to contend with

the Persians . We have long been accustomed to view the aspect of the Divine pro

vidence in regard to human events,and especially the concerns of nations, as afford.

ing a better presage of what is ultimately to take place, than can be derivedfrom

she plans of politicians, or from any temporary successes of contending parties. Thus

judging, we cherish a sanguine hope of the eventual success of the Grecian cause.

The late hostile attitude of Britain offers, we admit, an unfavourable indication ; but

we trust that even this will at last be overruled for good.

All accounts agree, that an almost uninterruptedtide of success has attended the

fleets and armies of the Greeks, during the present campaign. The Turks have been
repulsed in an attack on the Scropolis of Athens, and have been defeated at the straits

of Thermopyla . It is also fully ascertained that the attack on the island of Samos,

( separated from the Asiatick coast only by a narrow strait , ) has entirely failed. The
Grecian met the Turkish fleet in the strait, where the latter could make no use of its

superior force . Three Grecian fire-ships were directed against the Turkish frigate
that led the van of their squadron. The frigate was set on fire, and compelled to

stand for thecontinent - it eventually blew up. The whole Turkish fleet, dismayed

at what had" befallen their leading vessel, dispersed and filed ; and the triumphant

Greeks, spreading all their sails, pursued them . Some of the Turkish vessels took
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to the open sea ; others made for the land, where they were stranded and burnt by
their crews . This account comes from Smyrna, where news unfavourable to the

Turks is not ofien manufactured. It is also said, that the great Turkish camp at

Scala Nova, a town on the Asiatick ' coast, a little to the north -east of Samos, is en

tirely broken up ; and that the great body of Asiatick troops which had been assem

bled there was entirely dispersed. The Egyptian expedition was at Rhodes, detain.

ed there by the north winds, which prevented its going out. The troops had suffered
much ; and many of the horses had perished for want of water. This looks as if the

Ruler of the winds and the waves was on the side of the Greeks, and against their op
pressors.

ASIA .

Through the communications of missionaries, which are getting to be the earliest

and best of all , we have learned, in the course of the last month , some interesting

particulars of the British expedition against the Burman empire. It appears that the

expedition was so secretly conducted, that it took the Burmans in a greatmeasure

by surprise . The first object of attack was Rangoon, the chief sea port of the em

pire, situated near themouth of the Irrawaddy river, which empties into the gulf of

Martaban . We should suppose the missionaries, being Englishmen, would have been

likely to knowof the approach of this armament as soon as any at Rangoon. Yet it

appears that they were in no expectation of it , till within twenty hours of its ap

pearance. It was probably happy for them that the attack was thus sudden - It

served to produce the panick, which it appears was made instrumental in saving their

lives-See Dr. Carey's letter, in our religious intelligence for this month. It appears,

by another letter from one of the missionaries on the spot, that their necks were bared

for the block on which their heads were to be struck off ; and that the writer, who alone

could speak the Burman language, offered to go as a mediator to the British Aleet.

He was sent ; but before he could return all had fled, and the prisoners were re

leased . Who can destroy whom God will save ? But how should missionaries, who

thus live with their lives in their hands, share in our sympathies and our prayers? and

who can refuse to venerate them , and to admire their benevolence in hazarding every

thing, for the salvation of the benighted heathen ? It seems that the British army is

to march for Ava, or Umrapoora, the capital of the empire. This is a long march

above 300 miles; and the issue of the contest is yet doubtful. It is also doubtful

what will be the effect of this expedition on the plans of the missionaries. It may be

destructive, and it may be highly advantageous.

AFRICA

It appearsthat the war with the Ashantees has, at length , been attended with some

success, on the part of the British . The advance of the Ashantees has been arrested ;

and their troops, by the last advices, are represented as retreating . It is also inti.

mated that the British would take ample vengeance. This we anticipated. We are

more and more persuaded, that the detestable slave trade and slave traders have oc

casioned and fomented this war . - But for their influence we do notbelieve the war

would have taken place. It appears that the colony of Sierra Leone is in a very pros

perous and increasing state ; and that the gold and other African productions which

are given in exchange for British goods, are likely soon to produce not only a more

lawful, but a far richer traffick than was ever known in the infernal traffick for the

bodies and souls of men . We hope that the American colony at Liberia, will soon

be in a state to produce a like advantage for this country . When shall we awake to

our interest and our duty, in the matter of freeing the United States from the oppro

brium and the curse of slavery ? Make it as gainful to send a ship load of Africans to

their native coasts, as it has been to bring one from thence, and there is no doubt

that they would leave us very rapidly. The country is well able tu : make it thus

gainful; andwe regard the doing of it as a sacred duty. - Hayti can receive but a
small proportion of our coloured population.

HAYTI.

The emigrations to Hayti in the month past have been considerable. It is stated

that eighteen vessels, capable of conveying 2,000 individuals, have sailed , or are about

to sail, for this island, from the port of Philadelphia only. The United Foreign Mis

sionary Society in New York have appointed two missionaries from the Presbyterian

church , Mr. Hughsand Mr. Pennington, to go out with these emigrants. President

Boyer, wedoubt not, will receive them favourably; but whether the bigotry of the

Roman Catholicks will permit them to exercise their ministry in peace, is very doubt

ful. Yet we rejoice in their being sent. Rumours are añoat,which we hope are
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groundless, that the inhabitants of Port au Prince are in great trepidation, in the
expectation of a French invasion.

SOUTHERN AMERICA.

MEXICO. - The supreme congress of Mexico, on the 4th of October, ratified The

Mexican Federal Republican Constitution . General Guadaloupe Victoria bas been

elected president of the United Mexican States, and General Nicholas Bravo, vice

president. Wehave not yet seen a copy of this constitution ; but we learn fromthe

speech of the speaker of the congress, when official oaths were administered to

thepresident and vice -president, that it is not only republican,but that the powers
of the government are divided. We believe it much resembles the constitution of the

United States.- The congress were busily employed for ten months in forming it.

Great exultation was manifested on its publication. It is said that there are at present

no military or civil dissentions, of any consequence, in the state of Mexico. The

death of Iturbide, it is asserted, was necessary to terminate them ; and that it has

had this effect. We hope that the affairs of this important state are now in a train to

be finally and prosperously settled . The congress wish that the seatofthe Federal

government should be in the city of Mexico ; and that this city should be a federal

appropriation, like our district of Columbia ; but against this the local authorities ear

nestly protest.

COLOMBIA .— It appears that on the 3d of October last, a treaty, or convention of

"peace, amity, navigation and commerce , between the republick of Colombia, and

the United States of America, was signed by Pedro Gaul, the Colombian secretary

for foreign relations, and byR. Anderson, minister plenipotentiary of said States."

This treaty it is expected will be ratified byour congress andby that of Colombia, in the

course of the ensuing winter. This is the first treatyformed with any of the provinces

of old Spain . We hope that before long we shall have treaties or conventions with

them all .

TAE BRAZILS. - Lord Cochrane, the admiral in chief of the navy of Don Pedro I.

has, it appears, made a conquest for the emperor, of the city of Pernambuco and its

environs. Th was the central point of opposition to the emperor, and to his govern

ment and measures, in the extensive northern provinces of his dominions. It is ex

pected that the recent success will terminate all opposition ; but this we think is very

questionable .

PERU . – Authentick accounts are received of the brilliant and uninterrupted suc

cess of the liberator Bolivar, in his contest with the troops of old Spain , for the pos.

session and government of Peru . It seems past a doubt that the Spanish cause in that
quarter is desperate; or rather that the contest for the country is at an end.The re

publicans are finally triumphant. May they wisely improve the opportunity which

they will now have, to establish well ordered institutions for the promotion of their

happiness, after having been so long and dreadfully harassed and torn , by civil wars

anddissentions of every kind.

NORTH AMERICA .

UNITED STATES. - While we are writing ( Dec. 1,) the electoral colleges, agreeably

to the federalconstitution, are assembling for the purpose ofchoosing the nextpresi
dent of the United States. May God who ruleth over all, direct and incline them to

the best choice ! For this desirable event we know that many earnest prayers have

ascended to heaven; and we hope that they will be heard and answered in mercy.

Thus they may be answered, although a president should not be finally chosen by the

colleges, of whichindeed there appears to be but little probability. It may be best

for all concerned that the ultimate choice should be made, as there is a prospect that

it will be, by the House of Representatives of Congress. And till it is made, let all

who know the power and prevalence of " fervent effectual prayer," offer it unceasing

ly to Him, whobyhis providence and Spirit orders all events, that this event, so pre

eminently interesting and important to our country, may be ordered in his abundant

mercy. The next meeting of congress, which is to commence on the 6th inst. will

be one of great moment. May every member of that distinguished assemblage of

men, be feelingly sensible of his deep responsibility to his constituents, his country ,

and his God !

ERRATA IN OUR LAST NUMBER .

Page 496, line 12, after to, at the end of the line, add be.
514, lines 15 and 21, for practice read manners.

528, line 26 , for which read while .
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ADDRESS .

It is, perhaps, sufficiently known to the public, that a corpora

tion has long existed in this city, for holding and managing a fund

for the relief of the widows and children of deceased clergymen of

the Presbyterian denomination ; by means of which ,many distress

ed families have been aided to such a degree, that their circum

stances have been rendered comfortable ; and that at this time, a

number of widows are receiving an annuity from this fund, which, if

not the principal source of their subsistence, yet, is of great im

portance in enabling them to live in a state of comfortable inde

pendence. The attention of Presbyterian ministers has often been

called, by the corporation, to this mode of making --some certain

provision for their families ,when they shall be removed from them ;

and much pains have been taken to show the great advantages

which this fund holds out to contributors : but they have to regret,

that their efforts have not proved to any considerable extent effec

tual , in impressing on the minds of the clergy the importance of
securing, seasonably, an interest in the benefits of this institution .

The widow's fund is now in such a state of safety and prosperity,

that an accession of new subscribers is not necessary to its support

and continuance: but it is exceedingly desirable, that the original

intention of the founders should be accomplished ; and especially,

it is earnestly to be wished , that men, who, in consequence of their

separation from secular pursuits, have little opportunity of making

any adequate provision for their families, should not be so impro

vident as to omit securing for them an interest in a fund, which

certainly promises greater advantages to the contributors, than

any other mode of investing money knownto the Board .

But the object of the corporation, in this address, is to present

to the consideration of the ministers and congregations of the

Presbyterian church, the plan of another fund , which they have re

solved to establish , and which they cannot but deem of great impor

tance to the comfortof that portion of the clergy who may survive

the period of active labour, in their sacred vocation. By their charter,

the corporation are notonly authorized , to hold and manage a fund,

for the relief of the distressed widows and children of deceased

ministers, but also for distressed Presbyterian ministers themselves.

And at an early period in the history of this corporation, a fund

for this object was put into their hands, by the synod of New York

and Philadelphia, which, after some time, was withdrawn - doubt

less to the great detriment and eventual ruin of the fund ; for

at present, as far as is known to this Board, it has no existence.

This corporation , indeed , has the power, when any surplusage

shall arise from the widow's fund , above what is required to pay

the annuities , to distribute it at their discretion , among distressed

clergymen , or the families of distressed clergymen, some of whom

may never have contributed to the fund. But owing to various dis



asters and embarrassments, under which the widow's fund has la

boured,no distribution of this kind has ever taken place; and it is

believed that itwill be, in all respects better, to establish a distinct

fund , for the relief of superannuated ministers. The outlines of the

planwhich the corporation has adopted, they beg leave now, respect

fully, to lay before the public, and they would earnestly solicit the

candid attention of Presbyterian ministers and congregations, to

the subject. It has been found by experience, that nothing is more

favourable to the success of a schemeof this kind, than simplicity

both in the design and operation. The want of this in the consti

tution of the widow's fund, has led to many unpleasant results,

which the corporation are solicitous to avoid , in the establishment

of a new fund. Their plan, therefore, is, simply, that of securing

an annuity for life, to commence at a certain age, by the payment

of a single sum, at some previous. period, never to be withdrawn..

Suppose, for example , thata minister, at the age of 25 years shall

pay into this fund $103, he would be entitled according to the
table which has been calculated , and which accompaniesthis ad

dress, toan annuity of one hundred dollars, to commence at the

age of sixty -five, and to continue as long as he should live. By

paying the double of this sum he would be entitled to an annuity

oftwohundred dollars, and by paying treble the sum to an annuity

of three hundred dollars, and bypaying quadruple the sum to an

annuity of four hundred dollars, which is the highest annuity, that

according to the plan, can be drawn. The same proportion holds

if a sum less than that specified be paid into the fund ; the half of

itat the age mentioned , will produce fifty dollars, and the quarter

of it twenty -five dollars. If the deposit be made at an earlier age,

a less sumwill produce an annuity of a hundred dollars ; and if at

a later age, a greater sum will be required, as will appear by a

glance at the table annexed.

The corporation cannot but hope, that the simplicity of this plan

will be a strong recommendation of it ; the transaction by which

an annuity is secured is a single act, and the business willrequire

no future attention from the contributor. The advantages also,

which it promises, are so manifest, especially as it relates to young

ministers, that it is believed a wise foresight would induce all of

them to make one vigorous exertion while in their prime, to secure

a comfortable provision for old age, which will not be subject to

the usual vicissitudes of other possessions.

But they persuade themselves, that Presbyterian congregations

will see in this plan, the most convenient means of making some

provision for their clergymen when they grow old, and are no

longer able to sustain the burden ofpastoralduties. It is certainly

incumbent on congregationsto make suitable provision, in some

way, for their pastors when they become infirm , or aged ; but it is

not recollected that any stipulation ofthis kind is ever entered

into, in the Presbyterian church ; and the fact is, that a very em

barrassing state of things frequently arises in relation to this mat

ter, and is exceedingly painful to the feelings of the minister.

The pastor who is no longer able, with advantage, to fulfil the du

ties of his office, stands in the way of one who is capable and ac

3
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It may

tive ; and yet, for want of the means of subsistence, he cannot re

sign or retire, and therefore he hangs as a dead weight on the

church ; and he feels, at the same time, the most painful sense of

his dependent and useless condition. The people , also, sometimes,

manifest much impatience under these circumstances ; and do not

feel with sufficient force, their obligation to provide for one worn

out in their service. But evenwhen congregations think correctly

on this subject, and are well disposed , it is seldom that they have

it in their power to do what theywould wish , and what they know

their duty to their pastor, and the edification of the congregation re

quire. Now, if every congregation had secured, by means of such

a fund as is now proposed, a competent annuity for their minister,

he could retire whenever the interests of the congregation, or his

own infirmities, indicated such a measure to be proper.

It appears, therefore, that this fund, while it provides for the

comfort of aged ministers, whohave spent their lives in the service

of the church, will tend to the prosperity of congregations, by

enabling them to call a colleague, or to obtain an able successor to

a superannuated minister .

The principal objection anticipated by the corporation, is the

late period to which the annuities are deferred. Most men will,

perhaps, think that they are not likely to live to the age of 65.

To this there are several things which may be answered.

seem paradoxical, but it is true, that this fund may be of great

benefit to those contributors, who may never live to receive the

annuity. What prospect in this world, is more appalling, than

that of approaching old age, with all its privations and infirmities,

without any provision for a comfortable subsistence ! And on the

other hand, how consoling, to an aged man, is the certain prospect

of a competency for his declining years! It is not an extravagant

supposition, that such a provision as is here contemplated , might

sometimes be the means of protracting a valuable life for several

years. For what wastes the sources of life faster than corroding

anxiety and fear of future want, to which old age is peculiarly

liable? And what is more likely to cherish health and prolong

life, than the pleasing prospect of having a sufficiency, whatever

may occur ? This is no new thought. It is a saying well known

among observing men, " that annuitants and pensioners live long ;" >

and there is, ashas been seen, a reason for the fact. If then , by

paying a small sum inearly life, a minister of the gospel can lay a

foundation for tranquillityof mind, or at least, for exemption from

corroding care, he will be amply compensated for his deposit, if he

should die the day before his annuity falls due. But Christianity
is a benevolent religion, and its ministers and professors should be

of the same spirit. Let them not calculate altogether for their

personal comfort. If the contributor should die before he receives

any annuity, yethis deposit will go to increase a fundfor the sup

port of those fathers in the ministry who live to be old ; and what

happier destination could a servant of Jesus Christ give to a small

portion ofhis property, than to make it subservient to the comfort

of those who have not only borne the heat and burden of the day

in the vineyard of the Lord, but have continued to labour until
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the eleventh hour ? But the fact is, men do not commonly be

come unfit for public service before the age of 65 ; and while their

strength is firm, they can earn a living as well as when young, and

stand in no need of an annuity. And it would reflect some dis

credit on this institution, if many clergymen , while enjoying firm

health and a full salary, should be drawing an annuity . It would,

indeed , be easy to make the annuity payable at 60, or even 50

years of age, but it is manifest, that in that case,the deposit must

be increased, in proportion as the age at which the annuity is re

ceived is reduced . What seems, therefore, at first view, to be an

advantage, is really none, when all circumstances are taken into
consideration .

As the corporation are aware, that the principal obstacle which

prevents young ministers from availing themselves of the advan

tages of such institutions, is the difficulty of raising, without in

convenience, the sum requisite to be paid into the fund, they would

respectfully suggest, that if this subject should be fairly presented

to the view of thepious females of a congregation, thereis good

reason to believe, from their efficient exertions in other cases, that

the sum required to secure to a beloved pastor an annuity in old

age, would notbelongwanting.

It is believed , also, that many ministers, who are fully convinced
of the importance of securing an interest for their families in the

widow's fund, and who have resolved at some time to become con

tributors, do nevertheless often neglect it, until it is too late, or

becomes inconvenient, on account of the increase of the sum re

quired. And as the same thing will probably occur, in regard to

the fund for superannuated ministers, now to be established, the

corporation cannot refrain from pressing this subject on the con

sideration of the clergy, and from urging them to act with prompti

tude and decision , in a matter inwhich theyare so deeply inte

rested. It is hoped that none will suppose thatthe corporation

have any personal interest in the establishment of this fund. They

are, for the most part, laymen, and their services,though often re

quiring much time, attention, and labour, are entirely gratuitous,

except the small salaries paid to their treasurerand secretary for
official duties. It will not be deemed improper, however, for them

to observe, that as their only remuneration consists in promoting

the benevolent objects of the institution , they would experience

much greater satisfaction than they do, if they could see that at

tention paid to the subject, by those for whose benefit alone they

act, which its importance merits. But they are persuaded, that

however this institution may , from various prejudices, have been

overlooked or neglected, the time is coming, when the Presbyte
rian clergy will be solicitous to secure an interest in both these

funds. And the corporation wish it to be particularly remarked,

that these two funds can never, in the smallest degree, interfere

with each other. They are both necessary for the comfort of

ministers of the gospel,who do not wish to be encumbered with
the cares and business of this world. Let a man obtain an interest

in both these funds, and he is, in a degree, prepared for whatever

event may occur ; for, if he die in early or middle life, his family
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will draw an annuity from the widow's fund for thirteenyears at the

least , and as much longer as bis widow may live : and if he should

live to old age, the fund for superannuated ministers will furnish

him with the meansof subsistence when he becomes incapable of

doing any thing for his own support. It deserves, moreover, to be par.

ticularly remembered that this is an estate which cannot be wasted

or lost by the mismanagement of himself or family : when every

thing else is squandered, this income will remain , and will be as

sure to one whose circumstances are desperate, as to any other.

It is , indeed , a possible case, that a minister might contribute to

both these funds, and yet no annuity be received by himself or

family ; but this can only occur, when there shall be none living to

need it ; and in that event, what more desirable use could he wish

for his money, than that it should be applied to the support of the

distressed widows and children of his brethren in the ministry,

and to the comfort of aged servants ofJesus Christ, who for wise rea

sons are continued on earth after the period of their public labour

is ended ? Surely the Kingofheaven, when he shall come to take

account of his servants and of their stewardship, will not be dis

pleased with this disposition of a portion of the funds entrusted to

their care, but will say, “ Inasmuch as ye did it unto the least of

these, my brethren , ye did it unto me."

In behalf of the Corporation,

Ashbel GREEN, Secretary.

Philadelphia, June 8th, 1824 .

Conditions on which Subscriptions will be received to the Annuity

for Aged Ministers, by “ The Corporation for the Relief of Poor

and Distressed Presbyterian Ministers, and of the Poorand Dis

tressed Widows and Children of Presbyterian Ministers.”

1. Any minister of the gospel of the Presbyterian denomination

may become a subscriber to this annuity ; or any Presbyterian con

gregation may subscribe in behalf of their pastor; or any individual,

or number of individuals, may subscribe in favour of any Presbyte

rian clergyman whom they may choose to designate.

2. Every application for anannuity shall contain a declaration
of the time of birth of the person for whom the annuity is required,

as particular in regard to the date as possible, andaccompanied by
the best evidence which the nature of the case will admit.

3. If at any of the ages mentioned in the following table ,the

corresponding premium be advanced, it will entitle the subscriber

to an annuity of one hundred dollars; the first payment thereof

to be made on his attaining the age of sixty -five years, and the

payments to be continued annually thenceforward during his life,

and the portion of the annuitywhich may have accrued at the time

of his death , to be paid to his legal representatives.

4. An advance will be made in the premium proportional to the

excess of the age of the applicant above any of the exact periods

mentioned in the table.

5. Should the annuity applied for be any other sum than one

hundred dollars , the premium will be changed proportionally.
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6. The annuity granted to a single individual shall not exceed

four hundred dollars.

7. The annuity shall not in any case be assigned or transferred ,

without the consent of the corporation expressed in writing.

- on the day of

FORM OF THE BOND.

By “ The Corporation for the Relief of Poor and Distressed Pres

byterian Ministers, and of the Poor and Distressed Widows and

Children of PresbyterianMinisters."

THESE PRESENTS WITNESS, that in consideration of the Sum of
paid by of to The Corporation for the Re

lief of Poor and Distressed Presbyterian Ministers, and of the

Poor and Distressed Widows and Children of Presbyterian Minis

ters, the Receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, the said Corpo

ration do hereby covenant and bind themselves to of

to pay him the sum of A.D.

if he shall then be living:-and the like sum on the same

day of each succeeding year during his life ; and if he shall survive

thefirst day of payment herein specified , then at his death to pay

his legal representatives such proportional part of the like sum as

may correspond to the portion of a year during which he shall

have lived since the last annual payment became due : provided

that the annuity hereby granted, or any part thereof, shall not be

transferred or assigned without the consent of the Corporation ,

expressed in writing.

In testimony whereof The Corporation for the Relief of Poor and

Distressed Presbyterian Ministers, and of the Poor and . Dis

tressed Widows and Children of Presbyterian Ministers, have

hereunto affixed their corporate seal, and have further attested

the same by the signature of their Treasurer.

Table showing the Premium to be advanced, at any Age from 20 to 64, in order

to secure an Annuity of $ 100, to commence at the Age of 65, and to be con

tinued thenceforward during Life.

Age. Premium . Age. PremPremium. Age. Premium

!

20 80.75 35 167.21 50 367.22

21 85.62 36 175.70 51 388.09

22 89.67 37 184.70 52 408.42

23 93.91 38 194.17 53 431.30

24 98.36 39 204.22 54 455,92

25 103.02 40 214.93 55 482.31

26 107.94 41 226.48 56 510.75

27 113.09 42 238.84 57 541.47

28 118.54
251.99 58 575.14

29 124.35 265.96 59 613.00

130.61 280.75 60 656.06

31 137.23 296.36 61 705.95

32 144.18 47 312.86 62 761.43

33 150.48 48 330.20 63 822.66

34 159.14 49 64 889.59

( Applications respecting either of the funds should be addressed to the

treasurer, ROBEBT M. PATTERSON,Esq.-No.173, Chesnut Street, Philadelphia .]

30
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| _ 348.27
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